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HE ARCHITECT is in

tended to be ft profes

sional, artistic, and tech

nical journal of the first

class. Its pages will be

open to all subjects con

nected with the art, the

science, or the business

of Building, taken in the

widest sense. The Pro

fessional Architect and

the Civil Engineer, the

Builder, the Art Work

man, and the Mechanic,

will each find The Ar

chitect treating upon subjects which are of importance to him

self. The examples which such persons require as objects of

study, the opinions they desire to know, and the news which

it will be their pleasure or their business to learn, will bo sup

plied, so far as any journal can possibly do so, week by week,

in the columns and by the illustrations of The Architect. IsTor

will the general public be forgotten. The public at large is

directly concerned in a thousand ways in matters relating to Archi

tecture, Engineering, and Building. The interest in such subjects

is happily on the increase; and it will be our endeavour so to

conduct this journal that the general reader, as well as any of thoso

to whom its title more directly appeals, shall find it attractive and

agreeable, as well as instructive, and thus take part in that popularizing

of a knowledge of the fine arts, and especially of Architecture, which

is one of the great movements of the day. The Architect aspires

to take a first place among those journals which are quoted as au

thorities in the various branches of Science, Art, Literature, or

Business; and those conducting it will spare no pains to secure the

services of the most skilled writers, to illustrate the works of the

best Architects and Engineers, and to supply the latest and the most

authentic intelligence.

The practice of Architecture iu the present day—alike at home and

abroad—will probably claim a larger share of our space, and receive

more constant attention, than any other topic ; and here it is our firm

determination to be the organ of no clique or party, and to refrain

from all that can be termed personal in an offensive sense. We will

fearlessly and as far as possible impartially state, and where neces

sary criticise, the views of all parties, both as to artistic matters

and points of professional practice. One duty of the public press,,

not always the pleasantest, yet probably almost the most important

of any, is to criticise. Good, honest, dignified, unprejudiced criticism

is always of the highest public advantage when directed towards its

legitimate subjects, and written in the proper tone; and when occasion

calls for it, it is hoped that writing of this stamp will always be

forthcoming in The Architect.

It is intended that select examples of ancient works—English and

foreign—shall occasionally appear among the illustrations of archi

tectural and constructive subjects ; and a critical examination of old

examples, as well as of works in progress, will form a feature

of the journal. The illustrations will be uniformly chosen with a

view to their practical value, and will be lithographed or cut by the

best available engravers. Thoroughly good specimens of art work

manship in metal, wood, stone, and textile fabrics, and of all descrip

tions of decorative art of various styles and periods, will occasionally

be selected both for description and representation.

Of the sister arts of Painting and Sculpture, such notices will be

given as the space at command in a periodical which necessarily must

be so much more than purely an art journal will permit.

General literature is unquestionably quite beyond our limits, but

the literature of architecture, engineering, and building will be con

stantly and carefully reviewed. The varied and valuable publications

issued on the Continent, and far too little known in this country, will

be noticed, as well as those published in Great Britain; and it is our

hopo that not only will the pages of The Architect contain an

impartial and sufficient review of every work bearing on any of our

subjects which shall appear from this day forward, but that occasionally

the nature of some of the valuable stores contained in our forgotten

books and important libraries may be so pointed out that students

may be guided to unsuspected sources of knowledge.

Building as an art, and Engineering as a science, form another

group of our proposed subjects,—including the nature and use of all

building materials, the contrivances and appliances belonging to

building, the art of construction, and the science of designing works

of engineering. Good examples of arrangement and contrivance will be

given among the illustrations, and the special structures which have

to be designed for exceptional purposes will not be overlooked.

Machinery and mechanical engineering generally lie outside our limit,

except when designed specially to do the work of the builder; but all

labour-saving appliances which may appear will be carefully noted.

In fact all new inventions brought under our notice and which seem
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really to merit being put to the test of experience shall be described,

or at least pointed out.

Surveying—a link between architecture and building, -when under

stood to mean the surveying of buildings, and an auxiliary to engineer

ing -when applied to land—deserves and shall receive notice. This will

give occasion to consider many questions of varied natures which are

in debate, as to the position and duties of building surveyors ; and to

collect and furnish information as to the value, the compulsory sale,

and the tenure of house property.

The business of building, especially in these days of keen com

petition, is in a position which renders reliable and early information

of great value; we shall bo alive to the importance of seeming and

furnishing to our readers such intelligence.

Men, as well as work and art, claim space in the pages of The

Architect. The position and prospects of the workman, of the

labour market, and of the various trade societies of the country ; the

status of the contractor, and the fair and equitable adjustment of

differences between him and his workmen on the one hand, or his

employers on the other; and the position, duties, obligations, and

remuneration of professional men, form a series of subjects to which

we hope to give constant attention. The fitting education alike of the

operntive and the art workman, the surveyor, the engineer, and the

architect, is a kindred subject and one which presses for notice, and

cannot, and will not, be long loftin its present unsatisfactory condition.

The Architect will give its hearty and unwavering support to any

wise measures for improving the technical education of the artisan, or

for the systematic instruction of the student of architecture or civil

engineering which may be brought forward.

The proceedings of various learned, professional, and other societies,

will be reported in these columns so far as they are available, and

come within the scope of the journal. These societies have done

very much to raise the position of the professions which have founded

them; and in that which remains for them to do, they will, we

believe, only be successful when supported by the public press.

The columns of The Architect will always be open to all legitimate

correspondence ; nnd readers are invited with brevity and distinctness

to address communications to us on any points of importance that

arise. Such letters as contain enquiries on points of a practical

nature, we shall ordinarily treat as addressed rather to- the readers

than the conductors of the journal, and shall usually print without

editorial reply, with the desire of receiving answers from our readers.

The ' Notes and Novelties,' for which we reserve a column, will con

tain brief and miscellaneous accounts of whatever is newest and best ;

and for this column and our list of tenders, we shall always gladly

welcome properly authenticated information. To furnish the general

information of the journal, not only England, but the Continent, the

Colonies, India, and the .United States will be explored, and The

Architect will endeavour to give a constant succession of intelligence

at once useful, reliable, and new.

The Editor has no desire in the conduct of this journal to intrude

himself, his works, or his name on its readers. No ono can feel

more than himself the impossibility of carrying out unaided any por

tion, even the smallest, of the wide programme just sketched—a pro

gramme no wider, however, than the narrowest view of the meaning

of such a title as The Architect renders it necessary for him to

lay down. He is happy, therefore, to be able to rely on the hearty

cooperation of many friends and fellow-labourers as contributors and

supporters. So many and so varied and so valuable are the sources

from which it is possible to obtain contributions, that it is confidently

hoped the result may be found to deserve, and will receive, a large

share of public confidence.

T. Roger Smith.

Note.—The conductors of The Architect consider it due to

themselves and the public to say frankly that, in their opinion,

the execution of the illustrations in the first number is not- quite

equal to the importance of their subjects— roost certainly not

equal to what they themselves consider it essential such illustra

tions should be. This arises principally from the difficulty of^

printing a very large number of copies within a very short time.

The defect shall bo remedied in the future ; but not to have

noticed it would almost have implied that wo were not alive tcj

it—Eb. *

THE ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING

PROGRESS MADE DURING THE YEAR 1868.

THE year 1808 has been marked by political events of no ordinary

magnitude. As regards its architectural and engineering cha

racter, it lias no doubt been less memorable, although even in this

respect its records are far from presenting a blank.

The absence of enterprise, and the continued embarrassment arising

from the operations of finance companies, credit companies, and other

associations formed for the purpose of giving an undue stimulus to

the employment of the engineer and of the contractor, have continued

witli unexampled pertinacity. One after another, the boards of direc

tors of some of the largest of our railway companies have been com

pelled to meet their shareholders with the confession that they have

been in the habit of distributing dividends that were not actually

earned, and that more money must bo forthcoming to meat the

demands of accumulated debt. In some cases the result of this long

deferred confession has been to show that honesty was the best policy.

Difficulties, when boldly looked in the faeo, have diminished or dis

appeared ; and the cessation of aggressive warfare has been attended

by a careful development of the true sources of revenue.

In other cases the attempt has been made to make the public pay

for the extravagance and incompetence of the boards that had so far

wasted the property of their constituents. The most signal instance

of an aggressive policy of this nature appears to havo resulted in

failure. The Brighton, South-Eastern, and Chatham and Do»er

Railway Companies, failing iu their attempt to push through Parlia

ment a Hill that would have left the district which they were incor

porated in order to serve, altogether at their mercy, have trisd the

unpopular experiment of a sudden and considerable increase of fare*.

The immediate cash results will be made evident at the next half-

yearly meeting. Judging from the weekly returns, it will be eminently

disappointing. The effect produced on the public feeling of the

residents in the district is evinced by the Parliamentary notices for

the construction of competing lines that have been deposited fiorlhe

ensuing session.

Some slight indication of a revival, if not of confidence, at least of

the anticipation that confidence may some day return, is to be found

in the notices given for the needful, and long delayed, supplement to

the railway system which is to be afforded by town tramways. It is

inexplicable that this simple expedient should have been so long

delayed. When once a well-selected and well-conducted experiment

is carried out on an adeqaate scale, the experience of what has been

done in this respect in America forbids hs to doubt the great demand

that will rapidly arise for this method of communication.

The wealthy and enterprising morehants of Liverpool have still

allowed the formation of a railway tunnel under the Mersey to remain

in the stite of project, although Parliamentary power has been

obtained for carrying out the scheme. The ample return that the

actual traffic, so inconveniently carried on by the various ferries,

would afford, even if the subway through the solid sandstone on

which Liverpool stands should cost as much as that beneath the silt

and mud of the Thames at Kotherhithe, is such as to ensure the

completion of this scheme sooner or Inter. However, some effort is

now being made to commence operations.

Of all the triumphs gained by the engineer during the year, and

in some respects of all the most memorable and successful operations of

the military branch of the profession, must, be ranked the well-planned

and successful march on Magdala. For the first time in our history

the conduct of an important expedition has been committed to an

engineer. For the first time has a great enterprise, under unexampled

conditions, involving the exploration and the temporary military oc

cupation of an entirely unknown country, beeu carried out with unin

terrupted success.

While we havo thus raised the credit of the engineers of this coun

try abroad by their admirable discharge of an unprecedented duty, wo

have done much, not by origination but by progress, for'the adorn

ment of our capital at home. We have opened to pedestrian traffic a

short and healthy route from Westminster to the Temple. Thepartial

completion of the Thames Embankment is at once the addition of a

noble architectural feature to London, a step towards the thorough

internal service of the traffic of the metropolis by the opening of well-

considered lines of thoroughfare, and a redemption of the Thames

from a state altogether discreditable to the civilisation of the nine

teenth century.

The work of demolition in other parts of London is preparing fur

ther additions to the convenience as well as to tho splendour of the

metropolis. Thirty months have not proved sufficient for the comple

tion of the Ilolborn Viaduct—n grievous delay and waste of time

and cost for which, wo suppose, some explanation will be forthcoming.

Enough is done to lead us to anticipate tho opening of this important

line of roadway with impatience. It will add somo forty minutes to

the day of each of the hundreds of thousands of persons who daily

are condemned to pursue the present tortuous route from Oxford

Street to the City. The changes nnd improvements in the neighbour

hood, which cannot be fully appreciated before the completion of this

great central improvement, are upon a srale that is actually colossal.

A further step in raising London to a level with other capitals has

been taken in the construction of the new Meat Market

A great improvement in the internal communication of the metro

polis has been made by the completion of the Western extension
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of the Metropolitan Railway. The Midland Railway Company have

also opened their new terminal station near King's Cross, together

with the line providing a separate and independent access to the

metropolis. The immediate effect of this step appears to have been

the transference of some 4,0007. to 5,000/. of the gross weekly reve

nue formerly included in the returns of the London and North

western, Great Northern, and Great Western^ Railways to those of

the Midland line.

The Abbey Mills pumping station of the metropolitan drainage

system has been opened, not without the expression of strong local

indignation against the costly character of the architectural decora

tion. The grave question of the mode in which the bod of the

Thames is becoming obstructed by the discharge of the sewage ef

the metropolis into the stream at the new outfall has been raised,

but, although it has been vigorously debated and disputed, it has not

been set at rest.

The ordinary progress of minor architectural works throughout the

country has been not a little checked by the paralysis that has struck

engineering enterprise. Speculative building has been rudely checked.

Each week has, indeed, contributed its amount of churches restored,

repaired, or newly opened. Private houses of somo pretension are

increasing in number ; but a general slackness of work has been felt

both by architects and by builders. The decision among competing

designs for a new town hall for Manchester has been one of the most

important features of provincial building. The commencement of

the new St. Thomas's Hospital has .been marked with not inappro

priate ceremony, considering the magnitude and importance of the

building. It is a fact to be deplored, the significance of which should

not be lost sight of, that the iron fittings for the building have been

•constructed abroad, and that foreign manufacturers havo beaten Eng

lish manufacturers by open tender.

In London wo have also witnessed considerable progress in the

general design for providing proper accommodation, of what may be

styled a palatial character, for the service of the Imperial administra

tion. The new Government offices which open on the Park form only

a small portion of the buildings which are admitted to be necessary.

The notices deposited in anticipation of the Parliamentary Session of

186V provide for the clearing away of nearly the whole mass of private

residences between the Horse Guards and Westminster Abbey. Great

George Street itself is doomed, and a new and official Westminster is

about to occupy this advantageous site. There is room for the hope

that within a few years the vista and the details of the architectural

works ranging from the church of St. Martin to tho Abbey and the

Palace of the Legislature will be worthy of the wealthiest city in the

world.

'Connected v/ith this subject of site is the possibility that the ques

tion of tho position of the New Courts of Law may yet be reopened.

A large mass of building, in the vicinity of Chancery Lane, has been

■cleared away for this purpose. The time-honoured gate of Temple

Hor appears to be doomed, from the inevitable march of innovation.

Between the North Thames Embankment and the streets leading

from the Strand a noble site is still awaiting the labours of the archi

tect. Nor are these sites likely to remain long uncovered, as archi

tects have been appointed by the Government for four most important

public buildings—namely, the Courts of Law, the New National

Gallery, the new Public Offices, and the new buildings at South

Kensington. The only fear that suggests itself is, whether the simul

taneous prosecution of so large an amount of building of the first

class may not cause an inconvenient disturbance in the labour market.

For the private rebuilding of London shows no symptoms of slacken

ing. Banks, new club-houses, and churches emulate one another in

richness of decoration. And the large estate of the Marquis of West

minster, the source of a revenue larger than that of many a sovereign

prince, is being rapidly covered with buildings not unworthy of so

wealthy a landlord.

Among provincial works one of the most important that has been

commenced within the year 1868 is the new dock at Newport, which,

when carried out to the full design, is estimated to cost 000,000/. A

railway viaduct over the Mersey at Runcorn, containing three spans

of 305 feet each, would have attracted much attention at nn earlier

period of our railway enterprise, and the Bamsley viaduct is a work

of similar importance.

The water supply question has not ceased to attract the attention of

the public. To the project of bringing water from the Welsh or the

Cumberland lakes to the metropolis is opposed the dictum that each

great river basin should derivo the supply necessary for its inhabitants

from its own watershed. The manner'in which the rainfall is for

the most part wasted is insisted on by the advocates of this natural

principle. It is evident that a final decision on the subject can only

be (arrived at in connection with the settlement of the cognate ques

tions of sewage, and of the redemption of rivers from pollution.

The Commission nominated to enquire into this subject has been

reconstituted, and all that can be positively stated as to the progress

made during 1808 towards the adoption of definitive normal rules as

tr> -water supply, defecation of sewage, manuring ground from this

source, and restoration of inland fisheries, is the fact that the public

mind is becoming slowly awakened to the extreme importance of

these elements of public health and comfort. The most recent

report on these kindred subjects—that of an olficer of the Royal

Engineers, consulted at the recommendation of the Government—

has been noteworthy for its insistence on the necessity of keeping

rainfall distinct from sewage ; an arrangement which must underlie

any economical method for at once utilising the salts applicable -to

vegetable growth, and avoiding great waste of water.

The occupation of English engineers and of English capital abroad

has not been a prominent feature during the past year. A great field

for enterprise appeared to open in Spain, but it is yet premature to

point to the Peninsula as a safe field for English enterprise.

The transit of our Indian mails has lieen accelerated by the

opening of the railway over Mont Cenis, constructed according to the

plan of Mr. Fell. The successful working of this railway is likely

to lead to the opening of other Hues of communication through the

passes of the Alps. A summit railway, unless so protected by

galleries as to lase almost every feature of economy in construction,

is liable, it is true, to occasional interruptions by enow or by rain

fall. It cannot compete with a tunnel. On the other hand the

difference of expense in primary construction, as well as the saving

of time as compared with that demanded for piercing a long distance,

is considerable, and the advantage over the use of the diligence is so

great as to leave no doubt that, in any case of adequate traffic, where

a tunnel is not made, a line on Mr. Fell's plan will be adopted.

Meantime the French and Italian Governments are steadily at work

in the bowels of the Alps. The latter has arranged for the trans

mission of the mails to Brindisi, and M. de Lessens is steadily -spend

ing 200,000/. per month in the excavation of the Suez Canal, the

opening of which much-debated route he promises by October, 1869.

The New World vies with the Old in its provision of a line of transit

that is to be measured, not by miles, but by degrees of longitude.

Of the 3,000 miles which intervene between the Atlantic and the Pacific

•Oceans, about one-half maybe regarded as settled country. Amodem

town on the Missouri river, called Omaha City, is the westward

frontier of American civilisation. This point is, of course, reached by

railway. But the enterprising people of the States are unwilling to

compel the travellers to California to go round by the Isthmus of

Panama. They have already commenced a railway across the desert,

haunted by no Indians, that intervenes between Omaha and Sacra

mento. At the close of 1865 the gap between these two points was

one of 1,720 miles, with the slight deduction of thirty-one miles of

railway constructed on the Sacramento side, and forty on that of

Omaha. Since that timo the rails have been pushed forward from

Omaha to the distance of nearly a thousand miles—a feat without

parallel in the history of internal communication, as it involves the

construction of a mile of railways for every working day, Sundays

alone being excluded, during the interval of three years. From

Sacramento about 400 miles have been laid during the same time,

and the engineers express confidence that before the close of the ywar

now approaching the entire line from one ocean to the other will be

open for traffic.

The progress of railways within the United Kingdom is tabulated

to the close of 1807, the returns to tho Board of Trade occupying

eleven months before the public are informed of their results. During

that year, the total paid-up capital of the railway companies in

question was increased bv about twenty millions sterling, or from

481,872,184/. to 502,202,887/. The length of line open was increased

by 393 miles, from 13,854 to 14,247. The number of passengers

conveyed increased from 274,295,068 to 287,688,1 13. The number of

applications to Parliament for the session of 1809 are 78, those for

1808 having been 109. About one-eighth of these applications are

for powers to abandon lines and branches, and about one-fourth are

for obtaining extension of time. There are thirty-four notices for

tho incorporation of new companies, eleven of whioh are for the

purpose of making railways or tramways in London or its suburbs.

MR. MARKS'S WORK AT THE GAIETY THEATRE.

Br Edward W. Godwin, F.S.A.

0 seriously-minded person ever expects to see architecture at the

opening of a new theatre. BuildiBg a modern theatre is essen

tially a sjteeulaiiim in the worst sense of the word. It is not merely

a speculation with money— it is not merely a question of

cheap materials and cheap manufactures, but always associated

with these we find a style of construction never found in last

ing, durable buildings—a stylo irreconcileable with any ait principles,,

and possessing no recommendations even to the theatrical speculator

beyond the one and possibly the only recommendation it could possess

for him—a narrow economy of money and of time. To build a theatre'

in three or four months may be a very noble ambition. The capital

you expend does not long lie idle. You turn your money, as the

phrase is, rapidly ; your architect has no time to pause for thought;

your painter and decorators have no time for study of effects in situ;

your engineer has no time for experiments ; your masonry and brick

work, if you have any, have no time for settlement. In a dozen

rooms in a dozen different parte of the town men are working on the.

box-fronts, the ceiling, the proscenium, the act drop, &c. Your

artist-in-chief, who paints your figures, has no time to talk about it.

Thirty or forty life-size figures to be painted in two months is an

order that makes any supervision of the ornament-painters, any consul

tation or any experiment as to position and light, simply impossible.

That all these disjecta membra should bo rattled together at last and

form a satisfactory and complete whole is one of those things no one

could havo expected, aud about which therefore no one Qun be dis-
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appointed ; but—it is a speculation. There can be nothing, then, left

us but to sympathise with the unfortunate people who elect to take

part towards the fulfilment of the theatrical speculator's ambition.

That some artistic success may sometimes attend some portions of the

work must be acknowledged, but it is hardly a question that such

success must be of the nature of a fluke. I take it for granted

every one knows the long frieze or space generally found over the

proscenium, and which is occupied in some theatres by the principal

(sometimes the only) figure subject in the building. This at the

Gaiety, as at the Queen's, is the kernel of the whole structure. The

buildings may or may not stand fire—that, of course, remains to be

proved. The stage maybe, and probably is, a capital piece of carpen

ter's work. The problem of entrances and exits may or may not have

been completely solved ; but as only a panic coidd satisfactorily test

this, the arrangement, as we see it, may be open to question. The

interior effect may be, as the Pall Mall Gazette says, ' most ornate,'

whatever that may mean, and the building may be altogether a

novelty in architecture—i.e., in the sense that adaptations from the

French are novelties in dramatic literature. Whatever may be said,

the art-work at the Gaiety is confined to Mr. Marks's work. This

work consists—so we are told— of, first, a frieze or long panel over

the proscenium ; and, second, two lunettes over the stage boxes im

mediately adjoining the ends of the frieze, but at a little higher level.

Now before entering at all upon the merits or demerits of these three

paintings, it would be well to clear the ground n little of what

might otherwise prove stumbling blocks in Mr. Marks's career os a

wall painter. There are three points which it is desirable should be

cleared up. First, the scale of the figures in the frieze ; second, the

difference of scale between the figures in the friezo and those in the

lunettes ; and third, the execution of the figures in the lunettes. If

Mr. Marks is not responsible for these things, and if he wishes to be

come a wall painter and to work with architects, it is of the utmost

importance that the amount of his non-responsibility should be well

and clearly defined. As to the scale of the figures in the main sub

ject, it is manifestly out of all proportion with the building, and is, to

say the least, dollish. Now above these figures, and flush with the

figure panel, is a large flat space, covered with gold fleur-de-lis on a

blue ground, any portion of which space might easily have been

added to Mr. Marks's panel. Who was it therefore who fixed the

height of the panel ? If Mr. Marks be the culprit, his reputation as a

wall or decorative painter will suffer not a little ; if any one else fixed

it, why did not Mr. Marks protest, and if needs he, decline the work ?

The ridiculously small proportions of this the chief figure subject

being fixed, how was it that the figures in the subsidiary subjects

close by were increased in scale ? I need not insult my readers by say

ing that the manifest effect of this is to still further dwarf the main ]

subject, that was already fur too small for its position. Now either

Mr. Marks must have known that this would be so, and was

thus deliberately guilty of what I shall take the liberty of calling a

decorative impertinence, or he did not paint the lunettes at all. And

it is just this latter conclusion to which anyone must arrive who will

take the trouble to use his binocular from the level of the upper boxes

and compare the outlines with the outlines in the frieze. Who then

did paint them ? And who was responsible for increasing the scale of

the figures ? These are questions which Mr. Marks has an interest in

having clearly answered, for the designs of the lunettes are as evi

dently by him as the work itself is evidently not by him.

Of Mr. Marks's three designs, as distinct designs, there is little or

nothing to say in blame. Taken, however, together as decorative paint

ings, they have thedofect of being unequal—unequal, that is, not merely

as to scale, but as to that all-important element, in decoration which may

be described as spaco-filling; for if we are inclined forsumptuousncssof

decoration, the lunettes appear bald by contrast with the frieze, whilst

if we go in for temperance and Spartan simplicity, the frieze appears

crowded and over-rich by contrast with the lunettes. As compositions

the lunettes arc perhaps more complete, but then the space was so

very much more easy to treat. Exceptions might be taken to the

drawing; but as I do not believe Mr. Marks to have executed the

work, and as the name of the real painter of Mr. Marks's designs has

not transpired, it is hardly worth while to dwell any longer upon

these subsidiary subjects. The chief, or frieze subject, represents a

mediaeval mosque before a Royal party, and is thus arranged:—A

little to the left of the centre of the picture is a throne with a double-

stepped platform in front of it; behind this, two attendants and a

group of six courtiers; seated on the throne are a king and queen : their

little son stands on the platform just in front of them ; lolling rather

than sitting on the step in front of the boy-prince is the court jester ;

immediately in front of these, and occupying the centre of the picture,

is a group of seven (lancers ' making circles,' to adopt the technical

phraseology of the ballet; beyond these a dwarf; then a group of

{(layers—a king, a queen, a knight in armour, and a second

ady ; beyond these a group of six musicians complete the picture.

The back-ground is in two colours, divided horizontally ; and Mr.

Marks may thank his horizontal line for keeping his picture together,

for without it there can bo little doubt that the different groups would

appear too isolated. Nevertheless, the composition on the whole is

pleasing; the two oxtreme groups, viz., the courtiers and the musi

cians, are well put together, and both in colour and drawing are

artistically managed. The two smallest figures, viz., the boy prince

and the dwarf, are perhaps the best. That this may be in part

owing to their isolation is very possible. Indeed I cannot help

thinking that under the conditions of site, the whole work would have

been improved and more decorative had there been twenty-two

instead of thirty figures. I am sure of this much—that it is not by a

liberal use of figures in a given wall space that the artist is neces

sarily to produce good decoration. One figure with ' go ' in it plus

a few accessories with meaning in them would decorate a far larger

wall space than is generally imagined. It is surprising how much

space one really good figure will satisfy when well drawn with

bright and lively colours. Had Mr. Marks fully realised this, we

should possibly have had one figure to ndmiro in the place of four

which can scarcely claim that degree of consideration. Thus, the

dancing-girls—very difficult to compose, still more difficult to draw

— are ill-composed and ill-drawn ; moreover, the mass of white

dress in this central group is far too strong. For although every

one will easily see that it has been the intention of the artist to

get the conventional high light in the centre of the frieze, and balance

right and left his lights and darks with a sternness almost geometri

cal, vet I cannot help thinking that the intention was not worth

much, and that it would have been as well if Mr. Marks had defied

this conventional rule, or, if this were too much to do at once, he

might have subdued his high light to the lowest point compatible

witli academic propriety.

One word as to details. Of what use is the little embroidered

shield on the back of tho gold stick in waiting? It is a patch and

nothing more. Why sucli a modern property shield in the hand of

the player knight ? Shields) in the middle ages were as common as

umbrellas are now, and players wanting a shield woidd surely

have a real one, and not a piece of a 3-inch plonk. I suspect, too,

there are some people who might ask Mr. Marks disagreeable

questions in respect to some few of the costumes ; but where so much

is good, I will leave this to more hypercritical pens. One thing 1

hope : that, whatever opinions or criticisms may be published, all will

agree in giving Mr. Marks credit for having produced an admirable

decorative painting under trying conditions, and every one must join

in awarding no end of praise to the theatrical speculator who could

entertain the question of an artist's commission being an item in his

speculation. I should add that the painting is executed in oil colour

with turpentine medium on canvas—a process which, to my mind, is

not one to be encouraged.

THE CO-OPERATION OF ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.

ALTHOUGH there is everywhere an abundant demand—notably in

our shops and Exhibitions—for such of the skilfully contrived

productions of our various industries as possess delicacy and minute

ness, yet the popular mind seems to be reviving the old world taste

for the gigantic. Our modern public works and projects excite little

admiration now-a-days unless the prefix of monster con be applied to

them. Conceptions of moderate, or even average dimensions, meet

with little more than indifference. And this is observable in all the

branches of enterprise on which the skill of head and hand is em

ployed. We see works of various public interest growing in magni

tude as if there were absolutely no limits to the scale on which they

mav be executed.

We have paused in awe before the stupendous piles of mediaeval

workmanship—such as our cathedrals have oppeared to us—but now

we hear of new edifices which are to dwarf the greatest of these.

Public halls, of which our metropolis—itself belonging to the mon

strous—used to boast as grand and spacious, are to be thrown into

the shade by a new monstor which will leave these with no more

reputation than mere meeting-houses in point of dimensions. Again

we have the monster hotel rising around us as a familiar object,

whose size reduces to the scale and appearance of private houses the

large establishments of a few years ago. And in most appropriate

conformity to this general rage for the gigantic, we have new railway

termini rearing their mammoth forms, one after another, any one 01

which makes the largest stations of our younger days appear as so

many coach-houses.

The ever-swelling proportions and the grand scale of the works

we have already among us are undoubtedly to be referred to that

wonderful development of engineering skill and enterprise which the

lost quarter of a century mainly has witnessed. The engineer, sens

ing on the bountiful products which men have been extracting from

the bowels of the earth, has found in them the means of realising

his most ambitious projects. Especially by the iron material so

illimitable, apparently, in its capabilities for construction and in the

scale of its combinations, the last and present generations hove seen

a new profession created, which before had scarce an independent

existence. And by this same material not only has a new name

been given to our age, but a disturbance made in all the old land

marks of building science.

While we seem to refer the revolution in the design and conception

of our public works to the agency of the engiueer, it is not to be sup

posed that the architect has been*insensible to or unaffected by it. On

the contrary, it is evident that he too has caught the infection of that

thirst for the colossal which we have been speaking of. It is equally

clear, however, that he has shown but small sympathy with it. He

has given rather a passive than an active adherence to it. The age

has been demanding—or, at least, greedily accepting, the novelties in
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monster form which our engineers have heen ready at any moment to

supply for it. The architect, on the other hand, faithful always to

the traditions of his art—grand and multifarious as they are—has

been caring less for what might be than for what has been. He sym

pathises but little with the engineer, who cannot point to his iron

models in antique or mediaeval temples ; and he knows that in the

older times the architect reared his works by his own skill, whether

we may view it as artistic or constructive.

While all this is historically true, it is a fact not to be ignored in

these times, that the profession of engineering, as we now regard it,

has come somewhat into collision with that of the architect. The

engineer in frequent cases has now the exclusive possession of works

which formerly the architect alone was supposed capable to deal with.

Over and above all this—and it is a point not to be evaded, for it is

the kernel of the subject—there has grown up in our day what some

may prefer to call an indifference between the two professions, but

which we think is more correctly described as an unexpressed, half-

conscious sort of jealousy in each towards the other.

It is in this circumstance—not hitherto faced frankly—where the

question of the greatest public interest arises. In all the works which

proceed from the hands of our architects and engineers, there is surely

something more than mere utility and sound construction to be

demanded. For it is a consideration not sufficiently insisted on that

these works are, in their nature, ptiblic property ; and that, too, in an

enormously wide sense. They differ in the widest possible manner,

in this respect, from the other arts and sciences. For example, a man

will paint a picture, or carve a piece of sculpture, which another will

purchase ; but the influence of such works in either case is compara

tively of a private character. At the most their possessor confines

them within doors, where if they be admirable, his friends and visitors

only con enjoy them ; or if they be otherwise, it is only these who

have to endure them. But the case is very different when we come

to the works of our engineers and architects. They span our rivers and

line our streets, and the public have no escape from them. If they

possess any beauty or interest, there is a public enjoyment in possess

ing them ; but if they are ugly, mean, and untrue, as so many of our

blic works unhappily are, and that by popular verdict, what is to

said for them or done with them ? There they stand, to bear the

same offensive lineaments for generations. They are not only public,

but permanent—too often, indeed, designed to be dreadfully perma

nent—and the public taste has to endure and suffer them from age to

age. Can it be supposed that in this fact there is not matter of public

moment ? Is it logically possible that through one sense a man may

have his physical life poisoned by a bad odour, and that his moral

sensibility will escape unhurt from an ugly sight through another

sense ?

It must not be inferred from all this that it is the engineering of

our day which has to learn everything from an alliance with archi

tecture. There are equally grave faults of omission and of commission

on both sides, and the two professions, rightlv working, in ways we

hope to illustrate hereafter, may mutually help each other to public

advantage. In this view we are supported by a pretty general senti

ment which is growing in both professions, and especially among their

leading representatives. The two specialties must come together and

work harmoniously if we are to have great works worthy of the age,

and commensurate in historical value as monuments with the reputa

tion of our civilisation, wealth, and power.

The kind of tacit estrangement which now exists between archi

tecture and engineering imperils public interests, and results in the

abuse of popular taste. The engineer can no more afford to work

without the architect on his great works than the architect in similar

case can dispense with the engineer. In the one case we are

threatened with mere size and solidity without sightliness ; and in

the other, with works which promise an antiquarian rather than a

true artistic interest as productions of our own day ; while the art of

the architect threatens to fail in its highest aim—the elevation of

public taste and the excitement of popular sympathy—because it

refuses to bend to the wants and discoveries of the time.

It is in no sense derogatory to the prestige and honour of either

profession that the public should long to see the divorce between

them annulled. Each has its special excellence and its special pro

vince ; we only desire to insist that the intellect of both is essential

to great and lasting successes in our public structures of every class.

Life is far too short in our day, the competitive principle too active,

and the exigeant demand for speedy execution of our work too pressing,

to allow of any one man achieving high excellence in the character

of architect and engineer at once, as we now understand the high

functions of the two professions. Your modern engineer can os little

be expected to design a town hall or a cathedral up to any noble

mark, as your architect can be asked to construct a suspension bridge

or a railway station on a grand scale. There may be, and have been,

here and there, eminent instances of men gifted with the rare com

bination of engineering and architectural talent; but they are so

scarce and so far between as not to affect our argument. How many

architects, for example, are there among us to-day who could, denovo,

and without existing models, at once design and construct a West

minster Abbey or a St. Paul's Cathedral? Similarly, it may be

asked, where is the engineer who could construct and design them?

The architect may be able to design and the engineer to construct

works of such a mark, but it is idle ever again to expect that either

can do both unaided by the other.

This question of co-operation is of equal value to the architect

and engineer. That the works of either one or the other, on the

grand scale which has become common among us, would gain vastly

by such conjunction of the two special talents, seems so much of a

platitude that it needs hardly to be insisted upon. The practical

advantage of this combination is a more important subject for

discussion. The art of the architect, it must be urged, will gain

greatly in public favour if he can be enabled to design his greater

works entirely from the point of view which his artistic training and

instinct naturally suggest to him, almost wholly unfettered by the

more intricate calculations which belong to the science of the

engineer. On the other hand the engineer would undoubtedly

achieve greater popular triumphs if his larger works were put

through tne hands of the architect to be clothed with some feeling of

imagination and artistic interest. We are well aware, from a

tolerably intimate knowledge of the inner life of both professions,

that the model "engineer of our day treats with a comfortable in

difference all aesthetic considerations as fantastical and unnecessary so

soon as he has satisfied himself that his girders and rivets ore all

perfect. In some similar degree the architect too often sacrifices

grand opportunities of effect and true principles of construction by a

mere slavish adherence to shapes and forms, or by the false and

extravagant use of materials.

In the discussion of this subject how much may one learn from a

contemplation of the works of God ! To take the highest and

noblest of His creations—Man. Do we not find the simple skeleton

constructed in perfection for all the purposes of rest and locomotion ?

But we are not left with merely perfect construction. Flesh and

tissue are clothed over the perfect framework ; and lineaments of

beauty are so fashioned that no human taste can exhaust the admira

tion of them ; the vital fluids of the body are made to course beneath

their transparent surface, with hues of colour whose subtlety and

variety defy the highest effort of the painter's art. And let it not

be omitted, that while our beneficent Creator hos designed His work

in this almost incomprehensible beauty of form and structure, He has

also endowed us with the still higher blessing of sensibility to its

loveliness.

(To be continued.)

THE HANDY-BOOK OF HOUSE-BUILDING.

INTRODUCTORY.

A dwelling-house is, in one sense or another, a matter of at least occa

sional concern to everyone ; and no other sort of building exists respect

ing which so many persons require sound knowledge. We all live in

dwelling-houses ; almost all acquire at least that temporary ownership of

one which comes from occupation of it as tenants ; and many at one time

or other buy or build houses for residence, or investment, or both. Of those

whose profession or business it is to build, there are few who have not at

least some part of their attention claimed by dwelling-houses, while very

many architects and builders erect little else.

Although some valuable books have been written which treat subjects

relating to dwelling-houses well, as also some of less value, it seemed, some

years ago, to the present writer that there was room for a compact hand

book which should take a very practical point of view indeed ; and the

present series of papers was commenced. The work was laid aside mainly

from the belief that it would be rendered unnecessary by a treatiso which

has since appeared. The very completeness of that treatise, which will

no doubt long remain a standard book of reference, has, however, lifted it

above the range of a hand-book. With regard to a large number of practical

matters, such as arise during the conduct, of all the operations preliminary to

and during the building of a dwelling-house, the field is as free as it was be

fore ; and even with regard to such matters as are common to the intention

both of the present papers and of the book alluded to, there seems scope for

a condensed statement of their salient points. The work has therefore

been resumed without hesitation, and in this series of papers it is hoped

that every class of the readers of this journal may find something of

practical value ; for what is here stated will be the result of a varied and

extended experience in the practice of house-building.

The course proposed to be taken is to furnish, in four or five short and

separate series of papers, answers to such inquiries as the four following :—

1. What is meant by a good house?

2. What sort of house to build ?

3. What will it cost to build ?

4. How is building a houBe to be set about ?

In answer to the first question, we intend to consider briefly those points

in which houses suited to the requirements of the English climate and of

modern life and manners agree ; and those where they differ, according to

variation in site, or size, or purpose; and to name some of the most

prominent essentials for the comfort, convenience, health, and safety of

households.

In answering the second question, it is proposed to divide dwelling-

houses into groups according to their size, and to give illustrations showing

a typical example of each group ; also, to point out the mode of pro

viding in each the essential requirements already indicated.

Under the third head, the approximate cost of the specimens, or typical

examples, will be stated, and information upon the whole question of cost

furnished.

The fourth head will contain advice as to the whole course of the

planning and erection of a house, and will trace the mode of procedure

from the commencement to the close.

Many general topics, which are almost equally admissible under any of

* ■
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the above divisions, will arise. Some may be introduced, as seems most

appropriate, in the body of the work ; others (especially such as relate to

stabling, outbuildings, and the other adjuncts of houses of large size)

will remain for separate statement.

It remains only to remark that, though dwelling-houses built in towns

differ widely in many particulars from houses built in the country, it

has not been thought impossible to treat both at tho same time. The

country house is always the more completely unfettered of the two, and

many desirable things have to be abandoned when building on an urban

site. The course will therefore generally be taken of describing what

should be done on a clear site, where no restrictions exist, and then of

pointing out the modifications brought about by limitation of site, and the

other circumstances peculiar to a city or its suburbs.

For a similar reason, a strict division into classes of house has not been

attempted, except for the purpose of considering the question of cost. The

simplest house, if fit for the occupation of a family of very moderate means,

but of the ordinary habits of English gentry, contains the same essentials as

the large family house or the manor. And consequently it has been thought

that even those requiring to make their dwellings small and simple will be

best directed how to make them good, if the practice where there is amplo

scope for expenditure, be laid before them, and be treated as being—what it

really is—merely an elaboration of that which, in its more elementary form,

belongs to their own case.

CHAPTER I.

What is meant by a Good House?

A good house should be Buited to our climate, and to the mode of life

that modern English manners and customs have brought about. Its main

essentials are convenience, comfort, privacy, and a pleasing appearance.

The simplest complete dwelling-house for a family must provide three

seta of apartments for the purposes of (1) living, (2) Bleeping, (3) service;

internal communications ; and at least two entrances. Frequently a fourth

department (4) for children is required.

living Booms.

1. English habits require, in the Bimplest family house, two living

rooms, one for meals (dining room), and one for receiving visitors (drawing

room). As tho house increases in size, it first happens that a second

living room, known often as the breakfast room or morning room, is added—

this becomes to some extent the peculiar domain of the mistress of the

house ; then a library, which, when there is no business room, is generally

appropriated by its master, and, in other cases, often forms a morning room

for gentlemen ; and, as size increases, a small drawing room, a business

room, a billiard room, a smoking room, a gun room, and an odd room may

be added, in the order in which we have placed them. Each of these rooms

requires to be of the right size for the family, of the right shape, and in

the right place ; it must be properly connected with the other parts of the

house, and must in itself be such that the usual furniture shall be well

accommodated in it, and that the occupants shall be free from discomforts,

such as draughts, unequal or deficient light, cold, noise, or liability to

being overlooked or to intrusion.

It thus appears that the designing of even a single room gives scope for

skill, and leaves room for the possibility of grave errors ; and when these

are compacted together into a house, it is clear that the difficulty is not

diminished by the necessity of fitting them all together. In endeavouring

to give to each room an appropriate appearance, the dining-room may often

be advantageously made rather long in proportion to its width, and a trifle

formal in appearance, the recess usually provided for a sideboard being so

treated as to give some little appearance of dignity to the room. If there

are bay windows, they are often most suitably square—i.e., rectangular—on

plan. Good lights for pictures, and suitable space for hanging them, arc

often called for in this room.

The drawing room, on the other hand, should have an aspect of grace and

lightness. It had better be not quite so long in proportion to its width as

the dining room, and ought to have a large allowance of window space ; and

if there are bay windows, they may be of more varied shapes. Sometimes

some variety or play of outline can be introduced into the ground plan of a

drawing room with good effect. In every good drawing room there must be

at least one convenient place for a pianoforte. The small drawing room

ought to adjoin the large one, and to communicate with it ; but should be

distinct, and with a separate entrance. It should combine something of

the cheerful compactness of the morning room with the grace and elegance

of the drawing room.

The library requires a large amount of unoccupied wall-space for book

cases, and should have an air of comfort and snugness. This is often

promoted in a library as well as in a morning room, by giving it a certain

squareness of proportion on plan.

The business room does not often require to be large, but must be well

lighted, and if it can be approached direct from tho lobby, or from the

' luggage entrance,' whore one exists, by persons calling on business

without their having to be shown into the hall, so much the better. A

fire-proof safe is sometimes desired here.

The morning room requires to be bright and pleasant, warm, and not

too large. These are the rooms which, in an ordinary dwelling house,

form a cluster or group around the hall, the others that have been named

being, when introduced, very often placed apart for various reasons.

{To be continued.)

ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE NEW BUILDINGS OF BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD.

[Mr. Editor,—You have requested me to give you a short description of the

work at Balliol, and to put my name to it. I do so with pleasure, believing it

best that a description of this nature should be avowedly that of the architect

himself, when it cannot be from the pen of an independent and unbiassed critic]

The project of rebuilding a considerable portion of this ancient and

historically interesting College had been for many years in contem

plation. Two designs had been prepared for the purpose, and, at a

later period, Mr. A. W. Pugin filled a portfolio with beautiful studies

for the same object, but was not enawed to carry any of his ideas

into execution.

The munificence of a lady, Miss Brakenbury (the lineal descendant

of John de Balliol, the founder of the College), who offered to rebuild

that portion of the quadrangle facing Broad Street at her own expense,

caused the work to be commenced in earnest, and the writer was re

quested by the College, in the early part of 1866, to prepare a new

design embodying its present requirements. This being done, tenders

were obtained, and that of Mr. William Brass, of London, amounting

to about 20,0007., accepted. The work of demolition began at the

commencement of Easter Term last year, and the whole of the

new buildings are now so far completed that, while the Master, the

Rev. Dr. Scott, has been in possession of his house for some weeks

past, the College-rooms will be in full occupation during the ensuing

term.

The work consisted in the rebuilding of the south and east sides of

the quadrangle, facing Broad Street and the fore court of Trinity Col

lege respectively, as well as of the Master's House, which looks into

Broad Street on the south and into the College garden on the north,

and is separated from the new College buildings proper by a small

courtyard.

The old work which had to make way for the new was of little or

no interest architecturally ; its original character had been irretriev

ably destroyed by tasteless modifications during the last century, and

the crumbling local stone of which it was put together made any

attempt at restoration impossible ; besides which, it was deemed of

some importance to rectify an extremely crooked street line.

While thus two sides of the quadrangle are entirely new, the other

two sides remain untouched, being all early work, with some slight

exception in the way of restoration, and with the important exception

of Mr. Butterfield's Chapel in the north-east corner. In the opposite,

the south-west corner, the Oriel window of the dining-room in the

Master's house has been, of course,. religiously preserved; indeed, a

feeling of the absolute necessity for its preservation has dictated the

arrangement of much of the present plan, as, had it not been for the

position of this Oriel, the hall would have been extended towards the

south, and an urgent want thus adequately met.

FORE COURT OF TRINITY COLLEGE

fc S
u o

The block-plan shows the general arrangement of tho new build

ings and their connection with those portions of the old which lace

the quadrangle on the ono side and the garden on the other. The

garden is shut in bv the hall, the new residence of the Master, a long

range of rooms built by Basevi, and a gateway and other buildings

adjoining bv Salvin ; while, on the other side, the line of buildings

formed by TVIr. Salvin's picturesque kitchen and buttery, and the

north fronts of the library and chapel, shut out the new buildings sur

rounding the quadrangle from view, except the summit of the new

tower which rises above them.

The perspective view shows the Broad Street front of the new

buildings, which are built entirely of Bath stone and covered with

Broseley tiles.

Further particulars will be given in a future number.

December 30, 1868. A. WATERnor/SE.
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SUSPENSION BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER MOLDAU AT PRAGUE.

THE -work which forms the subject of our Engineering illustrations

is the new Suspension Bridge over the river Moldau at Prague,

which was opened by the Emperor of Austria, June 21, 1868.

This bridge is the embodiment of a new system of suspension as

applied to bridges, which was patented by its engineer, Mr. Ordish,

about ten years ago, more particularly with the view of adapting that

principle to railway bridges of large span, as the acknowledged

economy of the suspension bridge made the crossing of large rivers or

chasms practicable for railways.

The total length of the bridge between faces of abutments is

820 feet, and the clear width between parapet girders is 31 feet, the

distance between centres of towers is 492 feet, and the height from

level of roadway to the crown of the arch in the towers is 50 feet.

The parapet and cross girders are ' wrought-iron plate girders,' and

are built and connected together on the ordinary system of railway

bridge construction. The parapet girders are continuous between the

piers and the piers and abutments, allowance for expansion and con

traction being provided. They are supported, at distances of 82 feet

apart, by means of straight chains, which in their turn are supported

and retained in straight lines by means of a light curved chain (this

curved chain being the main element in the improved system), thus

enabling long compound ties of ordinary suspension bridge links to be

retained in straight lines, and the deflection of bridges thus constructed

being dependent only on the elasticity of the material, and not as

is the case in an ordinary suspension bridge, dependent on the varying

curve of equilibrium in the chains caused by unequal loads in addition

to the elasticity of the material.

The carriage roadway is of an equal width on the whole length of

the bridge, and is formed by 6" planking laid on the cross girders and

wood block paving thereon. The footpaths are each 5 ft. 6 in. wide,

and are formed by 4" planking, on which are laid 1^" oak wearing

boards.

The whole of the suspension chains are of steel, and each link was

proved by a tensile strain of twenty-two tons per sectional inch, with

out any permanent set, the specification for the links providing that

each link should undergo such a test, and that the breaking strain

per sectional inch should not bo less than forty-eight tons.

The strength of the bridge is such that with a moving load of

eighty pounds per superficial foot, in addition to the dead load of the

bridge, there would be imposed a strain of six tons per sectional inch

on the girder structure, and sixteen tons on the steel suspension

structure of the bridge.

The bridge was tested on April 29 and 30, 1868, by placing sixty-

five thousand bricks (weighing three hundred tons) on the foot-paths,

from four to five courses deep, and with this load the deflection in the

centre was 4J inches; on the morning of April 30, sixty-four loaded

vehicles of an estimated weight of 325 tons were driven over the

bridge, the bricks still remaining on the footpaths ; with the total

load, equal to sixty-four pounds per superficial foot, the deflection in

the centre was 7i, and on the removal of the load the permanent set

was found to be if".

As to the design of this important bridge, our readers will naturally

judge of it for themselves, with the aid of the illustrations wo present.

We may, however, venture our own opinion that, as a civil engineering

work, it shows more regard to recognised principles of, architectural

design than we have been accustomed to. Indeed, it nptly illustrates

the conjunction of engineering and architectural skill which we Lave

treated of in another column. The design of the piers has evidently

been carefully studied, and carries a very elegant proportion. Wo

ask our readers to note the treatment of the cast metal work, either

in its ea=emble or its details. The piers being constructed of castings,

it is no small merit that they look so. As compared with other

bridges of the same ambition as to design, it is also interesting, and—

to the younger members of the profession—instructive, to notice that

the metal work which performs the actual work of support and con

struction is also that which produces the external effect of the design.

In a suspension bridge of this class, this is really almost a unique

merit, for, as our engineering readers are aware, the real supporting

piers which carry the chains in most bridges are made to look sightly

only by casings of more or less elaborate design.

(FRANZ JOSEPH BHCCKB.)

Messrs. Ruston & Co., of Prague and Vienna, were the general

contractors for the bridge, and the whole of the ironwork was made

in Austria. The steel suspension structure was made in Sheffield,

and supplied and erected by Messrs. Howell & Co. The Emperor of

Austria has awarded to Mr. Ordish the large Austrian gold medal of

Arts and Sciences, and to Mr. Wessely, the resident engineer, the

Austrian Gold Cross of Merit.

OUR RAMBLER

AT THE NEW INDIA OFFICE.

OUR Rambler—who, we hope, may become a very familiar ac

quaintance of our readers, and in whose company we trust they

will enjoy many not uninteresting excursions—does not desire that

we should say more in introducing him than this, that he is passion

ately fond of visiting places and scenes where works or buildings,

drawings or paintings, men or things such as our readers may like to

hear about, are to be found. What he sees he will plainly describe ;

where public interests call him, he will go ; and where he thinks

that public interests do not call him, no invitations will induce him

to come. The papers which follow his name may possibly be so

varied in subject and in treatment as to suggest that more pens and

more pairs of eyes than one are at his disposal ; but in this at least he

will always be consistent—the visits he narrates will always be real

ones ; the things he describes will always be painted as he actually

saw them, and not as he may be asked to suppose they might, under

more favourable circumstances, be seen ; and his accounts may be

relied upon as bondfide narratives.

For several years past a large pile of buildings haa been slowly

rising in the neighbourhood of Whitehall and the Park, which most

persons have described, not without truth, as ' the new Foreign

Office,' by Mr. Gilbert Scott; but, like many statements that are

loosely made and carelessly repeated, this is only part of the truth,

the fact being that the new building contains not only the Foreign

Office, but also the India Office, and that in fact these two buildings

form but part of a greater block (obviously incomplete) of Govern

ment offices ; the prosecution of which, it is understood, is about to be

energetically proceeded with.

The buildings at present erected may be approximately described

as forming nearly two sides and one end of a rather irregular oblong

block. One end of this block is built, and is picturesquely broken

at the north-west angle by the tower and semi-circular corner with

which every one who occasionally walks in St. James's Park must

be familiar. The opposite end remains to be completed, and the sides

to be prolonged. In fact at the present moment the peep from King

Street into the quadrangle is anything but striking ; toothings,

unfinished gables, and all the preparations for one day resuming

work on an incomplete building which we familiarly see when a

church has been carried up minus its towers, being from that side

unpleasantly conspicuous. Towards the Park the building may be

regarded as nearly if not quite brought to its final condition.

The India Office was confided by the Council of India to their

architect, Mr. Matthew Digby Wyatt ; and the problem he had to

solve contained more conflicting and perplexing conditions than have

often combined in a work of art.

The building was to be the seat of the administration of almost the

wealthiest country on the globe, yet a mere office for transaction of

business ; palatial, without a single vast hall or state suite of rooms ;

business-like, yet not inferior to the dignity of our Indian Empire.

Further to complicate the difficulty, the site was not too ample, and not

lighted on all sides, and the opportunities for original architecture aro

all internal, as the exterior was entirely the tcorh of another architect.

That a failure, or at best a partial success, should have been the

result, might well have been anticipated ; and it is no ordinary prnise,

and marks Mr. Wyatt as no ordinary artist, to say the building is a

brilliant success; that, having accepted this programme, he has so

worked it out that it is a specimen of skilful disposition of plan and

of structure, and an example of good Italian Renaissance, freely yet

learnedly treated.
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The India Office occupies the whole south frontage—that towards

Charles Street—at present built. The plan of building may be very

nearly represented by a capital P, only drawing the loop square in

stead of round. The stem of the letter will then represent the

Charles Street block, the top of it the Park front, the open part of

the p will stand exactly for the famous ' Sultan's ' quadrangle.

Upon this simple outline the architect has proceeded with such a

lavish expenditure of his skill in planning as to provoke a vast num

ber of difficulties, of which, however, each one nas been fairly met,

and fully overcome.

Our Rambler, led by a guide whose means of obtaining information

were the best possible, while his good nature in giving it was in

exhaustible, entered the building from the quadrangle. The public

entrance, at a lower level than that of the corridor of the ground

floor, introduces the visitor at once to a vestibule nearly 40 feet

square, the principal architectural features of which are four groups

of marble columns (each group consisting of four shafts) supporting a

coffered ceiling. The central panel of this ceiling is worked up into

an octagonal groined vault, crowned with a lantern ; and here, at the

very outset, a specimen of the architect's method of giving apparent

height by leading the eye upward meets us. Throughout the

building the marble shafts, of which many are of British marbles,

are surmounted by capitals in dark stone, avoiding the shock to

the eye often felt where a white or very light-coloured cap is popped

down upon a dark marble shaft. Here, as elsewhere, use has been

rather fully made of naturally coloured materials, but polychromy

has gone no further: the India Office must of all things look business

like ; and arabesques, fresco, and mosaic are matters of luxury. Two

charming marble ch6mine"es decorate the sides of this vestibule.

Before mounting the short straight flight that leads up to the ground-

floor, our Rambler was led down into the basement ; a clean, airy,

roomy construction, splendidly dry and solid, and with a great deal

of sagacious contrivance in it. Here is the purveyor's department,

with a large kitchen, scullery, cellars, larders, and other appur

tenances ; several rooms for resident servants and others ; the heating,

the printing department, the carpenter's shop; but, above all, the

storage of records. Fireproof throughout ; partly vaulted, and partly

covered on the ' Fox and Barratt ' system, which has been used on the

upper floors ; this basement, not lofty, but excellently suited to the

purpose, is fitted up with what look like the iron skeletons of wine

bins or book shelves, for records (books and papers). These require

to be dry, admitting air all round the records, no higher than a man

can reach, and to be accessible throughout. Mr. Wyatt's frames have

stiffangle irons for posts : braced with flat iron, and fitted with shelves

of corrugated iron, they are strong, simple, and workmanlike. The

more sacred deposits of valuables have two or three doors, each with

its own locks ; tho outer one solid, the next pierced with openings,

apd the innermost an iron grating.

From the basement a hydraulic hoist ascends to the top of the

building for the purpose of supplying coal to every floor.

Returning to the entrance hall, we were taken over the ground

and upper floors. The departments to which the public require im

mediate access are near the entrances, and on the ground floor. The

principal one (accountant's office) is, in fact, no other than a large,

well-arranged banking-office, with its own cellars and strong-room.

In the most remote, instead of, as is more usual, the most accessible

corner, is placed the elaborate state staircase. At the foot of this

stands Flaxman's fine statue of Warren Hastings, brought, like other

statues here displayed, from the old India House, and here well

lighted and well framed in an architectural recess.

This staircase, which is in stone, exemplifies fully the principle

that Mr. Wyatt has followed in all the staircases. The stairs and

their balustrades are kept within and independent of the larger archi

tectural features which support the vaults and ceiling. This staircase

is covered at the sides by a singularly disposed and somewhat wide-

spreading flat ceiling, its centre being occupied by an octagonal dome,

pierced by lunettes and having a central light. This dome is lavishly

decorated with slightly conventionalised figures and rich foliage, ex

cellently modelled in plaster. The State staircase gives access, with

all suitable preparation of ante-room and lobby, to the Secretary of

State's Room, an elegant, well-designed, oval apartment, about 26 feet

long. The public may like to know that the room where the destinies

of so many of our swarthy fellow-subiecta are controlled by the Duke

of Argyll is marked externally by the semicircular angle we have

more than once alluded to. A private staircase descending from this

apartment to an external door gives the Minister means of ingress

and egress without observation.

The next most remarkable room is also on this (the principal) floor.

It is the Council Room, and is square in plan, measuring 30 feet each

way. Here, as in several other apartments, the walls are quiet in

treatment, almost to plainness, but the finely panelled ceiling is con

nected with them by a deep cove pierced on the outer side by three

openings; nnd hero tho quadrangle, the great glory of the India

Office, best presents itself. The Council Chamber oners a most beautiful

series of architectural pictures of it through its window openings.

Nowhere has an architect such complete command of effect as when

he can arrange that an interior shall certainly be seen from one point,

and this advantage Mr. Wyatt has grasped and made all his own.

The quadrangle at its highest part equals in size that of the Royal

Exchange (measuring 62 feet by 113.6 very nearly) ; but, being sub

divided into a greater number of parts, it appears far larger. At the

level of the ground and main floors a loggia of five bays and two

small bays runs across each end, the sides having seven full bays and two

small ones each, and the dimensions within the loggia being 60 feet

by 90. The architecture recalls the work of the best Italian masters

—such as Bramante—and enough use of coloured materials has been

mado to please the eye in an open-air quadrangle—hardly enough,

we think, for a quadrangle enclosed, as all the world knows this now

is, by a glass and iron roof. The ceilings of the loggias are in coloured

tiles, the shafts of the columns in polished granite, and a frieze, with

slightly coloured decorations, not in relief, runs round below the

principal course. The effect of this is somewhat marred by the

weather stains upon the stone, which, now that the quadrangle is

become a vast hall, ought to be removed.

The glass roof over this court-yard is startlingly original. It is a

skeleton panelled ceiling, with only the ribs and the centres of each

coffer marked, and the flat ceiling itself removed, displaying above it

an iron roof, glazed throughout, and abundantly ventilated. The

lines which thus give the idea or symbol, so to speak, of a ceiling,

are in metal, and worked into the construction of the roof, which, it

may be well to add, Mr. Wyatt worked out himself, and not by

deputy, as many architects are forced to do.

And here we must draw our account to a close, though our ramble

extended over the entire building, through many rooms designed for

and devoted to many different purposes. Everywhere there was the

same abundant evidence of painstaking care and skill. Not an inch

of space is lost, not a chance of getting light is thrown away ; the

corridor next the Foreign Office, which has a glass ceiling decorated

by ornamental iron gratings, being the most noteworthy instance.

Warmth is well diffused throughout; and at every corner, just out

of sight, but conspicuously within reach, is to be found something

like a gigantic leathern Catherine wheel. This is the fire hose, coiled

up snug in a neat recess provided for it, hut ready for instant use.

The main points of the building are, in our opinion, these—the im

portance of the corridors, and internal spaces abutting on the corridors,

the staircases, the quadrangle, and the principal entrance. Varied as

they are, these features all have a common character, and they all

bear marks of that freedom in subjection to strict rule which is the

secret of spirited Renaissance architecture. In many places the work

is ■ elaborate to the last degree, and narrowly perhaps escapes the

character of appearing laboured ; but it does escape. In the plainer

portions, which depend upon proportion and correctness mainly, the

eye is charmed and satisfied. A remarkable number of ' points of

view,' or little pictures, occur—arranged by the architect as such, and

purposely studied. At very many points the eye escapes upward—

now up a staircase, now into a charmingly groined vault, with a series

of star-like openings admitting light—now into a recess. In walking

through, the abundant and equable distribution of light is so satis

factory that it was not till the difficulties, structural and otherwise, in

the way of obtaining it were pointed out, that we became aware of

the great pains taken to secure light.

Our last visit was to the drawings of tho building ; and they are

truly remarkable. Every portion of the work was drawn out most

conscientiously : not a moulding but was drawn full size ; not an

enrichment (and enrichments occur profusely throughout) but was

also drawn full size—not merely sketched, but bond fide drawn. Most

of them were then modelled, and carved or worked from the model.

It may serve to give the initiated some little idea of the labour, time,

and pains expended, if we say that there are supposed to be about

1,500 sheets of general and working drawings ; not a few of them

manuscript drawings and studies of the architect. For the benefit of

the uninitiated we may add that a usual average size of these sheets

seems to be two feet by four, which mounts up to 12,000 superficial

feet, or more than a quarter of an acre of tine paper covered with

draughtsmanship I That there was practical sagacity, as well as

prodigal devotion of time nnd labour, the whole building evinces

thoroughly ; and in nothing is this more shown than in the fact that,

if we are rightly informed, the bill of extras was one of the smallest

ever known for a work of such magnitude. Messrs. Smith and

Taylor were the contractors, and their work is thoroughly well done.

In his walk home the Rambler, musing on what he had seen, was

forced to admit that, though that small section of Gothic architects

who pride themselves on being able to see no beauty in Renaissance

would probably not have felt the gratification he had felt, the public

generally would not share their feelings. The work is good Italian

Renaissance in its essential elements, and yet so freely treated as to

be thoroughly original, and eminently English in those points where

English habits of building differ from the Italian. It is full of pictu

resque beauty, as well as of core and symmetry. It appears impos

sible to find a corner where everything that required to be provided

for has not been foreseen and arranged. If the building errs, it is on

the side of too great elaboration ; it even seems fairlv possible that

here and there as good a result might have been obtained with a less

expenditure of means. But with all this care, spirit, life, and grace

are not lost or overlaid ; the work is a work of genius most patiently

and conscientiously worked out, and constitutes a large item in a long

series of claims on public gratitude, which all will be happy to see

appropriately recognised.
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SANITARY ENGINEERING.

A Course or Five Lbctitbes on Main Sewerage, Drainage, and Water

Supply, delivered in the month of November, 1868, before the Royal

Engineers, at their establishment, Chatham, by Robebt Rawlinson,

C.B., Civil Engineer, F.G.S., &c. &c.

L—Introductory Lecture—Meteorology.

In the construction of many important works, engineers frequently find

that they have to contend with the hostile action of the elements. Con

sequently it is not desirable merely, but absolutely necessary, that the

technical education of engineers should include a study of Meteoroloot—

the science which (in addition to other phenomena) treats of the evolution

of heat and moisture, of evaporation and condensation, of wind and rain,

of ocean waves, river currents, and land floods.

For the purposes of this lecture, it appears desirable to omit detailed

notices of abstruse meteorological questions concerning the origin of storms

and electric phenomena, such as the formation of cumulous clouds, hail,

tornadoes, water-spouts, &c. Considerations such as those, which are powor-

filly affected both by general causes and by local influences, would, on the

present occasion, have a tendency rather to bewildor than to give information.

To certain specific facts, accordingly, connected with tho science of Metoor-

okgy. this introductory lecture will bo devoted ; and these facts will bo

set forth in simple language, my purpose being to load you onwards,

from first principles and elementary facts, to those conclusions which

eventually I shall place before you.

This earth consists, on its surface, of ocean and dry land, the relative

area? of the two being about in the proportion of 7 to 3. Assuming,

therefore, the entire surface of the earth to bo 200 millions of square

miles, then the ocean has an area of about 140 millions of square miles,

leaving an area of about 60 millions of square miles to tho dry land.

Thus constituted at its surface, the terrestrial globe is enveloped with an

atmosphere composed of oxygen and nitrogen gases, nearly in the proportion

of two atoms of the latter gas to one of the former ; and in combination with

these two gases there also exists a fractional percentage of carbonic acid

gas. In this atmosphere water is present in the form of vapour.

The one main source of heat to the earth and atmosphere, and pro

bably of electric action also, is the sun. By the action of tho sun, conse

quently, is produced all those phenomena of Meteorology which we have

to consider.

Again, that great reservoir of water, the salt ocean, contains the

prime fountain head of all fresh water, wherever and however it may be

present, either upon the surface of the land, or within the stratified crust

of the globe. And it is through the process of evaporation that all 'sweet'

or fresh-water is obtained from the salt-waters of the ocean.

If the heat emitted from the sun were, year by year, uniformly the same,

there would, necessarily, also be an annual uniformity of evaporation ; and

this would imply a prevalence over the entire surface of the globe of a corre

sponding annual uniformity in precipitation of vapour in tho form of dew,

snow, hail, or rain. On the other hand, the reverse of these statements is

equally true: that is to say, irregularity in tho emission of heat, from the

sun must be attended with a corresponding irregularity in the volume of

ocean-water evaporated, which last irregularity must also in the samo degree

affect the volumo of fresh-water obtained by precipitation. Whether the

heat of the sun be year by year uniform in its degree, or whether it is

periodically snbjoet to fluctuating variations, it may bo assumed as certain

that the heat-giving action only varies within certain limits, and so con

forms to every other known operation of nature. For, taking the entire

earth into our consideration, we observe the grand phenomena of the ele

ments obeying a law which, out ofapparent irregularity and inequality, brings

forth practical equality and order—just as the pendulum ever beats true

time iu its swing, however great or however slight be its motion. Such

is the variety that pervades nature's working ; and sucli may be the varioty

in the transmission of solar heat to this earth ; that so, in a series of years,

an average temperature will bo determined, to which may be referred all

those complex and wonderful changes that are perpetually taking place on the

surface of the globe.

The leading facts to be recognised by engineers are these : Evaporation

from the ocean being caused by the heat of the sun, necessarily depends

npon it ; and in proportion to this heat is the volumo of water .that in each

year is evaporated. The vapour, whatever its volume, that is carried up

into the atmosphere, must again be precipitated in tho form of fresh water.

These grand evolutions of the elements can be brought under control by no

human power; and, therefore, engineers should consider themselves bound

to act under tho guidance of a knowledge of their true character, and

with a consciousness that their works must be subject to them.

While mindful of the existence and the operation of the law of com

pensation, engineers will feel that it rests with them to provide against

the diversified variations and violences of natural incident that mark the

cour.-e of time. Engineers, in other words, have to make provision to

meet conflicting contingencies, such as droughts and floods. We will proceed

to consider certain of these which a study of meteorology will press forcibly

on their attention.

Experience has demonstrated that in different countries and climates the

annual volume of rain which falls is subject to very considerable variations.

In the equatorial regions, for example, where the sun's heat is greatest and

most powerful, evaporation is necessarily most copious and the rainfall is

heaviest ; and, as wo approach either pole, with decreasing solar heat

evaporation decreases and the rainfall exists in a proportionately diminished

volume. But in no region of the earth's surface does evaporation

cease. Evaporation, vary as it may, is general and constant. It takes

place incessantly, wherever the ocean extends. Even icebergs and the

broad floes of the polar oceans evaporate. In tropical regions as well

a3 in the colder zones of the earth's surface, vapour is constantly passing

into the atmosphere, again to bo condensed and to become fresh water.

An.l at all temperatures (boiling or freezing) this act of evaporating water

implies the absorption of latent heat, which heat is again given out, some

times accompanied by lightning and thunder, when invisiblo vapour is con

densed into water, whether as hail or rain.

Again, the fall of rain is not only determined by the amount of invisible

vapour which is carried up into the atmosphere, but it also is materially

affected by terrestrial causes, such as latitude, the relative position of land

and water, plains, valleys, and mountains, which all act and react upon the

process of precipitating vapour into rain. This may be illustrated simply

by what takes place year by year in our own country. In England the

annual average fall of rain is from 30 to 36 inches. The distribution of this

rainfall, however, appears to be singularly arbitrary, as the average fall

'of rain in one portion of the Luke districts is not less than 150 inches in

each year ; and even 300 inches of rainfall has been experienced at Styehead.

In contrast with this, on a portion of the eastern coast of Englaud tho average

yoarly fall of rain does not exceed 20 inches; and. in a dry season, it sinks

dojvn to 14 inches. In tho Thames valley, the average yearly fall is from
2.r) to 30 inches. On tho western coast of England, as also on tho southern,

the rain which regularly falls year by year, considerably exceeds in volume

the rain all on the eastern coast. This result is produced by a greater local

prevalence of the south-wost wind, which brings in the vapour-laden at

mosphere from the Atlantic Ocean (influenced by tho Gulf-stream), and the

mountain ranges; so that much of this vapour, as it sweeps towards and

over the backbone ridge, of onr island, bocomes condensed, and precipitates

heavy rains in the districts that lie towards the soutli and the west.

Again, daring the actual descent of the heaviest rain over any area of fall,

tho process of evaporation is maintained in operation. Recent researches

have led to the discovery that, in England, tho amount of constant eva

poration is greater than previously had been supposed. Thero do not appear

to exist any certain data which may be accepted as determining accu

rately tho comparative amount of constant evaporation in the tropics. But,

if we take the valley of the Thames, which contains an area of about

5,000 square miles, and where the yearly average rainfall amounts to 25

or 30 inches, hero we find something marly approaching to two-thirds

of the entire fall of rain evaporates and passes again, in the condition

of invisible vapour, into tho atmosphere. That is to say, in other words,

about two-thirds of tho ontire volume of the rain that falls upon the

area of tho Thames valley, and is there measured in the rain-gauge,

is not measurable in the river or iD any of its numorous springs and

feeders ; nor could this large proportion of the whole yoarly rainfall be

admitted by an engineer into his calculations for any works to be con

structed by him for water-supply in the valley of the Thames. Ho could

really rely only upon one-third of the true rainfall, and of that third one-

half would pass away in floods, and the other half by perennial river flow.

Oneo more : take the valley of tho Lee, a tributary of the Thames, having

an area of 500 square miles. Here four-fifths of the rainfall is not

measurable to the river—a fact which has been determined by accurate

gaugings taken during the last twenty years. It has been demonstrated

that four-fifths of this rainfall passes away through re-evaporation.

I now desire to direct your attention to some important considerations in

connection with ' averages.' In questions of water-supply engineers have

been in the habit of considering that they have to deal with averages. It is

necessary that you should distinctly understand when and how averages

are fallacious. An average is useful and valuable when an appeal is

made to it to indicate the general difference that exists between one dis

trict and another district. But if averages of annual rainfalls in any

particular locality, for however long a period taken, should bo accepted and

adopted as giving the truo basis upon which cither sewers or works for pro

viding a water-supply should be projected, subsequent experimental test

of uso and supply would be certain to show that tho engineering works had

been designed and built upon misleading data. The engineer, in such a case,

would find that the averages, to which he had trusted, had misled him.

This arises from the fact, that his averages had made no provision for

encountering and dealing with occasional excessrs—excesses, probably, which

may occur only at long intervals, but which, when they do occur, are

both sudden in their appearance, and violent in their operation. Averages

extending over a period of from fifty or more years would bo required, in

order to secure their including and accounting for occasional excess ; and

oven then an average would fail to indicate tho amount of precaution that

would bo required to meet and provide against the recurrence of a maxi

mum excess.

The. avorago full of rain for the entire surface of the earth may be

assumed at 150 inches; and if we apply the rule of J less for a dry season,

and J more for a wet soason, the dry season would give 100 inches, and the

wet season 200 inches. If any such variation can be even approximately

settled, we may then conclude that there is a corresponding annual varia

tion in the heat and evaporating power of the sun.

Large districts of the earth's surface aro rainless, and other districts are

exceptionally wot. Some monntnin ranges are so lofty as to prevent vapour

passing over, whilst other ranges and groups of mountains act as eon-

densors, attracting the moisture-laden atmosphere around to precipitate it

in almost unceasing rain. Africa presents examples in the Great Desert for

drought, and in tho sources of the Nile for rain.

I must here advert to another fact that bears upon our inquiry at the

present point. I constantly hear assertions to tho effect that something

has taken place in the course of events, which has caused an alteration in

the character of the seasons. It is certainly truo that cultivation modifies

elimato over tracts that havo been cultivated ; but it is asserted, further,

that in various parts of the world, through cutting down forests, and in

consequence of certain other operations, the works of man, climate has

been so far modified as to havo its character absolutely changed—1 The

Thames is not now frozen over as in times past,' &c. If by assertions

such as this it should be intended to be implied that any works of

human hands have actually altered the current course of nature, I must

meet every such allegation with a positive denial. The most stupendous of

human works can affect only the comparatively small and narrow space of

the earth's surface upon which they may have been executed. Evaporation

has only an indirect and incidental reference to the land -its real depend

ence, is on the great ocean, and the infinitely greater sun. And so, while
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msn may exert an influence upon climate over the little area of his operations,

his works can avail nothing to affect the grand features of nature, or to

disturb the majestic scale on which , she accomplishes her purposes.

Meteorology is unaffected, and must continuo to be unaffected, by human

agency. The powers of man can never seriously modify sunshine, cloud,

rainfall, or climate, as these have reference to the world at large. All

(statements, therefore, which would assign cosmical atraosphoric effects

to the cutting down of forests, to land drainage, cultivation, and such like

agencies, must be treated with practical disregard. The climate of the

worldia not ultorod, cannot be altered by its human inhabitants. Floods

will continue to occur in time to come, as they have occurred in timo past ;

it will bo precisely the same with droughts, and other natural phenomena.

These are possible or probable incidents for which the engineer must make

provision; or, rather, they are incidents certain to recur, the conditions

of their recurrence, and the periods also, alone remaining uncertain ; and, as

sudi, the engineer must regard them. Indeed, he must learn to comprehend

the- elements when in their wildest moods, and to be prepared to encounter

them when in such moods ns at once his duty and his privilege. Hence, when

an engineer finds himself placed in some new country where he is required

to erect works, if it should be possible for him to ascertain that in that

country, at certain periods of the past, the elements had exhibited Btrange and

anomalous excesses, he may rest assured, unless somo cosmical change has

intervened, that no decided and permanent modification of climate has been

produced by whatsoever cause, which has power to prevent the recurrence

ut some time or other of similar excesses. If there have been devastating

floods, similar pxcossps must be prepared for ; or engineering works

built in disregard of such warnings may not be competent to with

stand meteorological excesses, but will be liable to serious damage:

such works may even be swept away before the eyes of their construc

tors. About two years ago this truth was exemplified under my own

observation in a romarkable manner. At that lime I was instituting official

inquiries concerning tho pollution of rivers in the West Riding of York

shire. Persons who appeared before me for the purpose of giving evidence

connected with the inquiry, and who were questioned on these points,

were unanimous in rejecting the idea of there occurring any such floods

in those rivers as were well known to have occurred there forty or

fifty years before. They were positive in their evidence that no such inci

dents could possibly ever take place again ; and tho reason for so decided

a conviction they declared to rest on the changes that had (as they con

sidered) unquestionably been wrought in their climate by drainage and

cultivation. Before my inquiry had, however, been brought to its cb sc,

while I was sitting at Halifax a heavy rain commenced, which continued

for two days, and it proved to be at least a« serious in its effects as any

of its predecessors. The whole range of the valleys of the Airo and Calder

was flooded ; streets in towns were laid deep under water, mills and houses

were inundated, bridges were washed down, cattle were drowned in their

pastures, and human lives were also sacrificed ; and the losses inflicted upon

property in the district, arising out of this two days' rain, were variously

estimated to amount to from half a million to a million sterling. Here

was a startling practical comment upon the popular theory, that climate

and rainfall had been subjected to fresh conditions through the interven

tion of land draining and cultivation.

While thus the truth remains that, on a grand scale, man is power

less to affect the elements, observant care and forethought may accom

plish much to protect property from such in juries as are occasioned by

sudden but natural occurrences. Had the local authorities been care

ful not to obstruct, and ill-use the breams, and had they as care

fully avoided the erect:on of various structures by which the free course

of flood-waters was necpssarily impeded, the valleys of the Aire and

Colder might have bren saved from the most serious consequences of

tho sudden heavy Tainfall to which I have just adverted. In one great

establishment iu the Calder valley, where the flood-waters had risen four

feet above the mill-floors, and had submerged curding engines, looms, weft,

warp nnd cloth, I was informed by the proprietor that this was the fourth

<ifcasion of the recurrence of a similar catastrophe. And yet nothing had

been done, and apparently no effectual coursoof action was in contemplation

which might anticipate another flood, and prevent a fifth destruction of a

similar character.

{This Lecture trill be completed in our next nvndier.)

THE LATE REV. J. L. PETIT, M.A.

By Albert Hartsiiorne.

fJIIIR literary and archaeological world has experienced a great loss

J. in the lamented and unexpected death of the Rev. John Louis

Petit. lie was son of the Rev. John Ilayes Petit, by Harriet,

daughter of Mr. Astley, of Dukinfield Lodge in Lancashire, nnd wns

born at Ashton-under-Lyme in that county, May 31, 1801. The

family is, as tho name implies, of French extraction, and has its origin

Cram the 1 Petit des Etans,' of Caen in Normandy. The revocation

of the Edict of Nantes was the cause of their removal to this coun

try, where the immediate ancestor of the present family was a briga

dier in the army of William III.

Mr. Petit was educated at Eton, where he acquired such distinction

as to become a contributor to the Etonian, in conjunction with Prned,

H. N. Coleridge, Moultrie, C. II. Townshend, and other men of biuh

mark. From Eton he went to Trinity College, Combridge, where he

had a successful career, nnd took his B A. degree in 1823, when he

was twenty-fourth senior optimo in the mathematical tripos, the snme

year that Airey, the Astronomer IIoval, was senior wrangler, nnd the

year before the classical tripos was established.

It may be almost said that he began sketching as soon as he was

able to hold a pencil. His early drawings in pencil nnd Indian ink

are very delicate and correct, nnd the vast number of sketches which

he made through a long series of years are evidences of his zeal nnd

energy. It was with no selfish motive that he devoted his time and

thoughts to art; his numerous aud valuable publications show a

masterly knowledge and appreciation of the subject, and are replete

with illustrations from his own drawings, while his graceful language

added to his facile pencil make the perusal of his works as much an

intellectual as an architectural treat.

From the very first his favourite subjects were old churches, and

he was well acquainted with, and bad sketched, the best examples m

England before travelling much on the Continent. His first extended

tour was in 1839, and his first published work on Church Architecture,

which appeared in 1841, amply testifies to his labour in France, Ger

many, and Italy, nnd his thorough acquaintance with the matter.

The foundation of the British Archaeological Institute at Canter

bury in 1844, at which he assisted, opened a wide field for his

exertions, and the pages of the Institute Journal from that time are

well stored with his valuable contributions to architecture, all pro

fusely illustrated from his own drawings.

Among these may be mentioned an Architectural description of the

beautiful church of Tong, published in 1845; in the following year

appeared nn account of the Cathedral of St. German's, in Peel Castle,

in the Isle of Man ; and ' Remarks on Beverly Minster.' In 1847,

Architectural notes in the neighbourhood of Cheltenham, a valuable

local contribution. In the same year ' Remarks on Wimburn Min

ster;' and in 1818, ' Remarks on Southwell Minster,' with copious

illustration worthy of such a subject. In 1849, ' Architectural

Notices relating to Churches in Gloucestershire and Sussex.' In

1850, 'Architectural Notices of the curious Church of Gillingham in

Norfolk,' with complete illustrations ; nnd in the snme yenr appenred

a learned nccount of Sherbourn Minster. In 1852, an Account of

Brinkburn Prion'; a paper upon Coloured Brickwork near Rouen,

and careful notices of Ecclesiastical Architecture in France. In 1853,

the 'Architectural History of Boxgrove Priory.' In 1858, 'Archi

tectural Notices of Buildwas Abbey.' In 1800, on the Architecture

of Shiffnal Church. In 18G1, Notes on Circular Churches, besides

Notes on Irish Abbeys, on Mediaeval Architecture in the East, and

many others. Mr. Petit's principal work, ' Architectural Studies in

France,' which appeared iu lAr)4, is a learned production, full of

sound judgment, aud embodies his extensive range of observation in

that country. It is charmingly illustrated by woodcuts of the finest

kind, nnd by fac-similes of his own anastatic drawings. His ' Ac

count of Tewkesbury Church ' is one of his best architectural works,

nnd his lecture on 'Architectural Principles nnd Prejudices' is con

spicuous from its beauty of thought and language.

But it was as an accomplished artist that Mr. Petit was best known.

It is impossible to speak too highly of the beauty of the vast number

of sketches from nature that he has left. With a correct eye for pro

portion and colour, and a rapid hand, he invariably finished his

drawings on the spot, and the power and breadth that they display

have been seldom equalled, for he represented a school that unfortu

nately has had but few followers.

In the presence of such a number it is indeed difficult to particu

larise any of them; but those of Lichfield, Tewkesbury, and St. Paul's

maybe mentioned n.s perhaps among the finest; the sketches from

Italy and Greece are from the hand of an acknowledged master; nnd

some striking drawings—the result of a tour in the East and on tho

Nile in 1864-0 can hardly be passed over in silence. They each

alike display an unusual vigour of handling nnd an intimate know

ledge of colour nnd perspective. His numerous drawings of shipping

nre admirable productions; the etchings on copper wLich have ap

peared in most of his published works mo from his own hand, and

are full of delicacy nnd refinement; and his drawings in pen and ink

are well known for their great boldness and effect His paintings in

oils are, comparatively speaking, few, and are not generally known ;

they partake much of the character of Turner, and have considerable

grandeur of colouring.

Mr. Petit was a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, honorary

member of the Institute of British Architects, a member df the Ar

chaeological Institute, nnd of many other learned and archaeological

societies ; a member of the Athenaeum, a Governor of Christ's Hos

pital, and a liberal supporter of very ninny charitable institutions.

That he was a scholar of refined taste is evidenced by his writings;

and his good deeds bear ample testimony to the benevolence and

generosity of his disposition. Those who had the advantage nnd

privilege of his intimacy mourn the loss of a genial companion, and of

a kind and constant friend ; and it will be long before the void can

be filled which the sad event of his death has occasioned. He entered

into his rest December 1, 1808.

ROYAL ACADEMY PRIZES.

ON Thursday, December 10, the Royal Academy held its annual distribu

tion of prizes,and considerable interest was excited by tho circumstance

that this was tho last time that this ceremony would take place in the pre

sent building, and also by the competition for the travelling studentship,

for which two out of the competing works—viz., ' The Last Song of tho

Qirondins,' and ' Tho Day after the Funeral,' tho former by Mr. Calthrop,

and the latter by Mr, Holl, a son of the engraver—were workB of more
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than.arerage .merit. Tho students -and visitors having proceeded to tha

leex-are-roonv and the President and members having taken tlieir seats, the

various prizes were then distributed. The travelling studentship Mas

awarded to Mr. Hull, and the announcement was received with much

applnnse. The prize for the painting from the lif» went to Mr. Stocks,

the clever son of Mr. Lumb Stocks, A.R.A. Mr. Brittom received the

prize for the best drawing from the antique ; whilst a lady, Miss Aldham,

carried off the copying medal.

This part of the ceremony being concluded, the President addressed a fow

remarks to the students. He iuformed them it was the last time they

would meet in that room for such a purpose, and enlarged upon the ad

vantages which would aecrue to the students in their future home. He

further urged them to prosecute their studies with ardour and attention, as

they might expect in future a greater amount of competition, arising out of

the -establishment throughout the country of so many local schools of art.

After a few other observations ho closed his speech, and the proceedings

terminated.

lrfiter in the evening tho members of .the Academy assembled in Willis's

Rooms, to sup together, in celebration of the centenary of tho Academy's

foundation. Several able and eloquent speeches wore made during the

coarse of the evening. The President, in proposing the toast of ' Success

to the Royal Academy,' took occasion to express the hopo that the

members would endeavour to enter as good an appearance as possible at

the first exhibition at Burlington House. The festivities were prolonged

to a late hour.

On the same evening the students held their annual supper at Simpson's,

and on this occasion over a hundred students, past and present, were assem

bled. There were also present several visitors, among whom we noticed

Messrs. Marks, Prinsep, Wynfiold, Montgomery, Ilankine, &c. The usual

loyal and complimentary toasts were duly proposed and acknowledged,

amongst them being the toasts of the evening, the successful and the

unsuccessful candidates, tho former responded to by Mr. Brock, and the

latter by Mr. Calthrop. Tho proceedings were enlivened by the delivery,
by ■some of the students, of songs, humorous or sentimental. Tho com

pany broko up shortly after one. The following is a full list of tho awards

of the evening :—■

Restoration from the antique .... Mr. Brock.

Travelling studentship Mr. Roll.

Drawing from the life Mr. Haines.

Painting from the life Mr. A. Stocks.

Drawing from the antique .... Mr. W. Brittom.

Model from the antique Mr. Brock.

Premium drawing Mr. Westlake.

Copying medal Miss Aldham.

Architectural travelling st udentship . . Mr. H. Marshall.

-Perspective and sciography ... . Mr. Block.

ITEMS OF NEWS

KUOM Otli

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

The Southern Thames Embankment.

"Although the Embankment on tho Surrey shore differs from that

on the Middlesex, in not being one of the lions to which eminent

personages and foreigners of distinction are introduced, it is an undertaking

of great magnitude, a valuable public improvement, and a very interesting

engineering work ; and although it is not so elaborate and costly a structure

as the Embankment of the northern side of the Thames, the fact of the

new St. Thomas's Hospital being built on the land reclaimed by it from

the foreshore, and opposite to the Houses of Parliament, gives an interest

to this part of the river scoond to no other portion of its course.

The new roadway at the back of the hospital, from Stangato to Vauxhall,

will be shorter by above 1,000 foot than the present tortuous route through

narrow back streets, and will afford very great accommodation for the

heavy traffic from Nine Kims to tho City and Southwark, as well as the.

general light traffic, by supplying a good road, and reducing the distance

so much.

As an engineering work the southern Thames Embankment, does not

offer so many examples of special construction (such as landing stairs,

water gates, &C.) as the northom, but may be said to be an almost un-

btaken length of river wall from end to end, except that thero is a landing

stairs at Westminster Bridge foreman boats, aud the Lambeth steamboat

pier, which will be modified to suit the now. state .of things. There are four

openings in the new river wall above Lambeth Bridge, for entrances to

private docks, &c, three of these having lock gates. The fourth is a public

draw dock from Broad Stroet down to a barge bod on the foreshore in front

of the wall. The road and footways are carried across these openings on

cast iron girders and brick jack arches.

The special feature in which this Embankment differs from the northern

is, that whereas the latter is continued for its whole length along the

foreshore and in the river, the. line of tho southern Embankment runs along

the foreshore from Westminster Bridge to Lambeth Bridge, beyond which

it gradually cuts into the land opposite Millbank for a length of about

1,100 feet, the part outside the new wall being removed, and the foreshore

dredged to low water mark, and the river consequently widened to the

extent of 100 feet. The additional area given to the river will be nearly

two acres. This space was formerly covered with rickety waterside

premises and rotten dwellings. Lcsides other abominations, such as bone

and soap boilers' works, &c, which are now cleared away.

The wall it«elf may be said to be built of concrete faced with granite ;

for although it "was designed to lie a brickwork backing with counterforts at

intervals, tho spaces between which were to be filled in with concrete, these

rick ci untcrforts and backing were abandoned, and the whole constructed

in Portland cement concrete, in the proportion of six of ballast to one of

cement by measure. By this system there will bo a considerable saving in

the cost of the whole work, amounting to several thousand pounds, nntl

thero is no doubt but that tho concrete is as goodif uoLbettertfor the purpose

required than the brickwork as originally intended. Some of the arches

under the Westminster Bridge lauding stairs, and also those under the

bounelary wall between tho hospital and the river promenade, wore con

structed by M. Coignot in his beton aggloinere. The materials composing

the beton are cheapor than tho constituents of the Portland cement concrete,

(6 to 1), and when set, the beton is smoother on the face aad looks be-tter;

but the labour necessary in mixing and moulding to the required form, by

ramming, &c, over the centering caused the beton to bo considerably moro

exponsive tlian ordinary concrete, which was employed in tho construction

of the adjacent arches, and fcund to answer the purpose equally well, at

about two-thirds of the cost.

Although it is intended to terminate, this embankment at Gun Houso

Alley, near the works of the Loudon Gas-Light Company, we trust wo may

seoit extended at some future day to Vauxhall Bridge.

Important Legal Decision.

A legal question of interest and importance to tho architectural profes

sion of Germany has recently beendceidod at Cologne. In illustrating a work

describing the Cathedral of that town, the author, a Mr. Franz Schmits;,

made use of and published certain drawings belonging to the ' Dombuu Ver-

waltung 1 (or Executive Committee entrusted with the completion of the

Cathedral), without authority or permission to elo so. The conse
quence was that they brought an action against him for ' art •piracy,' aud

judgment being given against Mr. Schmitz, all copies of his work which

were found uncord at his publisher's have l>cen seized and destroyed.

Opening of the Team Valley Railway.

The new lino of railway from Nowcastle to Durham has recently

been opened for public traffic. In itself no very great undertaking,

it becomes important when considered as part of the future main line from

York to Edinburgh. This will not be the case till tho further extension

from Durham to Ferryhill is completed, which will probably take two or

three yeurs ; but after that time the long and circuitous route by Leamside

will be left principally lor goods traffic, and the principal passenger trains

will pass over the new line.

The portion already opened—known as the Team Valloy—leaves the

presont main line immediately after crossing tho far-famed High-level Bridgo

at Newcastle, aud, turning sharply to the west, passes into a richly-wooded

country, and at a short distance from Ravensworth, Lambton, and Lumloy

Castles, and from the fine old church of Chostcr-le-Strect. From Newcastle

to Cbester-Ie-Strcet the lino passes over level country ; but, at the lai tor

place, three deep valleys have necessitated viaducts of considerable dimen

sions—tho largest consisting of eleven arches, each of GO feet span and

20 feet rise. The extreme height of this viaduct is SO feet. The arches in

all three are semi-ellipses, the materials used being brickwork in lime for

the piers, and in cement for the arches. The wholo of the work is very

plain, and without any particular architectural character; and, from the

peculiar eurvo adopted in tho arches, has by no means a pleasant effect—

very different from the really grand viaduct on the old line at Durham.

The stations are plain, but commodious, and, with the exception of the one

at Gateshead, are of rod brick. A now system of points and signals has

been laid down at the junction with the main lino at Gateshead, and was

highly approved of by Captain Tyler, tho Government inspector. Tho whole

lino has been constructed from the designs of tho North-Eastern Company's

engineer, Mr. Harrison Hodgson, Mr. Bailey being resident engineer.

Poplar and Stepney Sick Asylum Competition.

Th» managers of this asylum district have now arrived at a decision on

the designs which were received, on September 2f>, in response to their

invitation. The competitors were Messrs. Giles & llovnn, Wilson, Bressoy,

Hill & Fletcher, Worthington, G. G. Scott, jun., Blashill, Hammack cV

J-ambert, Morris, Harstons, anil Bracobridge. Tho estimates showed

somewhat more than tho usual diversity, ranging from 33,000/. to 72,000/.,

no material difference in the amount or style of accommodation being

apparent to account for so wide a difference. After having employed a

surveyor to assist them in eoming to a decision, the managers have accepted

the desiun of Messrs. Harston as buing the most suitable for thoir require

ments, that of Mr. Wilson being placed second. The second competitor

rceeivos a premium of GO?. Those whoso designs havo not been selected

will receivo 40/. upon the condition that the drawings are to remain the

property of the managers. Thero is, however, good reason for believing

that this condition will not be insisted on.

As considerable interest has been expressed by tho profession in the modo

of payment proposed by the managers of the various poor law asylums now

about to be established, it will bo useful to note that the commission of 3 J

per cent, upon the work, which is to be paid to tho selected competitor in

this ca6e, added to the sum of 420/. which has been paid to the other competi

tors, will amount to near 4 j per cent, upon the anticipated cost of the work.

This consideration, coupleel with the fact that several pavilions would bo

all but exact copies of one model, doubtless influenced the architects invited

in their acceptance of the terms proposeel to them. The competition seems

to have been conducted throughout with a creditable ele.-ire on the part of

the managers to avoid unwise restrictions and to deal fairly with tho com

petitors.

Botherham Hospital and Dispensary Competition.

The particulars of this open competition have been issued. There are

to ho prizes of 75/., 50/„ anel 25/. for tho three designs placed first, second,

and third in order of merit. Amonist tho thirty-three conditions of th»

competition (many of which are formeel on the model of those generally

adopted in the Metropolitan Asylum competition) tho only clause referring

to the payment of the selected architect stands as follows:—

' The successful competitor shall carry out the work for a percentage on

tho outlay, less 60/. of the prize sum.'
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It will be obvious that this clause leaves it open to the hospital authorities

to bargain with the architects for a rato of remuneration lower than that

usually accepted by the profession, and that the result of this course would

probably be to place the recipient of the first prize in a position which

might be anything but successful. It is to bo hoped that the authorities

will, in their own interest, see the propriety of at once modifying this

objectionable clause, so as to make it clear that they intend to pay the full

usual commission of 5/. per cent, on theoutlay, espociallyas tho proposed cost

of the building—-4,0007. to 4,500/.—is so small that no repetition of parts can

be anticipated. It remains to be seen whether any architects possessed of

I roper qualifications will notice this competition as it now stands.

Competition for the new Hdtel de Ville of Vienna.

The architects of all countries are invited to send in designs for a new

Hotel de Ville for the Austrian capital. The municipal council of the city

offers twelve prizes, namely, four of 4,000 florins (about 400/.), four of 2,000

rlnrins, and four of 1 ,000 florins. Thejury is to be composed of five members

of tho council and five architects, Austrian and foreign, not taking part in

the competition, under the presidency of the burgomaster or the sous-prefets ;

and, besides awarding the prizes, will draw up an approximate estimate of

the cost of the best design and submit it to the municipal council.

When the council has accepted tho plan to bo executed, the author of it

will be entrusted with the work on terms to be settled between him and tho

council, and he will be bound to make such modifications as tho council

may desire.

The prize plans will be exhibited publicly for three weeks, and remain

the property of the municipality.

The conditions of the competition are as follows :—The plans are to be

sent in to tho municipal council of Vienna not later than twelve o'clock on

the first day of September. The general plans aro to be drawn to a scale

of half an inch per loise; * the views of the exterior facades and of tho

courts to a scale of J inch ; and the chief details to tho scale of two inches

to tho (oisc. The sections, details, dimensions, and descriptions aro required

to be very full and explicit. Full particulars, with plans of the site, are to be

obtained by application to tho Consulat General d'Autriche, 21 Rue Laffittc,

Paris.

The structure will be very large, consisting of four separate buildings,

each containing four or five storeys. The following extracts from the pro

gramme will give an idea of the amount of accommodation required :—The

number of halls and offices to be on the ground floor is more than forty,

and amongst these are a public hall to hold at least 500 persons, with about

lion square yards of superficial area ; a largo office, with an area of 640

square yards ; four other apartments of about the same size as the first-

mi ntinned ; and ten others, varying in area from 80 to 160 square yards.

The plan includes, besides public halls, offices for all departments of

municipal administration, residences for numerous officials and servants,

siables, coach-houses, and offices of all kinds, nine apartments for libraries

and record offices, a museum with an area of 1,000 square yards, a chapel,

ii suite of seven rooms for grand fetes and receptions, covering, with the

necessary offices, a space of 2,320 square yards, and a large hall for the

municipal council.

general.

The South Kensington Museum are now exhibiting daily, at the gul-

1. lies overlooking the Horticultural Gardcns.the Meyrick collection of armour,

I ho Townshend bequest of British and foreign pictures, the collection of

Ihilish arms and ordnance, naval models, and designs for fans, executed by

female students in competition for prizes.

During the last twelvemonths, the number of houses erected in the

parish of Chiswick has amounted to 52, an average of one per week.

Building had been at a standstill in this parish for many years previous,

l-'or Ihc forthcoming year, estimates for 500 houses are out.

It is reported that the Prince of Wales has taken Chiswick House,

adjoining the Horticultural Society's Gardens, for his children.

According to a report recently read before the St. Nicholas Restora

tion Committee, Newcastle, it was stated that the Town Council had agreed

to levy a voluntary rate of 3d. in tho pound for the new works, in confor

mity with the plans and specifications of Mr. G. G. Scott.

Archbishop Manning has issued an appeal on behalf of the proposed

new Roman Catholic Cathedral at Westminster. The site will cost 36,000/.,

of which 15,000/. has been paid; the donations and promised subscriptions

by tho end of 1874 reach 14,000/., and a deficit of 7,500/. remains. The

style will be tho Early English. Mr. Clutton is to be the architect.

The Company formed for building a bridge across the Straits of Dover,

on tho system of M. Boutet, being desirous of erecting a model bridge in or

near London, have made an offer to the vestry of St. Pancras to build a

bridge over the Regent's Canal near Gloucester Gate, at one-third less cost

than any other system, and without interfering with the traffic.

The Building Fund for the new Infirmary at Kidderminster now

reaches the sum of 5,400/. Nearly 7,000/. will be required.

Tho Society of Painters in Water Colours has resolved to cooperate

in a scheme for the creation of a grand School of Finn Arts in the metropolis,

and thus taking advantage of the. legacy bequeathed by Mr. Slade for en-

couragin the study of the Fine Arts.

A Church Spire fell at Colchester on Monday last. The church is quite

a new building, having been erected only about five years ago, at a cost of

5,000/.

A New Churoh has just been erected at Somors Town, London, from

the designs of Messrs. Newman and Billings, architects. The entire cost

of the church and schools adjacent is nearly 16,000/.

» The toitt of Austria is eqnal to six feet, and the Austrian foot is longer than the

KngliBh in the proportion of 31,611 to 30,479.

The plan of imposing a sewer tax at Rotterdam, which lately gave rise

to some disturbances, has been withdrawn by the municipality, and replaced

by an increase in the port dues and trade licenses. The committee has,

moreover, fixed ten years, instead of five, for the execution of the works

connected with the junction in that town of the Moerdyk Railway with the

Dutch and Rhenish lines.

Fall of a Bridge near Gateshead.—The bridge over the river Der-

went has fallen. The accident has been caused by tho strong and rapid

flow of the river in consequence of the heavy rains.

Westbromwich Hospital. - The plans of Messrs. Martin and Chamber

lain, of Birmingham, have been adopted. The site of the proposed building

will be on the Lodge Estate, Westbromwich, in Edward Street, at right

angles to Lombard Street, and tho ground contains 6,000 square yards. It

is hoped the excavations will be commenced in March. The building will

cost between 5,000/. and 6,000/.

A New Gauge.—It is proposed, among the schemes for improving

London traffic, to make an open railway, with a three-feet gauge, from

Islington to the Moorgate Street Station of the Underground Railway.

Engineering Projects for Uniting Liverpool and Birkenhead.—

Since the project of tunneling the Mersey, explained by Sir Charles Fox at

a meeting held in Livorpool the other day, has been before the public,

Mr. J. Patterson, the President of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce,

has received a communication from Mr. Grainger, proposing a scheme for

increasing the dock accommodation and bridging the Mersey by utilising

the existing sandbanks, forming, in fact, islands of docks and warehouses,

and using the red sandstone, which forms indisputably the bed of the river,

as foundations for the warehouses and for abutments of bridges.

We regret to hear that the restoration of St. Mary Redcliff is partially

suspended for want of funds.

A new iron bridge, of light and elegant structure, has been erected at

Sterne Mills. It springs from solid stone abutments, and is supported in

the centre by two hollow iron columns.

The Contract for building the nave and aisles of the new church for

St. Swithin's parish, Lincoln, was signed on Tuesday last, by Mr. Lovelee,

the contractor, and tho members of the Church Building Committee. The

contract price for this part of the work is 4,295/.

The First Protestant Churoh on Spanish soil has lately been opened

at Mahon, in the Island of Minorca. The municipality of Barcelona have

offered tho Protestant community the privilege of founding a church in

that city.

Four Thousand Miles of Railway have been completed in Hindostan,

and one thousand more aro projected or commenced.

The restoration of tho parish church at Kendall has been recently

completed. The works have been carried out from the designs of J. S.

Crowther, Esq., architect, of Manchester, at a total cost of upwards of

11,000/.

Fall of a Church Tower.- -The new tower of the parish church of

Moirans, France, has fallen to the ground, doing considerable damage to

the roof and nave. The cause of the disaster was the elevation of the

structure without means being taken to strengthen the base, which at last

gave way beneath the additional weight.

New Baptist Chapel at Oakes, Lindley.- A new chapel has been

erected at Lindley, near Huddersfield. The total cost of the building is

5,500,'.

It is proposed to construct an iron promenade pier, similar to that at

New Brighton, at Douglas, Isle of Man.

A Chapel Blown Down.—A new Wesleyan Chapel, at Littlemoor,

Pudsey, has been blown down. Tho foundation stone was laid on May 2.

A beautifully-designed sarcophagus, of Greek style, designed by

M. Baltard, architect, has been placed over the grave of Ingres in Pere la

Chaise. M. Broussieu's bust of the painter surmounts this work.

A Model Mortuary.—The Vestry of the parish of Marylebone erected

a large public mortuary in the burial ground, Paddington. Tho building

has been erected by Messrs. Temple and Forster, of London Street, Pad

dington, from drawings prepared by Mr. Browning, the Vestry Surveyor.

In the interior, ventilation seems to have been a primary object, and decorous

ornamentation also seems to have beon well studied, as there is a row of

four ornamental cast-iron columns down each side, which not only holp to

support the iron bearers fixed into the walls to hold shelves for the recep

tion of a large number of dead bodies, but they also sustain the girders

which uphold a very handsome roof, from the centre of which the room is

lighted with gas en a new principle

A Churoh in course of construction at Liniire, in Luxembourg, fell to

the ground a few days back, killing one workman and seriously injuring

four others. The pillars had been made too weak for the superstructure.

The following particulars as to the works in progress at the Cathedral

of Cologne have beon recently given :—A steam-engine of 8-horse power will

be used from tho commencement of next spring to raise the stone for the

tower instead of the crane hitherto employed. Tho calculation is that a

block weighing 4J tons can be raised to tho height required by means of

this machine in four minutes. The tower is expected to be terminated in

seven years and a half. But an important question still remains to be

solved as to how the finial, which is to complete tho spire, should be

arrangod. Probably a hard stone will be employed, in which case the

' ornament will necessitate the construction of a scaffolding 525 feet in

height.

A market and baths are about to be erected near the ' Royal Oak,'

Paddington ; at least, a bill to that effect has been filed.

The Monument to the memory of Ponsard has been designed by M.

Viollet-le-Duc. It is to consist of a bronze stntue, to be erected in front of

the Hotel de Ville, in the dramatist's birthplace, Vienne (Isere).
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Meetings of Learned Societies.

Botal Iss-rrrcTE of Bmnsii Arcjhtkctp.- Moii.lay,

Taper by William White, F.S.A.

AncmTKcTL-iiAT, Association-.—Friday, 8 Jan., 7.30.
Prize Essay.

IxsnTtTTON" of Civil K\ii INKERS.—Tuesday, 12 Jan., 8.
Institute of Surveyors.—Monday, 15 Jan.
IIoyal IxsriTLmoN.—Tuostlay, Thursday, Fatnrdfiy, 5, 7,

Jan., 3.

Professor Odling on the Chemical Changes of Carbon
(Juvenile lecture-i).

Royal Ancii.coT/MsirAL ISMTmrrE. Friday, ■'> Feb., 4.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

J. k W. Bland, Keighley, machine makers-Todd k Kit-
son. Bridge End, Mold Green, near Huddersfield, joiners—
SneUing k Derby, Edgcombe Road, C'amberwcll, builders—
Wallen k James, Queen Street Place, Southwark Bridge
Road, architects ~S towe k Slocombe, Cardiff, cement mer
chant*—Henry Collyer k George Adams, Wyvil Road,
South Lambeth, timber merchants—Sampson Godden k
Edward Webb, Upper George Street, Bryanrion Square,
builders -Rob. rt Griffith k George Gedge, Moray Road,
Tollington Park, IIolioway, builders—Nod Marsden. Joseph
Haigh. k Edward Marsden, Dewsbury, Yorkshire, builders.

BANKRUPTS.

London. —George Godlwlt, King's Road. Chelsea, builder,

Jan. 7, at 11—Charles Blackmore, late of Oxford Street,
decorator, Jan. 20, at 1—Robert Bragg, St. JnnWs Road,
Holloway, dealer in building materials, Jan. 7, at 1—
Thomas Eames, Bonfield Street, York Road, Battersea,
builder, Jan. 20, at 2—Charles Gideon Jeffrie.1*, Myddleton
Road, Hornsey, builder, Jan. 7, at 12—John Charles North,
Thurloar Yiilas, West Dulwich, Surrey, builder, Jan. 7,
at 2—William Btscombe, late of Beaumont Mews, builder,
Jan. 14, at 2—John Collins, late of Norfolk Street, con
tractor, Jan. K, at 11—William Henry Hammer, East
Dulwich, builder, Jan. 13, at 12—William C. Livermoor,
Victoria Park Square, builder, Jan. 14, at 2—Samuel
Stuart, late of Stanley Street, Battersea, contractor, Jan. 25,

at 11.
To StntRENDKR IN THE COUNTRY.— Joel Bromficld, Wil

mington, builder, at Honiton—John Price, Newport, Mon
mouthshire, builder, Jan. 8, at Bristol.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

If. Top-ham, Wigzel, manufacturer of the patent double-
acting ventilator, further dividend of 1 1 Jrf., on any Tuesday
or Friday, at Mr. Carrick's, Exeter.

EDITORIAL NOTICE.

No commttnication can be inserted unless au

thenticated by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publication, bid as a

guarantee of goodfaith.

The authors of signed articles and papers read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address u* on sub

jects of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replie*

to such enquiries.

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot h** receivedfor insertion

later than 2 P.M. on Thursdays,

Tetnporary Office, 4, Monument Yard, Lon

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher,

Tenders.

Sanatorium for Durham Grammar School. Accepted
tenders. Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, architect:—

Taylor, mason £897 10 0
Gradon, joiner 309 0 0
Laidler. plumber .... 95 6 0
Hodgson, painter . . . . 47 I'i 0

Mole, plasterer 104 10 0

Role, slater 88 4 0
Dennett k Co., fire proof floors 80 0 0

Chirman, smith . . . , 95 10 0

For Sewerage in new Streets, In the parish of Slokc-upon-
Trent, for James Dimmock, Esq. Messrs. Robt. Scrivener
L Son, architects and surveyors :—

Smith £298 17 0
Bodkinson (accepted) . . . 250 0 0

For Sewerage on Pcnfold Meadow Estate, in the borough
of Hanley, for Joseph Clementson, Esq. Messrs. Robt.
Scrivener k Son, architects and surveyors :—

Bullock £239 0 0
Fox 236 5 9
Pmith faccepted) . . . 231 7 0

Bolney, 8U88KX.—For StaGlr?, Coach-house, and Coach
man's residence, for Mr. H. Ilnth. Mr. Holloway, architect.
Quantities not supplied

Norman £2,330 0 0
Deacon (accepted) .... 1.200 0 0

Camden Town.—For alterations to Home in Dclancey
Street. Mr. P. Johnston, architect :—

Kelley, Brothers .... £1,385 0 0
Axford I,:jft0 0 0
Mauley k Rogers .... 1,270 0 0
Scrivener & White .... J ,239 0 0

London.- -For rebuilding warehouse, Houndalitcti, for
Messrs. Lazarus and Bozcnfelds; Mr. H. II. Collins,
architect.—Messrs. Stuart and Bennett, 1,558/. ; Mr. Cohen,
1,020/. ; Messrs. Hall and Russell, 967/.

Sutton.—For Hotel, Stabling, and House adjoining, for
Mr. John Ruck. Mr. E. Nash, architect:—

Eaton CI,COO 0 0
Deards 2,881 0 0
Cooper k Cullum .... 2,880 0 0
Cuff and Potter .... 2,018 0 0

London.— For repairs and additions to Nos. 61 and 66,
London Road, for Mr. E. W. Rolls :—

Eustace £480 0 0
Cooper k Cullum .... 478 0 0
Lindficld 448 0 0
Fnlkner 439 0 0

Yates 378 0 0

Kenstngton.—For alteration*, corner of Young Street,
for Mr. Stevens. Messrs. Berriman k Sons, architects :—

Bas*ctt £297 0 0
Dennis 2C9 0 0
Perkins 219 0 0
Butt 205 0 0
nockly ... . 203 0 0

Gibbs £ Son 185 0 0

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

City of London.— Office of Gas Examiner. Salary,
600/. per annum. January 4. — Woodthorpc, Town
Clerks Office, Guildhall, E.C.—Salter's Company. Require
a Local A^ent for the management of the Company's
Estates in Londonderry, Ireland. On May I, 1869. Appli
cations may be sent in up to January 10 next. W. Martin,
C'erk, Salter's Hall, St. Swithln's Lane, E.C.

India Office.—Trained Young Men for the Maintenance
and Conservation of the Government Forests in India.
Eight will be selected. In February, 18f.9. Salary to com
mence at 300/. per annum, rising to 1,900/. by promotion.

1 Apply January 8f 1809, Under Secretary of State, India—
EL Merivale.

Metropolitan Gas Works.—Superintendent of Works.
Salary not less than 250/, per annum, residence, kc. Messrs.
Watcrlow, Birchin Lane, E.C.

NKWINGTOir, SunnET.—Surveyor of Sewers. Salary, 200/.
per annum. January 0, S o'clock, P.M. n. and F. Chester,
Joint Vestry Clerks, Vestry Hall, Walworth Road.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Belgian Academy of Arts and Sciences.—Best Essay
on ' The Period at which Architecture in the Low Countries

became affected by Italian influence.* Premium, 1,000

francs.

Biijioa, Spain.—Designs for a Hones of Mercy for lodging
tho poor. Premium*, 200/., 100/., and 50/. each, V. di

Liyardl, 124 Cannon Street, E.C.

Dumfries, N.B.—Designs for the Erection of a New-
Infirmary. Premium, 50'. Mr. Symons, Writer, Dum

fries.

CONTRACTS OPEN.

Metropolitan Board or Worms.—For Construction
and Maintenance of Brick and Iron Sewer (about 580 feet
in length), Deptford Lower Road, Plough Rood, lie.,
Rotherhithe. January 8, 1869. J. Pollard, Clerk to Board,

Spring Gardens.

Ohm.—The Government of this Republic require Ten
ders for Cast Iron Columns, Roof Posts, Sic., Cast Iron
Work for 27 Bridges, and 1,700 Squares of Galvanised Cor
rugated Iron Roofing, kc The Chelsea Legation, 18
Gloucester Gardens, Hyde Park.

Madrid, Spain.— For Construction of the Tow Market.
January 20, 1S69. G. Pctano, Spanish Legation, London.

Erection of an Iron Bridge. J. C. Lonyou, Gresham

House, Old Broad ttreet, E.O.

Hartley Wontncy, Hant*!.—Erection of Now Church.
Mr. Wetheralt, Hon. Sec., WInchneld, Hants.

Caversham, Beues.—For the Purchase of Materials of
Caversham Bridge. 141 Cannon Street, E.C.
Great Northern Railway. -For 5,ooi tons double-

headed iron rails ; 120 tons fish-plates : 2,500 tons cast-iron
chairs, kc. January 4. " H. Oakley, secretary, Terminus,

King's Cross.

Radnor County Gaol, Presteigne.— For alterations,

Sic. January 7. Town Hall, Presteigne. R. Banks, Clerk

of Peace.

DF.nnv.—Imj rovement and Hotel Company. -For the
Erection of a now Hotel, Shops, kc, in the Corn Market.
January 7. W. C. Watson, secretary, Wardwick, Derby.

Westminster.—St. James's.—For tho Erection of a new
Institution in Jennyn Street for the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. January 11,3 o'clock,
p.m. T. Colam, secretary, 173 New Bond Street, W.

ADMIRALTY.—For English Elm Timber, at D.M.'s Dock
yards, Woolwich, Chatham, Sheerness, Portsmouth, and
Devonport. January 12, 2 o'clock p.m. Antonio Brady,

Registrar, Somerset llou*e.

LrrcHuncii, Derby, Drainage Wokes.—18th Jan.—For
the execution of certain Works required in the Drainage of
their district. Wm. Wht-ton, jun., Clerk to the Local

Board.

DoNCASTER.—11th Jan.—For the Laying Out of 37 acres
of Land on the Carr, for the purpose of Sewage Irrigation
and for Forming Subsidising Tanks, alteration of Outfall
Sewer, uud other Works, for tlio Board of Health for the
Borough. Mr. B. S. Bnmdell, Civil Engineer and Surveyor,

1 Priv.ce«3 Street, Doncuster.

Aberwon.—For the Work of completing the building of
Aberavon Church Tower. Hon. Sec., Mr. W. Jackson.
Port Talbot, Taibach.

Ulverston Drainage.—Jan. 4.—For tho supply of
materials and the construction of the various works re
quired in sewering the said town. Contracts No. 1 and
No. 2 will include the construction of brick and pipe sewers
and drains, together with sewer outfall tanks, manholes,
storm outlets, ventilators, flushing sluices, and other works.
The length of sewers in Contracts No. 1 and No. 2 will be
alxmt 6 miles. Contract No. 3 will include the supply of
earthenware sewer and drain pipes, inverts, junctions,
junction-blocks, and other earthenware materials. Contract
No. 4 will include the supply of iron pipes, manhole covers,
ventilating grates, foot-irons, and other castings. Jno.
Poole, Clerk to the Committee, Ulverstone.

Gloucestershire.—Jan. 4.—For the erection of n Police
Station, at Westbury-on-Trym, near Bristol. Mr. J.
Medland, County Surveyor, Clarence Street, Gloucester.

East Dereham.—Jan. 20.—Designs for Two Chapels and
a Porter's Lodge, to b<: erected in the Burial Ground of the
said Parish. G. S. Tinkler, Clerk to the Board.

Northampton Improvement Commissioners.—Jan. 6.
—For the construction of a Culvert in Herbert Street, in
tho town of Northampton. A. B. Mnrkham, Clerk to the
Commissioners, 2, Derogate, Northampton.

Leominster.—Jan. 0.—Great Western and London and
North- Western Railways.—For the following Works at
Leominster :—

1st.—An Iron Bridge, of Two Spans of 23 feet, on the
square, with an Embankment 115 yards long on each side of
the Bridge.
2nd.—An Iron Foot Bridge, of 40 feet Span*

J. Wait, Secretary, Birks.-.head.

Bacut Cemetery Chapels.— 4th January.—For the
several works required to be done in the erection of Three
Chapels at the above cemetery. Gay k Swallow, architects,
kc. Exchange Buildings, Bradford.

The METiiopoUTAN Board ok Works. -Jan. 7.— For
the construction and maintaining In complete repair for

twelve calendar months from their completion the following
Works ; that is to say, a Brick and Iron Sewer, 1 mile 580
feet in length, or thereabouts, with other works in con
nection therewith, in the following places, viz., commencing
in Deptford Lower Road, from thence along Plough Road,
Swing Bridge Road, and Trinity Street, in the p.irtsh of
Rotherhithe, in the county of Surrey. John Pollard, Clerk
of the Board, Spring Gardens, S.W.

Peteusfikld (Hants).—Jan. 9.—For the restoration and
refitting of the Parish Church of East Meou, near Peters-
field, Hampshire. Architect, Mr. Christian, 8a, Whitehall
Place, London.

Radnor County Gaol. -Jan. 7.—For effecting the pro
posed alterations in conformity with the Prisons Act 1865,
to bo made to the Comity Gaol at Presteigne. Richard
Banks, Clerk of the Peace.

Rotiteiuiam.—March 15.—For Plans, kc, for erecting a
Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 75/. is offered

for the best design ; 50/. for the second, and 25/. for the
third. John Barras, hon. secretary, Rotherham, December
15, 1868.

RANDELL Si SAUNDERS have much pleasure In in
forming their friends, and the Building Trade generally,
that to facilitate building operations during the winter
season, they have provided a large stock of well-MM-wined
Corsham Down Block Stone.—Bath Stone Office, Cu:-sham,
Wilts.- [Advt.]

W. "W. SPRAGUE & Co., Lithographers,

Printers, & Stationers, 14 Sherborne Lane,

King William Street, London, E.C.

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, Reports,

Copied or Lithographed with rapidity and cure.

AW Ready,

SpRAiii Ks' Pocket Diary and Mkmorandum Book,

for the use of Architects and Surveyors.
The Tallica, Memoranda, kc, have been compiled by an
expci ienct'd Mn vi'y.ir. uud will, from Iheir cumiactucsi,
bo found very convenient to the prole*. ion.

In Roan Wallet. 7*. Ad.
Hie Tables, *c. ouly, In Paper Cover, li.

BENHAM & FROUD,

MEDIEVAL AND GENERAL METAL WORKERS

TO THE TBADB,

Chandos Street, Charing Cross, W.C.

%* See Large Advertisement on page xii.

SENERAL JOINERS' WORK, STAIRCASE
•nd HAl^DRAILS. LICENSED VICTUALLERS' IIAB

TINGS. E'tim.tes given for nil kind* of Joi»cr.' Work,
Shop Front, and Filriuii _ Addrea, A. Si J. SUTTON, 18 Roman
Ruad, Grove Road. Victoria Park.

'VO BUILDERS and OTHERS.—Several Sums
I to LEND on MORTOAOE of FREEHOLD or l.EvSE-
HOLI) PROPERTIES, at 5 per cent., or on DEPOSIT of
LEASES for short termi. Lanre houses not quite fini..hed not
ohit-cted to. No preliminary fee.— Kpitly person.Ily to Mr.
WILLIAM TOY, Surveyor, ,9 King WlllUm Street, LouJjii
Bridge, City.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL, AND

TIMBER MERCHANTS,

120 BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON.E.C.

The most Extensive Stock of every kind of Wood, In Plauk« and
Board., dry and fit for ir immediate use.
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PRIZE MEDAL, ONLY SILVER MEDAL, GOLD MEDAL,

LONDON, 18G2. PARIS, 1867. BERAR EXHIBITION, 186S.

ALLEN RANSOME & CO.

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF MACHINES FOR WORKING IN WOOD,

Beg to call attention to the following Machines that arc especially adapted for Builders' and Contractors' purposes.

THE &EUEEAL JODTEE.

This exceedingly useful Machine performs

nearly all the various kinds of work usually

done by hand in a Joiner's Shop, such as

SAWING, PLANING, and THICKNESSING ;

MORTISING, TENONING, CROSS-CUTTING,

and SQUARING OFF; TONGUEING, RE

BATING, MOULDING, BEADING, CHAM

FERING, BORING, WEDGE-CUTTING, and

many other operations.

With a little practice two lads will be found

capable of doing the work of at least fifteen

skilled Joiners. ... t < - -

A. RANSOME & CO.'S IMPROVED SAW-SHARPENING MACHINE.

The Machine Oullets, Tops, end Bevels the. Teeth of Circular and Frame Saws, so as not to requiro touching by a file. It is easily adjusted »o

as to produce any required form of tooth ; and effects a saving equal to 500 per cent, in wages, and the total cost of the saw-files used when sharponcd

by hand.

PERIN'S PATENT FRENCH BAND-SAW BLADES.

ALLEN RANSOME & CO. having completed very advantageous arrangements with M. Perin for a renewal of the sole Agency for the sale of his

Saws in the United Kingdom over a considerably extended period, are enabled to supply their customors with these celebrated Band-Saw Blades at

VERY REDUCED PRICES, from a large stock of all sizes, which they keep set and sharpened ready for use.

CAUTION.—It having come to their knowledge that certain parties are supplying French Band Saws as "Perm's," which arc of a very inferior

quality, A. RANSOME if CO. beq to state that Pirm's Saws can lie obtairuul only through them, and strongly advise intending purchasers to send thtir

orders direct to the Works—ZOi KING'S IIOAD, CHELSEA, 8.W.

New Illustrated Catalogues, with full particulars of the above and other Maahines for Sawing, Planing, Moulding, Mortising, Tenoning, &c,

may be had on application to

ALLEN RANSOME & CO., SAW-MILL ENGINEERS AND WOOD MACHINISTS,

Nc. SOt KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S. W.

SN OX ELL'S PATENT IRON SHUTTERS.

33 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C. References to 30 years' daily use.

LEATHER MACHINE BANDS, FIRE BUCKETS & HOSE, Manufactured by WEBB & SOI,

COMB'S TANNEET, STOWMARKET.

Awardod: several First-class Medals, several Honourable Mentions, and one Commendation. Price Lists on application.

FEASEB'S

PATENT EQUILIBRIUM DEAL FRAMES.

EAN S O ME'S

PATENT SELF-ACTING SAW -BENCHES.

These benches are made
culiarly adapted for Builders

of various sizes, and are
or Contractors' purposes,

oeinff equally suited for sawlnjr either timber or dealt.
I The Patented improvement consists in a simple variable
feed, which is boxed in by the framin-t of the machine, and
renders it at once the most perfect and economical Saw-

■ 1 . .,..!. 1, .....!

-A.. EANSOME <Sc CO.

These Frames possess the following great

advantages over all other Deal Frames yet orleml

to the public : —

1st. They will do more than double the work

in a given time of any other Deal Frame yet

produced.

2nd. The work they turn out is of the best

possiblo quality.

3rd. They cost less than any ordinary first-

class Deal Frame.

A. R. & Co. gnnrantee every Eraser's Patent

Deal Frame to be capable of sawing fifty 12 ft.

by 9 in by 3 in. deals, with three cuts in each, in

one hour.

ESTABLISHED 1795.

PAEIS EXHIBITION,

1867.

The only EBirllsh Housewho took WORTLEY.

Honours for FIRE GOODS.

Tho Silver Mcd.il for TERRA

COTTA.

NEAR

LEEDS.

LONDON.

1862.

Prize M&livl for FntECEAT

RETORTS.

Honourable Mention for DRAIN
PIPES.

London Agent-MARCUS BOURNE NEWTON, KING'S CROSS GOODS STATION, N.

DEPOT FOJR

BLUE STAFFORDSHIRE WARE, ADAMANTINE CLINKERS, & WHITE GLAZED BRICKS.

THE "PROFESSIONA L,"

A FIRST-CLASS SHIRT FOR GENTLEMEN,

At 6s. 6 d. and 6s. Od.

In English or French Materials. Samples of Cloths and Measuring Directions on application to

G AWN, JONES, &. CO.

Wholesale and Retail Shirt Manufacturers, Clothiers, Outfitters, Agents and Clothing C ntractors,

171 FENCHCRCfl STREET. Manufactories—15 & 1 6 Blomfield Street, E.C.
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ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

1 0 great a cry for education is now making itself

heard throughout the country that its influence

seems towards be leading to the revival of the

very important question chosen for the subject

of this article. We say revival, because the abso

lute inadequacy of our present system has long

been a source of reproach to the profession.

Often has the subject been taken up, and as

often allowed to drop, apparently from the great

difficulty of cither starting any new and well-

defined scheme of education, or grafting on some existing scheme such

modifications and improvements as would render it more decidedly effec

tive. With whom the fault lies it is perhaps difficult to say. It is evident

that, with a Government like ours, which allows perfect freedom of

agency in the administration of all its institutions, any progressive move

ment must not only originate with those for whose benefit it would be

specially intended ; it must also be developed in all its details, tried,

and pronounced fairly effective, before it can be expected that any recog

nition of its value could be made cither by Government or by the

public.

It has been remarked, with perhaps somewhat less of strict justice than

of smartness of expression, 'that amateurs generally understand very little

about painting, still less about sculpture, and nothing about architecture.'

Whatever degree of truth there maybe in the foregoing general remark—of

the various qualifications that an architect should possess, and of the peculiar

training necessary to give him those qualifications, the outsido world and

amateurs generally can unquestionably know nothing. The problem of

architectural education rest*, and must rest, entirely with the profession.

Hitherto, with a few honourable exceptions, it is students alone who

have taken any decided steps to supply the wants that have been felt by

tbem so long and so severely. It must be evident, however, that students,

whilo constrained to act by themselves, can effect but little for their own

advancement and benefit ; and, on the other hand, it is certain that no

really great results can be fairly expected until the principals cordially

accept and faithfully fulfil the duty of providing for architectural students

a sound professional education. This implies, it must be added, that pro

fessional architects feel and admit that for their own benefit, as well as

for the general benefit of the profession, in tho matter of architectural

education an essential and thorough reversal of all existing ideas is abso

lutely necessary. In fact, in this matter of architectural education the pro

fession has to begin at the beginning.

The time, happily, has now at length arrived when movements in favour

of primary and technical education here become both so general throughout

the country and so decided in themselves that it will not long bo possible

for the leading members of any profession to maintain a quiescent attitude.

Hot to take a part in the prevailing advance will soon be shown to amount

to a practical resistance to it. It has been affirmed that, at the present

day, 1 the architect may be called upon by the intelligent part of the public

to show cause even for his existence.' This is, indeed, a strong expression ;

but it has a basis of truth. To the great detriment of the architect's pro

fession, and even in a higher degree to the injury of the country, it has

become tho custom to entrust to engineers works in which architectural

features constantly play no unimportant part. Thus, here in our own

country, the architecture of engineering works is commonly placed in the

hands of engineers ; but in India the aspect of things is still more serious,

since there the designing of architectural buildings is permitted to rest with

engineers almost entirely. In America (as Mr. Ware informed the

Institute some two years ago), in consequence of the absence of any

architectural education whatever (for pupilage and premiums had been

long discarded as unsuitcd to the temper of the time, and no other

system had taken its place), the profession in many cases was at a far

lower ebb ; for the client there addressed himself to an agent, who upon

receiving instructions as to the accommodation and style of the building

required, together with the intended expenditure, made his arrangements

with an architectural draughtsman on the one hand to make the design, and

with a contractor on the other hand to carry it out; thus treating the whole

affair as a mere speculation, and without any recognition whatever of the

profession ; ' and in many cases' (Mr. Ware added) ' this had been found to

work well, there being leu trouble and no extras' Fortunately, however,

this system is dying out ; and the establishment of an Institute of Architects

and the formation of a school with a regular acadomical education in archi

tecture (ably aided by our new American contemporary) will, we believe,

be the starting-point of the architectural history of America.

To return, however, to the main subject at

Although it does not by any

l which might have been efficient thirty or forty years

ago would be of any value at the present day, still it will be well to notice in

the first place what kind of education was given at that time, and to compare

i in its stead. Thirty years

ago, a period of six years' pupilage was the strict rule, as it is now wholly the

exception. With a course of six years, it was considered to be possible to

acquire a sufficient knowledge of architectural design and drawing, and also

of practical work, to become an efficient practitioner, the amount of know

ledge then demanded boing comparatively small. Drawing—and it was

very good drawing—was taught during the first two years. By the working

out of the five orders, and tho copying of the drawings in the office, the

pupil was first thoroughly grounded in the use of his instruments, and in

tho principles of what then was almost the only stylo recognised and

practised. Tho style of drawings in those days was very different from

what architectural drawings are now. Then they were carefully lined, with

an exactitude excelled only by engineers' drawings of the present day, with

the shadows traced, and with flat tints ofIndian ink or colour laid on, and this

careful delineation was found not only in the more artistic drawings, such

as elevations or sections, but in all the details, constructional or otherwise ;

and the flashy coloured perspectives which now grace, or too often disgrace, the

walls of our exhibitions, would then havo been scouted by the profession as

mere tricks and shams, having no other object than to deceive clients.

The style of architecture then prevalent was one that had been gradually

worked out and developed ; and any tendency in it towards change was one

which inclined to ovon greater refinement. This was the effect on the

standard style produced by the publication of Stuart and lievett's

' Athens,' and of other works of the same class, and by the productions of

the Dilettante Society. Practical details also ran in a well-defined and

long-established groove ; iron construction in architectural buildings was in

its infancy ; and the search for the ' truthful in art ' had not yet troubled

the minds of the students.

It is not our purpose here to discuss whether this state of affairs was

healthy so far as art in architecture was concerned ; it existed then, whereas

now everything is changed. Numerous publications and photographs of

the works of all nations and periods are at the disposal of every student.

Science has made such rapid progress as to require the most constant

attention to keep pace with it, even as connected with the profession of the

architect. The employment of iron, again, as a building material has

almost changed the fundamental principles of construction ; and the various

problems relating to the strength of materials have been reduced to the

most exact formula?.

Thus, what the student of architecture has to learn has trebled in quan

tity ; but the time set apart for learning it, as a pupil in an office, has been

diminished to one-half of what it was formerly—the student now is

articled for three years instead of six. What has been the result?

The idea of attempting to teach tho pupil has been generally abandoned,

and he must obtain his information where and how ho can. One of the

evil consequences of this change has been the introduction of a meretricious

style of drawing injurious in its effect upon art. Connected with this is

a carelessness which has to be remedied by elaborate specifications, and

a complete absence of knowledge of design or proportion, coupled with a

very superficial acquaintance with the numerous scientific and practical

questions that have reference to building. What has just been said relates,

of course, only to the general professional character of the students of the

present day at the completion of their articles, when compared with their

predecessors of thirty years ago. We are inclined, however, to suspect that

in nine cases out of ten our account is not exaggerated, sinco now it is

almost universally acknowledged that at tho end of his pupilage the

student finds ho has everything to learn. He has had no training whatever

in design, in the theory of construction, in a knowledge of materials, or even

in drawing. Hhc has been working in the evening (which is the exception

and not the rule) or attending classes, all such studies as these have been

entirely works of supererogation on his part ; and indeed it is well known

that only a very trifling proportion of pupils ever do continue their studios

during the evening hours. Having just left school, where they have studied

only during the time allotted, the pupils of architects are but too generally

disposed to regard the new course of their professional studies in precisely

the same light; and they therefore pursue their new studies only during

the seven or eight hours laid down as office hours. Accustomed also to

a vacation of three or four months, the brief fortnight or three weeks given

by the principal is barely sufficient to enable architectural students to

recruit their strength ; any possibility, therefore, of their seizing the occa

sion to learn true architecture by the careful measuring and dolineation of

old buildings is almost entirely out of the question.

If a true picture has hero been given of what, at the present time, passes

for architectural education, there can be but little doubt as to the justice of

the assertion that in such an educational system as this a radical chango

is a matter of imperative necessity. Assuming, then, the necessity of such

a chauge, hereafter we shall endeavour to show by what means it may be

effected. The Report of the Delegates of the Architectural Alliance on

the subject of ' Architectural Fducation,' which was read before the

Architectural Association towards the close of last year, is a clear, out

spoken, and significant document ; and the manner in which that Report

was received by an institution whieh'numbers amongst its members the

majority of tho architectural students in London is conclusive both as to

the prevailing sentiment among the studonts themselves, and as to the

certainty that success would attend their earnest, hearty, and united efforts

to improve tho present educational system.

(7*o be continued.)
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BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD.

TVIIE edifices that happily have come down from the middle ages

JL to our own times, ana now take rank amongst the glories of our

country, almost invariably, in a greater or a lesser degree, are charac

terised by palpable tokens of their having been reared at successive

periods. Ihc great architects who flourished in those days were con

tent to build ports of cathedrals, leaving to those who should follow

after them the gradual completion of their works ; or they themselves

either carried onward or completed structures that had been begun

and advanced long before by their predecessors. Occasions also arose

which required them in part to reconstruct, or possibly altogether

to rebuild, edifices that had been shattered by accidental injuries, or

even then had yielded to the destroying influences of time. Thus to

a terrible conflagration we owe the noble works of the two Williams,

one a Norman and the other an Englishman, at Canterbury. At Ely,

it wns the fall, for a while apparently so disastrous, of the great central

tower that eventually led to the erection of the exquisitely beautiful

western bays of the choir, and which also inspired Alan de Walsing-

ham with the conception of his unrivalled octagon. And, again, in

that venerable museum of mediaeval architecture, the Abbey Church

of St. Alban's, we see how the advancing development of the art of

architecture constrained successive abbots to demolish the compara- !

tively rude relics of earlier ages, in order that they might be enabled

to build up portions of their grand church afresh in the greater mag

nificence of their own eras.

Of late 3-ears the work of architectural restoration for the most part

hns been applied in a different direction ; and, but too frequently, in

the very act of preserving ancient remains, it has defaced, or even

obliterated, the original evidences of their antiquity. At the present

day, however, a far more conservative spirit has distinguished the

operations of restorers, so that in their hands the terms ' Restoration '

and 'Destruction ' have ceased to be convertible ; and, indeed, really

good service of late has repeatedly been done by works of restoration,

which have faithfully preserved noble early buildings that were ready

to fall into decay, without stamping upon them a modem impress.

While thus it is a matter of constant occurrence that the application

of a general restoring process to many of our old buildings either is

found to be really necessary, or is considered to be so desirable that it

is accepted as being necessary, our living architects, whose ability to

design and erect works that are altogether new is displayed on every

side, are rarely called upon to remove, and subsequently to rebuild

from its foundations, some important integral part of a dignified early

edifice. The two old Universities of Oxford and Cambridge form

decided exceptions to this rule ; since, besides the occasional addition

of fresh buildings (as within a few years took place at Christ Church,

Oxford), various circumstances frequently combine to require the re

building of a part or parts of some college. Not many vears have

passed, for example, since their Chapels were rebuilt at Exeter and

Balliol Colleges, Oxford, the former by Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A., and

the latter by Mr. Butterfield ; and at St. John's College, Cambridge,

Mr. Scott is now completing a new Chapel on a scale of no ordinary

grandeur. In addition to these rebuildings of collegiate chapels, at

the present time two Colleges, one in ef.ch University—Balliol at

Oxford, and Caius at Cambridge—have important new buildings in

different degrees of progress towards completion, both of them erected

from the designs of the same able architect, Mr. A. Waterhouse.

At Balliol College, indeed, the new buildings may almost be con

sidered to have been completed already, since only certain interior

fittings yet remain to be fixed to render the edifice ready for habi

tation ; and, in fact, one very important portion of these new build

ings—the Residence of the Master—is actually occupied by the family

of that gentleman, the Rev. Robert Scott, D.D. Balliol College con

sists of one fine quadrangle or rectangular court, of which the front

faces towards Broad Street, together with an irregular range of other

buildings of considerable extent, which on two sides complete the

enclosure of the College itself, without forming any other enclosed

quadrangle. With the exception of some few remains that are beneath

the surface of the ground, to which probably an early date may be

assigned, none of the existing buildings of this College can claim an

age reaching back more than four centuries ; aud, indeed, it is only

one beautiful relic, that well-known gem of Oxford, the oriel window

in the dining-room of the Master's residence, with some portions of

the adjoining walls, and the College Hall and Library, that are able

to advance any pretensions to an existence extending over more than

half that space of time.

The old buildings which formed and surrounded the quadrangle of

the College for many years had been in so dilapidated a condition,

that on several occasions the Master and Fellows had seriously re

flected on the propriety, amounting almost to a positive duty, to

rebuild them, before, at length, n final decision was adopted and

carried into effect. Of that final decision the result is the new build

ing that forms one of our illustrations, and which we presently

froceed to describe. The engravings which appeared upon the Oxford

University Almanacks for the years 1742 and 1810 gave views of two

designs, that at those periods were proposed for the rebuilding of this

ortion of Balliol College ; but, fortunately, considering what those

esigns are proved by the testimony of the almanack engravings to

have been, the project as well of 1810 as of 1742 was Abandoned.

More recently, the authorities of the College were again induced to

resume the consideration of this matter, when a plan was once more

formed, and a design prepared by an architect of a very different

order of genius from his predecessor of 1810, the late Augustus

Welby Pugin; but circumstances arose which denied to the new

buildings proposed for Balliol by that eminent man any other exist

ence than they enjoyed in his own elaborate and beautiful drawings.

This was to be the last of these futile efforts. Two or three years

ago the subject of the rebuilding was revived in a thoroughly earnest

spirit. Mr. Waterhouse was appointed to be the architect. And the

commencement of operations was rendered practicable without any

delay by the munificence of a lady, Miss Brackeribury (herself a

descendant from the original founder, John de Balliol), who provided

the means for the rebuilding the Broad Street front of the College,

including the tower with the entrance gateway. The remaining

portions of the new buildings, which comprise the end of the Quad

rangle adjoining Trinity College towards the east, and towards the

west the residence of the Master, have been erected at the cost of

the College.

The friable nature of the stone of which, in common with so many

others of the colleges in the University of Oxford, the old buildings at

Balliol had been constructed, irrespective of other considerations,

would have required the complete demolition of the earlier fabric as

a preliminary to the operations of Mr. Waterhouse. The old

buildings, accordingly, with tho exception only of parts of the

Master's residence, were removed, and the new structure has been

erected on the same site that had previously been occupied by them.

The works consist of the rebuilding of the entire range of the front

of the Quadrangle towards Broad Street, with a lofty tower near

its centre, which surmounts the main entrance, and has been

placed as nearly as possible opposite to the entrance to the Chapel.

From Broad Street, at right angles to the front, runs 'a return

wing, extending northwards till it abuts upon Mr. Butterfield's

beautiful new chapel; externally this wing, which forms the eastern

enclosure of the College Quadrangle, faces towards the fore-court of

Trinity College. In the other direction towards the west, to the

westward of the College Quadrangle, and partially detached from the

main building by a court-yard, is the residence of the Master. This

last building faces towards Broad Street on the one side, and to

wards the College gardens on the other, and is in the same line with

the Broad Street front of the College Quadrangle. Thus at Balliol

Mr. Waterhouse has rebuilt from their foundations very important

portions of this distinguished College ; and his works we regard with

unqualified satisfaction, in the first place, because no historical associa

tions were connected with the buildings that have been pulled down,

nor did they possess a single feature of either architectural or archaeolo

gical interest ; and secondly, because, after a careful personal examina

tion and study, we are enabled to declare the buildings that have just

been erected" in their stead to be an honourable accession to the

long array of noble edifices that adorn the face of our country, while

at the same time they raise still higher the architectural renown

of the famous University on the banks of the Isis.

The style that has been adopted is what may be distinguished as

Collegiate Gothic ; and this style, equally happy in its association

with memories of the past and in its consistent applicability to every

requirement of the present, the architect has handled with masterly

ability. While yielding a becoming allegiance to early artistic tradi

tions, in his thoroughly original design (original, and yet significantly

suggestive of what had been characteristic features in the demolished

buildings) Mr. Waterhouse has at once exemplified the plastic elasti

city of Gothic art, and has vindicated both its intrinsic excellence

and its present vitality. Architecture is seen in tho new buildings

at Balliol in its true character as a great Art. Also, if there be suf

fused throughout this pile a feeling in harmony with the sentiments

of the early Gothic masters, in its perfect adaptation to existing

usages and requirements, and in its easy conformity with modern

habits of thought and of life, this building evidently belongs to our

own times. We are not able to refrain from dwelling upon this

point. Whatever the style in which new edifices now may be

erected, whether a style that grew up grandly in the middle ages or

one that during a more remote antiquity flourished in severe magni

ficence—if any such style be adopted by living architects, and if in

such a style, or in conformity with its practice, tuildings be designed

and erected for the use of the existing and of succeeding generations,

we hold that Architects are bound to treat the style they are employ

ing as a style of their own, and to use it with reference, not to ages

long passed away, but to that one particular age which is in the act of

leading from time present to time to come. We may take our archi

tecture from whatever past era we please ; but, when we have taken it,

in our hands it must be assimilated to our own era. Building for use

in our own day, we are to build what will be practically most useful.

And the art of our architecture is to be governed by the same law

which governs its utility—the two, indeed, are inseparable, and have

a reciprocal dependence on one another. Circumstances may have

deprived us of the faculty and also of the opportunity of originating

an architectural style of our own, and of developing it at our pleasure

from birth to maturity ; yet we are left free to select from existing

styles one or more of their numbers which, having become our own

architecture by either adoption or inheritance, it is incumbent upon us

to adapt to the existing condition of things through the agency of

some compound process of modification and development. Too long

have many of our architects treated their art as if excellence in it

were attainable only by a retrogressive movement towards some

r
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exalted eminence, far away in the distance of ages. Cherishing a

remembrance of that eminence, it is full time for architects to look

around them and before them, to deal with architecture in a well-

disciplined independence, and to show that their reverence for true

art in others has inspired them to become true artists themselves.

For a while, in the middle of this nineteenth century, it may have

been well, and indeed it may have been necessary, that our architects

should have aspired to qualify themselves for a successful professional

career, had their lot been cast five or sir centuries further hack in our

own era, or about as many centuries before our own era had commenced.

What our architects have now to do, is to keep in remembrance

that while they are practising their art in their own era, their success

will be determined and estimated by what they may accomplish for

their own era. These are sentiments that are beginning to be recog

nised in a hearty manner by the profession ; and it is to be hoped

that a cordial recognition of them will soon become universal. In his

New Buildings at Balliol College, and not by any means in them

alone, Mr. Waterhouse has shown that to him architecture is a living

art. When lately dealing with an ancient classic style in the interior

of the new Foreign Office, Mr. Scott has been successful, in like

manner, in infusing into the old style an energetic present vitality.

For the Foreign Office, again, Mr. Skidmore has produced gas-fittings,

that in their proper capacity of providing the means of illumination

by gas nre simply perfect ; and, nevertheless, they are without fault

as examples of modern metal-work, executed in strict conformity

with both the spirit and the practice of pure Greek art. Mr. Hart s

metal-work at Balliol College may be described in somewhat similar

terms : it is thoroughly Gothic, and the style harmonises in it per

fectly with its application to the uses of to-day.

AY hat may be regarded as the most beautiful architectural feature

of Balliol College is that oriel window of the master's dining-room,

looking into the quadrangle, to which reference already has been

made. The oriel has been preserved intact, and it still forms the east

end of the room : some early heraldic glass, however, has been re

moved from it to the new south window of the same room. The pre

servation of this window has given the key to many of the arrangements

of the New Buildings. It would have been comparatively easy to have

lengthened the hall—an addition to that by no means unimportant

part of a college which was almost a matter of pressing necessity.

But the claims of the oriel were felt to be irresistible ; and it was

wisely determined that any plan, otherwise however advantageous,

which would imply its destruction, would involve an act of archi

tectural sacrilege. The oriel, therefore, which on its corbels has the

arms of William Grey, Bishop of Ely (a.d. 1458), uncle to the first

husband of Queen Elizabeth Widvillo, and may be assigned to about

1470, is safe ; and, as of old, it looks into the quadrangle near its

south-west angle, in the same line with the eastern windows of the

hall ; and thus the western side of the quadrangle is formed by the

hall itself, with the master's dining-room abutting upon its south

end. This dining-room, according to some College traditions, has

sometimes been supposed at an earlier period to have been the chapel:

this supposition, however, does not appear to rest on any substantial

foundation ; and, in fact, it may be confidently assumed that the

room was originally designed for its present use, to which it appears

invariably to have been applied. At some early time there existed

communications (traces of which still remain) between the dining-

room of the master's residence and the College hall and buttery. Many

years ago these communications were closed up ; and the buttery was

transferred to its present position at the other—the northern—end of

the hall.

The new master's residence, having a frontage of 82 feet, is an

excellent first-class residence of a high order of architectural art,

thoroughly convenient and comfortable, and in every particular quali

fied to fulfil with becoming dignity the purposes for which it has been

constructed. It is both spacious and compact ; and the most has been

made of certain necessities of the site. For example, no ordinary

skill has been called into play in order to accomplish what has been

done with the space at the disposal of the architect for the entrance-

hall and staircase. The latter, with its graceful iron gas-standard on

the lower newel, is a master-piece of arrangement. The cornices

and all the architectural fittings of the rooms throughout the build

ing, which have been designed with special reference to their respec

tive positions and uses, are constructively true to the style, yet

always most happily adapted to existing sentiment and usage. The

cornices and ceilings at present are awaiting colour. The wood

work of the doors, &c, is everywhere pine, which has been varnished

in the most effective manner, the wood itself having been left to

display its natural grain, with little or no staining. The fire

places demand special notice. Next to their innermost steel-work

is a border of coloured tiles, set on a receding slope ; beyond

this is the marble of the chimney-piece ; and, in its turn, this

is enclosed within an outer framing of carved oak. The effect is

admirable. It must be added that this arrangement has been modi

fied in its details in conformity with the sizes and uses of the dif

ferent rooms. In the rooms of the New Building of the College

this same arrangement obtains, iron and stone-work taking the place

of steel and marble. All the new doors and other wood-work, con

forming in like manner to the plans prevalent in the master's resi

dence, are of varnished pine.

The collegiate portion of the New Building, of which the front ex

tends from east to west 130 feet, contains 28 sets of rooms, all of

them very complete and commodious. This number includes 3 seta

of 4 rooms each, many of them spacious, for the Fellows. There is

also a large lecture-room, and close to the entrance in the toweri ■

placed the porter's house. In common with the master's house, the

whole of tnis building displays a marked breadth and freedom of

treatment, which are consistently carried out in a system of construc

tion that is free from excessive" refinement. The stone-work every

where shows the traces, not of sandpaper, but of the chisel. The

carving is particularly effective—on the whole sparingly introduced,

but telling well wherever it appears. The foliage of the capitals, and

all the capitals are foliated, is very happy—well studied, judiciously

adapted to its appointed duties, and cut with a free, bold hand. The

shields of arms and other devices of heraldry, which are introduced in

sufficient numbers to give an heraldic tone to the edifice, have re

corded their own proper chronicles after their own proper fashion ;

and the only thing connected with them that we noticed with any

other feeling than approval, is the indication in them of the tinctures

of the fields and charges by shading—a practice that seems incon

sistent with blazoning by means of a chisel. We observed, too, the

initial B (of Brakenbury or Balliol) thrice repeated on so many small

shields, which would have been better in cusped panels, the shield of

heraldry being to be reserved without exception for true armorial

blazonry. We should have preferred to have seen the Brakenbury

badge instead of the Brakenbury crest, or the device of the crest

treated as a badge—a simple modification that would have been

expressive, and in good keeping with the fact that the college from

first to last has been built through the munificence of a Foundress

The Tower, with its angle stair-turret, is a commanding feature in

the Brakenbury front. As it appears in the architect's drawing, the

masonry of this tower is finished above by an embattled parapet ;

but the actual structure, as we have represented it in our engraving,

drawn from a photograph taken expressly for our use from the

building itself, is crowned with a far better and more effective

parapet, seventy-two feet above the ground, pierced with open arches

under an unbroken line, and carried by a corbel-table, which enriches

the building and looks quite strong enough for even something more

than its work, without suggesting (as modern corbel-tables and

cornices sometimes do) even the semblance of undue massiveness.

The corbelling under the eaves of the whole pile, we may here

observe, is simple, has a meaning in it, and is in perfect good taste.

On either side of the oriel of the Tower on its exterior face is a

canopied niche, and a third similar niche placed between them rises

above this oriel : the three niches at present are unoccupied by

statues. The quartered shield of Brakenbury has its proper place

below the oriel, and immediately over the entrance. This same

shield is also several times repeated in different parts of the Braken

bury portion of the New Buildings, under the crest, on the diapered

splay below one of the oriels on the exterior, and in the interior, over

the several entrances to the staircases, and in glass in the windows

of the Lecture-room, thus emphatically declaring the range and also

the limits of the works which are the result of the munificence of

Miss Brakenbury. The face of the Tower next to the Quadrangle has

another fine oriel window, without niches ; but, on the corbel ing of
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its base between two shields, one charged with a Catherine-wheel and

the other with a hell, the insignia of the patron Saint of the College,

and of an early benefactor ; a third shield displays the arms of the

Bishop of Lincoln, who officially is visitor of Balliol College. The

entrance-archway, leading through the Tower from Broad Street into

the Quadrangle, is constructed in two vaulted bays with rich groining,

the springing and the intersections of the ribs being marked by bosses

sculptured with foliage. Our Initial Vignette shows this gateway as

it is seen from within the Quadrangle : this wood-cut has been drawn

from a photograph taken for that purpose.

On the east wing (which is 119 feet in length), at its extremity

adjoining Mr. Butterfiold's Chapel, in order to obtain additional space

for the uppermost rooms, two small oriels set diagonally at the angles

of the building, which did not form parts of the original design, have

been thrown out with signal success. The Gothic, when properly-

handled, always permits that to be done with good effect which is

required to be done for a good purpose.

We cannot pass over without notice and commendation the ex

terior metal-work, consisting of water-pipes, rails for the window-

balconies, and iinials of gables and turrets : all are good and strictly

appropriate. The ridge-cresting' of the roofs, which in its details has

been unproved since the architect's drawing was made, is another

feature to be mentioned with approval.

The contemplation of the chapel of Balliol College, which has

taken the place of another building that had been erected upon the

same site in 1529, and of the still more recent works that have formed

the subject of our present consideration, necessarily leads to the hope

that the rebuilding of this college may be completed at no distant

period of time. Whatever remains, indeed, of the buildings that

were erected early in the eighteenth century are still standing, ad

joining Broad Street and to the westward of" the Master's House, are

impatiently awaiting the appearance of a third Devorgilla. Since

they were built—the one during the reign of Henry VI., and the

other a little later (for it may be held to be coeval with the original

Master's Dining Room and its justly celebrated oriel)—both the

library and the hall have undergone changes which have not tended

to exalt their architectural character ; the parapet of the hall, for

instance, with its heavy embattling, has been raised, and the roof has

been flattened. In addition to these earlier structures, the College

possesses buildings that extend from the south-west angle of the

Broad Street range in a northerly direction to St. John's College.

These buildings were erected in part (and this part is altogether

devoid of any architectural character or pretension) by Basevi, whose

fatal accident in the great western tower of Elv Cathedral will always

bo remembered with regret ; and in part, with his customary feeling

for a castellated style, by Salvin. The Buttery was also erected by

this last architect, and, like his other works, it has good and charac

teristic features. Thus—besides the builders of the library and the

hall, and also of some part of the Broad Street front, and the accom

plished artist to whom, did we but know who he may have been, we

gladly and revereutly would assign the Master's Oriel—the Balliol

College of to-day has been built by Basevi, Salvin, Butterfield, and

Waterhouse.

( To be completed in the next Xiunier.)

THE SWISS LAKE DWELLINGS.

AMONG the many subjects which claim the attention ofthe archaeologist,

few are of greater interest than the discoveries of the last ten years or

so on the shores of the lakes of Switzerland, and to which the explorations

of Herculaneum and Pompeii are as tho relics of but yesterday. Wo can

understand how au awful calamity, such as that which befel those cities,

served, from the very nature of that natural catastrophe, to preserve down to

our own day not only the forms and outlines of the dwellings of a by-gone

nation, but even the colour and detail of ornamentation in which the wealth

and effeminate splendour of the Homan of the first century after Christ

loved to delight. But in the strango remnants of stranger habitations

which, after tens of centuries, are now made known to us—the medium

which, as it were, hermetically sealed up the evidences of years to be

counted by thousands was not a quick and sudden one, as a deluge ofashes,

but slow and gradual ; and hence the interest for the subject, upon which

we propose to set down a few notes, is greater, involving as it does the con

templation of the gradual march of Nature upon tho puny efforts of Man,

whilst bringing us, as it were, into the daily life of a people whose vory name

has passed away unknown.

The idea of people living in houses built upon piles driven into swampy

ground is familiar to us. Our geography books have taught us how Amster

dam, parts of Rotterdam, and parts of Hamburg are built upon such sub

structures, and the rravoller upon the Mississippi boats has seen the huts

of outlying settlers and hunters similarly constructed. We aro told of an

African tribe establishing itself upon a lagoon to seek shelter from the

attacks of King Dahome ; and Mr. A. R. Wallace, the naturalist, lived for

days in one of tho quaint villages of tho Papuans in New Guinea. The

floors of the huts are ' supported on piles carved into rude human figures,

seeming to stand upon the water—rows of grotesque and somewhat disagree

able savage Caryatides.' Going back further still in the history of such

dwellings, we find Christian fishermen living in huts on piles in the lakes

formed by the Orontes in tho thirteenth century ; and, finally, we arrive at

the earliest record of all in the pages of Herodotus, who mentions ' a certain

people of Lake Prasias in Thrace (in the sixth century before Christ), living

in houses built on boards fastened to piles driven into the lake, with a

bridge to connect them with the shore.' To provide against overcrowding,

every man had to contribute towards the gradual extension of this settle

ment by driving three piles for every wife he married, ' they having many

wives.'

Among the many Lacustral villages discovered in Switzerland of lato

years is Holienhamen, situated on a peat moor not far from the small lake

of Pfaffikon, between Zurich and Chur. The lake was once double its

present size, and in it, about a mile from the shore, but connected by a pier

on piles, stood a village of considerable extent. Tho intelligent owner of

this property began by very carefully clearing downwards, and soon found,

that what at first sight appeared a hopeless confusion of matter was in

reality a clearly defined chronicle of the history of this settlement. He

found that tho first settlers had driven piles of unbarked fir deep into the

bottom of the lako, had covered them with planks, and upon these had con

structed their wooden huts. But one night a fire broke out ; a strong

south wind (still the dread of the Swiss to this day, and known as the Fohn

wind) blow at the time, sending the burning embers far into the lako to tho

northward, and soon reducing the village to a heap of ashes. But the

inhabitants went diligently to work and rebuilt their huts, driving in fresh

piles and greatly extending tho place. Here they lived long enough to

allow of a layer of peat to grow over the debris of the first conflagration, but

again a fire broke out, and the village was again burnt down to tho water's

edge. In no way disheartened by those two calamities, the former of which

certainly none then alive could remember, they rebuilt the settlement again,

this time employing oak split into lengths instead of fir, but the rubbish

and peat under them had by this time accumulated to such an extent that

the new piles never reached the bed of the original lake at all. Here they

continued to live, until the peat growing around them gradually converted,

the lake into a mere swamp, and the village was deserted and abandoned.

One by one the huts fell, the materials disappeared beneath the advancing

peat, and now, after perhaps two thousand years, the careful investiga

tions of Dr. Keller and Herr Mcssikomer supply us with tho facts here

briefly told.

Nor is this settlement, now known as Bobenhmiten, the only instance of

suchpilo-built villages. On the lakes of Geneva, of Zurich, and of Neufchatel,

remains are still found, sometimes clearly visible at a depth of eight or ten

feet below the surface, and some 500 feet from the shore, as at Morgcs ;

sometimes at a distance of 800 yards from tho lake, and now on dry ground,

as at Chamblon.

But there was a second less laborious, though less substantial mode, of

construction in vogue, and this was employed in situations where compara

tive security from storms upon the lakes could be expected, as in lagoons or

in large bays. Artificial islands were constructed in such localities by means

of faggots loaded and sunk by stones, sand, or gravel, as, for instance, was

done at Niederwyl, near Frauenfeld. When the heaps of fnggots had

reached the surface, they were covered with rough flooring, upon which the

huts were oreeted, a thick coating of earth being laid on the flooring to pre

vent the damp from rising. But this construction by means of faggots was

not common, and was only employed in quiet and swampy situations.

Much ingenuity has been displayed in the endeavour to assign a period

for these lake dwellings ; and, whilst every test and every new fact cannot

but add to the faint light which at present illumines this question, many

more tests and still more facts must become our own before the date of

these constructions can be even approximately fixed. Monsieur Troyon, of

Lausanne, in his ' Habitations Lacustres des Temps Anciens et Modernts,'

calculates the date of the settlement at Chamblon, near Yverdun. Yvcrdun

was on the shores of the Lake of Neufeh&tel in the time of the Romans, when

it was called Eburodunum ; it is now 2,500 feet away from the lako, and

hence Mons. Troyon argues that, if the lake retreated at the samo rate bo-

fore the time of the Romans as it has done since, then the Lacustral village

of Chamblon must be 3,300 years old. That some of theso villages existed

in the timo of the Romans is probable, from the fact that a few coins have

been found in them ; and it is not at all unlikely but that the invasion of

the civilised bands from the south side of the Alps induced the natives to

abandon their water villages, and to seek a safer refuge in the mountains.

But though inferior to the Romans in point of civilisation, the in

habitants of the villages wo have described wcro by no means savages.

We learn, for instance, from the remains at Robsnhausen, that they wore

an agricultural people ; tho successive strata of tho burnt dilrrii aro

intermixed with wheat and barley, which they crushed with rudo stones

and baked into bread, some of which has also been found ! They kopt

pigs, sheep, and goats upon their islands, probably driving them to the

pastures on shore by day, but taking them home for safety at night. They

also cultivated abundance of flax, as is testified by the hanks, cords, and

nets found in the peat at Robenhausen, and this they worked up into

cloth by means of looms, one of which was actually found sufficiently

preserved to enable a Zurich weaver to construct a probable restoration of

tho original. Professor Oswald Hecr shows that these people lived in

these water villages aU the year rouud ; ho found cherrystones which would

have been thrown away in Juno, then blackberries, and lastly hazel and

beech-nuts which ripen in winter.

Returning to the question of the date which may reasonably bo assigned

to the Lacustral villages of Switzerland, there seems to bo little doubt but

that they existed in tho latter part of the flint, age, and that they survived

tho bronze age here and there. The implements found aro chiefly of stone ;

spears of obsidian, stone hatchets and saws, flint arrow-heads and knives

were common, whereas articles in bronze are found but comparatively

seldom. Yet a few colts, crucibles and moulds have come to light, whilst a

pair of bracelets of bronze, taken from among tho piles in the Lake of

Geneva, shows that tho new art had made tolerable progress among the

people before they relinquished their amphibious existence. Reverting, in

conclusion, to tho motive which could have induced this ancient people to

lire on such laboriously constructed islands as wo have described, we

naturally infer that it was for the sake of greater safety. Was it then fear

of wild beasts or of enemies? We know that the mammoth, the hycena,

and the cave-tiger no longer existed, and the bear was hardly seriously

dangerous to men armed with weapons such as we know they possessed.

It was, therefore, the fear of man which prompted the construction of the
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Lake Dwellings, and this opinion seems further supported by the fact that

cattle and horses were not kept on shore, but on the island, where, in case

of sudden attack, they were secure from being driven off.

Those interested in the subject which we have briefly touched upon above

will find much to learn in the work by Mons. Troyon to which we have alluded,

as also in a recent account of the Lake Dwellings, not of .Switzerland only,

but of those discovered in other parts of Europe, by Dr. F. Keller, Presi

dent of the Antiquarian Society of Zurich.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.

AN' Ordinary General Meeting of this Institute was held on Monday

evening, the 4th inst, at 9 Conduit Street, Hanover Square,

Mr. J. Edrneston in the chair. Mr. J. P. Seddon, the honorary secre

tary, made the usual formal announcements. He also informed the

meeting that the Society had received news of the death of Mr. John

Clarke (Fellow), of 2 Great James Street, Bedford Row, who ex

pired at Hong Kong, on October 10 last. The donations announced

included a Description ofthe New Metropolitan Meat-market, designed

by Mr. Horace Jones, and copies of the plan and sections according to

which it is proposed to build the new Law Courts, from Mr. Street.

The first number of the new journal, The Architect, was presented

amidst some applause. Mr. Seddon then read a letter, received re

cently from Professor Donaldson, giving an interesting account of his

travels in the Holy Land, of which we append an extract

On the Archipelago, en route from Athens to Trieste,

Dec. 21, 1868.

We took occasion to go down the Suez Canal alxmt half its length, from

Ishmaela to Port Said, which is completely executed, with the sea-water in

it. The southern portion between Ishmaela and Suez is excavated to half its

depth only, and the harbour at the mouth lias to be completed. It is a

marvellous realisation of a prodigious project, and does justice to the daring

of its projectors. As you steam along its channel, 300 feet wide, with suffi

cient depth to receive the largest merchant vessel, you cannot but feel

impressed with the extent of this great sea channel. But its maintenance

will be the greatest difficulty of all ; to preserve the depth from being

choked up by the sands, whether along the canal itself or in tho port, is

-even now a matter of anxiety and care. While we were on the spot a

French vessel of war was expected, and they were employing many gigantic

dredgers to^ secure a channel. In tho basin of the harbour there were

several vessels of considerable size. Tile piers to enclose the harbour of

Port Said are constructed of enormous concrete blocks, a couple of metres

■or more in each direction, thrown over and left to take their place ' pele-

mele ; ' but it has been found that this will not do, for tho waves force

themselves between the crevices and interstices with such force as

to move them, and they are now considering how to produce more

cohesion between the blocks than by their mere weight ; and if they

are obliged to adopt the regular combination of the masses by regular con

struction, as in our Dover Pier, it will cause an enormous expense, for the

4ykes or piers extend out miles into the Mediterranean. The town, if I

may so call it, of Said is composed of rapidly-built stores, one or two

storeys high, like all settlements in new colonies ; and the inhabitants

consist chiefly of Maltese, Greeks, the refuse of the Lovant, with very few

respectable French. One who held a not very high position in the public

service there said it was quite as an exile, without any society.

From Port Said an Alexandrine steamer took us on to Jaffa. These

Egyptian coasters are fine vessels, chiefly built in Scotland.

We reached Jerusalem in a day and a half, but were not able to see its

walls till after sunset. The ride was through a hilly, wild country,

Kirjath-Jearim alone presenting a fine old church of the time of tho

Crusades, with pointed arches, and paintings still traceable on the walls,

though long since abandoned and unoccupied. There is a nave and side

aisles, divided by three or four square pillars on each side, and apsidal

recesses at the east end. Jerusalem itself caused me the greatest dis

appointment and pain. It is a vast store for religious traffic, occupied

by religionists of every shade of Christian doctrine, scrambling and fighting

for the pre-eminence, and as to which can offer the most numerous

and attractive localities and objects for superstitious reverence.

Jerusalem is, as you know, situate on ths rapid slope of hills which rise

from the valley of Kedron up to Sion. Its sanitary condition is the worst

possible, for it is without sowers, and is supplied from cisterns which

receive the surface waters, and too often impregnated from cesspools and

drains ; the streets narrow, and one-fourth arched over to gain space ; and

with occasionally a malignant air, it is not surprising that European

residents denounce it as very unhealthy. A great part of the city is oc

cupied by the religious communities, which are numerous. Various new

buildings have been erected of late years, as monasteries, churches, nun

neries, hospitals, and schools. Tho ambitious Russians cover several acres

outside the Jaffa Gate, upon a rising plateau which commands the city,

with a large church not yet completed, residences for the clergy and others,

' hespicet et hospttaux,' in detached masses, and surrounded by gardens.

There is room to receive all the Christian population, if needs be, within

the precinct. The structural part of the new Dome to the Holy Sepulchre

is nearly completed, and the interior of it decorated with paintings, which,

however, are of too pule a tone to be effective. The modern building that

pleased me most was the Armenian Church, which, although evidently

designed by an inferior mind, is effectively decorated in the interior with

coloured tiles and fine iconostasis. But no edifice, old or new, equals in

effect the Mosque of Omar. Simple in design, and treated in detail with

majolica tiles, and a sombre effect truly impressive, so far does the Turk

outdo the Christian. The Holy Sepulehro itself is a most dramatic as

semblage of churches, chapels, oratories, and sanctuaries; some on the

general level, others going up, several going down into the rocky caverns;

and, what with tho ceremonies of the various religionists carried on at the

same time, with their processions and visits to every one of their twenty or

thirty altars, with their chaunts and tapers and vestments, litanies on one

side, chaunts on the other, the mind becomes bewildered, and one wonders

whether this can be a true temple for the worship of the living God, or a

very Babel or House of Baal for the sacrifices of superstition; and the

silent, impassive Turk keeping order, smoking his pipe, and sipping his

coffee.

The Valley of Jehoshaphat is the only spot containing remnants of the

classic times, Greco-Roman, but I saw nothing of decorative detail that

could be called Jewish. Some enthusiastic minds seem to connect with

that period some walls of fine construction, and large blocks of stone between

12 and 20 feet long and 4 or 6 feet high ; but wliat are these to the

stupendous courses we have seen at Baalbec, 60 feet long, and upwards of

12 feet high and 10 or 12 feet thick, of the time of the Antonines? The

Wailing Wall of the Jews is a noble specimen of construction, but cannot,

I think, be referred to an earlier period than the Herodian epoch. A mis

taken technical expression is used by Lieutenant Warren and other non-

architectural writers in describing the blocks of some construction as with

bevelled edges, whereas they are not bevelled or splayed at all, but have a

slightly sunk margin 2 or 3 inches wide, and sunk J or J of an inch from

the general face. As I was riding along with Lieutenant Warren, I ob

served about little more than half of a pure Greek Doric capital on the

ground, reversed, and something like those of the tombs in the Valley of

Jehoshaphat He had not observed it before, and I called his attention to

it, and he had it taken to his house. It is about 2 feet diameter, and I

took the section, with the dimension, to ensure accuracy of the profile, and

left the sketch with him. He has discovered a new channel some 1,200

feet long, about 5 feet high, and 2 feet 6 or 3 feet wide. It has several

shafts, with steps leading down to it about 20 or 30 feet underground ; he

cannot exactly explain its use, but thinks it served the purpose of a water

conduit for the area of the Temple. It appeared to me that the ancients,

iiaving traced out tho line of the conduit, sunk stairlike shafts, and then

worked right and left till they met, and thus were able to have several sets

of men at work at one and the same time.

Up above the ancient town of Ciesarea Philippi, about two hours off, and

perched upon the top of a rocky, precipitous spur, is a very grand mediaeval

castle of the Saracens. Two of our party went up to it, and describe, it as

of considerable extent, with largo courts, keep, towers, and other suitable

erections. Two days' ride from this brought us to Damascus, one of the

world's paradises of the Turk and Moslem.

You may imagine the way-worn traveller or pilgrim coming from the

Arabian deserts when Damascus, with its glittering spires and minarets,

burststou his view, surrounded by groves and gardens, extending a couple

of leagues one way and a couple of miles the other, watered by the abundant

stream of the Abaua, backed by a fine range of rocky mountains, and

snow-capped Hermon rising above all, as a mighty protecting genius. Can

we not, then, sympathise with the ecstacy of the wanderer seeing Damascus

ah externo ? Seen within, it yields to Cairo, I think, as to the nobility of

its mosques, its fountains and schools ; but is superior in its bazaars, and

khans, and street pavement—here of stone, there of mud. Some of the

columns that lined the street which was stated in the New Testament to be

called Straight, and ran from one end of the city to the other, still remain ;

and others of a transverse direction, 4 feet in diameter, of the time of the

Constantines. We saw a very fine specimen of a Turk*s house, with marble

courts and fountains, orange and lemon trees, vines and fig trees, beauti

fully designed and carried out in all its Arab details, and I hope illustrated

by Coste, who must have been here, surely. We also paid a visit to Abd-

el-Kader, who received us most kindly. He is sixty-one, but appears older,

unwell, and full of care, though with a mild and winning expression of

countenance.

We thence visited Baalbec, crossing Anti-Lebanus, at the foot of which it

lies, in the plain which divides Lebanus and Anti-Lebanus. I shall never

forget the impression produced on our minds by the examination of these

gigantic, powerfully, and grandly conceived groups. The execution is at

once Titanic and exquisite as to finish. The study of Roman architecture

is incomplete without a visit to these temples.

Professor Keke said that, before proceeding to the other business,

he thought it necessary to ask as to the new Building Act, what steps

had been taken by the Council ; and he hoped that before anything

was done, the Council would report to the members of the Institute.

The Chairman assured the learned Professor that the subject had

received due attention from the committee appointed on the Bill.

The Council awaited the result of an interview with the President

(Mr. Tite, M.P.), and there was now some hope of a modification of

the objectionable clauses in the new Bill.

Professor Kerr was glad to hear that action had been taken,

remarking that this was a matter of vital importance to district

surveyors, who relied upon this Institute to watch their interests.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. White, F.S.A. (Fellow), to

read the paper of which notice had been given—' A Descriptive Sketch

of the new House at Humewood, County Wicklow,' erected from Mr.

White's plans, and under hie superintendence, for Mr. VV. Wentworth

Fitzwilliam Dick, M.P. for the county of Wicklow. The paper was

illustrated by a most complete series of plans and working drawings,

which included nearly, if not quite, every detail of the building.

Mr. White (who was received with applause) proceeded to describe, at

some length, the new building, and explained that, having carefully studied

the requirements of the locality, he had endeavoured to incorporate with the

old Scotch baronial hall certain Irish peculiarities, combined with such

modern improvements as might, in his judgment be necessary. He had

not lost sight of the position in society of the family for whom the mansion
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was being erected, and the heraldic devices would be exhibited appropriately

in various parts of the building. As regarded the work itself, it was at

once simple and massive ; but it had been made good of its kind ; and look

ing at tho work generally, he must say he had not seen a better piece of

granite work or joinery. The granite work was executed under the super

vision of a British foreman, and the joinery work had been sent over from

England, it being exceedingly good. Mr. White referred to the sketches with

which one ofthe walls of the hall was hung, and which had attracted great

attention and admiration during an early part of the evening, explaining

that in designing the house at Humewood he had endeavoured to

make it both convenient and handsome, though he had not allowed

anything to stand in the way of the former idea. The exterior

of the house was entirely of granite, and great care had been taken

in its construction. There were no pinners, but the granite was

packed piece by piece to fit each other, so as to avoid pinners. The joints

were indented so as to throw off the rain. Tho building was lined with

brick, held together with iron clamps, and tho general arrangement was

one of great strength. The new house stood from 80 to 100 feet in

advance of the old building, and commanded beautiful views of the Wick-

low mountains. The offices, which were extensive, and the servants' rooms

were on the basement ; and this he considered desirable. It was necessary

in the country in which this house was built to make a Mansion secure from

possible attack, and he had carefully considered this point. The windows

of the servants' rooms were protected with massive iron bars. The means

of protection afforded to the principal entrance were also of an effective

character, as would bo seen by the plans exhibited. Beneath the carriage

entrance there was a vaulted porch leading down to the basement, and

having regard to the space, ho considered that he had thus arranged tho

rooms satisfactorily. The stairs were furnished with a separate run for

taking up the dinner. There was a lift, but he considered that a lift

arranged for dinner was apt to let the steam of dinner over the house.

In the still room was a small hatch for serving tea to parties on tho

lawn. The lift was near one of the entrances. It would take luggago

and coals to the top of the house. In reference to the interior of the house,

Mr. White showed drawings of the panelling, displaying the great care that

had been taken in the intermixture of the wood, as would be seon

by tho drawings in the room. Tho chimney flues were so arranged that

they might be swept from the basement, but probably they would require

the use of a. shuttle and cord, so that they might be swept from the

top. Tho stables were 130 feet long and 100 feet wide, and they were

approached by a covered way from the front, while there was a back

entrance to the stable yard. The windows opened as casements, the larger

ones inwards and the others outwards ; the top lights of the windows, being

hung to the head and opening outwards, were very available for ventilating

purposes ; and any ornamental glass in them still remained visible when open.

The window-frames were of oak and the casements of mahogany, which had

a very substantial and, at the same time, handsome effect. The gutters

were of solid Staffordshire gutter bricks, and there was over them a snow

board, to prevent the gutters being clogged in bad weather. The down-

pipes were of glazed Staffordshire tile built into the wall, and, to provide

against any chance of stoppage, there was an overflow pipe at the top and

at the bottom to carry off the water, and the roofs wero covered with plain

brown tiles. Along the mullions and jambs ho had introduced a very slight

moulding. He had relieved or softened down the edges of the granite

work, not agreeing with those who preferred leaving the granite with tho

Bharp edge. (For the information of the meeting, a series of reduced plans,

showing the general arrangement of the rooms, was handed round. These

drawings attracted a great deal of attention and were much admired, being

executed in photo-lithography, reduced from an eighth-scale drawing. Mr.

White said that they were printed in the first instance plain, and subse

quently coloured in his office. Mr. Bessant, of Essex Street, Strand, was

the printer, the ten or twelve copies costing 28/.)

In answer to questions addressed to him, Mr. White explained by

means of diagrams the construction of his tile gutters, which pre

sented very unusual peculiarities difficult to describe without a draw

ing. He also explained the construction of an extensive flat, which

was laid with slate and several thicknesses of tile, cemented, and

carried on wooden joists, instead of the lead flats in ordinary use.

He considered that lead flats were a very great nuisance, and led to

constant annoyances ; for when a lead flat got out of repair, there was

frequent plundering on the part of the plumbers' servants and la

bourers, who either could not or would not withstand the temptation.

He greatly preferred the tile flat, as it was permanent. The whole

cost of the house was 15,000/.

Mr. Sebdon then proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. White for his

able and interesting paper, for which he was sure the Institution was

much obliged.

Mr. Roger Shith, in seconding the motion, spoke of the excel

lence of the drawings that had been exhibited. As regarded the

treatment, he thought it was an advantage? to an architect to work

in granite, as he was compelled to be very simple, and avoid excessive

ornament. The modern buildings in Dublin include good examples

of the use of granite. At Mont St Michel in Normandy he had been

much struck with the simple beauty of some of the grand structures,

executed in granite almost without mouldings. Referring to the

offices being placed in a basement floor, he said there was a difference

of opinion amongst professional men upon this point. For his own

part he should like to know how the system worked, and to elicit

some expression of opinion.

Professor Kerr considered that the subject of the offices being

placed in the basement was one open to much discussion. Some gen

tlemen objected to it, and others approved of it : but he did not like

it at all—the objection to it being that it destroyed the privacy of

what is called a garden front to have it overlooked bv the windows of

the offices. As to the window openings, in this climate he thought

it must be conceded that the sash window wa9 the only known con

trivance to keep out the weather. In his works he always introduced

sash windows, even where there were mullions and transoms, and

they never had an unpleasant appearance if the reveal were suffi

ciently deep. The construction of a tile and slate flat upon timber

joist8 he regarded as very new and startling. He had an opinion that

a tile and slate flat would not keep out the wet, but as Mr. White

said it did, it must be taken for granted that such was the case. Mr.

Kerr alluded generally to the ironwork and to the mouldings, which

he did not altogether approve ; but he considered that they were

all indebted for the care with which Mr. White had brought the

matter before the meeting, and for the beautiful drawings now exhi

bited. (Applause.)

Mr. C. F. Hatward did not attach much importance to the pre

sence or absence of a basement. In his opinion all depended upon the

site, and if the position warranted it, the offices could De placed in the

basement. The whole matter of the arrangement of the basement

was one of convenience. He had a belief in a tile flat in opposition

to a lead flat, but that which made this particular flat remarkable

was its apparently great size. [Mr. White : It is 00 feet by 10 to

12 feet.] The difficulty in the way of using casement windows was

the curtains and blinds, and the position of these ought always to be

provided for in designing a window and its joinery.

The vote of thanks was put from the chair, and in acknow

ledging it,

Mr. White said, in answer to some inquiries, that the basement

was a necessity in this particular instance for various reasons. It was

the most convenient place for the servants' offices, and therefore had

been appropriated to that use. As regarded the overlooking, many

of the windows of the offices did not overlook the grounds ; and as to

the others which did overlook the terrace garden, he admitted that

he adopted the barbarous expedient of putting rough plate-glass to a

sufficient height to prevent any overlooking. Upon the subject of

sashes or casements he averred that he had seen and felt as much rain

and bad weather drive through sashes as through casements, and he

had seen casements that let in no wind or rain at all—that it was

entirely a question of excellence of workmanship. Ho greatly pre

ferred casements, for a casement once thrown open left the whole

height of the window clear to look out at, which sashes do not.

With reference to the down-pipe, his own was 6 inches in diameter,

and built into the outer wall only, and this was free of the inner

casing. As to mouldings, it was an artistic question. It was

impossible to define exactly why one moulding pleased more than

another, though an artist could feel the difference; and he had

done what he felt suited the case. Mr. White concluded by thanking

his friends for the attention with which they had listened to his

descriptions.

The Chairman announced that the next meeting would be held on

the 18th instant, when Professor Kerr would read a paper on ' A

Development of the Theory of the Architecturesque.'

THE PRUSSIAN WAR-HARBOUR OF JADE.

SOME ten years ago, and before matters in North Germany had assumed

the character which they eventually did, Prussia bought the bay known

as the 1 Jade Busen ' with hard cash from tho Duchy of Oldenburg, to which

principality the bay with its surrounding territory belonged. This was in

consequence of a want, long felt by the Government at Berlin, of some

harbour on the German Ocean to which, in time of war as well as of peace,

the Prussian fleet might repair without violating the laws of neutrality,

and in order to obviate the tedious journey round into the Baltic. Since

that time, works, which were begun soon after tho transfer had been

formally made, have been continued without interruption, in order to con

vert tho open and defenceless bay into a very formidable stronghold, in the

centre of which are large docks. These consist of a small outer dock 273

yards long and 137 yards wide, communicating at one end with a lock

leading to tho bay, and at the other end with the large inner dock, which is

410 yards long and 257 yards wide. The chamber of the lock above

mentioned is 144 feet long by 70 feet wide, enclosed at either end by a

pair of powerful sluice gates, each leaf measuring 35 feet in width. The

walls of the lock are formed in solid masonry 20 ft. at foot, and rest on a

bed of concrete 10 feet deep. The outer channel leading to this lock is

also enclosed by embankment walls of solid stone, and is 240 yards long

by a width of 69 yards. Here are the houses and sheds of the arsenal, in

which much activity constantly prevails. And beyond this the bay opens

out to a considerable width ; the navigable channel is at first only some 656

yards wide by a depth (at high water) of 32 feet ; but it soon enlarges

to a width of about 1,400 yards, thus making it easy for the largest men-of-

war to enter and leave the docks.

Chiswick House, Chiswick, is taken by the Prince of Wales. In our

last we wero only able to state that such was a report.

A prospectus has appeared of the General Accident and Guarantee

Company (Limited), with a capital of 50,000/., in shares of 5/. each. The

Company is projected for the purpose of carrying on general accident and

guarantee business, and among other advantages offered is the granting a

policy, without profits, for 300/. in the "event of death by accident, or 2/.

per weok in case of total disablement by accident, for the annual payment

of 1/., with reduced rates for architects, surveyors, and civil engineers.
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THE CO-OPERATION OF ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.

(Continued from page 5.)

rTVFIERE is an obvious objection which will be raised to the line of

_L remark we took up in the first article on this subject. It may be

asked, pertinently enough, why so much importance should be attached

to the conjunction of the professions of engineering and architecture ;

to the harmonious action of two separate branches of constructive

science, when it is fair to assume that there may arise in either profes

sion men who will possess the necessary talents and master the special

processes of the other, and so combine the desirable results we have

treated of in individual practice. It may therefore be objected that

our argument so far tends directly to discourage all effort towards

this dual excellence.

The answer to both objections is to be found in the almost impos

sible or impracticable nature of the prospect held out to us. It has

already been admitted that there may occur individual instances of

great excellence in architectural and engineering skill—just as it is

possible enough to conceive that a man might construct a violin to

rival the finest Cremona, and also be able to perform on it with the

genius of a Paganini or a Joachim. But such an individual would be

regarded as a prodigy, and prodigies are never plentiful. The fact

remains that instances of constructive genius and high artistic in

stinct, combined in one mind, are not likely to be ever so numerous

as to affect the argument we have been following up.

We may also ask whether it is at all likely that in the increasing

magnitude and multiplication of the works to which our architects

and engineers are for the future to devote themselves, the conjunction

of the two specialties is more probable than it now seems. There

are several weighty considerations which tell strongly against any

such probability. The eager competition for works of design and

construction is an admitted fact in our own time, and it is not likely

to diminish if our public works expand in the same ratio which the

last twenty years have witnessed. With the mere fact of this expan

sion, and the knowledge that the standard of professional study is

proportionately rising, before us, does it not seem something like a

mere truism to say that the actual working life of either architect or

engineer must become practically briefer than it now is, and therefore

that neither can be expected to achieve more than he now accom

plishes ?

The natural and obvious tendency arising out of these considera

tions is to create and multiply specialists among professional men in

our day. We see this tendency illustrated in every class of pro

fessions. Medical men are divided into specialists ; lawyers have

their various and distinctly defined classes of legal practice; painters,

sculptors, and authors have their favourite lines of study and work,

in which lies their only chance, in this age of bustling intellectual

activity and competition, of achieving eminence in any art. So it is

with tie architect and the engineer. We have the civil engineer and

the mechanical engineer, each having a sharply defined province of

action. One engineer is eminent in railway work, with which are

associated some of the most remarkable building achievements of the

age. Another is eminent for skill in bridge building, a special class

of work which meets a pressing demand in these days of rapid com

munication and the growth of population. Others again there are

who embank our rivers, construct the harbours which house our ships,

and rear the lighthouses which avert the perils of our seamen.

So among our architects we have men of various repute in

special phases of the art. One man by concentrated study becomes

famous in ecclesiastical work; another in secular ; and so, in all the

different styles into which the history of the art divides itself, we

have men who rise to high repute by their special devotion to one or

other of them, according to their predilections.

It seems idle, therefore, to dream of ever reuniting the different

phases of engineering and architectural work in individual practice.

The whole tendency of our times is not only to separate them as dis

tinct professions, but to subdivide each into various specialties.

It is not the least interesting peculiarity of all art and science, that

the more they are pursued, so much further seems to recede the des

tination of absolute knowledge ; the deeper we descend into them, the

more profound do their depths become. So illimitable are the secrets

and the phenomena of nature ; so incomprehensible the capacities of

mind !

The first step towards co-coperation between the two professions of

Architecture and Engineering is to recognise at once the essential

distinction which now exists between them. The next is to discover

for ourselves by actual observation of the works of each profession

whether there is not in their quality as works of design and construc

tion sufficient to justify a plea ior more harmonious action between

engineers and architects. This is the practical issue of our whole

subject.

And such a subject, introduced in a journal which addresses itself

largely to men practically acquainted with it, is best dealt with by

leaving mere theories as soon as possible, and resorting to those every-

dav examples of architectural and engineering work in which not

only professional but popular interest is concerned.

It, in pursuing such a course, we are led into criticism of any

public work, it will be allowed to us that such strictures as may occur

to one honestly and impartially considering his subject are notless re

quired by public necessities than in the interest of the authors of such

works themselves. For, whether we be architects or engineers, wo

must be all aware that in social life we daily meet with intelligent and

significant criticism of our public works, which it is as much the

duty of the journalist to chronicle as it is for the professional reader

to weigh and profit by.

For the last twenty years, during which the public interest has

largely revived in the two great artistic and scientific branches of

building science, much has been said and written as to the rationale

of architectural and engineering work ; and it is mainly under this

head where the sins of omission and of commission in regard to

such work are to be discovered. For every intelligent critic will

readily admit that there is no lack of talent among us, both artistic

and constructive, to which we owe many noble works of great interest

and attraction. But it is just the knowledge and consciousness of

that fact which incites one to criticism of the many things done

which ought not to be done, and the things left undone which might

have been done.

To come to actual examples, let us take the case of a building now

in progress of erection, and likely to prove very popular in the

metropolis ere long—one of the gigantic and ambitious projects ad

verted to in our former article : The Albert Hall of Art and Science

at South Kensington. If wo are rightly informed as to the features

of its design and construction, there is much to be deprecated in it.

We regret this all the more after what is to be seen of similar work

already accomplished at South Kensington. The Museum buildings,

in their permanent shape, are such as the country may well be proud

of. As far as we are able to discover, they seem to be no less honest

in the spirit of their construction than they are effective and (to our

modem London notions) original in their design. If the colossal

Hall now being erected in immediate proximity is to fall short of

that character, the deficiency will be matter of more than merely

local regret. It emanates from a source at which the soundest

modern principles of art and engineering might naturally be expected

to find their fullest realisation. And yet, in close proximity to the

future home of our art collections, there is some reason to apprehend

that this new building may sin grievously against the very canons of

sound artistic and constructive design which South Kensington has

for years been promulgating. In a work of such magnitude, the

agency of the engineer must naturally have been called in, particularly

for its main feature—the roof. It is no easy task to cover an elliptical

space measuring something like 240 feet by 180 feet ; and hence we

believe an iron roof, forming the real covering of the Hall, is designed

for it. But what can be said as to ' true principles ' of design and con

struction when it is known that this iron construction is neither a

ceiling inside, nor a roof outside the building F It seems to be a mere

go-between, in real earnest meant to do the work both of ceiling and

roof, and yet is not visible as either !

We entertain a sufficiently high respect for the authorities—pro

fessional and other—by whom this extensive and interesting work

is being conducted, to believe that an honest criticism on any of its

parts will be respected and not resented by them. It is in this spirit

they may turn on us the natural inquiry, what other method is

feasible by which to cover a space so capacious as this Albert Hall,

which would be at once sightly and effective, internally and exter

nally ? And if our criticism on works as they are is to possess any

practical value at all, we frankly admit that we are bound to meet

such questions in intelligible and practicable forms. Accordingly we

do not hesitate to assert that a roof, even for such an area as the

Albert Hall, might have been constructed, not only in material which

would have been capable of the highest artistic treatment, but would

have been, in its design and construction, at once a ceiling to the hall

internally, and the shell for the external covering. It. will not sur

prise any engineer who may be acquainted with the capabilities of the

material when we say that in a roof, constructed almost entirely of

pottery, and treated in the majolica or the Lucca della Kobbia

manner, a system of simple arched construction could have been

adopted. This would only be following the wonderfully vaulted

roofs of our Perpendicular Gothic style, such as we see in King's

College Chapel, Cambridge, Henry VII.'s Chapel at Westminster, or

St. George's Chapel, Windsor. These, at least, will be recognised as

respectable precedents to follow.

Assume the radiating or vaulting ribs to be formed in metal, a ma

terial of our own time for all such constructive purposes, and nothing

can more naturally follow than to ' fill in ' the gores with hollow cubes

in the pottery material, modelled and coloured (though probably not

glazed) on the under side or ceiling surface, and filled in the hollow

or outward surface with a cement largely impregnated with sand,

whereby a ground work for tile or slate would be formed, and security

be gained for proper acoustic effects in the hall internally.

Such a treatment would not only be illustrating that conjunction

of the two branches of building science which we are treating of, but

would be thoroughly in accord with the use and treatment of ceramic

material, which forms one of the most striking and interesting features

in the general design of the building.

Many works of public interest and importance offer opportunities

for strictures of this nature ; and if we hereafter refer to them, it will

be less for the mere purposes of criticism than to deduce from them

practical and every-day illustrations of that divorced action between

the artistic and constructive professions which we earnestly desire to

see annulled.

(To be concluded in our next.)
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE CATHEDRAL OP TOURNAI.

The Cathedral of Tournai, the largest Romanesque building in

Belgium, is one of the most complete and remarkable examples of this

style in Europe, and is also peculiarly interesting as affording a com

parison with the Abbaye-aux-Hommes at Caen, both being in course

of erection at the same period. The Cathedral consists of a nave and

aisles, which were dedicated in 1066 a.d. ; of a transept, with apsidal

ends, dating from 1146 a.d. ; and of the choir, aisles, and chapels,

which were added a century later. The apsidal ends of the transepts

are the finest features of the church, and are, with the single excep

tion of the church of Sta. Maria in Capitolo at Cologne, unique

examples of this form of apsidal termination, with aisles running

rounds The architecture of their interior consists of a series of arches

of two orders, circular headed and stilted, which, carried on lofty

circular piers, divide the aisles from the nave ; and a triforium

gallery above, with similar arches to those below, the piers being

smaller and of half the height only ; both aisle and triforium gallery

are of the same width, and lighted by circular-headed windows.

Above this second row of arches comes the real triforium, which con

sists of an architrave, or ' plate- bande,' supported by small stunted

columns and piers. The vaulting is carried by plain ribs converging

to a point, and is penetrated by circular-headed clerestory windows.

The architecture of the exterior of this apse is seen in the illustration

which we have chosen, taken from the north-west end of the Market

place adjoining the Cathedral. It is extremely simple, and the

decoration is confined to the capitals of the small columns on each

side of the windows. This Cathedral is the only church in Belgium

which has five towers ; they are all most picturesquely grouped in

the centre of the building ; the central tower, which is somewhat

low, being situated in the intersection of the nave and transept. Of

the other four, the south-east tower is pure Romanesque ; the other

three seen in the illustration belong to the Transition period.

R. Phene Spiers.

mansion at possinqworth, sttssex.

The Mansion which forms the subject of our illustration has been

recently completed from the designs of M. Digby Wyatt, and is

carried out with unusual care and completeness in every detail. We

shall have another opportunity of illustrating this work, and defer

till then a descriptive account of it. The proprietor is Mr. Louis Huth.

OUR RAMBLER

AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

A BRAVE place for a ramble !—none better. Most attractive to

those who go most often, and full of the work of the artist and

the craftsman, is the South Kensington Museum. The library is no

doubt already the best art library in the kingdom, and daily

additions of books are raising its value from week to week. The

collection of the Commissioners of Patents includes the germs

from which all our manufacturing greatness has sprung. The loan

collections throw open from time to time the best ornaments of private

galleries to the inspection of all comers. The building materials and

educational gallery, and even a museum of articles used for food,

are laid out to attract the sober and the practical ; while the Vernon

and Sheepshanks pictures; the water colours; the photographs; and

the matchless and priceless cartoons of Raffaelle, are open to delight

the lover of pictures.

For the moment let us put all this aside, and glance at that which,

to the practical eye of The Architect, may be supposed almost more

attractive than any one of them—the buildings in progress. Few

persons seem fully aware how much building is being carried on at

the present hour on the South Kensington sites, or how extensive

those schemes are which are now in course of execution. Fewer still

are fully aware that novelties are being here introduced, especially in

the decorative treatment of the new buildings, such as no architect

or even builder who desires to keep up with the times can afford to

neglect or ignore.

A ramble round the works in progress, and through the completed

portions, does not afford so good an opportunity of explaining what

the whole is to be as may occur hereafter. Perhaps, too, it would be

almost unfair to make such a visit the occasion of any attempt to

examine critically the architectural style and treatment of the portions

already done. At any rate, this will not be attempted now, and we

shall simply ask to be conducted over what is being done that is

now or striking.

Of a recently naturalised branch of manufacture—that of terra-cotta

—very remarkable specimens are abundantly used here. The works

in progress in the Exhibition Road, the portions already completed of

the great Quadrangle, and the works of the Albert Hall, all display

excellently well the capabilities of terra cotta as a material for

external decoration. Mr. E. M. Barry has used terra-cotta in the

Charing Cross Hotel, and that at Cannon Street, for the decorative

parts of his work; and here it may be said to serve as a substitute

for stone, or a material intermediate between stone and Portland

cement. Mr. Charles Barry, at Dulwich College, has largely em

ployed very carefully made terra-cotta dressings, and he has in his

building made use of the general forms of Lombard architecture.

His terra cotta is, however, finished by hand before burning, and in

this process receives treatment which straightens its arrisses, supplies

undercutting to the enrichment, and altogether assimilates the mate

rial rather to artificial stone than to enriched brick. At South

Kensington, on the other hand, we found a much less carefully pre

pared material in use, the arrisses have not been corrected, nor the

enrichments touched by hand after moulding, so that the blocks, which

are not of large size, have been burnt since they left the mould, and

are built into the work as received from the kiln.

The most remarkable specimens of this terra-cotta work here to be

seen are the columns designed by the late Godfrey Sykes (and almost

his last work). These were intended for, and are used in, a large

internal quadrangle, of which a portion only has been yet built

These columns have enriched shafts divided into lengths by bands

encircling them, and in this way a column of largo size has been built

up from pieces of really manageable dimensions. The enrichments on

these shafts are very cleverly contrived in such a manner as to break

the outline at many points, and thus, while adding beauty (for they

are most artistically modelled), they conceal the irregularity of line

which always occurs to a greater or less degree with terra-cotta,

burnt as moulded—a circumstance which renders the material less

suited for a plain shaft than for any other description of work.

Of the works in progress, one of the first to challenge attention

is a new staircase. This staircase is of almost the simplest known

form, the rise from one floor to the next being obtained by two

parallel flights of broad stairs, with a spacious square landing on the

naif-space. The stairs are enclosed by side walls; a raking barrel-

vault, or soflite, forms the ceiling of the flight, and a little domical

vault covers the landing. A window is pierced through the wall at

the half-space. When fully completed, this simple staircase will

have its walls profusely decorated with panels of glazed majolica, set

in mouldings of Parian or some similar cement. The richly-moulded

panels of the ceilings will be decorated with mosaic pictures, and the

window filled with stained glass.

The mosaic is, at present, for the moat part represented by paintings

of the subjects, and may not all be fixed for some time ; but of the

majolica decorations, a sufficient number are in place to show the

adaptability of this durable material for the purposes of the wall-

decorator. Panels of considerable relief, sparklingly bright in effect,

and introducing colour, are here provided, which will wash, can

hardly be destroyed, and can be produced in great variety. This

appears an appropriate and very valuable application of a manufacture

eminently English, and perhaps ono which fortunately received from

its early founders the most artistic impulse that England has yet seen

given to any branch of her industry.

In our rambles—while endeavouring to form some idea of the

general scheme of the Museum as it is to be among marks of change

and alteration, temporary buildings, and expedients of all sorts, mixed

up in apparent confusion with portions of the completed structure—

our Rambler came upon a collection of sundry slaty greyish slabs,

looking not unlike very largo thin paving stones that had been washed

in Portland cement, and learned, not without surprise, that they were

mosaics (only lying face downward) for the decoration of the Royal

Albert Hall. This building is to be of an elliptical outline, and

round it, at a height sufficiently great to demand bold treatment, will

run a frize, boasting the magnificent dimension of 800 feet long by

6 feet 6 inches high, enriched throughout by figure subjects. This

continuous girdle is to bo executed in mosaic, and as it has been

determined to obtain designs of a high order of merit, several of our

best artists have been employed to furnish them.

The process followed is this. The drawing is made with a bold

black outline, one tint of buff and one of chocolate being the only

colours, except black, employed. By an enlarging apparatus somewhat

akin to a magic lantern, the image of a magnified copy of this outline

is thrown on to a sheet of continuous cartridge, and there traced.

The full-sized outline so obtained is then corrected by the artist whose

work it represents ; and from this the separate outlines of portions

(of a convenient size for working) are obtained and distributed among

the mosaic workers, into whose room we will follow them, pausing

only for a moment to admire the great beauty of a vigorous outline

by Mr. Marks, which at the time of our visit was in process of repro

duction in this manner.

The mosaic is almost entirely worked by young women, and it is

no small advantage that a new field for the labour of women seems in

a fair way to be opened by their employment on this work. The room

we visited, a bright and tidy atilier, contained a considerable number

of mosaicists. Each has the paper on which is drawn an outline of

the portion she is to execute on her table, and before her lie small

trays of tesserre of the three colours named. The tessora? are little hard

lumps of baked earthenware made by Minton, and closely resembling

his paving tiles in quality. A hammer and chisel for chipping them

where small pieces are required seem the only tools needed, and thus

furnished, the mosaicists proceed to arrange the pattern ; the back of

their work being seen by themselves, while the face, which remains

covered with the paper, is unseen. This work is light, and seems

pleasant, and is rapidly done.

This atelier was not, however, confined entirely to mosaics of this

simple character ; some of the figures for the decoration of the south

court (the part of the building best known to general visitors) were
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in progress there, and two uncommonly clever heads, one of Mulready,

the other of Michael Angelo, were shown us. These are after paintings

by Mr. Barwell and the late Mr. Godfrey Sykes. Even though seen at

the disadvantage that the roughly executed back, and not the face of the

work could he inspected, these heads, like much of the mosaic work ac

tually fixed in place in the south court, showed great mastery over the

material.

To return, however, to the mosaic for the long frize of figures.

The portions when completed in sizes sufficient to be suitable for

transport and framing, are consolidated by simply adding Portland

cement at the back of them, into the slab3 which we saw at

entering, and to which a slight curve is given to enable them to

fit the work accurately. In that condition they will be fixed in

the building, and it may be fairly expected that they will prove as

imperishable as they undoubtedly ought to be charming.

The mosaics in the south court, the painted lunettes, and other

art-work of the structure, must, like the whole of the contents of

the Museum, be passed by here. We will conclude our ramble by

passing across Cromwell Road, up under the incomplete arcades of

the Horticultural Gardens, and taking just a glimpse at the works of

the Albert Hall.

Among important works in progress in this country, the Albert

Hall must appear in the first rank, alike on account of its great size

and ofthe very long time that has elapsed since any important building

has been erected in Europe in the category to which it belongs. It is

startling to find rising in our fashionable quarter a building -which,

however it may differ in details, is in the main a Roman amphi

theatre,—not, indeed, equal in size to the best known of such exam

ples, but at any rate approaching them sufficiently near for comparison.

The width of the Albert Hall within the walls of the highest gallery

may be roughly stated at fully two-thirds the width of the well-

known amphitheatres at Nismes and at Aries, its length being some

thing more than half that of either of these examples.

Such a building cannot fail to exercise, a remarkable influence

whenever it comes to be seen by the public. At present it is not

completed in carcase, though much of the brick and terra-cotta work

has been fixed. The vast sweep of its lines—the spacious interior

occupied by a perfect forest of scaffolding—the large surfaces decorated

with terra cotta of the sort already described, surprise and astonish the

spectator who visits the works for the first time ; and a glimpse at the

plans and models of that large part of the work yet remaining to be

done is fully as interesting as a peep at the accomplished work. To

this building our Rambler hopes to return at a future day ; but it is

not necessary to put off till then the statement that the general outline

of the design was by the late Colonel Fowke, and the building is

being built from the plans of Lieutenant-Colonel Scottj R.E., and is

being carried out by Messrs. Lucas under the superintendence of

Colonel Scott, assisted by Mr. Gilbert Redgrave.

SANITARY ENGINEERING.

By Robert Bawijmson, C.B., Civtl Enqikkeb, F.G.S., &c. &c.

{Continued from page 10.) ,

It is not my intention to introduce into these lectures many tables

because books of tables—6uch, for example, as Beardmore's—are ready

at hand for reference ; but, instead of tables, I shall state tho results

of my own observation and experience. Records of rainfall are obtain

able by engineers, for Great Britain, the Continent of Europe generally,

parts of India, China, Africa, and Australia; for New Zealand, North

and South America, and many islands. In all these documents annual

variations will be found to have been recorded ; and in all there are dry

seasons, and there are wet seasons. Parts of India have been deluged

with rain, while other parts have been burnt up with dry heat. America

has been wet when Europe was dry ; and so, in liko manner, it has been in

other places and in other countries. There is no such thing as any general re

turn of a Beason being either wet or dry over the whole surface of the globe.

The annual variation in falls of rain generally prevalent appears to

1* about as 1 to 2. That is, in different parts of Great Britain in one year

the rainfall may be 20 inches or 40 inches, and in the next year it may

amount to 40 inches or 80 inches ; hence averages of 30 inches and of

60 inches result. Now, in any new district which may claim your at

tention (unless local facts establish any other conclusions), when you have

obtained tables of the recorded averages of rainfall extending over a

certain series of years, if you deduct one-third from these averages,

it will, give the driest year, and if one-third be added, it will giro the

wettest year. Thus in the Thames valley, with an average rainfall of

30 inches, the fall in any very dry year may bo estimated at 20 inches, and

in any very wet year at 40 inches. This calculation gives an averago of

approximate, but not of exact, accuracy ; still, this may be accepted as a

rough workable average. At the same time, it is most important always to

take into consideration probable excesses, in either direction, above or be

low this average. In the construction of waterworks, when tho engineer

has to rely on water which he has to gather from the earth's surface,

he must ascertain both the maximum and the minimum volume of such

supply ; for the elements will assuredly bring him to the test of that minimum

as well as of that maximum. Nature does not give wet and dry seasons

either alternately or in accordance with any fixed law. It may be now as

in the days of Pharaoh, Beven dry years may follow in uninterrupted

succession. In India, where the professional services of the Boyal Engineers

are called into action, excessive variations of rainfall are but too well known.

There also, where human life is so prolific, the means of sustaining that

life (if there are no stores of water and means to use it) depend directly

upon the amount of rain that falls, and also in somo degree upon

the regularity of its falling. Hence has arisen the imperative necessity

for devising works of irrigation based on strictly correct principles, of

which some have been carried out on a grand scale, while others of equal

magnitude have been projected. Since dry seasons invalidate averages,

engineers who may work in India must keep in view tho facts ; and I

desire to direct your particular attention to two other circumstances arising

out of diminished rainfall, which will seriously affect the volume of water

that the engineer might have at his disposal. These are, first, an increase

of heat, the result of a diminished rainfall ; and, secondly, in consequence

of this increased heat, a greater proportionate amount of evaporation from

tho heated surface of the earth. Thus a diminished rainfall in such a

country as India acts directly in causing an increased diminution of water,

and engineers, consequently, must be prepared to experience droughts re

duced in a much greater degree than two-thirds of any average fall of rain.

In England, from 2 to 5 inches of rain is the ordinary month's fall ; and,

as a general rule, such falls are sufficient to feed our rivers, streams, and

springs ; but in the course of last summer (that of 1868) a fall of 2 inches in

seven days descended at such intervals upon the heated ground, that the whole

volume of water was forthwith again evaporated, without having left any

flow whatever to touch any waterworks. Similar causes would produco

similar results, but under a far graver aspect, in India.

When about to form plans for waterworks, engineers will consider that

they have to tako into their calculations the elements, the physical aspect of

the country, the substrata and the surface-area with which they have to deal,

and tho amount of reservoir storage that must be provided. And here I

must add another word of caution, lest any engineer should be decoived by

averages. The minimum supply is the one only true and reliable authority.

This determines what volumo of water may be regarded as certain even in

very dry seasons. Such a guide as this, therefore, unlike ordinary averages,

will send the engineer further afield than otherwise he would have gone, will

cause him to enlarge the scale of his works, and induce him to store up

more abundant supplies.

The aqueous vapour which forms rain, itself depending upon evaporation

caused by the sun, is accumulated in clouds. These clouds drift away with

the different currents of the atmosphere ; and in thoir course they discharge

a portion only of their rain upon the land, much of it falling from

them back again into the ocean. Now, rain that falls from the clouds

does not represent the area of the ocean's surface from which the water has

been evaporated ; consequently, in particular seasons, in accordance with the

nature of atmospheric currents by which tho clouds are carried away, a

great accession of wet must take place in some one district and some one

country, coincident with a great drought in other districts and other coun

tries. This is what took place under our own immediate observation in the

last summer, which certainly will long be remembered by meteorologists as

a summer of extreme contrasts. In England, as also throughout the greater

part of Europe, the spring and summer seasons have been exceptionally hot

and dry; but in other parts of Europe, in many parts of India also, and of

America, this same spring and summer was cold, cloudy, and exceptionally

stormy and wet. These phenomena may be traced to a tendency which exists

in nature to repeat excesses through a certain cycle. For example, if,

from any special cause, the wind and clouds set in over any particular

region where condensation and precipitation commence, these operations have

a tendency to attract vapour from all sides to tho same spot, and to repeat the

condensation there until a change is brought about either through a process of

exhaustion, or in consequence of the more powerful antagonistic action of

some other natural agency.

The average volume of rainfall in England I have already stated to be

about 36 inches. In somo parts of India the average is as high as 300 inches;

and this heavy fall takes place during the monsoons, which occupy about

three months in each year. The actual full weight of the entire volume of

the rain, however, falls within a single month. During the last year, in

some parts of Bengal 135 inches of rain fell in twenty-four days. This

was in tho month of June, on the 21st day of which month 16.4 inches of

rain fell. In Bombay tho lower parts of tho town were flooded to the

depth of 4 or 5 feet ; so that, even if there had existed main sewers as large

as railway tunnels, they would have been filled for a time without

materially lessening the surface water. Such sudden and violent excesses

of rainfall, it must be observed, are not exclusively restricted to the

tropics. They occur also in our own country, notwithstanding tho com

parative smallncss of our yearly average. We have just seen how in

Bengal on the 21st of June last there was a rainfall of 16.4 inches. This

fall occurred within the space of tho twenty-four hours of a single day ; but

in England, during a thunderstorm, as much as 2, 3, or even 4 inches of rain

have been known to fall in a single hour. In the consideration of this

question of rainfall for all practical purposes of engineering, there exists

the truly terrible contingency of a sweepiug destruction being brought about

by a sudden storm, unless engineers extend their calculations beyond averages

to maximum excesses. And, from the neglect of such calculations, most

serious mistakes have been mado in modern engineering, in our own country,

in Europe generally, and in the East. In the wet season in Yorkshire,

to which I have already referred (November 1866), two days and nights'

rain swept away a largo masonry viaduct, belonging to the Midland

Railway, which could not have been erected at a cost of much loss than

200,000/. or 300,000/. When this viaduct was constructed, the engineer had

not contemplated, as a possiblo contingency, that the small river which

flowed through a wide valley might swell into a devastating torrent ; and,

consequently, when the great storm came his foundations were carried

away, and the whole viaduct became a heap of ruins. In other parts of

the world, and particularly within the tropics, engineers have to contend

with floods of a much heavier and more destructive character than the

worst that have been known to occur in England.* In England, some of

• Inundations nave taken place during the past autumn (that of 1866} of the most

terribly destructive character, in Switzerland, and especially in the enntone of St. Gull,
Grieons, Tesain, Valais, and TJri. Upwards of seventy human lives are known to
have been loat ; 25,000 acres of cultivated land have been covered beneath heapa of
debris ; more than 100 br idges have been bwept away, and a still larger number of houses
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our rivers—as the Eden at Carlisle, the Ouse at York, and the Thames in

its upper branches—rise, from their dry water-bed to their flood-water

height, 20 feet vertical ; but in South Africa the rise of rivers is not less

than 60 or 70 feet. In Australia, some rivers have actually risen 120 feet ;

in Italy, and in Spain, roaring torrents rush furiously along where, in the

previous year, there existed only dry ravines. We have all lately learned

that similar excessive changes from dry valleys to the beds of sweeping

torrents occur in Abyssinia. If engineers desire to construct works that

will prove safe and enduring, these excesses must be taken into their calcu

lations. Meteorology, indeed, is to engineers a study not only of infinite

value and importance, but one that is absolutely necessary.

Whether local written records of heavy and exceptional floods be or be

not obtainable by engineers for their instruction and guidance in new

countries or districts in which they may have to construct works, or to

direct military or other operations, it is always an important part of an

engineer's duty to examine and study with care the physical aspect of the

scene of his future action, with a view to ascertain what Nature herself may

have recorded, after an expressive and significant fashion peculiar to herself,

concerning her own operations. Nature rarely fails to write her own

story, either of uninterrupted quietude, or of occasional floods, on the sides

of mountains and hills, and along the course of valleys and ravines ; so that

watchful and intelligent observers may derive from the visible memorials of

the past the most valuable suggestions for their own present guidance. I

remember well a painful illustration of what has just been said, which

took place before my own eyes in the Crimea. AtBalaklava, the Sardinian

army took up a position in a valley where some of our own works of a

temporary character were also constructed. On one of the Sundays in the

month of May, 18/55, a sudden flood swept through this valley, carrying

with its waters tho ruins of the works that impeded its progress, and causing

both the sacrifice of many lives, and tho destruction of property of very

considerable value. Now, the possible occurrence of such an event ought

to have been foreseen, by the aspect of the locality itself, and the occupa

tion of that valley ought to have been prevented. The bare mountain

sides, and vast masses of disintegrated soil and rock so palpably had been

washed down during storms of rain from higher ground, that they told

significantly, not only of floods that had taken place there, but of tho

unquestionable probability of future repetitions of similar destructive

incidents.

When I come to treat of the construction of waterworks, I 6hall have

to revort to what has been said on the subject of excessos above averages,

and it will bo my duty to impress upon your minds tho absolute necessity

of forming a correct estimate both of the area that is to be brought under

control, and of the maximum volumo of water with which you will have to

deal. It is well for the engineer to make himself master of all details con

nected with rainfall ; but, at the same time, ho must remember that he has

not to apply his knowledge of such matters upon a uniform principle on

every occasion—he is not to make a rule-of-three proposition of area, rain

fall, and flow of water from the ground, and then act systematically upon

the result, be the circumstances and requirements what they may. The

engineering treatment of water differs essentially, when the object in view

has reference to sewers and drains, from what may be necessary in connec

tion with waterworks. In countries whore there may be a rainfall of

16 inches in twenty-four hours, it would be mere folly to contemplate the

construction of sewers which would be capable of carrying away, beneath

tho surface of the ground, such vast volumes of water. In cases of this

kind engineers have to provide means for safely convoying away, over the

surface of the ground, whatever flood waters may have fallen. Sewerage

and drainage, whilo in some degree affected by rainfall, are of a different

character from waterworks. Main sewers must be projected and constructed

on principles that have a direct bearing upon their own offices. It will be

understood, therefore, that I now am strongly pressing the necessity of

studying and acquiring a sound knowledge of the excesses that are com

mitted by nature, in order more especially to introduce the consideration of

ono of tho two groat practical questions that will bo discussed in the follow

ing lectures—the question, that is, of waterworks, both for impounding

rainfall waters so as to provide for water supply, and also for controlling

flood waters and preventing their destructive operation. In subsequent

lectures I shall be able to apply, and I hope with advantage, the elementary

information contained in the present lecture.

The conclusions to bo drawn from the foregoing remarks may be summed

up as follows :—

1. Civil and military engineers ought to study meteorology, as liable to

affect sanitary engineering works.

2. Main sewers, drains, and waterworks aro affected by rain, both in

drought and when in excess.

3. Evaporation from the salt ocean produces fresh-water, which forms

springs, streams, rivers, and lakes.

4. The volume of rain which falls in any one year may be described as

due to the evaporation and condensation of that year.

5. Tho fall of rain is influenced by terrestrial and othor causes, and man

only interferes with such causes in a fractional degree.

6. An engineer, before commencing works, should study 'the geology,

aspect, contour, and other peculiarities of a country, and learn, as far

as may be practicable, the extent of moteorological excesses to be expected

in that section to bo dealt with.

7. Rainfall varies from an average of 300 inches annunlly at tho tropics,

to twenty inches annually, as on the east coast of England. Averages

must not, however, be relied upon. A tabulated list of excesses, both of

drought and of flood, will be of more value to enginoers, civil and military,

than ordinary records and averages deduced from them.

destroyed, or seriously injured ; many miles of road also have been broken np, and the
railway of the Rhine Valley has not been in working order for more than thirty days.
This wild outburst of the elements, while it declares that the powers of nature are not
loss terrible now than in post ages, warns engineers not to rest content with calculations
based on ordinary averages. It must be added, that at the timo of these fearful Inunda
tions in Switzerland, the waters of Logo Moggiore rose 18 feet above their customary
level. As another instance, bridges recently erected in the colony of Natal, at a cost

of some 40,000/., have been Bwept down this autumn (1868) because the engineers hod
failed to provide for such a flood.

8. Although the annual fall of rain in so wide apart as 300 inches at the

tropics, and twenty inches in England, a thunderstorm in England may,

for a short period, be as violent as in the tropics, and comparatively as

destructive.

9. Seasons are very little modified in their meteorological character by

any works of man. The rays from the sun acting on the ocean, and

causing the great ocean and aerial currents which generate and move

vapour and cloud, can only be affected and modified by cosmical changes.

N.B.—The permanent gases of the atmosphere are nitrogen, oxygen, and

carbonic acid. The first two are always found in nearly unvarying

proportion of 80 per cent, of nitrogen and 20 per cent, of oxygen, with

carbonic acid in a fractional proportion—from 37 to 6-2 in 10,000 parts.

NEW CANAL AT AMSTERDAM.

THIS work is intended to ensure a direct communication between the

narrow part of the Zuider-See, called the ' Y,' opposite the harbour of

Amsterdam, and the German Ocean. It is expected that by this means the

journey by water will be shortened by at least twenty-four hours, and the

undertaking is looked upon by the Dutch as one of no small advantage to

their chief commercial city, inasmuch as the Zuider-See by no means affords

either sufficient safety or depth of channel enough for large ships. The works

undertaken as yet consist in the erection of enormous sluice gates both in

the ' Y ' and at the other end of the future canal, in the embankment of the

sea of Wijk, in the cutting of the canal itself through the low-lying districts

of Velzen and Bovorwijk, as also in the construction of a harbour at the

junction of the canal with the German Ocean. The total length of the

canal will be 23,000 metres (or rather less than 8^ miles), by a width of

197 feet at the level of the surface of the water, and a depth of 24 feet (the

latter equal to that in our East India Docks). The sides of the canal are

being very carefully bnilt in large blocks of a sort of coarse granite, the

earth forming the backing being carried to the site by a narrow-way rail

way, specially constructed for the purpose. The total cost of harbour,

canal, embankment, and sluices is estimated at 27 millions of Dutch guil

ders (85,000/.), of which the Government pays down 2J millions, and

guarantees an interest of i\ per cent, per nnnum on 2J millions more. But

the chief portion is capital subscribed in England by a company, who will

become the proprietors of all lands reclaimed by the works we havo de

scribed. The entire distance, forming, as wo have shown, a short cut from

Amsterdam to the sea, will probably be ready far traffic in 1875.

THE HANDY-BOOK OF HOUSE-BUILDING.

CHAPTER I.

Continuedfrom Page 6.

LrvDio Rooms.

1THE situation of the Billiard Room is often a little remote from the main

. house, partly because it is often smoked in, and the smell of smoke is

unwelcome among family rooms ; partly because the players may prefer

their game to be to a certain extent undisturbed ; but chiefly because no

ingenuity can easily convert a room encumbered with so large a piece of

furniture as a billiard table in the centre of its floor into a useful reception

room, as one of a suite. This room ought, if possible, to be on the ground

floor, in order to secure a solid support for the legs of the billiard table.

If it is on an upper storey, an extra strong floor must be provided. A top

light, free from shadows, and interfered with by no other window, is re

quired. A recess, with a bench in it for spectators, is useful in this room,

and it will be advantageous for the floor of this recess to be one or two steps

above the general floor-level. 1 8 feet by 24 feet is tho smallest room in

which a full-sized table can stand with perfectly sufficient space round it for

the players. A dressing room ought to be appended to the billiard room,

unless a cloak room adjoins it, and is provided with convenience for

washing, &c.

A Smoking Room should be cosy and snug, warm and well ventilated. It

is best to detach it well from the other parts of the houso, but not so as to

oblige thoso who resort to it, to go out actually into the open air. Some

times, if a good view is obtainable from some rather secluded room on an

upper storey, the necessity for going up stairs will be tolerated by the

smokers ; but such a situation is not to be preferred for the smoking room.

Tho Gun Room is required only in country houses ; it should bo close to

one of the secondary entrances to the house, and requires to be fitted up

with an abundance of racks and cupboards for guns, fishing-rods, &c, and

washing apparatus, and conveniences for cleaning guns. It forms a kind of

link between living rooms and rooms for service, and is best placed when

between those two portions of the houso.

The Odd Room has claims which ought perhaps to have earlier procured it

notice, for it rarely can be spared, oven by families who can readily dis

pense with several of the other rooms in our list. In fact, it often replaces

one or oven more of them. The uses for such a room vary with the fa

vourite amusements or occupations of different families; in one case it is

required for a workshop, with a turning lathe or a bench ; in another for a

museum ; in a third it is a children's play-room. Often it serves all these

purposes in turn, and in addition, discharges occasionally the functions of

business room, or gun room, or both. A smallish apartment will ordinarily

suffice ; and when there is a second, or luggage, entrance, the odd room

should be approachable from thence.

It is not proposed here, while treating of ordinary living rooms, to notice

those which rise out of exceptional circumstances or wants, or those which

are solely devoted to state receptions. The list of these rooms includes the

private chapel, ball room, orangery, sculpture gallery, picture gallery, music

room, private theatre, state, and drawing and dining rooms. For whatever

has to bo said about any of them, an appropriate opportunity shall be found

hereafter.
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The Conservatory is closely connected with tho series of living rooms,

and is an appendage which adds ornament and pleasure to the smallest as

well as the largest house. It is more pleasant to enter the conservatory

direct from one of the living rooms than from a corridor, or even from tho

hall ; and when it opens out of the drawing-room, it is more ornamental

and useful than it can well be in any other position. It is very unfortunate

for this appendage to be so placed that it cannot be entered from any

part of the house without going into the open air. In cases where plants

grow in the conservatory and are brought forward there, a sunshiny aspect

and much light are indispensable. In establishments where there are other

green and hot-houses a constant supply is kept up of plants in pots or tubs,

grown elsewhere and brought here when at their best, and only retained

so long as they retain their full beanty. For such purposes tho receptacle

ought not to have too much sunshine, need not even have a southern

aspect, and may be only partly of glass. In either case shelter from the

prevailing wind, protection against snow, plentiful ventilation, sufficient

heat well under control, good stands for displaying plants, and, what is

Tery often neglected, sufficient space of path to walk among the flowers

without inconvenience, are tho requisites of a good conservatory.

The Hall is the link between the living rooms of tho house and tho corri

dors and communications. In a largo country house it is often a room as

spacious and almost as comfortable as the dining room or library. In a

small town house it is nothing but a short and not very roomy corridor.

In a house of formal disposition of plan it may be appropriately termed the

saloon. In some Elizabethan mansions it is either replaced or supple

mented by an ample corridor known as the gallery.

Following the course laid down, and considering first the case of a country

bouse without limitation of site, we usually find the hall of such a house

spacious and comfortable, giving access to most of the principal living

rooms, and ordinarily used as a kind of lounge, while on grand occasions it

does duty as a banqueting room or ball room. The hall is always best when

roomy in proportion to the Bize of tho house. To a town house nothing

gives a greater air of dignity than a spacious ontranco hall, and in a country

house this is often expanded to become—as it was in the Gothic and

Elizabethan mansions, which have to a great extent formed our models—

one of the most important apartments of tho house, and is used to some

extent as a lounge as well as for access. As soon as the hall begins to take

anything like the character of a room, it ought to have an open fireplace,

and to be in somo way screened from the entrance door by a lobby.

The principal staircase, to which we shall recur presently, is sometimes

placed actually in the hall, sometimes opening out of it. A billiard table

is also sometimes placed there, but can seldom be woll enough lighted in

such a position.

Close to the hall in large houses there ought to be a cloak-room, with

fittings for washing, and adjoining conveniences ; this ought to be directly

accessible from the outer lobby if there is one.

The hall may almost be regarded as the lungs of a house. It is usually

essential both to the comfort of a dwelling-house of any size and to tho pre

servation of it from injury through damp, that an efficient warming apparatus

be provided. This will best fulfil its purpose if it be caused to heat the air

in the hall, staircase, and adjacent corridors, an office very inadequately per

formed by an open fire ; for though nothing can replace the cheerfulness and

direct glow which such a fire imparts, to the great comfort of those actually

using or passing through the room, it does littlo towards spreading an atmo

sphere of warm air throughout the whole house. An apparatus in which

water at low pressure circulates through iron pipes will best heat the air if

properly constructed. Tho high-pressure systems, in which tho pipes at

times attain an extraordinary degree of heat, are highly objectionable for

this purpose, as they injure the quality of the air ; and on tho same ground

a hot-air apparatus, though on some accounts superior to the high-pressure

hot water, is generally found decidedly less pleasant than the low-pressure

hot-water systems.

The putting of living rooms together so as to secure good access to each,

and suitable aspects for all, often taxes the ingenuity of tho architect to

the utmost. In a house of considerable size, and where tho choice of aspects

is tolerably unfettered, a satisfactory arrangement is to secure a south

eastern frontage for the dining room, with the drawing room on the

adjoining or ' return ' front, namely, the front which looks south-west. Tho

living rooms will then form an L-shaped block, and may come in this

order :—at eastern end of south-east front, morning room ; at centre of same,

dining room ; at angle, drawing room, with one side south-cast and the

other south-west, and windows in both ; beyond that, library, with windows

to the south-west, and also north-west. An example of this plan, omitting

sdl the remainder of the house, will bo given hereafter ; and—though often

much modified by circumstances, and of course out of the question in

ordinary town houses—tho arrangement of rooms here shown may be

regarded as the normal modern English arrangement, access being given

from a central hall. For each principal living room there is a suitable

aspect, or, as the Scotch call it, exposure, which secures sunshine at tho

right time of day.

In ordinary situations an eastern or south-eastern aspect is best for the

windows of a morning or breakfast room, which then catch the earliest sun ;

a south-eastern or southern aspect suits a dining room, which ought to be

sunshiny in the morning and at lunch-time, but in shade at tho ordinary

hour of late dinners. The drawing room requires the afternoon sun most,

hut is benefited by the morning sun as well, and is therefore best suited

by a south-western or a southerly aspect. For a library a good north light

is desirable in case painting or drawing be practised, or a microscope much

studied in it ; but such a room ought to have, in addition, light from a sun

shiny quarter.

No living room, exceptji billiard room, and sometimes a hall, ought to be so

situated that the direct sunshine does net at some time of tho day enter it.

Before discussing the modifications in living rooms, and their arrange

ment, which a town site necessitates, it remains still to notice sundry con

siderations relating to comfort, and to consider the general question of treat

ment—that is to say, of all that relates to the appearance of each room as

an architectural feature. (7b t>r continued.)

' OtTH RaMTO.KR ' AT THE New INDIA OFFICE.

Sir,—In your 'Rambler's' description of the New India Office, there

are, I cannot help thinking, sevoral points on which ho bestows somewhat

indiscriminate praise.

I therefore venture to make the subjoined remarks, in a spirit, I hope, of

tho most fair criticism, feeling that amongst so very much that is admir

able, the features of the building to which I would call your attention are

really open to question. I refer, more particularly, to the principal stair

cases.

I cannot but tliiuk that the staircase is one of the chief architectural

features of a good interior, as it is there that the greatest heights and open

spaces are generally to be found, and a successful treatment and combina

tion of the raking and horizontal lines is one of the proofs of artistic and

architectural skill. But in tho India Office every difficulty of this sort has

been evaded by simply building a well, with arcades, &c. round it, and

then, on a huge frame of iron girders, carrying tho steps, cutting the archi

tecture in all directions, and producing the most discordant lines.

Entering with ' Tho Rambler ' from the great quadrangle, let us notice

the first staircaso wo come to. The first landing is carried on girders, sup

ported by a wonderful pile of stone-work, and the upper flight cuts the

arches, from which it is not distant more, than a few inches, in a most

unpleasant manner.

Exception may also fairly bo taken to the balustrade, which is anything

but pure in style, far more like plaster than stone work.

There is a smaller staircase at the south-west angle of tho Sultan's

quadrangle, running up without the least connection with the walls, and

treated in this apparently temporary manner.

But it is in the great staircase that this peculiar treatment is the most

prominent.

Everything here seems built up within the staircase walls, and not de

signed with thorn. The octagonal dome does not appear to be in the centre,

as thero is, at a great height, a sort of gallery running across, cutting off a

part of the ceiling ; and, of course, the effects should all bo studied from

the ground and first floors, as very few persons would mount to the top

floor to find out whether the dome might really bo in the centre or not.

The iron girders are here most unpleasantly prominent, and carried on

all sorts of littlo heaps, some of them decidedly pretty designs in them

selves, but slightly suggestive of cenotaphs.

There is one girdor running right across, a little above tho level of the

first floor, which has the most unpleasant effect of hitting the heads of per

sons coming upstairs, and in no case do any of these girders, so far as I

remomber, show themselves to be girders. They are all eased or plastered.

The balusters of this staircase also struck mo as being so far apart as to

give one a sensation of insecurity.

There is one thing more to which I should like to refer, and that is the

imitation granite pilasters in the corridors round the interior quadrangle

One would think a groat public building could do without this, and what

has been so lavishly expended in carving would havo well paid for real

granite.

If your ' Rambler's' wanderings should take him into tho Foreign Office,

I trust he will compare the very coarse panels carved on the piers of the

grand staircaso in that building with the beauty and delicacy of the

Raffaelcsque panels in the India Office.

I am, Sir, yours obediently,

London, W. Scrutator.

Fall of a Spire at Colchester.

Dear Mr. EnrroH,—It is currently reported that the spire, which you

state in your last number was blown down at Colchester, was that of tho

Congregational Chapel in the Lion Walk, and not that of a church. It

would be interesting to have some particulars of this occurrence, and of the

causes, if the architect could discover, and would favour you with them.

It is to be hoped that this is not one of those occurrences due to the

insane desire for cheap magnificence, which led Pn<jin to the indignant

remark of—' Say 50/. more, and have a tower and spire.' If this be so, it is

a lesson important to be learnt by chapel-building committees.

I am, &c, Colchrster.

The Approaches to Westminster Bridge.

Sir,—I am anxious to direct your attention to the present condition of

the gradients of the road and footways that form the approaches to West

minster Bridge, in the immediate neighbourhood of which, as you are well

aware, I happen to have been for somo time established.

I should have continued to suppose that these approaches still were, as

they so long appeared to have been, in an unfinished state, had not the in

tention to leave them as they now are been suggested to me by the erection

of the new railings on the south side of the Middlesex approach, and betweon

it and New Palace Yard. Theso railings havo evidently been adjustod to

tho footway at its existing level ; but, at the same time, their position sug

gests that the important question as to whether tho surface of the footway

is or is not at a right height with reference to the bridge, of which (being a

part of one of its approaches) it forms a part, has not been taken into con

sideration.

Westminster Bridge, as seen from its own roadway, is undoubtedly ono

of the finest structures of its class in existence ; but, to make the approach on

the Middlesex sido worthy both of tho bridge itself and of the position

which it occupies, it appears to me that it will be absolutely necessary to

carry tho roadway at one uniform slope from the abutment of tho bridge

down to tho crossing at Parliament Street. Now, in ordor to accomplish

this, the new railings would havo to be taken down, as a preliminary to

making arrangements for their being fixed again at a different level ; for, if

the approach to tho bridge were to be made on the plan that I havo pro
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posed at the end of the roadway nearest to the clock-tower, the masonry

upon which the railings now rest would either bo buried altogether or very

nearly so, while at the Parliament Street end this same masonry would

stand disclosed to its full height. My suspicion that it is the intention to

leave matters in their present condition has been strengthened by the cir

cumstance that the northern footway, which had been taken up in conse

quence of the works of the Underground Railway, has been replaced, and

again thrown open to the public in a state which shows even a greater dis

regard to lovels than is the ca60 with the southern footway. For what rea

son, real or apparent, the northern footway was not raised to its proper

level before it was given back to the public, I am altogether unable to sur-

mi.se. The earriage-way of this approach partakes of the faults of both the

footways, and, accordingly, in addition to imperfections of its own, it has

ono sido higher than the other to suit the several footways. I may give a

more clear explanation of the state of this approach to Westminster Bridge

as follows:—If longitudinal sections were taken along the carriage-way and

each of the footways, the parts of theso sections on the bridge would show

slightly convex profiles ; then, when abreast of the clock tower, all three

sections would exhibit a sadden dip ; and, finally, from thence to the cross

ing at Parliament Street, each one of the sections would bo found to give a

different irregular concave profile.

Whilst in the neighbourhood of the clock tower, I may as well point out

to you (assuming that you have not already observed it) tho peculiar ar

rangement of the steps which, immediately at the foot of the tower, lead

down from tho bridge-approach towards the llouses of Parliament. These

steps are generally shut off from the footway by two iron gates which, in

the act of opening (for they are intended at times to bo opened), roll on

wheels into recesses, one on each side of the gateway-space. The wheels

which thus carry the gates traverse a raised iron rail placed directly across
■the opening, and at a few inches from the edge of the uppermost step, and

consequently in the best position possible for expediting the descent of the

steps by tripping up unwary passengers and sending them down headlong.

How far the use of these steps, with tho attendant privilege of descending

them after the fnshion I have just described, may be availablo by the

general public, I am not certain ; but I presume that tho iron gates will al

ways open at the bidding of any member of either House of the Legislature,

and I hope that by inserting in your columns what I am now writing, you will

enable me to give to noble lords and honourable gentlemen a warning

which may save at least some of them at tho commencement of a new Ses

sion from taking a false step that might lead to very serious consequences.

I am, Sir, faithfully yours,

Westminster. A Civil Exgin-eer.

Concrete Bridges.

Sir,—I have seen in a late newspaper article some account of the extra

ordinary Concrete Bridge, of 75 feet span and 7 feet 6 inches rise, lately

erected for the Metropolitan District Bailway over tho cutting between

Gloucester Road Station and Earl'a Court Road.

I observe that the writer of the article in question remarks that a similar

bridge of inferior material, erected on the same site, after a short time

proved its utter wortlilessness by yielding under its own load when the

■centres were struck, while the existing bridgo has borne a strain of 15 tons

2 cwt. per foot.

Having lately had occasion to experiment upon the materials and pro

portions of concrete for some sea defences, which I am now superintending

-at Margate, I should be glad to know whose cement has been used in these

remarkable concrete bridges, and the nature and source of the ballast em

ployed.

W. Lake Sear, Architect.

Ramsgate, January C, 1869.

REVIEWS.

IiKs Arts Decouatifs a toutes lbs Kpoques. Par Edouard Lievre. Polio.

Paris: A. Morel.

The first sories of a work which is to form, when complete, two volumes,

^ach containing sixty plates, to bo published in ten quarterly parts. The

plates are mostly printed in colours, and are all executed in the best manner

by the well-known firm of Mercier ct Cie., of Paris. The following list

of the principal plates in this first series will indicate the general scope of

the work:—Pattern of Genoa velvet, 16th century; book, with pierced

metal mounting, German work of the 16th century; an exquisite little

enamelled casket, of the same period ; a curious faience plate, of the same

■century ; a Sicilian vase, 4th century n.c. ; a carved door, with case com

plete, 18th century ; a square tray, of Rouen ware, 17th century ; an Urbino

tazza ; and some beautiful patterns of French and Venetian textile fabrics

of tho 16th and 17th centuries. Tho work, if completed as well as it is

commenced, will form a rich portfolio of ornament.

Lbs Frises nr/ Paiithkxoh. Par Phidias. Twenty-two plates repro

duced by the Phototype process of MM. Tessie du Motay and Mare-

chal, by G. Aroza & Co. Folio. Paris : A. Morel.

A charming portfolio, prefaced by a short notico of Phidias and his works

by M. Charles Yriarte. The portions of tho frieze represented are those

which were detached by Count Choiseul-Gouffier, when ambassador of

France at Constantinople, from the Eastern facade of tho Parthenon, and

are now to be seen in the original, or in the form of casts in the Antique

gallery of the Louvre.

The plates are admirably executed, the colour being of a neutral tint or

warm grey, and the tone excellent, tho shadows being generally dark

enough for effect aud no more. The portfolio presents the best collection

that we have seen of artistic reproductions by the phototype process.

The figures are about eight inches in height, large enough to (jive tho

smallest details with effect. The originals have suffered considerable

•damage from the effect of time, but they are less injured than the majority

of tho specimens in the British Museum, while some few are almost as per

fect as they were left by the marvellous sculpture twenty-two centuries ago.

Amongst the least injured are several groups of two or three horsemen, in

which the injuries are confined to ono or two spots, tho whole of tho heads

and limbs, both of men and horses, being intact ; a group of two men on

foot, an old man supporting himself by means of a crutch, which presents

the peculiarity of being placed beneath the left arm while the lower part is

held by the right hand, and a fine figure of a youth half naked ; an exqui

site group of two virgins and two young men, in which the heads have not

suffered the slightest injury, and present types of great beauty, the other

parts of the work, even to the beautiful taper fingers of tho young women,

being all but perfect ; and lastly, a group of four vestals, whose heads are

in a complete state of preservation, but, unfortunately, the shadows in our

copy are somewhat too dark about the faces, a fault that only exists in a

few instances. Tho beauty of tho modelling, whether of the human figure

or of the drapery, in these two last-mentioned examples can scarcely bo

surpassed, and artists and connoisseurs will certainly hail these charming

reproductions with delight.

ART EXHIBITIONS.

THE French authorities have just issued the regulations for the Paris

Salon—the Annual Exhibition of Works of Art for 1869. There are but

few changes made in the conditions, and these are certainly improvements.

The first of these changes is the exclusion of paintings on enamel, china,

or faience, whether original or copies, serving as decorations for usual ob

jects, such as cups, tazzas, vases, and plates, these being considered as

belonging to industrial art The second is the confirmation of a change

made last year, on the suggestion of the editor of the Moniteur des Arts,

namely, that artists absent from Paris may vote by letter for the members

of the jury. The principle of popular election has now been thoroughly

tested, and, in spite of the anticipations of many persons, has been found

to work admirably. Two-thirds of the members of the juries are elected

by the votes of artists who have already received medals or honours,

whose works have been admitted to previous exhibitions, and even those

who have sent in works for the coming exhibition ; but each artist votes

only in his own section of painting, sculpture, architecture, or engraving.

The juries thus elected decide not only on the admission or rejection of the

works sent in, but on the award of all the medals, with the exception of

the two great medals of honour for painting and sculpture. The ad

ministration nominates the remaining third of the jurors.

The effect of this artistic suffrage has been to place the very best men in

Franco on tho juries, and to put an end to complaints which under the old

system of nomination were numerous, if not always well founded. It is to

be remarked, however, that the principle is one of very questionable appli

cation in the case of international exhibitions. It was tried at Havre the

other day with this result, that although, to our knowledge, tho names of

several eminent Englishmen were sent in for election at the request of the

Commission, only one, we believe, was elected ! In at least two sections

of that exhibition—those of Naval Construction and Chronometers—

England was pre-eminent, yet her proposed jurors were rejected. This,

was, to say the least of it, not right, and furnishes a warning for the

future.

Another and very liberal rule introduced for the first time this year is

that not only every exhibitor will receive his card of admission, but also

all those who have obtained prizes at former salons, although not con

tributing to tho coming one ; the works of such artists are always admitted

without examination, and it has been complained that some of these were

evidently sent with no other object but to obtain free admission. The last

point to be noted is, that the administration binds itself to expend in tho

purchase of works exhibited a sum equal to the gross total received for

admission.

The Union Ccntrale dr* Beaiue-AHs appliques a FIndustrie, an active

private Society, patronised by the Government, which has its library,

museum, and lectures, and has already organised one splendid exhibition of

art manufactures ancient and modern, announces another to be held in the

Palais de l'lndustrie in August, and to remain open for three months. Tho

scheme includes not only industrial art in every form of the present and

past times, but also works of art intended for reproduction, models and

designs for artistic productions, and the works of all the drawing-schools

of Paris and the departments. Tho collection of porcelain, faience,

enamels, carvings, and other productions of past ages at the last exhibition

of this kind was magnificent) the finest probably ever brought togethor in

one place, and there is little doubt that the coming exhibition will bo

equally remarkable. The directors desire, in their own words, to bring

together examples of all decorative arts of past epochs with a view to tho

instruction of artists and students of tho present tune ; and with the same

view they invite contributions of original models for objects of art,

decoration, &c, loft by the old industrial artists. The Society possesses iu

its library and museum, in the fine old square known as the Place Royale,

an excellent collection of old designs for decorated fabrics and other

ornamental productions. Lastly, the exhibition is to include a gallery of

old portraits, to illustrate the history of costume. The Society has pub

lished a long programme of its views and intentions, to which, probably,

we shall have occasion to refer at a future time.

Architectural Drawings.

The vory excellent exhibition of ' Sketches and Studies ' by members of

the Society of Painters in Water Colours, that for several weeks has

been open to the public in the gallery of that Society in Pall Mall East,

contains a small group of four of the views that Joseph Nash, now a

veteran in his art, delights to paint of the fine old mansions of England as

wo may consider them to have appeared with all the appliances and

associations of their own olden times. We notice these four excellent

drawings, to record with cordial satisfaction their presence in the exhibition

which they adorn.
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PRACTICAL COMPENSATION.

AS there is no subject upon which professional men are so apt to differ as

that relating to the effects of compulsory removal upon house or

landed property, it may be thought that we have adopted a somewhat

premature title for this article ; but we are led to follow out an idea under

this heading in consequence of more than one significant and important

compensation case heard in the Lord Mayors Court during the past week.

We need hardly premise that at all events our London readers are perfectly

an fait as to Holborn Valley improvements that have boon made by the

Corporation, and we will suppose that gentlemen afar know by report of

the vast alterations that have attended the City scheme, while the great con

tests that have been held over the profits of compensation are too notorious

to need either notice or comment at our hands on the present occasion. It

will be sufficient for our purpose then to state shortly that on Monday was

commenced the hearing of the first of a series of claims for compensation

against the Corporation of the City of London for compulsory removal and

consequent loss of trade, all the cases arising from one house. In the first

case, Mr. Abrahams, the claimant, was a glass cutter and paper hanger, of

88 Skinner Street and 1 Farringdon Road, and he held a twenty-one years'

lease of these premises, dating from 1857 ; the annual rental being 150/. He

had let off a portion of the house to Mr. Sydney Butcher, a tobacconist,

a second claimant, who had sold his business to Mr. Coombs, a third

claimant ; and there was yet a fourth in the person of Mr. George Butcher,

who carried on the business of a coal merchant. Now it is not our intention

to go through the evidence called in these cases, inasmuch as it must be

patent that Mr. Abrahams, as the holder of a lease that would not expire

until 1879, was entitled to compensation for being turned out of his

premises. We shall simply state that Mr. Lloyd asked the jury to give

his client something very much like 10,000/. ; and in support of his proposition

he called Mr. Samuel Green (the well-known surveyor), who valued the

lease alone at 8,803/. ; Mr. E. Fox, who put it at 5,530/. ; and Mr. J. Younp,

who considered it to be 5,622/. Of course this was upon an improved

rental, based on the increased value of property, and the supposition of a

great influx of business had the Corporation left the Ho'born valley in its

original condition, but of greater consequence to tradesmen by reason of

adjacent alterations and new traffics. To the evidence of the professional

witnesses we have only to add that of Mr. Cape, tho accountant, who gave

details of the sales and stock in trado for five years, carrying out the net

profit at 979/. per annum. In short, the net claim was, as we have stated,

as near 10,000/. as possible, and it was this sum that was left by Mr. Lloyd

to be picked to pieces by Mr. Hawkins, Q.C., who, declining to call any

technical evidence on the part of the City of London, proceeded to demolish

the figures so imposingly set up in column by his adversary, and the

practical result was that the jury found that the claimant was only

entitled to 4,593/.—-not so much as he was offered by the Corporation—at least,

so we were informed ; and here we leave the first case. The second claim

was that of Mr. George Butcher, the coal merchant, who asked for 3,514/. ;

and in support of his demand he called Mr. Booth, who valued the lease at

2,042/., Sir. Rowley and Mr. S. Green reducing it to 1,164/. 10«. ; but to

these figures must be added trade compensation ; and yet the jury only

awarded 702/. 3*. 6d. In the third case Mr. Sydney Butcher asked about

2,000/., Mr. S. Green and Mr. Booth assessing the lease at 1,127/., Mr.

Farmer giving 1,161/. Hero the defendants departed from tho beaten

track, and called Mr. Pownall and Mr. Trist to show that the claim was out

of all reason, the result being a verdict for nothing. The fourth case was

that of Mr. Coombs, who had bought Mr. Sydney Butcher's tobacco

business, who gravely told the jury that he intended to pay for it out of

the proceeds of this claim, and who admitted that his expenses were in

excess of his income. Mr. Coombs claimed 1,400/., and the jury awarded

155/.

It will thus bo clearly perceived that theoretical compensation, amounting

in all to 16,914/., was reduced by a practical jury to 5,450/. ; and this one

glaring fact is far more important than all the ' large-briefed ' forensic

eloquence of the compensation bar of England. We confess that we totally

disagree with a great deal of the system now prevailing ; and in the first

instance we would urge that the idea of sending the jury in cabs to view

property, so that a correct judgment of value may be formed, is the acme of

idle and useless ceremony. If the jurymen find the property surrounded

by dismantled walls, huge beams of timber, half-finished arches, or deserted

' shells,' they will come to one of two conclusions—the first, that the pro

perty is valueless ; or the second, that those who have caused such a tem

porary destruction of trade should pay for the damage handsomely. Very

few men can so, as it were, localise their ideas as to be able to look through

a mental vista, and recall the exact position of a certain object that has been

altogether removed from the reality of the situation ; and we think that most

of us, if suddenly placed in the middle of the great confusion now governing

the works at the Holborn Valley, would find it extremely difficult to recall

with any idea of accuracy the particular situation or value of any house or

; and thus we hold to the argument that sending a jury to view is

waste of time and waste of money, especially when the whole secret of

compensation is an appeal to the sympathies of tho arbitrators. Passing

from this, and coming to compensation of a practical and equitable cha

racter, may we not ask if a great deal of this assumed increased value of

property is not utterly out of place ? Surely the value of a house, of land,

of shops, offices, of any holding in fact, may bo best gathered from the

assessment of the owner himself ; and mere speculation as to how much pro

perty will bring in the event of certain improvements taking effect is calcu

lated to hamper periodical beneficial alterations in the arrangements of our

great thoroughfares, to render them more suitable to the requirements of

the public and of the grown g traffic. We are aw^re that occasionally great

wrong is done by the compulsory removal of old established firms ; but we

also know that when schemes are advanced, there is too frequently a system

of speculative adventure in house and lauded property, which does at times

—and we are glad to believe it—recoil upon the promoters. Nothing can

be fairer than to award a tradesman, who is making a comfortable living,

sabctantial compensation when he is removed by the strength of the law;

but when a holding is Bhown to be a loss, it is the very height of impro

priety to put upon it a fictitious value, based upon the hypothesis of some

thing neither tangible nor reasonably positive. We can advance little

beyond this, for the road has been well beaten during the past few years,

and yet it is painful to see how exaggerated claims destroy the value of

real losses, and recoil with irresistible force upon those who build upon such

uncertain foundations.

LAW.

Compensation.—In the case of Messrs. Thorn & Co., contractors, against

the Metropolitan Board of Works, heard at tho Guildhall Police Court

before Mr. Alderman Finnis on Monday, tho claim was made under the

Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, for compensation for compulsory removal

from offices which the claimants rented, and which were required for the

Thames Embankment and the new street to tho Mansion House. Mr.

Murphy, instructed by Messrs. Brandon, appeared for the claimants, and

Mr. Philbriek, instructed by Mr. Ward, for the Metropolitan Board of

Works. Tho claim put in was 1,500/. for the loss on the men's time by

want of supervision, 40/. for increased rent, 20/. for fixtures, 20/. for rein

statement, 16/. for tho loss of clerks' wages during removal, and 5/. ex

penses of removal, making a total of 1,601/. Mr. Alexander Thorn was

examined at great length, and maintained that the fact of not being

able to see his men at work from the window both by night and by day

had such an effect upon them that they idled their time away.

From the evidenco of Mr. Alden, an extensive builder ; Mr. Bryant, the

resident engineer to the claimants ; Mr. Watson, engineer to Peto and

Betts; and the reports of Mr. Lumley, of Chancery Lane, and Mr. Spillman,

of Bell Yard, surveyors, it appeared that if men had not a proper super

vision over them, half of them would idle their time away to the extent of

9d. or Is. per day per man, and that from 5 to 74 per cent, was a reason

able charge for loss so sustained. Since the removal the supervision had not

not been so efficient as before, but the claimants had put on no extra foreman,

although they estimated their loss at 25/. per week. For the defence, Mr.

E. N. Clifton, architect and builder, said he had constructed buildings such

as Gresham House and East India Avenue, and paid about 3,000/. a fort

night for wages. Supervision from a window such as that spoken of was

not supervision at all, and the want of it could make no appreciable differ

ence in tho profits of a contract. There was no value in Mr. Thorn's interest

in No. 1 3, for he paid a rack rent ; but where a tenant was compelled to move

it was customary to give him a year's rent. Mr. Trist, of the firm of Norton,

Trist, and Watney, thought that 150/. would cover every expense and liability

of tho Board of Works, and be a liberal allowance.—Benjamin Cook, fore

man to Mr. Webster, the contractor for the Thames Embankment, said that

no supervision could be of any value unless the master went on the works

amongst the men. He did not agree with Mr. Alden that the men would

idle their time away.—Mr. Boag, clerk of the works to the Board of Works'

corroborated the previous witnesses ; and Mr. R. Chadwick, a surveyor,

valued tho fixtures, including removal, reinstatement, loss of time, &c, at

20/.—Mr. Philbriek and Mr. Murphy then severally addressed the Court,

and the latter gentleman accepted the 150/. as valued by Mr. Trist, and

left the other question of loss by want of supervision to bo settled by the

magistrate. Mr. Philbriek contended that the claimants were not entitled

to more than 150/.—Mr. Alderman Finnis retired with Mr. Martin, the

chief clerk, to consult on the matter, and on returning into Court awarded

Messrs. Thorn 400/. compensation, and 50/. costs.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

St. Luke's New Schools, Gloucester.—The building, which is pro

posed to be erected in and facing the Stroud Road, will consist—on the

ground floor of boys' school room 70 feet by 20 feet ; girls' school room,

60 feet by 20 feet ; and infants' school room, 65 feet by 20 feet, with class

rooms attached to each, and separate entrances, affording accommodation

for over 450 children. A conveniently-arranged house for the master is

attached to the school, with offices, parlour, and kitchen on the ground floor,

and three bed rooms on the first floor. This portion of the building (though

eutirely'separate from the schools as far as communication is concerned) has

been, by careful and judicious arrangement, made to form a somewhat im

portant feature in the group, and tends very materially to tho general effect

of the whole. Open and spacious playgrounds are provided. The schools

and class rooms will be 12 feet high to the wall-plate from the floor, and

the timbers of the roof, which are to be exposed to view, are to be stained

and varnished. The building is intended to bo constructed of red brick,

with bands of ornamental coloured bricks. The design was prepared by

Mr. Alfred William Maberly, architect, Gloucester. The estimated cost

is 2,000/.

Preston New Workhouse.—These buildings, which were recently

opened, are designed in the Italian style of architecture, and are erected of

the best brickwork, with Longridge stone dressings. The ground and

basement floors of all the buildings are partly flagged and partly boarded.

Tho staircases are of stone, and all the corridors of the ground floors are

of brick and flagged. The building is designed to accommodate 956

inmates, and the cost estimated by the architect was 30,000/., exclusive of

the purchase of the land.

Laying the Foundation-stone of a New Church at Gatesgill.—The

foundation-stone of a new church at Gatesgill has been laid. The new

church will be built in the Early English style of architecture, and will

consist of a nave 46 feet by 24 feet, with centra aisle, and a chancel 21

feet by 14 feet, adjacent to which will be a side chapel, vestry, and organ

chamber. The principal entrance will be by a porch on the south elevation.

The north and side elevations will be adorned with coupled lancet windows,

with projecting buttresses, relieved with gablets to vestry and organ

chamber. Tho west gable will be pierced with large circular and lancet

windows. Tho belfry will be erected at the south-west angle of tho west

gable, with gilt terminal 42 feet high. All the gables will have moulded
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stone copings terminating with enriched crosses and gilt terminals. The

roof will bo of high-pitch, with open framed principals, and covered with

slates of varied tints, and ornamented with enriched ridge cresting. The

chancel will be raised four steps above the nave, and paved with encaustic

tiles. The aisles will be flagged. The church will be heated and ventilated

by means of the apparatus of Messrs. Haden and Co., of Tunbridge. Mr.

John Lowe, architect, of Manchester, has supplied the design for the

building. The contractors for the building are Messrs. Bragg, Wilson,

and Baty, of Gatcsgill. The church will be built of stono from quarries in

the neighbourhood.

Proposed New Church at Bowling.—It is proposed to erect a new

church at Bowling, near Bradford, to the memory of the late Mr. Charles

Hardy, of Low Moor, who was one of the most steadfast friends of the

movement to erect now churches in the town and vicinity.

The Church of St. Mary.Saxlingham, has been considerably enlarged,

and has also undergone restoration. Tho old building consisted of nave,

chancel, west tower, and south porch. An aisle of the same size as the

nave has been added to the north side, and a commodious vestry has been

built to the north of the chancel. A lofty arcade of four arches divides the

nave and aisle. The nave roof has been raised and re-modelled, as much

as possible of the old wood-work being retained ; the principals of the nave

and aisle roofs are framed with.tracery work in the spandrils, and spring

from carved bossos. The unsightly old pews and gallery have been cleared

away, and the seating is of low oak benches, with moulded ends and

carved poppy hoads, and traeeried backs in the aisles. The pulpit, reading

desk, and altar rail are of carved oak ; the pulpit standing on a carved

stone base. The tower arch has been raised so as to admit of the new west

window being visible over a carved oak screen, which divides the ringing

chamber from the nave. One of the windows of the new aisle has been

filled with stainod glass. Tho whole of the church is paved with black

and whito encaustic tiles. The style throughout is rich Perpendicular

Gothic, and has been carried out at a cost of about 1,400/. The architect

was Mr. J. S. Benest, of Norwich, from whoso designs the works havo been

executed in the most excellent manner by the contractors.

Brierley.—The New Church.—Tho new church in course of erection

at Brierley is making rapid progress towards completion. It is now partly

roofed, progress is being made with the spire, and it is expected that it

will be opened early in the spring.

An Extraordinary Number of Competitors.—A new chapel is about

to be erected at Melbourne, Derbyshire, from the designs of Messrs. Wilson

and Willcox, architects, Exeter. The committee had no fewer than eighty

designs sent them for competition.

Frankfort Cathedral.—The Town Council has just decreed the restora

tion of the Cathedral, which was partially destroyed by fire on August 15,

1867. The delay has arisen chiefly from a wish to effect a restoration which

should do honour alike to the artistic feeling of the age and to the associa

tions connected with this venernblc pile, in which many, nay most, of

tho German emperors wcro crowned. The fire broke out in a building ad

joining tho ' Close,' and a strong eastwind blowing at the time, extended the

conflagration to the cathedral, the roof of which was soon in flames ; the

roofs of the nave, chancel, and transepts were destroyed in an incredibly

short spaco of time, when the fire was seen to have reached tho tower also.

This was at length completely gutted ; the heavy old bells fell with a crash

upon the vaulting of the first floor ; nothing could be done beyond restricting

tho firo to the church, and next morning all was a complete ruin. Since then

the Friiukforters have not been idle; professional advice was called in from all

parts of Germany, whilst architectural, archaeological, and other learned so

cieties proffered such substantial aid as they were able to collect in their

several cities, for it was felt that this was a national question, and no doubt

more than one florin was subscribed in the hope that tho old ' Dom ' might yet

witness the coronation of another German Kaiser. The Cathedral and

adjoining college wore insured for about 98,000/., and this sum is to be

devoted to the proposed restoration. Besides this, the council accepts tho

donations offered from sundry quarters, and has decreed an annual sum of

1,000/. for the salaries of the architect and a competent staff of assistants.

With such funds at command, we may hope to see a satisfactory restoration ;

let us add also tho hope that all the Rococo and other incongruous Van

dalisms may be swept away; a bettor opportunity will never occur again.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM oun

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

The Student's Corner.

A Faculty of Fine Arts is proposed to be created at University College,

London, and the draft of the Act of Parliament by which it is proposed so

to alter the constitution of tho college as to embrace, along with other

changes, the introduction of this novel and most important field of study,

lies before us. The portions of the Act which refer to this subject run as

follows. In tho proamblo occurs this passago : ' And whereas it is expe

dient that the objects of the college should be extended to the advancement

and promotion of the fine arts as well as of literature and science.' In

tho re-incorporating clause the institution is doscribed as now to be ' for

the purpose of affording at a moderate expense tho means of education in

literature, science, and the fine arts, &c. ;' and in the clause prescribing

who may be life governors one of the qualifications runs thus : ' Persons

distinguished in science, literature, or art.' Hero wo have the desirability

of extending tho education given in this college to fine arts—the enactment

that it shall be so extended— Bnd the provision for including among those

who direct the proceedings persons eminent in art sufficiently, though briefly,

provided for. There can be little doubt of this Act becoming law; and

when it does so become law it is difficult to exaggerate the importanco of the

step, for it is well known that the means exist of efficiently carrying out the

proposed change. That is to say, the necessary money, tho mainstay of art

as it is the sinews of war, is provided by the munificent bequest of the late

Felix Slade. This gentleman left a sum of forty-five thousand pounds to be

employed in founding ' Slade professorships of Fine Arts ' at Oxford, Cam

bridge, and London ; and of founding six scholarships of 50/. each, the

latter to be in connection with the University of London.

It can hardly be doubted that tho college—which for so long has provided

a school of drawing and civil engineering, and has furnished in the lectures,

first of Professor Donaldson and later of Professor Hayter Lewis, excellent

systematic instruction in architecture as an art and science—will embrace

eagerly this opportunity of advancing in this direction. It is understood

that a programme of the most extended, not to say ambitious, proportions

has been at least sketched, and privatoly circulated. The nature of the

intended scheme shall be laid before our readers as soon as it can bo with

propriety made public property. Meantime wo heartily welcome the pros

pect of a centrally situated well endowed Art School ; and we do so the

more readily because we believe that the ultimate relation between litera

ture and fino art—not enough recognised perhaps among ourselves in the

present day—may be better illustrated in an art school grafted into a

literary foundation than in any other way.

The Classes of the Architectural Association are to receive an accession to

their number—at least, at the next meeting of tho Association a proposal

to that effect will be made by a sub-committee appointed to consider the

question. This proposal will no doubt be adopted, and therefore we may

fairly expect the immediato opening of a Class of Elementary Design and

a Class of Elementary Drawing. The Drawing Class is to bo under an

experienced teacher : the Class of Elementary Design is to be superintended

by a committee of Ave visitors. Tho names of the gentlemen who are

understood to have provisionally accepted theso positions are a guarantee

for the efficient conduct of both the classes. We are informed that it

will be proposed to appoint as visitors Messrs. Phene Spiers, Lonsdale,

Watson, Edgar, and Perry, and Mr. Michael will be proposed to instruct

the Class of Elementary Drawing. We can hardly imagine any step more

likely to extend the usefulness of the Architectural Association or to benefit

students, and we heartily wish success to the new Classes.

Botherham Hospital and Dispensary Competition.

We remarked in our last issue on the unsatisfactory clause as to the ulti

mate payment of tho successful competitor, who (say the printed Instruc

tions) ' shall carry out the work for a percentage on the outlay ; ' and

this week we learn from a correspondent who has inquired whether or no

this percentage will bo the 5/. per centum recognised by tho profession, that,

in the opinion of the Secretary, the Building Committee are likely to select

an architect who will offer to do the work for 4 per cent., in preference

to another who, with only an equally good design.'may ask a commission

of 5. This is just what we had anticipated. We do not blame the non

professional public, who make up our competition committees. Doubtless,

if 3 per cent, were tho established commission, they would see no harm

in setting architects to reduce it by a scramble to I per cent., and so on

ad injinit—essimum. But where, we will ask, is this kind of thing to end ?

Few architects are found rolling in carriages—nay, gigs—with oven 5 per

cent. How then is it that the outside public have lately (as recent

hospital cases indicate) discovered that tho usual 5 per cent, is too much to

pay ? It is well known to bo too little in all buildings under 2,000/. in

cost ; and yet architects rarely, if ever, demur to it in such cases. The

public are tho real gainers by tho system of charging by commission on

cost ; and truly, recent events would seem to be fast bringing the entire

system into desuetude. Perhaps it may one day occur that the eminent and

the mediocre among architects will not always, as they now arc, be had at

one uniform price. Tho subject deserves very serious consideration. Let

architects either receive their usual commission, or let them abandon pay

ment by percentage altogether.

India.

Engineering.—Tho principal point of interest in connection with rail

ways in India is the opening of the Punjab and Delhi lino, between

Moerut and Umballah, on November 13, by the Viceroy in person. The

surveys for the extension of the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Railway,

from Guzerat, through Rajpootana, to Delhi and Agra, have been completed,

and the results submitted to Government. The long vexed question of how

to carry tho East India Railway across tho Hooghly into Calcutta has at last

been settled. Instead of taking the railway to the traffic, it has been

determined to carry the traffic across to the railway by moans of an

ordinary road bridge.

The municipality of Madras havo applied to Government for a loan to

enable them to carry out a project for the supply of water to that city. The

chairman of the Bombay Commissioners has forwarded to that Govern

ment, with his recommendation, a' scheme by Captain Tulloch, R.E., for

the drainage of the city, and utilisation of the sewage for agricultural

purposes.

Tho utilisation of the old bed of the Sutlej, which is being rapidly

accomplished under tho exertions of Major Minchin, is an undertaking of

inestimable value to Bhawulporo. The works at the mouth of the channel

were completed in June 1867, and tho sterile waste of Bhawulpore was

leased for Rs. 4,840. As the course of the river was exceedingly tortuous,

it has been necessary to dig a new canal, using tho Sutlej bed where

possible. The works aro boing pushed on as fast as funds can be

provided.

Architecture.—Measures have recently been taken by the Government

of India for the preservation and photographing of ancient architectural

remains, and a competent staff lias been appointed for this purpose. This

same desire has also, we learn, communicated itself to Ceylon, where a

committeo has been appointed for inquiring into tho history of the ruins or

the cities, palaces, and temples which are scattered over the island, with a

view not only of ascertaining their past history, but of preserving those

remains from destruction.

On October 30 last, the foundation stone was laid for a new church at

Galle, to be called ' All Saints'.'
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Statistics of Railways in North America.

According to Morgan's British Trade Journal, the total length of all

railways in North America did not exceed 1,098 miles thirty-three rears

ago. Now they amount to no less than 39,241 miles, laid at a cost of 390

millions sterling, or an average of about 9,750/. per mile. The shortest

length opened in one year was 159 miles, in 1843 ; the longest was 3,613

miles, in 1856. In the first year of the late war, 621 miles were opened

for traffic. From the commencement of the railway system in 1830 to the

annexation of California in 1848, the average length of line opened annually

was 316 miles, the total length up to that period being 5,996 miles. From

that time to the commencement of the late war, being a period of twelve

years, 24,639 miles of railway were constructed, giving an average of 2,051

per annum. From the year 1860 down to the present time, 8,587 miles

more hare been constructed, showing a decrease in the average of almost

50 per cent., namely, 1,227 mileB per annum. Twenty-eight years ago there

were 7,415 inhabitants to every mile of railway throughout the United

States ; the proportion at this day is only 905 to every mile.

Transformation and Embellishment of the City of Cairo.

The Viceroy of Egypt has taken a lesson from Louis Napoleon, and is

occupied with the transformation and embellishment of the famous and

interesting city of Grand Cairo. The vacant ground is being converted into

vast squares and public gardens, and broad streets are being pierced across

masses of houses only intercepted at present by tortuous streets, or rather

lanes, which are totally unfit for modern carriage traffic, and, which is much

worse, quite insufficient for the ventilation of a city which, like Cairo, is

subject to terrible visitations of fever and other afflictions.

The Viceroy, happily, is not about to destroy the characteristics of the

fine old city. The old mosques and monuments, which are being restored,

will form the chiefornaments of what will be the Grand Square of Roumalia ;

and although great changes will bo made in the mass of buildings which

formed the old residence of the Mamelukes, the bazaars which have for

ages formed one of the chief attractions of Grand Cairo are to be preserved

in their entirety, so that artists and travellers will not be deprived of one

of the most thoroughly Oriental sights which present themselves on the

line of one of the great thoroughfares of the world. The new structures

will be of the type so well illustrated in the Pare of the International Exhi

bition in the Champ de Mars in the summer of 1867, so that the artistic

eye will not be shocked, as it often is elsewhere, with a heterogeneous mix

ture of Eastern and Western architecture—Greek, Roman, Gothic, Saracenic,

and Renaissance, presenting no more harmony than tho costumes at a fancy

ball.

The New Foreign Office is now accessible to strangers every Thurs

day between the hours of twelve and three, until further notice, on deliver

ing their cards to the porter at the principal entrance, on the north side of

the quadrangle.

The Town Council of Brighton have advertised for tho loin of

20,000/. for the drainage works, and received several offers. The Finance

Committee recommended at the meeting on Wednesday that the offer of the

Atlas Assurance Company be accepted. The rate of interest is 4J per cent,

per annum, and the principal is repayable in 30 equal annual instalments.

Manchester.—A circular calling attention to the relative position of

builders, brickmakers, and bricklayers has been issued. Tho persons and

firms by whom it is signed include some of the most influential in Man

chester. Their complaint is :

The arbitrary laws of the unionists unwisely shorten the hours of labour ; limit the
quantity of work to be performed in a given time ; advance the rate of wages ;
increase the cost of all building without improving the workmanship ; keep down the
skill and condition of the workman ; augment the difficulty of his becoming a master ;
and injure most the very class supposed to be benefited. To remedy this evil they
suggest the employment of non-unionist workpeople and members of the Free Labour
Registration Society ; and that they themselves be encouraged to take apprentices from
the unemployed youth of our largo towns ; by which means they would have an
opportunity of adding considerably to their weekly wages, and thus a constant and
well-regulated supply of labonr would always be available, and contribute much to

the general good of the public as well as to all parties connected with the building
trade.
The persons appending their signature add :—' We hold the opinion that with a free

exchange of labour there would be abundance of employment for every c^ass of work
people, and that It cannot be right for trades unionists to prevent the labouring popula
tion bringing up their children to the trade they like best. Wo therefore respectfully
request that you will give a preference of employment to non-uniouist workpeople or
members of the Free Labour Registration Society, and we on our part undertake to
give a preference to those master builders who offer the greatest encouragement to
free labour.'

It is intended to lengthen the Elgin Gallery in the British Museum,

in order to obtain room for the public exhibition of the remaining portion

of the sculpture from Halicarnassus.

Signs have at last appeared of tho lighting of Highgato. About a

fortnight ago spots were marked out for lamp-posts, but up to the present

time no lights have appeared. Where are the authorities ?

The Church of St. Mary, Ulingworth, near Halifax, has just been

enriched by the insertion of a beautiful stained glass window, the gift of

the Ramsden family, of Jumplcs House. The artists aro Messrs. Ward and

Hughes, of London ; and the subject is the raising of Lazarus.

Mr. Layard is to be the Commissioner of Public Works and Buildings.

H we do not mistake Mr. Layard's leanings, the Liberal Government will

be identified with the Italian school of architecture: the Conservative cor-

tiinly was with the Gothic.

A drill shed is in course of construction in Becket Street, Derby ; it

will bo a very handsome and commodious building, and will allow room for

the drilling of a battalion 1,000 strong. There will also be an armoury,

orderly-rooais, adjutant's room, reading-room, companies' meeting room,

quarters for two sergeants, stables and outhouses, and good yard. The

total cost, including the site, will be 5,000/.

The First Stone of the New Harbour works at Carnarvon has been

recently laid. Mr. Frederick Jackson, C.E., supplied the plans. The con

tractors are Messrs. Bugbird & Jones. Estimated cost, 50,000/.

Active preparations aro being made for the erection of a new tower at

the western extremity of the Castle facing Broad Street, Cardiff. The tower

will be considerably taller than the one at the eastern end.

One of the Results of the recent storm in the North has been the

partial destruction of tho new harbour works at Wick. No less than 250

feet of sea-wall have been destroyed. It is calculated that the amount of

damage cannot be less than 10,000/.

The Parish Church, Crickhowell.— The extensive alterations and

repairs to this church are now being rapidly carried on by the contractors,

Messrs. H. P. Bolt and Co., of Newport, who are carrying out the designs

of Mr. West, tho architect.

Further Fall of the Bridge over the Derwent.—The temporary

erection in tho placo of tho bridge over the Dorwent, which fell a shorttime

ago, has given way, bringing with it half of tho central pillar and many

tons of masonry work, which were cast into the water.

Greet Church, Tenbury "Wells.—Memorial Window.— A memo

rial window has been erected in commemoration of the late Captain

Edwardcs. It consists of three lights. In the centre is our Saviour, and

on the side lights are St. Matthew and St. Mark. The whole iB nicely

coloured, and in keeping with the ancient character of the church. The

work was executed by Mr. John Robinson, of St. Alkmund's Square,

Shrewsbury.

Opening of a New School at Todwiok.—The school is a substan

tial and handsome building, and has been orectod by the exertions of tho

rector, aided by many friends, both in the parish and at a distance. His

Grace the Duke of Leeds gave tho ground, as well us a handsome donation

and other valuable assistance.

Restoration of St. Nicholas Parish Church, Grosmont, Mon

mouthshire.—It is proposed to commence the restoration of this noble

Early English church with the first favourable turn of the season, as suffi

cient funds have now been raised to secure a beginning. This church is of

great extent and elaborate character. It is a cruciform structure consisting

of a spacious nave, side aisles, chancel, transepts with parallel aisles, side

chapel, and central octagonal tower on massive piers supporting an elegant

octagonal spire. The entire building after a lapse of six centuries has

fallen into a deplorable and dangerous state of decay, which threatens

at no distant period to become a ruin. It has been carefully surveyed by

Mr. Seddon, architect, London, and its substantial restoration has been

estimated to cost 3,000/.

St. James's Church, Thornton.—A new church is to bo erected after

plans supplied by Messrs. Hedley & Co. The building is estimated to cost

4,000/. The style will bo French Gothic. The interior will be fitted with

plain oak pews.

An interesting sale of pictures is announced at the Hotel Drouot of

the celebrated gallery of M. Gabriel Delessert. Most of the paintings are

of the Dutch school, but the great attraction of the salo will be an authentic

Raphael.

Fine Art Exhibition at Bordeaux.—The exhibition of works of fine

art is announced by the Bordeaux Society of the Friends of Art to take

place early in March next.

Electrotype Ornaments.—The galleries of Greek and Roman sculpture

in tho Louvre have been largely increased and embellished of late by tho

introduction of a number of bas-reliefs, round bosses and allegorical figures,

covered with a coating of metal, the work of M. Cossinus. The effect, of

these electrotype bronzes is extremely rich, while the cost is trivial com

pared with real bronzes.

"We are informed that the splendid collection of engineering models,

belonging to the late Professor Gillespie, of Union College, Schenectady,

United States, has been purchased by that institution. It is probably the

finest collection of engineering models and instruments in tho United

States.

A Report from America states that the Czar of Russia has sent two

engineers to inspect the Pacific Railroad, with a view to utilising whatever

information they may obtain in the construction of a road from St. Peters

burg to Chinese Tartary.

A grand Wesleyan church is to bo opened at Washington on tho

Sunday preceding the inauguration of General Grant as President. The

preachers on the occasion are to bo Bishop Simpson and the Rev. W. M.

Punshon. This magnificent building is to cost 45,000/., by far the greatest

part of which lias already been secured.

MEETINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Royal Institute of Bmtish Architixts.—Monday, January 18, at 8 r.M. Prof.
Kerr on some Developments of the Arehitecturesque.
Tuk iNfsTrruTiON of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, January 12, at 8.
Institution of Suuveyors.—"Arterial and Agricultural District Drainage, and the

Laws connected therewith," by R. B. Grantham, C.E., F.G.S. Monday, Janunry 1 1 , at 8.

Royal Society.—January 14, at 8.30 p.m.
Royal Geographical Society.—Monday, January 11, at R.30 p.m., at Royal Invita

tion, Albemarle Street. Sir R.I. Murchison, Bart., in the ch.iir. Paper to be road by
Douglas W. Frcshneld, Esq. :—" Journey in the Caucasus, and Ascent of Kusbek and

Elbruz."
Royal Institution.—Meetings for the ensuing week : Tuesday, at 3, Fine Art, Mr.

Westmocott ; Thursday, ot 3, Protozoa. Mr. Rupert Jones ; Friday, at 8, Chemical Rays
and Molecules, Professor Tyudall; Saturday, at 3, Hydrogen and its Analogue?, Prof.

Odllng.
Linnean Society.—January 21, at 8 r.M.
Society of Auts.—Wednesday, January 13, at 8.
Associated Auts lNSTnuTE.^Iannary 9. Taper by II. Ellis Wooldrldgo, Esq., on

" The Cultivation of Artistic Feeling."
London Institution.—On Modem Artillery. Iron Fortification!!, and the recent

Experiments at Shoeburyness, by Dr. William Pole, F.R.S. Monday, January II, at (i.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

JVb comrmmication can be inserted unless au

thenticated by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publication, but at a

guarantee of goodfaith.

The authors of signed articles and papers read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub

jects of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion

later than 2 P.M. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4, Monximent Yard, Lon

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

James Bass and John Grainger, Saint George's, Wrock-
wardine, Shropshire, braiders—William Cargey and Benja
min Ward, Blswick, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, fire brick
manufacturers—Frederick Dowlcr and James Gradwcll,
Bold Street, Liverpool, cabinet makers -Samuel Water-
house, James Ramaden Brook*. John Padgett, and Alexander
Kerr, Stanninglcy, near Leeds, Yorkshire, enginocrs—
Thomas Lowe and Henry Lowe, Woodford Green, Woodford,
Essex, builders—August Lndwig Roosen Runge and Nico-
laus Friedrich Jacob Cornelsen, Manchester, civil engineers
—Herbert Charles Maudslay, Joshua Field, Thomas Henry
Maudaluy, Tilford Field, and Walter Henry Maudslay, East
Greenwich, engineers ; so far as regards Herbert Charles
Maudslay—William Birdsoye and William Edward Stoner,
Cheapside, City, surveyors-—John Maitland Smith andJohn
Smith, jun., Chippenham, Wiltshire, builders.

DECLARATION OP DIVIDEND.

Llewelyn Lloyd, Beckbury, Salop, timber merchant—first
dividend of 8rf. any Thursday, at Mr. Kinnear's, 17 Water
loo Street, Birmingham.

BANKRUPTS.

William Hentley, late of Wilmar Cottages, Holloway
Road, Lcytonstone, Essex, builder, Jan. 18, at 12—Henry
Baxter, Great Wild Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, builder,
Jan. IS, at 11—James Brown, late of Nelson Villas, Wands
worth Road, builder, Jan. 15, at 11—Charles Edward Pen-
dry, late of Barnsbury Road, Islington, lithographic
draughtsman, Jan. 18, at 1—Thomas Sherwood Young,
Frampton Pork Road, Well Street, South Hackney, late
builder, Jan. 18, at 11.

To Surrender in the Country.—Henry Brunger,
Park Bond, Faversbam, Kent, wood dealer, Jan. 12, Paver-
sham — Thilip Pritchard, Cwmrfoy Lower, Monmonthshire,
builder, Jan. 16, Abergavenny—Zachariah Hugh Thomas,
Portraok Lane, Stockton, Durham, builder, Jan. 13, Stock-
ton-ou-Tces.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.

Jnmos Wilkic, London Row, Lcith, builder.

London.—For the erection of a Shop and Dwelling, and
alterations to the Ten Bells, Spitalfields. Mr. W. E.
Williams, architect :—

Langmead £64.1 0 0
Scrivener it White .... mc 0 0
Hyde 626 0 0
Maris 524 0 0

London.—For alterations, Nos. 49 and 50, Houndsditch.
Messrs. John Young & Son, architects :—

No.
Cohen .... £580 0 0
Heaps . . . 487 0 0
Ashby i Mcrritt . . 419 0 0
Hart . . . . 408 0 0
Read k Son . . . 400 0 0
Chcssum . . . 385 0 0

IItgiigate. For alterations and additions to Whittle
House, for Mr. C. H. Frewen, Messrs. W. O.
Pitq, architects:—

Hemmings £1,600 0
Cubitt it Sons (too latel . 1,610 0

1,550 0
1,450 0
1,450 0
,440

No. 50.
£610 0
820 0
457 0
454 0

450 0
430 0

s (too late)
Hayes
Finchcr& Martin
Salter
Carter

1,400

1,400
1,359
1,265
1,260

Crockett .
Davies
Jackson
Blackmore & Morley . '.

Kendall
Brown ft Sons. i'249
Bennett 1*210
Pethick l'l70
£nrDer. „ '. l',170 0
Baker & Constable .... 1 ,075 0

Loughbobouoh.—For Village Roads and Sewers. Mr.
A. R. Pite, architect :—

Wigmore £4,999 10 0
Harris 4,9»9 0 0

4,800 0
4,450 0
4,344 10
4,339 0
4,167 0
4,148 0

0

TENDERS.

Bolnbt, Sussex.—For Stable, Coach-house, and Coach
man's residence, for Mr. H. Huth. Mr. Holloway, architect.
Quantities not supplied :—

Norman £2,350 0 0
Deacon (accepted) .... 1,200 0 0

Villa at Putney. Accepted tenders. Mr. G. H. Page-
architect •-

1 Brothers £1,387
Lathey Brothers 1 330
Aries i,Mt
Mirrett It Ashby 1,231
Ha™ 1,190

Loxdox.—For alterations and repairs to No. 15 King
Street, Cheapside, for Mr. Gabriel. Quantities by
Pain k Clark :—

Webb li Sons £1 ,591
Simpson

Hcnshaw
Ebbs
Conder

Brachcr

Loxdox.—For the erection
StnMos, and Vaults beneath
Blshopsgote Street, E.C., for

& Dale, architects :—
Hcnshaw . .
Smith
Johnstone
Tnlly
Rivett
Fawcctt .
Newmann it Mann .
Hearlo

William Si Son
Ramsey .
Manlcy it Rogers
Watts
Ashby it Son
Howard .
Ennor (accepted)
Piper it Co.
Wright (too late)

1,486

1,451
1,287
1,279
1,229

of a Model Lodging House,
in Catherine Wheel Alley,

Tolley

£3,454 0 0
3.430 0 0
3,252 0 0
2.210 0 0
3.193 0 0
3,173 0 0
3.185 0 0
3.054 0 0
2,987 0 0
2,983 0 0
2,973 0 0

2,970 0 0
2.967 0 0

2,967 0 0
2.947 0 0
2,893 0 0
2,850 0 0

3,185 0 0

Jolinstone ....
Potter
Strickson

Turner it Cole....
Cowland
King
Crockett 4,000
Kelk 3,920 0
Rcid 8,744 0
Crofts 3,740 0
Gardiner 3,679 0

Derby.—For the erection of New Buildings In the Iron
Gate, for Mr. John Smith. Quantities supplied. Mr.
Benjamin Wilson, architect :—

Humphreys £3,140 0 0
Gadsby 3,100 0 0
Wood 3,000 0 0
Thompson (accepted) . . . 3,000 0 0

Hull.—For Painters' Works to be erected by the Cor
poration. Mr. It. G. Smith, architect :—

Musgrave £873 0 0

Hutchinson & Son .... 830 0 0
Siminson it Frorr .... 815 0 0
Stanley 806 0 0
Habbcrshaw 738 0 0
Hockney it Llggins . . . 684 0 0
Jackson (accepted) .... 680 0 0
Lowest of the separate tenders . 730 0 0

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

India Opfick.—Trained Young Men for the Maintenance
and Conservation of the Government Forests in India.
Eight will be selected. In February, 1869. Salary to com
mence at 300/. per annum, rising to 1,900/. by promotion.
Apply January 8, 1869, Under Secretary of State, India—
H. Merlvalo.

Hundred of Wikral, Chester.—District surveyor.
Salary 160/. a year, and will be required to reside withiu
the district of the Board, and to give his whole time and
personal attention to the duties connected with his office.
Applications to be sent to William Henry Churton, East-
gate Buildings, Chester, on or before Monday January 25.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Belgian Academy of Arts and Sciences Best Essay
on * The Period at which Architecture in the Low Countries
became affected by Italian Influence.' Premium, 1,000
francs.

Bilbao, Spain.—Designs fora House of Mercy for lodging
the poor. Premiums, 200/., 100/., and 60/. each. F. di
Llyardi, 124 Cannon Street, B.C.

Dumfries, N.B.—Designs for the Erection of a New
Infirmary. Premium, 60/. Mr. SymonB, Writer, Dum
fries.

RoTHKRHAM.—March 15.—For Plana, ito., for erecting a
Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 75/. is offered
for the best design, 50/. for the second, and 25/. for the
third. John Barras, hon. secretary, Rothertuun, December
15, 18G8.

Vienna, Austria.—This Municipality reqntre Designs,
Plans, Estimates, 4zc, for the Erection of a New Hotel de
Villa. Open to all Europe. For Particulars, Austrian
Consul-General, 21 Rue Laffitte, Paris. (See Architect,
Jan. 2, p. 12.)

South Metropolitan Schools, Sutton, Surrey.—For
Designs for the Erection of an Infant Establishment adjoin
ing the present Schools. Premiums of 40 Guineas each for
the three designs considered the best. February 2. J. Bur
gess, Clerk to the Managers, Vestry Hall, Walworth.

CONTRACTS OPEN.

EASTDKHKTtAM.—Jan. 20.—Designs for Two Chapels and
a Porter's Lodge, to be erected in the Burial Ground of the
•aid Parish. G. S. Tinkler, Clerk to the Board.

Abeboavenxt.—Erection of a town hall, with shops,
offices, and other buildings, and the reconstruction of the
general market place, with other works, Jan. 25, 1869.
J. T. Rutherford, Abergavenny.

Kmghley.—Erection of warehouse, with offices, en-
-ances to general works, itc. William Sugden, architect.

Cum.—The Government of this Republic require Ten-
>rs for Cast Iron Columns, Roof Posts, fee., Oast Iron
fork for 27 Bridges, and 1,700 Squares of Galvanised Cor

rugated Iron Roofing, itc. The Chilian Legation, 18
Gloucester Gardens, Hyde Park.

Wantage.—Erection of new brewery, Jan. 19, 1869.
Managing director, Wantage Brewery Company, Wantage.

Moxiiouth.—For erection of new workhouse for the
Morrmoath Union, Feb. 5, 1869. Edwin Richards, clerk tA
the Local Board, Monmouth.

Kendal.—Erection of a residence for H. Arnold, Esq.
Mr. J. Bintley, architect, Old Town Hall Chambers,
Kendal.

Kexdai Erection of a villa residence for William
Williamson, Esq., Jan. 11, 1869. Stephen Shaw, architect,
KcndaL

Heverbiiam.—Rebuilding tower of St. Mary's Church,
Jan. 23, 1869. Paley and Austin, architecui, Castle Hill.

Tekrinoton, YonERirmE.— Restoration _
of tlie parish church, Terrington, Yorkshire, t ....
I860. Mr. Christian, architect, 8A, Whitehall
London, S.W.

Borough of Salfobd.—For the Ironwork, Woodwork,
and Paving required in the formation of Cattle and Sheep
Pens for the extension of the Cattle Market. Surveyor's
office, Town Hall, Salford. Wednesday, January 13. Mr.
S. Brett, Salford.

Bury Burial Board.—For supplying and fixing about
700 yards of Wooden Posts and Iron Rails far the roads
from Manchester Road and Gigg Lane to the Cemetery.
January 11. Mr. James Farrar, Architect, No. 12, Market
Street, Bury.

Burt Improvement.—The Bury 1
sioners are prepared to receive T
•lazed Sewer Pipes, Tiles, and Jn
and descriptions, Cost Iron f
Edging Stones, and Channi
1869. To be eeut in by January 11.
to the Commissioners.

Radcxiffe Local Board.—Tenders are invited for a
supply of Glazed Sewer Pipes, Tiles, Junctions, and Invert
Blocks, of various sizes and descriptions, np to December 31 ,
1869. Jease Haworth, Water Lane, Radcliffe.

Warrington Bavk Quat Sewerage District.—Con
tract No. 2. Apply to Mr. B. P. Coxon, Surveyor, itc.
Bank Chambers, Horscmarket Street, Warrington.

Leeds,—For the various workB required in the erection
of a good house in Fictoria Rood, Headingley. James
Charles, Infirmary Street.—For any portion of the works
required in the erection of two houses on the Newton Green
Estate. David Drury, architect, Britannia Buildings, Town
Hal 1.—For the various works in fourteen houses in Hogg's
Field. Holbcck. Richard Towse, architect, Dewsbury Road,
Leeds.— Floor boards wanted, about 1,100 square yards ; the
best white, 1 inch thick, and very dry. ~~
Royal Park, Leeds,

Bowlixq CHArEL.—For the erection of '.
leyan Chapel. C. E. Taylor, architect, Commercial Bank
Chambers, Bradford.

Stanxinglet Station'.- -For constructing a mill, shed,
warehouse, engine bed, boiler-house, chimney, reservoir,
itc., near Stanuingley Station, Tuesday, January 12. C. E.
Taylor, architect, Commercial Bank Chambers, Bradford.

West Loxdox Railway.—London and North-Westem
and Great Western Railways.—For the Enlargement of the
Passenger Station at Kensington. January 14. J. West,
Secretary, Euston Station.

Flaistow.—St. Pnncras Schools.—For Construction of
Iron House and Buildings. January 14. J. Moore, Clerk
to Guardians.

Kingston Union, Surrey.—For Erection of Receiving
Wards, Tramp Words, itc January 18. R. F. Barthranr
Clerk to Guardians.

RANDEI.L A SAUNDERS have much pleasure in informing
their friends, and the Buildiiut Trade generally, that to facilitate
building operation* during; the winter season, the)- haw pro '
a large stock ot'well-teanoned Corsham Down Block Stone.

Bath Stone Office, Coroham, Wilts.—[Advt.]

STONE BROTHERS ore
_\Vell aei
Box Or.

bility. , .
Farl.igh

sizes.
Combe Down Stone—Fbic la

durable.

8 are now supplying Corsham Down Stone
immediate use, and of the belt qaolity.
Unequalled fur even texture and dura-

Prices, and cost of
cation to the Bj ''

W. W. SPRAQ-TJE & Co., Lithographers,

Printers, & Stationers, 14 Sherborne Lnne,

King William Street, London, E.C

Bills of Quantities, Specifications,

Copied or Lithographed with rapidity and

-Voir Ready.

Spbaques' Pocket Diary and Memorandum Book,

for tho use of Architects and Sttryeyors.
The Tables, Memoranda, be, hav« been compiled by an
experienced Purveyor, and will, from their compactness,
be found very convenient to the profeation.

In Roan Wallet. 7s. sd. The Diary and Tables in Paper Cover,
?9. The Tables only, Is.

TO BUILDERS and OTHERS.^Several Sums
to LEND on MORTGAGE of FREEHOLD or LEASE

HOLD PROPERTIES, at 5 per cent., or on DEPOSIT of
LEASES for short term*. I»arxe houso* not quite finished not
objected to. No preliminary fees— Ipnly personulU to Mr.
WILLIAM TOY, Surveyor, 40 King William Strce:, London
Bridge, City.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL, AND

TIMBER MERCHANTS,

120 BTJITHILL-ROW, LONDON.E.O.

of ev<
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THE SITE OF THE PALACE OF JUSTICE.

"|OST Englishmen linve a characteristic re-t

pugnance to tlie re-opening of a question

that lifts once been settled. This indis

position forms a feature of our practical

conduct. In tbo press of daily business,
■we feel that \ve have no time to be always

looking back. AYhat our neighbours call

accepting a fait accompli, is, in our case, a

condition of progress. Our laws, our

language, and our habits of thought, are

all opposed to the rehearing of a cause on

which judgment has once been delivered.

There are, however, exceptions to this general and salutary rule.

When information that was in the first instance suppressed has come to

"light, when a new and essential witness has come forward, or when it

has been shown that a decision had been arrived at in ignorance of

some main fact, our sense of fair play leads us to overcome our dislike

t ) hark back upon our steps. In such cases we have a new trial.

0a such grounds, many of those who take the warmest and the

' most enlightened interest in the architectural beauty and dignity of

the_ metropolis, claim that the question ef the site of the new Palace

of justice shall be re-considered. Sir Charles Trevelyan has brought

the matter before the public with much force, and has adduced, as a

p'.ea for being heard, the reason that ' the Embankment site fever
■ h\s beex considered.' When the ( 'ommission which selected the

Carey Street site was appointed, in 1858, the Thames Embankment

Act had not passed. It was not passed until four years afterwards;

and the question of a river frontage was not even alluded to in the

report.

Such being the fact", it is clear that tho case is one which ought

to be fully investigated. It is no anticipation of tho results of such

an investigation, to bring forward the arguments of the advocates of

the Embankment as the best site. They are such as to establish, to

sny the least of it, a good primafacie case in its favour.

Step by step London is being rebuilt. A change, as great as that

which was brought about by the memorable tire of 1G60, is silently

taking place throughout the whole area of the metropolis. The

enormous extension of a cluster of cities and towns, which doubles its

bulk every forty years, is enforcing that piercing of the mass by

straight, broad, lines of communication, which the genius of Sir

Christopher Wren desired to accomplish. Amid all our questions and

hesitations as to style— Classic, or Gothic, or Victorian—costly, and

often noble piles of building spring up as if by natural growth.

And, chief of all improvements, that silver stream, which we had

turned into an offensive and pestiferous sewer, has been so far re

deemed from the consequence of long neglect, that salmon now run

above the bridges ; and that, only last week, a school of porpoises (so

strange a set of visitors as to be spoken of by tho observers as a drove.)

have been seen disporting in the water, and have given to the inhabit

ants of Westminster and of Lambeth the excitement of a miniature

whale fishery.

The Thames, thus restored, to some extent, to its proper functions as

an ornament, a highway, and a source of health and of pleasure to the

citizens grouped on its banks, is being girded with appropriate quay

walls. One of these, a work of which any city might be proud, now

reaches from Westminster nearly to Blackfriars, and affords the most

direct line of communication between the two central points of the

metropolis—the head and the heart. From the Palace of the Legis

lature, and the vicinity of the Court and of the Ministerial offices at

Westminster, to the Bank, the Exchange, and the centre of coin-

London, the direct route lies along the Thames Embank-

Sir C. Trevelyan is, perhaps, carried away by the enthusiasm of the

advocate, when he says that, ' without exaggeration, the Thames

Kmbankineut is the finest site in Europe—perhaps, all the circum

stances considered, in the world.' Without endorsing a statement

which will find many opponents, no further from us than Paris, we

can have no hesitation in assuming that, architecturally considered,

it is one of the finest sites in London ; and that, viewed as a question

of convenience, it is unrivalled. A large facade erected on that broad

bighway will be sees. Simple as the statement may seem, it is one

on which to ponder. To lay out a large sum of money in erecting a

highly ornate building'on a spot where it is so penned in by streets

and houses that no line view can be obtained of its proportions, is an

absurdity. If a large edifice is fated to be constructed in a position
■where 'the lofty pile of King's College Hospital would overlook it;'

where ' a sordid and infectious neighbourhood ' would flank it to the

west and the north-west ; where any front, but that turned to the

Strand, would be imperfectly seen ; and where the facade, at which a

sidelong glance could thus be cast, would not bo combined in one

general view with any other buildings of any architectural pretension ;

common sense would enjoin us to waste no money upon ornamenta

tion. The warehouse style of elevation, with plain large windows,

craving as much of the obscured light of heaven as opposite building8

did not impede, is that which is most suitable for a structure reared

on such a site.

On this pent-up situation, we are further reminded, the rise from

the Strand is so considerable, that no judge could be set down from

his carriage at the door of his Court 1 The steps, from the Strand

side, will rise about 80 feet Judges, barristers, solicitors, and wit

nesses, condemned to this perpetual treadmill, will no doubt bless the

wisdom that has provided them with tho occasion of such constitu

tional exercise. The spectators are to have a further advantage of

the same equivocal nature, as the number of steps they would hato

to mount in reaching the galleries provided for them approaches one

hundred. Even if the additional feature of a corkscrew staircase

should be modified, it is clear that the convenience of the public is

the last thing that is studied by the advocates of the Carey Street

site.

On architectural grounds, it is undeniable, there can be no ques

tion as to the selection of site. The happy accident of the time at

which the Thames Embankment was undertaken," has presented us

with a noble area of open ground, on which the highest efforts of the

successful architect will meet with what is not elsewhere to be

obtained—a pictorial situation. Thus considered, the question be

tween Carey Street and the Embankment is the question between a

Palace of Justice, worthy of the age, and a pile of inconveniently

crowded buildings, the stylo and ornamentation of which are of the

less importance, because no ono will be able fairly to look at them.

Economy might, it is true, be effected by abandoning all architectural

pretension ; but it would be a mean and unworthy economy. And,

moreover, it is not designed to attempt it.

As regards convenience, the question is hardly less one-sidod. We

havo referred to the subject of thoroughfare.

The Embankment site adjoins a public road, 100 feet wide. A rail

way runs underneath that roadway, and the Thames beyond furnishes

an open space which it is impossible should ever be blocked up. The

bridges give ready access to the southern banks of the river; the

steamers, constantly plying, would bs available for a large part of the

metropolitan population. The Strand, disencumbered to a great ex

tent of its present choking traflic, by the two storeys of river sideway,

would give access to the rear. The Temple is close by. A direct

northern line of access must form a feature of the treatment of the

large area now cleared, and in course of clearance, between the

Strand and Holbom. The convenience of the Bench, tho Bar, and

the Suitors, is equally provided for, by the selection of that site which,

in the artistic point of view, is unique.

Why should we not secure these undeniable advantages ? Is it

because they havo only offered themselves in the nick of time P

Such, put iu its true colours, is the main argument for Carey Street.

Is it because the site which was selected when the Embankment was

not in existence, has been purchased ? But no one argues that the

public will sustain any loss by the re-.sa!e of thnt valuable area ; as to

which, moreover, much addition would be requisite, were it devoted

to the erection of the Law Courts. To the 800,000/. already ex

pended, the Commissioners report, that an addition must be made,

amounting to 700,000/. In other words, only half of the inferior site

is yet purchased. Is it not worth while to pause before we lay out the

required three quarters of a million, to extend a site which commands

no single lino at once of vision and of approach ?

Mr. Tite has given the weight of nis judgment and experience

to the support of the views of Sir C. Trevelyan. While gracefully

refraining from the use of any argument that might defer the realisa

tion of the much-admired design of a brother architect, he has directed

attention to an important feature of the case. The main object of

the concentration of the Courts of Law is the convenience of the Bench

and of the Bar, as much as that of the suitors andwitnesses in the courts.

The loss of time incurred between Guildhall and Westminster has

been a national loss. The litigant who had paid his fee to secure the

services of the ablest counsel, has often had cause to regret the distance

that separated the two sets of ill-constructed Courts. But while the

argument for the concentration in one building of all the business that

is transacted by the aid of the same set of barristers is conclusive, it

by no means extends to the limit of all legal occupation. The Pro

bate department is a case in point ; the arrangements proper for the

storing of wills, and for giving due and undisturbed access to the persons

who have to consult them, are not only entirely distinct from those of

the tribunals of Justice, but no good reason can be given for uniting

them under the same roof. We may go further, and say that the lofty

halls and spacious galleries which are requisite for the course of public

law, are so distinct, structurally speaking, from the vaulted rooms and

fire-proof communications proper to the Becord Department, that they

can hardly, with any advantage, be architecturally combined in the

same building. Mr. Tite proposes that the Tribunals should be

erected in Carey Street, and the Probate Court, and other offices, on

the Embankment. The more natural arrangement would appear to

be the reverse. Why not place the quiet and spacious offices fre

quented by private practitioners in the less conspicuous station, and

secure the light, the air, and the free access of the Embankment, for

the lofty courts that will be thronged by the public P

It may be said thnt we proposed only to open the pleadings, and

that we have adopted the language of advocacy. We think it is rather

the case that we have, unawares, been led on step by step, by the irre

sistible logic of truth. We have taken no retaining fee on behalf of the
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Embankment site. We are conscious of no motive, save that -which

we hold in common with every obaewer of architectural taste who

takes an interest in the future grandeur of London. On the eve of

laying out three or four millions sterling in a national work that is

intended to be permanent, we are desirous that the best site should

be selected, and that it should be worthily occupied. We would

neither see a noble building crammed into a spot where it could

never be properly seen, nor a magnificent site appropriated to any

•other than national purposes.

Among the advocates of the Embankment site, Mr. Layord, now

the First Commissioner of Works, has distinctly enrolled himself, as

will be remembered by all who heard him speak on a recent occasion at

the Institute of Architects. We must not, on that account, presume on

the support of the Government on behalf of a reconsideration of the

-question, unless a change be loudly urged. There is a weakness, common

to many honourable men, which leads them, when in positions of official

responsibility, to give to their own friends, or to their own private

opinions, less weight than is their due. They are afraid of being

thought partial. They are suspicious of being suspected of favouritism.

To avoid the risk of this imputation, they err in tho opposite direc

tion. It requires a certain largeness of heart in a man, where newly

called to office, to think only of the future results of his stewardship, and

to give to his country the full benefit of his best and unbiassed judg

ment. Seen through official spectacles, objects are wont to appear

very much alike to the most short-sighted and to the most long

sighted politicians. Let no one, therefore, think that the question

can be permitted to settle itself, or that any pause is to be allowed in

the exertions of those who are anxious to secure a result which

members of the Government, in their private capacity alone, have

admitted to be highly desirable .

The argument that there is no time for reconsideration will hardly

survive the operation of being put into definite form. The finest hall

in London is nearly 800 years old. The Abbey is in its sixth century ;

St Paul's is at the close of its second. When we are about to lay

the foundations of a building that we hope will take its place along

side of these venerable structures, are we to have anything but that

which is certainly the best, because it may cost two or three years'

delay to secure, or to ascertain what the best really is f Such an

argument is on a par with that of the man who would begin a lofty

building on an insecure foundation, in order to save the time involved

in going down to the rock.

When we remember what London was in the last Georgian reign ;

when we recall the stucco-faced grandeur of Regent's Park, and the

character of the street architecture of the era ; when we think of the

humiliation experienced by the Englishman of tnste on his visit to

Continental capitals, ancient or modern, when he contrasted them

with his own : we cannot but feel a sympathy with those who are

now anxious that London should become what it may well be made.

From the Palace of Westminster and its sacred companion to the fine

■open area of Trafalgar Square, all that is paltry and squalid is about to

be swept. From Hyde Park and St. James's, through the picturesque

streets of Piccadilly and Pall Mall, by the quaint towers of St. James's,

we shall have an unrivalled sweep of park and palace down to the

river. Along the noble quay, by the varied and graceful bridges, in

cluding in the line the grand river front of Somerset House, the range

of Imperial buildings will continue, till it closes in that structure, of

which an eloquent voice, only just hushed, has said, ' What eye

trained to all that is perfect in architecture does not recognise the

inimitable beauty of its lines, the majestic, yet airy swelling of its

dome, its rich, harmonious ornamentation P ' It is as a feature of this

grand architectural range that we wish to recognise the new Palace

of Justice.

SIR MATTHEW DIG BY WYATT.

MR. M. DIGBY WYATT has been knighted by Her Majesty, and

there can be little doubt, either among members of his own

profession or the public at large, that he has fairly earned the honour.

The departments of art and science to which a successful architect

may be led by individual taste or by the force of circumstances to

direct his attention are various and manifold ; and should he be ofa

literary turn, there is really no end to the subjects which, if they

have not already entered into the scheme of his special education, are

so intimately allied with its purpose as at once to invite his research

and derive enlightenment from his mature experience during what

intervals of leisure he may snatch from his busy calling.

Of Mr. Wyatt's untiring industry in such pursuits we have abund

ant proof in the numerous and handsomely illustrated volumes which

have from time to time issued from the press under his direct super

intendence, and for which he has supplied the descriptive text.

Among these we may mention the splendid work which has placed

on record the condition of industrial art in Europe as it was repre

sented in the Great Exhibition of 1851. When we remember tho

comprehensive range of subjects treated in these pages—how every

branch of design and of refined handicraft, ceramic and textile, as well

as in the precious metals and the various branches of decorative art,

was discussed and described in turn, not only from an antiquarian

end critical, but also from a technical point of view, it is impossible

to ignore the beneficial influence which English manufacture must

have derived from such conscientious and exhaustive labour. This

influence has acquired additional force from the fact that Mr. Wyatt

has been a prolific designer as well as an illustrator in the field of

industrial art

And what Mr. Wyatt thus did in a collective form he has done

elsewhere with special attention to individual subjects. His treatise on

Mediaeval Metal-work was long the text-book of students and the

delight of amateurs, representing as it does the well-selected examples

of an art to which, at the time the book was published, no adequate

attention had been directed in this country. Again, his ' Notices of

the Art of Sculpture in Ivory,' his contributions to the ' Art Treasures

of the United Kingdom,' and to the Grammar of Ornament, to say

nothing of his interesting and careful essay on Illuminating, which

was appended to tho series of specimens illustrated by Mr. Tymms,

are all valuable additions to that department of literature with which

his name has been for years past so creditably associated. Nor must

we forget those more intimately connected with his own profession,

on ' Mosaic-work,' on Polychromatic Decoration, and a host of other

subjects, which have at various periods enriched the Sessional Papers

of the Institute and the published Transactions of the Society of Arts.

Occasionally we have found him occupying the field of biography — as

in his notice of the late J. Britton, and his 'Architectural Career of

the late Sir C. Barry ; ' and, in short, it would be difficult in these

columns to find space even for a brief description of all that has been

accomplished by the happy union in Mr. Wyatt of an accurate judg

ment, a well-directed industry, and a facile pen.

But we should hardly be doing justice to his reputation if we did

not bear in mind that, while following his literary bent, he has not

allowed it to interfere, as some professional writers have done, with

the more practical duties of his calling. More than twenty years

ago he was consulted on the embellishment and re-decoration of the

Adelphi Theatre. In 1850 he assisted in arranging the plan of the

Great Exhibition Building, which was raised in the following year ;

and shortly afterwards he was associated with Mr. Brunei in designing

the Paddington Station and other works on the Great Western

Railway. When the Crystal Palace first reared its glassy vaults on

the hills of Surrey, to Mr. Digby Wyatt, in conjunction with Mr.

Owen Jones, were entrusted the superintendence nud decoration of the

Architectural Courts, which, criticised as they have been both by

cognoscenti and amateurs, have, nevertheless, familiarised the British

public more with the ' frozen music ' of past ages than we could have

hoped to do by any other means. In the field of domestic architec

ture, the mansions of Compton Wynyates, Warwickshire, Isfield

Place, Sussex, and Castle Asnby, Northamptonshire, bear evidence of

Mr. Wyatt's skill when devoted to the renewal and modification of

ancient work ; and it was his diligent archaeological researches, no less

than his other attainments, which no doubt induced Her Majesty to

entrust him with the restoration of North Marston Church. In

our last issue we gave a perspective view of the large mansion of

Possingworth, Sussex, recently erected for Mr. Louis Huth from the

designs of Mr. Digby Wyatt. For the Rovol Engineers he designed the

Crimean Memorial Arch at Chatham. His Oriental connections have

been useful to him in many ways, and secured his services for the old

East Indian Museum; a design—not, we believe, yet carried out—for

the Post Office at Calcutta ; the Barracks Chapel and Hospital at War-

ley, Essex ; and several minor works, before he was appointed joint

architect, with Mr. G. G. Scott, for the New India Office, in the

execution of which work, or, to speak more correctly, that portion of

it which was committed to his care, he has acquitted himself in a

manner worthy of his name and reputation.

That reputation had indeed been acknowledged and recognised in

this country, as well as on the Continent, long before it was proposed to

confer on him the well-merited honour which he has just received.

So long ago as 1849 he was sent by the Society of Arts to Paris and

to Florence for the purpose of preparing a report on French and

Italian industry, and the following year found him Secretary to the

Executive Committee of the Roynl Commission for the Great Exhibi

tion of 1851, the advantage of his services iu this direction having

been previously tested by his appointment as a ' Royal Commissioner

for Preliminary Inquiries.' He received, in recognition for those ser

vices, a donation of 1,000/. with a set of medals from the Commission,

to which his Royal Highness the late Prince Consort graciously added

his Private Gold Medal. We mav add, that in connection with the

subsequent International Exhibitions of 1855, 1802, and 1807, Mr.

Wyatt served as a British Juror. He has been decorated by two

eminent private societies—namely, by the Royal Institute of British

Architects, who, iu 1800, conferred on him their highest honour—Her

Majesty's Gold Medal, annually awarded to a distinguished architect

or savant—and by the Institution of Civil Engineers, from whom he

received the Telford Mednl. Finally, Mr. Wyatt is a Chevalier of

the Legion d'Honneur, and wears the Cross of the San Maurizio and

Lazzaro Order.

After these distinguished marks of Boval and private appreciation

both at home and abroad, the modest title henceforth prefixed to his

name can add but little to the very creditable position which he has

won for himself in the world of art and letters. We should be glad

to hope that Mr. Digby Wyatt is only the first of a long list of emi

nent professional men whose services the Government of this country

are prepared to recognise in, at least, as worthy a manner. The distri

bution of such favours has been until lately a matter of some perplexity

to those who would arrive at some fixed principle on which the powers

that be have been guided in their choice both of honours and recipients.

Posterity may be amused to learn that during the reign of good Queen
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Victoria, while it was the custom merely to knight presidents of the

Royal Academy, the dignity of a baronetcy was conferred upon a

successful tradesman who chanced, as Lord Mayor, to entertain a

foreign potentate at a Mansion House lunch. Yet after all, the true

value of these distinctions lies not in their social importance, but in

the individual merit with which they are associated. It is something

for Mr. Digbv Wyatt to have received this honour ; it is more to

feel that he lias deserved it.

CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, DUBLIN.

Br George Edmund Stbeet, A.R.A.

(/"mm the Architects Report to the Dean and Chapter.")

ris impossible for me to go very deeply into the documentary

evidence (so far as any exists) by which the age of the various

portions of this fabric may perhaps be precisely determined. I can

only give here a very general resume1 of what has been already pub

lished by Sir J. Ware and others, though at the same time I must

express my earnest hope that the interest which the contemplated

restoration will doubtless excite may induce those who have the

opportunity to prosecute, in a more careful and exhaustive way, the

inquiry which those writers have only commenced; that so, with

the aid of the facts which the building itself tells us, the foundations

may be laid for a complete history of what is in my opinion one of

the best and most refined works of art of the thirteenth century of

which Ireland can boast.

The ninin facts as to the erection of this Cathedral, which I gather

from Sir James Ware, and the other writers * whose works I have

had an opportunity of consulting, may be summarised as follows :—

Christ Church, though now less valued in popular estimation

than the Cathedral of St. Patrick, is nevertheless the older and

more interesting of the two. Its original foundation appears to

date from the beginning of the eleventh century, and its first

dedication seems to have been in honour of the Blessed Trinity.

Donnt, Bishop of Dublin (1038-74), is said to have built part of the

church for secular canons. The portion attributed to him is ' the

nave aud wings of the Cathedral, and he is said to have ' erected

from the foundation the chapel of St. Nicholas on the north side of

the church.' Of his work no trace now remains so far as I can see.

After him, Laurence O'Toole, Archbishop of Dublin, Richard, sur-

named Strongbow, Robert Fitz-Stephen, and Raymond le Gros,

undertook to enlarge the church, and at their own charges built the

choir, steeple, and two chapels, one dedicated to St. Edmund, King

and Martyr, and to St. Mary, and the other to St. Laud. Another

chapel was subsequently built on the south side of the choir, which,

having first of all been dedicated to the Holy Ghost, was dedicated

to St.Xaurence O'Toole after his canonization. Archbishops Comyn

(1181-1212), De Loundres (1213-28), and Luke, also an English

man (1228-55), are reckoned among the principal benefactors of this

Cathedral, and, as will be seen, with good reason, inasmuch as it must

have been during their time that the greater part of the existing fabric

was erected. Finally, Archbishop John de St. Paul (1349-62) is

said to hare built a little before his death, at his own charge, the

whole of the ' chancel,' together with the Archiepiscopal Throne as it

existed in 1858.

From Brewer's ' Beauties of Ireland ' I gather that in a.d. 1283

(January 11), the steeple, chapter-house, dormitory, and cloister were

destroyed by fire, and that on the vigil of the feast of St. Edmund the

King, 1316, the steeple of the cathedral was thrown down by a vio

lent storm of wind. Subsequently, in 1562, the stone vault of the

nave fell and carried with it in its fall the greater part of the south

arcade and of the south aisle. This is recorded by an inscription

which was inserted in the wall when it was rebuilt, and which still

remains. It is as follows :—' This . wal . fel . down . in . an . 1502 .

the . bilding . of . this . wal . was . in . an . 1562.' t The work seems

to have been long in hand, as in 1585 the then Lord Deputy, Sir John

l'errot, gave a portion of a fine inflicted on one Maguire towards ' re

building the walls ' of Christ Church.

The date of the erection of the chapel of St. Mary on the north side

of the choir does not seem to be recorded. It was used until within

about fifty years, since which time it has been desecrated, and con

verted into dwelling-houses, &c.

In 1831 considerable alterations were again made in the church.

It was at this date, I believe, that the complete transformation of the

old choir into its present condition was accomplished—a much to be

regretted work, as it seems to have concealed or destroyed almost

every relic of the original architecture of this part of the church, with

no compensating advantage of any kind.

This Church seems not only to have had a succession of English

archbishops, but to have derived some solid advantages from its

English connection, inasmuch as in 1216 King John granted to it the

Deanery of Penkridge in Staffordshire, and several villages connected

therewith, and by a bull of 1260 the Archbishops of Dublin appear

to have been made Deans of Penkridge.

• Rer. Dr. Jcbb's account of Christ Church, in a paper read before the St. Patrick's

Snrirty for the Study of Ecclesiology.
The Works of Sir James Ware concerning Ireland, edited by Harris.
Walsh and Whitelaw's History of Dublin.
Poole and Cash's History of Dublin.
Brewer's Beauties of Ireland,

t In Brew r * book this las', dat e is giyen as ' 1570.'

In 1541, while Archbishop Brown was in possession of this see

King Henry VHX converted and changed (as the charter soith) the

Prior and Convent of the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity into a dean

and chapter, and from about this time it has generally been called by

the name of Christ Church.

On the south side of the nave and transept were extensive remains

of the old buildings of the Priory, and possibly of the Archbishop's

Palace. These had been converted, before they were removed, into

Courts of Law, and a plan and account of them (partly based on

personal recollections) are given by Dr. Jebb in his paper read before

the St. Patrick's Society for the Study of Ecclesiology in 1855.

No trace remains of these buildings now ; and, in the interests of

archaaology, this is very much to be regretted. Some old views exist

showing the church as it was before the buildings were removed, and

these are mainly interesting in showing that the existing south door

way of the transept is a modern insertion, having been removed from

some other portion of the building.

I need extract no more from the writers to whom I have referred,

because, in truth, they have not gone far in the attempt to find docu

mentary evidence, and have almost altogether neglected the study of

that which, after all, if rightly studied, affords as much information

as any document ; I mean the fabric of the church itself.

I cannot find that this has ever been deemed worthy oi specia

notice by architectural critics. Yet I am at a loss to understand

how this can be, for ever since I have known Dublin I have always-

regarded it as the greatest architectural treasure of the city ; and, as.

is usually the case, the more carefully I have studied its archu-'etural

details the more have I been impressed by their value and beauty.

In all cases where a crypt exists under any portion of an ancient

building, it is there that the architect, who wishes really to study the

history of its erection, will commence his investigation. The altera

tions above ground did not, by any means, always involve alterations-

below; and as the use of crypts was never very great, and had a

tendency to decrease, they were usually left alone wherever altera

tions in them could be avoided. So, even when such great works as

the reconstruction of choirs, or the erection of towers, were under-

takenj we constantly find that the crypts were, if necessary, broken

into in order to provide the necessary walls and foundations, but

otherwise left completely in their old state.

It was with no little satisfaction, therefore, that I heard of the

existence of a large crypt under this Cathedral, and with delight that,,

upon investigating it, I discovered here the whole architectural his

tory of the fabric written in a very clear and unmistakable way. So

far as I can learn, the plan of this curious crypt has never been

remarked on, and the singular planning of its eastern limb never

seems to have been noticed or studied to the extent which it de

serves ; if, indeed, it has ever been noticed at all.

It is not a little curious how completely different the plan of the

choir of the church is from that of the crypt. But the latter, in spite

of the alterations above ground, shows exactly what the outline of

the old choir must have been before Archbishop John de S. Paul

altered and enlarged it.

{To be continued.)

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

Br J. P. Seddon, F.R.I.B.A.J

THE block-plans and sections which have been prepared by

Mr. Street since his appointment as architect to the new Law

Courts, and which have received the approval of the Courts of Jus

tice Commission, were presented to tne Institute of Architects at

their ordinary general meeting on the 4th instant.

As might be expected, they show many important deviations from

his original design, with some new features, and others which appeared

in the plans of some of his fellow-competitors. Still, in the main,

the design now put forward is distinctly Mr. Street's own, and

founded upon his former one.

Looking to the block-plan, the buildings are confined within the

main parallelogram of the site, and do not extend beyond it westward

over the area of Clement's Inn. So far the space dealt with has been,

even more restricted than that allowed in the competition ; on the

other hand, the awkward intrusion of Pickett Street into it has been>

ignored.

The structure is arranged with the outer zone of offices bounded by

the Strand, Carey Street, and a proposed new road through Dane s

and Clement's Inns on the south, north, and west sides respectively.

On the east, a spacious court with entrance gateway is opened, op

posite the centre, to Chancery Lane, and a road southward of this

substituted for Bell Yard ; but, northward, the Law Institution and

a fire insurance office adjoining it are left. It is eo evident, however,

that these cannot be suffered to remain, that it may bo assumed that

the building would have streets of sufficient width all round it. In

deed, I hear it is contemplated to remove the houses which would

intervene between it and New Square, Lincoln's Inn ; and if such be

carried out, a noble frontage to the north would be secured. King's

College Hospital would then not long be permitted to stand in such

unpleasant proximity as to compel an angle of the Law Courts to

be shaved on for its avoidance.

The main structure containing the majority of the Courts with
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their appurtenances is so placed within tho outer zone as to leave a

spacious internal street around thres sides of it, hut this central

block touches the zone at the eastern end. The open sp ice is

approached through two wide gateways on the Strand side, and

one on that next Carey Street, aiid is spanned-by several bridges of

communication.

Ample light and ventilation to the buildings of the outer zone

are thus secured, but a glance at the plan of the central block

shows that Sir. Street has been cramped by the limited nature of

the she, just as all the competitors were in the first instance ; and

that unless more space for expansion he allowed both to the east

and west, and if possible to the north also, the site is not suffi

cient for the proper requirements of the building, and that it would

be far better to seek another on the Embankment.

Seriously, it is essential that this whole question be regarded now in

itsentiretv, and that petty economy either of time or money should not

prevent tie best possible arrangement of this whole legal portion of

the metropolis being carried out. There is at present no need to regret

any step that has been taken, and the purchase and clearing of the

site now poptised for the Law Courts, far from being wasted, should

the building be moved southward of the Strand, has only rendered

practicable such a disposition of the surrounding neighbourhood as

would previously have been thought Utopian. What is the necessity

for the retention of any portion of the legal quarter northward of

Ilolboni ? Surely no special value attaches to the miserable struc

tures of Gray's Inn, and yet it seems in their interest alone that the

consideration of the site on the Embankment is demurred to, since

the removal of the Law Courts southward could only benefit the

Temples, and he of slight moment to Lincoln's Inn. In a parallelo

gram bounded laterally by Chancery Lane, and a wide road formed

parallel with it to the west (giving the communication between the

north and south so urgently needed by the public), and by Ilolboni

and the Strand, room might be found for accommodation for the

occupants of Gray's, Clement's, and Dane's Inns, infinitely better than

they possess, and the ground vacated beyond riolbom might with

advantage be secured for the erection of dwellings for the working

classes, the want of which in London is one of the crying evils of

the day.

As far as the first impression conveved by these confessedly incom

plete drawings goes, it would appear that the practical accommodation

has been fairly and satisfactorily worked out by Mr. Street, considering

the limited nature of the site. Many difficulties are, however, still

not surmounted, simply because it is impossible to do so for want of

space and of convenient difference of level. The first of these may

be remedied (by the extension of the present site, as already pointed

out), but the latter cannot be, whereas the Embankment otters an

easy solution to both.

A central hall forming the feature of the building in Mr. Street's

present, as in his former plan, shows that a decision, in my opinion a

wise one, has been arrived at upon that vexed question. Around this

hall are grouped, mostly in pairs, twenty-one Courts, as follows :— The

three Queen s Bench, the three Common Pleas, and three Exchequer

Courts, on the Strand side ; the Admiralty and Probate at the western

end ; the Equity Courts and spare Ecclesiastical, and the Exchequer

Chambers, on the north side. Boom is found for three others—the

spare Common Law, the Appellate and Bankruptcy Courts, in the

outer zone.

The disposition of the offices is as follows:—On the north side next

Carey Street are the Registrars in Chancery, the Accountant-General,

and the Record and Writ departments, with the Taxing Masters, and

Vice-Chancellors' Chambers. In the north-east angle opposite King's

College Hospital is the Appellate Court and its appurtenances. Tho

western side is occupied by the Probate and Divorce department ;

the south-western angle by the Admiralty and Bankruptcy depart

ments; the south side by the several Judges' chambers and their ap

purtenances; and the south-eastern angle by the Crown Office; while

the eastern facade of the zone, which, as described, touches the main

central structure, is occupied by the principal entrance and accommo

dation for the Bar, and in this lies the principal feature of the pre

sent design as distiuct from Mr. Street's former one, as well as all

those submitted in the competition.

The Court arrangements are as follows:—The court floor is the

second floor above the Strand; and herein is the main defect imposed

by the present site, whereas the Embankment would offer facilities

for placing the court floor on the level of the Strand, without

detriment to those below.

The witnesses' rooms are beneath, with strong rooms again under

them.

The level of the central hall is below the court floor and level with

that of tho witnesses' rooms.

The judges' rooms and corridor are on the outside, at the level of

ihe bench in the courts ; that is to say, on the highest floor of all, for

there are no rooms above them. Access to their department is by

staircases from the internal street, and by bridges from the outer zone.

Other staircases are provided for masters and officers of courts, to

prevent the use by any but judges of their own corridor. This

accommodation for the highest dignitaries and oldest men in the

profession is the most difficult part of the problem to be solved, and

tho height to which thoy are made by the present plan to ascend is

an objection which seems to be necessitated by the proposed site.

The barristers are well provided for: their corridor is on the inner

circuit, beneath the galleries for the public and on the floor of the

courts, and they have their moms for consultation and witnesses

wanted immediately on the other side of their corridor, between it

and the central hall, This arrangement has been only slightly modi

fied from that proposed by Mr. Street in his first design, and though

objections were made to it at the time, its advantages have since been

recognised. There are special bridges of communication through

the hall for the use of the Bar, from the courts on the one side to

those o:i tho other.

The public are admitted to their galleries only by circular staircases,

which aru double, one for ascent, and one for descent, each being pro

vided with a turnstile : they arc entered from the ground level in

the internal street. As the public are to be ignored as much as pos

sible, it would seem that they should not be admitted into this in

ternal street at all, as they could only be in the way there. This

might be managed by making them pass under it ami the outer

zone through tunnels to their stairenses.

Attorneys and their clerks have their own rooms, and their corridor

is below that of the judges, with separate staircases and bridges to

the. offices in the outer zone.

The central hall is 3."!Q feet loug, ~>o feet wide, and about 100 feet

high, with quadripartite vaulting, in one span, without columns or

piers, as in Mr. Street's former design. It will be a noblo hall, but

the bridges across and within it, as they appear to have been treated

in the section, would mar its effect ; they doubtless are capable of im

provement with more matured study.

One great feature in Mr. Street's former plan, the great Will Tower

advanced into Clement's Inn, is no longer seen ; but in place of it are

two towers, quatrefoils on plan, within the internal street, and four

square towers are shown placed near the angles of the building, I

presume for heating and ventilating purposes. It does not seem to

me that any of the towers have been placed where they would pro

duce much effect in the external views of the building, while they

would be almost too important features in the limited space withia

the zone. In my opinion every tower should, if possible, bo advanced

to form a portion of the outer zone, or its effect ns an architectural

feature will be wasted. Were the structure placed upon the Embank

ment, it might be different.

Little of the artistic treatment of the building is to be seen in

these preliminary drawings, anil it would be premature, therefore,

either to describe or give an opiuion with regard to it. The arrange

ment of the plan is, however, calculated to afford ample scope to

Mr. Street's powers of design, both in dealing with it as a whole, and

in producing picturesque effects in parts; and the internal space will

evidently give numerous opportunities tor such happy groupings as

are expected of him.

In concluding this slight and general description of these amended

plans for the proposed New Law Courts, I would remark that,

Laving been one of the competitors myself, I should not have

undertaken the task had I not been urgently requested to do so. I

could not but feel that there was some truth in the representation

made to me, that one who had endeavoured to master all the details

of so complicoted a subject might be better able to deal with it than

one who had not ; and it seemed to me that at this preliminary stage

any very critical survey of the work would not be expected. So

vast a problem must need longer time for its solution and for the

development of its details than has yet been possible to devote to it.

The suggested* change of site to which I lean in the interest of the

public may, I fear, increase its difficulties by the consequent delay

and modification of plan ; but I am confident that Mr. Street wi.l not

grudge any additional labour that may tend to perfect the great

national work he has been worthilv chosen to design.

OUR RAMBLER

AT ST. MICHAEL'S MOUNT ON THE SEA.

IT was an hour or two past noon on the hottest day of a summer

hotter than had been for many years known, when a rickety

chaise, driven by a good-humoured, cheery fellow in a blouse, and

dragged by a sorry horse, might have been seen labouring across

heavy, unsheltered sands. The pelting rays of the sun beat upon the

two occupants of the vehicle—two hardworked architects, escaped

from the pressing claims of practice, and delighted to find themselves

fellow-students once more. Behind them lay miles of sandy road,

noteworthy only for a curious village church ; on the left were low-

hillocks ; on the right, open sands 'stretching away to the distant,

indistinct sea line ; in front rose, solitary and grand, the mount dedi

cated to the Archangel Michael—not the one best known in England

by his name, but its still more interesting French namesake, ' Mont

St. Michel en mer,' the island fort of Normandy.

Nothing can exceed the power of riveting the gaze and filling the

eye and the mind with wonder that hangs about this solitary granite

rock—rising abruptly out of a dead level, which twice in tho

twenty-four hours is unbroken sea, and twice an endless plain of sand.

This peak is not so overpoweringly grand as the Matterhorn, but

there are few other solitary rocks in Europe more impressive—none,

perhaps, so full of interest to the artist as well as to the general'

tourist.

The general aspect of Mont St. Michel as seen from the south is
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an irregular pyramid of rock fringed ttt its base with a level line of

fortification, and its summit crowned by tbe many pinnacles of a

florid chureb, and the nobler and simpler forms of an earlier conven

tual building and a fort. The sides of the rock are scarped artificially

below this fort, and at their feet, nestling behind the enclosing wall,

cluster the few poor houses which go to make up the little town.

We reach at last the feet of the old wall?, which date from the

early years of the fifteenth century, and are of beautiful masonry and

very perfect; and entering by a well-contrived and perfectly pre

served gate we find ourselves in what is no doubt as exact a

realisation of a street in the middle ages as can now be found in

France. Nothing obtrusive, nothing new looking, every house small,

the road narrow, very narrow, very far from clean, and winding, and

everywhere to be read—on almost every stick and stone and corner

—the unmistakeable and happily the tmrcstored handwriting of the

middle ages. The aspect of the bare-legged fisher-people was not

sufficiently modern to dispel the illusion ; one thing, however, and

that one of no small importance to us, had marched with the times :

the ' cuisine ' of 31. TVirier, our bravo old host at the Hotel Mont St.

Michel, was good, and his house, though very homely, was clean.

The rock on which we have alighted is of granite, about half a

mile in circuit, of an irregular oval shape, measuring about 300 yards

by 250, or thereabouts, and about 200 feet high to the base of the

Tery lofty buildings that tower above it. It is only towards the

south that there exists space on which to plant houses. On the

opposite side the precipices rise almost sheer out of the sea. The one

street of the town makes nearly a quarter circle as it ascends towards

the fortress. On either hand are houses, and behind them, on the

left is the steep crag, and on the right the old wall, the ' chemin de

runde ' of which forms indeed the pleasantest path up.

The little parish church and its graveyard offer less attraction to

the archaeologist than usual : the houses however, simple as they are,

continually claim his notice. Their general build presents two massive

party walls of granite, corbelled over boldly at each storey, and filled

in with plain half-timbered work. The granite work has an aspect

of great antiquity, but it is hardly likely to be really quite so remote

in data as its extremely bold simplicity would lead one to guess. At

the backs of many of the houses remarkably clover projecting stair

cases may be found, and there are few of them devoid of the ornament

in almost every room of an original granite ' chemintSe 'fit good design.

The building which we approach as we leave the straggling little

town behind us was at once a fortress and a monastery, and contains a

striking church. As early as the middle of the 12th century this

was a valuable stronghold, and it was the only one in all Normandy

which held out against us after Agincourt. A very picturesque

gateway, flanked by two towers and attributed to the end of the 14th

century (though portions of its work seem earlier), gives access, up

an immense number of steps, to the interior of the fortress, and the

visitor here finds himself under the shadow of the apse of the church,

having on his right a vast and regular pile, commonly known as La

Merveille, and on his left a range of less remarkable and irregular

buildings. The nook in which he has landed gives some wonder

fully picturesque combinations of thirteenth century domestic work

with later additions ; and in this part some interesting problems as

to the date of various changes and alterations might be easily found.

The two important buildings, however, the church and the Wonder

(la Merveille), are all we can hope to describe.

The church has a short nave of four bays, a choir of two bays, and

an apse ; transepts, aisles to the nave and choir, and apsidnl chapels.

The nave and transepts are of very ancient round-arched work ; the

foundation of the church dates from the year 1020, and nearly all the

unaltered portions of this part of the church must date at least as far

back as the twelfth or the earliest years of the thirteenth century.

The nave is said to have been shortened, which is very possible, as the

west front is comparatively modern. This part of the church is very

noble, has an unusual air of height and intricacy, and though partially

restored seems to have been less injured than many French churches

to which this process has been applied. The apse, as we now see it,

is of the fifteenth century, executed in granite, very elaborate, and as

a piece of construction very interesting, but not to compare with the

earlier work for beauty. Its roof and pinnacles, however, and the

high pyramidal roof which surmounts the crux, form a most appro

priate summit to the whole pile of rock and buildings as seen from

the sea.

The building, half monastery and half fort, to which we have more

than once made reference under its local title of ' the Wonder,' adjoins

the church : it is a tolerably regular rectangular gabled block, its

greatest length being parallel to the church; and in all views of

the rock taken from the usual points, the east or south-east,

its immense height is well seen, and its domestic-looking gable,

strengthened by a mighty central buttress, and flanked by an octa

gonal staircase turret with a pyramidal roof, tells out well a little

lower than the apse of the church and to the north of it. The side

wall overlooking the sea rises clear of all surroundings, for a length of

rather more than 200 feet and to a height of about 108 feet, and is

itrengthened by 14 long buttresses. The building presents three

main storeys, each of which is divided into two portions, one gene

rally supposed to have been occupied by military, the other by the

monastic occupants of the old fort.

The lowest storey is a crypt of great dignity of treatment. Its

♦astern portion, divided into two naves by a central row of six circular

columns, is almost unique for its grand simplicity. The columns them

selves resemble classic ones a good deal more than is ordinarily the

case, and the sharp square angles of a plainly groined, quadripartite,

vault, of a slightly pointed outline, without a single moulding of any

sort, spring from their square abaci. To this hall—measuring about

33 feet by 117, and of which the columns are about 12 feet high and

20 inches in diameter—tradition assigns the name of ' Salle des Gardes '

(guard-room). The western part of the crypt—not quite so long, but

wider—is divided into three naves by two hues of shafts. It is, like

the last, seven bays long ; but the proportions of the whole archi

tecture are more slender, and the treatment less decidedly masculine.

Its appropriation is variously stated : sometimes it is called the Stable

of the Knights, sometimes the Monks' Cellar ; probability is in favour

of the latter. Much of this crypt seems to have been carved out

of the live rock ; and in memory of an unsuccessful attempt made

by one Montgomery in 1591 to seize the fortress, these crypts—which

his men actually gained—have been called ' Les Montgomeries.'

Ascending a storey, we gain the level of two striking halls, among

the most noble, and, without doubt, the best preserved, which France

possesses. In these we may form some idea—remembering all the

difficulties of site and material which existed, for all is here of

granite—how large-minded and energetic were the Frenchmen of the

thirteenth century.

The eastern hall, like the crypt below it, is divided into two

naves. The columns are cylindrical, of slender proportion, and with

good, but very simple carved caps. The vaulting, quadripartite

as below, has hero simplo ribs, and very nearly, if not exactly, the

rise of an equilateral arch, an enormous ' cheminee,' possibly not the

original one, with a sloping cap, runs quite across the western end of

the hall, embracing both naves. At the opposite end, and in each

bay, windows with mullions and heavy transoms give light and

view. This hall was the monks' refectory. A suite of small

rooms, accessible from this and also from the adjoining hall, exist,

which were probably those for guests. The western hall, divided

as before into three naves, and with a recess which in the centre

causes it to be four bays wide, exhibits a curious, almost capricious

variety of design. Its vault ribs are more richly moulded than those

of any other portion of the fabric, and its capitals are perhaps better

carved ; but the general proportions are comparatively low, as if it

were intended to produce that effect of intricacy to which a low roof

always contributes when the space is occupied by many columns.

This fine room is called the Knights' Hall, ' Salle des Chevaliers ' ; it

has two fireplaces at one side, both of great size, and a little more

ornamental than those in the Refectory ; these are probably original.

We ascend once more. This time the eye has to lean on the

imagination before forming a correct idea of the eastern half of the

highest storey. This is called, and probably was, the monks' dormi

tory. It is a room about 20 feet in height, having the same dimensions

as those (already given) of the crypt two storeys below it, and with a flat

ceiling, and derives its chief architectural character from a singularly

elegant treatment of the side walls. Each bay is divided into four

tall and narrow lights, flanked by slender attached shafts and with

arched heads. In the thickness of the wall on the south side a kind

of recess has been formed, having a charming groined roof; and were

it not for the unlucky fact that a modern floor and some partitions

have been inserted, it is doubtful whether this room would not equal

in beauty, if not in magnificence, those before visited, while totally

different from them in design.

From the windows of this dormitory a splendid bird's eye view of

the whole rock, backed by an extended landscape of sea and distant

land, is to be had : and one of the days of our visit chancing to be the

fete of the Emperor, we witnessed from bore the solemn procession

of country folk proper to that occasion. We saw all the rustics, clad in

their best, and headed by the priest and acolytes of the parish church

in their vestments, and bearing incense and banners, and attended by

some young girls in white, como winding up the steep street. They

were now seen, now lost among the houses, till they emerged into

the steep and rugged path which led them below the very spot whence

we were looking up to the castle gates. The spacious portal received

them all one by one, and long after the last had disappeared from view

their monotonous chant still rung through the arcades and corridors

of the empty pile as they wound their way to the church of the

Archangel, where mass was to be said. Had it not been indeed that

the scene was so extended, and almost too picturesque for the com

parison, this incident was far more like an episode of on opera than

one in real life.

The western portion of this the topmost storey of La Merveille

remains to be visited. Here it is startling as well as pleasing to

step into a singularly perfect and gracefully elegant cloister, measuring

about 80 feet by 60 within the boundary walls, and having an open

central space clear of the arcades of about 60 feet by 40. Ihe pecu

liarity of this cloister is that instead of the single row of columns from,

which the arcade usually springs, there are two rows of very slender

shafts, so ranged that a shaft in the inner rank always comes oppo

site an opening in the outer. This simple device introduces an air of

intricacy, to which the slenderness of the shafts themtelves, and the

great beauty of their capitals, add the element of grace. The loeal

authorities state the number of columns here employed at 220. They

and their capitals and bases are of varied materials; and almost, if not

quite, for the first time in this building, we here find a softer stone

thaa granite introduced. The distance of tho centre line of the outer
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row of shafts from that of the inner is about 19 inches. The columns

are about 3 feet 3 inches apart, and the height from the path behind

them to the crown of the arch which springs from them is barely

7 feet. So that the scale adopted is almost the very smallest that

could with safety be used.

The spandrels between the arches of this arcade are filled in on the

side next the quadrangle with circular panels of uncommonly rich and

varied workmanship. Illustrations of two or three good specimens of

them may be found in Mr. Nesfield's book ; but that artist, though he

has happily given the general aspect of Mont St. Michel, and some of

the details of its buildings, has failed to convey any adequate idea of

this elegant and very unusual cloister. The date attributed to this

work is 1228, and the style of the mouldings and decorations certainly

points to the early part of the thirteenth century.

It is impossible to prolong this description, notwithstanding that,

although the best has been told, very much more, and of great in

terest, remains unnoticed. Few places in France are more attractive

to the architectural sketcher ; none are more unreservedly thrown

open to him ; and the occupation of these buildings as a prison,

to which purpose they had for many years been appropriated, having

recently ceased, they are—or lately were—entirely empty and vacant,

and open throughout to inspection. It may not be that every visitor

will derive so much pleasure from a short stay at Mont St. Michel,

or will work so hard, as our Rambler and his friend ; but the place is

one which it is barely possible that any architect, antiquary, or painter

could visit without gratification.

So picturesque a ramble deserved an effective ending, and thus did

not fail us. We remained to the very last minute possible, and left

at the close of a stormy day, the moment the second flow of the tide

had receded far enougn to render crossing the sands possible with the

aid of an experienced guide. It was nine o'clock, an hour at which

almost all the simple townsfolk were abed and asleep ; the moon was

bright, and the wet glittering sand was so heavy as to render progress

painfully slow. Soon the clouds began to rise, the moon was partly

overcast, and the sand and sky assumed more and more an uniform

ashen hue, till at last they grew to be entirely ^distinguishable.

No horizon line could be detected ; and amid the grey gloom there

hung, just as if suspended in the air, the vast pj'ramidal rock, suf

fused with a general silvery grey brightness ; its many pinnacles and

spires were faintly illuminated, and still traceable against the leaden

mass behind ; its houses and buttresses and crags wore barely to be

perceived, but the white house of our friend the good ' curtS ' shone

clearly out, and the gleam of light from his study window was the

solitary sign of life in the place. The whole scene was like a vision ;

and as we slowly moved farther and farther off, and the heavy bank

of clouds crept gradually higher and higher over the moon, the Mount

seemed to fade away, retreating into dimness and darkness, till it dis

appeared entirely from view, and left us belated and lonely to face the

brood wastes of sand and the impending storm.

A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW

OF

SIR HENRY WOTTON'S ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.

E propose sometimes to notice rare and curious books upon the sub

jects to which this journal is devoted, and also some that may be con

sidered as belonging to that class of books Lord Bacon recommended to be read

by deputy.

We have selected as a commencement a work that was long ago esteeme d

the ' Elements of Architecture,' by Sir Henry Wotton, and published in

1624. As bis ' Life,' by Izaak Walton, is very popular, it is not necessary

to say much concerning him. He was born in 1668, at Bolton Hall, Kent ;

educated at Winchester and Oxford ; and after studying civil law, spent

many years in travelling. On his return he became attached to the unfor

tunate Earl of Essex, on whoso downfall he escaped to Italy, and lived at

Florence. James the First made him ambassador to Venice. Although ho

rendered many services to James, he does not appear to have received many

favours in return, and was glad to accept the Provostship of Eton, which he

held till his death in 1639.

The book would be interesting if it were only as ovidence of the extent

of architectural knowledge in the earlier part of the seventeenth century,

when the Italian style was growing fashionable, and 'judicious eyes ' were

turning away from the old Gothic. The principles laid down are derived

from Italian practice, and even the description of the Orders is founded on

Roman and Italian models rather than Grecian. There are many things

mentioned which must appear now-a-days curious and amusing, such, for

instanco, as the employment of steam as a euro for smoky chimneys ; bnt

there is much which will be at all times true.

As the book treats of Architecture in general, we have thought it better

to give an epitome of it by condensing the greater portion, instead of de

tached extracts, even although much of the charm of the original style has

to be sacrificed.]

Part L

As there is no need to celebrate the subject of architecture (for it can want

no commendation where there are noble men or noble minds), let us first

speak of those from whom our knowledge of it has been gathered. Our

principal master is Vitruvius. It was his felicity to write at the time

when Rome had attained the summit of power; for in growing and

enlarging times arts are commonly drowned in action. On the other hand,

it is to bo regretted he did not express himself more clearly ; and of his

Italian commentators it may be said that some who were mathematicians

wanted grammar, and the grammarians wanted mathematics. The first

who was qualified for the duty was Leon Battista Alberti, but ho studied

more to make himself an author than to illustrate his master. Perhaps the

best editions are those of Philander and Gualtcrus Rivius. The latter

laments the scarcity of corresponding technical terras in German, and this

is true also of English—languages for the most part in teims of art nnd

erudition retaining their original poverty, and rathor growing rich and

abundant in complimental phrases and such froth.

There are two ways to treat the subject of architecture—either by a de

scription of the principal constructions, or by casting the rulos and cautions

of the art into some mothod; which latter WHy is not only the shortest and

most elemental, hut also the soundest. For, although every complete

example may bear the credit of a rule, yet rules should precede, that we

may be tit to judge of examples.
Tho end of architecture is to build well, nnd well building has three

conditions—convenience, firmness, and delight. To attain these, the sub

ject may be considered under the heads of (1st) the site, (2nd) the work.

With regard to the selection of a site, various precepts have been given,

such as to bo cautious that the air of the place be not too gross nor too

penetrative, nor subject to fogs from fens or marshes, and that the place

itself is not under malign influence, but is well watered and fuelled, easy

of access, and near a river or arm of the sea. But these are often rather

wishes than precepts. In tho seating of ourselves, which is a kind of

marriago to a place, wo should be as circumspect as wooers ; and one

caution may bo enjoined—by no means to build too near a great neighbour ;

which were, in truth, to be as unfortunately seated on the oarth as Mercury

is in the heavens—for the most part cvor in combustion or obscurity under

brighter beams than its own. Next, as regards the laying out of the

divisions of a building. We find in our own bodies that the heart, the

fountain of lifo, is placed about tho middle, for the more equal communica

tion of the vital spirits ; the eyes are seated aloft, so as to have tho greater

circle within their view ; nnd the arms projected on either side for the sake

of reaching— the place of every part being dotormined by its nse. If, then,

from natural structures we turn to artificial, lot the principal chambers of

delight, all studios and libraries, be towards the east, for the morning is a

friend to the Muses ; all offices that require heat, as stillatories, stoves,

rooms for baking, brewing, washing or the like, towards the south ; all

cellars, pantries, butteries, and granaries to the north. In the same direc

tion ought also be placed all galleries intended for pictures or other

works of art. It was the custom with tho Greeks and Romans to place

the fronts of their houses towards the south; but every nation is bound in

tho first place to provide against its own inconveniences, and a good parlour

in Egypt would perchance mako a good cellar in England.

With regard to the work, the architect ought, as well as the philosopher,

undorstand the properties of stone and wocd, as that firs, cypresses, cedars,

and such aspiring plants, are fittest for posts and pillars, or upright use;

that oak and like true-hearted timber, being strong in all positions, may be

trusted for cross work, for summers, or girding and binding beams : nay, he

ought even examine the sand and lime and clay. However, the choice of

the materials might be considered by some as more proper to bo undertaken

by a special superintendent rnther than by the architect, whose glory doth

more consist in tho design nnd idea of the whole work, and whose truost

ambition should be to make the form triumph over the material.

Alberti wishes that all tho timber to bo used in a building should be cut

from the same forest, and the stone out of tho saxe quarry ; Philibcrt de

l'Orme goes further, and would have the limo made out of the stono used in

tho work. Without going so far as this, it must be confessed that the

English practice of making lime from unsolected materials is wrong, and

differs from the Italian and ancient practice, in which the finest stono, and

sometimes fragments of marble, were used.

Care should bo taken that sufficient materials and money are at hand

before beginning ; for when work is built by fits, it dries nnd sinks un

equally, and tho walls become full of chinks and crevices.

For the form of a building tho circlo has many fit and eminent proper

ties : it is the most capable ; it is the strongest, as l>eing the most united in

its parts ; and as it resembles tho celestial orbs and the universal form, it is

the most beautiful. It seems also to have tho approbation of Nature when

she worketh by instinct, which is her secret school, for birds build their

nests spherically. But, notwithstanding, it is a most unprofitable figure

for private fabrics on account of its expense and the proportion of space

that is of no avail when tho rooms are laid out. The same objections apply

to the oval and other imperfect circular forms ; so there remain to be con

sidered, angular and mixed forms. It is a true observation, that architec

ture does neither love many angles nor few, and therefore the triangular

form is the most condemned, and figures with many angles are more fitted

for military architecture. The precepts and practice of tho best builders

unite in adopting the rectanglo as a mean between too few and too many

angles. It is not determined whether an exact square or a long one is

bettor, though, possibly, most symmetry is obtained when the length

exceods the breadth by about one-third. Mixed forms, partly angular nnd

partly circular, participate in what has been said of simple forms, with the

additional objection that thoy offond against uniformity.

In Architecture there mayseem to be two opposite affectations—uniformity

and variety, which nevertheless admit of reconcilement. For as in our

bodies wo have each side agreeing with the other in the number, quality,

and measure of the parts, yet at tho same time some parts are round as

the arms, some flat as the hands, some prominent and some more retired ;

so the limbs of a noblo fabric may be correspondent enough though they

be various, provided we do not run into extravagant inventions. Enormous

heights of six or seven storeys, as well as irregular forms and low distended

fronts, ought to be avoided.

All the parts of a building, according to Alberti, may be comprised under

five heads : tho foundation, tho walls, the apportions or overtures, the corn-

partition, and the cover. Of these thefoundation requires the exactcst care ;

for if it happen to dance, it will mar all the mirth in the house. Therefore

there ought to be not only a diligent, but even a jealous examination of

what the soil will bear. How deep the foundations ought to be built is not

LW
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determined, as depending perhaps more upon discretion than rule : Palladio

advises a sixth part of the height of the fabric. Some recommend that the

wells and cisterns should be first formed, as in doing so the nature of the

ground would be better ascertained before the superstructure is commenced.

It is necessary that the ground be precisely level on which tho foundations

are laid, and for this purpose the Italians commonly lay a platform of good

boards. The lowest courses of masonry ought to be closely laid without

mortar, which is a general caution for all parts in a building contiguous to

board or timber, because wood and lime are insociable. The breadth of the

substructure ought generally to be double that of the insistent wall, or

more or less, as its weight would require ; and the materials ought to be

laid as they grow in the quarry. The walls should be exactly perpendicular

to the groundwork ; for the right anglo is the true cause of all stability

both in natural and artificial positions ; a man standing firmest when ho

i-tands uprightest. Tho heaviest materials to be lowest ; the work as it

rises to diminish in thickness proportionally ; courses or ledges of more

strength than the rest to be interlaid like bones, to sustain tho fabric from

total ruin if the under parts should decay. Lastly, that the angles, which

are the nervts of the edifice, be firmly bound with quoins.

The intermissions of walls are either by pillars or pilasters. There are

five orders of pillars, which agree in being round, in diminishing according

to their heights, and in having their undersettings or pedestals a third part-

of the column, and their architraves, friezes, and cornices a fourth part. The

7\isca/t is a plain, massive rural pillar, resembling some sturdy, well-limbed

labourer homely clad. The length, six diameters of the lowest part (the most

natural of proportions, since tho foot of a man is the sixth part of his

body), the intercolumniation four diamctors, and the contraction abovo one-

fourth of the thickness below.

The Doric is the grave st that has been received into civil use, preserving

in comparison with those that follow a more masculine aspect. Its posi

tion ought to bo set lowest, being better able to support. Length seven

diameters, intercolumniation three diameters, contraction one fifth. The

Ionic represents a kind of feminine slenderness, yet not like a light house

wife, but in a decent dressing has much of the matron. Length eight dia

meters, intercolumniation two diameters, contraction one sixth. Is bost

known by the trimmings, for the column is perpetually channeled like a

thick plighted gown. Capital dressed on each side not much unlike wo

men's wires in a spiral wreathing, cornice indented, frieze swelling like a

pillow.

The Corinthian is lasciviously decked out like a courtesan. Length

equals nine diameters, intercolumniation two and a quarter diameters, con

traction one seventh. The capital is cut into tho beautifulest leaf that na

ture doth yield. The Composite Order is nothing in effect but a medley of

all the precedent ornaments, making a now kind by stealth, and though the

most richly tricked, the poorest in this—that it is a borrower of all its beauty.

Length ten diameters, intercolumniation a diameter and a half, or loss than

two, contraction one eighth.

Where there is superposition of the orders, there must bo an exquisite

care to place the columns precisely, that solid may answer to solid, and

vacuities to vacuities, as well for beauty as for strength. Vitruvins says

that the columns above should be a fourth part less than those below. It

would be more in accordance with his own principles to make them one

fourth greater, because the eje itself doth naturally contract objects ac

cording to the distance. In the same way he says pillars that are chan

neled ought to bo more slender; but as they are truly weakened in them

selves, they ought to be in sound reason not more slender, but more corpulent,

unless appearances preponder truths. A third rule is that the projecting

parts, especially of the lower orders, project not over much, as otherwise

they hinder tho light within, and detract from the front view, as in the Gri-

mani palace at Venice. Pilasters must not bo too tall and slender, lest

they resemble pillars ; nor too dwarfish and gross, lest they imitate the piles

and piers of bridges. Smoothness does not so well become them as a rustic

superficies, for they a!m more at State and strength than elegance. In private

buildings they ought not be narrower than one third, nor broader than two

parts of the vacuity between them, but to those standing at tho corners

more strength may bo allowed.

(7b be continued.)

REVIEW.

Personal Recollections or English Engineers, and of thb Intro

duction of the Railway System into the United Kingdom.

By a Civil Engineer, Author of ' The Trinity of Italy.'

' The introduction of the railway system into the United Kingdom ' is a

phrase which sounds strangely, almost startlingly, to tho ear of an

Englishman of the present day. To those who are in the prime or

decline of life it must recall their earlier years, when England was a

very different country from what it is now. To the young these words

point to a far-off time beyond their personal recolloction, and seem to

shadow forth a state of things beyond their power to imagine. The

circumstances of a United Kingdom without railways seem almost as

remote from those in which we live at the present day as those of the

times when men fought in armour, lived in castles, and shot with the

long bow.

No such rapid revolution as that effected by the railway system had ever

occurred before. The introduction of printing, of gunpowder, and of the

stationary steam engine have each of them formed great epochs in the

history of modern civilisation ; but no one of them so swiftly altered men's

habits of life or modes of thought as did tho railroad, with its twin inven

tion, tho locomotive.

A picture of English life in some quiet nook invaded by tho railway, of

the sudden introduction of this utterly now and strange thing, of tho

struggle between old and new modes of travelling, and those who waged it

on both sides, and of some of the leading engineers who planned and

carried out the system which performs to modern life much the same func

tions that veins and arteries do to the life of the human body, ought to be

drawn, if attempted at all, by an eye-witness, while such remains. Such a

topic deserves a chronicler capable of narrating with graphic power the

humorous ns well as tho serious incidents of so stirring a time. Tho

narrator before us fulfils these conditions. Tho author appears to have

commenced his professional career under the auspices of Mr. Stephenson at

an early stage in the formation of the London and Birmingham Railway,

and to have seen service in England, Wales, and Ireland. Of his ability

to do justice to tho subject, those could have little doubt who, like our

selves, had read his sketches of Italian life and manners, published

some short time ago ; and the volume contains many proofs of a familiar

acquaintance with tho most important bearings of sundry questions connected

with railways, some of which still remain unsettled, while others are

unhappily settled beyond tho hope of recall.

The line from London to Birmingham was begun at what may be calltd

th'J turn of tho tide. The earlier efforts of George Stephenson, at Darlington

and on the Liverpool and Manchester line, had been made in spite of the

most overpowering burden of opposition, uncertainty, distrust, and preju

dice. The public had, however, been convinced, by the inexorable logic

of facts, that a mode of transit was at their disposal more swift, punctual,

and economical than could previously havo been thought possible ; and

rapidly town after town, district after district, and county after county,

came to wake up to the fact that, whether they approved it or no, they

must go with the times. ' Railways were the cry of the hour,' says our

author, ' and engineers were the want of the day. If they were not to be

found ready made, they had to be extemporised, and so they accordingly

were;' but neither tho extemporised railway engineers nor their equally

extemporised directors and chairmen, least of all the departments of the

Legislature to which it belonged to regulate this gigantic movement, were

fully alive to all the necessities of tho case. They were not aware of the

magnitude to which that which they had in hand would grow, nor were

they equal to tho task of directing it into the best channels.

' Tho six hundred millions which wo have spent on our own railways,

although, on the average, yielding a fair return on the par price, have been

lavishly and inconsiderately spent. If the fourth part of that sum, which

we may reckon, without exaggeration, as having been made into ducks and

drakes, were now forthcoming for the necessary development of the feeders

and ramifications of tho great trunk and branch lines, an immense impulse

to our national prosperity would ensue. There may bo wisdom, then, as

well as relaxation in looking back to inquire how the chief industry of the

last thirty years came to start in a wrong groove;—how it was that the

service of the public was injured for the benefit of private individuals, and

that a false direction was given to an industrial development of such un

paralleled importance. The most sanguine ideas of the most sanguine

speculators never contemplated the enormous traffic developed and created

by the railway system. This gigantic and unexpected excess over the esti

mated traffic has been claimed by the projectors of railways as a set-off

against the enormous excess over the estimates of their construction. The

balance has been fortunate, and of course, to some extent, unexpected traffic

has caused unexpected outlay. But those familiar with the subject know

that comparatively little of the actual wasto is thus to be justified. That

our present traffic might havo been conducted as conveniently, and more

conveniently than is actually the case, while at tho same time it should

have been weighted with somo ten millions sterling per annum less of

interest to bo paid out of profits, probably few persons qualified to form an

opinion will doubt. It may therefore be a service to the conductors

of the public works of the future to open an unrecorded chapter of the

history of those of the present, and to point how from small beginnings, and

from natural and neglected causes, arose part of that present state of sus

picion and of hesitation which is paralysing so much of the energy of tho

world.'—(p. 37.)

We feel compelled, somewhat unwillingly, to pass over without extract

the picturesque description of England and our best modes of travelling

before the railroad times. These will be read with pleasure, as will the

pleasantly written descriptions of the mode in which works were carried on,

and tho men by whose skill they were designed, or whose energy carried

them out. PerhapB the general reador will derive more pleasure from the

personal sketches—a little after the graphic manner of Mr. Kinglake—of

great engineers and their less known subordinates than from any other

part of the work. Take tho following as a specimen :—

'Robert Stephenson, in those days, almost lived on the line ; and the first

occasion on which he visited tho portion in question, after the contracts

were let, accompanied by tho Secretary and by four or five of the Directors,

was the twelfth time that he had walked the whole distance from London

to Birmingham. The personal appearance of that fortunate engineer is not

unfamiliar to many of those whose eyes never rested on his energetic

countenance, frank bearing, and falcon-liko glance. It is rarely that a

civilian has so free and almost martial an address ; it is still more rare for

such features to be seen in any man who has not inherited them from a line

of gontly-nurtured ancestors. In the earlier days of Robert Stephenson he

charmed all who came in contact with him. Kind and considerate to his

subordinates, ho was not without occasional outbursts of fierce Northern

passion, nor always superior to prejudice. He knew how to attach people

to him : he knew also how to bo a firm and persistent hater. During the

whole construction of the London and Birmingham line, his anxiety was so

great as to lead him to very frequent recourse to the fatal aid of calomel.

At the same time his sacrifice of his own rest, and indeed of necessary care

of his health, was such as would have soon destroyed a less originally fine

constitution. Ho has been known to start on the outside of the mail, from

London for Birmingham, without a great coat, and that on a cold night ;

and there can be little doubt that his early and lamented death was hastened

by this ill-considered devotion to the service of his employers, and the

establishment of his own fame.'—(p. 22.)

As a pendant to the above portrait, we give a part only of our author's

description of a less generally known man—one, however, whose character

merited record :—

' Short and compact of stature, with a keen eye, a resolute nose, a com
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plexion bronzed by the sun and storms of many a campaign, General Pasley

possessed all the courage of Ney, with much more of the aspect of a Captain.

His utter disregard, or apparent non-perception, of danger while prosecuting

any scientific investigation, recalls the biography of Maurice of Nassau,

who, like the English officer, so well knew the importance of the spade as

a military weapon. But an instauce of his perfect sang-froid when exposed

to the danger of another element, to which a soldier may bo supposed less

accustomed than to perils of fire or of earth, may perhaps giro a more vivid

impression of his imperturbable courage and self-command.

'Pasley had descended with a junior Engineer officer in a diving-bell, at a

time when he was giving attention to submarine experiment. By some

misfortune the apparatus became deranged, the chain was entangled with

the air tubes and signal line, the supply of air became strangled, and the

water slowly and steadily rose in the bell. It was impossible to creep

beneath its edge in order to dive out and float to the surface, for the bell

rested on the bottom of the sea, and that was an inclined plane, so that the

close dome was tilted considerably to ono side. Death appeared inevitable ;

a question of moments or of inches, as the water slowly crept up the limbs

of the two officers, who were thus utterly unable to make any effort for

escape. " I confess," said the junior, " that I felt a very considerable

alarm ; but Pasley never changed a muscle : he continued talking in the

quietest manner on indifferent subjects, and watching the rise of the water,

as if it were an experiment he was superintending in the ordinary routine

of duty. The water had risen to our breasts, when the people above, re

ceiving no signals, became alarmed, aDddrewup the bell. I cannot describe

my feelings, but Pasley took it all as the merest matter of course." '—(p. 299.)

The conduct of works and the difficulties of preliminary survey, of actual

carrying out, and of pecuniary settlement, are again and again illustrated in

narratives of which the scene is laid in various parts of England, in the

•ister isle,and in the Principality. At a moment when Ireland is attracting

a share of public attention which she has not received for years, it may not

bo out of place to point the reader to two chapters on railway work in

Ireland, which contain some statements that may help him to comprehend

why the investment of English capital in public, works in Ireland has not

gone on as rapidly as the well-wishers of that country could desire ; but

for this we prefer to send our reader to the volume itself. Passing over a

most interesting chapter on Railway Finance, where the leading points of this

great subject are set forth in a masterly way, we prefer to give an extract

from the concluding chapter, which is on a subject that possesses for many

of our readers a personal interest—' The Future of Engineering.'

' The profession of the civil engineer,' observes our author, 'is under a

cloud. Offices are closed, public works are discontinued, and many are

eagerly asking, Will this state of things continue ? Whence has it arisen ;

whither is it tending?' The opinions here set forth, with much ability

though great brevity, are reassuring on these points. That the main lines

of communication are now supplied with the grand trunk railways which

their importance demanded, and that innumerable branches have covered

the country, does not exhaust the possibilities of profitable engineering

work even in the single article of means of transit.

' Our English railways have cost 42,000/. per mile. Branch lines may be

grafted on the system at a cost, taking foreign experience as a basis, of

3000/. per mile, or a fourteenth of our actual mean outlay. That the

country would find so large an economy in the use of railway branches, con

structed at anything approaching to such a minimum price, as to demand the

prompt completion of such a supplement to the more costly trunks and

arteries, there can be little doubt, if tho injudicious and detrimental exactions

of Parliament were set aside.'—(p. 423.)

But our author looks further, and sketches a noble programme for the

future efforts of the scientific constructors of England.

'The water supply of cities and towns, pure, ample, and efficient in case of

fire ; the removal and disposition of sewage ; the redemption of our rivers

and brooks from a neglect that is rapidly converting them into pestilent

sewers; the application to agriculture of that mass of chemical fertilising

power with which we now poison rivers and ostuaries ; the drainage of land,

both main and subsidiary ; the storing-up of that precious water, of which

we are either anxious hastily to get rid, or helplessly destitute ; and the

production of fertile and certain crops by irrigation ; all these are but so

many features of ono department of the duty of the engineer—the proper

distribution and utilisation of the rainfall'—(p. 427.)

With one more extract, containing an enlarged view of tho possible future

of this profession, we take leave of a volume equally instructive and enter

taining:—

1 We consider tho profession of the Civil Engineer to be that on which, if

it is rightly considered and followed out, the progress of humanity and of

civilization, at least for the remainder of the present century, must princi

pally depend. The sword, and the pen, and the lancet will be needed so

long as war, and ignorance, and disease prevail on earth. The instrument

by which these evils can be most efficiently checked—the instrument that

would be held in honour, if the earlier weapons of violence and of oppression

were superseded, is the spade. When we first hear of the introduction of

man upon earth, when earth was described as a garden, tho occupation of

the noblest terrestrial form was to dress it and to keep it.'—(p. 431.)

ILLUSTRATIONS.

theinkw cathedral op st. finbarr at cork.

- • By William Buboes.

SOME time at the commencement of the seventh century, St.

Finbarr, one of the more celebrated Irish faints, obtained a piece

of ground on the south bank of the river Lee. This piece of ground

was the gift of a man named Aed, and upon it the saint appears to have

constructed a cathedral, to which were attached a clergy house and a

cemetery. In the Latin ' Life of St. Finbarr,' edited by Dr. Richard

Caulfield, we are told that wonderful events marked the selection and

consecration of the spot upon which the new cathedral is now being

reared. Thus ' the angel of the Lord came to the holy man and led

him with his disciples to the place where now is the city of Cork ;

and said to him, " Remain in this place, for here will bo your resur

rection." ' Then the holy Barr fasted for threo days and prayed con

tinually, wishing to bless the place with prayer and fasting. Then a

plebeian man named Aed, seeking a fugitive cow, came to the place

where the man of God was with his disciples. The cow went up to

the holy men and dropped a calf.'

' The man seeing this asked them what they were doing there. St.

Finbarr replied that they were looking for a place on which they

might pray God for themselves and for him who might give it to

them.' To somewhat shorten a long story, it may be sufficient to sny

that the field belonged to the man who had lost his cow, and who

forthwith made a present of both field and cow to the Saint, re

ceiving in return his benediction.

The legend then relates the miraculous consecration of St. Finbarr

and S. Maccuirp (his master) by Angels. This took place in the

church which we may presume St. Finbarr had caused to bo built.

The occasion was also illustrated by a miraculous emission of oil

from the ground near the altar, the supply of which was so abundant

that it flowed over the feet of the assistants.

'After these things, on the same day, the holy bishop Barr, and the

holy bishop Maccuirp, and the rest of the clergy, marked out the

cemetery of the church of St. Barr, which is called Cork, and after

wards they consecrated it, promising, in the name of God, that

whoever shall be buried in the ground of this cemetery, the gates of

hell shall not be shut on him after the day of judgment.'

' Then the holy Bishop Maccuirp prayed that he might be the first

to be buried in the cemetery, and his prayer was heard ; for immediately

being seized by pain he died happily, and was buried the first in the

cemetery by the venerable Bishop Barr and the other holy clergy.'

' The holy Barr remained in that place up to his death, and there,

in his honour, a very great city sprang up, which is called by the same

name, Corcach.'

The Saint actually died at Cloyne, whither he had gone to visit his

friends. His remains were brought back to Cork, and there buried.

Afterwards his reliques were enclosed in a silver shrine, the history

and fortunes of which have unfortunately escaped the researches of

Dr. Caulfield.

In process of time other abbeys and other cemeteries grew around

the church of St. Finbarr, until the whole hill must have been one

vast necropolis. Doubtless the special promise given to those who

should be buried in the cemetery first marked out by the saint and his

master had much to do with this extension. To the east was

the graveyard of the Church of the Holyrood, where the stone fort

now stands; to the west was that belonging to Gill Abbey, then there

were also those of tho Red Abbey, of St. Nicholas, and of St. John

of Jerusalem. Tradition says that the Danes burnt the city which

sprang up around the cathedral, and built another town on the north

branch ot the river Lee, on account of the greater facilities of naviga

tion. At present we have no documentary history of the material

fabric of the church beyond tho burials of sundry bishops, until the

partial destruction caused by the cannon of Elizabeth Fort. Cork was

the last place that held out for James II., and the besiegers took advan

tage of the tower of the Cathedral to annoy the defenders of the fort.

This naturally caused the latter to retaliate, and the consequence was the

partial destruction of the building. It, however, appears to have been

patched up sufficiently to allow divine service to be performed ; for

we read of tho dean and cbapter giving 30/. towards a bishop's throne,

and also of their ordering the purchase of an eagle to put tho church

Bible upon—to be made of the brass branch in the chest in the

chapter-house.

In 1735 Dr. Robert Clayton was translated to the see of Cork.

Tho ruinous state of the Cathedral determined him to set about a

rebuilding, and he persuaded the Corporation to devote the first five

years of the coal tax to this object. He did not, however, livo to

see it finished—an event which took place during the episcopate of

his successor, Dr. Jemmett Browne, when the present beautiful peal

of bells were cast. Still later must have been the erection of the

spire, for I have seen a copperplate, in a work of the last century,

showing the tower without the steeple.

The old views and maps of Cork show the churchyard as contain

ing sundry other buildings besides the church, among them a certain

' spirical ' building, and a round tower, all traces of both of which are

now quite lost.

Possibly we should not bo far wrong if we suppose the ancient

arrangement to have been this. The original cemetery contained, like

so many other Irish ones, sundry small ecclesiastical buildings, includ

ing the mother church—with small detached chapels or churches, a

round tower, and perhaps clergy houses. Round this cemetery, and

joining it, were other burial places, each containing its church or

churches, and conventual establishments, the whole forming a vast

necropolis, interspersed with numerous small ecclesiastical buildings.

Many of these latter suffered during the Reformation. The highest

part of the hill, formerly occupied by the church of tho Holyrood,

was taken for Queen Elizabeth s Fort. We know for certain that the

cathedral group of buildings sustained great damage during the civil

war between William III. and James II. The last century saw the

cathedral rebuilt, and the town increasing in prosperity. Then the

precincts of the cathedral became fashionable as residences, and the
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sites of the old churchyards were gradually encroached upon by

buildings ; the walk under the south wall of the cemetery being used

ns a fashionable promenade.

Then the times changed. Other localities were found to be more

agreeable, and the precincts of St. Fiubarr ceasing to bo fashionable,

the houses fell into decay, and were occupied by a very humble class

of tenants ; manufactories and breweries were erected on the banks of

the river, and the whole exhibited the appearance of an ugly church

in a painfully overcrowded churchyard, surrounded by sad and squalid

dwellings.

The first move in the right direction was the demolition of the old

cathedral, and the erection of the new one ; the next, the closing of

the churchyard, and the consequent prohibition of burials ; the third

desideratum, viz., the*febuilding of the surrounding houses, has yet

to be undertaken, although a commencement has been made by the

dean and chapter, who have bought up and demolished several of the

tenements.

The first stone of the new building was laid by St. Finbarr's suc

cessor (the Right Rev. John Gregg, D.D.) on January 12, 1865.

The demolition of the walls of the old building ensued, and a cer

tain amount of material evidence was obtained which to some degree

enables us to supplement the very meagre documentary history of the

Cathedral. Although even that material evidence can hardly be

considered as conclusive, inasmuch as it is quite possible that the

builders of the eighteenth century church may have employed frag

ments from the ruins of the surrounding buildings : thus, for instance,

there has always been a tradition that the doorway of the tower origin-

ally belonged to the Dominican Abbey of St. Mary of the Isle, and it

is not unlikely that sundry carved heads in the same western wall

of the tower had a similar origin.

Apart from these doubts, the remains discovered in the walls would

point to the existence of two distinct buildings, one of the twelfth

century, and another of the fourteenth. The former is represented by

sundry well-executed corbel heads, and the latter by a good many

moulded stones, exhibiting sections of mouldings of the Edwardian

period. It is a curious fact that both the twelfth and fourteenth

century work is executed in an oolitic stone, not unlike that from

Caen, only of a more yellow colour, but no such stone is found any

where near the locality. The eighteenth century cathedral was faced

with the local limestone, not, however, of the best quality, for sundry

portions of it had evidently decayed, giving the walls an appearance of

having been whitewashed. The only ancient portion of the late building

was the eastern arch of the tower, with its little staircase-doorway on

the north side ; but they only presented plain chamfers, and may pro

bably be assigned to the fifteenth century. The discovery ofa tombstone

to the memory of W. Woodcock, who died 1610, in the north-western

angle, will probably give an approximate date for the erection of the

rest of the tower. It is not unlikely that it was greatly shaken by

the fire from the fort at the end of the seventeenth century, and

partly rebuilt with the first materials that came to hand—its

masonry being very inferior to that of the last cathedral.

Before describing the materials of the new building, it should be

observed that the river Lee divides the City of Cork into two, geolo

gically as well as physically. On the north side we find red sandstone,

and on the south side limestone. The former makes excellent rubble,

while the latter, if well selected, supplies equally excellent ashlar,

the only objection being that, like all good limestones, it is rather

difficult to work.

The new building being situated on the slope of a hill, there was

naturally considerable variation in the depth of the foundations. The

greatest depth attained from the bottom of the plinth was at the angle

of the north-western tower; it amounted to 27 feet 9 inches: the least

depth—10 feet 11 inches—was at the south-east of the ambulatory.

In digging the foundations for the south transept the excavators

came upon an immense boulder, over 2 tons in weight, and containing

about 27 cubic feet. This solid piece of white limestone was about

9 feet below the surface, and there was some 3 or 4 feetof earth between

it and the native rock. The latter, which is of the same material,

was properly stepped and levelled, and a good bed of mortar applied

before the foundations were put in. The foundations and the walling of

the building are built of red sandstone, principally from the Brick

field Quarry, at Glenmire. This stone is sometimes used as a species

of ashlar, but is exceedingly difficult to saw, and still more so to

work the cross way of the grain ; hence it is occasionally used the

wrung way of the bed, and is then apt to shale oft' and flush. The

limestone which is used for the ashlar and all the external mouldings

ccmes from the Ballintemple Quarries, which have the reputation of

producing the best stone in the locality. The drawback is that large

stones are very difficult to obtain, for which reason the gutter-course

and the columns have been worked in a limestone from a quarry near

Kilkenny, which, however, in wet weather, assumes a rather darker

tone than the Cork stone.

It is very true that the Shanbally Quarry, near Cork, does produce

large stones ; but the slightly laminated grain disqualifies it for gutters

and columns, while it adds to its value in cases where it has to sup

port any considerable weight—the Ballintemple stone having the oppo

site reputation of being slightly brittle.

The great piers which support the central tower are built of solid

masonry of Stourton stone upon a solid limestone foundation, but

box-ground Bath-stone is used for the rest of the internal dressings.

It should be observed that an old foundation was discovered on the

north end of the new cathedral. It extended from the transept be

yond the eastern end ; it went about 12 feet below the surface, was

3 feet thick, and showed no traces of any buttresses.

At the present time the new building has been raised to the level of

the tril'orium, aud a little higher in the transepts, so that the heaviest

portion of the work may be considered as done. As th« contractors

(Messrs. G. Cockburn & Sous, of Dublin), according to their contract,

are to finish the building in September, we may naturally assume

that the present year will see divine service again celebrated in the

spot hallowed by so many associations, and where, according to the

legend, the ' Holy Bishop Fursey beheld a golden ladder close to the

tomb of the Man of God (St. Finbarr) to convey souls to the celes

tial regions, and the top of that ladder reached heaven.'

The present contract, unfortunately, does not provide for the erec

tion of the towers or spires above the level of the clerestory parapet ;

but situated on a hill, and overlooking the whole city, it is hardly

likely that the citizens of Cork will fail to carry out the triple spires,

which may possibly symbolise the golden ladder which reached from

the tomb of the first bishop to heaven itself.

My authorities for the archaeology of the above notice have been entirely

derived from my friend Dr. Caulfield. The following is a list of his pub

lished works bearing upon the subject :—

' The Episcopal and Capitular Seats of the Irish Cathedral Churches,'

illustrated by Richard Caulfield, A.B. Cork: H. Biddings, 1853.

' A Lecture upon the History of the Bishops of Cork and the Cathedral

of St. Finbarre,' delivered January 25, 1864, by Richard Caulfield, B.A.

Cork: Purcell and Co., 1864.

' The Life of St. Finbarre, first Bishop and Founder of the See of Cork.'

Edited from MSS. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, Archbishop Marsh's

Library, and Trinity College, Dublin. By Richard Caulfield, B.A.

London : Russell Smith, 1864.

To these I must add—' Nine Views of the late Cathedral of St. Finbarre,

Cork,' photographed by Thomas R. Lane, Esq. Cork : published at the

request of friends, 1866.

I ought to add that the committee have very wisely ordered sketches for

all the stained-glass to be prepared, with prices, &c., so that the general

scheme of iconography and colour shall not be hereafter left to chance ; also

that the Freemasons have presented the sculpture of the four Evangelistic

Beasts which surround the western rose window, and that in these days, as

in these of St. Finbarre, the Bishop of Cork is a most zealous cathedral

builder.

PROPOSED TUNNEL UNDER THE MERSEY.

(Sm Charles Fox axd Sons, Engineers.)

AN effort is being made to resuscitate the scheme of a railway under the

river.Mersey, in order to effect a direct connection between Liverpool and

Birkenhead. An Act of Parliament was obtained in 1866 to authorise this

undertaking, which, however, it is unnecessary to add, has not been carried

out. Whoever has any acquaintance with Liverpool, must be aware of the

very large traffic that is constantly being carried on across the Mersey, as

well as of the great inconvenience experienced by vast numbers of passen

gers in stormy weather. In the year 1850 the number of persons who

crossed by the several ferries amounted to nine millions. In the year 1864

the number had more than doubled, being stated at upwards of tw enty mil

lions. Further provision of some kind for the increasing traffic is becoming

imperative, and, if the uncertain service of the steam ferry boats is to be

maintained, it is asserted that it will be necessary to extend and greatly im

prove the approaches to the landing-stage on the Liverpool side—a work

that would involve a veiy considerable outlay.

With respect to the financial prospects of the scheme, no exception can

be taken on the side of the traffic estimates. Only half the present number

of ferry-boat passengers is assumed to be carried by the railway, and that

at the moderate fare of 2d. per head. Working expenses are set down at

50 per cent. Nothing can be simpler, and, judging from the experience of

the Metropolitan Railway, nothing can be more fair and moderate.

The only question, therefore, as to the advisability of the undertaking, is

that which has regard to the adequacy of the estimate. This question, in

point of fact, is not so much engineering sis geological. If the sub-fiuvia-

tile strata are of that solid sandstone which tho Engineers expect to meet

with, the undertaking will be one of only ordinary difficulty ; but if some un

expected channel, lyingperdu beneath the silt of the present bedofthe stream,

should dip down to the level crossed by tho tunnel, the engineers would be

compelled to have to revert to the experience gained at Rotherhithe by Sir

M. L Brunei. It is therefore not without sound reason that tho conductors

of the undertaking propose to adopt an expedient which that great Engineer

bitterly regretted having been induced to omit from motives of false

economy.

To save expense, and still more for the purpose of diminishing as far

as possible the descent of tho approaches to the railway, the line of rails is

designed to dip from either terminus towards the centre of tho river. The

practical inconvenience follows, that all the water which percolates the

tunnel will collect at this 6pot. To obviate this difficulty, the Engineers

propose a method which will secure the double advantage of draining the

tunnel when complete, and of keeping it free from water during the pro

gress of the works. Further, it will give, not absolute, but very closely

approximate assurance as to the character of the strata to be pierced by the

main tunnel.

It is proposed that a heading, or driftway, some 1,300 yards in length,

should be run bolow the level selected for the tunnel ; and this heading is

to fall, in either direction, from the centre to the extremities, so that the tun

nel and tho headway, when complete, would present to each other the convex

sides of circles of very large radius. The water, of course, would be pumped

out from wells sunk at the extremities of the driftway. It is necessary

to have had the personal experience of the cost and the danger of a wet

tunnel, and to be aware of the immense relief which is afforded, in such
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cases, by the opening of a channel through which the water can freely

escape, instead of being allowed to encumber every portion of the faces in

course of opening out, and to block up every working shaft by the barrels

and iron work of the pumps, in order to appreciate the servico that the

preliminary execution of an adequate drain renders to the workmen engaged

in the definitive work. It is probable that the cost of the 1 ,300 yards of

driftway would bo saved again and again during the construction of the

tunnel. To render excavators and bricklayers entirely independent of that

constant weeping which they must expect (unless, indeed, Father Mersey

broke in on them in force), it would be only necessary to sink small shafts,

at intervals, from the floor of the tunnel to the crown of the heading. The

water would take the readiest mode of exit, and the pumping service from

the heading wells or reservoirs might be exactly proportioned to the actual

influx, without in any way interfering with the convenience of either miners

or masons.

A scheme in itself so desirable, and indeed so necessary, and which has

been subjected to such careful and judicious consideration, can hardly fail

for want of the support of the princely merchants of Liverpool ; and we

shall have great pleasure in opening our columns to the full discussion of

this important subject. It will be observed that the Parliamentary capital

exceeds the sum which was expended in the completion of the Thames

Tunnel, although a considerable part of the excavation of that noble work

was conducted under the most unfavourable circumstances as regards the

soft and unreliable soil which had replaced the stiff clay indicated by the

borings. A driftway, in the first instance, was commenced under the

Thames, and carried to the length of 1,040 feet. After the indications thus

obtained of difficulties to be met with in the passage, nothing short of the

undaunted resolution, and the unexampled mechanical genius, of Brunei

would have led to the completion of an undertaking which, in all civilised

countries except. Great Britain, is justly held to be one of the noblest

triumphs of the science, the energy, and the perseverance of the Engineer.

THE CO-OPERATION OF ARCHITECTS AND

ENGINEERS.

Concludixo Article.

FOLLOWING up the line of criticism entered on in our last article,

it may be said that the engineering mind in our time is seriously

committed in public esteem by its persistent, and almost ostentatious,

disregard of anything like art in its conceptions. "We know what it

can accomplish in all that includes tcience. Other ages of the world

have reared stupendous piles whicli excite our astonishment by their

mere dimensions ; but in our own day the civil engineer has achieved,

and where opportunity offers or occasion demands can yet achieve,

marvels of construction which may not only rival in dimensions the

colossal structures of Luxor or Karnac, but which attest a far higher,

and—if we may so phrase it—a more civilized era of construction by

presenting us with the maximum of size with the minimum of mass.

It is in this respect—and mainly, of course, by the agency of metallic

materials—that our modern engineering rises supreme over that of all

other epochs of constructive science. But there 19 one aspect in which

this pride of comparison must suffer a reverse. The older monuments

of the world have not merely arrested the eye by their scale, they as

often satisfy the mind by their design and proportion. It is much to

be feared that nineteenth century engineering will not be credited

with this double merit in after times. Mere constructive excellence

is a quality which our engineers have given us every reason to admire.

But the popular taste is scarcely gratified by the assurance, however

ample, that our greater works are strongly built and ingeniously con

structed. A certain element of art—which implies the co-operation

of the engineer with the architect—is surely demanded in the works

which continually meet our eyes ; and if this be wanting, the mere fact

of perfectly sound construction is but small comfort to the mass of

men, who judge our works rather by their external effect than by their

intrinsic or technical merit.

While we thus treat in general terms of the necessity for combining

science and art in our public projects, we are not unmindful of the

circumstance that special examples of note may be cited in which the

attempt at a co-operation of engineering and architecture has been

made. Among these the Crystal Palace at Sydenham is probably the

most conspicuous in our time. There may be various opinions enter

tained as to its artistic merit, but no one will deny that in its ensemble

it presents a splendid illustration of design influenced by the nature

of material. It is no secret that the conception is due to architectural

rather than engineering skill, while it is equally ccrlain that no mere

architect in modern practice could have been equal to the construc

tion of such a work.

If we mistake not, some such co-operation of engineering and archi

tectural skill occurred on the Great Western Station at Paddington,

between Brunei on the one hand and Sir Digby Wyatt on the other.

It would be as unfair as untrue if we were to throw the whole

burden of our subject on the engineering profession. In the every

day practice of architecture there are sufficiently grave defects to

complain of. The manner in which so many architects sin against the

clearest lights of building science is a matter of constant criticism

in the engineering world. It is no doubt very agreeable to the

popular taste when pleasant forms or agreeably decorated features of

design are placed before it, but the more cultivated intellect will too

frequently discover that many of these are purchased at no small

sacrifice of the rationale of construction.

There is a conspicuous illustration of this assertion to be found in

a practice which, tor the last few years, has been almost rampant in

architectural design. It has become a fashion among architects to em

ploy the granites as materials for external display. Whatever mav be

said for or against those highly polished and jelly-like surfaces which

are now so familiar in our streets, there can be little said by way of

justifying the prevalent method of mixing the more ordinary of our

"building materials with tho granitic ones. Columns, formed out

of this almost metallic substance, are most frequently constructed

on bases of ordinary stone, and are made to carry capitals equally

inferior in point of strength and value. A moment's reflection is

hardly necessary to discover the obvious absurdity of such a combi

nation of material for structural purposes. It is true, no doubt, that

the objection may be evaded by the argument that granite in these

cases is not so much employed structurally as ornamentally. If this

is all that can be said for it, there is surely equal room for criticism on

fashionable material. When one considers the inevitable effects which

time and atmospheric influences mustproduce on our buildings, it is not

a little curious to speculate as to the part which these polished granite

surfaces will perform a hundred years hence. Keconimended as it so

frequently is by the fact that it will never decay, and that its polish

is enduring, this ' beautiful-for-ever ' material will surely produce

some strange effects hereafter, when the natural processes of decay and

weathering have passed over the other surfaces which usually sur

round it in our buildings.

The ordinary architectural treatment of metal is a subject which of

itself almost deserves a separate article. This class of materials is of

necessarily common use in oar day ; and with its immense capabilities

of artistic treatment, it is not a little singular that so little original

thought should be expended on the rational employment of it. The

two broad divisions of wrought and cast metal suggest distinct modes

of design as appropriate to each. It is not uncommon, however, to

see costings drawn from the sand which appear to have been designed

as if they were the work of the hammer and anvil ; and, similarly,

though not so commonly, wrought metal work is treated in forms

which suggest the process of moulding. The truest specimens of cast

ings in metal are certainly to be found in our engineering works.

The systematic regard for mechanical processes which the engineer

usually keeps in view often preserves him from errors in design and

treatment, while the more elaborate fancies of the architect as often

lead him into them. One of the new iron bridges recently erected

over the Thames in tho City, and in connection with one of its

termini, is a sufficiently creditable example of the employment and the

proper treatment of cast metal. In its ensemble, however, the agency

of the architect is painfully conspicuous by its absence. The pairs of

cannon-balls which crown the pedestal over each pier, and the row of

pillars or cylinders which form those piers, with the continuous abacus

stretching itself over them, are features which mar a work in many

respects admirable as an iron construction. It seems an apt illustra

tion, as it stands, of the many public works which demand but have

not received that hearty and harmonious combination of constructive

and designing skill which it has been our task to treat of.

Such examples, indeed, might be multiplied to profusion if only

selected from the metropolis itself. A new erection, in the form of an

enclosure, lately placed round the north-western angle of the Houses of

Parliament, while it evidences great skill, and, we should also imagine,

great study as to design, is constructed with such a conibinotion of

materials ns nny engineer of repute would ever have hesitated to em

ploy : a tastefully designed railing, admirably wrought, is placed in

bays between meagre and somewhat inferior stone piers ; while these

are again surmounted by metal pillars, which do duty as standards for

public lamps. Ono would have thought that stone, so employed, was

entirely a needless interpolation of material. An engineer, while he

might probably have fallen very far short in point of design and archi

tectural character, would certainly have made the whole work in the

simple and single metal materia].

There can be nothing invidious in pointing to works of such a

class, in which every member of the community is entitled to take a

personal interest, and on which there is the public right to pass inde

pendent criticism. It would be oasy to enumerate many more of pro

bably greater significance as to their bearing on our subject, if enough

had not already been said to point its moral.

The one remaining nnd most practical issue is that with which we

would conclude. The subject we are treating is far from being one of

mere theory, though enough might be said on that aspect of it. The

question which remains uppermost is :—How, in the modern training

of the youths who are hereafter to design and carry out our great

engineering and architectural works, are they to be educated into the

necessary skill which the public interests demand of them ? A careful

and frequent study of this vital question has suggested no more prac

tical solution than that which we now offer, nor ono which is likely

to bo more effective. Let tho student or pupil of tho architect, on a

recognised and accepted system, be engaged to pass one year of his

articles in the office and under the care of a practical engineer; and,

vice rersd, let the engineer's pupil be required to devote a year of hit

professional training in the office of an architect.

From such a process for educating the young beginners of the

present who are to give us the works of the f uture, another generation

may certainly expect a class of men who, while practising each in his

special department of building science, will have a hearty and

thorough sympathy with each other, and so realise by their actual

works the duty and advantage of that co-operation of architects and

engineers which we have been so earnestly advocating.
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ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION SOCIETY.

THE annual Exhibition of this Society is arranged to open, as usual, on

May 4 next, and all drawings must be sent in to the Society's Rooms,

No. 9, Conduit Street, on Monday or Tuesday, April 5 and 6.

Looking to the increased importance that architecture, as an art, is taking

in the world at large, and to the fact of its being eminently desirable that

an Exhibition such as this should be continued and carried on as a means of

furthering the knowledge and importance of the profession, and that the

limits of the Royal Academy do not permit of any but an exceedingly small

exhibition of architectural works, we need scarcely urge upon our readers

the desirability of giving their best support to this Exhibition, as one

specially instituted for, and tending to bring together, the public and the

profession.

Notwithstanding that the new rooms of the Academy will probably be

ready by April next, it is exceedingly unlikely that the space given to archi

tectural drawings will in any way be sufficient to meet the demands ; when

such can be done, it may become a matter for consideration whether tho

Architectural Exhibition might not with advantage be connected with that

at the Royal Academy. As tho case now stands it would undoubtedly be

unwise to attempt to do this, and if architects generally would only unite in

supporting the Society, there is little doubt that it would soon bo able to

dispense with any ' eleemosynary ' subscriptions.

When any united effort of the profession is required for the support

of any given object such as this, there is a lukewarmness and apathy

much to be regretted. We have, besides the Academy Exhibition, many

other opportunities of seeing the annual progress made in painting and

sculpture; and why not one, at least, in the sister art of archi

tecture? Is it that architects fenr to exhibit their designs for public

criticism, or do not care to take any trouble in making drawings ; or is it

that the public care little or nothing for their works ; and, valuing archi

tects as they do their tradesmen, care to have little or nothing to do with

them or their works, except when absolutely obliged to do so ? It remains

with the profession, then, cordially to unito in assisting the Council by

giving the Society their firm support ; and by contributing, as far as prac

ticable, each year, something that may fairly represent them in tho Exhibi

tion. Robebt W. Ems.

SOUTH KENSINGTON PRIZES.

ON December 18th last, we were present at the distribution, by the Lord

President of the Council, Earl de Grey, of the medals and other prizes

won in the 'National Competition' by the students of the Art School attached

to the Museum at South Kensington. This school may bo regarded as the

representative art school of the Science and Art Department, and the one

in which its programme of study is most fully carried out. The future

masters of the provincial schools are trained here, as well as some who

will have to assist in public and private schools in England and the

Colonies. As these endeavour as far as is practicable to imitate and

reproduce its principles of art, the school thus influences not only tho

numerous pupils that immediately belong to it, but also those of the

empire ana elsewhere; and as tho majority of the students bring their

education to bear upon our arts and manufactures, it may be safely stated

that this school is not surpassed by any similar institution in its power for

good or evil. It must therefore at all times desorve attention.

From the address delivered by the head master, Mr. Burchett, we learned

that there were in tho schools nearly six hundred students (exclusive of

masters in training), about two hundred and fifty being females. One

hundred and fifty paid no foes, being exempted on account of winning

'free studentships,' or from belonging to the corps of Sappers or the

assistants attached to the Museum. The remaining students comprised

artisans and designers, as in the provincial schools, besides a larger pro

portion than are to be found elsowhere of those who study art simply as a

branch of general education.

Of the students of the school, thirty-three obtained awards in the national

competition. Some of their namos are given below. One of the students

also carried off an Alexandra scholarship, value 251., which, with another of

11/., are given annually 'to tho two students who, being females, have

taken the highest prizes of the year in tho national competition of all the

schools of art.' There were also several prizes which had been offered by

private individuals for designs for textile and metallic manufactures, paper-

hangings, and for plaster decoration. Tho lost was from the Worshipful

Company of Plasterers, and it would be well if tho other City companies in

this respect imitated them. Some of the designs were for manufacture in

France, and we saw some silk and paperhangings produced from them.

This is a pleasing evidence of our progress, which a few years back would

hardly have been credited as possible. However, when it is romembored the

amount of patronage French designers have received here, it is but fair

Englishmen should receive a little in return ; but the day is, we fear, far dis

tant when English designs will be much sought for in France. We need

hardly say that we do not advocate that manufacturers should look to these

schools for the supply of designs. That prizes should bo occasionally

offered by them is, we think, praiseworthy, as in this way opportunities are

given for testing, the fitness of the students' work for manufacture or con

struction. To do more than this, however it might be desired by some

people, would be to alter the province of the school, and is not considered

desirable by the authorities.

The successful drawings comprised designs for ironwork, architecture, car

pets, muslin, lace, wall decoration, figures from life and from casts, groups

in water colour, fruit and flowers. When the position in art of the examiners

is taken into account, it would be absurd in any one to regard the drawings

otherwise than creditable to the school. It ought to be mentioned that in

this school there is a class for etching and one for painting on porcelain

for mural decoration, both of which were in satisfactory progress, although

from their special character they were precluded from the competition.

Many people believe that the course of instruction carried out in these

schools is more extensive than is necessary for ordinary industrial design.

Artisans, manufacturers, and others have fancied that it is possible to have

a system from which nrt sufficient for ' practical ' purposes could be derived

without having to toil through so many stages. This, we think, arises

from having a low opinion of the object of industrial design. Most branches

of knowledge aro related in various ways toothers', and it is not easy to see

why the analogy should not hold in the present instance. Any designer

who is mucli above a machine needs tho power to delineate many kinds of

forms, and we think it is much to the credit of the Department that it has

not drawn a line, separating what is to be acquired by the industrial

designer (who has to apply, as well as to represent beauty of form) from

that by the painter, but has allowed all branches of art to be available to

the student if he is competent to study them. A carpet designer may never

have occasion to represent the human form, but if his study of it has given

him greater freedom of hand and power to form moro boautiful outlinos,

the time spent ought to be considered as well laid out. There aro many

things, such as furniture, railings, gates, stoves, which may l>c correctly

designed if regarded alone, but which ought aud would be different if the

designer was possessed of architectural knowledge, and was ablo to apply

it, by establishing a relation botwoen them and the structure to which

they belong.
When all the advantages are considered which this school possesses as

compared with the others, it is not easy to award the students the credit

they are entitled to, or to be satisfied with the proportion of them that are

successful in competitions liko tho present. Wo own that wo wore glad

when, after the head master had drawn a flattering picture of tho condition

of his school, Mr. Redgrave, who is the Inspector-General of Art, affirmed

that in many things some of the provincial schools wore at least equal to

tho chief metropolitan school. Long may they be so ! This school has the

aid of a museum such aB never bofore existed for the benefit of art students,

an extensive and well-selected library, and a numerous staff of teachers,

and is, it may be said, surrounded by an atmosphere of art ; but what do all

theso avail against will and application? It seems so unequal a contest

when tile students of this school enter into competition with those in other

parts of tho kingdom, that we hope we may be often enabled to record

that tho chief prizes have been borne away by the latter.

This system of art education has become so elaborated that any officials

connected with its administration might be pardoned if they regarded it as-

sufficient in itself, and requiring nothing outside it to form an artist. It

was therefore gratifying to find tho Lord President, when addressing the

students, recommend them not to be satisfiod with tho objects of art that

wero around them, but to go forth and study nature. This advice, although

it is often given glibly, is only proper when, as on this occasion, those who

receive it havo undergone a certain training, and aro acquainted, to some

extent, with the theory of art. To study nature is worth little prac

tically unless right conclusions aro drawn from it. In the natural sciences,

and in the arts and manufactures founded on them, this is comparatively

easy, as any ideas we may have can be tested to any extent by experiment

In architecture, for instance, if we erect an edifice and neglect the laws,

of gravitation, ventilation, or acoustics, the error is mado manifest, and

nature informs us what is right with as much certainty as if the truths of

physics were proclaimed with trumpet tongue. But the case is different

in questions of taste or art. Hero, as in graver things, to all inquiries of

what ought to be observed, we aro met by the awful silence of nature In

painting, which—as it might be supposed to consist in a representation ot

naturo—ought to present little difficulty, there are as many different

theories how far nature is to be followed as there arc schools. In indus

trial design tho question becomes still more involved, as here we have not

merely to represent, but to select. We may support heavy entablatures on

delicate leaves, form jugs in tho likenesses of illustrious individuals, repre

sent lions and tigers on our carpets, and there is no manifestation of

nature to indicate that wo have offended against any of its laws; and

in spite of inherent ideas of taste, many worthy people would be found

who would give substantial proof that they considered such things useful,

beautiful, and agreeable. The question, we know, is attempted to be solved

by establishing the principle that in representations for such purposes

natural forms must be ' conventionalised,' but to what extent, still must be

determined by the artist. He may adopt ono or more of tho theories on

the subject, and by its aid adapt natural forms to his purpose, but to do

this necessarily involves previous knowledge. Then Nature becomes a

treasury that in sugges-tivencss exceeds even that, at South Kensington,

and the Lord President's counsels to study it may bo carried out without

restriction.

The following are the students of the South Kensington School who ob

tained medals in the national competition :—

Gold Mcdah.—Maria Brooks, George Claussen.

Silver Medals.—William Kirkham, W. W. Oliver, T. L. Patehett.

Bronze Medals.—Emily Armstrong, Edith Edenlwrough, Alice P. Free

man, Mary Mason, R. M. Bowsor, W. H. Arnold, Joseph Harris,

E. C. Slocombo.

NEW BANK BUILDINGS IN BIRMINGHAM.

THERE are no less than four new banks in course of erection in Birming

ham. These bank premises are being erected simply for the purpose

of affording increased accommodation to the public, the old premises having

proved inadequate to the requirements of the present day. In two of these

instances new sites havo been secured for the erection of bank buildings,

but in the other cases it has been considered ndvisable to retain the site of

the old premises.

The Midland Bank, whose new premises are in Stephenson Place, Now

Street, boasts of one of the most prominent sites in the centre of tho town.

The frontage to New Street does not exceed 60 feet, but advantage has been

takon of the open space alongside to oxtend the lenjjth of the building to

the depth of Stephenson Place. The whole of the entrance floor is devoted

to tho banking room, 92 feet in longth. In addition to tho flood of light
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which will b" admitted from tho spacious round-headed window ou the two

sides, a soft light will ho transmitted through tho ceiling by means of a

large glass dome. Tho entrance is from New Street, under a projecting

portico, supported by fine polished granite columns. In the basement and

core of the building, the usual bullion and strong rooms will be ensconced

in walls of great thickness. The introduction of quoin blocks rising

through tho balustered line, cresting I he cornice, is most effective as a

relief. Tho awkward angle which the front elevation makes to the lino of

New Street is attributable to the increased rounding eff of the angle of

.S:ephenson Place as set out by tho Borough Survoycr. The erection of the

new bank was commenced eighteen months since by Mr. Crefwell, but it

will be nearly Midsummer before it can bo fully finished. The total cost

■of the buiiding is set down at '25,000/.

The Town and District Bank is in gradual course of ro-coustruction.

Already the new banking room has been opened for business, and tho front

portion of tho premises now remain to be remodelled ; but as the new building

has to bo erected ou the site of tho old one during tho time the business of

the firm has to bo carried on, tho progress of the work is considerably de

layed. The banking room, of which we will speak first, lies far at the back

•of tho present premises. It is a well-lighted and pleasant room, 05 feet

iong, 32 feet wide, and about 30 feet high. A range of circular-headed

windows, 15 feet in height, runs round the left sido and the end of the

room. Tho ceiling is panelled, and artificial light is obtained by means of

-unlights set in tho ceiling. The basement comprises a clerks' room, and

well-constructed strong and bullion rooms, tho latter being plated with

iron nearly one inch in thickness. The front offices, now in the course of

erection, are not of great extent. The elevation consists of a two-storeyed

building. On the ground floor there will be two entrances on the left, pri

vate, the bank entrance being on the right ; the intermediate space being

occupied by the windows of the directors' and manager's rooms, which en

gross the ground floor. In dimensions tho elevation is 58 feet in height,

with a frontage of 48 feet. The space on the first and second floors will

provide ample accommodation for private and other rooms. Tho style of

building is Italian, with a tendency to degenerate to the florid. The. front

will be carved in Bath stone, under tho supervision of the builder, Mr. J.

Ilardwick. It will bo quite September next beforo the architect, Mr.

Yeoville Thomason, sees his design fully completed.

The National Provincial Bank has wisely vacated its branch office,

Bennett's Hill, during tho time that the work of rc-ereetion is going on.

Within the space of three months the ground has been cleared of the old

buildings, the foundation put in, and the walls carried up to the level of the

ground floor. Tho banking room, 09 feet Iong by 32 feet wide, will occupy

nearly the whole of the ground floor. It will be lighted from the sides, the

frontage to Waterloo Street possessing si* bold windows. Entrance will

be gained, as formerly, at the angle of Waterloo Street and Bennett's Hill,

w here a few steps lead into the round vestibule, through which access is

■obtained to the ranking room. On the left of the entrance, and looking

into Bennett's Hill, the manager's room and general offices will be placed.

The upper floor, w hich is altogether subsidiary to the bank, will be appor

tioned to the use of the resident officers. Tho elevation of the building is

•of an average height of 45 feet, the frontage to Waterloo Street, is 98 feet,

and that to Bennett's Hill 54 feet. The design is of the Italian character.

The ground floor windows possess moulded architraves of simple design.

Between these windows pilasters, based on panelled plinths, rise to the

height of the upper floor windows. Surmounting the entrance is a group of

statuary, and tho name of tho bnnkwill be carved in legible characters run

ning round the front of the building. A pleasing warm tinted Wrexham stone

is being used in the construction of the bank. The design is from the studio

of Mr. John Gibson, tho architect to the bank. Tho amount of the contract

is 13,000/. It is expected that the banking room will be finished in Septem

ber next, and tho work completed at the close of the year. The contractors

are Messrs. Webb, of Birmingham.

Lloyd's Banking Company are about to erect now premises in Ann

Street, at the corner of the uew passage, Kdcn Place, lately opened into

Edmund Street. The present branch in Cherry Street (late Moilliett's)

will be removed to these now premises when erected, and provision will be

made for the ultimate enlargement of the Ann Street building when

necessary.

THE NEW READING-ROOM OF THE BIBLIO

THEQUE IMPERIALE, PARIS.

fPHE new reading-room of this library, the largest in tho world, has re-

X cently been opened. The authorities have adopted a suggestion long ago

made with respect to the British Museum, and have created two reading-

rooms, or rather they have added a second to the one already existing :

the old one is open to all the world, without tickets or any other formality ;

tho new one is for students or literary men only, and is called the Sti/lc d<:

Travail, and admission is only to be obtained by special application to tho

director of the library, who, as far as our own experience tells us, places no

unnecessary obstacle in the way.

Tho general plan resembles that of tho noble reading-room of the British

Museum, but the form of tho apartment is different- it is a parallelogram,

with four columns placed in a square, and equidistant from the walls on

each side; from these columns to corresponding half-columns against the

wall spring semicircular lattice girders, forming nine compartments, and

each of the latter is vaulted, and has a circular skylight at its apex, so that

tho room is very well and equally lighted. At the upper end of the room

is a semicircular addition, as wide as tho room, and which is screened off

below by a barrier, behind which is the desk of the director of the room

and his assistants, and from which the distribution of books takes place.

The whole of the sides of the reading-room, as well as the semicircular

portion, are filled with books ranged in three storeys, with iron galleries to

the upper portions. Tho reading-room is shut off from the library by means

•of dwarf cases, which contain a certain number of works of reference,

placed at tho disposition of the readers, including encyclopaedias, biogra

phical and general dictionaries, statistical publications, tho annals of

scientific societies, and a few other works, su;h as Moutfaueou's Antiquities,

making altogether rather more than a hundred sets of works, some of which

contain a large number of volumes—still a very small library of reference

compared with that which lines the walls of the reading-room of the

British Museum. There is little doubt, however, that tho directors of the

library will increase the number, as every oft-required book placed within

the reading-room saves the labour of the attendants.

The readers' tables are placed in two parallel rows, leaving a passage up

tho middle of the room, and each table has places for ten readers on each

side with plenty of room ; there are seats for more than threo hundred

persons.

The method adopted with respect to obtaining books is nearly identical

with that ill operation at the British Museum. Small forms are provided

on which tho reader is required to inscribe the names—Christian as well as

surnames—of the author of the book he desires to consult, together with the

title of the work, its place and dale of publication, and the form of the

volume. And here arises the inconvenience of the want of catalogues. There

is no alphabetical catalogue placed at tho command of tho readers ; there is

a portion of a printed catalogue raisonne of works relatiug to French history,

and another of books appertaining to medical science ; for all the rest the

reader must trust to his own knowledge or to a bibliographical dictionary.

But it is not likely that the authorities who have constructed such a noble

place of study will halt in their good work; and all the literary world

knows the time and money required to produce an exact catalogue of even a

small library.

As in the Patent Library in Loudon, a record is kept of the works con

sulted by each render. Ou entering the room you are presented with a

printed form, on which the assistants inscribe all the books with which you

are supplied, and before quitting you have to doliver up this document with

your nanio and address attached. If intended only to protect valuable

books from injury, this is a wise precaution : for a reader, however unprin

cipled, would scarcely venture to illuse a book when such a document as

that referred to stood in evidence against him. There is another applica

tion of this document which wo venture to suggest, namely, that any book,

if not unique or even rare, which occurs often in theso lists, should be

placed on the shelves of the reading room to tho reader's hand.

The library is very rich in works on architecture, and, indeed, on all

branches of art ; and this, wc believe, will give tho present notice a special

interest in our readers' eyes.

Tho new Salic dc Trarail is a special boon to foreigners residing in Paris,

and, as ouo of that body, we beg to teuder our hearty thanks to the Govern

ment and the direction of the magnificent Bibliotheque luipcriale.

COMPETITION.

Eaton- StnumiAX Chukch, NonwicH.

A short time since designs were invited to be sent in competition for the

above, and in reply to those who responded, the Committee havo sent the

following circular:—

Estate Auctioneers and Surveyors,

London Street, Norwich, January 8, 1869.

Deah Sins,—In this competition we had the pleasure of receiving seven

teen sets of drawings from gentlemen residing in various parts of tho

kingdom. From this' number the Committee selected four sets—two from

London, one from Edinburgh, and one from Norwich ; and at a meeting

of the Committee, at our offices yesterday, it was determined to adopt the

design of Messrs. Browne & Pearco of Norwich.

Yours truly,

(Sigued) Hkwitt & Capon.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

It has been determined to thoroughly restore the ancient parish church

of Cradley, near Malvern.

The beautiful chancel of Wilford Church, Nottingham, has just re

ceived an addition of two stained glass windows, the work of Messrs.

A. & W. II. O'Connor, of Berm rs Street. London. Tho east window has

been erected to the memory of the Rev. Thomas Thorp, lato rector of the

parish. The south window possesses special interest ou account of its

being a memorial of the poet Henry Kirko White. The subject is 'The

Star of Betlileheni.' In addition to this window, a medallion, bearing a

profile of the poet, by W. T. Hale, Esq.. of Baker Street. London, medallist

of the Royal Academy, has been placed in the church a few days ago, under

the personal superintendence of the artist.

A New Congregational Chapel has been erected at Dovonby, near

Coekermouth, from the designs of Mr. T. L. Banks, architect, of Cocker-

mouth, and is in the Gothic style of architecture.

A New Church is to be erected in tho Uxbridgc Road, Shepherd's

Bush.

The First Protestant Church was dedicated at Hankow by the Bishop

of Victoria, November 7.

The Ancient and Boautiful Chancel of St . Mary do Lode Church,

Gloucester, one of the oldest ecclesiastical edifices in the kingdom, has just

been restored at the expense of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, under the

direction of Mr. Christian, architect to the Commission. The whitewash

has been removed, the stone has been restored, and a border of enamelled
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tiles lias been carried round the walls inside the Communion-rail. The

chief part of tlio colouring of the tiles is chocolate, with a bordering; and

the v>tk presents something of the appearance of drapery. The floor ha*.

l>eea lowered and rclaid, the vaulting lias been cleaned, and the exterior

renewed.

The Erection of a Now Church near the Lcyland Railway Station is

contemplated,

A New Church i» to be erected in Carlisle, from the de signs of Messrs.

H.ibershon & Brook, Architects, London.

A New Town Hall, and also an Opera-house, are to be erected at

Leicester.

Extensive Alterations and additions to the Church of Emmanuel,

Clifton, have just been completed. Mr. Norton of London was tlio

architect.

Competition for the Proposed new Church of St. Mark's, at

Sunderland.— At a meeting of the committee for the erection of this church

03 January 7, it was decided to ask six architects in Sunderland, and two

out of the town, to send in competitive designs and estimates for a church,

to hold GOO persons.

Jedburgh Abbey is now to be restored. Three plans of restoration,

costing from 900/. to 4,0!>0/., have been given in, and are at present under

consideration.

A New Hotel was opened at Bristol on Thursday Inst. It has been

built from the designs of Messrs. Foster and Wood. Some idea of tho size

of the building may be gathered from the fact that it contains not less than

200 rooms.

A New Congregational Chapel is to be erected at Acton in Middlesex.

Tho New Publia Buildings at Abergavenny.—Abergavenny is

sitting an excellent example to provincial towns. Its Board of Com

missioners have not only ]isnvided efficient drainage and water services, and

an excellent stock market, but they have obtained possession of tho gas

works—a desideratum which is so much wanted here and in many other

towns; and now lln-y arc about undertaking the reconstruction of the

general market for the sale of butter, poultry, and other commodities, and

the erection of a town-hall, with simps ami offices necessary for public use.

The plans of Messrs. Williams & Wilcox, of Bath, have been accepted, and

it wiil lie seen from our list of contracts open, that tenders are now invited.

The Old Cathedral of Hatisbon is undergoing thorough and let us

hope judicious—restoration ; the spires, too, of both towers are in process of

cre.tion, So feet out of 130 feet having been completed during the lust year.

A temporary bridge has been thrown across from tower to tower, a distance

of 60 feet, at a. height of 320 feet lrom the ground, and a stationary engino

lifts the material, as at Cologne. The chief alteration in the Cathedral

itself is the rebuilding of the gable of the south transept, it being the in-

ion to raise both transepts to the same height the Katisbon

Cathedral is one of the finest Gothic edifices in Germany. It was bi gun in

12(13, but little of it is of that early date, the chief portion being fifteenth-cen

tury work. Until some thirty years ago the, interior was crowded with

munv abominations in the worst taste of tho last century, when, thanks to

old King Lewis, who gave the modern painted glass windows, a clean sweep

was made of all that disfigured the church and concealed its beauties.

ITEMS OF NEWS

fbou ova

SPECIAL COHHE3PO.VDJSH AND OTHERS.

•

Berlin Cathedral Competition.

Ihc names of the jury deputed to decide upon the merits of the designs

tobe sent in this spring are now published; and although they are those of

lie n of undoubted ability, yet much dissatisfaction is felt at the selection.

It is thought—and we are glad to liud that our views are shared by many

abroad— that the character of the jury is not, sufficiently international, only

one foreigner, a Frenchman, - appearing iu the list, whilst the competition

has from the first, ar.d throughout, been invested with an international

character. The following are the names of the gentlemen alluded to: -

Mous. ViolIet-le-Duc, of Paris; Prof. Schmidt, of Vienna: Mr. L. Gruner

(Author of ' Specimens of Ornamental Art '), of Dresden ; Prof. Temper, of

Zurich; Eaurath von Kgle, of Stuttgart; Prof. Dr. von Ritgen, of Gicssen ;

Itaurath Fngelhardt, of Minister ; Baurath Hase, of Hanover; and Messrs.

-alzenbcrg, Struck, Hitzig, Herrmann, and Erbkam, of Berlin.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

Kew facts are mure remarkable in connection with the Beaux-Arts than

the increased value of pictures, sculpture, and other artistic productions

•luring the last few years, and we believe it will interest our friends to

have presented to them from time to time what we may call the stato of

tho Art market.

Paris stands preeminent, for its sales of pictures, and of late years prices

have been at least as high there as in London. The present is tho high

season of the Art sales, and although trade in general is flat, pictures fetch

high prii.-es. Amongst the interesting items lately noted are the following:—

A bust in marble of the celebrated artist Madame Lcbruu, by the sculptor

Angustiu Pajou, purchased at the sale of the collection of M. Olmado of

Toulouse, by Baron A I phonse do Rothschild,, for » sum equal to 400/. At

the same sale was a Loutherbotirgh, whose pictures rarely appear in Paris ;

subject, a ' Party of Pleasure going on board a Ship of War,' which sold for

little more than 21/. At another salo a small picture by Decamps,

'Shooting with a Mirror,' fetched 148/.; this work formerly belonged to

the lute Due. de Moray, and afterwards to Kalil-Bey. and has thus been

told publicly three times within a short period. Decamps' works are

rapidly increasing in value: a view in the environs of Smyrna was bought

at the same sale by M. Xarischkine for 020/.: a small picture of *A

Wounded Dog ' fetched 01/. ; and another small work, ' An Old Woman and

Child,' picture known as the ' Faggots,' 1 18'. There were in the same sale

three minor works of Engeno Delacroix which sold well, namely. ' Arabs

near a Tomb,' formerly in the Orleans Gallery, 140'. ; 'Woman Bathing,'

1854, 312/.; a finished skotch in grey monochrome, for one of the penden-

tives in the library of tlie Corps Legislatif; subject, ' Xunia l'ompilius and

the Nymph Egeria.' 160/. ; and a ' Combat of Cavaliers,' a very small work.

81/. Delnroehe's works arc declining in public estimation as rapidly its

those of Delacroix are advancing; a picture of ' Christ in the Garden of

Olives ' was knocked down at 40/. Two little canvases of Gcricault sold

well, the ' Trumpeter' for 54/. ; and tho ' Cuirassier' for 144/. A second-

class, but well-known and charming work by Meissonier, tho ' Painter at

his Fusel,' sold for 280/.

One of Madame Harriett Browne's works came under tho hammer the

other day. namely, tho well-known ' Sistors of Charity ; ' it was won in a

lottery a few years since by an agent de change and was sold to M. Gambart

for the sum of 1,320/. At the same sale 'Christ bearing the Cross,' by

Delacroix, was sold to Mr. Warren for 320/. Two works by Diaz, ' Venus

and Adonis' and 'Nymph ami Cupid,' fetched, respectively, 108/. and 111/.

' A Setting Sun,' by Jules Dupre, 392/. : and ' A Landscapo,' by the same.

156/. A charming small work by l'romentiu, 'The Ambuscade,' 224/.

'Episode in the Sacking of Rome by the- Constable de Bourbon,' Robert-

Flcury, 240/. ; and two of the Into Theodore Rousseau's landscapes, small,

but brilliant works, 'Autumn' and 'Tho Forest of Fontaincbleau,' 400/.

each. Some drawings and water-colours fetched remarkable prices at the

same sale. A sketch of ' A Lion before his Prey,' by tho sculptor Barye,

nearly 37/. ; and a drawing by Rosa Bonheur, 'Cattle in Repose,' bought

by Mr. Guuiburt at the high price of 06/. 8*.

Stockholm Junction Railway.

This city has hitherto had two railway termini, one being that of the

Northern, the other that of the Southern main lines, and both situated at

the extreme ends of tho capital. So great have been the natural difficulties

which intervened in the short space, between tho termini, that it has taken

Mr. Erickson, the engineer in chief of all Swedish railways, not less than

three years to accomplish the formation of tho short lino which is intended

to connect the two main lines now terminating at Stockholm. The

Southern Railway enters the city by crossiug tho Orsta-Wik, and running

through the quarter known as the Sodermalm, enters the station on the

Torg (market) Dessein. Here the now Junction Lino commences by

entering a tunnel bored through solid granite, and describing a slight curve

on plan. This tunnel is 1,500 feet long and 32 feet wide by a height of

19 feet, and passes under a very populous part of tho city. Then follows a

cutting 2,400 feet long, the retaining walls on cither side being 30 feet high,

executed in solid masonry. Next comes a bridge across tho Soder, after

which the line traverses the ' Stad' quarter, then crosses the Riddaneholm

Canal, and lastly joins the Northern Railway over a high embankment east,

of the Nija Kungsholmbron. Considering the short distance, perhaps no

line in the world has presented greater difficulties to the engineer, and it is

only in Sweden that this could have been effected at so low a cost, namely,

about 6 1 ,000/. The granite in the tunnel was blasted by means of nitro

glycerine, 30,000 lbs. being used in the operation. The works were super

intended by Mr. Erickson and Lieutenant Unge of the Swedish Royal

Engineers, assisted by Lieutenants Dahlquist and Engelblom.

Preservation of Wood from Decay.

Dr. L. Fcuchtwanger, of New York, states that for the past thirty-six

years his attention has been directed to the subject of defending every

species of wood from decay, and also to make it incombustible or fire-proof.

Beside making thousands of experiments, he has assisted others to institute

them, and has watched the progress made by the various patents issued for

this purpose, such as kyanizing by the use of bichloride of mercury ; the

Burnett process (chloride of ziue) ; the Earl process (protosulphate of iron) :

I Bohr's plan (solution of borax) ; Ileinemanu's patent, by the use of resin ;

the carbolising method, the subject of two patents, one for cold carbolic

acid, and one for hot acid ; the tar and petroleum method as used in the

Nicolson pavement, and many others, which havo been brought out. from

time to time, but without having achieved permanent success. The Doctor

claims the first application of silicates in their various forms to all organic

substances, such us woody fibre, paper, pasteboard, &*e.. for preventing the

attack of the teredo navalis, fire.-jrnd water, and shows that by applying, by

double chemical affinity, the silicate of soda and lime water, he converts

tho woody fibre into a mineral substance. Dr. Feuehtwanger's method, de

scribed years ago, is simply to steam the timber, then inject a solution of

silicate of soda for eight hours, and then soak the wood for the same period

in lime water.

A Now Lamp-poat in Paris.

The muuicipal authorities of Paris have made immense improvements in

the illumination of the streets, squares, and promenades of the city. The

old lamp-posts have almost entirely disappeared, and are replaced by

elegant iron pillars, bronzed by the electro process, with tho exception of

the courts of tho Louvre and Tuilerics and the refuges for foot passengers,

which arc lighted by means of very elegant lamps and candelabra iu fine

bronze.

A new kind of lamp-post has just been introduced for narrow pavements.

Tha post is very slender, and is set very closo to the walls of the houses,

the lamp being supported on a bracket mounted on the top of the post, and

overhanging the pavement about eighteen inches. The object in view is the

removal of obstruction from the footway without interfering with the houses.

The post and bracket therefore stand clear of tho wall by an inch or two,

and the gas pipe is contained within the former. The light is about nine

feet above the ground. It is intended to adopt these new lamp-posts for

all streets less than thirty-six feet iu width.

A method of illuminating the numbers of the houses at night has been

recently tried in the Avenue Victoria, near the Hotel do Ville. The num

bers are painted on ground glass, behind which is a gas jet. Of course

this plan answers perfectly ; but it is costly, and the light serves no other
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purpose thau the illumination of the number, and, to adopt a French saying,

the game is scarcely worth the candle. Another plan has therefore been

introduced, by way of experiment, in the Rue d'Eylau, in which tho number

is painted on a small gas globe fixed against the gate post of each house, so

that when the gate is open the veatibulo is illuminated by it.

After all, the rendering risible of the house number* is simple enough.

If the figures were placed at a height of not more than six feet or so from the

ground, all pedestrians would be able to read them without difficulty ; and

if the number of ench house opposite a lamp were painted upon the glass,

i onchmeu would find the house they wanted immediately. Wo recommend

this system to the authorities of other cities besides Paris.

A paper was read at the weekly meeting of tho Architects and Engineers

of Prague last month on the ' Ventilation of Stables.' Tho lecturer, Mr.

Nosek, proposed a new system introduced by him with much success. It

consists in carrying tho vitiated air, not upwards, but downward*, by which

means perfect ventilation is effected, and the rooms over for grooms, &c, are

perfectly free from the smell which usually pervades tbem.

A large Metropolitan Cattle Market is being erected at Berlin, cover

ing an area of about 30 acres. Tho central building in the group contains

the offices of the inspectors, police, brokers, &c. ; round this are ranged six

largo ' halls ' for the sale of the cattle, capable of accommodating 2,500

bullocks, 1,500 calves, 8,000 sheep, and 4,000 pigs. Slaughter-houses will

also bo ndded in the future. It is expected that the market will be ready

for occupation by the autumn.

A Canal is projected, destined to connect the cities of Berlin and

Dresden, the object being to compete with tho railways in tho conveyance

of heavy goods and merchandise, which, from their bulk and cheapness,

can ill afford a high rate of freight. There is already a very roundabout

water route between these places, and the barges plying upon it are chiefly

laden with coals and sandstone from Saxony, as also in a great degree with

fruit from Bohemia, the journey occupying an avorage timo of three weeks.

The canal now proposed will shorten the voyago to only four days ; it will

leave the Elbe a little below Dresden, and will enter the Spree just above

Berlin, being a distance of about a hundred miles. The projectors depend

for the success of their scheme mainly upon the hope that in their case

the Government will allow steam to be used ; the law in Prussia forbidding

tho use of screw or paddle-wheel on all canals, on account of the destruction

caused to the banks by the wash of the water.

Cement Tiles.—This material is gradually getting into extensivo use in

Germany, after having been employed in somo parts of Bavaria for the last

twenty years. They are found to last exceedingly well, and being half the

weight of slate roofing, much economy in the construction of the roof is tho

result. These tiles arc made 1 foot wide by 18 inches long, and half an

inch thick ; and there are two flat corrugations in tho width, rising only

half an inch in the middle. The monotony of the grey colour has been

objected to, but this may easily bo remedied by giving the roof surface a

coating of tar and Portland cement. Roofs may be laid at one-third pitch

with perfect safety, and the price, we are informed, is 12/. per thousand at

Prague, Carlsbad, &c.

Grand Duchy of Baden.—Tho chief Government authority for all

matters connected with State buildings was hitherto vested in one person,

and Director Pischer (Hon. Mem. R.I.B.A.) held that office when he died

early last yeur. It has now been decided that the post shall be held by

three architects, forming a court. The three gentlemen appointed are

Messrs. Berckmiiller, Lang, and Lconhard.

Angostura, the capital of tho Republic of Guayana, in South America,

has of late received the official name of Cindad Bolivar, in honour of the

man who did so much for that state fifty years ago. To his memory a

statue is now about to be erected in that city, modelled by Tenerani of

Rome, and east, in bronze at Munich. Tho figure, which is in European

dress conventionally treated, is 6 feet 10 inches high, and will stand upon a

pedestal of Carrara marble measuring 7 feet 2 inches each way, by a

height of 16 feet 4 inches. Tho front of this baso carries the simple in

scription, ' Al Libcrtador Simon Bolivar, el Estado do Guayana, ano de

1 868.' One side boars the sculptured arms of the Republic, whilst the other

contains a group of warlike trophies. Simon Bolivar was born at Caracas

in 1783, and died in 1830, after effecting tho independence of Guayana by

the Battle of Boyaca in 1819.

(Jpnpral.

The Appointment of Secretary to Her Majesty's Office of Works is

an important post at all times ; but especially so at a time like the present,

when many public buildings of tho first importance are projected or in

progress. Mr. Austin, who has for some timo filled this post, having re

signed the appointment, it has been offered to and accepted by Mr. Pergusson,

a gentleman well known as the author of tho ' Handbook of Architecture,'

and of other illustrated works of great literary value. In appointing an

architect and a man of considerable experience of business to this post,

Mr. Layard has taken a step which will be satisfactory to the profession

generally, and is likely to be of advantage to the public service Whether

Mr. Fergusson's employment in this department is not wasting talents,

which would havo done better servieo had they still remained devoted to

the subjects upon which they hare been so long usefully exercised, is another

matter. We arc inclined to doubt this. It would havo been moro easy to

find an able administrator for the Board of Works than it will be to find a

suitable successor to Mr. Pergusson in those literary labours which, we

believo, have never been better directed, or more happily successful than in

the splendidly illustrated work from his pen which tho Council of India is

about to publish.

The Site of the new National Gallery is being purchased. Archbishop

Tenison's Library and School has been acquired for that purpose for 9.000/.,

and tho parochial school for 7,500/.

The Graphic Society.—The third meeting of this Society for this

season took place in the rooms of University College on ^Wednesday

evening last, when there was a numerous attendance of art ists and amateurs,

amongst whom were seen Carl Haag, T. Woolner, W. W. Dean, James Fer

guson, W. Moeatta, A. Waterhouse, J. Holland, Professor Westmacott, and

others. Amongst the drawings and sketches exhibited were some charming

watoreolour sketches by Jas. Holland, some paintings by C. W. Nicholls,

J. Mogford, and others, and some of tho principal perspective views of the

New Manchester Town Hall, by A. Waterhouse. At the last election of

members, Messrs. F. P. Cockerell and Robert W. Edis were unanimously

elected to the two Architectural vacancies.

Artists' General Benevolent Society.—This Society has lost a valued

friend and an indefatirable Honorary Secretary by tho death of Mr. Henry

Wyndham Phillips, who died suddenly a few weeks ago. At the last Council

meeting, Mr. J. E. Millais, R.A., was unanimously nominated to fill tUe

post thus lamentably left vacant.

At the Meeting of the Durham Quarter Sessions, a report was read

from the county architect (Mr. W. Crozier) on the county bridges, which

contained the following recommendation respecting the Rowland's Gill

Bridge:—'Phoposbd New Tempobart and Permanent Bridges.—I have

to recommend that a temporary wooden bridge, with a roadway 10 feet in

width, be erected on the west side of the remains of the old bridge (as per

plan produced), and a now bridge, of two arches of 36 feet span each, and

with an 18 feet roadway, bo erected on the site of the old bridge. The

wooden bridge could be completed (under favourable circumstances) in

about one month from this date, and at an estimated cost (including the

gearing for erecting permanent bridge) of about 800/.; and tho new per

manent stone bridge by about September 1 next, at an estimated cost of

2,500/., including the raising of the road 2J feet, the improving of the

gradients and approaches, and making the roadway SJ to 6 feet wider

than the old bridge.'

Pall of the Wesleyan Chapel at Kenton.—The roof of the above

chapel has fallen in, the outer wall falling into the roadway. The building

became a complete wreck ; it had lately been painted and decorated. The

walls gave no warning of the approaching catastrophe ; a cracking and

crashing was heard, and in a moment the whole beceme a complete ruin.

A New Baptist Chapel has been erected at Potter's Bar, near Barnet.

St. Martin's-on-the-Hlll.—A new stained glass window has just been

added in the south aisle of this church. It is the gift of T. Marshall, Esq.,

of Harford Beach, Cheshire, in memory of his mother, the late Mrs. Mar

shall, who resided for some time in St. Martin's parish, and died there on

January 3, 1868. The window represents the ' Three Marys' of the New

Testament. The mother of our Lord is shown in the centre light, holding

in ber hand a bunch of lilies. In the light nearest tho east end is shown

Mary Magdalene, who is represented as holding the alabaster box of pre

cious ointment. In the third light of the window is a beautiful figure of

Mary the wife of Cleopas, with a rose in her hand. The window is the

workmanship of Messrs. Morris and Co., of Queen Square, Bloomsbury.

Braintree.—The Parish Church.—The east window of this church

has just been filled with costly stained glass, at the expense and in memory

of the late Richard Lacy, Esq. The window consists of five lights, each

divided into two parts ; the upper containing a full-length figure sur

mounted by canopy work ; the lower, on a smaller scale, the representation

of somo scene in the life of our blessed Lord or of the holy apostles. The

work has been admirably carried out by Messrs. Clayton & Bell.

Boman Catholio Church of Bt. Joseph, Gateshead.—Three beautiful

stained glass windows havo just been placed in tho chancel of this church.

The subjects are large figures representing St. Patrick, St. Cnthbert, St.

Edward the Confessor, St. Henry (Emperor of Germany), St. Joseph the

Carpenter, and the Virgin Mary bearing tho child Jesus in her arms.

These figures arc supported on elaborately ornamented bases, and surmounted

by canopies of a highly decorated character. The effect of the colouring is

very rich. All tho figures are well executed and exceedingly natural, and

the faces finely finished. The windows have been executed by Mr. Henry

M. Barnett, at the Victoria Stained Glass Works, Gateshead.

St. David's, Merthyr Tydfil—The restoration'of this elegant edifice

now approaches completion. The new mode of lighting, the additions for

egress and ingress, with the arrangement for the choir, are great improve

ments.

The death is announced of Mr. Edward Goodall, engraver, famous for

his reproductions of Turner's middle and later styles, especially ' Caligula's

Bridge/ 'Cologne,' and ' Tivoli,' also for Rogers's 'Italy,' and 'Posms,' with

Turner's ' Southern Coast,' and an immenso number of small works. Mr.

Goodall was a native of Leeds, died at scvonty-six years of age, and was

the father of Mr. F. Goodall, R.A.

One of the best painters of Rome, Cesare Fracassone, has just died,

at tho early age of thirty years. His remains were accompanied to their

last resting place by all tha artists of Rome, the Popo having on this

occasion relaxed the law against funeral processions. Fracassone's greatest

work was I he ' Martyrs of Garinchum.'

The Monument to be erected in Belfast to the memory of the Rev. Dr.

Cooke is to take tho form of an Assembly Hall, and n statue on a pedestal.

Stained Glass Windows in St. Mary's Churoh, Nottingham.—

Two very handsome stained glass windows have just been erected in the

south sido of the chancel of St. Mary's Church, Nottingham.

Marble Busts of the Prince of Wales and Richard Cobden, sculptured

by Mr. M. Noble, havo been presented by Mr. Benjamin Armitage to tho

International College, Turnham-greon.

A Good Suggestion.—It is suggested that the proposed memorial to

Sir Richard Mayne, which is to be raised by the subscriptions of tho police,

should take the form of a large and commodious school for the sons and

daughters of tho men in the force, in whose welfare Sir Richard bad always

expressed the greatest interest.
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The Hoyal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the sowage of

large towns hare not, it is understood, been able to prosecuto their inquiries

further, owing to the replies to the written queries which they submitted

to the authorities in the lake districts, during their late preliminary in-

Testigations into the alleged pollution of English lakes, &c, not having all

been answered. It is, however, anticipated that by February certain

reports will be laid before Parliament.

The Bail-way Companies using the station in the Russell Road, Ken

sington, have at last decided on throwing a bridge over the line at this

point.

The Operative Masons.—Some of the operative stonemasons of Brad

ford hare renewed the old struggle against the introduction of machinery

in their trade. The men in the employ of Messrs. Beanland, of that town,

a short time since protested against the use of machinery in dressing stone

to a greater extent than suited the men themselves. The employers ter

minated the dispute by agreeing that some stones dressed by machinery

should be re-dressed by hand. A difficulty having again arisen as to the

extent to which the machinery has been employed, the musters resolved

that the men should dress the stones entirely by hand. It appears, how

ever, that the work would not be remunerative to the men unless machinery

is partially used, and another strike has taken place.

New Bridge over the Taff.—A new iron girder bridge is in course of

construction on the Penarth Road, over the Taff, at Cardiff.

The School of Art.—On Thursday night the annual meeting of the

Bradford School of Art was held in the High .School. From the report, it

appeared that this useful institution has made considerable progress during

the past year. Some interesting speeches were delivered, and there were

various expressions of an opinion that the instalment of the school in a new

and handsome building of its own is not very far distant.

The West India Socks on the Thames are to be considerably en

larged. A new dock is now being constructed, and will be of similar length

with the old canal, and the i,orth wall of the former corresponds with the

north bank of the latter. The area, however, is to be so increased that,

when completed, the new South Dock will crmpriso an area of about thirty-

two acres in extent. It will extend across the Isle of Bogs, and will be

shut off from the river by dock gates. This is an improvement which has

long been needed.

Andrew Marvel's Cottage.—One of the oldest houses in Highgate,

near London, has been pulled down and removed. We allude to the cottage

in which rumour affirms Andrew Marvel lived in the time of the Common

wealth.

The "Hocks," Gloucestershire.—We are informed that the Messrs.

Cotterell Brothers, of Bath and Bristol, arc entrusted with the restoration

and decoration of th:s ancient and noble residence, formerly the seat of

Serjeant Wrangham. The drawing-room, which is said to be one of the

finest in the country, will no doubt afford scope for the decorative taste of

this well-known firm.

Thrapston Parish Church.—It has only just been decided to light this

edifice with gas. Mr. Eunson, of Northampton, is the consulting engineer.

It is proposed to commence the work immediately.

One hundred and seventy pounds have been subscribed for the pur

pose of raising funds for inserting a memorial window into Christ Church,

Todmorden, in the memory of the Rev. A. J. Plow, who, it will be remem

bered, was one of the victims in the ' Todmorden murder.'

St. John's Church, Cardiff.—A stained glass window has been placed

in this chnrch in memory of the late E P. Richards, Esq., who was the

confidential agent of the late Marquis of Bute. It is beautifully painted

by Mr. J. Bowles, High Holbom, London.

An Art-Pupil.—That eminent sculptor, Mr. Gibson, told Mr. Laynrd

that one day he went into his study, and there found an American physician

and his daughter, who, the father saiJ, used to bo getting hands and feet

from his dissecting-room and modelling them, and at Inst insisted on going

to Rome, and studying under Mr. Gibson. Now that gentleman did not

take pupils; but he told the lady to call next day, when he set her to model

in clay a bust of Medusa. Next day he went and found an uncommonly

good copy; but he thought, 'If I tell her it is " an excellent copy" I shall

turn her head.' So he said, ' Not bad, but you can do better—try again,'

and defaced the copy. Next day she did better, and the advice and de

facing were repeated. The third day he really was surprised to see what

she had done, and took her as a pupil, on account of her spirit of perse

verance and willingness to be thorough. She is now a distinguished sculp

tress—Miss Hosmer— and occupied a favourable position in the competition

for the design of the national monument to the late President Lincoln.

The late Mr. Felix Blade, in his life-time a devoted lover and generous

patron of Art, has bequeathed a considerable sum of money for encouraging

the study of the Fine Arts, and for founding six scholarships for Fine Art

students. AVith reference to Mr. Sladc's bequest, on November 30 last, the

Society of Painters in Water Colours adopted a resolution to the effect that,

in the opinion of the Society in question, ' an opportunity is thus afforded

for the creation of a grand School of Fine Arts in the metropolis.' And,

further, in carrying Mr. Slade's intentions into effect, the samo Society

' oftVr their services and co-operntion should they ho desired.1 This is a

matter not only to be placed in a prominent position before the eyes of all

who have the cause of Art at heart, but also to be kept there.

In his ' Architectural History of Ely Cathedral,' Mr. Stewart states

that, amongst other materials for the construction of the famous octagon and

its lantern, white glass was purchased, and such agents as were used for stain

ing it in various colours ; from whence it is evident that the Ely architect

had a school of 'artists in glass ' at work on the spot, preparing the stained

glass for glaring his windows, who may be assumed to have worked under

his own general direction and supervision.

It was with much pleasure that we observed, amongst the recent lists

of ' Christmas Books,' an announcement of a new and revised edition of

the Rev. J. G. Wood's ' Homes without Hands.' In that cliarmingly illus

trated volume the author lias dealt most happily with a subject,"in the

choice of which he has been singularly fortunate. We should welcome any

number of editions of a work thit describes in so becoming a manner the

marvellous ingenuity, and the exquisite skill, with which the multitudes of

handless constructors execute their appointed masterpieces of the archi

tecture and engineering of instinct.

Enlargement of the Barnsley "Workhouse.—At the last meeting of

tho Barnsley Board of Guardians, which was held on Tuesday, it was re

solved that the diuing-hall should be enlarged, and plans were ordered to

be prepared at once.

Statue to Henry Grattan.—A movement has been set on foat for the

erection of a statue in Collego Green, Dublin, to the memory of Henry

Grattan.

The Mosque of Foundoukly, at Constantinople, has, by order of the

Sultun, been lit with gas, and tho other Mussulman places of worship in

that city arc to be similarly improved.

The Anglo-French Railway Bridge.—Mr. nenry Stead, honorary

secretary of this undertaking, writes with reference to our communica

tions with France:—M. Boutet has not abandoned his bridge project,

which has met with the high approval of tho Emperor of tho French.

In addition to His Majesty's approval, the system invented by M. Boutet

has been pronounced feasible, and suitable for tho purpose intended, by

several of the highest engineering authorities in Paris; and it is somewhat

significant that, out of the number of those persons who have subscribed

and paid 4,000/. for the erection of a largo model (now in progress at

Calais), there are no less than twenty-five engineers. The word ' but

tresses' used in your article might imply solid masonry, which probably

would meet the fate described ; but it should be borne in mind that the

piers on which the arches are to be supported will be skeleton frames, com

posed of cylinders of iron braced together in a suitable manner, and offering

little or uo resistance to the action of the wind and sea. In addition to

this, calculations have been made, and each pier will be of such weight and

strength as to render the structure capable of resisting thirty-six times the

force of the heaviest gales ; and an idea may be formed of the size of the

pier by the rough statement, that the erection, when completed, will have

dimensions something like those of St. Paul's Cathedral. Plans are being

prepared, by tho request and at the suggestion of the Emperor, for a bridge

of thirty spans in lieu of ten, as was originally designed, a proof that the

project is still receiving His Majesty's cordial support. Several engineers

of eminence in England, whose names will be published at the proper time,

have also expressed their approval of the scheme, nnd I am in possession of

documents which show that tho Anglo-French Railway Bridge is far from

being a dream of the past.

A New Telegraph to America.—We learn from New York that a

movement is being made to establish another Transatlantic Telegraph be

tween the United States and Belgium, to be called tho ' People's Cable.'

The American Atlantic Telegraph Company, who, it is said, have obtained

from Congress an exclusive privilege for landing the cable on the coast of

the United States, except on the const of Florida, have taken up the matter

in earnest, and have already made most satisfactory arrangements for ob

taining a concession of land in Europe. The amount of capital required is

estimated at only 500,000/., one-half of which it is proposed to raise in

New York, the other half in Europe.—Canadian News.

The Wood of Telegraph Poles put up in Kentucky withstood tho

elements as follows : tho chestnut rotted first, tho cedar gave way next,

whilst the locust, at tho expiration of five years, was nearly sound.

Proposed International Exhibition at Utrecht.—The Government

of the Netherlands has decided to hold an exhibition of ' articles for daily

household use' at Utrecht, in the months of August or September, 1869.

Goods sent to the Exhibition are to be admitted duty free, and arrange

ments will be made with tho railway and steamboat companies for their

conveyance at low rates of freight.

The finest private collection of paintings in America was recently de

stroyed by fire at tho house of Mr. John Huck of Chicago.

The Chicago River Tunnel.—The tunnel under the Chicago river,

known as the Washington Street Tunnel, connecting tho south and west

divisions of the city by a solid and permanent roadway, has just been com

pleted, and was opened to the public on New Year's Day. The contract

price was 328,500 dollars. The length of the work is about 1,605 feet; of

the retaining walls of the open approach on the west side, about 320 feet,

and 275 feet on the east side. The length of tho main archway, or covered

way, is 932 feet There are three archways leading through the tunnel ;

one is for foot passengers, and two for teams and horses.

MEETINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Royal Inbiiil Jh of Bninsn Arciiitkcts.—Monday, January IS, at 8 r.M, Prof.
KeiT on pome Developments of the Architecturesquc.
Teik Institution' of Civil. Enginkkhs.—Tuesday, January 19, at R P.M.
Tiik Institution of Suuvkyoks..- Monday. January 25, at s p.m. Adjourned dis

cussion on Paper, by R. B. Grantham, C.E.—" Parochial Assessments, by Edward
Hyde."
Ancm-raTuiiAL Association. -Class of Design. Friday, January 15, at 8 r.M.

" Rose Window."'
Royal Socirty.—January 21, at 8.30 p.m.
Royal Institution.—Meetings for the ensuing week : Tueslay. at 3, Fine Art, Mr.

Westmacott ; Thursday, at 3, Entozoo. Mr. Rupert Jones ; Friday, at H, on the lost
Eclipse of the Sun, Prof. Hertchel ; Saturday, at 3, Hydrogen and iu Analogues, Prof.

Odling.
AssotlATEr Auts iNSTrrL'TR.—Monday, January 23, at 8.30 p.m. Sketches. Dis

cussion. "Question." Does Gener.il Mental Training tend to develop Art Power ?

Linnkan Socikty.—January 21, at 8 p.m.
Society of Auts.—Wednesday, January 20, at 8.
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EDITORIAL NOTE.

We are compelled, for want of space, to

postpone the second part of our article on

Bnlliol College/and the continuation of the

Handy-book of I rouse-building, to our uext

number.

iVo communication can be inserted unless au

thenticated by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publication, but as a

guarantee of good faith.

The authors of signed articles andpapers read

M public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub

jects of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such enquiries.

Chelsea.- For Fire Houses and Shops in Sloane Ponare,
Chelsea, for Mr. Oakesbott. !Mr. J. W. Tenfold, architect.
Quantities not supplied :— '

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion

later than 2 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, A, Monument Yard, Lon

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

O. J. & J. Showcll, Darlington, surveyors—J. Cox k W
< a»coync, Beckenham, brickmakera-.Simpson & I.vnnm
^ttingharn, architects -Jarratt & (in«orv. Sheffield."brick-
niakors—Mandator, Sous, ft Field. Lambeth and K. Green
wich, cngu.eer>, as fur as regards II. C. Mnudslay.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.

Augustm Salem Dinisdnle, St. ra il's Road, Ball's Pond,

BANKRUPTS.

To SimiiKxrisii ix rim Cou.vraY.-Wm. Pickles, Wake-
field contractor, January 28, Wakefield—Aquilla Edward.
Halite, contractor Fcbrnary 2, Halirax-Jaraes Gardner
Martin, Liverpool, builder, January 20, Liverpool.

Uixiiox.- Peter Brand. Francis street. Tottenham Court
Road builder, January 20, at 12- Joseph Culler. Bonrne-

Thl .' *;uK,f- .•'""'""T 20, at 11-Barnett Matthew.,
Thomas Street, \\ ntorloo Road, builder, January "1 at 2-
1 lulip Braunou, Shauklin, Isle of Wight, architect^January
2o, at 12. J

BUp-

n

TENDERS.

Manchester,— For the Brickwork and Masonry in the
basement ttorev of the New Town Hall :—

Clay (accepted) .... £1M$6 0 0
Lkwisham.— For limking Roads and Drains on the Spring

field Estate, Lewisham. Mr. H. O. Martin, Alliance House,
Adam Street, Artelphi, surveyor:—

Hilton £902 14 0
Hatchings 711 13 0
Treverton R00 0 0
Jones ;.s.x |3 4
Phillips Ml) 0 0
Reed MO 0 0
Blackburn MO 0 0
Crockett 405 0 0
CtmdwcH 484 It 0
Major 4-'S 14 9
Hun is 448 0 0
Thompson 422 l-"» 10
Knit 415 0 0

Wigmcro .ISO 0 0
Hill S7G 0 0
Turner & Cole 870 0 0
Qsacnden 4; Carter .... ;it>8 0 (I
Pluey 3-15 0 (i
Penrson 8.10 0 o

Bloonittekl ;«o o 0
Hose J140 0 <i
Strickson 330 0 0
Johnson :>28 0 o

Young 310 0 0
Parker mis 0 0
Gardner 2S7 0 ft
Beard 200 0 0

Detached Villa at Calne, Wiltshire, fur 0. Harris. Esq.
Mr. John Watson, Torquay, architect :—

Bladwcll £9,1 2S
Pinnegar 8,280

Call & Pethick 6,518
Light and Smith 0,484

New sewers for Metropolitan Board of Works in Plough
Road, Swing Bridge Road, and Trinity Street, Rotherhithe.
and the diversion from the river of the sewage from the
Durand's Wharf :—

Turner & Sawrer £2.1,450
Neve&Frv 18,50"
Webster jk.iiki
Pearson 17.717

Kirk 10.870
Nicholson (accepted) .... 14,750

Eboral £10.209
Piper 9,584

Belham 9.297
Turrcll 8,811

Richardson 7,995
Wilson* 7,300

Wilson . 6,854

* Subscqnoutly an nmended tender for the same sont in
and accepted.

Bedford,—Tor the erection of a Villa Residence on the
Rromliuni Rood, Bedford, for . Mr.' James Edward de
Gnichy. Mr. John Usher, architect. Quantities
plied :—

Edey k Wildman .... £1.105 0
Smith 1,153 13

Moore . 1.140 0 0
Day 1,133 10 0
Dickens 1.124 0 0
CunTin 1,115 0 0

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

HirxDREP OF Wirral, Chester.—District surveyor.
Salary 100/. a year, and will tic required to reside within
the district of the Board, and to give his whole time and
personal attention to the duties connected with his office.
Applications to he sent to William Henry Churton, East-
gate Buildings, Chester, on or before Monday January 25.

Epsom, Surrey.—Local Board of Health. Surveyor and
Inspector of Nuisances, G. White, Clerk to Board, Court
House, Kp.-um. . .

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

RomERHAM.- March 15.—For Plans, Ate., for .erecting a
Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 75f. Is offered
for the best design,' 50/*- for the second, and for the
third. John Barras, bon-.-spcVctary, RQtherha'm,' December
15, 1808.

Viexxa. Austria.—This Municipality require Designs,
Plnus, Estimates, flic, for the Erection of ft New Hotel do
Ville. Orien to all Europe. For Particulars, Austrian
Consul-Genorul, 21 Rue Lnffltte, Paris. (See ARClirrKCT,

Jan. 2, p. 12.) , -

South Metropolitan Schools, Suttox, Surrey.—For
Designs for the Erection of an Infant Establishment adjoin*
ing the present Schools. Premiums of 40 Guineas each for
the three designs considered the liest. February 2. J. Bur
gess, Clerk to the Managers, Vestry Hall, Walworth. •

Kixostox-ox-Tiiamks. -March 1 .--Design for new School
nnd Masters Residence. Cost not to exceed 5.000/. F. Gould,

Esq., Kingston-on-Thames.

PaTTKRDonorGH.—Feb, 8.—Plan snd Estimate for Addi
tion to the Corn Exchange. S. C. W. Buckle, Peter
borough.

KlDDKDjirxsTER.— Feb. 9. - Designs, Tlans, Specifica
tions, &c, for an Infirmary and Dispensary. E. Morton,
Hon. Secretary.

Dover.—Feb. 2; .— St. Mary's Burial Board. Designs
for laying out 9$ acres, for the purposes of a new Cemetery.
Premiums 50/. and 20/. G. Fieldiug.

Leajiixgtox-.— Feb. 10.—Royal Pump Room Gardens.
Designs for a Memorial Fountain. A. S. Field, Lea

mington.

CONTBACTS OPEN.

Xokthami tox.— February 10.—For the snpply and erec
tion of a Gasholder, 100 feet diameter by 30 feet deep, with

columns, girders, &c. John Eunson. jnn., Northampton
Gas Company, Northampton. £>e Admrtittment.

Spain-.— March 1.—For Submarine Telegraph Cable. Ur-
buno Montego, 155, Fcuchnrch Street, E.C.

Parish of 8t. MARYLKunxii:.Loxpox.—January' 21 .—For
Construction of Sewer in the Parish of St. Muryiebone.
J. Gaul Browning, Court House, Marylebone.

Torquay.-Jan. 21.—For erection of New Gas Works, in
the district of St. Man 's Church, near Torquay, Devon.
Grant Wollcn, Clerk to the Local Board.

BllunxonAU.—Feb. 1 7. - Erection of Schools to accom
modate 300 Boys, with Dining Hall, Workshops, Apart
ments for Masters and Teachers, and other Buildings.
Martin and Chamlierlain, Christ Church Buildings, Bir
mingham.

DulAvirii —Jan. 16. For the erection of n l'air of Villas
at Dulwich.

OvKXDEN Wood, xear Halifax.—Jan. 20.- Erection of
a Villa Resilience. John Hogg, Architect, Corporation

Bunding*, Halifax.

Halifax.—Tan. 18.—Erection of Workshops and Wnre-
houscs. W. H. D. Hnrsfall, Architect, Northgate, Halifax.

Soman BniHriK.—Jan. 19.— Erection of Villa Residence.
&c. Srmuel Ultley, Architect, Halifax.

Warrixi.tox.—Jnn. 25. —Tenders nrc invited for con
struction of 2,000 yards of Brick and Pipe Sewers. II.
Ynwser, Borough Surveyor, Warrington.

Gloucester. Jan. 28. For erection of New Buddings

in connection with Gloucester Infirmary. A. W. Moberley,
architect, 1 Brunswick Road, Glonccstcr.

Boi.tox.- -Jan. 18.—Erection of Industrial Schools. Cun-
liffe A: Freeman, architects, 13 Wood Street, Bolton.

HoltWICR Moon (near Bolton).—Feb. C—Erection of
Plimitive Methodist Chapel. Peter Euttorworth, Horwich
Moor, near Bolton.

Daru.votox.—Jan. 19.—Erection or a Villa Residence.

J. P. Pritchett, architect, Darlington.

Kirkhv Loxsdalk.— Jan. 22.—Erection of a New Man
sion, from the designs of Mr. Alfred Waterhousc, of New
Cavendish Street. London. Tenders are invited for the
whole of the works, or for separate trades. Mr. Alfred

Harris, Ashfteld, Binglcy.

Great Hortox.— Feb. 5.—For erection of Great finrton
Church. Messrs. J. H. 4; F. Ilcaley, architects, Bradford. '

Trafalgar Roam Estate.—Old Kent Road.—For 450 1
Feet 15-inch Pipe Drain. W.Smith, 12, Copthall Court
E.C.

Stiiakd Uxiox.—Tanner's End, Edmonton.—For the-
Erection of a new Workhouse and Subsidiary Baildings,
Sic Fab. If. By order. 0, Bow Street, Covent Garden. .

Stoatford-on-Avox.—For Curbing Stone for Footpathj.
Sic. Jan. 23. T. Allen, Local Board of Health.

GitEAT GiDDixr., HuxnxonoxsinRE.—For the Restora
tion of the Pariah Church. Jan. 30. T. Fowler, Loath,
Liu.'olns'iire. • I

Ea.«t Dereham.-Jan: Kb.—Designs for Tin Chapels and
a Porters Lodge. to be created in tho-Bariul Ground of the
said Parish. G. S. Tinkler, Clerk to the'Boara. '

AnEROAVEXXY.—Erection of a town hall, with'shopi.
offices, and" other buildings, and tfio reconstruction of the
general market place, with other works, Jau. 25, 1809.
J. T. Rutherford, Abergavenny.

Keiobxey.—Erection of vvnrelionse, with offices, en
trances to general works, Sic. William Sngden, architect.

Chili.—The Government of this Republic require Ten
ders for Cast Iron Columns, Roof Tosts, lie, Cast Iron
Work for 27 Bridges, and 1 ,700 Squares of Galvanised Cor.
rugated Iron Roofing, itc. The Chilian Legation, IS
Gloucester Gardens, Hyde Park.

Waktaoe.—Erection of new brewery, Jan. 19, 1865.
Managing director, Wantage Brewery Company, Wantage.

Monmouth.—For erection of new workhouse for the
Monmouth Union, Feb. 5, 1809. Edwin Richards, clerk t<>
the Local Board, Monmouth.

Kkxdal.—Erection of a residence for H. Arnold, Esq.
Mr. J. BinUey, architect, Old Town Hall Chambers,
Kendal. ... .... ,

Heykr8tiam.'—Rebuilding tow^r. of Sf.'M*ry"s Chnrch,
Jan, 23, 1809. Paley -and Austin, orohitects, Castle Hill,
Lancaster.

Teurixotox, Yorkshire.— Restoration and refitting
|of the parish church, Terrfngton, Yorkshire, January 2*.

1869. Mr. Christian, architect, 8a, Whitehall l'hvce,
! London, S.W. • -

' Ratjci.utk. Local BoARD.-VTehders are invited for a
I supply of Glazed Sewer Pipes, Tiles, Junctions, and Invert
; Blocks, of various sises and description*, up to December :11 .
j 18C9. Jesse Haworth, Water Lauc, Rudcliffe.

Wariiix(itox Baxk Quay Skweuacf. District.—Con-
I tract No. 2. Apply to Mr. B. P. Coxon, Surveyor, 4tc,
Bank Chambers, Horscmarket Street, Warrington.

Leeds.—For thi varions works required in the erection
of a good house in Victoria-Road, Headingley. James
Charles, Infirmary Street.—For any portion of the works
required in the erection of two houses on the Newton Green

j Estate. David Drury, architcct»BritanniaBuildings, Town
| Hall.—For the various works in fourteen houses in llogs's
Field, Holbeck. Richard Towse, architect, Dewsbilry Road.
Leeds.—Floor boards wanted, about 1 ,100 square yards ; the
best white, I inch thick, aud very dry. Thomas Clapham
Royal Park, Leeds.

1 Bowi.ixg CHAPE!-— For the erertion of Prospect Wes-
leyan Chapel. C. E. Taylor, architect, Commercial Bank
Chambers, Bradford.

Kixustox Uxiox, Surrey.—For Erection of Receiving
Wards, Tramp Wards, &=. January 18. It. F. Bartliron,
Clerk to Guardians.

RANDEI.L A SAUNnEHS h«ve much pleaiure in Informine
tlicir friends, and tile Buildins Tra>!e generally, ih«t to facilitate
buildine o]icralion« durinn the winter season, Ihcy have provided
a larae stock ol well-tenwined Cur«ham D-irn Block Stone.

Bath Stone Office, Conriiua, WltU—[Auvt.i

STONE BROTHERS ore now supplying Corsham Down Stone
_Well eeaBfned, lit fur Immediate uie. and of the best quality.
Box Ground Mone—Unequalled for even texture aud dura

bility.
Furl. blh Down Stone—Matchless for good quality and large

sizes.
Combe Down Stone—Fine in texture, free working, and very

durable.
Prices, and cost of transi'. to any part of the kingdom, on appli

cation to the Bath Stoue Offices, Bath [Aovr.J

ADVERTISEA1ENT?.

W. "W. SPRAGTJE & Co., Lithographers,

Pbjxtebs, & Stationers, 14 Sherborne Lane,

King William Street, London, K.C.

Bills of Q'-axtitiks, Specifications, Rep-out*,

Copieil or Lithographed v. itli mpidity end care.

AW fieadv.

SpnAorEs' Pocket Diauy and Memorandum IVhjk,

for the use of Architects aud Surveyors.

Tiie Tub'es. Memornnda, &c, hiVS licen cotnilbd hy an
cxjierieiiced surveyor, and will, from their comp^etuess,
be found very couvenient to the protes.iun.

In Roon Wallet. 7s. "d. The Diary and Tables la Paper Cover,
2s. The Tables only, Is.

TO BUILDERS and OTHERS.—Several Sums
to LEND on MORTGAGE of FREEHOLD or I.E \SF.-

HOI.I) PROPERTIES, at i per cent., in- on DEPOSIT of
LEASES for short terms. l,arre house* nut quite finished not
objected t*. No preliminary tees— Apply personally to Mr.
WILLIAM TOY, Surveyor, « King Willism Street, London
Bridge. City.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, "WAINSCOT, DEAL, AND

TIMBER MERCHANTS,

120 BTJNHILL-ROW, LONDON,"E.C,

The most Extensive Stock of i verj kind rf Wood, in Planks an-s
Boards, dty and fit lor immediate use.
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THE CAREY STREET SITE FOR A PALACE

OF INDUSTRY.

HAT theTo nre two sides to every question

is an opinion which few will attempt to

contradict, and in any public discussion

wo commonly find, with Sir Roper de

CoTerley, 'that there is a great deal to

be said on both sides.' Notwithstanding

this, since the appearance of Sir Charles

Trevelyan's exhaustive statement of the

argument in favour of the Thames Em

bankment as the site for the Palace of

Justice, nothing seems to have been ad

vanced which gainsays or contradicts the general principle that for

this exceptional building the exceptional site which the Board of

Works has won from the Thames should be adopted. Points of de

tail have been dwelt on, difficulties have been enumerated, heavy

expense has been prophesied, and obstacles have been rather re

ferred to than described ; but yet at present the main question seems to

us to remain one of which the other side (if such a side exists) has

not been considered by its advocates worth bringing forward—a

medal with its reverse blank.

If this be so, why is it that a kind of lingering, hesitating, half

hearted adhesion seems all that has been yet accorded to the proposed

removal of the site of this building F The very men who admit that the

river side gives greater space, better access, easier levels, freer light,

fresher air, nobler aspect, hesitate about transferring thither the whole

proposed structure ; and while they own that concentration is a good

thing, and heartily admit the Thames bank to be the best site for any

given portion of the whole scheme, yet timidly advocate some pro

posal which stops short of complete concentration on the Embank

ment, and equally fails to provide for entire occupation of the avail

able Embankment site. The proposals for a divided structure to

which wo here refer vary. Now it is Chancery Courts on one site

and Common Law on the other, and by and by it is Courts on one

site and Wills on the other; but in principle the proposals retain

the snme complexion, whatever their details.

The reason of this is not fur to seek. The land now known as the

Carey Street site—but for which, in our opinion, a better title in

every sense would be the Temple Bar site—has been cleared expressly

for the purpose of the Law Courts. The old association between this

clearance and that proposed building makes it anything but easy to

dissociate the two, and to look upon the large plot of land north of

the Strand as entirely available for other purposes. This difficulty is

not diminished by the fact that no claimant for the site has been

brought forward. We suppose that our existing public buildings and

our present schemes, when matured, will provide a local position for

each of the leading departments of our complicated modern polity

and government ; and what more do we want r

W e have lodged the Legislature at Westminster, and the Govern

ment in Whitehall ; Commerce reigns in the City; Art occupies South

Kensington and Trafalgar Square ; the Academies hold Burlington

House : Science has several lodgings ; Literature and Antiquities enjoy

the British Museum ; and if now Justice is provided with a permanent

and a central home on the banks of the river, we may think it time to

pause and contemplate the result of our labours with satisfaction.

But is the circle complete ? Are we not making a great, nay, an

unpardonable omission ? What is it that has raised us to the position

of wealth and supremacy which at this moment we enjoy r How

have we been enabled to multiply the products of the spinning-wheel

and the loom ten thousand fold, to cover our country with iron ways,

and to make them busy with the daily journeys of the many thousands

of trains which transport a traffic without parallel, at a speed and

with a security undreamt of till now ? Our telegraphs, our steam-

presses, our iron and coal mines, our factories, our mechanical works,

and, in fact, all that supplies our commerce with materials for its

exchange, and renders our country rich, pros-perous, and active, flows

from our scientific industries ; and yet Industry alone, of all the

great moving powers of the present day, has no home, and for her

alone are no preparations on foot. The Temple Bar site affords an

opportunity such as may never occur again for the erection of A Palace

OF iKDTjSTRT.

Some central institution is at the present moment urgently needed

for the scientific training of all those whose callings belong to the

higher branches of industry. This is as evident, if the state of the

case be once fairly judged, as it was in 1851 clear that the art in our

manufactures needed that development for which the school at South

Kensington has since so largely afforded the means.

We have enjoved extraordinary natural advantages in our coal and

iron fields, and in the great energy of our national character ; and

from the time when steam first began to supersede manual labour till

lately we have kept the lead in almost every department of Industry ;

while the highest attainments of our first scientific men have been

freely pressed into the service of the industrial arts. But between

original inventors and the actual producers of work there has been

too little in common ; and now that Continental nations have seen

our error and corrected it in their own practice, we are-being beaten

on every hand.

Our iron-masters are being undersold in our own markets. French,

Belgian, and Prussian manufacturers compete with us, and throughout

the markets of the world, and even on our own shores, and only too

often do so successfully ; the prestige of English industry is endan

gered ; its supremacy is well nigh a thing of the past. And all this

is mainly due to the superior culture of the Continental mechanic and

artisan. The foreman and the manager rise in Prussian or Belgian

factories from the ranks, as they mostly do in Great Britain ; but they

thoroughly understand the principles upon which their work proceeds,

while with us the men occupying analogous positions are only

familiar with practice. No wonder that the cry of the hour is for

technical education ; it is not raised a day too soon—it is not heard a

tone too loud. This is, perhaps, the most pressing want of the time ;

and to a building adequate to afford the means of inciting this urgent

necessity we would appropriate the site now cleared for the proposed

Palace of Justice.

The Palace of Industry should be arranged on the model rather of

the Paris Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers than of any institution

known here. That institution comprises a large museum of models

and specimens of inventions and machinery, a good technical library,

lecture-rooms, class-rooms, machines in motion, and, in a word, all

tiiat is necessary to facilitate the studies of those who are preparing

to fill places in the industrial establishments of Paris, and indeed of

all France. A large staff of professors is appointed, many students

attend, and much good is done. What occurs in Paris occurs equally

in other capitals and centres of industry in the great manufacturing

districts of the Continent, and it is incumbent on us, if we would not

recede from our present position, to do no less than they.

There are not wanting among ourselves the elements which would

readily combine into a grand Industrial Institution of similar character.

The Society of Arts has for long done most energetically all that a

private society can do to promote the spread of sound knowledge on

all points connected with our arts, manufactures, and science, and

ought to take a leading part in any such movement as is here pro

posed.

The Commissioners of Pateuts have collected a curious and valuable

museum of inventions, which, if properly displayed, would prove most

serviceable as a means of technical education, and which, if suitably

housed, could be extended almost indefinitely at but a moderate cost.

They have an excellent library of such works as are most needed in

technical education, and by their publications they have shown their

willingness to aid in the most effective manner in the diffusion of

information. To name only one other element, we have Mr. Whit-

worth's noble benefaction, by which a series of scholarships to bo

held by practical students of mechanics have been founded. These

students must be provided with the proper means of study, and with a

suitable place for instruction.

More might be added, but enough has, we hope, been said to show

the need for on institution which should have technical education for

its object, and the existing nucleus round which the materials for

working such an institution could easily collect. It remains to say a

few words on what is perhaps more appropriately our subject—the

Site and the Building.

No better position than the Temple Bar site could be selected for

this purpose, and that on many accounts. It fronts on one side the

busiest thoroughfare of the metropolis, ensuring a sufficiently con

spicuous position, and yet it in part abuts on property sufficiently

remote to admit of the neighbourhood of those workshops and yards

without which practically useful technical instruction can hardly bo

given. It is within easy reach of many of the manufacturing districts

of the metropolis, of the scientific societies and the British Museum,

and it adjoins the locality where the Patent Office Library has made

a commencement in the work.

After providing for the direct thoroughfare northwards, which has

been strongly advocated, and is no doubt muoh needed, there would

remain two separate plots of ground. One of these, it seems certain,

must be occupied as chambers for solicitors, and, if well constructed,

such chambers would prove a mine of wealth. The most westerly

block would probably suit best for this purpose, as it would face the

position of the New Law Courts.

The eastern block—bounded by the new street on the west, the

Strand on the south, Carey Street on the north, and Bell Yard

on the east— would be the one most appropriate to the Palace

of Industry, and this site would probably suffice for an ample

museum, library, class rooms, lecture rooms, and offices, and yet

might leave a large internal roofed quadrangle which would

form a suitable locality for periodical exhibitions of our technical

progress ; and the further acquisition of property proposed by the

Commissioners might be given up. The building should be worthy

its destination. The name we suggest is perhaps an ambitious one,

but our manufactures and our skill surely deserve a palace quite as

much as our litigation and our losses. The Palace of Industry should

be spacious and dignified ; it need not be elaborate or vast ; but it

certainly should not, having regard to the value of its objects, be

insignificant either in dimensions or in architectural character. _

If this proposal were adopted, it would at once remove all hesitation

as to the complete and entire abandonment of the present site
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for the Law Courts and all their adjuncts, and it would enahle that

concentration which has been generally admitted to be essential to

be carried out completely. The Courts with all their offices and all

the records 'the Probate and Will departments not excluded, ought to

be all together. A saving of public time and money that is simply

incalculable depends upon this. These buildings ought all to be on the

Thames Embankment. No other decision will satisfactorily meet the

circumstances of the case. If these two points be but frankly ac

cepted, and carried out to their full result, the Temple Bar site will

be left entirely unoccupied, ready to be appropriated, as we suggest it

should be appropriated, to a worthy public purpose.

Lastly, the Architectural public would gladly see in the appropria

tion of the Temple Bar site to a Palace of Industry an available

opportunity of effectually redressing a great wrong that has been

committed. There are many who feel, and feel justly, that though

the appointment of Mr. Street as architect to the Law Courts is one

upon which the Commission may be congratulated in the most un

hesitating way, yet the long period duriDg which Mr. Edward

Barry's name was associated with Mr. Street's before the public,

coupled with other circumstances which it is needless here to recall,

have rendered the position of that architect one of great hardship.

As, however, Mr. Street is appointed and at work, it would only be

aggravating the evil, even if the present legal buildings should be

divided as has been proposed, to taue a portion of them away from

Mr. Street and give it to Mr. Barry. No such course ought to be

thought of, or is in fact, however strongly advocated, likely to be

taken seriously into consideration. But if a new building, for a dif

ferent purpose, and erected under new control, were proposed, and

one, too, that should occupy the site of the intended Law Courts,

nothing could be more appropriate than that it should be placed at once

in the highly competent hands of Mr. Edward Barry, whose design for

a Palace of Industry is not likely to be inferior in convenience of ar

rangement to the one he proposed for the Palace ofJustice ; while, if he

but adopt the style with which he is most familiar, and in which his

best works have been designed, it would be easy for him in this new

building to surpass altogether in artistic merit the designs for the

Law Courts which he submitted, and which have been so favourably

referred to by the judges.

We shall, of course, be met by the question of expense, and no

doubt this proposal would entail considerable original outlay, but

even here there may be room to doubt. The probable cost of a site

on the Embankment has been stated at one ana a-half millions. The

cost of as much land as is required on and round the Carey Street

site has been placed—by a high authority—at not less than 2,300,000/. ;

and as the purchase of two valuable buildings and their sites would

be necessary, and is not included in this calculation, it seems that two-

and-a-half millions, at least, will be the cost of site in the present posi

tion. If these figures be correct, one million of money will be saved b}r

moving the Palace of Justice to a better position. Out of this the nation

could well afford to pay for a Palace of Industry. But however this

may be, the wealthiest country in the world is not apt to hesitate about

expenditure if it can see the money's worth for the pains, and no better

investment can be made by the nation than one calculated to foster

and promote the growth of our sources of national wealth. For the

support of such an institution as we have suggested, it is probable

that the revenue obtained by the country from fees paid for patents

would amply suffice. This tax upon inventions is felt by many to be

a grievance. Such an appropriation of the proceeds would go far to

justify the contiuuance of the impost.

BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD.

(Continuedfrom Page 16.)

BALLIOL COLLEGE, in the University of Oxford, was actually

founded after the death of its nominal founder, John de Balliol,

by the widow of that powerful feudal noble. The direct descendant

in the third generation from Bernard Balliol, of Bernard's Castle,

where he himself also sometimes resided, in the year 12C4 John de

Balliol took an active part in support of Henry III. against his rebel

lious barons, and especially against Simon de Montfort. The cus

tomary residence of John de Balliol appears to have been the castle of

Fotheringhay, in the county of Northampton, long an appenage of the

Scottish Crown, and held by the Earls of Huntingdon of the royal

race of Scotland. Fotheringhay became the home of John de Baliiol

in right of his wife, Devorgilla, daughter of Alan of Galloway, great

grandchild of Fergus of Scotland, and a descendant also from the

great Earls of Chester. This illustrious lady and her husband were

the parents of that second John de Balliol, their second son, the suc

cessful competitor who became King of Scotland.

It was certainly the purpose of John de Balliol to carry fully into

effect that project for founding a college at Oxford which his death in

1200 caused him to leave still incomplete. In either 1207 or 1208 it

is recorded of bim that he did ' exhibit ' certain poor scholars at Ox

ford, until such time as he should provide for them an habitation—

until, that is to say, he should be enabled to found his proposed college.

After a while, his widow, the Lady Devorgilla, was induced to carry

out the wishes of her deceased lord in respect to the college at Oxford.

In the first instance she hired a dwelling for her late husband's 'poor

scholars ; ' and then, in the year 1282, sbe gave them twelve statutes

under her seal. By the fourth of these statutes she commanded the

scholars to choose from amongst themselves a Principal, who should

rule and direct them ; and, by the sixth, they were enjoined to pray

before their meals for the soul of John de Balliol, and for the ' Procu

rators ' of the Lady Devorgilla herself. The original charter of the

foundress, still in an excellent condition, is preserved in the college ;

it has her seal appended, and it is addressed to Hugo de Hertipol

and others, her ' procurators ' in the management of the establishment

that was soon to become her college. This singularly interesting

document bears the date of this same year, 1282—' in octavo assum-

tionis glorioiec Virginia Maria anno dhi. if' CC" octogissimo secundo : '

and she styles herself ' Devorgulla de Galtceda, dim. de Balliolo.'

In the year 1284 the Lady Foundress purchased a tenement in the

city of Oxford, whither, after she had improved and enlarged it, the

"poor scholars ' forthwith repaired, with their Principal, Walter de

Foderinghayo—an appointment doubtless judiciously made of some

family dependent on the founder in his great Northamptonshire lord

ship. At that time each of the sixteen scholars received daily, on the

week days, Id., and 2d. on the Sundays; and, consequently, their

annual cost then amounted to 27/. 14s. 8d. of our present monev.

Upon her society thus established the Lady Devorgilla settled certain

lands ; and, in the same year, 1284, her foundation was confirmed by

Oliver, Bishop of Lincoln, and by her son, Sir John de Balliol, after

wards King of Scotland.

Of the very curious and eminently characteristic seal of the

foundress, the Lady DevoTgilla de Balliol, with its counterseal, we

have been enabled to give the annexed engravings by the kindness of

the Master of Balliol, the Rev. Dr. Scott, who placed at our disposal

for the use of the engraver photographs of the original impression

under his charge. In keeping with the usage prevalent in her times,

upon her seal the illustrious lady has caused to be portrayed her own

effigy, arrayed in a long and flowing tunic, a mantle, a wimple and

coverchef. In her uplifted hands she holds, in the right, a shield of

De Balliol, the arms of her husband, and in her left a snield of Gallo

way, her own arms, and those of Alan de Galloway her father. Also,

on either side of the effigy, a conventional tree has been introduced,

sustaining from their guu/es two other shields ; the one to the dexter,

charged with three garbs, the ensigns of the earls of Chester, and

the other to the sinister, bearing two piles in point, a device considered

to have been borne for the earldom of Huntingdon, long closely con

nected, as we have already noticed, with the Scottish Crown. The

FEAL AXD COUNTERSEAL

OF Tim I.A1IY DEVORUILLA DE BALLIOL, FOUNDRESS OF BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD :
FROM THE ORIGINAL IMPRESSION APPENDED TO A CHAnTKn, BE.UIINO

DATE A.D. VJSt, AND NOW PRESERVED IN THE COLLUDE.

counterseal displays, suspended from a tree, a large shield of the

arms of the founder and foundress, united by the process (then recently

introduced) of dimidiation : the dimidiating, however, affects only

the Balliol half of the shield, fur in those days they did not dimidiate

rampant lions vertically: and above this shield are two others of

mucn smaller size, attached to branches of the tree, which severally

repeat Chester and Huntingdon. The legends of the seal and counter-

seal respectively are :—s' : dervobgille : de : ballio : fil : ALAKI :

de : OALEWAD : and s' : debvoroille : de : oalewad : dne :

de : balliolo.

On the exterior of the Master's house, below the new oriel in its

face towards Broad Street, are sculptured the arms of the Master—

Scott of Harden, or, in chirf two mullets and in base a crescent azure,

quartering Johnston of Hilton in the Merse, argent a saltirc engrailed

sable, and on a chief gules three cushions or ; and, in the gable above

this oriel, in a richly diapered panel, is the letter S, the initial of the

Master's name. Within this truly delightful residence, in the dining

room so often mentioned, the early shields of arm3 blazoned on

glass that have been removed to the new south window from the
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oriel are three in number, and with them are grouped two other

achievements blazoned on squares, and a sixth that is on an oval

panel. The arms on the two square panels are severally Montacute

and Monthermer quarterly, quartering Neville of Salisbury ; and

Bemtchamp of Warwick and Newburgh quarterly. The principal

shield, charged with France modern and England quarterly, differenced

with a silver label of three points, is ensigned with a large and rich

arched crown, and environed with four white roses. It would seem

to be probable that this shield may have been designed to represent

the hapless Edward V., during his father's life-time. The white

roses will scarcely permit the shield to be assigned to either of the

two sons of Henry VII., who successively bore the same differenced

arms, or to the son of Henry VIII., by whom the same shield was

also borne. This shield has commonly been ascribed, it appears, to

the Oxford benefactor, the good Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester;

but he differenced with a silver bordure, not with any label—most cer

tainly not with a plain silver one—and he assuredly would not have

displayed the Yorkist roses. The crosses which heighten the circlet

of the crown that ensigns this shield are much enriched, but they are

not crosses patee.

The other two shields in this glass bear—L Quarterly: 1. Argent,

a chevron gules, between three tmicorn's heads erased azure ; 2. Paly of

sir sable and argent ; 3. Ermine, within a bordure engrailed threeJleurs-

de-lys gules ; 4. Azure, a chevron gtdes (sic) between three pheons or.

II. Quarterly : 1. Argent, a chevron between three bird's heads erased

sable ; 2. Ermine, impaling azure, two lions rampant argent ; 3. Bendy

of ten, azure and or ; 4. Azure, three lions rampatit argent. And on the

oval panel there are marshalled these Coats : 1. llussell, quartering,

azure, a torcer argent ; 2. Gules, three hides haurient argent ; 3. Sable,

crusilyJitchie, a gryphon argent ; 4. Sable, three chevronels ermine, can

toning a crescent or.

In the new lecture room, which is the most important apartment

of the Brakenbury building of the College itself, Mr. Waterhouse

has placed in the heads of the six windows as many shields, of which

series each one in its due order blazons one of the quarterings that are

borne by Miss Brakenbury marshalled on a single shield. These

shields, accordingly, bear—1. (next the quadrangle) Argent, three

chevronels interlaced sable ; 2. Sable, a chevron or, between three swords

erect argent ; Barry of si.v argent and sable ; 4. (next Broad Street)

Argent, a lion rampant yides ; 5. Argent, a chevron sable, between three

crosses crosslets gules; (5. Argent, on a chevron sable, three stag's heads

cabossed of the Jield. The heraldic treatment of this glass is scarcely

equal to what it might have been—to what, as we are disposed to

consider, it ought to have been.

Having left the lecture room, of which it may be said without any

hesitation that it is second to none in the University, and passed through

the gateway under the tower into Broad Street, we now enter the fore

court of Trinity College, that we may be enabled to give a faithful de

scription of the rich sculptured heraldic panel which has been introduced

upon the east end of the Brakenbury range with the same felicitous

effect that characterises this fine building throughout. Facing towards

Trinity College, and placed near the south-east angle of the new

building of Balliol, this panel takes a part with the niches of the

tower, and with the other heraldic accessories of which it forms the

culminating point, in relieving the prevailing severity of the design ;

and, at the same time, it worthily commemorates the original founder

and foundress, in exact accordance with what it may even be assumed

would have been their own personal wishes. With the happiest con

sistency in his panel, which is arched at its head, the architect has

reproduced the composition of the counter-seal of the foundress, which

we have already described, and of which we have given an engraving.

This same engraving of the counter-seal of Lady Devorgilla clearly

indicates the composition of Mr. Waterhouse 's panel ; but it does not

actually represent the panel, because in it the subject has undergone

a more artistic treatment than the old seal-eugraver could have

accomplished ; the foliage and acorns of the oak in the panel are sub

stituted for the conventional tree of the seal, and the shields of arms

are disposed with more of freedom and elegance. To the heraldry of

the early seal, however, the modern artist has rightly and faithfully

adhered. This implies the marshalling, in the sculpture of the panel,

of the dimidiated shield of the founder and foundress, with the arms

of the husband on the sinister, and those of the wife on the dexter

side—a disposition that reverses the places which thev ought correctly,

and with due significance, severally to occupy. That the counter-

seal of a personage of such importance as the Lady Devorgilla de

Balliol should display, either deliberately or by an accidental over

sight, a grave heraldic error, cannot be admitted without much hesi

tation ; nor can it be supposed that on the original counter-seal the

shield was marshalled with Balliol to the sinister, heraldic rule and

usage notwithstanding, in order deliberately to assert a precedence for

the living ladv over her deceased lord. The seal disposes of any such

idea, by showing the lady herself holding the Balliol shield in her

right hand, that of Galloway being in her left. It is barely possible

that the anomalous aspect of this shield may have arisen, at that early

era in marshalling, from some attempt to adjust the marshalling in

this instance to the condition of a counterseal. If this be the true

explanation, the attempt, it must be admitted, proved to be only in

part successful : and even that partial success could never have been

accepted as a precedent. Indeed, it is highly probable that this very

shield is the first experiment in marshalling by dimidiation that was

tried by the artist who executed this counterseal. The shield in

question is upon a counterseal ; and the impression of a counterseal

was to be talien at the back of a seal ; that is, at the period under

consideration, the impression of a pendant seal, regarded as a single

complete seal, in reality was a double impression taken from two

matrices; and thus the heraldic compositions of the seal and the

counterseal were addorsed—stamped back to back. Now the seal, or

obverse, being the more important, and giving the dominant impress,

the impression of the reverse or counterseal might have been con

sidered to counterchange the sides of the shield—to cause ' dexter '

and 'sinister' to change places. If an impression of our two en

gravings be cut out and folded back to back, and then be held with

the seal uppermost at such an angle that the counterseal can be seen

below it, the dimidiated arms of Balliol will appear on the counter-

seal to be in their right position on the dexter half of the shield ;

still, in this case, the Galloway lion faces to the sinister instead of

to the dexter, and the Chester and Huntingdon shields have their

relative positions on the seal reversed.

Over the entrance gateway in the tower, on the exterior of the

structure, interposed between the shields of Balliol and Galloway, is

this same semi-dimidiated shield of those two united houses, Balliol

as before being marshalled to the sinister. The tinctures of these

arms are blazoned thus :—gules, an orle argent, for Balliol ; and for

Galloway, azure, a lion rampant argent, crowned or. Again, over the

eastern exterior oriel, a crowned lion rampant, sculptured boldly in

full relief as a single supporter—an usage not without good authority

in early Scottish neraldry—holds a shield of Galloway, displaying a

blazoned image of himself.

Two other armorial compositions, both on the new eastern wing of

the quadrangle, remain to be noticed. In the arched head of the

uppermost window in this wing nearest to the chapel, and facing the

quadrangle, is a shield charged with four crosses crosslets fitchee upon

an engrailed saltire—the arms of the late much respected Master oi

Balliol and Dean of Wells, Dr. Richard Jenkyns. The correspond

ing window on the outside, facing towards Trinity College, has a

shield in a similar position to commemorate a benefactor to the old

buildings of the college, Sir Edward Turner, Baronet, who married a

niece of Dr. Theophilus Leigh of Adlestrop, Master of Balliol from

172G to 1785; the arms are, a mill-rind impaling a cross engrailed

which cantons a lozenge.

We once more return to the principal entrance gateway of the col

lege at the base of the tower. The bosses of the vaulting of the old

entrance gateway displayed some heraldry of uncertain authority,

which, with sound judgment, has not been reproduced in the same

place ; but the old bosses themselves have been carefully preserved.

The new gateway bosses, as has been said, are sculptured with foli

age ; had it been decided to have made them heraldic, after the

manner of the vaulting of the south porch to Canterbury Cathedral,

the following series ol shields might have formed an heraldic chro

nicle in keeping with true architectural expression, and well suited to

the genius loci and the genius temporis also :—1, central, between the

two bays—The Queen ; 2, 3, severally to the west and the east of

No. 1, and in the same line with it—The Archbishop of the Province,

and the Bishop of the See ; 4, in the centre of the south bay—King

Edward I. ; 5, in a line with Nos. 1, 4, towards the south—Balliol andt

Galloway impaled (Balliol to the dexter) ; C, 7, to the west and eas-

of No. 6, and in the same line with it—Balliol and Galloway sepae

rately, for the first founder and foundress; 8, in the centre of th^J

north bay—The Prince of Wales; 9, in a line with Nos. 5, 4, 1, 8, anj

to the north of them—Brakenbury, for the last foundress ; 10, 1 ^

severally to the west and east of No. 9—Stanley, Earl of Derby, ang

Scott of Harden, the present Chancellor of the University and th_

present Master of the College. This group of boss-shields is a sugg

gestion only ; and yet it is a suggestion that involuntarily present

itself. But higher in this fine tower there is work yet to be done'

which, when accomplished, may mark with becoming honour as well

the period of this present rebuilding as that of the original foundation

of the College. We have seen that a group of three canopied niches

is there, awaiting the coming of the statues, for which they have

provided a dignified shelter ; and these statues, we trust, will repre

sent John de Balliol, the Lady Devorgilla, and Her Majesty the

Queen. Then only are niches the perfection of architectural acces

sories when they rightly discharge niche-duty ; and of these niches

the becoming duty is obvious. To take our leave of Balliol, we

ascend still higher than the finial of the canopy of the central niche,

and we now stand upon the summit of the tower leaning against the

pierced parapet ; we have the whole College spread out before us,

close to our standing-place ; and when we raise our eyes, and look

around, we feel that it would indeed be difficult to describe the

encircling panorama in too glowing language.

THE AIMS OF BALLIOL COLLEGE.
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THE TEMPLES OF ATHENS AND THE

CHURCHES OF MAGDALA.

AN opportunity has been recently afforded, and is still to some extent

available, for an architectural comparison of an unusual and instructive

character. The invaluaUe aid of photography enables the English student

to glance, at the same time, at the expressions of the structural ability of

different countries and of different ages. The fruits of laborious and

expensive travel may be reaped by the ' tarry-at-home traveller ' for a few

shillings. Of all the many uses of photography, feeble as is our present

attempt to realise the comprehensive range of the infant art, none is as

yet more striking than that which regards architecture. Buildings are

represented by the camera with a fidelity and minuteness that render good

photographs even more valuable than the memory of an actual visit to the

scene ; unless such visit has occupied much more time, and been accompanied

by much moro labour, than have been consumed by the photographer himself.

Another great advantage of the photographic portfolio is the permanence

of its contents. Until recently, this was the last advantage to which sun

pictures could lay claim. A certain incomprehensible caprice has baffled

the best artists. Whether it were the paper, or the water, or the chemical

apparatus, was unknown, but no one would guarantee, the permanence of

the most exquisite photograph. No one could tell whether it was better

to expose photographs to the light, to leave them on the table, to frame

and glaze them, or to keep them carefully laid by in the portfolio. No one

could assure you that, in the latter case, you might not, some years later,

find merely a blank sheet of paper, or an indistinguishable smudge.

The carbon process has removed this difficulty. We are not about to

enter, at this moment, further into the subject of the new photographic

methods which claim the attention of the artist, than to say that it is

now possible to obtain architectural representations, which are more ac

curate than any effort of the draughtsman, and may prove more permanently

durable than are the buildings of which they form the memorials. While

stone and marble crumble beneath the action of the elements, the por

traiture of ancient aud famous structures, which the photographer is now

everywhere obtaining, bids fair to last as long as any product of human

civilisation.

It is under these impressions that we have been led lately to compare, or

to contrast, the photographic represent;^ ions of certain structures which

may be regarded as almost the extremes of the builder's art. Nor is the

impression produced on the imagination less profound from the fact that

the comparison would seem rather to denote human decadence than human

progress. Wo look at one moment on the highest architectural expression

of refined taste, and of correspondent manual skill ; we look, in the next,

at a series of structures hardly more artistic than are those of the nest-

building ape—certainly less remarkable, as indications of forethought and

of skill, than the dam of the beaver. Yet the first are two thousand

years old—the second are contemporary edifices. The first were reared to

solemnise the rites of pagan and polytheistic worship; the second are

called Christian Churches. The first are the ruins of Hellas—tho second

are the actual palaces, forts, and churches of Abyssinia.

At Messrs. Colnaghi's show-rooms in Fall Mall, the reader may examine

a very beautiful series of photographs of Greece, taken by M. lo Baron des

Granges. They are only produced by the process hitherto ordinary, so that

their absolute permanence may be doubtful. There is the more reason to

lose no time in examining them, while yet in their perfection. And it

is much to be desired that positives should be produced from tho original

negatives, by some indestructible process.

As it is, however, we must observe that a very peculiar beauty of repre

sentation attaches to these (and indeed to many other) photographs of

limestone rocks and of marble buildings. The metal which in chemically

deposited on the paper gives to the eye, even under the English Bky, the

very shimmer of the Mediterranean sunlight. It is hardly conceivable that

so vivid a resemblance to nature should result from the application of any

non-metallic pigment. Through the half-closed eye a lustre and a sparkle

are apparent, which lead the observer, familiar with the scenes, or with the

climate, almost to listen for the dash of the waves. One of the landscapes,

taken in Arcadia, is one of the most exquisite representations of fine natural

scenery that the art has produced.

The excellent workmanship, and careful bedding, of the Athenian masons,

maybe studied in these photographs almost as minutely as by a visit to the

spot. The actual condition of the famous and noble Temples, reared, in the

palmy time of Grecian art, to Jupiter and to Minerva, of those mimed after

Victory and after Theseus, is brought distinctly to our apprehension. Aud

these grand relics of a past civilisation are represented from so many, and

such distinct, points of view, that the architect may obtain from the photo

graphs almost all the information that he can require.

The Abyssinian views are contrasts to the Greek photographs in almost

every respect. As works of artistic beauty they are not for a moment to

be compared. Not that we have any right to complain on this score. On

the contrary, there are many of those, whose souls arc unenlightened by

the sacred and ennobling fire of art, who would be apt to grumble at any

evidence that our active and indefatigable sappers and miners had been

spending their time in the preparation of exquisite photographs. What has

been done is admirable, if regarded from the proper point of view—that of

military utility. As a simple method of obtaining, and of preserving,

military information of the first importance, the camera is now as neces

sary a portion of the equipment of an Engineer company as the field tele

graph, or (as ought to be) the field balloon. To survey a new country is

the indispensable duty of every civilised commander. No survey can now

be considered complete that excludes the uso of photography.

As rough, military, sun-pictures of some of those grand natural barriers

that an Engineer general surmounted with an ex ictly proportioned exertion

of force, without example in the military history of the world, these Abys

sinian photographs (which were exhibited at Conduit Street, and are

hereafter to bo displayed at South Kensington) are fitted to excite the most

lively interest.

The simple table of heights surmounted may give to the engineer a more

exact and definite idea of the actual difficulties of the march than he would

derive from any pictorial representation ; but it is far otherwise with the

public in general. The deep and perpendicular ravines, the insurmountable

mountain scarps and curtains, the toil ami the perplexity that met the armed

explorers of those tropical ranges, find a fecblo shadow in the productions

of the field camera.

Amid all the wild magnificence of nature, where nature has displayed

her own method of military engineering, nothing can be more miserably

contemptible than the evidence of the works of man. The owner, Imperial

as he called himself, of the most impreguablo fortress in the world, had

reared within it, as the scene of the display of his regnal pomp, and as the

citadel of his military power, a few of the bettermost kind of pigsties.

Thatched roofs and wattled partitions—they cannot be called walls—shel

tered the stores and the harem of Theodore. His palace would have fallen

a ready prey to a box of lucifers.

When we consider the great antiquity of Abyssinian civilisation ; the

mystery that so long shed a halo round the name of Prestcr John ; the fact

that Egypt, at least, and, if we can trust tradition, Abyssinia also, were

highly civilised at a time when the ancestors of tho present European

nations were squatting, almost like frogs, around the creeks and bays of the

Mediterranean ; the independent line of apostolical tradition claimed by

the patriarchs of the Abyssinian Church—we have ample ground for a

feeling akin to awe in regarding these savage relics of a lost political and

religious eminence. There may, possibly, be room for a difference of

opinion, when we compare the Athens of King George with the Athens of

Pericles. We may be destitute of adequate elements of comparison between

the Magdala of the barbarian Theodore, and the forgotten capital of his

famous ancestress (according to his claim), Balkis, Queen of Ethiopia, who

bore the founder of the Ethiopian line of monarchs to Solomon the Wise.

But when we comparo the ruin of the Parthenon with the actual state of

the cathedral of Magdala, we fail to distinguish the signs of that advance

of mankind in civilisation, in art, and in morals, which is bo generally

assumed to have been the result of the historic changes and convulsions of

the hist two thousand years.

SOCIETIES.

Hoyal Institute of British Architects.

An Ordinary General Meeting was held on Monday evening last,
tue 18th January, Mr. Charles Barry, Vice-President, in the chair.

The most important of the donations announced was 'Tree and

Serpent Worship, or Illustrations of Mythology and Art in India,'

by Mr. James Fergusson.

The Chairman stated that the Council had heard, with sincere

regret, the intelligence of the death of Mr. Ashpitel, Fellow, which

had taken place that day.

Sir M. Digby Wtati referred to this event in suitable terms, and

expressed the hope that at an early meeting a memoir of Mr. Ashpitel

would be read by one of those who knew him best

Mr. Chaeles Fowleh enquired what was the exact position of the

Institute with reference to the proposed new Building Act. He had

sat on a committee which had carefully considered the draft of the

Bill, and had reported on its provisions to the Council. Had the

report of that sub-committee been adopted, and was it intended to

communicate it to the general body ? The Metropolitan Board of

Works was understood to have recently written requesting an expres

sion of opinion from the Institute with reference to the draft of the

Bill.

The Chairman explained that though the Council had adopted the

Report of a Special Committee on the Bill, that Report had not yet

been forwarded to the Board of Works. A Special General Meeting

might, of course, be summoned to reconsider the subject if it was

thought advisable to do so, but the Committee had held several

meetings, and their Report was the result of a long and careful

examination of the Bill.

After some further conversation, it was resolved, on the motion

of Mr. D. Brandon, seconded by Sir M. D. Wyatt, that the next

Ordinary general meeting (that of Monday, February 1) be mode

special for the consideration of this subject, and that in the mean time

the Report of the Committee alluded to be printed for circulation

among the members^ and that the notes upon the proposed Bill, pre

pared by the District Surveyors' Association, be appended to the

Report.

The Chairman then called upon Professor Kerr to read his paper

on ' The Architecturesque.' We are compelled to defer any extended

report of this paper, which was one of great brilliancy, and was de

livered almost entirely vied voce, and illustrated by diagrams. The

scope of the paper may be briefly stated as assuming that it is

desirable to have a definite word to express exactly that essence

or quality of art which raises any structure from a mere building to

a work of architecture. To express this form of art the Professor

proposes to employ the term which stands as the title of his paper.

The chief part of the evening was occupied by illustrations of the

so-called architecturesque, a column and entablature, and an arch,

being selected as specimens ; a rude and simple form of each was

considered to represent mere building; and the varieties of each

were held to be architectural because ' the architecturesque ' has been

added to that form.

At the close of the Professor's paper, which was listened to with

marked attention, and frequently applauded, the Chairman remarked
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that it would be hardly possible to discuss it at any length that

evening; and accordingly, after the usual vote of thanks, the subject

was allowed to drop, and the meeting adjourned.

Institute of Surveyors.

A meeting of the Institution of Surveyors was held at the rooms, No. 12

Great George Street, on Monday, January 11, the President in the

chair. Several new members were proposed. Mr. R. B. Grantham then

read a paper entitled ' Arterial and Agricultural District Drainage, and

the Laws connected therewith.' A discussion ensued, in which Messrs.

Eyde, T. Marr Johnson, and others took part. The next meeting will

be held on Monday, January 25, when the discussion on Mr. Grantham's

paper will be resumed, and a paper will be read entitled 'Parochial

Assessments,' by Mr. Edward Eyde.

The Architectural Association.

A special meeting of the Architectural Association was held on Friday,

January 15, at their rooms in Conduit Street, Mr. W. White, F.S.A.,

President, in the chair, to discuss the special Report of the delegates to

the Architectural Alliance on the subject of architectural education.

The Report of the sub-committee on new classes, to which we referred in

our number of the 9th inst., was first read.

Mr. Spiers, in moving the adoption of the delegates' Report, suggested

that in its discussion this evening the members should confine themselves

more especially to the remarks contained under heads 4 and 7. There

might be differences of opinion on them, which the delegates would be glad

to hear and correct ; but any attempt to discuss the question of Govern

mental aid in the foundation of an architectural university could scarcely

now lead to any result ; and as the opinions on that head expressed in the

Report had been framed rather as suggestive than as of immediate neces

sity, it would be well to accept them as such.

Mr. Au>ridge, in seconding the motion, remarked that the Report seemed

in every way worthy of adoption, and well calculated to assist, if not to

meet, the difficulties of the case.

Mr. Ridqb did not think that any such system as that adopted in the

French school would meet with much approval in England, more especially

as it happened that the architect who was held in the highest admiration

here, M. Viollet le Due, was not a member of that school. He objected to

memorialising such a body as the Royal Academy, because, being composed

chiefly of painters and sculptors, they were not, and could not be, judges

of architectural requirements.

Mr. Matthews remarked that the Report seemed to favour external as

well as internal education, and he was inclined to think that all our educa

tion ought to come through ourselves ; that any external instruction could

only be theoretical, and theoretical education could have reference only to

artistic training. What was wanted to be done was to show the pupil

what he had to learn, and what he might learn if ho chose to make good

use of his time ; and that he should be grounded in the elementary parts

first. He then suggested that on two afternoons in the week the student

might atttend lectures, as also on four or five evenings in the week. He

was greatly in favour of examinations, which he thought might be held

more often by the Institute ; and if they would not hold them, then by the

Association ; but we had no right to expect that other societies or bodies

should afford us instruction.

Mr. Ems, while testifying to tho great utility of the Report, and thanking

personally the delegates for its composition, did not believe that students

entered into the profession with so small a knowledge, either of drawing or

of mathematics, as the reporters seemed to infer ; he thought, and eleven

years of experience as a principal had taught him, that it was in cousequence

of a fancy for drawing that many boys on leaving school were placed by

their parents in architects' offices. With reference to French instruc

tion, Mr. Edis—quoting some remarks of the Report which stated that

even the winners of the ' Grand Prix ' knew little of elementary con

struction—said he could not agree that we should better ourselves by

adopting such a system as that of Paris. The system of premiums

might or might not be tad, but lie thought that education and examina

tion ought to be compulsory, and that the Institute might refuse to

admit architects as members who had not passed through their articles.

Although unwilling to propose an amendment, yet he ventured to suggest

that, if a sub-eommittee could be appointed to confer with the delegates

and amend the Report, they might moro easily come to somo agreement ;

but he (Mr. Edis) should be Sony to see the Report, as it was now framed,

sent up to the Alliance as embodying the opinions of the whole Associa

tion ; and this more especially as the delegates themselves did not all agree.

Mr. Spiers said that he should be satisfied if the meeting would simply

receive the Report ; at the same time he thought that if a committee were,

appointed, it should consist essentially ofstudents ; because, as all tho other

societies were composed of principals, it was very necessary that the As

sociation, a body of students, should express a student's view of the case.

Mr. Redgrave agreed with the opinions expressed in the Report ; he was

unable to see why wo should not avail ourselves of tho opportunities for

instruction afforded by the Royal Academy and South Kensington.

Mr. Haxbvbt advocated the system of examination, but thought it

ought to bo made compulsory, as in the case of the Pharmaceutical

Society.

Mr. Rickman explained that this was not tho formal Report of the

delegates as such—it was a voluntary contribution on the part of the

delegates to assist the Association in their discussion of the subject of

architectural education ; and that the ordinary Report had already been

read at a past meeting, and would be adopted in tho usual way at the May

meeting of the Association.

Mr. Spiers in reply said that his opinions and policy were more or less

identified with those contained in the Report, and he should confine

himself to a reply to vhe various points raised. In fact, he observed(

Mr. Redgrave had already replied upon some of those points, especially

the objections urged by Mr. Ridge against the Royal Academy. He (Mr.

Spiers) was unable to see where Mr. Matthews's opinion substantially

differed from his own, except that his system of two lectures a week in the,

afternoon, and four in the evening, would be marvellously incomplete.

Mr. Matthews had indeed objected to our utilising external assistance ;

but as it was very evident that the members of the Association and of the

Ihstitute could not be expected to be able to give long series of lectures on

the subjects necessary to be studied, either in the afternoon or evening, it

would be necessary to go outside the profession to obtain lecturers.

And as to grounding a pupil in elementary work, and teaching him

what he might learn and had to learn, it was the very absence of

such a system which had called forth the Report, and, indeed, the whole

movement; and it was rather presumptuous to imagine that if the

Institute had had the greatest difficulty in finding examiners, this Associa

tion could do so offhand. Mr. Spiers could not agree with Mr. Edis

that pupils having taken a fancy to drawing at school had thereby

been led to architecture as their future profession. He (Mr. Spiers) thought

that it could be shown that the drawings done at school were, as a rule,

absolutely worthless, and gave them but little, if any, additional facilities in

learning architectural drawing. With regard to the 'Grand Prix' students,

Mr. Spiers said that he did not quite advocate the French system as it

stood ; the remarks in the Report were, perhaps, somewhat exaggerated, for

the knowledge of construction possessed by the French students was

based on intimate tlieoretical and applied acquaintance with descrip

tive geometry, such as prevented their making mistakes in general con

struction, though the economical applications of it, as to the scantlings

of timbers, &c, were sometimes disregarded. He added, that, in his

opinion, the Institute would be very glad to lay down such a rule as

that mentioned by Mr. Edis, if it were likely to benefit them ; but he (Mr.

Spiers) maintained that they could not at present take as their standard of

excellence the rotten and defective system of pupilage as it now existed ;

that all the societies in the kingdom would oppose them, and a rival In

stitute would be formed if they attempted such a step. The best thing to be

done would be. to raise the standard of education, lay down curriculums of

study, unite with other bodies to promote architectural education in a

proper spirit ; and then, when sufficient power had been obtained, and the

good actuallydone was adequately recognised by other Architectural Societies,

it would be time enough to establish compulsory education, and lay down

the laws for any system of instruction preferred, provided it worked well.

The Report on Education was received, but the lateness of the hour did

not admit of the meeting taking up the question of the new classes, which

was adjourned to a future meeting.

The London and Middlesex Archaeological Society.

The first of the series of evening meetings for the session of 1 869 was

held at the rooms of the Society, No. 22 Hart Street, Bloomsbury, on

Monday evening last, J. W. Butterworth, Esq., F.S.A., in tho chair, and

was numerously attended. A large collection of interesting objects was

exhibited, the majority of which, viz., a square wooden cist, a large square

glass bottle, two urns, and the remains of a small wooden keg, were dis

covered in the excavations recently made in Moorfields, and were exhibited

by the kind permission of J. W. Baily, Esq.

Mr. Price, the director of the evening meetings, explained the objects of

antiquity exhibited. The Roman remains on the table, as a series, com

prised, perhaps, one of the most complete of the many instances of Roman

interment that have been from time to time discovered in the Metropolis ;

they were found upon a spot, formerly the site of a religious house,

known as a priory of canons, founded in 1246, by Simon Fitz-

mary, Sheriff of London. In olden time this district comprised exten

sive moors and fens without the City walls, and, like Smithfield

and other open sites round London, was often selected by the Romans as a

place of sepulture. The interment under consideration seemed to be one

after cremation, as there were no appearances of the existence of entire

bones. Most of the vessels contained fragments only, but all bore evi

dence of fire. The wooden cist Mr. Price pointed out as being extremely

curious, but sinco it had been exhumed its appearance had much altered by

shrinkage from exposure to the atmosphere: it had very much of the

form and size of the tile tombs of which an example was found at Windsor

some time since, and was presented by Her Majesty the Queen to the

British Museum. Over the cist was found a thick lid or cover of oarthen-

ware, slightly domed. Adjoining it was a large amphora 14i inches in dia

meter, and flat at the baso, of a form not usually met with. The urns are

of the usual coarse pottery of a familiar type. It was also stated that the

large square glass bottle exhibited is an object extremely rare in London dis

coveries. It contained bones, and was covered by a small lid of earthenware.

With reference to the small wooden tub, its use, and the cause of its position

in the interment, must for the present be left to conjecture. It represented

an object which Mr. Price might almost venture to say is now noticed for

the first time. It is on a small scale, and much after the model of a cupa

mentioned by Pliny and other writers as a cask, or butt, with wooden

staves, and bound with circuli or hoops of iron, and employed by the

Romans in the keeping or transportation of wine, vinegar, or other fluids.

Mr. Milbourn, Architect, the indefatigable Hon. Secretary of the Society,

subsequently read a paper on the Church of St. Mildred the Virgin,

Poultry, in which he proceeded to give an elaborate history of the Church

from very early times. St. Mildred was the first Abbess of Minster,

in tho Isle of Thanet, the daughter of Mervald, son of Penda, King of

Mercia, in whose honour it is supposed by some of the early chroniclers to

have been dedicated ; ho stated that a shrine or tabernacle to the honour

of the Saint existed in the Church as late as 1500, in which year

Christopher Lnliok bequeathed five marks to the gilding of the said taber

nacle. The earliest evidence of a presentation to the Church occurs

in 1325. In 1420 Thomas Morsted, Alderman of London, and surgeon

to the kings Henry IV., Henry V., and Henry VI., gave a plot of land to

the Church for a burial-ground, and not long after a parsonage house and
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priosts' chambers were erected on this plot of ground, on posts and pillars,

with cloisters under for tho burial of the dead.

The first church becoming decayed, it, was taken down, and the rebuilding

commenced about 1456. Mr. Milbourn gave some very interesting

extracts from an inventory of the goods and ornaments of the church, temp.

Edward VI.

Some account was given of the ancient Chapel of the Blessed Mary,

of Conyhope Lane, now Grocers' Hall Court, afterwards called the

Chapel of Corpus Christi and St. Mary ; and also many extracts from

the early registers, and, among others, that of the baptism of an African

Prince in 1610; and the burial, in 1588, of a prisoner who is stated to

have stolen the Queen's gloves.

He then proceeded to give an interesting account of the steps taken by

the parishioners to rebuild tho church after the firo of London, and con

cluded his paper on this church by a description of the present building

and pulpit, illustrated by drawings from the pencil of J. P. Emslie, Esq.,

one of the members of tho Society. An animated discussion followed, and

the proceedings of the evening closed by a unanimous vote of thanks to

the chairman.

Society of Civil Engineers.

On Monday night this Society held their first meeting for the season

at Exeter Hall. The minutes of the last meeting having been read,

Mr. Harris, the secretary, introduced to the members Mr. R W. Bryant as

the newly-elected president. Mr. Orlick rose and said he thought all

present would join him in bearing witness to the energetic and able manner

on which the late president, Mr. Baldwin Latham, had transacted the affairs

if the Society during the time he was in office, and moved a vote of thanks

to that gentleman, which was cordially accorded. Mr. Bryant then came

forward and said, in taking his place for the first time as president of

the Society, he thanked them from the bottom of his heart for the high

honour they had conferred upon him. It was more than ten years since he

had joined the Society, and he had much to thank it for in enabling him to

glean a great amount of information in various branches of his profession.

He congratulated the members upon its general advance of numbers, which

had increased quadruple since he was a member. He next dwelt upon

the considerable depression in all business caused by the late money panic,

particularly in tho engineering profession ; and remarked that at the present

time some people are apt to say there is no work for engineers at home, but

he would ask if all our rivers are bridged over—all the docks, harbours,

piers, and lighthouse defence of shores completed ? Surely, then, with the

return of public confidence to properly matured schemes, he expected that

tho engineers of Great Britain would find that there is yet something to do

in their native country. He next commenced to enumerato the gigantic

engineering works that drew towards a finish during the last year, which

would certainly mark the present engineering era for generations to come ;

and mentioned amongst them the Thames Embankment, the Main Drainage

works, the new Blackfriars Bridge, the Metropolitan railways (inner and

outer circle), the East London Railway, the Millwall Docks, the West

India Docks, tho Holborn Valley Viaduct, and others of less im

portance. In his opinion, however, there was one improvement very

much needed in London across our crowded thoroughfares, and

that was a foot-bridge of light structure Out of London, too, there

had been many engineering works of interest carried on, the

principal amongst which are the bridge over the Mersey at Runcorn,

and the viaduct over the Solway ; there were also a bridge over the Trent

at Nottingham, and the Chatham Docks, the new docks at Hull, and the

Sunderland Docks. On the Continent, he told us we must not forget the

most remarkable railroad of modern times—that over Mont Ceuis, which, in

spite of differences of opinion, must be considered a great engineering

achievement. He drew attention to the vast field India presented to the

engineering profession ; and, after giving an account of tho advanced

state of the Suez Canal, ho brought his inaugural address to a close by

recapitulating the great strides which telegraphy had made of late. The

meeting was concluded by Mr. Orlick moving a vote of confidence in the

new president, which was seconded by Mr. Nursey.

THE HANDY-BOOK OF HOUSE-BUILDING.

CHAPTER I.

(Continuedfrom page 23.)

Comfort.—The well-judged planning of each individual room is essential

to comfort. Few persons who are either observant of the wants of others,

or at all sensitive to their own comfort, can have failed to notice that, in

some rooms, even very small ones, there seems space for all the furniture

and a sufficiency of places where to sit frco from draft, and within reach of

the fire and of tho window ; while in other rooms which are no smaller,

there is absolutely not space for half the requisite articles of furniture ;

and even when the apartment is furnished, there is not one comfortable

spot in it. To a good architect there is little mystery in all this—the one

room is well planned, the other not ; and the smaller the room, the more

essential to comfort are several of the points of good planning which wo are

about to state.

The fire is best placed in the centre of the long side of a room ; next best

(if the room bo nearly square) in one corner ; worst at ono end, unless where

there are two fires. The introduction of two fire-places into one room, even

if a large one, should be, where possible, avoided. There is always risk of

smoke. If they must be employed, they should be put as far apart as prac

ticable. The door should be placed remote from the fire : the best position

is in the wall that faces the fire-place, and not far from a corner ; not

quite so good a position is when the door is in one of the walls at right

angles with that in which the fire-place itself is, but near a corner. The

third best position is in the same wall sb the fire-place. A door exactly

facing the fire is in a bad situation, but the worst of all is one which allows

the draft to blow directly across the hearth. The opening of a door so

placed rarely fails to draw down a gust of smoke froiji the chimney. It is

worth while to add that the smaller the room the greater the need for care

in fixing the relative positions of the door, the window, and the fire ; where

spaco is ample, tho very distance between these features is sufficient to di

minish discomfort from drafts. In such a room sufficient space for sitting

within reach of the comfort of the fire, or the light from the windows, is

easily to be procured.

The window or windows are best placed in that or those walls which aro

not occupied by either a fireplace or a doorway ; though sometimes a very

pleasing effect is produced by having a window directly over a fireplace, or

two, one on each side of it. Windows for this situation ought, however, to

be very wind and weather tight, or they will destroy the comfort of the fire

side. An oblong room is seldom quite as well aired and lighted by windows

at the end as by windows at the side. An even number of windows in the

side or end of a room is never so satisfactory as one, three, or five ; but it

is often difficult, especially in houses built in streets, to avoid both end light

and a central pier. Where a room can be thoroughly lighted from one side,

it is often prudont not to introduce windows in the adjoining side, even

though it be an external wall ; cross lights are almost always objectionable,

and windows in more than one wall sometimes interfere with warmth.

The shape appropriate to a room in order that it be used with the

greatest comfort varies with its purpose. In a dining-room the chief pur

pose of the room is sitting at a dinner-table, and therefore, as custom in

this country enlarges our dining-tables only in one direction, that of their

length, a dining-room ought rarely to be much wider than is required for a

dining-table, a double row of guests, and ample space for service ; but if

entertainments on a large scale are contemplated, it may fairly be of con

siderable length. In smaller houses, the width remaining nearly the Bame,

the length will be much shorter, and the room will be brought near the

proportions most pleasant for an ordinary family living room, where a family

circle, and not two long rows of guests, are to be provided for.

The Morning-room is always intended for a group surrounding that

cheerfulest of tables—a family breakfast-table ; and it is on that account that

a tolerably square proportion is, as has been already observed, most appro

priate to it. As the breakfast party in a family house is rarely so large as

that at dinner, and does not require much waiting upon, a much smaller

room than the dining-room answers for this meal, and is sufficient for the

morning occupations of those who remain to use it during the forenoon.

The Library is more devoted for the use of one or two studious persons

where it is really a library, and for occasional use as an additional sitting-

room, suitable for business purposes, where books are not much collected, is

rather more open to variation than the other rooms. A very large collec

tion of books ought to have a long room with many windows on one side.

Perhaps the idea of the room, where not unusually large, ought to be that

every book on its shelves shall, as far as possible, be equally accessible

to one person, for whom a warm and well lighted seat is provided. This

implies a room that approaches a square or circular form, with much wall

space for book-shelves. A projecting bay large enough to contain a reading

table is a pleasant addition to a library, and if the library be very large

indeed, such a bay may have a fire-place in it. A very cheerful example of

this feature occurs in the library at Windsor Castle.

Lastly, a Drawing Room requires, if there is to be dancing, both plenty

of length, and a few such nooks and flirting places as bay windows, bal

conies, and a conservatory afford. It will often, however, be filled by

persons walking about in groups, and on such occasions it is desirable to

give as free circulation as possible. For this reason it is that greater width

in proportion to its length has been prescribed for the drawing-room than

the dining-room requires. It is not a bad expedient, when designing an

important house, to make a plan of the drawing-room with all its usual

furniture, in order to make sure that there is an appropriate space for every

articlo and room for guests beside. In any case, as has already been said,

this must be done for the pianoforte ; and even in a small house, the pos

sibility of that instrument being a grand piano, which it will be if the

inmates are very musical, must be provided for. In planning town

drawing-rooms, such as can be used as a suite, the circulation of a crowd

of guests from room to room, and, if practicable, back another way, should

be attempted to be provided for.

Actual size is one of the greatest and most important elements of com

fort. It is, perhaps, rather less unsatisfactory to have rooms too large than

too small, but there are great disadvantages in both faults. It is manifestly

impossible to lay down any rule as to what size will be found satisfactory

in any given case. All that can be dono is to point out that empty rooms,

still less rooms in process of construction, are no safe guide. Those who

propose to build or buy or take a house, and wish to have rooms of the size

which they will permanently like, can only with safety follow one rule.

The new rooms must be the same superficial area, and very nearly the same

dimensions, as rooms with which their intending occupant is already fami

liar, and which, furnished and in use, ore such as he would wish his own to

be. The soundness of the precaution of going to see, at any trouble, a fur

nished room of the size and shape of each important apartment that it is

intended to build will, it is hoped, be obvious ; it is one that can never be

safely neglected. In a town house, as a rule, larger living rooms are re

quired in proportion to the number of bedrooms than in a country house,

because most visitors in tho country are guests sleeping in the house, while

in a town house this sort of visiting is comparatively rare.

Warmth is essential to comfort. To secure this, a sufficiently powerful

fire, well placed, must be seconded by well-fitting doors and windows (also

well placed) and thick walls, which, if external, will be all the better if

they are double. Excessive window-space diminishes warmth very much ;

plate-glass in windows is, however, warmer than thinner glass, and is also

more cheerful and more rccherchi in effect. Rooms on the ground-floor,

with no basement under them, should bo protected by forming a rough

ceiling below their floors, or, at least, should have fillets of wood nailed

under the joints of the floor ; this will promote warmth by preventing the

blowing in of cold air from below through cracks in the boards. Brown

paper pasted over the floor boards partly serves the same ond. Several in

genious inventions exist for obtaining more heat from our coal fires than
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the very small proportion actually irradiated, by heating air in cham

bers behind the fire, and letting it enter the room. The use of some of

these will, no doubt, promote warmth.

We have spoken of freedom from smoke as an essential element in the

comfort of a house. This may be promoted by carrying the chimneys high

above the roof, and building a separate external chimney shaft to each flue,

but depends more upon the careful building of the flue than aught else.

Both smoke and drafts are likely to be diminished if a special air supply

be brought to the fire by means of a flue and a grating in the hearth. This

air supply will, however, interfere with the efficiency of the lire as a venti

lator. If living rooms be small, or whatever their size if gas be burnt in

them, special and efficient provision for their ventilation is ossential to

comfort.

ON THE PROGRESS AND PRESENT CONDITION

OF THE ENGLISH SCHOOL OF ART.

fPHE Royal Academy of Arts has just completed a century of existence '

J. and now that it is about to enter upon a new home, and, we hope, a

new career of progress and prosperity, it may be well briefly to sketch the

history of the development and the present condition of the English School.

For the National School is coeval with the National Academy. It is true

that in former years there have been English artists practising their pro

fession in this country ; but they confined their attention almost exclusively

to portraiture, or to what they were pleased to consider as decorative art.

And as, moreover, in both these departments they showed themselves either

the imitators or disciples of the great Continental artists of the day, they

evinced no national characteristics, and certainly led to the foundation of

no national school.

The first English artist impressed by the spirit of his country and his

Age was Hogarth, and it was by one of his contemporaries that the Royal

Academy was founded. Hogarth gave a decided and permanent bias to

English art, a bias we consider beneficial ; and we say this advisedly,

knowing well that there are some artists and critics amongst us who assert

that Hogarth mistook his vocation in becoming an artist ; that, in fact, he

was a satirist or preacher, who made art the medium for conveying moral

sentiments and opinions. Now, we think that this adverse opinion can

not be sustained. If we examine the essential requirements of Art, we

shall find that Hogarth complied with them. A picture appeals to two

things : the sensuous and the mental perception. To satisfy the former

it is necessary that a picture should possess beauty of some sort ; beauty of

form, of colour, or of chiaroscuro, &c. ; so that it should be a pleasant thing

for the eye to dwell on, apart from any interest we may feel in its subject :

whilst to satisfy the latter it is necessary that the subject should be

evident without literary help ; although, being evident, it may be illustrated

by the additional interest which a knowledge of tho individuality of the

characters represented, or of the scene, may convey. And it is further

necessary that we should feel that tho motive of the picture is one that

could not have been better realised by litorature, the drama, or any other

mode of expression. If, then, we apply these tests to Hogarth's works, we

shall find that the majority of them, certainly of those which we have seen,

are full of artistic beauties of form, composition, colour, &c, and even of

execution ; indeed, in this latter respect, wo think they might be advan

tageously studied by our younger painters ; at the same time the subjects are

clearly evident, if anything rather too much so, and we feel that no descrip

tion, however vivid, and no dramatic representation, however forcible, could

compete, in the intense realisation of tho subject, with the creations of the

artist.

The aim, to realise intensely the subject of tho picture, an aim in which

Hogarth was so successful, seems to us one of tho distinguishing features of

our school. Doubtless it is shared by some of tho modern Continental

painters ; and some of the ancients, the Dutch especially, worked in the

same direction ; but can it be said of any of them that they succeeded like

Hogarth or Wilkie ?

The influence of Hogarth was not felt for some time after his death,

the taste of the day being too much opposed to him to excite imitation ;

and the school generally was more affected by the efforts of Reynolds and

Gainsborough, and tho charm of sentiment which they infused into their

works. But in fact, after the death of these great men, English art fell for a

time into a dreary condition : the painters of the day, men whose names aro

now forgotten, indulged in the representation of mythological or Shakespe-

rian subjects, without any perceivable aim whatever, and with a corre

sponding success. It is not until we come to Wilkie and his colleagues

(unless we except here and there a genuine name) that wo find anything

like a decided advance. And what men these were !—Wilkie and Turner,

Leslie and Constable, to say nothing of men of lesser note. Wilkie seized

upon the throne left vacant by Hogarth, and added to its possessions the

wealth of greater achievements in the principles of artistic beauty and of

technical excellence. He carried finish, indeed, to an extent which has

powerfully influenced not only the efforts of our painters, but also the tastes

and demands of the public. Leslie succeeded in realising as great a charm

of sentiment as we find in the works of Reynolds or Gainsborough, and

added to it a delineation of character and a freshness of individuality to

which they did not attain ; whilst Turner and Constable (the former of

course pre-eminently) carried landscape painting to an unparalleled height—

a height which it would be difficult indeed to equal. We are surprised, how

ever, at the great falling off in this department of art which has occurred since

the death of these two men, and also at the little appreciation of Constable

which exists in this country, seeing how much the French school of landscape

(so superior to the English) is founded on his works. We confess we

wonder also at the remark which certain critics have lately been fond of

making—viz., ' That it is a shame that landscape art is not more largely

represented in the ranks of the Academy '—though they always omit to

tell us who should be its representatives : indeed, after making this remark,

they generally proceed to find fault with all the landscape pictures of the day.

Certainly the Academy has not for some time received any accession of

members of this specialty ; but the explanation is simple. Unless we class

G. Mason as a landscape painter,, there has hardly existed for some time

any one of sufficient talent or ability to deserve the honour. We trust our

younger landscape artists will look to it, and abandon that exclusive imi

tation of fact, that attempt to produce coloured photographs in which they

seem to delight, and pay a greater attention to the higher qualities of their

art, and study more closely tho works of the French masters and of their

own great dead.

Wilkie and his contemporaries placed English art on a sound and healthy

footing. If in the works of their immediate successors there was too great

a distance between the observation of nature and the necessary conventions

of art, that was a fault soon to be protested against by the next movement

of the school, the movement known as Pre-Raphaelitism. The original

doctrine of Pre-Raphaelitism—that the works of the early Italians were

superior to those of Raphael and his successors—is sufficiently absurd, and

need not occupy our attention here, as it was very soon abandoned ; but the

practice of Pre-Raphaelitism—the close study of fact, a study carried at

first to an objectionable and injudicious length—has nevertheless proved of

lasting benefit. It may be doubted how far this movement would have

been successful had it not been headed by a man of such unquestionable

genius as Mr. Millais ; for of all tho ardent spirits who first enrolled

themselves under its banner, only two, Messrs. Millais and Rossetti, have

since shown that they were men of genius. Some people may think that we

ought also to include the name of Mr. Holnian Hunt: this we aro unable to

do. We consider that much after which Mr. Hunt strives, when tested by the

rules laid down above, will be found unfitted for pictorial representation ;

whilst he has so blindly followed after the letter of Nature as effectually to

destroy her spirit. The honour that is due to an intellectual mind and to

patience and hard work we are ready to allow him ; more than that we

cannot at present grant.

The working of the Pre-Raphaelite movement brings us down to the art

of tho present day ; and here we see everywhere around us efforts being made

to devolop qualities of art to which attention has not yet been sufficiently

directed. Thus we find Messrs. Watts, Leighton, and others aiming at

style and the higher requirements of classical art. Mr. Leighton espe

cially deserves respect for the conscientious devotion which has led him

to restrict so much of his attention to the illustration of a class of sub

jects eminently suited to the attainment of the artistic objects he has in

view, but eminently unsuited to popular tastes and demands. Whenever

an artist sets himself the task of endeavouring to achieve perfection in any

particular quality of art, he is naturally apt to be blind to the advantages

or necessities of other qualities, and inclined to be indifferent to public

criticism. If he is successful in the task which he has undertaken, the

public may be disposed to make allowances for his shortcomings ; but as

these ought not necessarily to exist, it would be well that he should

study the opinions of others, lest the fervour of enthusiasm should lead him

astray from the dictates of common sense and reality. For without common

sense and reality no work can be really great or enduring, and the great

men of old wore especially remarkable for possessing these qualities.

We would apply the foregoing remarks especially to two of our younger

painters, Messrs. Legros and Whistler, whose efforts to obtain breadth,

correctness, and simplicity of tone are eminently successful, but whose

works are marred either by the absence of other excellences or by a de

ficiency in common sense or reality. The effort for breadth is one of the

most noticeable features of tho school at present, and especially in relation

to the work of Mr. Millais, who, abandoning altogether the practice of his

earlier days, has adopted a style which we think will lead to a great future,

though it has excited the surprise and somewhat bewildered the judgment

of the public. The subjects which our artists now treat are marked by a

greater refinement and absence of vulgarity. In tho domain of history

they evince a much truer and stronger historical feeling, and are much more

accurate in the rendering of the scene. Religious art is the only one in a

state of decadence: this may be partly owing to the unsettled state of

religious opinion. What little is done in this way is a mere repetition of

the forms and mannerisms of the old masters, but lacking that clear faith

in the conception of their subjects which they possessed.

The great want of the day in our opinion is education, and it is becoming

a pressing need. Every thoughtful observer must have noticed that whereas

in an exhibition of French or Continental works there is a prevalence of

the results of education—sound drawing, good execution, &c, &c.—these

are tho very things most conspicuously absent from an English Exhibition.

Now we do not wish to see the healthy individualism of our artists swamped

in a universal system, but an average amount of knowledge we do require,

and wo especially demand that our students should receive a good preliminary

education. We were surprised to learn hommany of our younger painters—

such men as Messrs. Calderon, Leighton, Welles, Yeames, Mason, &c.—have

enjoyed the benefits of Continental study, and only hope that our future

artists may not have, like them, to seek abroad for good instruction. As

the foreign 1 atelier' system does not seem to be favoured in this country,

we must look to the schools of the Royal Academy to remedy existing de

ficiencies. Wo think that a more careful and thorough supervision on the

part of the visitors (and we are happy to hear that the Associates also are in

future to be eligible for the office), and the engagement of first-class per

manent instructors, would do much to alleviate the present state of things ;

and as the Academy, we are told, will in future have ample accommodation

for their schools, and we believe, also, ample funds at their disposal, we

have no doubt this matter will receive prompt and proper attention.

Perhaps the urgent necessity of good education will not be thoroughly felt

till we have a greater demand in this country for decorative art, but that is a

demand which is said to be on the increase ; certainly there is a large field

for its employment in the great public buildings which we are everywhere

erecting. The efforts of the South Kensington Museum to develop the

practice of decorative art are highly commendable, and we shall hope to

examine these efforts more fully in a future article.

On the whole we consider that, looking at the progress and present con

dition of the English School, we have reason to be gratified with what has

been and is being done, and to expect that in its new homo the art of this

country will continue to make satisfactory progress.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE PLOUGH BREWERY, WANDSWORTH ROAD.

The accompanying engravings represent a building which has been

recently erected in the Wandsworth Road for Mr. Thomas Wood

ward, on the site of the old Clapham Brewery, from the designs and

under the superintendence of Mr. C. J. Shoppee, architect, Doughty

Street, Mecklenburgh Square ; by Messrs. Jackson & Shaw, con

tractors. Messrs. II. Pontifex & Sons were the engineers and copper

smiths, and Messrs. J. Hurrell & Son the back and vat makers.

The most recent improvements have been adopted by Mr. Wood

ward. The brewery is a ten-quarter, but capable of extension to twenty

quarters. It is not of large dimensions, and is built with a view to

save as much manual labour as possible. By reference to the section, it

will be observed that hops and malt are conveyed to the top of the

building, and thence removed by their own weight to the place de

signed for their reception. With some breweries the opposite is the

case, but only those which have been enlarged, not rebuilt ; in these

the grinding of malt is conducted in the basement, and the material is

conveyed by Jacob's ladders to its destination.

The site presented some difficulty, the ground falling 16 feet from

front to rear. A basement has been constructed over the entire area,

which is vaulted in groined brickwork from massive cast-iron columns,

fixed on Bramley Fall stone bases, with similar stone springers. This

vaulting is concreted, asphalted, and the surface, where used for yard

and sheds, paved with granite.

The basement comprises—arched stores and vaults, boiler rooms,

coal vaults, cleansing room, and tun room. Access to the basement

is by a stone staircase leading from the ground floor. The well is at

foot of the basement stairs.

The ground floor comprises—entrance gateway, the height of two

storeys, with flapways in ceiling, and sack tackle for hoisting malt and

hops, clerk's office, engine house and entrance to brewery, coolers,

hop back, and refrigerator, yard in rear, dray shed on east side of

yard with lift for casks from basement, cask shed on west side of

yard, coopers' workshop, men's water closets, &c.

From the yard an incline leads to the stabling, &c, which is built

on the level of the ground in the rear.

The first floor comprises—private office, brewer's office, wort copper,

under back, store room, and spaces over coolers, &c.

The second floor comprises—hop room, grinding room, mash tun and

stages, liquor copper and stages.

The third floor is entirely for malt store. The cold liquor tank

forms the Toof covering over portion of second floor.

The buildings are of the most substantial character, the facing

bricks being the Burham Company's white bricks, with York stone

window sills, Portland stone bases to gateway, box stone dressings to

rustic jambs of gateway, and voussoirs, and keys of arch, and tablet

over.

The roofs are slated, with lead gutters and flashings, &c.

The columns to dray and cask sheds of cast iron.

The yard, sheds, &c, are paved with granite, and granite spur

stones are fixed wherever needed.

The engine shaft is 73 feet high above ground line, with Portland

stone offset, base, and head.

The entrance gates are 4 inches thick, with raised panels below,

and ornamental iron panels above, and scroll capping, and wrought

iron monogram in centre.

The iron railing towards the Wandsworth Road is wrought ; with

wrought iron gates, and cast iron standards, on York stone bases.

A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW

or

SIR HENRY WOTTON'S.ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.

Part I.—(Continued from page 35.)
•

The subject of arches and vaults may be resolved into a few theorems.

(1.) All solid materials free from impediment descend perpendicularly down

wards. (2.) Bricks of ordinary shape, if laid in a row between supporters

sustaining the two ends, will necessarily sink even by their own natural

gravity : therefore to make them stand we must either change their posture

or their figure, or both. (3.) If bricks moulded or stones shaped wedgewiso

be laid in a row with their ends supported, none of them can sink till the

supporters give way. But as the supporters are subject to much impulsion,

especially if the row be long, this form is seldom used but over windows or

narrow doors. (4.) If the materials figured wedgewise be disposed in form

of some arch or portion of a circle, pointing all to the same centre, neither

the pieces can sink downwards, nor the supporters or hutments suffer so

much violence as in the precedent flat posture, for the roundness will al

ways make the superincumbent weight rather to rest upon the supporters

than to shove them, whence may be drawn an evident corollary, that the safest

of all arches is the semicircular, and of all vaults the hemisphere. (5.) As

semicircular arches are the roundest and securest, so those are the grace-

fulest which, keeping the same height, shall yet be distended one-fourteenth

part longer than the diameter. Upon these five theorems all the skill of

arching and vaulting is grounded. As for pointed arches, both for the na

tural imbecility of the sharp angle itself and for their very uncomeliness,

they ought to be exiled from judicious eyes, and left to their first inventors,

the Goths or Lombards, amongst other reliques of that barbarous age.

The next to be considered are the apertions, which comprehend doors,

windows, staircases, chimneys, or other conducts—iu short, all inlets or out

lets. To which belong two general cautions : (1.) That they be as few in

number and as moderate in dimensions as may possibly consist with other

due respects, for all openings are weakenings. (2.) That they do not approach

too near the angles of the walls, for it were indeed a most essential sole

cism to weaken that part which must strengthen all the rest.

Doors and windows (the inlets of men and of light) are coupled together

because their due dimensions are brought under one rule by Leon Alberti,

who, from the school of Pythagoras, doth determine the comeliest proportion

for breadths and heights, reducing symmetry to symphony, and the har

mony of sound to a kind of harmony of sight after this manner. The two

principal consonances that most ravish the ear are, by consent of all nature,

the fifth and the octavo, whereof the first riseth radically from the propor

tion between two and three, the other from the double interval between

one and two or between two and four. Now if we shall transport these

proportions from audible to visible objects, and apply them as they fall

fittest (the nature of the place considered)—namely, in some windows and

doors, the symmetry of two to three in their broadth and length, in others

the double as aforesaid, there will indubitably result from either a graceful

and harmonious contentment to the eye. A frank light can misbecome no

edifice, temples only excepted, which were anciently dark, as they are like

wise at this day in some proportion, devotion more requiring collected than

diffused spirits. Yet we must take heed not to make a house all eyes, like

Argus, which in northern climes would be too cold, in southern too hot :

besides, there is no part of a structure more cxpenseful than windows, or

more ruinous, not only as being exposed to all violence of weather, but

because, consisting of so different and unsociable pieces as wood, iron, lead,

and glass, and those small and weak, they are easily shaken.

Staircases.—To make a complete staircase is a curious piece of architec

ture. The vulgar cautions are these :—That it have a very liberal light,

against all casualty of slips and falls ; that the space above the bead be

large and airy ; that the half spaces be well distributed at competent dis

tances for reposing on the way ; that to avoid encounters, and besides to

gratify the beholder, the whole staircase have no niggard latitude; that

the breadth of every single step be never less than one foot or more than

eighteen inches ; that they exceed by no means half a foot in their height ;

that the steps be laid somewhat sloping, that so the foot may in a sort both

ascend and descend together, which, though observed by few, is a secret and

delicate deception of the pains in mounting ; lastly, to make the staircase

of this proportion :—three for the perpendicular from the stairhead to tho

ground, four for the ground line, and five for the whole inclination or slope

in the ascent.

The Italians, who make very frugal fires, are not perchance the best

counsellors on the subject of chimneys. From them we may better learn

how to raise mantels within the rooms, and how to disguise gracefully the

shafts of chimneys abroad. Philippe de l'Ormc observeth very soberly,

that who in the disposition of any building will consider the nature of the

region and the winds that ordinarily blow from this or that quarter, might

so cast the rooms that he should little fear the incommodity of smoke; and

therefore he thinks that inconvenience to proceed from some inconsiderate

beginning ; or, if the error lay not in the.disposition, but in the structure

itself, then he makes a logical enquiry, that either the wind is too much let

in above at the mouth of the shaft, or the smoke stifled below, or there is

a repulsion of the fume by some higher hill or fabric, or the room must

be necessarily both little and close, so as the smoke cannot issue by a

natural principle, wanting a succession and supply of new air. In these

cases he will have us provide two hollow brass balls of reasonable capacity

with little holes open in both for reception of wator, when the air shall be

first sucked out. One of these wo must place with the holes upwards upon

an iron wire, that shall traverse the chimney a little above the mantel at

tho ordinary height of tho sharpest heat or flames, whereof the water

within being rarefied, and by rarefaction resolved into wind, shall break

out and so force up the smoke which otherwise might linger in the tunnel.

With the other ball we may supply the place of the former when it is ex

hausted, or for a need blow the fire in the meanwhile. Palladio observes

that the ancients warmed their rooms with secret pipes that came through

the walls, transporting heat to sundry parts of the house from one common

furnace ; and it might be preferred before our own fashion, if the very sight

of a fire did not add to the_room a kind of reputation, as old Homer doth

teach us in a verse.

Touching conducts for the sullage and other necessities of a house

(which, however base in use, yet, for the health of the inhabitants, are as

considerable and, perhaps, more than the rest), art should imitate nature

in those ignoble conveyances, and separate them from sight into the most

remote and lowest part of the foundation, with secret vents passing up

through the walls to the wild air aloft, for the discharge of noisome

vapours.

Before entering on the subject of compartition, or the casting and contex

ture of the whole work, a few general precautions may be given :—

1st. Let no man Bottle his fancy upon any draught of the work on paper,

however exactly laid down, without a model of the whole structure, and every

parcel and partition in pasteboard or wood. 2nd. That this model be as

plain as may be, without colours or other beautifying. Lastly, the bigger

this type be the better. For a fabric of some forty or fifty thousand pound

charge, thirty pounds at least ought to be laid out in an oxact model.

By compartition is understood a graceful and useful distribution of the

whole ground plot. The gracefulness will consist in a double analogy—

first, between the parts and the whole, whereby a great fabric should have

great partitions, great lights, great entrances, great pillars or pilasters—in

a word, all the members great. Next between the parts themselves, as

regards their length, broadth, and height. The ancients made the length

of their rectangular rooms double the broadth, and the height one-half of

the breadth and length summed together. When the room was square, they
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made the height half ns much more as the breadth. Modern architects

have varied these dimensions sometimes by squaring the breadth, and then

making the diagonal thereof the measure of the height—sometimes more,

but seldom less, than the full breadth itself. The second point is useful

ness, which will consist in a sufficient number of rooms of all sorts, and in

their apt coherence, so that all may appear airy and spiritous, and fit for

the welcome of cheerful guests, about which the principal difficulty will be

in contriving the lights and itaircases. The former we must overcome by

some open form of the fabric, or by terracing any storey which is in danger

of darkness, or by perpendicular lights from the roof, of all others the

most natural. The casting of the staircases is in itself no hard point, but

only as they are incumbrances of room for other use.

The Italian architects distribute the kitchen, pantry, bakehouse, washing

rooms, and even the buttery itself, under ground next above the foundation,

or sometimes level with the floor of the cellar, raising the first ascent into

the house fifteen feet or more, which, besides removing such annoyances

out of sight, doth also, by elevation of the front, add majesty to the whole

aspect. But, though all the other petty offices may well enough be so

remote, yet, by the natural hospitality of England, the buttery must b

more visible, and we need for our ranges a more spacious and luminous

kitchen than the aforesaid compartition will bear, with a more competent

nearness likewise to the dining rooms, or else, besides other inconveniences,

some of the dishes may straggle by the way.

There are two extremes to be avoided in the roof—that it be not too

heavy, or it will press too much on the underwork, nor too light, as it

serves not only as a defence, but as a band or ligature, and therefore would

require to be of a reasonable weight. Next, there must be care that the

edifice be not pressed on one side more than the other. The Italians are

precise in giving the roof a graceful slope, dividing the whole breadth into

nine parts, whereof two serve for the elevation of the top from the lowest

part ; but in this point the quality of the region is considerable : those re-

" gions that fear the falling and lying of much snow ought to provide more

inclining pentices, and comeliness must yield to necessity.

Pakt II. *

Every man's proper mansion house and home being the theatre of his

hospitality, the seat of self fruition, the comfortablest part of his own life,

the noblest of his son's inheritance, a kind of private princedom—nay, to

the possessors thereof, an epitome of the whole world—may well deserve by

these attributes, according to the degree of the master, to be decently and

delightfully adorned. For which ends there are two arts attending on

Architecture, like two of her principal gentlewomen, to dress and trim their

mistress—Picture and Sculpture. In the garnishing of fabrics sculpture

must have the preeminence, as being of nearer affinity to architecture itself,

and consequently the more natural and suitable ornament.

Touching painting, there occurs a very pertinent doubt, which has

been passed over, not only by some men, but by some nations, namely,

whether this ornament can well become the outside of houses. It is true a

story well set out with a good hand will everywhere take a judicious eye;

but withal, it is as true that various colours on the outwalls of buildings

have always in them more delight than dignity, therefore no paintings

ought to be admitted but in black and white, nor even in that kind (if the

space be capable) under nine or ten feet high; which will require no

ordinary artist, because the faults are more visible than in small designs.

In unfigured paintings, the noblest is the imitation of marble, of architec

ture itself, as arches, friezes, columns, and the like.

For the inside, grotesque and antique work, such as satyrs and centaurs,

ought to be confined to the ornament of friezes and borders. For storied

works upon walls, our climate is too yielding and moist to allow of it. In

disposing of pictures, no room should be furnished with too many, unless

it is a gallery or repository for art. The best pieces ought to be placed,

not where there is the least, but where there are fewest lights : therefore,

not only rooms windowed on both ends, but with two or more windows on

the same side, are enemies to art ; as no painting can be seen in full per

fection but (as all nature is illuminated) by a single light. Thirdly, that

in the placing some care also be taken how the painter did stand in the

working (which an intelligent eye will easily discover), as that posture is

most natural ; hence Italian pieces will appear best in a room where tho

windows are high, because they are commonly made to a descending light.

Lastly, that they are properly bestowed for their quality as fitly for their

grace ; that is, the cheerfulest paintings in feasting and banqueting rooms,

graver stories in galleries, landscapes in open terraces or summer houses.

Sculpture ought not to be too general and abundant, which would make a

house look like a cabinet ; and in this point moral philosophy, which tem-

pereth fancies, is the superintendent of Art. That there be a due modera

tion of this ornament in the first approach ; if the great door be arched, it

is sufficient to have some brave head cut in fine stone or marble for the key

of the arch, with two incumbent figures gracefully leaning upon it towards

one another as if they meant to confer, with two great standing statues on

each side of the approach ; that the niches, if they contain figures of white

stone or marble, be not coloured in their concavity too black, for our sight

is not well contented with sudden departures from one extreme to another;

that fine and delicate sculpture be helped with nearness, and gross with

distance ; that in placing standing figures we must set them in a posture

somewhat bowing forward, because the visual beam of our eye extended to

the head of the figure being longer than that to the foot, must necessarily

make that part appear farther ; so, to reduce it to an erect or upright position,

a due allowance must be made.

There are also ornaments without the house, as gardens, fountains, groves,

conservatories, of which a word or two may be said. There is a certain

contrariety between building and gardening; for as fabrics should be

regular, so gardens should be irregular, or at least cast into a very wild

regularity. Groves and artificial devices under ground are of great ex

pense and little dignity. In aviaries of wire to keep birds of all sorts, the

Italians, though no wasteful nation, do in some places bestow vast expense,

so that the chanterettes may live long before they know they are prisoners.

It is almost harder to be a good critic than a good architect, because the

working part may be helped with deliberation, but the judging must flow

from an extemporal habit. Therefore whoever examines any noble work

ought first examine himself, whether the sight of many brave things before

have not made him apt to think nothing good but that which is the best^-

for this humour is too sour. Next let him inform himself of the age of

the work, and if he find the apparent decay to exceed the proportion of

time, let him conclude that either the materials were too slight or the site

was unfitted. If the house be found to bear its years well (always a token

of a sound constitution), let him suddenly run backwards from the orna

ments to the more essential members, till at last he is able to form this

conclusion, that the work is commodious, firm, and delightful, which are the

three capital conditions required in good buildings by all authors ancient

and modern.

REVIEW.

Hints on Household Taste in Furniture, Upholstery, and

other Details. By Charles L. Eastlake, Architect.

1868. Longmans, Green, and Co.

London,

' It is unfortunate for the interests of Art at the present time, that

in civilized countries it has come to be regarded as the result of

theories utterly remote from the question of general taste, totally

distinct from those principles which influence manufacture and struc

tural science, and independent of any standard of excellence, which

we might expect to be derived from common sense.' Such is the

language in which Mr. Eastlake introduces to our notice his ' Hints on

Household Taste,' and very accurately does it describe the popular

belief. Fortunately the number of those who hold sounder and more

correct views is on the increase ; indeed, the appearance of such a

work as this, and the success with which it has already inetj are in

themselves evidences of the spread of more enlightened opinion.

In the opening pages of his work Mr. Eastlake deplores the preva

lence of ignorance, or erroneous ideas, as to the principles of art and

design ; but tho general indifference on these points is far more

lamentable. Rarely, if ever, do people exercise their own judgment

at all. We profess indeed, as Mr. Eastlake sarcastically observes, ' to

know what we like,' but we seldom really endeavour to obtain it.

Sometimes we enact the farce of pretending to make our own selec

tion ; that is, we visit the shops or establishments of manufacturers, and

purchase what we are told is the ' right ' or the ' fashionable ' thing.

But this cannot be correctly termed an individual choice. It must be

admitted, however, that there are many difficulties in the way of

obtaining what is correct and good in domestic furniture. The manu

facturers who make it their specialty are limited in number and not

very generally known. The supply of such articles is therefore small,

and" the price consequently greater than it should be, and nothing

but an increased demand can afford the requisite remedy. Never

theless, many of the cheapest objects of domestic use are, as Mr.

Eastlake points out, amongst the best in construction and design.

All the principles of artistic design on which our author enlarges

may be summed up into two: 1st. That every article should be

thoroughly adapted to the use which it is intended to fulfil ; and

2nd, that it should be so constructed as to bring out the proper

characteristics of the material of which it is made. Very little re

flection will suffice to prove to us how seldom we find these condi

tions really aimed at or attained : both are sacrificed for the sake of

cheapness, or a pretentious and vicious style of ornamentation.

Thus we have, for instance, uncomfortable and brittle chairs, tables,

sofas. &c, and wall-papers, carpets, &c, which are unpleasant to the

eye, and indicating in their designs the effects of aerial perspective,

instead of the fiat surfaces which they ought to present.

The first point of detail into which Mr. Eastlake enters is that of

' Street Architecture ; ' but we need not dwell here, as it is almost

hopeless to expect any reform on this subject for some time to come.

How bad the state of affairs is, we most of us practically know. We

all remember the wail which Mr. Carlyle, in his ' Niagara ' essay,

raised about the badness of London house building, and Mr. Eastlake

enlarges on the same theme ; but as long as the present conditions of

leasehold tenure exist, it is not to be supposed that the building

speculator will do other than consult what he believes to be his own

interests. If, unfortunately, we have little influence over the con

struction of the outsides of our homes, we have at any rate more

control over their interiors. And here we shall find the 'Hints on

Household Taste ' an excellent vade mecum to assist us in our efforts.

We are shown the true principles which should guide us in the

selection of carpets and papers, decorations and furnishings of all

sorts and degrees, with illustrations of Beveral designs and specimens

of existing productions. We must confess ourselves somewhat dis

appointed, however, with Mr. Eastlake's observations about paper-

hangings. His views are sufficiently correct, and the designs which

he gives are in accordance with them, though not very remarkable ;

one indeed—a green with gold pattern—is positively "bad in colour,

if it be fair to judge from only a book sample. But it is to be wished

that Mr. Eastlake had set his face against the taste for white papers

so very prevalent. White paper (except in a large room where

distance from the lights gives an acquired shade) always has the

effect of depriving even our fairest friends of any beauty of colour

or complexion whatsoever ; while it also makes the furniture stand

out in tone with a harsh silhouette, and thus causes the least
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interesting part of the room to attract most attention from the

eye. Delicate neutral tones will produce a far more harmonious

effect.

One point on which Mr. Eastlake is particularly emphatic is the

condemnation of all kinds of shams and deceits, imitation woods,

marbles, &c. Leaving morality out of the Question (though in

truth imitations very rarely do deceive), we shall nearly always find

that an article which is not genuine fails to give us satisfaction.

Doors painted in imitation of wood never look the real thing, and,

moreover, have a ' cheap ' appearance ; whilst if they are painted in

flatted colour, they look much pleasanter, and also more costly. Wo

do not, however, carry our objections so far as to disapprove of

articles the surfaces of which are at any rate real, such as plated

goods, gildings, or veneered furniture, though the latter is never very

good in construction, the veneer being apt to split and disclose the

inner nature of the object. Still we ought not to resort to any of

these things except when considerations of wear and tear, liability to

accident, or expense, are paramount.

It is not proposed to follow Mr. Eastlake into all the details on

which he discourses. All who are interested in the subject ought to

read the work for themselves. If his observations are not very deep,

they are perhaps all the more practical. Certainly they will well

repay perusal, accompanied as they are by references to, and illustra

tions of, what is good in ancient art. And while noting the value of

excellent examples, let us endorse the eulogium passed on the autho

rities at South Kensington for the interesting and instructive collec

tion which they have formed, illustrating as it does the connected

history of art and manufacture, and forming one of our most valuable

art treasures.

One point on which we are disposed to differ somewhat from Mr.

Eastlake's conclusions is with respect to uniformity of style. Not

that we wish to see every room in a house different, but a boudoir

ought not to resemble in character a dining room or a study. In

fact, the different uses to which rooms are to be put necessarily

irtiplies a difference of aspect. In addition, therefore, to a variation

of material, we also require some modification in design.

Now all the illustrations of furniture of his own designing which

our author gives are more or less alike, and indeed, to our thinking,

are in some instances too simple and archaic. We cannot expect to

revert to the exact types and forms of even the best periods of artistic

taste, nor would any such course be desirable ; but what we may ex

pect is, that whilst, in the construction of domestic objects, the com

forts and requirements of modern life are fully consulted, wo may

also have a due attention to correctness of principle and the realization

of the beautiful.

Artists, architects, and in a word all students of art, are fully alive to

the importance of the subject under our consideration ; for they know-

how essential to the just comprehension of any work, however great,

is the constant exercise of the faculties by which alone it can be

judged. Yet how can we expect the public to appreciate the merits

of a fine building or a beautiful picture when we know that

their daily surroundings are replete with so much that is false

and hideous ? But Mr. Eastlake's remarks on this point are

go good that wo must quote them verbatim:—'The most for

midable obstacle which lies in the way of any attempt to reform

the arts of design in this country is, perhaps, the indifference

with which people of even reputed taste are accustomed to

regard the products of common industry. There is many a connoisseur

of pictures and of sculpture, many a virtuoso now haunting auctions

and curiosity shops with a view to gratify his particular hobby, who

would stare if he were asked to pass his opinion on the merits of a

door-knocker or set of fire-irons. By such people—and they represent

a very numerous class—art can only be valued as an end in itself,

and not as the means to an end. . . . What should we think of

a musical amateur who, while fully competent to appreciate the per

formance of a Joachim, could listen with indifference to the machine-

made melodies of a grinding organ, or hear with approval a pianoforte

played out of time and tune ? Yet this is exactly what people do

who applaud the works of Leighton and Millais at the Royal Academy

Exhibition, and go straightway off to the shops to buy and fill their

houses with articles of manufacture which are distinguished not only

by an absence of real beauty, but by the presence of much definite

ugliness.'

Let us hope that such a condition of things will no longer prevail,

and trust that the tendency to improvement which is now manifest is

the dawn of a brighter day in the history of the manufactures of this

country : it is the public alone that can make it so. Our artists

and architects are quite capable of guiding and directing any move

ment of this sort, and our artisans and manufacturers are fully com

petent to the carrying out of their designs. All that is wanted is an

increased popular demand. And to those who may be interested in

this subject, we can heartily commend as a sound and practical guide

in their efforts Mr. Eastlake's ' Hints on Household Taste.'

Dover Priory Estate Competition.—The first premium of 50 guineas

has been awarded to Mr. F. A. KleiD, of 110 Cannon Street, for design

'London No. 1,' the second premium of 20 guineas to Mr. A. G. Hennell,

of 22 Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, the author of design ' £ s. d.'

Seventy-rive plans were sent in, which were submitted to Mr. Clutton, of

Whitehall Place, by whom the award was made.

THE IRISH RAILWAY REPORT.

IT is always matter for regret when an important subject is ap

proached* from the wrong point of view. The treatment is sure to

be inadequate; and not only so, but efficient treatment is, by this

means, indefinitely postponed.

Such, it appears to us, is the case with Irish railways. The series

of blunders, of quarrels, and of swindles which has depreciated the

whole of the grand net of railway communication through the United

Kingdom by some thirty-three per cent, of its natural value has raised

the question, in the minds of many, as to whether the ownership and

superintendence of the State might not be advantageously substituted

for the caprices of conflicting boards of directors. The present

Government, when in office before, so far evinced a disposition to

assume the responsibility of a general control of the traffic arrange

ments of the country as to appoint, with some degree of flourish, a

Commission to investigate the subject. The weak and inefficient

Report of that Commission was so destitute of weight as to swamp the

matter for the time.

The general subject of railway management being in this position,

there can be no great want of judgment in directing especial attention

to the question of Irish railways, which have been recently the sub

ject of special official investigation. The amelioration of the con

dition of that island is the central difficulty of the Imperial policy ;

an inquiry into the condition of Irish railway enterprise must thus

be regarded as eminently desirable.

By June 30, 1867, rather more than twenty-six and a half millions

sterling had been expended on 1,900 miles of Irish railways, at the

rate of 14,000/. per mile, being exactly a third of the cost per mile of

the English lines. The gross receipts on these railways amounted to

1,870,000/. The working expenses were 52 per cent, on the receipts,

leaving a net income of 890,000/., which was an increase of 32,000/.

for the year. The gross income thus amounted to 7 per cent, on the

paid-up capital, while that of the English and Scottish railways may

be approximately stated at a little over and a little under 8 per cent

This return was derived, in almost equal proportions, from passengers,

and from goods, minerals, and live stock.

Ireland is a sparsely peopled agricultural country, with a population

of 171 persons to the square mile. That population decreased from

8,190.000 in 1841 to 5,557,000 in 1807. The mineral traffic of Ire

land amounted, in 1806, to only 123,000 tons of coal and 25,000 tons

of iron. While, then, there is the grand advantage possessed by the

railways of Ireland of economical construction, it is apparent that the

case is not one in which an unbounded impulse can be given to the

development of traffic by the mere expedient of lowering the fares.

With the general increase of Irish prosperity, the net revenue of its

cheaply constructed railways will ultimately sympathise ; but the

means of galvanising that prosperity, by an inordinately low rate of

conveyance, do not exist in a country of that description, in the same

way that they are to be found in one which is more industrial and

more densely populated.

It therefore seems singularly ill-judged that the experience of a

country of which the condition is as opposite as can well be found to

that of Ireland, should have been indicated to the Commissioners as

the basis of their comparisons. Belgium has a population of nearly

three times the density of that of Ireland, being 442 to the mile.

The area of the former country is only about a third of that of the

latter. The proportion of length of line to population is nearly alike

in the two countries, being a mile to every 2,856 persons in Belgium,

and a mile to every 2,893 persons in Ireland. The cost of those of

the Belgian lines which were constructed at the expense of the State

may be taken at about 20,000/. per mile. But the distribution of

these lines is not in proportion to the relative area of the countries.

The State railways run, for the most part, through a level country, con

necting busy and populous towns, the condition being thus that which

of all is most favourable for stimulating traffic by reducing fares.

In the southern part of Belgium, where the towns are fewer, the

people more sparse, and the country more expensive for the operations

of the engineer, the State has conceded the railway to a company which

has chiefly been formed by means of English capital. It is this part

of Belgium which alone can in any way be compared to Ireland, and

in this part the means of comparison fail.

The question of the mode of dealing with Irish railways must be

investigated on its own merits alone. The facta which will be useful

for comparison are those of similar districts, not those collected under

opposite conditions, with no possible connection except in the fact

of State management, and reduction of fares to a level that private

companies cannot afford, even though, in the long run, such reduction

may prove to pay. Thus the first portion of the Treasury minute of

October, 1807, which directs the Commissioners to inquire into the

result of assimilating the principles of the charges on which fares on

the Irish lines should be levied to those adopted in Belgium, is simply

bewildering and delusive.

The two other points reported on by the Commission ore, the saving

to be effected by the concentration of establishments under one or

more administrative departments, and the diminution of charge to be

effected by giving the guarantee of Government to the deDenture

capital. The saving under the former head is estimated at 32,000/.

per annum ; that under the latter at 88,000/. per annum. It would

be difficult to pay a higher compliment to the character of the manage

ment of the Irish lines than is implied by these two modest sums.
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If on an expenditure of 982,000/. per annum, incurred by the officers

of thirty-nine distinct companies, large and small, it is only considered

possible that a saving of some three and a quarter per cent, is to be

madeby concentration ofmanagement (bearing in mind thatwe have on

one hand actual, and on the other only estimated, outlay), the managers

of the Irish railways deserve unusual respect and commendation.

With a natural distribution of the island into three great railway

alliances—the Great Southern and Western, the Midland Great

Western, and the Ulster Companies—buying, leasing, or otherwise

working all the minor lines, it is probable that a larger economy would

be effected without risk.

Again, with regard to the debenture capital. It has been pointed

out with unanswerable force, that union, or at least alliance, between

the various lines, would suffice to place this portion of their capital

on a sound and satisfactory basis. So valuable is the property of the

railway companies taken in block, that it may be doubted whether

Government could borrow on better terms than a syndicate of the

various lines would command.

The comparison of the Irish and the Belgian lines is a mere experi

ment upon the patience, or the ignorance, of the public. When Irish

industry emulates Belgian industry ; when Limerick and Cork dis

play to the visitor in their streets the decent municipal care and

thrift of the ' senate and people of Ghent ; ' when mining and manu

factures divide the Irish soil with pasturage ; and when the neglected

and ill-saved crops of oats, that form so much of the arable produce of

Ireland, are replaced by the carefully weeded and tended harvests of

the Belgian fields, it may be instructive to compare the railway statis

tics of the two countries. At present, such a comparison, unless

made to point a contrast, is simply ridiculous. The other conclusions

of the Report are unexpectedly bare and inefficient.

Into the larger question, at which the late Report only nibbles, it

is not our present intention to enter. The case of the Irish railways

is only a portion of the general question of the best method of pro-

Tiding for the internal communication of the country. The great

secret of English non-success in Irish matters is this:—It is our habit

to frame rules inapplicable to the condition of the country or to the

genius of the people, and then, as these rules lead to trouble, to make

continual exceptions. Every Irish evil has thus been intensely aggra

vated. The opposite course is the only remedy—to make provisions

adapted to the nature of the country, and to the habits and genius of the

people, and to allow no exception whatever to rules thus made. If we

leave English railways alone, and leave Scotch railways alone, and

take Irish railways on our back because they are earning three-quar

ters per cent, less than the Scotch lines, we shall find that such a pro

ceeding is a fatal precedent.

If itbe (we do not deny the possibility) decided upon as a matter of

Imperial importance to aid the Irish railways, this may be done at

once in a far safer and in a far more complete manner than by

making experiments on Government amalgamation. Power and

facility should be given to the companies to amalgamate among them

selves ; and as inducement and encouragement to do so, let the aid of

Government be frankly rendered to the completion of the Irish

system of railways b^ cheap light branches. The expenditure of

some six millions sterling, in addition to the twenty-six or twenty-

seven millions already spent, would be enough to nearly double the

actual length of available railway, and to bring the wilder and more

inaccessible districts into organic connection with the capital and the

ports. For Government to aid the great companies in thus aug

menting the bases of their traffic would be (if jobbery be excluded)

at once a safe and a statesmanlike measure.

It is not by reduction of fares to an extent without precedent under

circumstances bearing the least resemblance to those of the Irish

railways, that any healthy 'impetus to the intercommunication of

the inhabitants and the moving of goods from place to place ' can

arise. By pushing light branches into the rural districts, and avoiding

the expense of cartage, of time spent in going to and fro, and of

re-loading, a stimulus will be given to the existing traffic, which may

be proved even to compare with that which the original introduction

of locomotive railways gave to the commerce of the country at the

period of their formation. Not for Irish railways alone, but for all

the railways of Europe, here is the true mine to be remuneratively

worked. The man who does this for Ireland will deserve to be named

with the same respect as that which attaches to the memory of

William Dargan or to that of George and Robert Stephenson.

ACCIDENTS TO BUILDINGS.

It has seldom happened that so many accidents to buildings have

been crowded into a short space of time as have occurred within

the last few weeks. Our column of General News has almost re

sembled the shipping intelligence of a daily paper after a period of

prolonged storms ; and if serious accidents have been so numerous, it

is perfectly certain that the number of lesser mishaps has been pro

portionately large. Though this has been the case, tnere has existed

no adequate disturbance of nature to quote as its cause. No

earthquake has devastated our towns ; and if high winds have raged

and wet weather has prevailed, it seems hard that buildings put up

as a protection against wind and weather should not be able to with

stand a moderate attack of either. Here, however, lies the solution

of the problem. There can be no doubt that many buildings now

erected are not sufficiently strong, or put together with sufficient care

and skill, or built of good enough material to be safo or suitable for

occupation.

Even within the area of the metropolis, where the operation of the

Metropolitan Building Act may be supposed to check, to some extent,

the practice of using inferior materials, but too much use is made of

bricks which are only dried dirt, and mortar which is little better

than moistened mud. " In country towns, where the spirit of cutting

competition lias risen high, and has called forth no efficient official

supervision, we have reason to believe that these evils exist to a

greater degree than in London.

There can be no doubt that most of this inferior building work done

is in dwelling houses of moderate or small size, and that the habits of

bad building which exist almost all take their rise from bad house

building. Any remedy that can be brought to bear upon the con

struction of our dwellings will raise the quality of such builders'

work as is executed at cheap rates to a great extent.

This remedy, we take it, lies mainly in the hands of the public

themselves. As long as a speculating builder finds that tenants care

for nothing save rooms of a certain size, well lighted, conveniently

put together, rather showy, and at a low rental, so long will he con

fine himself to the supply of these called-for essentials, and these

only. Why should he spend his money on rendering his bouse

durable, strong, healthy, or comfortable, ' since tenants will just as

readily take a dwelling that has no one of the elements of comfort,

health, or safety about it, as one that is in these respects well built,

if only the first be as roomy or as attractive looking as the other ?

We are endeavouring to diffuse sound information on this subject

in our pages, and shall hail it as a great advance if the public begin

to call, in ever so small a degree, for improvements in the construction

of the houses they consent to dwell in.

There are other points, however, in which the present practice of

building is at fault. Competition is carried to excess, and prices, as a

consequence, are often too low to yield any return upon good work.

Builders' estimates are frequently "made on the most carelessly pre

pared bills of quantities, and with a haste that renders careful con

sideration out of the question. The short terms for leasing building

land, the usual arrangements for advancing money on leasehold

buildings in progress, and the leniency of the Bankruptcy Court, all

combine to promote bad workmanship, by causing its consequences

to fall on the head of some one other than the real culprit.

In all these respects a reform is needed ; and we should be glad to

know that the general body of builders, who include a number of the

best men of business and most honest traders in England, were

disposed to promote, as they only effectually can, some movement for

raising the general standard of work and materials throughout Great

Britain, and thereby preventing the recurrence of such accidents as

we referred to in the opening sentences of this article.

PRACTICAL COMPENSATION.

THE LIVERPOOL CORPORATION WATERWORKS.

The Corporation of Liverpool are extending their works at Rivington

Pike by constructing a now reservoir from the designs of the. Into

Thomas Duncan, Esq., C.E. They have just received the award of the

umpire (Mr. Pownall) in two of the compensation cases ; and as illustrating

the wide difference between the ideas of the claimants and the actual pay

ment awarded, we give a summary of each case.

Cobpokatiox v. Fa.sk.—Awards of Witnesses for the Claimant :—Mr.

Thomas Lever Rushton, 22,055/. 14s. 3d. ; Mr. Edmund Ashworth,

35,000/. ; Mr. James Eden, 35,000/. ; Mr. Edward Thomas Woods, 26,875/. ;

Mr. Joseph Clayton, 24,311/.; Mr. Thomas Statter, 26,872/. 16s.; Mr.

Elias Doming, 27,570/. 15s., assuming, as was contended by the claimant,

that the water could be used for washing purposes ; Mr. Edward Garlick,

26,075/. ; Mr. Edward Nicholson, 25,000/. ; Mr. Joseph Brierley, 21,812/.

6s. 8rf. ; Mr. Samuel Collet Homersham, 31,050/.

Awards of Witnesses for the Corporation:—Mr. Joseph Jackson, 2,883/.;

Mr. Richard Radcliffe, 2,887/. 10s.; Mr. George Hunt, 3,326/. 8s. ; Mr.

J. O. Blackburne, 3,750/.

Amount of award, 5,882/.

Corporation t'. Rodoktt.—Awards of Witnesses for tho Claimant :—

Mr. Thomas Statter, 15,892/.; Mr. Elias Doming, 10,410/. 13s. 6d. ; Mr.

Joseph Brierley, 14,557/.; Mr. Edward Garliek, 12,000/.; Mr. Edward

Thos. Wood, 12,000/.; Mr. Edward Nicholson, 15,624/.; Mr. Joseph

Clayton, 16,531/. 17s. 10rf. ; Mr. Samuel Collet Homersham, 4,740/., as

the cost of replacing water power by steam power only, in addition

to tho works being damaged to tho extent of two-thirds of their value,

which the witness does not estimate in money, but which would be at

least 7,000/.; Mr. Thomas Lever Rushton, 12,480/.

Awards of Witnesses for the Corporation :—Mr. Josoph Jackson, 3,072/. ;

Mr. Geo. Hunt, 2,830/. 10s.; Mr. Richard Radcliffe, 2,735/.; Mr. John

G. Blackburne, 3,038/.

Amount of award, 3,936/.

All tho other cases (14 in number) have been satisfactorily arranged by

negotiation. The two disputed claims were merely for use of water.
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LEGAL.

Extensive Bobbery, and Serious Charge of Receiving by a

Large Contractor.

On Monday, at the Marylebone Police Court, Robert Manning, aged 25,

residing in Stainsbury Street, Bethnal Green, was charged with stealing,

during the past two months, from the Kentish Town Wharf, between

30,000 and 40,000 of bricks, the property of Mr. William Henshaw, in

the parish of St. Pancras. Thomas Croft, aged 53, of Burleigh Road,

Kentish Town, contractor on a very extensive scale, was charged with re

ceiving the same, well knowing them to be stolen.

Mr. George Lewis, jun., prosecuted, and Mr. F. H. Lewis (barrister) de

fended Crofts.

Mr. George Lewis, having opened his case, called

Mr. William Henshaw, builder, carrying on business at 13 and 15

Wharves, City Road Basin, who said he had a contract from the parish of

St. Pancras for the erection of an infirmary at Highgate, and it was neces

sary to have a large number of bricks supplied. For this purpose ho had

contracted with Messrs. D. & C. Rutter and Mr. Wakeloy, brickmakers, as

well as Messrs. Pickett & Sharpe, to supply him. The bricks were to be

delivered at the Kentish Town Wharf. In October last (said witness) I

entered into a contract with Messrs. Pickett & Sharpe for carting bricks to

Highgate, where the Infirmary is building. All the bricks that were to be

delivered came to the Kentish Town Wharf. The prisoner Manning had

been employed by me for twelve months past to tally the bricks as they

were loaded into the carts. His duty was to see the bricks carted, and to

give the carman, after entering the number in a book, a ticket. The ticket

had the counterfoil on it, After delivering the bricks the ticket would be

signed by the gatekeeper, and the counterfoil receipted and brought back

to the master. I do not know the prisoner Croft. I will not swear that

he was not engaged as sub-contractor, but I have seen bricks in Croft's

carts. He had no knowledge of my arrangements with Messrs. Pickett &

Sharpe. Manning had no orders to send bricks anywhere but to my own

jobs, other than at Highgate or Crouch End. The lowest price I pay to

Messrs. Rutter for bricks is 28s. 6d. per 1,000. The bricks are branded

with a ' crown and a figure.' On Saturday, from information I received, I

caused Manning to be taken into custody. I had given my managing fore

man notice to keep a sharp look-out.

Ebenezer Lawrence said : I am manager to Mr. Henshaw. On Saturday

I had some conversation with the prisoner Manning, and enquired of him

when he came to the office if he had brought his tally books. He said he

had not. I asked why he had not brought them. Ho said he did not

always bring them on a Saturday. He was asked who was the last man he

loaded from the barge, and the names of the carmen. Manning mentioned

the names of three men, but I did not hear the name that I enquired for,

and asked what time he loaded Davis's cart. He said, as near as ho re

membered, about half-past three in the afternoon. Then he said he went

up to Highgato to got his money, but not getting it, he went back to the

wharf, and loaded several carts ready for starting on Monday morning. I

asked him whether he gave the carters their tickets. He said he gave no

tickets to anyone after his return from the Infirmary at Highgate. I said,

' Have you never given tickets to anyone only upon the wharf to carmen?'

He said ' No.' I said, ' Did you not give ono that morning outsido a

public-houso opposite the wharf?' Manning then said it was no use

mincing the matter to me. I told him that he must be aware that the firm

had lost a large quantity of bricks, and we knew where tho property had

gone to as well as he did. When ho found I knew something of them, he

said he would speak the whole truth. He said Mr. Croft had had the

bricks. I asked him where they had gone to, and he said the larger portion

to Hornsey Rise, where Mr. Croft is building, and a quantity to Highgate

Cemetery, where Mr. Croft has a job. He also said there was a stack of

bricks stacked up in the prisoner Croft's yard, on the wharf. The bricks

ought never to have been carried there. Manning said he saw the bricks

stacked on Croft's wharf. I asked Manning what consideration he got for

the bricks, and his answer was, 'A little beer.' I said, ' Do you mean to say

you were such a fool as to sell yourself and your master tor a few pints of

beer ?' He then said ho had license from Mr. Croft to get as much beer as

he liked from the public-house opposite. I said ' I cannot believe that you

did it for beer only.' He again said he would tell mo the truth. Manning

then said that Croft sent his foreman to him to ask him to let him have

600 bricks. Manning said he replied to him, ' What do you mean ? I can

not sell drink.' He then said Mr. Croft's foreman took him to a public-

house and gave him something to drink, after which ho let him have the

bricks and he would give him 5*. a thousand. He let him have them.

After this he said Croft arranged to pay him 4s. a thousand, and did pay

him himself.

Mr. George Lewis : I wish to draw your worship's attention that my

client pays 28s. 6d. a thousand for bricks, and 5s. 6d. for cartage, which

makes in all 34s.

Witness continued : I asked Manning how long he had been at this

game, and he said quite two months. And what number he had ordored to

be taken to Hornsey ? As near as he could tell about 20,000. How many

to the Highgate Cemotery— the two places where Croft had jobs? Manning

said about 5,000. How many stacked at Croft's wharf? 12,000 or 13,000.

He said he was convinced that there were these quantities. He was then

given into custody.

Mr. F. H. Lewis and the prisoner Manning [declined to ask these

witnesses any questions.

Georgo Wiso, general foreman to prospcutor, said : I went late on

Saturday night to Kentish Town Wharf; I went, to a place near somo stables

belonging to Mr. Croft, and found a stack of bricks of Wakuley's and

Rutter's make. I counted them, and found 6,2 .50. Before going there I

had been to Highgate Cemetery, and whilst there saw one of Croft's car

men, named Davis, come up with a load of bricks. I believe Croft has a

sub-contract thore to supply another contract I looked at the bricks, and

found Rutter's mark on them. I looked further, and saw a stack in the
■Cemetery bearing Rutter's and Wakeley's marks on them.

Cross-examined : I do not know whether Croft is a large contractor for

bricks. Do not know that he has some thousands of bricks from Messrs.

Rutter and Messrs. Wakeley every week. Do not know whether Rutter

supplies him.

Thomas Pound, a carman in the service of the prisoner Croft : On Friday

last I took a load of bricks to Hornsey Rise, from Kentish Town Wharf,

by order of Croft's foreman. I did not see where they were loaded from,

as they were loaded up on the over night. I took them to the front of

Croft's buildings, and set them down there. On Saturday there was a cart

already laden, and I took it to Highgato Cemetery. Three more carts were

loaded up from the stack by the stable on the wharf, and they were taken

to Highgate Cemetery by order of the foreman of Mr. Croft. Mr. Croft

was there when I went there at dinner time. It was the third load when I

saw Croft's foreman. Croft gave me no instructions. He saw me leave

the premises. Croft has not given me orders at other times. I do not

know that he has been present when orders have been given to me.

In reply to Mr. D'Eyncourt, witness said: Mr. Croft's name was on the

carts. They were his own carts and horses. Had taken bricks to Mr.

Henshaw's place. Sometimes been up to Highgate for Mr. Croft. Could

not say how many times.

M. F. H. Lewis said : My client has about eighty carts, and it was

impossible for him or his men to say where they could have been at stated

times, as the carts were all over London.

The Witness re-called said : I asked Manning where he had the load of

peculiar bricks from and where taken to. He said from the wharf, and np

to Croft's place at Hornsey. I went to Hornsey, and there found in a stack

a number of bricks. They were Wakeley's make.

Mr. Lewis said ho must ask for a remand.

Both prisoners were remanded, and Mr. D'Eyncourt refused to accept

bail.

A witness was here brought forward, who said that he could prove that

some red bricks found in front of Mr. Croft's building belonged to the

prosecutor.

The case was remanded.

THE DECAY OF STONE IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

For many years I have looked with grief upon the decay of stone in

several of our large buildings, especially in such noble buildings as the

Houses of Parliament, and many others which are ornaments to our metro

polis. It seems a pity that after so much pains, anxiety, and expense have

been bestowed upon these, they should, in so short a space of time, crumble

to decay—so much so that in some instances the place that now knows them

will soon know them no more, except as a mass of ruins.

Now, as this decay must result from some cause, it is necessary that the

exact cause be arrived at. It has been said on good authority, and by some

of the greatest men of the present day, that it is the smoke of London

acting on the stone which causes it to decay.

The principal object of this communication will be to show that the decay

of stone does not result from this cause ; and in order to substantiate this, I

will mention a few plain facts which will tend to show that the smoke does

not act upon the stone in sufficient force to decay it.

I have been to a great many quarries in various parts of Great Britain,

and therefore have had the opportunity of noticing the stone on the spot

from where it is obtained, and I find there is a certain portion of

stone that will perish in its own native air and on its own soil,

away from all smoko and soot : for instance, I have seen the Cheshire,

Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Derbyshire stone, also the Glasgow white stone

and granites at various quarries, all perish in their own native air, and at

most of these places there has been no smoko or soot to act npon them.

Again, thore was a large building erected in the West of London, and one

of the late eminent judges of stone was appointed to examine the quality

of the stone, and I think he was also appointed at the Houses of Parlia

ment. Now, after this gentleman had passed tho stone for the West End

building, a great quantity of these stones perished before the roof was on.

This must at once prove that it is not tho soot that causes the stone to

decay in our public buildings, but the inferior quality of the stono that

was used.

If the above proofs are not sufficiently convincing, allow mo to mention

one or two still more so. If we will but take the pains to look at some of

our buildings, we find in many instances a sound stone adjoining a decayed

one. How can this be accounted for ? If the smoke had such an effect

upon these stones that are decayed, why did it not act in the same manner

upon the adjoining ones that are sound? Thus, we again see that an in

ferior quality has been mixed with a good.

I have myself removed the accumulated soot from the face of stone, and

on examining found it to be quite sound and perfect. These simple facts

ought to convince any practical man, and also our geologists, that the smoko

is not the cause of the stone decaying.

The stone used in the largest quantity in London is Portland. I have

walked through the quarries and examined the stone at this place, and

found it to perish there in large quantities (remember this stone has not

L>een subjected to the smoke). This stone is brought to London and used

in tho construction of buildings, and as may be expected, before the roof is

fixed will be found to be in an advanced state of decay ; and not only before

the roof is fixed, but even after the stone has been fixed only two or threo

months, and then our great and scientific men say it is the smoke acting

upon tho stone causes the decay, whereas if properjudgment had been used

and the stone of the right quality, the smoko would have had little or no

effect upon it.

A great quantity of the Portland stone used in London perishes fur
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sooner than the Bath stone. As a proof of this I will refer to the entrance

gateways to the Park at Hyde Park Corner ; these are of Portland stone,

and nearly all this stone has perished, and is still perishing as fast as time

will permit. The adjoining building to these gateways, Apsley House, is

of Bath stone, and the stone of this building stands far better than the

Portland at the gateways. The exterior of the Grosvenor Hotel is mostly

of Bath stone, and has been erected some seven or eight years, and not

a single piece of this stone is docayed, and why ? because it was carefully

selected : if this had been of a bad quality, it would have perished before now ;

and thus while this Bath stone building stands, some Portland ones have

perished. The stone, then, that decays is simply an inferior quality, which,

if placed in any building, whether in town or country, will decay. For in

stance, many large buildings in the city of Oxford were erected out of the

stone obtained in the neighbourhood, without any regard being paid to the

quality of that stone ; and the result was, as might have been expected, in

a few years these buildings went to decay. Had this stone been of a good

quality, it would have remained sound and perfect ; in fact, some stone of

good quality, obtained from the same neighbourhood, was used the same

time as the above, and is as perfect now as when used. The above ex

ample must not be confined to Oxford only, for it is the same with our

noble Houses of Parliament. It appears to me that two qualities of stono

have been used in this building, a good and bad. Here, again, the fault is

want of judgment in selecting the stone ; because, if stone be carefully

selected, I am confident there will not be that decay there now is.

When we take into consideration the various kinds of stone tliat are

sent to London, all differing in quality, it becomes even moro clear that

careful judgment ought to be exercised in the selection of the stone. There

are six distinct sorts obtained from Portland, five from Bath, and fifteen

from Yorkshire and Derbyshire. In the neighbourhood of Penryn there

are about sixty or seventy granite quarries, the granite differing in a great

many of them both in colour and quality.

We also obtain eight different sorts of granite from Aberdeen and its

neighbourhood, three from Peterhead, two from Mull, five from Dalbeatti,

and three from the North of Ireland.

The judgment which ought to be exercised in the selection of the proper

quality has not always been correct ; for instance, the before-mentioned

judge of stone condemned two barge loads of Portland stone at some works

of a well known contractor. I stated at the time that this stone was good

and wonld stand the weather, and the statement proved true, for the whole

of these two barge loads of stone were afterwards used at the same works,

and up to the present time not a single stone has perished.

It has also been mentioned that the perishing of the granite at Waterloo

Bridge, passing under the same process of decay as other stone, is caused

hy the smoke. This is not the cause, for it is well known that the granite

that was brought to London at the time Waterloo Bridge was being built

was of an inferior quality compared to the granite that is used at the pre

sent day. I have seen granite almost as soft as grit stone, and possessing

all the elements of decay. I have also seen granite in the neighbourhood

of Aberdeen decayed in the inside of a new building where it has been

screened from the smoke and weather.

Thus I have endeavoured to show, in the first place, it is not the soot

that decays our stone ; and, secondly, this stone that decays is of an inferior

quality.

It must not be supposed from the above that there are no buildings in

London of good stone, as several are now passing before my mind ; but time

will not permit me to offer any comment on these.

William Cross,

Manager of Prince Consort Memorial, Hyde Park.

THE ItAMSGATE SUBVETOIlSHir.

An instructive episode of pnblic Boards' dealings with their surveyors has lately
oecurmi here, and Hie attention of the profession may profitably be called to it. I shall
state the bare facts of this case as appearing in the local newspapers, and refrain from

any comment thereon.
' "Wanted ax Architect '

ni the heading of an advertisement in the Timet (it did not appear in any professional
paper) last month, * to act as Surveyor a ~<l /nspeetor of Xuisances to the Local Board of
Kjnu>gate. Salary l&u/. Whole time to be given to the duties of the office.'

Here was a noble opening ! a prize ! At least such appeare to have been the opinion
of about one hundred members of the profession, from whom (I quote the Kent Coast
Tim**) applications for the office had been sent in.

But the most curious part of the matter was that the advertisement in question
startled no onemore than itrlid Mr. G. M. Hinds, the resident surveyor, who m, and has been
in office since January, 18-W, up to which date the late Mr. Wildish had been surveyor at
a sab&ry of 70/. ; Mr. Hinds then undertook the duties at a salary of 7iV. (nominal), but

+X. per annum was to go to Mr. Wildish as a superannuation during his lifetime, so that
the remuneration (I cannot say ' salary *) of the surveyor was 30/. only, and this con-
tinned for fonr and a half years, when, on tho death of Mr. Wildish, Mr. Hinds, so to
speak, succeeded to the Ml salary of 70/. ; but the Town Commissioners, fearful lest the
sudden accession of fortune might turn his brain, kindly and promptly mitigated the
danger by reducing the salary to 60/.

In July 1867 the Town Commissioners were superseded by the Local Board, who raised
the salary to 150/., which was to include all and all manner of work and services re
quired. ' For this salary,' says Mr. Hinds, in a letter appearing in the Thanet Guardian
of Dec. 19, 1868, ' I have been greatly indebted to my son, who has assisted me, for it
would have been utterly impossible for any one person to have done all the work
required.*

But at the early part of last month some members of the Board, not feeling quite
satisfied with the attendance or attention of the surveyor, acting under the dictum of

their chairman, that by 1 1 Si 1 2 Vic. c. 63, s. 37 (The Public Health Act) the Surveyor
of the Board is removable at pleasure, i.e. at a moment's warning, and without any
formal notice, issued the advertisement above referred to ; and at the meeting of the
Board in our Town Hall on the 22nd ultimo, the Committee, whose province it was to
consider the applications for office, reported that they recommended the following can
didates, vis. , * Names of candidates recommended for the office of Surveyor and Inspector
of Nuisances :— Henry O. B. Hayward, Thomas N. Laslett, Cecil George Norman,
Edw ard Crosse, Thomas G. Bell.' These gentlemen, says the Kent Coast Times of the

24th nit., * had been requested to attend, and many of them had come from long
distances.'

Before these gentlemen were admitted to the august presence of the Board a general
wranele appears to have taken place in the Council chamber, the Chairman asserting
that as a Local Board * they had no power to give notice to their Surveyor,' but ' having
elected bis successor, all we have to do,' said he, ' is to pay Mr. Hinds his salary, and say
to him. Here are your wages, and we don't want you any more.' The result of this
some appears to have been that ' The five candidates were then called into the room and
informed that the election would net take place at present ! ' And from another, and I

believe authentic source, I leam that Mr. Hinds has consented to a reduction of his
salary to 120/. per annum, that the testimonials of the various candidates have been
returned by book post and without comment, and that the matter is now at an end.
Let us of the profession learn wisdom. I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

Ramsoatk, January 18, 186K. W. Lank Sear.

QUESTION'S.

To the Editor of ' The Architect.'

Sir,—As you kindly intimate in your paper that questions of

sional and practical nature will receive solutions, would you kindly favour

mo with answers to the following queries 1—

1st. Presumed, that a clerk of works sanction the use of certain

materials upon a job; after they have been fixed the architect's attention is

drawn to the inferior nature of the materials and workmanship, and he orders

the substitution .of better, in accordance with the terms of the specification :

is the clerk of works responsible for the amount of extras consequent upon

the condemnation of the materials he had previously sanctioned ?

2nd. In the case where a clerk of works is not engaged, the architect of

course superintends and sanctions the use of materials upon a job ; but in

the opinion of the proprietor and a competent surveyor they are inferior,

and not according to tho terms of the specification : is the architect respon

sible for extra cost in substituting proper materials and workmanship ?

Yours very truly,

January 20, 1869. Surveyor.

[N.B.—We do not undertake to supply answers to such enquiries as the

above, but we shall gladly insert suitable replies if furnished by corre

spondents.—Ei>.]

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Opening of a Co-operative Hall at Bury.—A fine new building,

which has been erected by the Bury Co-operative Society, to serve the pur

poses of warehouse and public hall, has just been opened. The building is ■

situated in Knowsley Street, and is a plain but substantial brick erection.

It is between 60 feet and 70 feet high, and the internal space is 480 square

yards, the building itself being nearly square. Tho cellaring extends under

the whole of the building. On the basement storey there are offices and a

passage for waggons right through tho building, built on iron beams and brick

arches, on each side of which is the platform of 150 yards area, the \

house being of an area of 3o0 yards. On the first floor are committee

rooms and an ante-room to the large hall above, which is 74 feet by 60 feet,

aud has a gallery of 74 feet by 17 feet down on ono side. This hall is

30 feet high, and is enriched with deep mouldings, and a frieze round the

walls, and with ornamental painting ; it is lighted by three sun-lights.

Proposed New Church for South Lambeth.—A new church has

been opened for the accommodation of the residents in that portion of tho

parish of St. Mark's, Kennington, which is called South Lambeth. The

freehold of South Lambeth Chapel, and the land adjoining it, have been

secured at a cost of 1,600/. ; and the existing building has been altered and

adopted for the church of the new district.

The Hew Buildings for the Royal Academy, Burlington Gardens, are

now so far advanced that the apartments will very shortly be put into the

hands of the deeorat'irs. No doubt exists as to the holding of the next

Royal Academy Exhibition in the new place.

The Junior Carlton Club is now nearly completed, and its members

hope to be able to move from Waterloo Place into their handsome now

house, between St. James's Square and Pall Mall, early in the approaching

summer.

A new Corn Exchange and Plait Halls were opened on Monday at

Luton by Earl Cowper, the Lord-Lieutenant of Bedfordshire. The build

ings, which have cost lo,000/., have been raised by the energy of the peoplo

of tho town and district.

A new and very handsome Theatre, to be called the Academy of

Music, has been completed in Montreal. The exterior is Tuscan in archi

tecture, and the interior florid Renaissance. It is calculated to seat sixteen

hundred spectators.

A new National School hasjust been opened at Nnrberth, in Pembroke

shire. The architect was Mr. David, of Laughurne. The style is Gothic.

The New Militia Barracks at Aberystwith.—These barracks have

been built from the plans of Mr. J. W. Szlumper, architect. Mr. Thomas

Davies, Aberystwith, contractor. Local stone of a darkish blue colour has

been used in the work, and tho roof is covered with the Aberlcfenny slates ;

the dressings are of white Ruabon brick, and freestone. The style ofarchi

tecture is somewhat after the Italian. There is a frontage of 248 feet ; in

the centre, over the arched gateway, is a strongly-built square tower, with

castellated top of white stone. At each end of the front is a wing, running

back some 30 feet. A drill shed, 136 feet long, running parallel to the

front, completes the enclosure. At each of the four corners is a small

square fort, with castellated top. The two sides and tho back arc pro

tected by a strong stone wall, seven or eight feet in height. The entranco

is through a pair of wooden gates topped with iron spikes. The estimated

cost was 3,700/.

The New Opera House at Vienna is approaching completion. It

will seat 3,000 people. The stage is unusually spacious. The orchestra is

designed to hold eighty performers. The crush room is spoken of as a

splendid apartment, but of those who have seen the house itself many are

disappointed. The cost up to the present time has been about 4,700,000

thalers, or upwards of 700,000/. of English money.
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ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUB

SPECIAL OOBBESPONDENTiS AND OTHEKS.

The New City Hotel, Bristol.

Bristol, the ' Capital of the West,' has recently been making rapid pro

gress in her public buildings, and in no class of structure has this march

of improvement been more striking than in the larger class of hotels, of

which some three or four have been erected within the past two years.

The Clifton Down Hotel in the neighbourhood of the Suspension Bridge,

and the Royal Hotel, College Green, in the vicinity of the Cathedral,

stand out prominently as specimens of the improved architectural taste

of the enterprising inhabitant of ' ye ancient city,' and in the still

more centrally situated building, the City Hotel, opened on Thursday

the 7th inst., we have a noble structure, though not so ornate in

appearance as its rivals. The building has a frontage of 110 feet,

and it runs back a distance of 136 feet. It is in the Italian style, and the

architects, Messrs. Foster and Wood, have obtained a plentiful supply of

light by erecting the chief portion of the structure on three sides of a rect

angle. The building is marked by an absenco of elaborate ornamentation ; it

is crowned by a deep overhanging roof cornice supportedby carved brackets.

On the vestibule and entrance hall a good deal of decoration has been

lavished. The entrance hall, which is 70 feet long, is covered with an

arcading of glass, and Raphaelesque ornaments, with elaborately executed

figures emblematic of the seasons, are here introduced, partly on a positive

dark and partly on a light ground. Sorpentine and black marble columns

iidd to the harmonious effect of the whole of this unusually rich decoration .

The artist of this portion of the work is Mr. Sang. To the right and left

of the entrance hall are situated the commercial room, 70 feet by 40 feet,

and decorated in the Italian style, with a panelled ceiling ; and the coffeo

room, 55 feet by 35 feet Further on, to the right of the entrance hall,

is the public bar, flanked by service rooms, and opposite is a large restaurant,

or public luncheon room, 60 feet by 40 feet. At the extreme end of the hall

is a commodious billiard room, 42 feet by 24 feet, furnished with table and

necessary appliances by Thurston. Next to the commercial room is the

main staircase, of Portland stone. On the first floor there is a ladies'

coffee room. A continuous corridor communicates with the several rooms

on this floor and the three floors above. The hotel, which belongs to a

limited liability company, has been constructed to a considerable extent of

Bath stone. The foundations and work up to the ground line were

executed by Mr. Baker, a local contractor. After somo delay, tho re

mainder of the contract was given to Messrs. Warburton Brothers, of Man

chester, in the meantime the original plan having been somewhat reduced.

The work was commenced in November, 1867, the term of the contract

being that tho structure should be finished by January 1, 1869. That

period was subsequently extended. February 14, 1869, was then named as

the day of completion of the contract. Wishing to see the work out of

hand as soon as possible, the directors ultimately made a proposition to

Messrs. Warburton, offering them a douceur of 500?. if they would have

the building ready for the furniture by October 31, 1868, thrco months in

advance of the specified time. The contractors accepted, and, favoured by

the protracted dry weather of June and July, carried out their engagement,

and received a cheque for 500/., though there were necessarily innumerable

details to be completed between that date and Thursday the 7th inst.,

when the handsomo building was formally opened.

Technical Education Conference in Oermany.

The system upon which the Polytechnic Schools of Germany are con

ducted is probably sufficiently well known to our readers, many of whom

have possibly taken advantage of the scientific and practical instruction

which these excellent institutions afford. We mention them to-day, because

we are informed that a Congress of Professors engaged in these schools

will in all probability take place next year, to consult and to compare notes

as to the various requirements and objects of Polytechnic schools, to ex

change experiences of teaching, and to take such steps as will ensure that

such teaching shall always continue to keep pace with the march of the

sciences. The idea emanated from Stuttgart and Karlsruhe, and answers

accepting the invitation have been received from Prague, Dresden, Munich,

Gratz, Vienna, Brunswick, and Briinn: the authorities of the more important

colleges, however, namely, those at Berlin, Zurich, and Hanover, have

declined for the present to take part in the proposed Conference.

Railway Bridge over Holland Deep at Moerdyk.

This will be one of three largo bridges required to be built to connect

the railways of Belgium with those of Holland in a direct manner between

Moerdyk and Rotterdam.

The piers for the bridge are in progress, and the contract for the super

structure has been taken by a large firm in Holland. The bridge will be

for one line of rails, and consist of fourteen spans of 105 metres from eontro

to centre of piers, the girders being 12 metres deep at the centre, and

G metres at the ends, with curved top-flanges, and the bracing composed of

vertical struts and diagonal ties. The construction of this bridge will

require 6,000 tons of wrought iron and 600 tons of steel, and is to be com

pleted by tho spring of 1873. Wo hope to give illustrations and further

details of this work in an early number.

Courtesy the Best Policy.

Tho practical results of the method in which the directors of the London,

Brighton, and South Coast Railway have placed themselves in opposition

to their customers, the residents and travellers on their lino, havo been

brought to a pecuniary test. The increase made in 1868 over tho second

and third class fares ranges from 20 to 75 per cent., the lower rate obtain

ing in only one instance, which is that of the second-class fare from Brighton

to Victoria, which was raised from 10*. to 12*. Tho average increase on

the fares to twelve stations is 40 per cent. During the 26 weeks ending

the 27th December last, the traffic receipts of that Company amounted to

699,995/., against 702,241/. in the corresponding 26 weeks of 1867, showing

a decrease of 2,246/. Comment is superfluous.

On eleven of the principal lines of railway, the increase for the last half

of 1868, over tho corresponding term in 1867, was 255,007/., or ibout 2.04

per cent. The only exception to the general improvement, besides that

which is the case with the Brighton line, has beeh a falling off to the

extent of 5,194/. in the income of the London and South-Westcrn. It will

be remembered that the complaints as to the want of porterage, station

accommodation, and decent respect to passengers, on this line hive been

loud and persistent.

Railway managers and directors will in time learn that the discourteous

and negligent man of business, or rather man not of business, drives

away his customors.

The Ex-Queen of Spain

Has bought the 'Hotel Basilewski,' at Paris, for her residence in that

city. It is situated in the Roi de Rome Avenue, near the corner of

the Rue Pauquet, and is approached by two light wrought iron gates,

the house itself standing a little back from the road. It was built

threo years ago by Count Basilewski, a Russian nobleman, who gave carte

blanche to his architect and sculptor to do whatever they liked. The

result was a two-storeyed facade in modorn French Renaissance, fivo

windows wide, and flanked on either side by a slightly projecting wing, the

whole being surmounted by the nsual steeply pitched French roof. The

sculptured frieze is ornamented with warlike implements and accoutrements,

representing the various military branches of artillery, cavalry, and infantry,

whilst tho centre bears the arms of the Basilewskis. The central vestibule

is of the purest white marble, divided into panels by fluted pilasters. The

Hotel is at present untenanted, but it is expected that the King, Don Francis

of Assisi, will inhabit one wing, and the young Prince of the Asturias the

other ' pavilion,' whilst the Queen will occupy the central block. The

entrance gates from the street into the fore-court are flanked by massivo piers,

surmounted by boldly conceived and well executed allegorical trophies, by

Blochc, representing Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. Altogether, though

not the Escurial, this little mansion is not altogether unworthy of being the

retreat of dethroned royalty.

Discovery of an Ancient Crypt in Hungary.

A fine crypt, declared to be of the twelfth century, has just been dis

covered near the Cathedral of Gran, in Hungary. The vaults of the roof

are supported by eight granite columns, the capitals of which are all

different from each other. The crypt is to be restored, and dedicated to

the momory of Etienne, king and saint.

Academy of the Beaux Arts, Vienna.

The Emperor of Austria has confirmed the nomination of the following

French artists as honorary members of the Vienna Academy of the Fine

Arts :—MM. Henriquet-Dupont, line engraver ; Robert-Floury, Cogniet,

and Geromc, painters ; Guillaume, sculptor ; Duban, Viollet-le-Duc,

Bceswilwald, and Ballu, architects.

Ifotes for Connoisseurs.

Water-colour drawing is a comparatively new art in France, or at any

rate it is only recently that it has attained anything like importance. The

most remarkable water-colour artist of the present day in France is

M. Ziem, whose oil paintings are well known by all who visit the annual

exhibition or salon in Paris. He delights in blazing skies and wondrous

atmospheric effects, and his works remind sometimes of Claude and at other

times of our own Turner ; a view of the harbour of Marseilles exhibited

last year was all in a blaze, like some of Turner's Italian views—and it was

a blaze of beauty.

Ziem is an enthusiast in his art, lives and paints, when in France, at Bar-

bizon, an artistic colony on the edge of the beautiful forestjof Fontainebleau ;

but the greater part of his time is spent in Italy or in the East. His water-

colour paintings are rather finished sketches than pictures, and looked at in

that light they are gems of their kind. The treatment is light, decided,

and not over elaborate, as water-colour drawings should be, and not worked

up in imitation of oil paintings ; they have the appearance of being

thoroughly completed in the presonce of nature, and so we believe they

are. From time to time M. Ziem disposes of his beautiful sketches,

and a sale of thirty-four of these occurred the other day and created gTcat

interest. Some of these were hardly larger than an octavo page, one was

no bigger than a large address card, and few surpassed the size of a page of

The Architect, yet the thirty-four sold for more than 900/. A View of

the Port of Venice, sunset, sold for 70/. ; another of the Palace of the Doges,

with a Party of Pleasure, nearly 42/. ; Tunny-Fishing at Sausset, 54/. ; a

View of Martigues, 76/. ; and an exquisite picture of a Caravan quitting

Cairo for Mecca, glowing in sunshine, 120/. Skies and sunlight are M.

Ziem's fortes, and the simple means by which his effects are produced offer

valuable lessons to young artists.

Other drawings and sketches have of late fetched high prices in Paris :

a water-colour drawing of Catalonian Sailors, by Decamps, formerly Lord

Seymour's, for 132/. ; a Fete at Versailles, by Eugeno Lamy, water colours,

164/. At another sale a water-colour sketch of a tiger, by Baryo, the

famous animal sculptor, fetched 24/.

Amongst sales of oil paintings may be. mentioned a Wood Scene, by

Cabanol, a work not in the line of this clever artist, sold for 380/. ; the

Banks of the Cure,,at Morvan, by Daubigny, exhibited in 1864, 168/.;

Oaks and Rocks in the forest of Fontainebleau, by Diaz, 388/. ; the Return

from Drinking, one of Delacroix's spirited horse pieces, a small work, 508/.

La Zingara, a striking figure of a gipsy woman, well known, 268/. ; the

Halt at the Oasis, by Fromcntin, 320/. ; Eastern Fisherman raising his

Nets, by Zian, 238/. ; and a View of Chambord, by the late admirable

landscape painter Theodore Rousseau, 94/.
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A very important sale is approaching, that of the collection of the two

brothers Delessert, the younger of whom is recently deceased. The cata

logue will contain the only known work by Raphael in private hands in

France ; it is a small Virgin and Child, formerly in the Orleans collection,

and once in England ; but we shall have to return to this subject when the

sale catalogue appears.

(Jpnpral.

The Thames Embankment.—The Thames Embankment has this

week received a valuable embellishment in the shape of a row of vigorous

young plane trees, which have been carefully planted near the edge of the

footway. The trees selected for this purpose are about 20 feet high, and

are planted 20 feet apart. A square opening has been cut in the paving

at the spot where each tree is planted, and within this space the paving is

replaced (as on the Paris boulevards) by a heavy perforated iron grating,

in four portions. The trees havo been well planted in deep pits, and a

common drain tile is inserted vertically close to each one, in order to secure

that water shall reach to the roots. It appears to us that some protection

for the stems of these trees will be needed.

The Bev. C. H. Spurgeon has received an intimation from a person

who desires to remain incognito, that ho is anxious to build a chapel, some

schools, and a number of almshouses in connection with the Metropolitan

Tabernacle.—South London Prest.

The Relationship between masters and men in the Blackburn building

trade is by no means of an assuring character. About a month ago it was

decided, at a meeting of the operative carpenters and joiners, to give notice

of a reduction in the hours of labour from fifty-four to forty-nine per week.

The men assert that this concession, which implies the commencement of

work at seven instead of six o'clock in the morning, is enjoyed by other

Branches of the trade ; and the hope is expressed that the privilege will be

extended to them. A circular has been issued, appealing to the masters

in this matter, and in reply the masters suggest that payment should be

made by the hour ; and if this proposal be rejected, then that the question

shall be referred to arbitration.

The Hyde Park and City Railway has been abandoned for the pre

sent session.

The Building Trade of Lancashire and Cheshire.—A Liverpool

paper states that a requisition to ' the muster builders and other employers

of labour connected with the building trade of Lancashire and Cheshire '

has been drawn up, and numerously and influentially signed, suggesting

' the employment of non-unionist workpeople and members of the Free

Labour Registration Society.' The requisitionists hold the opinion that

' with a free exchange of labour there would be abundance of employment

for every class of workpeople,' and undortake ' to give a preference to those

master builders who offer the greatest encouragement to free labour.'

The Royal Institute of British Architects has just issued the Sup

plementary Catalogue of their Library, as enriched by the donation of Mr.

Tite and by other additions of recent dates.

The Statue of Lord Polmerston, by Mr. Woolner, which is to be

erected in Palace Yard, Westminster, is now so nearly completed that the

model is in the hands of the bronze casters. The statuo will be a littlo

larger than life.

Treasure Trove at Hampstead.—The other day, while engaged in

digging the foundations of the new Home for Sailors' Orphans between

Church Row and High Street, Hampstead, a working man came upon a

leaden coin, about 2 feet below the surface, in a bed of loam and clay. It

is about an inch ^nd a half in diameter, and on inspection it turns out to

be a 'bull' of Pope Innocent IV., one of the well-known family of Fiesco,

who sat in the chair of St. Peter from a.d. 1243 to 1254. The ' bull ' bears

on the reverse the figures of St. Peter and St. Paul, and is in a tolerable

state of preservation ; it has been secured for the British Museum.

Lead-Poisoning.—Tho Lancet says there is a great amount of lead-

poisoning involved in the various works on the Tyne, and that it is not im

probable the subject will be brought before Parliament.

The Salary of Sir Francis Grant, as President of the Royal Academy,

is to be raised from 300/. to 600/. It is possible that he may live to have

it tripled, as on the death of Lady Chantrey, 300/. a year of her husband's

property will go to the President of the Acadeni}-.

An Exhibition of the works of the late Mr. George H. Thomas is to be

held in the course of the spring.

A Statue to William Tell is about to be erected by the canton of

Vri in the town of Altorf.

The Hartley Institution, Southampton, has just had a narrow escape

from being either partially or totally destroyed by fire. The mishap was

occasioned by the pipe from a stove recently erected in one of the class

rooms being ullowed to run into a narrow air shaft, which was mistaken by

the workmen for the shaft of the chimney. The effect of this was that the

roof of tho building became so much heated that some bricklayers at work

raised an alarm, and the cause was soon discovered and the pipe removed.

Had the building caught fire, damage to tho extent of some 10,000/. might

have been done in a few hours.

Threatened Strike of Stone Masons.—A dispute, not likely to be

healed, has arisen between the stono masons and their employers in the

North, and is now agitating the men belonging to the trade in the metro

polis. The dispute has arisen respecting the rough and fine or finishing

dressing of stout- . Somo time since the masters got tho stones rough-

dressed by machinery, and that displeased the men. but an agreement

was entered into by which tho rough-dressing as well as the finishing was

left in the hands of the men. Experience, however, taught the latter that

but small wages were to be made by the rough dressing, and accordingly they

are now determined to give it up. The masters are firm in keeping the

men to their agreement, and there is at the present moment every pro

bability of a strike, disastrous in its consequences as that of two years

ago. Delegates from London will, it is stated, go to tho North to endeavour

to adjust the difficulty.

The Ironworks at Creusot, in France, are constantly presenting soma

new feature of interest. The other day a new theatre was opened there,

capablo of containing from 700 to 800 persons, with pit, two galleries, and

orchestra stalls, painted in white picked out with gold, and illuminated by

means of a transparent ceiling.

Liverpool.—The Corporation have granted a half-year's salary (600/.)

to the widow of the late Mr. Thomas Duncan, C.E., as a mark of respect for

his long and" faithful services as Water Engineer to the Corporation. They

have also appointed Mr. Joseph Jackson, C.E., to superintend tho new

works [at Rivington for three years, at a salary of 500/. per annum, and

travelling expenses. The Deputy Engineer will conduct the business of

the department. This practically postpones the appointment of a successor

to Mr. Duncan for three years.

The New Blackfriors Bridge.—The works on this magnificent struc

ture continue to progress in tho most satisfactory manner. All the iron

girders have now been laid. The abutment on the north side has been

raised to its proper height with solid brickwork, and iron balustrades have

been laid and riveted on the adjoining arch for the support of tho road

way. Workmen are busily engaged in finishing No. 2 arch from the north

side in a similar manner. The piers are being raised from the level at

which the iron girders rest to that of the roadway. On the abutments of

the piers wooden sheds havo been constructed, in which masons are busily

engaged cutting large blocks of stone, which will bo placed on tho abut

ments of the piers for improving the appearance of the bridge.

Dartmouth, Devon.—This town gave birth to Newcomen, whose name

and memory will ever be honoured among engineers. A great portion of

tho old town was built with houses having richly carved oak fronts, in ono

of which Newcomen lived. A year or two ago the house (with others) was

taken down to make a new street, when Mr. Lidstone, a native of the place,

embraced the opportunity to secure the woodwork of Newcomcn's sitting-

room. In tho room is walled in, in the fireplace, the original ' clavel ' of

the fireplace of Newcomen's room. The building presents the character of

a renovated courthouse of temp. Jacq. I., and lias been much admired.

There can certainly be no luck of taste in a privato individual, at his own

cost, rearing such a memorial to a neglected man's memory.

Ancient Carving in the Old Reading Room of the Bibliotheque

Imperiale in Paris.—The handsome wood carvings of the time of

Louis XIV. which decorated the old reading room of tho Bibliotheque Im

periale in Paris have just been sold by the authorities as old building mate

rials. But these beautiful specimens of carvings will not be lost, they

having been purchased by M. Recappc, the well-known dealer in works of

art.

Discovery of Greek and other Antiquities.—In the Athenmim somo

time ago was found a better account of the discoveries at Idalium in Cyprus

than is given from the German periodical, and which answers the question

as to some of the antiquities being Phoenician. The upper cemetery is

Greek, but this curiously rests on another cemetery of vaulted graves,

within which are found well-authenticated Phoenician objects with Phoeni

cian characters. As Phoenician remains are found in Cyprus, a common

observer has no difficulty in tho identification. Tho question is, whether

remains earlier than Phoenician will be found.

Cliff Pall in Denmark. —A celebrated cliff in Denmark, the 'Queen's

Seat,' has just fallen bodily into the Baltic from a shock of earthquake.

The rock, about 400 ft. high, was an object of great interest to tourists

from the magnificent view to bo had from it. On a clear day Riigen and

the coast of Pomerania could be plainly seen. Everything has disappeared

except some masses of chalk, which form a sort of island near tho shore.

No life has been lost, but tho inhabitants and neighbouring villages were

terrified at the noise produced, which lasted several seconds.

Mr. J. H. Parker is again busily engaged this winter upon fresh exca

vations at Rome. The Papal authorities are more favourably inclined to

his work than they were a year or two since.

MEETINGS OP LEARNED SOCIETIES.

ROTAL iNsnruTK of Bnitisu AnciirrEcTs.—Monday, Febrnnry 1, nt 8 r.M. Special
meeting to discuss proposed alterations in the Metropolitan Building Act.

Royal Botanic Society.—Saturday, 3.46 p.m.

Associated AnTs Institute.—Saturday, 8. is p.m. Discussion :—' Has the Street
Architecture of London derived Benefit from the Introductiou of Coloured Materials ? '

The IxsTrruTioN of Civil Englneeiis.—Tuesday, January 2<;,at 8 p.m.

The Institution of SunvEvons.—Monday, January 25, at 8 p.m. Adjourned dis-
cussion on Taper, by R. B. Grantham, C.E.—' Parochial Assessment*,' by Edward Ryde.

Ajichktkctcral Association.— Class of Design. Friday, February 5, at 8 p.m.

' Architecture of Belgium.' R. Phene Spiers.

Associated Arts Institute.— Monday, January 25, at 8.30 p.m. Sketches. Dis
cussion :—Question—' Does General Mental Training tend to Develop Art Power ? '

London Institute.—January 25, 6 p.m.
Institute of AcruAituis.—Mondoy, January 25, 7 r.M. Pn)ier, by the President— ' On

the Mortality Experience of Life Assunmce Companies, collected by the Institute of Ac

tuaries.'
BurnsH Aitcn.E0i.oc.icAL Association.—Wednesday, January 27, 8 p.m.

Royal Geograpuical Society.—January 25, 8.30 p.m.

Society of Ahts.—January 27, 8 r.M.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

iVb commxtnication can be inserted unless au

thenticated by the name and address of the writer,

—not in evert/ case for publication, but as a

guarantee of goodfaith.

Tlie authors of signed articles andpapas read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub

jects of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion

later than 2 p.m. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4, Monument Yard, Lon

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Samnel Picking k Samuel Bywater, Strotfoni New Road,
Manchester, painters and bouse decorators—Alexander
Perkins k Frederick Perkins, Claph&in Road, Kcnnington,
timber merchants—Thos. Martyn &. John HopHn Morgan,
Ntftv Pottery, Church Grealey, Derbyshire, tile manufac
turers—Silas Guest, Silas Griffiths, k Caleb Griffiths,
Cburthbridgc, Oldbury, Worcestershire, brick and tile
manufacturers—John Pickard k Benjamin Price, Bridg
north, Shropshire, builders—"William Pnlsford Prance k
John Edward Hards, Bridge Wharf, Paddington, timber

merchants—John Williams k Edward Jones, Liverpool,
brickmakers—Richard Savadge Daveuliill, John Edmund
Thomas, k William Donaldson, Fark Street, Westminster,
engineering surveyors—Thos. Bevington, SydneyCourtauld,

Charles Stuart Baker, Spa Road. Bermon(Uoy, manufac
turing engineers—Margaret Lumley k George Watson,
Lower Shadwcll East, engineers.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

William Lee, Honiton, Devonshire, builder— further div.
of £d. any Tuesday or Friday, at Mr. Carrick's, Queen
Street, Exeter.

BANKRUPTS.

London.— George Gregory, Church Road, Teddington ,
contractor, Jan. 29, at 1—Ebenezer Warwick Howell,
Crozier Terrace, Homerton, builder, Jan. *27, at 2—William
Leonard, Hawthorn Cottage, Kilbum, timber merchant,
Jan. 2a, at 11—Edward Richard Palmer, Dnrham Place,
Seven Sisters* Road, Holloway, builder, Feb. 1, at 1—Wm.
Francis Reeves, Dulwich Road, Brixton, marble mason,
Feb. 3, at 2.

To SriittKNTJETt is the CorNTitv.— John Fuke, late of
Torquay, Devonshire, builder, Jan. 27, Exeter—John Carey
Kemp, Commercial Road, Exeter, timber dealer, Jan. 20,
Exeter—Isaac Lnnn, Cornbrook Terrace, Gorton Lane, West
Gorton, Manchester, brickmaker, Jan. 27, Manchester—
George Adamson, Dartmouth, Devonshire, brickmaker,
Feb. 6, Totness—William Bryning, Terminus Place, East
bourne, Sussex, decorative arth>t, Jan. 20, Lewes.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.

John Brunton, Dalkeith, builder.

Wandsworth.—For Building Villa Residence for II. W.
Withal], Esq. Messrs. Lee Bros. k Pain, architects :—

Patrick k Son .... £4,016 0 0
D. Nicholson 4,025 0
Vliet 3,868 0
Ebbs k Sons 3,777 0
Anderson k Sons .... 3,598 0
Avise 3tr,90 0
J. Thompson 3,260 0

London.—For pulling down and rebuilding House, for
Mr. J. S. Gower, City Horse and Carriage Repository, Bar
bican. Mr. It. Walker, Architect. Quantities by Mr. W. E.
Stoner :—

Lark £1,76,
Brass
Henfhaw
Sewell&Son 1,536 0 0

Prince 1,479 o o
Killby 1,868 0 0
Turner k Sons .... 1 ,380 0 0

Liverpool.—For Lancaster Buildings, Tlthebarne Street.
Pickton, Chambers k Bradley, architects :

3,015 0 0
1,539 0 0

Campbell
Mullin
Hughes
Haigh & Co.
Jones k Sons
Holme k Nicol
Rome .
Nicholson k Ayre 1 1 ,270 0
Callie . . 11,170 0
Westmoreland 1 1 ,1 20 0
TJrmson (acptd.) 10,938 0

Main
Buildings.

£13,042 0 0
11,815 0
11,700 0
1 1 ,624 0
11,534 0
11,492 0
11,300 0

Vaults,
Sep. Tend.
£1,280 0 0
1,254 0
1,200 0

1,122 0
891 0

1,200 0

1,280 0
1,218 0
1,224 0
1,262 0
1,170 0

TENDERS.

Reigate Estate (Red Hill).— For the Road and Drain
age Works to be completed on this estate, belonging to the
United Land Company (Limited)

T. R. Hooper, Red Hill ... £1 ,523 0 0
W. Higmore, Walham Green . 1,349 0 0
J. Blackmore, New Wandsworth . 1,315 0 0
H. Wesley, Red Hill 1,290 0 0
William Cook, Red Hill . . . 1,280 0 0
R. Moxon, Acre Wharf, Bow . . -1,130 0 0
J. Pizzey, Horneey . . . 1,090 0 0
J. Coker, Tunbridffe Wells . . 1 ,027 0 0
J. Symonds, HatchlamU, lied Hill 985 0 0

Stant-ey Paiik, Liverpooi«— For the Iron Railing,
Gates, kc. (irrespective of stonework), forming the boun
dary of the Park. Mr. E. R. Robson, architect:—

Mr. W. H. Tcake (accepted) . . £3,646 0 0

Befton Park, Liverpool.—For the Plantations. Messrs.
Andre k Hornblower, landscape architects :—

Messrs. Thomas Dickson k Co. . £4,898 10 0

(accepted)

For Woolton Stone Plinthing to Boundary Railing :—

Mr. Pearson Lee (accepted) . . £4,069 0 3

Nottingham.—For Factory, Robin Hood Street, for
William Windiey, Esq. Thos. Hine k Son, Nottingham,
architects :—

J. E. Hall £5,890 0 0
Barker 6,430 0 0
Dennett & Co 6,3W 0 0
Fish 5,312 0 0
Stevenson k Weston . . . 5,265 0 0
Wright & Johnson .... 5,200 0 0
Vickeis 5,150 0 0
Bell & Son . . . . . 5,109 0 0

Rest 5,088 0 0
Wool k Sligh .... 5,030 0 0
Wood k Son 4,996 0 0

Upper Norwood.— For House, for the Rer. E. Birch.
Mr. Sextos Dyball, architect :—

Perry (accepted) .... £2,800 0 0

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

Hcndhed of Wirral, Chester.—District anrveyor.
Salary 160/. a year, and will be required to reside within
the district of the Board, and to give his whole time and
personal attention to the duties connected with hia office,

i Applications to l>c sent to William Henry Chorion, East-
gate Buildings, Chester, on or before Monday January 25,

Lewikilui, KENT.—Surveyor of Highways. Salary, 300/.
per nnnnm. February 5. J. Edwards, Clerk to Local
Board.

Royal Academy of Auts.—National Gallery. For the
best painting in Oil—or Model and Design in Painting,
Sculpture, and Architecture. The Gold Medal and the
Discour-es of Presidents Reynolds, West, kc. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, the Antique in
Landscape Perspective, kc. The Silver Medals, kc. No
vember 1.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

RomERHAM. —March 15.—For Plans, kc, for erecting a
Public Hospital aud Dispensary. A prize of 75/. is offered
for the best design, 50V. for the second, and 25/. for the
third. John Burros, hon. secretary, Rotherham, December
15, 1868.

Vienna, Ai'stria.—This Municipality require Designs,
Plans, Estimates, kc., for the Erection of a New Hotel de
Ville. Open to all Europe. For Particulars, Austrian
Consul-General , 21 Rue Laffitte, Paris. (See Architect,

Jan. 2, p. 12.)

South Metropolitan School, Sctton, Surrey.—For
Designs for the Erection of an Infant Estabushment adjoin
ing the present School*!. Premiums of 40 Guineas each for
the three designs considered the best. February 2. J. Bur
gess, Clerk to the Managers, Vestry Hall, Walworth.

Kingston-on-Thames.—March 1.—Design for new School
and Master's Residence. Cost not to exceed 5,000/. F. Could,
Esq., Kingston-on-Thames.

PBTJERBOBOVOB.—Feb. 3.—Plan and Estimate for Addi
tion to the Corn Exchange. S. C. W. Buckle, Peter
borough.
KinDKttMiNsTKH.— Feb. ft. — Designs, Tlans, Specifica

tions, kc, for an Infirmary and Dispensary. E. Morton,
Hon. Secretary.

Dover.—Feb. 20.—St. Mary's Burial Board. Designs
for laying out 9} acres, for the purposesof a new Cemetery.

Premiums 50/. and 20/. G. Fielding.

Leamington.—Feb. 10.—Royal Pump Room Gardens.
Designs for a Memorial Fountain. A. S. Field, Lea
mington.

CONTKACTS OPEN.

Northami-ton.—February 1 6.—For the supply and erec
tion of a Gasholder, 100 feet diameter by 30 feet deep, with
columns, girders, kc John Eunson, jnnM Northampton
Gas Company, Northampton. See Advertisement.

Batfi.—Grand Pump Room Hotel.—January 80.—For
the Hydraulic Apparatus connected with the Lifts. Willson
k Wilcox, architects. 1, Belinont, Bath. See Advertise
ment.

Board or Works (Toplar District).—January 26.—Con
struction of 2 Cast Iron Pipe Shafts, 12 Gullies, and 568
foot of Jcnning's Patent Pipe Sewer; also 1,778 feet of
Jenning's 12-inch Patent Pipe Sewer with the necessary
junctions. S. Jeffries Barth. 291, East India Dock Road,
London, E.

Leioh, Lancashire.—February 6.—For erection of Pri
mitive Methodist Chapel and Schools. E. Pritchard, C.E.

Bordeaux, France. — Granite for Curb Stones for the
supply of the year 1800, to the extent of about 2,000/. De
posit by way of security, 120/. ; preliminary deposit, 40/.
All particulars to be obtained at the Hotel de Ville, Bor
deaux, Division des Trarmtx publics. Tenders to be sent in
before February 4.

Rouen, France.—Enlargement of the Palace of the Pre
fecture, estimate for the whole work about 28,000/. ; and
construction of a new wing to the Female Lunatic Asylum
of that town, estimated at upwards of 40,000/. Amount to
be deposited as security, 1,4U0/, in the former, and 1,6'JOf. in
the latter case. The tenders, as usnal in France, to be made
at a discount on the estimates. All particulars to be ob
tained at the Bureau des Depiches in the Prefecture Rouen.
Tenders to bo sent in before February 11, when the adjudi
cation will take place.

Birmingham.—Feb. 17.— Erection of Schools to accom
modate 300 Boys, with Dining Hall, Workshops, Apart
ments for Masters and Teachers, and other Buildings.
Martin and Chamberlain, Christ Church Buildings, Blr-

Spain.—March 1.—For Submarine Telegraph Cable. Ur-
bauo Montego, 155, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

Warrington.—Jan. 25.—Tenders are invited for con
struction of 2,000 yards of Brick and rij>e Sewers. R.
Vawser, Borough Surveyor, Warrington.

Gloucester.—Jan. 28.—For erection of New Bnildinjrs
in connection with Gloucester Infirmary. A. W. Maberlcy,
architect, 1 Brunswick Road, Gloucester.

Horwich Moor (near Bolton).—Feb. 0.—Erection of
Primitive Methodist Chapel. Peter Butterworth, Horwich
Moor, near Bolton.

Great Horton.—Feb. 5.—For erection of Great Horton
Church. Messrs. J. H. k F. Healoy, architects, Bradford.

Strand Union.—Tanner's End, Edmonton.—For the
Erection of a new Workhouse and Subsidiary Buildings,
kc. Feb. 9. By order. 6, Bow Street, Covent Garden.

Great Gidding, Huntingdonshire.—For the Restora
tion of the Parish Church. Jan. 30. T. Fowler, Lontb,
Lincolnshire,

—Erection of a town hall, with shops,
offices, and other buildings, and the reconstruction of the

general market place, with other works, Jan. 25, 1869.
J. T. Rutherford, Abergavenny.

Monmouth.—For erection of new workhonso for the
Monmouth Union, Feb. 5, 1869. Edwin Richards, clerk to
the Local Board, Monmonth.

Radcuffe Local Board.—Tenders are Invited for a
supply of Glazed Sewer Pipes, Tiles, Junctions, and Invert
Blocks, of varioussi7.es and descriptions, np to December 31,
1869. Jesse Haworth, Water Lane, Radcliffe.

Great Western Railway.—For supply of Fire Bricks
Fire Clay, Cement, Grindstones, Drain Pipes, Slates, Lamps'
Glass, Carpenters' Work and Office Furniture, English
Timber, L-onmongery and Hardware, Gas Fittings, kc. F.
G. Saunders, Paddington Station.

Metropolis Roadp.—February 2.—Watering and Sale of
Road Sand, North of the Thames. For Men, Horses, kc.
February 2, 11 o'clock, a.m. 32, Craven Street,Strand, W.C.

Weymouth and Melcombe Regls-Dorbet.— For new
PaviDg, Gutters, Curbing, kc. F. C. Steggall, Clerk.

Cardiff Local Board of Health.—Feb. 28.—For the
construction of a New Outfall Sewer, Channel, and Works
connected therewith. Geo. Salmon, Town Hall, Cardiff.

Sheffield.—Feb. 10.—For the erection of Two Wings
with Central Building and Offices for the new South York
shire Asylum, at Wadsley Park, near Sheffield. Bernard
Hartley, West Riding Surveyor, Pontefract.

ToNnniDGE Union.—Feb. 4.—For the erection of School
Buildings adjoining the Workhouse of the Union at Sand
hill, near Pembury, Kent. F. W. Stone, 4 Belvedere Terrace,
Tonbridgc Wells.

WaLTHAIIHTOW SoUTH-EArtT
District.—Feb. 8.—For the c
age works in the above district
the contract will be about as fol
circular brick sewer, 730 yards of 18-lnch pipe drain, 160
yards of 15-inch, 1,070 yards of 12-inch, 190 yards of 9-lnch
pipe drain. Wm. Houghton, Clerk to the Committee;
Messrs. Houghton and Wragg, Km, St. Helen's Place, E.C.

WORCESTER.—Jan. 23.—For Cast Iron Pipes for Water
Mains for the Worcester Water Works. Richard Woo
Guildhall, Worcester.

krs Special Draisag e
onstructinn of the drain-
The works comprised in

lows :— 800 Yards of 24-inch

the i■ friend*, and the Building Trade Rent-rally, that to facilitate
ninldint' operation* during Hie winter season, tliev have provided
o large stock of we II -reasoned Corsham Down Block Stone

Bath Stone Office, Coraham, Wilts^-CAjwr.]

STONE BROTHERS are now supplying Coraliam Down Stone
—Wi U seasoned, fit fur immediate use. and or the best yualiiy
^Box Ground &lone—Unequalled for even texture and dura-

Fnrtciah Down Stone-Mate!lies* for good quality and lanrc
ilzc*. *
Combe Down Stone—Fine in tciturc, free working, and rerv

durable. J

Prices, and cost of transit to any part of the kingdom, on anoli-
calion to the Bath Stone Offioei, Bath [Advt.]

ADVERTISEMENTS.

"W. "W. SPRAGTTE & Co., Lithographers,

Pbintebs, & Statiokkrs, 14 Sherborne Lane,

King William Street, London, E.C.

Bills of QuAtrrrnas, Specifications, Reports,

Copied or Lithographed with rapidity and care

J\'oir Ready.

Spbaotjes' Pocket Diary and Memorandum Book,

for the use of Architects and Surveyors.

The Tables, Memoranda, &c., hare been compiled by an
experienced Surveyor, and will, from their compactnew,
be fuund very convenient to the profession.

In Roan Wallet. 7>. fa. The Diary and Tables in Paper Cover,
U. The Tables only, Is.

TO BUILDERS and OTHERS.—Several Sums
J to LEND on MORTGAGE of FREEHOLD or LEASE
HOLD, PROPERTIES, at 5 per cent., or on DEPOSIT of
LEASES for short terms. Large houses not quite finished not

JNo preliminary fees— Apply personally to Mr.. - to.
William toy,
Bridge, City.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL, AND

TIMBER MERCHANTS,

120 BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON.E.C.

The moKt Extensive Stock of every kind of Wood, in Planks and
Boards, dry and fit lor immediate use.
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THE SITE OF THE LAW COURTS.

jK^j^^M^uj^jQXlIE question of the site for the Palace of

2r^3oS Justice has taken firm hold of the public

q ■s5w*ll2£) mind. It will no doubt form a subject of

BT^Ji^Rv eanlest and early discussion at the opening

\ '^L^ill mIi/Zjs^^; °^ *ae en8llm{J session of Parliament. At

^*GefvB Ba>->l#-'if^ present, however, no other opportunity for

B^Sil6i?<S\ a Pum*c discussion has been afforded than

ySfzJ&k w/ljT$r&& tna' tPTen correspondence and articles

^gSQ/JS Kl^-^v in the leading journals, and a discussion

VL^^So^ro^^^l^^ arising upon some observations made by

the President of the Institute of Architects

(Mr. Tite), which will bo found in another column, at the Inst meet

ing of the Metropolitan Board of Works.

We arc indebted to Mr. Tite's practical sense and experience for a

tacit—nay more than a tacit—recognition of the paramount claims of

the Thames Embankment site. That gentleman, while deprecating

the entire removal of the proposed building, is heartily in favour of

the appropriation to the purposes of the Law Courts of so much

land as the Metropolitan Board of Works, to whom he was then

speaking, have to sell. So far so good; but why not go further?

If for a limited portion of the legal building a limited site on the

Thames bank be good, will not a complete site for the whole build

ing be better ?

Sir Charles Trevelyan, whose able advocacy has given to the

Eublic the most forcible statement of the case yet placed before it, has

ad the courage boldly to face the whole problem, and has so worked

it out as to show how easily, how completely, and even how

economically, public requirements may be met, and immense advan

tages secured, by an adoption of the Embankment site.

One suggestion, and one only, Sir Charles has failed to make ; he

hns exercised more forbearance towards the Railway and its proposed

station, than we think was needed, and, as we shall presently show,

a considerable improvement may be effected in the whole scheme, by

a removal of the station from its present intended site, with which,

we believe, Sir Charles's suggestions have not interfered, to a site in

proximity to the present steam-boat pier.

This important but slight modification made, let us try to imagine

the building and its surroundings as they would be when erected and

completed with all their surroundings upon the Thames Embankment.

The whole space between the Thames Embankment and the Strand

—with the Temple east of it, and Somerset house on the west—

would be occupied by The Palace of Justice. In front of the river

face of this building, would run our magnificent embankment—the

finest terrace in Great Britain—with its roadway and broad footways

and river wall.

The building would show all its beauty from this side, and its rich

play of sky-line—which none knows better than Mr. Street how to

introduce—would be excellently well seen, with tho addition of an

unrivalled frontage towards the Thames, while an equally good road

frontage of great extent would exist towards the Strand. And it may

here be remarked that the long unbroken extent westward of the

Strand would afford opportunities for seeing the street front of the

building foreshortened, and from a distance such as can never exist

with the present site.

Between the Strand and the Embankment some sort of footway

and some carriage access would be desirable. No better proposal can

be made than that of a footway between the new building and

Somerset House—that is to say, wett of the new Courts; and a

carriage wav between the Courts and the Temple—that is to say,

east of the Courts. In order to preserve good access between the

Temple and the Courts, it has been proposed to make this in some

seme a covered way.

There is no difficulty in rendering this covered way a most attrac

tive and elegant feature. It would preserve couvenient access for the

Templars to the Court and still give a valuable public thoroughfare

passing below their feet, thoroughly lighted and ventilated. An

arcade, as understood in this country, best describes the feature

intended ; and this covered carriage way may be termed for con

venience the ' Embankment and Strand Arcade.' This feature

would leave the Embankment at its very widest point, that is to say,

where the Temple- estate joins the proposed site, and in a line with

the existing steam-boat pier. Here the railway station ought to be

placed—there is more room for it here than elsewhere ; it will be

more serviceable here than elsewhere to professional men, as this spot

would be equidistant between the New Law Courts and the Temple,

and the general public would equally have the best access ; for here

tin.- line of the Embankment is met from the north by the proposed

arcade, and from the south by the steam-boat pier, and the station,

sunk below the level of the ground, ought to occupy, half of it ground

in front of the Courts, and half of it ground in front of the Temple.

The thoroughfare thus started would be continued northward in a

direct unbroken line to Holborn. For this singular facilities exist ; the

ground over which it would run has been purchased, or is in course

of purchase, so that the Law Court Commissioners have it in their

power at once to open a straight road from the Strand to Lincoln's

Inn Fields. There remaius nothing but to widen the Turnstile into a

carriage road, and we should reach Holborn direct. At its southern

extremity this thoroughfare would reach tho Thames Embankment

by the arcade we have referred to, and thus a direct and satisfactory

access from the north to the Law Courts and the Strand and the

Embankment would be rendered at once practicable. This, though

only one of the minor features of the scheme, is not by any means a

slight advantage, and it is obvious that a direct communication north

and south at this point will be rendered impossible if the new Courts

of Law are built on the Carey Street site.

On this site, of which every one can form a ready idea with the aid

of any map of London, or better still by walking along the Embank

ment, Mr. Street's building, substantially as now designed, would

stand easily. The material alterations necessary to fit it to its site

would be very few, and only such as would tend to improve it alike

in convenience and as a work of art.

The judges would enter from the Strand at the level of their courts,

and the ominous flights of steps for them which have been brought

forward, and very justly, as the great blemish in Mr. Street's present

plan, would be needed no longer. As the site is a little larger, there

would be rather more room to expand the buildings than at present

exists, but, fortunately, the difference between the two areas is not SO'

great as to allow the possibility of any other building for any other,,

or even any kindred purpose, being intruded on to that part of the

Embankment, beyond those which are contemplated in the very

complete scheme of the Commissioners, as embodied in Mr. Street s

plans.

The Law Courts thus placed would have the two best tboroughfares-

in London, the Strand and the Embankment, running past them, and

a new and most useful thoroughfare from the north running up to

them. From the north-west they could be approached along Drury

Lane, a thoroughfare, which enlarged and in parts straightened, woidd

afford good access for as much traffic as may be expected to come

from that quarter. In contrast to all this the present site has only one

thoroughfare giving good access to it—the Strand, and though an

access from the north could be as easily had as to the Embankment

site, it is certain that very heavy expense would have to be incurred

in gaining sufficient access from the west. In fact, though Sir Charles

Trevelyan's estimate for this may have seemed extravagant, we do

not think that those who have had experience of the work of enlarging

streets of the metropolis will have much difficulty in accepting his

figures.

The changes that would follow, though sweeping, are simple.

There is no doubt that Somerset House will soon be abandoned by

those branches of the civil service which now occupy that building.

The benchers at Lincoln's Inn are, it is understood, fully prepared to

appropriate the whole, if offered to them, for their own purposes,

and thus the New Courts, planted between the two most powerful

Inns of Court, would be more accessible than on the present site they

can possibly be. The western half of the large space already cleared

north of the Strand would be most appropriately occupied by the

benchers of Gray's Inn, who would be great gainers by changing

from their present remote locality to so central an one. We have

already devoted an article to the advocacy of an appropriation of the

remaining, or eastern, portion of the Carey Street site to a Palace of

Industry.

Strange as it may seem, there is good reason to believe that the

site south of the Strand can be procured at a price which will render

it, acre for acre, barely, if at all, more costly than that already partly

acquired ; while the difference in cost of approaches leaves a balance

in favour of the Embankment Site, which is, of course, at present only

matter of estimate, but which has with great probability been placed

at no less a figure than one million sterling.

If there were no other question open than the option between two

sites, on the one side, one of which is imbedded among houses, badly

accessible, unsatisfactory in its levels, its light and air, and separated

from the Temple by a busy thoroughfare ; and, on tho other side,

a cheaper, more roomy site, with infinitely better air, light, access

and levels—one would think the question would decide itself. There

remains, however, one further consideration, and one to which too

much importance cannot be attached. It is this—The influence of

this proposed building on the arts, and architecture, and taste of

England for the present and the future.

There can be no doubt that this, the largest, the most complete,

and the most important public building of our time, cannot fail to in

fluence the art of England and the public opinion of Europe upou our

art and our taste more than any other work of our time. Fortunately,

the work is in the hands of a thoroughly able and an eminently

representative architect. The best English work of the present day

will be fairly and fully embodied in the Law Courts. And this

building will form a kind of reference or starting-point for future

work. What the Law Courts are our work will be for long.

If they fail, if they are stifled among houses, and if the noble

site which they ought to occupy be given up to speculative builders,

it will be a sad day for Art in this country. If, on the other

hand, this splendid opportunity is embraced, and the best building of

our time is put on the best site, we have every reason to expect that

an impulse will be given to our progress in Architecture, in Art, and
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in fact in Tastes such as England has never yet received, and such as

she sorely needs. This view of the case may have small importance

in the eyes of some, but to others it will approve itself thoroughly,

and there are we hope none who will not be at least willing to benefit

Art ; if at the same time they can also promote the efficiency of the

Public Service.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION AND THE

ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION.

THE Architectural Association of London have lately had sub

mitted to them an elaborate Report on the subject of Architectural

Education, drawn up by four members appointed by them as dele

gates from their Society to a body of gentlemen representing the

majority of the architectural societies in different parts of England

and Scotland, and called the ' Architectural Alliance.' As this report

seeks to suggest a scheme for the better education of architectural

students, and by having been printed in one of the professional papers

has necessarily been made known to a great number of students and

architects in all parts of the country, it necessarily attaches to itself

an importance which it would perhaps have been well for the Asso

ciation to have considered more carefully before permitting it to go

forth to the profession at large.

That the subject is one of vital importance there can be no doubt,

and, while giving nil praise to the careful thought that has produced

this document, and willing to endorse many of the valuable sugges

tions made therein, the writer would venture to dissent from much that

it lays down, because it fails to enquire into and recognise the causes

which are in a great measure the reason of the present admitted faulty

system of education.

As the subject is about to be discussed at the invitation of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, by a Committee formed of

several members of its own council, and delegates from all the other

architectural societies in London, it is not intended now to discuss

or enter upon the system of education suggested in the report, as

this will prima facie be doubtless fairly and duly considered by them,

and in all probability some scheme will be proposed and suggested

for adoption throughout the country. We venture to think, how

ever, this report is faulty for two reasons.

Firstly, because the suggestions made therein are evidently based

on the foreign systems of education.

Secondly, because it suggests a system which may or may not be

followed, and which, if followed, offers no tangible advantage to the

student beyond going through a more definite and systematic course

of study than that usually in vogue.

Before any definite system of art education can be laid down, it

becomes essential that the profession itself shall be put on a better

footing, and that thequestion of education shall not be merely a ques

tion of choice, to be carried out or not as each individual pleases, but

that it shall be made compulsory, so that architecture may occupy a

position similar to the other professions, and not be in that anomalous

position in which it is at present.

In support of our argument let us briefly analyse the accounts of

those various systems of foreign art education, upon which so much

stress is laid, as thev occur in the report in question.

Firstly, let us take the French school, which briefly is as follows :

—A lad on leaving school enters as a student in one of the Govern

ment schools of design, where he is taught general drawing, and, by

a course of lectures, mathematics and descriptive geometry. Next he

enters an atilier or studio, where he finds, perhaps, from twenty to

thirty other students, who make and work out various designs of their

own, under a professor who is paid by each twenty francs per month

for a supervision of some three or four hours three or four times in

each week, the remainder of the time their works being supervised

and looked over by each other; beyond working out designs, the

students draw out the various orders of architecture to a large scale,

and are taught the art of laying on flat tints, and projecting

shadows. It can hardly be supposed that the paid professor can be

of any great eminence, as tiie sniallness of the sum paid would

leave him but a very small remuneration after payment of room and

incidental expenses. About the end of the second year the student,

if possible, passes an examination in the various studies he has been

hitherto engaged upon at the ' Ecole des Beaux Arts,' and, if success

ful, attends a course of lectures on various subjects in mathematics,

physics, and architecture proper ; and although he has not yet seen

anything of real practical work, he commences writing specifications

and working out details of various ordinary work, in all of which he

has to pnss an examination ; and after three or four vears thus spent,

he, if he be clever, fortunately succeeds in taking off the 'Grand Prix

dc Rome; ' and, after three more years spent in study in Italy, comes

back, perhaps to Paris, at the age of twenty-seven or twenty-eight,

ignorant in a great degree of the rudiments of practical learning, a

victim to the system of routine wherein, as the report admits, ' all is

too theoretical '—a system, however, which, if not absolutely com

pulsory by law, is so by custom.

Next, in Prussia, the system is somewhat changed. The student,

after leaving school, enters an architect's office for a year, having pre

viously gained at school some knowledge of drawing, physics, and

mathematics. After a slight examination, he studies for two more

years in the Academy, where he learns, as far as practicable, the

theory and practice of architecture, and he copies the drawings of well .

known architects, and makes designs of his own? and where he also

attends lectures on various subjects connected with his profession ;

after which he has to pass an examination to enable him to take the

title of ' Baufiihrer,' or inspector of works. He then obtains, if possible,

an appointment for three years as inspector or clerk of the works,

and then studies for two years more in the higher branches of his

profession, when he has to pass a final examination to enable him to

take the title of ' Baumeister ' or Architect. Thus, it will be seen, to

enable a man in Prussia to become an architect, he has to go through

a course of study for eight years, which is made compulsory by law.

In Austria the system is somewhat similar, but perhaps not quite so

stringent ; but this too is compulsory. Thus, then, it will be seen that

the systems so elaborately treated of in the Architectural Association

Report are really all compulsory by law or custom ; and before we

can hope to inaugurate any such system in this country, or fairly to

raise the standard and position of the profession, we hold that

it will be necessary to make our education not a matter of choice,

but of necessity ; and that every student of architecture, before

being able to practise, shall be compelled, as in all other professions,

to pass a distinct and definite examination. By what system or in

what way it is desirable to gain the knowledge that will enable

him to do this, is not our purpose now to discuss ; but we do hope

that the Institute will recognise the importance of the question, and

draw up some proposal which may be submitted to all the Archi

tectural Societies in England and Scotland for their approval and

joint co-operation, and so that the whole body of architects and

students may represent in proper quarters their claims to have such a

charter as will place them on the same footing as the professions of

Law and Medicine. It is not our intention in this article to discuss

the many considerations that mav fairly be urged to show why

this should be done ; but that the present anomalous position of

the profession should be at once altered, would be, we venture to

think, not only of enormous benefit to the profession itself, but to the

public at large. That this much-desired consummation will talce

time to arrive at, we are of course aware ; but the time has come when

every man loving and respecting his profession should insist that it

be put on a proper and recognised footing, and wo naturally look to

the Institute, as the parent society, after duo and careful considera

tion, to take such steps as may, by the united co-operation and

support of the whole of the societies in the country, bring about this

end. It will be the fault of the committee now about to meet if

something is not done, and we have every belief that they will fairly

and conscientiously discuss the various serious questions- in hand ;

and we have little doubt that they will have the cordial aud unani

mous support of every man in England, whether student, assistant, or

practising architect.

Once let this end be attained, alteration and improvement of the

present system of architectural education will of necessity follow,

and in the mean time a suggestive course for the training and educa

tion of students could wisely be considered and issued under the

authority of the Institute ; for so soon as it shall be made compulsory

for architects to pass an examination or be treated as quacks are in

other professions, the studies of the student will, either by private or

public teachers, be necessarily directed in such a way as will enable

him to pass such examination.

In the mean time it may strongly be urged that preliminary steps,

if the views here taken are supported by the profession, may be taken

to forward such a system, the aim of which is the advantage and

benefit of architecture as a profession ; and it might be a question for

consideration whether the Institute could not, after due notice,, make

it a matter of necessity for everyone wishing to join its body, except

of course such as are elected honorary members, to have been articled

to an architect.

If possible let the Institute do this, and let it be urged upon all the

various Boards of Works throughout the country to insist—as is now

done by the Church Building Society, and we believe all diocesan socie

ties, in any building coming before them—on proper plans and specifi

cations being prepared by some competent architect. All these would,

we venture to think, be steps in the right direction, and would tend to a

more healthy tone of building throughout the country. We believe

that such a course would gladly be accepted by the public at large,

and be conducive to a better and more substantial style of architecture

than that which at present pertains to the thousand and one specula

tive buildings run up and finished almost in a day, and which are a

standing disgrace to the large cities and towns which they most affect.

Let the question of architects' charges be also carefully considered ;

and although we would in no wise desire or expect any such question

to be made absolute as the laws of the Medes and Persians, we hold

that the architect should be paid according to the time employed in,

and the class of work required to be done, and by the skill of the

artist employed. It is, however, difficult to conceive a system more

degrading to architects of education, or more open to painful suspisions

of underhand meddlings with subordinate tradesmen, than the present

tradesmanlike mode of remuneration by a percentage on the expendi

ture—a system which, as a writer in one of the early numbers of the

Quarterly Revieiv fairly says, ' seems to hold out a premium to in

creased outlay and extravagance.'

The time has come when all these questions should be looked
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fairly in the face, and it behoves the profession to carefully and

honestly take up these matters in a united and fair spirit, as affecting

not only their direct interests, but their very well-being.

It. W. Edis.

AMATEUR CRITICISM.

WE live in a querulous age, when every matter of public import is sure

to be met by question or complaint. There is nothing particularly

hurtful in the prevailing disposition to criticise every subject which may

arise either in politics, literature, or art: on tho contrary, it only argues

an increasing public interest in all that affects our moral and material pro

gress. We are only too ready to admit that public discussion is essential to

a condition of active progress, and mainly so because it tends to accelerate

the accomplishment of much which is healthy and useful, while it often

retards whatever is dangerous or unwholesome. At the same time one

frequently has occasion to appreciate old Cobbett's description of criticism

as ' a two-edged sword,' when one sees how often it recoils as severely on the

critic as it strikes on his subject.

We verily believe that nothing is more acceptable to the great body of

the reading public than well-weighed and skilfully expressed opinions on

the various works of mind or matter in which the peoplo are now so gene

rally interested ; but it surely follows that those who attompt to lead

public opinion, especially in regard to presumed failures or successes in

the technical arts, should, first of all, be ablo to bring to their work not

only tho powers of judgment necessary for genuine criticism, but the re

quisite skill which, while it satisfies those who know most, will not delude

those who know least, of the subject which may bo discussed.

We are led into this line of remark by an article which appeared a few

days ago in the columns of a contemporary. It seems to furnish an apt

illustration of much we have said. In treating of 'The New Law Courts '

there are many ideas expressed in which we cordially join with the Pall

Mall Gazette. At the same time we feel bound, in the intorests of archi

tectural art, to dissent s'rongly from tho views by which the writer in that

journal aims at influencing the question of the site and design of the Now

Law Courts. It is not uncommon, as we all know, to find opinions as to

new projects advanced by abuse of works actually accomplished. The value

of such criticism, however, obviously depends on the quality and character

of the work reflected upon. In the present case tho 'awful warning'

selected by the Pall Mall Gazette is the Now Houses of Parliament. We

presume the writer imagined himself on pretty safe ground when he singled

out that work for his caustic strictures ; and mainly, no doubt, because it

has become a kind offashion among a certain class of casuals in criticism to

'peak of the Palace of Westminster as a work which, if not utterly devoid

of taste and architectural design, is at least quite meaningless aud useless

for the purposes which created it.

It is not wonderful, therefore, if these views, smartly expressed in a

popular journal, find many adherents, chiefly, no doubt, among those who

know but little of the matter upon which they are asked to fonn an opinion.

It is time, however, as we happen to think, that some protost should be made

against this somewhat stale expedient of bringing in the Houses of Parlia

ment as an example of all that is dreadful and dangerous.

So far aa we can gather from the criticism of the Pall Mall Gazette, it is not

the style of that building which is found fault with : otherwise there might,

probably, be equally strong objections urged against the design accepted for

the New Law Courts. The writer of tho article in question boldly discusses

the question of propriety and utility. Accordingly he asks us to ' imagine

a visitor to London going to look at the Houses of Parliament, taking with

him a general knowledge of the fact that the British Legislature comprises

a House of Lords and a House of Commons. When he comes to West

minster Bridge, the first thing that he sees is an enormous tower with a

very big clock to it. What, he asks, is that tower for? That is tho clock

tower. But what is it for ? what is inside it ? Most people of whom the

question was asked would havo to say that they had not the least idea ! ' In

our opinion ' most people ' would bo quite content with the answer that

this was a clock tower. And if, after all, it is desirable that a clock

should be made visible, and its chimes audible for miles around in a city

like London, it does not seem a very wild notion that it should be placed

on a tower rather than against the wall of a three-storeyed building.

If we take the merely architectural view of the question, we should

like any amateur critic to toll us how many clock towers there aro

in Europe which can compare with that at Westminster. If a public

clock is allowed to be a usoless appendage to a building of this

Imperial character, then the tower which carries it might well be reckoned

as an absurdity. But we very much doubt if Londoners generally would

endorse such an opinion. We never yet heard of any visitor to Florence,

for example, beiug much staggered by the fact that the Campanile of Giotto

bad been reared to a great height. If some aerial dovice could be dis

covered by which tho clock at Westminster might be suspended high up

in air, the clumsy expedient of erecting a tower to carry it and its

machinery might possibly have been avoided. But as constructive science

is now understood, the complaint of the Pall Mall Gazette that ' an enor

mous tower ' has been built to carry a clock rather vividly recalls the wail

of that sapient correspondent in tho columns of the Times some two or

three years ago, who felt aggrieved that the spire of Chichester Cathedral

had not been rebuilt, while all the money had been expended on the build

ing of the tower !

This kind of criticism unfortunately extends far beyond the clock tower.

The writer in the Pall Mall sees in every part of the Houses of Parliament

features about which the visitor must be as curious as his guide is sup

posed to be puzzled. For instance, we are told that ' beyond the tower

comes a long range of small windows several storeys in height. What, the

visitor would naturally ask, are these ? His guido would find a similar

difficulty in answering, but he would probably make some remark about

offices and committee rooms.' We heartily pity the unfortunate visitor

who may happen to fall into the hands of such a guide as our critic

seems to have in his eye. There is no reason, that we cau see, why there

should be any vagueness in the remark that certain portions of a building

required for offices and committee rooms are really designed for those

purposes : tho windows referred to may possibly be ' small,' but wo suspect

the writer in the Pall Mall would open his eyes if ho were to measure

them and compare them with those of his own rooms. We know well that

many amateur critics continually get into their heads the delusion that

because a building in its aggregate mass is very large, windows and doors

must be on a corresponding scale. Those who study the art of architecture

know that there is no such necessity. Windows, even in the most gigantic

edifices, aro usually intended to light what may be little more than ordinary

sized rooms, while doors are usually designed for the ingress and egress of

human beings. In neither case is it necessary to make extraordinary sized

windows or huge doors, simply because they occur in a building whose

whole mass may be very extensive.

Our contemporary makes indeed but a feeble point of the last quotation,

probably feeling that if, after all, ' offices and committee rooms ' were really

required, it is well they should be really supplied in the building. The

Victoria Tower seems to be the feature which brings the greatest disgrace on

the Houses. The critic we are quoting indulges the conjecture that

the same intelligent guide will inform his unhappy companion that

this ' is a very splendid structure, the purposes of which are utterly un

known.' Now tho Victoria Tower is, beyond all question, next to the Dome

of St. Paul's, the finest architectural feature of tho metropolis. It is diffi

cult to understand why such a work reared in connection with a building

representative of our national state should fall behind the principal

feature of a building erected in the age of Queen Anne. There is surely

the principle of noblesse oblige to be expected in great national works.

Many things are right to be done when a powerful and wealthy nation un

dertakes to express its character in its monuments, which would be folly

and extravagance in a small community. If mere utility guided every con

ception, the world would possess little or no history of art whatever. If

the Victoria Tower of the Wostminster Palace, the most national building

of our time, a type of the royal state, is to be held simply as a splendid struc

ture, the purposes of which are utterly unknown, it is, at least, difficult to

discover what argument could justify, in another and less prosperous age,

tho erection of so splendid a structure as the Dome of St. Paul's.

With a similar fatuity of criticism the writer in the Pall Mall Gazette

finds a blunder in the fact that the two Houses, of Lords and Commons,

are placed quite inside the building. It would, as we believe, have been

simply ridiculous to push the two Legislative Chambers on a street, or even

river front, where their very uses would have beeu invaded by the din and

traffic of a London thoroughfare. The two chambers are simply the kernels

of two very thick shells, and no conception for such apartments could have

so aptly suited their character and purpose.

The article we allude to concludes by a fair advocacy of the claims of

Mr. Edward Barry to a share in the buildings connected with the Palace

of Justice. It is not a little startling to find the claims of a son to a par

ticular work advanced by a disparagement of the work of the father. We

hope soon to hear the last of this cheap amateur criticism, which affects to

discover nothing but failure in a building which is not only an houour to

our own country, but is admitted by all educated foreigners to be a credit

to the age. The kind of criticism we have been treating of is all the easier

to a ready writor where the work reviewed is of a noble extent and quality ;

and in spite of it we will continue to entertain the wish, in the interests of

modern architecture, that we had more architects like Sir Charles Barry.

MEMOIR OF ARTHUR ASHPITEL, F.R.I.B.A.,

F.S.A., &c.

By Wyatt PA.PWOBTH.

THE Architectural and Archieological world will not easily repair the loss

of such a member as Arthur Ashpitel, whose decease occurred last

week.

He was born about December 15, 1807, the eldest of six children of

William Hurst Ashpitel, of Clapton, who retired early in life from practice

as an architect and surveyor. At about twelve years of age, whon the boys

at school were as vehement partisans as their parents in the matter of

Queen Caroline, he was engaged in a playground strife of parties upon her

case ; and, being thrown, hod one leg so much injured as to be lame for tho

remainder of his days. Thence, considering himself to be a confirmed

invalid, his active and intelligent mind saw the necessity for study. Dr.

Burnett grounded him well ; and, as his illness prevented him from going, as

intended, to college, his own talents with industry completed the superstruc

ture, rendering him a good scholar ; while an excellent memory assisted

common sense in making him a learned man on many subjects. Ho had some

acquaintance with Hebrew, translated Greek with facility, was critical in

Latin, spoke French and Italian, and had perused carefully the charac

teristic literature of England of all periods. Tho extent of his reading, and

part of tho use which he made of it, may be judged by the numerous commu

nications signed ' A. A.' in Notes and Queries, which, if collected, would form

of themselves a very interesting volume. His metrical compositions in

Latin, and English, as in the Owl, rose above mere versification ; but for the

amusement of his friends (especially the 'Cocked-Hat' antiquaries) he

wrote doggrel, and sometimes printed it. He played well on the piano

forte ; and, having studied the complications of Thorough-base, was able to

improvise an accompaniment or a fantasia. His creative faculties, however,

were less directed in the fine than in the industrial arts : although he had

as keen an appreciation of the beauties of nature as he had a quick sense of

the ludicrous aud sarcastic, yet painting and sculpture were not such fami

liar subjects in his talk as tho rites of a printer's chapel, the mysteries of a

shipbuilder's loft, the management of an estate, or the manoeuvres of a

builder's workshop. To sail a cutter, or to snap at a rabbit, were recrea

tions which suited his infirmity, and in which he was enthusiastic.

One of his earliest works iu architecture, after establishing himself at
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No. 5, Crown Court, Old Broad Street, was in 1845, when he designed the

church of St. Barnabas, at Homerton, built at a cost of about 4,400/. ; to

which he added in 1848 the parsonage, and in 1852 the north aisle and

vestry, at a cost of 1,200/. To his use of the Kentish rag-stone for these

works may be ascribed his intimacy with a brother professional, Mr. John

Whichcord, son of the late Mr. Whichcord, of Maidstone. He designed the

Hutchison Markets, and the Palace Tavern in Gravel Lane, erected on the

site of the Old House, which had been the residence of Count Oondomar

while ambassador to the courts of Elizabeth and James I. ; executed works

to the amount of 2,500/. at the London Orphan Asylum at Clapton ; and de

signed the Wellington Testimonial erected at the Southwark end of London

Bridge, which was taken down under the pretence of its being an obstacle

to the traffic, 1867-68, since which time the footway that was around it has

been considerably enlarged in area, so as to lessen the carriage-way. He

entered into partnership with Mr. Whichcord at No. 8, Carlton Chambers,

Regent Street, removing in 1852-63 to Poets' Corner. Amongst their joint

works they designed Baths and Washhouses at Maidstone, at Lambeth, at

Bilston, at Tyuemoutb, and at Kidderminster ; Kent Ophthalmic Hospital,

Kentish Chronic Lunatic Asylum, Kent Infirmary, and Kent Asylum

Chapel ; the church erected among the ruins of St. Dogmael's Abbey, near

Cardigan ; churches at Blackheath, Piatt, Postling, and Vernham Dean ;

Godmersham and Teston bridges ; schools at Bexley, Milton, Rainham, and

Pontardawe ; Cranbrook Union ; parsonages at Maidstone, and at Lamber-

hurst ; with several villas ; all these works, with others, were collected in

a picturesque manner into a large drawing, and exhibited in 1855. Subse

quently Mr. Ashpitel was engaged on designs for schools at Lea Bridge,

near Clapton ; the Gravel Pit Chapel at Hackney ; model cottages for

superior artisans at Hackney ; the churches at Ripple, near Deal, in Kent,

and at Aldborough Hatch, in Essex; the restoration of the church at

Sutton, in Kent; the schools, costing 1,680/., for 650 children of Holy

Trinity district at Hoxton ; and a vicarage, with the enlargement of the

church built about 1825, and a new tower, at Great Ilford in Essex ; and

the Gothic front in stone of a public-house in Redeross Street in the City ;

besides the drawings for a church at Oamaru, in New Zealand, to be built

of wood, plastered between the timbers and to be roofed with shingles, so

that his practice was Pointed or Classic, as he thought might be appropriate.

He aided Mr. E. M. Barry, R.A., in hunting up the authorities according to

which Charing Cross was reproduced at the Terminus in the Strand ; and

with Sir Charles Barry's sanction, he designed the ornament cast on the

Westminster bell, so familiarly kuown as ' Big Ben.' His design for the

restoration of the church of St. Margaret, Westminster, has been under con

sideration since 1860. Any list of his many executed designs for fountains,

sepulchral memorials, and occasional decorations, is beyond the scope of

this notice.

Two studies which specially evinced his artistic talents were ' Selections

from Palladio,' made 1860; and a design (1851) for rebuilding Blackfriars

Bridge, and throwing open the west front of St. Paul's ; they were sur

passed by the two splendid drawings printed by Messrs. Koll a few years

afterwards as chromolithographs, with a small explanatory pamphlet

These were ' Ancient Rome,' being a view from the terrace of the Imperial

Palace on the Palatine, looking along the Forum as he imagined it should

be restored ; with ' Modern Rome ' from the same eminence, but looking a

little more across the Forum ; these drawings were carefully made from

studies when at Rome (for he visited Italy after the death of his father,

which occurred 20 April, 1852), and were exhibited respectively 1858 and

1859. As he became in some degree familiar with the characters and

phrases occurring in the manuscripts of the sixteenth century in Italy by

his extent of reading during 1853 and 1854 in the Italian libraries for the

purposes of his enquiries for the restoration so shown, he was invited to

examine the mass of architectural drawings in the Royal Library at Wind

sor Castle : his manuscript notice 'of its contents was graciously accepted

by the Prince Consort. In that collection was a plan of the remains of an

edifice which had covered a space equal to three times the area of West

minster HalL and had been half as high again as that structure : Mr.

Ashpitel was so much impressed with its value as a very old record of the

Basilica of Constantino and Maxentius at Rome, that ho carefully studied

these materials for his drawings in restoration of the exterior and interior ;

these were exhibited respectively in 1864 and 1865.

As a member (elected 1851) of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

he served on the Council and as Vice-President, besides acting on various

committees ; during several years he nsually presided, and took great part

in the preparation of the questions to be put to the candidates, at each

meeting of its Board of Examiners of candidates for certificates of com

petency to act as district surveyors under the Metropolitan Building Act.

When the request made by the Architectural Association for a Voluntary

Architectural Examination was propounded, 1860, by the Council of the

E. L B. A. in a form not quite acceptable to the members of the Institute,

a committee was appointed to investigate the subject ; the services of

Mr. Ashpitel as chairman of that committee were not confined to tho duties

of attendance at its numerous meetings, for his personal acquaintance with

gentlemen officially connected with other public examinations procured to

the committee the results of their experience ; and when, out of the rather

discordant schemes which are understood to have beon proposed, one was

issued that secured tho adhesion of all the advocates of such an examination,

its appearance was due in great part to his example of that forbearing com

promise of unessential points which is so necessary in the conduct of

public business. His influence with those whose dislike to a ' diploma '

rendered possible the rejection of any scheme of examination, as well as

with those who thought that examination would not be acceptable without

the ' diploma,' offered an opportunity for his reconciliatory powers. The

ultimate adoption of the Committee' s plan may be fairly ascribed in great

part to his subsequent energetic advocacy of it. After that point was

gained he compiled the ' Sketch of Form of Examination Paper,' with the

attached remarks ; and cleared the way for his colleagues, Messrs. G. G.

Scott, R.A., and M. D. (now Sir M. D.) Wyatt, in the labours of the first

Examination, 1863, The report by the Examiners on that occasion, and

also by himself, with Messrs. Scott and T. H. Lewis as Examiners, 1864,

and also by himself, with Messrs. E. Nash and J. \y papworth, 1 866,

as Examiners and as Revisors of the regulations, show that, amongst many

who talk much and (more or less) well on the subject of the education of

the young architect, the rising generation has found none of its seniors

more liberal, more helpful, more earnestly practical, than Arthur Ashpitel.

Had his life been prolonged, it may bo safely said that any indifference to

those efforts which the younger members of the profession might show in

not availing themselves of the Examination would have been the means of

vexing his declining years by an ingratitude that might discourage his suc

cessors in the cause of professional education. His evening on ' Masons'

Work and Masonry ' with the members of the Examination class in the

Architectural Association will not bo forgotten by those who were fortunate

enough to attend it.

When Mr. G. G. Scott's idea of a ' School for Artistic Architectural Edu

cation ' was borne from the Architectural Association to the Council of the

Institute and other bodies for co-operation, Mr. Ashpitel was one of those

who were requested by the Council to act on behalf of the Institute. In

this matter also his services as chairman were given with zeal and tact. If

his dislike to pushing aside another had been conquered, and if his health

had not been attacked, there is reason to believe that something like pro

gress with the plan, which obtained the title of the ' School of Art Accesso

rial to Architecture,' would, ere this, have occurred. Mr. Ashpitel's dis

bursements in professional matters should not be forgotten : for example,

the existence of the Architectural Exhibition, 1850-60, was secured by

the guarantee of his providing the funds, as treasurer, without care that

the balance was a chronic deficit on the part of the Exhibition. The sub

scription lists for many other purposes connected with art and science

attest the liberality with which he used his income.

The ' Sessional Papers ' of the Institute contain an Essay, contributed in

1857 by him, very much in consequence of Commendatore Canina's request

that he would propouud in England the views of the Italian antiquary

' upon the different theories respecting the Forum at Rome ; ' and another

in 1860, on the ' Origin and Development of the use of Crypts in Christian

Churches from the earliest periods.' His observations during the discussion

in 1861 on ' the Mode in which Light was introduced into the Greek

Temples' forms almost another paper; and in 1862 he supplied the notes

' on the Italian architectural drawings found at Windsor,' already mentioned.

His address, November 28, 1862, to the Architectural Association on the

Voluntary Examination was printed at his own expense for circulation

among students. In the ' Archceologia ' of the Society of Antiquaries, to

which he also belonged, he contributed in 1857 a paper ' on Choirs and

Chancels, particularly as to their use in Southern Europe ; ' and another in

the same year, ' on the City of Cumse and the recent Excavations there.' To

the British Archaeological Association he gave in 1845 a paper on the

' History and Position of Organs in Churches,' as well as ' Suggestions upon

Chancels ; ' and to its ' Journal ' the following discourses, delivered at the

annual meetings : 1849, 'on Worcester Cathedral ; ' 1850, ' on the Cathedral,'

and ' on St. John's Church,' at Chester ; 1851, ' on Manchester Cathedral ; '

1852, 'on the Priory and Church at Repton ; ' and 1854, * on Newstead

Abbey,' as well as *on the Castle, the Cathedral, and the Church of All

Saints at Rochester.' The interest of these discourses was heightened by

original research for the purpose, in the British Museum and elsewhere,

among mediaeval documents. Amongst his avocations he found time for

the description of a vase engraved in C. J. Richardson's ' Studies of Orna

mental Design,' 1849-51 ; for re-writing Nicholson's 'Handrails and Stair

cases,' in 1851; for the essay on 'Baths and Washhouses,' 1853; for

another essay called ' Town Dwellings,' advocating tho erection of fireproof

houses in fiats, 1855 ; and for editing Nicholson's ' New Guide, or Book

of Lines, for Carpenters, geometrically explained,' 1857. In ' The Fine Art

Quarterly Review' appeared notices by him of C. Texier and R. P. Pullan's

'Principal Ruins of Asia Minor,' 1866; and of G. E. Street's 'Gothic

Architecture in Spain,' 1867. The key to the plates of 'Ancient and

Modern Rome' already mentioned was printed 1866; and in the following

year appeared his edition of the ' Treatise on Architecture,' extracted by

the proprietors of the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica ' from that work, and origi

nally passing under the name of the late W. Hosking, whose treatises on

' Architecture,' on ' Building,' and on ' Construction ' still form, with T. Tred-

gold's on ' Joinery ' and on ' Stonemasonry,' and T. Young1s on ' Carpentry,'

and J. Kobison's on ' Roofs,' on ' Arches,' and on ' Strength of Materials,'

the staple of the edition ; but Mr. Ashpitel, besides revising (to such extent

as was allowed) those treatises, supplemented them with the sections on

' Egyptian, Jewish, and Assyrian Architecture,' addinga chapter on ' Indian

andChinese Architecture,' with a 'Glossary of Terms used in Mediasval Archi

tecture,' and also supplemented the articles on ' Acoustics,' ' Joinery,' ' Roofs,'

' Stonemasonry,' etc., to bring their information dom to the present time ;

and he supplied the material for numerous additional plates of illustrations.

The discretion of the proprietors was perhaps less shown in repeating the issue

of those stereotyped materials than in their selection of him to succeed

Lord Macaulay in writing several biographical articles, as those on Van-

brugh,Wayuflete, Wren, Wyatt, and Wykeham ; in thelast ofthese he adhered

to the traditional view of his subject. His contributions to the ' Architec

tural Publication Society ' commenced 1853 with the ' History of Ancient

Baths, and their Development in the Modern Baths and Wash-houses.' He

supplied to its ' Dictionary ' another essay on ' The Manufacture of Brick,'

and from that time (1865) to within six weeks of his death that work re

ceived his zealous assistance as a contributor, and his earnest cooperation

as a revisor; he seldom returned aproof-sheet without two or three foolscap

pages of criticism and suggestion, besides affording, at any time, the ad

vantage of two or three hours' discussion on points that seemed to requiro

particular consideration ; his pleasure in the progress of that work was

evinced by his even pencilling his notes whenever, unable from weakness to

leave his bed, he could not write in ink. The assistance which he gave

to other Societies and Literary Journals must be recorded in some more

elaborate memoir.

He spoke with precision and fluency in public. The elegance of each

step of his mathematical investigations was remarkable. Tho bent of his

inventive faculty seemed to be to a rapid application of his familiarity with
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technical details ; in his numerous professional cases and important arbitra

tions that accomplishment made its effect apparent ; while his knowledge of

theoretical and practical construction in building was highly prized. Pro

fessors of the various sciences found in him a conversible companion, who

understood their terms and phrases, and could give valuable assistance in

an adjudication upon a theory, an experiment, or 'an operation. Lively in

general society, his most joyous moments never went beyond the limits of

a becoming mirth ; and the indelicate topics of the day were treated by graver

men with less modesty than by him. In a professional and private intercourse

with him for twenty years, the only circumstance that seemed really

able to provoke him was a misrepresentation of his views. Almost

all who knew anything of him were aware of the acquaintance existing

bet ween him and Mr. Edmeston, which nearly dates from the time when

Mr. Ashpitel first went to Crown Court to practise. Mr. Edmeston was

observing but week that he had, for about twenty-five years, been in the

most confidential and friendly relation to Mr. Ashpitel, although for many

years disconnected with him in business, and could say, on quitting the bed

side just before the final attack commenced, that exceeding kindness of

heart, great disinterestedness, and a disinclination to speak ill of any one,

were main features of the character which had so long been subject to Mr.

Edmeston's close observation. His movements were gentle, partly regulated

by his lameness ; and his considerate treatment of animals caused cats and

kittens to be familiar occupants of his studio ; so that it is not wonderful

, that when such favourites in Canina's library at Rome (for the Commenda-

tore had a similar partiality) had found their way on to Mr. Ashpitel's

knee and shoulders before he had finished telling the object of his tour, that

renowned Italian archaeologist was prepossessed in favour of his visitor.

Neither of the two antiquarians, when wishing, in the warmth of conversa

tion, to refer to a valuable drawing upon which a large white cat was asleep,

appeared inclined to wake it by removal ; so Canina smiled and suggested

that the Englishman must return the very next day, when that drawing,

and Canina's collections, and Canina himself, should be at his disposal.

The liking was sure to be mutual ; and between Canina and Emil Braun,

hotly disputing, Mr. Ashpitel stood on each spot in Rome that interested

the trio. Of course it will not appear surprising that, when the Italian

worthy accepted Professor Donaldson's invitation to his house for his visit

to England in 1856, Canina seemed, day after day, to prefer to every other

bachelor's ' receptions ' the library, the pets, and the piano of one who was

so much his confrere, which were aided, as Mr. Ashpitel's receptions ever

were aided, by a liberal and considerate, though unpretentious, hospitality.

He liked to get committees to meet at his house.

The effects of the fever and ague which attacked him at Airolo in Pied

mont during his return from Italy never entirely left him. Energetic in

rendering assistance in the matters in which he interested himself, he did

not pay sufficient attention to his delicate constitution : his health, there

fore, caused much anxiety to his relatives and friends. Early in last year

he took up his residence, first at Reigate, and then at Ramsgate, whence

he was brought home in the autumn in the very weak state from which he

never rallied. He died on the afternoon of the 18th, and was interred on

Monday last in the family vault in Hackney churchyard. A medallion

head was executed at Rome by Sig. Amici, and a very successful photograph

portrait was taken not long sinco for exchange among the members of the

Surveyors' Club, to which he belonged for many years.

—— —- <— —

OBITUARY.

The late Mr. George Smith, Surveyor to the Mercers' Company,

whose death took place on January 5, was born on September 28, 1783, at

Aldenham, Herts. He was articled to Mr. Brettingham, afterwards was

clerk to Mr. Alexander, subsequently to Mr. Beazley, and ho eventually

settled in business for himself in the neighbourhood of St. Paul's. He was

appointed District Surveyor of the southern division of the City in 1810,

and was elected Surveyor to the Mercers' Company in 1814; both these

appointments he held till his death. He formerly held the office of Surveyor

to the Coopers' Company, but this he resigned to take his place in the

Court, and he served the office of Master twice. Among his works, as an

architect, may be mentioned St. Paul's School, New Corn Exchange, tho

tower and entrance of the Old Royal Exchange, the Whittington Alms

houses at Highgate, the Church in Blackheath Park, Hornsey Church,

except the tower, Gresham College, and the Mercers' School. He was a

member of the Royal Institute of British Architects, of which Bociety ho

was elected a Fellow in 1834; member of the Surveyors' Club from the

year 1807 ; and a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. He had recently

built for himself a house, 'Newlands,' at Coptheme, in Sussex. During his

long professional career Mr. Smith had earned and obtained the esteem

and confidence of all who knew him or had to enter into business relations

with him, and his loss will be sincerely regretted by very many.

Max Lohde, the Fresco Painter.—The subject of this brief memoir

was born at Berlin on February 13, 1848. He was a pupil of Schnorr

von Carolsfeld at Dresden, and afterwards an improver in the studio of

another well-known fresco painter, Peter von Cornelius. In 1866 Lohde

gained the Berlin Academy prize for a design depicting the last scone of

Schiller's ' Bride of Messina,' and then applied himself to the study of

Sgraffito, following Semper's able leadership in the art. At the early

age of twenty-two Lohde was commissioned to execute the frescoes in

the grand staircase of the Gymnasium at Berlin, and in six months

produced the four large compositions which now decorate those walls,

and which have for their subjects scenes taken from the Ilia/1. His
■next work was the fresco in the gables of tho new riding school of the

Prussian War Office, the subjects being ' A Chariot Race in Olympia ' and

'A Fight of the Centaurs and Lapithai.' Upon the suggestion of the

Minister for Commerce, Lohde was then offered the means to study in Italy,

whither he went in June last; but tho hopes which the art lovers of

Prussia had entertained were not to be realised, for at Naples this pro

mising young artist fell a victim to typhus fever on December 18 last.

The Prussian Government have taken steps to collect and preserve the

sketches of one who, had he lived longer, would have been one of the

greatest fresco painters of the ago.

On January 3 died at Stockholm an architect well known and

honoured in that city. Mr. Axel Nystrom was Hon. and Corr. Member

R.I.B.A., a member of the Imperial Jcademie des Beaux Arts of Paris, &c.

&c, and attained the age of 75.

The Death of Sir William Newton is announced. The deceased

artist was a celebrated painter of miniatures, but tho introduction of

photography considerably lessened his popularity. Ho received the honour

of knighthood in 1837, and was born in 1785 or 1786.

MR. TITE ON THE NEW LAW COURTS.

AT the usual meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works held

on January 22 at the office in Spring Gardens, Sir John

Thwaites in the chair,

Mr. Tite moved the following resolution with respect to the Site

for the New Law Courts.

' Whereas it appears by certain public documents emanating from

the Commissioners for building the New Courts of Justice that the

actual cost of the site purchased in the Strand will amount to

785,000/., and that the additional land now proposed to be purchased,

according to Mr. Pownall's estimate, is 068,000/., so that the total

cost of the ground will be 1,463,000/., and the expenditure on land

and buildings together, as appears from the same document, will be

3,250,000/., of which 1,395,150/. is proposed to be advanced by Go

vernment, at 4 per cent., on the security of a redeemable annuity ;

and whereas the Equity, Common Law, and other courts could easily

be accommodated on the site already purchased by the Commissioners,

the Probate Court, Masters' and Registrars' Offices could be placed

on the site afforded by the Thames Embankment, with such supple

mentary acquisitions as the nature of the proposed buildings may

require, by which means a considerable reduction would be effected

in the cost of the land to be taken, and a position would be obtained

superior to any, in regard to free circulation of air, unimpeded light,

and in the facility of access by road, river, or rail ; that it he referred

to the Works and General Purposes Committee to consider the extent

required for the suggested buildings, the area at present at the Board's

disposal, and what additional property would require to be taken

adequately to provide for the several offices enumerated, and that the

committee be authorised to confer with Her Majesty's Government

as to their willingness to negotiate for the acquisition of such a site

for the purposes above indicated.'

In bringing forward the motion, he said he owed the Board some

apology for having done so, but being confined at home by illness,

and having some desire to see the embankment of the Thames

continued on to Chelsea, and turning to the necessity for the Board

obtaining funds for important public improvements, it led him to

consider whether the Board could not advantageously dispose of

some of its surplus land. He therefore saw their chairman upon

the subject; and without going into the question as to whether or not

it was an appropriate site, he found that selected by the Commis

sioners for the new Courts of Justice would entail a cost for its

purchase of no less an amount than 785,000/., and that the supple

mental land that would be required would bring up the amount

to 1,453,000/. This was a matter in which the public were deeply

interested, but he (Mr. Tite) had no particular interest in the matter,

because the money required for the land would be found by the

Treasury; but it made him recur to a suggestion he made m the

House of Commons some time ago, that some of the buildings should

be placed on land belonging to the Metropolitan Board of Works, and

such as they could spare on the Thames Embankment. He applied

to the chairman (Sir J. Thwaites) to give him all the information he

could upon the subject, and the result of his inquiries was the plan

that was then before them. It was a great mistake to suppose that

the Metropolitan Board of Works had any great amount of vacant

land on the Thames Embankment, as the principal part of it had

already been disposed of. At Blackfriars Bridge the land taken from

the river had been given to the gasworks. The next piece was of

very little value, but that following it, 800 feet long, had been allotted

to the Temple for the actual or imaginary damage done to them for

taking their water frontage. They then came to a piece of land of

350 ft. in length, which was at their disposal, and was to be appropriated

to a station for the Metropolitan District Railway. The next land ex

tended to Somerset House, where there was nothing to deal with ;

but between Somerset House and Hungerford Bridge there was a large

space next to that, tinted blue on the plan, which was given to the

Crown in exchange for the foreshore of the river. He then came back to

the suggestion he made in the House of Commons, that, as he had been

assureaby a very competent authority that the land already obtained for

the new Courts of Justice would be insufficient, and not equal to their

wants, they should go again to Parliament for additional land marked

red on the plan, unless they were to put some portion of the offices in

connection with the Law Courts on the Thames Embankment. He

would state a few facts on the plan which was then on the table.

The laud already purchased would cost 785,000/., and the additional

land proposed to be acquired would cost about 608,000/., so that

altogether the site according to the estimate, which was a very
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different thing from the actual coat, would be much more than a

million and a-half sterling. Then they were to take the buildings,

architects' fees, furnishing, &c, which would bring up the total cost

to three and a-quarter millions, of which sum 1,395,000/. was to be

advanced by Government at 4 per cent, on the security of a redeem

able annuity. About an acre on the Thames Embankment might bo

appropriated to some of the offices, for it would be advantageous that

they should be divided from the general business of the Law Courts.

For instance, persons who came to examine wills in cases before the

Probate Court would be in the way, although it was necessary that

the courts should be so situate that access should easily be had to

barristers attending to them. Mr. Tite here quoted a very strong

opinion corroborative of his own from the Pall Mall Gazette, written,

as was supposed, by one of our leading barristers, showing that such

a division was most desirable. Having alluded to the plan of Sir

Charles Trevelyan, who had brought to bear a great amount of intel

ligence and talent, which had made a great impression on the public

mind, he had proposed that the site should be changed, and that it

would be a great mistake to put the buildings on the site selected in

the Strand. His plan was that they should put the buildings on a

site near the Thames Embankment, but that would not take a single

foot of the land that the Metropolitan Board of Works might have to

sell, as it kept all the buildings beyond the Thames Embankment

line, although it would have a frontage towards the Thames. After

a few other observations, the hon. member concluded by submitting

the motion he had proposed.

Mr. Phillips wanted to know whether the Board was not pre

vented by Act of Parliament from building on any portion of the

Thames Embankment.

Mr. Le Breton said he should move an amendment, but it was

not hostile to the motion which had been proposed by the hon.

member (Mr. Tite). He thought there were certain offices which

might be separated from the Law Courts, such as the large offices

for the deposit of wills ; but they, as the Metropolitan Board of

Works, could hardly at once agree to the disposal of the surplus land.

He moved an amendment, which was as follows :—

' That it be referred to the Works and General Purposes Committee

to confer with Her Majesty's Government and the Law Courts Com

missioners as to the acquisition by them of any land which can be

obtained on or adjacent to the Embankment for the purpose of

affording additional Bpace for any law offices which it may De deemed

expedient to erect thereon.'

Mr. Cooke protested against any portion of the Thames Embank

ment being built upon. They had got a small open space and a few

green trees, and he, for one, would say he would never consent to any

Buildings being placed on those open spaces which they had obtained

with so much difficulty.

Mr. Newton supported the motion, and said that the Embankment

was at present fringed by some of the worst houses in the metropolis,

and it would be a great improvement if large, stately buildings were

erected that would harmonize with the external appearance of

Somerset House. As to the prohibition of buildings on the Embank

ment, that was done to prevent the erection of shops and other build

ings of that class, but would not apply to such erections as would be

in connexion with the Law Courts.

Mr. Freeman also supported the motion.

Mr. Tite expressed his willingness to accept the amendment of

Mr. Le Breton, and withdrew his motion in favour of it.

The motion so substituted was then put and agreed to.

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

By a London Contractor.

A MOVEMENT has been set on foot by the builders and contractors

of London and the principal provincial towns, having for its object

the revision of some of the clauses usually inserted in building con

tracts and specifications of works. Some alterations are also suggested

in other details of the business in which architects and builders are

mutually engaged. The object of the present article is to explain

the questions which are, it is to be hoped, rather under discussion than

in dispute.

The authorship sufficiently indicates that this Journal is not to be

considered as necessarily committed to the views now put forward.

The first suggestion made by the builders is that the ' general con

ditions of contract ' now usually attached to the specification of

works_ shall, for the future, bo kept distinct ; that the specification

shall include only the detailed description of the work to be done j

and that all clauses containing legal powers or liabilities shall be

transferred to the ' contract.' In a very great number of cases a

description of the work on the one side, and a letter undertaking its

execution for a stated sum on the other, are all that is required, at any

rate between parties having a knowledge of, and confidence in, each

other. Where anything more is necessary, the edged tools of the

law should not be meddled with by the uninstructed hands

of architects and builders. The one in preparing and the

other in signing the clauses now usually adopted are in most cases

profoundly ignorant of the full legal bearing of the words and

forms employed, or of the vast importance of others that are

omitted. Probably few architects are aware that unless they are

made parties to the contract between their client and the builder, or

in the absence of a special clause in the contract bearing on the point,

the builder has absolutely no power at common law of obtaining

redress should the architect, through infirmity of temper or judgment

or from collusion with his client, refuse to issue his certificate.

Whether a court of equity could or would interfere is, in the opinion

of an eminent Chancery barrister, extremely doubtful ; but it may be

safely assumed that a less formidable remedy would be satisfactory to

the great majority of the architectural profession. Again, are there

many builders who know that in contracts where the payment is to

be made on completion, unless there is a provision for suspending the

works, they will be compelled to complete the contract, however

large, before a debt will have been created, although in the meantime

thev may have become aware of the insolvency of the employer ?

That all points in contracts having reference to legal questions

should be settled by the lawyers, and not the architects, of the parties

interested, appears so reasonable a proposition that the foregoing illus

trations seem hardly required to enforce it, were it not that daily

experience shows in how few cases it is acted upon.

It will be admitted that in drawing up an ordinary contract, the

builder, on the one hand, must not refuse to secure to his employer

that the work agreed upon shall be properly executed for the stipu

lated sum, and it will no doubt be equally admitted, on the other

hand, that he must be protected from the employer seeking to obtain

any excess in quality or quantity over the work described. Further,

the punctual payment of the amounts agreed upon must be secured ;

and, lastly, all questions not foreseen or provided for should be settled

on terms equitable to both sides. With these principles as a guide,

there should be little difficulty in deciding on the merits of any par

ticular clause.

One of the most prominent clauses objected to by the contractors is

the one referring to orders for ' extra works.' In its most objection

able form, it provides that no 'extras ' will be allowed unless an order

in writing, headed ' extra work,' signed by the architect, the em

ployer, or both, shall have been given previous to the execution of

the work, and that drawings shall not be considered as orders. The

sting of this lies in the words ' previous to the execution of the work.'

It may well be doubted whether it is fair to insist that the contractor

shall know all the details of the work sufficiently to detect at once

from a working drawing that it is in excess of the agreement, and

that, if the builder unwarily carries it out, no charge can be made, or

that an employer may repudiate the payment of work for which only

a verbal order may have been given ; but there can be no doubt as to

the injustice of making it possible that, where a builder shall have

executed work in accordance with the instructions of the architect,

sanctioned by the employer, tho employer shall be able to refuse

payment on the ground that tho written order was not given ' pre

vious to the execution of the work.' And yet this clause is in

frequent use and has been frequently acted upon. The builders, there

fore, urge that every contract should provide that the authority of the

architect for extra, altered, or omitted works, shall be sufficiently

evidenced by any order or subsequent approval in writing signed or

initiated by him, or by any drawing furnished by him.

With reference to the clause respecting undefined works, the build

ers consider that they should not be bound to execute within their

contract price works not shown on the drawings or mentioned in the

specification, but necessary to complete the buildings as intended, un

less the same can be fairly and obviously inferred from the drawings

and specification. In the absence of this latter qualification a con

tractor may find himself legally bound to execute, without payment,

additional works not contemplated either by himself or the architect,

and payment for which the latter, however justly disposed, may be

powerless to obtain for him, because it must be borne in mind that an

arbitration clause, unless very wide, will afford no remedy, nor will a

condition that questions are to be left to the architect to decide, as hia

decision must be based upon the terms of the contract.

With one signal exception the remaining clauses which are now

called upon to justify their ration d'etre are not of sufficient importance

to warrant the space which their discussion here would occupy. That

exception is the arbitration clause, which will be the subject of a sub

sequent notice.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH, HEDENEAM, NOBFOLXSHIRE.

The whole church has been restored and reseated. The chancel

has not been rebuilt, but the roof is entirely new, and the reredos

and stalls shown in the drawing are new. Our view represents the

chancel looking east. The new works have been designed and super

intended by Mr. E. J. Tarver, A.R.I.B.A.

ALL SAINT8- CHURCH, UPPER CALDEOOTE, BEDFORD.

This church (of which we give an interior perspective view, showing

the chancel) has been erected from the designs and under the super

intendence of Mr. A. W. Blomfield, M.A. The chief interest which

attaches to the church arises from its success as a work of art, and the

very moderate amount of its cost For a sum extremely modest
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■when reckoned at so much per sitting, or when looked at as the cost

of a complete church, Mr. Blomfield has succeeded in producing n

building which, as our illustration shows, has good claims to be

looked upon with admiration.

The proportions of the church are not lofty, and the materials are

chiefly brick, stone being very sparingly introduced. Coloured deco

ration has been to some extent employed to heighten the effect of the

chancel, and, though not spread over a large surface, yet combines

well with the simple patterns produced by the use of bricks of

different colours. This design is a good example of that class of

church which is often called for where means are narrow, and at the

same time a certain amount of beauty aud grace is indispensable.

SOCIETIES.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.

jANTJAIiY 12, 1869.

Charles Hutton Gregory, Esq., President, in the chair.

The paper read was ' On Coal Getting Machinery, as a Substitute for the

use of Gunpowder,' by Mr. C. J. Chubb.

It was remarked that the improvements now needed in the art and prac

tice of coal-mining might be thus specified :—first, to ensure greater safety

to the men employed in working ; and secondly, to obtain the coal in better

condition, and, by preventing as much as possible the loss arising from

waste, to make more fully available all the remaining resources of the coal

fields. It was contended that the use of gunpowder and the operation of

blasting must be altogether abandoned ; and the problem to be solved was,

what force could be applied which should be equally effective, and at the

same time break tho coal in a more perfect manner. The author thought

some more simple and practicable means of getting coal by mechanical

power could be devised than tho costly, but skilfully contrived, coal-cutting

machines. His first idea was to apply wedges, acted upon by hydraulic force,

but he was induced to abandon that system, owing to objections to the use

ofwedges, and to adopt instead an apparatus consisting of twelve plungers, set

side by side in a steel bar, which plungers, when acted upon by water from a

hydraulic pump, would separate the bar in which they were set from another

bar, formed in the shape of a cover upon the plungers. The pressing

apparatus was 2o inches long, and it was attached to a hydraulic pump by

a tube 2 feet in length, so that it might be inserted into the coal to a depth

of about 3 feet 6 inches. The apparatus, with the cover on, was 4| inches

in diameter. When, by the action of the pump, the plungers had reached

their limit of 2\ inches, and further expansion was noeded, the plungers were

readily brought back to their first position by opening an escape-cock for the

water, when"a liner could be inserted betweeu the plunger and the cover ; and

this process could of course be repeated. In practice, however, it was

found that the first expansion to inches was more than sufficient. It

was stated that tho collective area of tho plungers was 21 square inches,

and as the pump could exert a pressure of 12 tons on the square inch, a

total pressure of 288 tons coidd be brought to bear on the coal.

This apparatus had been tried in the South Wales district, where tho

coal was of tho most varied description. It was observed that by the pro-

sent system of blasting, it occupied, on an average, two men ten hours to

break down and fill into trams 4 to A tons of coal, of which 20 per cent,

was ' small,' and the remainder much shattered. On the other hand with

this apparatus two men could readily break down 20 tons in one hour,

which conld be filled, when loosened, at the rate of 10 tons per man per

day, the whole of tho coal so obtained consisting of largo solid pieces.

Again, by the present system, in order to break down 500 tons of coal a day,

from a ' four-foot ' seam, a ' face ' of 600 yards was required, whether as

' pillar and stall,' or as ' long work ; ' whereas witli this apparatus the same

quantity could bo worked from 800 yards of ' face.' In this way there

would be less space requiring to be ventilated, the working operations could

be concentrated, and facilities would be afforded for effecting [economy in

other respects.

The discussion was then resumed upon Mr. Bidder's Paper in conjunction

with Mr. Chubb's, and not being concluded it was announced that it would

be continued at the next meeting, when, time permitting, the following

Paper would be read : 1 On New Ferry and Now Brighton Piers,' by Mr. H.

Hooper, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

At the Monthly Ballot, the following candidates were balloted for and

duly elected : as Members, W. Anderson and P. W. Kitson ; as Associates,

C. J. Clarke, E. N. Clifton, T. Dyke, R. M. Greene, T. Henncll, A. H.

Kessner, F. L. O'Callaghan, W. W. Phipson, L. W. Pritchard, W. Stevens,

W. H. Treverton, and M. Vidler.

A report was brought up from the council stating that, under the pro

visions of Section IV. of the bye-laws, the following candidates had been

admitted Students of the Institution since the date of the last announce

ment : J. Addy, J. Baumann, J. Brunlees, A. G. Fowler, A. C. Bobson,

B. Sharland, G. Stevens, and J. J. Stiles.

Associated Arts' Institute.

The fortnightly meeting of this Society was hold in the rooms at 9,

Conduit Street, on Saturday Evening, January 9, the President, Professor

Westmacott, K.A., F.B.S., in the chair. After the ordinary preliminary

business had been transacted, a paper was read by Mr. H. Ellis Wool-

dridge ' On the Cultivation of Artistic Feeling.'

Mr. Wooldridge, in opening his subject, remarked, that in tho art pro

ductions of the more highly gifted races—those of tho Greeks, for instance,

or the Venetians—there oxisted certain qualities which our own efforts

always failed to attain ; and from this he concluded that the capacity of

hose who produced them for receiving delicate impressions must have been

more extended than our own. Our deficiency might, he thought, bo attri

buted to something of the spirit of asceticism still lingering among us—to

our regarding the gratification of the senses as something ignoble in itself,

and as being a bar to intellectual progress. Those mistaken viows had

their origin in the relation of the senses to the mind not being properly

understood. That they were inconsistent with the laws of human naturo

was shown by the fact, that whenever tho enjoyment of the pleasures of the

senses had been rigidly prohibited—as during the supremacy of Puritanism

—reaction, developing itsolf in excess, had been tho result. On the other

hand, the full and indiscriminate cultivation of the gratification of the

senses had produced no less pernicious consequences, as was seen in its

disastrous effects on the societies of Greece and Bomo. The true mean was

only to bo found by n more philosophical investigation of the relation of

the sonses to tho intellect than had yet been attempted.

After these somewhat general observations, Mr. Wooldridge proceeded to

speak more particularly of that division of the sensuous organisation of

man which enables him to receive impressions from nature, and to reproduce

them as art. At the close of tho sixteenth century this power had reached

its greatest development. It then steadily declined, till, in the first half of

the present century, there came in this, as in other things, a reaction. Wo

shall do Mr. Wooldridge greater justice by allowing him to give his own

words :—■

' The first evidence of this reaction in painting—the first at all events

which was apprehended as such by the world at largo—was, what is called

the " pre-Baffaelito movement." Wo hear very little of the pre-Baffaelites

nowadays. One, their chief, Mr. Bossetti, has withdrawn himself altogether

from the public ; another, Mr. Millais, is more prominent than ever, but his

present work, noble as it is in some respects, by no means represents what

we mean when we speak of pre-Baffaelitism ; others have ccssed to paint ;

only one, Mr. Holman Hunt, still comes forward, from time to time, with

a picture which is yet true to the principles of his early faith. The name

is being forgotten ; if it is ever revived it is but to point the finger at it

still. And yet what a dobt of gratitude we owe to them ; what a flood of

light came in through the door which thoy opened ! They havo been

accused, perhaps justly, of interpreting tho visible side of nature iu too

literal a way, of trying to make painting do something it cannot do, and was

never intended to do; but wo must not forget that they were the pioneers

of a reaction against a school of painting which was not only unlike nature

but had even lost every ray of sympathy for nature, and it is scarcely to bo

wondend at, if in their enthusiasm they laid down rules for an almost ser

vile adherence to real life which have been long sineo disregarded by tho

greatest of them. But, though what was unstable has not stood, there was

after all so much stability in their work that we may be said to owe to them

almost all that is admirable in tho painting of to-day. Certainly they

awakened the artistic sense, stimulated it, excited it ; and, whateverthey

may have intended, they sent men to the study of Phidias, Titian, Baffaele,

and Michael Angelo, with purged eyes. Hitherto men bad gone to the

Greek and Italian masterpieces, influenced not unnaturally by a generous

admiration of the works of their contemporaries, but with their perceptions

necessarily dulled and blunted by such an influence ; and as it is the property

of a masterpiece to give pleasure to all, but to each one only so much as ho

brings the capacity for, what wonder if they found in Phidias, in Titian, in

Bnffaelle, in Michael Angelo, only those qualities they were accustomed to

admire in Canova, in Haydon, in Hilton, in Benjamin West. But men camo

from the study of pro-Bnffaellite pictures to the study of great masters, not

only with new and definite ideas about them, but wi*h their minds made

highly sensitive and ready to find new qualities in them ; and suroly we

may be said to have found many new qualities in them. When wo think

for instance, of tho works of Benjamin West, who reverenced the old

masters as deeply as a man well could, and who thought ho sympathised

with them too ; when wo compare his work and the small amount, as it

seems to us, of real appreciation of the great masters wo find in it, with the

curious perception of some of thoir finest qualities which wo see in the work

of Mr. Burno Jones, Mr. Legros, Mr. Whistler, and others of our own time.

'And the mention of one of these names reminds me that the reaction,

among its various forms, has even taken, in some directions, tho form of a

cultivation of the purely artistic senso. I, for my part, believe it to be—

as yet, at all events—a healthy form of reaction ; indeed, I do not sec how

it could be otherwise, while it produces Work so lovely as this of Mr.

Whistler and of Mr. Albert Moore. For iu their delightful creations wo

have certain qualities of colour, and certain graces of form, given in a way

so new and perfect, that they have fairly taken every one whose opinion is

worth having by storm. And yet, even while we are admiring their work,

we become awaro of the danger that hangs as much upon the skirts of this

development of a particular senso as upon the development of the senses in

general. I moan tho danger of pursuing it too exclusively, if not too far ;

tho danger of preferring to work for a few, instead of as many as possible ;

the danger of forgetting the duty which painting owes to the intellect. For

painting has a duty to the intellect just as poetry has ; not, perhaps, to

such an extent, because poetry, by reason of its nature, can carry more to

tho intellect than painting ever could. But still, to some extent, and since

it is possible—as by all great work it is certainly proved to be possible—to

appeal at tho samo time both to the artistic senso and to tho intellect, tho

philosophic spirit, it seems, to say the least, a misfortune that both should

not be appealed to. I do not want to find fault with the works of Mr.

Whistler and Mr. Albert Moore because they havo not something which

thoy do not pretend to have ; I am content to take them most thankfully

upon their own ground, and to enjoy them unreservedly ; only I say it is

their very beauty that forces me upon reflections of this kind, that suggests

irresistibly tho danger of believing that to be complete art which in reality

exhibits, however exquisitely, only one form of it. I do not think a man

should deny himself the expression of any purely artistic idea that may

occur to him ; indeed, I think ho would bo wrong to do so ; mid that we, on

our side, should be wrong if we were not grateful to him for it, since it will

go to make up the sum of artistic progress ; only we must not forget that

if his work is to be of real importance to the world at large, if it is to live
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not only in the memories of the few who know what quality in painting

really is, but also in the memories of that vast army of cultivated men and

women who are not educated in the subtleties of art, it must havo in it

something more—some dealing with a human problem—some recollection,

at least, of an intellectual idea—something, in short, which, while satisfy

ing the artistic sense, shall also satisfy, to some extent, the philosophic

spirit.

'1 say to some extent, because it is just as retarding to run into excess

in performing a duty as in following a pleasure, and it is almost as easy;

and unless the extent to which the intellectual part of a picture may best

be carried bo rightly felt, we shall be in danger here also. It seems like a

truism to say that in art the artistic sense is most important, and that the

intellectual idea, though necessary, is only of minor importance ; and yet,

I think, we cannot look, for instance, at such pictures as Bronzino's

"Allegory" in the National Gallery, or ono by Tintoretto at Hampton

Court—a bird's eye view of a labyrinth of human life with people wander

ing in it— and not feel that the painters havo in some way failed to appre

hend the true place of the intellect in painting—that they havo allowed

their fondness for thinking to carry them a little beyond the true limits of

their art. Thero is a discord somewhere ; we are puzzled, distracted, un

satisfied ; and I think the cause is what I say—the claims of the intellect

are put forward over strongly : they are made to demand too large a share

of our attention, at least as large a share as the claims of the artistic sense.

It is this just perception of the true position of thought in relation to art

that makes the allegories of the great master of that kind of subject—

Albert Diirer—so successful, and it is the want of it that makes the Alle

gory of Bronzino so unsuccessful ; in the one we are attracted first by the

nobility of the art, and only fall back upon the Allegory afterwards ; while

in the other, from the moment we begin to look at it, we arc racking our

brains to find out what it means. I do not stop to ask how far this just

perception may be acquired, or how far it is innate. I only say it must be

there, if wo are to have great art ; the want of it is always characteristic of

a declining school. In the decadence of Greek and Roman art it was very

remarkable, and the schools both of Florence and Venico had seen their

best days when Bronzino and Tintoretto were painting these allegories in

which we find it. It is true the tide had only just turned in Florence and

Venice when Bronzino and Tintoretto were prominent ; but it is very inte

resting to find these instances of an over allegorising tendency just at the

turn, and it suggests the question whether an inclination towards reflection

existing in society has not always, sooner or later, had a fatal influence

upon the art of that socioty. I think that hitherto it has. For the artistic

history of a nation is very closely connected with its political and religious

history, and depends quite as much as they do upon the conditions of

national life ; and, in the early life of a great nation—such a life for

instance as that of Greece in her best days—all that is said and done in

politics, in religion, in art, will seem perfectly natural, perfectly spontaneous,

the necessary expression of a happy, harmonious, noble life.

' The perfect artist is no hermit, shutting himself up from everything

that does not seem to bear immediately upon art; he is influenced con

stantly in all sorts of ways by everything that goes on in the world ; so

that I make no apology for dealing with tho subject in this inexclusive way,

nor for directing your thoughts, not to the study of any one school of art,

not even to the study of art simply, but to the study of all those influences

which have determined the actions of men, and especially—as being most

important to ourselves, and us determining in a great measure our actions—

the study of the Modern Spirit.'

After some further observations, in which Mr. Wooldridge urged the

desirability of attaining by means of philosophical enquiry, in accordance

with 'the Modern Spirit,' to that state of artistic sensibility which was in

Greece of spontaneous growth, he brought his very thoughtful and care

fully written paper to a close.

After a few brief remarks from members,

The Chairman expressed his admiration for the paper just read, and his

concurrence generally with the views advanced. He thought, however, that

too much importance was attached by Mr. Wooldridge to the sensuous

qualities of art. It was remarkable that whenever in the history of art

those qualities had gained ascendency over the intellectual, art had at once

declined. Such was the case when the luscious beauty of the school of

Praxitiles becamo the great feature of Greek sculpture. As to the claims

of the senses to be cultivated to their fullest power of perception and

enjoyment, he agreed with Mr. Wooldridge, since it was through them

alone that the mind could hold communication with the external world, and

unless they were highly cultivated by the artist his work must be inferior.

Ho thought that Mr. Wooldridge had somewhat over-estimated pre-Raffael-

itism. Real pre-Raffaelite art—the work executed before the time of

Raffaclle—was most interesting. It expressed the feelings of its age, and

embodied all the art-knowledge of its producers. Not so nineteenth century

pre-Raffaelitism. Still, earnest work was always valuable work, and he

acknowledged that much earnestness was shown in many of the paintings

of this school. He behoved, however, that tho abandonment of pre-

Raffaelitism by its most eminent professors was a proof that its principles

were of small value. The pre-Raffaelites deserved praise chiefly for having

boldly protested against the wrong, and followed Nature, though they might

perhaps have done so in a mistaken manner. A great difficulty at the

present day was, how to make art elevating, and at the same time generally

attractive. It could not be said that the public showed no interest in art.

As a member of the Council of the Royal Academy, he (Mr. Westmaeott)

had recently been going through some of the accounts of that institution.

He found that during the last ten years the average receipts, from shillings

taken at the doors, had amounted to no less than 11,000/. per annum. It

was obvious, therefore, that the British public did feel some interest in art,

and found pleasure in the works shown to them. But how much of that

art was elevating in its character? How many of all the pictures exhibited

would live ? The best means by which popular art might be made noble
■was a subject on which he hoped a paper would bo read before the Institute.

The elevating and the attraction might be reconciled, and the duty of recon

ciling them rested with the younger men.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Wooldridge having been briefly responded to by

that gentleman, the proceedings of the meeting terminated.

Institute of Surveyors.

The usual fortnightly meeting of this Institution was held on Monday

evening, Mr. J. Clutton, the President, in the chair.

After the routine business of the meeting had been disposed of, the dis

cussion on Mr. R. H. Grantham's paper on ' Arterial Drainage,' commenced

at the last meeting, was resumed by

Mr. Edmund James Smith, who said that he had moved the adjourn

ment of the debate less for the sake of speaking himself than for giving

other gentlemen an opportunity of making observations on Mr. Grantham's

very able and practical paper. He would, however, go into the question,

what form the taxation of the area within any drainage district should

assume. His experience, which was of thirty years' standing, tended in

favour of an ad interim acreage charge during the construction of the works,

supplemented by an assessment of the advantage which each part had

received by the improved outfalL Basing the assessment on the poor's rate,

by which the fields which got the most advantage from the improvement

would be put at the lowest rate, was a fallacy which no man with ordinary

common sense would support.

Mr. Bailey Denton wished to add a word or two which he thought

might be of historical interest with reference to the Act of 1861. Ho con

sidered that Act was the result of a public meeting held in London in

February, 1861, convened at the instigation of Sir Henry Vavasour, and

of a great deal of correspondence and description of evils which were then

being made known in the agricultural press by the peB of Mr. Algernon

Clarke. He (Mr. Denton) had also taken an active interest in the ques

tion, and he felt that his friends and himself had (no doubt most uninten

tionally) been rather put on one side in Mr. Grantham's note of the

origin of the Act. Passing from this, he urged the formation of Con

servancies for each river basin in the country. Speaking from his

own experience, little would be effected by this Act till such boards

were formed. As a rule, the districts are small, and the work

(if it is to be done well) is costly. Landowners are not at present in a

condition to agree to any very heavy expense. Still the work is pro

gressing ; and he believed that, if Conservancy Boards were estab

lished, many other improvements would be set on foot under their super

vision. Coming to the question of rating—which was one of importanco

to surveyors—he could not quite agree with Mr. Smith. He thought that,

instead of an ad interim charge of any kind, there should be an uniform

acreage charge, to be supplemented by an improvement charge. This

might be a distinction without much difference ; but that if the latter form

was adopted, we should be doing what was wise.

Mr. Francis Vigers thought the meeting was taking too narrow a view

of the question, which was not who was the originator of the 1861 Act, but

what could bo done towards the improvement of the natural arterial drains

of the country. It is well known that, from neglect, or for the purposes of

trade, there is not a river in this country which does not offer a bar to the

efficient drainage of the district surrounding it ; and he thought that, if

the members, who were to be found in all parts of the country, would but

sink their differences of opinion and unite together, and make observations

of the rivers in their neighbourhoods, a fund of information would be

collected, not only creditable to themselves, but which would be of service

to Government when it came to enquire into the matter. He lived on the

Mole—perhaps knew moro about it than any other river in England— and

he would undertake to make a survey of that river, to show that he meant

what he preached.

Mr. R. C. Drives was of opinion, judging from his experience in

Gloucestershire, that mills were a total obstruction to the proper culti

vation of land.

Mr. J. W. Barkt said that mills and drainage would always be anta

gonistic, and the point to consider was which of the two was most valuable.

Again, the question of navigation came in opposition to drainage : there also

the same consideration would apply. Any proposal which omits these con

siderations will be usoless, and any gentlemen who gave them surveys

ought also to furnish particulars as to the value of the mills and the navi

gation, as well as that of any improvement which might result from the

drainage.

Messrs. Francis Fuller, Squarey, and F. Clark having addressed tho

meeting, Mr. Grantham very briefly replied to the observations of the

various speakers, and stated that though Mr. Bailey Denton's statement

was perfectly correct, he had not in any way raised the question as to the

originator of the Act of 1861, nor did he propose to discuss that point

The Chairman thought all present were much indebted to Mr. Grantham

(hear, hear) for having brought this large and important subject before the

meeting. He believed that the discussion would forward the drainage of

the large valleys of the country. He thought his friend Mr. Vigors was

right in his observation that we ought to discuss this matter on broad

principles. Mr. Bam-, too, hit the mark when he said that the value of

the mills and the navigation must be weighed against the presumed

value of the improvement. The Chairman then gave two or three illustra

tions of this fact, stating that tho valley of the Thames was the worst

drained in the country, and that if a really great flood should come, iflany

of the locks are so rotten that they would be swept away. The Thames

valley would afford work for six engineers and a dozen surveyors. Thero

was one advantage in possessing the Act of 1861, as it affords the

majority the power to override the minority. This is a great boon,

for in land matters obstructions as a rule are caused by some obstinate

owner who has but little interest at stake. With reference to the

Leadon valley, mentioned by Mr. Grantham, it must be borne in

mind that at least half the cost of the undertaking was incurred in

purchasing the mills, and that out of the total cost but 30 per cent, was

occasioned by the works and improvements. It had been asked during this
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discussion how far below the surface was it necessary for the water to bo

taken for the proper cultivation of land. That was a question which could

only be answered relatively. If the land was to be used for grazing par-

poses, it would not require to be taken very low ; but if the land is to be

arable land, then you must go at least four feet below the surface. Some

times in pasture land the drainage would destroy all the grasses which had

hitherto been nurtured by the floods ; and he knew of cases in Lincolnshire

where land used to fetch, as pasturo or meadow, 3/. per acre, and which

sunk to 20«. after being drained, but when broken up and utilised as arable

land it recovered its value. He thought, as regards the rating, it should

be on the improvements conferred. In Ireland the land is both valued

before the commencement and after the completion of the works. This is

obviously the best method, as it must be very difficult to estimate the im

provements by merely going over the ground after the work is finished.

Natural drainage must, of course, be preferred to steam power wherever it

was possible. He was glad to see that the Government had taken this

matter up, and he trusted that if this Institution could furnish any informa

tion it would do so to the utmost. He had now to call upon Air. Edward

Hyde to read his paper entitled ' Parochial Assessments.'

Mr. Ride said he had originally intended to deal with the subject

of ' Parochial Assessments ' in all its phases, viz. :—1. To give ' His

torical Notes' of the legislation on the subject, and of the purposes for

which the various rates and taxes have been authorised. 2. To point

out in respect of what property they are imposed, or what is subject

to them ; and the mode in which such property is to be valued for

assessment. 3. To consider the form, allowance, publication, aud collec

tion of the various rates, the persons who are liable for their payment, the

remedies of parties against unfair and incorrect assessments, and the

tribunals to which appeals have to be made. It was found, however, that

the subject was too large to be treated in one paper, and Mr. Hyde on the

present occasion confined himself to the Historical portion of the subject.

Without doing the author injustice, it would be impossible to abridge the

paper : we will therefore content ourselves with a record of tho fact, that

considerable applause greeted the conclusion, that a vote of thanks was

accorded to its author for its ability, and that the discussion on this

paper will be the first real business of tho next meeting, on Monday,

February 8.

Afterwards a paper, by Mr. J. Bailey Denton, will bo read, entitled

' The Future Extension of Railways with Eeference to their Influence on

Landed Property and Agriculture,' and which it is thought will afford

plenty of scope for variety of opinion, and lead to an animated discussion.

REVIEW.

Spbague's Pocket Diary and Architect's and Surveyor's Memor

andum Book. London : W. W. Sprague & Co., 1 4, Sherborne Lane.

This is an excellent idea carried out in a compact and most creditably got

up' shape. To a small pocket diary and almanac, such as almost every

busy man finds it necessary to carry in order to register appointments,

Messrs. Sprague have appended a calendar and a few items of that general

information which accompanies every ordinary diary. This is fitted for

the special use to which its name points it out by the addition of a compact

series of such tables and memoranda as are supposed to be most often

required in practico. The idea is, we believe, a novel one, and is certainly

a happy thought. Tho principal drawback is, that it is not carried far

enough. We would willingly exchange the list of London bankers for a

list of district surveyors, Her Majest/s Ministers for the Members of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, the proper lossons for every Sunday in

the year for the tables of ' useful memoranda in matters of land valua

tion ' which a very well-known London surveyor has printed for private

circulation, and the Stamp Act for an abstract of the Building Act. A table

for turning measures on the metrical system into feet and inches would be

a most useful addition, and so would reliable tables relative to wrought and

cast iron girders ; but they must be better ones than those for wooden

girders here given. Having thrown out these hints for a future edition, it

is only fair to say that the contents of the present one, as it stands, are very

useful, and that it will probably be found the most satisfactory vade inccum

in small compass that an architect or surveyor can possess. This venture

can hardly fail to be successful.

Atchlky's Builder's Price Book; Laxton's Builder's Price Book.

These two very valuable annuals keep up their character for usefulness

and reliability. We believe that an Architect's.JEngineer's, or Builder's Office

is incomplete without them. Atchley's 'Price Book,' which is well got up

and well bound, consists of 348 pages, and on nearly every page something

may be found of importance to the class of readers in whose interest it is

published. It contains a great amount of information that is to be found

nowhere else, and we can cordially recommend it to our readers. Laxton's

* Price Book ' maintains the high character which a half-century of useful

ness has won for it.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

A New Lecture Hall, erected on the estate and at the sole expense of

J. S. Garrett, Esq., was opened on Friday last at Cavendish. The building,

which is situated close to the Cavendish Railway Station, contains on the

ground floor a main hall, 50 feet long by 24 feet broad, and 20 feet in

height. Leading from the lecture room is a class room, 20 feet by 13 feet,

fitted up with every convenience, and a private room, 15 feet by 10 feet,

with door opening on to the platform.] There are besides two rooms over tho

entrance hall, which may be used as a residence for tho hall keeper. Mr.

Salter, of Sudbury, was the architect of the building, which was erected by

workmen in the employ of Mr. Garrett.

A New Theatre, to be called the Theatre Royal (Stockport), has just

been erected, and will be shortly opened.

The Parish Church of Camden Town has undergone, some extensive

alterations and improvements, which have had the effect of changing its

previous dreariness to elegance and comparative cheerfulness.

The Mechanics' Hall at Nottingham, which was destroyed by fire last

spring, has been rebuilt, and was opened a few days since. It is now,

perhaps, one of the finest buildings in the Midland Counties.

Christ Church, "Wolverhampton, which had been temporarily closed

for additional improvements, lias been re-opened.

The new Wesleyan Chapel has been opened at Lower Broughton,

Manchester. It is built in the Italian stylo of architecture, at an expense

of 6,200/.

Plans for building cottages, each containing living room and three

bed rooms, have been approved by the Agricultural Employment Com

missioners. Tho cost of construction is to be 85/.

A noble building has been publicly opened at South Shields for the

education of seamen in navigation. It comprehends class rooms, lecture

hall, and observatory, and is quite complete in ite details.

The parish church of St. Feock, Cornwall, has been re-opened. The

whole fabric was put in repair more than twenty years ago. Some portion

of it was then rebuilt, and great improvements have just been effected in

the chancel.

The new church of St. Gabriel, in tho parish of St. Bartholomew,

Birmingham, has been recently opened. The cost of the edifice, including

fittings and lands, was 4,200/. Of that sum 3,000/. were contributed by the

Ryland Fund, and tho remainder has been defrayed by voluntary donation.

The old parish church at "Warkworth has been renovated and

restored at the sole expense of tho lady of tho manor.

The parish church of South "Weald has been re-oponed. The nave,

south aisle, and upper portion of tho tower were taken down ; but the

latter has been restored, the old lines and details still remaining. The

body of the church now consists of nave and cliancel, south aisle, and lay

rector's chancel ; the additions being the new chancel, organ-chamber, and

vestry. The entire work has cost about 7,000/.

Bristol and Gloucester Cathedrals.—The building of the new naveiu

Bristol Cathedral is steadily advancing. A complete restoration of the choir

of Gloucester Cathedral has commenced. Tho work will extend over at least

two years, and involves an outlay of at least 13,000/. The restoration of the

south transept has just been completed ; it is to be followed by the restora

tion of the south porch. The original estimate was 45,000/. Out of this, work,

mainly external, has been completed to the amount of 10,000/., and work is

now undertaken to the amount of 1 3,000/. There remains, therefore, about

half the work to be taken in hand.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUR

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHEBS.

Decorations at the Cutlers' Hall, at Sheffield, for the Duke of

Norfolk's Majority.

On Tuesday evening, January 26, the Duke of Norfolk presided at the

first of a series of banquets in the handsome new hall of the Cutlers'

Company, at Sheffield, to celebrate his accession to his paternal inheritance.

The decorations of the hall are elaborate in character, and arc intended to

pourtray the history of the noble and ancient House of Howard, whose

armorial bearings are displayed on shields and bannerets along the sides

and at tho upper end of the hall. From tho cornice aro suspended on each

side six bannerets emblazoned with the coats of Warrene, Plantagenet,

Mowbray, and Howard, and on the pedestals of the columns, on red cloth

panels, are shields of arms chronologically arranged. The principal and

central point is, however, at the upper end of the hall, behind the chair,

where a trophy has been arranged, consisting of a great bannerol sur

mounted by the Winged Coronet (Crest of Howard), and having upon it

the Lion (De Brotherton), tho White Horse (Arundel), and the famous

motto ' Sola Virtus Invicta.' The ground is red, and from its imposing

size this composition, supported and grouped with tho Union Jack and the

Red Cross of St George, and rising from the dais to the principal cornice

of tho hall, is very effective. Tall trees in baskets aro arranged on each

side, the dark green Irish yew contrasting well with the rich drapery and

quaint colour of the heraldry. The descent of tho Lords of Hallamshirc is

exemplified by the shields of Lovetot, Furnival, Nevil, and Talbot. Placed

on either side of this trophy, and at the four corners of the room, are

bannerets on which are emblazoned the full arms of the House of Howard.

Mr. Edward Eadon, of Fargate, has carried out all tho decorations from

the designs and under tho personal superintendence of the architects,

Messrs. Hadfield & Son.

New Town Hall, Wareham, Dorset.

It is in contemplation to pull down the old Town Hall at Wareham, in

Dorset, and to erect a new and much more commodious one on tho site.

Destruction of Valuable Pictures by Fire.

A fire Lately occurred in tho picture gallery of Messrs. Hodge & Co.,

High Street, Exeter, resulting in tho destruction of valuable oil paintings

by some of the most eminent artists, as well as plates and other articles,

to the value of between 2,000/. and 3,000/. Tho gallery is situated behind

the shop, and is approached by some steps. About nine o'clock one of tho

neighbours, finding that smoke was entering his premises, gave an alarm.

The fire, it was evident, had been burning for some time and, after the

flames had been subdued an examination was made in order to ascertain

the damage done. The whole of the pictures were destroyed, amongst

them being a very large one by Rubens, valued at no less than 1,000/.
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Amongst the charred remains were discovered the plates of the engravings

of the portraits of Lord and Lady Portsmouth. These were entirely spoilt,

and were said to bo worth 800/., but they were insured in the sum of 100/.

only.

Philadelphia and Liverpool.

A steamship line between Liverpool and Philadelphia has been pro

jected. Philadelphia is probably the leading manufacturing city in the

United States, and, as a large portion of the raw materials are imported,

there seems to be no reason why a well conducted steamship line should not

meet with success. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company, it is said, has

been making'great exertions to impart to the export of bread stuffs and pro

visions from Philadelphia the same force that has been given to the

petroleum shipment. It was for this mainly that the grain elevator was

built at Washington Avenue, and the bridge across the river Schuylkill

erected.

An Interesting Architectural Discovery.

Tho demolitions in the old island known as the Cite de Paris have

brought to light the existence of the old chapel of Saint Agnan,

which was supposed to have been destroyed long ago. This edifice was

built about tho commencement of the twelfth century by Etienno de

Garlande, Chancellor of France. The chapel was suppressed with many

others in 1790, and sold as national property in the following year. It

is situated in the court of a house, No. 19, in tho Ruo Basso des Ursins,

a portion of it—the apsis—being built into an adjoining house. About

half only of the original edifice remains intact. The columns are

clustorod, three in a group, and tho capitals are varied, and present a

capricious arrangement of foliage and figures of animals. The soil has

been raised so much that nearly one-third of the height of the columus and

walls is at present concealed. There is no doubt that this interesting

relic of the period of the decline of Roman architecture will be carefully

preserved.

The Borough Surveyor of Blackburn v. George Stones.

At the Town Hall, Blackburn, before James Thompson and Thomas

Bury, Esqrs., Mr. Smith, borough surveyor, summoned Mr. George Stones,

contractor, and the owner of property in Addison Street, for the sum of

267. 7*. 9d., due under the Blackburn Improvement Act, for sewerage and

paving executed by the Blackburn Corporation in that street.—Mr. Smith

stated that on September 21, 1866, the Highway and Drainage Committee

ordered Addison Street, to be put under notice, and on December 1 8 the

committee sat the usual hour to hear any objection that might be urged

against it. On the 29th tenders were accepted, and tho work was com

menced. Witness had measured tho work, and found it to be correct.—

Anthony Hall deposed that in 1866 he was a clork in the Town Clerk's

office, and served the usual notice on the defendant.—Michael Keogh, clerk

in the Borough Surveyor's office, deposed that he served a notico similar to

the ono produced on the defendant in November, 1866, and that the de

fendant was very saucy. (Laughter.)—Mr. Watson and Mr. King, collect

ors, deposed that they had demanded tho account of the defendant, who

had refused payment.—Defendant did not appear.—Tho bench made an

order for the amount with costs ; in default, distress, or threo months' im

prisonment.—Blackburn Standard.

(JpnpraL

The Members of the Royal Academy meet on Saturday, the 30th, to

fill up two vacancies in the ranks of the Associates. There are no re

strictions as to the order, whether of painting, architecture, or sculpture,

from which the selection should be made ; but, in accordance with the

course hitherto pursued, it is believed that two painters will be elected.

Among the candidates in this class are to be found tho names of Messrs.

Marks, Mason, Poyntcr, Prinsep, Vicat Cole, Leader, and other popular

favourites.

The Members of the Artists' Corps (composed chiefly of painters and

architects) have elected for their commanding officer Frederick Loighton,

Esq., R.A., in the room of H. W. Phillips, deceased. Mr. Leighton receives

tho rank of Major.

The Dudley Gallery General "Water-Colour Society open on

Monday, February 1, their Annual Exhibition of Water-colour Paintings

and Drawings ; and tho collection this year is of more than average merit,

especially in the department of landscape.

The Report of the London Permanent Benefit Building Society, to

be presented on February 2, states that a profit of 3,610/. has been realised.

Of this, 2,831/. has been placed to tho credit of the members in respect of

their deposit shares, being interest nt the rate of 6/. per cent, per annum

on their paid-up capital ; 389/. has been added to tho reserve fund, which

now amounts to 1,264/. ; and the remainder is carried to the bonus account,

and will allow of a bonus of 5s. per sharo on the deposit shares that have

remained fully paid up throughout tho twelve months ended December 31,

thus making tho profits on such shares equal to 11. per cent, per annum.

Report states that the South-Eastorn Railway Company have consented

to erect a station for the benefit of Halstead, Knockholt, &c. (Kent), pro

viding a site is obtained and a guarantee from the district raised for the

cost of building.

It is anticipated that in tho course of noxt month the Solway Junction

Railwny, which has been for sevoral years in course of progress, will be

sufficiently completed to enable an engine to run over the entire lino from

Kirtlebridge to Brayton. The viaduct, which is a fine specimen of engi

neering, is already finished.

Great Improvements have been recently mndo in the great School

room at Westminster. Several of the Norman windows of Edward the Con

fessor's Dormitory have been cleansed, and an idea can now be formed of

their original appearance.

New Painted Windows in Westminster Abbey.—Two new painted

windows of more than ordinary interest have lately been erected in West

minster Abbey ; the one in memory of Isambard Kingdom Brunei, in the

north aisle of the nave, not far from the windows put up to the memory of

Joseph Lo:ke and Robert Stephenson ; the other on the eastern side of the

south transept, in 1 Poets' Corner,' in hononr of Geoffrey Chaucer, just

above the poet's tomb. The Brunei window consists of two lights, sur

mounted by a quatrefoil opening ; along the bottom runs a legend giving

tho dates of Brunei's birth and death (1806-1859). Over this are allego

rical figures of Fortitude, Justice, Faith, and Charity ; and the upper part of

the window consists of six panels, representing three subjects from the Old

and three from the New Testament. Above, in the head of each light, are

angels kneeling, and in the quatrefoil is the Saviour in Glory, surrounded

by angels. The design was executed in glass by Messrs. Heaton & Co., of

Garrick Street, from the designs of Mr. R. N. Shaw, the figure subjects

being drawn by Haliday. The colours are of sober rather than a brilliant

tone, which contrasts not unpleasantly with the colour so prominent

in the Locke and Stephenson windows. The Chaucer memorial window-

has been erected by the gift of a single donor, who wishes to remain anony

mous ; it was designed by Mr. J. G. Waller, and executed by Messrs.

Baillio & Mayer, of Wardour Street. The window itself is intended to

embody the intellectual labours of Chaucer, and to record his position

among his contemporaries. The portrait of the poet occupies the centre of

the tracery above, between those of Edward III. and Queen Philippa, his

wife ; below them are those of Gower and John of Gaunt ; and above them

Wycliffe and Strodo, bis contemporaries. In the borders are disposed the

following shields of arms, alternately—England, France, Hainault, Lan

caster, Castile, and Leon. At the base of the window runs the simple

legend—' Geoffrey Chaucer, died a.d. 1400,' with four lines selected from

his poem, ' Balade of gode counsaile.'

There appears to bo very little probability of the sewage of tho me

tropolis being turned to profitable account, at least for some years to come,

in connection with tho Metropolis Main Drainage scheme. So long ago as

March 1, 1867, the Metropolitan Board of Works received tenders lor a

concession of tho sewage on tho southern side of the Thames, which were

referred to the Works and General Purposes Committee That committee

has now reported to the Board that various circumstances have militated

against their efforts to carry into effect arrangements with any of the

gentlemen who submitted the tenders. The financial embarrassments con

sequent upon the crisis of 1866 had, and their effects still continue to have,

an adverse influence on commercial schemes in general, and especially on

such as present new and comparatively untried features. For this and

other reasons the committee have from time to time been obliged to adjourn

tho consideration of the tenders in the hope thit tho time may speedily

arrive when the question may bo definitely and satisfactorily dealt with.

So far, however, this has not been the case ; and having regard to this, and

to the fact that the construction of the works of the Metropolitan Sewage

Company on the north side of the Thamos has been in abeyance for somo

time, and that the position of that company is now under the consideration

of the committee, they report that it would be advisable for the Board to

postpone the question of utilising the southern sewage to a future and more
favourable opportunity, and to discharge the present reference to the com

mittee. To this the Board has assented.

Messrs. Agnew and Sons, of the Exchange Fine Arts Gallery, Liver

pool, aro exhibiting a collection of water-colour drawings, comprising

examples of the best artists.

Elton, Bury, Lancashire.—In a limited competition for St. Stephen's

Schools, the plans of Messrs. Farrar and Styan, of Manchester and Bury,

and of Messrs. I. Medland and H. Taylor of Manchester, wero selected for

further consideration, and after most careful examination those of Messrs.

Farrar and Styan wero adopted by the Committoe. The works will

accordingly be immediately carried out under the direction of these gentle

men.

New Asylum, Hornsoy.—Tho Committee of the Aged Pilgrims' Friend

Society, having received designs from the eight architects invited to com

pete for the New Asylum at Hornsey, have selected the design of Mr.

Robert Edgar, 18 Great George Street, Westminster. It is intended that

the work shall be immediately commenced.

The annual distribution of prizes won by pupils of the Leeds School

of Art took place last Tuesday in the Mechanics' Institute. The Rev.

Canon Woodford, the vicar, was in tho chair, and Mr. Bainos, M.P., and

other gentlemen, addressed the meeting. Amongst the resolutions adopted

was ono urging the continuance of the facilities for art education afforded

by the National Exhibition recently closed, approving of the steps taken by

the Mechanics' Institution to found a permanent art collection, and soli

citing the loan and bequest of works of art in support of the project.

Great Improvements aro contemplated to the Harbour at Ilfracombe

in the shape of widening the quay on tho south side, and building a new

east quay.

The Houses at the rear of Her Majesty's Record Office in Fetter Lane,

which formerly blocked up the entrance to the central yard of the Parcels

Delivery Company, are being removed for the purpose of enlarging the

building. On the south front of the Record Office, where an unsightly

'toothing' has for long been a conspicuous object, is being added a new

oriel window.

Mr. Sedding, architect, of Penzance, read a very interesting paper a

few days ago before the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society upon the

interesting churches of St. Buryan, St. Lcvan, and St. Sennan.

A Splendid Gift.—Sir Paul Molcsworth is about to give St. Mary's

Roman Catholic Church, Penzanco, a splendid altar, to be composed of the

choicest polished granites, serpentines, &c, of the county, and at a cost of

350/.

We hear that Mr. Davies, nurseryman, of Grosvenor, Bath, has obtained

leave of the committee of the Assembly Rooms iu that city to build a con
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servatory on the small space of vacant land adjoining that handsome

deration. If done in good taste, we conceive the erection will he an im

provement to the appearance of the premises externally ; whilst the local

advantage of the vicinity of flowers and shrubs to the interior is manifest,

as they arc continually wanted to adorn the rooms when they are required

for private balls and parties. We understand Messrs. Qrecnman and Son

(who lately altered and improved the Guildhall of Bath so much to the

satisfaction of the Corporation) will commence the work at once.

Sir John Cass's School.—The Trustees of this foundation have pur

chased of the Corporation, at a cost of nearly 9,000?., premises in Jewry

Street, Aldgate, for the purpose of fitting them up as a new school-house,

under the superintendence of Mr. G. R. Wales.

The Direct Islington Railway, the Brighton and Metropolitan Rail

way, and the Hyde Park and City Railway have been abandoned for the

present session.

City District Surveyor. — Tho Metropolitan Board of Works has ap

pointed Mr. G. W. Williams Interim Surveyor of the southern division of

the City, the appointment being vacant through the death of Mr. G. Smith.

The income of the office for the last year amounted to 143/. 18*. 9</., and

the Building Act Committee have now under consideration tho subject of

the proposed re-arrangement of the several districts in the City, the income

of the whole of them being much below the average of other metropolitan

districts.

In clearing the ground for the foundation of some additional building

to the Bishop's palace at Lichfield, Staffordshire, the ashlar facing of the

old palaco was laid bare at a few feet below the present garden level, and

a strange discovery was made. Built up against this wall wero found the

remains of a pipe manufactory. Tho flue and the floor of the kiln wen-

very apparent, formed of bricks of ft larger size than the present common

Flemish pattern. Mixed with the surrounding soil were pipes and frag

ments of pipes to tho amount of one or two hundred, portions of the un

baked clay still quite moist, scoria? and lumps of coal, and in one case

a fully-formed pipe-bowl in its unburnt state.

The Inhabitants of Lochmaben, Dumfriesshire, who claim for that

locality the nativity of King Robert of Bruce, have decided to erect a monu

ment to his memory.

Staircases, whether of wood or stone, will wear out ; but a remedy has

been found by M. Cazeau, who says he has found a durable covering in

thin plates of aluminium bronze. He proposes to try his covering on the

column of tho Place Vendome, and reports the experiment has been made

in a factory, where plates of common bronze on the stairs J inch thick

were worn out in six weeks, while plates of aluminium bronze i inch thick

remain just the jame as when new, after eleven months of service. Alumi

nium bronze is not too expensive if it will bear this amount of usage. It

is merely copper, with from eight to ton per cent, of aluminium.

A new Tower has been added to the parish church of Stalbridge.

Filey Brigg has at last given way. Some thousands of tons of rock

have fallen. One of the blocks is stated to be 20 ft. in length, 14 ft. in

breadth, and 3 ft. thick. Great consternation was caused to the inhabitants

by the terrific noise of the falling mass.

Mr. James Gilles Brown, architect, Tormerly of Sunderland, has been

elected surveyor of the North Riding of Yorkshire, at a salary of 300/. per

annum. The election was made at the Quarter Sessions of Northallerton.

Mr. Brown was nominated by the Earl of Zetland, and his nomination was

seconded by Mr. Challoner.

A Hew "Wing to Chester Castle, containing eighty-four separate

cells for prisoners, has just been completed by Mr. Lovatt, contractor, of

Wolverhampton, at a cost of 5,339/. Mr. R. Griffiths, county surveyor of

Stafford, was the architect.

A Most Extraordinary Accident is reported at the mills of Messrs.

Martin and Johnson, Bolton, by which damage has been done to the extent

of some 6,000/., and 700 peoplo thrown out of employment. Whilst the

works were in full operation, the mill engine 'ran away,' scattering destruc

tion, but fortunately not death, in all directions.

A Discovery at Guildford Castle has been made by Corporal Mao

donald, of the Royal Engineers, who has recently sunk shafts in different

spots, and succeeded in finding, about 220 yards from the castle, in a direct

line, the arch of a passage communicating with a vaulted chambor 75 feet

long, 60 feet wide, and 15 feet extreme height. The total depth from the

surface is about 100 feet. On the walls of this subterranean chamber

many ancient dates are inscribed in rude characters, and bottles and other

old rubbish have been found within it.

Fife House, Whitehall, is being demolished by order of the Commis

sioners of Her Majesty's Works. This, together with part of tho United

.Service Museum, several adjoining houses, and the Tudor-arched entrance

to the Palace water stairs, will be gone in a few days.

The Blackburn and East Lancashire Permanent Building

Society at their last meeting declared a dividend of seven per cent, per

annum, still leaving a large balance at the banker's.

A Curious Report reaches us from Naples. Signor Fiorelli, under

whose superintendence the excavations at Pompeii are being conducted,

proposes to give a grand fete, in classic style, in honour of the Crown Prince

and Princess of Italy. The interesting remains of what some eighteen

hundred years ago was a flourishing and fashionable town of the Romans

are onco more to be the scene of Roman life on a Roman holiday. Tho

streets, the temples, the forum, the shops, oven the very houses themselves,

are once more (' for this occasion only,' as the playbills would say) to be

peopled with real live toga'd inhabitants, and the festival is to last without

intermission for twenty-four hours. At noon the public games will begin,

the victors to receive their prizes at the Temple of Fortune. Competitive

singing and other amusements of ancient Pompeii will follow, and in the

afternoon there will be the performance of a Greek tragedy (' done ' into

Italian) in the Circus, the day to close with anothor exhibition of music and

dancing in the amphitheatre, which will be lit up witli thousands of torches.

Signor Fiorelli estimates the costs of this ' little amusement ' at 300,000

francs (12,000/.)

The Committee for tho erection of a monument in honour of the late

Emperor Maximilian of Mexico at Trieste has received tho handsome dona

tion of 5,000 francs from the French Emperor as his contribution toward-)

the expenses.

Professor Piloty, of Munich, has been offered the post of Director of

the Royal Academy of Arts at Berlin ; but it is very generally expected

that he will decline the honour, and will remain at Munich for the present.

The Studio at Borne of the celebrated American sculptor, Mr. Rogers,

has been crowded lately to view a colossal figure in clay of the late

lamented President Lincoln. The figure, which is 12 feet high, represents

the President sitting, with a pen in tho right hand and a scroll in the left.

The face is turned slightly upwards, and has an expression of deep earnest

ness. The likeness is stated to be perfect. Tho pedestal will be 14 feet

high, and enriched with bassi-relievi and emblematic ornaments. It will

eventually be cast in bronze at Munich, and, whon complete, will probably

adorn one of the public squares in Philadelphia.

In Chicago a tunnel has been completed under the river, at an expenso

of 328,500 dollars ; the length of the work is about 1,605 ft., and it connects

the south and south-west divisions of the city.

The Foreign Coal and Iron Trades.—Several important facts may

be noted this week in regard to the French and Belgian iron trades. Thus

the Northern of France Railway Company has let a contract for 10,000

tons of rails to the Anzin Forges Company ; the terms are stated to range

between 11. 16*. and 71. 18s. per ton. In Belgium a contract for 35,000

tons of rails for Hungarian railways has been definitely let, and another

contract for 20,000 tons of rails (for the Eastern or Hungary Railway) is

now in tho market. Another contract for 9,600 tons for the Belgian State

Railways has been divided among the leading Belgian works, at terms

ranging from 7/. 16a. 3tl. to 8/ per ton. The Sclossin, Cliatelineau, and

Couillet Works havo taken conjointly a contract, to be executed before Oc

tober, for 15,000 tons of rails for a Russian railway; the terms have not

transpired. An order for sixty locomotives is about to be given out for a

Russian railway. Messrs. Neilson & Co., of Glasgow, havo obtained a

foreign order for twenty-two locomotives at 2,320/. per engine, delivered at

the port of deb;ircation. MM. de Dorlodot have obtained an order for 6,000

tons of rails for the Victor Emmanuel Railway ; the terms are 6/. 8«. 9r/.

por ton, deliveries to be made at Antwerp before tho close of June.

The following interesting ' Notes ' are from the pen of Mr. Mechi :—

Deep and Shallow Drainage.—I observe that after a dry summer,

tho fields drainod 5 foet deep at 30 and 40 feet apart, in stiff clay, do not

discharge water through the drains so early in tho season as those of 30

inches deep, at closer intervals. The reason appears to mo to be obvious.

The 60-inch drains take the surplus water from 6,000 tons of earth, the

30-inch drains only lay dry 3,000 tons. It is easy, therefore, to understand

that when tho autumnal rains come, the 6,000 tons take longer to super

saturate than the 3,000 tons. The deep drained lands had only commenced

running to-day (January 8), after the recent hoavy rains. Are not those

extra 3,000 tons more available for the roots of plants than the samo

quantity undrained under the 30-inch drains—for the roots of plants

descend several foet? P.S.—One inch deep of earth gives over 100 tons

per acre.

A Good Suggestion.—Our contemporary the Daily News says:—' Is it

:iot time the paper-knife was condemned as obsolete, or classed among tho

useless ornamental lumber with which our ladies love to load their drawing-

rooms ? That this is not possible for the reason that books and periodicals

are still sold uncut is no slight reproach to tho publishing trade, and ono

which it behoves their customers to bring home. It is tho singular conser

vatism of the members of that trade which makes a paper-knife necessary

at all, and we should be glad to know if there be any grounds upon which

what seems to be a stupid anachronism can be defended. Why should the

onus of completing the mechanical operations which make reading possible

be thrown upon thoso who buy, and why is not cutting the leaves of a book

made as much the duty of the binder as sewing them together? It is clear

that the act of paper-cutting can be performed on a large scalo at an infini

tesimal cost, and that the whole of the uncut books and magazines now

issuing from the press are so many encroachments upon the good-nature of

the public. For no excuse of difficulty or want of knowledge or of means

can be advanced. Our booksellers should really condescend to sparo us

this needless and potty worry, and war to tho paper-knife should be tho

constant cry of every buyer of books.'—[Tho readers of The Abchitkct

must have experienced tho convenience of having the edges of the paper

carefully cut for them. There is no difficulty whatever attending the

process. By the powerful steam-cult ing machines of the Messrs. Spottis-

woodo a very large number of papers can be cut in tho course of a fow

minutes.]

MEETINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Rovat. Institute of British ABcmTBCTS.—Monday, February 1 , at 8. Special, for

discussion of proposed modifications of the Metropolitan Building Act.

Institution OK Civil Engineers.—Monday, February l,flt|8. Adjourned discus
sion upon the papers by Mr. Bidder and Mr. Chubb. Paper ' On New Ferry and New

Brighton Piera,' by Mr. H. Cooper.
Institution of Surveyors.- Monday, February 8, at 8. Adjonrnc.t discussion on

paper by Mr. Hyde. Mr. J. Bailey Denton on * Tho Future Extension of Railways with

reference to their Influence on Landed Property and Agriculture/

Architectural Association*.—Friday, February 5, at 7.30. Paper by R. Phene

Spiers, Esq., on the Architecture of Belgium.
Associate!- Arts Institute.—Friday, February 0. Robert Bateman, Esq., on The

Beautiful.

Royal Archaeological Institute.—Friday, February 5, at 4.

Royal Institution.—Tuesday, February 2, at 3. Mr.'Westmacott, on Fine Art.
Thursday, February 4, at 3. Prof. Rupert J ones, on Protozoa. Friday, February 5, at

8. Mr. Raskin, on the Flamboyant Architecture of the Somme Valley.

Society of Arts.—Wednesday, February 3, at 8.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

N.B. The demand upon our last impression

was so great that we were obliyed to go to press

a second time in the course of the iccek. Appli

cants who were unable to obtain that number of

The Architect are note informed that any

copies they may require can now be obtained on

application at the Office, or through the usual

Newsagents.

No communication can be inserted unless au

thenticated by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publication, but as a

guarantee of goodfaith.

The authors of signed articles and papers read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub

jects of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such enquiries.

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion

later than 2 r.sr. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4, Monument Yard, Lon-

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

P.UtTXERSHirS DISSOLVED.

William Short Batley. William Base, and Samuel Clark,
New I'arkgatc. Bawmarsh. Yorkshire, brick manufacturers ;
so far as regards William Bass—John Oeorge Ponlton and
Thomas Abbotts. Banbury, Oxfordshire, cabinetmakers —
William John Cunningham, Frederick Marcus, anil Nicolas
Alpbonse Aubertin, jnn., engineers; so far as regards
Nicolas Alphons-j Anbertln, jan.—Thomas Bugbird and
Thomas Jones. Camarron, contractors—William Teasdale
mid Thomas Holmes, Xewton-Lanc-Ead, near Wakefield,
Yorkshire, brickmakers.

BANKRLTTS.

Charles Bool, Bradford Road, Wells Road, Sydenham,
builder, Feb. 8, at 2—Charles 1'arrlsh Dixon, late of St.
Peter's Cottages, Hammersmith, builder, Feb. 3, at 1 -
Robert Stanton Harding, late of New Broad Street, City,
furniture dealer, Feb. 8, at 11—Thomas Harvey, Fanton
Street, Cambridge, builder, Feb. 10, at 1—Frederick Day-
mnnd Billings, late of Rodney Cottages, Bristol, civil
engineer, Feb. 11, at 1 — Charles Norman, Great Barton,
near Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, brickmnker, Feb. 11, at 1
—Charles .Tease Watts Russell, Cambridge Heath Bridge,
Hackney, builder, Feb. 10. at 2—Thomas Moulding Tayler,

Newbury, Berkshire, engineer, Feb. 8, at 1—John Welton,
late of Ledbury Street, Peckham, builder, Feb. 8, at 11.
To SuiiRKSDER rx the Colnttit. — Richard James,

Water street, Castletown, Stafford, builder, Feb. 8,
Stafford—James Trowsdale, Bishopton Road, Stockton,
Durham, architect, Feb. 3, Stockton-on-Tees.
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TENDERS.

12 Cottages upon the Arthopr Hill Estate, for Thomas
Tnylor, Esq. W. B. William?, Dolgelly, Architect.

J. Jones & Co.
H. Jones Si Co.
J. Evans Si Co.
Henry Jones Si Co..
O. Owen & Co. ...
J. Griffith & Co. .
R. Jones Si Co.
T. Richards Si Co. .
G. Ellis & Co
G. Williams Si Co. .

Let to G. Williams Si Co.

For Rebuilding 121 Wood Street, Chcapside, E.C., In
cluding Fittings throughout, for M. Meyer, Esq. Mr.
Herbert Ford, Architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.
Horcnden & Heath.

Scrivener Si White .... £C,1>^3 10 0
Myers Si Son 6,K43 0 0
W. Henshaw 6.V28 0 0
Webb Si Sons 6,703 0 0
G.Pritchard 6,<!93 0 0
W. Brass G,.r>4<; 10 0

Browne Si Robinson . . . 6,-Viu 0 0

E. Condor (accepted) , . . 6,432 0 0
A. Killby 6,403 0 0

Crabb Si Vaughan (error of £363) . 6,107 0 0

For Erection of House at Luton, for Richard Brown,
Esq. Quantities by Mr. John Scott. Mr. Thus. Charles
Sorby, Architect.

Patiuan, L. 4t W. D., Enfield . £3.608 0 0
Kimtxrley, AM Banbury . . 3,673 0 0

Patman & Co., London . . . 3,585 0 0
Spencer, H., Atherstone . . . 3,081 0 0
Smart, Bros., Luton . . . 3,585 11 8
Nixon, Thos., London . . . 3,442 0 0

Dennett & Co., Nottingham . . 3,306 1 0 0
Parnell Si Son, Rugby . . . 8,107 10 0
Osborne, Bros., Leicester . . 3,100 o 0
Brown, Luton .... 2,901 10 0
Nestle Si Sons, Leicester . . . 2,064 0 0

Tenders for the Buildings of the London Orphan Asylum,
to bo erected at Watford, Herts. Mr. Henry Dawson, Archi
tect. Quantities by Mr. Roberto, and Messrs. Hovenden Si

Heath.
Bromwich, Rugby . . . £72,534 2 0
Hill Si KeddcU .... 71,300
Pcnr &Co 71,020
Ashby Si Son 70,347
Smith & Co 70.280
Trollope k Sons .... 60,070
Patrick Si Son . . . . 60,770

Colls 60,400
Mansfield, Price Si Co. . . . 60,230
Dove 60,230
Brown & Robinson . . . 68,680
Potman &i Fothcringham . . 68,305
Conder 67,»S6
Jackson Si Shaw .... 66,801
Gammon 65,067
Webb, Birmingham . . . 65,460
HIggs 63,088

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
Lewisham, Kent.—Surveyor of Highways. Salary, 300/.

per annum. February 6. J. Edwards, Clerk to Local
Board.
Royal Academy op Arts.—National Gallery. For the

best painting In Oil—or Model and Design in Fainting,
Sculpture, and Architecture. The Gold Medal and the
Discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, Sic. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, the Antique In
Landscape Perspective, Sic. The Silver Medals, &c. No
vember 1.
Board op Works, Lewisham.—Surveyor of Highways

for the district. Salary, 300/. per annum. Application to
be made on or before Feb. 3. Samuel Edwards, Grove
Place, Lewisham.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Rotherham.—March 15.—For Plans, A:c.,for erecting a
Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 73/. is offered
for the best design, 50/. for the second, and 25/. for the
third. John Barras, hon. secretary, Rotherliam, December
15, 1868.
Vienna, Austria.—This Municipality require Designs.

Plans, Estimates, Sic., for the Erection of a New Hotel dc
Ville. Open to all Europe. For Particulars, Austrian
Consul-General, 21 Rue Laffitte, Paris. (See ARCHrrKCT,
Jan. 2, p. 12.)
South Metropolitan Schools, Sutton, SunnEY.—For

Designs for the Erection of an Infant Establishment adjoi n-
ing the present Schools. Premiums of 40 Guineas each for
the three designs considered the best. February 2. J. Bur
gess, Clerk to the Managers, Vestry Hall, Walworth.
Kingston-on-Thames.—March 1.—Design forjiew School

and Master's Residence. Cost not to exceed 3,000/. F.Gould,
Esq., Kingston-on-Thames.
Peterborough.—Feb. 3.—Plan and Estimate for Addi

tion to the Com Exchange. S. C. W. Buckle, Peter
borough.
K[DDKRMnf«TP.n.— Feb. 0. — Designs, Plans, Specifica

tions, Ate, for an Infirmary and Dispensary. E. Morton,
Hon. Secretary.
Dover.—Feb. 20.—St. Mary's Burial Board. Designs

for laying out 0£ acres, for the purposesof a new Cemetery.
Premiums 50/. and 20/. G. Fielding.
Leamington.—Feb. 10.—Royal Pump Room Gardens.

1 Designs for a Memorial Fountain. A. S. Field, Lea-
I inington.
| Humford Mill, near Bedlington.—Plans and Specifi
cations for a new Mill-dam. John Ayusley, Hartford
Cottage, Bedlington.
Smahdkn, Kent.—Feb. 10.—For Reseating and Restoring

Sniarden Church. Rev. F. F. Haslewood, Rectory* Smardcn.

Southsea.—For Erection of Three Houses and Stores in
Auckland Road. Mr. C. M. Houghton, Architect, Elm
Grove, Southsea.
Gloucester.—For supply of 2,000 tons of Stone, various

kinds, and best qnality. George Whitcombc, Clerk to the
Local Board, Gloucester.
Clifton, near Bristol.—For the supply of 1,000 tons of

large Stone (' Black Rock ' or other stone of equal quality),
[ to be delivered at the rate of 50 tons per week. Robert
I Mercer, 45 Picton Street, Bristol.
| Topsham, Devon.—February 8.—For Construction of a
Storage Reservoir to contain about 10,000,000 gallons, to
gether with Filter Beds, and other works attached thereto.
Also for providing and laying about 93 tons of Cast-iron
Mains, and about 34 tons of Cast-iron Distribution Pipes,
Mr. William Serena, Topsham, Devon.
Battehhka Park.—February 3. —Erection of Church in

Queen's Road. Mr. James Knowles, 1 Raymond Buildings,
Gray's Inn.
Cardiff.— February 10.—For Construction of a Brick

Gasholder Tank, the interior diameter of which is 112 feet,
and the depth 20 feet 6 inches. Henry Bowen, Gas Light
Company, Cardiff.
Hampax.—February 1.—For Surveying and Mapping

the borough of Halifax, which covers an area of 8.76S acres,
to a scale of 30 feet to 1 Inch. Printed specifications. Sic,
may be obtained on payment of one guinea by applying to
Mr. B. Borrie, Borough Engineer, Halifax.

India Office.—February 1.— Proposals for the supply of
Bolt and Sheet Copper. Director-General of Stores, India
Office, Westminster, S.W.
Padding-ton.—February 1.—For Carting Materials for

Repairs of Roads in the Parish. Also; for supply of Men,
Horses, and Carts, at per day ; supply of Gravel at per ton ;
Relaying and Repairing the Foot and Carriage-ways ; each
contract to bo for 12 months. Apply, Vestry Hall, Har
row Road.
Warrington.—Feb. 2.—For Well, Shaft, Tunnels, and

Borehole on Sand at Winwick. James Riley, Water-works
Company, Warrington,
Tltbury.—February 1 .—For supply of Gas for the Town

District up to December 16,1871. Inspectors, Church
Sunday School-room, Tutbury.

Buu.-ti.EM.—February 2.—For a new Fire-engine of such

power as to require 22 men to work it. Also offers for the
fire-engine • Hero,' for which a more powerful one is to

be substituted. Joseph Lowndes, Town Hall, Burslem.
ButKEXHEAD.— February 3.--For Quarrying Stone in the

Sutton Cutting on the Hooton and Helsby Branch of Bir
kenhead Railway. J. Walt, Cathcart Street, Birkenhead.
Burton-on-Trknt.—February 17.— Contract for Loco

motive Engine Shed, with necessary Offices and Workshops.
Plans, Jic, to be seen at Mr. H. Woodhouse's Office, Stafford
Station. Tenders to be sent to S, Reay, Secretary, Euston
Station, London.

Oxfordshire.—February 0.—For Purchase of Pudllcote-
Estate, either in lots or for the whole property. James
Cooper, Esq., 5 Billiter Street, B.C.

St. Mary, Newingtox.— February 1.- For six new gal
vanised Water Carts. For hire of seven Water Carts. Also
for sale of three old Water Carts. H. and H. Chester,
Vestry Hall, Walworth.
Bradford.—February 5.—For Erection of Church at

Great Horton. T. H. Healey, Tyrrc) Street, Bradford.
Town Malling.—March 1 1 .— For Repair of Roads from

March 25, 1860, to March 2.% 1S70. W. South Norton*
Town Malling.

St. Mary AnnoTr\s, Kensington.—February 10.—For
Carting and Carrying away Dust, Sic. Reuben Green, Vestry
Hall, Kensington.
Brixton (Loughborough Road).—For Erection of Nin&

Houses. Mr. Alfred R. Bite, Architect, 3S, Bloomsbury
.Square. See Advertisement.
Brecon.—March 1.—Plans and Estimate for Alterations

of County Gaol. A premium of 30/. is offered for best plan.
Edward Williams, Clerk of Peace, Brecon.

CONTKACTS OPEN.

XoimiAMPTON.—February 16.—For the supply and erec
tion of a Gasholder, 100 feet diameter by 30 feet deep, with
columns, girders, Sic. John Eunsou, jun., Northampton
Gas Company, Northampton. See Advertisement.
Leigh, Lancashire.—February 6.—For erection of Pri

mitive Methodist Chapel and Schools. E. Pritchard, C.E.
Bordeaux, France. — Granite for Curb Stones for the

supply of the year 1869, to the extent of about 2,000/. De
posit by way of security, 120/. ; preliminary deposit, 40/.
All particulars to be obtained at the Hotel de Ville, Bor
deaux, Division des Tmvaux publics. Tenders to be sent in
before February 4.
Rouen, France.—Enlargement of the Palace of the Pre

fecture, estimate for the whole work about 28,000/. ; and
construction of a new wing to the Female Lunatic Asylum
of that town, estimated at upwards of 40,000/. Amount to
Ik; deposited as security, 1,400/. in the former, and 1,600/. in
the latter case. The tenders, as usual in France, to be made
at a discount on the estimates. All particulars to be ob
tained at the Bureau des DtptcJies in the Prefecture Rouen.
Tenders to be sent in before February II, when the adjudi
cation will take place.
BiRMDiGirAM.—Feb. 17.— Erection of Schools to accom

modate 300 Boys, with Dining Hall, Workshops, Apart
ments for Masters and Teachers, and other Buildings.
Martin and Chamberlain, Christ Church Buildings, Bir
mingham.
Spain.—March 1.—For Submarine Telegraph Cable. Ur-

bano Montcgo, 153, Fenchurch Street, E.G.
Horwich Moon (near Bolton).—Feb. 6.—Erection of

Primitive Methodist Chapel. Peter Butterworth, Horwich
Moor, near Bolton.
Great Horton.—Feb. 5.—For erection of Great Horton

Church. Messrs. J. H. Si F. Healey, architects, Bradford.
Strand Union.—Tanner's End, Edmonton.—For the

| Erection of a new Workhouse and Subsidiary Buildings,
Sic. Feb. 9. By order. 6, Bow Street, Covent Garden.
Monmouth.—For erection of new workhouse for the

Monmouth Union, Feb. 5. 1869. Edwin Richards, clerk to
the Local Board, Monmouth.
Cardiff Local Board of Health.—Feb. 28.—For the

construction of a New Outfall Sewer, Channel, and Works
connected therewith. Geo. Salmon, Town Hall, Cardiff.
Sheffdsld.—Feb. 10.— For the erection of Two Wings

with Central Building and Offices for the new South York
shire Asylum, at Wadsley Park, near Sheffield. Bernard
Hartley, West Riding Surveyor, Pontefract.
Walthamstow South-Eastkrn Special Drainage

District.—Feb. 8.—For the construction of the drain
age works in the above district. The works comprised iu
the contract will be about as follows :—800 yards of 24-inch
circular brick sewer, 730 yards of 18-inch pipe drain, 160
yards of 15-inch, 1,670 yards of 12-inch, 100 yarns of 9-inch
pipe drain. Win. Houghton, Clerk to the Committee ;
Messrs. Houghton and Wrogg, 13a, St. Helen's Place, E.C.
Leeds.—Feb. 4.—For supply of 17,600 tons of Cast-iron

Socket Pipes, of 30-in. diameter. Mr. C. A. Curwood,
Town Hall, Leeds.
Acton, Middlesex.—For Erection of Concrete Houses.

Mr. E. Wyndham Tarn, Architect, 31 Mecklcnburgh
Sqnarc, W.C,

Hint! Wycomre.—For Reconstruction of Roof of
Hughendeu Manor House, Bucks. Mr. Arthur Vernon,
Arclutect, High Wycombe.
Bath.—Feb. 4.—For reconstruction of Sewers in North

and South Parade, &c. Mr. Alfred Mitchell, 3 Fountain
Buildiugs.

St. John, Hampstead —Feb. 4.—For Paving and Kerb-
Ing and Road . Materials. WiUinm Gribble, Vestry Clerk,
New End, Hampstead.
Dover.—Feb. 10.—For Reflooring and Refitting the

Church of St. Margaret at Cliffe. Mr, Christian, 8a
Whitehall Place, S.W.

Wadsley Park, near Sheffield.— Feb. 10.—For Erec
tion of Two Wings, with Central Building and Offices, for
the new South Yorkshire Asylum. Mr. Bernard Hartley,
Pontefract.

RANDELL & SAUNDERS have much pleasure In informing
their friend*, and the Building Trade irenerally. that to facilitate
building operation! during the winter season, they have provided
a large »tock ot well-seasoned Cora ham Down Block Stone.

Bath Stone Office, Curaham, Wilts—[Aovt.]

STONE BROTHERS are now supplying Corsham Down _
-Well seasoned, fit for immediate use. and of the be*t quality.
Box U round Stone—Unequalled for even texture and dura

bility.
Farlclgh Down Stone—Matchless for good quality and lsx;c

sizes.
Combe Down Stone—Fine in texture, free working, and very

durable.
Prices, and cost of transit to any part of the king lorn, on

cation to the Both Stone Offices, Bath—[Aovr.]

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL, AND

TIMBER MERCHANTS,

120 BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON.E.C.

j The most Extensive Stock of every kind of Wood, in 1
I Boards, dry and fit for immediate use.
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TWO LITTLE BILLS.

X£k/ T the conclusion of -every session of Pnrlia-

ment it is common to witness what is called

the 'slaughter of the innocents,' and the

sacrifice is submitted to by those interested

in the victims, with some hope of future

life ; for it frequently happens that the same

innocent has to be born and born again,

to die as frequently, more or less innocently,

and at the last no practical result is se

cured. Important interests, not of a national

character (though otherwise public enough),

are constantly being set aside for the exigencies of more pressing

business, and crying evils have consequently to be endured

long after every one has seen that they ought to be abated,

and vested interests, long after they ore condemned, continue to

override public rights.

One advantage, it must bo allowed, rises from this delay. Matters

are thoroughly investigated, opinions expressed, opposition has time

to show and exhaust itself, difficulties are pointed out and overcome,

and all manner of counter-propositions get ' ventilated,' as is now the

term. Happy is it, however, if the ' end is peace.' A good working

measure is not always the result of this process; injurious compro

mises and hasty arrangements but too often mar a good work, and

jobbery completes what common sense has begun.

Amongst those innocents to be revived this session there are two

little .Bills (little only in the sense of being local rather than national)

which affect, or may affect, all dwellers in this Metropolis ;

those who build houses, and are called fools for their pains, equally

with those who are called wise men and occupy them. The Bill for

the Improvement of the Local Government of the Metropolis,* whether

by the carrying out of the idea of the municipalities or otherwise, and

the Metropolitan Buildings and Management Bill,t together affect in

all their provisions the pockets or the personal feelings and comfort

of every inhabitant of this vast city ; and as the promoters of these

Bills are buckling on their armour for the fight, and intend to press

on the warfare, even during this busy opening session of Parliament,

it becomes our duty briefly to draw attention to the proposals con

tained in both Bills.

The Municipalities Bill is a definite plan for establishing an or

ganisation in the whole Metropolis, similar to what is enjoyed in

large towns, such as Liverpool, Bristol, &c, and, indeed, in the City

of London itself, with the nope of effecting thereby such desirable

reforms as improved gas and water supply, increased efficiency in

police arrangements, real cleansing and watering of streets, more per

fect representation of the ratepayers who find the money, and more

direct responsibility in those who spend it—in fact ecotiomy and

efficiency combined.

Whether the establishment of separate municipalities in connection

with, or centralised in, the ancient one, which would remain enthroned

at the Mansion House—increased in glory, as a sun or a planet by its

revolving satellites—be the best mode of effecting these reforms, may

be an open question ; but we note with satisfaction that the Home

Secretary replied distinctly on this head to a deputation which
•waited on him last week, that he was in favour of municipal govern

ment, for a decided tone and a definite policy is much wanted in home

affairs.

As to the principle of the Bill as it now stands, a great deal can

be said in its favour from an antiquarian or historical point of view,

and this is never lost upon an English community. There can be

nothing to urge against the fitnesB of Londoners for the same kind of

local government which a portion of them have carried on for ages

and maintain with stedfaBt faith, and for the same institutions which

are found suitable for their fellow-countrymen wherever they are

assembled in sufficient numbers to make it desirable to have any real

local government at all. With reference to the necessity for some

such measure, it is a deplorable fact that the postal, political, police,

parochial, and the many other divisions or districts necessary for

or at least existing in this Metropolis, differ from each other in such a

manner that it baffles even a Home Secretary to arrange the details of

any comprehensive scheme. Mr. Bruce even has gone so far as to say

that in drawing out certain educational plans, he was obliged to omit

the Metropolis itself for want of sufficient organisation therein, or

because of the conflict between the immense variety of organisations

therein existing. How can we be surprised, then, if vestries

cannot hit upon any form of combination, except in so far as they are

compelled by the Metropolitan Board of Works ; or if the lighting,

paving, and so on, of the Metropolis are conducted in the most hap

hazard, uneconomical, and inefficient manner P

The arguments in favour of some remedial measure appeal to the 1

puree, the heart, and the very life of all ratepayers and others. To,

' Lately t the charge of Mr. Mill, now taken np by Mr. 0. Buxton..

the purse, in the waste of means and the exorbitant demands necessary

to meet its increasing proportions; the heart, in the bold beggary seen

at the corner of every street where stand a boy and a broom—often,

alas ! a grown-up man or a girl—to pretend to earn the coppers they

beg, and yet live far better than honest workmen with families at

home ; to the life, when the police are paid ever increasingly—though

not too well—yet without repressing violence and robbery, or even

securing the thief or the property after the deed is done. We have

satisfaction in noting that the tide of public favour seems setting in

favourably for this branch of those administrative reforms so sorely

needed in this land of liberty and vested interests.

For the other measure referred to we must bespeak equal atten

tion, though it can hardly in any sense be called an ' innocent,' sinning

as it does in many very important particulars against the public good.

Of course, if the municipality scheme is at all adopted, it will

become a question what is to happen as to the Board of Works, its

very existence being affected ; but, meanwhile, this Board is pushing

on (more, as it seems to us, for the sake of personal power than for

public advantage) a new Building Act, in manv respects inferior to

the one now in force (that of 1855), and in which—where it improves

upon thi3 one—the improvement is so complicated with other clauses

for the worse, that it would be far better to add a few good clauses,

embodying amendments, to the present Act than to bring in a new

Act abolishing that of 1855 altogether.

That this is the feeling of many who know most about the matter

we are in a position to assert ; and in fact the resolutions upon the

Draft Bill passed by the District Surveyors' Association, and the

Beport of the Royal Institute of British Architects, are sufficient to

condemn the Bill as a whole. Individual paragraphs which con

tradict each other, or which are impracticable, are pointed out in

detail in these papers.

One contradiction especially is so glaring that it must be referred

to, if only to point out to what an absurdity the pursuit of one idea

—without further consideration—will reduce the best intentioned

legislation. The proposed definition of 'fire-resisting materials' is

evidently framed after the ideas thoroughly understood amongst the

profession, that in most cases of fire, iron is worse than useless for

fire-proof purposes, and that stone, even granite, is crumbled and split

up by great heat or the action of the flames. Yet who would dream

of saying that iron and stone were not Jire-retisting materials, while

wood was of that nature ?

It is certainly well known that beams of oak or teak, or other hard

wood, are often more likely to save a building and the goods therein,

and possibly the lives of the firemen, than beams of iron and floors of

stone; but would this narrow view of building operations and this re

stricted idea as to building materials lead to improved construction,

or even improved insurance rates ? Let the fire offices reply—we

believe not. On the contrary the condemnation of stone as a material

unworthy to be used where fire-resisting buildings are to be erected

is simply absurd, for surely it is something against the spread of fire

to have uninflammable walls and staircases. Walls must be used to

carry stone and ironwork, whereas woodwork can be made inde

pendent of walls.

To leave this remarkable contradiction, which is after all but the

embodiment ofsome professional crotchet of the Fire Brigade, we pro

ceed to object to the manner in which the Bill seekB to deal with the

district surveyors, at present a body of gentlemen independent and

yet responsible—not mere salaried clerks to attend to the letter of

the law, so much as directors for good, as far as in them lies, of the

buildings of the Metropolis, and often by their counsel and advice

able and willing to do more for the assistance of the builder than the

value of the fees received. Yet the aim of this Bill seems to be to

get the whole of the districts under the direct control of the Board in

such a way that a district surveyor after his appointment will not

know his position, and, liable to be superseded at pleasure, may at any

time be forced either to give up his position without compensation

(for such are the hard terms of engagement of all new appoint

ments) or to accept any salary the Board may direct, while he still

collects the fees to hand over to the Board. If paid by salary,

he is to give up all work on his own account ' within the limits of

this Act or elsewhere.' It is needless perhaps to observe that we

hope and believe the Legislature would never sanction such arbitrary

powers, which may be exercised harshly by a body of men who in

their individual capacities perhaps would not do an unkind action.

It is curious to find, also, the Board seeking powers to appoint an

assistant district surveyor to take any part of the fees (how much to

be decided by the Board alone), without even the consent of the

original holder of the district himself. Thus, not even the present

possessor of an income derived from an office which he may have held

years before the Board was appointed would be safe ; but at any time

he might have an assistant thrust upon him, taking such part of his

income as the Board may think proper, not only entirely without his

consent, but against his will. That the Board might do better by

conciliating its best officers, by placing them in the position of

superiority rather than dependence, we firmly believe. No repre

sentatives of the Board can be of higher class than those who have

given their faithful services so long to the establishing of a compre

hensible Building Act. It must be remembered, too, that should this

class of officer cease, the administration of the Act will be very-

different for all buildings from what it has been, and strict officialism

will be a poor substitute forenlightened professional knowledge enlarged
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by that sympathetic feeling which is derived from having personally

to feel the same bonds as those upon whom they must be imposed.

It is in the interest of all we speak, and not that of the district

surveyors nlone. That the Bill is to be improved and amended before

being submitted to Parliament we are aware, and for this reason we

have been the more careful to point out its chief faults as they appear

to us. It is our earnest hope that the framers of this measure, taking

in good part the criticisms which have been made, will eliminate

without regard to personal predilections anything which does not

directly tend to simplify the Act itself—encourage really good build

ing and do justice to its band of district officers.

The Board has done immense service to the Metropolis, and the

very faults of the Bill prove the energy and good intentions in most

respects of its framers ; but paving materials of a different nature

than good intentions are required for the Metropolis.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING,

AND ART IN EGYPT.

TO the Architect, the Engineer, and the Decorative Artist, the study of

Egyptian Art offers an equal interest. We find in the valley of the

Nile the most ancient buildings in the world of which we can ascertain the

date. We can trace the gradual modification of their architecture for three

thousand fivo hundred years. We find the remains of engineering works as

admirable for their audacious magnitude, as they are venerable for their

extreme antiquity. We can trace the operations of Nature herself, for a

period of apparently undisturbed continuity, of which we have no similar

example in the Old World. We may watch, at the present moment, the

progress of a French engineer in repeating, and improving on, the work of

Pharaoh Neco. We shall havo an opportunity before long of watching the

results of the struggle of modern engineering with the sands of the desert

on one hand, and with the silt of the Nile on the other.

To study Egyptian learning is not easy. Few can command the time to

do so on the spot ; and a hasty visit to the Pyramids or to the tombs, unless

guided by some special instruction, is more effective in kindling the imagina

tion than in informing the intelligence. It was the conquest of Egypt by

Buonaparte that first opened the stores of its antiquities to the view of

Europe. Some of us can remember the interest excited by the exhibition,

at the Egyptian Hall, of Belzoni's models and drawings. Since that time

the labours of English travellers have succeeded one another with some ra

pidity. But the French, the Germans, and the Italians, have far exceeded

ns, in the patience of their investigations and in the beauty and value of

their delineations. It is to a Frenchman that we owe the discovery of the

key to the long-lost learning of the hieroglyphics. It is to a Frenchman

that we owe the discovery of that series of sepulchres of the God Apis, under

his successive incarnations, that has restored a positive value to the

chronology of the famous dynastios of Manetho. It is to a German that wo

owo what we may consider as almost the only truly admirable attempt to

reduce the ancient history of Egypt to the precision of date.

It is a matter of humiliation to those who have some better acquaintance

with what is known, and with what has yet to be known, of Egypt, to wit

ness two of the recent English lucubrations on the subject. In one the

author, starting from the assumption that his own reading of sacred his

tory must outweigh any positive testimony of the Egyptian monuments, has

piled together, as contemporaries, long lines of successive dynasties. In

another, a man of science, starting with an hypothesis as useless as it is in

capable of verification, has come to the conclusion that a rude sarcophagus,

the contents of which can only be admeasured approximately, and that by

a most complicated process, was a standard measure of capacity. The

learned professor has given us a measure of his judgment in the fact that,

while measuring with the utmost accuracy the widths of courses of masonry

in which no one but himself takes any great interest, he was content to de

termine a matter of real geodesic importance, the length of the base of the

.Great Pyramid, by tho reliable aid of—a tape !

It is therefore a matter of congratulation to all interested in this im

portant subject, that the French Government, at the enlightened instance of

the late M. Fould, has subscribed for a sufficient number of copies of a

noble work on the history of Egyptian art, now in course of publication by

M. Prisso d'Avennes, to ensure the completion of tho scries. This publica

tion will contain, when complete, 180 chromo-lithographsof folio sizo, printed

with the utmost perfection attainable by this constantly-improving process.

These fine plates will be accompanied and explained by a quarto volume of

text, freely illustrated by vignettes.

As far as the sheets have yet proceeded, the chief interest of the engineer

will be directed to the very beautiful surveys. At a time when the directors

of our own Ordnance Survey, which we may justly regard as a triumph of

chartography, are introducing a new style of hachure, in which positive

information is given in pictorial form, it is especially interesting to traco

the progress of our neighbours, the engineers of the Fonts el Ckaus&ics.

The island of Phils and tho ruins of Thebes are represented by what we

are in the habit of calling brush drawing. We are not able to derive from

thiB method of representation the same definite degree of acquaintance with

actual differences of level that may be attained by the use of contour lines, or

even by the Ordnance hachures ; but, on tho other hand, the perfect re

presentation of the country resembles that of a bird's-eye view. Were we

to look down on the shores and islands of the Nile from a balloon, we should

seo something exactly resembling the beautiful drawings of M. Prisso

d'Avennes— exactly, that is to say, in all but one particular. Where tho

traveller would behold half-buried and scarcely distinguishable ruins, the

student of the plates sees the defined outlines of temples, and avenues, and

tombs, sharply and clearly brought before bim, as they would have been to

an aerial spectator in the time of the great Diospolitan kings. Tho works

and the ruins of nature are represented by the free-hand artist;—the

masonic labours of man are defined by the mechanical draughtsman.

The greatest Egyptian engineering works date from a Tery remote anti

quity. The founding of Memphis, by Menes, is placed by Brugsch 4465 years

before the Christian era. After the close of the first and second Thinite

dynasties, the seventeen monarchs composing which reigned for 555 years,

five dynasties reigned at Memphis for a period of 1,045 years before the

seat of the monarch was transferred to Thebes ; two successive collateral

dynasties reigning at Heracleopolis. The excavation of Lake Moeris, the most

famous engineering work in the world, dates from tho close of what is called

the Old Empire, being attributed to Ameses, the seventh king of the 12th

dynasty, which was the second Theban or Diospolitan house. This monarch

died 2207 B.C. The Labyrinth bears the name of his predecessor Lamares,

the fifth king, who was the immediate successor of the famous Sesostris, or

Ousertesen the Second. But the Pyramids reach to a far remoter date, the

Great Pyramid having been indisputably erected not later than the reign of

Souphis I., the Cheops of Herodotus, who died 3528 b.c. Although this

pyramid is entirely unsculptured, in that course of blundering demolition

which moderns call discover}', a set of relieving apertures, which were con

structed over the central chamber, has been broken into, and at the back

of the enormous Btones, which perform functions similar to those of relieving

arches, are to be seon, traced in red pigment, the well-known hieroglyphic

of Souphis. The explanation given by M. Prisse d'Avennes of his plates

is not yet forthcoming, but in one of tie ehromo-lithographs we recognise

the famous red monogram of Cheops.

It would occupy too much space for ns now to enter further into the descrip

tion of so much of this splendid work as is already presented to the public.

It is unnecessary to say that the architectural information will be fuller and

more detailed than that which relates to ancient hydraulic works, or other

branches of engineering. Slow as has been the process of change, still, to

one acquainted with the subject, there is no confusion between the archi

tectural characteristics of the successive periods of the advance or decline

of Egyptian art. With all our modern appliances, with railways for the

transport of building material, with the invaluable service of the auxiliary

steam engine and of the hydraulic ram at our command, the engineers of

the nineteenth century after Christ must stand in respectful awe in presence

of the relics of the mighty works of their Egyptian brothers, who preceded

them by no less than fifty-four centuries.

MR. RUSKIN ON FLAMBOYANT ARCHITECTURE

IN THE SOMME VALLEY.

A PAPER on the above subject was read by Mr. Raskin at the

Royal Institution on Friday, January 29 ; Sir Henry Holland

in the chair. Mr. Ruskin said that he should omit the introduction

he had prepared, ' for there is more to be said on this subject than can

be got into the limit of one hour, and I am anxious to get you at

once into the Valley of the Somme.- You all know perfectly well

that Gothic Architecture lasted for three hundred years, and no more.

It was bom in 1200 and expired in 1000. There are, roughly speak

ing, three schools into which it may be divided, and those three

schools are, a massive school, having heavy stones, first,likeStonehenge,

and then carved on the surface—which is the beginning of all Gothic ;

a school where carving has become important and organic forms are

well represented—this is the central school of Gothic ; and a school

where organic forms are disliked and structural ones pursued.

' It is a vital question for architects and an interesting question for

other people, by what fault did Gothic Architecture fall i did other

styles take its place because they were better, or becauso no more could

be got out of Gothic ? And for that reason I wanted to show you pure

Gothic Architecture at its last form, and the lost good Gothic that 1

could find in Europe I knew was in the Valley of the Somme. This

is a long valley cut in the chalk—perhaps a little more regularly than

our English valleys — surrounded on both sides with pasture

land. It is covered with larkspur and blue bells, and the valley itself

is full of peat, aspen trees, and churches, and all the churches are

food, and are either Flamboyant or before it. The four important

Tambovant churches of the Somme valley are, 1. St. Wullran of

Abbevifie ; 2. The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Abbeville ; 3. St.

Riquier, five miles north of Abbeville ; 4. Chapel of St. Esprit at

Bue, two stations west of Abbeville. The village of St Vahiry, at

the mouth of the Somme, was more or less connected with the his

tory of the fall of three dynasties—of Charlemagne, Saxon England,

and Suabia. With the latter, however, only because the decisive

battle in Italy was decided by the courage of a Count of St Valory,

trained in these Norman wars. It was in this valley of the Somme

that pure Gothic expired, for it had failed fifty years before in Flanders,

and had ceased in England for more than double that period.

' Are you not inclined to ask how it came to pass that a thing which

had existed for three hundred years should fail, and what were the

means of its fate? It is said that Gothic Architecture perished

before the conjunction of the Reformation and the revival of letters.

But the two were not allied. The Reformation was an illiterate move

ment, which, if it could, would have destroyed Gothic and all other

kinds of Art. But revived Literature ignored Gothic because it was

not fine Art enough, and because it thought it could put something

better in its place. Yet supposing that these things had happened

earlier, that the invention of printing, the revival of letters, and the

Reformation had occurred in the reign of Louis IX., and bad met

Gothic in its youth—for there was nothing in the nature of things to

prevent it occurring—that would have happened which did happen

at Florence, where the revival met Gothic art in full vigour. The

Gothic would have received the Classic into itself—would have
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incorporated it as Dante did classic literature. Gothic architecture-

was rotten to the root, so that no more grafting of branches was possible,

then it fell. And the form of this Christian architecture that I have

to show you ia its last, when its hours were numbered by its own

weakness. I have asked by what faults Gothic fell. The faults of

the work of art are those of the workman, while manufacture is the

work of hands only. Art is the work of the whole man ; all art is

either infection or education.'

Ilere'.Mr. Ruskin referred to the illustrations hung up ; and pointed

out a bit of perfect Gothic naturalistic sculpture of living foliage from

Bourges, illustrated by a fine drawing (enlarged from a photograph

by Mr. A. Burgess), and, as a contrast, a bit of perfect Flam

boyant from the west porch of St. Wulfran at Abbeville (enlarged

from a photograph by Mr. Allen). He then continued, referring to

the Bourges foliage : ' You know Michael Angelo would never have

carved such a thing, beautiful as it is. He would have thought his

time wasted in such fantastic work. You know also that the man

who built Stonehenge could not have done it. Do you believe that

Fagan or the " Artful Dodger " could have cut it ? No ; you feel

that the man, and nobody but the man, who carved it could

have done it. When you understand it you understand

the man. Art is but the exemplification of the spirit of man, by

which his powers are displayed and reproduced, and I hold it as one

of the most sorrowful facts that English gentlemen should be led into

the fallacy of denying this fact. Their confutation is written in the

history of all great nations, which has always run the same course,

and the faults by which Gothic fell were the faults of the men who

built it.
• Now concerning this Flamboyant architecture of the valley of the

Soinme, let us enquire what are its mere physical properties ? What

is it built of? It is built of chalk, a material that can be cut deep,

fast, fantastically. It is black and white ; sketching as against true

form ; it is chiselled painting rather than carving. A perfect know

ledge of effect is shown ; the touch is deliciously proportioned to the

distance from the spectator. Going up the spire at Abbeville you

find the work constantly getting less and less delicate, always per

fectly sufficient to give the required effect from below.

'Flamboyant work, if of stone in churches, was of wood in houses.

That is another physical condition, and its foliage is such as can be

happily rendered in wood. A bunch of withered oak leaves makes a

perfect Flamboyant crocket. The leaves of the Abbeville work aro

shrivelled, at Bourges smooth.

' The next characteristic has mingled physical and moral causes.

This is the architecture of a damp climate ; each statue, consequently,

had to be well protected. Morally, men's houses grew more and

more important ; solitude was more and more valued ; so the statues

were no longer grouped in vast numbers, but each statue hnd its

own tabernacle, and tabernacle work became a characteristic of the

style.

' The next character is not a physical one—excess of ingenuity. The

subtle contrivances of late Gothic construction are delightful, but

there is no room in them for human passion.

'Next, this is interwoven work, and it is separated from our Eng

lish Perpendicular essentially by this characteristic. This involution

exists in all the arts—in music as well as sculpture :

The moon on the East oriel shone
Through slender shafts of shapely stone

By foliaged tracery combined.
Thou wouldst have thought some fairy's hand
'Twixt poplars straight the osier band

In many a freakish knot had twined ;
Then framed a spell when the work was done,
And changed the willow wreaths to stone.

'The next and the essential character of Flamboyant is a bad one—

Relaxation—a delight in fluttering lines in preference to the elastic

lines of organic life.

' The contemplation of death, a refuge from the life of the times,

was a characteristic of Flamboyant art. Albert Diirer's work shows

its noblest phase. Sir Walter Scott has caught the character of that

Northern gloom in the contemplation of death in his Rosabelle.

' The main fault of this architecture was not that it was florid—all

true art is rich—but that it became unreal; its profusion became

heartless j it had ceased to be sincere. There is just now a crusade

■gainst sentiment, but it is none the less true that Gothic fell because

it had lost its sentiment—its sensibility. True architecture can only

be built by—(1) a thoughtful nation; (2) a pure nation; (3) one

that has a common pride ; and (4) one that has a common wealth.

' 1. A thoughtful people. It cannot be built by clowns or boors.

'2. A pure people. Art can only be gained by men as men distinct

from brutes. Art is not the work of lambs, or swine, or serpents, but

of men.

1 3. Good architecture cannot be built by a modest people ; but your

pride must be in what you all are to be, a common pride. We, on the

contrary, want to do ourselves what others do not do—to be what they

are not.

' 4. For common well-being, perfect unity among all the workmen

is needed. It is the greatest glory of a head craftsman to be poor.

Nothing is possible for us in architecture where the master workman

has a commission on the cost. Pay him a salary—a high one if you

will, but not a commission.

' Common well-being must be common as regards those for whom

you build. You must not build for pleasure in the front of the

house, when there is want at the back ; nor neglect the true meaning

of the precept of Ellesmere in_Mr. Helps's " Realmah," " Never mind

the outside."

' Never mind the houses which look towards the Park, but those

which face to Seven Dials. You have just heard from Dr. Ilawkesley

that you are paying seven millions a year for your London poor, and

yet that pauperism is on the increase. Now the Pall Mall Gazette

seemed much pleased with this fact of the seven millions, for to them

it showed what an interest you take in the poor. On the contrary, it

shows how much you don't care for them—how much you are pre

pared to pay as a fine for neglecting their misery. If you would but

spend the half of it in love, if you would leave off burning candles by

day in your churches, and spread instead a light over the darkness

which prevails, you will be able to spend the other half of this seven

millions in magnificence. Then again there will be true shrines,

true saints, and true tabernacle work ; then you will be able to erect

a grand Flamboyant Dragon with a triumphant St. George over every

poor man's dwelling.'

This lecture was illustrated by a magnificent collection of studies,

paintings, photographs, and sketches, fifty in number, of which about

fifteen of the most exquisite were by Mr. Ruskin's own hand. These

included a noble study from the remains of the fresco of St. Catherine

by Luini, in the Monasterio Maggiore at Milan, shown as a perfect

type of the rare unison of ideal purity of conception with consummate

decorative and pictorial'power—as ' Purist art of the highest school.'

With this were grouped examples of high realistic art in paint

ing, and studies of the highest class of Gothic art. As illustra

tions of Flamboyant art in the valley of the Somme, numerous

sketches and some drawings from photographs were shown ; but in

addition, splendid studies of the Flamboyant element in Greek art, in

Central Italian art, in German art (Diirer and Holbein), and in

natural form were shown, together with several illustrations of

' Northern Gloom in the contemplation of Death,' shown in its noblest

phase in Diirer's well-known Mght and Death; other illustrations,,

as for example, a Dead Christ, by Holbein, ' were intended to show

the dark and sad manner of contemplating death which graduall

corrupted both the religion and art of the Northern nations.'

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

{Continued from page 13.)

IN our first article on this subject, we drew the attention of our readers to

the great necessity for some extension ot the narrow sphere within

which the education of architectural students at the present day had been

gradually allowed to decline. From the description we gave, it will be

observed that the changes which have been brought about from the rapid

advance of science and art, and especially science, during the last fifty years,

have been effectod so gradually, that, although they have not entirely

escaped notice, no provision has yet been made to engraft them on tho old

system of pupilage ; and the consequence is, that, at the first onset, the

difficulties which beset us on every side are so groat as to call for, as it

were, tho labours of a Hercules to cleanse this Augean stable of the ac

cumulated ni glcct of forty years. And when we say the first onset, we

do not mean to assume for an instant that we are now, for the first time,

bringing forward new or original ideas, for the subject has been one of

constant inquiry and demand during tho last twonty years ; but-that, as

the changes to be effected must be radical, the first onset or attempt

to carry them through will involve many difficulties, and can only

be undertaken under the most serious consideration. As long ago as<

1813, Mr. Bartholomew, in a book on Specifications compiled by him,

suggested the establishment of a Royal Masonic College, with professors

on every subject connected with the architectural profession ; his scheme

was somewhat indefinite and wild, and presented a strange contrast to the

practical information contained in the rest of his book : it seems, neverthe

less to have caused the formation of a society, called the ' Freemasons of the-

Church.' A number of meetings, or chapters, wore held, in which the

members confined themselves, at first, to the nomination of various pro

fessors, without, however, giving them any work to do ; and afterwards,,

proceeding to tho discussion of archaeological questions chiefly, abandoned

their first apparent intention of establishing an educational college.

The first real step taken for the improvement of architectural education

was the formation of tho Architectural Association, in 1847 ; a society

which has since maintained its position as one of the most useful in tho

promotion of self-education ; and the immense increase in its numbers

during the last three or four years may bo regarded as the clearest index

wo have of the maturity of the question of reform at the present day. It

was not to be supposed, however, that a society composed only of students,

with limited means, and meeting only one evening in the week, could

effect much material change or attain any important status in the profession ;

but we believe that its continued existence in so prosperous a condition has

been a living protest against tho anomalies and defects of our present

system of education.

This seems to have been felt by some of the more energetic mombers of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, who in 18C0 conceived the idea of

establishing examinations, partly to create a stimulus for work by laying

down a curriculum of study, and a test of proficiency or distinction in the

same, and partly to increase the power and position of tho Institute by

constituting in that body an University to which all recognised architects-

in future must belong. As might have been expected, this latter intention

was at once quashed, not only by members of the Institute itself, but by all

the Architectural Societies throughout the kingdom to whom the Institute

appealed for support ; and this had the effect of cooling at first somewhat of

the enthusiasm with which the question would otherwise have been taken.
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-up. However, the scheme was established, and the first examination took

place in December, 1862, with a certain amount of success. Two other ex

aminations have since been held, the number of candidates diminishing

each time ; so that tiros far the whole scheme has certainly been a failure,

the reason for which we shall inquire into at some future opportunity.

The next measure of importance (though indirect in its bearing upon the

profession with which we are concerned) was that undertaken by the Com

missioners appointed to inquire into the Royal Academy. Their Report,

issued in 1863, seems as yet to have had but little effect, except so far as it

may havo led to the romoval of that body to Burlington House ; but the

evidence given by the two architects who were examined is interesting, if

only for its strange and contradictory nature Mr. Tite, for instance,

frightens the Commissioners by telling them that, ' in order to learn archi

tectural drawing, large boards and squares, and large means, are required,

tuchas he hardly imagines an institution like the Academy could make t-hc

s tudents avail themselves of; ' and when asked whether the Royal Institute

of British Architects supplied everything that was required in the more

technical part of architectural drawing, answers 1 Yes ; I attach the greatest

possible value to the technical and scientific discussions at the Institute, which

could not of course be introduced into a general establishment. At the Insti

tute men of large experience meet to discuss questions in a language which

they thorouglUy understand, which is not generally understood in the world ;

and by putting our experience together, great knowledge is communicated to

the younger members who attend. That could not be done at the Academy ;

nor do I see how the mechanical teaching of architectural drawing could be

managed in any other place than where it is generally managed—namely, in

the office ofthe architect himself

Of course, with such opinions as these coming from the present President

of the Institute, it is almost useless to look for much reform from

that body unless there be a sufficiently strong adverse opinion on the
•council. We believe that at the present moment there are two students

-only in the Institute, and the drawings sent in last year in competition for

the students' prizes were, it is said, so bad, that the council were ashamed

to have them hung up in the room of meeting. There was one point, how

ever, of importance elicited in the evidence, viz. that it was Mr. Tito's

. custom (and be it said to his honour) always to send his pupils to the

Governmental School of Design, or to a private master, to learn drawing.

If this were the customary practice nowadays, we should not probably bo

so energetic in onr present movement. The evidence of Mr. Tite unfortu

nately nullified that of Mr. Scott, who strongly urged the establishment of

an architectural drawing school within tho walls of the Academy ; and

doubtless feeling that tho result of such contradictory evidence as his own

and that of Mr. Tito would be nil, as in fact the Report of the Commis

sioners shows, Mr. Scott read an admirable paper before the Architectural

Association, in 1864, in which he deplored the defective state of artistic

•education as existing in the pupilage system, and earnestly advocated the

establishment of a school, which was eventually termed the ' School of Art

accessorial to Architecture.'

In order to forward this scheme, delegates from the Institute, the

Royal Academy, tho Architectural Museum, the Architectural Exhibi

tion, and the Architectural Association were nominated to serve on

a committee. There seems, however, to have been some secret opposition, or

at all events lufcewarmness, towards the scheme, either on the part of the

delegates or the Institute to whom they Bent in their report, for the matter

-was allowed quietly to drop ; until Mr. Burges during the last session re

peatedly called attention to it, and early in this session letters were sent to

the secretaries of the four latter societies, above named, from the Institute,

asking them to reappoint their delegates to meet their own. This has just

been done, and a committee of twenty-seven gentlemen representing the

Tarrous institutions specially connected with architecture will now proceed

to the reconsideration of this scheme, which it is to be hoped will be taken

tip in earnest. What the result' will be, it is of course impossible to say ;

but we cannot help thinking that if four years ago the numerous advantages

which could, with slight modifications, have been obtained from existing

institutions, such as the Royal Academy, South Kensington Schools, and

King's and University Colleges, had been turned to account, we should now

have been in a position to establish at once a special school such as that

mentioned in the report sent in to the Institute in 1864, which comprised

instruction in the drawing and modelling of organic forms with a view to

the attainment of such an accurate knowledge of their structure as shall

enable the student to apply them in architectural decoration with power and

truth, and toform an intelligent comparison of their treatment by the masters

of every period in art, and in the monuments whether of ancient or

modern times.

It is now four years and a half ago that this report was drawn up, and

so much progress has since been made in the liberal advance of this ques

tion, that a school of ornamental drawing only will scarcely be sufficient to

meet the present wants of the profession : and besides, inasmuch as archi

tectural ornament is, and always has been, subservient to architectural

style, the latter must be taught first to enablo the student to understand

and appreciate tho former, and, in fact, to form the foundation on which

alone a proper distinct knowledge of the various styles of ornament can be

based. What therefore is wanted, is a school in which architectural draw

ing, the characteristics of style and its development, and tho elementary

principles of composition and design, would be taught practically, not by

lectures, but in the solution of various problems given from time to time ;

tho study of the figure and of ornament would form also a very essential

part of this course.

It might also, and we beliove will, form part of the province of this

Committco which represents so many societies, to take up the whole ques

tion of architectural education. Mr. Edis, in an able article which we

printed in our last number, urges the consideration of two very important

points bearing upon the general question of education :—1st. Compulsory ex

aminations, and, 2nd, a revision of the scale of charges lately issued by the

Royal Institute of British Architects. It is certainly unfortunate, with regard

to this latter question, that so soon after the publication ofa fixed scale of 5 per

cent, on all works, several of the members of the Institute should have been

willing, in the numerous competitions for hospitals and unions which have

lately taken place, to accept less ; and still more to be regretted that a circular

should have been sent round to all the members, calling their attention to

the infallibility of the 5 per cent., as being the custom not only in England

but abroad, when it is well known that throughout Germany the scale of

charges varies according to the nature of the work and its extent, and that

in France Government architects receive only 3 per cent., their inspectors

and clerks being paid by Government. With regard to the compulsory

education which exists abroad, and which Mr. Edis advocates in Eng

land by the establishment of compulsory examination, it must be remem

bered that it is in consequence of the academical system which prevails

throughout France and Germany, and which Mr. Edis affects to repudiate,

that architectural education has become compulsory either by law or by

custom in these two countries ; and, therefore, until some such definite

course of instruction for architects as that laid down abroad exist in Eng

land, it would bo impossible to establish compulsory examinations here.

The subject, however, is by no means new, and was carefully considered

by the Institute in 1860-62, at the time when they established their volun

tary architectural examination. Whether since that time any change of

opinion has taken place, the labours of the committee, to which allusion

has been made, will be able to find out. We are sure that thero is no

architect who would not wish to see his profession placed on tho same foot

ing as those of law and medicine ; at the same time, it must be patent to

all that the education must be as systematic and good in architecture as it

was in the above two other professions at the time of their obtaining their

charter.

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

By a London Coxtractob.

IN a previous article on this subject the importance attached by

contractors to the insertion of a lull and fair arbitration clause in

contracts was pointed out. Practically, it will be found that all

questions which arise on building contracts are submitted to some

form of arbitration. In cases where no reference clause has been in

serted, on application to a /judge at chambers will obtain the appoint

ment of an arbitrator. Where this method is not adopted, out an

action is brought, the same result will be arrived at by a somewhat

longer and more expensive process. No sooner will the presiding

judge have ascertained that the case before him relates to a Duilders'

account than it will be summarily referred. In both these cases the

referee will be a barrister, and in this arrangement there are certain

manifest advantages, the arguments in its favour being at least as old

as the Platonic Dialogues ; but it would be useless to discuss them

here, since nine tenths of the builders and nineteen twentieths of the

architects are in favour of an architect as arbitrator. As this result

can only be obtained by a special clause to that effect, all sides will

be agreed as to the necessity of its insertion, and the only point left

for discussion would appear to be as to who should be appointed arbi

trator, the architect ot the works or an independent one ? Solritur

ambidando. The question is answered in stating it. In favour of

appointing the architect of the works it is urged, however, that

in his present position he stands between the employer and the

contractor as an independent umpire, and that ho has no pecuniary

iuterest which would be liable to mas bis judgment in any questions

which may arise between them. Granting that architects, as a

class, are a high-minded set of men who would not lend

themselves to any proceedings they considered unjust, this onlyplacea

them on a level with the best men in the other professions; but it

is to place them above that level to require that in all matters between

the contractor and the employer by whom they are nominated and

paid, they shall bring to bear the mind, not of an advocate, but of a

judge. Moreover, it is extremely doubtful whether employers gene

rally would agree to this view of an architect's duties, a view not

entertained with regard to any other professional man. If it were

true, however, in practice as it is in theory, that the questions of dif

ference which arise on a building contract were between the employer

and the contractor, the objection to the architect being also arbitrator

would probably be first raised by the architect himself, who would

generally prefer to bo relieved from an invidious and unpleasant posi

tion, but in reality nine out of ten such questions arise between the

architect and the contractor : practically, therefore, where the contract

provides that the former is tobe the final referee on all questions in dis

pute, it provides neither more nor less than that he shall be judge iu

his own cause. Few architects, perhaps, require that power altogether to

this extent should be left in their hands ; but many desire to retain

sole jurisdiction over certain points, the most important of which are

the quality of the materials and workmanship, the right interpretation

of the drawings and specification, and the issuing of the final certifi

cate. It is urged that in allowing a reference on the first of the

questions above alluded to, the door would be opened to endless liti

gation, with its attendant delay and expense. Why should this be

so in building more than in any other business transaction ? In all

other dealings a man trusts to the inducement of further custom, or

the desire to acquire or maintain an honourable reputation,

or, as a lost resort, to the protection which the law will

give him, to obtain his due ; but in building alone he desires to set

himself above that law, and, sitting in judgment on his own cause,

decide in his own favour. This arbitrary course is the less required

since all the cost of disputing fair objections will fall on the builder,

as it is he who is necessarily the loser by delay in the execution of

the work, and the postponement of the stipulated payments.
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With regard to the right interpretation of the drawings and spe

cification, one would as readily expect an unbiassed opinion from an

architect as to these productions of his, as from a father as to the

beauty of his children, or an author as to the merits of his book. At

any rate one may be forgiven for declining to take up space by de

fending the proposition that on this point be is an unfit judge until it

has been attacked.

An arbitration clause containing no power of reference on the sub

ject of the issue of the final certificate is an idle form of words, so far

as protection to the builder is concerned. So long as the power to

refuse this certificate is left with the architect of the works without

appeal, a reference as to other questions is of no avail. As has

already been stated, there being no power to force an architect to give

a certificate, he may decline to do so unless the conditions, just or

nnjust, which he desires to impose, are agreed to. Under these

circumstances, he may, by simply refusing to act, coerce the con

tractor into consenting to a reduction in his account, although an

arbitrator may have decided that the prices charged are fair : alter

work, although an arbitrator may have decided that it is according to

the specification ; or allow penalties, although an arbitrator may have

decided that none have been incurred.

One other question of importance has been raised by the builders,

namely, the appointment of the surveyor to take off the quantities in

competitions. Formerly the general practice was to call the proposed

competitors together and allow them to nominate a surveyor to act on

their behalf. This is still done by some of the first architects of the

day, and it is this practice which the builders seek to have restored.

As the responsibility falls on the contractor if the quantities are defi

cient, it is obviously fair that he should have a voice in the appoint

ment of a surveyor who is entitled to confidence either by proved

ability in his profession, or at least the pecuniary power to rectify any

mistakes he may make.

On this subject, as well as on that of the insertion of an arbitration

clause in contracts, a conference has already tAken place between the

Institute of British Architects- and the Builders' Society of London.

Much valuable time and unpleasant discussion will be saved should a

mutual understanding be arrived at, and much further benefit would

be obtained if a model set of ' General Conditions ' could be framed,

to be recommended by the Institute to its members, and which the

builders of London could refer to as a standard under which they

were willing to work.

OUR RAMBLER

AT ST. PAWCBAS TEBMINU8.

ME time back the curiosity of any casual passer-by in the neigh

bourhood of the immense space cleared at the north of the New

Road (now St. Pancras Road) for the Midland Railway, was excited

by the appearance of huge gaunt brown stumps of iron rising at

intervals from masses of solid brickwork, and secured to them by

strong bolts. These were ranged in two parallel lines, and appeared

like the cores upon which might be built up, as was done at the

Crystal Palace, an avenue of gigantic sphinxes, Egyptian fashion, to

line this new approach to our capitol.

By and by it appeared that these stumps were not cores, but rather

roots from which grew up one after another gigantic pointed arches

in iron, of elegant curve, of vast span, and of graceful construction,

forming the main ribs of a noble roof, under which the business of

the new permanent station at St. Pancras could bo carried on with

the most ample convenience.

Paying a visit to this work in the course of its erection, and when

more than half the roof had been fixed, our Rambler found all pro

ceeding in regular order London-wards. The level of the rails under

this shed is a good storey above the natural level of the ground, and a

substructure 15 feet high was then in rapid progress, while a short

distance behind it followed the fixing of the ribs of the roof, and

these once fixed, the boarding and glazing crept on after them.

Thus at the period of our visit the portion of the site nearest

the St Pancras Road exhibited the columns and girders of the

basement, which formed a perfect nek-work of regular squares.

Further north, Mallett's buckled plates, which were used as the

filling-in of this net-work, were being fixed; and still further on

the ballast was spread over these, and the temporary rails were laid

on which moved the framed scaffolding for fixing the roof.

The general aspect of this roof must be well known. Its main

ribs are four-centred arches in outline, and their clear Bpan is 240 feet.

The springing line of the ribs is about the level of the rails, and the iron

bases we nave spoken of are really the springers. Each pair of these is

tied together by a continuous tie-girder forming part of the network

already referred to, and running across, supported by the columns

of the basement, from one side to the other of the platform.

The fixing of the main ribs was going on at a rapid rate, and
■was a most interesting process to watch. The ribs are 29 feet 4

inches apart, and a travelling stage or centreing, wide enough to

embrace a whole bay, was constructed in three distinct sections, a

middle, and two sides. Upon this stage the work was fixed, and
■when a bay had been completed and was thoroughly bolted together

and stayed, the staging was moved forward—first one side of it,

then tho other side, and lastly, the central portion, by the length of

■one bay. "When that edge of the stage which had been under

the last rib but one was under the last rib, the staging was secured)

and the framing of the next main rib began.

It was a wonderful structure, this stage : massive, rigid, and vet

light ; it moved readily—being supported on wheels throughout, but

it remained firm enough to allow of the fixing being most accurately

done.

A remarkable sight it was to witness a portion of one of the main

ribs being raised and put in place: a little active, restless donkey

engine, bustlingly at work some distance away from the stage, fur

nished the power ; a very large hempen rope was used for the hauling,

and this the engine drew over a powerful crab at a rapid rate for such

heavy work.

A vast segment of a rib might be seen dangling in mid air from a

derrick which leaned over from the side of the scaffold, and was,

in fact, a stout timber with an universal joint at its lower

end and a block at its upper, and steadied by several guy

ropes. We ascend the vast staging from storey to storey till we

arrive at the level of the upper end of the last fixed portion of the

rib, and hero we find the derrick and a small gang of men. The mass

of iron makes its appearance, gradually rising till it is hauled up to a

spot outside of that where it is to be fixed, and at what appears to

us a height above what is required. A signal from the foreman, and

the little engine stops in a moment, and the iron framing remains

hanging in space. l>eftly, and almost without a word of direction, the

men handle the guy ropes, loosen one and tighten another, and in not

much more time than it takes to write the description, the derrick

and girder and all are slowly and easily swung round in a half

circle ; and the piece of beam having been gently tilted by pulling one

end of it downward, slowly swings over and subsides into place, and

hardly an inch of adjustment is necessary to bring it so neatly home

that its flanges bear against those of the portion last fixed. The foreman

carefully aligns it ; the various men pack and wedge it up ; screw

bolts are at once passed through the holes already prepared for them

in the flanges, and within a surprisingly short space what was a heavy

dangling framework of iron hanging in mid-air like Mahomet's coffin,

is fitted into its place ready to do its work as a segment of a strong

securely framed rib, on the homogeneous action of which the sup

port of the whole structure deponds.

The fixing of the other portions of the framing required, of course,

care and skill, but there were not here the same elements of difficulty

as in the case of the main ribs ; and this part of the work proceeded

with the utmost dispatch, so that while the end of the roof nearest

London was not even begun, the northern extremity showed almost

all the details of the finished structure, as we see it now.

The natural disposition of every visitor to this station is to compare

this roof with the two better known single span roofs, erected for the

South-Eastern Railway, the roofs of the Cannon Street and Charing

Cross Stations. Even setting aside the difference in span (which it is

perhaps difficult at a glance to realize), there are other points in

favour of the St. Pancras roof, which strike an observer at once.

The noble sweep and fine curve of the pointed arch, gives a far more

interesting outline than the segmental curve of Gannon Street. The

absence of those ties which form a not ungraceful feature of the seg

mental roofs, is nevertheless in the St. Pancras one a great advantage,

for the eye gains a sense of height and openness, and the outline of

the arch is in no way interfered with. The whole central portion of

the St. Pancras roof is glazed—without any opaque central strip.

This arrangement is simple and effective, and this uninterrupted

central mass of light; the sense of security given by the diagonal

braces in each bay ; and the long sweep of the various lines of the

ribs, purlins, and braces as the eye follows them, contribute to the

fine effect produced by this work.

Between each pair of main ribs run, parallel with them, three

smaller ribs, which in the glazed part carry gutters ; so that four

glazed ridge and furrow roofs follow the outline of each bay. The

purlins are open latticed girders of peculiar shape, their lower flanges

being canted down at each end in each bay so as to act as struts and

bear upon the lower flange of the deep main ribs. The diagonal

braces just referred to are used to stiffen the roof in each bay and

between each pair of principals and purlins, and are a very prominent

feature, and their long diagonal lines stretching across the whole shed

form a network that resembles very much the general outline of the

ceiling of St James's Hall. In perspective the whole shed assumes

a regulated intricacy of effect which, joined to its simple and beautiful

outline, entitles it to take a high rank among the efforts of architec

tural civil engineering of tho day. This work is in the highest

degree creditable to the engineer, Mr. W. H. Barlow, and to Messrs.

Ordish and Lefebvre, who were consulted on the details of the iron

work.

Although tho ribs rise from the very level of the rails, so that the

passing traveller, as he paces the platform, unconscious of ^the many

acres of barrels of bitter beer stored beneath his feet, may forget that

they rest on any brickwork at all, the roof covering does not follow

the same line. From the ridge to the springing, there are eight

spaces, formed by seven purlins. The highest four spaces (or vertical

bays) are glazed, the next three are boarded and follow the outline

of the rib, but in the last and lowest space the boarding forsakes that

outline, and runs back nearly level till it meets the brickwork forming

the walls of the station buddings. This is Mr. 8cott's work, plain

vigorous Gothic, executed mostly in red brick of a not very pleasing

tint, with a sparing and judicious introduction of stone mouldings and

s°
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bauds. A broad baud of diamond-shaped panels filled with glazed

tiles finishes this wall and forms a tolerably effective crowning feature,

and this brickwork, with some well-designed open iron spandrels,

suffice to impart genuine Gothic character to the whole work.

We need not add that in all this portion Mr. Scott has used

thoroughly good detail—a feature conspicuous by its absence from

nearly every engineering work yet executed which has a claim to

architectural character. The detail of the roof is, in its way,

equally satisfactory; for though nothing has been introduced for

ornament, every part of it has been arranged by an architectural mind,

and produces on the spectator a satisfactory effect.

CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, DUBLIN.

(With Illustrations.)

Br George Editusd Street, A.E.A.*

(Continued from page 31.)

TnE crypt under the old choir extends but a short distance (25 feet)

east of the central tower. It has a semi-circular apse, and the aisle

is continued round the apse. East of this aisle are three chapels, but

these, instead of having apsidal terminations, are square ended, and

their dimensions are very small ; the central chapel measuring

17 feet by 15£ feet, and the side chapels 7 feet by 7 feet. In the

angle between the apsidal aisle and the south-eastern chapel, there

are remains of what seems to be a circular turret, and I think it

probable that similar remains would be found on the north side also.

The whole plan is, therefore, not only clearly made out, but it is

one of much picturesqueness of outline, and, to the best of my belief,

unique in Ireland. The crypt under the rest of the Church follows

very closely the outline of the Church above, save that its west wall

stops short one bay east of the west wall of the Nave, and that it

does not appear to have been carried under the south aisle ; at least if

it does exist there it has been walled up, and I did not think it neces

sary to cut through the walls in order to settle this question.

The age of this crypt is, I believe, uniform throughout : or at any

rate there is very little difference. The pointed arch occurs in its

construction throughout; and the square piers which support the

vaults are almost all chamfered, and the chamfers have an orna

mental stopping which is certainly not earlier than the end of the

twelfth century.

It follows from this, that no part of the old Irish Cathedral built

by Bishop Donat now remains; and that the Church which we

have to examine contains nothing earlier than the work of the

English artists who followed the invasion of Strongbow, and who

left so many marks of their presence in the beautiful works which

they erected throughout the Pale. At first sight the planning of this

jrypt looks so much more like that of a Norman work tlian of a pointed

building, that it is important to insist upon the fact that in point of

date there is very little difference between the completion of the

cr?pt and the erection of the Church above, and that whatever Church

existed on the site before the time of the English Invasion was

entirely removed in order to provide the necessary foundations for one

on a large scale. I see no reason whatever to doubt that the whole

of the Choir was erected on the same plan as the Crypt, and that

from the beginning of the thirteenth century to the middle of the

fourteenth it stood unaltered. But the scheme of the Nave was I

suspect slightly enlarged, whilst the work was actually in progress,

for the Nave is one bay longer than the crypt below it, and there are

some indications of a different hand in portions of the detail of this

additional western bay, which serve to strengthen the conjecture that

its erection was an after-thought.

The progress of the builders of the early Church was the same, no

doubt, that we almost always see. They built their crypt first

throughout, and then went on gradually with the upper Church,

beginning at the east end, and so going on to the west. The Choir

and Transepts were the first part finished, and the two arches in the

aisles (which are all that remain of the Choir), and the details of the

north and south Transepts show that this portion of the work was all

in a slightly earlier style than that of the Nave, being transitional

from Romanesque to early Gothic. As soon as they were finished,

the work in the Nave was no doubt commenced, and I suppose that

this may have been in progress for some years in the first quarter of

the thirteenth century, but that at any rate it was completed before

1225.

With our reduced Cathedral establishments, and our desire to see

our Cathedral naves made thoroughly useful, it is probable that any

architect who had to build a new Cathedral would now revert to

some such plan as that which I have shown was originally seen in the

Choir of Christ Church.

The arm of the cross east of the tower was only largo enough to

receive the altar. The Clergy and Choir no doubt had their stalls

under the Central Tower, and the Nave and Transepts were thus

left for the use of the people. It hardly needs to say, that, after the

end of the twelfth century, the same course was pursued all over

Europe. The short early Choirs were destroyed, ana Choirs on a far

larger scale were everywhere erected. In the case before us, the

* From a Report to the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral.

enlargement of the Church was first of all accomplished in a round

about way, by the erection of a large Lady Chapel outside the

Cathedral, and only touching it at one (the north-east) angle. This

Lady Chapel was evidently built without the slightest thought of

its ever forming part of the Church, and was entered from a western

porch, to which access was gained from the eastern doorway of the

North Transept. It was built probably on the outside boundary of

the land belonging to the Church; for its axis is different from that

of the Church, and its north wall formed the boundary of the street

which passed along the whole north side of the Cathedral. This

provision of an ample Lady Chapel did not, however, very long satisfy

the authorities of the Church, and whether they were moved by a

desire to emulate the larger Choir of St. Patrick's, or by the neces

sities of the increased staff of the Church, it is at any rate certain

that in the fourteenth century it was thought necessary to make an

enormous change in the plan and dimensions of the Choir. It was

extended from its old modest length of less than 30 feet to the rather

grand dimensions of 102 feet, and if the character of the work had

been equal to its extent there would have been nothing to complain

of. Unfortunately this was not the case ; and even when first built

it is impossible that the fourteenth century Choir of Christ Church

can have been really a fine work. In order to economise as much as

possible, the architect ventured to use the south wall of the new Lady

Chapel, and so involved himself in the necessity of making the great

bend to the north in the eastern half of the Choir, which is noticed

by every one, but for which I have never seen the true reason g^ven,

because people have not realised the history of the successive additions

to the fabric. The Lady Chapel was built outside the Church, and

therefore its divergence from the axis of the Nave was of no conse

quence ; but when its outer wall was made use of to save the cost of

building a new north wall to the Choir, this divergence became of

the utmost importance, and involved a blemish and an unsightliness

which no architectural skill could have entirely surmounted. But as

far as I can judge there never was any great exhibition of such skill,

and the new Choir, with its awkward bend, its absence of groining,

and its want of striking architectural features, must have formed a

sad contrast from the first, to the exquisite art displayed in the

western half of the Cathedral.

I have already quoted the statement that the tower fell in a.i>.

1316. It was after this no doubt that the present tower arches were

built They are evidently not of the same age as the transepts. A

still greater calamity was the fall of the groining in the nave, and of

the south wall and of the Clerestory in 1562. I was in hopes that

we should find that the old columns and arches still existed in the

south wall ; but on removing some of the plaster and masonry it

appeared that the eastern arch alone remains, and in a very shattered

and damaged condition. The old South Aisle has been converted into

a series of Vestries and a Chapter-room, and all its original charac

ter has been entirely destroyed. ■

I have now I think shown sufficiently at length what the old

scheme of this Cathedral was, and it only remains to say what steps

oufjht to be taken to remedy its present forlorn and semi-ruinous con

dition ; and in the advice which I proceed to give, I have thought

well, for every reason, to dismiss from my consideration altogether,

the possibility of restoring the Choir, and this for various reasons.

Its present state and its present arrangements are most unsatisfactory,

and I regret beyond measure that we have not still in existence

the short thirteenth-century Choir, with its Apse—its Eastern

Chapels, and its Turrets : such a Choir would not only be far more

effective than tho present Choir ever can be, but it would at the

same time have been admirably adapted for our modern use and for

the reduced staff of Clergy and Choir who serve the Cathedral. But

it is certain that the Choir is in such a state as not to stand in urgent

need of repair, and so, until the Nave shall have been properly re

paired and restored, it would in my opinion be most unwise to spend

any thing upon it.

I confine myself, therefore, in the recommendations which I make,

and the Plans which I have prepared, to the works which are re

quired to the west of tho Choir. They are large and costly, and it

will I suspect be best to confine our attention entirely to them until

they are completed.

The present state of the Nave is certainly very bad in every way.

The whole North wall, and the North wall of the Aisle, are much out

of the perpendicular. The North Aisle has been supported on the

outside Dy a vast and unsightly mass of masonry, and the North wall

of the Nave is shored by a timber framework under the Roof. Much

of the stone-work is damaged and requires repair, and the whole is

covered with whitewash ; whilst the floor of the Nave, being con

siderably raised, destroys to a serious degree the whole proportions of

the fine clustered Columns.

The great object to be kept in view is to afford sufficient support

to these walls without taking them down, for if they were taken down

I fear it would be most difficult to rebuild them without importing

so much new masonry and carving as to make the work really a new

work, and so deprive it of what is beyond question one great claim to

respect—its antiquity. I found on examination that the great

mass of masonry built up against the north aisle wall is not so

efficient a support as it appears to be. For there seems to be a good

deal of loose material filled in behind its face and in front of the old

wall. This at any rate was the case at the point at which I opened

this wall, and is "likely I presume to be the case throughout. What
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I should propose would be to build up large buttresses opposite each

of the principal columns of the Nave on the north side, to support the

Clerestory from these by means of flying buttresses, and to strengthen

the lowest tier of arches by means of groining in stone. In this way

[ believe that we may make a really good work of this north side ofthe

Church, and keep it from becoming any more out of the perpendi

cular. I should at the same time, of course, propose to clean and

restore all the stone-work very carefully, and to renew all the old

features which are decayed and destroyed. The aisle windows would

then admit of being opened, and thus this old part of the Church
■would be restored thoroughly to its old state.

On the opposite (or south) side of the Nave, the work which ought

to be done is much more simple and obvious. There can be no

doubt that, until the South Aisle is restored in exact conformity

with the north, the Nave of the Church will not be satisfactory in its

effect, and the work will not be a real restoration. Whilst, on the

other hand, if the South Aisle is built, the Nave of Christ Church

will be second in beauty to few churches of the same size in any part

of Europe. Nor would the expense he enormous, as will be seen on

referring to my estimates. In order to execute this part of the work,

I should propose to shore up the existing Nave roof, to take down the
■whole of the south wall of the Nave, and to rebuild it in exact con

formity with the other side. I believe that (as I have shown on my

plans) the outer wall of the Vestries may be retained, new windows

being inserted in it, and buttresses built. This Aisle would also be

groined in stone in the same way as the North Aisle.

The west end of the Nave requires a new door and new windows.

I was so fortunate as to find a portion of the old jamb of the window

m situ, and so my design for this may be considered a pretty safe

restoration of the original design. Then I propose to restore the old

Groined Roof over the whole of the Nave, but to execute the groin

ing in wood instead of stone ; the old walls would not stand the
■weight and thrust of a stone vault, and this expedient, of which there

are many old examples, is, therefore, as justifiable as it is unavoid

able. On the exterior of the Church I should propose to take the

opportunity afforded by these works to make some alterations. I

should propose to finish the walls of both Aisles and Clerestory with

the characteristic Irish battlements, and I should be inclined also to

remove the doorway from its modern place in the south transept, and

insert it instead in the South Aisle wall.

Finally, I ought also to say that I should lower the Nave floor to

its okHevel, and repave the whole of the nave, aisles, and transepts
■with tiles copied from the old pavement, much of which seems still

to remain buried under the present floor.

When all these works are complete, the Dean and Chapter will

have a Cathedral of which, so far as the Nave and Transepts are con

cerned, they will have a just title to be proud.

I should propose to take the works in the following order—

First. To build the South Aisle and South side of Nave. This
■would be a complete work in itself, and one which would be sure

to interest everyone and to draw forth help.

Secosd. To restore the North Aisle and North side of the Nave.

Third. To restore the West Front and finish the Groining of the

Nave; and

Lastly. To complete the work by repairing the Transepts, and re-

paving the entire Church West of the Choir.

In this way the work may, I think, be carried on with perfect

security, and so as to make no one section of the work so costly as to

render it unlikely that it will be done.

DUDLEY GALLERY.

r1 public interest, a throng of visitors, and walls well lined with works of

pictorial art far above the average of merit may be accepted as a guaran

tee of success to the ' General Exhibition of Water-colour Drawings,' its

Committee may be sincerely congratulated on the result of their labours in

this its fifth anniversary.

It may indeed be argued that inasmuch as this Exhibition has already

formed and must continue to form the nursery of a special branch of art

represented elsewhere, its most successful exhibitors, when elected members

of the Society or Institute of Water-colour Painters, will naturally be

tempted to reserve thoir best efforts for display in Pall Mall ; but there are

nevertheless not a few who are faithful to both interests, and the Dudley

Gallery has, besides, this decided advantage over other Exhibitions, that while

its doors are open to all artists of merit, it is not trammelled by that unfortu

nate consideration of membership which in some instances results in the

incubus of confessed mediocrity.

Among the most prominent figure subjects in the Gallery this season are

those of Mr. Simeon Solomon, who we believe has filled a place on its walls

from the first year of the Exhibition. To estimate the full value of this

talented painter's work, it must be remombered that he belongs to a school

whose aim is distinctly directed towards the ideal, and is wide from all

attempt to illustrate incident in art. It is true that in such a work as his
■ Song ' (315), we find a group of young ladies and more effeminate young

gentlemen dressed in the costume of our grandfathers' childhood, and

gathered round a spinet ; but the attitude of the figures and the whole

ethos of this scene is neither natural, nor, we should hope, is it meant to be.

With the grace of Stodhart, and a luscious charm of colour which is all the

painter's own, there is nevertheless— and we are sorry to Bay it of such

otherwise excellent work—a something—call it sentiment or what you will,

about this picture from which Stodhart would have shrunk, and which will

never find true sympathy among educated lovers of art unless art itself

should ever become emasculated. Much the samo and more might lie said

of this painter's ' Sacramentum Amoris ' (111), a half-draped mystical per

sonage, with the torso of a Hercules and the head and limbs of a woman,

who holds in—shall we say his or her ?— band a transparent shrine, in

which a small winged figure—also of the epicene or doubtful gender—is

deposited. What possible purpose in art such work as this can be destined

to fulfil we arc at a loss to guess ; but judging from the Latin text inscribed

on the frame (S. John.i. a), it suggests a satire which can hardly escape the

chargo of irreverence.

To Mr. Solomon's ' Saint of the Eastern Church ' (88) we can give nothing

but the highest praise. Bating a strange tendency—observable in most of

his figures—to exaggerate the width between human eyes, and represent

them in one plane instead of on a curved surface—the drawing and execution

of this work are admirable. The chaste key of colour in which it is painted,

tho deft association of hues which respectively stand for dark marbles,

white vestments, and gold embroidery, combine to render this drawing one

of the most attractive, to a refined taste, in the Gallery. Mr. Solomon's

success has naturally induced more than one imitator to follow in

his wake. Among these may be mentioned Mr. Walter Crane and

Mr. Robert Bateman. The former gentleman's ' Water, Fire, Air, and

Earth' (107), four symbolical figures in separate compartments, represent

a work which seems to be of considerable merit so far as colour is

concerned, but it is unfortunately hung too high for fair criticism. His

second work, ' A Mediaeval Poet ' (24) clad in a mantle of dark

red velvet, and stretching his ' lazy length ' (and a very long length it is)

by a river's side, while shadowy forms flit in thin procession on the oppo

site bank, must be judged by its aim rather than its execution. But Mr.

Bateman's ambition is of that acrobatic order which o'erleaps itself. One

may fairly question whether, since the Dudley Gallery first opened, any

figure subject on so large a scale as his ' Story of a Mother and her Son '

(217) has been exhibited with such small pretensions to technical skill,

and we humbly submit to him, with all due deference to his choice of style,

that it will be time enough for him to think of style when he has become

more of a master of his brush.

We doubt whether Mr. E. Clifford would care to be identified with that

neo-medisoval school which is the latest fashion of the day. Exceptional in

character though his work may be, it possesses sufficient vitality to hold

the mirror up to nature, and this too after a fashion which never descends

to commonplace. His 'Head of an Angel' (19) is finely conceived and

nobly drawn. The charming portrait of a child with a background of

field flowers, to which he gives tho title of ' In Clover ' (27), exhibits sound

taste in colour and composition ; and though his ' Jean ' (243) may be less

successfully rendered in detail, there is a refinement and delicacy in the

head indicative of great promise.

Let us now turn to the works of an artist who, while affecting no

peculiarity of specific style, keeps steadily clear of those lamentable con

ventionalities which have until lately been the bane of our modern English

School. Mr. E. J. Poynter is one of a very few painters, at least in this

country, who have shown themselves equal adepts both in oil and water-

colour painting. We are glad to find that the Royal Academy have at

last recognised the ability displayed in his ' Israel in Egypt' by admitting

him to the rank of Associate. We need only walk round the walls of the

Dudley Gallery to acknowledge his excellence in another field of art. Whether

we turn to his naive and graceful portrait of Mrs. Alfred Baldwin (317),

in which the minutest detail, down to the inlay of a Japanese cabinet, is

conscientiously but unobtrusively rendered, or to his accurate study of

mosaics in the central dome of St. Mark's (585), or to his other Venetian

subjects—'Boats at the Dogana' (554), and 'Moonlight on the Grand

Canal' (570), we cannot fail to note the taste and industry with which each

and all of these several and diverse subjects have been treated. His in

ventive power is well represented by a group of four small but clever de

signs, which are described in the catalogue under the general title of ' The

Prodigal Son ' (519), but which can scarcely have been painted in illus

tration of the same subject without involving an incongruity of detail too

obvious to call anachronism.

The ' eye picture ' in the room—by virtue of its size, chiefly, as we ap

prehend, is Mr. Calderon's 'La Fileuso ' (207), a buxom, but somewhat

uninteresting daughter of the South, who, lolling on a garden bench, distaff

in band, seems t» be—what she doubtless was—a painter's model, and

nothing else. This picture, like a former one by the same hand, exhibited

at the Dudley, is painted entirely in tempera on canvas ; and, whatever its

artistic merits may be, appears out of place in an exhibition of ordinary

water-colour drawings.

Under the title of ' A Farm Corner' (75), Mr. J. North—whose name, if

we mistake not, has long been before the public as an illustrator of ' gift-

books '—sends a hotly-coloured study of a barn- loft, in which two men are

lying. Both in this drawing and that of Mr. Pinwell—another draughts

man on the wood—the light is strangely diffused ; and though the ' Calf '

sceno (603) exhibited by the latter artist has many good qualities of execu

tion, we prefer it as an engraving. The ' China Shelf (291) of Mr. Lux-

moore is an instance of the interest which may be elicited by the simple

study of a single figure gracefully posed with a background of appropriate

accessories. It represents no high aim in art, and its rendering of texture

is in parts defective ; but, on the whole, it is a decided success, and is utterly

free from the mawkish prettiness which too often characterises such sub

jects.

We aro sorry to find that Mr. A. B. Donaldson shows a tendency this

season to relapse into the chromatic feverishness from which he had all but

recovered last year. The undeniable skill in composition which is notice

able in his ' Parlement d'Amour ' (255), and his ' Requiescat in Pace '

(272), is marred by the violence of hue in which both pictures are steeped.

The expression of Mr heads, too, might sometimes be tempered with advan

tage. That of the lady seated in the left-hand corner of his first subject

is worth all the others, because it is in a state of reposo. His studies of

architecture and landscape are, in our opinion, far superior to his figure

subjects, and we especially commend to notice his ' Villa Borghcse ' (591),
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■•Venice from the Public Gardens' (655), and 'Village in the New Forest'

(614).

'A Game of Fox and Geese' (3fi0) is a slightly painted, but very clever

-drawing by Mr. Briton Riviere, full of humour and truth in animal form.

The sly loot of old Reynard, who lies on his side in the foreground with his

eyes just sufficiently opened to see the unlucky geese waddling unconsciously

towards him across the common, the stupid, self-confident look of the birds

themselves, with their fat bodies and out-stretched necks, really furnish

such pictorial evidence of a good practical joke that we forget the dreadful

tragedy which is about to be enacted, and can only wish the ruthless free

booter a good appetite.

Miss Marie Spartali, whose taste and skill in the field of water-colour

painting have long since raised her far beyond the level of an ordinary

amateur, sends two large drawings : one the life-size portrait of a lady (we

believe her sister), in a Venetian dress, under the title of ' Nerea Foscari '

(461); the other a subject picture, 'Brewing the Love-Philtre' (380), in

which two women are concocting a charm under trees at nightfall. Both

works are of considerable merit ; and if they are deficient in any quality, it is

that of execution rather than ofjudgment and design.

Here we must pause for the present, reserving many notable drawings for

future comment.

SOCIETIES.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.

February 2, 1869.

Charles Hutton Gregory, Esq., President, in the chair.

The paper read was ' The Mauritius Railways—Midland Line,' by Mr.

James R. Mosse, M. Inst. C.E.

It was announced that the discussion, which had been commenced, would

be resumed at the next meeting, when the following Paper would be read:

' On the Lagoons and Marshes of certain parts of the Shores of the Medi

terranean,' by Prof. D. T. Ansted, F.R.S.

At the Monthly Ballot, the following candidates were balloted for and

■duly elected : as Members, J. H. W. Buck, T. Dale, P. Greek, and H. J.

Wylie ; as Associates, J. Bowden, A. M. Fowler. C. Hart, B. M. de Michele,

J. Musgrave, E. W. Preston, A. L. Saere, H. T. H. Siceama, A. H. Strongi-

tharm, and J. W. Wilson.

A report was brought up from the council stating that, under the pro

visions of Section IV. of the bye-laws, the following candidate had been

admitted n Student of the Institution since the date of the last announce

ment : J. P. Van der Meulen.

The Institution of Cim Engineers.—Tuesday, February 9, at 8 p.m.'

1st Discussion, ' Mauritius Railways—Midland Line,' and 2nd, Prof. Anstedi

' On the Lagoons and Marshes of certain parts of the Shores.of the Medi

terranean.

Associated Arts' Institute.

9, Conduit Sthset, W.

January 23, Discussion and Exhibition of Sketches. Mr. R. Pheno

Spiers, V.P., in the Chair.

After the transaction of the usual routine business, the Chairman called

on Mr. Walter Crane to open the discussion on the question, 'Does General

Mental Training tend to develop Art Power ? '

Mr. Ceane, in opening in the affirmative, remarked that the two sides of

the present question bore relation to the two chief educational theories of

the age, of which the great exponents were Mr. Carlyle and Mr. Mill.

He might state his general position in the form of a syllogism. Art is a

product of observation and experience, acting on the imagination and the

feelings. Whatever educates and extends the former has a corresponding

effect upon the latter ; and as mental culture or training has this tendency,

therefore mental training tends to develop art power. Mr. Crane then

proceeded to show, in the progress of a studont of art from childhood, that

the forms of his practice would correspond with the phases of his mental

condition, and afterwards traced the same correspondence between the

art and the mind of the world at tho chief periods of its history.

Having touched incidentally on the value of special branches of study

in various branches of art (as history and poetry in figure painting,

and botany and geology in landscape), he contrasted the universaligm

of the great artists of old with the present tendency to the division

of labour in art. He then remarked that by the chemistry of

the mind, observation and experience were converted into thought,

and thought was precipitated in art. Whatever in literature or in

life refined the feelings, widened the sympathies, stimulated the ima

gination, or strengthened the intellect of the artist, must tend to ennoble

his art. If the human mind had not, in the course of ages, received such

education, our highest ideal of pictorial art would still bo found on the

walls of Memphis or of Thebes. In tho present day—amid the complex

conditions of modern life, the crowds of agitating questions, tho varied

interests and conflicting principles—to some the temptation might seem

strong to retire to a self-built monastery of the mind and devote life to the

•quiet study of art, shutting the door upon the confused noise of the world,

and caring not to answer ' the riddle of the painful earth.' But excInsiTe-

ness and isolation would no more be healthy for tho artist than for the

man : sooner or later would be felt the baneful influences inseparable from

restricted effort and narrowed sympathies, the human mind would become

intolerant and self-indulgent, and the spirit of art degenerate into the

monotony of handicraft.

Mr. F. N. Phince briefly replied in the negative. Circumstances pre

vented him from fulfilling his engagement otherwise than nominally. Tho

real duties of his position would be performed by his supporters.

Mr. H. E. Wooldridoe (for the affirmative) urged that the broad culture

of the Greeks had resulted in the perfection of art, while, on the other

hand, the exclusive training of tho Jews had produced (with the exception of

religious poetry) no art whatever : and that at the Renaissance also, when

art again well-nigh attained to the Greek level of excellence, it did so under

the influence of learning, and in the hands of learned men.

Mr. Scabxet Potter (for the negative) was of opinion that the syllogism,

on which the speakers for the affirmative based their arguments was not

one that would bear examination. If, as stated by Mr. Crane, art were

mainly a product of experience, why were the works produced by artists

when the maximum of experience had been reached, and before the decay

of «ge had set in, inferior, as a rule, to their earlier works ? If art

were dependent on knowledge, why did not this age, more fruitful in

research than any that had gone before it, produce more great art than past

times ? The thing of real importance was the innate art instinct. If that

were present, the work would bo good and true, whether the artist were as

learned as Leonardo or as ignorant as Turner. He thought breadth of

information rather prejudicial than otherwise, since it militated against

earnestness and depth of feeling. A Dante or a Fra Angelico would be

impossible in the nineteenth century. The short span of life would not

permit a man to devote himself to many things if he hoped to excel in

any ; and, as a rule, it was by concentration, not diffusion, that power was

attained.

Mr. Holyoakk (affimutive) thought the last speaker had argued on false

premises. The question was rather, ' the art instinct being given, would

general culture tend to develop it ? ' In his opinion it would have that

tendency. ,

Mr. Lemon Michaex (negative) reminded Mr. Holyoake that the speakers

in the affirmative had only been attacked in the position they had them

selves assnmed. His objections were therefore unnecessary. Mr. Wool-

dridge had instanced the Greeks and Hebrews. Now, Greek art reached

its acme earlier than Greek philosophy, and, therefore, could not be said to

have sprung from it ; and the practice of art was forbidden to the Jews by

their religion ; and the difference of art instinct in the two races hod also

to be considered. The rise of Renaissance art had been mentioned by the

eamo speaker as a result of learning ; but that speaker had not thought

proper to point out how its fall was caused by over much learning. Some

thing of the evil of conscious knowledge in art might be seen in the anti

quarian pictures of the present day, in which the subject appeared a mere

peg on which to hang costumes and elaborately correct accessories. For

art purposes, it was necessary that things should be seen in a child-like

spirit ; Nature, like religion, revealed her secrets rather to the simplicity of

faith than the pride of knowledge.

Mr. Lewis Dat (affirmative) pointed out that for the architect of the

present day an education extending over so wide a range of subjects as to

be general rather than technical was absolutely necessary.

Some further remarks having been made by Mr. Redgrave, Mr. Hewitt,

and Mr. Ralph Thomas,

The Chairman in summing up proceeded to divide the various branches

of intellectual culture under different heads. Somo of these, as, for instance,

poetry, would from their nature prove beneficial to art power; whilst

others, such as archseology, would tend to lead tho mind of the artist from

imagination to fact, and would therefore be prejudicial. On the whole, he

thought the arguments brought forward favoured tho negative view of the

question. In allusion to Mr. Day's remarks on the education of members

of his own profession, ho believed the study of so great a number of subjects

as was now forced upon them had well nigh extinguished all art power

among English architects.

A show of hands was then taken, and tho majority declared to bo for the

affirmative.

A considerable number of sketches by members were exhibited, illus

trating the Second Act of tho ' Tempest,' and tho word ' Lost.' The ballot

on their merits resulted in tho palm of excellence being awarded to a sketch

by Mr. Charles Gliddon, in the former series, and in the latter to one by

Mr. Oliver Morris.

THE STUDENT'S CORNER.

Thicknesses of Arches.—In some investigations on the equilibrium

of arches I deduced the following simple and convenient rule for

determining the proper depth or thickness of the voussoirs of a cut

stone arch at the crown. Let s represent the span of tho arch, and T

the thickness of thecrown. Then

or the depth of the voussoir at the crown will be three-eighths the

square root of the span. This simple rule is applicable to all arches,

however great or however small tho span, from a semi-circle to the

flattest segments ever attempted on puolic works. It is always safe.

—IMet.

Size of Public Clocks.—I have no difficulty in saying that one-

tenth of the height from the ground is the least size which a public

dial ought to be, except in some unusual positions where they can

only be seen a very little way.—Denison.

Coating Water- Pipes.—When pipes are coated with asphalt, they

will deliver a much greater quantity than any calculated results. The

4 feet pipes at Glasgow were calculated to deliver 20,000,000 gallons

in twenty-four hours with 5 feet per mile inclination. They have

delivered 26,000,000 with 8£ feet. The expense of asphalting was

about 5s. a ton.—Bateman.

Architects and Decoration.—Properly speaking the design for the)

decoration of any building both externally and internally is the

province of its architect, since in this case decoration is essentially a

part of its architecture. If the principlo that ' ornament is the

decoration of construction ' Tie just, it will be apparent that it fa

hardly possible to judge of the one without the other. In works

wherein the decorator makes his own sham construction in order to
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ornament it, as well as in those multiplied manufactured 'parts'

which form the staple ornament of a large class of workmen in this

line, we may admire the skill of the execution, the cleverness of the

details, the excellence of the manufacture, or the imitation of early

works of acknowledged merit ; but to appreciate ' decoration ' we

must view it as a whole in the place for which it was specially de

signed, and in harmony with the building whose construction it

ornaments. Moreover, it must mainly originate in local circum

stances, and ought to have an individual significance.—Redgrave.

Slides.—The finest and largest roofing slates seem to be those of a

bluish grey or pale green colour. Where they become either very

red or quite black, they are more brittle, and more readily decompose,

owing probably to the presence of peroxide of iron in the one, and

carbonaceous matter in the other.—Jukes.

Pruning Trees.—I have always had occasion to observe as a practical

truth that in the cutting up of trees which had not had their large

branches cut off close by the trunk, the timber was of good quality,

and sound throughout, excepting where extreme old age had caused

natural decay; and of the truth of this I am perfectly convinced.

Therefore, I hereby beg to advise every proprietor of plantations

never, as he values their health as timber, to cut clean from the boll

of a tree a branch which is more than four inches in diameter at its

base Browti.

Cast-iron Columns.—Hollow columns of 20 to 24 diameters in

length :—
Column - may be loaded with

If cast J-inch thick or upwards—2 tons per square inch of sectional

area of iron

n 8 it ii ii

ii ^ ii Ij ii ii

For columns of 25 to 30 diameters in length :—

If cast }-ineh thick or upwards—1 J tons per square inch

it 8 l> 1J ii

J „ 1*
n 8 ii 1 ii

Columns being supposed of good construction, with flat ends, and

with base plates at their bearings.—Shields.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

Ste,—Mr. Edis, in criticising the Report of the Association delegates to

the Architectural Alliance on Architectural Education, takes exception to

certain points in it, I think, without sufficient grounds. He ' dissents from

much that it lags down, because it fails to enquire into and recognise the

causes which are in a great measure the reason of the present admitted faulty

system of education!

I am afraid Mr. Edis has not read all the Report ; for seventy lines of

printed matter are confined to enquiring into those causes alone : whether

he agrees with them or not is another matter.

Mr. Edis thinks the Report is faulty for two reasons :—

1st—because the suggestions made therein are evidently based on the

foreign systems of education.

Without admitting that to be a fault, I beg to point out that the propo

sitions contained under Head IV., and recommended for adoption at pre

sent, are based on the pupilage system ; those under Head II., which are

suggestive only, are based on the academical system, which will, of course,

ultimately replace the former just as railway travelling has taken tho place

of that by the stage coach.

With regard to the second fault—namely, that it only suggests a system

which is not to be compulsory—I am really unable to see how the profes

sion can be put on a better footing until the oducation of its members be

carried on by some systematic and definite course ; compulsory examina

tion may follow as the result of such system, as it has abroad, either by

law or by custom, but it certainly cannot precede it.

Even abroad it is in Prussia alone that examination is compulsory by

law, and there everybody is examined, from the highest authorities in the

land to the commonest soldier or sailor, or even the shoeblack. It will, I

rear, be a long time before wo are able to arrive at that state of civilisation.

In speaking of the French school, Mr. Edis assumes ' that the paid pro

fessor cannot be of any great eminence, as the smattness of the sum paid

would leave him but a very small remuneration after payment of rooms and

incidental expenses'

It does, however, happen that the professors of the ateliers are, without

exception, the very highest architects ofeminence in the country, as the names

-of Labrouste, Lobas, Gilbert, Blouet, Questel, Constant-Dufeux, Daumet, and

others testify.

With regard to the theoretical instruction of the French School, the

Report is somewhat exaggerated, for during the last ten years no ' Grand

Prix ' man has visited Rome without having passed two or more years in

the office of an architect ; two of them were inspectors for more than four

years at the New Opera, Paris ; and it is well known that nearly all the

students of the atelier, after the second year in the school, work for three

or four months in the year in the office of an architect, at so much per hour,

and in some cases as much as eight or nine months. The administration of

the school, however, does not recognise, as in Germany, tho practical in

struction thus obtained elsewhere as a necessary part of their system ; and

this fact, and also because the Report had to be considerably shortened, led,

I am afraid, to the exclusion of thf60 importaut points, which considerably

modify the general theoretical tone of the system.

I remain, Sir, yours obediently,

R. PoEsi Spikes.

BAT.T.IOL COLLEGE

Sib,—In your interesting account of the enlargement of Balliol College,

Oxford, an inaccuracy occurs, which, I trust, you will allow me to correct,

as it refers to a lady to whom the College has been indebted for a munifi

cence which, if withheld, would have deprived the building of much of its

present distinction.

Miss Brackenbury is described in your article as a descendant of the

original founder, John de Balliol (1264). This is not the case, although a

former connection between the families of Balliol and Brackenbury may

have been the motive for selecting ' Balliol ' in preference to other colleges

as the recipient of her munificent endowments.

It is, however, as the last of her line, and in memoriam of her two

brothers, who were the. last lineal male descendants of Sir Perse de Brack

enbury, of Sellaby, Dnrham, who married a daughter of Hugh de Balliol, of

Barnard Castle, and died about 1106, that her donations have been made

to Balliol College.

One of her brothers was in the law and the other in medicine, and in

their memory three scholarships at Balliol have been founded by Miss

Brackenbury, for young gentlemen intending to devote themselves to those

professions ; and her contributions to the construction of the building were

made in the hope of securing, gratuitously, suitable rooms for her scholars

in the Brackenbury Tower.

Trusting that you will kindly insert this slight correction of your excel

lent notice of Balliol College, I am, Sir, yours, &c,

Brighton, Feb. 1, 1869. " H.

REMOVING HOUSES.

Sin,—An interesting article appeared in one of your early numbers with

reference to the American mode of removing houses from one part of the

city of Chicago to another, without taking them down or injuring their sta

bility. A similar removal has just been successfully made at Caversham

Bridge, under the direction of Mr. Woodman, our borough surveyor. A

house in the occupancy of Mr. Piper stood until Friday last close to the

east side of the old pier, but it was found that this would be an obstruction

to the erection of the new bridge, and it was accordingly determined to try

the American plan of removal in masse. The attempt was made on Friday

morning, and in less than three hours the building was placed 8 feet farther

back, and was settled safely and uninjured in tho position it is to perma

nently occupy. Abchitect.

Caversham.

UTILISATION OP REFUSE.

Sir,—In the last number of The Abchitect a disheartening view Is taken of the pros
pects of utilising the London sewage. Others see much promise in tho prospect of the
sewage being made a source of wealth and benefit to agriculture as well as of profit to
those who will undertake the task of organising the supply of a simple and substantial
manure for the purposes of the agriculturist. This might be done by tho action and
responsibility of the Board of Works : it could be elone most suitably by them, but fail
ing that, it may be done by the action of a Company, Limited, and I beg you for one
moment to consider a rough sketch for the purpose.
At suitable stations on the Thames, places or wharves could be opened for the reception

of the London shootage, Free. By the means of free Bhootage a constant and large
supply of matter would be collected at these depots, from the diggings, the sweepings, and
rubbish of London. Barges filled with this shootage would be tugged down the river
to the Sewage Outlets, where a site would be token for the reception and conversion of
the manure. Tho shootage, after a rough sorting, would be lain in suitable beds, to be
run over by the London sewage to saturation. This valuable and simple manure, when
partly dried, would be then ready for distribution on the lands around, enriching and
gradually raising them. The residue of hard material taken from the shootage would
make and raise roads in the low lands adjoining, and the effect of this simple arrange
ment would be to make a constant supply of valuable manure for a large district requir
ing it, a good supply of road material, a fair return for capital invested, as well as the
removal of the filth from London, to the great benefit of the inhabitants.
February S, 1869. I am, Sir, yours obediently,

C. P. Aston.

FIRE-ESCAPES.

Sir,—The recent calamitous Are at the house of my friend Mr. K. H. Darlee. at Ken
sington, leads me to ask for the use of your columns for one or two practical sugges

tions.
In a leading article in The Standard, one day last week, it is made a reflection upon the

architectural profession, that while we design and erect houses more or less impregnable
from without, we give little heed to the necessary means of egress for the unfortunate
inmates whose escape is cut off in consequence of smoke and flame having taken posses
sion of the staircase. Now, while there is, no doubt, some truth in the observation, yet
I submit that it is savouring of unfairness to reflect wholly upon tho foresight and care
of the architect, for I think that the matter of escape by the windows of the house—to
which The Standard evidently refers, is more for the consideration of the inmate than of
the architect. Upon us, clearly, lies the responsibility of providing against facilities for
unlawful ingress, but to my simple mind the facilities of egress by means of the windows
come more within the province of the house furnisher and upholsterer than of the archi

tect and surveyor.
Probably, in five bedrooms out of six, a dressing-table of some sort stai.di under or

near the window. It most frequently has one or more shallow drawers in front, some
times it Is dressed up in the mysteries of muslin and glazed calico, but in any case there
is room to fit a shaUow drawer, opening only at the back of the table, and therefore not
likely to be perverted to other than its proper use, wherein might be kept a coil of some
20 or 30 yards of strong 1* inch rope, i.e. half-an-inch thick (which by-the-by sheuld
not bo ' knotted at Intervals,' as I think has been elsewhere recommended) rove at one
end throngh the eye of a stout iron hook, like a fish-hook, and having about three
inches gape, i.e. between stem and point. Or a shallow drawer might be conveniently

made (opening at the back, for the reason before stated) at the bottom of the box ottoman
now so frequently found in better class bedrooms, in which the rope and hook might be
stored, always ready to hand, without previous adjustment or fixing, yet out of sight
and occupying no valuable space. A sum of five pounds would furnish all the bedrooms
of a moderate-sized house with this useful expedient.

This is, at once, the best, cheapest, simplest, of all fire-escapes. By its means an adult
might quickly and safely land half-a-dozen children from a third or fourth floor window
on the pavement below, letting down other adults in like manner if necessary, using the
hooked or free end of the rope as the circumstances of the moment might require, and
finally passing the rope round a bedpost, might lower himself, or, having secured tho
hook to the inBide sill of the window, the bedstead, or other convenient and safe anchor

age, slip down quickly and safely to the ground.
The very fact of knowing that so ready and simple a means of escape is at hand in

every room would go far to nerve and strengthen the most timid of the inmates, and
contribute to that presence of mind that is half the battle, and oft-times more, In the

case of a fire.
How useful, too, would be the hook as a means of bringing up help from below I—even
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' the broken fly ladder ' at Kensington might have been easily reared by its means.
There is very little doubt that had this simple and inexpensive apparatus been at hand
at Lansdowne Crescent last week, the valuable life of my friend's wife would havo been
preserved, and his feelings, and those of his servants and connections, saved many a
bitter pang.

I am becoming more and more convinced that most, if not all, of the Patent Domestic
Fire Escapes are a delusion and a snare. Rope ladders, too, that are never at hand when
wanted, and that will never thake out properly when they are, arc little better ; clearly
they are of no use to infants and young children, and but Utile to timid men and females.
Probably not one female in a hundred could descend a rope ladder amid the excitement
of a fire and under the gaze of a gaping crowd without falling ; and hundreds would
hesitate until resolution came too late. Nay, for one that would venture on a rope or
wire ladder—possibly hanging loose and swinging about like a pendulum—ten would let
themselves down quickly and safely by means of the rope.
Just one more suggestion. Would it not be well always to have a door at the foot of

the attic stairs, to shut down the smoke and flame, when there is a means of exit—as
there ought always to be—by a skylight in the roof ? Such a door need not be fire
proof, but it would enable the inmates, if driven to tho nppcr floors, to escape leisurely
on to the roof without being affected by the blinding smoke and unbreatheable hot air
that rush like a whirlwind up tho staircases the moment a vent is opened in the roof.
How often has it happened that some poor soul has been suffocated, scorched, blackened,
and burnt to death at the very foot of tho escape ladder in the roof !

Lastly, that ladder should never be out of its place, and every fresh servant should be
well instructed in the meant and modes of escape.

Prevention is always better than cure ; but carefulness alone is no safeguard ngainst
Are, as is most amply proved by the calamity that has called forth this letter from

Yours faithfully, W. L.

LEGAL.

At Marylebone Police Court, on Monday, Thomas Crofts, contractor,

Kentish Town Wharf, and Joseph Manning, labourer, were charged on

remand with stealing about 40,000 bricks belonging to Mr.William Hcnshnw,

the contractor for building a new infirmary at Highgate, for St. Paneras.

Mr. George Lewis conducted tho prosecution, and Mr. F. H. Lewis defended

Crofts, as reported in The Abchitect of January 23. It was shown that

the prosecutor had the contract for the erection of a new infirmary at High-

gate. Ho had made arrangements with several brickmakers to supply him

with bricks to be delivered at Crofts' Wharf, and thence carted to the site

of the infirmary at Highgate. Messrs. Pickett and Sharpc, of Southend

Green, Hampstcad, contracted to cart the bricks for Air. Henshaw from the

prisoner Crofts' wharf. They, however, without the sanction of Mr. Hen

shaw, Bublet their contract to Crofts. Bricks from that time were missing,

and from what had been stated by tho prisoner Manning, he had been in

duced by Crofts and his foreman to tally bricks from the barges to the ex

tent of about 40,000, for which he received 4j. a thousand. The lowest

price for these bricks was, including the cartage, 34s. a thousand. Compe

tent surveyors had measured up the work, and found that there were about

218,000 bricks deficient, and this was borne out by the invoices. Mr.

D'Eyncourt committed both prisoners for trial, and refused bail.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FBOM OUR

SPECIAL COBRE8PONDENTS AND OTHEES.

India.

Engineering.—A Baboo, Kalutch Chunder Ghose, has recently purchased

the plant of the Beerbhoom Iron Works, and started the works afresh.

One of his new furnaces is capable of turning ont about eighty tons of fair

iron a month. Specimens of ore have been lying about unnoticed for the

past five years. There is a promising seam of coal not far from the works,

and lime can be had in abundance. The works are also very advantageously

situated with respect to the East Indian Railway.

Works have been commenced at Salem, in the Madras Presidency, for

improving the drainage of the town, and for conveying water to the re

servoirs in the Fort.

The Government of India has ordered the revival of tuccanee advances

for irrigation purposes, such as wells and reservoirs, throughout the

Punjab.

The Ahmedabad merchants arc taking activo steps to promote the con

struction of a railway from that city to Veerumgaum, a distance of thirty-

eight miles.

A successful trial trip over thirty-two miles of the Chord line of the East

Indian Railway, from Seetaramporo to Setakutteo, was made on December

26 last by a special train.

The lato accident to the telegraph on the Arakan coast shows tho urgent

need of an alternative line connecting Calcutta with British Burmah. It

is rumoured that a deep sea line is shortly to bo laid across tho Bay from

False Point to nenzai, in the Tavoy district.

It is stated that the Maharajah Holkar is about to work the iron mines

at Burwai, which were lately purchased by him from Government.

Architecture.—It is understood that the New Presidency College building

at Madras will bo completed about May next, no fewer than 600 work

people being jnst now busily employed upon it. When finishod there will

be accommodation enough for several hundred pupils, besides library and

reading rooms, examination hall 60 feet by 60, and a large number of

offices.

Permission has been received from the French Government at home to

erect a Hotel de Ville for the benefit of the public at Pondieherry. The site

has already been chosen on one side of the Place Napolion III., and com

manding an excellent view of the esplanade, the pier, and other objects of

interest. It is also in contemplation to put up a statue in the centre of the

Place to the memory of Duploix.

The foundation stone of the University of Bombay was laid on December

29 by His Excelloncy Sir Seymour Fitzgerald, in the presence of a large

concourse of tho public, both European and Native. Although the Univer

sity itself was founded in 1857, nothing has been done till now to provide

it with a local habitation of its own, beyond procuring sketches from several

architects, and ultimately a complete design from Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A.

Notes from Paris for Connoisseurs.

A man of taste is known by tho quality and not by tho quantity of his

treasures, and the late Comto d'Haubersart must be accounted such, though

his pictures, sold the other day in Paris, woro but four in number: the first

was a fine example of Jacques Ruysdacl, The Torrent, and sold for a sum

equal to 328/. ; tho second, a sea-piece by Ludolf Backuysen, fetched 320/. ;

the third, a small work by Jean Van Hugtenburch, Attack of a Military

Convoy, 36/. ; and tho last, a Public Square in a Dutch town, by Gerard

Berckeyden, 200/.

Another small collection sold recently in Paris presents several points

of interest. A bust of Voltaire in marble by Houdon, signed, and bear

ing the date of the year 1781, formerly presented by the Marquis de

Villette to the Comtesse de Ferney, sold for little over 49/. At the same

sale three remarkable pieces of tapestry were sold at high prices: one, re

presenting the Triumph of Alexander and having the arms of England over

tho subject, fetched 108/. ; another, in which Apollo and the Muses are

placed in a Landscape, 200/. ; and the third, of Beauvais manufacture, a

Concert in a Park, in the style of Wattcau, 120/.

At the sale of the effects of Madlle. Delphino Marquet, two works in

pistol sold for relatively large sums. One, a portrait, by La Tour, of

Madlle. Salle, a dancer, dated 1745, formerly in the Veron collection, sold

for 101/. ; and the other, a portrait of the Fermier General de la Reyniere,

by the same artist and of the same date, 53/.

Tho season for the sale of works of art in Paris is now coming on, and

tho Delessert and other collections are expected to create considerable

excitement at the great mart in the Rue Drouot, which in truth, for the

Inst few years, has been one of tho most fashionable as well as crowded

resorts in Paris: the connoisseur is almost sure to find something of

interest in one of the many sale rooms of that establishment, the only one

in which public sales are allowed to tako place in Paris, with the exception

of one small sale room for books only, unless in the houses of the pro

prietors themselves. The Art-market is a great institution in Paris, and a

highly-interesting ono ; there is scarcely any scene in which the charac

teristics of the people may be studied with more effect than at the private

view of the pictures, sculpture, artistic furniture, or bric-a-brac. The

French tasto in art is certainly far from pure, but there are few French

people who have not a love, if not exactly an appreciation, of art.

CjpnpraL

At the Royal Academy Election last Saturday, Messrs. Mason and

Poynter were chosen to fill up the vacancies in the ranks of the Asso

ciates. The difficulty of making a choice, when so many distinguished

names were to be found in tho candidates' list, must have been necessarily

great ; nnd the Academy are to be congratulated on having added to their

number two men so eminently fitted to uphold the credit and reputation of

the institution. The only painful reflection connected with the result is

that both gentlomen studied abroad ; an additional proof, if any were

wanted, of the truth of the remarks in a recent article in this Journal on

the deficiency of art education in this country.

Tie * private view ' of the Dudley Gallery Exhibition came off on

Saturday, and more than 700 persons visited the gallery during the course

of the day. Sales were effected to the extent of over 1,500/.—an advance of

600/. on the amount realised on the same occasion last year—a satisfactory

proof of the sure though gradual improvement in monetary matters.

Mr. Layard has selected Messrs. Leighton, R.A., Poynter, A.R.A., Prin-

sep, and Albert Moore, to execute four of the figures which form part of

tho internal decoration of the Houses of Parliament.

On Saturday, at Chatham Dockyard, a wooden bridge gave way under

the weight of a train laden with clay, by which four men were injured, and

one fatally. Works are in progress for the extension of the dockyard.

A Bcheme, approved of by several leading scientific authorities, for pro

viding telegraphic stations in mid Channel, is about to bo considered by tho

Government and the Trinity Board. Its purpose is to establish floating

telegraph vessels in different parts of tho Channel and also on the Irish Coast,

so that passing ships will be enabled to keep up communication with Great

Britain, America, and the Continent.

The dividend of the Clifton Suspension Bridge Company for tho half-

year ending December 31 was at the rate of 1 J per cent, per annum. The

passenger traffic during that period showed a diminution compared with the

corresponding half of the previous year.

Messrs. Austin and Johnson of Newcastle have reported that owing

to insufficient ventilation the sleepers, flooring, and seats of Alnwick Church

havo begun to exhibit signs of decay. To remedy the evil it is suggested

that a drain on a level with the floor be carried round the outside of the

building.

A report has been made to the Board of Works recommending that the

sum of 100/. be contributed towards enclosing a piece of vacant ground in

Beresford Square, Woolwich.

Tho Board of Works has been asked for a sum of 168,468/., being the

coBt of acquiring some property for the purpose of widening Leadenhall

Stroet. The committee considered that they were not in a position to raise

so much money, unless by increasing the sowers rate ; a plan which under

existing circumstances they were not disposed to adopt.

The important question of an increased supply of gas to the metropolis

will engage the attention of Parliament this year. Several of the largo

companies have applied for power to raise additional capital ; they may

require it, but we know we want increased light at a reduced rate.

The Commissioners of "Works have given instructions to the effect

that the portion of tho embankment of the river which runs parallel with

Battersea Park is to be finished with stone dressings.
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Her Majesty's Theatre is rapidly approaching completion ; and if

report be true, it is likely to be of a superior character in its general

details. We hope that effectual provision will be made for the ready

egress of the audience in case of alarm ; it is hardly likely that so impor

tant a fact will not receive due attention.

The Model of the statue of Lord Talmerston, by Mr. Woolner, which

is to be erected in Palace Yard, Westminster, is in the hands of the bronze

casters.

A portrait bust in marble of Dr. Muspratt, the discoverer of the chloride

of iron spring, is expected to be ready for exhibition at the Royal Academy

in May next. Mr. Adams-Acton is the sculptor. The bust will be placed

in the New Pump-room at Harrogate.

Architects' Responsibilities.—It was stated at the Carmarthenshire

Quarter Sessions that in consequence of defectivo workmanship and

materials used in building the ' Joint Counties Asylum,' it had been

found necessary to renew a considerable portion of the work ; and it was

added that the loss had arisen through their architect, who had certified

that the work was properly executed. A caso was submitted to an eminent

counsel, who has given an 'opinion' that proceedings can be taken against

the architect to recover damages for the defects, and it has been decided to

take legal proceedings against him.

It is anticipated that new Blackfriars Bridge will be opened on

May 24 next. Should this date be finally decided on, it will be the

hundredth anniversary of the opening of the old bridge, in 1769 ; and by a

curious coincidence, it happens that on the same day her Majesty will have

completed her fiftieth year.

It is proposed to erect a memorial church to Archbishop Longley at

Oxford. The cost is expected to be about 15,000/. to 20,000/., and the

building is intended to hold at least 1,000 persons. The subscriptions

already amount to 2,000/.

Portobello.— It is estimated that the new pier which is to be built at

Portobello will cost 6,000/.

Memorial "Window.—A stained-glass window of a very handsome

description has recently been placed in the chancel of St. Margaret's

Church, Sibsey, by Edmund Brown Waite, Esq., a former resident of the

parish, in memory of his deceased wife, who died in May, 1867. The

subject is taken from the 10th chapter of St. Luke's Gospel, the three

figures representing Christ, Martha, and Mary. There are now fivo me

morial windows in the chancel of this church.

Humour states that a tramway will be run on the Thames Embank

ment, iu order to supply the public with that convenience which the Metro

politan District Railway Company have so long delayed.

Worcester Cathedral Great Bell.—A new mode of tolling great bells

has just been applied to the i\ ton bell lately east by Messrs. Taylor, of

Loughborough, for Worcester Cathedral, and recently hung there The bell

has been hung on a new plan, which, with the clock and peal of twelve

bells, is designed by Mr. Denison, Q.C., and gives a new effect to bells

which aro too heavy to be rung in the usual way. The gudgeons or pivots,

instead of being round, are wedge-shaped, like those of a scale beam, and

roll on hard brasses very slightly hollowed. Tho friction is thereby made

so little that this great bell can be tolled easily by one man with one hand ;

and it was so tolled for service last Sunday by the Rev. H. T. Ellacouibe, of

Topsham, who is a small man, and in his eightieth year, as well as by Mr.

Denison himself and tho Rev. R. Cattley, the author of the Worcester

Cathedral clock and bell scheme. It is actually much easier than clapper-

ing, or pulling tho clapper by a rope, yet brings out the full tone of tho

bell much more grandly. This tone is half a note below the fourth quarter

bell of the Westminster clock. The heaviest bells in England might be

made tollable in this way at a very small expense ; now most of them are

only inadequately struck by clock hammers or by clappering, which is the

cause of nine out of ten cracked bells. No wheel is required, but only a

long lever fixed to the stock. The gudgeons must not be lower than the

top of the bell.—Times.

The Corner-stone of Kendal Hospital was laid on Saturday last-

The building is to be opened at tho end of this year, and has been planned

by Mr. Joseph Bintley.

A considerable change in the facility with which stone is dressed or

polished is likely soon to be made, several of the master builders in Glas

gow having at last erected machinery for that pnspose, a step which in

America had been taken nearly twenty years ago. On Saturday last the

machinery was put in motion for the first time, and the result was most

favourable. In less than half an hour 160 feet of stone suitable for build

ings was dressed : an amount of work which, by the old method, eleven

men could scarcely have accomplished in a whole day.

The Drainage Works, Tewkesbury.—The sewerage works of this

town, which will cost about 3,000/., are nearly completed, but a proposal

which threatens to render them worthless, says the Worcester Chronicle, has

just been laid before Parliament. Tho Severn Navigation Commissioners

propose going to Parliament for powers to raise the level of the water

between Tewkesbury and Gloucester by the erection of weirs at the latter

place. As the Tewkesbury drainage works have not too much fall into

Mill-Avon already, the permanent raising of the level will greatly interfere

with them, and most probably cauBe the erection and constant use of

pumping machinery. Foreseeing this consequence, the Board of Health

has been for some time in communication with the Severn Commissioners,

and a fortnight since a deputation of six members of the Board went to

Worcester and had an interview with a committee of the Commissioners.

' The results,' says the Tewkesbury Weekly Record, ' were by no means

satisfactory. The Commissioners' engineer, Mr. Leader Williams, could

not see how the Tewkesbury drainage could be injured by his intended

operations. The question was then asked, " If the proposed works are

carried out, and it is proved that Tewkesbury is damaged thereby, will the

Commissioners guarantee fair compensation f " Tho reply given by the

chairman, Mr. Lea, was as distinct and straightforward as the question :

" The Commissioners will guarantee nothing." There seems therefore no

choice left to the Board but to oppose tho Commissioners when they go to

Parliament for their Bill.'

The Extension of the Midland Railway from Mangotsfield to Bath

will probably be opened for public traffic on the 1st of April. The present

Mangotsfield station will not be used after the opening of the new line ;

but a new one, at present in course of construction, somewhat nearer

Bristol, will replace it. This will be an additional means of transit be

tween Bath and Bristol.

It is reported that a great treasure has been turned up among the

stores of the India Houso—no less than the library of Timour, containing

' documents of extraordinary interest bearing on tho history of Mahommed.'

The Pa'l Mall Gazt tte adds that these documents are such as will cause a

great part of Eastern history to be rewritten.

A subterranean passage lending from the school at Westminster

(which was formerly tho monks' dormitory) to the passago under the clois

ter has just been discovered. It was no doubt u latrina or cloaca, much of

the same description as that found at Now College, in connection with the

' Garderobo' of the time of William of Wykeham.

Before the rc-assembling of Parliament, the interior of the House of

Commons will have undergone a considerable alteration, the principal

object of which is to mako every portion of the Chamber available for the

use of members.

The Town Teme Bridge, Tenbury.—This structure is admitted to bo

one of the best built in tho counties across a portion of which it stretches,

but, like most other structures built or raised centuries back, although then

ample for all present purposes, now requires to bo enlarged to meet the

large and increasing traffic. The bridge forms a junction between the

counties of Worcester and Salop. It has six arches, four and a half in

Worcester and one and a half in Salop ; is built of durable stone, with iron

palisades. In width (and here is tho evil) it is only 9 ft. 6 in., not allow

ing vehicles to pass each other while crossing it; and when we state that

it is tho great highway to the station, where terminate two important rail

ways—the Tenbury, worked by the London and North-Western Company,

and the Tenbury and Bewdley, worked by the Great Western Company—it

will be palpable to every one that in its present state the bridge is a groat

impediment to traffic, as well as being very dangerous. Application has

been made to the Quarter Sessions of the two counties interested for grants

towards the cost of increasing the width, and a local subscription has been

for some time open.

New Palace of Justice.—The strenuous efforts made by the Times to

obtain a favourable reconsideration of the site for our new Palace of Justico

are beginning to tell on society and on the profession. We predict success.

It is no secret that the new Commissioner of Public Works supports the

change of site from Carey Street to Thames bank, and we are glad to report

that a practical difficulty standing in tho way of that exchange—the appa

rent impossibility of finding room for a repository of wills on the preferen

tial site—has been overcome by the discovery that we have plenty of room

for a wills repository on the Rolls estate in Chancery Lane. . The Govern

ment and the public are now of one mind; the legal profession is divided,

but the better opinion is gaining ground in the Inns of Court, and we cannot

pretend to doubt that the new Palace of Justice will be built on the noblest

site in the world.—Athcnaum,

A New Church has just been completed at Padiham, Lancashire, from

the designs of Mr. Wm. Waddington, architect, of Padiham and Burnley.

It is designed in the style of the early part of the fifteenth century, and has a

lofty tower, containing a peal of six bells. The work has been carried out

by local contractors ; it will accommodate 1 ,000 persons, and has cost

about 8,000/. .

A New Wesleyan Chapel in the Italian style was opened recently in

Lower Broughton, Manchester. It has been designed to hold about 900

persons, and has cost about 6,000/. The work has been executed by-

Mr. Foggott, of Cheetham, from the designs of Mr. Wm. Waddington, of

Burnley.

The Free West Church in Union Street, Aberdeen, is now completed,

and will be opened on Sunday next. The cost is upwards of 14,000/.

The architect is Mr. James Mathews.

At the UOth Annual Meeting of the London Congregational Chapel

Building Society, it was stated that the society is at present engaged, with

Mr. S. Morley, M.P., in the erection of twenty-four chapels, to each of

which Mr. Morley contributes 500/., and tho society 500/.

MEETINGS OP LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Institution of CmL Engineers.—Tuesday, February 9, at 8 p.m. 1. Discussion on
the Mauritius Railway. Midland Line. 2. ' On the Lagoons and Marches of certain parts

of the Shores of the Mediterranean,' by Professor Ansted, F.R.3.

Institution op Surveyors.—Monday, February 8, at 8 p.m. Adjourned discussion on
paper by Mr. Ryde. Mr. J. Bailey Denton on ' The Future Extension of Railways with

reference to their Influence on Landed Property and Agriculture.'

Royal iNsTrrunoN.—Tuesday, February 9, at 3 p.m. Mr. Westmacott on Fine Art.
Thursday, February 11, at 3 p.m. D. M. Foster on ' The Involuntary Movements of
Animals.' Friday, February 1 J, at 8 p.m. Colonel Drnmmond Jerrois on 1 The Coast
Defences of England.' Saturday, February 13, at 3 r.M. Professor Oiling on 1 Hydrogen

and its Analogues.'

Society of Arts.—Wednesday, February 10, at 8 r.M.

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion later than 2 p.m. on

Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4 Monument Yard, London.—Gilbert Wood,

Publisher.
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PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Edward Higgins and Thomas Jacob Jones, Newport,
Monmouthshire, timber merchants—William Wilson and
George Wilson, High Street, Lincoln, plumbers—James
Storey Allatt and William Derry, Leeds, iron merchants—
Samuel Young and Samuel Hughes, Regent Road, Salford,
Lancashire, bcersellers—Pratt and Feather, Bingley, York
shire, plasterers—Gradwell and Palmer, Stockport, timber
merchants—Pearson and Fawcett, Klngaton-upou-IIuU,
builders—It. Heap and Sou, Kirkland Kendal, Westmore
land, joiners.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDEND.

J. Armitagre, Great Paxton. engineer—first div. of 1*. 8d.
Wednesday next and two subsequent Wednesdays, nt Mr.
Edwards's, Basinghall Street.

BANKRUPTS.

George Potilson, The Elms. Harrow, builder, Feb. 17, at
1—William Riley and Charles Frederick Riley, lata of
Gunnersbury Place, Kew Bridge, Kew, carpenters, Feb. 22,
at 11—Samuel Penfold, Great Dover Street, house decorator
Feb. 17, at 1—William Thornton, St. John's Hill, Batter-
sea, builder, Feb. 19, at 1.

To Surrender in- the Country.—Renben Hinchliffe,
Huddcrsfield, Yorkshire, joiner and builder, Feb. 15, Leeds
—J. W. Lee, Queen Street, Leicester, engineer, Feb. 9, Bir
mingham—William Airey, Liverpool, joiner, Feb. 16,
Liverpool—Alfred Green, St. Leonard's-on-Sea, upholsterer,
Feb. 15, Hastings—Joseph Newcombe, Torqnay, builder,
Feb 12, E:

7*
s
0

0
0

TENDERS.

Old Bundon, near Sunderland.— For Farm House and
Buildings. No quantities supplied. Mr. G. A. Middlemisa,
Architect.

Mr. Parkin Thornton . . . £913 0
Mr. Henry Oliver . . , . 615 17
Messrs. Clark &i Tnrnbnll . . . 613 6
Messrs. Geo. Reals & Sons . . 610 0
Messrs. Robinson & Pile . . . 605 0
Messrs. Cole St Hindhaugh . . 600 0
Mr. Geo. Moir (accepted) . . . 600 0

Darlington. —Fourteen cottages for the Low Parks
Land Company, Mr. Wm. Peachey, A.R.I.B,A., architect.
Accepted tenders :—

Richardxon & Cansic (brick and stone

work)
Ormrod (plastering) , . ,
Wharton (slating) . . .
Elwin (carpenter and joiner)

Johnson (plumber, glazier, and Iron
founder) . . .

Dryden (painter) ....

. £933 5 0

. 224 0 0

. 98 14 10

. 474 0 0

126
42

1 3

nEATTTWooD.— For erecting a residence, coach-house,
and stables, at Heathwood, Kent, for John Webster, Esq.
Mr. John Tarring, architect, 69 Basinghall Street, E.C. :—

Stimpson . . . . " . . , £3,717
Dove Brothers 3,500
Henshaw 3,394
Patman and Fotheringhnm . . . 3,385
Hill &z Sons 3,840

Keyes & Head 3,199
Robinson . 2,942

Malvehn College Houfe.—Haddon, Bros., architects,
Great Malvern and Hereford:—

Wood & Son £5,904 10 0
Smart 4 5.830 0 0
Garbutt 5,823 0 0

Dixon 5,649 16 3
Griffiths 5,616 0 0
McCann and Everal . , . 5,489 0 0

Inwood 5,106 0 0
Slim (accepted) .... 5,092 0 0

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

Smfthwick.—Surveyor. Salary 100/. jwr annum. Appli
cation to be made on or before February 9. Mr. Ralph
Docker, Clerk to Local Board.

Malvehn.—February 19.—Surveyor and Inspector of
Nuisances. Total salary 200/. per annum, with unfur
nished house, gas, and coal. Chairman of Local Board,
Gt. Malvern.

COMPETITIONS Ot>EN.

Royal Academy of Arts.—National Gallery. For the
best painting, in Oil—or Model and Design in Painting,
Sculpture, and Architecture. The Gold Medal and the
Discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, &c. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, tho Antique in
Landscape Perspective, &c. The Silver Medals, &c. No
vember 1.
RcrriiEmiam.—March 15.—For Plans, &c., for erecting a

Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 75/. is offered
for the best design, 50/. for the second, and 25/. for the
third. John Barras, bon. secretary, Rotherham.
Dover.—Feb. 20.—St. Mary's Burial Board. Designs

for laying out 9$ acres, for tho purposes of a new Cemetery.
Premiums 50/. and 20/. G. Fielding.
KiNOSTON-ON-THAsrES.—March 1 .—Design for new School

and Master's Residence. Cost not to exceed 5,000/. F. Gould,
Esq., Kingston-on-Thames.
Leamington.—Feb. 10.—Royal Pump Room Gardens.

DesignB for a Memorial Fountain. A. S. Field, Lea
mington.
Brecon.— March 1 .—Plans and Estimate for Alterations

of Connty Gaol. A premium of 30/. is offered for beat plan.
Edward Williams, Clerk of Peace, Brecon.

CONTRACTS OPEN.

City of London.—February 23.—For Stone Paving In
Carriageways and Footways. Joseph Daw, Sowers' Office.

Guildhall.
London.—For pulling down and re-constructing pre

mises, No. 15 Newgate Street. Mr. William Smith,

12 Copthall Court, B.C.
India Office.—February 8. -For supply of Canvas; also

for 600 Tons of Smithy Coal, to be delivered at Calcutta.
Mr. Gerald C. Talbot, India Office, Westminster.

East Indian Railway Company.—February 11.—For
supply of 1,500 tons of be.-t Smithy Coal, also 1,000 tons of
best Foundry Coke. Mr. D. J. Noad, Nicholas Lane, E.C.

St. George, Hanover Square.—February 20.—For
Materials from March 2», 186!), to March 24, 187U. Mr.
Joseph Henry Smith, Clerk to the Vestry.

Wandsworth Common.—For Fencing in on Estate. Mr.
T. Barnett, (I Lower Belgrave Street, S.W.

St. Giles, Camberwell.—February 15.—For Repairing
of Roads. Mr. Geo. Wm. Martdcn, Vestry Hull, Camber-

well.
St. Maiiy AnnoTT\s, Kensington.—February 10.—For

Carting and Carrying away Dost, &c. Reuben Green, Vestry

Hall, Kensington.

Upper Holloway.—For making up about 200 feet of
roadway. 192 Albany Street, Regent's Pork.

Newinc.ton Sick Asylum.—The Five Architects who
sent in Plans are requested to supply 20 copies of Printed
Reports. Joseph Burgess, Vestry Hall, Wandsworth, S.E.

St. Giles, Camberwell.—February 8.—For sinking
about six Wells. Mr. J. 0. Reynolds, Wells Street, South
ampton Street, Camberwell.

Cardiff Gaslight and Coke Company.— February 10.
—For excavating, building, puddling, Mason's and brick
work required in the construction of a Brick Gasholder
Tank, at their Grange Station. The interior diameter of
the tank will be 112 feet and the depth 2l» feet 6 inches.
Henry Bowen, Engineer, Cardiff.

Cardiff Local Board of Health.—Feb. 28.—For the
supply of Fifty Iron Lamp Pillars and Fifty Iron Lamp
Holders. Geo. Salmon, Clerk to the Local Board, Town

Hall, Cardiff.
Cardiff Loc al Board of Health.—Feb. 28.—For the

construction of a new Outfall Sewer, Channel, and Works
connected therewith. Geo. Salmon, Clerk to the Local

Board, Town Hall, Cardiff.
Burton-on-Trent.—February 17.—Contract for Loco

motive Engine Shed, with necessary Offices and Workshops.
Plans, &c, to be seen at Mr. H. Woodhouse's Office, Stafford
Station. Tenders to be sent to S. Rcay, Secretary, Euston

Station, London.
Castleford Local Board of Health.—For the Sinking

of a Well or Pumping Shaft for the Waterworks intended
to be forthwith established for the above board at Castle-
ford, in the county of York. George Bradley, clerk of the

Board, Cnstleford.
Sheffield.—February 10.—For the erection of two wings

with central building and offices for the New South York
shire Asylum at Wadsley Park, near Sheffield. Mr. Bernard
Hartley, West Riding Surveyor, Pontefract. Bills of quan
tities, 'prepared by Mr. Thomas Taylor, Surveyor, Man

chester.
Ilkley.—February 11.—For tho various works required

in the erection of a pair of semi-detached Villas, at the
bottom of Parish Gill Road, Ilkley. Thomas Ambler,
Architect, 9 Park Place, Leeds.

AIokley.—February 24.—For al>out 1,644 yards of 0-Inch
Pipes, which arc over and above the quantity they require
for their water supply. William Smith, jun., Clerk,

Morley.
Shanklin (Isle of Wight).—For tho erection of a small

Villa. Bills of quantities can be had on application to
Mr. J. P. Harper, Osmaston Street, Derby.

Greenwich District.—February 17.—For laying down
Tooled York Paving Granite Kerb, and other Materials
and Works required for making up the road and footways
of Manor Road, in the Parish of St. Paul, Deptford. E. W.
James, Clerk to the Board, Greenwich.

Northampton.—February Hi.—For the supply and erec
tion of a Gasholder, 100 feet diameter by 30 feet deep, with
columns, girders, &c. John Ennson, jnn., Northampton
Gas Company, Northampton. See Advertisement.

Town Malllng.—March 1 1 .- For Repair of Roads from
March 25, 1869, to March 25, 1870. W. South Norton,
Town Mailing.
Oxfordshire.—February 9.—For Purchase of Pudllcote

Estate, either in lota or for the whole property, James
Cooper, Esq., 5 Billiter Street, E.C.

Smardbn, Kent.—Feb. 10.—For Reseating and Restoring
Smanion Church. Rev. F. F. Haslewood, Rectory, Smarden.

Topfham, Devon.—February 8.—For Construction of a
Storage Reservoir to codtain about 10,000,000 gallons, to
gether with Filter Beds, and other works attached thereto.
Also for providing and laying about 95 tons of Cast-iron
Mains, and about 34 tons of Cast-iron Distribution Pipes.
Mr. William Serena, Topsham, Devon.

Spain.—March I.—For Submarine Telegraph Cable. TJr-
bano Montego, 155 Fenchurch Street. E.C.

Birmtngham.—Feb. 17.—Erection of Schools to accom
modate 300 Boys, with Dining Hall, Workshops, Apart
ments for Maulers and Teachers, and other Buildings.
Martin and Ciiamberlain, Christ Church Buildings, Bir-J
mingham.
City of Manchester.—Feb. 13.—New Police Courts.

For the erection of the above Courts, in accordance with
the plans and specifications which have been prepared by
the Architect, Mr. Thomas Worthington, of Manchester.
Joseph Heron, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Manchester.
Bradford.— February 11.—For the erection of Sixteen

Houses and Two Shops, near Cannon Mill, Horton Road.

John Simpson, 6 William Street, Little Horton Lane,
Bradford.
Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection

of six good Houses, proposed to be built near Armlcy
Station. John nail, Architect, 108 North Street, LeedB.

Wells (Somerset).—February 20.—For the execution of
the Walls, and other stone-work required in the erection
of a Chapel and Approaches to Lunatic Asylum. Farr fit
Strong, 25 College Hill, E.C. (See Advertisement.)

Fulham.—February 10.—For supply of 750 tons of "Un
broken Blue Guernsey Granite. Mr. T. Aplin Marsh,
Clerk's Office, Fulham Union.
Wismar.—For about 30,000 feet of Glazed Clay Pipes.

The Street Commissioners, Wismar.
Durham.—February 22.— For erection of an Electric

Light Establishment at Souter Point, midway between
Sunderland and South Shields. Mr. Robin Allen, Secretary,
Trinity House, London.
Portsmouth.—February 23.—For purchase of 10 Boilers

with Iron Tubes, lying at the Dockyards. Mr. Antonio
Brady, Registrar of Contracts, Somerset Hooae.

Kino's Lynn.—February 19.—Formanufacturing Thirty-
seven Screw Moorings. Mr. J. O. "
King's Lynn.

Hinckley.—February 8.—For erection of a Hosiery
Factory, Chimney, and Two-Storey Warehouse In Bond
Street. Mr. Francis Drake, Architect, Bond Street, Hinck
ley.
Peterrorough Corn Exchange.—The Directors have

extended the tinio for receiving plans to February 17.

New South Wales Railway (Great Wet-tern Rail
way).—February 9.—For supply of materials. Mr. W. O.

Mayne, 118 Cannon Street, E.C.

Cambrian railway Company.—February 1 6.— For
supply of 1,000 tons of double-headed Rails and'FIflh Plates.

Mr. Goo. Lewis, Company's Offices, Oswestry.
Bideford.—February 13.—For erection of a large Public

Hall. Gould & Sons, Architects, Square, Barnstaple.

Dover.—Feb. 10.—For Reflooring and Refitting the
Church of St. Margaret at Cliffc. Mr. Christian, 8a
Whitehall Place, S.W.

Dublin.—February 9.—For Coal, Coke, Turf , Dogwood,
and Wood for kindling Fires for tho barracks of Cork, Fer-
moy, Belfast, Dundalk, and ^Newry, for One Year, com
mencing April 1.

Waltilvmstow Socth-Eastkrn Si*ecial Drainage
District.—Feb. 8.—For the construction of the drain
age works in the above district. The works comprised in
the contract will be about as follows :—S00 yards of 24-inch
circular brick sewer, 730 yards of 18-inch pipe drain, 160
yards of 15-inch, 1,070 yards of 12-inch, 190 yards of 9-inch
pipe drain. Wm. Houghton, Clerk to the Committee;
Messrs. Houghton and Wragg, l-'»a, St. Helen's Place, E.C.

NORD, DEPARTMENT OF FRANCE.

Completion, Repair, and Maintenance of Canals and
Navigable Rivers, in four lots, during the space of six

years, commencing with the present year.
Lot 1.—The Canal of Sensee, length about 27.000 yards ;

the middle scarpe, from the Canal of Sensee to the foot of
scarpe, about 7,500 yards; the inner scarpe, from the
sluice of Saint-Amand to its confluence with the Scheldt,
about 7,500 yards ; the Canal of the Haute-Deule, between
the scarpe and the bridge of Bauvin, about 28,000 yards.
Estimated annual expense, upwards of 2,000/. Deposit by
way of guarantee, i - '.
Lot 2.—The Canals of the Upper and Middle Denle,

between the bridge of Bauvin and the sluice of Saint-
Andre at Lille, length about 25,000 yards; the Lower
Deulo, between the above sluice and the Lysat Deulemont,
length 18,000 yards. Estimated annual expense, 1,200/.

Deposit, 40J.
Lot 3.—The Lys, from Aire to its confluence with the

Deule, length 58,000 yards ; the Canal of Hazebrouck, the
Canal of Nieppe, and the Canal of Prcavcnt and the
Bourre, length 27,000 yards. Estimated annual expense,

960/. Deposit, 32/.
Lot 4.—The Canal of Bourbonrg, Iwtween the river Aa

and Dunkirk, upwards of 30,000 yards ; the Canal of
the Haute-Colme, between the Aa and Bcrgnes, length
39,000 yards ; the Canal of the Basse-Colme, between the
frontier and Bergnes, with branch to Hondschoote, length
15,000 yards ; Canal from Bcrgnes to Dunkirk, 9,000 yards.
Estimated annual expense of the lot, 1,080/. Deposit, 36/.
Adjudication to be made at one o'clock on February 26.

Forms of tender and all particulars to be had , and tenders
to be sent in to the Prettt, at the Hotel de la Prefecture,

Lille.
Rouen, France.—Enlargement of the Palace of the Pre

fecture, estimate for the whole work about 28,000/. ; and
construction of a new wing to the Female Lunatic Asylum
of that town, estimated at upwards of 40,000/. Amount to
be deposited as security, IAWN. In the former, and 1,6L0/. in
the latter case. The tenders, as usual in France, to be made
at a discount on the estimates. All particulars to be ob
tained at the Bureau des Dfpfahes in the Prefecture Rouen.
Tenders to be sent in before February 11, when the adjudi

cation will take place.
Rouen.—The contract for the work relating to the

Female Lunatic Asylum (see The Architect of January 30)
is postponed till further notice. This does not affect the

contract for the Prefecture.

Paris.—On February 25 the contract*) will be entered
Into, at the offices of the Minister of Marine, for the supply
of Teakwood, to be delivered in the ports of Cherbourg,
Lorient, and Rochcfort, from Monlmcin, Rangoon, or

Bankok.
Mazierks, France.

Rails, 4c„ for the Departmental Railway of Ardennes,

in five separate lots.
Lot 1.-3,500 tons of Rails, VIgnole pattern, weighing

80 kilogrammes the metre current. Estimated cost,
28,000/. Deposit, by way of guarantee, with the tender,
400/. Security for the performance of the contract, 1,000/.
in money or Government Block, or 1,200/. in house

property.
Lot 2.-17,500 Fish-plates, weighing about seventy tons.

Estimated at 588/. Security, 20/. in cash or bonds.
Lot 3.—122,000 Bolts, in Galvanized Iron , weight about

forty tons. Estimated at 700/. Security, 20/.
Lot 4.—35,000 Fish-bolts, weighing about sixteen tons.

Estimated at 243/. Security, 8/.
Lot 5.—Furnishing, Transport. Fixing, and Painting of

Iron Bridges, wc:ghlng about 113 tons, and estimated at
2,262/. Deposit with tender, 20/. Security for iwrformanoe

of contract, 80/.
All particulars to be obtained cither at the Prefecture of

MazicTcs, or of the Director of the Departmental Railways,
in the same town. Tenders by the momingof February 17.
Nantes, France.—Construction of a bridge over tho

Sevre, at Haie-Fouassiere. Estimate, 3,770/., with probable

addition, making up the sum 4,240/. Security, 126/.
Particulars to be ascertained at the Prefecture of Nantes ;

tenders to be sent In by the morning of February 24.

RANDRLL & 8AUNDF.HS have much pleasure in informing
their friend*, and the Building Trade centrally, that to facilitate
building oj>eratians during the winter uea»on. they hare provided
a lame stock of well-seasoned Conham Down Block Sto

" " *"-inc Office, Coraharo, Wilt*—[Adtt.J

STONE BROTITERS are now supplying Coraham Down Stone
* fit for immediate use, and of tand of the beat quality.

- even texture and dura-

Combe Down Stone—Fine in texture, free
durable. „ .

Prices, anil cost of transit to any part of the k- a Stone Offices, Bath [Ann.
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THE NEW LAW COURTS.

^PART from the special interest which the

building of the new Law Courts must

possess for the thousands who are profes

sionally concerned in the project, there are

many aspects of the subject to which none

of our citizens can afford to be indifferent.

On whichever sido of the Strand the

building may be placed, it is certain that

it will involve an extensive reconstruction

of the map of London at one of its most

_ interesting points. For opinions do not

appear to differ at all as to the neighbourhood in which the Law

Courts must be erected. A common-sense and business-like conces

sion is made to the convenience of the legal profession by the selec

tion of a site in what is known as the legal quarter of the metropolis.

The two schemes now before the public are, therefore, both in the

neighbourhood of Temple Bar, the width of the Strand being almost

the extent of tho difference between them. We publish this week

carefully-prepared plans of the two proposals, which will correctly

represent the real issue, as to locality, between what are known as

the ' Carey Street ' and the ' Thames Embankment ' sites. The

discussion of their relative merits is necessarily exciting great public

interest, as the journals and the gossip of the day abundantly testify.

The argument, however, seems to be all on one side. Whereas

the Carey Street, or north-of-the-Strand site, was the one fixed

on by the Law Courts Commissioners for the proposed build

ing, no one seems to be forthcoming who really can make

out a strong case for it as against the more recent proposal

of the Thames Embankment or south-of-the-Strand site. We

must except, of course, from this statement the views as to locality put

forth by some members of those Inns of Court which lie north of the

Strand. Such views seem to be inspired solely by the fact that large

numbers of the legal profession are located in Lincoln's Inn, who seem

to regard their occupation of that quarter as a Medo-Persian kind of

tenure. Mahomet will not come to the mountain, so the mountain must

perforce come to Mahomet. In other words, Lincoln's Inn will not

come to the Law Courts, and therefore the Law Courts must go

north of the Strand.

In this view of the subject it needs hardly to be observed that the

Temple, with which most of the traditions of the legal profession

are associated, has to make its way to the Law Courts over a bridge

which is proposed to span the Strand at Temple Bar. It is but a

poor compliment to the modern idea of public improvements in the

heart of such a city as London that sucli an expedient should be

suggested.

The project by which Sir Charles Trevelyan proposes to solve the

difficulty is intelligibly laid down in his plan, Lincoln's Inn being

put in possession of Somerset House and the ground now occupied by

King's College. The Law Courts occupy the extensive intervening

space eastward towards the Temple. The result is, therefore, that the

building which is sometimes comprehensively called the Palace of

Justice is placed on a site where it will be flanked by the two chief

Inns of Court, while the whole will be bounded by a leading thorough

fare on the north, and on the south by a new highway such as no city

in the world can parallel, combining as it does facilities for communi

cation by water, rail, carriage, and foot.

And here arises a view of the new project which has not yet had

its proper value given to it. Is it sufficiently considered in discussing

the site of the I\ew Law Courts that there is, and must continue to

be, an essential connection between the seat of the Legislature and the

buildings in which the laws are to be administered ? The House of

Lords, for example, as the ultimate Court of Appeal must remain at

Westminster ; while, at the same time, something like two hundred

members of the House of Commons belong to the profession of the

law, and may reasonably be regarded as the men who represent in

their practice the leading interests in the Courts of Justice. Direct

communication, therefore, between the Houses of Parliament and the

New Law Courts becomes a matter of real, and not imaginary, neces

sity. Hitherto Parliament Street and the Strand have been the

thoroughfares which the busiest of our lawyers have had to traverse

in their daily practice. The Thames Embankment, however, now

offers a nearer and readier means of communication. If the Carey

Street site for the New Law Courts be adopted, it will follow that

the men who are most prominently engaged in the business of the

Courts will be required to traverse the Embankment route to Essex

Street, then to ascend 30 feet to reach the Strand—over the proposed

site, in fact—afterwards to cross the thoroughfare of the Strand, and

finally to face the ascent of something like 40 steps to gain the

business level of the Courts of Justice 1

By the Thames Embankment project, those features ot the Carey

Street site—serious difficulties from the modern business point of

i as much reduced as is possible, for that part only of the

above-described route which forms the direct line between West

minster and the New Law Courts represents the whole method of

communication.

The two sites present striking contrasts in respect of convenient

access and approaches. On the one site, the Law Courts would take

their principal floor level from Carey Street, which can hardly be

called a thoroughfare ; and that would necessitate an ascent of some

thing like 40 steps from the Strand, which is really the one great

thoroughfare from which the building should take its cue as to levels.

The Thames Embankment site, on the other hand, has the advantage

of Strand front and river front, each on a first-class thoroughfare, and

the former being the level of the principal business floor and of the

Courts themselves.

Is it just, or even seemly, in view of the fact that the whole weight

of argument is with the Embankment scheme, that local prejudices

should interfere to arrest so manifest an improvement, not only in the

external aspect of London, but in the very convenience and capacity

of the scheme itself ?

The real question before tho public is not which site is most conve

nient for particular Inns of Court, but which is the best site for the

Palace of Justice per ae. The Law quarter is determined on in any

case, and one would suppose that the legal profession would accept

that fact as sufficient for their wants. There is something almost

grotesque in the idea of the New Law Courts, the largest building

project the country has ever undertaken since the Houses of Parlia

ment, and one which must be devised for centuries, being asked to

shape and settle itself to fit the existing convenience of a law district

which cannot be expected to remain long as it is, if comfort, cleanli

ness, and convenience are desired by the class who tenant it.

In his plan for the Thames Embankment site, Sir Charles Trevelyan

goes to the root of the matter at once, and this is the only worthy

method of dealing with such works as we are about to undertake.

The tinkering method has had a very fair trial in all conscience, and

we know that it is invariably the clumsiest and the dearest in the

end.

If Lincoln's Inn will permit the Law Courts' building to take its

place on a magnificent site as to position, and one which, year by

year, must become increasingly valuable, with its new highways

from east to west, and new communication with southern London,

and will accept for itself the corresponding site westward which the

Temple now occupies on the east, the whole question will be solved,

and in a way which wo venture to predict every year's experience

will approve. The plan we give shows ' New Lincoln's Inn ' as

occupying Somerset House and the ground belonging to King's

College. The new hall, library, and chapel would face the river and

Embankment ; and, as far as we have ever been able to learn, there

are no associations connected with the present site or buildings of

Lincoln's Inn which could suggest any misgivings as to such a plan

on archaeological grounds. On the other hand, everything in the

shape of conifortable and convenient chambers would be gamed, and

a fitting appropriation would be provided for Somerset House ; and

without some such provision, that noble building bids fair ere long to

fall into the same ignoble state of disuse to which Greenwich Hos

pital is at present reduced.

The ground already purchased on tho north of the Strand would

then become available tor the other Inns of Court, which, in the

event of the Law Courts being placed there, must either be oblite

rated altogether or left out in the cold. Gray's Inn has almost ceased

to be a law quarter, while Clement's and Bane's Inns would have to

make room for the Courts if placed on the Carey Street site. In the

scheme of the Embankment site, however, those societies may, and no

doubt would, resume their normal status, and in immediate proximity

to the tribunals or courts.

Not the least valuable feature in this plan is the. facility it offers

for a new thoroughfare, which will connect not only the Embank

ment thoroughfare, but southern with northern London. Essex

Street, which would, be opened up into a wide artery, to be called the

' Embankment and Strand Arcade,' would be continued through to

Holborn, passing the eastern side of Lincoln's Inn Fields. If it had

no other recommendation, the plan which admits of such a com

munication would have much in its favour. There is not at this

moment a direct north and south route in the metropolis. Chancery

Lane cannot be regarded as an exception, for it not only lies midway

between Waterloo and Blackfriars Bridges, but is in itself the daily

scene of choked traffic, for the simple reason that in the heart of

London it has to do duty as the link between the two great thorough

fares of the Strand with Fleet Street, and Oxford Street with Holborn.

The confined and bottle-necked character of the Strand in the

neighbourhood of Temple Bar is not likely to remain long as a blemish

on the map of our mam communications. If metropolitan improve

ments are to mean anything like progressive change, something must

be done towards a reconstruction of the Strand at this quarter. If

such a work is to be undertaken in addition to, or irrespective of,

the New Law Courts, a costly item is evidently in store for us. But

a reference to the plan will show that the adoption of the Embank

ment site on the south side of the Strand for the Law Courts build

ing involves this required new line for the old thoroughfare.

We feel, in short, that there is no necessity for further commentary

on the advantages to be secured by the site which Sir Charles

Trevelyan has proposed and argued for with a skill and an intimate

knowledge of all tne surrounding facts which has not yet been com
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bated. If any one will devote half an hour's study to the two plans

we publish, we venture to believe that the verdict will be that, by the

adoption of the ' Thames Embankment,' the public have everything

to gain, while the legal profession have really nothing to lose. The

' Carey Street ' site, on the other hand, can scarcely be regarded as an

improvement at all, in our modern reading of the word, when it is

seen how it affects, not only the present, but the future map of

London at one of its busiest points.

We regard it, writing as much in the interests of architectural art

as of public convenience, as a fortunate circumstance that the actual

settlement of the situation of the New Law Courts should have been

delayed by a variety of causes, chiefly arising no doubt from the

complex arrangements and multifarious requirements of the building

we are about to undertake.

One of the most unfortunate tendencies with us now-a-days is to

hurry on all our public works with a precipitancy which barely allows

time for even a true perception of our wants, to say nothing of the

best and most perfect method of meeting them. Too often, to para-

hrase a well-known saying, ' we build in haste and repent at leisure.'

f the discussion of the schemes for the New Law Courts now before

the public results in a comprehensive and far-seeing policy as regards

site and surroundings, we may confidently anticipate that Londoners

a hundred years hence will have cause to be thankful for the time

spent in ventilating the question of the best locality for the New Law

Courts.

IS THE EMBANKMENT SITE TOO SMALL

OR NOTP

STATEMENTS based on an unfortunate and entire misconception—

we will not say misrepresentation, for we believe the state

ments to have been only carelessly, not wilfully incorrect—of the

proposals of Sir Charles Trevelyan, have obtained circulation in the

course of the discussion on the site for the Law Courts. These

statements, if left uncontradicted, cannot fail to mislead the public

mind, and to produce the erroneous idea that on the Thames

Embankment site there is not room for the proposed building.

Writing to the Times on February 2, a correspondent signing him

self ' A Surveyor ' makes statements which may be taken as a fair

sample of those which we refer to. They amount to this :—that the

writer has measured Sir Charles's site and Mr. Street's ground plan,

and after allowing what he considers necessary for approaches, he

finds the remaining available space to be actually smaller than the

area now covered by the Law Courts as designed by Mr. Street ; the

alleged deficiency amounting to 40,000 superficial feet.

The materials for this comparison are the Ordnance Survey and

Mr. Street's block plans, which have been reduced to the same scale

of five feet to one mile, and engraved. These documents are procurable

without much difficulty, or they can be consulted in the Library of the

Royal Institute of British Architects.

We have instituted a careful and entirely independent examination

of the plans, the result of which may be stated in a few words, and is

exhibited to the eye in the sketch plan appended to this article. We

find that the ' Surveyor ' has measured Mr. Street's plan, it is true ; but

he has measured something quite different from Sir Charles's site.

It is fair to add, that, with one comparatively unimportant excep

tion, we have found the ' Surveyor's ' dimensions correspond with the

map ; though the data he has chosen to assume do not, in the least,

tally with those furnished by Sir Charles Trevelyan's letters.

If any one taking the Ordnance map with the Embankment marked

thereon, will draw a line on the map from the angle of Somerset

House to the north-eastern angle of the houses in Essex Street, this

will form the northern boundary of the site. A line parallel to the

face of the Thames Embankment, leaving an uniform width equal to

that in front of Somerset House, will form its extreme southern

boundary. A straight line, coinciding with the greatest projection of

King's College, may be taken as its western margin, and the irregular

boundary of the Temple will limit it to the east.

If this plot, thus bounded, and shown to a small scale on the map

which we this day publish, be covered with a tint, and a piece of

paper, the exact size and shape of Mr. Street's plan, be laid upon it,

the appearance presented in our woodcut will be seen ; the tint will

be visible round all the edges of the white patch, showing tpare land

on every tide, and proving incidentally that the design must be revised,

and can be, if necessary, enlarged, if the site be changed.

This ocular demonstration will be enough for most readers ; but

to make clear the nature of the misapprehension under which the

' Surveyor ' and those who side with him labour, we must have re

course to figures.

This site, as we have described it, exceeds the largest area ever

claimed in figures by Sir Charles Trevelyan by the whole amount wou

from the river. Omitting, then, the Embankment portion of the site

altogether, but retaining the gain accruing from correcting the liDe of

the Strand, the figures are as follows :—

Length from King's College to the boundary of the

Temple (on a give and take line, this boundary being

irregular) 830 feet

Deduct for one private roadway W „

Remains an available length of 810 „

Depth from Strand (corrected line) to Embankment at

King's College 4o0 „

Ditto at Arundel Street (cast side) .... 540 „

Ditto at Essex Street (east side) Jj80 „

Mean of the three 556 „

Now 810 feet multiplied by 550 feet give an area of 450,300 feet,

showing that Sir Charles Trevelyan was within rather than beyond

the truth when he stated the area at 440,500 superficial feet ; upon

which to plant buildings equivalent to those, the plan of which at

present occupies an area correctly stated by the ' Surveyor ' at

370,000 square feet.

By the gratuitous assumptions that the eastern side of Essex Street,

and not the Temple, was to be the eastern boundary, and that 120 feet

instead of 40 feet was to be deducted from the available length

for roadways, and by conveniently forgetting that the line of the Strand

was to be corrected in such a manner as to enlarge the available site

in the manner shown on the plans we this day publish, it is of course

possible to cause the facts to appear other than they are ; but we trust

that our readers, with the figures before them and the plans in their

hands, will be at no loss to discover where the truth lies, and will re

main convinced that on the Thames Embankment site there is ample

room for the proposed buildings.

PARIS STATISTICS.

TO the reader who knew Paris under the reign of Louis-Philippe,

or during the short period of liberty, equality, and fraternity

which followed the forbidden municipal dinner, the following statistics,

showing what has been done since then down to the end of last year,

will not be uninteresting, although they cannot, of course, be com-

Eared with the figures which we could show under the various heads

ere in London. We would premise that we have gathered them

from French sources, merely converting the kilometres and hectares

into English miles and acres. In 1852 Paris proper covered only an

extent of 935 acres, whilst the suburbs covered another 1,209 acres ;

since the annexation of the latter within the Octroi of the city, Paris

may now be considered to occupy about 2,200 acres. Of this space, a

network of 239 miles of streets occupied 125 acres in 1852 ; to-day,

528 miles of streets, including all the Boulevards, occupy 338 acres,

leaving a space of 1,802 acres for house property. Thus, whilst for

merly the average width of the streets throughout Paris was 39 feet,

it is now increased to 43$ feet.

The pavements in these streets in 1852 were only 203 miles in

length, covering a space of 29 acres ; of these 203 miles, 178 were

within the old city boundaries, whilst 85 were in the suburbs. At

present the total length of pavement is 070 miles, covering 82 acres.

Thus it will be seen that the acreage is barely in advance of what it
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was in 1852, considering the increase in length ; for whilst fifteen

years ago the average width of the Paris pavements was 8 feet

4 inches, it is now 8 feet 11 inches. Besides the pavements, there

were, in 1852, 404, miles of unpaved sidewalks, lined with 50,000

trees ; there are now 122J miles, lined with 95,577 trees, showing

that formerly the trees were planted closer together than they are

now. The parks surrounding Paris are in all about 450 acres in

extent Of these the Bois de Boulogne is the largest, containing 233

acres; next comes the Bois de Vincennes, with 200 acres; then

the Buttes-Chaumont, with 7 acres ; the Pare de Montsouris, with

5 acres ; and, lastly, the Pare de Monceaux, with 3 acres. Of the

Avenues and other open places, the largest is the Place du Roide

Rome, containing 65 acres ; next come the Champs Elysies, with

nearly 5 ; then the Avenue de Vlmptratrice, with 3 ; the Boulevard

Richard Lenoir, with 1$; and the Avenue de I Observatoire, with

only three-quarters of an acre. Twenty-three other open places

scattered throughout Paris contain 5 acres more, whilst twenty-one

squares, laid out since 1852, occupy another 2j acres.

Since that period many of the bridges which span the Seine have

been altered, repaired, ana enlarged, whilst others are entirely new.

To the former belong the Ponts de Bercy, d'Austerlitz, Louis-

Philippe, d'Arcole, Saint Louis, Saint Michel, Notre Dame, des

Invahdes, as also the Pont aux Doubles, the Petit Pont, the Pont au

Change, and the Pont Neuf. New, since 1852, are the bridges

Napoleon, Solferino, Alma, and Point-du-jour.

But perhaps the greatest increase is shown in the item of lighting.

In 1852 the city was lit by 12,494 gas jets and 85 oil Tamps;

whilst to-day there are 20,781 gas lights and 280 oil lamps. The

suburbs formerly had but 2,918 gas lamps; they now have 12,798.

In round numbers, therefore, the streets of all Paris are lit every

night by means of 33,000 gas lamps. Even more important than

light is water, and here we find that much has been done to supply

Paris more freely than hitherto. In 1852 the amount of water sup

plied from various sources in 24 hours was as follows :—

The Arcueil Aqueduct .... 7,750 gallons.

The Canal d'Ourcq . . . . . 815,000 „

The Waterworks and Reservoirs of Chail-

lot, Gros-Caillou, and Pont Notre-Dame

The Artesian well at Grenelle .

In all 881,400 gallons, which were conducted in 438 miles of piping ;

but so small was the average diameter of the pipes at that time, that

they never supplied more than 620,000 gallons in 24 hours, leaving

more than 260,000 gallons undistributed each day. At the present time

the network of water-pipes throughout Paris is equal to 857 miles in

length. Of these, 419 miles are new, having a diameter varying from

15 inches to 3 feet 7 inches. More than half the new systems have

been laid in the suburbs, which were but scantily supplied with

water before the annexation. But the supply of water was made to

keep pace with the increased facilities for diffusing it, and we accord

ingly find that whereas fifteen years ago the daily supply was 620,000

gallons, it now is upwards of 4,000,000 gallons, or nearly seven

times more. The sources are as follows :—

Arcueil, d'Ourcq, and Grenelle, as before

The Vanne Aqueduct ....

The Reservoirs of Monceau, Racine, St. Vic

tor, Pantheon, and Vaugirard .

Those of Menilmontant, Passy, Belleville,

Charonne, and Gentilly

The New Water-works of Chaillot, Maisons

Alfort, Auteuil, Neuilly, and Saint Ouen

54,000

4,650

n

n

827,400 gallons

776,000 „

260,000 „

1,632,000 „

683,000 „

Total 4,178,400 gallons.

Coming next to the system of Sewerage, we find that in 1852 there
■were only 664 miles of sewer, having an average height of 5 feet

10 inches, and a width of 2 feet 7 inches at the voussoir of the arch.

Only about 10 miles of the old system have been retained in the new,
■which represents a total length of 238 miles. The sections of the new

sewers vary, of course, according to circumstances, the smallest being

7 ft. 6 in. high and 4 ft 2 in. wide, and the largeBt 12 ft. 8 in. high and

13 ft. wide. Of the 228 miles of new sewers laid since 1862, the

suburbs have received 105 miles, showing that the abominable system

of cesspools in towns is rapidly disappearing in Paris.

Another great nuisance, that of the slaughter-houses, has been

much abated by the suppression of those at Montmartre, Roule, and

Popincourt To take the place of these, and also to supply Paris

more conveniently with bve stock, the Great Cattle Market and

slaughter-houses on the Canal d'Ourcq have been built. The entire

establishment covers no less than 14 acres, and is connected by a

railway with all the main lines of the Empire. The Halles Centrales

occupy 1J acres, and consist of ten pavilions; only six of these

existed in 1852, since which period the markets of the Temple, of

St IIonore\ and of St, Quentin have been reconstructed, and fourteen

smaller ones built in various parts of the Capital.

In 1852 there were 1,077 schools of all descriptions, with 111,150

scholars ; in 1868 there were 1,642 schools, with 174,620 scholars.

The hospitals of Paris in the former year held 6,743 beds, whilst at

the latter date there was accommodation for 7,820 indoor patients ;

684,160 gratuitous consultations were given at these hospitals in

1867. Referring to the activity displayed in ecclesiastical archi

tecture since 1852, we find that the churches of Sainte Clotilde

and Saint Vincent de Paul in the City, and those of St John

the Baptist at BeUeville, St. Bernard at La Chapelle, Notre Damo

de Clignancourt at Montmartre, and Notre Dame de la Gare

at Ivry were finished; that the Churches of the Trinity and of

St Augustin were begun and completed ; and that those of

St. Ambrose, St. Joseph, Notre Dame de la Croix (at Menil

montant), Notre Dame des Champs, St. Pierre de Montrouge, and

St. Francis Xavier are now in course of erection. Of non-Roman

Catholic places of worship, the Protestant churches of the Holy Ghost

and of the Resurrection (the latter at Grenelle) have been built, and

the synagogues in the Rues de la Victoire and des Tournelles are in

progress. The Rectory houses of the parishes of St. Sulpice, St.

Thomas Aquinas, St. Francis Xavier, and St. Peter of Gros-Caillou

have been purchased, and those of the Trinity, St. Germain 1'Auxerrois,

St. Leu, St Vincent de Paul, St Nicholas du Chardonnet, and St.

Bernard, as also the Consistory Court of the Oratory, have been

erected. Besides the completion and erection of the churches above

named, many others, too numerous to mention here, have been

enlarged, restored, and redecorated : amongst the number are the Cathe

dral, the Sainte Chapelle, St. Etienne du Mont, St. Leu, St. Germain

I'Auxerrois, and St. Laurent

Coming, lastly, to municipal works now in progress, the following

list will give the reader some idea of the activity prevailing at Paris

at the present time :—The completion of the Opera House, the re

construction of the Hotel Dieu, the continuation of the Rue Reaumur,

the creation of the Boulevard de Rennes, together with the Bridge at

the end of it, the drainage of the Valley of the Vanne, the new park

of Montsouris, the continuation of the Boulevard St. Germain, and

the completion of the Avenue Napoleon.

OPENING OF THE SUEZ CANAL.

THERE is a venerable French proverb which it is necessary to erase from

the Dictionary. It is ' //faut qu'une parte soil ouverie ou fermie.' That

was all very veil for men who thought it necessary to take one of two

courses. We have learned better now-a-days. Wo find that a gate may be

at the same time open and closed ; and what already lends importance to

the discovery of the fact is that it applies to no less colossal a portal

than the Gate of India.

It is, indeed, difficult for plain-dealing Englishmen to understand the

actual position of this important gate. The Chevalier de Lesseps has been

labouring at its portals for fourteen years. What he and his associates have

spent, and have yet to spend, on the task, we are not in a position exactly

to state. At the present moment 8,000,000/. sterling is said to have been

laid out, and the current expenditure is rated at 200,0002. per month.

Some enquiry reached our ears not long since after persons desirous to take

shares, or to contribute, in some very remunerative manner to themselves,

to the supply of further capital.

For the benefit of such long-headed investors it was announced that this

famous canal was to be opened in October next. It would be ready to open

long before that time, but, not to do things in a hurry—say October.

While we were congratulating ourselves and the world at large on this

cheering prospect, a more startling announcement was flashed through the

Mediterranean cable. The promise had become a fact. A French ship of

war had sailed, or steamed, through the Isthmus.

Almost at the same time with this announcement that the gate of India

was actually open, the slower machinery of the post brought to London a

more detailed communication, which certainly describes it as shut. The

spirited owner of the Bob Boy canoe had just passed a fortnight on the salt

water canal, the fresh-water canal, and tbe two lakes Menzaleh and Timsah.

Unaware of the discrepancy between his own picturesque description of what

he saw, and the more brilliant colouring of the French telegrams, he spoke,

as regarding a distant period, of what is intended to be the case, ' when the

passage from the Mediterranean to the Bed Sea is open to the world ;' and he

yet more provokingly adds, ' at this, the Bed Sea end, the works of the canal

seem very far behind.' The gate, then, is open to the Bob Boy, and to

vessels of similar tonnage ; but when it will be in a state to convey vessels

drawing the 26 feet of water which it promises to hold, is another and a

very different question.

We are not aware that a section of the Suez Canal is open to inspec

tion in this country. The directors of the canal have published a state

ment of the work done, and remaining to be done, at the close of October,

1868; and English travellers have from time to time given their impres

sions as to the magnitude of the work. The 100 miles roughly stated

by the owner of the Bob Boy, is more correctly given as 90 miles, some half

of which distance is to be traversed by the canal itself, while the remainder

passes through certain lagoons, lakes, or low-lying marshy grounds, known

as Lake Menzaloh, Lake Ballah, Lake Timsah, and the Bitter Lakes. In

the 11 miles between the first two of these bikes the depth of cutting to

the water level or surface of the canal is from IS to 30 feet. In the 11

miles intervening between Lake Ballah and Lake Timsah the depth of

cutting is stated at from 4 to 60 feet to the same level. For 8 miles

from Lake Timsah to the Bitter Lakes the depth is again stated at from

4 to 36 feet. For the 121 miles from the Bitter Lakes to Suez the cutting

is nearly of the same depth as the last. This estimate gives 42J miles of

canal proper, the width of which at top is to be 1 12 yards, and the depth

26 feet ; a section the contents of which have to be added to those of the four

previously-described excavations in order to arrive at the cubic quantity of

cutting required for the completed canal.

The depth of Lake Menzaleh, 20 miles across, was originally from 1 to

10 feet. The other lakes were not expected to requiro much deopening, as

the Bitter Lakes, although dried up by evaporation, are said to bo on a

sufficiently low level to admit of the access of the requisite depth of water.

In October, 1867, when the above particulars were sent to this country,
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it was stated by the correspondent of the Standard that he had been in

formed by the engineers of the canal that about oxe-thibo of the total earth

work had been excavated. The remaining two-thirds were expected to be

completed in two years, or by Octobor, 1869. Regarding the enterprise,

therefore, from the most favourable point of view, it is evident that the

statement of the passage of a ship of war through tho communication, in its

present condition, cannot be intended to afford any reliable indication of

the actual state of the works.

The report of the directors, however, gives a different account from that

of the English tourists. Those persons who have any practical acquaint

ance with the systematic organisation of the French Engineering service,

will feel no doubt that the returns published by the Directors are based on

minute and careful measurements. On the other hand, tho actual quantity of

excavation performed by dredging machines must be pretty much a matter

of approximation, as no means exist of readily chocking the progress esti

mates by an actual admeasurement of the completed catting.

The directors state the contents of the total excavations of tho canal at

74,000,000 metres (or 96,000,000 of cubic yards). Of this total, 49,000,000

metres are stated to have been excavated by the end of October, 1 868, the

present monthly rate of progress being taken at 2,000,000 of metres. At

the rate of the monthly outlay of 200,000/., ten metres will thus cost a

pound sterling, rating tho entire eost at por cubic metre of excavation. If

the sum of 8,000,000/. has actually been expended, the 49,000,000 of metres

already said to be excavated have cost a higher price. At the current rate,

2,500,000/. sterling will require to bo expended, which fits pretty closely

with the present rate of progress, if continued for another twelvemonth.

That the enterprise, the patient skill, and the original genius, of the

engineers of this famous waterway are of tho highest order, there is no room

to doubt. Tho discrepancy between the ugly cubic quantities, and the

flourishing accounts of water transit, is explicable from a description of the

method employed in the formation of tho canal. The fresh-water canal—

a noble and permanently beneficial work—was in the first instance con

structed to afford supplies to the numerous workmen and to facilitate tho

progress of the larger undertaking. So soon as it was practicablo to turn a

body of water on the site of the intended through route, dredging vessels

were employed to deepen the channel at first superficially opened. Thus,

whilo tho ordinary appliances of the engineer—rails, waggons, and loco

motive engines—as well as powerful cranes and elevators designed for the

express work, were crowded into the cuttings above the maritime level,

the excavation of the canal proper has been chiefly effected by the process

of dredging. Between obtaining, in this manner, a sufficient depth for the

passage of the Bob Boy, of the barges used for the conveyance of the ex

cavated sand, or even of a ' ship of war ' emptied of stores and supported

so as to draw but'a few feet of water, and the completion of the canal to

its navigable depth of 26 feet, there is a difference, to arrive at the amount

of which we are unfortunately left to tho resources of the imagination.

It is possible that tho Suez Canal has not been dispassionately estimated

in this country. The design was one of a magnificence befitting the power of

the most illustrious sovereigns of Egypt. To this country, the opening of

such a gato to our Indian possessions was a matter of the deepest interest

and of the utmost importance. But Englishmen have instinctively felt

that the scheme was not one that came within the ordinary conditions of

commercial enterprise. Politically most desirable, such a work threatens to

be an econom/eal failure. While, then, we should have rejoiced in seeing

the Mohammetfan rulers of Egypt or of Turkey bending their energies to tho

accomplishment of this royal task, wo have felt a not unnatural repugnance

to the idea of a belt of French territory being stretched from Port Said to

Suez; even if, some day, on that belt, should be opened, and kept open, an

actually navigable canal. So wo took possession of a port of observation

at the further end (only landing our cannon, it is said, at the moment that

a French captain was under orders to anticipate our appropriation of the

spot), and since now, whoover may open, we can shut at will the pro

posed waterway, we have looked on wit h a patience not, wo fear, devoid of

ill-nature.

It is undoubted that if this canal be ever made, and kept in a bond fidr

navigable state, no nation can derive so much benefit from tho fact as our

selves. It is further certain that, in such case, it will monopolise our

means of communication with India, China, Japan, and, to some extent,

with Australia. It is also clear that, in the event of a war with France,

an attempt would bo made to shut this gate in our face. But, on the one

hand, it would seem to bo only the narrowest and most pettifogging spirit

of national jealousy, or indeed of national weakness, that should lead us to

oppose the construction of a great highway for the marine commerce of the

world, from the fear of this single contingency. On the other hand, should

such a European calamity as war between Great Britain and Franco

actually befal, tho position of the forces of the latter country in Egypt

would not be an unmixed strategical advantage. We should have to fight

for the canal as we have had to fight in Egypt before ; and it is more than

probable that, if fight we must, we could not select an arena more favourable

to ourselves. France must be paramount in the Mediterranean before she

can shut out England from Egypt, or from the route to India through

Egypt ; and that mastery of the Mediterranean will not be secured by

either tho vast commercial growth of Marseilles, or the military and naval

development of Toulon. It will not be determined by tho presence of

the French flag in Algeria, or behind the parapets of Civita Veechia. It

can be secured only by such a reversal of the traditions and of the

national characteristics of tho last eight centuries as should enable the

military and sea-hating French to beat the British sailors on their own

element, and to transfer the rule of the waves to the occupant of the

Tuileries. Should that change over take plnce, it will matter very little

to us whether the Isthmus of Suez bo pierced or no. With the English

flag predominant at sea, this great canal can always bo opened to our

commerce. With the Mediterranean a French lake, no English commerce

would reach Port Said from Gibraltar, or would venture to tempt the

dangers of the Red Sea.

HOMERIC ARCHITECTURE.

ris hardly necessary to say, before wo glance at some of the allusions

made by Homer to the subject of Building, that his works have

a certain historical value. Homer in our days is not only accepted as

an historian, but is ranked high amongst them. ' He alone/ says Mr.

Gladstone, ' while producing an unsurpassed work of the imagination,

is also the greatest chronicler that ever lived, and presents to us, from

his own single hand, a representation of life, manners, history—of

morals, theology, and politics—so vivid and comprehensive, that it

mav be hard to say whether any of the more refined ages of Greeco

and Rome, with their clouds of authors and their multiplied forms of

historical record, are either more faithfully or more completely con

veyed to us. . . . The main question is not whether he has correctly re

corded a certain series of transactions, but whether he has truly and

faithfully represented manners and characters, feelings and tastes, races

and countries, principles and institutions. Here lies tho pith of his

tory: these it has for its soul, and fact for its body.' We may not

give credit to such matters as the politics of Olympus, or the pedigree

of King Priam ; but as the greater part of the poems must have been

the result of observation, we may rely on his descriptions with as much

confidence as if they were found in the volumes of professed

historians.

If Pope's translation, which still continues to be the most popular,

is taken as authority, it would seem that Architecture had arrived at

an advanced stage of its progress in Homer's day. Wo read not only

of temples and palaces, but also of spires, lofty towers, haughty towers,

as well as awful domes, brazen domes, princely domes, and Palladian

domes. Pope was an amateur architect, but his little knowledge was

only dangerous, as it assisted him in unfaithfully interpreting Homer.

Ho wished to give an eighteenth century air to the heroes, and took

care that the architectural back-ground should be in keeping. Some of

the succeeding translators, while carefully avoiding his errors of other

kinds, follow him in this, and with tho primitive manners give us

Pope's architecture rather than Homer's. That the style of building

in Homer's day must have been of a different character and such as

might be expected in such a time, may, we think, bo inferred from

the condition of society that is represented in the poems.

One of the most striking characteristics of both poems, but

especially of tho Iliad, is the extent to which not only the battles and

war scenes, but the other events of public and private life, occur out

of doors. The Trojan fathers, although many of them are old men,

meet at night in council outside Priam's house ; the warriors

sleep frequently outside the tents ; councils are held out of

doors ; and even scenes that might be considered of a domestic

nature, like the parting of Hector and Andromache. In the shield

of Achilles, which is a miniature representation of the world, there is

nothing exhibited but scenes of out of doors life. This brings out by

contrast the effeminacy of Paris when he is fonnd so often within

the palace ; and to a Greek, the rage of Achilles was perhaps more

strongly indicated by his self-inflicted imprisonment than by any

other circumstance. Nor is this to be regarded as a peculiar theory

of art that Homer might have held, but is a faithful reflection of one

phase of the Greek character. It was their nature to endeavour to

spend as much of life as possible in the open air, and it was there that

business of all kinds, from buying and selling to teaching philosophy,

was carried on, to an extent that now-a-days it is hard to realise.

Consequently they never paid much attention to domestic architec

ture. At the time when Athens was attracting people from many

parts in spite of the difficulties of the journey, the houses were small

and mean, the streets crooked and narrow, with upper storeys pro

jecting over them, and staircases and doors that opened outwards, ob

structing the passage, so that the stranger might well doubt on tho

sudden view if really he saw Athens. If it had not been for the

influence of religion which caused those temples to bo erected on

which the Greek genius was concentrated, it is not improbable that

we should have had no evidence of their ability in architecture, and at

the time Homer lived their religion had not yet reached that period

when temples were considered necessary. It is not then too much to

suppose that, considering the unsettled state of society and the charac

ter of the people, buildings that would merely answer necessary pur

poses, however simple or unadorned they might be, would satisfy all

the desires of the Greeks. We will now try and see how far any

other kind was attainable.

In questions of the possibility of any particular class of structure

being erected, there are three elements to be considered—materials,

labour, and tools—as it is on their qualities depends the character of

the resulting building. Greece wa9, of course, as rich in materials

for building in the heroic times as afterwards ; and, as there was

always some extent of commerce, it was possible even then to obtain

them from other countries if they were required. They had abund

ance of stone and marble, many kinds of timber, some in sizes large

enough to be used as immense piles, copper to plate walls, or for

other decorations. No mention seems to be made ofmortar, and from its

importance, and how different the character of construction must be

according as it is absent or present, it is worth inquiring if mortar

was known to the Greeks in Homer's day. If we judge by what

still remains of tho walls of the towns, it certainly was not. Whether

the masonry consists of blocks as they left the quarry, with the inter

stices filled with spawls, or of stones dressed so as to fit with some

accuracy, it is always dry. On reading the poems, it is not easy to
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credit the possibility of the works that are constructed as well as

•demolished being executed in the time specified unless the masonry

was laid without mortar. The accuracy of Homer's similes is well

established : when he wishes to describe the Myrmidons as standing

shoulder to shoulder, he likens them to stones close jointed laid by a

mason, which is appropriate enough. Now, if he means stones set in

mortar, the likeness certainly would not exist ; and yet this is the

meaning which poor Cowper, who is one of the most painstaking of

translators, gives the passage :—

So them he roused, and they, their leader's voice

Hearing elate, to closest order drew.
As when an architect some palace wall
With shapely stones erects, cementinff close

A barrier against all the winds of heav'n.
So wedged the helmets and boss'd bucklers stood :
Shield, helmet, man, press'd helmet, man, and shield,

And cv'ry bright-arm d warrior's bushy crest

Its fellow swept, so dense was their array.

It was the popular belief in Homer's day that the walls of many of

the cities were erected by the gods themselves, Troy, for instance,

being supposed to have Neptune as the builder :—

Up leaps now the Ocean god,
Itivinpr ribbed Karth asunder
With his wondrous trident rod,
And the granite falls in thunder.
High he heaps the mighty blocks
As an infant swings a ball ;
Help'd by active Hermes, rocks
Heap'd on rocks construct the wall.

Lvrros's Schiller.

In an age when childlike faith in miracles abounded, this might

have appeared probable, if the walls were, like those of Tiryns, made

up of stones from nine to fourteen feet long and merely piled on each

•other ; but the most credulous of believers could hardly withstand the

absurdity of Mercury mixing and carrying mortar, and Neptune

patiently spreading it over course after course. We think, then, it

may be concluded that the builders in the heroic days were ignorant

of the use of mortar, and this is in itself almost sufficient to determine

the character of the work it was consequently possible to construct.

It is a law that is inevitable, that success in anything can be gained

in proportion to our concentration on it, and consequently labour is

every day becoming more divided. As we look backward, men

are capable of performing a greater variety of operations, until, in an

early age like Homer's, the division of labour is seldom carried out,

except between the different members of a family. Each individual

has to rely on himself for food, clothing, dwelling, and arms ; and from

this the chiefs are hardly exempted : hence we read that Ulysses could

plough a field, construct a raft, and carve a bed-post, and even the

well-frizzled Paris was able to assist in building. But in such a con

dition of society, as the average amount of knowledge will be only of

the simplest rudiments of a craft, it cannot be expected that much

progress will be made in any art, except perhaps agriculture. As ability

is valued in proportion to its scarcity, we may infer how little that

average was in one calling, from the honours that were paid in the

Homeric days to an ordinary carpenter. He was not only ranked with

the soothsayer, bard, and leech, but he could transmit his honours.

With such absence of even ordinary handicraftsmen, it is easy to per

ceive that the general style of building would hardly have harmonised

with one of Mr. Pope's Palladian domes.

Even the most dexterous workman cannot accomplish much unless

ha is aided with tools of various kinds. According to Gillies (and

the statement is endorsed by Mr. Grote), the only tools mentioned by

Homer are the hatchet, plane, wimble, and level; the saw, square, and

compass being unknown.

In attempting to describe the circumstances that must have pre

vented the development of architecture in Homer's time, we must not

be understood as maintaining the entire absence of art. The Greeks
•were at all times an exceptional people'; and although they had some

"things in common, they were different as a whole from the Bulgarian

peasantry or the North American Indians of the present day. That

subtle feeling for the beautiful, which afterwards amounted almost to

a new sense, had even then some influence ; and we see its effects in

the Gate of the Lions at Myceme, and in the columns in semi-relief

sculptured on the walls that are found occasionally throughout the

country, as well as in the allusions to polished marble as a decoration

so often met with in the Iliad. It is held that in the heroic times

they had no eye for colour ; but when we find that a green marble

-was used for the Lions' Gate, and for the half columns of the

Treasury in the neighbourhood, which had to be brought from a

distance, and that the entrance to the latter building was decorated

with green, red, and white stone, it is hard to believe that it was

merely the result of accident. Art would have been at the time ap

preciated ; but we think that owing to the scarcity of artists and other

■causes, it was seldom found, unless Midler's maxim is true—that the

building fitted to answer its end would turn out beautiful though

beauty had not been at first intended.

(To be continued.)

OUR RAMBLER

IN BELOBAVIA.

ONE of the least satisfactory points in a survey of modern London is the

architecture of its private houses. Whatever may bo the shortcomings

of its public buildings and business premises, the circumstances under
■which they are erected and the nature of their occupation preserve them,

for the most part, from the solemn monotony which reigns over the purely

residential districts. The perfect contentment with which large classes—

even the highest—have yielded themselves to a set routine of duties and

pleasures, and to the supply of common wants in common ways, has offered

strong inducements to uniformity of design, and has tended to make the

more decorative building of this generation as tiresome to the eye as the

bald brick elevations that are now going out of date. Any attempt, there

fore, to doal with the buildings on a large estate upon a comprehensive

system with due regard to variety of arrangement and of outline, and to

make for thorn a careful selection and disposal of materials, should receive

our hearty sympathy, and none the less because we may fail entirely to

concur in the views which have influenced one or other of the arrangements.

A good ramble is best taken in good company : for that which has led to

this paper we are indebted to the visit paid by the Architectural Associa

tion on the 30th ult. to the works now going on upon the estate of the

Marquis of Westminster ; and wo are, in common with that body, par

ticularly indebted to Mr. Cundy, his Lordship's architect, who most cordially

received his visitors and conducted them over the various buildings.

The works visited form part of an extensive scheme for the renewal and

rearrangement of the buildings and thoroughfares on the portion of the

Grosvenor estate which lies between the Victoria Station and Hyde Park

Corner. Starting from the latter point along the line of Grosvenor Place,

we first pass the end of Grosvenor Crescent, which is now being completed,

and forms a fine approach to Belgrave Square. In Grosvenor Place is the

mansion now being built for Earl Grosvenor ; a block of new mansions

ready for occupation next succeeds ; and, after passing a row of old houses

which will be removed on the expiration of the present leases, we arrive

at a more open space, containing several groups of mansions arranged on

both sides of the thoroughfare, and small enclosed and planted plots, by

virtue of which this part of the estate becomes entitled to the name of Gros

venor Gardens.

Earl Grosvenor's mansion, which was first inspected, is a picturesque

composition in the modern French version of tho Italian style. The ex

teriors nro in Portland stone backed with brick-work built in cement ; the

design being enriched with columns and panels of polished Peterhead

granite, red Mansfield stone, and terra cotta. The foundations of this and

some of tho neighbouring houses were carried down to a depth of sixty feet

below the level of Grosvenor Place. The basement is occupied by the

domestic offices and cellarage on the usual scale. On the ground floor

the entrance-hall is on the longest or southern face, the staircase

being immediately to the rear of it, Lord Grosvenor's room and

the Secretary's room being on the right, facing Grosvenor Place, and

the dining-room at the extreme left or western end of the building. On the

first floor is a fine suite of reception rooms, comprising a ball-room, saloon,

boudoir, and the family bedrooms, and further accommodation of this

class is provided in three or four other storeys, as well as in the roof of a

large angle tower which forms a bold feature in the view of the mansion.

The Dennett arch has been used throughout tho ground-floor and pas

sages, generally in spans of eight or nine feet , carried on rolled iron girders,

and having a thickness of about four inches at the crown. In respect of

strength this contrivance is highly approved by the architect, who has

severely tested it. We were told of heavy loads which had been placed upon

it without producing fracture, as well as of its having been intentionally

broken through by means of heavy weights dropped from the upper floors ;

and the extreme toughness which enables it to enduro this last test without

the fracture extending beyond the portion actually struck is certainly re

markable. Comparing the Dennett arch with ordinary brick arches in point

of cost, the former seems to have the advantage to the extent of about 1 0

per cent, of the cost of the latter. The difference is, however, so slight

that the builder of other houses on the estate found no inducement to adopt

the new system. Its lightness and strength, and the satisfactory

appearance of its soffit, will, no doubt, render its adoption in many

cases desirable, although, like all other inventions which demand

extreme care in tho selection and treatment of their component ma

terials, this arch can only bo safely used under strict supervision.

Brick rubbish and gypsum, which are the chief materials employed, do not

seem well adapted to resist the percolation of water, and from ordinary ob

servation of tho effects of fire—even on ' fire-proof ' constructions—we shall

not expect that one of these floors would prove a very serious obstacle to its

progress. Fire-proof construction has not, however, entered into the general

scheme of these buildings.

The new houses in Grosvenor Crescent are being built by Mr. Waller on

his own account, from the design and subject to the general approval of the

architect to tho estate. When completed they are expected to realise from

17,000/. to 20,000/. The construction is similar to that used in Lord Gros

venor's mansion, except that cast iron with brick arches is adopted for the

fireproof flooring, between the basement and ground floor storeys. The plan

adopted (which was kindly explained by Mr. Waller) is, in the first place, the

ordinary arrangement of hall and staircase on one side of the ground plot, with

two rooms communicating by means of folding doors. The front room is in

tended for a morning-room ; that in the rear, which is longer, will be the

dining-room, and behind it is a square open court. Beyond the court is placed

the billiard-room, which extends across the rear of the premises, and has been

kept one storey only in height with the view of avoiding obstruction to the

light of the dining-room. On the first floor is the drawing-room suite,

which, together with all the other rooms, appears to be of ample height,

the five storeys which form the elevation rising considerably abovo those

of the older houses adjoining.

The blocks of houses extending along Grosvenor Place and Grosvenor

Gardens group well with those already described, and present little variety

in arrangement. Many have been specially built by Messrs. Waller and

others for their present owners; the remainder are being sold at prices rang

ing from 20,000?. to 27,000/. In those built by Messrs. Holland and Hannen

we noticed the use in such parts as doors and shuttors of richly inlaid wood

work, tulip wood, walnut, and ebony being very well combined. This work

is imported from Vienna ; the ceilings also are by foreign workmen, probably
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A visit paid on another occasion to the large building near the Vic

toria Station, known as the BelgraTe Mansions, enables us to complete our

notice of the new works of this neighbourhood. This undertaking is of a

kind which, though not quite novel in London, may still be called experi

mental. It resembles in most respects an hotel of tic first class, except that

the roomR are let unfurnished on lease, in suites or single rooms as

may be required. Each suite is complete in itself for all purposes of private

occupation ; the cooking arrangements and general service of the esta

blishment being kept distinct and under the control of a manager.

Entering at the centre of the front towards Grosvenor Gardens, we find the

staircase immediately in rear of the straight corridor which runs through

the length of the building. A hydraulic lift works in the centre of the

staircase, and is doubtless appreciated by the tenants of the upper storeys.

Each storey has its own still-room and attendants. In the basement is a

very complete arrangement of kitchens and offices, with lifts to the various

still -rooms. The plan also includos coffee and smoking-rooms, and the

ground-floor is, after the usual system with hotels of this kind, devoted to

shops, which do not hitherto seem to have let very freoly. The building is

constructed with fire-proof floors, on Fox and Barrett's system. The whole

design and arrangement are due to Mr. Cundy, who was the architect

employed by the Hotel Company. Wo may add that the internal finishing

of the building, so far as we could observe, was of an exceedingly pleasing

character.

We have preferred to reserve our remarks upon tho general design of

these groups of buildings until we had dealt with matters of detail, for they

are to be judged as one grand scheme, or perhaps moro correctly as parts

of a still larger scheme, which is as yet only partially carried out.

As tho older architecture of Belgravia has been founded upon Greek,

Homan, or Italian models, according to tho style which was in vogue at the

period when each important addition was made to the estate, so in the

buildings under consideration we have a style based on that variation on

Italian which obtains in modern Paris. Some, no doubt, would havo wished

to find tho now buildings more completely Parisian in detail ; others would

prefer them to be mora in accordance with classical models; while many,

and with greater reason, would prefer that variety of Italian which is asso

ciated with the name of Barry, and of which some good examples may be

seen in the near neighbourhood of this property. Tho spirit of thorough

ness, however, in which this work is being carried out, as opposed to that

which inspired the stucco architecture of the last generation, seems to sug

gest the selection of a style different from anything habitually imitated in

that material ; and this being so, it fa extremely probable that tho manner

actually followed is likely to fall in better than any other with the tastes

of that class for which these mansions have been built. It is truo that tbo

architect could not command the fine soft stono or the class of carving

which, in the eyes of many persons, contributes such a charm to Parisian

architecture ; nor will his works have the advantages of sun and atmosphere,

nor tho lively surroundings which they would have had in the French

capital. It is impossible, at the same time, to deny that the defects here hinted

at have been in a great measure counteracted by boldness and picturesqueness

of general design, or that in the result a very striking group of buildings

has been added to the metropolis, and yet we cannot but think it some

what to be regretted that, seoing how much had been done to infuse

something of national spirit into the design—seeing that the whole plan

and arrangement throughout are distinctively English in character, and that

tho work is associated with one of our oldest English names—some style

has not been adopted which, whether native or not, has become in some

degree our own.

CHIMNEY-PIECE OF THE TOWN-HALL OF

COURTRAI.

(WITH JUT DXU8TRATIOX.)

The Chimney-piece of the Town-hall at Courtrai, of which we give

an illustration this week, is the richest specimen of Flamboyant

Gothic work to be found in Belgium. It dates from the year 1526,

and is carved in stone ; the figures at the top represent the Virtues

and Vices, and the baa-reliefs, dating from the end of the sixteenth

century, relate to the municipal and judicial destination of the build

ing, and to events in the early history of the town. The statues on

corbels in the centre and on each side of the chimney-piece are those

of Charles V. and of the Archduke Albert and Archduchess Isabella.

R. 1'iiKxf: Spiers.

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

By a London Enoinekr.

AS the ' London Contractor,' in the two articles on this subject that have

appeared in the last numbers of this Journal, refers entirely to the

practice of architects, it may be thought that an engineer has no right to

enter into the question ; but as house-builders may undertake work under

engineers, and as specifications, contracts, extra works, arbitration clauses,

&c, belong to both branches of construction, perhaps, after all, there is no

great intrusion in his doing so. It seems that several builders and contrac

tors desire to alter somewhat the genoral forms of specifications and contract

deeds, and tho first change suggested is ' that the specification shall

include only the detailed description of the work to be done ; and that all

clauses containing legal powers or liabilities shall bo transferred to the

contract,' or in other words, that there ought to be a more general employ

ment of lawyers in preparing contract deeds than there is at present. As the

form that is usually adopted for general conditions has lasted so long, I

confess I do not much wish to see it superseded without reason, and I prefer

having as little to do with lawyers as possible. Supposing it is admitted

that both parts of the contract deed ought to be separate—what advantage is

gained by their being so, or by having as perfect a form for general conditions

as one lawyer could draw and another find flaws in ? It could not prevent

disputes arising from orders not being given in writing for extra works, or

all uncertainty about undefined works, or give a contractor a voice in the

appointment of a building surveyor, more than the present form does. But,

how far do contractors at present suffer from clauses prepared by the ' un-

instructed hands of architects ? ' According to the London Contractor, ' in a

very great number of cases, a description of the work on the one side, and a

letter undertaking its execution for a stated sum on the other, is all that is

required ; ' which means that, in a very great number of cases, contractors

have no opportunity of showing their patience in suffering. It is

the misfortunes, however, that have been latent during all those

years of building that are now to be dreaded by the contractor.

'Probably few architects are aware that the builder has abso

lutely no power at common law of obtaining redress should the

architect, through infirmity of temper, &c, refuse to issue his certificate.'

Could the architect be ignorant of possessing this terrible power if he ever

exercised it, or heard of any one who did? ' Whether a Court of Equity-

could or would interfere is, in the opinion of an eminent Chancery barrister,

extremely doubtful.' Any case that stands in this marvellous position

cannot do much harm to anyone. Is it not evident that all this ignorance

on the part of Courts of Equity, Chancery barristers, and architects, arises

simply from their never having any occasion to need knowledge on the

subject ? ' Are there many bnilders who know that in contracts where tho

payment is to be made on completion, unless there is a provision for sus

pending the works, they will be compelled to complete the contract, how

ever large, before a debt will have been created, although in the mean time

they may have become awaro of the insolvency of tho employer?' Of

course there are not many builders who know that, because they don't re

quire to know it, and because builders are usually paid by instalments ; and

if the financial revolutions of the last few years have not taught the lesson,

I think they may without injury to themselves be allowed to remain in such

blissful ignorance. The conclusion which the London Contractor wishes to

establishby the foregoing illustrations, andwhich he thinks ' enforce it,' is ' that

all points in contracts havingreference to legal questions should be settled by

the lawyers, and not the architects.' May I ask the Contractor to define what

are not legal questions in caso any dispute should arise, or what a lawyer

would not meddle with ? As soon as a builder signs a specification, or a set

of plans, then every sentence in tho one or line in the other may become at

one time or another a legal question. But surely it is not expected that

lawyers are for tho future to revise our plans. If it is stated that the

mortar shall have two parts sand and one part lime, then the mixing of

mortar may become a legal question ; but how are our legal friends to settle

the matter beforehand ? I am afraid that builders and contractors are bo-

coming very much like the conventional farmer, and having no real griev

ances to endure they are obliged to invent some ; and I think it will be

allowed that so far it is only imaginary grievances tho London Contractor

asks us to sympathise with.

The next griovance is this : ' one of tho most prominent clauses objected

to by contractors is tho one referring to extra works.' Why do they

object ? Because it is too hard on contractors to expect them or their

representatives to understand common working drawings, or, as it is stated,

1 to insist that the contractor shall know all the details of the work suffi

ciently to detect at once from a working drawing that it is in excess of tho

agreement.' Might one suggest a little legal assistance to the contractor in

such cases ? The great objection is being obliged to exercise the power of

asking for orders before extra works are begun. ' The sting of this lies in

the words "previous to tho execution of the work."' It is not often con

tractors are obliged to seek the orders ; but if they have, where is the diffi

culty in doing it ? Besidos, does the Contractor really expect us to believe

that it often happens that employers refuse payment of work approved by

their architects and ' sanctioned by the employer,' merely because a miser

able docket was not given at a particular time? We agree that such practice

would be most unjust if it took place, but how often does it ? The builders

urge that orders for extra works given by the architect after their execution

are to be held as valid ; but if it is possible to obtain them, why not before

the execution, if the builder thinks the architect's certificate is not sufficient ?

Do contractors have often to exocuto works without payment not con

templated by them or by the architect? 1 The builders consider that they

should not be bound to execute, within their contract price, works not shown

on the drawings or mentioned in the specification, but necessary to com

plete the buildings as intended, unless the same can be fairly and obviously

inferred from the drawings and specification.' As 'intended' by whom, if

not by the architect ? This looks very much like a desire on the part of

the builders to get rid of the old-fashioned clause, that whatever is usually

found necessary is to bo executed, no matter if itjis not shown on drawings,

or referred to in specification, which is morely intended to cover an oversight

that might arise, and for which contingency contractors take care to provide

in their prices.

Wo next come to the appointment of arbitrators by the courts. The

London Contractor of course sees manifest advantages in the employment

of lawyers in such cases. Why? 'Nine tenths of the bnilders and nineteen

twentieths of the architects are in favour of an architect as an arbitrator ; '

but on the other hand, and outweighing all the experience of architects and

builders, the lawyers are supported by the ' Platonic Dialogues ' and the

London Contractor. Possibly there are other reasons that might be brought

forward, but we are told ' it would be useless to discuss them here,' which

is, at tho least, not complimentary to us.

' Who should be appointed arbitrator1—the architect of the works or an

independent one ? ' I may be showing my ignorance in saying it, but I

have never heard of an important case where the architect who designed or

superintended the work was appointed as arbitrator by a judge in chambers

or out of chambers. Nor does the ' London Contractor,' I think, maintain

that there haa been ; for if I understand the remainder of this part of his

communication, he shifts to the question of the architect being considered

as arbitrator between the employer and the builder in the generality of

cases that never enter courts, and, I fancy, objects to the venerable clause

that the architect is to decide on all matters arising out of the contract,

and that his decision is to be final and binding. Many architects, we arc
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told, desire to retain sole jurisdiction over the quality of the materials and

work, and the interpretation of the drawings and tho final certificate. Do

not all architects desire this, and is there anything wrong in doing so?

'With regard to the right interpretation of the drawings and specification'

—says tho 'London Contractor'— 'one would ns readily expect an un

biassed opinion from an architect as to these productions of his as

from a father as to the beauty of his children, or an author as to the

merits of his book.' I may be again displaying my ignorance, but I think

that the questions in disputed contracts do not usually turn on points of

{esthetics, but have to do with much less sublime things, such as quantities

of materials and day-work, and hare consequently not much analogy to

beauty and literary merit. And as a father might be allowed to be compe

tent to measure his child's height, or an author to count the pages of his

book, and even sometimes say whether it was well or badly printed or

bound ; the ' uninstructed hands ' of the architect, if not equal to the task of

framing clauses to indicate how the work was to be done, might surely be

allowed to be able to point out differences between a house as he designed

it and as it was erected.

With regard to the important question of the builder having a voice in

the selection of the surveyor, nothing can be fairer than that he should,

and there can hardly be any obstacle to making it an universal rule. It might

be possible, too, for the Institute and the Builders' Society between them

to frame ' a set of general conditions,' although wo think it could not differ

much from that in general use ; and in these things we are glad to agree

with the London Contractor. But we must be pardoned if we think that

all the dangers that are likely to arise to contractors from the architect's

' infirmity of temper,' ' collusion with his client,' ' arbitrary courses,' ' sit

ting in judgment on his own cause,' and ' deciding in his own favour,' exist

in his own and his friends' imagination, excited, perhaps, with over much

study of the Platonic Dialogues. H.

THE FEMALE ARTISTS' EXHIBITION.

ON what possible principlo of segregation the Society of ladies, whose

works form the subject of this notice, first came to be established—

whether it arose at the instigation of some ardent advocate of woman's

rights, or from a conviction that the pictorial skill of our fair limners was

not fairly recognised at ordinary exhibitions, we cannot say, and possibly

it might be ungallant to inquire. It is sufficient to know that tho Society

exists, and, thanks to the management of its working members, has been

steadily gaining ground in public estimation, and in the standard of excel

lence which characterises its annual display.

The present exhibition in Conduit Street is on the whole a very successful

one ; and though we cannot help thinking that the Hanging Committee

would have exercised a sound discretion in excluding some works which

shall be nameless, but which it would have boen really charitable to reject,

there is on the other hand matter for sincere congratulation in the fact that

the catalogue this year includes the names of Mrs. Ward, Miss Starr, Miss

Spartali, Mrs. Marrable, Miss Helen Thorneycroft, and the Misses Rayner.

The first-mentioned lady, whose name has been for a two- fold reason long

associated with art, sends a couple of slight but tenderly handled sketches

of ' Sleeping Children ' (269 and 270), which, with her oil picture, ' The

Yonng Sailor' (427), suggest, if they do not realise, her artistic power.

Miss Starr'o life-size 'Study' (440) is a broadly painted head, full of

vigorous drawing and truth in colour—qualities amply compensating for

that apparent want of refinement in execution which is suro to become

exaggerated alongside of works whose chiof characteristic is an effeminate

delicacy of hue and touch. The other portrait (473) is on a smaller scale,

low, but well pitched in tone and colour, and not unworthy of the hand

which has alreadywon the first academical honours awarded to a lady-artist

in this country. 'Procne in Search of Philomela' (131) is the somowhat

pedantic title given by Miss Spartali to a refined and artistic figure-piece

belonging to that ideal school of modern art for which she has long declared.

Her work is always so excellent in general aim, t hat it is not a littlo difficult

to say whether the absence of modelling and apparent messiness of execu

tion noticeable here and there in this and similar studies are due to want

of skill in manipulation, or to an absolute attempt towards the realisation

of certain qualities of tone with which this speciality of style is accredited.

Miss Brodie sends a modest but clever little landscape, ' Durweston

Bridge, near Blandford, Dorset' (45), which, howover, would be improved

by somewhat more forcible treatment in the sky. Tho two companion

drawings by Miss Frances M. Keys—viz., ' Under the Beech Trees ' (49),

and ' In the Woods near Cornwood ' (59)—are notable examples of the free

use of body colour, once so much condemned by the old school of water-

colour painters, but now in common voguo. ' A view on the East Lyn '

(225), by Miss Lloyd Jones, and ' On Mitcham Common' (228), by Miss F.

Kempson, represent the very antipodes of principle in landscape art—the

first being an elaborate and very conscientious study, inclining perhaps a

trifle too much to prettiness, but on the whole very successful ; the second

an example of the bold blottesque manner which found its best oxponent in

the moorland sketches of David Cox. Holding a middle position between

these two extremes are tho ' Studies of Swiss Scenery,' by Mrs. Marrable—

no less than sixteen in number—thoroughly unaffected in manner, evincing

great judgment in composition, and very skilfully executed. We may

especially mention in this interesting series the ' Beruina Fall and Morte-

ratsch Glacier near Pontresina, Engadine ' (331) ; a View of the Roseg

Glacier (332) ; and Pont Ota (338), in the same neighbourhood.

The field of tho picturesque in architecture is as copiously represented by

the Misses Bayner, the elder of whom exhibits twelve views in Choster,

remarkable for the master-like expression of detail which they display, and

in more than one instance for great strength of scenic effect. The interior

of James I.'s bed-room at Knole(210), and a study in Edinburgh, by the

same hand, complete this group. It is to be regretted that Miss Rayner

adopts such a coarse method of execution. The body-colour in some of

these studies might be scraped off in masses with a knife, and it may be

questioned whether such a lavish use of this material can be excused even

by so effectivo a result. Miss Margaret Rayner's Welsh and Scotch studies

are interesting examples of her skill, and well worthy of attention. Indeed,

if space allowed us, we might enumerate many other works both in the way

of landseapo and figure-subjects which do credit to the Exhibition and its

promoters. We must, however, content ourselves in conclusion with men

tioning Miss G. Bower's clever pen and ink sporting sketches, with the

character of which readers of Punch must now be tolerably familiar, and a

very sweet and carefully painted head, ' Barbara ' (294), by Miss Helen

Thorneycroft, which clearly indicates the influence of a higher aim in art

than that which we aro generally accustomed to associate with the produc

tions of lady-artists in this country.

SOCIETIES.

Architectural Association.

The usual fortnightly meeting of this Association was held on Friday

the 5th inst., William White, Esq., the President, in the chair.

After the reading of the minutes and the election of new members,

Mr. R. Phenk Spiers rose and said :—You are all aware that since our

last meeting we havo lost Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, a gentleman who held tho

highest rank in the profession. He became a member of this Association

in 1861, chiefly from tho great interest that he felt in the educational

question, and it was almost entirely owing to him that that scheme was

carried out. He was chairman of the committee, and found the money

that was necessary for tho printing of papers and other things, and he was

one of the examiners throughout. Seeing, then, that he took such a great

and lively interest in our welfare. I think it becomes us to place on record

the deop regret that we feel at his loss, and that the said resolution be

communicated to his brothor. (Cheers.)

The Chairman thought it would be hardly necossary to put the motion

formally to tho meeting. All present knew the great interest which Mr.

Ashpitel had evinced in educational matters, and he was sure that from

his unvarying kindness all who had sought him for advice—and they were

not a few—would remember him with gratitude.

The motion was agreed to nan. con.

A vote of thanks was passed to Earl Grosvenor for his kindness in

allowing the members of the Association to viow the Grosvenor Mansions

now in course of erection, and also to Mr. Cundy, Earl Grosvenor's archi

tect, for the explanations he had afforded them respecting the same.

Mr. R. Phbnl Spikbs wits then called upon to read a paper entitled

'Architecture in Belgium.' Mr. Spiers said that having visited Belgium

in September last, and finding it to be full of architectural treasures, he

had thought, considering that though most easy of access it was somewhat

passed over by English students, ho should bo doing material servico by

pointing these architectural treasures out, and giving such an account of

them as could be squeezed into an ovening's lecture. Of the early history

of Belgium during tho first eight centuries of our era, there is little to

occupy our attention. In tho ninth century the country became part of tho

empire of Charlemagne, the influence of whose reign, however, is not ap

parent in any of the existing monuments, save in some on the river Mouse.

He must confess that he had been unable to find any traces of an Oriental

style ascribed to those artists whom Charlemagne imported from the East,

which, it is affirmed, exists in somo of the buildings at Liege and Macstricht.

Ho would allow that features of a peculiar style do exist in these

towns and at Cologne, unlike what one generally sees in Europo ;

but then these features happen to bo still more unlike anything to be

found in the East, so that ho was inclined to ascribe their origin to

the inhabitants of the Rhine provinces. Under the successors of

Charlemagne tho country became divided into a number of small sove

reignties more or less identified with the groat towns now existing. This

subdivision naturally prevented that centralisation of effort which pre

dominated in France during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries ; and to this

oneness, as well as to tho high class of intellect to which tho production of

these erections was entrusted, we owe that purity of design, power of

imagination, and that adherenco to true principles of art, which are so perfectly

developed in tho French cathedrals. The church architecture of Belgium

never seoms to have attained the qualities of French work; and, with tho

excoption of the cathedrals of Tournai and Maestricht, wo find no churches

of any large size which aro in any way to bo compared with those of the

same poriod in France or England before the fourteenth century, and thon

the decadence of the style was too far advanced to hope for any groat ex-

collonco except in point of style. It was natural, however, to expect that

this subdivision of the country into a number of principalities would

induce each to emulate tho other in the production of fine buildings, and

consequently wo find, from tho thirteenth century—when the activity of

the people and their immense commerce gave them the necessary wealth—

down to our own age, a series of the most magnificent municipal build

ings in Europe. The institution of self-government in the chief towns

called for the production of municipal and trade buildings to an extent

not required in any other country ; and although, as might be expected in an

essentially commercial country, theso buildings are not remarkable for

their purity of style, they are still the best examples of the applica

tion of tho principlos of Gothic art to the wants and requirements

of their age. In the beginning of the sixteenth contury Belgium

became subject to Spain, and many of tho buildings of this period

seem to suggest the influence of this latter country, though, of course, moro

is to be ascribed to the constant commercial intercourse with them as well

as with other countries. This, in fact, is found in all thoso towns which

border along the Baltic. This, however, does not apply to the towns on

the Meuse in the south of Belgium, which seem rather to havo been in

fluenced by tho early architecture of Cologne and the Rhine provinces.

Tho architectural styles of Belgium may be divided into fivo periods, viz. :

the Romanesque, the Transition, and First, Soeond, and Third Pointed.

The Romanesque, which existed till the middle of the twelfth

century, is in many respects very different from that which wo
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find in Normandy and England. There is almost an entire absence of that

•description of decoration known in England as tho zigzag or chevron

moulding, the Beakhead, Billot, and others which abound in all Norman

buildings. The cornices to the window heads, which are circular and have as

many as two or three orders, consist of simple mouldings, and the exterior

walls are decorated with a series of flat blank arcadings with very slight

projection, similar to those found in Lombard churches. To the Transition

period, which lasted from the middle of the twelfth to the first quarter of

the thirteenth century, belong some of the most interesting buildings, which

deservo most careful study. This period seems to have lasted a considerable

time in consequence of tho hositation that showed itself to tho acceptance

of the pointed arch, and we find both this and tho round arch existing in

juxtaposition in the same buildings. The ornament of this period is more

liko that found in German round arched architecture, or the earlier parts of

French thirteenth, or more correctly speaking, twelfth century work.

Whilst tho capitals have square abaci in the First Pointed, they are oc

tagonal and the caps have one or two rows of leaves, sometimes like French

caps, but in certain cases showing a special type of foliage peculiar to

Belgium, and the hard stone with which they worked. Tho windows in

the small churches are often lancet-shaped. In the Second Pointed style,

from 1310 to 1400, geometrical tracery in the windows becomes tho

chief exponent ; the ornament of the capitals is still thoroughly conventional,

and differing in that respect from German caps of the same period. In the

Third Pointed style the windows assume immense size, for the admission of

stained glass. The decadence of the style shows itself in the elaboration

of the ribs of their vaulting, in the panelling of the walls, and in bringing

down the mouldings of their arches instead of stopping them in capitals.

The plan of the earliest churches seems to have been based on that of the

old Basilica, consisting of nave and side aisles, sometimes a transept and

choir with an apsidal end, although in tho two most ancient churches

actually existing, St. Vincent at Soignies and St. Gortrudo at Nivelles, we find

square ends. Towards the closeof tho Transitional period the aisles are car

ried round the choir, which increases in length till in many cases it becomes

as long as the nave. In the fourteenth century chapels aro added round the

choir, the centre aud largest of which are dedicated to tho Virgin. In the fif

teenth and sixteenth centuries chapels aro added on each sido of the side

aisles. In most of the old churches crypts extended under the choirs, some

times stretching under the transept. As a rule the crypt was low, so as not

to cause a difference of level in the church between the nave and choir. To

this rule, however, the church of Notre Dame, Maestricht, forms an excep

tion. In the arrangement of the facades a feature is found peculiar to all

the earliest churches in Belgium, and which exists also in many of the

churches of the north of Germany ; it consists of a western tower the full

width of tho nave, in the upper portion of which tho bells were placed, and

which joins a kind of narthex or vestibule to tho church at a point where

formerly stood the font. This narthex is sometimes flanked on either side

by circular towers, in which the stairs aro placed to ascend into the belfry.

The whole mass rises a considerable height above the chvireh, and forms a

distinguishable and noble feature. The chief examples of these towers are

at St. Servais and Notro Dame, Maestricht; St. Denis, St. Bartholomew,

and St. John, at Liego ; St. Gertrude at Nivelles ; and St. Vincent at Soignies.

The towers in Belgium themselves have always formed the most con

spicuous feature of the churches, though, singular to say, the most remark

able of them havo never been completed, and still want the crowning

feature—a spiro. The picturesquo grouping of the five towers of Tournai

Cathedral is, perhaps, familiar to you, that being the only instance of five

towers to one church. When there are one or two towers they are gcnorally

found at tho west end, though at St. Pamale, Oudenarde, whero there is only

one tower, and that an octagonal one, it comes at the intersection of tho

nave and transept. Spires are very rare in Belgium, and the only impor

tant church which, in the memory of the lecturer, possesses one, is Notre

Dame at Bruges. The towers of St. Gudule, Brussels, of the cathedral at

Malincs, and of St. Martin's, Ypres, all of the fourteenth century, arc all in

complete, wanting the spires with which it was intended to crown them ;

and when it is noted that two of these towers, if completed, would have risen

to the height of 530 feet, and that their foundations and walls aro of suffi

cient strength to support easily spires of that height, some idea may bo

formed of the massive nature of these structures, equalled in size only

by the towers of Cologne Cathedral. Tho cathedral at Antwerp is

remarkable for its lacework spiro or tower, and he (Mr. Spiers) knew not,

of tho criticisms passed on it by two celebrities, Napoleon and Wel

lington (without any idea or wish to detract from its merits), which

was the most cutting; the one observing that it reminded him of

Mechlin lace, the other saying that it was so beautiful and delicate that

it ought to be put under a glass shade. Both these criticisms show that

elaborate detail and too great fineness of parts are out of place in northern

climates, and unfit for the external decoration of architectural buildings.

Of brick church-towers there are many examples in the northern part of

Belgium, and none more remarkable either for size, design, or execution than

those of Notre Dame and the cathedral at Bruges. The former, begun in 1230

and complotodin 1297—the largest brick tower in Belgium—rises to a height

of 220 feet, not including the spire, added in 1524, which—part brick and

part stone—has since been considerably altered from its original design. The

eye is carried up the tower by the long vertical lines of the principal and

secondary buttresses without a single horizontal line or break, and the small

size of the material, theopenings, and the intimate juxtaposition ofan elaborate

1 5th century porch at its base, give a scale to this tower which imparts impres

sions of fublimity and magnificence not surpassed byany otherbuildingknown

to Mr. Spiers. The tower of the cathedral is a simple mass of brick-work,

without any ornament or relief in the shape of buttresses. The upper por

tion is modern, and due to the design of an English engineer. The details

are Romanesque, and the grouping of the four turrets round the central

tower, masking as it does the fact of the tower not being square, is extremely

ingenious. There are no porches to the Belgian churches worth note, excepting

that of St. Servais at Maestricht, the ornament of which is very good, though

tho figures havo not tho earnestness and beauty of French work. The west

end of the nave, as a rule, when there are no towers, is surmounted on both

Bides by circular turrets decorated with blank arcadings. In the church

of Notre Dame at Bruges these turrets are in brick, with long slender shafts,

also decorated with arcadings of the same material. The west front of

Liege has an apse, as also the north and south transepts of Tournai. The

choirs externally at Ypres and Tournai are also fine, the former possessing

neither aisles nor choir chapels. The interiors of the churches generally

aro very grand, and even to a late period the piers of the nave

were always cylindrical, nnd have good capitals, both features conducive

to simplicity and grandeur of effect. There are only two churches

in Belgium which have the navo and side aisles of the same height. This

form of church, called Hallen Kirclien in Germany, and often found there,

exists only in St. Martin's at Courtrai and St. Croix at Liege. At the en

trance to the choir is generally placed a rood screen, sometimes increasing,

but more often destroying, the general effect. The nave piers have invari

ably huge statues standing on corbels attached to them, which add to the

picturesqueness of the general effect, but cannot always be accepted as in

good taste. Tho extravagance and wildness of their subjects, carved in

expensive woods, with trees, shrubs, grottoes, and flying cherubs, form not

the least attractive portion of tho Belgian cathedrals to the generality of

travellers, who thus prove their utter ignorance of what is good or bad art.

Having thus described in a general manner the result of his observations,

Mr. Spiers now turned to a description of the construction of particular

churches, selecting as his examples the Cathedral of Tournai, foremost in

interest to every student, and undeniably the finest Romanesque church in

Europe ; the Cathedral of St. Servais, Maestricht, of immense size nnd

height, and possessing features peculiar to itself; tho Church of Notre Dame,

Maestricht; the Church of Notre Dame do Pamale, at Oudenarde, externally

effective by the windows being more or less flush with tho internal wall,

and having arcades astride. The windows are lancet-headed, and,with their

arcadings carried in columns, remind one of early English examples ;

the Church of St. Martin, at Ypres, is the best specimen of First Pointed work

in Belgium. After those in jioint of date come a series of large churches or

cathedrals of great size and magnificence, but deficient generally in purity of

detail in ornament and moulding. They generally date from the 14th and 15th

centuries. The most remarkable of these are the Church of St. Gudule, at

Brussels ; St. Peter's, Louvain ; St. Rimboldt, Mechlin ; and St. Martin's,

Liege. They are all of great size and good general proportions, aud have

one great redeeming feature, viz. cylindrical pillars to the nave. Speaking

of St. Gudule, Brussels, Mr. Spiers parenthetically remarked, ' the stained

glass which abounds hero is deficient in those principles which we are

accustomed to lay down as necessary for the production of good work.

There is one point, however, to be borne in mind, which veiy often escapes

the attention of those who have the interests of the manufacture at heart,

and that is that these windows are not always intended to delight amateurs

or connoisseurs with their brilliancy of colour, or their adherence to

precedent, but to tench Scripture and the history of religion more forcibly

than can be done in sermons or books. In this respect I am bound to say that

these pictures quito fulfil their object; for having read the story of "The Jews

and tho Stabbing of the Holy Sacrament," I had made my tour round the

church, greatly interested in the illustrations I beheld; and it was not till

I began to note down tho most remarkable points in the glass that I dis

covered that there was scarcely a single good principle in their manu

facture, excepting that the figures displayed a knowledgo of anatomy and

drawing of the human figure, which is more than can be said of all glass.'

After speaking of the cathedral at Antwerp, the base of which covers more

ground than that of any building in Belgium ; St. Jacques at Liege, tho

latest church in the Gothic style and the finest example of sixteenth century

work ; the Chapol and Crypt of St. Sang, Bruges, dating from tho twelfth

century, the crypt, or lower chapel, having been built by Thierry of Alr-ace

on his return home from the Holy Land, is most peculiar in its formation,

possessing two towers which, though apparently separate, are, on close

examination, found to be joined together; the Church of St, Croix, Liege;

and last, though decidedly not least, the Church of Aix la Chapelle and the

tomb of Charlemngno—Mr. Spiers proceeded to say that if tho ecclesiastical

architecture of Belgium does not afford us that brilliant series of examples

which we find in France, the deficiency is amply supplied by the mag

nificence and variety of her secular buildings, in which she remains

unrivalled.

(7b be continued.)

The Graphic Society.

The fourth meeting of this Society took place on Wednesday evening last,

when there was the usual attendance of artists and visitors, amongst whom

were Messrs. D. Mocatta, J. Holland, Lucv, Goodall, Carl Haag, J. Lewis,

E. H. Corbould, R. W. Edis, Eastlake, and'Woolner, nnd Sir M. D. Wyatt,

&c A very good collection of paintings and drawings was exhibited, the

most noticeable of which were some clever water-colour sketches by Alfred

Fripp, a careful study of a head by F. W. Burton, some paintings by Frost

Anthony, Alfred Newton, nnd Geo. Mawley, and some interesting chromo

lithographs of Greek paintings, from one of the churches of Moscow, and

some photographs of the Kremlin, &c, &c.

N.B.— We arc compelled to postpone the reports of several other meetings

till next week.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION AND THE ARCHI

TECTURAL PROFESSION.

Sib,—Mr. Spiers mistakes the object of my paper, and objects to my

venturing, in a general article on the above subject, to criticise a Report

which he, as one of the delegates, had probably some considerable share in
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composing. I read the Roport carefully, and expressed my opinion some

what strongly thereon at the meeting of the Architectural Association ; and

although Mr. Spiers thinks I have not read it, because he says some

' seventy lines of printed matter are confined to inquiring into those

causes' which are in a great measure, in my opinion, tho reason of the

present admitted faulty system of education, I cannot consider that those

said seventy lines to which I presume Mr. Spiers alludes are in any way

fair exponents of the reasons which make the present system faulty ; and

I almost entirely disagree with tho views expressed by Mr. Spiers as to

the present pupilage system, and venture to assort that he would not hold

tho views thereon in the Report, and which I must consider his, had he

more real knowledge of the system in question. Mr. Spiers's training upon

another system naturally leads lin to lean to the foreign system of

education.

As regards his second objection, I feci quite certain that the proposition

of the Report as to apportionment of time for a pupil under Head IV. could

not be practically carried out, and I doubt much whether any architect

would be willing to receivo a pupil in the way proposed, nor do I think it

would at all be desirable, and therefore can hardly look upon the sugges

tions made as 'based upon the pupilage system' since they more or less pro

pose that the pupil shall spend a very considerable portion of his time out

of the office ; and, if the office lie a large one, that a paid instructor should

be provided, which would practically be more or less making the archi

tect's office a private ' atelier,' independent of the architect himself, who I

believe, with a few unworthy instances, is in no wise the ' bete noir' that

Mr. Spiers would make him out to be. I forbear to discuss Mr. Spiers's

remarks as to the academical system, and his comparisons as to railway

travelling and stage-coaches. Wo have only to take tho fact that, with very

solitary exceptions, all tho well-known architects in this country have as

pupils gone through the curriculum of an architect's office, and I think it

will be admitted that they will compare more than favourably with those

educated on the foreign system.

It remains to be seen whether my own or Mr. Spiers's views are right as

to compulsory examination being a necessity, or the result of architectural

education. Basing my views on the foreign system named in the Report in

question, I think naturally that it will be the former. I still hold to my

views as to the paid professor ; and with one, or perhaps two exceptions,

the names quoted by Mr. Spiers as ' architects of tho highest eminence '

are comparatively unknown in this country. As regards my remarks

on tho present theoretical system of French education, I confess

I took my opinion in a great measure from tho words of the Report,

which, if, as Mr. Spiers says, too exaggerated, must account partly

for my views, although, as far as my knowledge of the system itself

goes, they are practically borne out by the results. I have every desire to

see an alteration in the present system of architectural education if such

can be made really beneficial to those about to enter the profession, and I

have every hope that the General Committee now sitting at the Institute

will be enabled to put forward such a scheme as will be, not only beneficial,

but practical, and one which will seek to associate with it and make promi

nent the present means of obtaining a higher knowledge of all branches of

artistic and constructional education ; means which it seems to me have

been neglected, perhaps from want of being more generally known, but

which do offer in reality many of the opportunities for learning that are so

strenuously advocated. Whether the education of an architect shall be

made compulsory or not is a question for the general profession at large to

determine : I for one am sanguine enough to believe that it must eventually

be so, and that a man shall have no more right to practise as an architect

than he has to do so as a doctor or lawyer, without going through a similar

course of compulsory education and examination.—I am, Sir, yours, &c,

February 9, 1869. Robert W. Ems.

THE NATURE OF GOTHIC.

Sir,—Whilst reading tho review in the Times to-day of Dr. Lubke's

work on the 4 History of Art,' I came upon the following passage :—' Of

this bevelled edge or chamfer, it should be observed, our author makes no men

tion ; he seems not to be aware that in it consists the essence of the Gothic

style, and not, as is generally supposed, in the pointed arch.' This really

wonderful discovery, which the architectural critic of the Times has made,

and thus gives forth generously to the world, is calculated to upset our pre-

viouslj existing notions, and perhaps the whole courso of study which should

be pursued in acquiring an intimate acquaintance with the Gothic style. I

suppose that in point of importance, after chamfers, notches would come ;

so that the ci-devant Music Hall in the Strand, which has been so much

abused, is really the finest specimen we have of Gothic art, and where all

its principles are developed to their fullfst and truest extent. Seeing that

that is the case, I think some means ought to be at once taken to prevent

the ruthless destruction of this building by the architect of the Gaiety

Theatre, who has already destroyed the lovely doorway formerly existing ;

and I think that a committee of members of the Royal Institute of British

Architects (who, beyond the election of foreign honorary members, seem to

be doing little) might be appointed to inquire into the best means of pre

serving this marvellous building, and especially its essential qualities,

February 9, 1869. Chamfers and Notches.

THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

Sir,—When we have such an excellent Institution as the Kensington Museum and its
Schools amongst us, a sort of Fountain of Art, we are tempted to become critical on the
-doings at such a place, and I should like to call jour attention to what seems to me to
be a terrible break down in the High Art department.
There has been lately opened a now gallery, called with absurd affectation ' Kcramic,'

but it is nevertheless a capital gallery and Well lighted. There is also, leading up to it,
a staircase, also ' keramic ' I suppose, as it is chiefly composed of earthenware.

It u in the ceiling of this staircase where the break down seems to have occurred.
In the centre panel is painted a wonderful confusion of figures flying up-stairs against

a hard blue sky ; and in the dome over the landing are some more of the same sort,
capitally painted, but utterly Inappropriate to their position. They are pictures, not
architectural paintings ; in fact one is irresistibly reminded of the huge putty angels
and cherubs of the French palaces, or the heathen gods and goddesses of Verrio and
Laguerre.
The pictures, which would do very well in a frame, are not in the least of the nature

which is demanded by their position.

If figures are to be placed as theso are, they should be treated architecturally, as are
those of Raphael on the ceiling of the Stanza de la Segnatura in the Vatican, where the
gold ground at once takes away the idea of a picture, and such a treatment would har
monise well with the smaller panels o£ the ceiling of the staircase, where the ground is

gold.
At present the contrast between the sober richness of the small panels and the common

modern French look of the centre panel is very painful and harsh.
_ There is about the whole of this staircase, and indeed about many of the new decora

tions, an apparent laxity in the use of the human figure, which is not a very hopeful
sign. In the dado there are unfortunate creatures crammed into sloping panels in the

most painful and acrobatic fashion.
Such things were never done in the purest days of art.
Trusting that the Museum authorities may put the right thing in the right place,

I remain, Sir, yours obediently.
Scrutator.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Church Extension at Sheffield.

On February 5 tho new church of St. Silas at Gilcar was consecrated by

the Archbishop of York ; a number of the local clergy and a numerous con

gregation assisting at the ceremony.

The church, which has been erected by the munificence of II. Wilson, Esq.,

at a cost, exclusive of the site, of about 6,800/., consists of a nave 80 feet

long and 27 feet wide, north and south aisles seating 800 persons, and a

weli-proportioned and rubrical chancel, with an organ chamber and commo

dious vestry on tho south side, and on the north side are seats for tho

accommodation of the Sunday school children.

The style selected by the architects is Early Pointed, in which a Conti

nental influence is strongly apparent, and the effect of tho exterior is simple

and ecclesiastical, while thoroughly effective as a piece of town church archi

tecture—a move in the right direction on the part of the local church

builders which wo hail with satisfaction.

At the south-west comer of Hanover and Broomhall Streets rises a lofty,

massive, and pinnacled tower, the belfry windows of which have shafted

jambs and deep louvre boards, and the whole surmounted by a boldly-

carved corbel table and parapet, with gargoyles at the angles. The lower

portion of the tower forms the principal entrance to the interior of tho

church, which has a well-proportioned and lofty arcade of stone on circular

columns, having well-studied and spirited conventional capitals.

The chancel is ' fitted up ' with carved oak reredos, altar table, screens,

choir stalls, and pulpit and reading desk in (to say tho least) a very doubt

ful and nondescript style of ' Gothic,' which, being in direct variation from

the dotail and general sentiment, and unworthy of the rest of the church,

have quite marred fhe effect of the interior.

This is the more to be regretted, for the architect (working in the true

spirit) has employed his best efforts here, trusting doubtless to the oppor

tunity of completing the various accessories in a spirit worthy of the other

portions of his work.

We cannot but add that on inquiry wo ascertained these fittings have not

been under the control of the architects, and have been designed and exe

cuted by Mr. Shaw, of Saddleworth, ' architect (sic) and carver,' who is,

according to a local contemporary, ' very eminent in such matters.'

The roofs are open and boarded, and the chancel has a waggon-headed

wooden ceiling.

The gas fittings arc by Peard & Jackson, the stone can ing by Farmer

& Brindley, of London ; and the contractors, Messrs. Badger & Holmes, of

Sheffield, have executed their work most efficiently from the designs and

under the superintendence of the architects, Messrs. Blackmoor & Mitchell

Withers, of Sheffield and Rotherham. Mr. Mcllors has acted as clerk of tho

works.
The Archbishop assisted the same day at the opening of the new church

of All Saints at Brightside, near Sheffield, erected by Sir John Brown, to

which we may return next week. Messrs. Flockton & Abbot arc the

architects.

The New Church at Brookhouse, Blackburn.—On January 28

tho Bishop of Manchester consecrated the new church at Brookhouse, dedi

cated to St. Michael and All Angels. Tho new parish church was designed

by Messrs. Stevens & Robinson, architects, of Derby, and contains accom

modation for 800 persons. Tho plan consists of nave, with north and south

aisles, divided from it by arcades of fine arches, and together measuring "2

feet by 61 feet ; tho chancel is 32 feet by 22 feet ; and an organ aisle and

vestry on the north side of the chancel, 26 feet by 13 feet. The tower is

placed at the south-eastern angle, with arches opening—one into the chancel

and ono into the south aisle,' which has been arranged as abaptistcry, having

a font placed in it. There are two main entrances—one through a porch on

the south side of the church, the other through the tower; there is also an

entrance for tho clergy into tho vestry. The church, which is designed in

the English Gothic style of the thirteenth century, is built of stone, with

two and three light tracery windows in aisles, five-light east window, roso

window in the west end, and large-sized trefoil windows in the clerestory.

The tower is 70 feet high, and it is intended, when funds permit, to erect a

spire 76 feet in height, with large spire-lights and broached pinnacles.

The corner-stone of the edifice was laid at the north-east angle of t he tower,

by W. H. Hornby, Esq., M.P., on January 6, 1866. At the west side of the

church there is a small gallery, which has been set apart for children. The

woodwork of the roof and seats throughout is of deal, stained and

varnished ; the height of tho nave from the floor to the apox of the roof

is 50 feet, and of the chancel 44 feet. The floor is laid with Mintou

encaustic tiles. The pulpit is made of Caen stone, supported on marble

pillars. In the tower is a small stained glass window, by Messrs. Clayton

& Bell, of London, presented by Mr. Robinson, the architect. Mr. Richard

Hacking, of Blackburn, was the contractor for the completion of the

building.

The Parish Church of Padiham, Lancashire, has been rebuilt to

twico its original dimensions, and at a cost of nearly 9,000/., under tho direc

tion of Mr. Waddington, architect. The new church is built in tho style

which prevailed in the early part of the fifteenth century, and stands upon

the site of the old edifice. The tower is situated at the south-west angle,
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and forms an imposing feature in the design, rising to the height of 115

feet, finished with panelled battlements and eight crocketed pinnacles.

Some relics of the old church have been preserved, the most precious of

which is the ancient and beautiful carved stone font, the gift of Abbot

Paslew to Padiham Chantry in the sixteenth century. Two stained glass

windows from tho old church have been remodelled and inserted in more

becoming positions ; whilst the new church has been enriched by the gift of

six other handsome painted windows, one of which is manufactured by Mr.

Edmondson of Manchester, and the remainder by Mr. Wailes of Newcastle.

The greater portion of the carving in the interior of the church was exe

cuted at the expense of the architect, who is a native of the parish.

St. Anil's New Boys' School, Birkenhead.—The now boys' school in

connection with St. Ann's Church, Birkenhead, of which the Rev. A. Wright

is the incumbent, was formally opened on Monday evening. The new

buildings are erected from the designs of Mr. David Walker, of Lord Street,

Liverpool, and provide accommodation for about 200 scholars, tho plans

being in accordance with the Committee of Council regulations, from whom

a grant in aid is obtained. The schoolroom is 77 feet long by 20 feet in

width, and there are two classrooms each 25 feet 6 inches by 15 feet in

width, together with cloakroom, lavatory, entrance porches, and all usual

conveniences, a large playground being likewise provided. The schoolroom

is spacious, lofty, and ventilated, the roof timbers exposed to view being

varnished ; and the wall is coloured a warm tint on the brickwork, and

finished with a skirting 4 foct high in oil paint, and capped with a stencil

border. The classrooms are fitted up with galleries. The style of the

building is Gothic of an early character, constructed almost entirely of

brick. The site of the new buildings was presented by Mr. Thomas Brassey,

who also gave a liberal donation towards the building fund. The cost of

the works will be above l,200f. Messrs. Booth and Richards, of Rock

Ferry, were the contractors.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FBOM OUB

SPECIAL COBBESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Berlin Cathedral Competition.

The advertisement inviting competition for a new cathedral for the

capital of Prussia appeared on August 12, 1867, the time given for prepar

ing designs being about a twelvemonth, and the result is that 49 archi

tects have submitted 51 designs, represented by 359 drawings and 3 models.

The idea was firat mooted some years ago, and Mr. Stiller, since deceased,

submitted plans at the time ; these are now exhibited, together with the

now designs, in the galleries of the Royal Academy, but ecclesiastical

architecture has made such progress since the days when this great Prussian

architect ceased to work, that his plan will scarcely be adopted. Of the

61 designs now submitted 10 are provided with mottos, the rest bearing tho

names of their authors, 4 of whom aro non-Prussians, 2 Frenchmen, and 1

Belgian; there are no English competitors. The French architects are

Messrs. Gazagne & Petit, both of Toulouse, and the Belgian is Mr. Minne,

of Ghent. We shall content ourselves with a brief description of a few of

the designs :—No. 1, Mr. V. Statz, of Cologne ; five aisles, two towers at

west end, no projecting transepts, Gothic. No. 7, Eberlein, of Nurenberg ;

seven aisles and three towers, Gothic. No. 10, Schwatlo, of Berlin ; rouud

church with dome and four towers, modernised Romanesque. No. 18, Petit,

of Toulouse ; French Romanesquo Rococo. No. 21, Heyden & Kyllmann,

of Berlin ; hexagonal dome, with short nave and two towers, rich Renais

sance. No. 26, Adler, of Berlin ; cruciform arrangement with dome and

short transepts, heavy Romanesquo. Of the 51 designs submitted, 14 are

Gothic, 1 3 modern German Romanesque, 7 Classic, 5 Renaissance, 4 Rococo,

3 old German Romanesque, 3 Italian Romanesque, and 1 Russo-Greek.

London "Water Supply.

It appears that the project of Mr. Bateman for supplying London from

' the surplus wator of the Severn ' to the extent of 200,000,000 gallons per

day is quite impracticable. The Severn, like all other rivers, requires the

Bcour produced by occasional floods ; and if this were prevented by the

reduction of the necessary volume of water, the entire estuary of the river

would in a short time be silted up, and the river itself would probably be

rendered unnavigable. Those of our readers who are acquainted with the

works of Professor Hitchcock or Sir Charles Lyell will have no difficulty

in remembering the startling statistics given by both those well-known

writers with referenco to the gradual silting up of the estuaries of great

rivers. Another evil arisos from the silting up of the channel of a river

which is even more serious in its consequences than the stoppage of tho

water way. We allude to the fact which is well known to all who have had

anything to do with drainage works, that the higher the bed of a river is

allowed to rise, the greater is the difficulty experienced in draining the low

lands by the river side. This difficulty has already been experienced in

connection with the watershed of the Sevorn. During the long-continued

drought of last summer the reaches and deep pools near Gloucester became

choked with mud and silt. No flood came down the river for nearly eight

months; and during the month of July thore was not sufficient water to

supply the pumping mains of tho Worcester Waterworks.

So great is the activity displayed in the building trade at Pest, in

Hungary, that bricks are quite at a premium. 31. per thousand is willingly

paid, and builders are glad to get them for that. Spite of several of

Hoffmann's kilns erected in the neighbourhood, and the production of bricks

by machinery, the demand continues in advance of the supply. What a

chanco for some of our brickmakers ! Only Pest is distant from London

rather over a thousand miles, as the crow flies !

An Exhibition, chiefly of objects of art, is announced to take place at

Wittenberg, in Saxony, under the patronage of the Crown Prince of

Prussia. The Academy and Architectural Institute of Berlin have pro

mised their support, as well as many societies and firms in the south of

Germany. Applications for space should be sent in not later than April 1

next.

Antiquities of Paris.

Archaeologists who visit Paris will find in the old square of the Louvre

a series of extended lines markod in light-coloured coment on the pave

ment and central portion of the court; these mark the place of the

great tower of the Old Louvre with its surrounding ditch and out

works, the foundations of which lie beneath the soil, and were very care

fully laid bare and mapped not long since. It was a happy idea thus to

commemorate the actual position and form of the famous old building.—A

discovery equally interesting, but not capable of the same mode of per-

potuation, has just been made on the Place de la Bastille. In digging the

foundations for a block of houses some remnants of the foundations of the

State prison of lugubrious memory have been brought to light. It appears

that the general idea of the position of the Bastille was erroneous ; it was

supposed that tho site was that of which tho Column of July marks tho

centre, but it is now found that the building was at the entrance of tho

Rue Saint Antoinc, as indeed some archaeologists have asserted. The

form of the Bastille is well known—it was octagonal, with massive

towers at each of the angles, surrounded by a deep fosse and approached by

two drawbridges ; the parapet on all sides was machicolated and bristled

with cannon. The first stone of the Bastillo was laid by Hugues Aubriot,

Provost of the Merchants of Paris, in the year 1370. Tho names of tho

eight towers were :—The Corner and Well towers, to which the remnants

that have now been discovered belonged ; the Bertaudiero and Liberty

towers—the latter name must surely have represented liberties taken, not

accorded ; the Boziniere and Comte ; and the Treasury and Chapel towers.

It is to be hoped that some memorial will mark the spot where ouco stood

that dark and bloody fortress which fell in 1790 before the pent-np fury of

the people.

An Archaeological Discovery.

During the alterations which aro being made at St. Mary's Church,

Chatham, a fine specimen of a Norman arch has been discovered, between

the centre entrance and the vestry-room. One side of tho arch is in a

tolerablo state of preservation, but the other is much decayed. It is

thought that a corresponding arch exists on the other side of tho modern

doorway. They are supposed to have been formerly the entrances to

aisles of tho ancient church.

Public Monuments, Statues, &c.

This should be a time of rejoicing for sculptors, for all the world

seems occupied in raising memorials of the departed great. Holland

deserves first notice, on account of the grandeur of the memorial which

she has decided to raise at the Hague, to commemorate her freedom

from foreign rule; the monument is to stand more than 70 feet high,

and to include, besides a crowning figure representing Dutch Freedom,

a group and three statues in bronze, of colossal size, and a number

of bns reliefs and inscriptions. The figures are to represent William

the First, the patriot Counts of Hoogendorp, Limborg, and Van Maasdem,

Religion and History. Portugal is raising a monument in honour

of the founder of her present Constitutional Government, Don Pedro IV.,

in the Place du Roccio, at Lisbon. This monument is to be crowned with

a statue of the king, which has been modelled by a well-known sculptor, M.

Elias Robert ; it is in bronze, and about 9 feet in height, and according to

a laudable practice in Paris, it lias been for some time publicly exhibited

outside the Louvre, and has but just been removed to be sent to its desti

nation. Don Pedro is represented in the costume of a general, the head un

covered and a laurel wreath in the brow. It is a fine work of art. Corsica,

which already has memorials of Napoleon the First, Cardinal Fesch,

and Abbatucci, is about to raise ono in honour of Joseph Bonaparte, King

of Spain. A statue is now being prepared after Houdon'sbust of Voltaire,

to be placed near the Institut, at the corner of the Rue de Dennes, Paris ;

this memorial is the result of a public subscription, amounting to a sum

equal to 1,436/. A statue of the late M. Dupin the elder is about to bo

raised in the Grande Place of the town of Varzy, where M. Dupin was

born ; it is about eight feet high, and is the work of M. Emile Boisseau.

A very pleasing innovation is being made at Versailles, where formerly

scarcely anything but battle scenes and portraits, statues and busts of

marshals and generals, was admitted, in the introduction of memorials of

artists, poets, and othor peaceful heroes; twenty busts have been set up in

the gallery of the palace of Louis the Magnificent, and amongst these were

tho effigies of the famous Egyptian scholar Champollion, the chemists Gay-

Lussac and Pelletier, the musician Lesueur, the sculptor Rude, and the poet

of the peoplo, the chansonnier Beranger. Not long sinco the bust of

Richard Cobden, the free trader, was placed in tho same gallery. It should

have been placed side by side with Turgot, to show at once how the same

ideas may be revived from age to age, and how long it takes to reduce

philosophic truth into practice. M. Dantan, tho younger, is now engaged

on a bust of Rossini, ordered by tho Minister of the Fine Arts for the

Library of the Institute of France. It will not be out of place here to

montion that M. Dupre, sculptor of Florence, who obtained one of the

Prix d'Honneur at the Great Exhibition of 1867, has been elected a

Foreign Associate of the Paris Academy of the Beaux Arts.

(Jpnpral.

The Thames Embankment Viaduct.—A deputation, headed by LonJ

Elcho, recently waited upon Mr. Layard in order to induce him to use his

influence to prevent the intended viaduct from Charing Cross Bridge to

tho entrance of Waterloo Bridgo from being proceeded with. Mr. Layard

promised to use his influence to secure tho delay, and expressed his entire

concurrence with the object, but said ho had no actual power in tho matter,

as the Board of Works acted under authority of Act of Parliament.
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It is probable that the members of the Arts, Fine Arts, and Junior

Athenaeum Clubs will eoalesce and become one, in the splendid house

recently acquired by the last-named club in Piccadilly,

The Corporation of London have commissioned Mr. George G. Adams to

execute, for the Council Chamber at Guildhall, a marble bust of the late

Lord Brougham.

The Royal Gallery in the House of Lords is being decorated, and tho

work which was left unfinished by the late Sir Charles Barry is now boing

completed.

A subterranean passage has been discovered, extending from the

School at Westminster (formerly the monks' dormitory) to the great pas

sage under the cloister.

The Institute of Naval Architects will hold its ninth annual meeting

at the hall of the Society of Arts, in John Street, Adelphi, on the 18th,

19th, and 20th of next month.

Mr. G. Mason and Mr. E. J. Poynter (who, our readers will recollect,

exhibited ' Israel in Egypt ' last year) havo been chosen Associates of the

Eoyal Academy.

The temporary home of the now University Club at the south end of

Savile Row, adjoining the Stafford Club, is about to be sold by auction.

St. Margaret's Church and Vicarage, now being erected in the

Prince's Road, Liverpool, from the designs of G. E. Street, Esq., A.R.A.,

are advertised to be sold. The Church, which was expected to bo ready

for consecration in May, and will contain seats for 1 ,000 persons, and the

Vicarage, which is of considerable size, were commenced at the sole expense

of Robert Horsfall, Esq., of Liverpool, for the Rev. Mr. Clark, Vicar of St.

Mary's, Taunton ; but as the latter gentleman has declined to vacate his

present living, owing to the emoluments thereof having been recently in

creased, Mr. Horsfall has determined to dispose of the buildings.

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners havo made an additional grant of

5,000/. to the fund for the restoration of Ripon Cathedral. Tho choir has

already been restored, and was opened a few days since.

The annual meeting of the Salisbury Diocesan Church Building Asso

ciation was held on Tuesday last, when tho report and statement of accounts

were read and passed, and an urgent appeal was made for increased funds.

The Society is doing a great work in promoting the building and restoration

of churches in the diocese.

A number of interesting objects purchased for the South Kensington

Museum, from the Paris Exhibition of 1867, have been added to the Bolton

Mechanics' Exhibition. As an illustration of cheapness combined with art,

they are of great value.

St. John's Chapel, Cambridge.—The magnificent chapel of St. John's

College, Cambridge, is fast approaching completion, and will probably be

ready for consecration on May 6 next. This chapel will be, beyond all

doubt, the second ecclesiastical building in the University, King's College

Chapel standing first, for ever secure from all rivalry. The ground-plan is

that of Merton Chapel, Oxford—a cross church, minus the nave, with a

pinnacled tower at tho intersection, and an organ chamber projecting to the

north-east. The east end forms a five-sided apse. Tho style is tho Deco

rated of Edward the Third's reign. The tracery of the windows is varied

and rich, and the whole, both inside and out, is profusely decorated with

elaborate carvings. The foliage round the apse windows is peculiarly

lovely. The chapel proper has a coved ceiling of wood, richly decorated
■with colour and gilding. It is divided into nineteen bays, which are mado

to correspond with the nineteen Christian centurios. The bay over the

altar contains a representation of Our Lord in Majesty. The remaining

eighteen display representative men in religion, science, and literature

from each century. Those solected for the present century are Wordsworth,

Wilberforce, and Dean Wood. Those, as well as tho whole of the internal

decorations and the windows, are designed by Messrs. Clayton and Bell,

and the general effect is one of great beauty.

Among other Indian curiosities which have been discovered in a cave

at Rock Island, IBinois, the statue of an Indian Maiden has been brought

to light. It has a solid copper pedestal 7 feet in height, and an obelisk of

solid brass.

Rest alrig Church, Scotland, sustained some damage on Sunday last, by

the bursting of one of the pipes of the heating apparatus. A portion of

the congregation near tho place of fracture received serious injury from tho

scalding steam.

At Greenwich, Mr. Charles Lyle, a builder, of Russell Street, Queen's

Road, Peckham, was brought up for final examination, charged with wilfully

and maliciously doing damage to two houses in course of erection at Lewis-

ham, to the amount of 100/., and carrying away and disposing of fixtures,

valued at 150/., belonging to Mr. Alfred Blackburn of Clapham. The

prisoner could not procure bail, and was conveyed to Newgate.

Mr. Daniel Flitcroft, of Bolton, has obtained tho contract for the erec

tion of the new Industrial School at Lostock. The cost will be 3,000/.

The guardians of St. Pancras have erected a mortuary-house, with post

mortem room, in the burial-ground adjoining the workhouse.—English

Churchman.

Trieste has raised 20,000 florins for the erection 'of a monument to

Maximilian, and an ' expiatory church ' is also being built at Vienna.

After a great deal of excavation an entrance to the subterranean vaults

and dungeons of Guildford Castlo has been made. The largest) room is

now open, and measures 60 ft. by 57 ft. ; height 9 ft. to 15 ft Six others

hare yet to be found.

St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church, Penzance, is about to be en

riched by a splendid altar, composed of tho choicest polished granites, ser

pentines, etc., of the county, the gift of Sir Paul Molesworth. The cost

will be 350/.

The Choir of Ripon Cathedral was re-opened last week, the restoration,

which has been in progress for some years, being now nearly finished.

The New Church at "Waddeton, Devon, was used for the first time

on the first Sunday in the new year. It comprises nave, chancel, vestry,

and porch. The former chapel was consecrated in tho twelfth century.

The parish church at Camden Town has undergone some extensivo

alterations and improvements.

Additional improvements have been made to Christ Church, Wolver

hampton, and it is now re-opened.

The tower of the parish church of St. Issey, Cornwall, which contained

a fine peal of bells, feU with a tremendous crash on the 2nd inst. The

roof of the church was broken entirely in, and the organ was smashed to

pieces.

The Wilts and Dorset Banking Company have pulled down their

premises in Salisbury, and are building a much more spacious and well-

planned bank. Mr. Henry Hall, of 15 Duke Street, Adelphi (London), is

the architect, and Mr. Robert Fulcher, of Salisbury, the builder. Tho cost

of the new bank will be about 6,000/. The front of the building will be of

Hern Hill stone; and the banking-room, 40 feet by 60 feet in extent, will

be roofed with a dome supported on Devon marble columns. The bank,

when completed, will be one of the finest architectural ornaments of tho

ancient city of Salisbury.

Towards the end of last year a handsome Statue of Charles XII.

of Sweden was inaugurated at Stockholm with military honours. It has

been erected in what was formerly called Charles XIII. Square, but is now

known as the King's Garden ; together with its pedestal, it reaches a

height of 30 feet. The figure itself is 15 feet high, cast at Stockholm, but

modelled by George Herolt, of Nuremberg, and displays no ordinary

amount of life and animation. The King, who has been well called the

'Alexander of the North,' stands with head uncovered in the military

costume of his time ; his drawn sword is in his right hand, and the left arm

is raised, pointing in an attitude of command. The pedestal is of Swedish

grey granite, and plain. At the four corners are four mortars connected

by chains. The mortars were taken in 1701, by Charles, at the battle of

Neunmnden, and the old inscriptions upon them tell us that they were

cast at Dresden in 1678, by one Andrew Heraldt. The chains were taken

from an old Swedish man-of-war. We are informed that all classes, from

prince to peasant, contributed towards this national monument of the man

who spread the fame of the Northmen from Copenhagen to Ukraine. Of

him Johnson sang :—

Peace courts his hand, but spreads bcr charms in vain ;
1 Think nothing gained,' he cries, 1 till nought remain ;
On Moscow's walls till Gothic standards fly,
And all be mine beneath the polar sky.'

It is the intention of the Erie Railway Company to extend its line to

New Jersey by means of a tunnel under the Hudson. In order to obtain

space for the necessary approaches at the New York end of the tunnel,

Pike's Opera House and other property in the neighbourhood of 23 Street

and 8th Avenue have already been purchased by the Company, and it is

expected that the works will be commenced early this spring.

A new and very perfect aquarium is being added to the Zoological

Gardens at Berlin, and will probably bo finished in the course of this

spring. No less than 10,000 animals are awaiting the completion of their

now home, and amongst them are said to be twenty crocodiles,

QUESTIONS.

To the Editob of Thb Aechttect.

Dear Sir,—Will you kindly inform me, through the medium of your

Journal, of a receipt for polishing marbles, granites, &c, and oblige

Yours respectfully, Miley Soxam.

ANSWERS.

Sib,—In your No. IV., January 23, there are two questions put to which

I beg to submit answers.

In the first case, the Clerk of Works is responsible either for ordering or

sanctioning any materials or workmanship not according to specification,

because he is acting in opposition to the very objects for which he was

appointed.

In tho second case, if the work is specified to be done to the satisfaction

of the architect, and he is satisfied, his opinion cannot be overruled by any

proprietor or surveyor, except there is something very gross ; something so

different from the specification as not to be a matter of opinion at all. I

had a similar case not long ago in my own professional experience, and tho

dispute was settled as now stated.

I am yours, &c, Noeth Bbitalx.

MEETINGS OP LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Monday, February 15, at 8 p.m.
Institution of Cmi Engineers.—Tuesday, February 16, at 8 r.M. 1. Renewed

discussion on ' The Mauritius Railway, Midland Line.' 2. * On the Lagoons and Marshes
ot certain parts of the Mediterranean, by Professor Anstod, F.R.8.
ARcinTEcruKAL Association.—Friday, February 19, at 7.30 p.m. On ' The Arrangement

of a Parish Church to meet the requirements of the present day,' by J.T. Micklethwaito,

Esq.
Royal Institution.—Tuesday, at 3 r.M. Mr. Westmacott on Fine Art. Thursday,

at 3 r.M. Dr. Foster on Involuntary Movements. Friday, at 8 p.m. Mr. Grevillo
Williams on the Female Poisoners of the 16th and 17th Centuries. Saturday, at 3 p.m.

Professor Odling on Hydrogen and its Analogues.
Statistical Society.—Tuesday, February 16, when a paper by Mr. Horace Maun, ' On

the Cost and Organisation of tho Civil Service,' will be read.
Society OF Anrs.—Wednesday, February 17, at 8 p.m.
Royal Botanic— Saturday, February 13, at 3.1S p.m.
Royal Asiatic Society.—Monday, February IS, at 3 p.m.
Entomological Society.—Monday, February 15, at 7 p.m.
Social Science Association.—Monday, February 15, at 8 p.m.
Meteorological Soicety.—Wednesday, February 17, at 7 p.m.
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PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Kidd and Bourne, Birmingham, ornamental tabc manu
facturers; J.W. Brown and J.Harris, Upper Berkeley Street,
Berkeley Mews, and Croydon Street, Bryanston Square, fur
nishing ironmongers ; Hallam, Brothers and Co., Middles
brough, wood planers ; Johnson and Co., Gildersome, near
Leeds, brickmakera ; W. H. Ridgway and E. Belleroche, tile
manufacturers, and Ridgway and Belleroche, London, com
mission agents ; J. Glaholm and Sons, Ncwcastle-npon-
Tyne, plumbers, as far as regards J. P. Dlaholm ; R.
Goodear and Sons, Manchester, timber merchants ; H.
Tidswell and Co., Queensbury, or elsewhere, Yorkshire,
masons ; F. Hutchinson and T. Evans, Caergwrle, Flint
shire, and elsewhere, timber merchant** ; Pettifor and Nutt,
Devonshire Terrace, Blake's Road, Peckham, builders;
Fox, Walker and Co., St. George, near Bristol, engineers,
as far as regards J. K. J. Hood.

BANKRUPTS.

William Bouchard, late of South Street, Bethnal Green,
cabinet-maker, Feb. 22 at 12 ; Robert Collins, Alfred Place
west, Kensington, bricklayer, Feb. 22 at 12 ; Henry C
Green, Featherstone Street, cabinet'maker, Feb. 26 at 12 :
Robert Edward Hatch, Carshalton, bricklayer, Feb. 23 at 2 ;
Richard Jenkin, Clark's Place, and Grange Road, Daiston,
carpenter, March 1 at 12 ; Thomas Roper, Leytonstone,
carpenter, March 1 at 11 ; Henry F. Simmonds, late of Low
Leyton, carpenter, Feb. 25 at 1 ; G. Ashley, Elgin Terrace,
Maida Vale, builder, Fob. 17 at 1 ; W. B. Tleaumont, sen.,
William Street, Pimlico, builder, Feb. 17 at 11 ; Benjamin
A. Jackson, Blundeston, Suffolk, builder, Feb. 24 at 2.
To SrniiKNDEii in the Country.—George Hill, Motley

Moor, Derbyshire, fire-brick manufacturer, March 3, Shef
field ; James Hurrell, Ballingdon, builder, Feb. 20, Sudbury;
Jesse and John Laccy, Birkenhead, builders, Feb. 24, Liver
pool ; Richard Martin, Darlington, builder, Feb. 20, Dar
lington ; Jacob Stock, Weston-super-Mare, builder, Feb. 19,
Bristol : J. Hunt Whitehead, Marked Rasen, builder,
Feb. 2fi, Market Rasen ; R. Ibbctaon, Witton, near Black
burn, builder, Feb. l(i, Manchester; Francis Edward Smith,
Gillingham, builder, Feb. li», Rochester.

TENDERS.

Tenders for Workhouse at Edmonton for the Guardians
of the Strand Union. W. S. Cross, Architect. Quantities
by Messrs. W. 8. Cross and Alfred Cross.

Extra for
Durham bricks.

Patman Si Fotheriugham £48,250 0 0
• _

Newman S: Mann is.w.i II ii £l.0rtil il 0
Bull Si Russell .
Gammon Si Sons .

48,003 1) ii 3,U13 0 o
47,917 0 0

Myers Si Sons 47,765 II '1 5,100 0 0
Jackson 4: Shaw . 47,338 II (1

Henshaw . 46,500 0 II 2.550 II t
Bull Si Son , 40,106

46,101)
0 II 3,158

1,8(10

(1 0
Phillip
Webster 411, i

(i
(i

II
'1

II 0

Perry & Co. 45,857 II 2,040 II P
Iliggs .... +5,678 (i o .".01)0 11 0
Powell. 45,445 ii ii 2,200 0 0
Jno. Kirk . 45,000 ii ii 1,500 0 0
Blackmore Si Morley . 44,950

44,850

" 0 2,230 0 0
Sewell & Son ii II 3,000 0 II
Mauley Si Rogers 44,0011

48,097
ii II 8.0O0 (I (1

Macey .... ii '1 4,500 0 II

Wigmore . 43,973 ii 0 7,312 (1 II

Howard (accepted) 43,800 0 0 2-.O00 II II

Hill. Keddcli i Waldrani 42,777 II II 2.4S0 0 II
Cooper & Cullum 42,460 II II 2,285 II II

Hart .... 41,390 II II 2,550 0 0

LovoHBOitouH Park. Biuxton.--For Nine houses. Mr.

£3,914 0 0
6,297 0 0
5,170 0 0
5,089 0 0
4,977 0 0
4,526 0 0
4.347 0 0
4,105 9 0

Cowlin
Storkey .
Flower
WiRrins .
Bcvon
Kingstonc
Stephens

Masons' Work.
£3,823

3.625
3,371
3,300

3,296
8,284
.■1,250

l)

0
Thorn (accepted) .... 3,100 0
King 2,600 0

CAnPENTKRS' WOBK.
Low £2,973 0
Hatherly 2,879 0
Heal 2.717 0

Harris 2,714 0
Eastcrbrook 2,685 0
Davcy 2,691 0
King 2,400 0
Sanders 2,483 0
Hnmphrics 2,230 0
SomerTille 2,115 0

Brooks (accepted) .... 1,851 0
Smith and GASiTTims' Work.

Edbrookc £1,295 0
Priest 1,209 0
Harris (accepted) . . . . 1,191 0
Slating, Plastering, Painting and Glazing.
Cowlin
Lewis
Bevan
Hill (accepted) ....
Tucker

Plumbers' Work.
Ceorgc
Vesoy
Burke
Slade
Tuckey
Lear
Palmer
Osborne

Lear (accepted) ....

Liverpool.—For Offices, Victoria Street.
Chambers Si Bradley, architects :—

Picton,

Roberts & Robinson . £6,348 n 0
ii 0
ii II

Jones Si Son . . . 6,141 n II

Cullle .... 6,114 ii 0
ii II

Ray 6,035 ii II

0 II

Hughes (accepted) . 5,990 ii (I

Liverpool.—For the erection of Lancaster Buildings,
Tithebarn Street, Liverpool, for the Liverpool Financial
Association. Messrs, Picton, Chambers <fc Bradley, archi
tects. Quantities supplied :—

Campbell
Mullin
Hughes .
Haigh & Co. .
Jones & Son .
Holme & Nicol
Rome

Nicholson & Ayr
Callie
Westmoreland
Urmson (accepted

Monmouth Union W
Payton, architects. Quantities supplied :

McCann Si Everal . . £11,800 0 (1

Slim .... . 11,692 0 ('

Diment . . 11,600 0 3
Wood Si Son . . 11,470 0 0
Miles . 11,32* 0 n

Lawrence . . 11,300 0
Trow Si Son . 11,169 0 II
Welsh Si Son . . 10,860 0 II

Longley Bros. . . 10,780 1) 0
Bolt Si Co. . 10,680 0 II

G. Si H. Webb . 10,425 0 0
Moreland . . 10,313 0 II

J. it W. Bowers 9,950 II 0

13.1112

11,810
11,700
11,624
11.534
11,492
11,800
11,270
11,170
11,120
10,935

Messrs. and

Alfred R. Pite. Architect.
Sutton Si Dudley .
Cowland .
Baker 4; Constable .
Kitson . . .
Manley Si Rogers
Watkins .
Riley ....
Johnson .

Santiago Market Hall.—Edward Woods, C.E.
W. Goodman and Charles H. Driver, Architects.

Grills

Gates. 'StaU°-

Laidlaw Si Son . .£11,760* £3,838 £1,265' £16,863
Hill Si Smith . . 19,311 4,459 2,536 26,325
Coalbrookdale Co. . 19,744 2,785» 1,654 24,083
A. Handysidc 4 Co. . 17,304 4,606 1,726 23,636
E. Bellhonse Si Co. . 17,413 8,874 1,990 23,277
St. Pancras Iron Works 19,678 3,803 2,512 25,993
Jas. Haywood Si Co. . 16,244 3,583 1,535 21,362
Uorslcy Si Co. . . 13,330 3,250 1,400 18,000

• Accepted.

Bristol.—For the erection ol a Granary, for Messrs.
Wait Si James, Welsh Back. Messrs. Ponton Si Gongh,
architects. Quantities token out by Mr. Clark .—

General I i.m ..

Heal £8,319 0
Brock 8,300 0
Davis & Son 7,925 0
Wilkins 7,820 0
Somerville 7,672 e

Thorn 7,666 0
Kingstone 7,637 0
Marqulss 4 Munro . . . . 7,5no 0

Baker 7,481 0 0
Foster 7,3^19 0 0
Warburton 7,300 0 0
Diment 7,270 0 0
Stephens 7,047 0 0
Sanders 6,998 0 0

2,21

For Re-building King's
S. Lansdown, Architect.

AVheeler
Dyer ....
James
Lovatt
Kimberley .
Drew

e
2,214 10 0

Fisher, Swindon.

Asiiford, Derbyshire.—For Restoration of Church.
Messrs. Medland and Henry Taylor, Architects. Quantities
by H. Brcary.

Gytc and Thorpe .... £1,193 16 4
J. Brown Si Co 960 2 10

For Four shops at New Swindon, Wilts. Mr. T. S. Lans
down, Architect.

Dyer £2,615
Wheeler 2,580

Lovatt 2,517
Kimberley 2,400
Newcombe 2,870
Smith 2.300
Barrett
Phillips .
Drew .

Tenders for Four Cottages for Mr.
Mr. T. S. Lansdown, Architect.

Wheeler £807 0 0
Drew (of Highworth) . . , 7G2 12 0
Dyer 725 0 0
Drew (of Chalfonl) . . . . 697 10 0
Newcombe 690 0 0

Barrett 568 10 8
Wiltshire £36 0 0

Tender for Carpenters' and Joiners' Works for Four Cot-
tages, and Ono Shop for Mr. T. Turner, Swindon. Mr. T.
S. Lansdown, Architect.

Barrett £416 17 6
rhillips 408 10 0
Habgood (accepted) .... 305 17 6

For the whole of the Trades for do.
Wheeler 890 0 0
Norris 750 0 0

Additions to Mr. Sewell's House, Swindon. Mr. T. S.
Lansdown, Architect,

Kimberley £556 0 0
Drew 543 0 0

Dyer 532 0 0
Lovatt 520 0 0
Barrett 479 6 0
Newcombe (accepted) . . . 430 0 0

Hote'., Swindon. Mr. T.

. £1,210 0 0

. 1,200 0 0
. 1,198 0 0
. 1,136 15 11
. 1,100 0 0

1.077 O 0
Frampton 1,060 0 0
Barrett 1,058 10 4

Phillips 1,048 o 0
Newcombe (accepted) . . . 1,025 0 0

For New Shop Front for Mr. lug, Swindon. Mr. T. S.
Lansdown, Architect.

Phillips £52 0 0
Spreadbnry (accepted) . . . 61 10 0

For New Stables for W. Forester. Esq., Malmesbury,
Wilts. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, Architect.

Weeks Si Bowman .... £221 0 0
For additions to Dwelling-house, do.—
Weeks & Bowman .... 460 0 0

BALDErtsTONE, Rochdale.—For erection of a Church.
Messrs. Medland and Henry Taylor, Architects.

T. Clay. Manchester ....
Ellis Si Hlnchliffe, Manchester . . 8,517
Rogers and Booth, Gosport . . . 8,471
J. Robinson Si Sons, Hyde . . . 8,250

John Thompson, Mandiestcr . . . 7,568
W. Storrs, Stalybridge .... 7,555

M. Foggett, Manchester .... 7,621

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

Malvern.—February 19.—Surveyor and Inspector of
Nuisances. Total salary 200/. per annum, with unfur
nished house, gas, and coal. Chairman of Local Board,
Gt. Malvern.
Watford, Herts.—Feb. 13.—Road Surveyor. Salary

1 20/. per annum,;with allowance of 30/. per year for a horse.
The Clerk, Highway Board, Rickmansworth, Herts.
India.—July.—Forty Appointments in Engineer Estab

lishment of Public Works Departmer.t in India. Mr. W. T.
Thornton, Secretary, Public Works Department, India
Office.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Royal Academy of Arts.—National Gallery. For the
best painting in Oil—or Model and Design in Painting,
Sculpture, anil Architecture. The Gold Medal and the
Discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, fix. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, the Antique in
Landscape Perspective, Sic. The Silver Medals, 4zc. No
vember 1.
Rotheruam.—March 15.—For Plans, Sic., for erecting a

Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 75/. is offered
for the best design, 50/. for the second, and .23/. for the
third. John Ban-as, hon. secretary, Rotherham.
Dover.—Feb. 20.—St. Mary's Burial Board. Designs

for laying out 9J acres, for the purposesof a new Cemetery.

Premiums 50/. and 20/. G. Fielding.
Kingston-on-Thames.—March 1 .—Design for new School

and Master's Residence. Cost not to exceed 5,000/. F.Gould,

Esq., Kingston-on-Thames.
Brecon.— March 1.—Plana and Estimate for Alterations

of County Gaol. A premium of 30/. is offered for best plan.

Edward Williams, Clerk of Peace, Brecon.
Corporation of Manchester.—Alexandra Paiik—

March 8.—The Corporation invite landscape gardeners,
surveyors, and others to send in designs in competition for
laying out the Alexandra Park. Joseph Heron, town clerk,
Town Hall, Manchester.

CONTRACTS OPEN.

City of London.—February 23.—For Stone Pa'
Carriageways and Footways. Joseph Daw, Sewers'

Guildhall.
St. George, Hanover Square.—Febrnary 20.—For

Materials from March 25, 1869, to March 24, 1870. Mr.
Joseph Henry Smith, Clerk to the Vestry.

St. Gn.ES, Caubeuwell.—February 15.—For Repairing
of Roads. Mr. Geo. Wm. Marcden, Vestry Hall, Camber-

well.
London District.—Feb. 15.—Tenders for Repairs to

Public Buildings. Mr. George Russell, Her Majesty's Office
of Works, 12 Whitehall Place, S.W.

St. Panciiak.—Feb. 22.—For removing Coal Ashes, Sic. ;
also for supply of Water Carts, &c. Mr. Chas. Worrell, 10

Edward Street, Hampstcad Road.
St. Saviour's District.—Feb. 17.—For supply and use

of Water CarU. Mr. Herbert Sturmy, Board-room, Emer

son Street, Bankside, S. E.
Mile End, Old Town.—Feb. 1 7.— For making up Car

riage Roads and Kcrbing and Paving Footpaths. Mr.
Thomas Price, Vestry Hall, Bancroft Road, Mile End Road.
SuoRKDircii.—March 1.—For Watering Roads; in parish

of St. Leonard. Mr. W. G. Davis, Vestry Clerk, Town Hall,

Old Street Road.
Shoreditch, March 9.—For Masons' and Pavers' Work,

Situ Mr. W. G. Davis, Town Hall, Old Street Road.
SocTHWAitK. St. George the Martyr.—February 22.

—For supply of broken iGnernsey Granite, Yorkshire
Paving, 5>c., &c. Mr. Daniel Birt, jnn., Vestry Clerk's

Office, Vestry Hall, Borough Road. S.E.
Brighton.—Feb. 16.—20,000 Red-wood Sleeper Blocks,

3,000 tons double-headed Iron Rails, and 500 tons Cast-iron

Chairs. Mr. William Walker, Brighton Station.
Poplar.—Feb. 23.—For Erection of new Offices. Mr. S.

Jeffries Bath, 291 East India Dock Road.
Chiswick.—Feb. 17.—For Constructing a 12-in. pipe

Sewer, about 4,000 feet in length. Mr. w. J. Trcheurue,

C.E., 58 Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury.
Chelsea.—Feb. 15.—For Plumbers', Bricklayers', and

Masons' Work, Sic. Mr. Charles Lahee, Vestry Hall, King s

Road, Chelsea.
Rhyl.—Febrnary 22.—For supplying Valves and Special

Pipes, also for casting and laying about 14 miles of Cast-
iron Water Pipes. Rhyl District WaterCompanies' Offices,

Clywd Street, Rhyl. See Adrertistmext.
Town Malling.—March 11. For Maintenance and Re

pair of Roads. Mr. W. South Norton, Clerk to the Board,

Town Mailing.
Rochester.—February 23.—For Maintenance and Re

pair of Roads. Mr. Charles Martin, Clerk to the Board,

Strood.
Stafford.—March 1.—For Erection of New Stone

Bridge, and taking down the old one. Mr. Robert Griffiths,

County Surveyor, Staflord. See Adcertiument.
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CONTRACTS.

|HE question already raised in these columns

as to the mutual relations existing between

Clients, Architects, and Builders, is one of

the greatest importance. It is also one of

the greatest difficulty. Three conflicting

interests force themselves into an unwhole

some prominence ; and in a manner which

at present has defied all attempts at entirely-

reconciling them.

The proprietor naturally wishes to get as

much as he can for his money ; and he may

well be pardoned for being somewhat exacting and suspicious, if he

sees in his architect no desire to keep within compass, or in the builder

no intention of sticking closely to his contract.

The builder naturally desires to ensure his fair profits ; and he may

fairly complain if he sees an attempt made to enforce upon him un

fair conditions.

The architect, if he has anyone's interests at heart besides his own,

and desires at the same time to serve his client, and to act with

even-handed justice towards the builder, has to encounter an amount

of difficult}- which is well nigh insurmountable ; on account of the free

and easy way in which the former often seems to think that a trifle can

cost but a trifle, whilst the latter takes for granted that all work ac

tually done is—regardless of every other consideration—fairly entitled

to payment.

The opening of these columns to the investigation of questions

which aflect the interests of all generally, rather than to the advocncy

of any particular interests or courses of action, will be, it is to be

hoped, of real value. A little free inquiry into these relations can do

no harm, and can hardly fail to be productive of much good.

It is impossible not to accept the general statement already put forth in

the two remarkable articles which appeared, in our issues of January 30

and February 0, followed as they have been by communications

bearing on several sides of the question, as evidence of the existence

of a primafacte grievance. Whether it is at all capable of redress,

and by whom, remains yet to be proved. We should be sorry to deny

the general reasonableness of the remedies suggested by a ' London

Contractor,' supposing that we are content to regard the matter from

only a single point of view. But there are two sides even to a round

plum-pudding, and it will hardly satisfy us to criticise the ou/side,

without making some attempt to examine the inside also. And in

our present case the merits do not lie merely on the surface.

r the client, the architect, and the builder, to be all equally

high-minded, well-intentioned, competent, honest, and (rood-tempered,

it is not often that a difficulty need arise. But if any of the

parties should be deficient in any one of these qualities,

less or other is not unlikely to arise. And it is

chiefly to meet such cases that restraints of law, and a better under

standing of their respective responsibilities, are required by all the

three, in order to protect the interests of any one of them quite as

much as of the other two.

It is undoubtedly very hard upon a builder that he should be re

sponsible for the fulfilment of his contract, ifno money is forthcoming

from the proprietor, or if the architect refuses to certify the fair value

of the work done. That such cases, however rare, do occur is proved by

a statement which we publish in another part of our columns, and they

must be admitted as a real grievance. At the same time it is seriously

to be questioned whether an easy remedy for the evil would not prove

worse than the disease itself, by enabling incompetent or embarrassed

men to make even a justifiable refusal the ground for tedious disputes,

nnd the excuse for vexatious delays in carrying out a work.

In case ofthe insolvency of a proprietor, summary justice ought to be

obtainable for the builder ; and a bankruptcy clause applicable to

the proprietor, giving the builder release from the contract, and a lien

upon all materials delivered by him and unfixed, would be quite as

justifiable as is the usual clause against the builder. The insolvency

of a proprietor has on the other hand been known occasionally to

have been brought about, or his position seriously crippled, by a

builder obtaining the work by an unjustifiably low tender, with the

deliberate intention of making up any deficiency by extra works. Tf

such an one be sometimes caught in his own trap, and receive

well-merited punishment, it might appear that no further harm

would be done. But if we look deeper we shall see that an incalcu

lable amount of injury has been done to the building cause generally,

by loss of credit amongst large bodies of deserving persons, by the

creation of unworthy suspicion, and by the rousing a mutual, though

it may be only tacit, want of confidence amongst all parties concerned.

This want of confidence, moreover, is nowise diminished by other

facts which occasionally crop up, tending in the same direction. As

for example, it is no exaggeration to say that in the case of a special

stipulation as to agreement for extras beforehand, a builder, even of

good standing and of honest reputation, has been known to value

the work shown in a drawing at over 200 peT cent, more

than it was fairly worth, that is to say at more than three times its

fair actual value, to try and make up for his own ignorance or rash

ness in his original undertaking.

H such occurrences justify caution, and even create distrust on

the part of architects and employers, it is quite possible that the reck

lessness, harshness, or incompetence of an architect, or the unreason

ableness of an employer, may create similar suspicions and want of

confidence in the contractor ; and he, too, may no doubt at times

fairly complain that the real basis of his contract, the bill of quantities,

is frequently found defective, after having been offered for his accept

ance in a way which can best be described by the homely simile of

buying a pig in a poke.

L'he interests of the public, that is to say of the employer, must not be

overlooked in this discussion, the more so that no correspondent has yet

offered himself as the representative of that class which sets the whole

building machinery in motion, and which afterwards has to pay the bill.

The main question often will be, not at all whether certain work is

fairly worth a certain amount of payment, but whether a committee

or a private gentleman embarking m an undertaking could be, under

the conditions proposed bv the contractors, kept so strictly informed

beforehand of any extra liabilities as to enable him to judge whether

he will be justified in incurring them, or able to meet them. As it has

been urged on the one hand, 'that the contractor must not be sup

posed to know all the details of the work sufficiently to detect at once

from a working^ drawing that it is in excess of the agreement, and

that, if the builder unwarily carries it out, no charge can be made, or

that an employer.can repudiate the payment of work for which only

a verbal order may have been given ; ' so, on the other hand, the

architect can hardly be expected to take in at a glance that the work

exhibited in a detail is in excess of what was agreed upon. How

difficult it is to estimate the value of work is patent to the whole

world, for we find in every list of tenders variations of 20, or 50, or

100 per cent, made in the estimates for certain works, according to

certain accidental circumstances of person, time, or place.

The present customary stipulation that no extras shall be allowed

unless an order in writing be given at least secures this, that no extra

liability is incurred without the architect's becoming aware of the

fact, and having the opportunity of endeavouring to come to some

definite agreement as to the cost. And, in favour of agreement for

extras beforehand, it may be safely assumed that it is far easier to

avoid a dispute by a definite understanding previously, than it is to

settle it afterwards by recrimination or by litigation.

Indeed, it is evident that, in these days, unless an architect is

scrupulously careful, as well as thoroughly competent (and very often

even then), he stands in great danger of coming into collision with

his client or his builder, or with both of them, merely upon the

grounds enumerated above. And he (equally with the other two)

desires and deserves protection, as well from the builder's over-ready

confidence or recklessness, or his superiority to such sublunary mat

ters as pounds, shillings, and pence during the progress of a work, as

from the limits exacted by a client. That is to say, he must have

some such reliable safeguard as at present exists against the danger of

what he intends and issues as working drawings being interpreted by

the builder as orders for extras.

The dutiful nephew's considerate remembrance that 'Nunkey

pays for all,' so useful in justifying his extravagance, certainly seems

sometimes to meet its counterpart in many a builder's conception of

the profundity of a proprietor s pocket. He needs not concern him

self to represent to the architect that a work is more elaborate than

in his opinion was intended. His province is only to do the work,

and to take care that the work is paid for when done.

Let us not suppose, however, that undue advantage is commonly,

or consciously, taken of any opportunities for increasing their claims

which lie open to them by the great class of high-minded builders.

We simply point out a difficulty sometimes met with, and one of

equal magnitude, of equal importance—let us add, one we hope of equal

rarity, with that set forth by writers on the other side—a diffi

culty requiring to be met, and dealt with, in any mutual arrangement

between architects nnd builders which may be attempted. For, if

the principle be acknowledged that n drawing alone shall be evidence

of an order for extra work, and that there can be by no possible

means any certainty of arriving at a certain understanding as to extras

as the work proceeds, the door will be opened wide to the extortion of

the unscrupulous.

The above are only some of the aspects of the question ; we have

only just named bills of quantities, we have not even so much as

mentioned the arbitration clause, or the strike clause, and have not

glanced at the grave question of how far any material change in the

present plan may aflect the position of the architect as an artist. So

wide a question demands more space for its discussion than the limits

of a single article, and we shall hope to return to it.

One thing more must be added. We trust it will be borne in

mind that it is impossible to provide against every contingency and

peculiarity of circumstance by any general series of stipulations or

conditions of contract, however well-considered. We have en

deavoured to show that if the conditions of contract now customary

be altered in favour of the contractor, there is great danger of their

being liable to abuse to the damage of the employer. The clearest

evidence exists that in the majority of cases the present system when in

good hands works excellently well for all parties ; and we deprecate

nny change so great as would render the operation of a contract when

in bad hands more injurious than it can be made at present.
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OUR RAMBLER

ALONO THE BIT! OP THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.

BY the unusual good fortune of a series of minor disappointments,

our Ramble down the left bank of the Thames, from West

minster to Blackfriars, was deferred till one of those rare and charming

days when the sun looks down smilingly on London through a bright

and newly washed atmosphere. A series of searching and angry

gusts, hurrying as if to make up for some inexcusable loss of time in

their long journey across the Atlantic, had routed out every atom of

mist, and fog, and vapour, from its wonted lurking-place, and whirled

it away towards the Channel. Pelting showers, of almost semi-

tropical urgency, had washed roof, and wall, and pavement, and lent

to the newly-stiuiulated activity of the scavengers a degree of credit

that was not altogether due to their exertions. Over Westminster,

thus rinsed from smoke and rough-dried from visible damp, the sun

looked down as it rarely shines through our atmosphere. The great

city crowding round the Thames reflected the sunshine, and seemed

to offer the mute promise that, if the architect were allowed to work by

no rules but those of his own art, She would become, in a few years,

one of the most imposing capitals of Europe.

The careful selection of the tint of the granite which forms the noble

quay wall has much to do with the brilliancy of the scene. Not

extracted from one quarry, or even from one district, Scottish, Cornish,

and French granites, from Dalbeattie, Ross of Mull, Hayter, Penrbyn,

Morlaix, and Dinan, find their place in the long esplanade ; but the

harmony of tint is for the most part very successfully maintained.

You may take that walk on at least three hundred days out of the

three hundred and sixty-five, and come each time to the conclusion

that a picture of the scene, drawn on the brightest of the odd sixty-

five, is an exaggeration. Every gilded nut and enrichment of the

Charing Cross Railway Bridge gleamed in the sunlight, and the great

length of the line of iron lattice, the apparent good proportion of

structure to duty, and the constant line of trains puffing ana crawling

behind the reticulations of the girder-parapet, were clothed with a cer

tain indescribable air of grandeur. The whole structure asserted its

claim to be regarded as a great triumph of human skill. Passing

eastward, the noble facade that does honour to the taste of Sir

William Chambers struck the eye with a new force. A spire rose

from each end of the pile, lending a strange beauty to the sky out

line; two of the Strand churches falling accidentally into the exact

position which crowned either end of Somerset House with their

graceful steeples. Eastward, the tower of St. Dunstan's rose like

that of some Flemish cathedral ; St. Bride's soared far above it

towards heaven ; and towering supreme over all rose the majestic

dome. Let the space between Somerset House and the Tempie be

filled by a building of appropriate grandeur, and we may challenge

Europe to display such a noble architectural coup d'ceil.

The Embankment from Westminster to Blackfriars was originally

divided into three contracts. Of these, two are now complete, so far

as regards the wall and the filling up of the area. The third, reach

ing from the verge of the Temple to the bridge in process of construc

tion, is now in the condition in which it is at once most interesting

and most instructive to view it. And our Rambler had the advan

tage of being piloted over the works by a courteous and intelligent

Scotchman, who rules over granite and over mud ; over masonry, that

is to say, and over excavation—quocunque nomine guudet ;—one of

those men who have both their head and their heart in their work.

A man need have that vivid remembrance of the state of similar

works a quarter of a century ago which no casual acquaintance with

the subject can impart, to appreciate the amount of skill and of

thought that has been brought to bear on the arrangement of the

works of this contract. Large experience leads to a conclusion the

reverse of that which is arrived at by the uninitiated visitor. The

more simple everything seems, the less there is to see, in shape of

variety of work, queer shifts, original expedients, picturesque in

congruity and variety of parts ;—the more evidence is tnere of patient,

provident, systematic thought in planning and in directing. It is

striking to observe how simple a really well managed piece of work

looks, and how infinitely various and complex is the aspect of one

carried on under the ancient and time-honoured ' rule of thumb.' The

best testimony to engineering or architectural skill paid by a person

not familiar with the conduct of works may be couched in the ex

pression • Is this all ? '

This remark might be applied with some justice to the central

labour of the genius of the place. In all riparian work, in many

works of deep excavation, and, most notably of all, in all wet tunnels,

the hand-to- hand struggle of the engineer with his great, ever present,

enemy, water, is everywhere apparent. Two or three pumps here ;

an Archimedean screw there ; the bucket and the scoop in another

place ; everywhere leakage, everywhere exertion, everywhere anxiety,

everywhere water—such is our long and time-honoured experience.

The contractors of No. 3 Contract have taken a leaf out of another

book. About the centre of the enclosed area is perched, on piles and

on staging, a sort of ark or wooden booth. Within its open-faced

shelter, a fourteen horse-power steam-engine is steadily at work, under

charge of a grave and responsible-looking engineer. This engine not

only discharges all the varied and painful functions of pumpers, and

ecoopers, and water men without end, but it seems to laugh at its

work. Anything short of a fresh inroad of Father Thames is within

the power of this engine. Its immediate coadjutor in the task is a

simple and powerful chain-pump, bearing the name of Murray as the

inventor, which is the most admirably adapted machine for such a

purpose that we have met in any of our rambles. A well has been

sunk some 45 feet deep, into which the whole enclosed area drains.

A vertical trunk is placed in this well, and an endless double

chain, carrying a series of floats, is kept in constant revolution

by the steam-engine. As the chains descend, the float-boards,

which are attached by their edges, hang perpendicularly, and

are hardly seen ; but when the ascent commences, each

float, in its turn endeavouring to fall in the opposite direc

tion, pulls taut two diverging and supplemental pieces of shorter

chain, attached to the main chain at some four or five feet dis

tance from the joint that bears the float, by means of which a

horizontal position is maintained during the ascent. As the chain is

driven with a considerable velocity, the rising trunk is thus occupied

by a series of ascending valves, not fitting very tight to the sides, but

bringing up, with very little loss of water, a constant stream of n

muddy mixture, in which mud, chips, wreck, or anything smaller

than a young donkey, is borne up with irresistible force. A stream

of water, thick with mud, but as voluminous and as rapid as that

of the head water of the Thames itself, rushes down a neat wooden

conduit from the delivery point of this most efficient chain-pump.

The drainage of the works is completely within the power of the

machinery.

So much, indeed, is this the case, that the contractors are not con

tent that the pump should only discharge its primary function of

raising water. They make it perform the work of the navvy. It

acts as wheelbarrow, as inclined plane, and as hoisting power, whether

human or mechanical. For Father Thames is as munificent in his

deposits as is the sacred Nile itself; and on his late impromptu visit

to the works, when he entered, like a Roman Imperator honoured

with a triumph, through a breach made for that express purpose in

the walls, he left a very weighty memorial of his arrival in the shape

of a thick bed of mud over the whole enclosed area. To dig, and

fill, and barrow away this mud would be a matter of considerable

cost; and the question would arise what was to be done with it when

it had been removed from the surface, and more or less perfectly

dried.

The chain-pump disposes of all this mud. It does so thus :—In the

gutters and channels through which the surface drainage of tho

Embankment area is conveyed to the pump-well are stationed some

thirty labourers, plunged up to their hips in enormous boots, and

armed with implements 'which are colossal likenesses of the ordi

nary road-scraper. With these mud-compellers the men iu boots

constantly stir and turn the sludge into the channels and in

the channels, and keep it in a state of suspension, or more than

semi-fluidity, until it comes within the grip of the mighty pump it

self. Then up and out it goes, were it ten times as black. This

method of pumping up excavation is an admirable proof of the excel

lence of the machinery employed.

The area which is kept dry by this powerful machinery is pro

tected from the entrance of the tide as follows :—A regiment of steam

pile engines has been provided. Each of these machines looks, at a

little distance, like one of our old acquaintances by means of which

five or six men, in as many minutes, were accustomed to wiud up the

monkey till the action of the jaws on the nippers released the ponder

ous block, and it fell, with a rush, and a thump, and a rattle, on the

head of the subjacent pile. But on examining these forty-two feet

pile engines, they prove to be much stronger than their ancestors in

their bracing and construction. They support tier after tier of aerial

stages, giving free access by means of a ladder to every part of the

endless chain, which circulates like that of the pump, motion being

given to the driving wheel by a small inclined cylinder, like that of

an American locomotive, fixed on the foot of the engine, and sup

plied by steam from a convenient boiler. The rain, or monkey, thus

raised is rather long in proportion to its cross section, and weighs

twenty-five cwt.

At intervals of some 17 feet 0 inches apart, the guide or waling

piles are first driven, by these steam pile engines, in the line of the

outer row of piling. Walings are then bolted to these piles in the

usual manner, being whole timbers, placed horizontally, in pairs, so as

to keep all the intermediate piles m line. These intermediate piles

are also of whole timber, and, like the gauge piles, 46 feet long.

They are driven some five or six feet into the solid clay below the

gravel bed of tho river. A row is driven, as closely as possible,

between each pair of gauge piles ; and when the two lines, proceeding

from each end, meet in the middle of the space, a wedge pile is driven

to key the whole as firmly as possible together.

Five feet within the outer line of piles is driven an inner row ;

and the space between the two wooden walls is filled up solid with

Euddle, made from the London clay. A third, a fourth, and a fifth

ne of buttress piles are driven, so as to correspond with the gauge

iles ; and horizontal and inclined struts form the whole into a solid

ulwark against the pressure of high water in the Thames.

One additional line of these buttress piles has been driven where the

breach took place. The system of struts had originally abutted

against the fore shore : but the fore shore itself proved rotten, and

unable to resist the pressure ; and, yielding to the weight of an un

expectedly high tide, allowed a portion of the puddle dam to bo

blown in, and a further portion to ne wrenched and twisted inwards.
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No workman was injured by the accident. The piles which were only

bent inwards were forced back into place by the simple and ingenious

method of driving a whole pile at about 14 inches distance shoreward

of the outer buttress piles, strutting and propping this new pile from

the inner ones, and then driving wedge piles of naif timber between

the bent pile and its new neighbour. The regularity of the outer

dam has thus been fully restored.

At the end of the work, which promises very fully to exercise the

ingenuity of the architect, and where much care and skill will be

requisite to avoid something unsatisfactory, the outer line runs shore

ward at an angle till it joins the abutment of the new bridge. The

piling here is single, the puddle wall being dispensed with, and the

piles being caulked with tar and oakum. It is proposed that the wall

of the Embankment should take a sort of ogee curve at this eastern

extremity. It seems a pity that it does not rim on, so as to make a

land arch of the northern opening of the bridge.

The handy application of the steam-engine to replace the Irish

labourer of the last generation is not limited to the pump and to the

pile engines. A set of steam cranes, running, like the pile engines, on

a temporary railway, raise and lower all that is requisite over the

edge of the enceinte. The same power, applied to a well constructed

traveller, is also set to work to raise, transport, and lower the sharply

arrised granite blocks, which are sent ready dressed from the quarries,

to form the quay wall.

The care of the clerk of the works in the preservation of these

arrises demands notice. The granite quarrymen are, for the most

part, accustomed to insist on working the stone in the quarries ; not

merely scabbling it out, as is the practice at Bramley Fall and many

other quarries, but actually working it, bed and face. Of course the

merchants are responsible for delivering this stone with its arrises

perfect; but a very limited experience in rambling over public

works is sufficient to convince anyone of the difference between what

is contracted for and what it. Constant mishap, quarrels, delay of

work, and final use of stone not exactly satisfactory, Dut which there

is no time to replace, keep engineer, contractor, clerk of the works,

and foreman of masons in continual hot water. Expense, loss of

time, loss of temper, and loss of excellence in the work are avoided

in this instance by an excellent expedient. Holes are bored in each

vertical bed, near the face, and plugged with wood. Rough slabs

are nailed to these plugs, so as to surround each stone with a skeleton

packing case, and thus keep every arris perfect. The first cost is in

this instance the least cost, and this method should be insisted on by

all who employ granite dressed at the quarries.

For the details of the solid and substantial wall of concrete faced

with granite, the foundations of which are now about to be sunk within

the puddled dam, our Rambler had to consult the drawings. Nor could

he fail to remark the very great completeness and clearness of detail

given in the atlas which contains the engraved designs of Mr. Bazal-

gette ; the soundings of the river, taken across the area to be enclosed,

and out to some depth beyond the face of the quay wall; and the

survey of the riparian property. It would have rendered this set of

drawings of yet more permanent value if the soundings had been

continued across the whole bed of the Thames.

The foundations of the quay wall are to be sunk to the depth of

•'i2 feet 6 inches below Trinity high-water mark, where they will

rest in the solid clay. As the face of the wall has a curved batter,

the width of the concrete varies, the foundation of the inner portion

of the wall not being carried so low as that of the outer or river-

ward half. The extreme width of foundation filled in with concrete

may be taken at about 20 feet, and the mean thickness of the wall at

16 feet Granite bonders, 3 feet long, tie the ashlar of the facing to

the entire mass.

Through this concrete wall, parallel with its course, will run

two continuous openings. The lower one is a circular drain

or culvert, of eight feet three inches diameter, intended to convey

the intercepting sewer. The upper one, with a semi-circular crown,

is a subway, intended for the conducting, and for the means of having

access to, the pipes of the gas and water companies, and the wires of

the Electric Telegraph. A very similar arrangement is made in the

Holborn Viaduct. It ought to be imperative in every metropolitan

street, although our Rambler was told that the gas and water com

panies are far from taking to it kindly. The privilege of being able

to render any thoroughfare impassable at will, and to waste the money,

as well as the time, of the public, by independent up-pickings of a road

as soon as it has been put into decent order, is one which the com

panies will only relinquish when compelled. People are so unreason

able ! What is the convenience of three millions of Londoners

compared to the maintenance of the prescriptive rights of a board ?

A Ramble is only half instructive if it lights upon nothing but

what is admirable. Failure, rightly understood, is the surest pilot

to success. Thus where there is so much that is excellent, criticism

tnav be allowed a full hearing.

Would it not have very well repaid the able engineer of this noble

work if be had asked some architect of the first eminence to look over

the purely architectural details ? If this had been done, a few would

have been altered, to the very great advantage of the entemble of the

work. Gothic mouldings would not have been allowed to intrude

themselves into work of an Italian character. The wooden treatment,

which splays off the corners of some of the riverward piers, would

have been avoided. So would the sharp vertical line, which inhar-

moniously replaces a regular return, in the pier by the steps; and

above all, the disproportionately heavy cornice, which the river nrch-

way by the old Temple pier seems constructed solely to carrv, would

have been replaced by some very different feature. Our Rambler

sketched the archway. Seen endways, it assumed, in his note book

(owing to some uncertainty of touch), the guise of a Welsh milkmaid,

in a man's hat, with a yoke on her shoulders. Seen from the shore,

it has neither the character of utility nor that of beauty. The upper

block of masonry is disproportionately narrow, and seems placed

merely to weight the crown of the arch. The arch itself, if opening on

a flight of steps or on the level of high water, would be appropriate

for a river access ; but any passage through it is interdicted by a

stone balustrade, the balusters of which and of the steamboat piers

too much resemble turned work to be appropriate in granite, and

the obstructive nature of which is brought to a maximum by a

pier in the centre. A moulding intended to intimate the recur

rence of similar piers at the sides looks like a church credence

table. We cannot but think this gateway, in the arrangement of

which constructive purpose has no part, a mistake. The features,

and eyebrows, and water-logged beard of Father Thames on the

key-stone do great honour to their sculptor, Mr. Farmer. But wo

regret his crown of bay : not one of the hoary senate of Sea and

River Gods that sit, each on his throne, in the temple of memory,

bore such a tiara. From the tridentine crown of Neptune, to the

lobster claws and frill-like comb of fins of a bronze Proteus in the

British Museum, under every kind of wreath, of flag, or water

ranunculus, or sea or river weed, we can find no example for present

ing Thames in the chaplet of a conqueror. The landing-stages, the

idea of which is taken from the great one at Liverpool, is not yet

launched on its pontoons, so that our Rambler returned to his start

ing-point without having gazed on the features that frown on the

riverward key-stone of the Temple Arch.

THE BRIDGES ON THE THAMES.

IT is no exaggeration to say that so many well-designed bridges as thoso

that span the Kiver Thames in the four miles from London Hridge to

Chelsea are not to be found in an equal length in any part of the world.

In that short distance there are two masonry bridges, three of horizontal

girders, six of wrought or east iron arches, and two suspension bridges.

Some of these are amongst the best of their kinds, but all are deserving

of attentive study. They have boon already partly described, but it is iu

different volumes, for, as far as we know, there is no complete description

of the entire to bo found in one place. This want we hope we may be

able to satisfy.

LONDON BRIDGE.

Old London Bridge, for which this was substituted in 1831, had lasted

from 1209. It consisted originally of twenty arches of different sizes,

the largest being 35 feet span. The piers varied in thickness, the one in

the centre of the river (over which stood a chapel where the architect was

said to be buried) being as large as 35 feet. On the roadway stood two

rows of houses, with a space between of about 20 feet. As the traffic of the

river increased, it was found that the small size of the arches and the ma°s

of masonry in the piers offered great obstructions to it. From time to time

various remedial alterations were suggested. Sir Christopher Wren advo

cated that eighteen of the arches should be thrown into nine ; and long

afterwards, in 1759, a step towards this was made by the removal of the

large central pier, and the construction of an arch 70 feet span. At the

same time the houses on the bridge were taken down. In 1801 Telford

proposed to erect a cast-iron arch of 600 feet span, but after ordering an

investigation by the ablest scientific men of the day, Parliament considered

the project too bold to be approved of. The need for an enlarged waterway

being every day rendered more apparent, after a lengthened inquiry, a Bill

was passed to erect a new bridge, and Mr. Rennie was appointed the

engineer. The practicability of altering the old bridge to answer all re

quirements was even then maintained by many eminent men, the great

Telford holding the opinion that, at least, the piers would serve for the new

arches. It was intended by Parliament when the Bill was passed that tho

new bridge should be on the site of the old one (a temporary bridge being

erected for the traffic), with Fish Street Hill as the approach on one side,

but the Corporation directed its construction 180 feet westward. This

made new approaches on both sides indispensable, and the bridgo was far

advanced towards completion before an Act was obtained to construct them,

as well as to legalise the adoption of the new site.

The increased and improved waterway of the bridge may be shown

thus :—
Old Bridge. New Bridge.

Feet. Feet.

Obstruction-piers at high water . . . 407 ) oo

„ „ low water ... 700)
Waterway at high water .... 624 I enn

„ „ low water . . .231/ bJV

The first pile of the cofferdam of the south pier was driven on March 15,

1824; the first stone on tho platform was laid by the Lord Mayor on

Juno 15 (the company being comfortably seated in the cofferdam) ; and the

bridge was opened by the King with much ceremony on August 1, 1831.

From the drawings and the abstract of the specification (which is almost a

treatise on building stone bridges) all the details of the construction aro so

evident as to render any furthor remarks on that part of tho subject un

necessary.* A settlement of 9 inches in the centre arch and piers aud

• For the drawings and permission to make an abstract of tho spociHcatlon in Crcsy'a

Encfclojxmlia we are indebted to Messrs. Longmans, Green, Header, k Dyer.
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

Ho. 2, showing Transverse Sills and Brickwork. No. 1 , showing Tiles ami Tflling.

No. 3, showing Longitudinal Sills and
ti- in. l'lanking.

PLAN OF FOUNDATIONS

Xo. 4, showing Masonry.

OF PIER.

(152 ft. i

ELEVATION OF CENTRE ARCH.

37 ft. 10 in. rise. Depth at crown, 5 ft. 0J in. ; at springing, 10 ft.)

8 inches in the others were allowed for by tho engineer, but he stated that

not more than 2 or 3 inches was observed. It was, however, maintained

by some of the opponents of the bridge that the piers had settled more on

the east side, to an extent estimated from 4 to 12 inches. An inquiry was

directed by the House of Commons to be made on the subject, but it was

found impossible to ascertain the extent of the deviation, or whether it

arose from actual settlement of the masonry or from an inclination given to

the platforms to facilitate drainage.

As specimens of architectural engineering Rennie's bridges have been

never surpassed. There is a severe beauty and grandeur about them too

often absent from modern structures. The ornamental portions seem to be

there of necessity, and a cube foot of cut stone could from no part be

removed without detriment. There is so little intricacy in their construc

tion that few examples could be found better suited to engineering students,

or to which it is easier to apply ordinary formula.'.

ABSTRACT OP SPECTFICATIOIT.

Cofferdams for Abutments to be of circular form, of best Memel,

Dantzic, Riga, or Stettin fir. Piles to be whole timbers, none less than 12J

inches squaro. Inner row to be driven not less than 10 feet, and outer 8

feet, below lowest part of foundations ; both rows to stand 5 feet above

H.W.M Both rows to be secured with three rows of double waling 12^

inches square, having 2-inch wrought-iron screw bolts 10 feet apart, with

nuts and cleats 3 feet long by 12A square. An outer row of piles to bo

driven 6 feet from main row, of similar timber, and to 8 feet below founda

tions ; to have three rows of double walings as before, with 2 in. screw-bolts

passing through the three rows. Files to be planed and straightened on

edges ; joints of inner rows to be made watertight with pitch ; piles to have

transverse and diagonal bracings of half timbers fitted and spiked ; to be

hooped and shod with wrought iron ; spaces between piles to be filled with

tough, well-beaten clay puddle to 2 foot above H.W.M. Interior of dam to

havo main transverse and longitudinal bracing of double whole timber,

scarfed, strapped, and bolted. A tunnel 3 feet square to be placed towards

centre of dam and secured to the piles ; to have a sluice, and joints to be

caulked.

(Cofferdams for Piera were of elliptical form, and similar in character

to the above.)

Foundations.—Excavation for abutments to be to a depth of 34 feet

; 6 inches below H.W.M. at front and 25 feet at back of platform.

Side Piers to be excavated, that top of platform shall not be less than 40

feet below H.W.M. Middle Piers to be 43 feat below H.W.M. After the

excavation, piles 20 feet long by 12 inches diameter

are to be driven in rows 4 feet apart. Those under

piers, perpendicular ; under abutments, at right angles

to inclination of foundations. Piles to have wrought-

iron shoes weighing 35 lbs. each, and hoops=30 lbs.

After piles are driven, their heads to be cut off level,

and the earth between is to be excavated for 9 inches

lielow pile heads, and space filled with Kentish rag

stone, well beat down and racked with gravel and lime

screenings of one part lime to five parts gravel. Sills

of beech, elm, or fir, not less than 12 inches square, are

to be spiked on pile heads iu transverse direction of

foundations. Spaces between to be built up with

brickwork, with square blocks of stone at extremities.

Above these sills other rows are to be laid in longi

tudinal direction of foundations, of similar dimensions

and materials, fastened with 18-inch spikes. Spaces

between to be filled with Bramley or other stone in

mortar grouted. The whole of the foundations to be

then covered with 6-inch planking bedded in mortar

and fastened to sills with 12-inch spikes, forming a

platform for the masonry. Along fronts and returns

of abutments, and around piers, sheet piling to be

driven to a depth of 12 feet below top of platforms

for abutments, and 14 feet for piers. Piles to bo

G inches square for abutments and 12 inches square

for piers, and to be hooped and shod.

Masonry of abutments and piers to spriuging of

arches to be ashlar, in courses not less than 15 or

more than 24 inches in front. Exterior stone for an

average depth of 5 feet 6 inchc6, and to within 3 feet

cf springing, to be of granite ; interior of one half

Bramley Fall and remainder of Painshaw or other

approved stone. To be header and stretcher courses

alternately ; headers not less than 4} feet long, and

average breadth of 3 feet. No stone to be less than

2 3 wide. Stretchers not less than 4 feet long. Back

ing to be laid in headers and stretchers alternately,

headers being opposite stretchers in front. Double

joggles to be used where required. Exterior eourso to

bo smooth and fine hammer-dressed on face. Hori

zontal beds to be fine-drcssed and rusticated 2 inches

each way ; upright joints to be plain, straight, and fine-

dressed for at least 15 inches inwards; remainder of

stone to preserve its full dimension. All the backing

of each course to preserve an equal thickness. In

terior of stair walls to be well-burnt stock bricks ;

exterior, to level of river bed, of Bramley Fall or other stone, in courses

not less than 15 or more than 24 inches thick ; above bed of river of granite

as before.

Centres.—There are to be four complete sets. Each set to consist of

eight ribs properly braced ; to be of best Dantzic, Memel, Riga, or Stettin

fir, except springing pieces, which are to be of elm, and striking wedges to

bo of oak, cased, on upper and lower sides, with copper inch thick. Iron

to bo best English. Trestle? to be best fir. The whole to be braced longi

tudinally and^iagonally. Covering of centres to be fir half timbers 7 in

ches thick.

Arches.—The whole of the arch-stones to be headers, 18 inches thick at

intrados, increasing according to radiature : none to be less than 2 feet

6 inches wide, or to overlap at joints less than 15 inches. Length of areh-

stones to increase where inverted or abutting arches on piers commence,

and in abutments to be continued on same lino of radius to the extremity

of abutments. Quoins of arches to bo continued to meet horizontal courses

in the spandrils. Arch-stones to be dressed smooth and straight ; faces and

soffits fine-dressed and rusticated ; cxtrados rough haminer-dressed except

where inverted arches join, where they are to be smooth-dressed. Arches

interior and exterior to be of granite.

Spandrils to be of solid masonry in horizontal courses, corresponding in

thickness, and closely fitted to arch-stones.

Inverted Arches to be not less than 18 inches at soffit, increasing

according to radius, to rest on spandrils, and to be accurately fitted to them

and the arch-stones. A circular opening 18 inches diameter through centre

of pier, from inverted arches, to carry off leakage. Outside spandril walls

to bo 5 feet thick, fronted with granite in courses corresponding with arch-

stones. Horizontal joints of courses to be rusticated ; vertical joints to bo

plain and fair-dres6ed, outside face fair hammer-dressed. Caps of piers to

be fair-dressed on exterior, and dowelled to facia-course, Bcctangular

buttresses over piers and abutments to bo faced with granite at least 3 feet

6 inches deep.

Interior Spandril "Walls.—Before these are commenced the joints on

the back of arches, &c, to be well cleared out, openings to be grouted

and pointed with Roman cement. They are to be of best hard |_

bricks, seven in number over each pier, and 2 feet 3 inches thick. On t

stone corbels, 18 inches deep, projecting 12 inches on each side, 01

Fall stone. The whole surface over these walls to bo covered with York

shire landings 9 inches thick ; the longitudinal joints to be over centres of

interior spandrils.
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Boadway.—The wholo surface of bridge to be covered with clay puddle

IS inches thick—then with 3 inches of fine sand, and 12 inches of fine flint

stonos, none larger than 2 inches diameter. Foot-paring to be of granite ;

each flag to be the whole width of foot-path, equal 7 feet 6 inches by 8 inches

thick, one end bedded on cornice, the other resting on curbstonos 4 feet by

9 inches by 12 inches of granite, set edgeways ; intermediate spaces being

filled with fine gravel or sand.

Approaches to bo formed of solid embankments and arches. Em

bankments to be supported on sides with brick retaining walls. Piers of

arches to be founded 6 feet below H.W.M., and retaining walls 3 feet.

Foundations are to be concrete, 0 inches thick ; Yorkshire landings, 6 inches

thick; and Bramley Fall or other stone laid 15 inches thick. Piers to be

4 feet wide at bottom, at 4 feet high to be 2 feet 3 inches wide. Over each

pier 18 inches of stone. Arches to be semicircular, 16 feet span, 18 inches

deep at crown, increasing towards haunches.

Mortar to be of best Dorking, Merstham, or other lime, well burnt

and ground on the spot. The exterior mortar from foundations to H.W.M.

to bo ono part Pozzolano, one part Dorking lime, and two parts sand. For

the remainder of exterior three parts sand and one part lime ; for interior

work four parts sand to one part lime.

The cost of the bridge and approaches was 1,458,311?.

HOMERIC ARCHITECTURE.

{Continuedfrom page 89.)

OF two irfnds of the structures alluded to by Homer we are able to

judge from existing examples—-walls and treasuries. In his day

Greece was studded with a number of independent towns, so close

that, according to Colonel Mure, a ride of twelve hours enables one to

visit at least four places celebrated by Homer. We aro ignorant as

to what race the original founders belonged, but it is established that

they divided into groups, and, taking advantage of the natural fea

tures of the country, selected the most inaccessible positions as their

dwelling places. That they must have stood in fear of each other,

and it may be of other enemies, is evident from this choice and from

the massive walls with which some of the villages were surrounded.

In an age when mercy was not recognised as a fitting attribute of gods

or men, these walls would become the most important possession of a

town. If they were well defended, so that scaling was prevented, as

there were no engines of attack, besiegers might have to wait for

years before an opportunity offered of entering the town by stratagem.

It is remarkable now carefully Homer distinguishes the towns that

were possessed of walls from those which relied upon the natural

security of the site. For example, ' All who Hypothebe hold—a

nobly-built fortress,' 'Dinon's fortress steep,' ' Wall-encircled Gor-

tyn, as compared with 'Where high Neritos shakes his waving

woods,' ' Where iEgilipa's rugged sides are green.' In no case does

he mention that the existing inhabitants had raised them—a proof

that they must have been built before his time. Of the character of

these ' heaven-built Cyclopean ' walls we may form an idea from the

remains scattered throughout the country, especially those at Tiryns.

Here they are in parts 43 feet high and 25 feet thick, the enormous

stones being rudely piled in tiers for nbout a quarter of a mile in cir

cuit, producing at a distance, as Mure says, an effect similar to the

hulk of a large man-of-war floating in a harbour. It is held by some

that those elevated sites must have to some extent influenced the

style of Grecian architecture, which, as Cockerell says, seems to have

grown spontaneously from its rocky bed, and to partake in its mono

lithic masses of the stony aboriginal material on which it was

founded, its horizontal outline and regularity admirably contrasting

with the surrounding vertical and irregular forms.

• The same desire for security which made such walls necessary,

caused also the construction of underground storehouses or treasuries.

To these allusion is sometimes made by Homer, as when Achilles

rejects the offers of Agamemnon :—

Life is not bought with heaps of gold :
Not all Apollo't Phytian treasures hold,
Or Troy once hold in pe.icc and pride of sway,
Can bribe the poor possession of a day.

The most perfect specimen remaining is at Myceme, where it was

known by the irreverent but expressive name of ' the Oven,' until

the enquiries of travellers gave it interest, when it became ' the

Agamemnon.' It resembles somewhat a gigantic beehive, about

50 feet in diameter at base, and the same in lieight, the stones being

placed in horizontal layers, each gradually projecting over the other

until they meet at the top, where one stone closed the vault. It was

probably at one time covered with plates of copper, as large nails

r>y which they were fastened have been found in parts of the

building.

We nave already stated it is believed that in the Homeric times

temples were not needed for the purposes of religion. In the Iliad

allusion is made but once to a Grecian temple, one dedicated to

Minerva, at Athens ; but as Lord Aberdeen has shown, there is

little doubt it must have been an interpolation. In the ' Hymn to

Apollo ' there is much, about the founding of the temple at Delphi ;

but although it is on this poem the popular idea of Homer's blind

ness and poverty is founded, it is supposed to belong to an age much

later than his. In Troy there was a temple or shrine which had

gates ; and as offerings of robes and such things were deposited in it,

it must have had a roof of some kind, probably boughs. As the

object of reverence was symbolical rather than representative, such as

a stone or beam, without any attempt at a likeness to any form, the

receptacle might be rude enough and still be worthy of it.

We are able to form a clearer idea, from what is said in Homer, of

the arrangement of the palaces than of their appearance. Priam's is

thus described:—

Then hasted he access
To Priam's goodly builded court, which round abont was run
With walking porches, galleries to keep off rain and sun.
Within of one side on a row of sundry coloured stones
fifty fair lodgings were built for Priam's fifty sons.
And of as fair sort for their wives ; and in the opposite view
Twelve lodgings of like stone, like height, were likewise built arcw.

From this and other allusions in the poems (tested by comparison

with the existing houses of the district), it is believed the different

parts of the Homeric house were disposed somewhat in this manner :—

In front and opening to the road was the aule, which was a square

or oblong enclosure, paved, and having in the midst of it the family

altar. AVithin or around this attic were galleries, corridors, or open

chambers called aithoumi, i.e. probably glowing or shining, as, being

in front of the building, they were full of light. These galleries, which

are usually translated as porticoes, were used as places of general

assembly, where the inmates sat to sun themselves, and at night were

converted into sleeping places for strangers. The house itself mainly

consisted of a large chamber or hall called the megaron, the roof of

which had often to be supported by wooden columns. Usually

around this were the private apartments, which seem to have been

generally small, and varied in number according to the inhabitants.

It is possible that in some there was a second storey, the approach

being by means of a Udder. The roof, as in Eastern houses, was com

monly flat; but from the simile of the wrestling match between

Ulysses and Ajax it must have been sometimes pointed :—

Then nicely belted both came forth and in the middle stand,
And seize each other's elbows with the firmly grasping hand.
Firm as two beams which carpenters with nice dovetailing binds.
High on a lofty roof to hold against the blusterous winds.

There is no mention of a chimney ; and if the fuel was of dry olive

or pine wood, as some think, little smoke would be emitted, and conse

quently no ueed of one. But as we know that Ulysses discovered the

site of Circe's dwelling, or ' stately dome,' by the smoke rising, and

he so longed to see it upspringing from his own hearth that he desired

death, there must have been some provision of the kind.

Since the days of Wolf it has been a matter of controversy whether

the Iliad and Odyssey have been the work of one or of several

poets. English opinion in general has inclined towards the belief

that both must have been written by Homer—and with reason, for

it is not often a second poet is found capable of continuing such a

poem. But this does not prevent the possibility of many passages

being inserted from time to time. There are some which relate to

architecture, and describe edifices so different that it is impossible to

believe they could have been composed about the same time. To take

one case. Above we have given the description of Priam's palace,

which, on account of its position towards the east, might be expected

to have all the magnificence that was known at the time ; and from

its relation to the poem, nothing that was noteworthy was likely to

be omitted by Homer. In architecture, if one type of building is at

any time adopted, it may be said to be almost permanent, and changes

of style are not made suddenly, but imperceptibly. Priam's palace i*

exactly the kind of building that might be expected in such primitivo

times. If it is, what can be thought of the following, and does it seem

probable that both could be contemporaneous in the same country ?—

The walls were many brass : the oornice high
Blue metals crowned, in colour of the sky ;
Rich plates of gold the folding doors incase ;
The pillars Bilver, on a brazen base :
Silver the lintels deep projecting o'er,
And gold the ringlets that surround the door.
Two rows of stately dogs on either hand,
In sculptured gold and labour'd silver, stand.
These Vulcan formed with art divine, to wait
Immortal guardians at Alcinons' gate.
• • • * «

Fair thrones within from space to space were rais'd.
Where various carpets with embroidery blazed.
The work of matrons.

It may be said that this is one of the architectural visions that some

times rise before the half-shut eyes of poets, but it is contrary to our

idea of Homer's excellence to believe that lie drew airy nothings.

Besides, we think it will be found that poets have never been archi

tectural designers, and that their castles in the air have had a basis

in reality, and were usually suggested by some work of an artist-

architect.

CAN AN ENGINEER OR ARCHITECT

WITHHOLD HIS CERTIFICATE P

THE relations between architects or engineers and contractors is a subjoet

that ut present is receiving deserved attention. As in the end it

resolves itself into n question of what is law and what is not, the legal

aspects of the subject arc of primary importance, and every case that can

illustrate any part merits consideration. In the last number of the Irish

Law Reports (January 1869) there is a report of one of those cases that (to

the credit of architects and engineers) seldom arise, where a contractor, or

rather his representatives, were obliged to take proceedings against an

engineer for loss incurred by the withholding of his certificate : we allude

to the case of Murphy (Official Assignee) and others v. Bower.

In 1861 Messrs. Moore contracted to construct the 'Finn Valley Rail

way,' under the ordinary conditions, that tho works were to be according to
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the plans and instructions of the engineer ; that monthly, nine-tenths of the

amounts certified by the engineer were to bo paid, tho balance remaining

until completion, &c. Before they were able to complete the works,

Messrs. Moore became bankrupts, and the obligation devolved upon their

creditors. When everything was duly performed, the engineer's final

certificate for 6,659/. was applied for, but could not be obtained. The

Company were then sued for the amount, and they pleaded that the neces

sary certificate was not given, and consequently the action was lost. The

creditors then sued the engineer, who demurred— 1. Because he never con

tracted with tho Messrs. Moore to give certificates or perform the duties of nn

engineer. '2. That his duty as engineerwas not to the Messrs Moore, but to the

Company. 3. The counts in the summons are actions upon duties arising

out of contract, of which persons not parties to the contract are endeavour

ing to take advantage. 4. The fraudulent breach of a contract or duty

arising solely out of contract, can give no cause of action except to a party

to the contract. 5. A breach of contract or of duty arising out of contract,

committed by one party to a contract in collusion with the only other party

to said contract, is insensible, and gives no cause of action to any person,

and particularly not to a stranger to the contract.

Against these pleas it was urged for the plaintiffs that the mere fact of

the engineer's entering upon the duties contemplated by the contract created

a duty upon his part to discharge that duty rightly. He contracted to

serve the Railway Company, and the Company, armed with his authority,

contracted that, as between them and the Messrs. Moore, he would do his

doty. It was impossible to suppose that the Messrs. Moore would have

bound themselves to incur vast expense, or that the Railway Company

would have dreamt of asking them to do so, if their remuneration was to

depend upon the whim of a servant of the Company, with whom they had

no connection. However, even if there never hud been any contract be

tween plaintiffs and defendant, it was clearly the duty of the engineer, as

engineer, to give the usual certificates given by all engineers, and a breach

of that duty renders the defendant answerable.

Chief Justice Monahan delivered this judgment :—It appears that the

engineer was not a party to the original agreement between Messrs. Moore

and the Company, and that the alleged duty of the defendant to give a

certificate, so far as it exists, arises from the pimple fact that he was

employed by the Company as their engineer to superintend their works.

The question then arises, whether the defendant has rendered himself liable

to plaintiffs' action by merely refusing to give his certificate, though aware

that the plaintiffs had done everything to entitle themselves to it, and how

far the matter would be affected by the fact of his being actuated by a

fraudulent motive in withholding bueh certificate, or having done so in col

lusion with the Company. Tho argument for the defendant is, that since

the duty of the engineer to give a certificate arises, if at all, out of a con

tract, the Messrs. Sloore, or their assignees, not being parties to it, cannot

maintain an action for its breach : and this argument is equally applicable,

whether the contract out of which the duty arises is a contract between the

engineer and the Company, or, as has been suggested, between the Railway

Company and the Messrs. Moore, assuming them to have contracted on the

part of their engineer, that he, as their employe, should do his duty, and

give such certificate. It was also contended on the part of the plaintiffs

that, inasmuch as the defendant has taken upon himself the duty of engi

neer, it might be inferred that he had expressly contracted with the Messrs.

Moore to perform his duty as such engineer ; but the answer to this sugges

tion is, that, if any such contract was intended to be relied on, it should

have been stated that such a contract was in fact entered into ; the conside

ration for that contract should have been also stated, and it would have

been then competent for the defendant to traverse the alleged consideration.

If the contract stated in the summons and plaint was an express contract

between the Railway Company and the Messrs. Moore, by which the Railway

Company contracted that their engineer should do his duty properly, there is no

doubt but that a right to maintain an action against the Railway Company

would have accrued to them upon tho engineer's default ; but some cases have

been referred to in which it has been decided that, where the foundation of

the right of action is rested upon contract, no one can maintain an action

who is not a party to the contract. . . . The question then arises, arc the

plaintiffs remediless? There is authority to show that, if collusion did

exist between the engineer and the Company, the plaintiffs have a remedy

against the Railway Company. The case of Clarke v. Watson decides that

in the absence of fraud or collusion they have not. But here fraud and

collusion with the Company have been alleged ; and if fraud exists, most

certainly if collusion, there mmt be a remedy. In Milner v. Field the

Court expressed an opinion that an action at law would lie against parties

who fraudulently prevented snch a certificate from being given, and thus

attempted to shelter themselves from liabilityon their contract. In Batter-

bury t. Vyse a declaration upon a contract by an employer who stood in the

position of the present Railway Company, charging as a breach thereof that

the architect had improperly refused to give his certificate, and had

neglected to do so, in collusion with the defendant and by his procure

ment, was supported upon demurrer. The proper course, therefore, for the

plaintiffs to adopt is, to proceed, not against the engineer alone, but against

both the engineer and the Railway Company, if they go into a court of

equity ; or if they elect to sue at law, they must proceed against the Com

pany who contracted with them.

The engineer's demurrer was consequently allowed.

WROUGHT IRON GIRDERS.

ABEAM may be considered in two aspects : as regards stiffness, or an

regards strength. We may enquire, on the one band, what load may

safely be put upon it ; or, on tho other, how much it will deflect under any

given load. There is a close and essential connection between these two

properties, yet they are not identical. One beam may be far stronger than

another of the same rigidity. By a mere change in the section of a beam,

without altering either its depth or its total weight of material, it is, in

certain cases, possible to increase its strength, at the same time that we

reduce its stiffness.

The rigidity of beams is a question involving some use of tho higher

mathematics. It is well that the more important question of etrength is

comparatively an easy one in ordinary circumstances.

The reason of the compression at the top and tension at the bottom of a

loaded beam is not far to seek. If we suppose tho girder, A B, to be di

vided into two sections by an imaginary lino at any intermediate point, C,

it is obvious that theso sections havo a tendency to turn in opposite diree-

tions under the load. Such will be the case wherever we take C, and the

result is, that more or less bending strain is at work at every point through

out the length of the beam. This strain depends both on tho amount of the

load, and on the purchase or leverage between the supported ends and the

loaded intermediate portions of the beam. It accordingly varies with the

product of the number of feet spBn, and the number of pounds load, modi

fied by the way in which the latter is distributed or concentrated. If we

call the load in pounds W, and the clear span in feet S, then—

When load W is equally distributed over span S,

Bending strain
WS
8 1

Bending strain

and when load W is concentrated at the half span,

W S . ■

4 '

these being the strains at the half span, wherethe stress is greatest. Now.

the top and bottom being firmly connected by the web, so that there cannot

be any sliding (such as takes place, for example, between the lamina of a

railway carriage spring), there can be no bending unless the upper flange is

compressed- and the lower flange stretched; because they are constrained to

assume, not parallel, but concentric curves. Corresponding elastic resistances,

at the top to compression, at the bottom to tension, are consequently brought

into play. The amounts of these two descriptions of elastic reaction must

bo equal, in the absence of any external lateral force tending to shorten or

lengthen the girder as a whole.

If we take one portion, C B, of the beam, and indicate by the arrows p

and t the resistances respectively to compression and extension of the

upper and lower portions of the vertical slice a b adjacent to the section

line, we have in these resistances a pair of parallel and opposite pressures,

with a leverage equal to tho depth of the girder, and tending to cause

upward rotation. All that is required being that this upward reaction

should just balance the deflecting action of the load, it becomes an easy

task to determine tho amounts of compression and tension caused by a

given load, and thence the sectional area neceled in top and bottom

flange.

For ordinary purposes of construction in buildings, wrought iron girders

carry the same section from end to end, and this section is of course calcu

lated for tho maximum strain, which occurs at the balf-span. When the

areas of the upper and lower flanges are .pretty large in proportion to the

thickness of the web, the latter need not enter into the calculation of the

strains, which may accordingly lie considered as thrown entirely on the

flanges. Calling load (in lbs.) W, and span (in feet) S, as before, and

depth of girder d (in inches) ; we find the total compression at the top, or

extension at the bottom, to be equal to

„» WS 3WS

when the load is equally distributed over the span. The same load applied

at the half-span would create a stress of double the amount. Care must be

taken to ascertain (as the value of W) the greatest weight fl at can in any

possible contingency come upon the beam after it is in the building.

Good boiler plate and angle irons, as used in girders, ought to stand,

per square inch of section, compression of 8,400 lbs., or tension of

1 0,500 lbs., without any injury to their elasticity. To keep the maximum

intensity of strain within these safe limits, the following rules will givo the

requisite areas for flanges ; provided the greatest load is one equally

dietributed.

W S
= No. of square inches area in section of top fiance.5600e/ H KB

Say, multiply the distributed load in pounds by the number of feet span,

and divide by 5,600 times the depth in inches ; the result will give the sec

tional area of top flange in square inches.

When the plates and angle irons are in entire lengths, without jornt—

-tSJL = No. of square inches area in section of bottom flange.
7000 d
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When the plates and angle irons are in more than one length, with secure

butt joints, double riveted :—

w s
= No. of square inches area in section of bottom flange.

5000 d 1

The preceding rules pretty nearly accord with the results which have

been deduced by Mr. Fairbairn from actual experiment. "We have thought

it most conveniont to state the load in lbs., and the span in feet, as some

what facilitating the application of the formulae.

In cases where W is a load concentrated at the half span, the areas of

flanges must be double what the rules just given would make them, so that

we get

" square inches for area of top flange ;
2800 d

Say, multiply the maximum concentrated load in pounds by the span in

feet, and divide by 2,800 times the depth in inches ; the result will give the

sectional area of top flange in inches :—

and either
W S W S
— square inches, or — square inches
3500 d 1 2500 d 1

for ditto of bottom flange—the first if the flange is in one length, and the

second if it is in more than one.

When the greatest load is partly concentrated and partly distributed (as,

for instance, when a beam carries a wall and also supports the end of a floor

girder), the areas of flanges calculated for the concentrated load must be

added to those calculated for the distributed load, and the sums will be the

requisite areas.

It will sometimes happen that a girder has to carry a load concentrated

at a point nearer to one support than to the other.! For such a case a ready

rule will be as follows :—Multiply four times the load by the product of iU

distances from the two supports respectively, and divide by the square of

the clear span. Consider the quotient as a load applied at the half span,

and calculate the flanges accordingly.

Having determined the section of girder, its weight may be pretty closely

estimated by the following method :—Multiply 10 times the sum of the

areas of top and bottom flanges in square inches by the length of the

girder in yards, and, to the product thus obtained, add 10 times the

number of square feet of web (computed from the side elevation), if its

thickness be one quarter of an inch ; if its thickness be more or less than

the quarter of an inch, the multiplier 10 must be increased or reduced,

at the rate of 2A for each sixteenth of an inch.

The sum will be the number of lbs. weight of wrought iron in flanges

and web ; omitting gussets, ends, joints (if any), and rivet heads, which

must bo estimated separately, as no general rule can bo given for them.

The thickness of the web, in the ordinary W-shaped plate girders, should

be not less than such as will make the number of square inches in the web,

as shown on plan (i.e., the product of its thickness and its length in inches),

equal to 3 times the number of square inches in tho cross section of the

girder : e.g., if the cross section of a beam be 20 square inches in area, and

its length 20 feet ( = 240 inches), the web should be J inch thick. Owing

to the lateral weakness and inferior durability of very thin plates, the

minimum given by this rule will often be largely exceeded in beams of

light section.

For cases where very large spans and loads have to be dealt with, the

box-shaped beam offers the advantage of superior lateral stiffness. In

ordinary cases the W-beam meets all requirements, and its single web

gives it the advantage in point of economy. In estimating the strength

from the cross section, one square inch of flange counts for 3 times as much

as a square inch of web, on the average ; so that a double web adds to the

weight of metal much more in proportion than it adds to the vertical

rigidity ; and the more effective distribution of material is secured with the

single web, provided it be kept from buckling sideways, by means of gussets

or stiffening plates, or by the mode in which the cross joists or binders are

attached. The sectional area of top or bottom of a box-beam will not

materially differ from those given by the preceding rules for tho W-beam.

For testing a plate beam, it will not be necessary to subject it to more

strain than that caused by the maximum load ; and if after the removal of

the test load the permanent set be found not to exceed one-third of the

deflection under test, the workmanship and material may be considered

free from serious defect; although, with high excellence of work, the per

manent set will be much less in proportion to the deflection.

Wrought-iron joists, binders, and girders or bressumers for moderate

spans and loads, are turned out from the rolling mill, so that the riveted

work, with its attendant cost, may be saved in cases where the available

bearings aro not very far asunder. With rolled beams, an amount of metal

is commonly put in the web that renders its quota of strength of some

account, over and above its special service as solid trussing between the

upper and lower parts of the beam.

We may here noto tho main points that make for economy in the employ

ment of wrought-iron beams. First and most obvious is the selection of

the shortest practicable bearings, and tho keeping the distance between

supports as small as the special conditions of the case will allow. Where

walls aro strong and massivo, and well steadied with the weight of upper

storeys, the introduction of through-stone corbels is available for some small

reduction of the clear span. Secondly, the greater the depth that can be

given the beam, the lighter section will suffice for the same duty, with this

further advantage, that, while securing equal strength with less metal, we

are also getting a stiffer beam ; and thus carry the load with equal safety,

and less deflection, at a reduced cost. Of course it is possible to give

excessivo depth to a beam ; the sideways warping or buckling of the web

(in the W section) is a dangor to be sedulously guarded against, which

increases with the increase of depth. Sometimes lateral stiffness may be

secured by the mode of attachment of binders or deep joists ; sometimes, by

timber cheeks, firmly secured by bolts passing through the web ; some

times gusset or stiffening plates will be indispensable ; and end plates

are of course essential in all plate girders. The third source of economy

has alroady been adverted to as available with moderate spans, namely,

tho employment of solid rolled, in preference to built, beams. And,

although the greater thickness of web in the former does not give

so advantageous a distribution of metal on the cross section, it is

not without its service in adding lateral stiffness. Fourthly, in plate

girders, economy is to be consulted by the avoidance of cross joints every

where, but especially in the lower flange. All cross joints add expense in

butt plates and riveting ; but a cross joint in the lower flange involves (as

has been already pointed out) an increase of some 40 per cent, in the

weight of metal in the flange itself. In Borne cases, where the bottom

plate is too heavy to procure in one piece from the rolling mill, it may be

composed of two strips, one on each sido of the web, each being in one

length. Or, it may perhaps be preferable, instead of thus slitting the

bottom flange along the middle, to laminate it, employing two, or, if need

require, more plates ; each the full width, and in one length. The thinner

the plate, the more reliable the quality of the metal ; and, so long as the

lower flange has only tension to sustain, tho laminated structure is no

defect. A fifth mode of economy consists in the reduction of the flanges

from the half span towards the points of support—a reduction which (with

wrought iron) is of practical advantage only where very heavy spans are

encountered. The question of continuity comes last, but not least, as one

of economy in girders. The advantage derivable is dependent on the

section of beam (if uniform) being the same at top and bottom, and on the

ends being firmly fixed down. In very large built beams, the section can

of course be varied to suit the distribution of strain peculiar to continuous

flexure.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

ST. OEOKGE'S CHUBCH. LEKHOXVILLI.

(WITH AH ILLUSTRATION.)

LENNOXVILLE is a considerable and still growing village, in the

eastern townships of Canada and province of Quebec. It is the

centre of a population of British and American descent, and in close

proximity to the village has been erected the University of Bishop's

College, the chief seat of education, in connection with the Church,

in the two dioceses of Montreal and Quebec.

For many years a congregation has existed at Lennoxville, and the

increasing number of members has made it imperative to provide

additional accommodation ; and for this purpose it was wisely deter

mined to erect a new church, rather than to attempt to enlarge and

alter the present poor and ill-ordered building.

For this purpose I have prepared plans for a church to accommodate

687 persons, my aim having been to design a building sufficiently

dignified for its important position in the province, and yet simple in

its details and moderate in its cost. The church will be built of local

brick, red and black being used for the exterior, and white and red

for the interior. The black on the outside and the red inside have

been sparingly used, and in purely architectural lines. Stone is diffi

cult to obtain, but a white marble is much used, and the simple forms

of the capitals and window tracery have been designed for its use.

The nave and chancel piers are of polished red Aberdeen granite. The

reredos, pulpit, chancel screen, and some other fittings will be added

as funds allow, and will probably be worked in England. All the

windows are to be double glazed, the exterior glazing being of plate-

glass, in wrought-iron frames, the interior, cathedral or painted glass.

All tie entrances have double doors.

Durham, February, 1869. C. Hodgson Fowlkb.

THE NORTH PORCH, BRISTOL CATHEDRAL.

G. E. Stbekt, A.B.A., AacmTEcr.

(WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.)

THIS work, of which we give an illustration which has been

reduced by photo-lithography from a drawing by the architect,

is one of those portions of this restoration as to which there was no

guide in the old work, although it was known that a Norman Porch

existed on the position which it occupies. The new Porch is there

fore an entirely original design of the architect.

The rebuilding of the Nave of Bristol Cathedral is now in active

progress. The Committee at present have been only able to contract

for two complete bays, and the foundations of the four western bays,

and of the two western steeples up to the top of the plinth.

It is hoped that a third bay may be at once undertaken and com

pleted, and then probably a temporary end wall will be erected, and

the remaining three bays and the steeples carried on gradually as tho

funds come in.

In making excavations, the foundations of the old Norman nave

were discovered exactly where Mr. Street had shown in his original

report that they were to be expected.

Mr. Booth, ofGosport, has the contract for the works, and Doulting

stone is being employed for the whole work, inside and out.

New "Water Works are about to be constructed at Winwick for the

purpose of giving an additional supply to Warrington. They will consist

of a well to be sunk in the red sandstone, a powerful pumping engine, and

a covered reservoir. The Act authorising the construction of these works

was obtained last Session. The late Mr. Thomas Duncan was the consult

ing engineer, and Mr. Charles H. Beloe the engineer. The works are being

carried on under the superintendence of the latter gentleman.
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SOCIETIES.

Metropolitan Buildings and Management Bill.

At a recent special general meeting of the Eoyal Institute of British Archi

tects, the report of a committee appointed by the Council on the Metropolitan

Buildings and Management Bill, having been considered and amended, was

adopted, and the following resolution was como to:—'That while thil

Institute recognises the importance of making certain modifications in tin

Building Act of 1855, proposed and embodied in the Metropolitan Buildings

and Management Bill now under consideration, it is of opinion that there

are no adequate grounds for such a complete alteration of the Act as that

which would be involved by the adoption of the Bill in its entirety.' The

following is the most important portion of the report of the Committee :—

We, the Committee,—appointed by the Royal Institute of British Architects to examine
and report on the draft of a proposed new Metropolitan Buildings and Management Bill
—having duly examined the same, and considered the provisions therein contained, both
in their relation to those set forth in previous Acts of the same nature, and in relation
to the necessities of current practice in the Metropolis, beg to report as follows :—
Having reference to the present stage of the Bill, and the probability of its being ex

tensively altered, we have only dealt with it at the present time In general terms, leaving
the minute details to a future time.
We observed that its scope differs from that of the existing Building Act in the ex

tended powers given to the Metropolitan Board of Works. Not only has that body, by
the proposed BUI, power of authorising any deviation from the conditions of structure
laid down in the Act, but it remains the sole and absolute court of appeal in all matters
or questions arising out of the Act, having at the same time such despotic rule over the
position of the district surveyors as to render them entirely powerless, if the Board sees
fit to exercise its authority. Our chief objections to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
as holding this great power, are not of any personal nature, but rest on tho following

considerations.
Questions arising out of this Act are generally on matters of detail of an altogether

technical nature ; that is, technical either from an architectural or a legal point of view.
While the variety and importance of other duties already devolving upon that Board are
not likely to leave them time to properly investigate complicated questions of construc
tion, and the numerous other matters which must necessarily arise out of the working
of the Bill ; and the number of members of which the Board is composed must neutralise
to a great extent the sense of personal responsibility which is essential for the due ad
ministration by it of such matters of detail. Your Committee would have preferred to
have seen the authority conferred by the Draft Bill upon the Metropolitan Board of
Works, vested in a smaller tribunal, appointed, it may be, by the Board, and adequately
remnnernted, especially selected for possessing tho necessary legal and constructional
knowledge, and directly responsible for their judgment of all questions upon which any
power of"discretion is left by the Act. Such tribunal should, we think, consist of one or
more architects or surveyors of repute, and of one or more magistrates or barristers.
We would further observe, that the Draft Bill, as compared with tho existing Metro

politan Building Acts, contains various provisions, founded in the main on the Building
Act in operation at Liverpool, with respect to fire-resisting buildings, more particularly
of the warehouse class ; and the conditions under which goods of greater or less com
bustibility may be stored therein. The introduction of these clauses (subject to some
remarks we shall hereafter offer in detail) will, we consider, confer a benefit both npon
the public, and upon those especially connected with the use or erection of such struc

tures.
The Bill comprises various clauses, more particularly affecting Metropolitan local

management, which we consider tend to complicate unnecessarily an Act for the special
regulation of buildings, a kind of Bill which, from ite very nature, must always be some
what complicated. We consider, therefore, that any such clauses would, with greater
propriety, be included in a Bill for tbe Revision of Metropolitan Local Management.
We find so many clauses and provisions relating to tho prevention of fire, that we

think more general prominence should be given to the subject in the preamble of the

Bill.
Wo think, also, that the attention of the Metropolitan Board might with advantage

be recalled to the suggestion already mode by this Institute, that the introduction of a
Port (similar to Fart VI. for party walls), having reference to questions of light and air
in the Metropolis, would be a great public boon, as tending to diminish and prevent liti
gation on that difficult subject, and to simplify procedure when damage is caused by the
erection or alterations of buildings.

The Committee then proceed to refer to certain details of the Draft Bill,

which they think call for special remark, desiring to observe at the same

time that they leave many other points without comment at present, but

which will require more or less revision, before the Draft Bill can become

law with any prospect of public usefulness.

On Architecture in Belgium.

By R. Phenk Spiehs.

{Continuedfrom page 92.)

By the great commercial prosperity of the country, and its large

trade during the Middle Ages, a vast amount of wealth was accu

mulated, to which, as well as to the political and social freedom enjoyed

by the people, we owe the development of a aumbor of municipal and

trade buildings of great size and magnificence. These buildings were of

four kinds : 1. The Belfries, which were the emblems of civil liberty ; 2. The

Town Halls, where the town authorities assombled, and where justice was

administered ; 3. The Trade Halls, in which the commerce of the country

was developed ; and 4. The Guild Halls, buildings set apart for the pro

tection of the various guilds or, as we term them, trades' unions. In the

beliries were kept the records and archives of the town, before the town

halls were erected, and in the upper part were placed tho bells. One of

the oldest belfries is at Tournai, but the largest and best known is at Ghent.

Of the town halls, the most important are those of Brussels, Ghent, Bruges,

Louvain, Oudenarde, and Antwerp. Tho requirements of these town halls

were somewhat the same as with us, except that the number of offices was

not so great. On the ground floor was a great hall with offices for civil

marriages, committees, and courts of justice. In some cases there was a

second floor, tbe original use of which it is not clear to see, as they are now

invariably occupied by museums. The offices attached to these halls, and the

staircase, were in the rear. Vertieality of line predominates in nearly all these

town halls, tho facades generally dividcl by a series of slight buttresses

between the windows, and decorated with two or more rows of statues or

corbels, with canopies over the window heads, and cills alone marking the

horizontal lines of the floors. Mr. Spiers then proceeded to describe what he

considered the best specimens of this class of buildings, taking in his surrey

tho Town Halls of Bruges, Brussels, and Ghent ; the Hotel de Ville, Louvain ;

the Town Hall, Oudenarde ; the H6tel de Ville, Courtrai ; and the Town

Hall, Antwerp. The Trade Halls are of greater antiquity than the Town

Halls. The earliest of the former is that at Ypres, the foundations of which

were laid by Baldwin I. in 1201, and the right and left wings respectively

completed in 1230 and 1285. We have here, therefore, the most ancient

secular building of the middle ages of any large size. The main facade

is 400 feet long, and has a massive square tower in tho centre, with large

octagonal turrets at each angle, which latter would have looked better if

they had been carried down to the ground ; as it is, they have a heavy and

clumsy appearance. There are two floors, each consisting of a largo hall ex

tending from one end of the building to the other, the ceiling of the ground

floor being carried by a row of pillars down tho centre. Latterly this floor

has been subdivided. The openings on the ground floor are all doorways,

above which are windows, with pointed arches and tracery, to give light.

The first floor has a series of very fine painted windows and arcades, or

niches, with statues alternately, the whole crowned by a cornice of small

shafts carried on corbels and a battlement. The necessary support for the

tower almost cuts in two the great hall on the ground floor, which other

wise would have been the finest in existence. One of the rooms at the

back of this hall is being painted with some remarkable frescoes recording

the chief historical events of the town. Mr. Spiers, after describing

the Trade Halls at Bruges, Louvain, and Ghent, and the ' Boucheries ' of

Bruges, Ghent, and Antwerp, proceeded to say that of the Guild Halls, the

most interesting was that belonging to the Boatmen's Guild at Ghent. It

was built in the first half of the 16th century, and its ornamental features and

tho quaint carvings on the walls show, to some extent, the influence of

Spain on the country at that period. The arms of Charles V. and those

of the guild are carved over the doorway. After referring to the Antwerp

Exchange—the original building burnt down about ten years ago—the

Tribunal of Justice at Bruges, and the Episcopal Palace at Liege, Mr.

Spiers turned to the domestic architecture of Belgium. In no other country

are the relics of bygone days found so close together or so little unaltered ;

and this is the more singular, because the country has not only been the

field of civil war, but the ' cockpit of Europe.' To the progress of civilisa

tion on the one hand, and of commercial projects on the other, we must

attribute tho ruthless destruction of all that is fine in Art ; and it is, per

haps, to the lack of the latter, as compared with bygone days, that we owe

tho preservation of the domestic buildings of Belgium. In the Middle Ages

she—then part of the Netherlands—took the lead in commerce ; her docks

and her halls teemed with merchandise, and her cities with large populations,

resulting in the construction of a number of buildings of vast size, which

at the present day are more than ample for her wants ; and just as we, till

within the last fifty years, had no need to build new churches or cathedrals,

so in Belgium they have no need of more accommodation than can be found

in their halls and residences, the solidly-built erections of their forefathers.

The grass in the streets of Ypres or Ghent, the half-fallen houses of

Mechlin, Antwerp, and Tournai, sad and mournful though they may appear

to the political economist—to the architect, to the artist, and the antiquary,

who picture their condition in bygone days, and who conjure up old

associations, these towns have a tenfold interest, and teach lessons not

easily to be forgotten. The earlier domestic residences of Belgium, as else

where, presented more or less the appearance of fortresses. In those days

it was literally necessary that 'every man's house should be his castle.'

They were built of stone, with towers, gateway, and small external windows.

There are remains of two of these houses at Ghent, and one—the Gravensteen

—with its two octagonal towers and fine gateway, forms a picturesque

group overlooking the market. The earliest bouses are found at Tournai.

They were built in rubble with stone dressings, and consist of long

walls, occasionally with gable ends pierced with windows, square-headed

and divided by a single column. In the thirteenth century, painted win

dows with mullions and tracery appear, and the houses have as many

as threo and four floors. The gable ends are remarkable features, being

flanked with circular or octagonal turrets. The ground floor is sometimes

raised, and then the basement, with a row of pillars to cover tho vault, be

comes more important. The most interesting series of buildings are those

found for the most part in the north of Belgium, and more especially in

Bruges, built wholly or in part with brick ; they date from the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries. Many of them have received a complete coat of white

wash, which hides their material and the pretty effect which the red brick,

with dressings of blue stones, must have produced. One of the earliest of

these brick buildings is on the Grand Place at Bruges, and is similar in

style to those found in the north of Germany. The windows generally of

these houses are inclosed between piers which run from the top to the

bottom of the building without a break or horizontal line, so that the floors

are only indicated by the heads of the windows. These are square-headed,

the space between the window head of one floor and the cill of the window of

the next being decorated with black tracery. The building above-mentioned

at Bruges has a flat roof, but generally all the houses have gable ends, and

these are stepped. Though disagreeable at the first view, the eye soon becomes

accustomed to these steps, and then they form the most picturesque sky

line. At Louvain there is a faijado which is decorated with the mullions

and tracery of a large church window, the real window being cut out be

tween the mullions. Two of the richest houses in Belgium are to be seen

at Mechlin. They are built in stone, and the upper storeys advance slightly

over those beneath. Towards the end of the 16th century the detail of tho

Renaissance began to creep in and influence the domestic architecture, and

the vertical lines which abounded in the prevalent public buildings are

supplanted by horizontal mouldings marking the several floors ; the windows

are always square-headed (which is the real and proper form for a domestic

building, whether it bo Gothic or Renaissance), and are divided by mullions

and transoms. The lower portion of these houses is very simple, the deco

ration, if there is any, being confined to the head of the doorway. The in

genuity of the Renaissance architects seems to have centred itself in the

gable ends, which, though generally bad in taste, by the constant variety

and change in form and silhouette, give an aspect of picturesqueness of

skyline not obtained by the somewhat monotonous stepped gable. The

houses themselves are imposing from their immense height. At Brussels,

on the Grand Place, are a number of these houses, in the design of which

more freedom has been displayed than elsewhere, to the detriment of goo I

architectural effect. At Antwerp, where the style is more severe, the result
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is far better, and Mr. Spier3 knows no more delightful town about which to

roam, the streets between the Town Hall and the river being lined with

houses 200 to 300 years old. He wished to draw especial attention to the

shop-fronts, which were in every way applicable to the requirements of

the present day ; and he thought n hint also was to be taken from tho

manner in which they support tho heads of their windows by an iron bar

running across into the sides of the windows, an apparent support being

given by two brackets, one on each side. There still remain at Ghent

and Antwerp some wooden houses covered, as the case may be, with

wooden laths or slate, where the floors project one over the other. The

ground floors are generally of Btone, with large windows, and the gable

ends are sometimes elaborately carved. Mr. Spiers wished he could speak

of the development of modern architecture in Belgium with the same praise

that he did of the old work, or in fact with any praise at all. There are

some new works—large churches—in course oferection, and fine public build

ings ; but with the exception of a new bank at Brussels, which is evidently

tho work of the modern French school, there is nothing which calls for one's

attention ; and this is the more singular, because in his (Mr. Spiers' s) opinion

Belgium holds the highest rank in the sister arts of painting and sculpture

in Europe. The pictures of Gallait representing the feeling of the classical

on the one hand, and those of Leys the feeling of the Gothic on the other,

both took us quite by surprise in the Great International Exhibition of 1 862.

He visited the Triennial Exhibition held last year at Ghent, and was as

tonished at the immense resource of talent possessed by the Belgian painters

and sculptors, while the architectural drawings were, without exception, the

vilest he had over seen—which is saying a great deal. (Laughter.) The only

way in which he could account for it was that there is no academy or school

of architecture in Belgium, so that architects are obliged to pick up their

knowledge in the best way they can, as in England: there being, however,

this difference, that the students do not seem to be imbued with those true

principles of taste based upon a knowledge of good examples and of thorough

artistic construction which in Englund oozes forth here and there, and which

has, notwithstanding many drawbacks, resulted in the production of many

buildings of which all Englishmen have reason to be proud. (Loud and

prolonged applause.)

The Chairman trusted that, although Mr. Spiers's paper had been ex

haustive, some remarks upon it would fall from those present. The

subject was one deserving attention and the most careful study.

Mr. Potter was sure that all concurred with Mr. Spiers's views, and he

would move a vote of thanks to that gentleman for his interesting paper,

and for the vast number of drawings and illustrations which accompanied it.

Mr. Spiers certainly had alluded to stained glass and ornamental iron

work, but he thought that an evening could be very well devoted to each

of these two subjects. Even if the ghost of Quinlin Matsys could appear,

he thought the apparition would be satisfied, for being left out in the cold,

with the apology that nothing more could be squeezed into an hour's

lecture. He had therefore much pleasure in moving a vote of thanks to

Mr. Spiers for his very interesting and able paper.

Mr. Aldridge had much pleasure in seconding the motion.

Messrs. Birch and Perky having also spoken, the Chairman put the

motion, which was carried unanimously,

f. Mr. Spiers having responded, the meeting separated.

N.B.— We are again compelled to postpone the reports of several other

meetings till next week.

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

By a London Architect.

Sir,—As a London Architect, conscious that the moot question of

1 Building Contracts' vitally affects the status of architects, if not their very

raison d'etre in the community, I sincerely trust the question raised in your

columns by ' A London Contractor ' and taken up by ' A London Engineer '

will be exhaustively dealt with. With this question are inseparably con

nected the questions of architectural education, architectural competitions

and architectural remuneration ; and this being so, I am not a little sur

prised at tho reticenco of architects on a subject that contractors and

building surveyors have said so much about. ' A London Contractor ' is

evidently very capable of writing well and courteously on this topic ; and

although I disagree with his views, I hardly sympathize with the tone of

witand banter with which ' ALondon Engineer' has roceived thorn. They seem

to myself to have been very temperately stated. I am, of course, far from

asserting that the existing system is immaculate: contractors have, I daresay,

much to complain of. They have, especially the country contractors, complained

pretty strongly of lato, for building is not what itusedtobe. linaygo further,

and say its operations are hardly as respectable as they were thirty or forty

years ago ; and, as a builder's calling is a noble one, and there are men of

integrity who wish to honestly and usefully follow it, it is only natural

there should be an outcry raised against its existing anomalies. Let us

look back some forty years. The system of contracting for a ' lump ' sum

is, we know, a very old one ; but up to that time it was by no means so

prevalent in this country as it is now. In both London and the provinces

the system of contracting by schedule and ultimate admeasurement of the

work done was very common indeed. A builder in those days always

knew that, however exacting might be the demands of the architect as to

quality of work, or however fanciful his employer, he was sure, ere the

settling up of the accounts, to receive the value of his work and material,

or at least to have a voice in their assessment. In those days, every

architoct in the provinces was a building-surveyor, as were many archi

tects in the metropolis, and the architect was tho sole assessor. A London

architect pur et simple would, in those days, certify instalments from

time to time, leaving the question of ultimate value in the bands

of a surveyor (often a provincial one), nominated by himself and

his client on one side, and by the builder on the other. It was

a very defective system, for the architect took very little interest in the

operation, thereby grievously neglecting the interests of his client. The sur

veyors and builders had it all their own way ; the client used to get the worst

of it, and the system came deservedly into disrepute and discontinuance. It

was bad—I wish I could say that the present London system is much better.

Wo have now in exchange for it the system of 'lump' contracts ; with

this difference that, while forty years ago the town and provincial customs

wero nearly identical, they are in 1869 wholly dissimilar. In the provinces

still, nearly every architect is more or less of a building surveyor, capable,

and in the habit of, estimating and measuring up the works he designs.

Exceptions there are to the rule ; but the provincial rule is that the bills

of quantities and the admeasurements of extras and omissions are prepared

in the architect's office. The provincial architect does indeed consult with

the builder, and usually hears all he has to allege before final decision ;

but, having so done, he makes up the accounts, and settles them in his own

way. H he happen to bo an ignorant, inexperienced, or unjust man, the

contractor suffers by these bad qualities, and provincial builders are loud

in their protest against his irresponsible exercise of power.

In London the custom is wholly different. To understand the difference

one must take a glance at the influence of the Institute of British Archi

tects, to which learned corporation every respectable London architect is

supposed to belong. The influence of the Institute has been to discourage

amongst architects the practice of estimating and measuring artificers'

works. By a by-law of the Institute no Fellow (that is to say, no member

of the senior class) is permitted to estimate or measure up any artificers'

works but such as relate to his own buildings. I am old enough to remem

ber the earnest protest against this by-law uttered by one of the most

munificent benefactors of the Institute—the late Sir John Soano; and I

have lived long enough to see the evil consequences of that by-law. It was

established with the very excellent motive of inducing architects to devote

more attention to the Fine Art they professed, the practice of which was at

the time in danger of being absorbed in the squaring and abstracting of

measured dimensions ; and so fur it has been useful in its day. But, un

fortunately, it has tended to diminish our power, as well as our practice, of

measuring and estimating works ; and in the case of very modern practi

tioners it has resulted in the utter annihilation of both practice and power.

There are now many London architects who know nothing of measuring and

valuing artificers' work. I think ' A London Contractor ' could very well

explain that this is a very serious evil in the building trade—a huge

annoyanco to contractors themselves. Nor is that the only evil of

the by-law (or rather the abuse of it) : it operates most prejudicially

against the interests of our clients ; and deprives us all of not merely

an accomplishment very necessary to the efficient service of our

employers, but of a good and regular source of honourable in

come. ' In my early days,' said Sir John Soano, ' I used to estimate,

measure, and value considerably for Messrs. Holland, the builders. I

found the practice very conducive to my acquisition of practical knowledge,

and believe it affords an honourable source of employment to young archi

tects, an excellent, school for future professional practice.' This was at

least tho purport of Sir John Soane's words : their exact text will, I doubt

not, be found in tho Archives of the Institute—too late, I fear; for the

more Sir John protested, the more the Council wouldn't listen to him ; and

wo see the consequence—young architects, with only half their year em

ployed, obliged to send their own work—their own bread—out of the office,

obliged to call in an independent building surveyor or quantity taker,

whose ' reduced rods, cubic yards and feet,' with all the rest of it, they have

no other resource but to take unchallenged ; so that, as far as the I^ondon

custom is concerned, the contractors and surveyors (small blame to them)

have everything again in their own hands ; as our Gallios of tho Institute

care ' for none of these things : ' that is to say, with poor Mantaliui, 'tho dim'd

total 1 of pounds, shillings and pence. Our clients do, it seems, care about

them. They are beginning (witness the Sick Asylum competitions) to take the

law—the law which we should, but don't, administer—into their own hands ;

and, as might bo expected, with very little discretion, and no benefit to any

one ; for what does the general public know of the mysteries of building?

My letter, already too long, bus barely half dealt with the subject raised

by ' A London Contractor.' It will bo seen that, though I admire the

manner of his communication, my sympathies are with the matter contained

in that of 'A London Engineer.' I see no great hardship to contractors

in an unskilled capnt ilist, and a contractor ' cunning of fence,' constituting

any respectable architect a little equity judge in his own office; especially

as iho contractor has always access to the works in progress, and access at

all times to tho ear of the architect, by himself, his clerks, or (where the

contract is large) his surveyor. The client is well-known to have no such

facilities, even if he had the technical skill to know when and how to use

them. His sole advocate, or rather guardiau, is tho architect, in whom he

confides, and ought to confide, to do justice between employer and con

tractor. It is no answer to allege that some architects are afflicted with

want of principle, want of knowledge, or ' infirmity of temper.' So much

the worse for them in the long run. Clients are expected to abide by the

arbitrament of their architects, and why should not contractors?

I feel sure that the client's case has not been half stated in this contro

versy. Contractors feel their own grievances ; but have, I think, been

somewhat oblivious of the interests of employers. It is the province of the

architects to see these are not forgotten. I think architects do forget

them ; forget their own interest and greatly endanger the welfare of the

building trade, when they shrink ns they do from taking their proper

position as sole referees between employers and builders, and maintaining

it with a high hand. Do we not always see a judge in a court of law refer

building disputes to an arbitrator ? What arbitrator, even though he be

a surveyor or an architect, can possibly know so much of a ease as the one
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who, from the cutting of the first sod to the applying the last coat of

varnish, has been nominated by both employer and contractor to adjudicate

between them ? His office is very properly a petty court of equity, which

of course a higher one can always supersede, though I think not always

improvo upon. A London Architect.

Br a London Contbactob.

Sib,—As the 'London Engineer' who writes on this subject in your last

number considers that ' nothing can bo fairer than that a builder should

have a voice in nominating the surveyor who is to take off the quantities of

any work for which he is to compete, and as he is also willing to agree in

an attempt being made by the Institute and the Builders' Society to frame

an improved set of 'general conditions,' I am more inclined to congratulate

myself on that which he approves than to grievo over that which ho con

demns.

The ' London Engineer' considers that I am asking for his sympathy

with ' only imaginary grievances ; ' and with reference to my assertion that

there is no power at common law, and but a doubtful one in equity, to

compel an architect to give a certificate without a special clause in the con

tract empowering, he asks, ' Could the architect be ignorant of possessing

this terrible power if he ever exercised it, or heard of any one who did?'

and remarks that ' any case that stands in this marvellous position cannot

do much harm to any one.' Now, in writing the articles which you have

inserted on this subject, I was careful to avoid all reference to personal cases,

and endeavoured to get these questions argued as points of abstract justice ;

but I was equally careful not to bring forward any grievance for remedy

which I did not know to have been the cause of suffering and loss either to

myself or some other member of the building trade. My only knowledge

of the law as applied to this question of tho issue of certificates is based on

the experience of a friend who was the victim of these very circumstances,

where thousands of pounds were involved, and to whom I must refer the

' London Engineer,' as to whether ' this marvellous position cannot do much

harm to any one.' I am afraid the ' Engineer' will think he has answered

this with his stock argument, applied in some form or other to every one of

the points referred to by me, namely, that tho evils complained of do not

' often happen ; ' but, in addition to pointing out that this belongs to the

' only a little one ' school of argument, I must urge upon him that if it

were a fact (which I do not admit), it would not justify the architects in

refusing to insert a clause protecting the builder from tho possible incon

veniences complained of ; nor could any honourable man decline to forego

the power of doing an injustice, but insist on still retaining

The right divine to govern wrong.

The ' Engineer ' laughs at the idoa of any builder requiring to know that it

is necessary to have a clauso in their contracts giving them power to sus

pend the works in the case of inability or refusal on the part of the employer

to pay what is due; but if he will have patience to listen, I should like to

tell him a tale, the moral of which is that, even where the usual custom of

payment by instalments is adopted, it may still bo necessary.

Once upon a time a young contractor, with only a moderate capital, was

fortunate enough (as he thought at the time) to obtain a contract for some

extensive works at a nobleman's country seat. Large additions to the con

tract were made, but as the nobleman fell ill during the progress of the

work, my young and inexperienced friend the contractor was content not to

worry his lordship for written orders, as he should have done under his

contract, but took the verbal orders of the architect My lord died, and his

heirs and executors refused to make any further payments, on the ground

that no written orders had been given, besides raising several other objec

tions. Having sought legal assistance, the contractor was advised by the

presont 'Mr. Justice Lush, then a member of the bar, that he had better

finish his contract before taking action. Accordingly, my young friend had,

at much inconvenience, to spend many thousands in completing the work

before he could reach ' the beginning of the end,' that end being a weari

some Chancery suit, followed by a still more wearisome reference, ending,

it is true, in his obtaining the greater part of his claim, but at a cost of

time, money, and anxiety which would have raised the case, even in the

opinion of a ' London Engineer,' beyond an ' imaginary grievance.'

I had said ' that all points in contracts having reference to legal ques

tions should be settled by the lawyers and not tho architects,' but the

' Engineer ' finds a difficulty in separating them. My meaning Was that the

lawyers should frame those portions which are now called the ' general

conditions,' and the architect the specification describing the works. I

confess I do not see how, under this arrangement, a lawyer (that bete noire

of the engineers) could ' meddle with ' the mixing of mortar, or revise

his plans.

I am afraid my remarks on the arbitration clauso were a sadly confused

performance. The ' Engineer' evidently can make neither head nor tail out

of them. He begins by converting my humble confession that I was in

such a minority, even with the members of my own trade, in seeing advan

tages in a lawyer as arbitrator, as to make it useless wasting your readers'

time, or my own, in fighting at such odds as ' nine-tenths of the builders

and nineteen-twentieths of the architects,' into a want of respect for ar

chitects and engineers. He further says ' I have never heard an important

case where the architect who designed or superintended the work was ap

pointed as arbitrator by a judge in chambers or out of chambers.' Nor 1 !

It is my belief that there is not a judge on the bench who would not decide

that such a course was contrary to the first principles of justice. But the

' unkindest cut of all ' is where the ' Engineer,' after doubting whether I

maintain that which I unreservedly deny, hesitating as to whether he

understands the 'remainder of the communication,' and only dimly fancying

that I object to the architect of the works deciding all questions, winds up

with the air of a person who has not listened to a word you have been

saying, by asking whether all architects do not desire this, and ' is there

anything wrong in doing so ? ' As I spent a whole column in explaining

that I thought there was, I clearly must not repeat what I said.

It is beside the question, no doubt, and I have already trespassed con

siderably on your space and good nature, but I should like to ask a ' London

Engineer ' why ho is so much tickled by my reference to the ' Platonic

Dialogues,' that he wings his parting shaft with a second reference to it. Of

course he is aware that the subject of keeping an architect to architecture,

and a lawyer to the law, is more than once used as an illustration in that

celebrated work, and will easily understand therefore how it came into my

head ; but can he have been under the misapprehension that I had read it

in the original? I assure him I am incapable of it. I only know the work

through Whewell's translation, and the ' Engineer ' will, I think, admit

that this book, though ' to the purpose,' contains only such ' easy things to

understand ' as to be within the comprehension even of

A London Contbactob.

LEGAL.

Court of Common Fleas, Dublin.—February 15.

(Before the Chief Justice and a Common Jury.)

This was nn action brought by Mr. James Seanlan, builder, against Mr. .1.

M. Craig, the proprietor of the ' Pembroke Drug Hall,' Upper Baggot Street.

Dublin, for the sum of 72/. 6*. 6rf., balance duo at foot of a building con

tract, and for 50/. claimed for loss incurred by reason of defendant's having

withheld tho specification and other documents, and for the neglect of the

defendant's architect in not supplying the necessary working drawings and

directions for carrying on the work.
The defence was that the sum of 69/. 7«. 6</. only was due, which sum

was kept back by defendant as penalties for the non-completion of the eon-

tract on tho day named in the agreement between the parties.

The facts of the case as given in evidence were—that plaintiff engaged

in April, 1868, to execute certain works for the sum of 225/., according to

the plans prepared by Mr. Win. Sterling, architect, the work to be finished

by June 3, 1868, under a penalty of 21. per day. The contract was signed

on April 21, and the works commenced on that day. The contract was

based on a bill of quantities, which was prepared by the architect, and no

working drawings were given at tho time. Plaintiff alleged that it was

arranged with the architect to meet on the day after the contract was signed,

to get tho working drawings, &c. Mr. Sterling, who was then surveyor to

the Pembroke Township, resigned his situation on April 23, and got a fort

night's leave of absence pending the appointment of his successor, and did

not give plaintiff tho instructions required, and could not be seen except

on a few occasions during the progress of the works. Some of the work

ing drawings were not given for ouo month after the date named for tho

completion of the work.
When tho works were finished, the architect and contractor met to settle

tho accounts ; it was then arranged to forego tho claim for penalties on

either side, and after giving credit for omitted works and allowing for extra

works, the sum of 72/. 6«. 6</., as alleged by plaintiff, was found to bedue, but

according to the architect's statement there was only 59/. 7i. 6d. due. The

defendant refused to pay either sum, and claimed the sum of 21. per day lor

every day the works were unfinished after June 3—the works were not

finished till July 11.
The Solicitor-General, in opening the ease on the part of the plaintiff,

said that in the absence of his learned friend, who was to have opened the

pleadings, he would briefly tel! the jury the nature of the case which they

had to try. Tho action nod been brought by Mr. Scanlau, his client, who

was a contractor for buildings, and whose reputation was well sustained in

that professional capacity, against the defendant, who was a druggist,

whose establishment was situated in Upper Baggot Street. The precise

facts of the case were as follows :—In April, 1868, Mr. Craig, the defendant,

had been anxious to effect alterations in a house in Upper Baggot Street.

Ho employed Mr. Sterling as his architect and Mr. Seanlan as contractor.

Engaged as the contractor, an agreement is entered into between all parties,

and that agreement he (the Solicitor-General) now produced. [Document

of agreement read.] The contract was for a sum of 225/., and the works

executed were admitted to have been properly done, even according to the

statement of the witnesses who might, perhaps would, bo produced on the

opposite side. He would, before going further, remind the jury that the

contract had been a contract accepted by tender ; and after the agreement

had been mode, Mr. Seanlan proceeded to execute tho works.

The point was tliis, the necessity to have ' working drawings,' and theso

working drawings ought to have been supplied by the architect engaged in

this transaction—a Mr. Sterling. Now Mr. Sterling is absent when those

drawings arc absolutely required. Absent in Belfast and various other

places ; and after the plaintiff had received various communications, tho

working drawings appeared. The character of the work would involve a

matter of great detail. The learned counsel then proceeded to particu

larise the various items set forth in the specification, and having done eo,

said that tho plaintiff would himself tell them that he could not carry out

the suggestions—in fact, the propositions of Mr. Craig—for the want of

the plans, which wore not forthcoming ; and towards the end of June, last

yeur, Mr. Seanlan said to the dofondant, ' I have sustained a great deal of

loss, my time has been occupied, and I have been idle instead of doing my

work. Now I give you warning that I hold you responsible for the loss I

have sustuinod.' Sterling comes back and says to the plaintiff, ' You had

better look sharp, you are bound to have the works done on the 3rd.' They

were completed on the 11th. Plaintiff then asked to have them taken up.

The answer again is—and that from defendant—'I cannot take up theso

works until Mr. Sterling comes ;,' Sterling only returns on August 7, when

he visits tho work, and after fully examining it, he sits down with

plaintiff and tells him that the amount of his claim is 72/. 6s. Gil.

The Chief-Justice—When was that?
The Solicitor-General—On August 7. And that is what we complain of

—the delay. Mr. Seanlan, having accepted this settlement, which was

made in one of the rooms in the premises in Baggot Street, Sterling left

the room, leaving Mr. Seanlan to await hi* return. Into another room ho
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-went, where defendant and his father-in-law (who, I believe, is the author

•of this litigation) were. Mr. Sterling comes back, and, with a long face

upon him, seeing that the matter was broken up, says, ' Mr. Craig's father-

in-law has come in, and refuses to pay the amount we have agreed on; he

then offers 40/., which my client refused ; subsequently 50/. was offered.

It was also refused, and what we are here now for is the sum of 72/. 6s. Gd. ;

and we also claim damages for the loss of time and the delay. The father-

in-law, as I have said, had to be consulted, and, in that consultation, the

reduction, such as you heard, was suggested. They say that, accord

ing to the contract price, you only did work to the amount of 203/., and

that wo gave you 1 50/. ; and as to the rest of the contract, you owe us for

forty-four days, at the rate of so much per diem, for the non-completion of

the works, a sum of 88/. That, gentlemen, is substantially the ease for

you. You will have to try whether plaintiff has executed those works ;

whether, having done so, he is entitled to his fair and legitimate demand

for the same, having due regard to the execution of the contract and the

instructions which he received, as will be proved to you in evidence. I will add

that I do not blame tho conduct of Mr. Sterling ; but at the same time I think

that it was rather hard that my client should be called upon to pay penalties,

and penalties at the rate of 21. a-day, for that which ho ought not in justice

to be made in even tho slightest degree liable.

After a largo number of witnesses had been examined,

The Chief Justice, addressing the jury, said: Gentlemen,—The whole

question in this matter—about which we have heard so much, and respecting

which wc havo wasted so much time—actually resolves itself into a very

narrow and limited compass. The question really is—What is the sum

duo—whether it is 72/. bs. 6d. or 59/. ? Now, taking the matter in its

fullest light, having regard to all the facts of the case—the witnesses upon

the one side, the evidence upon the other—it will bo for you, gentlemen, to

say whether you accept the evidence given for the plaintiff for his demand

for the 72/., or the evidence adduced for the defendant as regards the de

ductions.

The jury were then directed to retire, and after three minutes' delibera

tion, they returned into Court with a verdict for the plaintiff for the full

amount claimed, and 6d. costs.

Counsel for plaintiff, the Solicitor-General, Mr. Falkiner, Q.C., and Mr.

Thilip Keogh ; attorney, Mr. Thomas J. White. For defendant, Mr.

Carleton, Q.C., Mr. Monahan, Q.C., and Mr. E. M. Kelly ; attorney, Mr.

John Frazer.

Middlesex Sessions.—Feb. 12.

(Before the Assistaxt-Jidge.)

THE EXTENSIVE BBICX BOBBEHY.

Robert Manning and Thomas Crofts, the latter a contractor in a very

large way of business, were indicted for stealing and receiving 21 8,000 bricks,

value 400/., the property of William Henshaw.

Mr. Metcalf and Mr. Collins prosecuted ; the Hon. G. Denman, Q.C.

(specially retained), and Mr. F. H. Lewis defended the prisoner Crofts.

Manning was undefended.

The case excited great interest owing to the superior position of the pri

soner Crofts.

Crofts had several large contracts on hand for the erection of public

buildings, and through one of his workmen ho induced Manning, who

was employed as ' tally-man ' by the prosecutor, to sell him the enor

mous number of bricks mentioned at 4*. and St. a thousand, and for an

unlimited supply of drink. Evidence was given tracing the bricks from the

premises of the prosecntor to various parts of London, where Crofts had

contracts on hand, and as each brick bore a peculiar stamp, there was no

doubt about their identity.

The jury found both prisoners gnilty.

The Assistant-Judge, in passing sentence, said the jury had felt con

strained by the evidence to find a verdict of gnilty, and he thought that no

one else in court who had heard the evidence could have come to any other

conclusion. The prisoner Crofts was a very different person to those whom

they usually had the misfortune to see in the dock. He was a person sur

rounded by wealth, and made a deliberate arrangement with his own ser

vant to commit a robbery. He should sentence Crofts to five years' penal

servitude ; the other prisoner to eighteen months' imprisonment with hard

labour.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

New School at Leamside.—A new school at Leatnside, near Durham,

has lately been opened. The buildings are in the style of the thirteenth

century, and comprise a large school room, with ?lass room, porch with bell

cot over it, and the usual outofficcs. Accommodation is provided for nearly

eighty, at a total cost of 450/. The works have been carried out by Mr. R.

■Sanderson, from the designs and under tho superintendence of C. Hodgson

Fowler, M.RJ.B.A.

Restoration ofthe Transepts of Hexham Abbey.—Of thenoble Abbey

Church of Hexham, the choir and transepts alone remain, the magnificent

nave, cloisters, and chapter houso having been almost completely destroyed.

The choir was restored, and the east end rebuilt some few years ago, consider

able damage unfortunately being done by injudicious alterations in rebuild

ing. Tho works now undertaken embrace the thorough restoration of tho

transepts, the removal of the Italian doorway inserted in the north transept,

and the restoration of the thirteenth century vestibule of the destroyed

chapter house, to serve as the new entrance. The great western arch

of the central tower is to have its filling-in rebuilt on its western face,

so as to open the arch to the church. The various works are to be at once

begun, and will be carried ont from tho plans and under the able direction

of R. J. Johnson, Esq., F.R.I.B.A., Architect, of Newcastle, whose name

will bo a guarantee that the work will be carried ont in a thoroughly con

servative and artistic manner.

St. Margaret's Church, Durham.—The chancel of this ancient Nor

man church has just been refitted, under the direction of C. Hodgson

Fowler, Esq., architect to the Dean and Chapter of Durham, who were

large contributors to the restoration. The works just completed comprise

the removal of the plaster ceiling, and the opening out of a good 17th century

oak roof, new pavement of stone and tile, oak choir seats, and new altar vest

ments. A three-light window, in the style of the local 15th century work, has

also recently been placed in the east wall of the south aisle, and has been

filled with extremely fine glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell.

Re-opening of Sherburn Hospital Chapel.—The chapel of this

ancient foundation was restored some years ago by the late Mr. Austin,

but was burnt down in the beginning of 1865. It lias now been rebuilt

and improved, under tho direction of Mr. R. J. Johnson, architect, of New

castle.

A new Congregational church has been opened at Xcther Kellet,

Lancaster. It is Gothic in style, stands about 30 yards from the road, aud

is closely contiguous to the school-room. The dimensions of the building

are 43 feet by 27 feet, and accommodation is provided for seating 200 per

sons comfortably. The building is of frecstono, clean chiselled and filled

in with six-inch coursings. In tho centre, fronting tho road, there is a

bell-tower, terminating in a spire, built, we believe, to meet the wishes of

some of the inhabitants, who have a prejudice in favour of being called to

church by a bell. The entrance is by a porch at the north end, and on the

south side is the vestry. Tho interior fittings are neat and simple in

arrangement, the seats being open and of stained wood. The desk is at tho

south end, and is a plain, unpretending structure. The architect was Mr.

John Thompson, of Lancaster.

The Lord Bishop of the diocese, the Due d'Aumale, and Miss Porter

of Birlingham, have each given the munificent donation of 500/. towards

rebuilding the parish church of Bishampton, and Mr. Prccdy, of London,

has been engaged as the architect.

Munificent Gift to the Town of Bolton.—On Saturday, Dr. Chad-

wick, of Southport, presented to the town of Bolton, where he formorly prac

tised, 5,000/. towards the erection of modern dwellings for the poor, and an

orphan asylum. Only twelve months ago Dr. Chadwick made a bequest to

the town of 17,000/. for the same object, so that the total amount of his

gifts is now 22,000/. Plans have been passed for the erection of two blocks

of dwellings, in the Italian style of architecture, nono of which will contain

less than three -bedrooms, while the end houses of each block will bo carried

up an additional storey.

Early in May the foundation stone of tho Smithfield Martyrs' Memorial

Church is to be laid, half of tho required money having been subscribed.

It is to be erected in the St. John Street Road, upon the site purchased for

a new district church in Clerkenwell, adjoining Smithfield ; to take 8,000

of tho 25,000 of the population of the parish of St. James's. The Council

of the Bishop of London's Fund havo granted 1,000/. It is to contain

special memorials of all tho martyrs burned at Smithfield during the reigns

of Henry VIII. and Mary, and will have a very noble memorial tower.

The New Church of St. John the Evangelist, in the parish of St.

George"s-in-the-East, was consecrated on the 1 2th instant. The building is

of the decorative Gothic style, from the designs of Messrs. F. and H. Francis.

It will afford sittings for 750. Tho cost, without extras, was 3,500/.

Memorial Churoh at Oxford to Archbishop Longley.—It is pro

posed to erect, within a few paces of Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, a church

which shall be worthy to be a memorial to the late Archbishop, and an

ornament to the University of which he was so distinguished a member.

Accommodation will be provided for at least 1,000 persons. Probable cost

15,000/. to 20,000/. Archbishop Tait, his successor, and tho Bishop of

Oxford, have both promised their support.

The Restoration of St. David's Church, Morthyr Tydfil, is expected

to be completed in the Spring.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUR

SPECIAL COKBBSPONDEMTS AND OT

Mr. E. B. Bobson, tho Architect and Surveyor to the Corporation of

Liverpool, has resigned his appointment. Mr. Robson was appointed

in 1864, his predecessor, Mr. Weightman, being retained as Consulting

Surveyor for twelve months afterwards. Mr. Robson's principal architec

tural works during his term of office have been the completion of the exten-

sivo municipal offices in Dale Street, commenced before his appointment,

the works at the Stanley and Newsham Parks, the erection of two new

Bridewells, large additions to the Borough Gaol, the north Haymarket, tho

Judges' Lodgings, and other public buildings. In addition to these works

he has planned and carried out extensive street improvements in Liverpool,

and had charge of the immense purchases of property connected therewith,

and of the large landed estato of the Corporation. He also prepared designs

for a Fine Art Gallery, and for the rebuilding of St. Anne's Church, which

are not yet commenced. Mr. Robson was formerly the architect to the Dean

and Chapter of Durham. We believe that Mr. Robson intends practising

his profession in Liverpool. The salary of the appointment thus rendered

vacant has been for some years 1,000/. per annum, clear of all office

expenses.

Marble Statue of D. Sassoon, by T. Woolner.

A sculptormust be a bold man to bring his offspring into the presence of

the marble children of the mighty Florentine master. The gigantic David

of Michael Angelo, even when only shadowed in plaster, looks down, as if

in half unconscious contempt, on a modem intruder. But it is in the pre

sence not only of the copies, but of some of the actual work of the unrivalled

compeller of marble, that we are invited to look at a statue of to-day.

\
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Mr. Woollier, wo feel sure, did not think of this when he sent, his recent

marble statue of David Sassoon to be exhibited at the South Kensington

Museum. In such company, and under the ever-shifting light shed

down from the glass overhead, it is impossible to form a fair estimate of

the merit of the work. We see the glistening white of the new cut marble,

fresh and dazzling among the more subdued tints of the surrounding objects ;

but the figure stands too high on its pedestal to be seen close, and fades

into one among many of the clustering ornaments of a fairy-like palace of

art, when seen from a distance. At every hour of the day the shadows

of the figure alter ; so that no judge of sculpture can form an opinion as

to what would appear to be its actual merit if seen alone, against a back

ground of crimson cloth, and under a proper light. The face appears, so

far as one can see it, to be characteristic and well cut. There is a certain

degree of dignity in tho drapery. There are marks of want of finish,

especially in the hands : and the white surface of the marble is cruelly

veined with blue. The statue claims attention, and we think that, if

judiciously placed and properly illuminated, it would claim admiration.

But it is rarely the ease that a statue is to be seen in this country under

circumstances such as can be approved by a sculptor.—Bhas db Feb.

The Architectural Museum.

The Council of the Architectural Museum appointed on the 15th instant

Mr. Joseph H. Wallis curator of the Museum. The new building for the

Museum being now practically completed, the work of removal from South

Kensington will commence at once, and the Council confidently hope to be

able to announce the re-opening of the Museum in its new and permanent

home for an early day.

It deserves to be generally known that the intention of the Museum is

to arrange for the instruction of carvers and other classes of art-workmen

and students in drawing and modelling of natural forms and architectural

ornament. The newly-appointed curator will have the conduct of this in

struction, and the testimonials which led the Council to appoint him give,

it is understood, the best guarantees for the efficient conduct of this work,

the value and importance of which can perhaps hardly be overrated.

The classes will not, it is understood, form part of the South Kensington

system, or be affiliated to that Institution in the first instance, the Council

having very wisely judged it best to begin entirely unfettered by any

Government control or Government assistance. For our part we hail this

decision as a step in the right direction. The Museum has so long been

eclipsed and threatened with total absorption by its great rival, that we

welcome its reappearance almost like an emancipation. That there still is

an Architectural Museum, and that it has a home of its own built for it, is

mainly due to the indefatigable exertions and dauntless energy of its

Honorary Secretary, who has laboured in this .cause to an extent of which

very few have any idea.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

The Directors of the Bibliotheque Imperiale of Paris have taken a step

which has given rise to considerable discussion. The establishment

possesses a large number of antique monuments, with bas reliefs and in

scriptions, which could not be exhibited for want of space. Tho Parisians

were surprised the other day by seeing what looked not unlike a quantity

of funereal monuments in the garden of the establishment, on the side of

the Hue Vivienne. It is objected that the effect of the atmosphere will

soon dispose of the inscriptions and sculpture, and that the garden now

looks like a graveyard. The latter objection is puerile, while the former

may or may not have any force in it, according to the nature of the mate

rial. The directors of the ' Ecole des Beaux Arts ' have also converted a fine

paved court into a museum of casts ; but in this case a glass roof has been

thrown over what was lately open to tho sky, and thus a most valuable gal

lery of ancient sculpture has been formed.

The sale of the Delcssert Gallery is announced to take place at the resi

dence of the deceased, 172 Rue Montmartre, Paris, on March 15 and fol

lowing days ; the sale will last four days at least, there being no less than

350 pictures to be disposed of. The sale catalogueis not yet ready, but while

awaiting it we may say that the Flemish school is the best represented, there

being amongst others very fine examples of Teniers, Jean Steen, Hobbema,

and G. Van de Vclde ; but the gem of the collection is the small Holy

Family of Raphael, known as the ' Sainto Famille de la Maison d'Orleans,'

which will certainly give rise to warm competition.

The Emperor's Prize.

As most of our readers are probably aware, this prize was instituted a

few years ago by the Emperor of the French, and is awarded once every

five years. It is a money prize, the amount being 100,000 francs, and is

given to the artist who within the period of five years has produced the

greatest and most important work. In the present year this prize again

becomes due, and as the time approaches for the award to be made, many

are the speculations and surmises as to who will be the fortunate recipient.

Four gentlemen are supposed to havo good chances, these chances varying

of course according to the individual tastes of their friends and backers.

They are :—

Mr. Charles Garnier, for the new Opera.

„ Viollet-le-Duc, for the ' Chateau Pierrefonds ' and for his ' Diction-

naire.'

„ Due, for his additions to the Palais de Justice.

„ Meissonnier (miniature painter), for his last pictures.

The first of these gentlemen has perhaps the least apparent chance of the

four ; in the first place the Opera has been an immense time building, and

secondly there are those who have already plenty of real or imaginary

faults to find before it is finished. Then there is M. Viollet-le-Due,

the value of whose archaeological works is acknowledged even by those who

are not altogether of his way of thinking. His restoration of the Chateau

of Pierrefonds, near Compiegne, has been recently completed for the Em

peror, and those who think that he followed rather than led his Imperial

master in matters artistic, will tell you that M. le Due's chanco is all the

greater, because in honouring the servant the master honours himself. The

architect of the Palais dc Justice. M. Due, is no courtier, and the handsome

facades next the river are as yet invisible, inasmuch as the wretched houses

in which many of the executive authorities of Paris are at present tempo

rarily housed, arc not yet demolished. Not until these havo been swept

away will M. Due's creation be seen to advantage—wo had almost written be

seen at all—from tho Pont Neuf. Perhaps the greatest favourite of the four

is M. Meissonnier, for the popularity of a painter to that of an architect of

equal talent is as five to one, if not ten to one. Meissonnier is the greatest

of French artists since Ingres, though this is not saying much in these days

of Imperial materialism. Meanwhile all four are secretly not without hope.

Notts verrons.

Artistic and Archaeological Exhibition at Chartres.

The Archseological Society of the department ofthe Eure-et-Loir announces

an international exhibition of the Beaux Arts of all kinds, and an exhibition

of ancient works of art and curiosities, including sculpture, painting, tapestry,

furniture, arms and armour, china and earthenware, books, &c, either the

production of the department, or of interest in connection with its history or

archaeology. In order to induce collectors to contribute to the archseological

portion of the exhibition, the committee offers to defray the costs of packing,

unpacking, and transport, if so desired ; and the members of the committee

propose, to act in turn ns guardians during the night as well as the day,

together with the staff of tho exhibition, over the treasures entrusted to

them. All declarations are to be made before tho end of the present month

of February, addressed to M. Merlet, Secretary of the Committee, Chartres.

Works are to be sent in between April 1 and 15, and the exhibition is to be

opened on May 1, and remain open about a month. Prices may be sent in

with a view to the sale of works of art, and there will be a lottery or

ganised by the committee, and a number of prizes awarded to artists. The

exhibition of modern art includes architectural works' and engravings.

This is not the first instance of an archaeological exhibition being held at

Chartres. The same society organised one in the year 1838, and achieved

great success; the plan of the present one is, however, much more exten

sive than the former. The time selected for theso exhibitions is that of tho

great agricultural exhibition of the department, which will draw a very

large concourse of people. Architects who have not yet seen the Cathedral

of Chartres will havo additional reason for paying a visit on the occasion.

India.

Engineering.—Since tho beginning of October last a uniform rate of

charge for telegraph messages has been fixed for the whole of India, viz.,

one rupee for ten words. In the first month of tho new rate there was a

loss amounting to 8,000 rupees ; but in November, when the public had

become aware of the boon, there was a gain of 3,500 rupees on paying

messages.

A trial was recently made at Ballygunge with one of Norton's tube wells,

but without any notable success, tho wot and sandy soil having choked the

holes through which the water is pumped up. In the Madras Presidency,

however, these pumps appear to have been attended with better success ;

several experiments have been made with them at Madras, Bangalore, and

elsewhere ; and now they are being sent into tho Godavcry district, which

is suffering from want of water.

Orders for the commencement of the great irrigation works in Behar have

been issued by the Government of India.

A commission has been appointed at Bombay to enquire into and report

upon the different schemes for draining Bombay.

An English company, says the Friend of India, has received a con

cession from the Persian Government, conveying to them the sole

right of making railways in Persia for the next twenty years. A con

tractor has already left to commence at once the construction of a short

line from Teheran to Roy, a fashionable suburb, where the wealthy Persians

combine pleasure and devotion. Between that place and the capital a

weekly passenger traffic of forty thousand souls is expected. The lino is

to be completed for less than 100,000/., and will, it is estimated, yield a

good dividend, exclusivo of an 8 per cent, guarantee. We may next expect

to hear of an undertaking to connect Teheran with Bussorah or some point

on the route to Mecca. It is impossible that the enormous pilgrim and

commercial traffic in that direction can be long overlooked.

Mr. Lee Smith, Chief Engineer of the Lahore and Peshawur Railway,

has been telegraphed to, to remain two months longer in Eagland to arrange

for the ironwork of the bridges over the Ravee, Chenab, and Jheelum. It.

is stated that on this lino the low-rates system is to bo carried out, in which

case it will take nearly a generation to complete the line.

The works at Khadakooshla, for the supply of Poona with water, havo

been vigorously commenced, and wiU be carried out under the direction of

Lieutenant Bucke, R.E.

Architecture.—Tho following is'tho Latin inscription on the foundation-

stone of the new Bombay University, which was laid by Sir Seymour Fitz

gerald on December 29 last :—

; Eunc Lapidem Primum jEdinciorum Uiiivereitatis
Bombaicnsis

Posuit vir Honoratissimus Gulielimis Robertas
Seymour Vesey Fitzgerald,

Ordinia Pneclarisaimi Stella; Indicas Kqnes Amplissinius,
E Secretia Regime ConsiliiB,

rnefectm-ic Bombaiensis Gnbemator,
Univcrstt&tis Cancellariua.

Anno Triccssimo Secnndo Victoria?,
Britanniarum Regions

Et Imperatricis Rogionum Indicarum

A.D. MDCCCLXIX.

The main building of the new Municipal Markot on the Esplanade at

Bombay is milking rapid progress. Tho corner portion of tho building,

the upper part of which it is intended shall be used as municipal offices, is

rapidly approaching completion. One of the ornamental marble sculptures

has lately been placed in position over the centre doorway. This work of

art is one of the largest which has hitherto been attempted in Western

India, and has been carried out by Mr. Kipling, of the School of Arts.

The subject is an allegorical representation of the progress of agriculture.
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A large portion of the ironwork for the market has arrived from England,

and has been partly erected.

The plans for the new Telegraph office at Calcutta have been completed

and approved by the Director-General. They bad then to be submitted to

the Lieutenant-Governor. The building will be erected at the south-east

comer of Dalhousie Square, at a cost of 5 lakhs.

About four years ago Mr. Sorabjee Jamsetjce Jejeebhoy, during his

travels in Guzerat, contributed the munificent sum of Hs. 35,000 for the

erection of a building for the High School at Surat. This sum being

inadequate for the purpose, a similar amount has been offered by the

Government for the completion of the building.

The new Scotch church at Kurracheo, named ' St. Andrew's Presbyterian

Church,' was formally opened for divine service on Saturday evening,

January 2.

The Tanna Jail in Bombay is to be rebuilt at a cost of 2,75,000

rupees. The old buildings were of a worthless character, and are unfit

for use as a prison. As reconstructed, the buildings will accommodate

055 prisoners, and afford a fair proportion of hospital accommodation

besides. Of the 655 prisoners, 572 will be confined in sections, 73 on the

separate system, and 10 on the solitary system. The new Tanna Jail is to

be considered an instalment of a general scheme proposed by the Bombay

Government for increasing the amount and improving the character of the

jail accommodation of that Presidency.

The Sanitary Commissioner of Madras, at a recent visit of inspection to

Kainptee, condemned the whole of the barracks for European troops at that

station—those in process of construction as well as those already built, and

lias suggested that new ones should be erected on the rising ground on the

site of the present racecourse.

A French Theatre was opened at Cairo on January 4. The building

was only commenced on October 15 of last year. It was therefore erected

in less than three months !

The Architects of Berlin are at present engaged in considering the

best means of effectually protecting their designs against unauthorised

reproduction, whether by actual execution or by lithography, wood-cuts,

&c. It is intended to name a small commission to inquire into the matter,

and to prepare a petition containing the results thus obtained, and request

ing tho 'Bund' to add the item of architectural designs to the list of such

mental productions as are now protected by the Prussian Copyright

Law.

The statue of an Amazon was, within the last few months, discovered

in the Vincolo di San Nicola di Tolentino, at Rome, and passed into the

possession of the Cuvaliero Ugo. It is about 8 feet high, of Pentelic

marble, and but very little damaged, principally at the hands and feet.

The attitude somewhat resembles those of the Amazons in the Vatican and

Cupitoline (Museums, but is considered far above either in artistic value.

The statue has now been purchased by Dr. Helbig, on behalf of the Prussian

Government, for the sum of 16,500 francs, and is on its way to the Museum

at Berlin.

Palestine Exploration Fund—The Foundation of the Temple.

Lieutenant Warren's last letters from Jerusalem give an account of the

results up to the present of a shaft sunk at the south-east angle of the

Haram Area. The rock nt this point is reached about 70 feet below the

present surface of the ground. The slope is very considerable at this

point. The jock is soft and decayed. The corner-stone is let into it about

2 feet, and is about 4 feet high. On the second stone three letters in red paint

were found. The stones are all described as in the most excellent preserva

tion—as perfect as if they had been cut yesterday. A marginal draft was

observed along the top of each, exactly like that in the perfect specimens

found abo»o ground, except in the stones of the fourth course, where the

draft was different from that in any of the others. The marginal drafts,

and about 2 inches round tho projecting surface, have been picked over with un

right-toothed chisel, about eight teeth to the inch . Within this a point or single-

minted chisel has been used. The letters are in red paint, apparently put in

with a brush. The larger letters ore 5 inches high. The colour of tho paint

appears to be vermilion ; it easily rubs off on being touched with a wet

ringer. Splashes of it, as if from a brush, are lying about. Close to the angle

(3 feet to the east) a hole was found scooped out of the rock, about a foot

across and a foot deep. Standing in this hole is a small earthenware jar.

Further to the north, and still close to the wall, the rock was found to be

cut away in the form of a semicircle or horse-shoe, 2 feet wide, and about

2 feet 8 inches deep. Lieut. Warren suggests that the horse-shoe hole was

for the purpose of allowing the tackle to work when lowering the corner

stone into its bed. Pottery, broken into very small fragments, and a long

rusty iron nail were found, but no tools. On driving a gallery along the

second course to north, it was found that the first stone is 10 feet 6 inches

long, and the second only 4 feet 9 inches. On the second is a deeply-

engraved mark like the Greek H, and on the stone many ' flourishes ' with

red paint ; there is also a mark in black paint. Two more characters in

red paint have been found on the fourth and fifth course. All these

characters and letters have been sketched and sent home. They have been

referred to the British Museum for examination. Lieut. Warren conjectures

that they may be only mason's marks.

Curious Composition.

The well-known painter Kaulbach is said to be at work on a ' Dance of

Death,' the first sheet of which represents the Empress Marie Louise, with

the little King of Rome on her knees, and receiving the homage of the

German princes. At the head of the latter personages is Death, in tho

costume of the Pope's Nuncio, about to crown the young king with n

wreath composed of bones, whilo the sovereigns flourish their coronets in

the air, with triumphant huzzas. In order that the Devil may not be

wanting, says the report, Talleyrand stands behind the figure of Death !

The second sheet is said to be a charming representation of the famous

lUd of the TYouvere Walter de Vogelweide : ' Sous les Tilleuls.'

(JpnpraL

Floods in the Thames.

The present state of the valley of tho Thames reflects little credit on our

civilisation or skill in dealing with natural phenomena. The late heavy

rains have sent down large quantities of water from the upland districts,

which have swollen tho already overcharged river till it has overflowed its

banks in all directions. The country is under water for miles and miles,

and one can now travel over or through tho hedges and farm gates by row

ing or punting. If this were an exceptional state of things we should havo

nothing to say, but this is not the case. These floods occur every year and

many times every year, and, as far as we know, no proposition is ever hinted

at to provide a remedy, at least by those in authority. Wo believe there

have been three of these floods this year ; certainly wo have seen two our

selves.

Meantime, it is to be remembered that the wator, which, in the state of

flood, is doing all the farmers harm and stopping communication from place

to place, would be most useful if it were impounded and used during the

summer to supply the metropolis. The river in its attenuated summer flow

is every year more and more inadequate to tho supply of this great, ever

growing city ; and propositions ore made to bring water from the Severn

or the English lakes to supply London, while we have more water than we

know what to do with within a few miles of Charing Cross.

Be this as it may, however, we are sure that something ought to be done

to curb the power of Father Thames, cither by impounding the floods or

by improving the outlets. The present state of the country from Hampton to

Oxford is simply discreditable to our common sense. It is not a slur on

our engineers, as none of them have, we believe, ever been called upon to

deal scientifically with the Thames valley.

The Guardians of the Strand Union and their New Workhouse.

—Our attention has been culled, says tho Daily News, to the recent pro

ceedings of this board in letting the contract for the erection of tho new

workhouse at Edmonton. It appears that the guardians invited, by adver

tisements in the public journals, tenders to be sent from plans and

quantities prepared and supplied by their own architect. Twenty-thrco

builders, for the most part of high standing in the trade, sent in tenders for

the works, the highest being by Messrs. Myers and Sons, at 52,865/., and

the lowest by Mr. Henry Hart, at 43,940/. Mr. Hart has recently built,

to the complete satisfaction of the authorities, the new workhouse for the

Stepney board of guardians ; also that for the West London Union, and

the new workhouse at Croydon. The guardians of the Strand Union, how

ever, rejected his tender, and accepted that of Mr. Howard, a local trades

man, at 45,800/.—a sum in excess of tho lowest amount of nearly 2,000/.

There were two other tenders lower than Mr. Howard's—viz., Messrs. Hill,

Keddell, and Waldron's, the contractors for the Holborn Viaduct, at 45,257/. ;

and Messrs. Cooper and Cullum's, at 44,745/.

The subject given this year for the competition for the Gold Medal at

the Royal Academy is a ' Theatre to accommodate 2.500 persons, and to

be situated in the centre of an open space.'

The report of the Millwall Freehold Land and Docks Company,

presented on the 8th of February, stated that the net profit for the half-year

(7,002/.) is equal to the amount of the very heavy interest, &c, on the

debentures which the company are liable to pay. In future the debenture

interest will be reduced under the arrangement with tho Credit Foncicr,

and the directors trust that in a short time the whole of the debentures will

be placed out at 5 per cent.

The Abbey Church.—A beautiful stained glass window by Mr. Hughe?,

of Frith Street, London (tho most effective of his works in the Abbey), has

been placed in the south aisle of tho above church. The window contains

five subjects, viz. :—' The Raising of the Widow's Son.' ' Our Lord ad

dressing the Nobleman, and telling him that his Son liveth,' ' Christ re

ceiving Little Children,' ' The Prayer in the Garden ond the Sleep of tho

Disciples,' and ' The Payment of Tribute Money.' At the top of the window

(which was exhibited at the Paris Exposition) are figures of angels bearing

banners, on which texts arc inscribed. We observe that the scaffolding in

the nave has been removed, and the beauty of the stone groining can now

be seen to advantage.

The excavation of the shaft for the subway from the Tower to South-

wark was commenced on Tuesday lust, on the property of tho Crown at

Tower Hill.

The word Theodolite is generally supposed to be derived from the

three Greek words, 8«'a», I sec, Ms, a way or road, and \l8os, a stone ; the

latter owing to the fact that tho first instruments of this kind wore placed, not

upon a moveable rest or stand as now, but upon a fixed and immovable basis,

generally a stone. Professor Dr. Heinzerling, of the University of Giessen,

now furnishes us with a fresh etymology, which originated with Professor

Weigand of tho same university. We are told the word is derived from the

Arabic, thus :—al-hadjat or al-hidjat signifies ' a straight course ' (from

hadaj, to lead upon tho right road), and was adopted as tho name of tho

instrument by tho French, who, however, called it Alhidade. This we

English corrupted into Alydrday, and subsequently, by transposition of

letters, into Athdida. The Athelida was the indisputed name until the

French took our two words as one, and called it Le Theodolite. Verily tho

Italian proverb applies here, ' H it isn't true, it's at all events well con

cocted ! '

Birkenhead and Liverpool Railways.—This important Bill, for which

Mr. John Fowler is the engincer-in-chief, came before the Examiner on

Standing Orders on Monday week. The case'lasted the whole day, and was

concluded on Tuesday. The Examiner decided that in sixtocn cases tho

Standing Orders have not been complied with, nnd will report the same to

the Standing Orders Committee. This Bill is for the construction of a

railway tunnel Under the river Mersey, with branch lines connecting tho

tunnel with the existing railways on both sides of the river. The estimated

cost is 900,000/.
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During the Recent Gale, the whole of the ornamental parapet on the

fouth side of the roof of tho chancel of St. Mary Redcliff yieldod to the

immense pressure of the wind, and the fall of the huge pieces of stone

fumed a crash which, in the stillness of the night, was heard for a con

siderable distance around. As early as practicable a number of men were

employed to remove the western and northern parapets, in order to avoid

further danger. Several pinnacles were blown down, but they fell on the

roof and were not materially damaged.

The value of hewn fir imported last year into the United Kingdom was

2,772,148/.,' viz., from Russia, 197,480/.; Sweden, 407,196/.; Norway,

209,858/.; Prussia, 801,447/.; United States, 161,089/.; British North

America, 1,279,810/.; other parts, 15,268/.

Last year, walnut wood—chiefly from Italy and British North America

—was imported into tho United Kingdom to the value of 28,441/. ; and

dye-woods, chiefly from Mexico, Curacoa, and Brazil, to the value of

15,798/.

A new bridge is to be erected over the river atFarnham, from the plans

of the local surveyor.

The Archbishop of Canterbury has written to Mr. Arthur Arnold

with reference to the request that several acres of tho grounds of Lambeth

Palace should be given up for the purpose of public recreation and sanitary

improvement, stating that the subject is still under consideration.

The committee appointed to consider the most suitable site for the

new buildings of the Airedale and Rotherham Colleges have issued their

report. In their opinion, ' Leeds is the most eligible centre in the West

Biding for the amalgamated college.'

Mr. E. G. Papworth has been entrusted with the important work of

executing a series of statues for the new Manchester Exchange, illustrating

the various arts, sciences, and manufactures, also emblematical figures of

the principal commercial cities of tho empire.

The Scotch Memorial to the Prince Consort at Edinburgh is, ac

cording to the Scotsman, advancing towards completion :—' The bronze

bas-reliefs, to form the panels of the pedestal, were finished a few months

since, together with the other portions of the artistic work. Of the groups

of figures to occupy the angles of the base, that by Mr. Brodie was

ready some time ago, and Mr. Clark Stanton has just given the finishing

touches to his commission. The equestrian statue of the Prince is assuming

form under the hands of Mr. Steell, and a corner group by that gentleman

is also well advanced. The late Mr. George Macallam had been entrusted

with the fourth group, which is now in the hnnds of his successor in busi

ness, Mr. Stevenson. Mr. Stanton's group is yet in the clay, but in a short

time it will be reproduced in plaster, and subsequently cast in bronze at Mr.

Stecll's foundry.'

The Earl of Carnarvon is about to build a church at Highclere, Hants,

within an easy distance of the castle. The work is to be commenced shortly

from a design of Mr. George Gilbert Scott.

The amount already subscribed to the fund for rebuilding the Medi

cal Hospital in Edinburgh is 71,055/. 3*. 2</. The estimated cost is

100,000/.

Hoyal Scottish Academy.—Mr. Hugh Cameron and Mr. R. T. Ross

were elected Academicians, in room of the late Mr. John Stevens and Mr.

W. B. Johnstone, on the 10th instant.

Blasting Granite.—In one of the granito quarries near Penr3-n, worked

by Mr. W. Hosken, a large mass of good sound granite, after being care

fully cleared of all obstructions, has just been moved from its natural bed

some inches by 50 lbs. of blasting powder, confined in a hole 12 feet deep

and 6j inches in diameter, bored in the rock. The stone measures, at least,

40 feet by 40 feet by 12 feet, which equals 19,200 cubic feet, or 1,280 tons,

taking 15 cubic feet as equal to one ton.

At Saumur five houses have been crushed by an avalanche of earth,

but no lives were lost, owing to timely warning. Masses of stono thirty

feet long and six or eight thick remain suspended over the houses in the

Rue Feret, and the authorities have ordered the occupants to depart.

That quarter of the town was in similar danger in 1852.

Messrs. Saunders, of Maiden Road, London, have just erected three

very handsome stained glass windows in the chancel of St. John's Church,

Monkstown, co. Dublin, as a thankoffering from a parishioner whose family

narrowly escaped destruction in the Abergele accident.

An Underground River.—Midway between Donegal and Ballyshannon

a very singular phenomenon may be seen. Running through the grounds

of Major Hamilton, of Brownhall, is a small river, which bores its way

underground, from cavern to cavern, for nearly two miles. The caverns are

formed in the limestone, and the power of petrifaction possessed by the

water is very astonishing. Sticks, straws, leaves, See., are soon coated and

crusted over, and, by degrees, harden into stone ; and so rapid is this pro

cess, that we may see one half of the same leaf of moss green and growing,

and the other half crusted over in process of petrifaction. Tho caves are,

some of them, very beautiful, and when lighted up by the aid of a fragment

of magnesium wire, the effect is most brilliant and striking, tho walls

sparkling as though studded by countless diamonds. In one of them the

river makes a fine waterfall. The roof of the cavern is broken ; and as the

spectator stands in the subdued green light, looking up through a mass of

ferns, and stems of trees, with the hoarso roar of the waterfall plunging

into an unseen depth through a cloud of mist at his feet, the dim cave

partially lighted up around, but dark and mysterious in its recesses—the

effect is inexpressibly charming— it is a perfect chamber of romance, and

one can fancy superstition formerly holding high court here. Almost equally

striking in another way is the manner in which the river onco moro makes

its appearanco into the light, welling up from a dark, unfathomable-looking

hole under a wide rift, of rock : stealthily emerging from the ground, it

oozes forth in a still black stream—a veritablo kelpie's hole, about which,

if legends do not exist, it certainly n high time they did, as a most

eligible opportunity has been hitherto unaccountably neglected.—Fraser's

Magazine.

Considerable improvements and additions to Ballynastragh House,

ce. Wexford, for Sir John Esmondc, Bart., M.P., xct about to be carried

out Mr. G. C. Ashlin, architect.

New warerooms are in course of erection in Thomas Street, Dublin

for Messrs. Garratt & Co. Mr. M'Curdy, architect; Messrs. Beckett

builders.

Mr. Waterhouse, the eminent silversmith and jeweller, of Dame Street,

Dublin, is having extensive alterations and additions made to his premises.

Mr. M'Curdy, architect.

_ The new Berwick "Wing, to be built to the Convalescent Home,

Stillorgan, as a memorial to the late Judge Berwick, who met his death in

the lamentable accident at Abergele, is to be commenced forthwith. The

works are to be competed for by a limited number of contractors. Mr.

M'Curdy, architect.

The Cathedral of Sydney, N.S.W., was opened on St. Andrew's Day.

It is a very large and handsome structure, lighted with gas.

The French Academy of Fine Arts has nominated Mr. Leighton and

Mr. Herbert as Corresponding artists.

An Electrical Clock, constructed by Hipp of Neufchatel, for the Central

Railway Station at Stuttgart, has now been in constant and perfect working

order for the last nine months. The apparatus consists of a Regulator and

one of Meidinger's batteries, and is connected with 22 dials throughout tho

station, besides indicating the. time in tho halls of two neighbouring Hotels.

Some parts of Brussels have long had similar dials worked from a central

clock in the H5tel de Ville.

A Committee has been formed at Berlin for the purpose of erecting

a monument over the grave of Madame Charlotte Bireh-Pfeiffer, the well-

known theatrical authoress. The monument will be of the simplest kind,

merely a plain but handsome slab bearing her name and the words ' The

German Stage, in thankful remembranco.' Subscriptions are not to exceed

Is. 6d., in order that all actors and actresses may share in the honour of

subscribing.

The City of Berlin contains 700 public buildings ; of these 61 are

devoted to religious purposes, 107 to education, and 73 to the treatment of

diseases ; 200 are Government offices, 87 municipal ditto, and 170 barracks,

guard -houses, &c. Private houses number 33,263, of which 21,919 are

dwelling-houses, 1,164 factorios, and 10,180 stables and goods sheds.

7'9 per cent, of the houses of Berlin are only one storey high, 15'3 per

cent, have two storeys, 25-4 per cent, have three storeys, 36'2 per cent,

have four storeys, and 15'2 per cent, have five or more storeys.

Although much has yet to be done before they are wanted, Mr. Voigtcl,

the superintending architect of Cologne Cathedral, is already thinking about

the finials which are to crown the two western towers of the Dom. Each

finial will be 27 feet high, the thickness of the stem being 4 feet; it will

have two rows or tiers of Gothic foliation, the lower measuring 12 feet each

way (nearly 17 feet diagonally) and 4 feet in depth. It will take 432 cubic

feet of rough hewn stone, weighing about 650 cwt., to execute this lower

tier in four pieces, and, when finished, this will probably weigh not less than

360 cwt. The upper row of foliage will be 6 feet above the lower, the

points of the four leaves being placed diagonally over those below, giving

the effect of a double cross when seen from below. The total weight of

each finial is estimated at 450 cwt. They cannot be fixed for the next six

or seven years, but there will be some difficulty in quarrying such huge

blocks free from all flaws, and hence they are to be taken in hand in good

time.

Tadolini, the celebrated sculptor, who is the son of Canova's best pupil,

has just finished an admirable group in marble, representing St. Michael

wrestling with Lucifer.

There is nothing new respecting the Darien Ship Canal project.

Washington reports state that the Government have made a proposition to

the Colombian Government to assume a protectorate over the Isthmus of

Panama, in order better to maintain American supremacy over the work

when constructed. For the canal three routes ore proposed, two of which

require tunnels, one of them 1,750 feet long. The third and most feasible

route is said to be 30 miles long, with a cutting through rock of about two

miles.

Mr. Woolner has received a commission to execute the largo marble

statue of the late Sir Bartle Frere, which is to be placed in the Town Hall

at Bombay.

A fine orypt, declared to be of the twelfth century, has just been

discovered near the Cathedral of Gran in Hungary. Tho vaults of the

roof are supported by eight granite columns, the capitals of which are all

different from each other.

MEETINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Institution- op Civtl Engineers.—Tuesday, February 23, at 8 p.m. 1. Discussion
1 On the Lagoons and Marshes of the Mediterranean.' 2. ' On Sinking Welts for the Foun
dations of the Piers of the Jumna Bridge, Delhi Railway,' by Mr. Imrie Bell. 3. * Descrip
tion of Apparatus for Excavating the Interior of, and for Sinking Iron Cylinders,' by

Mr. John Milroy.

Institution of Surveyors.—Monday, February 22, at 8 p.m.

Royal Institution.— Friday, February 20, at 8 p.m. Mr. John H. Bridges ' On tho

Influence of Civilization upon Public Health.'

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society. Wednesday, February 24, at 8 p.m.

Mr. Charles W. Whittakcr, 1 On the Scarborough Harbours Competition.'
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Malvern College-House.—Tho following were the
tenders for this building. Haddon Bros., Architects.

Wood & Son £5,904 10 0
Smart f>,830 0 0
Garbutb 5,823 0 0
Dixon 5,649 1G 3
Griffiths 5.61G 0 0
M'Cann & Evcral .... 6,4*9 0 0
Inwood 5,106 0 0
Slim (accepted) .... 5,092 0 0

Pickering.—For building Church at Newton-upon-Raw-
cliffe. Mr. E. Wyndham Tarn, architect :—

Tinsley £750 0 0
Watson 652 0 0

Stroud Green.—For Sewers. Holly Park, StroudGreen
Mr. Frederick Wallen, architect.

James Abbott 240 0 0

SooTniLL.—For a Power Loom Shed to be erected for the
Alexandra Mill Company. Shcard Si Hanstock, architect-.

Masons' Work.

Highest. Accepted.
George Mallinson, Dewsbury . £657 0 0
Robinson, Hirst Si Co., Batley . £562 0 0

Carpentehs' and Joiners' Work.

Robert Ibberson, Batley . . 829 10 0
William Whitehead, Batley Carr . 530

Plumbers', i:c. Work.

Henry Harrop, Batley Carr . . 69 19 0
Matthew Loblcy, Batley . . 50 5

Ieonfouxders' Work.

Michael Shillito, Batley . . 155 0 0
William Stead, Cleokheaton . . 135 14

Slaters' Worr.

Robinson, Hirst Si Co., Batley . 282 0 0
Jonas Thornton, Batley . . 250 0

APPOINTMENT VACANT.

India.—July.—Forty Appointments in Engineer Estab
lishment of Public Works Department in India. Mr. W. T.
Thornton, Secretary, Public Works Department, India
Office.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Royal Academt of Abts.—National Gallery. For the
best painting in Oil—or Model and Design in Painting,
Sculpture, and Architecture. The Gold Medal aud tho
Discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, Sic. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, the Antique in
Landscape Perspective, &c. The Silver Medals, ic. No
vember 1.

Rotiiehham.—March 16.—For Plans, Sic, for erecting a
Public Hospitul and Dispensary. A prize of 75/. is offered
for the best design, 50/. for the second, and .25/. for the
third. John Barras, hon. secretary, Rotherham.

Kingston-on-Thames.—March 1 .—Design for new School
aud Master's Resideuce. Cost not to exceed 5,000/. F.Gould,
Esq., Kingston-on-Thames.

Brecon.— March 1.—Plans and Estimate for Alterations
of County Gaol. A premium of 30/. is ollcrcd for best plan.
Edward Williams, Clerk of Peace, Brecon.

Corporation or Manchester.—Alexandra Park—
March 8.— The Corporation invite landscape gardeners,
surveyors, and others to send in designs in competition for
laying out the Alexandra Park. Joseph Heron, town clerk,
Town Hall, Manchester.

CONTRACTS OPEN.

City or London.—February 23.—For Stone Paving in
Carriageways and Footways. Joseph Daw, Sewers' Office.
Guildhall.

London.—March 5.—The Commissioners of Her Ma
jesty's Works and Public Buildings arc prepared to receive
Tenders for the ordinary Works and Repairs to Public
Buildings, Sic, in the London District. George Russell,
Secretary, Whitehall.

Fessdury School District.—March 1.—For the Erec
tion of Proposed Buildings, at Upton, West Ham, Efsex.
Architect, Mr. Frederick Peck, 15 FurniTaTs Inn, E.C.
C. S. Waldron, Clerk to the Managers.

Poplar District Board op Works.—February 23.—
For the Erection of New Offices for the above Board, in
High Street, and Woodstock Road, Poplnr, Middlesex.
S. Jeffries Bath, Clerk to the Board, 291 East India Dock

Road.

Trinitv House. London.—Feb. 22.—For the Erection of
an F.lectric Light Establishment, comprising a Lighthouse,
Tower, Engine-house, Keeper's Dwellings, and other Works
at Sonter Point, about midway bctweeu Sunderland and
South Shields. Robin Allen, Secretary.

Shoreditcii.—March 1.—For Watering Roads in parish
of St. Leonard. Mr. W. G. Davis, Vestry Clerk, Town Hall ,
Old Street Road.

SnoREDiTcn, March 0.—For Masons' and Pavers' Work,
ia. Mr. W. G. Davis, Town Hall, Old Street Road.

SouTHWAliK. St. George the Martyr.—February 22.
—For supply of broken Guernsey Granite, Yorkshire
Pav iug, ic. Sic. Mr. Daniel Birt, jnn., Vestry Clerk's
Offl cc. Vestry Hall, Borough Road. S.E.

Poplar.—Feb. 23.— For Erection of new Offices. Mr. S.
Jeffries Bath, 291 East India Dock Road.

Poplar.—February 23.—For Paving "several Street?.
Office of the Surveyor, 291 East India Dock Road.

Town Malung-—March 11. For Maintenance and Re
pair of Roads. Mr. W. South Norton, Clerk to the Board.

Town Mailing.

Stafford.—March 1.—For Erection of New Stone
Bridge, and taking down the old one. Mr. Robert Griffiths,
County Surveyor, Stafford. See Advertisement.

Bristol.—February 26.— For Altering Rooms at 6t.
Peter's Hospital and Adapting them for Offices. E. O. Dog-

gctt, Clerk.

Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection
of six good Houses, proposed to be built near Armley
Station. Jolin Hall, Architect, ICS North Street,_Lccds.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

Kb communication can be inserted tmlcss au

thenticated by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publication, but as a

guarantee of goodfaith.

Tfte authors of signed articles andpapers read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub

jects of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such enquiries.

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion

later than 2 r.M. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4 Monument Yard, Lon

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Traccy, Southall, & Watson, Hampstead, builders, as far
as regards J. Watson ; Heal Si Marsh, Bristol, builders : J.
C. Si O. E. Brown, Maidstone, pumpmakers ; Hazard Si
Grimwood, Sylvan Grove, Old Kent Rood, engineers ; T.
Saville Si Co., Chorley, builders, as far as regards T. Saville ;
Waite St Jones, Derby, building surveyors ; Cox & Wood,
Oxford Street and Shenstonc Street, Old Kent Road, patent
Marexzo marble manufacturers ; G. Hunter Si J. Simpson,

Wakefield, cabinetmakers.

BANKRUPTS.

Edward William Matthews, Hayward's Heath, builder,
Feb. 28, at 2 ; John Pallant, Hadleigh, builder, March 1 ,
at 1 ; Benjamin Reynolds, Chiswick. March l,at 1 ; George
Smith, Church Cobham, engineer, Feb. 26, at 2 ; Robert
Banting, Florence Terrace, Kensington, painter, March 1 ,
at 11 ; George Si Walter Hodes, Worthing, engineers,
March 1, at 12 ; Edwin Sndgrove, Caledonian Road, plum
ber, March 1 , at 12 ; George Slater and Samuel John Sal-
keld, Lambs' Passage, Chiswell Street, engineers, Feb. 2G,

at 11.
To surrender in the Country.

George Henry Edwardes, Worth, near Crawley, estate
agent, Feb. 25, East Grinstcnd ; Joseph Foster, Whalley,
timber merchant, March 3, Sheffield; John Liddle, West
Hartlepool, builder, Feb. 27, Hartlepool ; William Clarke,
Eastwood, builder, March 2, Nottingham ; William Downes,
Torquay, builder, Feb. 26, Exeter.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

W. Mack, Glapgow, builder. Faculty Hall, Glasgow ;
J. Walker, Kilsyth, manufacturer of malleable iron.
Feb. 22, at 12, Faculty Hall. Glasgow; R. Neilson,
Falkirk, cabinetmaker, Feb. 19, at 1 Red Lion Inn, Fal
kirk.

TENDERS.

London.—New Street, from Holborn Circos to Shoe-
Lane, for the City of London Corporation. William Hay
wood, Esq.. Engineer. (Quantities by Mr. F. Worburton
latent.

Clenience . £10,27G
. 10,100

Ebbs Si Hons 9,542
Mansfield, Trice Si Co. 9,473
Jacksou and Shaw .... 9,135
Gammon Si Sons .... 9,090

Macey 8,894
Hill, Kcddrl & Wnlilrani (accepted) 8,771

London.—For alteration to Me^rs. Parton's premises, at
Pimlico, Messrs. Jarvis & Son, architects;—

Thompson £927 0 0
Turner & Sou 791 0 0
Bagnley 787 0 0
Tarrant 749 0 0
Henshaw 720 0 0
Richardson 697 0 0
Stinipsou 695 0 0

Acton.—For Building Four Pairs of Houses, in concrete,
(quantities supplied. Apparatus for concrete building pro
vided by the proprietor. Mr. E. Wyudham, Architect.

Fence walls per
Per pair.

. £650 0 0

. 649 0 0
. 580 0 0
. 674 0 0
. 567 0 0
. 619 0 0
. 600 0 0
. 360 0 0

* Fence wall of concrete, 6 m. thick and 5 ft. high, with
foundation S in. by 9 in.

Putney.— For building a Tairof Houses. Mr.E.Wynd-
hnm Tarn, architect :—

Adamson £1,500 0 0
Ebbnge 1,455 0 u

Holmes «
Ebbs .
Drake Si Reid

Watkins
Corpo .
Turner
Hewson
Wright

yard lineal.*

6i. 6d.
3s. 0d.
2*. 'id.

3s. Oil.

5j. 0J.

Brixton.—For Nine Houses at Loughborough Park.
Aldrcd R. Pite, Architect.

Sutton Si Dnnley , , ,
Cowland
Baker & Constable . . ,
Kitson
Manley is Rogers . , ,
Watkins
Riley . . . . .
Johnson

Homerton.—Alterations and Additions to the Hackney
Union Workhouse at Homerton. Wm. Lee, Esq., Architect.

Quantities by Messrs. Linsdell Si Giffard.

£5,914 0 0
5,297 0 0

0 0
n 0

4,977
4,526

0 0

0 0
4,347 0 (1

0 0

0 0
Lewis 11,133 0 0

0 0
Higgs 10,629 0 11

Ashby Si Son .... 10,450 0 0
o 0

Browno 5: Robinson 10,330 0 0
Hill, Keddell Si Waldram 9,989 0 0

0 1)

0 0
0 0

Tottenham.—For finishing Two Carcases, at Park, for
Mr. W. Baker. Mr. S. Cooper, Architect :—

Cook Si Green ....

Stone .
Hodgson
Rist Si Brown
Warr .

Allen
Glodwell .....
Abraham Si Son ....
Chapman ....
Davies
Norman

Walthamstow.—For Main Sewers for the South-Eastcrn
District. Mr. John T. Brossey, Surveyor :—

Smith £3,008 14 G
Smart 2,175 10 0
Parker 2,754 17 6
Reed 2,650 0 0
Dickinson Si Oliver.... 2,630 0 0
Turner 2,000 0 0
Topkiss 2,647 0 0
G. Harris 2,589 0 0
Jackson 2,504 0 0
J. Porter 2,440 0 0
Howe & Presnev .... 2,300 0 0
W. Harris 2,373 0 0
Jones Si Jepson .... 2,238 0 0

.... 2,222 0 0
2,200 0 0

£498 0 0
490 (i 0
4fi.i 0 0
4.(9 0 II

0 0
390 0 0
367 0 (1

:;.',:> 0 n
.">4.', 10 ii

S39 0 <i
33S (> ii

329 II ii

2!).-. 0 «
•27.-. II H
270 0 0
25(1 (1 0

Thackrah ....
Gardner .....
Anderson & Son
King
Crockett
Tinsley 2,071 0 0
Austin 1,998 0 0
Knight 1,994 0 0
Bloomfield 1,973 0 0
Young 1,905 0 0
Nicholson 1,898 0 0

Cole 1,892 0 0
Maxwell
P. Porter
Fell
Wigmore
Carter

2,187 0 0
2,115 0 0
2,104 0 0
2,100 0 0

1,869 0 0
1,865 0 0
1.782 0 0
1.725 0 0
1,640 0 0

Abergavenny.—Town Hall, Markets, &c. Messrs. Wil
son Si WilJcox, Architects.

Wall Si Hook £10,050 0 0
Bolt & Co 9,028 4 0
Beaven 4; Son 8,607 12 0
Jones & Co 8,521 0 0
Moreland 8.229 0 0

Welsh 7,980 0 0
Diment 7,688 0 0
Woodford 7,408 0 0
Trow & Son 7.300 0 8
Bladwell 6,990 0 0
Dixon 6,975 0 0

Bedfohd.—For the erection of a Pair of Villa Residences,
in The Grove, for Mr. Thomas Lester. Mr. Usher, Archi
tect. Quantities supplied.

Winn Si Foster .... £1,506 6 0
Corby 1,500 0 0
Lawson 1,459 0 0
Dickens • 1,453 0 0

Moore 1,451 0 0
Hull 1,440 0 0
Cunvin 1,435 0 0

Derby.—New Hotel and Offices for the Derby Improve
ment and Hotel Company, Limited.

IstDiv. 2ndDiv. Total.
Lowo Si Eons, Burton . . .£8,500 £4,900 £13,400
J. Gadsby, Derby . . . 7,57~
Wade Bros.

4,832 12,407
,703 4,597 12,300

. 7,175 4,824 11,999Edwin Thompson, Derby
R. Dennett Si Co., Nottingham . 7,046 4,651 11,697
Messrs. Slater Si Co. . . . 7,062 4,485 11,660
Stephenson Si Weston, Nottnghm. 7,102 4,316 11,478
E. Dnsantoy, Derby (accepted) . 6,454 3,920 10,374

Erith (Kent).—Forn Villa Resideuce and Billiard Room.
Mr. H. Ford, Architect. Quantities supplied.

Pritchard £5,234 0 0
Turner & Sons 6,112 0 0
Scrivener Si White .... 5,057 8 0
Bayes 4,934 6 0
Sanders 4,913 17 3
Kilby 4,806 8 3
Nightingale 4,670 0 0
Francis 4,624 12 0
Clements (too late) .... 4,548 10 0
Targue 4,504 10 9
Turner (error 108/.) .... 4,462 0 0

Foale 4,314 0 0
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THE THAMES EMBANKMENT AND ITS

STRAND APPROACHES.

(WITH AN ILLUSTRATION.)

ffjj^S^flBBB " Londoners of the present day are like the

•.V"»tf~^\ m)f£/J*hjfc Ksh gentleman in the story who was left a

raJ" %lx\wWt^MJSi tig family diamond. We hav<—or are about

to have—our fine Thames Embankment,

W^j* TLrfJtf^ and now we are beginning to discover that

f^Fjk V«m \F^3S^ n^ 'ts belongings must be fine as well.

Vr*3^A^fllA 'mr**ti The ragged edge of river-side dilapidations*

H^^^JjffitP'^fa the unsightly lanes and rotting wharves*

^^^^^^^^^"^^ which looked had enough even from the

middle stream, will of course never do as ad

juncts and close neighbours to what will soon be the noblest

boulevard in the world.

Luckily, it has been with the making of the Thames Embankment

as with the doing of all other good deeds—it has brought its own

reward with it ; and this in the shape of reclaimed land of great

value, which it will be our own fault if we do not make of great

beauty also. The Westminster portion of this valuable gift we have

been obliged to sacrifice, perhaps unavoidably, to the exigencies of

riparian ownership. This is the less to be regretted, as the ground,

which is Crown property, may some day or other—nay, we are

promised that it will—be made available for metropolitan em

bellishment. Another part, not so large in itself, but which con be

converted into a noble site by the acquisition and annexation of the

ground between it and the Strand—that, namely, situate between the

Temple and Somerset House—is likely to become, through the power

ful advocacy of Sir Charles Trevelyan and others, the seat and centre

of our future courts of justice. The remaining portion of this re

claimed river-side land—the largest of all in extent, being about eight

acres in area, the most important in position, being between Charing

Cross and Waterloo Bridges—has just been made the subject of

much public discussion ; thus, we hope, escaping the danger of being

utterly thrown away and rendered useless for any good purpose,

either of use or ornament. As the public has not hitherto been put

in possession of any accurate plan or description of this land, or of the

use to which it was about to be put—and might really never have

heard of what is proposed, had not the Chaplain of the Savoy, Lord

Elcho, and the ratepayers of the Strand come to the rescue—we this

week give a plan which shows the whole, and which ventures to

suggest, further, how the evils, so nearly inflicted, may be avoided.

This also, with the particulars which we have already published,

completes our plan of the reclaimed land adjacent to the Embank

ment availablefor public use.

Referring then to the plan, what do we find ? Why, that in

addition to certain continuations of existing streets, which are ad

mittedly requisite and judicious—Whitehall Place, Villiers Street,

and Craven Street being thus connected with the river-side roadway—

there is a great intended street, or viaduct (shown by dotted lines),

opening out of the Embankment just east of Charing Cross Bridge,

and extending across the whole of the reclaimed land, in a direction

almost parallel with the river-wall, until it enters Wellington Street,

about midway between the Strand and Waterloo Bridge. This street

was proposed as a short cut from Westminster Citywards. Bearing

in mind that this roadway would be some thirty feet higher where it

enters Wellington Street than at the Charing Cross Bridge end, and

that for one-third of its length, at the upper extremity, it would have

to be carried on arches, it will at once be seen how completely it

destroys the reclaimed land, either for building purposes or as orna

mental ground ; how it leaves a great hole on its right hand and on

its left ; how it isolates all the streets lying between it and the

Strand ; how unsightly it would be, and how costly ; how it would

concentrate traffic on a thoroughfare already overcrowded ; how,

finally, it does not even attain the end for which it was intended—

as, within a very few yards, the distance between Wellington Street

and Westminster is as short by the Strand route as it would be by

the viaduct.

These are the objections to the scheme as a scheme, and they are

fatal. But there are others even weightier behind. For, in the Act

of Parliament authorising the construction of this viaduct, powers

have been conceded to the owners of property in the streete ad

jacent—power of control over public highways, and power to veto

public improvement—which should never have been granted, and

which we hope never will again be granted, to private persons.

The project is every way a bad one, and, as such, admitted even by

those who have the charge of its execution. The Metropolitan Board

—to whom it was bequeathed with the original Bill of 1862—would

be glad to wash their hands of it. Mr. Cowper thinks it a very good

plan, ' but that it may have been purchased too dear.' Mr. Layard

holds it in abomination. The Strand ratepayers cry out against it—

Let it perish, abortive 1

Our art being, however, not destructive, but constructive, we may

consider now whether an approach-road might not be made from the

Strand to the Embankment, which would not have the effect of con

demning all the neighbouring streets south of the Strand to remain

for ever the cuk-de-eac which they at present are ; which would not

concentrate all the traffic at one dangerous point, but distribute it,

by many ramifications ; which would not afford additional arcades for

sheltering nocturnal vagabondage, or additional receptacles for the

dead cats and other disjecta membra of the district ; and which finally,

and principally, would not cut up the valuable piece of ground which,

has come into our hands, but leave it intact, to be afterwards dealt

with as may be considered best.

To show our meaning, we would beg our reader to refer to the

plan which we publish this week. The roadway we there suggest

would leave the Strand by Cecil Street, the western side of

which would be retained, and the street widened by the ab

sorption of the ground occupied by the houses on the east side—

the site for building on that side being obtained by purchasing

the dilapidated tenements at present existing in what is known

as Carting Lane. Cecil Street leaves the Strand by an easy gradient,

which would be retained unaltered. At the southern extremity

of that street, the roadway would divide right and left, skirting,

with an easy incline, the existing terminations of the several streets

leading southward out of the Strand, along its course. _ With

all of these junctions might be effected (slight modifications of

existing levels being, of course, required), except in the case of

Adam Street and one or two other streets forming part of the

Adelphi block, and they, being all of a higher level, would have

to be tapped from their John Street end. In connection with

this project, were such an one adopted, it would perhaps be

found desirable to rearrange all the lower parts of the Savoy, the

streets of which are much too steep to be convenient, and the houses

ancient, and in an advanced state of decay. IT, in addition to this

suggested roadway, Villiers Street were to be widened, Craven Street

lengthened to intersect the Embankment, and Whitehall Place pro

duced in its present alignment, as authorised, we should thenprobably

have a system of approaches to the Embankment amply sufficient to

meet all the requirements of the traffic along Parliament Street and

the Strand.

We may and do hope in any case that, public attention being fixed

upon the importance of this great site, no plan or project will be

tolerated which does not preserve the ground inviolate for the use of

the public, who have paid for it. At no distant date, may we see a

stately pile here raising its sculptured front as a fine architectural

background to our river-sido roadway ! And, when that time comes,

we trust that the building may be one dedicated, inside as well as out

side, to the recreation and delight of the people. Not any hospital,

or range of public offices, nor even the palace of that municipality

which is to supersede Sir John Thwaites and the Lord Mayor of

London, but some great museum or library, or institute of science, of

art, or of industry.

This question was fully brought before the House by Lord Elcho,

and a committee to enquire into the subject was agreed to without

hesitation. We hope that short work will be made of a proposal so

objectionable in itself, and so unpopular with even its natural sup

porters ; for if Mr. Tite is to be held as representing the opinion of

the Metropolitan Board in the House, his statement last Tuesday

fully shows that there is no disinclination on the part of that body

to surrender their project.

Another subject which can hardly fail to suggest itself whenever

this or any kindred subject is mooted in any intelligent company is the

necessity for establishing some sufficient and efficient control over

public works in the metropolis, and for fuinishing such authorities as

now exist with proper advisers.

We do not wish to see a M. Haussmann in Spring Gardens, or to

behold so wholesale a destruction of ancient buildings and thorough

fares as Paris has undergone at the hands of that functionary; but

there can be no doubt that a responsible Minister of Public Works

with large powers would be of great service in this country.

Mr. Tite threw out the suggestion that the Royal Institute of

British Architects would be happy to afford assistance on questions

of public taste. We consider that no more efficient council

could be secured than one such as this body and the Institution of

Civil Engineers could elect from among their most experienced

members. No men know better how to meet such difficulties as

public works constantly encounter than the leading architects and

engineers of the day. Many of them show much public spirit in

devoting large portions of their time to matters which can bring in

no pecuniary recompense, and we have little hesitation in endorsing

the suggestion of Mr. Tite. Certain it is. that had any such advice

been sought when the viaduct from Villiers Street to Waterloo

Bridge was decided upon, the defects of such a project would have

been promptly discovered and uncompromisingly pointed out, and

the blunder we are now seeking to repair would have been avoided.
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MATCH EXTRAORDINARY:

LINCOLN'S INN AGAINST ALL ENGLAND.

THOSE respectable, but wrong-beaded, persons who are desirous of

the erection of a noble palatial structure on a site where it can

never be seen, and can only be with great difficulty approached, have

hitherto shown the better part of valour in the defence of their

opinions. Conscious, no doubt, that in auy sally forth to discomfit

their assailants, they would expose more and more the vulnerable

points of their own armour, they have remained wisely silent. They

have shut their shutters, barricaded their doors, pulled their night

caps over their ears,, and resolved to sleep through the din ; or at least

to take no share iu the strife unless they should be pulled, neck and

crop, from their beds. ' I^et well alone,' has been the most adventu

rous essay in the way of argument which for a long time they

adduced. Possession is nine points of the law, and possession they

thought was theirs. At all events they had dispossessed, and expro

priated, and improved away, the former tribes of inhabitants that

clustered densely between St. Clement's Church, King's College

Hospital, and the Law Institution ; those three formidable fixed

points in the line of circumvallation that pens in the Carey Street site.

At length, however, roused by the ever-deepening hum of daily

talk, the Incorporated Law Society has broken the eloquent

silence. With that char grasp of the points on which he hopes

to convince the jury, mid that easy skimming over all the rest of the

evidence, which constitutes the act of the pleader, the writers have

succeeded/unintentionallv indeed, in presenting the case to the public

in its true light. It is Lincoln's Inn versus London. Nay, indeed, so

far as the grandeur, the good arrangement, and the comfort of the

capital represent and foster the civilisation of the entire country,

the case, as put by this legal protest, is that of Lincoln's Inn against all

England.

Questions of cost, questions of area, questions of access, have been

investigated at some length in our columns. We shall not be un-

candid if we say that on purely architectural grounds the comparative

advantage of the competing sites admits of no further discussion.

But the Law Society, with something of a hinted menace as to this

application of the Suitors' Fee Fund, ignores the architectural question

nltogether, and seeks to decide the case on a totally different issue.

Let us look for a moment at the argument

' The Carey Street site has been purchased, and cleared at an ex

pense of 800,000/. Not only have architects competed, in elaborate

designs, how best to cover the area with the required buildings, but

r.n enormous amount of labour has been bestowed on the plans by

Members of the Commission. So much trouble has been taken,

that we did hope,' it is almost plaintively urged, ' to see the brick

layers at work this spring. If you change the site, you will require

to change the plans. Really, after so much trouble has been taken,

it ought to be taken for granted that no improvements can be sug

gested. We are in the groove—for God's sake let us alone ! '

The argument that so much time, or so much trouble, has been ex

pended that there must be, whatever happens, an end of the matter,

is one not unnatural to those who are habitually aware how often

great causes are judicially decided on very imperfect evidence. The

presence or the absence of an important witness, or the skill of coun

sel in enforcing one point and obscuring half a dozen, has more to

do with a verdict, nine times out of ten, thau has the exhaustive

balance of all the facts of the caso. Indeed, it is admitted on all hands,

that matters requiring minute and detailed investigation ought to be

decided by arbitration, and not by a jury. The Bench, and the Bar,

and the public, cannot afford the time for meting out absolute and

detailed justice. We take it in the rough, and are content with the

average result.

The very opposite method is that employed by the scientific man,

or by the artist worthy of the name. An architect who had de

voted years to the careful planning of the best mode of dealing with

a bad site, would cheerfully throw away all his designs on the

unexpected offer of a good one. If he were an enthusiast in his art,

if he worked, as the best architects do work, for fame and for

posterity, and if he could honestly afford it, he would gladly sacrifice

nil the time he had spent for the more than countervailing advantage

of being the constructor of a nobly situated palace, which would per

petuate his name, not as having done the best under disadvantageous

circumstances, but as having done eomething excellent and unrivalled

of its kind. There can be no doubt that the architectural, and not

the legal, point of view and habit of thought form the true method

in which such a subject ought to be approached.

three-deckers ! See how they swim ! Look at our dockyards ; all

arranged for timber work ! Remember how long Britannia has ruled

the waves. Let well alone; and don't bother us by your new

fangled iron-plated fleet. The wooden one is well considered, and

will last our time, and we can build a dozen while you waste time in

inquiring into the best form for an iron steamer.' The argument as

to the trouble already expended on the plans is not one whit more

pertinent than this.

We come, then, to the real grief. ' It is a bore to move house.

Many of us have chambers in Lincoln's Inn. We don't want to move.

Some of our house property, dilapidated, tltnble-down, and abomi

nably inconvenient as it is, commands high rents. Don't touch our

rents ! We have built one decent Hall. It would be horrid to move

from its immediate vicinity, or to contemplate any alienation of the

result of our one liaison with architecture. We have one set of

buildings, named after, and faced with, stone. Its prison-like stair

cases give access to very decent chambers, some of them with a fair

look out, and all of them (though the chimneys smoke) receiving the

rentals of independent houses. In the sacred names of Old Square,

New Square, Stone Buildings, and Lincoln's Inn Fields, pop down the

New Law Courts as close to them as possible.

' Against this vested right what has to be urged ? The convenience

of the public ? Pooh ! the Law Courts are not for the public, but for

the profession. Lj not the whole body of English law kept in that

barbarous, uncodified, and unintelligible state, which renders it a

scandal to all educated foreigners, solely for the advantage of the

profession ? The more the public are kept away the better ! The

witnesses are just wanted at the solicitors' offices, "the handier to the

Court the better; and as to all the rest, Tush !

' Look at it this way. We solicitors and our clerks make 12,000 visits

a day to the Courts. Now, if you move the Courts fifty yards nearer

the Thames, it follows that an additional labour is entailed on us equal

to a walk of 000,000 yards by one solicitor—more than 340 miles per

diem—a mile a piece for 340 of us ! Think on the cost to the country

—for our clients will have to pay for the extra wear of shoe leather.'

We fear that if the case be thus plainly putbetween the public and the

solicitors, the latter will have either to take this dreaded constitu

tional, or to do what all other inhabitants of London are ever and

anon forced to do—shift their quarters. It would be easy to show

that little would be lost, and much gained by this compulsion. A

man's life would be worth five years' more purchase at the least,

were his day passed in one of the commodious chambers which we

hope to see rise on the southern portion of the Carey Street site,

instead of in one of the pestilent little pigeon-houses known very

properly as ' Old Buildings.' And there is yet another consideration

for our friends of the legal profession.

Concentration of the Law Courts has been an admitted deside

ratum. Let us remember what was meant by the term. The Law

Courts were most inconveniently situated, partly in London and

partly in Westminster. Counsel of sufficient eminence to have their

hands full were wanted in both places at once. It is said of

Brougham, that at one time his principal supply of sleep was obtained

in his carriage between the two localities. The inconvenience of the

solicitors has been not less than that of the barristers. The thing was

an anachronism, and it was well to deal with it as such.

Yet it is certainly the case that the concentration of the Courts,

while a matter of much moment and advantage to leading and popular

counsel, is less or not at all favourable to their junior and nungry

brothers. The more Mr. Serjeant Graball undertakes, the less there

is left for Briefless, Smallbrief, and Briefworthy. It is true that the

custom of the profession allows Graball to take his fees for the con

duct of a case at Guildhall, which is, in point of fact, attended solely

by his junior, the learned Serjeant being himself, in the body, at

Westminster. But solicitors, who look more at the thing than at tho

name, will prefer giving their fee to Briefworthy, if they are sure

that he will attend conscientiously to the case, than to Graball,

though the abler man, who can't and won't Now, concentration

means giving more business to Graball, because, as a physical fact,

he can attend to more if he has not to oscillate between London and

Westminster. And the strident outcry for a concentration that is

expressed in yards, springs from a desire (whether tacit or expressed)

to throw more into the hands of the tritons, at the expense of the

We think, then, with the utmost respect for the utterance of tho

Incorporated Law Society as a question of Imperial interest, that,

carefully weighed, it forms a fresh argument in favour of the Em

bankment site. The issue, ' Profession versus Public,' can go but ono

way ; but when it also means ' Leaders versus Juniors,' and ' the

over-worked against the under-worked,' that issue becomes still

more narrow. It is not even Lincoln's Inn against all England,

but the tenth part of Lincoln's Inn against all England, including

the larger fraction of the profession. A clear statement of the

pleadings must lead to a nonsuit.

OUR RAMBLER

ON

ON the 31st of October, 1760, was laid the foundation-stone of old Black-

friars Bridge, which was designed by Mr. Robert Mylno, and consisted

of nine semi-elliptical stono arches, having a central span of 100 feet, and,

on each side, spans of 98 feet, 93 feet, 83 feet-, and 70 feet. The total length

of the bridge was 995 feet, the width 43 feet 6 inches betweon parapets.

The total cost of this bridge was 261,579/. 0*. 6jrf.

Upon the 24th of June, 1769, this bridge was thrown open to the public,

and in a few weeks will occur the centenary anniversary of that ceremony,

on which occasion, if the anticipations of the engineer and contractors bo

realised, tho event will be commemorated by the opening of the new Black-

friars Bridge, which occupies the site of tho old one, but greatly sur

passes its predecessor in beauty and construction.

It is of this bridge we wish to speak; and, by a recent visit to the

works, we are enabled to place before our readers a few facts regarding

\
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this noble structure, which bids fair to out-rival any work of tho kind that

has ever spanned a tidal stream.

In 1861 the Corporation of London invited several eminent civil engineers

to submit designs for a new bridge to take the place of the then fast-failing

stone structure ; in response to that invitation, several elaborate designs

were sent by Messrs. J. Fowler, J. Hawkshaw, Sir J. Bennie, P. W. Barlow,

G. P. Bidder, Thomas Page, Joseph Cubitt, and others ; and, after much

controversy as to the merits of the various schemes, great partiality being

shown for Mr. Page's cast-iron bridge of three spans, the design of Mr. J.

Cubitt was ultimately selected. This design is now being carried out under

his superintendence, with a few modifications ; and we consider from what we

hare seen of the work, which is now fast approaching completion, that the

Corporation of London will have no cause to regret the choice they have

made, and the public cannot fail to be satisfied with their selection.

The New Blackfriars Bridge consists of five flattish segmental arches,

the centre arch having a span of 185 feet in the clear, with a rise of 15 feet

11^ inches, and giving a headway of 2a feet from Trinity high water mark,

the two intermediate arches having 175 feet span, with a rise of 13 feet

10J inches, and a headway of 21 feet 6 inches, whilst the two outside

arches have a clear span of 155 feet, with a riBe of 11 feet 7J inches and a

headway of 17 feet 3 inches.

These arches are supported by massive piers and abutments of masonry.

Each arch is composed of nine wrought-iron ribs, placed parallel to the

direction of the roadway, 9 feet 6^ inches apart, and firmly connected together

by means of transverse bracing : the depths of these ribs average 5 feet for the

central arch, 4 feet for the intermediate arches, and 3 feet 6 inches for the

outside arches. The ribs spring from skewbaeks formed in tho piers and

abutments, lead being run in hot between the ironwork and masonry to

form a springing plate.

The roadway is carried by means of longitudinal wrought-iron lattice

spandrels and transverse girders. These latter are sunk below the level of

the crown of the ribs, and run tangential with the extrados of the arch, rest

ing upon the upper part of the spandrel, which in fact forms a longitudinal

girder ; and between these transverse girders are fixed small girders of

double T'iront running in the direction of the roadway, thus forming in

fact a complete network of rectangular bracing, upon which are placed

Mallet's Buckle Plates ; and upon these rests the foundation of the road.

The piers are of Cornish granite with a hearting of brickwork, and

stand upon a foundation formed by six caissons, about 18 feet deep, sunk

below the bed of the river into the London clay. These caissons are of

wrought iron ; four of them are rectangular on plan, the other two taking

the shape of the cutwaters, one being placed at either end of the pier.

In the construction of these piers wrought-iron caissons were used, which

were divided into two parts, the lower portion forming the permanent

foundation, and the upper portion serving as a temporary dam. The skin

of the former was composed of ^-inch plates framed together by means of

angle and T-'ron, the temporary caisson being formed of Mallet's Buckle

Plates, having a frame properly braced and stiffened, and so constructed

that when required the sides could be removed to enable the pier to be pro

ceeded with from end to end.

The method of sinking the caissons and forming the foundation was as

follows :—The caissons were placed in position about 3 feet apart, and, guidod

in their descent by means of piles, were lowered until they reached the bed

of the river ; they were then dredged round, and weights were applied to

cause them to sink. When they reached the clay and began to sink into it,

forming a dam, the water was pumped out, and the interior when dry could

be excavated, and thus enable the caisson to be sunk to the required depth.

When this stage was attained, concrete was thrown down to a depth of

about 1 0 feet, and upon that was laid brickwork in cement about 8 feet

deep, until it reached tho top of the permanent caisson. Afterwards a dam

was formed by piling at either ond of each space between the caissons, the

ground was dredged out from those spaces, and concrete thrown in until it

reached the level of the other work. The sides of the temporary caissons were

then removed, and the foundation being thus completed, the construction

of the entire pier could be proceeded with.

Each pier is, as we have said, of Cornish granite, with a hearting of brick

work in cement, hoop iron bond being used throughout. The length of

each is about 110 feet, the cutwaters being about 130 feet long; the widths

of the piers, at water level, average 25 feet at base and 20 feet at springing.

The piers on the Surrey side were built with comparative easo, but those

on the Middlesex sido, especially No. 4 pier, caused considerable anxiety

and trouble. Owing to tho existence of the old Fleet Bitch in years past,

the bed of the river at this point has become soft and spongy, added to

which the great deposit of mud that had taken place year by year had

caused the ground to be thereabouts of a most treacherous nature ; and

instead of the caisson sinking to the required level, as in the other instances,

it was observed to sink lower and lower, sometimes only half an inch, at

others 12 to 14 inches at a time: and until this progress ceased, showing

that a satisfactory bottom bad been reached, it was not deemed prudent to

commence the foundations ; thus it has come to pass that the bottom of this

pier is upwards of 30 feet below the anticipated level.

Piers Nos. 1 and 2 (counting from the Surrey side) are now complete,

and No. 3 pier is half way above springing level, whilst No. 4 pier is at

the level of the springing ; but both these last are being pushed rapidly

forward, and will doubtless keep pace with the other parts of the work.

The shore abutments were formed by means of coffer dams composed of

two rows of piles 13 inches square, puddled between. Under the Middlesex

abutment has been constructed the outlet of the Fleet Sewer, 9 feet 9 inches

by 7 feet 6 inches. This sewer has been diverted from its old course to the

west of the abutment, and is intended to act as a storm outlet.

In each pier, at the level of the springing of the arch above the cutwaters,

and resting upon a handsome base of Portland stone, are massive polished

granite columns from the Islo of Mull. The shafts are 7 feet in diameter,

and average 10 feet 6 inches high ; they are executed in three blocks; each

block weighs from 10 to 14 tons.

These columns aro surmounted by bold capitals, carved in high relief,

also of Portland stone, upon which rest the semi-octangular recesses of

the bridge ; and here it may be open to question whether sufficient atten

tion has been paid to proportioning the apparent load of these sturdy

columns to their obviously enormous strength.

The whole of the stone carving has been entrusted to Mr. Philip, whose

treatment of the subjects is worthy of high praise. Each capital varies

from the others in design. On those on the up-stream side are carved

fresh-water birds and plants, whilst those on the down-stream side bear the

birds and plants of the marine species.

To emphasise the angle where the web joins the top and bottom

flanges of tho outside ribs, a roll moulding has been introduced, of

wrought-iron tube, 5 inches diamctor, attached to tho ribs by means of

bolts.

Upon each outside rib rests a cast-iron spandrel, enriched with a sunk

diamond-shaped pattern, the intersection of the bands being marked by

bosses of varied design ; these bosses are also placed at regular dis

tances along the centre of the face of the outside rib.

Above the crown of the arch and the spandrel is a handsome moulded

cast-iron cornice of bold outline, resting on ornamental brackets of

different patterns; and upon this is fixed the parapet, executed wholly

in cast iron, and forming a kind of arcade of twisted shafts, with caps

of 12 different designs supporting the parapet rail.

The clear width of the bridge between the parapets is 75 feet, giving a

roadway of 45 feet and two footpaths of 1 5 feet each. The total length is

1,272 feet, and the inclination of tho roadway will be 1 in 40.

The foundation of the road is composed of a mixture of Kentish rag

and asphalt, 18 inches dcop, filled n upon tho Mallet's Buckle Plates,

which for the roadway are ^ inch thick, and for the pathway | inch thick.

Upon this concrete is laid the roadway of granite pitching, 8 inches thick,

with a channel and curb of Guornsey granite ; the footpaths are of 4-inch

York landing.

The pilasters upon the abutments are of Cornish granite, surmounted by

caps of Portland stone, carved in bold relief, with the plants of the marine

and fresh-water species facing their respective localities.

The contract was taken in 1864 by Messrs. P. & N. Thorn, for the sum

of 270,000/. It included removing the old materials and the construction of

the temporary bridge.

The work is being carried out in the most satisfactory manner, from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr. Joseph Cubitt, by his agent

Mr. F. W. Bryant, who, we believe, designed the whole of the necessary

staging and plant, as well as tho temporary bridge, and to whose skill may

be attributed the fact that as yet not a single accident has occurred.

We noticed the great order in which every branch of the work is being

carried on, each body of men acting with the others in perfect concert, and

without any confusion such as is at times liable to occur in works of such a

magnitude

During the removal of the old and the construction of the new bridge,

threo passages have been kept open for tho river traffic.

In comparing the old Blackfriars Bridge with the new, it will be found

that where the former gave a waterway of 788 feet, the new provides 845

feet ; the one having eight piers, whilst the other will only have half that

number.
The width of tho old bridge was 43 feet 6 inches, giving a roadway

of 28 feet, and two footpaths ; whilst the now will provide nearly

double the width in one case, and more than double the width in the

other. As regards headway, certainly the old bridge had about an average

of 24 feet 3 inches, whilst the new will only average about 21 feet 3 inches

in headway ; but it must be remembered that the roadway of the old bridge

: was 5 feet above that of the now, and the inclination was so great as 1 in 22,

whilst the new provides 1 in 40—a feature of very great importance : and

again, that the two outside arches were of little or no use for navigation,

whilst in the now bridge all the arches will be available. So that in every

respect tho new bridge complies with the requirements of tho onormous

traffic going over and under it ; providing ample space for carriage way,

footpaths, and river traffic, and less obstruction to the ebb and flow of

the tide.
In conclusion we may express a hope that the peculiar circumstances

which are likely to distinguish the opening of the new bridge, namely, the

centenary anniversary of tho inauguration of its predecessor, and also the

50th birthday of Her Majesty the Queen, may bo happy omens for its long

and successful career.

CAPITALS.

IN the various styles of architecture which have been developed in

all countries from the earliest times to the present day, there are

no features in which more grace and elegance have been combined,

more character evolved, or more ingenuity of design displayed, than

in the capitals of columns ; and no more fitting features could be

found on which the artist might put forth all his power and strength

to impart dignity and beauty in perfect accordance with the truest

principles of art.

The capital of a column is the channel through which the charac

teristic refinement of any style shows itself with the most unerring

fidelity, being, in fact, the reflex of the purity of the architecture

which it helps to adorn.

The curvature of the capital first, and its decorative accessories

afterwards, are the two surest exponents an archaeologist can find

of the exact style and ago of the building in which it is found, and

any influence from without which has been brought to bear on the

building is almost sure to be found in the capital as its chief decora

tive feature.

We cannot but think, therefore, that by giving from time to time

illustrations of the finest examples of capitals of all periods and

styles, most of them hitherto unpublished, we shall be introducing into

our Journal a moat interesting feature. As far as possible we shall
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endeavour to follow a chronological order, beginning with those of the

Egyptian style.

The earliest forms of capitals with which we are acquainted are

those which are found in the excavated tombs of Benihassan in

Egypt, which date from the reign of Osirtasen L, 1980 B.C. The

FlQ. 1.

columns which these capitals crown are of two kinds, entirely dis

tinct in design, though Delonging to the same period : the one, em

bodying as far as is consistent with the material the representation of

natural forms ; the other, a simple creation of the mind.

The latter of these two columns is well known as the supposed

prototype of the Doric Order. But what modifications it had

passed through before arriving at the perfect form it possesses at

Benihassan, we know not : as found there, it has either sixteen or

eight sides, with a simple square stone as abacus (Fig. 1). The

other column with its capital is evidently an attempt, and perhaps the

earliest attempt, to employ natural forms in the decoration of stone

construction. The column, as we find it in this example, is too

Fia. 2.

slight to bear the superincumbent weight of the roof of the excavated

tomb in which it is placed (supposing there was the necessity of any

support) : we may assume, therefore, that it was copied from one of

the poles of a tent ; this assumption being further Dome out by the

architrave which it carries, and by the pent-like form of the stone

roof. The poles of the tent were in wood, and at certain times were

probably decorated with the flowers and stems of the lotus and

papyrus plants, which on all festive occasions were employed

by the ancient Egyptians, just as in the present day plants and flowers

are used to decorate and cheer the interiors of our churches and private

dwellings. In the application, then, of these natural forms we find

that the decoration of these columns at Benihassan consists of four

stems of the papyrus, bound together by ligaments, and the buds of

the plant form the capital (Fig. 2), with a square abacus on the

top to carry the architrave.

Fig. 3.

Of these two columns and capitals, the first described never

seems to have been further developed; we find other examples

in the Palace of Thothmes at Karnac, and also tin the tomb

Fig. 4.

of Bayt-El-Wellee, in Nubia: in the latter instance [the column

is only three diameters in height, that at Benihassan being five.

The second variety of column, however, with what we may call

the bud capital, undergoes many modifications: the next example
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is found in that portion of the temple at Luxor -which was huilt by

Amunoph III., and dates therefore from 1400 B.C. Here the capital

Fig. 5.

has eight buds and as many stems (Fig. 3). In the Ramesseion, 100

years later, the form of the capital is still the same ; hut the semi-

Fis. 6.

circular form of each bud in horizontal section through the cap (a\

has been suppressed in favour_of a simple circular form in section (6 ,

to allow of painted decoration, consisting generally of the cartouche

or name of the king who erected it, and of his insignia of office

(Fig. 4). The lower portion of the capital, however, has still the

ligaments and other smaller buds, which, as well as the ligaments

under the cap which bound together the stems, are altogether

done away with, in the next example at Karnoc giving place to

Sainted decoration (Fig. 5). No other modification beyond that of

ifferent proportions seems to have taken place in this capital. Sir

Gardner Wilkinson has an ingenious theory that the Greeks, in order

to obtain a model for their Doric capital, cut off the lower portion of

the bud capital and stuck it under the abacus on the Benihassan

polygonal columns : but as the earliest Doric columns, with their

widely projecting capitals, differ so greatly from the examples of the

polygonal column found in Egypt, there is not much faith to be put

in his theory.

The next capital we have to consider is the simple bell cap, which

dates from the fourteenth century before Christ, though, from the

perfection in which it is then found, there can be no doubt of its

having existed in ruder forms previous to that date. It is found in

the Ramesseion and in the temple at Kamac, and its form is supposed

to have been derived from the flower of the full-blown papyrus, as

the capital before described was from the bud. Its under surface is

decorated with a series of lines representing the stems of the papyrus,

with flowers and buds alternating, and sometimes, as in the example

we have chosen for illustration from Karnac (Fig. 6), with the car

touches of the King ; round the lower portions of the capital are the

sheathing leaves of the full-blown flower, with the binding ligaments

under, decorating the necking of the cap. The decoration thus de

scribed on the cap is slightly incised and brilliantly coloured. The

simple beauty and elegance of this capital surpass any we are

acquainted with. The bell capital and the bud capital just described

seem to have served all the purposes of Egyptian architects down to

the time of the Ptolemies : the former is invariably found on the

columns which formed the gmnd central avenues of the Egyptian

temples, whilst the latter crown the smaller columns which form, as

it were, the side aisles to the central avenue or nave. The reason

for this distinction of position was, possibly, because the light admitted

through the clerestory windows at the side lit up the under surface of the

bell capital, rendering visible its decoration, whilst it shone down on

the bud capital, the inclination of whose sides (the upper part of the

cap being the narrowest) seemed formed to receive it.

CONDITIONS OF BUILDING CONTRACTS.

r' must not be considered strange hi these days of Trades' Union Com

missions—of inquiries into the numerous relations subsisting between

class interests and the public—between professional institutions and their

own members—as also in higher matters, such as the Universities, Charities,

and even the important fundamental relations of Church and State—that

inquiry should be instituted into the various relations existing between the

profession of Architecture and the contractors, as a body, who are employed

to carry out its designs. Nor should it be a matter of regret if such inquiry

should enablo its promoters to clear away any useless forms or obsolete

modes of procedure, and the result be greater simplicity and clearer mutual

understanding ; though it should be no matter of surprise if, after discus

sion, some changes should be established in a direction quite the opposite

to that intended by those originating the inquiry. In fact, wo are free to

admit tliat there is an abundant crop of weeds to be destroyed, and a quan

tity of time-honoured rubbish, which it would be desirable to remove from

the field of inquiry, if we would cultivate and improve the state of mutual

understanding and healthy confidence which ought to grow up and increas*

on tho part both of architect and contractor with the increase of business

between them. Already the subject of its own relations with its members

has been taken up by the Institute of Architects, and a step or two of im

portance taken also—as regards professional services and charges—towards

defining those existing between individual architects and their clients ; and

now it seems that the Institute is about to engage in the consideration of

the various relations existing between the architect and the contractor, as

well as between the contractor and the architect's employer or client.

Tho subject seems ripo for consideration, if not for actual legislation—

using the word in our own limited sense—and the discussion originated in

our pages seems to demand further space for the development of views on

both sides of the question. It is to be hoped that all will handle it in the

same temperate manner as ' The London Contractor,' and ' The Engineer ; 1

but, of course, each will state his own view, while it more particularly

belongs to us to take the via media, and look upon the matter as impartially

as we can, having at heart the well-being of architecture as an Art, as well

as the science of building as a business. From the Contractor's point of

view, the statements made as to the necessity for a revision of Building

Contracts seem to prove some dissatisfaction at least—perhaps not ill-

founded—with tho working of certain clauses said to be drawn up in the

interests of clients only, and some desire for additional ones as protection

for the contractor against the architect : yet we doubt if anyone acquainted

with the undercurrent—or, indeed, tho general course of building affairs—

would observe any practical grievance, or bo able to refer to any instances,

excopt those given, where architects are stated to have acted in a manner

contrary to common sense, and in opposition to what would be considered

their ordinary duty as professional men. There has been no difficulty in

arranging contracts after the ordinary recognised mode, and there is no

difficulty now in obtaining any number of tenders for any important work,

where the contractors would he bound by the ordinary conditions, and have

to sign the ordinary documents.

To meet exceptional cases of course exceptional legislation is required,
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if we would say, as all would desire, that every wrong has its remedy ; and

although it is obviously impossible to meet every case, and to prevent

every sort of misunderstanding which occurs, or can bo made to occur,

between all parties, we yet admit it is the duty, as it will be also the

earnest desire, of the profession, as an honourable body of men, to provide

a remedy for any injustice pointed out as resulting or likely to result from

its forms or customs, especially when such arrangements aro imposed by

themselves, whethor as safeguards for their clients, or for the better mutual

understanding between themselves and their contractors.

It would bo a slur upon the profession, to say nothing of the resentment

or resistanco it would provoke, not to listen to any fair representation of

injuries when it has the opportunity and possesses the power to prevent

them ; but, on the other hand, it would be weaknoss to give way to any

mere fancied wrong, or deliberately to throw away any important safe

guard, or any proper protective barrier against evils which have shown

themselves from time to time and given cause for such protections.

This would not merely bo sacrificing a client's interests, but it would bo

lowering tho standard of right, and would eventually lead to less perfect

construction, cheaper and more shifty expedients, and result in damage

alike to building and to builders.

The questions which aro raised, be it remembored, are against cortain

strict rules, regulations, and conditions made by architects, and against

certain arbitrary powers given into their hands for the express purpose of

compelling right to be done by the contractor to the client, for seeing that

money's worth is given for money, and as a guarantee for the fair dealing

of the one towards the other :—of the client towards the contractor, be it

observed, as much as of the contractor to the client,—for this point of the

independent position of the architect is forgotten or ignored too much in

the consideration of this matter. The architect has to see that the money

is properly paid as well as that the work is properly done, and the con

tractor has the benefit of the architect's position and knowledge, without

any charges or any liabilities to him in the smallest possible degree.

And it is not often known, or remembered indoed, how much a con

tractor is frequently indebtod to an architect for clearing his accounts, for

providing him with his 10 per cent, profit (on what the architect himself

gets but 5 per cent, from his client for designing), and for making tho con

tractor's own workmen do their duty, to the saving of his pocket, his re

putation, and his credit.

In any ordinary agreement between parties, if each means honestly by

the other, and so acts whenever any question arises, there is littlo room for

complaint of the strict letter of the document, for, of course, no conditions

or clauses are called into play ; still they exist, very properly, to attest the

meaning of the parties if^equired to be referred to. Even with the most

honest intentions, in all the complicated affairs of life, and especially in

those matters connected with building operations, it so frequently happens

that different interpretations of the same form of words, or variations in

the manner of carrying out the intention supposed to bo conveyed by them,

occur in the most unlooked for way, that strict conditions and 'good

Bet' terms are very properly introduced in all building contracts; and the

ration d'etre is thus so generally understood that no objection is made to

such ordinary hard words and well-known strict phrases, as aro customarily

borrowed from common legal documents, where each party is supposed to

be capable of over-reaching the other, and to be likely to be incapacitated

in a variety of ways—to become lunatic or bankrupt, or to leave tho busi

ness of this world altogether to his 'executors, administrators, and as

signs.'

If no such questions or differences ever did occur, how much would an

architect's duties and responsibilities, and, we may add, those of the con

tractor also, be lightened, and how much more valuablo time would be

available for the real work of designing and executing a building instead of

merely talking about it ! It is needless to say how pleasant it would be to

an architect if there were no extravagant estimates to cut down, no ' cutting '

estimates he was obliged to accept, and no attempt to gain by day-work

what was supposed to be omitted or deliberately lost, in order to obtain

preference for a ' job '—no attempt to run up a bill of extras for work fairly

included in tho contract, no misreading of the obvious intent and meaning

of tho specification and drawings. If work were always done in the ' best and

most workmanlike manner,' with materials ' the best of their several sorts

and kinds ; ' if workmen were neither ' careless, negligent, nor ignorant of the

work on which thoy were engaged ; ' if works were always completed at the

time agreed upon and in the manner specified, the architect's ' satisfaction'

would be ' entire ' and complete, and there would be no withholding of cer

tificates and no question as to the amounts due to contractors, no grounds

for complaints, and no work for lawyers or arbitrators.

But aro the facts such that contractors can fairly say ' This and this clause

is unnecessary, that stipulation is needless, this kind of guarantee is never re

quired, and such and such a condition is obsoleto ' ? Looking broadly at tho

general conditions as adopted by most architects, without just now referring

too minutely to details, we think it will be admitted that they have been framed

to meet certain delinquencies and neglects which from time to timo have been

experienced, and that every precaution adopted has been suggested by, or is

referablo to, some previous error, mistake, or misunderstanding.

{To be continued.)

Mr. W. B. Scott is engaged in the preparation of a series of designs

to be employed for the decoration of two of the large windows on the stair

case in the South Kensington Museum. These designs are intended to

illustrate the arts and crafts of civilised life. As to the arts, Michael

Angelo and Baphael have been chosen as types of diverae states of design :

to each of them a window is appropriated. The mode to be employed in

placing these designs on the glass is chosen by Mr. Scott to resemble in its

Tcsults what is called ' grisaille and yellow stain.' The designs are to be

drawn in slightly shaded outlines on the glass, and in a brown tint.

Yellow stain or some simple tint is to be employed decorative/^, as tho

artist thinks fit.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE CHICAGO WATERWORKS.

ABSOLUTE novelty is rare in the works of man. In every branch

of human art and human science we may trace the progress of

development. The noblest creations of the architect or of the

engineer have, for the most part, sprung from some small and insig

nificant seed, cast, it may he, into a fruitful soil by an unknown

hand.

The last thirty years have witnessed the introduction of more un

precedented and altogether novel applications of human skill to the

increase of human comfort than tenfold that length of time during

any former period of history. The combined, hut distinct, inventions

of the locomotive engine and the iron railway have led to the appli

cation of iron to building purposes in such a manner thnt the effect

has been equal to that of the introduction of a new material. Hence

arose bridges, roofs, viaducts of striking and original boldness of design.

To all this the engineer is now somewhat accustomed. In mining

and tunnelling below the surface of the earth, or even of the water,

again, he may think that his experience is ample. For almost any

work which may now be expected from an engineer we are ahle to

find a precedent.

We have, therefore, the more pleasure in laying before our readers

the details of a plan, which is at once novel, hold, and carefully con

sidered, for the supply of water to the City of Chicago. The deriva

tion of water from a lake by a tunnel, or emiisarittm, is not, of course,

anything in itself new. Lake Alba was drained by the Romans,

a.u.c. 358, by means of a subterranean passage. And as to tunnelling

under any inland waters, it is hardly possible that difficulties of a

§'eater magnitude than those which were vanquished hy Sir M. I.

runel at Kotherhithe should beset the operation.

But, with this allowance, the merit of originality of design still re

mains with the engineer of the Chicago Waterworks. The water-

supply of that city is taken from the neighbouring lake. With the

rapid increase of population which forms so striking a character

istic of the great American cities of the day, has ensued the

natural consequence of the pollution of the waters of this lake. Our

neighbours, being no more advanced than ourselves in the knowledge

of the best mode of utilising the valuable elements of sewage, turn

their drainage into the lake, as we turn ours into the Thames. The

lake has become foul in consequence, and the water so far affected as

to he increasingly unfit for domestic use.

The method adopted to remedy this evil will be so clearly under

stood by an examination of the drawings, that it is not necessary to

say very much in explanation. The plan, in two words, is this :—A

shaft is sunk on the shore of the lake, and another is sunk in the lake

itself, at two miles' distance from the shore. A species of pier, or

tower, called a ' crib,' is constructed for the protection of this shaft,

which was designed not only to act as a working-shaft for carrying on

the excavation of the tunnel, but also to afford an inlet for pure

water on the completion of the works. These two shafts are

connected by a driftway, or small tunnel, driven through the solid

clay which forms the basin of the lake, the exact length of which is

10,567 feet. The diameter of this emissarium is five feet in the clear,

to which has to be added, to measure the excavation, the space

occupied by two rings of brickwork. The rate of progress attained

in working from both ends averaged 14 feet per diem at each face. The

cost of the land and water-shafts together is stated at 120,000 dollars,

that of the tunnel at 260,000 dollars. It must be borne in mind, with

reference to these prices, that the nominal rate of wages is very high

at Chicago ; sewer-masons earning from 18s. to 21s. per diem, and

ordinary labourers as much as 6*.

The engineer has not lost sight of the possibility of the spreading

contamination of the waters of the lake. Careful arrangements have

been made, as will be seen on the drawings, to allow of an extension

of the tunnel. There is a provision in the crib for the sinking of a

second shaft. The tunnel is built so as to support and form a junc

tion with this structure, and is run a little distance lakeward, so as to

give a fair start to the new work whenever it may be commenced.

A strong iron bulkhead is built into the tunnel, designed to cut off all

communication during the progress of the extension, and to allow of

free communication so soon as that second instalment of subaqueous

work shall be completed.

The care and forethought they displayed are remarkable ; but tho

question arises, what will be the sanitary state of a city on the

shores of the lake when the pollution of its Waters has reached such

a pitch that pure water cannot be found at a distance of a couple of

miles from the shore ? We think it would be a matter of evu pro

mise for the citizens, if the time were to come when they should re

quire Mr. Desborough, the engineer, or his successor, to dive and to

burrow a second time in search of an untainted supply. Like all our

sewage arrangements, the Chicago Waterworks bear, on their design,

(written in large letters too), the designation ' temporary.' But as u

method of meeting an immediate want, hy a bold and eminently

straightforward course, these works merit a very high degree of

praise.

I The chief point of interest, in the details of the work, is the con

struction of the artificial island, or crib. Special attention will be
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directed to the experience thus obtained with reference to a plan, that

is said to receive support in very high quarters, for a submarine

tunnel under the Straits of Dover. We shall gladly open our co

lumns to any further information which Mr. Desborough, or his

friends, may teel desirous of communicating to our readers.

TEX ENOINEEBING COLLEGE, POONAH.

rIS building, of which we give an illustration, is one of the group

of public buildings in the Bombay Presidency which in a great

measure owe their existence to the public spirit and enlightened ex

ertions of Sir Bartle Frere, while Governor of Bombay. The College

has been built by the agency of the Public Works Department, under

the immediate superintendence of Colonel Howard, K.E., from the

designs of Mr. James Trubshawe, late Consulting Architect of the

Bombay Government; and it is said, by those who have seen it, to

be a highly successful building, notwithstanding that it was executed

almost entirely away from the architect's superintendence—in fact,

the larger part of the details were prepared by him, with the assist

ance of Mr. Roger Smith, in this country, and sent out to Bombay.

SOCIETIES.

Boyal Institute of British Architects.

The ordinary fortnightly meeting of this Institution was held on Monday,

the loth inst., Joseph Clarke, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.

Among the donations announced was a number of works on art and

science, which had formed part of the library of the late G. E. Burnell

(Fellow). On the proposal of Professor Kerr, a special vote of thanks to

Mr. Burnell was passed for the very liberal manner in which ho had fulfilled

the wishes of his brother, lately deceased, as regards this contribution.

The Chairman announced that, in consequence of the intervention of an

additional special meeting on the 1st inst, the special general meeting for the

award of the Boyal Gold Medal and Institute Medals and Prizes would be

held on April 5, instead of on March 1, but that on the last-mentioned day

the recommendation of the Council in respect to the award of the Eoyal

Medal would be announced.

Mr. W. Benson was called upon to read a paper entitled the ' Science of

Colour,' from which the following are extracts :—

' I propose in this paper to devote myself mainly to point out some par

ticulars in which it seems to me, after a long and careful study of tho whole

subject, that the theory of colour usually maintained is not exactly what

it ought to be. Much of the value of what has been ascertained about

colour is lost through a misconception on some essential points, and

important discoveries have been fruitless for want of being known and un

derstood by those who should use them.

'There are innumerable different kinds of light, each distinguished by its

peculiar refrangibility, and tho peculiar sensation of colour with which it

affects the eye ; and the colours of all objects are combinations of the colours

of those particular kinds of light which the same objects may happen to

send to the eye.

' Newton, with marvellous skill, effected and proved the analysis of the

colours of natural objects by the aid of a prism, and called the prismatic

colours primary colours, because he did not go on to investigate the rela

tions of these prismatic colours to each other, but assumed, as it seems,

that they were all equally simple and uncompounded, notwithstanding that

in some of his admirable experiments he found that adding together parcels

of the prismatic rays produced colours which were identical with those of

other simple prismatic rays.

1 About a century after Newton, the groat German astronomer, Tobias

JIayer, observing that it was possible with mixtures of red, yellow, and

blue pigments to produce an imitation (though but a poor one) of all the

prismatic colours, concluded, too hastily, that these three alone were simple

colours, and deserved the name of primary colours. We do not read that

he tested his conclusions by any cross experiments, or, in the manner of

Newton, investigated the way in which the colours of pigments and of their

mixtures were produced,—otherwise he would not havo failed to find out

what Newton had clearly stated before him, over and again, that pigments

act by destroying light, and that the colour of tho mixture of two pigments

is not a mixture of their separate colours, but merely the colour of those

prismatic rays which both of the pigments leave uudestroyed—some

colour, in fact, which is common to the colours of both of the separate pig

ments. But Mayer's views were plausiblo ; they seemed obvious to tho

eye; the illusion they concealed was not easy to make so clear; they were

adopted and laid down authoritatively by Scheffer in his " Art of Painting,"

and by other writers ; and, therefore, without any scientific examination,

they were, and are to this day, rocoived by people in general as un

doubted truths, and form the foundation of that system of colour-

doctrine which is now taught even in our Schools of Design under tho

authority of the Department of Science and Art, and which also prevails

on the Continent

'After the lapse of another century, howevor, some accurate observations

havo at length been made upon the prismatic colours, which, though they

have remained for now eight or nine years almost unnoticed by practical

men, will, I doubt not, in future be regarded as having established the true

theory of colour, and as having relieved tho student in this department of

art from the difficulty or impossibility of reconciling the requirements of a

filse or defective theory with the approval of a refined taste or a nicely

discriminating eye. Tho experiments I refer to are those which were made

by Professor James Clerk Maxwell on the proportions in which different

sets of three rays taken from different parts of the spectrum must be com

bined in order to produce the sensation of white, and will be found detailed

in the Transactions of the Eoyal Society for 1860, to which I must refer

those who would fully understand the process employed. They constitute

a sort of trigonometrical survey of the spectrum, on a principle which de

termines the relations of the colours of all the prismatic rays to each other.

These experiments were made with a refined apparatus, and repeated many

times over by different observers, to ensure the correctness of tho results ;

and they distinctly prove that three of the prismatic colours, namely, tho

best red, the best green, and the best blue, which occur near the beginning,

the middle, and the end of tho spectrum, when mingled all together produce

white, like the mixture of all tho prismatic colours ; and when combined in

pairs produce all the intervening prismatic colours in tho full strength

which they possess in the spectrum : that is to say, the prismatic red and

green, when combined in different proportions, produce the prismatic orange,

yellow, and yellow-green, which lie between them in the spectrum, and the

prismatic green and blue, when so combined, produce all tho intervening

sea-green hues.

' From these facts, then, it is scarcely possible to doubt that the prismatic

red, green, and blue give the nearest possible approach to simple sensations

of colour. What simpler explanation can be given of the wonderful se

quence of colours in the spectrum than that the eyes of all persons who

possess the ordinary faculty of discerning colours* are capable of three

colour-sensations alone, and that one of these, red, is excited most strongly

by the less refrangible rays ; another, green, by the rays of mean refrangi

bility ; and the third, bluo, by tho more refrangible rays ; intermediate

rays exciting the first and second, or the second and third sensations,

together with a more or less near approach to equality ? But here it should

be observed that these three simple sensations aro not excited with equal

depth, that is, with equal approach to purity, even by the rays which are

best of each kind ; the deepest in colour of the three rays is the bluo, which

is far tho least luminous in proportion to its strength of hue ; the next deep

is the red, and the least deep the green. In other words, the prismatic

bluo is less diluted than the red, and the red less than the green. While,

therefore, there is no evidence that even the sensation of blueness can be

excited with perfect purity, it is certain that that of redness cannot, and

still less so that of greenness. It is well to bear in mind theso essential

distinctions in tho depth of colours, not only because they give the reason

why so many blue and red pigments, flowers, and other coloured surfaces

excel in depth and power the best of a green hue, but also because, if I am

not greatly mistaken, the depth of a colour is almost as important a con

sideration as the strength of hue, or even as the hue itself, in any com

position or colours.

'I will now pass on to the exposition of the colours produced by throw

ing together different continuous parcels of the prismatic rays, and excluding

the rest, which seem to mo to constitute a very interesting part of the

science of colour. For the method of exhibiting these, I must rely on ex

periments derived by myself. These colours are the most distant of all

possible colours from that medium, grey, which is the mean or average of

all colours, and are therefore the most striking of all colours that the eye

can behold. The colours of tho most vivid pigments, flowers, or solutions,

do not equal those of perfect continuous combinations of the prismatic rays,

because no substance whatever sends to the oye all the rays of one part of

the spectrum, and utterly destroys all the rest. It is, however, easy to see

these beautiful colours, by artificial combinations of the prismatic rays

(every one, indeed, who has amused himself with looking at the edges of

white and black spaces of different breadths through a prism has seen

them), and the study of them is very instructive ; I mean the intelligent

study of them, not the mere bewildered imagination which they excito when

their cause and their meaning are not known.

' When we look at the spectrum of a broad band of white (such as the

rectangle) upon a black ground, in the lower part of the diagram, the prism

being parallel to the edges of the band, and held so near to it that a white

space shall appear in the middle of its spectrum, we have in that spectrum,

first, on its lower side, a series of all the colours produced by adding to

gether different parcels of the prismatic rays, being from the least refran

gible or red end ; and on the other side a series of all the colours produced

by adding together parcels of the same rays, beginning from the most

refrangible rays.

' If we look at the spectrum of a broad black band upon a white ground (as

shown also on tho same diagram), the same colours are of courso seen, but

reversed in position ; tho prism being held sufficiently near to leave a black

space in the middle of the spectrum. In each case the colours seen aro

plainly combinations of different parcels of the pure prismatic colours,

beginning always at one end or at the other end of the spectrum.'

Coloured diagrams of all these four spectra were exhibited, showing the

gradations of their colours. . . . . •

' The principal prismatic colours and their combinations constitute the

very alphabet of the science of colour, and are as essential to any intelligent

acquaintance with it as the system of notation is in arithmetic, or the scale

of notes in music. It is a most fortunate circumstance that we are able so

easily to produce an invariable exemplar of colour, which, though not

actually perfect (since even the colours of a pure prismatic spectrum, as I

said before, are, in some degree, diluted or mixed), yet excel all others in

depth ; and are, therefore, the best which it is possible to find, to cxomplify

tho nature of colours, and to teach the eye to distinguish, at first sight, the

true complementary colours. How far tho uneducated or falsely educated

eye is liable to err may be seen by taking the diagrams of- primary colours,

and their complementary secondaries, usually given in popular works on

colours, and comparing them with the series of Nature's painting. The

former are in general so extremely diverse from the truth, excepting blue

and red, that they scarcely present an approximation to it. Blue, for

instance, is usually opposed to a very red orange, instead of to yellow ;

green to red, instead of pink ; red to a warm or yellowish green, instead of

to the colour which I have called sea-green—a colour that would, by some,

* An extraordinary dichromic vision is more frequent than is usually supposed, in
which yellow and bine are the only distinctions of hue, the red anil green rays appearing

to differ from the yellow in brightness alone.
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be thought nearer to light blue than to green. When we consider how

easily these colours are produced, how striking they are to the eye, how

simple the explanation of them is, it is surprising that hitherto no attempt

lias been made to make use of them in educating the eye, to distinguish the

true primary and secondary colours, by accustoming it to the inimitably

beautiful productions of Nature's unerring pencil. The student may seo

here in a moment how near the colour of a pigment is in hue to the true

red, green, or blue, or to their complementary colours ; for nothing can be

easier than to compare the colour of a pigment with any of these combina

tions of tho prismatic colours. He may also see how far any pigment,

though correct in hue, falls short of the standard of perfection in the depth

or in the clearness of its colour. And there is no difficulty in learning how

to use a prism ; indeed it may easily be fixed in the right position, with the

white and black objects of view, above described, so that the student will

merely have to apply his eye to it whenever he would see the colours it

produces. But, in truth, a very few inspections of these colours, and com

parisons of them with the colours of pigments, will generally bo enough so
tn !„,„,..„ them on his mind that he will liave no difficulty in referring theto

hue of any bright pigment, afterwards, very nearly to its correct place in

the whole circle of colour.'

Mr. Crace would make some observations on this very interesting and

able paper. Ho must confess that it was an exceedingly difficult thing to

speak upon a question which enters so much into details. While recognising

all the ability and intellect which had been brought to bear upon the system

propounded by Mr. Benson, he must say that he had failed to convince him.

He had read Mr. Benson's book and also the various letters which that

gentleman had published on tho subject, yet he failed to perceive any reason

for the condemnation of yellow as a primary colour. After all, Mr. Benson

addresses himself to light instead of colour; the two are rather different

things. Ho would begin with light and proceed to colour, for tho ono was

the foundation of the other. If wo went into a Southern climate under a

blue sky lighted up by a yellow sun, it at once became apparent that

yellow was a primary, not a secondary colour. Again, take some of those

experiments with the prism which could be tried by everyone, and here it

would be found that the three primary colours given by it are yellow,

red, and blue. There must be stronger reasons, far stronger than what he

had heard adduced, for him to alter his opinion on the subject. And he

said this while not wishing in the least to detract from tho high order

of intellect, of talent and perseverance which had been displayed. Mr.

Crace illustrated the effects of combination of colour by the uid of small

diagrams and coloured glasses.

Mr. Wn r iAM White, who agreed with Mr. Benson that red, blue, and

green were much more harmonious than red, blue, and yellow, moved a vote

of thanks to the lecturer for his very able discourse.

This was seconded by Professor Kuun, who poiuted out that the real issue

between Mr. Benson and his opponents was, that his mixtures of colour

were obtained by mixing coloured rays of light, and that those of Mr. Crace

or others were obtained by mixing pigments, which was a very different

thing. Several gentlemen took part in tho discussion, including Mr.

Benson, who in his reply pointed out that Professor Kerr had correctly

seized the essential point of difference between him and most of those

whose views were opposed to his. The vote of thanks was then put by the

Chairman and carried unanimously.

The meeting then adjourned till Monday, March 1, when a ' Memoir of

the late Joseph Bonomi, A.K.A.,' by Wyatt Papworth (Fellow), as well as

some remarks on the Chevalier Da Silva's work, • Signes qu'on voit

graves sur les Anciens Monuments du Portugal,' by Mr. George Godwin,

F.B.S., will be read.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

The New Law Courts.

On Friday, the 19th, Mr. Greciory gave notice that on the 5th of March

he should call attention to the site appointed for the erection of the new

Law Courts, and move a resolution on the subject.

The Proposed Viaduct on the Thames Embankment.

On the same evening Lord Elceo brought this subject before the House,

and, maintaining that nobody required or approved it, pressed the First

Commissioner of Works to relieve the Metropolitan Board of Works from

the necessity of carrying it out. Soeondod and supported by Mr. C. Buxton

and Lord Burt, Lord Elcho enforced, from this and similar blunders, the

necessity of giving to some public department a control over all great works

in the metropolis, and suggested tho appointment of a Council to advise the

First Commissioner of Works.

On Tuesday, February 23, Lord Elcho's motion for a select committee

was carried. It was seconded by Mr. Tite, M.P., who stated that the Board
■of Works would bo glad to be relieved of the outlay incident to the project,

and, referring to the admitted necessity for some control and advice upon

public works, stated that the Royal Institute of British Architects, of which

he was President, would, he was sure, feel flattered if their opinion could be

sought upon questions of this kind.

Mr. Layard agreed with all that could be said in disparagement of the

viaduct, the history and design of which ho narrated at somo length. He

had no power in the matter, except what personal influence ho might exer

cise with the Metropolitan Board ; at some future time he proposed to bring

before the House the public question of his department's powerlessness in

these matters. He hoped that a strong expression of opinion from Parlia

ment might induce tho Metropolitan Board of Works not to proceed farther

at present.

Mr. Cowpbr said a few words in defence of the viaduct.

Mr. Beresford Hope drew from the transaction the moral that we needed

a really strong Ministry of Public Works and Art ; and the discussion

closed by a notice of Lord Elcho to move for a committee on the subject.

REVIEW.

ConnESPOxnE>'CK relating to the Site of the New Courts and Offices

of Law. John B. Day, London.

This pamphlet consists of a reprint of Sir Charles Trevelyan's letter to

the Times up to tho 5th inst., together with somo other letters, provoked

by them, on the subject of the site of the Law Courts ; the publication it

illustrated by three plans, one showing the building as proposed, a second

showing the site purchased, and the third showing the proposed site.

These plans have the advantage of being tinted, but in other respects

they do not, we think, inform the reader more clearly or so fully as those

we have already given. They fail to show the approaches northward with

the same completeness which wo judged essential. A block plan of a pro

posed or suggested building for occupying the site is shown, but it is of an

indefinite nature, and does not, we think, serve any very useful purpose.

It will, however, be of great service to those who desire to master the

question thoroughly, to possess themselves of this edition of Sir Charles

Trevelyan's letters, published with his sanction. These letters have done

much to awaken public attention to a subject which we have felt to be one

of tho greatest importance, and Sir Charles Trevelyan by writing them has

earned the gratitude of all who have the progress of Architecture at heart.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

Dear Sir,—I must not allow our most earnest and indefatigable officer

Mr. M. J. Lomax, the Assistant Secretary, to remain unnoticed in the re

marks you make of me as tho Honorary Secretary. Few know what Mr.

Lomax has done for the Museum during our ' eclipse' beyond the Presi-

dent, the Treasurer, and myself.

I may add, considering the little practical work we have really been able

to do for the last two years with our whole energies devoted towards raising

funds for the new building, there is no Society in the profession with such

a firm and good list of subscribers as our own. We are daily increasing

our members ; and I hope wc shall not only soon clear off the debt on the

new Museum Buildings, now of over 1 ,000J., but shall extend very much

the use of the Museum. I am, dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Feb. 22, 1869. Joseph Clarke.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

Sir,—I regret that in my last letter I used wonts as regards the French gentlemen
named in Mr. Spiers's letter of February G which are likely to be misunderstood without
explanation. Although the gentlemen named may not all be well known in this country,
they are without doubt men of high eminence in their own, three of them being mem
bers of the French Institute- a rank equal to eur Royal Academician ; ami three of them
are officers of the Legion of Honour. It may be interesting to state that M. Labronste
is the architect of the Library of St. Genevieve and the house of M. Achillc Fould in
Paris ; M. Leoas, of the church of Notre Dune de Lorette ; 11. Gilbert, of the Pre
fecture of Police ; and M. Questel is architect to the Palace at Versailles. I wasmialed
by the somewhat anomalous fact that to such men as these the even nominal fee of
twenty francs was paid by each student, bearing in mind that in our hospitals, Ac., the
services of the physicians and surgeons are as u rule given gratuitously. Let us hope

that ere long men eminent in our own profession will be found willing to render
service to their younger brethren by lectures ami otherwise. Yours, £c.,

IIobeht w.

LEGAL.

Court of Common Pleas.—Feb. 19.

(Hefore Mr. Justico Keatino and a Special Jury.)

PEARSON' V. PIAJCKNETT AND OTHERS.

Mr. T. Salter and Mr. Oppenhoim were counsel for the plaintiff, and Mr.

Bush Cooper and Mr. H. T. Atkinson for the defendants.

This was an action to recover compensation for personal injury caused by

the alleged negligence of the defendants' servants.

The defendants are the partners in the firm of Cubitt & Co., builders,

who were engaged in rebuilding the premises belonging to the London and

North-Western Railway Company at Haydon Square Station, Aldgate.

The plaintiff was in the employ of the railway company as a constable and

watchman, and it was his duty to close the gates in the evening. On the

evening of January 28, 1 868, while in the act of closing them, he was struck

down to the ground by a heavy plank falling on him, and he received severe

spinal injury, and is now incapacitated from work. It appeared that the

defendants' workmen had been engaged during the day at that part of the

premises, and had placed planks across the tops of the gates after they were

opened, and had left off work without removing them. The plaintiff had

gone as usual to shut the gates, and he attempted to do so without having

seen the planks, and the moving of tho gates caused the planks to fall.

At the close of the evidence for tho plaintiff it was objected that the

action would not lie, as there was no duty in the defendants towards the

plaintiff to see that the planks were not in the position in which they were.

After sonic discussion, the plaintiff was directed to be non-suited.

Rolls' Court, Chancery Lane.—Feb. 20.

(Before the Master of the Rolls.)

MILLWALL CANAL COMPANY V. KKLK.

The bill in this case was filed against Messrs. Kelk, tho well-known con

tractors, to hold an account of the contract transactions between the parties.

Sir R. Baggallay, Q.C., who appeared for the plaintiffs, stated that certain

items of account were disputed upon grounds stated in the Tall, but since
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the bill was filed a deed of compromise bad been executed between the

directon of the company on the one hand, and Messrs. Kelk on the other,

and the terms of arrangement had been submitted to an extraordinary

general meeting of the company, summoned for the purpose, and approved.

It was therefore proposed to take a decree in accordance with these terms

of arrangement, which, in fact, carried out the provisions of the deed of

compromise between the parties. It provided for the payment of a small

sum of money and for the delivery of certain preference shares to the

defendants in discharge of their demands against the company.

Mr. Wickens appeared for the defendants.

His Lordship approved the course proposed, and the decree was made

accordingly.

Vice-Chancellors' Court.—Feb. 20.

(Before Sir R. Malins.)

IN BE THE IXJNDON PERMANENT BENEFIT UUU.DINO SOCIETY.

This was a petition by a member of this Society, praying that it might be

ordered to be wound up. In 1854 the petitioner gave notice of withdrawal,

he being then entitled under the rules to receive 4002. It was stated that

that notice was very injurious to the Society, and that after struggling with

difficulties for three years, in hopes of reviving its prosperity, a resolution

was passed, excepting from participation in any loss in the assets all sub

scriptions paid upon uuadvanced shares after a day named in 1857, h aving

such losses to fall rateably on the balances due to members on June 3u,

1856. ;

Mr. Cole,Q.C, and Mr. G. Miller were for the petition ; Mr. Cotton, Q.C.,

and Mr. Hemming, for the company, opposed ; Mr. Glasse, Q.C., and Mr.

Macnaughten appeared for creditors to the amount of 5002.

The Vice-Chancellor considered that tho resolution was ultra virea, but

as the petitioner had allowed eleven years to elapse before presenting his

petition to set it aside it must be dismissed with costs.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Hargrave Church, Bury St. Edmund's.—This church has undergone

considerable enlargement, in consequence of insufficient accommodation,

and has been opened for Divine service. Funds have been raised, and a

north aisle added, which accommodates 90 more persons, and is connected

to nave by an arcade of three arches, executed in stone, and lighted by

3 two-light windows ; tho plinth quoins, weatherings, and dressings are all

of Ancaster stone, the face work is flints to match the chancel, and the

walls are built of Dalham stone. The nave has been partly reseated to

match this aisle, and the pulpit and desk have been removed from south to

north side. The chancel was restored a few years back, with the exception

of its seats: these faced the west ; they have been swept away, and proper

choir seats substituted, with ornamental standards for children's book desk.

A rich old screen divides the nave and chancel (no arch), which has been

repaired. The chancel also contains the usual piscina and sedilia, &c,

restored some few years back. The tower is of brick, and shows signs of

settlement and cracks. The work has been satisfactorily carried out by the

undermentioned parties :—Stonemason, Mr. Hopson, of Bury St. Edmund's;

general builder, Mr. James Drake, Ousden, Newmarket ; ornamental iron

work, Mr. Shrivell, of Long Acre ; the Architect was Mr. Ralph Chamber

lain, London,

New Chapel of St. Mary Magdalene, Bipon.—This chapel, which

was recently consecrated, has been erected to the memory of the late Rev.

Geo. Mason, of Copt Hewick Hall; it will accommodate 150 persons, and

seats are provided for 12 inmates of the almshouses adjoining. The style

in which the chapel is designed is late Second Pointed, the windows being

enriched with geometrical tracery. On the north-west corner of the

building is an octagonal stone bell turret. The extreme length of the

chapel, inside walls, is 56 feet 6 inches, width 21 feet, and height to ridge

28 feet. There are two beautiful stained glass windows, both to the

memory of the late Rev. Geo. Mason : that in the east, representing the

six Beatitudes, by O'Conncr, of London ; and that in the south, represent

ing Faith, Hope, and Charity, by H. M. Barnett, of Newcastle. The

work has been carried out by Messrs. John Chambers & Son, of Bishop

Monkton ; the gas fittings by Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birmingham ;

and the warming apparatus by Mr. Nicholson, of Ripon ; the whole being

executed from the designs of Mr. W. H. Crossland, of Leeds, who is also

the architect for tho new chapel of St. John, now in course of eroction.

A new nunnery is in course of erection near the Kensington Cemetery,

at Hanwell, and will shortly be ready for consecration. The whole of the

cost, estimated to exceed 2,000/., has been promised to be defrayed by an

opulent lady belonging to the Romish communion.

During the past few days the church of St. Gabriel, Bromley, was

■consecrated by the Bishop of London. The church was built from the

design of Mr. R. J. Withere, by Messrs. Dove Brothers, at a cost of 4,700i.,

of which 2,000?. was given by the Bishop of London's Fund, the Church

Building Society.

New "Wesleyan Chapel at Bredgar.—Last week this edifice was

opened for Divine worship. Mr. R. Carey, of Coxheath, gave the bricks

and the land, the cost of the labour and woodwork being about 1,0002.

The building was designed by Mr. Carey, jun., of London, and carried out

under the direction of Mr. C. Pillow, of Milton. Mr. Beaumont, of Milton,

was the builder ; the candelabra were supplied by Mr. A. Buley, of Sitting-

bourne, who likewise did the staining and the glazing. The size of the

chapel is 50 feet by 30 feet in the clear, and it will seat 300 persons. The

style is Gothic.

New Mechanics' Institute at Bradford. — The new building for the

purposes of this institute is to be erected at Bowling Green. On Monday

last the drawings for the new building were thrown open for public in

spection. The style is modern Italian, and has been designed by Messrs.

Andrews, Son, & Pepper.

The New Wesleyan Chapel, Ellesmere Boad, Sheffield, was

opened for Divine Service on February 9. The foundation-stone of the

chapel was laid by Sir F. Lycett, on October 30, 1857. The building cost

3,5002., and accommodates about 1,000 persons. The style of architecture-

is Early English, being designed by Messrs. Wilson & Croslaud,

architects. Its general dimensions are 75 by 43 feet, but it is 59 feet

across the transepts. The contractors were Messrs. Hardy and Duke, with

Mr. George Longden. Messrs. Marshall, Watson, & Moorwood have done

the iron-work, and laid the hot-water apparatus for heating the building.

HardingBtone Church, Northants, was reopened on Tuesday week,

after having undergone a much-needed restoration at the hands of Mr.

Palgravo, architect ; previous to which the body of the church was occupied

by pews of surpassing ugliness, the main feature of the chancel was

the squire's pew with a nreplaco in it, there were galleries in the west

end and north side, and the tower was blocked out from the nave. All

this has been remedied, and a new font and pulpit added, as well as two

stained windows, one by Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, the gift of the Rev. R. H.

Oox, vicar, and the other, in memory of the late Mr. and Mrs. Bouverie, is

the gift of their tenants. The churchyard has also been decorated with

shrubs and trees, presented by Mr. Frederick Perkins, nurseryman.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUR

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Arahseological Discovery at Jerusalem.

The operations of the Palestine Exploration Fund in Jerusalem have led

to a promising discovery, reported by Lieutenunt Warren, under date of the

1st inst. It is a kind of vaulted crypt, which is situated in a private garden,

which forms part of the harem area. It is thus described :—

' The substructure, now used as a tank, is 63 feet from north to south,

and 57 feet from east to west, thus being nearly square. Its northern wall

is 23 feet 6 inches from the south side of the Birket Israil (traditional Pool

of Bethesda). It consists of nine rectangular bays formed by four piers,

cruciform on plan, equidistant from each other and from the walls, from

which spring arches. The arches between the piers, and between the two

northern piers and walls, are stilted or pointed ; thoso from the two

southern piers to the walls appear to be flying buttresses, unless the re

mainder of these arches are concealed behind the east, west, and south

walls of the substructure.

' The dimensions of arches and piors all vary somewhat, which may arise

from the thick coat of plaster which exists up to tho top of the arches—

that is, to about 14 feet above the floor of the tank. These arches support

nothing; they merely strengthen the 'piers, and ^resist any lateral thrust

against the side-walls.

' The whole of the substructure is covered in by vaults intersecting in

groins over the bays ; surface-ribs (of cut stone) are thrown over from the

piers to the sides, the remainder of the arches being composed of rag-work.

The vaults are pointed ; the springing of the vault surface-ribs is 14 feet

above the floor of tho substructure, and the cement does not reach higher

than that point, The vaults, from springing to crown, arc also about 14

feet in height, giving a total cf 28 feet from the floor to the crown.'

This vault was entered through what is described as a tank-mouth—pro

bably an opening regularly built, though in this and in somo other parti

culars, especially in the uncertainty as to the real nature of the arch con

veyed by the gallant Lieutenant's words, ' stilted or pointed,' there is room

for greater accuracy as well as fuller detail in the report sent. An opening

for an overflow is described as existing in the northern side of about 2 feet

in height by 1 foot wide. A staircase, the entrance to which is now closed,

and some other openings are described.

There can be little doubt that this forms one of a series of water-

tanks.

As a parallel to this structure, Mr. Conybeare pointed out that many

subterranean vaulted reservoirs of corresponding design were constructed

in Roman times, unquestionably for use as tanks only.

Of these the best known are the Piscena of the Villa Cardito, near

Naples, and the Piscena Mirabile, near Baia; in the latter the vault has

transverse ribs of cut stone, with the spandrels between filled in with

rubble exactly as in the example discovered by Lieutenant Warren—the

only difference being that in the latter case the vault is pointed instead of

semicircular.

But the most splendid examples extant (out of India) of such sub

terranean reservoirs are the cistern of Bin-birderell (or of ' the thousand

and one columns ') and that ofthe Yere-batan-serai (or ' SubterraneanPalace '),

at Constantinople. Of these tho first is now dry, and used as a silk-factory. It

occupies an area of 20,000 square feet, and is capable of containing 1,237,000

cubic feet of water, a quantity sufficient to supply the population of Con

stantinople for 1 5 days. The Yere-batan-serai still remains a cistern of

water; its vaulted roof is supported by 336 marble columns, all with

exquisitely-sculptured Corinthian capitals, and some of them with sculptured

sliafts. In both tho construction of the roof is the same as in the tank

discovered by Lieutenant Warren—viz., a groined vault with rectangular

transverse ribs.

Explorations at Herculaneum.

The artistic public will learn with great satisfaction that, through tho

liberality of His Majesty the King of Italy, excavations at Herculaneum

are to be recommenced.

There is every reason to believe that at least as rich a collection, and in

all probability a richer, of works of art and antiquity lies buried under the

lava which overwhelmed Herculaneum, as was dug out from the scoria? and

ashes under which Pompeii was covered.

We shall watch with great interest the progress of renewed explorations

in this locality, where, as is well known, no researches have been made for a

great number of years.
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Associated Arts' Institute.

The second Soiree of the season was given by this Society, at the Conduit

Street Booms, on Saturday, Feb. 20. Upwards of 400 persons, including

m;uiy celebrities in art, literature, and scienco, were present. The gallery

of the Society of Female Artists was thrown open fortho evening, and formed

a great source of attraction, the works exhibited being of a far higher cha

racter than those of previous years. There was also a collection of works

by members of the Institute, a good display of photographs, reproductions

from drawings by old masters (lent by the Autotype Company), and other

objects of interest. A concert, under the direction of Madame Leupold, was

given during the evening, the performers being Miss Alice Elton, Miss

Goodall, Mdlle. Tourrier, Miss Annie King, Herr Anglyalfi, and Mr. Maltby.

The whole affair was eminently successful.

Competition at Booh—tar.

Tho Corporation of Rochester have recently decided to invite six eminent

architects to send in designs for the proposed New Corn Exchange, which

they intend building at a cost of not more than 5,000/. The length is to be

ubout 100 feet, the width varying from 50 to 80 feet.

Discovery of Ancient Pavements at Palermo.

The lato visit of the Crown Prince of Italy to Palermo was the occasion

of an interesting discovery in that city. Amongst other festivities arranged

by the local authorities in honour of the illustrious guest was a grand dis

play of fireworks on the ' Piazza Reale.' Certain scaffolding had to be

erectod to carry a large pyrotechnical design, and in digging the necessary

holes in the ground a piece of mosaic was found at a depth of only 3 foot

from the level of the Piazza. Since then this discovery has been carefully

followed up, and baa resulted in the laying bare the floors of four mosaic

pavements which had once belonged to as many distinct apartments. The

first of these represents Orpheus sitting under a tree surrounded by animals

attracted .by his music: he wears the Phrygian cap, and strikes the lute

with n short stick. This picture is surrounded by a coloured border, and

near it is the second pavement, which consists only of a plain black and white

pattern ; but the fact that the surrounding walls were found more than

2 feet high makes this compartment peculiarly interesting. The walls are

covered with frescoes not unlike those found at Pompeii in tho brilliancy

of the rod. The third compartment is divided from the first by two

Corinthian columns with Ionic bases and sharply cut capitals ; and although

the floor never appears to have had any provision for draining off the wet,

it seems to have been that of an open court: the pattern is in black and

white. But tho finest mosaic found was tho fourth, which is composed of

medallions and rich borders, the subjects being mythological, such as Leda

and the Swan, the head of a Neptune, &c The date of these mosaics is

believed to be that of the first century a.d. Some years ago mosaic frag

ments, evidently of the same period, were discovered in another part of

Palermo, namely, near tho Quattri Cantoni ; and as the site of the recont

discovery is about 1,000 yards distance from that of the earlier one, and,

moreovor, farthest removed from tho sea, some idea may be formed as to

the probable extent of this colony of ancient Home.

The Darien Canal.

American papers are once more discussing this scheme, and it seems that

tho project of cutting a canal which shall unito the Atlantic and Pacific is

one likely to bo executed at no very great distance of time. The distances

saved will be enormous : thus the journey by sea from New York to San

Francisco will be shortened by 14,000 miles, to Callao by 10,000, to

Melbourne by 3,000, to Canton by 9,000, and to Calcutta by 4,000 miles.

Tho surveys made by order of Congress show that the best route will be

via San Bias, where the entire distance between the two oceans is only

thirty miles, of which two-thirds only would requiro the cutting of a canal,

»s for the remaining ten miles a river, running in a south-westerly direction,

may be made available for the passage of large ships. The capital neces

sary for this undertaking is estimated at 65 million dollars, and a company,

incorporated by New York State, has been formed for the purpose.

Ia it True ?

The Missouri Republican recently stated that 'the engineers engaged

in making tho piers of a railway bridge at St. Louis, to cross the Mississippi,

are said to have found an ancient tunnel below that mighty river. The

tunnel passes under the river to the Illinois shore, and whethor it is wholly

the wore of some ancient race who once inhabited this land, whose interest

ing remains are strewn so thickly up and down this great valley, or whether

it is partly natural and partly artificial, remains to be seen. The main

passage is about twenty feet high by fifteen broad, and systematically

arched overhead ; part of the way by cutting through solid rock and part

by substantial masonry. The bottom seemed to be mnch worn, as if by

carriage wheels of some sort. There are many lateral passages which are

about eight feet high and six feet wide Around the walls of the main passage

there were what seemed to be niches closed with closely-fitting slabs, each

slab covered with inscriptions in Runic uniform characters which bore a

marvellous resemblance to those upon the slab in the Mercantile Library,

which was brought from the mines of Nineveh. Between the niches were

projecting pilasters, wi'h draped Assyrian or Egyptian heads. If the facts

are truly stated, an ancient city must have stood on tho Mississippi, near

to St. Louis, though probably on the opposite bank. If so, the cases of

Memphis and Cairo will have found a parallel in the New World.'

Notes for Connoisseurs.

An important collection, tho property of tho late M. Gueneau d'Aumont,

was sold at Dijon on February 22 and following days; it included 1,500

groups, statuettes, cups, diptyques and triptyques, bas reliefs, caskets, and

other works of art in ivory, besides wood carvings, bronzes, &c., 1,200 being

in gold, silver, pietra dura, enamels, &c. This is ono of the largest collec

tions of the kind that has been offered for sale for a long time.

All the connoisseurs of Paris were collected in one of the rooms of the

auction mart, in the Rue Drouot, the other day, on the occasion of the sole of a

small wooden casket which might have been seen in the Retrospective Gallery

on the French side of the Exhibition of 1867. The wood of which this

curiosity is composed is conjectured to be oak or walnut, but time has

effaced the characteristics ; the box or casket is rectangular, with a flat

cover ornamented with medallions cut in the wood, and surrounded by

figures of animals, real and chimerical, with German inscriptions. It is

mounted in chased iron, in tho style of the fourteenth centuiy. This box,

which five centuries ago cost, perhaps, five shillings, was sold for two

thousand francs to M. Loroy-Ladurie.

The estimation in which the works of Eugene Delacroix are held was

again evinced at the sale of the pictures, sketches, &c, of the late painter,

M. A. Dauzats. Delacroix's original sketch, the first idea of the Entrance

of the Crusaders into Jerusalem (the picture at Versailles), was sold for the

relatively enormous sum of 7,100 francs (284/.).

An event of mournful interest, and not of uncommon recurrence, took

place at the sale rooms recently ; namely, the disposal of a number of

modern works given by the artists in aid of a brother in distress. Amongst

the pictures sold wore, one by Ed. Frere, ' Les Sabotiers,' which fetched

42/. ; a drawing by Gerome, 10/. ; and the 4 Trumpetor of the Cuirassiers,'

by Schreyer, 34/. Twenty-two artists subscribed to this Samaritan sale,

and the result was a total of more than four hundred pounds.

Tapestry, artistic furniture, and objects of art are in high request just

now. At the sale of the effects of the late M. de L , of Madrid, which

occurred a few days since, there appeared a very remarkable surlout de

table, iporgno and other pieces, thirty in all, executed in gilt bronze by

Raurio, from designs by Clodion, Prudhon, and other celebrated artists ;

after a very spirited bidding, it was knocked down at 4,280 francs (over

171/.). At the same sale five pieces of tapestry of the sixteenth century,

representing episodes in the conquest of Granada by Ferdinand of Castillo,

fetched 132/. At another sale three pieces of Gobelins tapestry, with

three panels of the same manufacture, figuring scenes of the Odyssey,

sold for 456/.

Competitions Open.

Rotjkn.—Artists and architects are invited to send in designs for a

funereal monument, to be erected in memory of the late Maire of Rouen, .

M. Verdrel. Tho total cost of the work, including the honorarium of tho

architect (fixed at 5 per cent.), is not to exceed 1,200/. The plans,

drawings, and estimates are to bo deposited at the office of the secretary-

feneral, nt the Maire of the town, on or before May 15. All the

esigns are to be exhibited, from May 20 to Juno 6, in ono of tho

rooms of the Hotel de Ville of Rouen. The jury is to be composed

of members of tho municipal council, with a certain number of

architects and other artists, and the decision is to be announced beforo

July 1. The author of the selected design, if approved by competent

authorities, will be entrusted with the construction of the monument, under

the surveillanco of tho municipal authorities. In addition to the honorarium

a gold medal will be awarded to the successful candidate, the second in

rank to receive 20/., and tho third half that sum.

The details and plan of the competition may be seen at the office of Tub

Abchitect, or are to be obtained at Rouen, or of the Editor of the Moniteur

des Arts, 43 Rue Saint Georges, Paris.

A note attached to the programme of this concours, ' inserted to aid

foreign competitors to draw up their estimates,' has a general interest.

Prices of work per cubic metre :—

Francs. £ «. d.

Excavation 3.60= 0 2 0
Concrete, quick lime, and sand 20.00= 0 IS 0
Brickwork ot the best kind, including centerings and pointing 46.00= 1 16 0
Aobigny stone work, finished 200.00 = 8 0 0

White echaillon 300.00=12 0 0
Liais for steps and pavement, including cutting and laying . 230.00» 10 0 0
Saint* Honorine granite do. do. . 260.00=10 0 0

Paris, for Chili.—A competition is now open in Paris for designs for an

equestrian statue of the ancient President of the Republic of Chili, General

Bernardo O'Higgins, who was the head of the state from 1817 to 1823, and

whose memory is held in high estimation. The statue is to be in bronze,

and to represent the General quitting Rancagua, where he was besieged by

the Spaniards, who were four times more numerous than his own forces, and

forcing his way at the head of the few brave followers who had survived a

carnage of thirty-six hours' duration. The statue and pedestal are to be of

about the same dimensions as the famous statue of Henry IV. on the Pout

Neuf, Paris. On the pedestal are to be four bas-reliefs representing:—

1. Deposition of the Supreme Director O'Higgins in 1823 ; 2. The fight at

Roble, where tho General was wounded; 3. The Chilian squadron leaving

Valparaiso to intercept a convoy under tho protection of the Spanish ship

Maria Isabel; 4. Meeting of the patriot Generals, O'Higgins and Saint

Martin, on the battle-field of Maipo, on April 5, 1818.

None but known artists are admitted to the competition, and their designs

are to bo sent in to the Chilian consul in Paris, before March 1 5. The designs

oro to bo accompanied by a statement of the price at which full-sized models

of the statue and bas-reliefs would be rendered in plaster. The designs will

be judged by an official committee of sculptors, architects, painters, and

competent critics. A curious condition is annexed to tho proposal ; namely,

that the successful sculptor shall employ, as an auxiliary in carrying out

the work, a young Chilian sculptor, a pupil of the eminent French sculptor

Jouffroy, whose talont the commission desires to encourage, while at tho

same time giving somewhat of a national character to the work.

Tho maximum cost of the monument, carriage and all other expenses

included, is fixed at 3,000/. (75,000 fra.), and the work is to be completed

by January 1, 1871.

Applications for conditions, See., to be made to M. Fernandez Rodella,

Consul-General for Chili, 26, Rue de Laval, Paris.

Suez Canal.

The chief directors of the Suez Canal works met, towards the close of last

year, in committee in Paris, with a number of experienced maritime men,

mining and other engineers, and naval constructors, to consider the methods

of working the groat ship canal when completed. Tho problem to bo solvod

was, the mode of rendering the transit as rapid as possible, with due regard
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to the maintenance of the banks of the canal on one hand, and to economy and,

consequently, the interests of the shareholders, on the other. It is necessary,

of course, to tlx the maximum rate for vessels passing through the canal, to

settle the methods of towing, to study the effects of the tide in the Bed Sea

on the navigation, to arrange for the lighting and maintenance of the canal,

and to settle the mode of calculating the tonnage of vessels. The officers

of the company are now studying on the spot the various questions raised

by the above-named committee.

The following are a few of the conclusions and opinions now current.

It seems to be admitted that steam vessels will be able to traverso the canal

at the rate of 10 kilometres or 61 miles per honr. Sailing vessels of more

than 50 tons burden may be towed at the rate of 6 to 7 kilometres

per hour ; while smaller vessels will not require towing, the width of the

canal being sufficient, it is believed, to allow them to navigate without

obstructing" the course of the larger ships. In order to prevent collision

and difficulty in the navigation, small basins will be formed at distances

of 10 or 12 kilometres all along the line. All large vessels will be re

quired to carry a pilot thoroughly acquainted with the conditions of tho

navigation, and with the day and night signals.

The method of lighting the canal and the lakes, and that of towing, are

now under consideration.

The mode of calculating tonnage, for the transit-charge of 10 francs

per ton, gives rise to somo difficulty on account of the system of measure

ment adopted in various countries. The same vessel will measurc'300 tons

in France, 250 in England, and 150 in the United States ; so that some

general rule must be adopted, and this will be a benefit to commerce

generally.

One of the effects of the opening of the canal will be, it is presumed, the

hastening of the application of steam to commercial shipping. Steamers

can make the transit in sixteen hours, while sailing vessels require twenty-

three to twenty-seven; and the Red Sea is notoriously more easy of

navigation for the former than the latter.

Such are the general statements and expectations put forth with regard

to this gigantic work. Should the hopes of the projectors be fulfilled to

their utmost extent, we shall have abundant reason to congratulate them as

well as ourselves.

$pnpral.

The Eoyal Academy have lately introduced certain modifications into

their system of inspection by Visitors, these being now chosen from among

the Associates ; and Messrs. Wells and Armitage have already filled the

post. There can be no doubt that this change will work well ; for, being

younger men, they retain more the impressions of the difficulties with

which they had to contend when students, and will try, therefore, to

smooth away those difficulties from the paths of others. Mr. Armitage,

who, we believe, studied in the French ' ateliers,' and is therefore well

acquainted with the French system of instruction, is admirably fitted for

the post, as he will be able to impart the principles of the foreign system

of drawing, and to give fresh vigour and life to the drawings of the

Academy students, which much require it. There is also another feature

which Mr. Armitago is trying to introduce, viz., the production of sketches

for fixed subjects at certain intervals ; these sketches being made at home,

and then brought to the Academy and publicly criticised by the Visitor ;

composition and design being chiefly aimed at, and execution and finish

altogether disregarded. There is no doubt that this system ought to have

been introduced long ago at the Academy, and the want of it has long been

felt ; but there are still found, unfortunately, a large number of persons

who believe that the principles of composition and design, whether in

painting or architecture, are only instinctive, and cannot be taught

systematically, notwithstanding the abundant evidence to the contrary, as

is exhibited in the results of the teaching of tho French and Belgian

schools.

The magnificent studies in landscape which adorn Mr. Leighton's

studio, and which were made during his travels in the East, Greece,

Spain, and the islands of the Mediterranean, are intended, it is stated, to

be bequeathed to the Royal Academy, for the use of tho students.

Bolton Exhibition.—Up to the present time about 70,000 persons

have visited the Fine Arts' Exhibition at Bolton, which was opened a few

weeks ago in aid of the funds for the handsome building recently erected

as a Mechanics' Institution.

Historical Figures in Canterbury Cathedral.—The south-west

porch and the whole of the west end of the Cathedral are now filled with

niches for statues ; and within the last month those of Queen Victoria and

the late Prince Consort have been erected. A movement was set on foot by

the Dean in 1862 to fill the niches with historical figures connected with

the Cathedral, and thirty-six are now in their places, including Gregory the

Great, Archbishops Theodore, Dunstan, Alphage, Becket, Baldwin, Hubert-

Walter, Langton, Courtenay, Sancroft, and Laud ; Kings Alfred, Edmund,

Canute, Edward the Confessor, William the Conqueror, William II.,

Henry L, Henry IL, Edward III., Henry VIII., Edward VI., Charles I. ;

the Black Prince, Bishop Ridley, and Dean Stanhope. The work was

undertaken by Mr. Pfyffers, the sculptor, at a cost of 24/. each. The

southern face of the porch has been reserved for tho four archbishops who

have had most influence on the Church, viz., Augustine, Lanfranc, Anselm,

and Cranmer. These have been placed above, and King Ethelbert and

Queen Bertha below.

A very interesting collection of water-colour drawings, the property

of Her Majesty, illustrative of the. Highlands and Highlanders of Scotland,

past and present, is being exhibited, by the Queen's permission, at Messrs.

Mitchell's Royal Library, Bond Street.

The Print Room of the British Museum has been enriched by the

acquisition of Mr. Pye's collection of the Liber Studiorum prints and proofs,

which has been acquired for a sum which, looking at tho enormous prices

sometimes paid for fine copies of this remarkable work, may be held to be

almost nominal.

A new method of transport for conveying granite from the quarry to

the railway has been worked out by Mr. Hodgson, C.E., for Messrs. Ellis

& Everard, who havo to transport their stone a distance of three miles.

The principal agent is an endless wiro rope, supported on pulleys, which

are carried at a considerable height from the ground on stout posts, the

entire arrangement having much the appearance of an ordinary telegraph

line. A portable steam-engine drives tho rope at about fivo miles an hour,

and it carries with it a continual stream of boxes, each holding 1 cwt. of

stone. The rope being endless, the full boxes travel at one side of tho

supports and the empties return at the other, and the pendants by which

the boxes are hung are specially formed to allow of their passing the points

of support, which they do with perfect ease. This line crosses the count ly

boldly as an ordinary telegraph would, and from its cheapness, the rapidity

with which it can be constructed, and the ease with which it can be movel,

it seems probable the method will be found of considerable use for similar

purposes elsewhere.

Messrs. Watts, Hart, and Lei ght on form the ' hanging committee ' of

the Royal Academy Exhibition this year.

Mr. Layard, Chief Commissioner of Works, has sanctioned the carrying

an iron railing 7 feet high round the Regent's Paritin lieu of the present

dwarf fence. The rails will be of the ordinary ugly common spike shape.

The whole of the staff and employfa of the Board of Trade have re

moved from their former locale in Whitehall to Pembroke House, a block of

buildings in Whitehall Gardens recently occupied in the Foreign Office.

Building Trade Technical Schools at Bradford.-—The committee of

management of this undertaking for tho dissemination of technical educa

tion in the building trades have now entered upon tho new premises in

Godwin Street. The new building is four storeys high, lias been engaged

at a cost of upwards of 80/. a year, and a considerable sum has been ex

pended in fittings. It is intended to form a library of practical and useful

works relating to the science and art of the building trade for the use of

members ; &s. paid in advance secure all the advantages the school may

offer.

The Report of the British Land Company (Limited) states that

the sales of land for the year have amounted to 21 1 ,637/., being about 6,000/.

more than during the previous year, and that after paying the interim divi

dend of 5 per cent., amounting to 7,500/., the balance-sheet shows a profit

of 30,552/., out of which a further dividend of 5 per cent, is recommended

and a bonus of 10 per cent., making 20 per cent, for the year, and leaving

8,052/. to bo carried forward. The directors propose to ask authority at

the ensuing annual meeting to issue new shares to an amount equal to the

present capital. Estates have been purchased at Acton-green, Balham,

Kilburn, Kingston, Leyton (two), Page-green, Tooting, Wimbledon, and

Woodford ; and the whole of those at Tottenham Station and Walthamstow

gib. 8), and at Baldock, Barnet-town, Brentwood, Bristol, Chiswick,

ornsey (Nos. 1 and 3), Rochester (No. 2), and Woodford (D), have been

sold.

QUESTIONS.

To the Editor of The Abchitect.

Sib,—As the replies may be of use to many others besides myself, I hope

you will kindly find room for the following queries :—

1. Can rain-water that has passed through a slab of Ransomc's filtering

stone bo kept in an underground (covered) tank without becoming unfit for

use?

2. Information is requested as to the best mode of forming such tanks.

3. What quantity per head per diem is sufficient for ordinary domestic

supply in the country?—A town average is evidently in excess, as it includes

that used for manufactures, watering streets, &c.

4. Will filtered rain-water act on the zinc of a galvanised iron cistern ?—

It corrodes lead.

6. Is it a fact, as often stated, that water contained in gutta-percha pipes

will not freeze ? Yours truly, L. C. E.

Dear Sib,—Will you kindly inform me, through the medium of your

Journal, whether, a contractor having agreed to execute certain works ac

cording to plans and specifications, to draw 75 per cent, as the work pro

ceeds, would a sub-contractor, who agreed to do a portion of the work

according to the same plans and specifications, be bound to tho pecuniary

terms, or be entitled to receive the whole of his balance on the completion

of the sub-contract ? Yours faithfully,

John Chapman, Jun.

MEETINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Royal Ixstttutb Bnrnsu Architects.—Monday, March 1, at 8 p.m. 1. 1 Memoir of
the late Joseph Bonomi, A.R.A.,' by Wyatt Papworth. 2. Some Remarks on the Chevalier
Da Silva's work, ' Sfgnes qu'on volt graves sur lea Anctcns Monuments du Portugal,' by

Mr. Goorgo Godwin, F.R.S.
iKSTrrunos op Civil Exoixeers.—Tuesday, March 2, at8 p.m. 1. ' On Sinking Wells

for the Foundations of the Piers of the Jumna nridge. Delhi Railway.' by Mr. Imrto Bell.
2. ' Description of Apparatus for Excavating the Interior of, and for Sinking, Iron Cylin

ders,' by Mr. Jphn Milroy.

Architectural Association-.—Friday, March 5, at 7.30 r.v. ' On Relief Sculpture

wmn Fresco Painting,' by P. A. Naime, F.R.O.S.

Society of Exr.rxEEBs.— Monday, March 1, at 7.30 P.M. A paper will be read on

'Electric Telegraphy,' by Mr. E. G. Bartholomew.

Royal Society.—Thursday, March 4, at 8.30 p.m.

Royal Ixbtitutiox.—Monday, March 1, at2 p.m. Genernl Monthly Meeting. Tuesdny,,
March 2, at 3 p.m. Rev. F. W. Farrar ' On Comparative Philology.' Thuredav, March 4,
at 3 p.m. Dr. Harley ' On Respiration.' Friday, March «, at 8 p.m. Mr. w. Hug-giim
' On some further Results of Spectrum Analysis applied to the Heavenly Bodies.' Satur

day, March C, at 3 p.m. Prof. Odiing ' On Hydrogen."

Society of Arts.—Wednesday, March 8, at 8 P.M. 'On the Adaptation and Extension
of Present Means for the Promotion of Scientific Instruction/ by H. H. Soles, Esq. On

tills evening Lord Frederick Cavendish, M.P., will preside.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

JVo communication can be inserted unless an

thenticatcd by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publicalioit, but at a

guarantee of goodfaith.

77te authors of signed articles andpapers read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub-

iects of interest to t/temselves or the ptiblic. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such enquiries.

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion

later than 2 P.M. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4 Monument Yard, Lon

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Yates & Thomas, Wath-upon-Dearne, Yorkshire, brick-
lajot ; Marshall Si Hall, Derby, metal manufacturers ; He
S-,\fm',5igh 8tr«*. Sbadwell, brass-fitters; Gillett Si
"isbey, Wormwood Street, and Little Pearl Street, Spital-
liclds, carpenters ; J. Jones Si Sons, Garston, builders, us
far as regards J. Jones; Coates & Bown, South Stockton,
bnck manufacturers ; Newton & Braddock, Oldham, gas-
meter mannfnnfrmiK, a. „ ,g q w .

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

Scott, T., Deptford Bridge Iron Works, and Blackhcnth
Road, engineer, Jtc.,—first div. of 1$. 2d., Wednesday next,
and three subsequent Wednesdays, at Mr. Edwards's, Ba-
singhaU Street ; Winch, W„ Daniel Streot, Bethnel Green
Road, timber merchant—second div. of 2s. 6d., and 7m. Oil.
to new proofs, Wednesday next, and three subsequent Wed
nesdays, at Mr. Edwards's, BaainghaU Street; Jones, R.,
Carnarvon, loud agent—second div. of I*. 10\d„ any Wed
nesday, at Mr. Turner's, Liverpool ; Mowbray, F. W., Lei
cester, engineer—third dir. of 2|<f., any Monday, at Mr.
Harris's, Nottingham.

BANKRUPTS.

Haley, Thomas, Seward Street, Ooswell Road, and King's
Square, engineer, March 8, at Hi Higgins, W-, Bridge
Road, West Batteracn, contractor, March4, at 2 ; Tyerman,
F., late of Gracechurch Street, andChurch Street, Chelsea,
architect, March 12, at 12; Weller, W., Foskctt Mews,
Harrow Road, snb-contractor, March 8, at 12 ; Westcott,
Robert, Sutton, builder, March 3, at 12 'r Daim, James
Wallis St James, Cromer Street, and Thanet Street, buil
ders, March 1 0, at 1 2 ; Dowsett, Robert, Good Easter, Essex,
builder, March 11 , at 2 ; Furness, T. & H. , Warwick Road,
Bronipton, builder, March 8, at 12 ; Martin, James Charles,
G ray's Inn Rood, revolving shutter manufacturer, March 10,
at 2 ; Mills, William, jnn., King Street, Clerkomvcll, lathe-
maker, March 8, at 11.

To Surrender in the Country.

Creswell, H., Great Mallow, timber dealer, March 2,
High Wycombe; Giles, James, Hound, Southampton,
builder, March 3, Southampton ; Harbcrt, W. C, Great
Yarmouth, builder, March 4, Great Yarmouth ; M'Laren,
John, Shotton, brick manufacturers, March 4, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne ; Tomlin, H., Chorlton-upon-Modlock, engineer,
Moreh 2, Manchester ; Bainbridgc, Charles, Biggins,
Joseph, Si Thwaites, Watson, Rcdcar, builders, March H,
Leeds ; Cresswcll.H., Great Marlow, timber dealer, March 2,
High Wycombo ; Dunn, Henry, Whitley, builder, March 1 1 ,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; Hitchen, John, Cookley, engineer,
March 6, Kidderminster ; Mason, Joseph, Hereford, builder,
March 6, Birmingham.

TENDEBS.

London.—For Rebuilding at the Buck's Head, Jamc3
Street, Bethnal Green Road. Messrs. Reeves & Butcher,
Architects :—

Nixon it Son £1,0% 0 0
Turner* Son .... 1,682 0 0
Kilbey 1,569 0 0
Macey 1,514 0 0
Cook 1,254 0 0
Higgs (accepted) .... 1,247 0 0

London.—For the Erection of Three Houses and Shops,
Walworth Road, for Mr. F. Mason. Mr. F. Codd, Ar
chitect :—

Edwards ..... £3,777 0 0
Croker 3,678 0 0
Kirk 3,834 0 0
Cook Si Son 3,149 0 0
Marsland 3,117 0 0
Baggulay 3,100 0 0
Newman Si Mann . 3,0*6 0 0

Hart ...... 3.06G 0 0
Whittick ..... 3,000 0 0
Colls Si Sons 2,988 0 0

Cooper Si Cullum .... 2,950 0 0
Hyatt 2,750 0 0
Gibbs Si Son 2,642 0 »

FiNcnxKv.—For additions to the Railway Hotel, for Mr.
Mackness. Mr. W. E. Williams, Architect :—

Eaton Si Chapman .... £950 0 0
Man- 941 0 0
Anlcy 84i 0 0

£78-
770
590
ML'
500

0 n

» 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Chelsea.—For completing a House in the Cremorne
Road, at the corner of Seaton Street. Mr. E. O. Symons,
Surveyor;:—

Stoner
Shillito
Godbot & Lawton
Long
Bigg (accepted)

Hackney.—For Alterations and Additions to the Hack
ney Union Workhouse, at Hbmerton. William Lee, Esq.
Architect. Quantities by Messrs. Linadell & Giffard :—

Cheeseman £11,160
Lewis 11,133

Condor 10,887
Higgs 10,629
Ashby & Son 10,450
Perry Si Co 10,443
Browne Si Robinson . . . 10,330
Hill, Keddell & Waldram, . . 9,989
Sawyer 9,953
Henshaw 9,672
Webb Si Son . . . . . 9,366

Hiohsatb.—ForAlterations and Additions to Whittlobnry
House, Highgate, for C. H. Frewen, Esq, W. G. Habershon
Si Pite, Architects :—

I lemmings .....
Bayes
Finchcr Si Martin ....

Crockett

£1,600
1,850
1,450
1,450
1,450
1,400
1,400
1,259
1,265
1,260
1,249

Blackmorc Si Morley
Kendall
Brown Si Sons
Bennett 1210
Fethick ...... 1170

Turner 1,170
Baker & Constable .... l,0T8
Cnbitt SY Sons (too late) . . . 1,040

Malhesbcry (Wnts).—For Additions to Dwelling-house
for Mr. W. Forrester. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, Architect : —

Weeks Si Bowman .... £460 0 0

(Wilts).—For new Stables for Mr. W
Forrester. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, Architect :—

Weeks Si Bowman .... £221 0 0

Birmingham Woiikhocse Schools.—The following ten
ders were received for the erection of School Buildings at
the Workhouse :—

Hardwicke Si Son .
Moffat* .
W. Si J. Webb
Barnsley Si Sons
Jones • •
Surman . . .
Creswell & Sons
Palmer Si Son .
Briggs Si Son .
Horsley Brothers .
Trow Si Sons .
Jeffery & Pritchard

Sctton.—For Two Houses for Mr. John Ruck. Mr.
Edwin Nash, Architect :—

Dcards £1,974 0 0

Cooper Si Cullum .... 1,966 0 0
Cuff 1,890 0 0

Watford (Herts).—For the Erection of a Shop for Mr.
Cathcrall, of Berkhampstead. Mr. Frank E.Thickc, Archi
tect:—

Chalk £570
Waterman SCO
Wllkins 654

£8,995 0 0
8,969 0 0
8,900 0 0
8,868 0 0
8,800 0 0
8,769 0 0

8,739 0 0
8,638 0 0

8.485 0 0
8,475 (J 0
8,342 0 0
8,050 0 0

0
0
0

- *
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APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

India.—July.—Forty Appointments in Engineer Estab
lishment of Public Works Department In India. Mr. W. T.
Thornton, Secretary, Public Works Department, India
Office.

Cambridge.—March 1.—Surveyor. Salary, 1507. per
annum. Duties to commence on Lady-day next. Mr.
Frederick Barlow, 60 St. Andrew's Street, Cambridge.

St. Mary's, Islington.—March 1.—For the appointment
of Sanitary Inspector. Mr. John Laytor, Vestry Offices.
Upper Street, Islington.

Metropolitan Boahd or Works.—March 3.—For ap
pointment of Gas Examiner. Salary, 100/. a year. Clerk
to the Board, Office, Spring Gardens.

Romford.—March 4.—For the appointment of Surveyor
of the Highways. Salary, 150/. per annnm. Mr. North
Surridge, Clerk to the Board, Romford.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Royal Academy op Arts.—National Gallery. For the
best painting in Oil—or Model and Design in Painting,
Sculpture, and Architecture. The Gold"- Medal and the
Discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, Sic. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, the Antique in
Landscape Perspective, Sic. The Silver Medals, &c. No
vember 1.

RoTHERnAM.—March 15.—For Plans, Sic., for erecting a
Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prise of 75/. is offered
for the best design, 50/. for the second, and ;25Z. for the
third. John Barras, hon. secretary, Rothcrham.

Kingston-on-Thames.—March 1 .—Design fornew School
and Master's Residence. Cost not to exceed 3,000/. F.Gould,
Esq., Kingston-on-Thames.

Brecon.—March 1.—Plans and Estimate for Alterations
of County GaoL A premium of 30/. Is offered for best plan.
Edward Williams, Clerk of Peace, Brecon.

COHPORATION OP MANCHESTER.—ALEXANDRA PARK—
March 8.—The Corporation invite landscape gardeners,
surveyors, and others to send in designs in competition for
laying out too Alexandra Park. Joseph Heron, town clerk,
Town Hall, Manchester.

Bognor.—March 12.—Designs for Sea Defence Work. A
premium of SOL will be given for tho plan approved of by
the Board. Mr. Frederick EUdns, Clerk to Local Board,

CONTKACTS OPEN.

London.—March 8.—The Commissioners of Her Ma
jesty's Works and Public Buildings are prepared to receive
Tenders for the ordinary Works and Repairs to IPublic
Buildings, 4ic, in the London District. George Russell,
Secretary, WhitehalL

India Office.—March 1.—For Proposals to supply Ma-
mooties and Picks. Director-General of Stores, India
Office, Westminster, S.W.

Finsbdtiy School District.—March 1.—For tho Erec
tion of Proposed Buildings, at Upton, West Ham, Essex.
Architect, Mr. Frederick Peck, 15 Furnival's Inn, E.C.
C. S. Waldron, Clerk to the Managers.

Shoreditch.—March 1.—For Watering Roads in parish
of St. Leonard. Mr. W. G. Davis, Ycstry Clerk, Town Hall,
Old Street Road.

Siiorkditch. March 9.—For Masons' and Paviors' Work,
Sic. Mr. W. G. Davis, Town Hull, Old Street Road.

Uppeb Holloway.—March 6.— For Execution of
Drainage Works and Road- making. Mr. James Wylson,
33 Norfolk Street, Strand.

Holdorn District.—March 1.—For Cleansing Streets
and Removing Dust, fcc. ; also for Watering the Streets.
Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, C.E., Office of the Board, LittleGroy's
Inn Lane.

HAMMEnsMTra.—March 3.—For Formation of Road
ways, Pathways, Surface Drainage, Levelling, and Laying-
out of Burial Grounds in Fulham Fields. Mr. George
Saunders, 111 King Street, West Hammersmith.

Hammersmith.—Moroh 8.—For the various Works con
nected with the Formation of the Roadways, Pathways,
Surface Drainings. Levelling, and laying ont of their Bu
rial Ground, situate in Fulham Fields. Alfred J. Roberts,
Clerk to the Burial Board.

St. Mabtlebonb.—March 11.—For Supply of Materials
to Repair Roads ; for Supply of Stoneware Sewage Pipes,
Bends, Junctions, Sic.; for Bricklayer's Work, 4tc. Sic. iic,
all for one year, from March 25. Mr. T. Gaul Browning,
Surveyor, Court-house, St. Marylebone.

Lambeth.—March 3.—For Supply of Men, Horses, and
Carts for Watering and Carting : also for Slopping and
Cleansing Work ; also for sopply of Granite and Execution
of Mason's and Pavior's Work. Mr. Thos. Roffey, Vestry
Hall, Kennington Green.

Lambexh—March 5.—For the Execution of Masons' and
Parlors* Work to be done during the ensuing year, com
mencing March 25, 1869, and ending March 25, 1870.
Thomas Roffey, Clerk to the Vestry, Vestry Hall, Kenning
ton Green.

Lamiibth.—March 5.— For the Supply of Guernsey Flints,
Fine and Rough Gravel, Paving Materials, Sic., during the
ensuing year, commencing March 25, 1869, and ending
March 25, 1870. Thomas Roffey, Clerk to the Vostry,
Vestry Hall, Kennington Green.

Poplar District.—March 6.—Board of Works. For
the following Works for one year, ending Lady Day, 1870,
viz. :—
For Mason's Work, Materials and Labour inclusive.
For the Snpply of Port Phillip and Bombay Stone,

Gravel and Flints, and Broken Guernsey Granite.
For the Execution of Repairs to Sewers, Gullies, Sic,

and General Jobbing Works.
S. Jeffries Barth, Clerk to the Board, 291 East India

Dock Road.

Poplar.—March 5.—For Mason's Works, iic. S. Jet-

feries Barth, 291 East India Dock Road.

Mile End Road.—March 3.—For Making,np Carriage
Roads, and Kcrbing and Paving Footpaths. Mr. J. Knight,
Vestry Hall, Bancroft Road, Mile End Road.

Bromley.—February 28.—For snpply of Stoneware
Drainage Pipes. Mr. Arthur Jacob, Bromley, Kent.

Hackney.—March 11.—For Supply aud Execution of
Mason's Work, Gas Fittings, Ballast, &c. &c. Mr. James
Lovegrove, C.E., Town Hall, Hackney.

Pkntonvtlle and other Prisons. —March 18. — For
Supply of Building Materials. The Directors of Convict
Prisons, 46 Parliament Street, S.W.

Bt. Mary, Islington.—March 5.—For Day and Jobbing
Works in connection with Sewers and Drains. Mr. Hlggins,
Vestry Offices, Upper Street, Islington.

Saint Mary, Islington.—March 5.—For Stone Paving
such parts of the Footpaths and Carriageways of the
Parish, and Repairing and Keeping in Repair the Pared
Footpaths and Carriageways. John Layton, Clerk, Vestry
Hall, Islington.

Westminster (St. James's).—March 4.—For the perfor
mance of the Paviors' and Masons' Work required within
the said parish, and for Supplying Broken and Unbroken
Granite and other Stone, for a term commencing from
March 25, 1869, for three years. George Buzzard, Vostry
Clerk.

Westminster.—For the Erection of a Home on tho site
of the Chapel, Duke Street, Westminster, immediately con
tiguous to St. James's Park. Charles E. Davis, F.8.A.,
3 Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, or
55 Great Pulteney Street, Bath.

Westminster (Duke Street).—For Erection of aHouse.
Mr. Charles E. Davis, F.S.A., 3 West Chambors, Victoria
Street.

WnTrMTNSTER (Parish of St. James's).—March 4.— For

Supply of Carts, Horses, and Men for Watering Streets.
Also for Pavior's and Mason's Works. Vestry Hall, Pic

cadilly.

Fulham.—March 3.—For the Construction of 400 foot
run of Sewor in St. Peter's Square, Hammersmith. The
Chairman, Broadway Honso, Fulham.

Paddisgton.—March 1.—For Execution of Day and
Jobbing Works in Constructing and Altering Sewers.
Surveyor's Office, Vestry Hall, Harrow Road.

Cambehwell.—March 2.—Vestry of St. Giles —For the
Execution of Sewers Works, comprising 1,380 feet lSinches
pipe sewer, 700 feet 15 inches pipe sewer, and 230 feet 12
inches pipe sewer, to be laid in the Crystal Palace Road,
Goose Green, Peokham Rye. George William Marsden,
Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall.

Saint Giles, Cahhkbweix, March 2.—For Execution of
Sewers Works in the Crystal Palaco Rood, Peckham Rye.
Mr. Geo. Wm. Marsden, Vestry Hall, Camberwell.

1).—March 2.—For the Warming of the
Rev. D.J
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THE ARTIST, THE MANUFACTURER, AND

THE TRADESMAN.

E all know what it is for two or three

persons, after accidentally meeting as perfect

strangers and conversing casually and in

differently for a time, to hit upon the name

of some mutual friend, or to find them

selves to be natives of the same town, or all

immersed in the same pursuit. In a moment

they are on common ground, they begin

to understand one another, their distrust

vanishes, and the conversation becomes free

and friendly. We think the artist, the

manufacturer, and the tradesman, if they could only perceive how

much common ground they occupy in all that relates to buildings,

would often become better friends, to the very great advantage both

of themselves and the public.

Strangers such as those whose case we started with remain so only

from want of fully knowing all about each other. We venture to

think that it is much the same in the present case. To begin

with the popular idea of the Artist. Is the word not commonly sup

posed to designate every man who paints pictures or carves statues,

and no one else ?—and no matter bow badly he does these two things,

the selection he has made of a calling in life is supposed to entitle

such an one to be termed an artist ; a title which many would never

dream of applying to a worker in iron or mosaic, a painter of glass win

dows, a goldsmith, or an architect. It may be difficult to say precisely

and distinctly what an artist is, but we can at least say boldly and

emphatically that every man who paints or carves is not nn artist—

unless he does those things really well ; and that he who exercises

well these two arts, or any other of the arts known as fine—the arts

whose aim it is to produce objects of beauty—is an artist.

A painter of bad pictures or a carver of ugly statues has forfeited

his claim to be called an artist, because, the aim of painting and

sculpture being to produce beautiful work, what he has done has no

beauty in it ; on the other hand, the designer and producer of a beau

tiful building, a charming decoration, or any work of art in wood,

stone, iron, glass, lead, or any other material whatever, is a true

artist, and may be one of the highest order.

Again, and to take the other side of the case, the art-workman,

it is true, has been to some extent appreciated, and with justice, for

often he is a brother artist of a high order of skill ; but ie it not too

often believed by many who ought to know better, that the sole aim

of a tradesman, be he manufacturer, retailer, or workman, is to make

money, and that so long as he succeeds in doing this he will be per

fectly indifferent to all other considerations whatever ? This idea,
■wherever it is held, may be safely said to have about as much of

verisimilitude in it, and no more, as lurks behind the popular notion

of an artist just described. It is true that the tradesman has selected

his calling in life (j ust as in fact the professional artist selected his)

with a view to make a living—and perhaps a fortune ; but no trades

man worthy of the name is quite without pride in the excellence of

his wares, and a desire to excel in his workmanship ; and there are

happily not a few tradesmen who are real artists—and many more

who, without being artists themselves, have had the good sense to

introduce art into the objects they manufacture or deal in.

Now, of all the classes of work which come into a building, there

are none which cannot be more or less brought under the hand of the

artist, and none in which the artist does not need to depend upon the

pride which the tradesman or the craftsman takes in good work for the

full carrying out of his ideas ; and it is this which makes every building

a common ground to these two classes of men, who move in very

different spheres of life and work, and are not always as ready as

they ought to be to perceive where they are related.

We believe, however, if we may be forgiven for speaking candidly,

that the manufacturer, the retailer, and the workman have more to

learn in this matter than the artist. When an architect, a designer of

mosaic or of stained glass, a decorator, or any other of the many

descriptions of artists who have to depend on the hands of others for

the working out of their ideas, finds his work well carried out, he is

not slow to appreciate the advantage. We feel sure, on the other

hand, that there are many manufacturers of and dealers in the various

articles used in buildings who would willingly do what is needful to

raise their work to the highest level, but who do not understand all

that makes the distinction in an artist's eyes between bad and good

art-work, and cannot comprehend why work that they know to be

solid is objected to because it fails to correspond to the designer's

drawing in what they deem minute particulars.

To a tradesman thus situated—and there must he many thousands of

guch—vve have to point out that good art, like many other good things,

can generally be had for money. There is now no trade and no manufac

ture in which some men thoroughly able to do the artistic part of the

work are not to be had ; and he is a wise employer who, aware that

he himself was not trained at a school of art or accustomed to work

for an accomplished architect, will secure the best art-workmen that

are to be got, will procure designs from the most highly gifted

designers, and, having done this, will leave all that relates to design

and decoration to others, occupying himself in making sure that work

and materials are of the best, and the putting together of the soundest.

In addition to the works done on a building, such as carving, plas

terer's work, joinery, and masonry, which all of them give more or

less scope to the dexterity of the art-workman, there are very many

manufactures with which the artist has -now little to do where he

ought to have much. We have no doubt that any dealer in or manu

facturer of chimney-pieces, stove-grates, door furniture, gas fittings,

ground and cut glass, or in fact of any of the adjuncts of buildings

which are ordinarily bought out of a wholesale or retail tradesman's

stock, if he would take the trouble to obtain from really skilled

artists designs thoroughly appropriate to the purpose, and excellent

as works of art, would find his efforts repaid.

It may be invidious to mention names, and we shall not now

do so ; but there are prosperous firms, whose success is notoriously

as much due to the good design as to the excellent workmanship of

their metal-work, their tiles, their glass or their paper-hangings.

There is quite as large a field open to the manufacturers of many

other articles used upon a building as to the trades we havo just

named ; and as yet but little has been done to occupy it. It is diffi

cult, for example, to get a thoroughly bad tile paving, but it is more

difficult to get a tolerably good stove-grate—looking at both from an

artistic point of view ; and there is ample room for a perfect revolu

tion of the best kind, by the employment of the art designer and art

workman in this branch of the building business.

Nor is it simply the case that there is room for art in such manu

factures ; there is a call for it. We have in this country, and in the

present day, begun to resume the habit of paying attention to the

design of matters of every-day use. More persons have learned to

distinguish between well-designed ornament and that which is in

appropriate than used to care aoout such things. We have only to

look at the stride which church building has taken in our own

day to see that architectural taste is spreading and extending.

Art is beginning to show itself in our dwelling houses ; and the

man who anticipates the change, who prepares and manufactures

articles that are not only thoroughly sound, but also perfectly well

designed, may, we think, fairly hope to find his wares become the

rage, and to fill his own cash-box while he also contributes to the

advance of public taste.

If we refrain from pointing to any living art manufacturer, there

can bo no delicacy in recalling the career of .Tosiah Wedgwood as an

example of what a single man, who personally was even more a good

workman and a sound tradesman than an artist, can do in raising abranch

of British industry to the highest possible position within the space of

a single lifetime. There is ample room for more Wedgwoods ; and

though all may not attain his rare success, few will work in his

spirit without obtaining both substantial returns, and some share of

the honours bestowed upon him.

It is unfortunately quite true that many a manufacturer whose

wares would not pass muster in the eyes of even a very tolerant

artist has his hands full of business, and that the retailer who

deals in the goods required on buildings finds what he considers a

large enough demand for his goods without his taking the trouble

of running after novelties about which he does not know a great

deal, and for which no very urgent demand has arisen, so far as he is

aware. This, we say, is quite true ; it is very much to be regretted;

and were this all that could be said about it, we should not trouble

ourselves much further in advising the introduction of art into all our

manufactures.

We are fully aware that manufacturers will not produce, and

retailers will not vend, articles for which there is no demand. But

it is because the demand is rising, and has in fact arisen, that

we venture to direct attention to the question of art in manufactured

goods. No one can walk about any great town with his eyes opee

and not see that the fashion of building is greatly changed for th

better—that good materials are driving out bad, grace is replacing

ugliness—the work of the artist is gaining ground. Further, the

greatest signs of this alteration in taste are to he seen in the houses

of the wealthy, the influential, and the fashionable.

If political changes begin with the many, there can be no doubt

that fashions start with the few. Artistic work of all kinds is

coming into fashion, and to anticipate the demand is to have the con

trol of the market.

If we urge manufacturers to take up this question more energeti

cally than hitherto, we call also upon our architects and art-designers

to turn their attention to it. There arc many objects which, in houses

of moderate cost, must be necessarily made in large quantities. If

architects who are artists and have felt the difficulty of obtaining

suitable and pleasing articles of this sort will only take the trouble to

prepare goocf and simple designs for such objects, and will cause

them to De manufactured whenever they can induce makers to adopt

them, and will arrange for the articles made up from these designs

being brought into the market, a great deal of good will be done, and

progress will be made towards securing a sufficient supply of such

objects of daily use as shall replace, and in fact supersede, the many

eyesores which are daily on sale and in use in this country.
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OUR RAMBLER

AT ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

11IIE promise, or more correctly speaking, the threat, of an eruption,

. once led ' Our Rambler ' to ascend Vesuvius. On arriviug at the

locanda at Resina, where it is customary to quit the carriage, and to

engage some of the long-legged and long-suffering animals—some

species of horse, certainly not the pony—on which visitors are or

dinarily borne to the foot of the cone, a native party was before him,

and two cavaliers wore just in the act of establishing confidential

relations with their hired steeds. Signor Don Massimo di Pompeio

was as fat as a Neapolitan of two or three and forty always is, if he

escapes the usual hungry meagreness of his nation and his sex. His

heignt was about five feet two, his face was of the colour of tallow,

his stubby black moustaches stood out angrily over his mouth, his

round black eyes glared suspiciously at the ever present cigar, at which

he sucked so vigorously, that the wet end in his mouth seemed to

consume as fast as the lighted end in advance of his nose. He raised

his right leg like a ballet-dancer. The toe just touched the under

side of .the stirrup. He pirouetted for a considerable time on the left

leg, with no result except that of giving one or two feeble kicks to the

dangling iron. Then he went round to the other side of the animal,

and raised the left leg, with no better result. Then a chair was

brought out, on which ho did mount, and then, with some aid and

trouble, he clomb to his saddle.

Signor Don Giulio di Cesaribus took advantage of the experience

of Don Massimo. He tried the chair in the first instance. He

swerved heavily forward when motion was first essayed ; but when

his feet were inserted in the stirrups, he took kindly to his unaccus

tomed elevation. His legs were long, and, finding that he could keep

the nag between them, his courage rose, and he excited the speed of

the animal by a series of joyous little howls. Very straight he rode

across the country, over everything indiscriminately—road, scoriae,

hedge, what not—woe to pig, or dog, or child, that did not fly from

his rapid path. At length the animal made a sudden genuflection,

and Don Giulio, figuring for a moment like a flying eagle, with his

long skirts spread out as wings, shot through the air, and alighted on

his head. When they put him up again, he rode sadly and silently

in the rear.

On wo went, over those infamous scoria;. A chapel to Saints

Crispinus and Crispianus ought to be erected at the Hermitage. And

when wo reached the summit, for that is all to which we now seek to

refer, what was it that first struck and most constantly attracted the

eye in all that magic panorama ? Two very ugly buildings. Look

where we would—at the sharp precipice of Capri, with its cap of

floating-cloud, at the bluff outline of Misenum, at the noble palaces

of Portici, Caserta, Naples—at city, shipping, or fisher barque on the

distant horizon—back came the glance. The long, unbroken facade

of the Albergo dei Poveri, or the ugly light yellow masses of a set of

half-finished warehouses at Naples, constantly attracted the vision

from all the more noble and more picturesque incidents of the Seine.

It was in that volcanic ramble that we first became distinctly im

pressed with the fact that, of all elements of architectural structure,

none strikes the observer so irresistibly as magnitude. Sheer bulk

presses on the vision. It is not necessary to this effect that symmetry

should regulate this bulk. On the contrary, a perfectly proportioned

building is apt to look far less than it is. Magnitude in a single

dimension is, perhaps, the most intrusive or commanding, as in the

case of a certain ponderous London column, or of the long, straight,

roof line of St. Alban's Abbey. But repetition of heavy masses, such

as those of the warehouses of the Arenaccia, at Naples, has the most

irresistible effect. Look where you like, you will always see these

ponderous blocks, while they are everywhere within the field of

vision.

This reflection occurred with unusual force to " Our Rambler " as

he stood, a day or two ago, on that light and tremulous platform with

which the taste and skill of Thomas Page has replaced the hopeless

modern ruin of Westminster Bridge. Thomas Page, who having, as

resident engineer under Sir M. I. Brunei, completed the patient and

heroic labour of the tunnel beneath the bed of the Thames, has now,

on his own design, erected the widest, and the lightest, and, taken all

in all, perhaps the most graceful of the road bridges that span its

surface. Looking northwards, the great cluster of towers forming the

sky line of the Legislative Palace, gave the idea rather of a group of

buildings than of a single structure. On tho southern bank, behind

the long white line of the finished river wall, rose a forest of masts.

Within this leafless wood, the warm glow of red brick, and the gleam

of newly-cut Portland stone, indicate the growth of a building which,

when completed, will attract the eye more forcibly than almost any,

if not quite than any, of our newer Metropolitan structures.

The new Hospital of St. Thomas is a striking illustration of that

never-to-be-forgotten lesson, that the plan is the first proper object of

the study of the architect. Novelty of purpose demands novelty of

plan ; novelty of plan, if rightly dealt with, produces, in its turn, not

only novel, but commanding, effects of pictorial excellence.

The first requisite for a healthy hospital, we are taught by the

medical science of the day, is a free supply of pure air for the wards.

For the air to be pure, there must be a sufficient interval between

ward and ward, so that infection or de-ozonised air shall not pass

from window to window. Therefore when a hospital is intended to

contain a greater number of beds than can be disposed in a single line

of building, something of a gridiron form of plan becomes essential,

and the spaces between the bars of the gridiron must be adequately

wide.

This interspacing of .wards and open courts is differently contrived

in some of the best modern hospitals. In the Herbert Hospital at

Woolwich, the wards j ut out on either side of a central longitudinal cor

ridor. The plan of the new Infirmary at Leeds might almost have been

taken from that of a portion of the former building. At Blackburn

the wards project alternately from either side of the central continuous

line. At the Lariboisiere Hospital, at Paris, wards and offices are ar

ranged round an open quadrangle. In St. Thomas's Hospital the con

tinuous part, a back bone of the building, is to the south, facing

towards the grounds of the Archbishop's palace. Six pavilions or

blocks, containing wards, project each some 124 feet towards the

Thames. A central chapel advances to about one-third of that distance.

A block containing offices, to the east of the main building, and con

nected with it by arcades, is to some extent a repetition of the pavilions.

Thus over the long line of 1,200 feet are regularly disposed eight

large blocks of very similar structure, connected by an arcade in front,

and, with one exception, by a more massive structure behind. The

effect of this large mass of building, cut into such distinctly repetitive

forms, will be to attract the eye of the spectator with a power which

more ornate but less important structures can never possess, but even

in this particular it seems probable that the elevation least seen, and

perhaps least studied, may, as is not unfrequently the case, prove the

more effective of the two ; certainly, as far as it has gone, the land-

front produces a remarkable, and to us an unexpected impression on

the spectators.

It remains to be seen whether the general forms, and the treatment

throughout, and especially the features on the slcy-line, will be such

as to cause this building to give as much pleasure to the critical

observer of its detail, as its striking aspect is likely to afford the

ordinary passer-by. The work, as far as it has gone, warrants our

hoping that this will be so. Thoughtful care is evident in every

detail ; the colours of the materials are rich and well-contrasted, the

very best of bricks and stone (Fareham bricks and Portland stone)

are employed, and the mouldings, though plain, are of good design.

We cannot however dismiss the fear that an architectural mistake

has been committed in the spacing of the blocks, and in their align

ment on the Thames front. They are not all equidistant, nor all on one

line. The chapel, which forms the central feature, sets back from the

general river-frontage, and the space between the blocks is wider here

than elsewhere. It may prove that the effect of this is satisfactory ;

but if it produce the result that the building, as seen from West

minster Bridge, shall appear not so much one effective whole, as two

much less effective groups on either side of an inconspicuous centre,

a very considerable portion of the overpowering effect due to regular

repetition will be found to have been lost.

But to return to the works. In a prolonged stroll round, and through,

and over the building itself, while seeing much to note, and much to

admire, the Rambler is weak enough to confess that he does not

remember anything very distinctly to condemn. Whether that is

his fault or the architects', time will show. There was, indeed, a dis

appointing absence of hurry and scramble. Over the whole area of

the great building the work was proceeding hi a manner that may be

characterised as highly monotonous ; no strikes among the men seem to

have occurred. The scaffolding was everywhere alike ; clean, strong,

and sound, and covered with acres of planks. We did not see a bit

of the building left out here, and another pulled down there ; or

any of those incidents which add so much to the picturesque variety

of a large work, and show that the architect thinks it never too late

to mend. Amid this steady and unpretending progress, the points that

most delayed us on our ramble were the concrete walls and arches

of the foundations, the machinery for sawing and dressing stone, and

the girders from Belgium.

We must not, however, omit to mention the long series of canti-

livers, vases, bases, and other items, in Ransome's artificial stone.

Those critics who demand that every individual stone in a building

shall bear the mark of the human purpose of the mason who cut it,

cannot but sneer at the cantilivers turned out of a mould, and as

sharp as good Staffordshire castings. But price is an important

element, even when an architect has half a million to spend, and in

the choice between a series of well-formed, durable, artificial, stine

ornaments, and none at all, we aro on the side of the former.

Another remark applies to a simple but most effectual contrivance,

the honour of which the Rambler understood to be due to the clerk

of tho works. Are any of our readers unacquainted with the usual

condition of the inside of a flue ? Do they know how invariably, or

almost invariably, smoke-traps and soot-traps are set, as if of malice

prepense, by the bricklayers. As surely as a cabman will drive you

round unnecessary corners (for in the cabman's Euclid it is demon

strated that a straight line is the longest that can be taken between

two points), so certainly does tho bricklayer—well, scamp,—the

inside of a flue. Our friend hero has been too much for him, how

ever. By the simple contrivance of a wooden trunk, round which

the flue is built, not tightly, but so that the trunk can be drawn up

wards as the work ascends, regularity is secured, and trouble is

actually diminished. We noticed a very skilful disposal of some of

the flues, which creep round the semi-circular heads of the windows

of the first-floor, within the very thickness of the arch.
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Over the whole area to be covered by the building has been

spread, broad and deep, a solid bed of concrete. To say nothing of

the structural value of this precaution, especially in case of the un

welcome visit of an earthquake, we cannot but believe the hygienic

effect will be of great importance. Residing on the alluvial bed of

a river is distressing to many constitutions. It is a sure aggravation

of any tendency to cancer. The relief experienced, in some cases, by

passing on to a marble floor, or a limestone soil, cannot be explained

either oy thermometric or on hygrometric reasons. It is no doubt a

phenomenon due to terrestrial electricity ; and we trust that the

concrete in the present instance will have a somewhat similar effect.

In the buildings to the west of the main edifice the work is at pre

sent only level with the ground floor. It is interesting there to

observe the concrete walls, and the arches of the same material, not

built on blocks, but thrown in, layer after layer, between boards, the

removal of which, when the concrete has hardened, allows the display

of a series of horizontal marks, that tell of the method of construc

tion. The arches have been frequently built, as is so often the case in

Italy, on earthen centres.

Chapter and verse, heights and depths, precise measurements of all

kinds, are matters for a report on the building, such as may doubtless

be furnished iu due time. It is not within the province of the

Rambler to provide notes bristling with statistics ; but a building

1,200 feet long in one structure, and extending, with its subsidiary

schools and offices, to 1,760 feet in length, occupying an area of

8J acres of ground, purchased at a cost of some 05,000/., and con

taining 24 millions of bricks, 350,000 cube feet of Portland stone, and

1,250 tons of wrought-iron girders, presents certain very salient

points to the memory.

The noble style on which this great work has been planned has

enabled the architect to allow an unusual width between the wards

—a matter, as above hinted, of extreme importance to their healthy

ventilation, and freedom from mutual infection. At the Lariboisiere

Hospital, the space thus allowed is 2.3 yards ; at the Herbert Hos-

fitai, it is only 18 ; at the Leeds Infirmary, and at the Blackburn

nfirmary, it is 25. At St. Thomas's it is no less than 42.

The patients who are cured in this hospital, which is intended to

contain 588 beds, will no doubt depart full of gratitude for the care

that has been taken to provide for their comfort and tendance.

But let science do her best, there are some who will not depart,

or at least who, ascending, let us hope, by a staircase, compared to

which that of the giant's at Venice is paltry and contemptible, will

leave that on their forsaken couches which has to be removed by

others. A tunnel under the building provides for this necessity,

with decorum and privacy. It goes on to the lecture-room of the

anatomical theatre, into which, not writing F.R.C.S. after his name,

the Rambler cannot venture to peep.

For lifts, and flues for ventilation, and earthenware pipes down which

the linen from the beds is to disappear, for kitchens, and subsidiary

kitchens, and all the well-considerea details of the Hospital proper, we

must refer to the professional papers before-mentioned. The Belgian

girders—as to which so much interest has been excited, as a proof of

the effect of our own trades' disputes in enabling foreigners to under

sell us in London itself—are strong and solid. A man familiar with

English, and ignorant of foreign, iron work, would be puzzled to know

whence they come. One peculiarity struck the Rambler. There are

a certain number of upright pieces of angle iron bolted to each vertical

web. In all these the Belgian contractor has given good measure ;

in fact, from want probably of rolls to turn out the exact size shown

on the drawings, all these pieces were from J to ^ inch at least too

wide. They projected beyond the end plates of the girders, in a con

scientious, but useless fashion. The iron thus wasted (and all iron

work that is not doing duty does harm, as extra weight) must come

to an appreciable percentage on the 1,250 tons of girders. It would

seem to amount to a difference sufficient to turn the question of price,

if it ran very close, or was calculated very exactly. The English

manufacturers need not close their works just yet, as far, at all events,

as finish of manufacture is concerned.

The ever-growing application of the power of steam was remarkable

in the arrangements of the builder : here you saw a barrow, full of

mortar, ascending on its airy road, without the attendance of a single

Irish labourer; there a pump was raising from a well, sunk for the

purpose to the depth of 45 feet, a supply of water to a wooden tank

at tne level of the top of the building, from which pipes distributed

the liquid to every portion of the work. For that supply the water

companies would have demanded not less than 2,000/.

Under a convenient shed-roof a series of saws were slicing the

clean-cutting Portland stone into blocks and slabs, with a business

like rapidity that confounded the very memory of the solitary man

whom the Rambler remembers, as having slowly sawn away at a

single block of marble during the whole of his boyhood (perhaps the

block was changed during the holidays, but it always looked the

same). One man looks after five or six of these saws, feeds them with

sand and water, and removes and replaces the stone. Steam does all

the rest ; and does it well—rapidly, neatly, and cheaply. Still more

interesting than the saws (which are also in use at the quarries), were

two machines for cutting cornices, or other moulded stone work.

One of these was, in plain words, but a simple gigantic plane. The

stone is fixed on a ponderous traversing iron lathe bed, which moves

to and fro beneath a steel cutter, changed from time to time as greater

precision of outline is attained. It is an application of the principle

of the joiner's moulding plane to stone ; only the stone moves, and

the plane is fixed. In the other, instead of a fixed cutting iron, we

have a revolving wheel, in the periphery of which steel cutters are

inserted. The rapid revolution of this wheel gave a series of blows

to the stone, in its slow passage beneath, like those of the mason's

chisel. The work thus executed is remarkably fine and regular. It

is very possible that this system might answer with stone that would

not take kindly to the plane.

Looking back, as we recrossed the bridge, on that busy scene, how

different was the interest it presented from that excited by the view

an hour or two before ! That whole tangle of poles and planks, which

veiled the rising walls, seemed now instinct with purpose, and preg

nant with wise forethought. The genius of execution was doing

justice to the labour of the genius of design. Stretching within the

quay wall, which replaced the ancient confused squalor of the muddy

shore, from the iron bridge of Westminster to the grey and growing

ruin—or quasi ruin—of the Lollard's Tower, resting one flank on the

expression of the science of the nineteenth century, the other on that

of the faith, or at least of the theology of the sixteenth, the Hospital

seemed to form a link between the two. Exacting the utmost service

from constantly-advancing science, and rendering the fruit of that

service in a noble and varied work of charity and mercy, the bene

volent institution erected under the invocation of the doubting Apostle

seems to hold to both worlds. Home, or rather outpost, of those

whose care it is to go between the dead and the living, and often

times to stay the ravages of plague, it tells us that the example of

him who showed kindness to his neighbour is not altogether without

fruit among ourselves. If there be one class of public buildings of

the present day on which either the professional man or the philan

thropist can reflect with almost unalloyed satisfaction, it is that which

comprises our modern hospitals. Nor is it any disparagement to those

other examples of the same class to which we have referred, to ex

press the conviction that of all those now standing in Europe, that of

St. Thomas's will be among the most worthy of admiration.

RED-TAPE.

A CURIOUS and instructive instance of the peculiar logic ofred-tape

was afforded by one of our late Chief Commissioners of Works

on the occason of the discussion in the House of Commons on the

proposed viaduct in connection with the Thames Embankment.

Lord Elcho had been deploring the absence of any central authority

in London which could hinder the execution of such a monstrous

piece of ugliness as this viaduct. ' At the present moment,' said his

Lordship, ' there was no controlling power in London over matters of

this kind, a state of things that existed in no other metropolis in

the world. Take the case of a railway company—say the South

western—which wished to join their line to a railway in the North

of London. They brought in their Bill, which was submitted to a

Committee of that House ; and if the plans were properly drawn, and

the public requirements seemed to render the railway necessary, the

Bill passed. The Committee paid no attention to the nature of the

works, so far as regarded the beauty of the metropolis. What was the

result ? The result was that they had such a bridge as Hungerford

Bridge, which intercepted the view of the Houses of Parliament ; and

that they had the monstrous station at Cannon Street, which jutted

out and intercepted the view of St. Paul's.' This was the gist of the

argument—not that there was no control, but that there was no con

trol M matters of taste.

Now, what is Mr. Cowper's answer ? It deserves to be recorded

as showing the mysterious workings of the official mind. ' His noble

friend seemed to think,' says Mr. Cowper, 'that if there were only a

Council to advise the First Commissioner of Works, every one would

be pleased ; but, in point of fact, the Embankment had been submitted

to a Commission, consisting of General Jebb, Captain Douglas Galton,

Mr. Payne, Sir William Cubitt (then Lord Mayor), and Mr. Hunt.

Sir J. Thwaites was also a member of it, and though he declined to

sign the report, because he disapproved of one suggestion in it, he

expressed his general agreement with the scheme.' That is Mr.

Cowper's answer, and it amounts to this :—' You say that there is no

controlling power in matters of taste, and yet you had here a Com

mission sitting on this very project, and authorising it, consisting of

two Royal Engineer officers (one of them an Inspector of Prisons), a

stipendiary magistrate, a contractor (who was also Lord Mayor), and

a surveyor, with a civil engineer who does not count, as he would

not sign the report.' Surely a wonderful answer, and worthy of the

horticultural First Commissioner of ' Works and Buildings ' !

MR. FOWLER ON THE SUEZ CANAL.

MR. JOHN FOWLER, the engineer of the Metropolitan Railway, has

lately published his impression of the works of the Suez Canal as

derived from a personal visit.

He observes that these works are simple in character, and in a soil

favourable to execution ; but they are of such vast magnitude, and in a

country which presents such peculiar difficulties in climate and in the

absence of fresh water, that special organisation and adaptation of moans of

no ordinary kind have been required for their realisation.

A hnrbour for the entrance to the canal, and for tho gonoral purposes of

the undertaking, has been constructed at Port Said by running out into the

eea two breakwaters, formed by artificial blocks of stone.
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The harbour is well protectee! from the strong and prevailing north-west

winds. The portion of the harbour affording shelter to vessels is nearly

500 acres in extent, and, although the depth of water is not sufficient for

the largest men-of-war, it is quite sufficient for ordinary merchantmen if

the present depth be maintained.

The artificial blocks in the breakwater are composed of one part of

hydraulic lime from France, and two parts of sand obtained on the spot,

and are therefore really hard mortar.

Leaving Port Said, the canal to Suez may be conveniently divided into

the following portions :—

Mil«« in
Length.

1. Fort Said through Lakes Menzaleh and Balla to near £1

Ferdam 37

2. From near El Ferdam through the great excavation of

Seuil d'el Guise to Lake Timsah 94

3. Through Lake Timsah 5J

4. From Lake Timsah through the excavation of Seuil du

Serapeum to the Bitter Lakes 7i

5. Through the Bitter Lakes 2S|

6. Through the deep portion of Chalouf Cutting ... 5

7- Thence to Suez and the end of the canal . . . .11

Total length . . 99

With minute exceptions the whole of the canal is now being excavated

and completed according to one or other of the following sections :—

1st. 196 feet in width at the surface of the water, and 26 feet deep for

72 feet at the bottom. The slopes are 2 horizontal to 1 vertical, with one

or more horizontal benches of 10 feet in width, according to the depth

of the cutting.

2nd. 327 feet in width at the surface of the water, and a similar depth of

26 feet for a similar width of 72 feet at the bottom. Tho lower part of the

excavation is also 2 horizontal to 1 vertical, but the slopes above and below

the surface of the water aro 5 to 1, and a horizontal beach of 58 feet con

nects the two slopes.

The canal is being carried out with reference to these two sections in the

following manner:—

According to the first section—

Miles.

From near El Ferdam to Lake Timsah . . .94

From Lake Timsah to the Bitter Lakes .... 74

Through tho deep part of Chalouf Cutting .... 5

Total .... 22

According to the second section—

Milce.

Port Said to near El Ferdam 37

Through Lake Timsah ....... Si

Through the Bitter Lakes 23J

At the Suez end of the Canal 11

Total .... 77

Through the Timsah and Bitter Lakes the lower portion only of this

section is required to be excavated, in consequence of the low level of the

ground.

It will be observed in the description of the second section that the slope

at the surface of the water is flat (5 to 1), and provision is now being made

for protecting this slope with rough stone pitching, trimming the upper

slopes, and otherwise treating it as a finished work. This may be safely

done, because the section is so arranged that the canal may be widened at

any subsequent period without disturbing any of the work already done.

With the first section, however, the case is different. This section has

been adopted in tho deep cuttings to effect the largest saving possible in the

quantity of excavation, and therefore, if a future widening of the canal is

required, one or both side slopes must be thrown back, and a considerable

portion of the present work interfered with.

As a rule no stone pitching or other protection against the wash of

passing vessels, or wind, or current has been provided for the part of the

canal where this section has been adopted, althoughjthe slope at the surface

of the water is 2 to 1 .

The works of the canal at Suez consist chiefly of an entrance channel into

the Red Sea, increasing gradually from 72 feet in width at the bottom to

980 feet, of a basin or dock, and a considerable extent of reclaimed land.

Tho quantity of work yet remaining is very large, but taking the progress

made during the last few months, and applying the same rate for the future,

it appears to be possible that in the absence of some unforeseen contingency

the canal may be sufficiently completed for the purposes of traffic during

the present year.

The question of maintaining the canal and its harbour of Port Said per

manently open for traffic has created almost as much professional and

public attention as the construction itself, and in some minds pro bably

much greater doubt and difficulty have been felt on this than on any other

point.

The Prevention of Nile Deposit from Choking up Port Said.

It cannot be doubted that large and almost constant quantities of fine

alluvium will continue to be brought to Port Sa'id from the Nile, and that

the effect of placing a new obstruction to its course by a breakwater at

right angles from the shore must cause a constant tendency to deposit, and

this result has already occurred to an extent deserving the most serious

consideration.

After the most careful observation of the old and new shore at Port Said,

and the operations and consequences now going on there, Mr. Fowler's

opinion is that no apprehension need be entertained as to the channel and

harbour being silted up and destroyed ; but, at the same time, that con

siderable expense in dredging will be constantly required—that the western

breakwater must be made solid, and may have to be extendeJ.

The Impossibility of Preventing the Sand of the Desert blowing into

the Canal in quantities totally unmanageable.

This objection has been felt to be one of great weight, and when it was

considered generally and without the correction of local knowledge it ap

peared to be fatal : fortunately, the only portions of the canal which will bo

liable to be affected by the sand of the Desert to any extent worthy of con

sideration are the two excavations on each side of Lake Timsah, and

here tho company are making provision to diminish the quantity by trying

experiments with trees and shrubs, so as to plant the slopes and the ground

for some distance on each side of the canal. It is also probable that water

from the freshwater canal will be made available for forming an extended

oasis at and around this portion of the canal.

These operations will be somewhat expensive, although they are doubt

less prudent and desirable ; but after every precaution has been taken, Mr.

Fowler believes it will be necessary to keep ono or two powerful dredges in

Lake Timsah to keep the canal clear from drifting sand.

The difficulty of protecting the Banks against the destructive action of the

Wave caused by Passing Vessels.

Proper and immediate protection of tho slopes by stone pitching above

and bolow the surface of the water along the whole course of the canal will

bo found necessary if the traffic is to be conducted at a reasonable rate of

speed. This work will no doubt be executed much more conveniently and

economically after the canal is opened throughout, and the large quantity

of stone required can be conveyed without charge ; but, on tho other hand,

it will be more difficult to place the stones below the level of the water,

and probably tho slopos may have sustained some mischief before the work

can be done.

77*e impossibility or difficulty of supplying the abstraction of the waters

of the Bitter Lakes during the evaporation of the sumimr months through

the ordinary section of the canal between the Bitter Lakes and Suez.

The vast extent of tho Bitter Lakes (100,000 acres in superficial area),

when connected with the tidal Red Sea by the Chalouf excavation, will

produce in the summer months, when the evaporation is greatest, peculiar

currents and hydraulic phenomena.

The largest daily evaporation or abstraction will amount to about

250,000,000 cubic feet of water, and this will be chiefly supplied from

the Red Sea, which is far nearer than the Mediterranean, and has a tidal

range of about 6 feet in spring tides, and 2 feet at neap tides, while the

Mediterranean has a far less tidal range.

The currents which will thus bo created by evaporation and tide will be

sufficient to assist or retard navigation, as they will probably approach, if

not exceed, two miles per hour ; but they will scarcely be strong enough to

affect injuriously the bottom or sides of the channel through the Chalouf

cutting after the proper protection by stone pitching has been carried out.

Traction Power to be Employed on the Canal.

It is now understood that steam vessels (except those with paddlewheels)

may use their own power, and that any vessel may be towed through tha

canal by steam tugs, the speed to be limited in all cases as may be settled

hereafter.

This is doubtless the best decision, both for economy and convenience.

If tho traffic should rapidly becomo very large, it is possible that several

passing places will have to be provided without waiting for tho widening of

tho whole canal.

A strong Bide wind would also be a considerable difficulty, and occasion

ally it may be found to be almost impossible to keep a large vessel from

the sides of the canal. In Egypt very strong winds from the east and west

are not common, and tho difficulty will probably not amount to more than

a simple retardation of the speed of the vessel, and the necessity of lower

ing all masts and rigging capable of being lowered. Tug vessels can be

made available for the purpose of enabling a vessel to keep the channel of

the canal.

THE HANDY-BOOK OF HOUSE-BUILDING.

CHAPTER I Living-Rooms.

(Continued from page 51.)

Comfort.—Quiet is essential to the comfort of living-rooms. Quiet means

partly that the house is so planned as to keep the most noisy part of

household life remote from the sitting-rooms, and partly that the con

struction of its walls and floors is such as to transmit as little sound as

possible.

For the sake of quiet, therefore, if theTe is a servants' staircase it ought

not to go up close to tho door of one of the living-rooms ; the nursery and

play-room ought to bo rather secluded ; the bells ought not to be fixed

within hearing of any except the servants who have to answer them ; lifts

or any other noisy mechanical arrangements ought to be kept away from

the best part of the house ; a force-pump or steam-engine, if there be either,

ought to be well out of earshot. No pipe for conveying water or drainage

from an upper floor ought to pass close to any living-room lest the disagree

able sound of its action bo overheard. Those apparently convenient rolling

shutters, which being metal, and running in metal grooves, raise a clatter

every time they are lowered or lifted, are on account of their noise, as well as

the difficulty of repairing them when out of order, unfit for a dwelling-house ;

and, not to multiply instances, a flat roof over any living-room so construct ed

that in times of rain or hail a rattling is heard by those below, unfits the

room for comfortable occupation.

A still more serious invasion of quiet occurs when tho occupant of a room

hears what goes on in an adjoining room—or in the house next door, either

through the walls, ceiling, or floor. The principal precautions to be taken

against this are as follows :—Walls which separate rooms should be built

thick (if possible not less than a brick and a half thick), and care taken

that no timber goes through them from one face to the other at

any point. Porous bricks will transmit less sound than very hard ones, and
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may consequently, if strong enough, be used for internal walls. "Where

framed partitions separate room from room, they Bhould be cither briek-

nogged, i.e., filled in between tho timbers with fragments of brick ; or

else 'deafened,' which means that they arc supplied with a thickness of lath

and plaster, roughly but solidly executed, in the very centro of the partition

intermediate between its two external faces. This is easily done by nailing

strips of wood, technically called fillets, against tho side of each timber

of the partition, and fixing tho laths for the deafening to them. It is

essential that the briok-nogging, or deafening, be continued at least down

to, and if possible below, the level of the floor—a precaution often omitted

where wooden skirtings enclose the lower part of the partition.

Between each ceiling and tho floor above it thero should be a similar

layer of rough plastering, which is technically called ' pugging.' There is

always a risk of conducting sound from room to room if any joist or other

timber is carried continuously from one room to another. Lastly, in noisy

town situations the windows must be glazed with very thick glass ; and if

plate glass is not found sufficient to keep the room quiet, double sashes,

or double glazing, probably will be. In using double glazing the necessity

for occasionally getting at both sides of each pane of glass to cleanse it must

not be overlooked.

To be comfortable all rooms must be dry. Living-rooms that have no

others over them, or that have one-storeyed bay-windows, call for the

greatest care in the roofs by which they are covered. This is very obviously

a weak point, and is very often neglected ; but the effects of this neglect

are usually confined to damage to tho plastering; for few persons will

endure a stained ceiling long enough to allow the room to get dump. Un

sightly blemishes are ever the soonest remodied. Windows not uufrequently

permit rain to blow through them ; this defect rises from bad material and

workmanship, or from wrong contrivance, or both. Some rough and ready

remedy can mostly be found in the use of sand-bags or india-rubber tubing,

or similar expedients, so that health need not suffer ; but comfort is very

•effectually damBged by any such misadventures.

Where damp attacks a floor, it is often long before it is found out. The

timbers and boarding of many a ground floor have suddenly given way, and

been found to bo hopelessly rotten, in houses where it had not been sus

pected that under the carpet or the oilcloth there lay a moist decaying

-vegetable substance, slowly contaminating tho atmosphere of the house,

and keeping it constantly damp and unwholesome. The remedy (or pre

ventive, as the case may be) against a damp floor is to securo throughout

complete ventilation under the timbers, by air-bricks or some such precau

tion. If joists are laid direct upon the earth, floors can hardly oscape

rotting, even if ventilated : the surface-earth ought, consequently, always
■ to be removed from the whole area of the site of every building. Careful

persons like, in addition to this precaution, to cover over tho whole site

with a thin layer of concrete ; but, whether this is done or not, there

ought always to be a clear space of eighteen inches at the least below the

joists of every boarded floor ; and the level of all such floors ought to be well

raised above that of the surrounding ground. All paved or tile floors

should be laid on a well-prepared artificial bed of either concrete or some

sort of dry hard material.

Damp in walls is the most common form, and the one least easily cured, in

which this nuisance shows itself. It must be remembered that walls are

always, or all but always, built of materials more or less porous, and that

they have their foundations some way down in the earth. The moisture

below the foot of the wall, that which trickles and creeps along the sur

face of the ground, and that much larger quantity which, in its passage

through the earth just below the surface of the ground, is interrupted by

the walls, all supply that which tho porous materials of the wall

will eagerly drink in; and, if this be once absorbed, it will rise be

•capillary attraction, and unless checked at some point will render the

building damp. Tho remedies are these:—The water from below tho foot

of the wall must be prevented from rising by a ' damp-course,' i.e. a con

tinuous layer of material, impermeable to water, going quite through the

wall from outsido to in, at the lowest point where it will be abovo all con

tact with the earth. This damp-course ought to be below tho level of the

lowest boarded floor. Slates—a double course of them—laid in cement ;

asphalte, put on hot ; and hollow slabs of glazed earthenware, made for the

purpose, are all excellent materials for use as a damp-course.

The walls should, iu addition, be protected, if the soil be at all damp,

by an area; cither an open one, which gives light and air to a basement

storey, or a ' dry area,' constructed by building a thin wall outside the

main wall, and a short distance from it, and when tho level of the ground

or a little greater height is reached, arching over the space thus formed

or covering it with paving stones. This precaution intercepts the moisture

that is below the earth's surface, prevents its touching the main wall, and

so keeps the sides of the base of that wall dry.

Bain, however, often finds its way through the walls themselves, and even

has been known to drive through the brickwork or masonry of chimneys, and

to come trickling down into tho fire, or oozing out above the fireplace.

Sometimes this is due to t ho walls being too thin for the nature of their

materials. Few outer walls built of bricks, even if hard sound ones, are

weather-tight, unless they are a brick and a half thick at the thinnest part;

and when walls are of masonry or of soft sorts of brick, the minimum

thickness that is safe varies with the quality of the material. There are

some qualities of brick and some stones through which heavy rain accom

panied by a driving wind will penetrate to almost any depth. The best

ordinary safeguard, where such materials alone are available, is to build

the external walls double (see page 50) ; that is to say, with a clear cavity

of some two to four inches, or more, in the heart of them. If this is not

done, such walls may be battened inside, i.e., small timbers being placed

against their inner face, lathing and plastering is fixed to those timbers; and

the space behind this plaster face being left unoccupied, does something to

prevent the inner face of the wall from at least showing the damp.

The weather-tiling adopted in many parts of Sussex and adjacent

counties as a protection to oxternal walls, which, when so shielded, may be

built either of soft bricks or of timber framing, is well spoken of by those

who have used it, and probably deserves to be more extensively employed.

Even where the materials are good, wet penetrates walls readily if the

mortar joints are not thoroughly well pointed, »'. e., flushed up with

mortar. Water that drips from any projection, or from any eaves that

have no gutter, or the leakage from a defective rainwater pipe, will

almost invariably penotrate to the inside of any solid wall, if beaten

against it by the force of the wind, however good the pointing and the

materials. Water that drains down from a window, and is conducted

down to tho face of the wall itself by a splayed cill, below which no mould

ing has been provided to throw off the wet, will often render the wall

under the window damp ; in fact, rain will at times penetrate at this point,

however well thrown off by a projecting window-cill properly ' throated.'

On this account it is especially undesirable to make that part of the wall

immediately below tho cill much thinner than any other part ; yet for con

venience inside the room this is almost always done.

Where the materials are very porous, and a hollow wall cannot be adopted,

tho best, and, in fact, the only effectual resource among thoso hitherto tried

is the coating the exterior of the building with really good Portland cement.

Tho use of a soap and alum wash has been much advocated to protect porous

material from wet ; but the present writer has been unable to discover any

authentic example of the use of this or any other wash having proved suc

cessful. It is fair to add that Professor Church's process, now being made use

of by Messrs. Bansome, seems to promise a better means of rendering porous

materials waterproof than those yet tried ; but it has not yet been long

in use. Lastly, it may bo well to remind the reader that all climb

ing plants havo a great tendency to render the walls against which they

grow damp ; ivy being tho worst, because its leaves remain on it all the year

round.

THE DUDLEY GALLERY.

(second notice.)

TO attempt anything like a detailed description or criticism of even one-

fourth of the water-colour drawings which are included in the

' General Exhibition ' this year would be impossible within tho limits of

any ordinary journal. Nor if we had unlimited space at command, should

we venture to undertake tho task. A large proportion of this and many

other annual exhibitions must necessarily consist of works which repre

sent a fair amount of executive skill—the gradual progress or development

of students in specific style, or that inferior quality of art which aims at

nothing higher than a mere transcript of fact, more or less literal, but

unrelieved by grace of touch or choice of subject. The latter class of pic

tures, no doubt, commands a certain order of popularity—just as real

Hansom cabs and practicable lamp- posts on the stage will help now-

a-days to draw a crowded audience. But we submit that it cannot fairly

come within the scope of serious art-criticism. One may recognise the

fidelity with which a sturdy ploughman's smock frock is studied, and even

approve the conscientious portraiture of a drawing-room spaniel—but—

Aprh ? We have really nothing more to say on such matters. They may

be useful accessories to a noble work, but in the hands of a common

place painter they represent nothing more than the literal prose of art.

On the other hand, it is astonishing how the simplest subject—the least

affected treatment, may become interesting from the taste and method of its

execution. Mr. A. C. H. Luxmoore, taking some familiar lines from ' In

Memoriam' for his title, has painted tho toilet of a country lady (81)

whose blue brocaded dress suggests the costume of the last century, though

the picturesque furniture of the room belongs to an earlier epoch.

The work is admirable throughout ; so is his study of an old

oak armoire (158) in the Earl of Leicester's Hospital, Warwick, though not

a single figure is introduced in the composition. Mr. Tom Gray's

' Straduarius ' (157), an old musician of the Georgian period, who sits

with his violin on his knees contemplating his favourite instrument with

something like paternal solicitude, is full of character and artistic quality.

Miss Alyee Thorneycroft sends a modest but deftly handled littlo work,

' Lost in Mist ' (30), in the colour and general treatment of which we re

cognise the influence of that new school of English art called by a dozen

different misnomers, but whose chief individuality lies in the rejection of the

commonplace, whether in subject or workmanship. A larger figure piece by

this artist's sister, Miss Helen Thorneycroft, hangs at the south end of the

gallery, and is distinguished by the somewhat enigmatical titlo of ' From

Far Away ' (226). It has much to recommend it, but the turquoise

blue dress of the lady represented is unfortunately out of key with the

background. Miss Lucy Madox Brown is another lady artist who

aims at style in her execution, and, it must be confessed, with con

siderable success. Without leaving her studio for a subject, she has

composed a group (239) which, but for a little uncertainty of handling

noticeablo here and there, might fairly take rank among the productions of

older and more experienced hands. If we cannot say quite as much for

her brother's ' Jason ' (1 25), it must be remembered that the last-mentioned

picture is literally the work of a boy, and, as such, is not only very credit

able in itself, but augurs well for future excellence.

Among the smaller figure pieces, Mr. Hubert Herkomer's ' Choosing '

(268)—a cottage girl walking down a littlo avenue of cabbages in a kitchen

garden—may be quoted as an instance of the eccentricity and perversity with

which a clever artist will sometimes go out of his way to select an ugly

subject by way of assuring us that he has no sympathy with the hackneyed

themes of ordinary picture makers. Suroly there is a middle course

to be adopted. Here we have excellent work and a refined sense of

colour thrown away upon tho representation of an incident which is

utterly devoid not only of the simplest conditions of pictorial beauty,

but also of ordinary human interest. The drawing attracts notice, it is true,

by virtue of the skill with which these difficulties have been mot, but there

are sufficient drawbacks to the development of true art in this country,

without wilfully and needlessly encumbering it It is, however, only fair to

add that whatever affectation there may be in this painter's choice of scene,

there is none whatever in his manner of work, which is at once vigorous and

refined.
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Let us turn now to some of the principal landscapes in the Exhibition,

and note the revolution which has been brought about within the last

ten years in this department of art. There was a time when amateurs had

to choose between the old conventional, and the (then) new realistic school—

between what in studio slang was once called tone-y work and the minute in

accuracy of pseudo-pre-Raphaelitism. But of late there has been a welding

together of old and new principles, and the result is an eclectic school of

painters which will assuredly leave its mark in this second half of the 19th

century. Take, for instance, the river-side scenery of which Mr. John C.

Moore has given us so many examples both at home and abroad. His

' Yellow Tiber' (326) at twilight, with St. Peter's and the Vatican mapped

out in grey against the yet luminous horizon, is an intensely faithful study,

true in tone, colour, and even in detail, down to the stern of the old ferry

boat ; but if there are no tricks of effect, there is an equal absence of fussy

elaboration. J.t is all the broad, simple work of a man who understands

the precise relation between art and nature in landscape, and can express it

with skill and confidence. As much might be said of the same artist's

' Autumn Morning on the Pincio' (184), ' Chiswick ' (482), and ' December

Morning on the Campagna ' (667).

Mr. Henry Moore exhibits two admirable sea pieces—' Thunder Clouds,

Evening ' (104) and ' Clearing after Rain ' (150), the titles of which speak

for themselves, but not so emphatically as the artist's brush itself. His

' Early Summer near KenilwortJi ' (339), with its fresh green meadowland,

dotted here and there with poppies—its stnrdy young oak trees and crisp

round blue-white clouds—is one of the most charming specimens of pure

pastoral landscape that he has ever painted.

It is much to be regretted that the white ' mount ' once in common use

for water-colour drawings is being gradually superseded by the gilded ' flat.'

Gold forms an excellent foil for oil paintings, but we have always considered

it too heavy for works executed with the lighter pigment. Mr. North's

' Farm Corner ' (299), a careful and tenderly tinted study, is in our opinion

marred by the metallic sheen of its frame, and would have been twice as

effective with a margin of plain ' Bristol board.' Thero are, however, some

works in which the lavish use of body colour and the scale of the

drawings themselves justify an exception to this rule. Mr. Arthur

Severn's bold and master-like representation of sea-breakers (297) is

a case in point, but such instances must be considered as beyond

the legitimate range of artists 'en aquarelle' proper. Indeed it might be

said of this talented young painter's work in general, that it savours too

much of the scenic, and would be far more thoroughly appreciated across

the footlights of a theatre than on the walls of an exhibition. His

' Thames Embankment ' view (666), full of dash and cleverness as it is,

bears evidence of inventive power rather than of conscientious regard for

fact ; and though both qualities are excellent in their way, the most satis

factory development of the first can only be secured by a longer course of

careful study than Mr. A. Severn seems at present inclined to bestow upon

his work. Mr. Walter Severn, in his ' Anstey's Cove, near Torquay ' (348),

without aiming at any exceptional effect, has realised a certain solid

artistic excellence which is absent from his brother's productions, and which

is all the more creditable when we remember that it is due to the ex

perience not of a professed artist, but—if we may be allowed to draw

such invidious distinctions—of an amateur. We regrot that we have been

able to do little more than mention a few of the most remarkable works in

this excellent Exhibition. It would be impossible, however, to conclude

our notice without giving a brief but sincere word of praise to the admirable

etchings of Mr. Edwin Edwards (713-719), who bids fair to do for our

woodland scenery what Mr. Whistler achieved in the illustration of Thames

wharves and shipping.

The large chalk drawing, ' An Adventurous Messenger ' (716), by Miss

Ellen G. Hill, is a most creditable performance, full of natural grace and

palpable skill in handling; while the 'Autumn Fruit' (443), by Mr. Sidney

Whiteford, and the studies of flowers and still life executed respectively by

Miss H. Coleman and Miss C. Eastlake—both, we believe, very young

ladies— show how far a modest and, in ordinary hands, a confessedly

inferior branch of art may become ennobled by the refined taste and delicate

execution of those who follow it.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

KUHRACHEE HARBOUH.

ONE of the greatest wants in India, after that of improved communica

tions, is an increase to the number of her ports, ana the improvement

of those that already exist. Not the least important work at present in

progress in India is that undertaken with the view of improving the port

and harbour of Kurracheo.

By reference to a map of India, it will be seen that Kurrachee is situated

near the north-western extremity of Sindh ; it is, moreover, the only sea

port of that province availablo for vessels drawing more than ten feet of

water, and its position is one of very great importance, whether regarded

from a commercial, political, or military point of view. Thornton, in his

Gazetteer of India, says, ' It has been laid down that a force stationed

here, with detachments at Sehwan and Bukkur, might hold Sindh in com

plete subjection. In a commercial point of view, it may be defined the

gate of Central Asia, and is likoly to become to India what Liverpool is to

England.' The late Sir Charles Napier, soon after his conquest of Sindh,

became aware of the importance of improving the harbour at Kurrachee,

and suggested measures for that purpose, one of which, the Napier Mole,

■till bears his name.

The one great want in Kurrachee harbour was that it should have been

in direct communication with the river Indus, so that vessels coming down

from Mooltan might havo entered it without having to make the circuit

round the mouths of the Indus. Had this been supplied by nature, its im

portance would have been largely increased ; but in the absence of such

communication the next best thing would undoubtedly have been to make

an artificial cut for that purpose. A large trade already exists on the

Indus of produce and goods coming down to port for shipment, and in 1857

the Government Indus Steam Flotilla is stated to have been almost essen

tial to the existence of British rule in the Punjaub ; for when the inter

course with the rest of India was cut off, they were the sole available means

of communication with the sea-board, and they took up reinforcements to

the army, military stores, and treasure. So long back as August, 1882, an

officer of Government was deputed to examine the ground between Kurra

chee and the Indus, with a view to the formation of a constantly navigable

channel ; but in an evil hour the project put forward by the Sindh Railway

Company for a railway from Kurrachee to Kotree, on the Indus, was sanc

tioned, and the canal scheme abandoned. As a remunerative work the

railway maybe considered as a failure, but it has a probable future before it

in the event of the construction of the proposed Indus Valley line, of which

it would form a part.

Kurrachee may thus be described as it existed before the commencement

of any works for the improvement of its harbour. Situated near the base

of the southern extremity of the Pubb or Brahooic mountains, on a level

space intervening between them and the sea, tho port is protected from the

sea and bad weather by Manora, a bluff rocky headland, projecting in a

south-eastward direction from the mainland, and leaving a space of about

two miles between the extreme point and the coast to the east. In the

harbour and within the entrance are some rocky islets, which are seen from

the sea over the low isthmus connecting the point of Manora with the-

coast to the west. There is a good roadstead outside Manora, except

during the south-west monsoons. At the entrance of the harbour is a bar,

which had formerly but one fathom and a quarter ofwater at low tide, and

two and a half or three fathoms at high water spring tides. About a

mile inside the bar is an extensive bank, dry at low water ; and between

this and the western shore is the channel up the harbour. The harbour is

spacious, extending about five miles northward from Manora Point, and

about the same distance from tho town of Kurrachee, on the eastern shore,

to the extreme western point ; but before the commencement of any of the

improvement works a small part only of this expanse admitted large

ships.

A recently published statement of the value of articles imported and

exported at Kurrachee for the last twenty-one years shows that the total

imports increased from Rs. 28,78,720 in 1847-8 to Rs. 2,73,66,886 in

1866-67, and in the past year 1867-68 the amount was Rs. 2,50,41,185.

The total exports in 1847-48 amounted to Rs. 15,47.308: in 1863-64 the

greatest exportations were made, the amount being Rs. 4,18,80,734; and in

the past year the amount had gonp down to Rs. 1,99,70,423.

In 18 18 a lighthouse was erected on Manora Point, on the western entrance

to the harbour ; and in 1855, in consequence of the increasing importance of

the place, two dredging vessels were expressly constructed for the improve

ment of the harbour, and a light draught steamer was provided for the

purpose of towing vessels in and out. It may be worthy of remark here

that the first voyage from England direct to the port of Kurrachee was-

mode in 1852, by the ship ' Duke of Aj-gyle,' of 800 tons.

In 1856 a committee was formed on the spot for the purpose of consider

ing the best means of effectually improving the harbour, and their report,

together with other papers on the subject, was forwarded to this country,

and referred for the opinion of the late Mr. James Walker, C.E., who,

before recommending the construction of any specific works, deputed Mr.

W. Parkes, C.E., to Kurracheo, to make further surveys of the harbour, for

which purpose that gentleman left England in September, 1857, and re

turned in the following May. In October, 1858, Mr. Walker submitted his

report, in which he recommended the construction of the following works,

estimated to cost about 660,000/., viz. :—

1 st. The Manora Breakwater, to prevent the passago of sand from the

westward, and to afford shelter from the worst seas at the entrance, and

also to protect the foot of Manora Cliff from the wasting by tho sea.

2nd. Tho Kcamari Groyne, to prevent the waste of water to tho east

ward, and to confine the ebbing and flowing currents to the Harbour

Channel, so as to direct them upon the Bar. Also to stop the movement of

sand from the eastward, which Mr. Parkes stated was taking place to a

considerable extent, and was narrowing the channel upon its eastern shore

south of Kcamari.

3rd.—The closing of Chinna Creek by a solid embankment, and convey

ing through .tho harbour and its entrance the flowing and ebbing waters to

and from the portion of the estuary which lies to the eastward of the Na

pier Mole, thereby obtaining their scouring power upon the Bar and

entrance channels, and forming an extension of the navigable channel up

to near the town, which would be available for native craft.

4th.—New Docks and Basins for ships of large tonnage.

6th.—A Graving Dock.

Of the above-named sum, 259,000/. was for the improvement of the

entrance alone; the works consisting of:— 1. Manora Breakwater;

2. Kcamari Groyne ; 3. Napier Mole Bridge ; 4. New Channel ; 6. Chinna

Creek Stoppage ; 6. East Pier, in continuation of Kcamari Groyne. Orders

were issued early in 1860 for the execution of the 2nd, 3rd, 4 th, and 5th of

these works, as well as of the proposed native jetty and quay. These were

proceeded with at once, and continued without interruption till December,

1863, when orders were issued to postpone the stoppage of the Chinna

Creek, which was just about to be completed, in consequence of Mr. Parkes's

opinion that tho increased scour which had resulted from the carrying out

of the Keamari Groyne should be allowed time to deepen the entrance to

such an extent that any possiblo small temporary deposit should not be

injurious.

Mr. Parkes, shortly afterwards, in January, 1864, again visited Kurra

chee, and in his report he strongly advocated the immediate execution of

the following works :—

1st.—The Manora Breakwater.

2nd.—The prolongation of the Keamari Groyne.

3rd.—The removal of hard material from Doep-water Point at the disci e-

tion of the Superintendent.
Orders were immediately issued for carrying out the 2nd and 3rd of these

works.
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Objections having been raised by certain engineers attached to the Public

Works Department in India, agiiinst some of the works then in progress,

the whole subject was referred to Messrs. D. & T. Stevenson, of Edinburgh,

in December, 1865 ; and consequent upon their report orders were sent out

in April, 1866, for the immediate stoppage of all works in progress, except

those which were obviously calculated to serve some purposo of public

utility, independent of the goncral improvement of the port, and which could

not be left in their present state without any positive harm.

In the early part of 1 868 a telegram was despatched to Bombay, ordering

that the dredgers should be set to work on the bar outside the harbour ;

and, in consequence partly of the successful results obtained by that

measure, the Secretary of State requested Mr. Parkes to proceed again to

Kurrachee to examine the present state of the harbour. For this purpose

Mr. Parkes left England early in June, arriving at Kurrachee on July 10,

where he remained till August 1.

The only works, then, as appears from Mr. Parkes'8 report, which have

yet been brought to bear on the general economy of the harbour are as

follows :—

I. The Keamari Groyne, 7,400 feet long, constructed of stone upon the

Keamari Sand-spit, having its top 2 feet 6 inches above monsoon high-

water; commenced in December, 1861, and completed in April, 1863.

II. The extension of the same for 1,500 feet (known as the East Pier),

commenced in May, 1864, and completed in October, 1865.

III. The removal of Deep-water Point, commenced in 1864, and carried

on chiefly by natural scour, but partly by artificial means, during that and

the two following years.

IV. A trained Groyne, constructed in 1866, running for 1,000 foet

northward from the site of Deep-water Point.

The cost of these works has been 75.000J., including their share of the

cost of plant.

The effect produced upon the upper harbour has been to increase the

water space at low water, since January, 1858, from 266,451,428 cubic feet

to 299,341,289, being 32,889,861, or 12J per cent. From thence to a little

outside the end of the East Pier, and the end of Manors Point (without

taking account of a deep hole which has scoured out close to the end of the

East Pier), the increase of water space, from 1858 to October 1867, has

been 11,685,540 cubic feet, or 20 per cent., making with the 12J per cent,

in the channel above an increase of nearly 14 per cent, on the whole length.

This expulsion of sand has rendered the sectional area of the channel

nearly uniform throughout ; and altogether there has been expelled from

the harbour 2$ millions of cubic yards of sand. Another result of the

works has been that the courses of the tidal currents have been rendered

much more regular, and at both flood and ebb they set up and down the

harbour with great regularity and in the same channel.

The value of these results to the trade of the port may best be described

by a statement of the fact that whereas, in 1858, not above 20 loaded ships

of from 500 to 900 tons could be berthed in the harbour, there is now

space for about 55 loaded ships of from 500 to 1,200 tons.

The effects produced on the bar and entrance to the harbour have varied

somewhat during each monsoon, but it would appear that, in their most pro

minent features, the Bar and the Main Entrance Channel are now in a per

manent condition. The Channel is as capable of passing large ships as it

was in 1858; but whilst it has doubled in width, the Bar has lengthened

out so as partially to neutralise that advantage. The lengthening of the

Bar is due to the fact that out of 60,000,000 cubic feet of sand which have

been discharged from the harbour, 1 ,000,000 have been deposited at the

tail of the Bar.

The conclusion which Mr. Parkes draws from his observations is that a

necessary condition of the existence of a direct and permanently deep

channel is an effectual protection from that action of the sea which has so

repeatedly thwarted the natural efforts made towards it. In order to pro

vide this protection, the construction is recommended of a breakwater 100

feet to the eastward of Manora Flagstaff, running in a direction south by

east for a length_pf 1,500 feet. This, however, would act merely as a pro

tective measure, and the free use of dredgers over the bar is further recom

mended with the view to increase the channel. The admission of a portion

of the Chinna Creek waters into the harbour by the removal of the dam at

the Napier Mole Bridge is also advocated, not so much with a view to im

proving the entranco as for the convenience of trade.

These recommendations have all been sanctioned, and Mr. Parkes has

been appointed Consulting Engineer to the Government for the works in

this country. When they have been so far carried out as to give any appre

ciable results, wo shall hope to be in a position to publish early information

regarding the effects that may have been produced.

CAPITALS.

IN a previous article we described the bud-shaped capital of various

proportions and detail, and the simple bell-shaped capital with

the stems, flowers, and buds of the papyrus and lotus plants, slightly

incised and coloured, which, with the so-called protodoric capital,

seem to have served all the purposes of Egyptian architecture till

the period of the Ptolemies ; the lact being that (with the exception

of numerous pylons, colonnades, and avenues of sphinxes, which

were added afterwards) the numerous and vast temples built during

the reigns of Rameses the Great and his successor, in the fourteenth

century before Christ, were amply sufficient for all the wants of the

Egyptian people ; and it is not till the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes,

at the beginning of the second century before Christ, that we find

new temples in which any important modifications of the above-named

capitals take place. In this second century before Christ, down to, and

during, the occupation of Egypt by the Cseaars, other vast temples were

erected, notably those of Edfou and Philse, and a number of large

and magnificent porticoes or vestibules, with numerous columns, were

added to older temples, as at Kalabshee in Nubia, Ombos, Esneh,

Denderah, &c, in which buildings we find a series of the most beautiful

capitals, both in form and decoration, which have ever been designed :

they are of immense variety, scarcely two of them in the same

temple being alike, and their decoration is invariably imitated from

some arborescent production of the country. It is extremely doubtful

whether in the designs of these capitals aught is to he attributed to

the influence of their Greek rulers ; no traces of Greek ornament are

found, and in the general application of the natural forms of trees aud

plants, these are far too little conventionalised to resemblo Greek

work. There is, perhaps, more elegance in the form and disposition

of the temples themselves, though this would arise from changes in

their institutions or customs, and the progress, though slow, in civilisa

tion. In the example, an illustration of which we give, taken from

the portico or long gallery in front of the temple at Phihs, the

bell-shaped capital is decorated with a series of reeds or bulrushes,

the flowers of which resemble some of the long grasses of our own

country; these are represented on the under surface of the hell ; the

sheathing leaves of their stems branch off to the right and left, and

the ligaments which bind the whole together aro indicated under the

capital and form its necking. For simplicity of form, elegance, and

Sropiiety of decoration, this capital is one of the prettiest examples to

e found in Egypt.

NEWTONAIBD HOUSE, DUMFRIESSHIRE.

Newtonaird House, recently erected from the designs of Messrs.

Peddie & Kinnear, of Edinburgh, for P. Smith, Esq., is situated

about five miles from Dumfries. It stands on the south slope of a

richly wooded hill, from which the park extends down to the river

Cairn. The views from the windows of the living rooms are varied

and extensive. The style of the architecture is that of the old Scottish

manor house, modified to suit modern requirements—a style which

harmonises more perfectly with the surrounding scenery than would

be the case with any other. The exterior is of red sandstone courses

from Locharbriggs quarries, about 12 miles distant, and the roofs are

covered with large grey Lancashire slates. The principal floor, which

is reached by a flight of steps from the entrance hall and carriage

porch, contains two drawing rooms, library, and dining room, and

service room, along the south and east fronts, and the principal stair

case and a large business room on the other side of the entrance.

The entrance nail is groined in the ceiling, with moulded and en

riched ribs of white free stone, springing from corner shafts of the

same material, with which the walls are also lined. The princi

pal staircase has a roof with framed and moulded principals, .and the

ceiling of the dining room is richly panelled and moulded in oak.

The ceilings of the drawing rooms and library are elaborately finished

in plaster work in panels, and the oak doors and shutters of the

principal rooms are elaborately carved in the panels. The first bed

room floor contains six bedrooms, besides dressing rooms and bath

rooms, &a, and in the upper floors are nine bedrooms of various sizes.

The ground floor of the main building contains the servants' hall,

butler's pantry, wine and beer cellars, housekeeper's rooms, and such

like accommodation ; and in a lower building behind are the

kitchen, scullery, larders, &c. The washing house and laundry are at

the stable offices, which have been erected at some distance from the

house in a corresponding style of architecture. The cost of the

house, exclusive of the terrace wall and entrance to flower garden,

which is not yet erected, has been upwards of 13,000/.

Notice.—The name of the Engineer of the Chicago Waterworks was given

in error in our last as Mr. Desborough. It should have been Mr. Chesborough.

CONDITIONS OF BUILDING CONTRACTS.

RESUMING this subject where we left it last week—at the objections

now raised against certain customary conditions of Building Contracts,

lot us take the very first words of one of the largest of building contracts now

being performed—' The works shall be executed by the contractor according

to the true intent and meaning of,' &c. Do they not point to the fact that

the real and obvious intent and meaning of words, figures, and drawings—

which, remember, can be and should be ascertained before making the con

tract—is sometimes perverted, and that it is possible to introduce quibbles

and questions into the best drawn specification ? And what hardship is there

in the words usually added, after stating that the drawings and specifica

tions are intended to embrace all the information necessary, &c. :—'Should

there appear on the face of the drawings any part not described in the

specification, or should any work be described in the specification and not

shown on thedrawings, it is intended that the contractor should consider tho

same in the formation of his estimate as much as if the same had been

particularly set forth in both?' Be it remembered that to describe in

writing or by drawings the thousand and one little matters understood by

this phrase, would involve volumes of superfluous writing and labour, and

be in reality of no certain effect.

It is well known why such terms are necessary, and how easily they are

complied with by every contractor in every work he undertakes ; but why

they should be omitted, or why any straightforward contractor should wish

them to be omitted, is not so obvious to architects. It is well known how

impossible it is, short of erecting the building, accurately to describe every

small item, and how difficult to avoid ull errors in one drawing not showing

exactly the same view as another ; but a contractor has no difficulty in ascer
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taming beforehand the exact amount of work required ofhim, and in providing

in his estimate, if he be so inclined, for any amount of unforeseen accidents

•or contingencies. With regard to these and other clauses similarly framed,

their effect has doubtless been so to abate certain evils aimed at, that per

haps, the original cause of framing them, and the necessity for them, are not

now fully recognised. They consequently may at first sight have the appear

ance of encumbering the conditions, and of being not only useless, but absurd ;

yet it may be that many evils are only kept down by these regular standing

protests against them. Let such repeated protests be removed, and it

will probably be found that the old abuses will reappear and some new

remedy will have to be devised hereafter, while astonishment will be ex

pressed at the simplicity of those^individuals who threw away without reflec

tion such valuable protective clauses.

A most searching enquiry, and not a mere cursory glance, is neces

sary to determine how far any restrictions and regulations may be

safely removed which have been framed for some wise end, and have

always answered their purpose more or less. But to consider all this fully

would occupy too much of our space, and we can only direct attention to a

few points which scom to be more especially worthy of general considera

tion.

It appears strango to find amongst contractors a desire to prevent the

architect attaching ' anything of a personal or legal nature ' to the usual

clauses of the specification, and to require that every common settlement

between parties for the erection of a building should be a matter for the legal

profession alone, and be settled in precise legal phraseology. It is at pre

sent rather the exception than the rule to employ a lawyer to draw up any

contract unless for an exceptionally large matter; and in ordinary cases we

are not aware that disputes are more frequent than where legal documents

are provided, and parchment used instead of paper.

The simplest way, lawyers tell us when they are instructed to draw up

a contract for building, is to embody in it the full specification and general

conditions, and by adding a few phrases before and after these to make

them part of the contract in due form. Judges and other high legal autho

rities have been known even to prefer doing without such forms in cases

where they themselves are alone concerned, and have prescribed the

simplest phrases possible, even asserting that the tender and a letter

accepting it are quite sufficient for all purposes of contract. It is curious

that this leaning towards rigid legal forms should be found on the side of

contractors, and that complication rather than simplicity in such matters

should be advocated by them.

One would have, perhaps, expected such a tendency amongst archi

tects, who it might be supposed would naturally desire relief from any

superfluous responsibility, and would be glad to have the trouble of arranging

forms of contract—for which they seldom make any charge—put upon other

shoulders. But practically they would always have to bear the same burden,

for the lawyers would embody their phrases and be obliged to accept their dic

tation, simply because they, as lawyers, could not know all the circumstances

without instructions. To give these instructions is both the duty of the ar

chitect as well as a positive necessity for him ; and how the London contrac

tors would propose to relieve him of such responsibilities does not appear.

Perhaps they would institute the necessity for two lawyers—one appointed

by the architect or his client, and one by the contractor (both to bo paid by

the client, we suppose, or, at least, in some way out of the 'job')

—and to dispute tho tonus between themselves, in the same way that two

surveyors arrange the quantities. That this would bo the approved

arrangement seems likely, for it is proposed that there should be two archi

tects to every building—one to be the arbitrator, or consulting architect, as

he might bo called if arbitration were frequent, and one to be the actual

designer of the works, but without power to see them properly executed,

except by appeal to the arbitrator.

How all these different authorities would act with, or would counteract

each other, or how the client would approve of these additional complica

tions, and the multiplication of costs, is a question worth consideration. It

is even more important to enquire how the present position of the architect

—as master builder or controller of the works—would be affected by so

much additional weight being held in readiness and capable of being

brought to bear, if occasion require, for or against his judgment and

authority. But we can have no hesitation in saying that under the proposed

arrangements it would be impossible to maintain among architects the same

independence and high feeling and that judicial character, which we arc

proud to say are the characteristics of those who are looked up to as the

chief representatives of tho architectural profession. Far be it from us to

say that it is the object of any contractor to degrade the position of the

architect ; but in effect the present proposals would do so if all were

adopted.

To such buildprs as appreciate the assistance and support often given by

the architect, we would commend tho foregoing remarks bearing upon the

position of the profi ssion, and upon the probable result of adding to the

already sufficiently complicated nature of building affairs.

{To be continued.)

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

The Thames Embankment.

Xiord Elcho's Committee on the Thames Embankment. — The

following members form the above Committee Lord Elebo, Mr. Layard,

Mr. W. Cowper, Lord J. Manners, Mr. Bentinck, Mr. Sclater-Booth, Mr.

Tito, Mr. W. H. Smith, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Beresford Hope, Mr. Buxton,

Viscount Bury, Captain Dawson- Damer, Viscount Sandon, and Mr. M' Clean.

It is understood that they will not sit till after Easter.

On Friday, February 26, a petition was presented by Mr. Watkin

Williams, from practising barristers of the two Temples and Lincoln's Inn,

in favour of the Thames Embankment site, instead of tho Carey Street site,

for the erection of the new Courts of Justice.

Government Contractors and Seats in the House.

On Tuesday, March 2, in answer to a question by Mr. Kylands, Mr.

Gladstoki said that her Majesty's Government are aware that the working

of the law with respect to Government contractors is not altogether satis

factory, but they do not see their way at the present moment as to the

precise manner of dealing with the question, and cannot promise to introduce

a measure upon the subject.

The Recent Accident at the Bhore Ghaut.

Mr. G. Duff said, in answer to Sir Stafford Northcote, that a commission

of inquiry had been appointed, and that that commission had power to take

evidence with regard to the circumstances of the accident. Meanwhile, pre

cautions had been taken by the company to prevent passengers entering upon

the incline of the railway.

Bayswater Market and Baths.

On Wednesday, March 3, the Bayswater Market and Baths Bill, op

posed by Mr. Thos. Chambers, who was supported by Colonel Sykes, was

rejected.

Metropolitan Street Tramways.

This Bill provoked a long debate. Its rejection was moved by Mr. Pease

on general grounds of inconvenience and danger, and supported by Mr.

Locke ; Mr. Maguiro defended the system, following the lead of Captain

Grosvenor ; Mr. Laird stated that similar tramways had, from being

objectionable, become popular and necessary in Birkenhead. On a division,

the second reading was carried by 209 to 98.

Correspondents are requested as much as■ poss'Me to make their communica

tions brief. The space we can devote to Correspondence will not usually

permit our inserting lengthy communications.

ARCHITECTTJBAL EDUCATION.

Si a,—Mr. Edis has, I see, thought it right to correct the mistake made

in his last letter about the eminence of the French Professors ; although

without acknowledging that it was from mo he first learnt his error, and

that tho whole of his information was obtained directly also from myself.

There is another matter on which I also gave him some information, but he

has quietly passed that by. I refer to my knowledge of the pupilago

system. Mr. Edis says, 'his training upon the pupilage system naturally leads

him to lean to that, the English system of training.' But Mr. Edis is wholly at

sea with reference to my acquaintance with English training : though three

years in the school of Paris, I have been five years cither as improver or

as clerk in English offices, one of which was, I believe, the third largest

in London. I have, in addition, had tho advantage, which is more than

Mr. Edis con say, of having passod through all the classes of tho Associ

ation, and of having come in contact witli an immense number of pupils far

more intimately, so far as their elementary knowledge is concerned, than

could ever be done as principal of an office. I was one of those who

founded the Voluntary Examination Class in the beginning of 1863, and

was absent from that class (which was continued all tho year round) once

only. The experience which I gained at that class first caused me to ques

tion the efficiency of the English pupilage system ; from that time till now I

have been adding to that experience, the summary of which was published

in the Alliance Keport. I leave it, Sir, to your readers to say whether my

conclusions are correct. It should also bo remembered, I think, that I was

not the only delegate who signed the Report in its entirety.

B. PusKe-SpiEns.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Eccleshall.—The north aisle of tho church has been reopened ; and,

after an interval scarcely exceeding three mouths, the church has been re

stored almost as it wan before the fire.

Wombridge, near Shrewsbury.—Proposed Church Enlargement.

■—Steps are being taken for the raising of a fund for the enlargement and

improvement of the church of this parish. It is proposed to more than

double the accommodation on the ground floor of the church.

St. Saviour's Church and District, Preston.—Munificent Gift.—

New schools for St. Saviour's Church and district aro about to be erected.

Mr. Hibbert, architoct, has already been instructed to prepare plans, and

the schools will bo erected on land belonging to Mr. Newsham immediately

adjoining the church.

The Great Skelton Viaduct.—This vast structure carries tho new

line of the North-Eastcrn Company from Hull to Doncaster (Staddlethorpo

and Thome) over the Ouse, and is now so far complete that a train convey

ing the officials of the company and the engineer, Mr. T. E. Harrison, last

week passed over it. The viaduct is one of the greatest engineering achieve

ments of the age. Not only did the foundations present almost insuperable

difficulties, but the superstructure presonts extraordinary features. The

comparatively low level of the new line necessitated an opening bridge, and

the moveable portion so provided for the accommodation of the river traffic

is the longest of any work of the kind in England. At the point of crossing

the Ouse is about 800 feet wide, and the moveable part of the over-channel

bridge is not loss than 232 feet. This immense length crosses the deepest,

part of the river, turns on a stupendous mid-river pier, and is opened

and closed at will, hydraulic power being applied. The most complete sig

nalling has been provided to guard against possible accident to trains whilo
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the bridge is open for the passage of ships. The entire structure is carried

by seven spans of solid fish-backed girders, resting upon massive iron piers,

forced to a great depth into the river bed through various layers of river

silt, peat, and clay. The structure is one of imposing appearance, and is a

great triumph of engineering skill. The line is double, throughout, and is

-nearly ready for traffic. It will b opened for the Hull and London sum

mer traffic this year.

The New Viaduct on the Midland Extension to Barnsley.—

The new extension of the Midland Bailway from Cudworth to Barnsley,

-which is rapidly drawing near to completion, embraces one of the finest

pieces of engineering and architectural skill which is to be found upon the

Midland system. The line, which is about four miles in length, crosses the

valley of the Dearne at its greatest depth a short distance from the too-well

known Oaks Colliery, where 361 persons lost their lives, many of whose

bodies are still unrecovered. The crossing of the valley at a point

where it is intercepted by the Pontefract Boad and the Dearne and Dove

Canal presented difficulties of no ordinary character. These were, however,

not only overcome, but a structure both picturesque and substantial has

been put up. The work, which was of a very formidable character, was let

separate on March 1 8, 1 863, to Messrs. Nicholson & Sons of Leeds so far

as the masonry works were concerned, and the ironwork to Messrs. Butler &

Pitt of Leeds. The foundations for so great a structure were laid with

great care, and occupied some considerable time, there being no fewer

than fourteen piers. The first stone was laid on September 11, 1863,

by Mr. Nicholson, in the No. 6 pier. The total length of the via

duct is 362 yards and 1 foot. It is of sufficient width to admit

of a double line of rails, and is surmounted by a railing weight.

The viaduct, when viewed from almost any point, has a picturesque

appearance. It consists of thrco stone piers, one 41 feet, and a third

10 feet long with two abutments, one of which is 45 feet, and the other

10 feet in length. There are no fewer than thirteen openings, ten of them

60 feet in length, two 90 feet, and one 36 feet. The estimated cost is said

to have been between 30,000/. and 40,000/. The whole is of a lofty, light,

and airy appearance. The greatest height from the valley is 96 feet

6 inches. So pleased were the Midland directors with the structure, that

they have caused it to be photographed from several stand-points in the

Dearne Valley.

St. Swithin's Church, City, is to be re-opened (after considerable

alterations and repairs) on the fourth Sunday in Lent.

A new Primitive Methodist Chapel is about to be erected at

Sowerby Bridge. The building will be of the Corinthian order, having two

columns and two pilasters in front, with ornamental capitals. The plans of

Mr. Samuel Utley, of Halifax, have been accepted, and the works will

shortly commence.

A new Church at Warrington, dedicated to St. Anne, was consecrated

by the Bishop of Chester on Saturday last. It has been built at a cost of

5,2001., of which 2,500/. has bees contributed by Mr. Beaumont of Oxford

Hall ; the remainder has been raised by public subscription. The church

is situated in a very poor neighbourhood, and the sittings will be entirely

free. Fire services will take place ou Sunday, and one on each week day.

The church is built of red brick, with coloured bands, with a noble tower

at the south-east angle. The west window contains some good tracery.

Internally the church has a fine appearance, notwithstanding the absence of

decoration. The roof, which is in one span, springs from piers projecting

from the side of the walls, the tops of the pillars being ornamented with

encaustic tiles. It is intended to paint the spandrels of the arches. The

nave contains scats for 500, with open benches of Baltic deal. The pulpit

is of Derbyshire polished limestone, with slate panels, painted with Scrip

tural designs by Hardman of Birmingham. The cliancel is raised above

the level of the nave, and is apsidal in form. The floor is of encaustic tiles.

The organ is placed under the tower ou the south side, and a corresponding

recess on the north side is devoted to the vestry. The organ is by Hop-

kinson of Burstall, and cost 300/. The edifice has been constructed from

the designs of Mr. John Douglas of Chester, the builders being Messrs.

Gibson of Warrington.

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.

WE propose giving, under the above title, notices of such novelties

as appear to us to deserve the careful attention of our readers.

These notices -will not, in any case, consist of accounts received from

the inventors, patentees, or agents who may be engaged in bringing

a novelty before the public, nor will they be based solely upon the

statements which such persons may make. They will be obtained

from independent sources, and usually will only be written after the

invention or improvement which forms the subject of the notice

has been personally examined into by one of our stall' as fully as the

circumstances of each case permit.

Moore's Embossed Class.

This invention has been known for years to a few architects and others,

who have used it from time to time, as Becs's glass. It is now, however,

being brought more prominently before the public, having passed into the

hands of Mr. Moore, and will probably for the first time be really

brought into general use.

If designs are faithfully worked out by the present manufacturers when

given to them to execute, and if a variety of well-designed diapers and

ornaments are prepared and kept in stock, we think that this glass may be

found an extremely useful material for employment in lights where colour

and ornament are desired. It is embossed with various patterns, and can

be had in different colours, differing very considerably both in its light

ness and the brilliancy of its effect when light passes through it from any

other embossed glass with which we are acquainted, and the difference is in

its favour. Mr. Moore has shown us somo specimens iu which the plain

portions of his glass are ground. This, no doubt, adds considerable bril

liancy to the raised pattern, but wo question whether the general character of

a window made up of such glass would be as good as where the natural

surface of the glass is less undisturbed.

Brooke's Universal Blind and Shutter Fastener.

This is an Amorican invention, by which an outside blind or shutter may

be opened or closed from tho inside, and held in any position desired, either

closed, fully open, or at any intermediate position, in all of which it will

be securely locked. Attached to the frame of the blind is a rod upon which

slides a sleeve pivoted to the outer end of an arm secured to tho axis

of a worragear seated in a recess in tho window sill, and gradually rotated

by a worm, the whole covered by a metallic plate. The worm, or screw, is

turned by a shaft and an ornamental handle insido the room. As this

handle is turned, the gear is slowly rotated, and its arm, sliding on tho rod

or bar, throws the blind back or forward, according to the direction of the

rotary motion, opening or closing it as desired. In whatever position tho

blind is left it is immovable, except by having recourse to the handle, or

crank, inside the room. The dovicc is capable of being made highly orna

mental as well as useful, and might easily be applied to casement windows.

For this purposo it seems to bo likely to answer better than many inventions

of a similar nature in common use in this country. Samples to be seen at

the office of G. L. Taylor, 38, West Street, Trenton, N. J., United States.

Bicknell's Patent American Window "Weight Pulley.

This invention is simply a segment—one half—of a pulley ; but the

object intended is that attained by tho ordinary revolving pulloy. The stile

of the window frame is made to contain a semi-disk or half circle, made of

glass, grooved on its periphery to receive a cord, and having shoulders, or

rebates, on its sides and on the bottom to hold it in place. A thin plate of

metal is screwed on the window frame to conceal that portion of the mortise

necessary only to admit the glass segment. No screws, pivot, plate, or re

cessing, beyond the slot through the stile, necessary for ordinary pulleys,

aro required ; the segment being merely passed in from tho front, and then

being held securely by the ledges on its sides and bottom resting against

the sides of the mortises.
Tho cord sustaining tho window weight merely slides in the groove of

the segment over the smooth glass surface, and all creaking of pivots or

axles so annoying to the ill or nervous, and all necessity of occasional

oiling, are obviated.

The inventor claims the following advantages :—Simplicity in construc

tion and application ; non-liability to derangement, no screws ; no letting

in of face-plates ; less expensive than other devices ; greater friction on

the cord, but less wear, requiring a less proportionate weight to balance the

sash, and giving a longer life to the cord ; no rusting, and always in order,

not being affected by tho weather.
This device was patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency,

November 3, 1868, by Alfred Bieknell. For further information, address

American Glass Pulley Company, 66 Congress Street, Boston, Massachusetts,

United States.

ITEMS OF NEWS

fkom on

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Highlanders of Scotland.

Under the above title Her Majesty's publisher, Mr. Mitchell, of 33 Old

Bond Street, is preparing for publication a work containing portraits il

lustrative of the principal clans and followings, and the retainers of tho

Boyal Household at Balmoral. Wo mentioned in our last number the fact

that, by Her Majesty's permission, the water colour drawings which Vincent

Brooks is engaged in reproducing by lithography for this work were ex

hibited by Mr. Mitchell. The plates will bo thirty-one in number, coin-

prising the Boyal Stuarts, Athole men, Argylo men, Breadalbane men, and

thirty other clans. If the lithographs do justice to the spirited heads and

hands drawn by Mr. Kenneth Macleay, B.S.A., who took tho portraits by

express command, the work will be a noblo one. It is to be in two volume* ,

demy folio, containing a copious notice of each illustration from authentic

sources. The tartans of each clan are carefully delineated : the badges

and the slogans, or war-cries, are enumerated, and the series of notices will

be such as almost to furnish a precis of the history of Scotland.

Sculpture recently added to the South Kensington Museum.

Among the late purchases inado by the authorities of South Kensington

may t» noticed a small crucifix of carved wood. We have suid that it may

be noticed : perhaps it would have been better to say that it may be over

looked ; for neither its size nor its merit are so great us to domand admira

tion from all passers-by. Moreover, the object is but a copy, though a very

skilful one. It, however, represents a school of sculpture little known in

this country—that of Mayonce and tho Upper Bhine. Though the com

position, consisting as it does of the crucified Saviour, with tho ordinary

attendant figures of the Virgin Mar)- and St. Johu, leaves by its nature

small scope for originality, a singular variety of treatment is noticeable.

The body of Our Lord is fixed upon a withered tree, tho arms being fixed

to two branches, and thus giving to the figure tho Y shape familiar to the

student of early art, but pertinaciously opposed by later, and particularly

by Italian sculptors and painters. This may probably be a relic of the old

Byzantine influences, which in tho eighth century so deeply impressed the

Gorman provinces near the Bhine, and is certainly remarkable from its

total disregard of the revered type of the Cross, and also, it must be added,

of the facts recorded in the Gospels. Two angols flying around the stem

of the tree hold a ribbon label, intended, no doubt, to receive an inscription,

which, however, does not appear. In a hollow beneath the tree is a group

of a lion gazing earnestly upon his prostrate and semi-animate cubs. This

is one of tho more recondite emblems of the Besurrcction, typified by tho
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lion breathing on his young on tho third day, and thus bestowing on them

life and eyesight. The original work belongs to a private gentleman of

Cologne, and the present copy has been obtained by the judicious energy of

Br. Franz Bock, Canon of Aix la Chapelle, well known as an antiquary and

collector.

Decoration of Churches of Paris.

The following sketch of the commissions given to sculptors and painters

for the new church of St. Augustin will give an idea of the amount of art

work provided by the authorities. MM. Jouffroy, Jaley, Cavelier, and

Bonnassieux, sculptors and members ofthe Academy of the Beaux-Arts, were

entrusted with a bas-relief of Christ and the Apostles for the facade, a

statue in marble of the Virgin Mary, figures of Saint Augustin and Saint

Thomas of Aquitaine for the facade, and a bas relief for the porch. In addi

tion to these are, two angels for the cross on the pediment by M. Schroeder;

four groups ofchildren with candelabra, by Carrier-Belleuse and Cordier ;

symbols of the Four Evangelists, by Jacquemart; a second bas-relief for the

porch, by Lequesne ; two figures in bas-relief in the tympanum of the great

arch ; end eight figures of saints in stone by as many sculptors. All the

preceding sculptures are without the building ; within it are four groups of

angels supporting candelabra by MM. Milet aine, Gilbert, Schoenewerk,

and Travaux : and figures of Saint Mary and Saint Martha, by Leharivel-

Durocher and Perrey.

The paintings consist of four subjects in the pendentives, representing the

evangelists accompanied by angels, by M. Signol, member of the Academy ;

sixteen large figures of prophets and fathers with cherubim, by Bezard ;

six subjects of three figures each in the vaultings of the side chapels, re

presenting events in the lives of Saint John, Saint Peter, and Saint Paul,

by Bougcreau ; two subjects of three figures each at the entrance of the

Lady Chapel, by Brisset ; the three theological virtues, in enamelled lava,

by Paul Balye ; painted windows by Marechal of Motz and Claudius

Lavcrgne. In all thirty-cne commissions.

(Jpnpral.

Accidents from the Falling of Chandeliers and Gaseliers not un-

frequently occur, and are always dangerous. Writing on this subject to

the Timet on February 23, ' A Builder ' states that it is only a question of

time as to the certain full of gaseliers, the consequent escape of gas, and a

very probable explosion, so long as the weights which hold up gaseliers are

supported by brass chains. Brass chain is sure to decay by the action of

the atmosphere, and the only wise remedy is to discard the use of brass

chain altogether and to substitute copper chain. In support of this view

Dr. Percy, who is a high—perhaps the highest—authority, writes that he

has seen brass wire, about an eighth of an inch thick, after having been

subjected to occasional vibration while stretched, become so tender and

brittle in the course of a fow weeks as to be capable ofbeing easily broken

into short pieces between the fingers. ' I have also,' ho adds, ' seen the links

of brass chains, which have been employed in suspending gaseliers, undergo

a similar change, though in a less degree.' These effects, so far as

Dr. Percy has observed, have been due to spontaneous physical changes in

the metal, and not to atmospheric corrosion. It is well known that

other alloys undergo singular spontaneous changes. Brass which has

become tender and brittle may, by annealing, be rendered as tough and

flexible as at first. It appears that only certain varieties of brass are

liable to be thus affected ; and, if so, the explanation will probably be

found in the presence of foreign matters in small proportion. The Doctor

adds that he has nevor seen copper become tender and brittle like brass.

A monument of the late Mr. Richard Oastler, the successful advocato

of the ' Ten Hours' Bill,' is to be uncovered by the Earl of Shaftesbury, at

Bradford.

The Society of Arts have nominated a large and influential Committee

on the subject of the Thames Embankment, which will hold its first meet

ing at the house of tho Society on Tuesday next.

A frightful accident recently occurred at the goods depot of the Great

Eastern Railway, Brick Lane, Whitechapel, by which the lives of four men

were sacrificed, besides causing serious injuries to several others. The

cause appeared to arise from a gradual settlement of the foundations of two

or three of the arches of tho railway. The crevices in the brickwork were

perceptibly widened, and great exertions were used to prevent the falling

in of the arches. At about a quarter to four o'clock, without the slightest

warniug, the whole mass gave way, and girders, brickwork, railway, and a

heavy goods waggon, which was left on the top of the arch, were precipi

tated in a mass upon the unfortunate workmen beneath. Seven or eight of

the men rushed to the roadway, and so saved their lives ; a few ran in an

opposite direction, and were injured in various ways ; while four, who had

no time for movement, wore instantly buried in the debris. As soon as the

gravity of the accident was realised, the whole of the men employed in the

station were at once set to work to extricate the men. The waggon was,

by great exertion, lifted from the mass of rubbish, and various excavations

made in spots where it was thought probable the men were buried. In an

incredibly short space of time, considering the labour involved in the task,

three bodies were extricated and conveyed to the dead-house at the Bethnal

Green Workhouse. The one man missing it jwas found impossible to

extricate for some hours, in consequence of the great transverse girder, with

a mass of solid brickwork, having fallen on him. At half-past nine o'clock,

however, a large pit had been dug under the girder, and the body was taken

out. Meanwhile, the greatest excitement prevailed in the neighbourhood,

and all the approaches to the immense station were besieged by clamorous

crowds anxiously inquiring for their friends at work on the establishment.

Thanks to the excellent police arrangements, order was maintained, and

the work of extrication proceeded uninterruptedly. An inquest has been

held, and adjourned in order to obtain the evidence of an experienced en

gineer as to what may have been the causes of the accident.

Mr. Buskin will lecture at London University College on Tuesday

evening next on Greek Myths and Legends. Tickets of admission are on

sale at the offices of the College, and the proceeds of this, as of the other

monthly lectures now delivering there, will go towards the Building Fund

of the College.

A bust of the late Sir Francis Burdett, executed by Mr. Adams, of

Sloane Street, has been presented by his daughter, Miss Burdott Coutts, to

Westminster School.

A magnificent painted window, representing the Crucifixion, has just

been placed in St. Paul's Cathedral by the Drapers' Committee. The cost

of the window was 900/.

It is proposed to plaeo a stained glass window in Knaresborough parish

church in memory of the late Sir Charles Slingsby.

Some correspondence has taken place in tho daily pipers with regard

to tho present state of the Hammersmith Suspension Bridge. The question

has arisen from the approaching annual boat race between the two Univer

sities ; and as a moro than ordinary strain always occurs at these competi

tions, it is only right for the safety of the public that an engineer should be

sent down by Government to report on the stability of the bridge, and, if

necessary, use proper means to prevent an accident-.

A Stained Window in memory of the late Archdeacon Thorp was

unveiled last week in Durham Cathedral.

Mr. Robert Braithwaite Martineau, one of the most accomplished

and amiable English painters, died of heart disease on the 13th ult.,

after an illness of a few weeks, which until recently was not considered

important. His ' Last Day in the Old Home ' made a great impression at

the International Exhibition of 1862. Mr. Martineau was born in 1826.

It is now decided that there will be only one Italian Opera Company

during the ensuing London season. The joint performances by the com

panies of Mr. Gye and Mr. Mapleson will take place at Covent Garden.

Signor Arditi is to be the conductor. What use is to be made of the

rebuilt Opera House in the Haymarket does not appear to be decided.

The failure was announced at Birmingham on Thursday of Messrs.

Thos. Short & Son, an old and respectable house in the timber trade. The

liabilities will, it is said, amount to between 40,000/. and 50,000/. The

estate will, it is anticipated, turn out favourable.

At the sale of the late Lord Ashburton's china, some Chelsea

specimens (curiously shaped bottles) fetched 100/. each, and three Sevres

(one much injured) 1,310 guineas ; but the gem of the collection, the Mont

calm vase, one of two presented by Louis XV. to the defender of Quebec,

and a beautiful example in Rose du Barry, sold for 1,600 guineas. The

entire collection fetched 7,520/.

The great engineering undertaking of forming a direct lino of railway

between the south of Scotland and the west coast of Cumberland by means

of bridging tho broad estuary of the Solway Firth is fast approaching com

pletion. The earthworks are finished ; the masonry also ; the viaduct has

been entire for some time, and the permanent way has been laid for sixteen

out of the eighteen miles of the line. The principal work remaining to be

done is ballasting, the formation of the junctions, and the stations. The

wet and stormy weather of the winter has very much retarded the progress

of the contractors, who had hoped to be quite finished with tho work by this

time. The distinctive feature of the lino is the viaduct across the Solway.

At the point where the railway crosses the Firth, tho distance from shore

to shore is 2,544 yards, or a mile and between three and four furlongs. Of

this stretch nearly 600 yards are composed of sea embankment, and the

remaining 1,950 yards consist of the iron viaduct.

The block of buildings at the south end of the present bridge, known as

Tillotson's Buildings, is being pulled down, in readiness for the New North

Bridge at Halifax. It is proposed to put up a portion of tho new edifice

before the old ono is pulled down.

The "Wesleyan Chapel at Gomersal has been re-opened. The build

ing was erected in 1827, but the condition of many parts had become so

bud that immediate repair was found to be necessary.

A terrible calamity at St. Patrick's Hall, Montreal, Canada, has

occurred during a concert and ball given in the building. The roof, which

was of massive iron, fell with a terrible crash, seriously injuring many per

sons. The accident is attributed to the hasty manner in which the hall was

erected. "

The Bishop of Elphin is vigorously prosecuting his project for the

erection of a cathedral in Sligo town, and appeals are being made to the

inhabitants of Dublin and other places for funds.

The collection of the late Dr. Goldschmidt, of Frankfort, which occu

pied more than half a century in getting together, was lately dispersed by

the auctioneer's hammer in Paris.

Brigham Young has hod a revelation that he must dig a canal from

Salt Lako City to Salt Lake Valley. It is stated that he intonds to ccm-

mence the work in the Spring.

A Statue of Massena is to be inaugurated at Nice in the Placo du

Paillon, on May 16 next, the anniversary of the birth of tho hero who, in

1799, at Zurich, saved France from an invasion.

MEETINGS OF TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Institution of Crvn. Bkoinezrs.—Tuesday, March .9, at 8 p.K. 1 American Loco

motives and Boiling Stock,' by Mr. Zerah Colburn, M. Inst. G.E.

Associated Arts Institution.—Saturday, March 6, at 8.15 vm. ' On Criticism,' by

Solomon A. Hart, Esq.

Botal Institution.—Tuesday, March 9, at 3 r.M. Bev. F. W. Farrar ' On Compara
tive Philology." Thursday, March It, at 3 p.m. Dr. H. Power 'On the Eye.' Friday.
March 12, at 8 p.m. Professor Abel ' On Naval and Military Applications of Electricity.'
Saturday, March 13, at 3 P.M. Professor Odling 1 On Hydrogen and its Analogue*.'
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

JVo communication can be inserted unless au

thenticated by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publication, but as a

guarantee of goodfaith.

The authors of signed articles andpapers read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub-

iecls of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to insert letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such enquiries.

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor insertion

later than 2 P.M. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4 Monument Yard, Lon-

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Ooodyear Brothers, Barnsley and elsewhere, joiners (as
far as regards G. it W. Goodyear) ; S. it J. Longbottom,
Brighonse, Yorkshire, stone merchants ; H. Newman & Co.,
Birmingham, wholesale hardware dealers ; G., J., it A.
Brook, Bradley, near Huddersfield. masons (as far as
regards A. Brook).

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

Stevens, G., Newton Abbott, builder—further dlv. on
new proofs of 1*. lgd., any Tuesday or Friday, at Mr.
Carrick's, Exeter.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.

Trneman, Charles William, Whitby, jet ornament manu
facturer.

BANKRUPTS.

Notices of Adjudications and First Meetings of Creditors.
To Surrender at the Bankruptcy Court, London.

For New Church at Webhcath, Bromsgrove, for The Right
Honourable The Baroness Windsor. Frederick Preedy,
Architect. Quantities furnished by Messrs. Goodman it

Vinall :—

Clark it Sinallwood .... £2,625 0 0
Whatelcy 2,479 IS 0

Espley 2,3.11 8 6
Jones 2,343 10 0
Field 2,217 0 0
Nelson 2,062 0 0
McCann it Broil (accepted) . . 2,019 10 0

Stone principally given.

Batley.—For the Erection of a Warehouse, Houses.
Offices, Sic, at Bulrush Mills, Batley, for Messrs. Talbot,
senior, it Talbot. Sheard it nanstock, Architects.

Thomas Riley, Mason
Do. Slaters

John Bagshaw, Ironfounder
J. W. Hey, Plasterer .
George Jowett, Joiner, itc.
Matthew Loblcy, Plumber

£801 0
120 0
40 0
28 10
M2 0
28 0

£1,517 10 0

For Rebuilding Chancel and Restoring Parish Church of
Kettlestone, Norfolk. Frederick Preedy, Architect :—

Turner & Sons .... £1,203 19 0
Brown 1,009 0 0

Comish 1,008 7 0
Baraoll St Son (accepted) . . 921 10 0

VACANT.APPOINTMENTS

India.—July.—Forty Appointments in Engineer Estab
lishment of Public Works Department in India. Mr. W. T.
Thornton, Secretary, Public Works Department, India

Office.
Bracelet.—March 23.—For appointment of a Surveyor.

Salary, 175/. per annum. Mr. Arthur Weston, Clerk to the
Board, Brackley, Northampton.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Royal Academy op Arts.—National Gallery. For the
best painting in Oil—or Model and Design in Painting,
Sculpture, and Architecture. The Gold Medal and tlie
Discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, itc. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, the Antique in
Landscape Perspective, itc. The Silver Medals, itc. No-
smber 1.

RornKRHAH.—March 15.—For Plans, itc., for erecting a
Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 75/. is offered
for the best design, 50/. for the second, and 25/. for the
third. John Barras, hon. secretary, Rotherham.

Corporation of Manchester.—Alexandra Park—
March 8.—The Corporation invite landscape gardeners
surveyors, and others to send in designs in competition for

v , J - », !|i|£«I"p"fc ,0"phH"°o,town0terk'

Bognor.—March 1 2.—Designs for Sea Defence Work. A
premium of 50/. will be given for the plan approved of by
the Board. Mr. Frederick Elkins, Clerk to Local Board,

Bognor, Sussex.

Wrington.—March 15.—For Specifications, Plans, and
Estimates, for Levelling and Improving the Churchyard of
the Parish Church. A Preminm of four guineas will be
given for the accepted plan. Mr. Henry Morgan, Golden

Lion Inn, Wrington.

Hicks, F., High Street, Whitechapel, and Bow, builder,
March 15, at 1 ; Jones, Wm., Lavender Hill, Wandsworth,
plasterer, March 15, at 2; Wenham, George, Woolwich,
bricklayer, March 18, at 2 ; Wright, James, late of Sid-
mouth Terrace, Commercial Road, builder, March 19, at 11.

To Surrender in the Country.

Bailey, H., Northampton, master plumber, March 13,
Northampton ; Banfield, John, Newport, Monmouth, car
penter, March 18, Newport ; Jennings, George, Bristol,
carpenter, March 19, Bristol; Moore, Joseph, Leeds, joiner,
March 15, Leeds.

TENDERS.

Rim, District Water Company.—For Providing
Valves and Special Pipes, and for Laying Cast-iron Water
Pipes. Charles H. Beloc, Esq., C.E., 22 Lord Street, Liver
pool. Contract No. 3. For Valves and Special Pipes :—

Guest it Chrimes .... £383 11 5
Hamilton, Woods & Co. . . . 293 9 6
Edmund Sharp 265 13 6
Laidlaw Si Sons—Schedule of Prices 0 0 0

Contract No. 4.—For Laying Cast-iron Water Pipes :—

. £3,756

. 2,616

. 2,355
. 2,174 8
. 2,100 0
. 1,969 9
. 1,950 0

1,862 4

" 0
1,653 13

1,626 0

Abraham A: Richards . . . . £3,755 0
William Burrows .... 2,616 0
Thomas Stone
G. George . . ,
Pearson Lee . .
William Francis Jones
Naylor Brothers .
John Taylor
William Chester 1,767
Scott St Edwards . . .
John Conway, jun. (Rock cutting

2«. per lln. yard extra) . .
Kellett Si Hall 1 ,559 6

Dixon St Sleight 1,526 10
Fawkes it Maud 1,513 15
Walker tt Taylor .... 1,250 0
James Stevens 1,220 0

Batley.—For the Erection o( a Chapel in Park Road
Batley, for the Christian Brethren Society. Sheard it

Hanptock, Architects, Batley,

Preston Si Webster, Masons . . £420 0
Robert Ibbcrson, Joiner, itc. . . 549 10
Steers Si Stocks, Slaters, Sic. . 47 16
Arthnr Ritchingman, Plasterer . 78 10
Matthew Lobley, Plumber . . 20 0
William Kershaw, Painter . . 24 0

£1,139 16 0

Five Houses and Shops in the Fulham Road, Chelsea, for
H. O. Renshaw, Esq. Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, Architect.
Quantities supplied by Mr. L,

Gammon Si Sons
G. W. Richardson .
G. Williams it Son .
W. Webb & Sons .
J. M. Macey .
Adamson Si Sons .
C. N. Foster .
Scrivener it White .

Rlddett :—

£7,204

6,967
6,760
6,744
6,625
6,560
6,283

For New Infirmary, and other Additions at the Basford
Union, Nokin. Mr. S. J. Barber, of Eastwood, Architect :—

Mr. G. Hopewell (accepted) . . £7,997 C 0

CONTRACTS OPEN.

London.—March 13.—For the Supply of Building Mate
rials for Repairs of Convict Prisons at Pentonville, Mill-
hank, Brixton, Portland, Portsmouth, Chatham, Parkhurst,
Dartmoor, and * Woking Male ' Prisons, and the Refuge at
Fulbam. Forms of Tender may be had on application at
the several prisons before-named, or at the office of the
Directors, 45 Parliament Street.

Strand.—March 10.—For Watering the several Streets in
the District. Mr. Thos. M. Jenkins, 5 Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Trinity House, March 16.—For the Construction of Six
large Iron Buoys. Mr. Robin Allen, Secretary, Trinity

House, E.C.

St. Marylebone.—March 9.—For the Supply of Stone
ware Sewage Pipes, Bends, Junctions, itc. W. E. Green-
well, Vestry Clerk, Court House, St. Marylebone.

Greenwich..— March 17.—For Masons' Works, itc. itc.
Mr. E. W. James, Clerk to the Board. Greenwich.
Greenwich District.—March 17.— For Masons' Work,

supplying Stone, itc. ; for supplying Guernsey Granite and
other Road Materials; for Carting, itc. K. JW". James,

Clerk to the Board, Greenwich.

Shoreditch, March 9.—For Masons' and Paviors' Work,
itc. Mr. W. O. Davis, Town Hall, Old Street Road.

Hammersmith.—March 8.—For the various Works con
nected with the Formation of the Roadways, Pathways,
Surface Drainings, Levelling, and laying out of their Bu
rial Ground, situate in Fulham Fields. Alfred J. Roberts,
Clerk to the Burial Board.

St. Marylebone.—March 11.—For Supply of Materials
to Repair Roads ; for Supply of Stoneware Sewage Pipes,
Bends, Junctions, fee; for Bricklayer's Work, itc itc. itc.,
all for one year, from March 25. Mr. T. Gaul Browning,
Surveyor, Court-house, St. Marylebone.

Hackney.—March 11.—For Supply and Execution of
Mason's Work, Gas Fittings. Ballast, itc. itc. Mr. James
Lovegrove, C.E., Town Hall, Hackney.

Pentonville and other Prisons. — March 13. — For
. of Building Materials. The Directors of Convict

>ns, 45 Parliament Street, S.W.

Westminster.—For the Erection of a House on the site
of the Chapel, Duke Street, Westminster, immediately con
tiguous to St. James's Park. Charles E. Davis, F.8.A.,
3 Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, or
55 Great Pulteney Street, Bath.

Stalybridge.—March 11.—For Supcrstrnctlon of Public
Baths. Messrs. Paull it Robinson, F.R.I.B.A., 1 St. Peter's
Square, Manchester.

Dewsbury.—March 10.—For the Masons' and Brick
layers' Work required In the Erection of a Brick Chimney,
at Calder Mills, 70 yards high, and Flue 10 feet diameter.
John Kirk it Sons, Architects, itc, Hnddersficld and

Dewsbury,

Heading-ton.—March 17.—For Erection of an Infirmary,
Lavatory, and Stable to the Union. Mr. Francis Cripps
19 Market Street, Oxford.

Doncaster.—March 24.—For Construction of a Brick
Sewer, and Glazed Pipe Sower. Mr. B. S. Brundell, 1

Princess Street, Doncaster.

Cambridge.—March 16.—For Erection of a New Block
of Buildings at Jesus College. Mr. T. M. Rickmau, Sur

veyor, 8 Montagne Street, W.C.

TitCRO (Cornwall).—For Erection of a Parsonage House
for St. Paul's. Messrs. Wm. G. Habershon St Pito, 38

Hloomsbury Square, W.C.

Shrewsbury.—March 24. For Restoration of St. Mary's

Church. Rev. J. B. Lloyd, Shrewsbury.

Basingstoke.—March 9. Fer ErectlngaNcw Building at
the Mechanics' Institution. Mr. W. Seymour, 13 John Street,

Adelphi.

BouTnpoRT.—March 20. For Erection of Engine-house,
itc. itc, connected with the Waterworks. Messrs. Thomas
it Charles Itawksley, 30 Great George Street, Westmin

ster, S.W.

Portsmouth—March 18. For Supply of Granite and
Granite Clippings. Mr. J. E. Grcatorex, C.E. , Arundel

Street

TATTEvnALL.ncar Chester.—March 12. For Restoration
of Parish Church. Mr. John Douglas, 6 Abbey Square,

Chester.
Brigiiouse.—March 8. For Enlargement of the Church

School and Erection of Master's House at Elland, Lower
Edge. Mr. Edwin Hcaton, Spring Bank HouBe, Brighonse.

Halifax.—March 9.—For Erection of a Warehouse in
Portland Street. Mr. W. H. D. HorsfaU, Crossley's Build

ings, Northgatc, Halifax.

Halifax.—March 8.—For Slaters' and other Work re
quired in the Erection of a Primitive Methodist Chapel,
itc. Mr. Saml. Utlcy, St. James's Buildings, Crown Street,

Halifax.

Halifax.—March 10.—For Erection of a House and Shop
in North rarade. Messrs. Horsfall, Wardle it Patchett,

George Street, Halifax.

Halifax.—March 11.—ForSupply of Cast-iron Gas Piprs

Mr. J. E. Norris, Town Hall, Halifax.

Accrlvgton.—March 8.—For Erection of aNew Wcdeyan
Chapel at Antloy. Mr. William Waddington, 5 Uriuishaw

Street, Burnley.

Macclesfield.—March 13.—For Taking Down and Re-
crecting Lord Street School, either from separate trade*, or
in one contract for the whole. Mr. James Jackson, Sutton

Mill.
Dewsrury.—March 12.—For Masons' and other Work in

the Erection and Completion of a Warehouse to be built in
Commercial Street, Morley. Mr. Stead Ellis, Architect,

Dewsbury.
MraFiELD (Dewsbury), March 16.—For Erection of Firo

nouses and a Shop. Mr. John Barker, Town Hall, Mirfield.

Batley (Dewsbury), March 9.—For Construction of a
Brick Sewer. Mr. James Wetherill, Surveyor, Batley.

Dewsbury, March 9.—For Erection of a Villa Residence
and Outbuildings at Ossett. Mr. Henry Holton, Central

Buildings, Dewsbury.
Dewsbury, March 10.—For Mason and Bricklayer Work

in Erection of a Brick Chimney, 70 yards high, with Flue
10 feet in diameter, at Calder Mills. Messrs. John Kirk

it Sons, Architects, Huddersfield and Dewsbury.

Bristol.—For a new Shop Front. Applications to lie

made at 64 Rodcliff Hill.
Southampton, March 10.—For Erection of a Houjc at

Bevois Town. Mr. Alfred Burt, 22 Above Bar, South

ampton.
Southend.—For Construction of Roads. Messrs. Ham-

mack it Lambert, 59 Bishopsgate Street, E.C. (See Ad

vertisement.)
Toulouse, France.—Supply of Water for that portion

of the Town of Toulouse situated on the right bank of the

Garonne :—
1. The Supply and Laying of the necessary Apparatus

Pipes, itc, for the part of the town named above ;
2. The Maintenance of the Conduits, Apparatus, Pipes,

itc., of the Water Supply of the whole town.
The first portion of the contract is estimated at S6.S007. ;

the second is not determined, but is to be taken on contract

for ten years.
Each portion will be adjudged separately.
Deposit, by way of provisionary security, 1,200/., to be

placed in the hands of the Mairc by March 3, and the con
tract to be adjudicated on March 15. Particulars to bo
had at the Office of the Engineer of the Town of Toulouse.

Savoy, France.— Construction and Improvement of
Roads in eight lots ; total estimates, 9,640/. ; caution money
294/. Particulars to be obtained at the Prefecture at

Chambcry, and tenders to be sent in before March 15.

Trouvtllb, France.—Construction of Quay, 500 foot
long, on the right bank of the river Touqnes ; the total
cost of the works is estimated at 8,000/. ; deposit by way of
guaranty, 240/. Particulars to be obtained at the Prefec
ture of the Department of Calvados at Caen ; tenders to be

sent in before March 19.

Barnoldswick.—March 12.—For the Construction of the
entire Works (except Ralls and Chairs) of the Barnoldswick

Railway. Henry Wait, Secretary, Barnoldswick.

Basingstoke.—March 9.—For the Erection of a New
Building for the Mechanics' Institution. Mr. George Fornie,
Secretary to the Mechanics' Institution, Basingstoke.

Cambridge.—March 16.—For the Erection of a New
Block of Buildings in the Grounds of Jesus College.
Alfred Waterhouse, Architect, 8 New Cavendish Street W.

Chester.—March 12.— For the Restoration of the Parish
Church of Tattenhall, near Chester. John Douglas Ar

chitect, 6 Abbey Square, Cheater.

Doncaster.—March 24.—For the Construction of 7,600
feet of Brick Sewer, and about 6,000 feet of Glazed Pipe
Sewer, and for alteration of existing Sewers and Works in

connection therewith. W. B. Shirley, Town Clerk.

East Keswick.—March 9.—For the Erection of a New
Wing to the Residence of Miss U. Laurence. Thomas

Ambler, Architect.
Headington Union.—March 17.—For the Erection of an

Infirmary, to contain 87 beds, betides tho necessary offices ;
and also for the Erection of a Lavatory and Stable. Francis

Cripps, Clerk to the Guardians.
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Leeds.—March 12.—For the Erection of a Vi la Residence
at Stourton Lodpe, Thwaite Gate, Hunalct. Jno. M. Faw-
cett, Architect, 73 Albion Street, Leeds.

Leicester.—March 8.-- For the Furniture for the New
Borough Lunatic Asylum, at Humbcrstone, to consist of

200 birch bedsteads ; 200 horsehair mattresws ; 200 horse
hair bolsters ; 150 birch Windsor chairs, with elm seats ;
12 biich dining tables; (i birch serving tables; 16 sofa
seats of birch, with carpet seats, hair unified. E. L. Ste
phens, Borough Surveyor, Public Offices, Silver Street,
Leicester.

Shrewsbury.—March 24.—For the Restoration of St.
Mary's Churc h, re-opening of the Chancel, and other Works.
S. Pountney Smith, Architect, Coleham, Shrewsbury.

SnuTHFORT.—March 20.— For the Execution of the Works
comprised within the following Contracts, viz. :— Contract
No. 6. Including the Erection of an Engine and Boiler
House, Chimney, Cottage, Cooling Pond, and other Works,
at the Angliton Pumping Station of the Southport Water
works Company, near Ormskirk. Contract No. 7. In
cluding the- Construction of a Service Reservoir on Gore
Hill, in the parish of Anghton. Mr. W. Harper, Clerk to
the Company, Broad Street, Bury, Lancashire.

Tafp Vale.—March 11.—For Discharging Ballast, and
Tipping Coal and Coke at Penarth Dock and Tidal Harbour.
By order of Directors of Taff Vale Railway, Frederick Mar-
wood, Secretary.

Tardeiiu;gk (Worcestershire).—For the Erection of a
Church at Webhcath. Quantities will be furnished. The
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted.
Frederick Prcedy, Architect, 13 York Place, Portman
Square, London, W.

Truro (Cornwall).—For the Erection of a Parsonage
House for St. Paul's. Wm. G. Harrison and Pite, Archi
tects, 38 Bloomsbury Square, W.C. ; or at the New Public
RoomB, Truro.

Twickenham.—March 0.—For enclosing the Public Re
creation Ground fronting on to the Hamworth and Hamp-
tion Roads, requiring about 2,000 feet run of ornamental
post and horizontal bar fence. William Ruston, Clerk,
Twickenham.
Mirfteld.—March 16.—For the Erection of Five Houses

and a Shop at Mirfleld. John Barker, Architect. Town
Hall,Mlrfield.

Nether Whitacre.—Mnrch 10.—For the Restoration of
the Parish Church. Rector, Nether Whitacre.

Otlet.—March 17.--For the various Works required in
the Erection of a Mechanics* Hall. Charles Fowler, Archi
tect and Surveyor, Britannia Buildings, Leeds.

Portsmouth.—March 18.- For the Supply of such quan
tities of the BestBlue Broken Guernsey Granite and Granite
Chtppings. Mr. S. J. Elliott, Clerk to the Board.

Liverpool.—March 10.—For Erection of a New Hospital.
Messrs. B. & D. Howarth, Church Buildings, Whitechapel,
Liverpool.

BreckXOCKSHTRE.—March 13.—For Restoration of Llan-
mnMpr Church. Mr. J. West, Architect, 31 Manchester

Street, W.

Fahnhim (Surrey) Local Board.—March U>.—For the
Construction of a New Bridge over the River Way, and
the Formation and Making of certain New Roads and
other Works connected therewith within their District.
Mr. Hector Harding. Surveyor to the Board, 116 East
Street, Farnham. Richard Mason, Clerk to the Board,
Famham.

Folkestone (Kent).—March 8.—For the Restoration of
the Chancel, North and South Aisles, South Transept, and
Ground Floor of Tower of the Parish Church. Mr. Chris
tian, Architect, 8a Whitehall Place, London.

Teddinoton.—March 12.—For the Erection of a Church
at Teddington, Middlesex. Mr. T. Goodchild, Architect,
(J Duke Street, Adelphi.

Crickhowell.—Extension of time, March 13.—For the
restoration of Llangnnidcr Chorch, near Crickhowell,
Bnvkn'vkshfrp. Clifton J. West, Architect, 31 Manchester

Street, W., London.

Faver>>ham.—March 13.—For Erection of Brewery and
other Offices. Mr. Benjamin Adkins, Architect, Faver-

sham.
Burslem.—March 13.—For Taking Down a Manufactory

and Erecting a New One. Mr. George B. Ford, Architect,
Wedgwood Chambers, Burslem.

Tewkesbury.—March 13.—For Erection of an Engine,
Boiler-house, Sic. ftc., and Cast Iron Reservoir at the
Waterworks. Mr. W. McLaudsborough, C.E., 62 and C3
Regent Street, Cheltenham.

BArnoldswick.—March 12.—For the Construction of
the entire Works (except rails and chairs) of the Barnolda-
wick Railway. Henry Wait, Secretary, Barnoldswick.

Borough of Portsmouth.—March 17.—For Construct
ing and completely Finishing a cast-iron Outfall Scwtr,
3 feet in diameter, with valve chambers, and all other
works connected therewith, adjoining the channel of
Langston Harbour. S. J. Elliott, Clerk to the Board.
February 19, 1S69.

Calverley.—March 10.—For the various Works required
in the Extension and General Re-toration of tho Church.
T. H. Healey and F. Healey, Architects, Bradford.

Cardiff Gas-Light and Coke Comfany.—March 10.—
For a Gasholder 110 feet diameter by 29 feet deep, with
Columns, Girders, flic., erected complete, at the Grange
Station, near Cardiff. Henry Bowcn, engineer, CardifT.

Cheltenham Wateiuvouks Company.— Tewkesbury
Works.—March 13.—For the execution of the Works com
prised within the following Contracts, namely :—Contract
No. 2—Including the erection of an Engine and Boiler
House and Chimney, Engiueman's Residence, and the con
struction of Subsiding and Pure Water Tanks, three Filter
Bods, Water Tower, Boundary Wall, and other Works.
Contract No. 3—Including the erection of a cast-iron Ser
vice Reservoir or Water Tank and other Works, W. H.
Gwinnett, Clerk to the Company, Cheltenham.

Corporation op Manchester.—Alexandra Park.—
March 8.—The Corporation invite Landscape Gardeners,
Surveyors, and others to send in designs in competition for
laying out the Alexandra Park. Joseph Heron, Town Clerk
Town Hall, Manchester.

Gutxdford.—March 8.—For sinking a Cylinder, 7 ft. or
8 ft. in diameter, from the level of the present engine-house
to the chalk rock below, and for carrying on from thence a
boring until a sufficient supply of water is obtaiucd. The
Clerk of the Local Board.

Hei.msi.ey.—March 12.—For the masonry and carved
work required in the erection of a Memorial at Helmsley
to the late Lord Feversham. Robert Pearson and Robert
Palmer, Hon. Sees., Helmsley.

Liverpool.—March 10.—For the Erection of a New Hos
pital, to be built on land bounded by Caryl Street, Hill
Street, Grafton Street, and a proposed new street, Toxteth
Park. Culshow & Stunners, Architects, Lumford Court,
Liverpool.

Nether Whitacre.—March 10.—For the Restoration
of the Parish Church. Rector, Nether Whitacre.

Selby.—April 9.—For the Brick, Stone, and Carpenter and
Joiners' Works (Labour only), Slating, Plumbing, and
Glazing, Plastering, Painting, and Ironwork, required in
the erection of a Warehouse, Maltkiln, Engine House,
Chimney, and other buildings. John M. Fawcett, Ar
chitect.

Stanningley.—March 4.—The several Works required
in the Erection of a Block of Three semi-detached Vi.las at
Stanningley. C. S. & J. Nelson, Architects, Albert Cham
bers, Park Row, Leeds.

Stanningley.—For the several Works required in the
Erection of a Gentleman's Residence, at Stanningley.
Joseph Roberts, Architect, 18 East Parade, Leeds; Sun
Close, Stanningley.

Teddinoton.—March 12.—For the Erection of a Church
at Teddington, Middlesex. Mr. T. Goodchild, Architect,
6 Duke Strett, Adelphi.

Thoroton (Notts).—March 5.—For Restoring and Re
pairing the Parish Church. John Henry Hakewell, Archi
tect, b South Molton Street, London, W.

Twickenham.—March 9.—For Enclosing ths Public Re
creation Ground fronting on to the Hanworth andHampton
Roods, requiring about 2,000 feet run of ornamental post
and horizontal bar fence. William Ruston, Clerk, Twicken
ham.
Wallsend Local Board.—March ].—For the Construc

tion of the Sewerage of a portion of the above District
W. S. Daglish, Clerk.

Wklton.—March 4.—For the Erection of a Dwelling-
house and Shop. Joseph Wright, Architect, 18 Parliament
Street, Hull. February 19, 1869.

Wklton.—March 4.—For the Erection of a Primitive
Methodist Chapel. J. Wright, Architect, Hull.

Wolverhampton.—March 10.—For certain Repairs and
Restorations of the interior of St. John's Church, Wolver
hampton. Rev. H. Hampton, Vicar of St. John's, Wolver
hampton.
Portsmouth.—March 1 7.—For Constructing au d

Finishing a Cast Iron Outfall Sewer, 3 feet in diameter,
with Valve Chambers. Mr. J. E. Greatorex, L&ndport
Hall, Arundel Street, Portsmouth.

Carddtf.—March 10.—For a Gasholder 110 feet in dia
meter by 29 feet deep, with Columns, Girders, &c., com
plete. Mr. Henry Bowen, Engineer, Cardiff.

Caistor.—March 11.—For a Cooking Apparatus in the
Union Workhouse. Mr. George R, F. Haddelscy, Clerk to
the Board, Caistor.

Wike—March 12.—For Erection of Twenty-eight Cot
tages. Mr. George Buckley, jun., Architect, Hanson's
Passage, Silver Street, Halifax.

LifioE, Belgium.—The Provincial Government of Liege
will shortly pnt up to competition the construction of ex
tensive works in masonry for the formation of a reservoir
of water in the valley of the Gileppe ; the estimate of costs
is 133,3t>07., and the amount of deposit byway of guarantee
6,600/.

Arlon, Belgium.— G aswork for the town of Arlon ; the
length of pipe will be about seven thousand yards, and the
number of lights about 850. Applications to be made,
before the Ut of April, to M. Birong, Secretary of the
College of the Bourgmasters at Arlon.

Bron, Department of the Rhone, France.—Construc
tion of a Lunatic Asylum in the commune of Bron, in seven
lots ; estimates as follows :— francs

1. Masonry, with supply of stone . . 1,297,568
2. Asphalte and cement work . . 131,281

3. Carpenters' work .... 418,713
4. Joiners' „ .... 233,565
5. Plastering, painting, and glazing . 149,040
6. Iron and lock work .... 190,887
7. Lead and tin „ . , . . 48,789

£98,794 = Frs. 2,-109,84;J

Deposits as security varying from 2.080/. for the first to
76/. for the seventh lot. Application to be made to the
Prefect of the Rhone at Lyons ; and tenders to be sent in
before the 19th March.

Rouen.—The contract for the work relating to the
Female Lunatic Asylum (see The Architect of January 30)
is postponed till further notice. This does not affect the
contract for the Prefecture.

Rknnes, France.—Completion of a Quay for Discmbar-
cation at the Port of Houle-sons-Cancale. Total estimate,
2,216/. ; deposit by way of guarantee, 60/. Tenders to be
sent in to the Prefect of the Department of Hie and Vi-
laine, Rcnnes, before March 12. Particulars to be obtained
at the Prefecture.

RANDELT, A SAUNDERS have much pleasure in informlnz
their friend*, and the Building Trade generally, that to facilitate
building operation! during the wittier season, they have provided
a large stuck ot well-seasoned Corsham Down Block Stone.

Bath Sionc Office, Corsham, Wilts.—[Advt.]

W. W. SPHAGUE & Co., Lithographers,

Printers, & Stationtsbs, 14 Sherborne Lane,

King William Street, London, K.C.

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, Reports,

Copied or Lithographed with rapidity and care.

Noa Ready.

Spragtjes* Pocket Diary and Memorandum Book,

for tho use of Architects and Surveyors.

The Tablet, Memoranda, ftc., have been compiled by an
experienced Surveyor, and will, from their compactness ,
be found very convenient to the profession.

In Roan Wallet, 7s. Ad. The Diary and Tables in Paper Cover,
2». The Tables only, Is.

C. B. N. SNEWIN,

MAHOGANY AND WAINSCOT MERCHANT,.

11 & 12 Back Hill, Hatton Garden, E.C.

DRY HAND-RAIL PLANKS. PREPARED FLOORINO, *c.

Country Orders promptly executed.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL, AND

TIMBER MERCHANTS,

120 BOTNTHILL-ROW, LONDON,T3.C.

The most Extensive Stock of every kind of Wood, in PUuka and
Boards, dry and fit for i

ELBCTBIC BELLS,

INDICATORS, AND SPEAKING TUBES.

MOSELEY <Sc CO.,

14 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS.

A Hundred References given, including the Largest
Hotel in the T'

Full Particulars Post Free. Estimates Supplied.

Y A CO.'M

PATENT ELECTRIC CLOCKS,

Warranted to go for a Year without Recharging

Battery. Price Five Guineas each.

IMPROVED TRACING PAPER,

30 x 20, 3s., 4s., and 4s. 6d. per quire ; 40 x 30, 6s.,
7s. 6d., and 8s. 6d. per quire.

Continnons, 40in. wide, 10b. per piece, 20 yards.

PATENT TRACING LINEN,

SOin. wide, 30a. per piece 24 yards ; 42in. wide, 40s. per
piece 24 yards.

WHATMAN'S DRAWING PAPERS.

Superior Cartridge, from Is. 3d. to 4s. 6d. per quire
(30 x 22).

Quantity. Specification, and other Papers. Pencils.
Colours, Brushes, &c.

C. MOODY,

257 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE T-OlsTIDOKr

WARMING AND VENTILATING COMPANY

(LIMITED),

Abingdon Chambers, 12 Abingdon Street,

WESTMINSTER, S.W.,

22 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris.

Managing Director and Secretary, Mr. WOODCOCK.

Particulars and Testimonialsforwarded on application.

BANKS OF THE THAMES.—Thirty Minntes
from Cannon-street and Kensington Station*. To be LET

or SOLD.nn unusually advautaKeous terms, a handsome FAMILY
RESIDENCE. ofimpoKinir elevation, thoroughly well built. on 18 ft.
ofgravcllysoH. and perfectly dry. It contains,on th« fourth -fl.-or,
* roomi ; on the third-fi.ior, 3 lofty bedrooms and large dieming-
rootn t on the second-fhior, approached, by a stone »taiica»e, S
excellent bedrooms and large urvwing-room, w. c, and sink on
half-landing i on the tint- floor, elegant mite of drawing-rooms,
handsomely decorated, having a length of 35 ft., by an extnme
widih of 20ft.. fitted with white marble mantelpieces and Frvnch
casements: on the holf-Unding, a conservatory; on ihe ground-
floor, capital dining-room, 20 ft. by \7 ft., opening on to a balcony
leading to garden, librury, outer and inner entrance* halls,and w. c.i
On the basement, capital light kitchen with range, dresser, sink,
and cupboard, hou«ekc< per'a room, butler's pautry. wine, beer, and
coal ccilais. tide entrance from area and w.c, and back area with
meat-safe, ftc The residence is approached by a handsome pan too,
and has a back-front opening into beautiful pleasure-grounds
•I'lping to the river, planted with forest trees, and commands mag
nificent views uf noble domains. Rent £ 100. I x-aw. 90 years Itom
Midsummer 1851, at a ground- rent of £30. Price, 41.130. or about
half the actual cost ■ 1 enctiuu.
The property Is situated within a short drive of Wimbledon

Common, Richmond 1'ark, and Kcw Gardens, and the neighbour
hood ii considered one of the most healthy in the Metr<<|>oli(an
Suburbs, and abounds In charming walks and drives. There is a
boat-house, and capital b atlng aud fl.*hiog.

Mr. W.TEBB.U Fimbury Circus, Moorgate Street,
Lonuon. E C.

O YDENHAM PAKK-For Investment or Oo
O cunatWi—A most attractive and desirable FREEHOLD
PROPERTY, counting of four Semi-detached Keshlencrs. con
taining leu and twelve rooms each, with lawn and flower-garders
in trout, U-t to re»|>ouiib!c old standing ) early tenants (two of
whom have occupied fifteen and one ten years), who pay rate* and
taxes, and producing a rental of i250 per annum. The large
gardens in the icar, w htch arc ht with the property, are held on
lease for thirty yean from Midsummer ls».v.,at n ground-rent of
£i each garden, leaving a well-secured profit rental of £200 i*r
annum. Price ouly £700—subjei t to a mortgage on the property
of £1 ,1*00. which can reins in lor four years at per cent., so that,
after deducting interest the purchaser will rcsliit ov*r a* MO i>cr
annum fur the amount invested—or the houses will be sold in
pairs.

Mr. W. TEBB, U Finsbury Circus, Moorgate Street,
London, E.C.

FPER NORWOOD.—Sound Freehold Invest-
ment—Three superior Semi-detached FREEHOLD RESI

DENCES, each containing ten rooms, with gardens front and rear,
let to respectable tenant*, who pay taxes, producing £130 per
annum, but would reiet to produce £lt*0. Frice£l,95C
a purchaser nearly eight per cent, ou the prescut low
above L ine per cent. *hen rel
This low price i» named to

will bo divided.
Mr. W. TEBB, *a Finsbury

I
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CERAMIC [ARCHITECTURE.

F architecture in our day has not risen to

the highest excellence,' it cannot be said

that there has been any lack of the facilities

by which the student of it could acquire a

thorough knowledge of the history and

achievements of the art. Its literature has

become most varied and abundant ; while

there is probably not a monument of ar

chitecture in the world with which either

sketching, drawing, or photography has

jk\ /yW^i 1 ^ made even the most stay-at-home

student tolerably familiar.

The result, however, of all this teaching has mainly been to create

an interest in and an absorbing attention to the forma rather than the

materials in which architectural art has been developed. In former

times, to which lovers of the art point as the period of its grandest

development, the characters of architect and builder were more

nearly identical than they are with us now. The one had not grown

into what is called the professional, or the other into the trade cha

racter which we find now-a-days to be the case when architects and

builders are spoken of.

In mediaeval, and probably in antique times, the ' master mason '

was at once the responsible designer and constructor of his work.

The selection and treatment of material in his hands was sore to be a

matter of almost equal importance with the forms and details in

which his building should be conceived. Now-a-days we have

changed all that. It is no uncommon thing to find that an architect

designs his work without having made up his mind as to the exact

material he will employ in erecting it. In saying this, we are not

thinkiug mainly of the despicable resorts which are made to compo or

cement in order to give the appearance of stone construction to a

building, or of the many similar tricks and shifts which are employed

to deceive the eye in regard to the material of so many of our works.

What is more difficult to understand is the manner in which our

usual honest building materials are treated, altogether regardless of

their natural qualities. "When one thinks, for example, of the essen

tial and obvious difference between stone and brick, it is evident that

the treatment which would be very fitting for the one must be quite

inapplicable to the other.

it is probably true that Englishmen will always regard stone as the

superior material for building use. It is that which embodies our

highest ideas of dignity and grandeur in architectural art. If we

consider, however, how backward we are in our secular and domestic

architecture at this moment, it may be well to remember that the

only truly distinctive national style in that class of building which

England can boast of, was one which derived its character from the

brickfield rather than from the quarrv. In the chronology of our

English styles, the Elizabethan glories in its brickwork. No style we

ever possessed has more truthfully or delightfully expressed the

characteristics of English life ; and we may fairly assume that the

material which so largely composes it stands in need of but little

apology.

Whatever may be our opinions or likings as to stylet, there can be

no question as to the genuineness or capability of brick as a building

material. It is at least a thoroughly English one, which most dis

tricts of our country yield in abundance. It will be admitted, how

ever, that the oblong piece of burnt clay we call a brick, is not by

any process of multiplication quite equal to form very attractive

features in usual architectural design. And even the use of moulded

brick, though so much remains to be done with it, has limits which

are soon reached when the architect wishes to express himself strongly

in his work. The question then arises whether the kindred clay

material which we speak of as Terra Cotta is not the natural corollary

to brick—if one may use the expression—when details or elaboration

are intended P It may be affirmed as a matter of fact, or fashion, that,

at the present moment, when we desire to ' dress ' our brick buildings,

it is the usual practice to resort to dune, .

The mere brick which we ordinarily use is, of course, the simplest

and humblest kind of terra cotta. And I venture so far as to say

that no satisfactory reply can be given to the question—Why we

should use a material at all, and stop short with its vulgarest and

most commonplace development ? The substance in which we raise

the substantial masses of our construction is, in its plastic state,

equally susceptible of the most decorative elaboration, with super

added advantages which I shall have occasion to point out.

Of late years much has been said and written aa to the legitimate

use of materials. In proportion as these accumulate in our hands,

the subject becomes more and more important, especially when we

see how common a device it has become to mix up in our designs

materials not less different in substance than in colour. It is doubt

ful whether the usual modern practice of employing brick and

together in one design has justified itself to the

Certainly the difficulties attending such a combination seem to be

far from trifling to the architect. There is, first of all, the essential

difference in the nature of the two materials, and the consequent

inharmoniousness of effect which time and weather produce upon

them. Hence one so often sees in our brick and stone buildings,

when even a few years have passed over them, strange effects such

as the architect in the conception of his design surely never

anticipated.

There is again an obvious anomaly in employing a ' noble ' material,

to borrow Mr. Ruskin's phraseology, which is forced to become the

servant of the ' ignoble ' one ; for we all know that in using stone to

dress our brick buildings, the quarried material has to be cut and

shaped into sizes which are regulated to a great extent by the rigid

quantities of the brick we use.

Beyond these considerations there lies another of increasing interest

The general question of colour in our building is one upon which

much of the popular appreciation of architectural art is likely to bo

formed. It is not meant that the public are generally to be regarded

as highly appreciative of colour as a fine art ; but it is tolerably safe

to assume that the great majority are more likely to be affected

through their senses than their mind in all exhibitions of art. Purely

architectural detail is one of those things which require a very

technical kind of knowledge to appreciate. For one man who will

feel the beauty of flowers because of theirforms, there are many who

will be quite sensible to that beauty by their colour. And so by

analogy it would seem natural to argue that if architecture, which

depends so much on both form and colour, is to take hold of popular

and general interest, which is after all about the highest thing it can do

as an art, we may expect to achieve that object more readily by giving

greater emphasis to our studies in the direction where we are most

likely to win men's likings.

Whether the public interest, which we so frequently see and hear

expressed in regard to works of architecture in our time, has been

excited in any degree by the noticeable regard which architects have

shown towards colour in their works, it may be difficult to determine.

But that the more popular productions of the art show this increased

care and liking for such effects as colour will produce, is evidenced in

any of our streets where new buildings arise from time to time. Even

the purely stone building is now designed with varieties of effect such

as the employment of various stones will produce, to say nothing of

the differently coloured stones which are used to decorate what may

be classed as brick buildings.

It is a fair matter for criticism whether stone so employed in com

bination with brick can compete with the kindred clay material,

modelled and moulded into the forms and details which stone is

usually employed to produce. The reason is obvious. You can only

get such colour in stone as stone will give you. Here there are no

gradations or compounds possible ; and even when two tones or varie

ties of colour are sought for, they are generally to be secured only at

considerable expense and delay, seeing that the quarries which pro

duce them will most probably lie widely apart from the building site.

And here one is reminded of Lord Bacon's well-known essay on

Housebuilding. Whether wisely adapted or not to our modern

notions, it may be granted that his speculations are natural and

attractive to most minds. In building his house, he would rear it, if

possible, out of the soil on which it is to stand, from which it would

seem as if he had had the brick or terra-cotta material in his calcula

tions—as would naturally indeed be the case in his time. If stone is

pre-supposed, his theory becomes very limited in its application, seeing

how rare it is to find a quarry of suitable material adjacent to the

great maj ority of building sites. On the other hand, our brickfields are

plentiful and comparatively near to us in any district of the

country, while the clays and marls which our mother earth yields so

bountifully are capable of infinite variety of treatment, from the

moulding of the common brick for the masses of our walls to the

most elaborate moulded or sculptured details with which we may

desiro to clothe them.

Suppose wo have to build in almost any county in England (for in

Scotland, as in France, the case is different, stone, of some sort, being

more plentiful than clay), we shall with tolerable certainty find a

brickfield ready and near at hand. We avail ourselves of its resources

for at least the plain masses of our building. But why stop here

with the use of clay, and betake ourselves probably to some distant

district of the country to procure a stone with which to dress our

designs ? Our brickfield, let it bo considered, yields us a material so

facile in its nature that we can model and mould it as we choose ;

and, in addition, may so use it in the process of firing as to secure the

most varied combinations of colour. Our whole building, in this case,

becomes perfectly kindred and homogeneous in its substance^ native in

fact to the soil on which we are rearing our design. There is nothing

of novelty or invention in this. It is true that terra-cotta has become

quite vulgarised to most minds, and associated at best with chimney

pots or garden vases. In its connection with architecture, and in

its capabilities for receiving any amount of decorative elaboration,

very little, if any regard can be said to be entertained for it. We

know, as a matter of historical knowledge, what has been done

with it in other times ; but, as has been already remarked, we

copy and reproduce old forms, and remain comfortably oblivious of

the material in which they are expressed. It seems hardly nethe material in which thev are expressed, it seems naraiy necessary

to refer to the actual works, or the more numerous sketches, of such

sculptors as Donatello, Ghiberti, Lucca della Robbia, Jacopo della
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Querela, mid a host of other names associated with the heyday of

Italian art, to convince any one that the clay in which they elected

to work is not a substance we can afford to despise or ignore

in these times, and especially in a country like England, so incom

parably rich in the resources of its clayfields.

I speak from experience in saying that there is something almost

fascinating in designing architectural del ail for a material so plastic

and pliable as clay : so capable of every artistic form and expression in

the hands of the modeller, and so susceptible of fine gradations of

colour in the process of firing. The introduction into our buildings

of the actual work an it cometfrom the sculptor's hand gives a character

to terra-cotta to which no other material can lay claim. Those who

will think for a moment that the thickness of a piece of paper is

enough to make or destroy the quality of a work, as between the

ordinary sculptor's model and the workman's rendering of it in stone

or marble, will readily appreciate what that advantage means in an

artistic sense.

To secure the real hand and head work of the sculptor himself,

without the secondary agency of mechanical workmen, is in itself an

object which might excite the interest of every architect; and to be

able to place sucn work, regardless of silicate solutions or indurating

processes, in imperishable quality as actual constructive, and not

veneering, features of his design, is surely a consideration which

should recommend the use of terra cotta to every one who values

truth and feeling in his work. I would not pretend to say that such

a treatment of our brick buildings is an easy process in the present

condition of pottery as applied to architecture. But that it is easy of

accomplishment has been settled by actual examples ; and, therefore,

all that seems necessary is that the architect should create the

demand in order to induce the manufacturer to provide the supply.

When one thinks of what other countries, and even our own country,

in former times have produced, before a pseudo classicism inflicted on

us all varieties of shams, it seems strange and unaccountable that

terra cotta should be for the most part confined to the oblong piece of

day which is utterly guiltless of any artistic interest whatever.

Robert Edsah.

OUR LITTLE BILL FOR LUNCHEON.

flTlllS Metropolitan Board of Works has a right to complain. It is

J- an ill-used Board. The public has not, even yet, formed a

very high opinion of its deserts. In this respect the public is guilty,

not only of want of discrimination, but of want of gratitude. In its

anxiety to afford to its friends an opportunity of admiring the magni

ficence with which it has adorned its distant station of Abbey Mills,

the Board of Works has displayed a munificence, at the cost, we pre

sume, of the rate-payers, that will no doubt be a source of high

satisfaction to all who have the honour to rank among its contributories.

It has to some extent done this 'good by stealth.' It has been

anxious that the left hand of the public journals should not know

what the right hand, which controls expenditure, has done. It will

now, no doubt, blush, if a Board can blush, ' to find it fame.'

The particular occasion to which we more especially refer is that

of the visit of the vestrymen to the Main Drainage Works at Abbey

Mills last summer. Nothing could have been more agreeable than

the trip. The little drawback of the bill was kept out of sight in a

very gentlemanly fashion. But the restless curiosity of our con

temporary, the Pall Mall Gazette, was unsatisfied without a peep at

this Dili. Having peeped, this journal has had the further indiscretion

to tell. We beg to offer our condolence, and to express a proper

sympathy with the just indignation of the Metropolitan Board.

That our readers may not take the matter altogether on our own

showing, we reproduce ' the principal items which,' says this revealer

of secrets, 'have at length leaked out. They are as follows:—The

cost of the cold collation, wine, &c, was 1,4161, 16«. llrf. ; steam

boats for conveying the visitors from London to North Woolwich,

270/. ; Great Eastern Railway, for special trains to Abbey Mills,

354/. 13*. 7d. ; total, 2,041/. 10*. 6d.' The remark of Mr. Mantalini

as to the odd halfpenny will recur to many persons, as applicable to

the odd 16*. llrf., if not to any larger portion of the charge.

Now we cannot but consider it to be an extremely considerate and

public spirited thing for a Board, which, having spent very large

sums for the improvements on which it hod decided, and being in

want of further large sums for further improvements, seemed to

persons not very well versed in finance to be drifting towards a

position of some embarrassment, to lay out 2,04]/. IQs.Bd. in steamers

and special trains, and in eating and drinking. The cost of the very

commodious pier provided for the convenient landing of the vestry

men is not included in the amount above cited, because, of course, it

comes under the general head of ' works.' This transitory conveni

ence can hardly be said, like Jonah's gourd, to have sprung up in a

night, and to have perished in a night, but its period of brief utility

was hardly longer than that of tliat celebrated vegetable. At all

events its cost will have come, or will have to come, out of the same

convenient and well-furnished pocket as that from which have been

extracted the other items of the Dill.

We hope that our other governing bodies will follow the excellent

example of the Metropolitan Board, and that when they invite their

special portions of the public to admire and to feast, we may be there

to see. In the application to Parliament for the requisite increase of

borrowing or of taxing poweis, or of any other means of extending

the dominion of the Metropolitan Board of Works, we trust that

their well-timed munificence will not be forgotten. In the days of

ancient London, when it was desired to celebrate a coronation, or a

royal christening, or some other great national event, the conduits

were set running with wine. It dribbled, however, from a modest

spigot hole compared with that from which the generous magnificence

of the Metropolitan Board of Works appears to be accustomed

to flow.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION IN PARIS.

T"1HE Art Schools of Paris are well known to many English architects and

X other artists, but students not acquainted with France, and all who are

interested in artistic education, should know the system which is in opera

tion amongst our neighbours, especially as that system has been greatly

modified and the means of education largely extended during the last few

years.

The Ecole Imperial? tt Speciale <h* Beaux Arts deserves first notice. This

school is open for study to all the world, though none but Frenchmen born

are allowed to compete for the Grand Prix, which gives the successful

prizeman the right and the means of studying in Rome and Athens for

three years.

As regards the school, the session opens at the end of November. The

system of examination for diplomas is of general interest. Every studont

who has obtained twelve marks of merit in the first class of architecture is

entitled to present himself for examination for the diploma of Architect.

The trial consists in the complete working out of a project in all its details,

as if for execution, and is divided into two parts, one graphic, the other

oraL The formor includes plans, elevations, and sections, together with a

descriptive memoir and estimate, and the first sketch has to be prepared

by the student, on a given subject, without assistance—in fact, within a

given time, during which he is alone in a logt, or small atelier. The second

part of the trial consists in a vied voce examination on the various parts of

the plans, on the theory and practice of construction, the qualities and

defects of various materials, their resistance, the means employed in pro-

paring them, and, lastly, on the principal points connected with prices and

estimates. The examinations arc conducted by a special commission com-

Sosed of architects selected by members of the Administration from a list

rawn up by the superior council of the school.

After the outline plans have been made, the students who are pronounced

worthy of entering into the competition are allowed six months for the

completion of their plans, according to the conditions of the programme.

The decisions are made on June I , and tho drawings arc afterwards publicly

exhibited for several days. Young architects who cannot find time or

means to study in Paris would do well to pay a visit there at the period of

these exhibitions, especially as there is no season more favourable for seeing

the various public buildings of the capital, and as the annual exhibition of

paintings, sculpture, engraving, and architecture is also open from May 1

to June 20.
Another and very important establishment for architectural education

was opened in 1865, in the Rue d'Enfer. This is called the Ecole Centrale

d'Architecture, and although it has the countenance and assistance of the

authorities, is a private establishment belonging to a company with a

capital of 16,0007. The object of this school is to give to architectural

education more completeness than it obtains in the School of Fine Arts.

The course of study includes practical lessons in the ateliers of the school,

by eminent masters in all tho branches of the art, whether structural or

ornamental ; drawing, modelling from copies and after nature, reproduction of

architectural works, and original design ; lectures on geometry, masonry

and woodwork, general physics and chemistry ; stability of constructions ;

the history of architecture and the allied arts; geology; vegetable anatomy;

the laws of health and sanitary conditions. The course of study lasts three

years, with three months' vacation in each year, and the hours of study are

from eight in the morning till half-past four in the afternoon.

At the end of the third year the pupils are examined for the diploma of

the school. The examination lasts fifty days. The pupils have to produce

a sot of plans on a subject and under conditions drawn up by a commission

consisting of the masters of tho school, tho professors of the theory of

architecture and of tho history of architecture, and of the director. The

students are left to attach such memoirs or other documents as they

please to their plans, and each has to explain and, if necessary, defend,

his work before a jury composed of at least five professors and architects.

Those pupils who fail to obtain their diplomas arc free to enter into com

petition afterwards.
The school is open alike to foreigners as well as natives of France, and

the fee per annum is equal to 34/., payable in three instalments.

Candidates for admission must pass an examination, but this may take

place in Paris, in any of the chief towns of France, or even before the pro

fessors of foreign universities. The preliminary examination includes or

namental drawing in bas relief; an architectural plan, section, and elevation,

from a sketch ; a written composition ; and an oral examination in arith

metic ; algebra to equations of the second degree ; geometry and mensura

tion ; geography ; and the principles of physical geography, ethnography,

and political geography ; the past and present empires of Europe and Asia.

The fourth session of the school opened on November 10, 1868 ; and the

statement made to the meeting by tho able director, M. Emile Trclat, was

highly satisfactory. According to the report thero are now above eighty

pupils in the school. The number of pupils who completed their studies

during the previous session amounts to seventeen, of whom nine obtained

diplomas. A considerable number of prizes have already been founded,

The following is the list of those awarded at the last examination :—A platina

medal, of 100 francs value, to the pupil in tho third class who obtained the

most good marks ; a gold medal, of the same value, in the second class ; a

gold medal, of the same value, for construction ; a similar medal for figure

drawing, given by Henry Cole, Esq., C.B., of the South Kensington Museum,

awarded by the votes of the competing pupils themselves; a similar
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gold medal, and an architectural work of the value of 300 francs, given by

M. Morel, publisher, for work done during the vacation ; a prize, given by

the Princess Mathilda, to the pupil who had exhibited the greatest general

proficiency during the past three years. The grand prize of the school,

however, is the Prix de Sortie, established by an association of friends of

the school ; it was awarded for the first time at the last examination, and

amounted in value to 1,200 francs, or 48/.; it was divided between two

pupils, who left the school with the first diploma ex aequo.

Prince Napoleon is a warm supporter of this school, and the Ministry of

the Fine Arts subscribes four bursarships and four half bursarships.

There is no doubt that its plan is a sound one, and if well carried out.

of which there is little danger, looking at the high character of the profes

sors and masters of the school, it cannot fail to have a most beneficial

effect upon the quality of French architectural education.

NOTES FROM FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS.

MoKrrxrrit des Abchitectes. Editor, M. Francois Lenonnant. Levy,

Paris.

In a recent number of this publication will be found plans and an

elevation of the Cour do Cassation, forming part of the new Palais de

Justice, at Paris, designed by M. Due, who was the architect, nearly forty

years ago, of the well-known Colonne do Juillet. The principal facade is

designed after the French Palladio-Mansard model, and consists of a

central ' pavilion,' with four engaged Corinthian columns, on either side of

which are symmetrical wings, along which the same order is continued in

pilasters. Italian windows and French door pieces, the latter remarkable

for their dis-proportion, complete a composition which we think hardly

merits the high-flown encomiums it receives at the hands of the present

learned and very talented editor of this journal. We notice, in another

article from the same hand, the statement that ' the system of Assj-rian

architecture, the style of its edifices, their plan-arrangement, and the mode

of their construction, are all matters well known at present, thanks prin

cipally to the excellent studies of M. Thomas, on the palace of Khorsabad,'

no mention being made of the labours of Layard, even by allusion. And

yet the measurements of the buildings are given, throughout, t» feet, and

are evidently taken from Layard's books, and not from that of Place

(' Ninive et ['Assyria'), apropos of which the article is written. Why will

our French friends insist on taking all the glory to themselves ? The

following list, from the same source, comprises the various more important

works of construction which have been brought to completion during the

year 1 868 :—One theatre, that of the Vaudeville, Chaussee d'Antin ; seven

churches, namely, those of St. Augustin, La Trinite, St. Pierre, St, Ambroise,

St. Francpis-Xavier, Notre-Dame-de-la-Croix, Notre-Dame-des-Champs ;

two synagogues and a Protestant temple. Of miscellaneous works :—

the laying under the Seine of the syphon connecting the main collecting

drains (' egouts-coUecteurs') of the right and left banks; construction of a

bridge over the Bue Berthier, connecting two railways ; sinking an Artesian

well at the Butte aux Caila ; enlargement of the ' Balles Centrales ' by two

additional pavilions ; construction of the fountain of the ' Ch&teau-d'eau ; '

reconstruction of the south wing of the Tuileries. The works for opening

out new streets, &c, which have been completed, comprise :—the opening

of the boulevards Arago.Port-Boyal, Saint Marcel, Mouffetard and Ornano ;

Boulevard Haussmann, as far as the Bue Taitbout; and the Boulevard Saint-

Germain, as far as the Bue Bellechassc. The following streets, namely,

those called Lafayette, Cardinal Fesch, Borne, Bodin, Maubeuge and

Puebla ; the Quai d'Austerlitz reconstructed ; the Champ de Mars restored to

its state prior to the Exposition. The following public 'places' have been com

pleted, those, namely, d'Europe, du Nouvel Opera, de l'Eglise, de la Trinite,

and de l'Arc de 1'Etoile. The following squares (pronounce squarr, s.v.p.):

—le Square de la Kue Delaborde and that of 1'Ecole Polytechnique.

Further, 15$ miles of roadway have been laid down in asphalte.

MEETINGS OF TECHNICAL AND LEARNED

SOCIETIES.

Notx.—The tpace at our disposal renders it impossible to give regular

reports of the meetings of all the Technical Societies in a sufficiently extended

form to be serviceable, without shutting out other matter having more varied

interest. As it appears likely to be unjust to speakers, and not of much

ralue to our readers, to insert extremely brief abstracts of theseproceedings, it

has been determinedfor thefuture to report only such papers or meetings

as appear to possess special claims.

Royal Institute of British Architects.

The usual fortnightly meeting of this Institution was held on Monday,

March 1, William Tite, Esq., M.P., President, in the chair.

After the usual formal business,

The President, who was most cordially received, announced the recom

mendation of the Council that, subject to Her Majesty's gracious sanction,

the Boyal Qold Medal for 1 868 should be awarded to Professor Lepsius

of Berlin.

Mr. Wtatt Papwobth, upon the occasion of a large number of interesting

drawings executed by the late Joseph Bonomi being presented to the

Institute by the widow of C. II. Smith, Esq., read an interesting memoir of

Mr. Bonomi, one of the leading architects of the last century, with some ac

count ofthe various public and private buildings erected under his direction.

Boseneath especially was examined at considerable length. Mr. Papworth

concluded his essay with an eloquent eulogium, not merely of the artistic

merits, but also of the mental qualities, of one who has been almost for

gotten by the present generation.

The President then called on Mr. George Godwin, F.S.A., to read his

paper entitled ' Some Account of the Chevalier Da Silva's work, " Signes

qu'on voit graves sur les anciens Monuments du Portugal,'" and on masons'

marks generally.

Mr. Godwin regretted that he had not had time to make the paper as

complete as he could have desired in consequence of the great mass of

matter which had to be digested, and then proceeded to state that some of

the stones in the Great Pyramids of Egypt present symbols, either quarry

marks or mason's marks, drawn in red ochre. Some of these marks have

been also found in most ancient buildings in Lycia and Mesopotamia, and in

various parts of India. Similar marks were found some years back in

St. Mary's Church, Leicester, on removing the west window. Mr. Godwin

then proceeded to state at what places the various marks depicted on the

38 sheets hanging on the wall were to be, or had been, found. The collec

tion had been made from all parts of the globe. The length of the marks,

Mr. Godwin observed, varied from one to fire or six inches. The greater

number, however, are from two to three inches long. For the greater

number of the specimens selected from Spain, his authority, he stated, had

been Street's ' Account of Gothic Architecture in Spain,' from which work he

quoted the following passage:—'The masons seemed to have worked

together in large bodies, and the walls are marked in all directions with

the signs which, then as now, distinguish the work of each workman

from his neighbour ; but I have been unable (save in one or two cases) to

detect the work of the same mason in more than one work, and

from this it would seem to be probable that the masons were

stationary rather than nomadic in their habits—a deduction which

is fortified by the difference of general character, which may, I

think, be detected between the groups of marks in different buildings.

Occasionally the number of masons employed on one building seems to

have been unusually large, and it is clear therefore that there were great

numbers of masons in the country. For the small church of Sta. Maria

Benavente there are the marks of at least thirty-one masons on the eastern

wall; as many as thirty-five were at work on the tower part of the steeple

at Lerida, while in one portion of Santiago Cathedral there appears to have

been as many as sixty.' Looking through the marks given by Mr. Street,

he found some marks repeated a little oftener than might perhaps be in

ferred from the remarks of the writer. The marks from Portugal had been

chiefly taken from the Chevalier da Silva's memoir, which gives 608 marks

from ancient buildings in that country, besides a supplementary plate con

taining 11 marks from the great Aqueduct of Lisbon (built in 1738), and

22 ancient masonic hieroglyphics—where used or how obtained is not stated.

After comparing the characteristics of these marks with those of other

countries, Mr. Godwin observed * that these marks (it can hardly be doubted)

were made chiefly to distinguish the work of different individuals. At the

present time the man who works a stone (being different from the man who

sets it) makes his mark on the bed or other internal face of it, so that it

may be identified. The fact, however, that in the ancient buildings it is

only a certain number of the stones which bear symbols, and that the marks

found in different countries (although the variety is great) are in many

cases identical, and in all have a singular accordance in character,,

seems to show that the men who employed them did so by system, and that

the system, if not the same, was closely analogous in one country to that of

the others. It seems to have been urged in Portugal that these signs were

symbolical, and were used as means of recognition by the Freemasons who

travelled over Central Europe exercising their art. The principal object of

the Chevalier da Silva's work—to show that those who have believed that

these marks have a masonic significance have been mistaken—cannot for a

moment be allowed. The Chevalier urges, that as it was the highest aim

of the Freemasons to keep their art a secret, it is improbable that they

would have exposed it where they could be observed by all the marks of

their order ; that if these signs are the characteristics of the Masonic order,

they ought to be identical in all buildings. He finally asks how it can be

that these signs are those of Freemasons, when we find them on the stones

of several monumonts erected before the organisation of these fraternities ?

Here, however, he assumes two things : first, that the marks found on the

earliest buildings are similar in description to those of the Middle Ages ;

and secondly, that the date of the initial organisation of such fra

ternities is really known. Moreover, he leaves out of consideration

the probability, or rather the fact, that the guilds adopted existing

forms and symbols without considering the marks symbolical. We may

yet believe they owe their wide diffusion to the existence of associated guilds-

The general similarity which they present all over Europe, from at any rate

the 11th century to the 16th, and indeed to the present day, points to a

common origin and continued transmission. M. da Silva fully admits the

existence of the building guilds, and the quotations already read go to

affirm that they were maintained in opposition to the monastic associations,,

which were depositaries of old theological traditions, and could be met only

by other associations organised with sufficient strength to endure, and in

time to become themselves guardians oftraditions, and with enough mystery

to avoid rousing dangerous resistance. Towards the end of the 12th cen

tury, when their numbers had become considerable, a special corporation of

intelligent architects, stone-cutters, and labourers was instituted, who,

uniting together, formed a secular body which acknowledged royal

authonty alone. Notwithstanding the absence of written proofs and his

torical documents, it is probable that societies of lay builders existed in

Germany as far back as the 13th century. In the year 1275 the Emperor

Bodolpho granted a special charter to the builders established in Strasbourg,

and in 1278 the Pope, Nicolas III., delivered them a brief of indulgence,

renewed from time to time by his successors. The precedence of the Free

masons of Strasbourg came to be recognised by neighbouring states, and at

a meeting of various lodges held in Batisbon in 1459, the head of the lodge

at the Cathedral was acknowledged the head of the Freemasons in Germany.

The statutes of this date of the Strasbourg Lodge, from which lodges

branched to many places, have been published. As to the earlier guilds in

classic countries, of which there are traces, Mr. Godwin would not pretend

to speak, nor would he do more with those of our own country than briefly

revive the fact that a College of Masons is mentioned in a dedicatory

inscription dating from about a.d. 52, and which was found in Chi

chester in 1725. A Bull was issued prior to 1200 giving authority

to heads of churches to build churches, and attaching to them a

certain number of liberi muradorcs, or freemasons, te lirect and execute
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the ornamental part of structures. Much might be, and something

has been, written on the actual origin of the marks. Some could be traced

to the Lycian alphabet, others were of Eunic form, while those of later date

might be founded on the Roman alphabet. Mr. Godwin then discussed and

illustrated the various marks found to have been most universally adopted.

Whatever may have been the original signification of the forms adopted, he

found no evidence to lead him to believe they were viewed by the masons

other than as signatures given to them in some cases on joining a lodge.

The Scotch Lodgos gave marks till very recently, if they do not do so now.

In St. Ninian's Lodge, at Brechin, every member had to register his mark

in a book kept for that purpose, and he could not change it without certain

formalities. The subject is probably more curious than useful, but he

hoped it would be considered sufficiently interesting to have been brought

before the Institute. In his first communication on the matter to the

Society of Antiquarios, he ventured to express a belief that no circumstance

which promises to throw even the smallest additional light on the early

history of those wonderful men to whom we are indebted for so many mag

nificent buildings can be deemed insignificant or unworthy of consideration,

and he thought so still. (Considerable applause.)

After a few remarks from the President, the proceedings closed with

votes of thanks—

To Mrs. Smith for the presentation to the library of drawings executed

by the late Joseph Bonomi ;

To Messrs. J. Bonomi and George Goldie, for the loan of other drawings

by the same hand ;

To Mr. "Wyatt Papworth for his memoir of Mr. Bonomi ; and

To Mr. George Godwin for his paper on the Chevalier da Silva's work.

At the next meeting Mr. Ingress Bell will read a paper on ' Architectural

Criticism, with somo Remarks on Architectural Exhibitions.'

IS HAMMERSMITH SUSPENSION BRIDGE

SAFE P

THIS bridge was opened for public traffic in August, 1827. The Act of

Parliament for the construction was obtained in 1824. The time occu

pied, therefore, in the erection of the structure was only three years, and

in this circumstanco it will bear a favourable comparison with similar

works more recently erected, and in times when the appliances of building

and engineering science have been much more extensive.

Hammersmith Bridge was built after the design of W. Tierney Clark.

It has three Bpans, the centre span being 400 feet in the clear, and

422 feet from centre to centre of piers. The side spans are each about

145 feet between faces of abutments and piers, and 156 feet between faces

of abutments and centres of piers. The distance between abutments is

734 feet nearly, and the clear waterway 690 feet The piers are built of

stone and are very massive. There is far more material in them than

would be put in piers built for a similar purpose at the present time.

Each abutment is 45 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 15 feet deep, and is

estimated to be over 2,000 tons. The platform is divided into a carriage

way 20 feet wide, and two footways, each 4 feet wide, one on each side

of the carriage way. There are eight main chains arranged in four pairs.

The two pairs carrying the carriage way are about 21 feet 6 inches apart,

and the chains on the outside of the footpaths are 5 feet from the

centres of the other chains. The whole of these are supported

on cast-iron rollers working in cast-iron frames fixed in the piers,

at such a height as to make the versed sine of the curve of the

chains of the centre span about 29 feet 6 inches. The chains fall

nearly level with the roadway in the centre of the bridge. The road

way is about 16 feet. above ordinary high-water level. As we have

already said, there are four pairs, or lines, of chains, each pair for the road

way being formed of twelve links in section, six in the upper chain and six

in the lower chain. Each link has a section of 5 inches deep by 1 inch

wide, and as there are twenty-four of these, thero is a sectional area of

120 square inches. Each pair of chains on the outside of the footways is

formed of six links in section, three in the upper, and three in thelower chain.

The links are the same size as in the other chains, and have 60 square inches

sectional area, making the working sectional area of the whole of the chains

180 square inches. The links are connected together, and form the chains

by means of short plates or links, with two bolts 2J inches diameter

passing through them, and screwed at each end to receive a cast iron nut or

cap. The chains, plates, pins, and suspension rods were made of the best

wrought iron, and all the pin holes were drilled, so that no injury was dono

to the iron by punching. Every link was proved separately by a tensile

strain of nine tons per square inch, which is very near the limit of elasticity of

good wrought iron made at the present time, and was, no doubt, considered

in 1827 to be the limit to which iron could safely be strained before use.

The minimum section of each vertical suspension rod has an area of one

square inch, and as there are four of these to every 5 feet lineal

of roadway, there aro 4 square inches section of wrought iron to

carry about 10 tons, which is nearly the weight of the fixed and

greatest moving loads. Therefore, the greatest strain per square inch on

each of these suspension rods is only 2.J tons when the bridge is loaded.

We cannot believe that the metal in these rods, or in the chains, has

deteriorated, or become crystallised. If tried, there is very little doubt

the quality of the metal would be found to be equal to that made at the

present time. Tho bottom ends of these rods which pass through the

roadway are made considerably thicker, evidently to provide for corrosion,

as at this part they cannot be painted, and are always liable to moisture.

In fact, the suspension rods are the strongest part of the structure.

It has often been stated that wrought iron changes its nature in course

of time, when under the influence of strain and vibration, and becomes

brittle or granulated, and loses its strength ; but it has never been proved

that it does so, except, perhaps, when the strain extends or compresses

the metal beyond its limit of elasticity ; even then it does not become

crystallised, but simply deteriorated ; the fibres of tho iron, as we may so

call them, being drawn apart, or separated in proportion to the amount

of permanent set up to the moment of breakage. With brass rods under

tension, and with or without vibration, it is vory different. It is a well-

known fact that they soon lose both strength and ductility.

The roadway was originally made of timber cross-beams suspended by

the vertical rods, and longitudinal planking, 3 inches thick, covered with

felt, pitch, and tar ; on this was laid another thickness of planking trans

versely. All the original timber beams have been replaced by cast-iron

girders, and the whole of the planking renewed. The carriage-way is

covered with a moderate thickness of granite metalling. The weight of tho

centre span was estimated to be 360 tons when it had simply a wooden

roadway, but now the weight may be assumed to exceed 400 tons.

As to the weight per square foot given by a crowd there are various

opinions. Mr. E. A. Cowper stated some time since, before the Institute

of Civil Engineers, that he had packed a lot of workmen so close that the

weight per square foot was 144 lbs. Mr. Hiemens says he got 140 lbs. by

placing men on a weighing machine. Others give lesser weights per square

foot. If we take 84 lbs. as the load per square foot, we .shall find it ample

for calculating the strength of a bridge to carry as many people as can

go upon it, if they keep ' moviag on.' But such a load is probably too

much for Hammersmith Bridge, as it would give a strain on the

main chains exceeding the 9 tons proof strain. In no case should

tho strain from the actual load exceed proof strain. In fact,

it should be considerably under when safety of life is concerned.

Many of our first engineers do not like the working strain to

exceed one-half the strain of elastic limit, which, for good iron, is about

10 to 12 tons. The working strain, therefore, would bo 5 to 6 tonB. But

a structure is always safe so long as the proof strain has not exceeded the

elastic limit of the metal, and the strain from the loads is kept under the

proof strain.

The weight of the superstructure of Hammersmith Bridge may bo

assumed as one ton per foot lineal ; this includes cross-girders, platform,

metalling on roadway, railings, suspension chains and rods ; the strain on

the chains, therefore, from this fixed load alone is four tons per square

inch ; and when we add the moving load, say 74 tons per square foot, the

strain on tho chains will be fully 8 tons per square inch, equal 8-9ths of

proof strain.

There can be no doubt every precaution will be taken on the day of the

boat-race to insure the bridge not being weighted beyond its safe load.

The bridge was designed and calculated for a given moving load, and this

must not on any account be exceeded. It was not designed to be a 'grand

stand ' for thousands to crowd upon it to view a boat race ; therefore the

thousands must be made to ' move on.'

DRAINAGE OF THE THAMES VALLEY.

THE following Report of the engineers of the Thames Conservancy

Board, on the alterations and improvements which are neeessary to

benefit the neighbourhood of Oxford by the relief of floods, has been trans

mitted to the Mayor of Oxford (Joseph Castle, Esq.) by the Conservators:—

TO THE HONOURABLE THE CONSERVATORS OF THE RIVER THAMES.

Gentlemen,—The condition of the land drainage with regard to the

escape of floods from the low-lying district which, to a considerable extent,

surrounds the City of Oxford, and the remedy which might be applied to

the existing defects, is the subject of the following report, in accordance

with your order of February 7, 1867, directing us to report on any altera

tion or improvement we can suggest to benefit the locality.

The valley of the Thames which surrounds Oxford on the north, south,

and west is not only subject to inundation, but is so circumstanced that the

floods which visit it aro retained for an undue and uunecosBary period in a

stagnant condition, saturating the ground aud causing exhalations which

unquestionably must be deleterious to the health of those residing within

their influence. Nor is the evil confined to the periods of actual visitation

by the floods, for even after the continued prevalence of dry weather,

copious mists arise from the marsh lands lying near the city, not merely

conveying the idea of insalubrity, but of necessity producing that result.

We have no doubt that the existing defects have been produced in the

course, it may be perhaps, of many centuries, by encroachments gradually

made, for it is unquestionable that the founders of the cities and towns on

the Thames exercised so wise a choice in the localities they selected that

they would have avoided a spot open to the objections which now exist to

the situation of Oxford.

The mode of treatment we suggest will have the effect of restoring the

river practically to its original condition, and the result will bo that while

any existing defects in the navigation will bo removed, the far more im

portant evils arising from the want of drainage of tho land and subsoil will

be effectually remedied.

Careful personal surveys, aided by the accurate plans and levels taken by

your surveyors with special reference to this subject, have convinced us

that tho evils we have indicated (which might indeed be enlarged upon) are

capable of a perfect remedy.

Tho whole district is traversed by streams and water-courses, all ready to

do their part in the required drainage, and with moderate cleansing and

deepening, the formation of ono deep arterial channel, to which they may

all gravitate, is only needed to make them perfectly efficient.

This plan recommends itself alike by its completeness and simplicity, for

it demands only the adaptation of existing means, presents no difficulties

that may not be readily overcome, and is practicable at an expense that

wo believe will be considered moderate when compared with the great extent

and value of the area over which beneficial results will be enjoyed.

For about two miles below Eynsham Bridge down nearly to King's Weir,

the river consists of one deep and capacious stream, fully adequate to the

passing of floods when a few shoals have been removed.

Just before reaching King's Weir the Wytham stream leaves the main

channel. This stream is the first of numerous inefficient and circuitous

branches by which the drainage of the valley is carried through tho Oxford

district for a distance of 7i miles.
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These branches have various confluences among themselves, and do not

finally unite until just above Sandford Mill, whence the entire drainage of

the valley flows on in a single broad channel nearly to Abingdon, a distance

of 13J miles from Eynsham Bridge.

The part, therefore, which in our judgment is that which must be dealt

with in order to benefit the city and suburbs of Oxford, extends from King's

Weir to Sandford.

King's Weir should bo rebuilt on an improved plau. This work is neces

sary for the purpose of holding vip the head of water required for the navi

gation from the Oxford Canal to Eynsham, and for the mills at Wytham

and Wolvercote. Its power to discharge floods should be greatly increased.

Below King's Weir towards GodBtow Lock the channel has been for

many years disused for navigation, and is consequently in several places

choked up. Such obstructions should be removed, and so also should the

fishing bucks at Godstow Bridge. Godstow Lock might be repaired and

lowered at n moderate exponse to suit the improved level of the river ; but

it is now impassable, and the traffic of the river above King's Weir is

carried for a short distance through tho Oxford Canal, so that there is no

absolute necessity for its maintenance.

Below Godstow Loek tho river, as it skirts Port Meadow, is of ample
■width, but is greatly obstructed by shoals, which should be removed,

together with Medley Weir. Tho Port Meadow, which is now even in

summer scarcely raised above the surface of the river, would thus bo effec

tually relieved of the flooding from which it suffers greatly.

The next material obstruction is presented by tho Botley Bridge. The

middle arch, with the massive piers on each side, should be removed, and a

girder bridge of one span be substituted for the three arches. The stream

down to Osney Lock should be deepened, and an efficient weir bo substi

tuted for the present paddle gates.

From Osney Lock to Sandford we recommend an entire alteration in the

•existing condition of the river. The main feature of this alteration would

be the removal of Iffley Lock, as well as of that at Folly Bridge, and the

somewhat extensive deepening of the bed of tho river, which would be

rendered necessary by taking away these locks.

This deepening would give full vent for flood waters by the main channels,

and prevent their drowning the land by means of the various branches

through which floods now direct their course.

Beginning at the upper end, it would bo necessary to rebuild Osney Lock.

It is too shallow even in the existing Btate of the river, not having a depth

■of three feet at times of low water, and needs extensive repair. The new

lock should be eight feet deeper.

Dredging would have to be done between Osney Lock and Folly Bridge,

and if practicable, the projecting points on the river cut off, as we have

shown them on the plan. The Grandpont Mill, formerly the City Water

Works, and the adjoining weir, situate just above Folly Bridge, should be re

moved, and that stream be made the main channel. The present Folly Lock

should be go far altered as to serve for an additional escape for flood water.

The projecting angle at the upper end of the Christ Church Meadows

should be taken off. From this point down to Iffley a considerable quantity

of dredging will have to be done, and more particularly in tho first half-

mile below Folly Bridge, where the deepening of the river would have to

be extended almost from side to side.

At Iffley we propose that the lock and mill should be entirely removed ;

this will immediately deprive the Weirs Mill of its head water. The mill

itself is in a dilapidated condition, and its fall is small in tho dry season,
■while, during wet periods, there is no available power.

The removal of Iffley Lock and Mill, taken with tho proposed alteration

at Folly Bridge Lock and tho Grandpont Mill, will give an uninterrupted

reach of water extending from Sandford to Osney, a length ofabout 3J miles,

very much facilitating navigation, and offering a great improvement for the

amateur boating so much valued as a recreation for members of the

University.

Between Iffiey and Sandford the abrupt bend near Rose Island should be

obviated by forming a new course for the river through the short neck of

land at that spot. If thought desirable by the owners of adjacent lands be

tween Folly Bridge and Sandford, it would be easy to widen the towing

path so as to form a good carriage road with the large amount of surplus

dredging taken out of the bed of the river.

When all these facilities for the escape of flood water como to be carried

out, the millers at Sandford will, no doubt, assert that the floods would be

brought down more quickly upon them. To obviate such a complaint, addi

tional facilities for the escape of floods may bo provided by increasing the

width of the river where it is now somewhat confined below the several old

locks and tumbling bays at Sandford. More dredging than has yet been

done should also bo effected on the shoals at Eadley Common.

To render these works still more complete it would be very advisablo to

restore to the Culham Stream sOmo of the flood-discharging capacity, which

in tho course of years it appears to have lost. It would be necessary to

lower considerably the existing dam at the top of the stream, making pro-

-vision by moveable tackle for the maintenance of a proper head of water

for the navigation and the mill at Abingdon.

Having thus described tho alterations in tho main drainage of tho valley,

and the works which will be necessary to effect them, we will now state

what will be their cost according to the following estimate :—

Nett cost of works for tho relief of floods, 29,758?.

The result of tho carrying out of these works would be equivalent to

raising the whole surface now subject to inundation from 2 feet 6 inches

to 3 feet above its present level.

Ordinary floods would be carried off by the deepened channel, and high

floods would be enabled to pass away rapidly, and the stagnation of

waters on the marshes and the saturation of the ground would be prevented.

With regard to the means of obtaining the amount required for carrying

out these works, we find that about six thousand acres of land more or

less liable to floods would derive benefit from the drainage facil ities afforded

by the suggested expenditure, in addition to tho City of Oxford and

a. large area bordering upon the Thames marshes, not absolutely flooded.

Although we have adopted King's Weir as the upper limit of tho dis

trict dealt with in this report, we aro well aware that a similar treatment

of the river beyond, subject as it is to extreme flooding, would be fol

lowed by most beneficial results; but as no survey has been made on

which the proposed works could be indicated, we have not entered upon

the consideration of the necessary works.

Wo have prepared a map and section to accompany this report, de

scribing the district and works referred to,

And have the honour to be, Gentlemen,

Your obedient servants,

Nath. Bbardmobe.

Stefh. Wm. Lbach-

Estimate in detail.

For re-bulldtng King's Weir, tho alteration of Botley Bridge,l the re
construction and enlargement of the weir near Osney Lock, removal
of the weir at Grandpont Mill, adapting Polly Lock to the passage
of flood water, removal of Iffley Lock, the Tumbling Bays, Aic, at
Sandford £10,550

Dredging shoals and deepening the bed of the river from King's "Weir to
.Sandford, making the new cut near Rose Island, and dredging shoals
at Hadley Common 12,530 0

Excavations in cutting off bends 5,007 0 0
Purchase of land so cut off, and compensation in respect of Grandpont

Mill, the Weirs Hills, aud Iffley Mill 6,875 0 0

£34,962 0 0

Add 10 per cent 3,496 0 0

£38,458 0 0

Less for navigation works only in the district as de

scribed in our former Report 11,200 0 0

£27,258 0 0
Improvement of Old Culham River and weirs above

Abingdon ........ 2,500 0 0

Xett cost of works for relief of floods . £29,758 0 0

REVIEWS.

L'AHCHrrECTcBE et la Construction PRATiQtrKs, &c. By Daniel

1 vol. small 8vo. Firmin Didot & Co., Paris.

The author of this work is a well-known writer on architecture, having

published, amongst other books on this subject, a ' General History of

Architecture,' in two volumes, large 8vo., and a ' General Dictionary of

Architectural Terms in French, German, English, and Italian.'

The volume before us is a very full and clearly written manual of prac

tical construction, intended by the author, as he says in his preface, prin

cipally for those who require to build whether in town or country, and

especially for proprietors who from any cause have not an architect within

reach. We have what we believe to be a wholesome dread of mere popular

manuals, which generally lead the uninitiated into difficulty rather than

otherwise, and we recommend this little book on grounds different from

those just stated. It is the work of a thoroughly practical man put together

in a thoroughly practical manner, logical in its arrangement, and fully

illustrated with more than four hundred simple and useful cuts. It forms

an excellent manual for country gentlemen and also for builders and young

architects, and is all the more suited to our own country from the fact that,

unlike most French works on architecture, it deals chiefly, though not

solely, with brick and timber work of the simpler kinds. The information

is very minute and precise, while unnecessary theory and olaboratc calcula

tions arc as much as possible avoided.

The work is divided into three parts : the first treats of materials—stone,

natural and artificial, bricks, timber, iron, cements, colours, &c. ; the

second deals with tho scienco of construction, the nature of the soil, exca

vation, foundations, masonry, carpenter's work, joining, iron-work, roofing,

&c. ; and the third with plans, elevations, sections, reductions, and modes

of construction. In addition to these there is an appendix relating to esti

mates and valuation.

One important point to which the author has given great prominence fs

the preparation for foundations, to which, as he says, great attention has

been given in France, and with marked success. Hitherto the details of

this very important preliminary work have hardly been united In any single

treatise, and M. Ramee, in collecting them from various sources and giving

references to his authorities, has rendered an important service to young ar

chitects as well as many other persons.

An introductory chapter on practical geometry, mensuration, weights,

density, equilibrium, &c, furnishes a capital series of lessons for carpenters,

and workmen of all classes, as well as for emigrants, and for all indeed who

are engaged in construction.

Tho following passage relative to bricks will illustrate the author's

method of treating his subjects :—

It is very important to be assured of the good quality of the bricks to bo employed :
they should neither be cracked nor vitrified, but welt and equally burnt. Three main
points with reference to bricks have to be taken into account :—1. The power of resist
ance under pressure ; 2. The appearance of the fracture, which should present an oven
tcxtnre, and a fine and brilliant grain, without cavities in the interior, and neither
ribbony nor stony ; 3. The exterior, which should be smooth and regular, the angles and
edges sharp and straight. When the rlza of the bricks is equal throughout the mass, it is
a proof that the brick earth has been well prepared, and the bricks generally well made.
A brick when struck should give forth a clear ringing sound. Good bricks are generally
of a dark reddish brown colour, and sometimes they show vitrified Bpots on the surface :
it is not well, however, to depend too much on this last fact, for it Is often only an indi
cation of the amount of heat to which the brick has been subjected, while the clay of
which the brick is made may be impure and ill prepared. Bad bricks are readily recog
nised by their reddish yellow colour, but still more by the dull sound which they emit
when struck ; their grain being soft, they crumble easily, and absorb water with avidity.
A good brick should not absorb more than about one-fifteenth of its own weight of water ;
it should appear and In reality be dry. A brick that docs not take np any water at all is
too mnch burnt : the mortar adheres to It imperfectly, but it Is a good conductor of heat.
Such brickB may be used in damp soil and for pavements. When a brick left in water
either scales or swells, It is of bad quality, and contains caustic lime. A brick which, being
mode red hot and then having water poured upon it, does not crack, Is of extraordinary
and rare quality ; and those which have borne the effect of moisture and dryness during
two or three winters withont scaling or cracking are excellent. In order to try if bricks
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will bear tbc effect of frost, let one be boiled for half an hour in a eolation of sulphate of
soda, saturated cold, and then suspended by a string over the vessel in which it has been
boiled ; in twenty-four hours the surface of the brick will be covered with small crystals :
the brick is then to be immersed again in the solution until the crystals disappear, and
again suspended, repeating this operation for five days, the crystals reforming after each
Immersion. If after this treatment a number of particles of the brick are fonnd at the
bottom of the vessel containing the solution, the bricks are incapable of supporting the
effects of frost.

The description of the method of forming walls of clay as practised in

the south and other parts of France may be of interest in country places ;

this is known in France by the name of Pise. This method was employed

by Hannibal in Spain, and Pliny the elder records having seen the construc

tions two centuries afterwards. Vitruvius says that Pisi was used at Mar

seilles, with straw, to form tiles. In some cases, instead of clay, lime and

sand, with pounded brick or forge cinders and a little cement, are

used for making Pise. The best proportions for this latter kind of concrete

are, according to the author, five or six parts of sand, one part of brick or

tile pounded, one mixed lime, and a quarter or one-third part of cement. It

is either beaten down hard in its place botween guide boards, or formed into

blocks for building. Pisi, however, requires a stone or other foundation. It

will not bear moisture: it is, therefore, only used in the south, while the

other compound is common to the northern parts of Europe.

M. Ramie is evidently acquainted with England, and this fact recom

mends his work to our readers. The following extract will illustrate this,

and also give an idea of M. Ramie's view respecting house-building :—

Since railways have facilitated travelling, a small number of intelligent architects
have abandoned old traditions and gone abroad for inspiration, and especially to Eng
land, where the country houses have a special character of their own, perfectly adapted
to their purpose. During the years following the Revolution of 1848 a number of very
pretty houses grew up in the environs of Paris, some regular in deBign and others pictu
resque, but costing too much for persons of moderate means. These houses exhibit a
fertility and richness of taste previously unknown in Franco. But this taste still leads
to much unnecessary expense, and adds nothing to the comfort of the house. Amateur
builders should understand that with plain surfaces of good proportions, simple string
courses or mouldings to divide the storeys horizontally, and a vigorous cornice with a
bold projection, facades of good taste may be produced, agreeable to the eye of one

accustomed to look upon the finest monuments.

M. Ramee is a stanch admirer of the simplex munditiis, and in the case

of domestic architecture he is beyond question right. He tells his country

men that for cottago architecture they must go to Loudon, Papworth, Robin

son, Goodwin, and other English writers ; and we can return the compliment

by saying that for practical hints on construction our countrymen will do

well to consult M. Rameo's work.

Smoking Fibes ; their Cause and Cube. By the Rev. Alex. Colvin

Ainslie, M.A., Vicar of Corfe, Somerset. London : Longmans. 18G9.

It is a curious circumstance that, in an age of consummate scienco—fer

tile in appliances for the comfort and luxury of life, and lavish of skill and

resource in all that concerns the construction of buildings—the homely

problem of the chimney should yet challenge a satisfactory practical solu

tion. We do not allude to the purely artistic question of the treatment of

a chimney-top ; this may be, often is, admirably dealt with, at the same

time that the true arrangement of fire-place and flue is a mystery so obscure,

that the result, as to officicnt draught or smoking, remains in doubt until

the housewarming. Happy the householder who finds his chimneys at

once finished in true architectural taste and perfectly adapted to their hum

ble but important functions ! His is a rare exemption from the smoke

doctor, with his unsightly superstructures of huge pandean pipes, or creak

ing cowls, or after thoughts in zinc, protruding from the ashlar flues like

coral insects—wriggling, or with feelers outspread—and the like melan

choly signals of distress. To approach the metropolis by a high-level

railway, or to look down upon any part of London from the upper windows

of a lofty hotel, is to have ocular demonstration of the general failure of

chimneys,as designed in the first instance, to accomplish the task ofgetting rid

of the smoke. How far the metal excrescences attain the end desired, we will

not at the moment enquire. The pointjust now under consideration is, rather,

what such extensivo doctoring portends ;—a prevalence of originally faulty

chimneys—a prevalence that would surely not endure if a fair degree of pains

and ability, such as wo commonly observe in all other necessary details,

wore given by the architect to the thorough practical mastery of the smoke

question. Problems seemingly harder have been taken in hand and solved;

as the consumption of smoke, or the warming of buildings by means of air ;

water ; and stoves. But the preference of the million, in this country at

least, where tho fireside seems almost essential to the idea of home comfort,

as well as a regard to cheapness and simplicity of construction, will probably

cause the open fire-place to hold its position in the large majority of dwell

ing-houses, in the face of all admonitions as to waste of fuel. The old

question is therefore sure to present itself again and again, requiring (under

certain stringent penalties) a definite and conclusive answer. Such answer

tho Rev. A. C. Ainslie essays to give, in the manual now on our table.

Commencing with a brief statement of first principles regarding air and its

properties, he lays down the conditions essential to the maintenance ofa steady

draught up a chimney, and then proceeds, with remarkable distinctness and

method, to describe and explain various causes of smoke, of which the

following is a summary :—

I. Want of sufficient height in the flue.
II. Tho outlet of the chimney being placed in on exposed and cold situation, while

the air with which the fire is supplied is drawn from a warmer and more sheltered
region.

III. Excessive width in the flue, by which a large volume of cold air is drawn in and
allowed to lower the temperature of the ascending column.

IV. Low temperature of the interior of the flue in comparison with that of the
external air.

V. Humidity of the air.
VI. Too accurate fitting of the windows and doors and joints of the flooring.
VII. The draught of one fire injuring that of others in the same house.

, VIII. A current caused by the heat of the fire circulating in tho room.
IX. A flue of insufficient size.
X. A foul flue.

XI. Displacement of masonry, or accumulation of mortar within the flue.
XII. The sudden obstruction of the draught by gusts of wind entering tho chimney

top.
Xm. Increase of density of the air at the chimney top, due to the effect of wind in

chimneys rising from the eaves of roofs.
XIV. Draughts within the room which throw the smoke out of the influence of the

ascending chimney currant.

Eight or nine pages are devoted to the symptoms indicating the cause of

smoke ; and the author follows vp his diagnosis with a plain und highly

practical chapter of romodies suited to the special ailments indicated. The

discourse winds up with an application, in the form of suggestions to archi

tects and house-builders, which are (with perhaps one exception) well

worthy of attention.

Some of Mr. Ainslie's hints are such as commend themselves at once,

e.g. : that the flue should bo large (not too large) ; of circular section (say

glazed 12-inch drain-pipe), to secure thorough sweeping; with avoidancs,

as far as practicable, of elbows and bends ; that it should be carried high

enough ; and that, if it pass through the eaves of a high-pitched roof (a

position to be eschewed), it should finish at a higher level than the ridge.

The evil of external chill (less generally recognised) is pointed out ; with

an injunction that the masonry of chimneys in external walls should

be as thick as possible. It might have been added, that metals, being

rapid conductors of heat, are on that account bad material for chim

ney tops; also, that comfort and economy are generally best consulted by

keeping fireplaces and flues well towards the centre of a building, and

away from the external walls. Our author gives sound advice as to the in

let to the flue being narrow (tho opposite of the old chimney-corner arrange

ment) ; and the sides of the grate so contracted that all air that ascends

the chimney must first pass through, or directly over, the fire ; and describes

modifications of the ' blower,' well suited to wide grates and fireplaces with

hobs. Tho suggestion that tho kitchen flue should be at the north or east

end of a stack is sagacious ; also, the recommendation to supply every fire

with air for its own consumption, drawn from the coldest side of the houso.

The arrangement proposed with this aim is ingenious, and no doubt capable

of easy and effective application in a large proportion of cases ; but the

question of the exact position, size, and adjustment of the air inlet near the

hoarth appears to us yet open to further investigation": and it must not be

forgotten that any such arrangement diminishes the efficiency of the open

fire as a ventilator of the room.

One injunction of our author's ought, we think, to be received with

extreme caution, viz. :—1 In chimney stacks with many flues, let

their outlets bo at different levels.' Were this plan followed with

common chimney-pots, open at the top, winds from a certain quar

ter might send gusts down those at the lower levels. A case came

within our own knowledge, where a chimney-top, the edge of which

was finished with a rim of triangular peaks, had lost one of those adorn

ments. The result was a smoky chimney whenever the wind set in the

quarter next the damaged side. The remedy, at once simple and successful,

consisted in breaking off another peak, and thus making a second gap

opposite the first. Now, a short chimney-pot, close to a tall one, is under

the same sort of disadvantage as that just referred to, where the wind

passing the gap on one side was arrested by the peak on the other. More

over, in calm weather, if one of two chimneys in juxtaposition be shorter

than the other, the upcast in the latter is very apt to set up a downcast in

the other. An instance, for which we can vouch, well illustrates this ten

dency. In a house containing offices variously tenanted, with a common chim

ney-stack, the flue of a particular room suddenly took to discharging dense

volumes of smoke at the wrong end. In vain the fire was fanned and

stirred; windows thrown up; doors set open: the air of the room,

filled with sulphurous fumes, became as yellow as a dense London fog ;

while 'free carbon,' in the guise of a swarming Liberia of blacks, descended

on books, papers, and furniture, and evicted the lawful occupiers of the

room. On investigation it was found that an adjacent flue in the samo

stack had been raised a foot or two higher, and thus caused a downcast

in the offending chimney ; the inequality of level was redressed, and the

nuisance ceased at once.

One point to which we do not find distinct reference in the work bofore

us, is the covering over the tops of chimneys as a safeguard against down

draughts, as well as a protection from rain and the attendant damp, that

not only interferes with fires, but impairs the draught of flues. On the

wholo, Mr. Ainslie's little book is remarkably well thought out, clearly

expressed, sensible and practical, and arranged in so systematic and orderly

a manner as to afford singular facility to those who consult it.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

SOUTH TRANSEPT, CHURCH OP ST. PIERRE, LISIECTX.

ON the eastern side of the ' Grande Place,' or market-place of Lisieux, sur

rounded on two sides by picturesque old half-timbered houses, and on

the third by the old Bishop's Palace, now tho Sous-Prefecture, a Renaissance

building of very good type, stands the ancient cathedral church of St. Peter,

a church which, in many respects, is well worth the careful study of an?

architect ; the present fabric dates from the middle of the thirteenth

contury, and contains much good work. The old church, said to have been

erected about the middle of the twelfth century, was destroyed by fire in

the early part of the thirteenth century ; but there still remain of this

original building a part of the choir and the transepts. The subject of our

illustration, which is at the end of a narrow alley, hemmed in by compara

tively modern buildings, is the south transept, especially noticeable for its

bold and vigorous detail ; the upper external gallery, between tho two-

staircase turrets, is of later date than the other work, but the general

arrangement of the triple lancets and wall-arcading under is exceedingly

bold and good. There is a late Lady Chapel, built in the fifteenth century

by Bishop Cauchon of Beauvais, as a sort of peace-offering for tho unworthy

part played by him in the condemnation and execution of Joan of Arc.

ROBEBT W. EDI s.

BUILDINGS OK THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.

* T1HE Embankment Bite has never been considered,' were the words of

X Sir Charles Trevelyan in his important letter on the subject of the

Law Courts' site—a letter which has led, not only to the reopening of the

question of the arrangement of the Courts themselves, but has also directed
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attention to the Embankment as the site par excellence for Government

offices and buildings.

We have already echoed this text and 'improved' it for the benefit of

our readers ; adding our quota to the arguments in favour of the change.

In order, however, more fully to explain the idea and enlarge still further

on the subject—directing attention more especially to details—we, this

week, present to our readers a view of one part of the Embankment which

has been considered and appropriated, (on paper,) as a site for Government

offices ; as also for other buildings of a semi-public nature, such as clubs,

museums, banks, &c, as would be of a character suitable to combine

with such larger public buildings to form a continuous and appropriate

line of frontage towards the river on the western side of Waterloo Bridge,

where the chief amount of land reclaimed from the Thames is situated.

This design, the work of Mr. Chas. Forster Hayward, F.S.A., will serve to

show how the opportunity suggested bythe Embankment Bill of 1861 was at

once seized by at least one practical artist, and appropriated to satisfy one of

our great metropolitan wants, viz., good open accessible sites for important

buildings both of a public and private nature.

True it is that we owe much of our modern street improvements to

the positive necessity of finding such sites along our crowded street front

ages ; but at the same time this necessity of purchasing large extents of

already closely-occupied ground, as well as the obligation of compensating

everybody for every kind of change, must have gone far to prevent many

a project from being properly carried out, at least in the most suitable

locality, and this fact goes a long way to counterbalance the improvements

referred to. But on the Embankment, sites are simply waiting to be appro

priated and used, while localities and streets adjoining are demanding

improvement.

In the careful adjustment of the existing levels, and the skilful arrange

ment of them, so as to prevent any unnecessary climbing, lies the chief pro

blem in the design of the buildings for these sites, and this problem has been

worked out in the design before us. To carry on the terrace of Somerset

House is perhaps only a natural idea ; but in Mr. Hayward's design the

terrace is carried within the building—that is, behind an arcade—which

itself stands upon the lower, and carries the upper wall, similar to the

upper gallery or arcade of the Doge's Palace at Venice—one of the most

charming water frontages possible. This upper arcade is continued through

two other buildings, and then returns round the western end and northern

side of the block.

Since this design has been made, the Embankment with its enclosuro

walls and landing stages has been completed, and the trees planted ; but

as yet no use has been made of the roadway, owing to the railway com

pany having possession, and no attempt has been made to connect the

various existing streets, while the new projected viaduct, to run from

the foot of Hungerford Bridge to the centre of Lancaster Place, level with

Waterloo Bridge, is to be abandoned, or, we may say, is so likely to be

given up under the searching inquiry of Lord Elcho's Committee, that

practically it is abandoned already. This has rendered possible a revision, or

rather a development, of the plan which we give, as Mr. Hayward's idea

how the arrangements he originally proposed should now be carried out.

As the plan shows, the block available for building is large enough

for one edifice, sufficiently isolated to be careless of its connection with

the rest of the neighbourhood ; but if tho viaduct were carried out, what is

now desirable would have been almost a necessity, and hence the original

importance of the idea is evident. First, it is important that commu

nications should be made between the Strand and the Embankment for

vehicles. This is done by the open space advocated by the plan originally

—called Savoy Garden, or Savoy Square or Piazza, consisting of a

sloping oval garden or paved area like Trafalgar Square, with roadways

each side of it (one of which alone might be constructed if thought enough,

just as St. Martin's Lane is the only northern roadway out of Trafalgar

Square,) but both of which are proposed as most desirable for the traffic east

and west. This square will have for its eastern boundary the walls of

the old Savoy Palace and the Savoy Chapel and burial ground, while the

burial ground of the German Chapel, and all the rest of the upper levels or

slopes of the Savoy, can remain untouched. On this Savoy Hill, however,

the plan does not show Mr. Hayward's suggestion for erecting a building

to correspond with Somerset House, in which one of the principal ends of

the facade, with that most charming feature the open colonnade on an open

archway, would be repeated, and form the centre of the composition, while

the terrace would be continued in the front and return on the Savoy walls,

which, as has been said, form the eastern boundary of the proposed new

piazza. The building shown is in fact a special design, with open

colonnaded facades and a terrace terminating at the mid-level, as it may

be called, where tho roadways on each side of the open space unite in a

terrace.

At this mid-level a street, inclining upwards, would lead to the

Adelphi Terrace, taking up on its way the present ends of Cecil Street and

Salisbury Street, while another sloping downwards would connect, if thought

desirable, the lower street and arches of the Adelphi, which, however, have

another exit in a westerly direction. These arches and vaults are at present

most disreputable places—the haunts of the homeless and the vile; but

they are capable of being converted to the most useful purposes as shops

or dwellings, communicating with York Place and George Street, enlargod

as it is shown on the plan.

It will be seen what a magnificent plot of ground would remain,

with a continuous frontage to the river of 800 feet, and a return

frontage to the piazza of 300 feet on the east, while on the western

end there is a frontage of 400 feet. This is the plot for a building of

larfje and important character, which it was impossible to obtain while the

projected street or viaduct to Lancaster Place was likely to be carried out.

If the first floor of this large building or the buildings on this front

age are carried out as suggested in the design, a direct footway from

tho upper levels all round the buildings, communicating witli the east

and west ends of the Adelphi, can be established, and, crossing over

the mid-level of the Piazza, a passenger can reach the new westerly

extension of the terrace, in front of the new Somerset House, and pass

over the bridge to the old Somerset House, without ever descending to

tho Embankment level. If only shops and offices were to be erected, it

would bo a valuable system to adopt, but with important Government offices

easy access on tho chief level might be essential. In addition to the direct

communication northward—so much required—gained by the new street

opposite to Southampton Street, to Covcnt Garden ; the dotted lines running

through the site, dividing the plot into two, show a continuation of George

Street connecting with the important streets on the north side of the Strand

by Agar Street, &c.

As to the Charing Cross communication, this is shown by the lines

of the plan, and is a self-evident advantage, and one not difficult of

execution.

The view of the proposed buildings is as they would appear to a spectator

standing on Charing Cross Bridge, and looking along the northern shore

shows tho terraces at Buckingham Water Gate, the Adelphi, and the

district called the Savoy, as fur as Waterloo Bridgn:— Somerset House

being seen beyond,—and the Embankment passing beneath the first arch,

continued on to the Temple. Several towers and spires of the City with

the Dome of St. Paul's occupy the extreme distance.

Some idea can thus be obtained of what the bunks of the Thames may

become if only ordinary care be taken in the manner of laying out the re

claimed ground, and selecting the class of buildings to be put upon it, with

out any extravagant architectural conceptions, or any expenditure for mere

ornament ; for although designed with considerable novelty, and it is

hoped with a certain degree of architectural propriety, these buildings do

not pretend to emulate the Palaces of Venice, but are supposed to be

appropriated to such purposes as shops or offices, chambers or residences,

with here and there a Bank or Insurance Office, an Hotel or Clubhouse,

taking a more prominent position in tho lino of frontage. The variety of

elevations must be taken to show tho applicability of the system of building

advocated, to any style, however simple or elaborate.

The proposed buildings, which are shown in elevation, are all designed

with an upper level of footways, with shops, offices, &c, in addition to

those on the ground-floor, and level with the pavement of the Embankment.

These upper footways are carried along continuously over the lower series

of shops, tec, and by light foot-bridges over tho intervening streets, through

out the whole river frontage (though not in front of the Savoy New Church

and Gardens), and backwards also along the sides of all the blocks of houses,

so as to communicate on a level, or nearly so, with all the streets which

run down from the Strand to the river ; while steps or inclined planes at

each angle of the blocks of buildings afford access to the lower level of the

Embankment itself.

By this system increased value would be given to the new frontages ; and

while it is applicable not only to the Embankment, but also to any of our

crowded thoroughfares, it should be remembered that the adoption of this

manner of building, while doubling the number of shops, would at the

same time double the accommodation for foot passengers, besides providing

for tho safe and expeditious crossing of streets.

The main idea of the system, however, is not entirely new, having been

carried out at Chester and elsewhere for three or four centuries at least ;

while in these towns, at the present day, new houses are being built upon

the old plan, though with increased magnificence and with some modern

improvements ; and by the use of light iron columns and girders for the

wide bridges, &c, and other modern improvements, these 'Bows'—to use

the old term—would form promenades as pleasant and popular as are to bo

found in any city in Europe, and it is thought as profitable in a pecuniary

point of view as the arcades and ' passages ' of Paris and elsewhere.

At the foot of Charing Cross Bridge the proposed open space would be

laid out us grass plots, and enclose fountains and statues ; while into this

space tho wide thoroughfares of Whitehall Place extended, and of the

new street from Charing Cross, following the boundary walls of Northum

berland House and gardens, would enter; and so, it will be seen, without

great expense, magnificent communications would be opened with the new

Embankment Boulevard.

THE SPEECH OF M. THIERS.

THERE was a full house of the Corps Legislatif on the afternoon of

February 23, when M. Thiers, amid deep silence, rose in his place to

denounce M. Haussmann's financial system for the City of Paris. Ho

began by alluding to the improvements effected by M. Rambuteau, Prefect

of the Seine under Louis Philippe, briefly pointing out how much that

gentleman managed to do with fifty millions of francs. He then went

straight to his subject, comparing the thrifty management of M. Ram

buteau with what he called the reckless extravagance of his successor in

office, and proceeded to examine what had been done in Paris during the last

20 years.dividing it into three systems or networks. The firstof these systems

met with M. Thiers' unqualified approval. This comprised the creation of

the Boulevard Sebastopol (the Rue Rivoli had already been sanctioned by the

Provisional Government of 1848) and the construction of the Hallos Cen

trales. But he contended that if all the other improvements were already

contemplated at that time, it would have been more honest to have said so,

rather than to have appeared satisfied with the original comparatively

trifling loan ; and he compared M. Haussmann to a dishonest architect, who

deceives his client by committing him to enormous outlays step by step,

instead of at once informing him of his liabilities. ' We yielded to deplorable

enticements, which are the cause of the present serious state of our finances.

We might have had works of real utility : the communication between the

various railroads and the centre of Paris ; the much-needed improvements

of the Rue Lafayette, the Hue Montmartre, tho Sue Richelieu, and the Hue

du Bac. Instead of this, however, wo have so-called improvements which

appeal to the imagination rather than to common sense, and which are

utterly and entirely useless. We have the newly decorated Place du Trone,

and the Boulevard du Prince Eugene, which cost 75 millions, was opened

up in order to give light and air to a part of the city which had plenty of

light and air already. The same may be said of the Boulevard Haussmann
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—what reason was there for spending another 80 millions there ? None
•whatever ! What object has the AlUc of tho Alma, of Latour-Maubourg ?

Why tho Place de I Optra or the Rue Mouje ? All these have cost 300

millions of francs ! The only really useful street is the Rue Turbigo, and

that cost 80 millions, and this was after all not so necessary as

the widening of the Rue Montmartre, for which nothing whatever

has been done.' (Our readers arc aware that this latter street,

leading to tho Halles Centrales, is ono of the most frequented in

Paris, but is inconveniently narrow in many places.) M. Thiers con

tinued:—'M. Eouher has been called the Vice-Emperor, but with in

justice to that gentleman ; the real Vice-Emperor is M. Haussmann, as

is proved by the institution of the " Caisse des Travaux," and by his arbi

trary proceedings throughout.' Continuing his criticisms and strictures,

the speaker approved of the Rue Lafayette, connecting as it does the ter

minus of the Northern and Eastern Railroads with the heart of Paris ; and

he was glad to think that improvements were at last in progress in the

Faubourg St. Germain, but he thought that the widening of the Rue du

Bac might have been effected with more economy than the construction of

the Rue de Rennes, which is entirely now from end to end. ' Instead of

-economy we have tho Trocadero (laughter), which cost 20 millions ! The

Boulevard Haussmann is being continued to the Boulevard Montmarlre,

through the finest and most expensive part of the city, and this costs us an

other 60 millions ! Then the Rue Riaumur and the Rue Turbigo are to be con

nected with the Place de F Opira—vhy pull down all the splendid houses

between the Rue de la Paix and the Bourse ? Why have a new street from the

Tuileries to tho Opera ? It cannot be to meet the convenience of the Emperor,

for when his Majesty wishes to drive to the Opera, tho distance will not be

much more by way of tho Rue Rivoli, and past the foot of the Napoleon

Column. (General laughter.) Gentlemen, it is no subject for mirth, for I

now come to the principles which all this involves. The first two " systems"

to which I have alluded were carried out by means of loans, but when

this third " system " of improvements was commonced, so roundabout a

method of procuring means was no longer considered necessary ; the holiest

fundamental principles wero violated in such a manner that we can no

longer be said to be living in a free country. (Applause from the Opposi

tion side of the House). One single individual had the audacity to borrow

465 millions, without anybody knowing anything about it.' M. Thiers

then went on to show "that for the city of Paris alone a debt of

■a thousand and eighty-three millions had been contracted since 1852—about

forty-three millions sterling—discussod tho increase of income which is

supposed to meet this expenditure, and gave a vivid description of the in

crease of rent and provisions, showing how the list of annual bankruptcies

had increased to a frightful extent as a natural consequence of this ' insane

wholesale destruction of house property.' Thirty years ago 15,000 to 20,000

francs was considered a high rent for a shop ; to-day there are shops held

at 80,000 and 90,000 francs per annum. Tho square metre of land used to

cost 500 to 600 francs ; now it is not always to be had for 1,100 francs.

The price of wages had increased, but so had also tho price of provi

sions, and thereforo the condition of tho labouring classes is now no better

than it was. ' It were an easy task to criticise your works from an

sesthetic point of view,' ho continued; 'straight lines of roads are easy

enough in America, whero land costs a dollar per square metro, but there

are no straight lines of streets in Home, in Florence, in Venice, or in other

ancient cities, whore the attempt would cost fabulous sums of money ; such

an outlay could not be justified for a moment in order to obtain the doubt

ful advantage of perfectly straight lines of streets.' In concluding his

powerful speech, of which we have necessarily only given extracts, M.

Thiers was at a loss to advise what should be done ; what had been done

could not be undone ; there is no help for it—tho money must be paid.

Nor would it bo wise to stop everything all at once ; it would be dangerous

to deprive the thousands of workmen, who had been attracted to Paris,

suddenly of their bread. But he could not sit down without making an

effort to reconstitute a Municipal Council, such as existed under Louis

Philippe, by which means Paris would again have the samo right hitherto

possessed by all other cities of France, namely—that of being able to con

trol its own expenses. M. Thiers resumed his seat amidst the loud applauso

of the Opposition.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF IWORKS.

THE weekly meeting of tho Metropolitan Board of Works was held on

Friday, March 5. The Works and Improvements Committee reported

that they have considered a letter referred to them from tho Office of Her

Majesty's Woods, &c, on the subject of the Fark Lane Improvement Bill,

and intimating that the Lords of the Treasury have given directions for the

preparation of clauses for insertion in the Bill for securing the payment of

compensation to the Crown and its lessees and tenants of the houses and

buildings in Hamilton Place, not only for the property which may be taken

for tho measure, but also for the diminution in the value of all the houses in

consequence of Hamilton Place being converted into a thoroughfare, whether

compensation is or is not payable in this respect under the Lands Clauses

Consolidation Act, 1845. The committee, having regard to the experience

which the Board havo obtained on former occasions in relation to special

clauses of this nature, are of opinion that the propositions contained in the

letter should be resisted. The Board did not consider they would be justi

fied in giving the special privileges claimed, and must resist the insertion

of the clauses proposed. The chief engineer (Mr. Bazalgette) presented his

monthly report on tho progress of the Thames Embankment Works. Mr.

Newton moved, ' That a standing committee of fifteen members be appointed,

whose duties shall be to watch all proceedings in relation to Bills in Parlia

ment affecting the Metropolis, and to advise the solicitor thereon, also to

take note of and report to the Board from time to time all questions affect

ing the constitution of the Board and the general interosts of metropolitan

ratepayers.' Mr. Le Breton seconded the motion, which was agreed to. Mr.

White moved, ' That it be referred to tho Works and General Purposes

Committtee to consider and report on the desirableness of forming an

approach road to the Thames Embankment between Richmond Terrace,

Whitehall, and the Whitehall Club, with a view to the relief of the exces

sive traffic of Parliament Street, the approach to Westminster Bridge, and

the Houses of Parliament.' The motion was put and agreed to. A re

turn moved for by Colonel Sykes, and recently published, shows that

the total expenditure to July 1, 1868, amounted to 3,178,7162. for main

sewers and ordinary expenses, 125,400/. for the approach to Ccvent

Garden, 697,072/. for Southwark and Westminster communications, 43,615/.

for Victoria Park approach, 70,844/. for Finsbury Park, 87,954/. for South

wark Park, 172,482/. for the Fire Brigade, 128,520/. for improvements in

Whitechapel, 67,379/. for improvements in Holborn, and 112,532/. for

Kensington improvements, 3,967,184/. for metropolitan main drainage,

1,599,052/. for the North Thames Embankment, 846,010/. for the Southern

Embankment, and 1,264,611/. for Mansion Houso Street. The total of sums

received annually from tho several vestries and district Boards and from

the City of London for sewerage works and general expenses amounted to

222,122/., for main drainage to 201,441/., and for the Fire Brigade to

31,796/. and 33,742/. for 1867 and 1868 respectively.

Correspondents are requested as much as possible to make their communica

tions brief. The space we can devote to Correspondence wUl not usually

permit our inserting lengthy communications.

BUILDING CONTBACTS.

Sin,—It would have been more satisfactory if the ' London Engineer ' who

addressed you on the 13th February favoured us with some of his reasons

for preferring ' to have as little to do with lawyers as possible.' If it arose

from a personal and perhaps unaccountable dislike, we need not trouble

ourselves much about it ; but if it was intended to indicate what ought to

be tho general practice in business matters, wo should have had further

particulars ; for however architects may be averse to it, it seems to me that

enough has been already said to make it incumbent on both employers and

builders to have ' a more general employment of lawyers in preparing con

tract deeds than there is at present,' and not in the preliminary contract

deeds alone, but in other things relating to building as well. As long as

the evils that resulted from defective agreements, or general conditions, and

other masterpieces of architectural legislation, were not generally known or

recognised, the simplest or rudest form of procedure might answer ; but

now that the serious consequences of informality, whether intentional or

otherwise, are displayed in your columns, it will be strange if employers

and builders will not henceforth adopt every means that is supposed to

guarantee security. Besides, it may fairly bo asked why the architect

should wish to make the legal arrangements between a man who has a

house built and the builder any more than ho should between the same man

and those from whom the site of the house was purchased. In the latter

case, if he happens to be employed, he confines himself to selection, survey

ing and valuing all unquestionably within tho province of his duties ; why

should he not act similarly in the former case ? There is certainly

enough in designing and superintending works (to say nothing of mixing

mortar and the proper proportions of lime and sand) to occupy any

man's abilities, without interfering in matters which, even when they

are carried out by those who devoto their lives to the employment, are

often far from perfection, and are tho subject of continual litigation.

It would no doubt appear very absurd to architects if lawyers endeavoured

to design and prepare the plans, estimates, and specifications referred

to in deedf, and it is not easy to see why a lawyer should not know as

much about building as an architect about law ; and indeed it is a matter

of notoriety that more lawyers could be found with a knowledge of archi

tecture and engineering than either architects or engineers with an equally

extensive knowledge of law. Nor could tho effects resulting from amateur

architects be more serious than those from amateur lawyers. If anyone

chooses to adopt the principle of ' every man his own lawyer,' he is free to

do so, and in the end he is pretty certain to discover he had a fool for his

client (a fact sometimes worth liberally paying for) ; but in the architect's

case, as it is not himself that usually has to bear the consequences of

imperfect knowledge, it is hard to understand how any honourable man

would, without the utmost circumspection, accept so grave a responsibility.

At the same time, it is scarcely fair to lay all tho consequences at the

architect's door. If a contractor chooses to sign a deed of the meaning of

which he is profoundly ignorant, one can hardly pity him, especially

as it does not appear that if he desires an alteration some other person's

tender is certain to bo accepted instead. It may bo doubted if the

architect would interfere in the preparation of legal documents, if it

had not been for his own immunity from loss, whatever results may

follow. If the employer is ' fanciful' or ' exacting,' if he refuses to recognise

extra or undefined works, or on the other hand ' if the client gets tho

worst of it ' (to use your correspondent's language), the architect, al

though ' he may neglect the interests of his client,' or be an ' ignorant, in

experienced, or unjust man,' somehow manages to secure his fees, and escapes

loss, whatever side suffers. In proof of this it is curious to remark that,

although there are allusions in your pages to the wrongs of both employers

and contractors under the present system, nothing is said about architects'

grievances, which would hardly be the case if any existed. And, as it does

not appear that architects would in any way suffer if they were not allowed

to prepare what should be the lawyer's part of a contract, it may be worth

the consideration of the committee of the Institute, and of the Builders'

Society (who it appears are now considering these matters), whether they

ought not to recommend, in approving of a form for general conditions, that

architects ought not, as a rule, to interfere in giving it legal value.

As regards the most fitting person to be arbitrator, no general rule ought

to be laid down. In some cases the proper person would seem to be an
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architect, in others a barrister; but whenever the case is intricate, and

many witnesses have to appear, there ought to be both an architect and a

barrister, as only then is there likely to be a thorough investigation of

Any matter in dispute. Of course, in this case, there would have to be an

umpire in case of difference, who should be competent to decide from the

evidence of the arbitrators without a rehearing being necessary. It might

be thought that this would bo an expensive process, but everyone who has

had much experience in arbitrations would be likely to admit that, in the

end, it would be the cheapest course, as there would not be so much irrele

vant evidence admitted, on the score of its legality, as is now the case when

ever a barrister does not preside ; and, on the other hand, there would not

be as much time lost in going into particulars of the simplest things in con

struction, which has to be done in cases where the architect appears merely

as a witness. Your obedient servant, Lex.

ABGHITECTUBAL EDUCATION.

Sib,—It is as unfortunate as true that as soon as architects begin to

discuss a question, the ' odium architecturum ' breaks out with such virulence

that the whole interest of the subject becomes lost in a personal squabble,

and such appears likely to be the fate of the correspondence on ' Archi

tectural Education,' judging from the ill-advised letter in your to-day's

impression.

With reference to the real question at issue, I think a great deal of

misconception exists in the minds of enthusiastic admirers of the ' Conti

nental system' as to there being a great desire, or necessity, for a change

in the present system of pupilage in England.

Architects' pupils are hard-headed, matter-of-fact individuals, prone to

judge by results rather than by theories, and apt to get somewhat disgusted

with self-elected censors who, possessing but theories, and with neither age

nor experience to justify them, are too much given to intruding their

.advice and opinions in and out of season.

The difficulties in the way of a strictly professional academical or uni

versity training for architects in England would be enormous ; pure 'Goths '

would pull ono way, pure ' Classicists' another; and the sensible men who

Advocated both styles would probably not make headway against the

•cliques these greater lights would gather around themselves.

Granted that a man had duly graduated in an architectural university,

what then? He would have imbibed this man's theories, that man's

mannerisms ; would probably make pretty drawings, and of the practical

toorkinff of the profession be supremely ignorant. And in this very ' work

ing' lies the real value of pupilage. To be in constant communication with

his master, to see how clients and contractors are dealt with, and the

dozens of daily difficulties, of greater or lesser importance, met and over

come, is, to the really working and observant pupil, of inestimable

value. I cannot see any advantage in substituting for this any system

■of 'architectural go-carts,' Continental or otherwise, without which the

pnpil would fall ; nor do I understand why the architectural pupil is to be

looked upon as a delicate thing to be architecturally nursed and brought up

.by hand on architectural pap.

Architectural education rests with the individual. If he choose, ho can

learn more readily, with more lasting effect, in an office than by any formal

course that could be offered him ; and if he has time, there are countless

facilities now open to him for supplementing his professional education.

Granted that the present system is more or less of a scramble and

struggle after knowledge, few will deny that a man remembers best what

ho has to find out for himself; and the result, at all events, is the produc

tion of a self-reliant set of youngsters, who, having met with, are prepared

still to meet, difficulties, and this is an architectural race preferable in

every way to the dainty, professorially afflicted mannerists, we should pro

bably obtain by any academical forcing system.—I enclose my card, and

am, Sir, your obedient servant, X. Y. Z.

March 6, 1869.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

March J, 1869.
Sib,—If it be intended that the Museum at South Kensington should grow in public

favour, at least it is necessary that the public should see it. Now the best time
probably for the public is four o'clock on a Saturday afternoon. Yet this is the very
boor when the bell is rung, and ' All out ' Is sung by the police in charge. ' This way
out, gentlemen, ' 'Now, Sir—if you please—this way* to anyone lingering to flniBh
looking at the one or two things be has had the opportunity of seeing during the half
hour he has perhaps been enabled to squeeze out of his time before four o'clock, by dint

of rushing off from the office and scrambling into the train before it was quite conve
nient to do so. How then of those numbers who cannot possibly reach South Kensing
ton at this hour, and who have therefore no chance unless the doors be open till
six o'clock, at least, or later still ? Why not ? The Museum is for the public ; the
object is to educate, or at least amuse. Yet two hours of precious time is lost for
the benefit only of a few officials, it is presumed. By all means give these officials other
holidays to make up for time spent on the Saturday afternoon in the public service ; but
pray keep the doors open longer than at present.

Again, to your readers it surely would be an advantage to sec the drawings which are
jiow hung in the Council-room of the Hoyal Horticultural Society, being the designs for
too Kensington District Schools. Yet no admission is granted. How to see them is not
generally known. Could you inform your correspondent?

' OSE WHO DOES XOT KKOW.'
P.S.—I should think as many as 1,000 or 1,200 perrons were turned out of the 'Armour

galleries' last Saturday—many only just having entered—and a large proportion young
persons with their parents.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

A bust of the late G. V. Brooke, the tragedian, has been placed in

the public library at Melbourne, Australia.

Bury St. Edmund's.—The chancel of St. James's Church has now been

completed.

The Church of St. Giles, Cripplegate, has been re-opened after

restoration.

Mr. Hardwick, the architect, has given notice to the authorities of

Merchant Taylors' that in all probability the buildings at Charterhouse

will be vacant and ready for the reception of their school by Easter, 1872.

From this it would appear that nearly three years must elapse before the

actual transfer of the Charterhouse to its new site near Godalming will be

•effected.

A handsome new Independent Church has been erected on the

Bellevue Estate, Halifax, near the residence of Sir F. Crossley.

The Transepts of Hexham Abbey aro to be restored.

Consecration of St. Ann's Church, Warrington.

This event took place recently, by the Right Rev. Dr. Jacobson, Bishop

of Chester. The site was given by Colonel the Right Hon. John Wilson-

Patten, M.P. It occupies an area of 2,442 square yards.

The church is wholly built of bricks of rather grey tint, moulded bricks

being largely introduced for bases, strings, jambs, sills, aud mullions of

windows and for the doors. It consists of nave 76 feet by 42 feet, entered

by north and south porches ; chancel 32 feet by 18 feet, which is apsidal,

and on the south Bide stands the tower, 21 feet square. The clergy and

chair vestries are placed on the north side, with heating cell underneath.

The nave is in one span. Piers projecting from the side support the

principals of the roof. The piers themselves are connected east and west

by arches underneath, . and two light windows are placed high up in

tho walls. Underneath an arcade relieves the wall surface. The arcado

is also carried across tho west end, above which is the inscription,

'The Lord is in His Holy Temple,' in encaustic tiles. Bands of tiles

are carried round the piers. The pulpit is executed in Derbyshire

polished limestone, with marble shafts to the openings. The panels are of

slate, and upon them aro painted Scriptural subjects, by Hardman, of Bir

mingham. The chancel is well raised above the nave. Moulded brick

piers aro carried up, having sculptured capitals, from which spring stono

ribs and groining in brickwork. The sanctuary wall is panelled with ap

propriate emblems.

It is proposed hereafter to completely decorate the chancel and west end

of tho nave in fresco. The organ is placed under tho tower, is by

Hopkinson, of Birstall, near Leeds, and cost 300/.

The church is rather plain in external appearance, of Early Gothic. The

windows of the nave have three orders of mouldings in brick, with bold

buttresses, caves, and cornice. The porches are groined in brick, encaustic

tile bands being introduced. Over the outer doorways large 6tones are

left in block, to be hereafter sculptured with subjects from the life of our

Lord. The west end contains large four-light traceried windows, entirely

in brick, with arcade underneath. Separated from this on each side with

large buttresses are moulded lancet windows. The tower is 71 feet high

to the top of battlements. Above this a slated roof rises an additional

height of 37 feet, surmounted with cross and vane. The chancel has five

two-light windows, with plate tracery, divided with massive buttresses, and

the apsidal roof terminates with a metal cross. The whole of the roofs

aro covered with blue slates, and dark red ridge tiles. The architect is

J. Douglas, Esq., of Chester. The church has been built by Messrs.

Joseph Gibson and Son, Warrington, at the moderate cost of 5,2002., which

includes the architect's commission.

Sydney, Australia The Laying of the Foundation Stone of

the Cathedral.—On December 8 the ceremony of blessing and laying the

foundation stone of St. Mary's Cathedral was performed by his Grace the

Archbishop. The design was entrusted to Mr. W. W. Wardell, of Victoria,

a pupil of the late Mr. Pugin. It is not proposed to go on at present with

the whole of the building, but to confine the work to the choir, transepts,

and nave, giving a length of some 210 feet. The design is cruciform in its

general plan, and comprises a nave, aisles, two transepts with aisles, and a

choir with eastern and western aisles. Tho width within tho transepts will

be 118 feet, and across the nave and aisles 74 feet. The space within the

sanctuary will be about 45 feet in length, and will be surrounded by tho

aisles and lateral chapels. The organ chamber is to be on the east side of

the choir. The nave, choir, and transepts will be about 90 feet in

height from the floor of the church, and will be divided from the aisles

respectively by pillars and arches 30 feet in height There will, moreover,

be a central tower or lantern at the intersection of the nave and transepts,

with a clear interior height from the floor of 120 feet.

Hardingstone.—The parish church of St. Edmund's, Hardingstone, has

been reopened, after extensive restoration. The old high pews have been

replaced by open seats. Tho old east window of the chancel has been

removed, and a three-light stained-glass window erected in its place.

Opening of the New School at Meal Bank.—The school-room at

Meal Bank has long been too small for the increasing number of children,

and many have been refused admittance in consequence. A new school has

been in course of erection for some months past, and this building

has been formally opened. Its dimensions are 60 feet by 25 feet, with

a height of about 24 feet. Attached is a reading-room for the use of

Messrs. Braithwaite & Co.'s workmen, while adjoining a house is being

erected for the schoolmistress. The whole is designed by Mr. Carter, of

Kendal.

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.

Bacon's Improved Hot-Water Warming Apparatus.

This invention does not present itself as a novelty in principle. The use

of hot water circulating through iron pipes as a means of heating conser

vatories and warming buildings is familiar to all ; and few who have had

the responsibility of warming any building put upon them have failed to

become acquainted with the rival claims of steam, hot air, and hot water at

low pressure and at high pressure.

Messrs. Bacon & Co.'s system professes to be an improvement upon one

better known in England some years ago than now— that upon which build

ings were heated by the circulation of water at a high pressure in pipes of

wrought iron of small bore. This system had great recommendations and

grave faults, and we draw attention to Mr. Bacon's improvement because he

claims to have remedied tho defects while retaining tho advantages of the

older plan ; it seems indeed—so far as a single careful inspection of an

apparatus in full work could furnish ground for judging—that Mr. Bacon

has gone far to substantiate his claim. If so, we believe that for many pur
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poses this will be found a more convenient heating apparatus than any other

at present in use.

The advantages of any apparatus using pipes of small bore and water at

a high pressure, and consequently at a high temperature, are those :—The

furnace is small and easily fixed, the pipes are small and easily introduced,

the heat is great and therefore a moderate amount of piping suffices, and

the pipes are easily bent and therefore can be conducted in and out of

various rooms with facility. All these things point out that such an appa

ratus may be adapted to an existing building with greater ease than any

which involves the use of a larger amount of more cumbrous piping.

The drawback to the system as originally employed was the extremely

high temperature which its pipes reached, desiccating the woodwork near

them to a very dangerous extent, and producing that unpleasant effect

upon the atmosphere familiarly known as burning it. Mr. Bacon considers

that he has remedied this by enlarging the bore of his pipes sufficiently to

increase the amount of water in circulation through a given length of pipe

considerably in volume (though not so much as to lead to inconvenience in

the employment of the system), and by carefully adjusting the size of his

furnace and the amount of fuel capable of being received into it to the heat

proposed to be given out. He claims that his pipes, which have a diameter

of 1^ inches and a bore of j of an inch against the older bore of f

of an inch, attain an average heat, when arranged for use in a private house,

of 200 degrees Fahrenheit, and do not rise in the hottest part of them above

260 degrees. These temperatures are, to our knowledge, far, very far below

those reached by some high pressure pipes, and the iron surface heated only

to this degree would not, we believe, injure the air. It is fair to add that for

drying closets or other similar purposes the furnace can be so arranged as

to be capable of obtaining higher temperatures.

A well-designed arrangement of valves admits the shutting off of any

part of the apparatus, as for instance any room, separately. The whole

circulating system can also be raised or lowered in temperature without

difficulty. The expansion cistern is simply contrived, and admits of more

varied positions than in other systems. The mode of 'jointing' the pipes

and putting them together employed is simple and effectual; and

lastly, the inventors allege, and we believe with good ground, that in the

event of that most untoward of all misfortunes, the water being allowed to

freeze and then the furnace being lit, a serious explosion, such as may occur

with a hot water system on the low pressure plan, is not to be feared.

We have stated thus much of what Mr. Bacon claims to have accom

plished, because, from what we have seen, we are inclined to believe that

ho has not overstated his case ; and if experience shows these improvements

to have octuolly been ottainod, the apparatus cannot fail to be very useful,

and extensively employed. We are not sanguine as to the possibility of

universally substituting in this country an apparatus of this kind, with a

system of ventilating flues, for the present open fire in dwelling-houses,

though the inventor hopes to accomplish this, and has, indeed, successfully

performed it in a single.instance. The question of applying Bacon's apparatus

to an entirely new building will have to be determined, to some extent, by

original cost and cost of maintenance : these are stated at moderate prices,

but, on these points, we do not feel called upon to express any opinion one

way or the other. There can, however, be no doubt that if it turns out to

be now possible to warm the corridors and rooms of dwelling-houses and

offices by moans of pipes of small bore without the risks of fire and bad air,

which have hitherto attended the use of such pipes, many buildings may

be warmed which could hardly be attempted on the low pressure system ;

because the new plan will necessitate so much less cutting away and loss

of space than the larger pipes of a low pressure system would have

called for.

Pother's Diaper Brickwork.

We have had submitted to us some specimens of this manufacture, and

we consider that, if the bulk be equal to the sample, it cannot fail to be

useful to architects and others. Mr. Pether's bricks are manufactured

from the gault of Maidstone : they are kiln-burnt bricks, of the ordinary

sizes, of a creamy stock-brick colour, and of an excellent consistency and

hardness. The peculiarity of them is that on the face or end of each brick

a repeat of a diaper pattern is impressed, so that any string-course, spandrel,

or wall surface faced with these bricks will be diapered regularly and

equally.

Mr. Fether, being an artist, has made and procured designs for his diaper

patterns that are decidedly above the average of excellence as works of

art, and the execution of them is sharp and crisp ; here, indeed, lies the point

which induces us to recommend his bricks to the notice of architects. A

certain number of really good patterns aro available for selection, and the

mode in which they are executed seems to show that any architect design

ing his own diaper pattern, to be carried out in these bricks, might depend

upon an amount of artistic intelligence being brought to bear upon the

manufacture such as cannot always be relied upon.

Coloured backgrounds, burnt in, are obtainable ; also arch-bricks, moulded

to a radius. Curved bricks, suitable as casing for columns, are among

the purposes to which Mr. Pether proposes to apply his patent.

The price quoted does not appear excessive for the nature of the article.

The Burham Brick Company are the London agents.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUR

8PS0IAL COBBE8FONDENT8 AND OTHEBB.

Hammersmith Bridge.

The strength of this bridge has been the subject of some correspond

ence in the public papers, in consequence of a fear having been expressed

that the severe test to which its chains are put by the crowd assem

bling to witness the Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race may prove too

great for its endurance. It is stated in the best informed circles that the

Government, with a promptitude worthy of praise, hare caused an examina

tion to be made by competent engineering authorities ; and the public may

consequently rest assured that the bridge will not be permitted to be oc

cupied by a crowd on that occasion unless the examination undertaken

proves beyond doubt that there is no danger. The actual condition of this

bridge is faithfully described in another part of our present issue.

Lord Hedosdale.

This indefatigable setter to rights of long-standing abuses, is

announced as bringing forward in the House of Lords a Bill for the

better regulation of artistic copyright. Few subjects that touch Art

directly or indirectly, more need the interference of judicious legislation ;

few perhaps will need more patience and care in the examination of them ;

but it is fair to hope that any Bill introduced thus early in the session will

receivedue attention from both Houses. Let us hope that the Art world will

not be slow or careless in bringing their knowledge of the present anomalies,

and their convictions of what is due to artists before those members of the

Legislature who are willing to interest themselves in such matters.

Exhibition of Oriental China.

Tho Burlington Fine Arts Club have invited our attention to a fine

display of Oriental China, now in their rooms, 177 Piccadilly. Tho articles

exhibited are private property, and the variety of form and colour, and

general diversity of the collection, are well worthy of admiration. It is

impossible without an undue sacrifice of time to give even an abstract of

the contents of the Exhibition, from the fact that, with the sole exception of

some of the numerous specimens of Mr. Virtue Jebbs, which are referred to

the dynasties under which their manufacture is supposed to have taken

place, the only information given is the name of the owner—a matter of

little interest to the spectator. In the absence of the best information of

which the collectors of tho china are in possession, it would be rash to

offer a judgment on articles of which we know that, a hundred years ago,

the Chinese were very expert forgers. There are some specimens of real old

Nankin china, belonging to Mr. S. Redgrave. The collection of Sir Digby

Wyatt is especially remarkable for moulded, perforated, and embossed

china. The adoption of the brilliant Persian colours and patterns, in other

instances, in the manufacture of china which is not of Persian origin, is

interesting and instructive. One large, and somewhat misshapen plate of

rich dark-blue crackle ought to have a history worth telling. The curious

jar of white crackle enamel, covered with embossed floriations resembling

bronze, is another notable piece of china. It is much to be lamented that a

collection apparently so valuable should not be properly described.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

At the late sale of the collection Bourouet-Aubertot in Paris, a pen-

and-ink drawing, portrait of Lepelletier do Saint-Fargeau, by David, sold

for upwards of 30/. ; three works of Eugene Delacroix : Medea 580/. ;

Mirabeau and the Marquis de Dreux-Brezi 884/., and Don Quixote 274/. ;

Napoleon and Berthier, by Gericault, fetched little over 15/. ; the Iliad and

tho Odyssey, by Ingres, sold, the former for 164/., and the latter for 140/. ;

one of the late Th. Rousseau's landscapes, ' A Stream in Berry,' 161/. ; ' A

View of Venice,' by Ziem, 64/. Amongst the old works at tho same sale,

' Le Gateau des Rois' (Twelfth Cake), by Jordaens, sold for 172/. There

was ono piece of sculpture, ' The Woman and the Serpent,' by Clesinger, a

remarkable work, sold not long since at the dispersion of another collection,

possessing many of the beauties of Pradier's creations, and rather too

much of their sentiment, which sold for 940/.

Tho catalogue of the Delessert sale has just appeared, and the sale is

fixed for the days already mentioned, namely, the 15th of tho present month

and three following days, the two former being devoted to the works of the

old masters. The catalogue contains 213 items, of which 1 1 2 are produc

tions of the old schools. The famous 'Virgin and Child,' called the

' Virgin of. the House of Orleans,' which, by the way, was oneo in the

Vernon collection, stands at the head of tho list. Amongst the most re

markable works are the following :—A fine Cuyp, ' Cows in a Meadow,'

described by Smith, No. 149 ; ' Christ Healing the Sick,' by Dietricy, en

graved by Pistruchi and Flipart ; ' Portrait of Michel le Blon,' by Van

Dyck, Smith, No. 809, engraved by Matham and Pye; 'Interior of a

Wood,' by Hobbema, Smith, No. 106 ; ' The Fainting Woman,' by Mieris,

frequently engraved ; A small Repetition of the ' Saint Cecilia,' by Mig-

nard, in the Louvre ; the finished sketch of Murillo's 1 Holy Family,' in the

National Gallery; 'Portrait of a Man,' by Rembrandt, No. 15 in the

Cabinet Casellan ; ' A Holy Family,' and a Portrait by Rubens ; ' The Fish

Market,' and two other fine works, by Teniers ; five works by Joseph

Vernet.

Amongst the modern pictures ore 'A Meadow with Cattle,' by Rosa

Bonheur, painted in 1845 ; a fine Bonnington ; two by Dclaroche ; three by

Henri Leys ; three by Luckx ; two famous pictures by Meissonier, ' The

Chess Players,' and ' The Amateurs.' There is also one piece of sculpture,

' Tho Phryne' of Prodier.

The gallery will be open to the public on the 12th and 13th instant.

Archaeological Discoveries.

Baron Visconti has made a fortunate discovery at Ostia of two fine heads :

one of Vespasian, colossal ; tho other of Trajan, the size of life. These

examples of Roman sculpture are in perfect preservation, and seem to have

been carefully hidden, either through loyalty or fear, when the statues of

the Caesars were being destroyed.

Another discovery has been made outside the same town : namely, the

remains of an immense colonnade and portico which surrounded the site

called the Field of Cybele, in which stood the temple of that divinity with

other public buildings.

Technical Education in Bavaria.

Tho increasing attention now given to the subject of imparting such educa

tion to our youth as shall fit them for the higher branches of mechanics

gives great interest to the following description, in a report just issued from
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the Foreign Office, of the Polytechnic School at Munich. It would seem

that the system for which we are contending is there in full operation.

Candidates for admission having passed the technical schools, and foreigners

who have attended a superior technical school abroad, may be admitted

without further examination. Those who are not so qualified must pass a

preliminary examination, after which they receive a card for five florins

(8s. id.), which gives them the right to the complete coarse of study in tho

Institution. In addition they have to pay a fee of one florin to_ the pro

fessors for each half-year. The course includes the following subjects :—

The School of Engineering as applied to the construction of buildings,

and to works connected with the cultivation of the soil.

The School of Architecture and Building.

The Technical School of Machinery.

The School of Technical Chemistry.

Instruction is given at the Polytechnic School by means of lectures, repe

titions, graphic and constructive exercises, practical work in the laboratories

and on out-door excursions.

It extends generally to the following subjects :—

Mathematical Sciences.—Plane and spherical trigonometry ; algebraical

and higher analysis ; rules of probabilities, and their application ;

analytical and descriptive geometry, with their application ; elements

of astronomy ; geodesis and practical geometry ; analytical, technical, and

elementary mechanics.

Natural Sciences.—Experimental physics ; mathematical and applied

physics ; general and experimental chemistry ; analytical chemistry ; mine

ralogy (geognosis) and geology ; botany and zoology.

Building and Engineering Sciences.—Knowledge of building materials ;

graphic statistics ; knowledge of the construction of buildings, of house

building, of farm-buildings and manufactories ; pyrotechnics (heating and

lighting) ; sanitary conditions, with respect to buildings ; construction of

roads, railways, bridges, and canals ; plans and estimates for buildings ;

agricultural engineering; the different styles of building ; history of archi

tecture.

Mechanical Sciences.—Mechanical technology ; knowledge of machinery ;

theory of machinery; planning and construction of machinery; estimates

of cost of constructing and working machinery.

Proposed Desiccation of the Zuyder Zee.

Mr. Thurlow, the British Minister at the Hague, reported to the Foreign

Office, at the end of the year just past, that this project is in a state of

forwardness. The Waterstaat, or Government authority, have applied for

further explanations on some points, and the concession is withheld in the

mean time ; but the scheme seems nearly digested, and is of such a gigantic

character that a description will be acceptable to professional men.

The proposition is to convert some 390,000 acres of water into alluvial

soil ; and Mr. Thurlow reports that all authorities, and among them the

Council of the Waterstaat, charged with the examination of the scheme,

agree that from a hydraulic point of view the desiccation of the Zuyder Zee

is possible, and moreover that it could be accomplished in the comparatively

short period of from eight to twelve years, or fourteen years at the outside.

Taking past experience of the application on a large scale of steam power to

water engineering into due consideration, this calculation has not appeared

to Dutch engineers either dubious or too sanguine.

One of the chief preliminary considerations is the letting off the water

flow of the Yssel as near as possible to its actual mouth, and on this point

the Waterstaat and the projectors agree. Already the North Sea Canal, for

connecting Amsterdam directly with the sea, is in progress, and will facili

tate operations. The general direction of the boundary dyke, to the south

of which the sea should be laid dry, is from Enkuizen to Kampen.

Inspector Beijerinck originally proposed for the dyke on the North Hol

land side a height of 3 metres + A.P., and on the Overyssel side 4 metres

+ A.P. ; but these estimates have since been raised to 3 o(J + A.P., and

4-50 •+ A.P. respectively.

Herr Stieltjes demands a height of 3'60 + A.P., and 4-40 + A-P.

The Waterstaat recommends a uniform height of 5 metres + A. P., but it

would probably be better to make the dyke somewhat lower on the North

Holland side, say 4'80 + A.P., and somewhat higher on that of Overyssel,

say 5-20 + A.P.

Judging, therefore, from former experience, and the records of past floods

and high tides, a dyke, the crown of which runs from 3 to fl metres + A.P.,

according to the locality, with an outer slopo of 4 in 1, and an inside slope

of 2 in 1, is deemed by the engineers of this country to offer sufficient

security against the ocean to enable a population to settle down without a

feeling of anxiety to till the fields about to be rescued from the turbid

waters of the Zuyder Zee.

Herr Beijerinck's proposal is to place steam-engines, working centrifugal

pumps, upon the boundary dyke. These engines would later (when the

work of draining is completed) be distributed about the Zuyder Zee at

specified points, and would serve to drain or irrigate the lands, canals, &c,

within the new administration.

The necessary steam-power, calculated upon the experience derived from

former undertakings, and notably from the Haarlemmer Meer, is estimated

at 1 2 horse-power for a metre of water over an area of 2,000 acres.

The part of the Zuyder Zee to be drained contains, in round numbers,

390,000 acres.

The water throughout this area averages 4 metres in depth.

Tho horse-power required is, therefore, 3^^°, or 195 x 12 x 4 = 9,360.

Herr Beijerinck calls this 9,400 in round numbers ; and this power ho

proposes to distribute among sixty-three engines of not more than 150

horse-power each.

With this power he reckons to drain the Zuyder Zee dry in tweuty-one

months—an estimate rather over than under the mark in comparison with

the work at the Lake of Haarlem, which has been already drained. The

engineers expect to accomplish this work with greater ease by reason of the

experience on the previous work, which gives them improved data. The

proposed cost of the work is under ten millions sterling; and out of 134

borings in various parts of the sea, only four were found to be of peat, with

one sample only of sour ground, such as was found to exist largely at

Haarlem; 94 borings produced clay, 50 beingarich clay stratum of a metre and

a half. The whole of these samples have been deposited at Amsterdam.

According to the calculations as to value of the reclaimed land, it appears

that supposing it to be equal to that of Haarlem, the Zuyder Zee would be

worth twenty millions sterling, or double the cost of its reclamation.

Street Tramways.

A numerously attended meeting of the residents of the southern districts

of the metropolis has been held at the Horns Tavern, Hennington, in fur

therance of a Bill now before Parliament for authorising the construction

of tramways in Lambeth and other districts. The principal, roads in

Lambeth, along which it is proposed to lay the tramways, are tho Clapham,

Brixton, and Kennington Roads, up to Westminster Bridge. The tramways

now proposed differ entirely from those laid down by Mr. Train. The rail,

instead of projecting above the level of the road, and interfering with the

ordinary traffic, will be laid exactly level with the surface of the road, and

all other vehicles will be able to cross or run over the tramway in any

direction whatever, without danger or inconvenience. The tramway will be

paved between all parts of the rails, and for a certain distance beyond the

rails, at the expense of the company, and kept in repair by them. Instead

of a single line of tramway (as in Train's case), there will be an up and

down line, so that the tramway carriages will always travel with, or in the

same direction as, tho other traffic. As compared with the present omni

buses, the tramway carriages will be more commodious, well ventilated, and

roomy—equal in accommodation and comfort to a first-class railway car

riage. The fares will be considerably less, aud regulated by Act of Par

liament, so that they cannot be increased from time to time, as is now done

by the omnibus proprietors. Special carriages will be run in the morning

and evening at half fares for the accommodation of the working-classes.

The ratepayers will be relieved of about one-half the expense of repairing

the streets along which the tramway will be laid.

Architects to Public Bodies, and their Private Practice.

At their last meeting, the members of the Barnsley Local Board of

Health were engaged for nearly two hours in discussing a motion

by Mr. Tune, to the effect that in future the surveyor to tho Board

should devote the whole of his time to the duties of his office, and

should not be allowed to practise on his own account as architect. Tho

present surveyor to the Board was engaged several years ago at 130/.

per annum, with the liberty of private practice. The mover of the resolu

tion complained that in drawing plans for private individuals, he hud

allowed them to pass without strictly keeping to the bye-laws, and that

in other cases infractions of the bye-laws had taken place, Mr. Wade him

self being the architect in those cases. Some discussion also ensued as to

what is the general practice of architects to public bodies, when a list was

read which showed that in twonty places in the West Riding and adjoin

ing counties the architects to public bodies, as a rule, do not carry on

private practice—in fact, in only two towns out of the twenty did tho sur

veyors and architects practise privately. At the close of a vory lengthy

debate, an amendment was moved, that the subject be held over until the

Charter of Incorporation, which has just been granted to Barnsley, be

put in force. The motion was, however, carried by a majority of four

to five.

Publio Works in the Manufacturing Districts.

Mr. Rawlinson, Government engineer, has made his final report on the

public works executed in the manufacturing districts during the time of dis

tress caused by the American civil war. These works were executed by means

of tho aid afforded by Government loans at 3J per cent., amounting to

1,768,515/., repayable in the course of 30 years. In March, 1868, 400 miles

of streets had been sewered on the most approved modern principles ; 30,233

houses (a number which would be largely increased) hod been drained in con

nection with these sewerage works, and nearly 800 acres of street area had

been formed, flagged, channelled, and paved. Local traffic had thus been im

mensely facilitated, and the outlay has added at least its full value to house

and mill property ; and the result has been that Lancashire, from being

backward in sanitary improvements, is at this time probably the most ad

vanced county in England in town sewering, street paving, public parks,

waterworks, and road improvements. Waterworks have been constructed

in the towns, comprising reservoirs which will store 20 gallons per

head for 100 days for 740,337 persons. The works of river improve

ment have also proved of great local utility in preventing nuisance and

affording more ready escape for storm waters. Littlo more, than a fourth

of the whole sum appropriated by Parliament was paid directly to the dis

tressed men, but an effective mixture of skilled and unskilled men was

secured, and a large proportion of the cost of materials, land, plant, and

superintendence, as well as of skilled labour, added relief by its expenditure

to the distressed district, by the employment of local labour in stone quar

ries and brickyards, and in other ways. The wages paid for day work

averaged 5s. 3d. per day for masons, os. Id. for bricklayers, 3s. for labourers,

2s. 6d. for factory operatives. The public works of Lancashire have bene

fited trade by giving 400 miles of good roads for tracks of mud ; and they

have removed local causes of disease, pauperism, and premature death, and

at the samo time increased the value of house property.

Dumfries New Infirmary Buildings.

A meeting of the Building Committee was held at Dumfries on Thursday

the 4th inst., at which the report of tho valuator of tho three plans that had

been submitted to him was taken into consideration. The plan of Mr.

Starforth, which includes 100 beds, was reported to cost 12,706/.. exclusive

of architect's fee and foe to clerk of works ; that of Messrs. Hall and Lyons,

with 120 beds, was valued at 13,000/.; and that of Mr. Oliver, with 130

beds, at 11,832/. A vote was then taken, when seven votes were given for

that of Mr. Starforth, two for Messrs. Hall and Lyons, and two for that of

Mr. Oliver. Mr. Starforth's plan will therefore be recommended by the

committee.
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The Great Quarry at Pwllypant.—A large dock and basin are in

progress of construction at Cardiff, by the Marquis of Bute. The stone for

these important undertakings is being quarried at Pwllypant, in the imme

diate neighbourhood of Caerffili, iind about twenty minutes' walk from the

Caerffili station of the Rhymney Railway. Previous to the commencement of

the present works a small quarry had been opened for local requirements.

Such (it would seem) was the superiority of the stone produced from this

quarry, that no doubt was entertained of the sound and suitable quality of

the roek for structural purposes. The descont from the quarry to the

Rhymnoy Railway, which conveys the materials to Cardiff, being rather con

siderable and abrupt, it was doemed advisable to commence cutting into the

hill at about 200 yards farther down, and on a level with the railway.

Here an immense quantity of mould and gravel had to be removed in order

to make room for roads, railway sidings, and building accommodation on a

somewhat extended scale ; and also to lay the rock bare for intended opera

tions. Considerable outlay having thus been unavoidably incurred, the

managers found, to their great disappointment, that the expectations which

the promising appearances already mentioned had led them to entortain

were not apparently to be realised, for the Btone, instead of being sound

and solid, as had been anticipated, was found to consist of huge, shapeless

lumps of such a fragile and scaly nature as to be almost totally unfit for the

purposes intended. Rumours were then current to thR effect that, in these

circumstances, it was contemplated to abandon the works entirely and com

mence operations elsewhere. It is pleasing, however, to havo to state that

further progress has led to such encouraging discoveries as to induco the

chief engineer to continue the works, it being found that all the stone re

quired to complete the various important works which the Marquis has now

in progress can be obtained from theso quarries. Indeed, recent experi

ments seamod to have proved the capability of the quarries to bo consi

derable. Somo of the blocks produced for the frontage of the massive wall

of the dock are magnificent, weighing in some instances upwards of ten tons

after having been dressed ; while at the samo time stone can be had in

large quantities, suitable almost for every description of masonry.

The student of geology might find in Pwllypant quarries abundant

testimony to the accuracy of that science, if not also fresh data and

materials for interesting researches. One of the beds of this rock, at the

depth of about 20 yards, abounds in a variety of organic remains which are

in such an admirable state of preservation as to leavo no doubt of the ex

istence of a majestic forest in this part of the country. In consequence of

powder being used in bursting this bed, few if any of these fossils havo

been secured intact. The trunks of trees, however, or rather portions of

such, with stumps of their forks and minor branches, have been frequently

met with. In most instances these trees retain their bark, which has been

transformed into coal, and can be easily detached from the stem, on which

it leaves the beautiful impress of its inner coating. Interspersed among

them may be seen the petrified forms of minor vegetable productions, such

as ferns. These remains are so extremely fragile as to crumble to pieces

whenever touched, which consequently precludes the possibility of securing

any of them in an entire state. There is one species of fossils found in this

rock of which our correspondent had not previously seen a specimen.

These fossils are the remains of trees of a remarkable form and development.

They taper slowly, are very slender in girth, and must have grown to a

great height, while at the same time they are uniformly straight, and are

divided into sections at short intervals by circular grooves liko so many

hoops or rings. These sections gradually diminish in length towards the

top, but bear uniformly a mathematical proportion to each other. The

rings which form these divisions are perfectly horizontal with respect to

the tree in its natural position. In some cases these remains are found

minus their bark. Iu such conditions the fibres of the timber are so dis

tinctly imprinted in the rock immediately inclosing it as to leave no doubt

that the substance of which the rock has been formed was softer and of a

more impressible consistency than the wood of these trees at the time of

their subsidence. Their under parts are considerably flattened, whilo the

upper parts retain their natural roundness. The probability is, however,

that this flattening maybe ascribed to the action of intense heat retained in

the stratum immediately beneath them at the moment of their coming in

contact with it.

An experiment is being tried on the Erie Railway, New York, by laying

down steel rails instead of iron ones. It is stated that the former will last

six times as long as the latter.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Company have decided that 50,0001.

be authorised to be raised in connection with the expenditure on the Hull

Bocks, by the issue of new shares of 6/. each, and entitled to the ordinary

dividend of the company.

The General Aooident Company, which has been established by cer

tain leading members in tho interest of architects, civil engineers, and

surveyors, commenced business on March 1. Mr. Cunez, F.R.S., B.A.,

is the chairman.

A valuable collection of pictures, the property of Br. Goldschmidt,

was sold by auction at Frankfort last week, and realised about 30,000 francs.

The greater portion was acquired by M. Charles Pillet, of Paris, and

includes a 'Norwegian Landscapo,' by Everdingen (1,405 f.), a 'Butch

Interior,' by F. Mieris (2,410 f.), a 'View of Haarlem,' by Van der Hagen

(405 f.), a ' Cattle Piece,' by Van der Leuw (592 f.), ' Sportsmen at Lunch

Time,' by Maas (490 f.), and a ' Butch Interior of a Barn,' by Isaac Ostude

(475 f.).

The new street now being formed between tho Rue de Maubeuge and

the Rue des Martyrs at Paris will receive the name of the Rue Hippolyte

Lebas. Lebas was the architect of the Church of Notre Bame de Lorette,

close by, as also of numerous other buildings in and about Paris.

It is reported that tho Viaduct over the Holborn Valley will be opened

to the public in July or August next.

The Tower Subway, when completed, will supply the means of rapid

communication under tho Thames between the Middlesex and Surrey

sides of the river. It has been commenced, the contractor having begun

to sink the shaft on Tower Hill. By tho purchase of a projecting piece

of land on the Surrey bank of the river, tho length of tho tunnel, as

originally proposed, will bo shortened by upwards of 200 feet. The chief

portions of the cast-iron cylinders are ready for use, and the great shield

for the Tower side will be shortly finishod. The latter will be constructed

almost entirely of wrought iron, and will fit over the iron tunnel like the

lid of a telescope.

Tho New Line of Bailway to Gravesend.—The North London

Railway Extension from Bow to the Tilbury Line, which will afford a

direct communication from Broad Street and Camden Town to Gravesend

and Southend, is announced to be opened towards the close of the month.

The ceremony of laying the first stone of St. Swithin's Church, Lincoln,

will take place on Easter Monday.

The Sculptor "Wichmann, of Munich, has just finished the model of a

statue in bronze of Goethe, which is to be inaugurated in that city on

August 28.

Christ Church, Waterloo Road, Wolverhampton, has been reopened

after having been enlarged. The additions consist of a side aisle and

extension of the nave.

Rawmarsh (Botherham).—The contract for the restoration of Raw-

marsh church tower has just been completed. The cost will bo about 700/.

Melford.—The church restorations here have been completed. Although

much has been done, there is yet ample scope for further outlay.

The Church of Herringswell, Suffolk, was destroyed by firo last

Sunday morning. The fire originated in the heating by an iron pipe which

run from a stove through the thatched roof.

A correspondent of the Durham County Advertiser suggests that the

next offering made for the enrichment of Durham Cathedral will be stained

glass for tho three central windows at tho oast end of the choir.

Stone New Market Hall.—On Tuesday this light and commodious

building was opened for the use of the town, supplying a want that has for

many years been folt. The new building is more than double the size of

the old Market Hall, on a part of the site of which it has been erected, at

the sole expense of the Hon. Mrs. Forester.

Mr. "W. D. Landoo, of Luton, Bedfordshire, was unanimously elected

Town Surveyor of Malvern on March 2. There were 140 candidates, out of

whom six were selected by the Local Board.

QUESTIONS.

Malting Floors.

To tJte Editor of The Abchitect.

Sie,—Permission is respectfully asked to enquire, through the medium

of your columns, what is the best material for, and mode of laying, floors of

malt-houses ?

Asphalto is considered too dry ; tiles opon to several objections. A

malt-house floor to be perfection should be hard, smooth, but never dry.

One that I know, and of which the maltman says ' She's a beauty,' appears

to have been composed of ashes, chalk, and fliers (from a smithy), and is

reported to have been mixed with blood at the time it was laid. I happen

to require some two or three thousand feet of such flooring just now, and

should be very glad of any information on the subject.

Yours faithfully,

Ramsgato, Februnry 27, 1869. . W. Lane Seak.

Storage of Bain-Water.

To the Editor of The Architect.

Not having wen any reply to the question of your correspondent ' L. C. E. 1 in Tnx
Architect of February '27 on the above subject, we avail ourselves of tho opportunity to
make a few remarks. Our experience leads us to the conclusion that rain-water cannot
be kept for any length of time, even in a covered tank, without becoming unfit for
drinking, unless it has undergone a much more effective filtration than through porous
stone. When collected in tho ordinary way, rain-water always contains more or less
organic matter derived from various sources, such as the volatile imparities in the lower
strata of the atmosphere, the spores of vegetable alga?, the minute ova of inaoots.andthe

dung of birds on the roofs of houses.
The passage of the water through porous stone does not exercise the itighud chemical

effect on this organic matter, so that although the visible impurities may be removed by
the straining which the water has undergone, the soluble matters still remain iu the
some condition, and an accumulation of filth is gradually formed on the inside of the
cistern, which renders the water extremely undesirable as a beverage, especially in hot

weather.
The only practicable way of obtaining pure water for domestic use is to filter it day

by day as required ; and your correspondent may be assured that by this means a degree
of purity is attainable, far beyond any that is possible in storing water, however care

fully the reservoir may be protooted from external influences.
Your obedient servants,

The Silicated Carbon Filter Co.

MEETINGS OP TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Monday. March lfi, at 8 pji. Paper by
Mr. Ingress Bell, ' Architectural Criticism, with some Remarks on Architectural Exhi

bitions.'

The iNsTrrtrnoN op Civil Engineers^—Tuesday, March 16, at 8 rjt. Discussiou—

' American Locomotives and Rolling Stock.'

Architectural Association.—Friday, March 19, at 7.30 r.jf. ' The Requirements of

River Side Construction,' by Rowland Flumbe.

Associated Arts Institute.—Saturday, March 20, at 8.15 p.m. Exhibition of
Sketches. Discussion— ' Has the Street Architecture of London derived benefit from tho

introduction of Coloured Materials V '
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

No communication can be inserted unless au-

ihenticatcd by the name and address of the writer,

—not in every case for publication, but as a

guarantee of goodfaith.

The authors of signed articles andpapers read

in public must necessarily be held responsible for

their contents.

Our readers are invited to address us on sub

jects of interest to themselves or the public. We

shall be always ready to inseii letters asking for

a solution of any suitable questions of a profes

sional or practical nature, and to receive replies

to such enquiries. ,

PUBLISHERS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Adoertisetnents cannot be receivedfor inseHion

later than 2 P.M. on Thursdays.

Temporary Office, 4 Monument Yard, Lon

don.—Gilbert Wood, Publisher.

THE GAZETTE.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Cunliffe, J. it W., Wcstleigb, Lancashire, brickninkers ;
Fisher it Co., Hnddersflcld, Bradford, and Halifax, marble
masons, as far as regards T. Fisher ; Fawcett it Co., Liver
pool, engineers, so far as regards J. Willink ; Jones it
Grant, Corwen, civil engineers; Myers Si Bradley,
Newtown, Cumberland, builders ; Turville, J., and
Etymons, J., Aston, near Birmingham, builders ; Veary &
Hutching*, Chipping Norton, engineers ; Kay it Townson,
Little Bolton, joiners.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

Fox.'Sir C, it Henderson, J., Smethwick, and New Street,
Spring Gardens, and Fore Street, Limehouse, engineers,—
second dir. of lid., any Thursday, at Mr. Kinneor's, Bir-

BANKRUPTS.

Day, Noah, Watford, builder, March 19, at 2 ; Ore, John
Abraham, Pcnge, builder, March 19, at 2 ; Pullman, John
Chamberlayne, Hayes, Middlesex, cabinet maker ; Reeves,
John, St. George's Road. Peckham, stonemason, March 19,
at 11 ; Taylor, John "William, Claylands Road, Clapham
Road, cabinet maker ; Bosweli, Martin T., Marylebone
Road, civil engineer, March 22, at 11 ; Goulter, Thomas
James, Norbiton, builder, March 22, at 1 ; Paice, George
Robert, West Croydon, contractor, March 24, at 11 ; Ridge,
Edward John, Lewiaham, builder, March 22, at 12 ; Thomp

son, William Heaysman, Prospect Place, Cambridge Heath,
builder, March 22, at 1 .

To Surrender In the Country.

Bnrch, Thomas Edward, Sheffield, builder, March 17, at
11; Cole, William, Briorley Hill, brick manufacturer,
March 19, at 10 ; Emerton.John Samuel, Skirbeck, archi
tect, March 15, at 12.30; Taylor, Thomas, Western snper-
Mare, builder, March 17, at 11 ; Howies, Thomas, Man
chester, cabinet maker, March 23, Manchester ; King, John
William, Warwick, carpenter, March 20, Warwick ; Shipp,
8., late of Bitton, Gloncester, builder, March 19, Bristol ;
Short, Thomas, sen., and Short, Walter, Birmingham, Not-
tinghair , and Cheltenham, tlmbor merchants, March 24,
Birmingham; Underbill, Samuel, Birmingham, builder,
March 24, Birmingham.

Scotch

Phillips, Robert, Glasgow, builder, March 10, at 12,
at the Faculty Hall, Glasgow ; A. Robertson it Son, Perth,
cabinet makerf, March 1.5, at 12, Guildhall, Perth ; D. Mil
ler. Edinburgh, builder, March 12, at 1, J. Si Q. Smith's
Rooms, Edinburgh.

Battersea—For Erecting St. Philip's Church, Bottcr-
sea. Mr. T. J. Knowles, jun., Architect :—

Total, including
Spire. Spire.

Beaver £18,798 £791
Haines it Son . . . 12,760 700
Baker Si Constable . . 12,730 700
Nightingale .... 12,325 760

Conder 12,290 680
Hopern 12,088 600
Cooke Si Green . . . 11,678 676
Bennett 11,41« 70S
Dove Brothers . . . 11,395 650
Winship .... 11,285 675
Manley it Rogers . . . 10.970 670
Sawyer 10,826 780
Johnson .... 10,800 570
Carter and Sons . . . 10,470 6:10
Colls it Son .... 10,340 570

Brighton.—For Erecting Seven Houses and Shops in
Duke Street, Brighton, forming part of tho ' Duke Street
Improvements,' for Mr. J. Hart. Mr. B. H. Nunn, Sur
veyor. Quantities supplied :—

Chappell £5,984 0 0
Cheesman Si Co 5,950 0 0
Kirk 5,752 0 0
Patching Si Son .... 5,750 0 0
8. Si W. Dancy .... 5,660 0 0
Bruton 5,460 0 0
Lookyer 5,459 0 0
Parsons, jun. (accepted) . . . 6,200 0 0

Chelsea.—For erecting Five Houses and Shops in Fnlhaiu
Road, Chelsea, for H. G. Renshaw, Esq. Mr. Lacey W.

Ridge, Architect. Quantities supplied by Mx. L. C

Riddett:—
Gammon Si Sons . £7,204 (i 0

Richardson . . 6,995 0 n

Williams Si Son (1,967 0 0

Webb Si Sons . 6,750 11 (i

Macey .... 6,744 0 o

Adamson Si Sons 6,625 0 0
0

Scrivener Si White . 0,2tW !> 11

East Dereham, Norfolk.—For Cemetery Chapels and

Lodge. Brown Si Pearce, Arcliitccte :—

Lacey £1,375 0 0
Hawes 1,33.3 0 0
Lamer 1.298 0 0
Perkins 1,270 0 0
Hubbord (accepted) . . . 998 0 0

Skipper 984 0 0

Haminghold.—For Works on the estate of T. Cham
berlayne, Esq. W, Johnson, Architect, Melton and

Leicester :—
Herbert £1,860 0 0
N**l and Sons .... 1,843 0 0
Fast 1,882 0 0
Halliday and Cave . . . 1,621 0 0

Hampton Court.—For Alterations and Additions to
Bowater House, Hampton Court. H. H. Collins, Archi

tect :—
Dawes £1,853 0 0
Stuart and Bennett . . . 1,478 0 0
Alderton 1,380 0 O

Wheatlcy 1,369 0 0

Hounslow.—For Bnildiug Fottr Shops, itc. Mr. J.

Holmes, architect. Quantities not supplied :—
Westcombe £2,400 0 0

Pearmau 2,378 0 0
Hiscock 2,360 0 0
Brunsden (accepted, subject to

alterations) .... 2,265 0 0

Isle of Wight.—For Erecting Villa Residence at West
Cowes, Isle of Wight. Mr. R. W. Johnson, Architect,
Melton and Leicester :—■

Chinchin £5,400 0 0
Wheeler 4,870 0 0

Ball 4,780 0 0
Thomas 4,597 0 0

Kettering.— For Erecting Six Cottages at Kettering.
Northants. Mr. R. W. Johuson, Architect, Melton and

Leicester :—
Bellamy £812 0 0
Wilson 693 0 0

Hawthorn 690 0 0
Margetts 683 0 0
Snormau (164 0 0
Barlow 651 0 0
Henson 644 0 0

Kettering.—For Erecting a Residence near Kettering,
Mr. R. W.Johnson, Architect, Melton and Leicester :—

Barlow Si Butlin .... £937 0 0
919 0 0
893 0 0

Wilson 880 10 0
Hawthorn 880 0 0
Henson 865 « 0
Briggs 858 0 0

Kettering.—For Erecting cottages near Kettering. Mr
R. W. Johnson, Architect, Melton and Leicester :—

Briggs £1,370 0 0
Hawthorn 1,300 0 0
Haycock 1,298 0 0
Henson 1,297 0 0
Margetta 1 ,280 0 0

Wilson 1,274 0 0
Barlow it Co 1,160 0 0
Sharman 1,140 0 0

Kettlestone.—For Rebuilding Chancel and Restoring

Pariah Church of Kettlestone, Norfolk. F. Pready, Archi

tect :—
Turner it Sons .... £1,203 19 0
Brown 1,009 0 0
Cornish 1,008 7 0
Bardell & Son (accepted) . . 921 10 0

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—For Erecting Lyons Parish Chnreh,
Easington Lane. Sir. A. Swan, Architect, Newcastlo i—

Tenders for the Whoix of the Work. Stone and
LlMK SlTI'LIED.

Tower and
TotalAmonnt. MainBody. Spire. FenceWall.

Lowes. .£2,504 14 6J £1,985 16 10J £442 13 7 £76 0 0
Robson . 2,436 0 9 1,961 10 6 356 17 3 118 10 0
Allison . 2,284 0 0 1,887 0 0 311 0 0 86 0 0

For Mason only.

Patterson £1,48917 6 £1,047 8 7 £352 18 8 £89 9 10
840 0 0

772 4 0
410 0 0
417 10 0

Day it Co. 1,880 0 0
Harrison. 1,267 14 0

Carpenter and Joiner.

Brewis £633
Jennings 627

80 0 0
68 0 0

Rankin

Nicholson .
Kirk Si Co. .
Rule it Son .

613

Slater.

W. C. Day
Walker
Harrison

Donkin
Almond
Whinham

Plasterer.

PlUJIUEB AND iROXrOLSDEII.

Smith .
Almond .
Richardson

Palntkr and Glazier.

125 16 0

31 0 0
28 0 0
25 0 0

65 16 9
64 3 0
60 0 0

103 0 0
97 12 0
96 0 0

Lewisham.—For Erecting a Wesleyan Chapel. J. Tar

ring, Architect:—

Bishop . ... . . . £4,995
Myers
Preedy it Son .
Simeon .
Higgs

Fllby
Saunders .
Carter it Sons .
Newman & Mann
Hill & Sons .

4,846
4,826
4,700
4,658

4,538
4,455
4,235
4,190
4,100

London.—For Erecting now Houso and Shop for Mr. A.

Baker, King Street. T. J. ltay, Architect :—

Sudbury & Sons. Halstead . . £2,654 4 6
Holland, Sudbury .... 2,248 16 6
Greenwood it Sons, Sudbury . . 2,200 0 0
Halls, Haverhill (not accepted) . 1,560 1 0

London.—For Building new Coffee Saloon and Shops in
Vllliers Street, Straud, for Mr. C. Gntti. Mr. Bolton,

Architect : —
Mills . . . . . . £2,980 0 0
Hill i: Son 2,875 0 0
Nixon 2,848 0 0
Sharpington it Colo . . . 2,797 0 0
Cletnence 2,788 0 0

Ward 2,297 0 0
Carter i: Sons .... 2,200 0 0

London.—For Alterations to 59 Redcross Street. Mr.

Benjamin Tnbberer, Architect :—

Whlttingham £595 0 0
Larke 587 0 0
Perry 545 0 0
Redrnp 480 0 0
Orabb it Vanghan 445 0 0
Bostel 395 0 0 •

Bottomlev 380 0 0

London.—For Alteration, Ac., to Promises, No. 64 Leaden-
hall Street. Mr. T. C. Clarke, Architect. Quantities sup

plied by Mr. Mark W. King I—

Lawrence i: Sons . . . .£1.632
Asbby it Horner
Sparks .
King it Sons
Browne Si Robinson
Brass .

1,5 '»
1,370
1,320

1,286
1,246

Poplar.—Offices for the Board of Works :—

Moore £15,997
Girling 10,603
Perry 9,778
Harris 9,560
Walls 8,920
Knnor 8,779
Morter 8,743
Myers it Son 8,674
Crabb it Vanghan .... 8,663
Cook Si Green 8,596
Anscomlie 8,523
Winshipp it Co 8,500
Abrahams 8,478
Hughesdon 8,500
Webb it Sons 8,423
Sheffield 8,367

Till 8,330
Hill, Kcddell, is Waldron . . 8,315
KUlby 6,112
Wicks, Bangs, it Co. . . . 7,975
Turner 7,890
Bakor it Constable . . . 7,330

The approximated sum for the buildings was about
6,700/. The lowest four tenders were referred to a special
committee, who are to report to the Board nt a meeting

next Tuesday evening.

Raiisgate.—For Addition to No. 2 Augusta Terrace, for

Mr. Chapman. Mr. J. R. Collott, Architect :—

Osborn (accepted) £134 0 0

Sunderland.—For Erecting a Residence for Mr. John

Forstcr, in Toward Road. Mr. John Tillman, Architect :—

Whole.
Messrs. Stafford it Baker . . £1,299 0 0

C. F. Austin 1,280 0 0

Mason, Bricklayer, &c.

Geo. Young
T. Si A. Cooke
Stafford it Baker .
Jno. Hodgson

Jus. Young .....

Joiner and Carpenter.

C. F. Austin
Peart it Humble .
T. Armstrong ....
Stafford it Baker ....
Jno. Young

Plumber and GAsrrrrKR.

Tomkinson

FATNTER AND GLAZIER.

Halfwight

Kirkup

Slater.

Robt. Preston

Dawber

Accepted Tenders.

Jas. Young, mason, itc. . . •
Jno. Young, joiner, itc. .
H. Tomkinson, plumber, ito. .
George. Kirkup, painter, itc. •
Robt. Preston, slater, itc. .

683 0 0
674 0 0>.
650 0 0
648 0 0
580 0 0

605 0 0

550 0 0
525 0 0
489 0 0

430 0 0

106 10 0-

50 0 0
19 13 0

31 0
24 17

580 0
430 0
106 10
19 13
31 0

£1,167 3 0

SrDBt-RY (Suffolk).—For tho Erection of a House ami
Shop, for Mr. A.Baker. Mx. T. F. Ray, Architect. Quan

title, not supplied:- Allow for

old buildings.

Sudburv it Son . . * « £72 0 0
Holland . . . 2,248 15 6 -
Orimwood it Son . 2,200 0 0 —

Halls .... " 0 58 0 0
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Surrey.—For Erecting a Villa Residence at Fairmile
Park, Surrey, for H. Jupp, Esq. :—

Wright (accepted) . . . . £1,800 0 0

Trurnhak (near Maidstone).—For Erecting Eight Cot
tages, for F. Mrcrs, Esq., Bearstcad. Mr. J. Kelson, Sur
veyor. Quantities supplied :—

Anscon ih £1,010 0 0
Brazier ii Son 975 0 0
Brooks 961 0 0

Morley 910 0 0
Shrabsole 899 0 0

Bushell 897 0 0
Goldfinch 895 0 0
Food 884 0 0
Clements 860 0 0
Warman & Cox (accepted) . . 880 0 0
Phillips 810 0 o
Knight 800 0 0
Wood 785 0 0

Woodbridue, Suffolk.—For Residence. A. and W. H.
Lockwood, Architects :—

Dove (accepted) . . . . £1,062 5 5

Tbouvuxb, France.—Construction of Quay, 500 feet
long, on the right bank of the river Touques ; the total
cost of the works is estimated at 8,0007. ; deposit by way of
guaranty, 2407. Particulars to be obtained at the Prefec
ture of the Department of Calvados at Caen ; tenders to be
sent in before March 19.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

India.—July.—Forty Appointments in Engineer Estab
lishment of Public Works Department in India. Mr. W. T.
Thornton, Secretary, Public Works Department, India
Office.

Hracklky.—March 23.—For appointment of a Surveyor.
Salary, 1757. per annum. Mr. Arthur Weston, Clerk to the
Board, Brackley, Northampton.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Royal Academy of Arts.—National Gallery. For the
best painting in Oil—or Model and Design in Painting,
Sculpture, and Architecture. The Gold Medal and the
Discourses of Presidents Reynolds, West, Ate. ; and for the
best Copies of Drawings, Models of Life, the Antique in
Landscape Perspective, 4ic. The Silver Medals, &c. No-

Rothmuum.—March 15.—For Plans, &c., for erecting a
Public Hospital and Dispensary. A prize of 757. is offered
for the best design, 607. for the second, and 257. for the
third. John Barras, hon. secretary, Hothcrham.

Wbingtox.—March 15.—For Specifications, Plans, and
Estimates, for Levelling and Improving the Churchyard of
the Parish Church. A Premium of four guineas will be
given for the accepted plan. Mr. Henry Morgan, Golden
Lion Inn, Wrington.

Croscohbe (near Wells, Somerset).—March 18.—For De
signs for a Mew National Schoolroom, Ac. Mr. James Ros-
siter, Wells, Somerset.

CONTBACTS OPEN.

TRiNrrY House, March 15.—For the Construction of Six
large Iron Buoys. Mr. Robin Allen, Secretary, Trinity
House, E.C.

London and Xonrn-Western Railway.— March 17.—

For the Enlargement of the Queen's Hotel, at the Bir.
mingham Station. The Directors do not bind themselves
to accept the lowest, or any Tender. 6tephcn Reoy,
Secretary.

London and North-western and the Rhymney
Railway Companies.—March 18.—For the Works on
the Northern Extension of the Rhymney Railway, from
Rhymney to Nant y-Bwch. Cornelius Lundie, Engineer,
Rhymney Railway Office, Cardiff.

Kknnixoton Lane.—March 24.—For Construction of a
Brick Tank and Telescoped Gasholder with all necessary
Fittings. Mr. T. A. Crookenden, 70 Bankside.

South Hackney.—March 20.—For Building a Honse in
Grove Street Road. Mr. Fontanella,|l Dorset Villa, Grove
Street Road, South HackneyJ

Bermondsey—March 15.—For Supply of Paving Flags.
Mr. Geo. H. Drew, Vestry Offices, Russell Street, Ber
mondsey, Surrey.

March 28.—Repairs of Public Gas Lamps for one year.
The Secretary, Imperial Gas Company, 33 John Street,
Bedford Row.

St. Pancras.—March 17.—For Making Alterations to a
Shed. Mr. James Moore, Vestry Hall, St. Pancras, N.W.

Lambeth.—March 22.—For the execution of certain
kinds of work connected with Drainage; including the
Construction of Sewers, Gullies, Laying and Connecting
House Drains with the Public Sewers, and other Works.
Thomas Roffey, Clerk to the Vestry, Vestry Hall, Kcn-
nington Green.

Stepney Union.—March 18.—For the Performance of
certain Works at the Children's Establishment at Lime -
houee. W. H. Swcpstonc, Clerk.

GuEEXWTCH District.—March 17.— For Masons' Work,
supplying Stone. &c. ; for supplying Guernsey Granite and
other Road Materials; for Carting, tic. E. W. James,
Clerk to the Board, Greenwich.

Breakfast. — Epps's Coco* Grateful amd Comfortiro.
The very agreeable character of this preparation hfli rendered it a
general favourite. The Civil Service rVocerre remarks !—"The
singular success which Mr. Epps attained by his homoeopathic
preparation or Cocoa lias never been surpassed by any experi
mentalist. By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which
covet n the operations of digestion and nutrition, sod by a cartful
application of the flue:prt pertim of wcll-»eltcted Cocoa, Mr. Eppn
has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavoured
beverace which may save us many heavy doctors' bill-." Made
iairnply with boiling water or milk Sold by the Trade only In
b..j lb., and I lb. tin-lined packets, labelled—Jamoi Emu Co.
tomaopalhic Chemists, London.—Adv.

Gravesend (Kent).—For Erection of a new Presbyterian
Church. Mr. Alfred Bedborough, Architect, Southampton.

Margate.- March 16.—For tho Supply of 3,000 feet
super, of 24-inch Tooled Yorkshire Stone Paving. Wm.
Brook, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Margate.

Doncaster.—March 24.—For Construction of a Brick
Sewer, and Glazed Pipe Sewer. Mr. B. 8. Brundell, 1
Princess Street, Doncaster.

Cambridge.—March 16.—For tho Erection of a New
Block of Buildings in the Grounds of Jesus College.
Alfred Watcrhouse, Architect, 8 New Cavendish Street W.

Shrewsbury.—March 24.—For the Restoration of St.
Mary'sChurch, re-opening of the Chancel, and other Works.

S. Pountney Smith, Architect, Colcham, Shrewsbury.

Socthport.—March 20.— For the Execution of the Works
comprised within the following Contracts, vis. :—Contract
No. 6. Including the Erection of an Engine and Boiler
House, Chimney, Cottage, Cooling Pond, and other Works,
at the Aughton Pumping Station of the Southport Water
works Company, near Ormskirk. Contract No. 7. In
cluding the Construction of a Service Reservoir on Gore
Hill, in the parish of Aughton. Mr. W. Harper, Clerk to

the Company, Broad Street, Bury, Lancashire.

Portsmouth.—March 18.— For the Supply of such quan
tities of the Best Blue Broken Guernsey Granite and Granite

Chippings. Mr. 8. J. Elliott, Clerk to the Board.

BonouGH of Portsmouth.—March 17.—For Construct
ing and completely Finishing a cast-iron Outfall Sewer,
3 feet in diameter, with valve chambers, and all other
works connected therewith, adjoining the channel of
Langston Harbour. S. J. Elliott, Clerk to the Board.
February 19, 1869.

Mirfteld (Dbwsrury), March 16.—For Erection of Five
Houses and a Shop. Mr. John Barker, Town Hall, Mlrfield.

SouniEND.—For Construction of Roads. Messrs. Ham-
mack ti Lambert, 69 Btshopsgate Street, EX. (See Ad
vertisement.)

DoNCASTEn.—March 24.—For the Construction of 2,600
feet of Brick Sewer, and about 6,000 feet of Glazed Pipe
Sewer, and for alteration of existing Sewers and Works in

connection therewith. W. E. Shirley, Town Clerk.

Headinoton Union.—March 17.—For the Erection of an
Infirmary, to contain 37 beds, besides the necessary offices ;
and also for the Erection of a Lavatory and Stable. Francis
Cripps, Clerk to the Guardians, 19, Market Street, Oxford.

Otlet.—March 17.—For the various Works required in
the Erection of a Mechanics' Hall. Charles Fowler, Archi

tect and Surveyor, Britannia Buildings, Leeds.

Farnium (Surrey) Local Board.—March 15.—For tho
Construction of a New Bridge over the River Way, and
tho Formation and Making of certain New Roads and
other Works connected therewith within their District.
Mr. Hector Harding, Surveyor to the Board, 116 East
Street, Famham. Richard Mason, Cleik to the Board,

Farnham.

Selby.—April 9.—For the Brick, Stone, and Carpenter and
Joiners' Works (Labour only), Slating, Plumbing, and
Glazing, Plastering, Painting, and Ironwork, required in
the erection of a Warehouse, Maltkiln, Engine House,
Chimney, and other buildings. John M. Fawcett, Ar
chitect,

Tudhoe (near Durham).—March 17.—For Erection of a
new Catholic Church and Presbytery. Rev. J. Watson,
Tudhoe, near Durham.

Hindringham, Thetford, Norfolk.—March 25.—For
Restoration of Nave, Sic., of St. Martin's Church. Rev.
John M. Dorset Owen, Hindringham Vicarage ; or of Mr.
T. Edgar Williams, 67 Victoria Street, S.W.

Buiixley Wood (near Bnmlcy).—March 15.—For Erec
tion of New Schools. Mr. J. Green, Architect, Portsmouth,
Todmorden.

Chester.—March 22.—For Repairing Roads over and at
the etid of County Bridges. Mr. Chas. Nichols, County
Surveyor, Chelford.

St. Giles, Oxford.—March 20.—For Building the Carcase
of a House. Mr. E. Codd, Architect, St. Giles' Road, Eact,
Oxford.

Leomixster.—March 15.— For Excavating and Laying
about 200 yards 9-inch Iron Pipe, and Excavating and
Laying Stoneware Pipe. Mr. Geo. Tlios. Robinson, Clerk

to Local Board, Leominster.

Ryiiope (Durham).—March 19.—For Erection of a New
Church. Mr. T. C. Ebdy, M.R.I.B.A., 47 North Bailey, Dur
ham. [See Adcertisement.)

Greatham (near Stockton-on-Tees). — March 22.—For
Building of a new North Aisle, Ice., to the Parish Church.
Mr.R. J. Withers, 61 Doughty Street, W.C.

Bradford (Yorkshire). — March 23.—For the several
Works required in the Erection of the New Fever Hospital
intended to be built at Penny Oaks, Bradford. Andrews,
Son Ic Pepper, Architects, Bradford.

Crewe.—March 15.—For the Erection of new Wcsleyan
Schools, at Hightown. Mr. G. B. Ford, Architect, Burslem.

Dover.—March 20.—For the Rebuilding of a Butcher's
Shop, In Snargate Street. Rowland Reea, jun., Architect,
Bishopsgatc Street Within, E.C.

Dover Harbour.— March 17.—For the Erection °t

Offices and Workshops on the ground between the Rack^
Court and the Shipway. James Stillwcll, Registrar, 4 St.

James's Street, Dover.

Dunblane.—Mar. 20.—For the Mason, Carpenter, Joiner,
Slater, Painter, Plumber, Plaster, Smith, and Ironmongery
Work of proposed Additions and Alterations on the Prison*
at Dunblane. Messrs. Brown It Wardrop, Architects, 19 St.

Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

Fenton.—For the Erection of Earthenware Manufactory,
for Mr. J. Aynsley. Messrs. R. Scrivener Ic Son, Architects,

Hanley and Longton.

Hion Wycombe.—March 18.—For the Erection of a small
Villa Residence, on the Amersham Hill, immediately above
the Railway Station, High Wycombe. Mr. Arthur Vernon,
Architect, High Wycombe.

Kilsby (Warwick).—March 21.—For the Repair of the
Parish Church of Kilsby, near Rugby. Architect, Mr.
Christian, 8a Whitehall Place, London, 8.W.

Mirfield.—March 16.—For the Erection of Five Honscs
and Shop at Mirfield. Jno. Barker, Architect, Town Hall,

Mirfield.

Newcastle-under-Lyme.—March 25.—For the Erection
of Four Shops, in Pcnkhull Street. Mr. Fleet, King's
Head, Newcastle.

Stone.—March 29.—For the Erection of Town Hall and
Mechanics' Institute. Mr. F. Bakewell, Architect, Not
tingham.

Stourrridge—For the Erection and Completion of a
Villa Residence, Stabling, Coach House, and Outbuildings,
at Pedmore, near Stonrbridge, for Wm. Roberts. Thomas
Smith, Architect, The Mount, Stourbridge.

Teddington.—March 19.—For the Erection of a Church
at Teddington, Middlesex. Mr. T. Goodchild, Architect,
6 Duke Street, Adelphl.

Walsall Union.—March 17.—For certain Alterations
and Additions in and to the Union Workhouse. Mr. G. B.
Nicholls, of West Bromwich, Architect. R. B. Lewis,
Clerk, Union Offices, Tho Bridge, Walsall.

Dublin. — March 24. — For Close Link Chains. The
Secretary, Ballast Office, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Liege, Belgium.—The Provincial Government of Liege
will shortly put up to competition the construction of ex
tensive works In masonry for the formation of a reservoir
of water in the valley of the Gileppo ; the estimate of costs
is 1 33,360/., and the amount of deposit by way of guarantee

6,6007.

Arlon, Belgium.—Gaswork for the town of Arion ; the
length of pipe will be about seven thousand yards, and the
number of lights about 850. Applications to bej mado,
before the 1st of April, to M. Birong, Secretary of the

College of the Bourgmasters at Arlon.

Bhon, Department of the RnoNE, France.—Construc
tion of a Lunatic Asylum in the commune of Bron, in seven

lots ; estimates as follows :—
1. Masonry, with supply of stone .
2. Asphalte and cement work
3. Carpenters' work . . .
4. Joiners' „ ...
6. Plastering, painting, and glazing
6. Iron and lock work .
7. Lead and tin

francs
1,297,568
131,281
418,713
233,665
149,040
190,887
48,789

athic Chemists.

W. "W. SPKAQTJE & Co., Litb.ograpb.ers,

Printers, & Stationers, 14 Sherborne Lane,

Xing "William Street, London, E.C,

Bills of Quantities, Specifications, Reports,

Copied or Lithographed with rapidity and cure.

2fou> Ready.

Spragtjtb' Pocket Diary and Memorandum Book,

for the use of Architects and Surveyors.

The Tables, Memoranda, Ac, have been compiled by an
experienced Surveyor, and will, from their compactness ,
be found very convenient to the profession.

In Roan Wallet. 7«. lid. The Diary and Tables In Paper Cover,
So. The Tabtea only, Is.

£98,794 = Frs. 2,469,843

Deposits as security varying from 2.0807. for the first to
76/. for the seventh lot. Application to be made to the
Prefect of the Rhone at Lyons ; and tenders to be sent in
before the 19th March.

Rouen.—Tho contract for the work relating to the
Female Lunatic Asylum (see The Architect of January 30)
Is postponed till further notice. This docs not affect the
contract for the Prefecture.

RANDELL & SAUNDERS have much pleasure in informing
their friends, and the Building Trade generally, that to facilitate
building operations during the winter season, they have provided
a large stock ol well-seasoned Corsliam Down Block Stone.

Bath Stone Office, Conham, Wilts—[Aovr.]

C. B. N. SNEWIN,

MAHOGANY AND WAINSCOT MERCHANT,

11 & 12 Back Hill, Hatton Garden, B.C.

DRY HAND-RAIL PLANKS, PREPARED FLOORING, ttc.

Country Orders promptly executed.

WM. OLIVER & SONS,

MAHOGANY, WAINSCOT, DEAL, AND

TIMBER MERCHANTS,

120 BUNHILL-ROW, LONDOH,E.C.

The most Extensive Stock of every kind of Wood, In Planks and
Boards, dry and fit for immediate use.

ELECTRIC BELLS,

INDICATORS, AND SPEAKING TUBES.

MOSBLET «te CO.,

14 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,

PATENTEE8 AND MANUFACTURERS.

A Hundred Reference* given, including the Largest
Hotel In the Klnffdom.

FhII Particular! Post Free. Estimates Supplied.

MOSKI.KV * CO.'S

PATENT ELECTRIC CLOCKS,

Warranted to go for a Year without Recharging
Battery. Price Five Guineas each.
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LONDON AND PARIS.

NGLISHMEN are so fond of grumbling at

"London, and calling it the ugliest) city in the

world, and many other hard names, and more

[especially comparing, or rather contrasting, it

with Paris, that a little fair inquiry into the

relative [merits of the tiro cities as they now

stand may not appear altogether undesirable.

' "And before any just estimate can be formed,

|wc mu>t remoTe in imagination (would that it

nuisance,fjcould be done in reality) the

encrusting everything with black, choking architectural details, obliterating

true shadows and producing false ones, until a noble facade, such as that of

the Reform Club, full of the most refined detail, has actually been likened

to a prison. Not Paris, or even Florence itself, would produce half the

effect they do under such circumstances.

One reason, undoubtedly, why Paris possesses so great a charm in the

eyes of the general traveller is, that lie goes there usually for enjoyment—it

forms one feature of many a pleasant holiday excursion ; while he visits

or lives in London to work, tired at the very sight of the well-known

offices and streets, and rushes off to the Continent, where the clear, pure

air and complete change give a fictitious value to whatever he sees.

Many indeed, we may almost say most men who spend their vacations

abroad, will discourse learnedly enough on the tombs at Santa Croce, and are

very probably unaware, or have but the vaguest idea, that there is as fine a

collection at Westminster. They will go into raptures over the interiors of

Amiens or Cologne, and do not know that they have at the Abbey a far

finer interior, wnieh they have possibly never visited since 1862, when they

took their country cousinB to see ' The Lions.! The vast exterior of St.

Peter's calls forth their admiration, whilst St. Paul's, with undoubtedly the

most majestic exterior of its class in Europe, is only occasionally surveyed

from the top of an omnibus.

In one very important point Paris and London differ ; and this very

point is one particularly calculated to affect a casual visitor. Paris is, if

we may be allowed the expression, an out-of-doors city. Its gardens,

squares, boulevards, &c, are almost the sitting-rooms of a great part of

the population. How different this is from our own habits, wo need scarcely

point out.

The general aspect of the two cities is the subject which will, naturally,

first introduce itself.

Most persons visiting Paris for the first time will be immediately struck

by the appearance of newness pervading everything. All is white, straight,

and prim. There is no appearance of growth or natural development.

One of the glories of an old city—its history—is now completely swept

away, and with it that natural grouping of buildings and opening of

streets, the result of simply placing them where they are wanted, which

makes an old city so incomparably superior in an artistic point of view to

a place laid out like a speculating builder's plot of ground. If there is a

public building—a ' monument,' as the French delight, to call it—which

M. Haussmann thinks should be admired, a straight Boulevard is made,

and at the end stands the building in question, as if the sole object of a

street were a vista.

On this principle the axis of Cannon Street would have exactly coincided

with the centre of the dome of St. Paul's, and instead of the noble group

now standing at the western end of the street, slightly changing as we

approach it, there would have been simply the dome and no more. Parlia

ment Street also would be ' improved,' so as to lead to some central

spot in the Houses of Parliament, or to centre with the north transept of the

Abbey, instead of gradually unfolding, as it does, a splendid group of

towers and spires certainly unparalleled in Paris. We really believe that

so picturesquely magnificent a view is hardly to be surpassed in Europe,

showing, as it does, five towers and spires, all exceeding two hundred feet

in height.

There is a considerable degree of resemblance between the sites of Paris

and London. The rivers are similarly placed as regards the bulk of each

city, and curve in a somewhat similar manner ; but the banks are in Paris

perfectly flat, whilst the north bank of the Thames is sufficiently raised to

afford some very picturesque groups.

We will imagine ourselves going down the river. Leaving the Houses of

Parliament on our left, the banks on either hand present a continual

variety, most agreeable, and often very beautiful. The high roofs of

Montague House, the lofty terrace of the Adelphi, that noble bridge

Waterloo, with Somerset House standing at so grand an elevation above the

river, and backed by the constantly moving towers of St. Martin's, St. Mary

)e Strand, the Record Office, and other buildings, form a panorama of

very great interest.

But, unfortunately, with the usual perverseness of our controlling powers,

all has been done that could be to spoil this prospect by permitting such a

hideous erection as the Charing Cross Eailway Station and Bridge to

obtrude itself. Somewhat less ambition on the part of the Engineer and a

little assistance from the Architect might have prevented all this, and have

added one more feature of use and interest to the view. In Paris, most

probably, neither the bridge nor the station would have been allowed in

any form, but we are not at all advocating such a course. If public works are

wanted, let us by all means have them where they are required, and if well

treated, they will only add to that natural picturesqueness the total loss of

which we are lamenting in Paris.

As the boat carries us eastward, passing the Temple gardens, with quaint

groups of old houses on all sides, we approach what is certainly one of the

finest town-views in Europe—St. Paul's, with the various spires grouped

around it, a view which every Englishman would admire were it out of

England.

But we are once more startled by another station, that at Cannon Street,

and with it another railway bridge, equally ambitious with that at Charing

Cross. The bridge may be more successful, and the two towers may per

haps tend to redeem the station a little ; but tho design shows a completo

want of scale—an entire absence, in fact, of the faintest architectural know

ledge.

When a new Railway station is to be constructed in Paris, advantage is

taken of the opportunity to erect a fine public building, such as not only

the shareholders but the general public can see with satisfaction. As an

example, take the station of the Chemin de Fer du Nord, whero the engineer

and architect together have produced a truly magnificent building,

worthy of the great company whose terminus it is ; and this at probably

no great increase of cost. Cost, indeed, cannot have been so great a con

sideration in the two stations we have been discussing, or the company would

hardly have had funds to spare sufficient to erect a hypothetical restoration

of Charing Cross in a position it never occupied.

There can be no doubt that in a very modified form some controlling

power, a M. Haussmann much reduced, would be beneficial to London.

Many things are spoiled from the want of a little foresight, as will be the case

with the new Blackfriars Bridge, where the straight lines of the Bailway

and curve of the new Bridge will clash in the most awkward way. The

two can never agree, and the largest will always predominate. This is not

only a matter of taste, but of public money thrown away ; for when our

funds are laid out for us, we are entitled to have the best for our money.

The southern approach to London Bridge is a crying example of waste.

Upwards of one million is said to have been expended in making tho

approaches for this bridge, and without a moment's consideration a

railway company is permitted to spoil one-half of the work, by erecting

certainly the most hideous bridge in London.

But to return to the Biver. We cannot quit the subject without

noticing the Embankment, which is certainly a very finely-conceived

scheme, and its arrangement shows at once that the first consideration has

been to serve its purpose. Passing under the bridges, and with the various

buildings rising behind it, it seems thoroughly to have attained that combi

nation of the grand and picturesque, a good thing in the right place.

Here, however, all praise must stop. Where engineering ceases, and ar

chitecture and taste should begin, there is nothing but a display of gross

ignorance. Everything is gigantic, under the impression that large parts

will produce an effect of size, when a little knowledge of the commonest

laws of Art would have shown the reverse. The result is that the Embank

ment does not look large, but the people on it and everything near it appear

small—another example of vast_sums of public money comparatively thrown

away.

Notwithstanding, when we turn to the banks of the Seine, the comparison,

in spite of railway stations and numberless other horrors, is decidedly in

our favour. There is, of course, a dignity in the great width of the Thames,

and the immense bridges it necessitates, which cannot be attained by a small

river, as is the Seine at Paris ; but that does not affect the buildings grouped

upon its banks.

Imagining ourselves in one of those swift little screw boats which ply on

the river, and going eastward, the first edifice of note which we pass is tho

Tuileries and Louvre, which, from their position and size, naturally suggest

themselves as parallels to the Houses of Parliament. The river front of

these buildings is so immensely long and unbroken, that it hardly escapes

monotony. It has certainly nothing to offer in comparison with tho great

towers of Westminster and the Abbey rising behind. And, continuing our

route, the buildings on the quays, though much better individually than

most on tho banks of the Thames, form themselves into no groups or

combinations, and we miss altogether the numbers of towers and spires

which form so important a feature of the panorama of London.

M. Haussmann has been busily engaged on the banks of the Seine, but

has not much improved them. The new houses near t he Place du Chatelet

are miserably tame in design, and the barracks behind the Hotel de Ville

are equally poor ; whilst the Tribunal de Commerce and the huge barracks

in front of Notre Dame may certainly claim to be amongst the ugliest

buildings in modern Paris.

There can be but little doubt that were the Paris atmosphere as thick as

ours in London, and the houses well begrimed with soot, the river view of

the former city would appear very tame compared with that of tho latter.

The quays at Paris are very fine, and fortunately not encumbered with

mountains of granite and other specimens of high art, as our new Embank

ment is apparently doomed to be, hereafter to be backed up no doubt by

long terraces of monotonous design, under a mistaken idea that uniformity

is grandeur—make-believe public buildings with centres and wings, but

with thirty or forty front doors a-piece, which soon reveal the true state of

the case. If every man builds his own house, it is certain in the end to

produce the truest and best effect, What a failure Regent Street has

turned out, where uniformity once reigned, and now every shop front is dif

ferent ! One half a pillar is dirty drab and the other half sham marble,

whilst endless excrescences abound on the roofs. How infinitely finer

such a series of buildings would be as is presented by several streets in the

City, where each edifice lias its individual character !—or we may cite Pall

Mall as a very fine instance of a good street.

Thero is something eminently absurd in such an arrangement as that at

the western end of the Rue de Eivoli, where, for three-quarters of a mile,

the same monotonous and spiritless design is carried through, incorporating

the Hotel du Louvre, with a frontage of more than 400 feet, and the Bureau

de Fi nance, a still larger building. Here are two examples of uniformity

not tobe matched even in London.
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THE FOUNDER OF IRISH ARCH/EOLOGY.

AS a general rule, the best way to estimate the value of any man is from

the quantity and quality of the work ho is known to produce. At

the samo time there are some whose work should not be determined merely

by that which happens to bear their names, but who, as they have constantly

co-operated with others in various ways, ought consequently to sharo in

the credit obtained by work with which they have no apparent connection.

Such, for instance, would be the propor manner to moasure what Sir John

Hcrschel has done. That he is, perhaps, the most eminent man of science

in England would be acknowledged by all, but the book* he has published,

although they may bo considered the best of their ki.id, afford by them

selves but insufficient proofs of his greatness or of his industry. His

admirers would, wo are sure, desire that hereafter, tho testimony of those

who were indebted to him for counsel, should bo accepted as evidence of

what he had done to advance science, and of his vast attainments, as well

as the volumes that might have his name on the title pages. This, too, is

how George Petrie, the Irish antiquarian, and what he did for Ireland,

ought to be judged. His landscape paintings, drawings for engravings,

papers in the Transactions of the Irish Academy, or in penny magazines,

or even the one volume of an unfinished work on which his reputation is

mainly founded, seem hardly sufficient to merit that respect which all

parties and creeds in Ireland had for him. But "if credit is given to him

for some of what may have been done by others through his influence, it is

not difficult to understand why ho was respected : thus we firitl one of the

chief living antiquarians write, ' I used always to call Petrio " father " to

his face, and did not scruple to confess my filial obligations to him ; ' and

we find Petrie himself saying (and he was no boaster), ' I take great

pleasure in visiting the Academy, for the students liko me, and attend more

when I am there than when any other visitor is on duty.' Such a man

requires, indeed, a fitting biographer to be appreciated, and wo are glad to

say that Petrie has found one in Dr. William Stokes, the eminent physician

of Dublin. Dr. Stokes speaks modestly of his qualifications for the task,

but he has produced a most interesting and acceptable book (and that is by

no means easy when it is an Irish subject), and one which wo are sure, if

Petrie could have seen, he would have approved of, and higher praise we

could hardly give it.

George Petrie was tho son of a portrait painter, and was born in Dublin

in 1 789. He was educated at Samuel White's famous old school in Grafton

Street, where so manyeminent men were once students, amongst others Moore

and Sheridan, and where Sheridan's father used sometimes to lecture on

elocution. After some hesitation, it was decided he should bocome an artist,

and for this purpose ho attended tho schools of the Dublin Society, Danby

and O'Connor being fellow-students of his. In 1813 the three visited

London, and wero introduced to Benjamin West, who treated them with

the kindness he always had for young artists. Petrie returned to Dublin,

and commencod practice as a landscape painter, where he obtained as much

eminence as was possible in a country where there was little patronage. As

well as we can remember them, most of Petrie's early works would now, we

fancy, be thought weak and thin ; they were, however, very careful, and thero
•was no pretension. His aim, it appears, was not merely to make his paint

ings copies of scones, but to impress upon them, as far as possible, an Irish

character. ' We cannot,' he used to say, ' get the full effect and beauty of

Nature, but we can paint her to convey her spiritual lessons, in however faint

a degree.' Wordsworth's poetry had always influence over him, and Dr.

Stokes thinks there is a striking resemblance between the poet's descrip

tions and Petrie's landscapes. If when young he had come to England

(liko Mulready, Danby, Macliso, Macdowell, and other Irish artists), where

he would have received more encouragement, and been induced to give un

divided attention to painting, ho would probably have accomplished greater

things in art than he did, for his later works, after an interval of many

years, displayed an unexpected vigour and feeling. Besides his paintings,

Petrie made a number of drawings for engraving to illustrate the tours that

at ono time were popular. These deserve the highest praise for accuracy,

and tho architectural subjects are treated with a caro that is not often met

with. All the time he was making sketches through the country, Petrie was

also studying its antiquities. He was hardly led to do this because ho was

an artist, for the forms of the antiquities then known have but little beauty.

Wo think it arose from an inherent love of the subject, from seeing the

base uses to which ancient things were applied, and perhaps out of pity

to the inhabitants, who could see no value in monuments which were

amongst tho best illustrations of the past history of thoir country. For

although he might bo regarded only as an alien, as his grandfather was a

Scotchman of Anglo-Norman descent, Petrie always cared much for the

people, and was anxious to promote their education. In 1832 he estab

lished a penny journal, with the object mainly of illustrating the country ;

but although with the aid of such men as Anster, Ferguson, O'Donovan,

Mangan, Curry, &c, he was ablo to produce a few volumes that Southey

prized amongst the most valuable in his library, Petrie's magazine met with

the inevitable fate of publications in Ireland, and ceased from lack of sup

port. It deserves to be mentioned here, that with the same object of

educating the people, he afterwards had the exhibition of paintings of

the Hibernian Academy, of which he was president, opened at a penny

entrance fee.

In 1828 the present Sir Thomas Larcom was made Director of the

Ordnance Survey Offico in Dublin. During the progress of the survey it

TO8 found necossary that some persons acquainted with the ancient language

of the country should ascertain the correct denominations of the townlands

into which Ireland is divided, as well as the proper orthography. Many of

the names of places were puzzling, especially to the English surveyors, and

besides, one townland would often be known under different names, so that

investigation was required before one name could be selected for engraving

on the plan. It was also arranged that remains of ancient structures were

to be shown on the maps, but it was found that many of them would be

likely to be disregarded except by the trained eye of an antiquarian. For

these purposes a special department was established, and Petrie was placed

at the head of it, and there was not another man in Ireland at that time so

peculiarly fitted for tho position. Amongst his assistants wero John

O'Donovan and Eugeno Curry, who after himself did more than any others

in laying the foundations of Irish Archaeology, and in a subordinate posi

tion, that wonderful writer, Clarence Mangan. Captain Larcom had in

tended that the survey should be supplemented by a series of memoirs on

tho geology and natural history, the statistics, and social condition of tho

country, the materials for which were to be collected at the time of the

survey, and also the past history of the different portions, as far as it was

ascertainable, the whole forming, as Lord Brougham said, 'a corollary to

the survey, more valuable than the survey itself.' Perhaps it was too

grand a project to be carried out at once. Tho geology has since been car

ried out by a special department, and for some of the other parts there is

not so much need, but thero never again can be so favourable an oppor

tunity of investigating the past history of the country, and for the time it

lasted, no men could work harder in ondeavouring to take advantage of it

than did Mr. Petrie and his staff. But after one volume had been published,

and some four hundred manuscript volumes prepared, this branch of the

survey was suspended suddenly, and notwithstanding all the entreaties that

were made for its resumption, by thoso who were qualified to estimate its

importance, no attempt was made to continue it. 'It seems,' says Dr.

Stokes, ' as if some strong though concealed influence had been brought to

bear on the Government, in reference to the danger of reopening questions

of Irish history.' Ono of the papers prepared in connection with this

part of tho survey, and which was afterwards read by Mr. Petrie,

shows how much was lost by its noncontinuance : we refer to the celebrated

essay on the ' Antiquities of Tara Hill,' which may be considered as the

key to the reliable history of Ireland, and the first example of Mr.

Petrie's method of testing the truth of history and tradition by ex

isting remains. Tara was the famous spot in Ireland, where the an

cient councils were held, and whore it was popularly imagined thero

stood a palace of no ordinary grandeur. A special survey was made

of this hill, showing every trace of ancient remains, and this was cor

rected by Petri© and O'Donovan. All the references to Tara found in old

manuscript chronicles were then collected, and the attempt was made to

identify the structures that were alluded to with the traces still remaining,

and from tho correctness of the descriptions this was by no means difficult.

Another plan was then prepared from the old descriptions, and tho simi

larity between it and the first survey was marvellous. It was then but

reasonable to infer, that if in this way the topography of the chronicles was

found correct, the other descriptions found in them might be accepted as

equally reliable. Mr. Petrie's account of the palatial architecture must

have disappointed many enthusiastic Irishmen, when he described the build

ings as being entirely made up of earth and timber. The old banqueting

hall, however, was large enough, its size being 360 feet by 80 feet. The

value of Mr. Petrie's essay was immediately recognised. Although it ren

dered some of his assertions incorrect, Moore said it interested and delighted

him. Colonel Colby, the head of the survey, wrote to Mr. Petrio, ' You

will have the consciousness of doing good service to the rising generation,

and when true histories of mankind shall supersede the romances under the

name of histories, which mislead the unthinking and perpetuate mischievous

prejudices, your name will rise in estimation ; ' and Captain Larcom, who

aided in its production, and in this as in othor ways was more Irish than

the Irish themselves, wrote, ' I look on this paper as one of a series, and

properly the first ; I consider it not only, perhaps not so much, an account

of the remains at Tara, as a summary of proofs, that in the. authentic

existing documents of Irish literature is to be found the real clue to all our

antiquities.'

' Next come the towers,' continues Captain Lareom, 'which will place the

early Christian antiquities on a sound footing,' and it is in connection with

his inquiry into the origin of the Irish round towers that Petrie is likely to

bo best remembered. This was a subject that afforded full scope for specu

lation, and Lynch, Vallanc< y.Beauford, Beaufort, Dalton, O'Connor, Betham,

Windele, Kichardson, Smith, and O'Brien, as well as others, took advantage

of it in proposing various theori»s. They were fire temples, sorcerers' towers,

celestial indexes, Phallic temples, watch towers, heroes' tombs, &c. ; and in

support of such theories, Persian, Phoenician, Egyptian, Grecian, Hindoo,

Danish, and Scandinavian mythologies were brought forward and believed

in, not by a few enthusiasts merely, but by some of the best balanced minds

in the kingdom. 'In fancy,' says Davis, 'wo had seen the white-robed

Druid tend the holy fire in their lower chambers, had measured with the

Tyrian-taught astronomer the longth of their shadows, and had almost

knelt to the elemental worship with nobles whose robes had the dye of the

Levant, and sailors whoso cheeks wero brown with an Egyptian sun, and

soldiers whose bronzo arms clashed as the trumpets from the tower top said

that the sun had risen. What wonder that we resented the attempt to cure

us of so sweet a frenzy ? ' It is not difficult, then, to understand how many

people like Davis must have opened Petrie's book, ' strongly bigoted against

his conclusions,' which were derived, not from the fables of other countries,

but from an examination of the structures themselves and tho allusions to

them in the Irish annals. The marvel is that no ono before thought of

adopting what seems so natural a method of investigation. The work was

to have consisted of three parts—tho first an examination of the previous

theories, which Pet rio considered erroneous ; the second a description of the

remains of the earliest ecclesiastical architecture in Ireland, and an explana

tion of Petrie's theory ; and the third part (which was never published) was

to describe the architecture up to the time of tho invasion. From an ex

amination of all the remains, Petrie's conclusion was, that there was not the

slightest authority to show that the Irish were acquainted with the art of

constructing an arch, or with the use of mortar, before the introduction of

Christianity into Ireland, and that consequently the pre-Christian origin of

the towers had no foundation. Then, from tho allusions to thom in the

ancient records, he inforrcd that they were intended to serve as belfries, as

storehouses in which to keep the valuables belonging to the churches they

adjoined, and to which the religious might be removed in case of a raid, and

possibly as beacons at night. Petrio would seom to bo so much engrossed

with demolishing the pagan theories, that sufficient precision is hardly

shown in assigning the periods whon they were erected, and, perhaps, little
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evidence could bo found for asserting that so early as the sixth ccnturv

the Irish were capable, of performing such work.*

The collection of the old airs of Ireland was another labour which Petrio

carried on during his life. He was passionately fond of music and was a

good performer, but his motive for collection was not his own gratification

as a musician, but the. firm belief that at some future day the relations

between the popular music of different nations would becomo a subject, of

scientific investigation, in the way that languages now are, and that it was

right to provide materials for that purpose. ' Deep researches,' says Dr.

Stokes, 'are now Icing made as to the extent of the civilisation of the

Aryan family before it separated, as to tho situation of its abode, and the

relative periods at which its members left their common home. The

groundwork for such researches is supplied by the words common to the

various Dido-European languages, and it may well be asked whether the

natural music of a country, in itself a language of all others most subtle

and refined in expression, should be passed over without investigation. If

the study of philology bo invaluable, as a means of increasing our know

ledge of the development and progress of tho intellectual, so should music

be prized as the language of the motive faculty.' Whenever music is

studied in this way, tho valuo of Petrie's collection (one volume only of

which has been published) will be appreciated, for with tho last generation

most of the old airs have passed away ; and not only in Ireland only, but

elsewhere; for on one of his visits to Skye, his hostess told Petrie that a few

years before, she was ablo to find sovoral people to sing all the old music

for Worsaao tho great Danish antiquary, but that it was then impossible.

We wish we could describe all Petrie's other services to Irish Archseology,

but we have no space for the purpose. Our object has been merely to indi

cate the departments in which we think he has rendered most service. For

the remainder we must refer to Dr. Stokes's book. Of the man himself we

may say, few can have had a more enviable old age. lie saw rising around

many students ofantiquity, all of whom regnrdod him with reverence and affec

tion ; he had honour, love, obedience, troops of friends ; and ho retained, too,

that boyishness which, luckily, sometimes accompanies genius to the end.

'Let us,' says Danby in one of his letters to him, ' exult in the confidence

that we belong to that class of our fellow-men, who, by the elixir you de

scribe—the true enjoyment of nature—retain the heart of youth, though the

eyes grow dim, the hand trembles, and the head fados grey.' And in this

way his life glided along until January 17, 1866, when he passed away as

peacefully as he hud lived.

THE ART OF THE GOLDSMITH.

rWO record a nation's history in letters of gold, is a form of expres-

X sion which admits of more than a two-fold interpretation. There

is, indeed, the strictly literal interpretation—the marble slab or the

vellum page inscribed with golden characters ; and there is the libro d'oro,

'the golden book'—tho book 'golden' because, written also in gold, it

contains only the names, tho genealogies, and the memoirs of noblo and

illustrious citizens ; and, again, there are the national annals that may

establish a claim to the same proud opithot, based upon the eminent in

trinsic worthiness of the narrative, coupled with the rare excellency of the

narrator's style and language.

But, on the other hand, the veritable precious metal, tho gold itself, may

bo taught to assume an historical character through the agency, not of

language, but of art. Works of art of every class and variety executed by

the goldsmith in process of time resolve themselves into the component

elements of so many cliapters in a national history ; since they bear both a

faithful and an unpremeditated testimony to tho scientific knowledge, to

tho artistic taste, and to tho manual skill of a people ; and at the same time

cast a reflected light upon their prevailing sentiments, requirements, and

usages. Works of art in gold, regarded as historical relics, possess the

important quality of being imperishable; while, having in the first instance

been produced simply for present use and without any idea of future

historical association, their testimony may be accepted without hesitation

as strictly truthful and absolutely froe from partiality.

In our own country the researches that have been mado during the last

quarter of a century amongst the graves of the Anglo-Saxons have brought

to light numerous specimens of Saxon gold jewellery which, in connection

with relics of other kinds, have enabled us to form a correct estimate of the

civilisation and character of those early predecessors of ours in the occupancy

of this island. It has been the same throughout the other north-western

regions of Europe, so that at length there exists a series of chronicles, in

tensely interesting to ourselves, of which it may be said that they have

actually been recorded in gold. If, again, we turn our attention in another

direction, and look towards the south-east of Europe, we find that Italy has

preserved in rich abundance works of ancient native artists in gold ; and

the extraordinary beauty and delicacy of these relics proclaim beyond all

question the high civilisation of races that had flourished on that classic

ground, and had passed away, before Home had arisen there to overshadow

even their memory with its far greater splendour.

Without now tracing tho oxistence of similar relics in other European

countries and in tho East, wo desire to notice certain qualities, common

under varied conditions to them all, which impart to these ancient works

of the goldsmith's art thoir historical character and their great value.

The purity of the metal, and its consequent preciousness in the case of these

ancient works generally, aro considerations of comparatively small im

portance. It is in their treatment of fino gold that tho ancient goldsmiths

have bequeathed to their successors of all ages and generations such an

admirable example. And, strango to say, it is in this samo matter of

treatment that with the general progress of civilisation, and more parti

cularly in connection with tho rapid advance and development of science,

• It is very curious that no attention £eoms ever to have been paid to this subject by

an Irish architect. Of all the books that have been published on tho Round-Towers, Mr.
Wilkinson's fa the only one written by an architect, and he is not an Irishman, although
he has practised in that country. The controversy now turns on the character of the
masonry of the different towers, and surely on this point architects and engineers ought
to be the proper judges, rather tlian those who are striving to decide the matter.

modern goldsmiths have long permitted their art to degenerate. Happily,

however, the time has at length come in which the art of the goldsmith has

experienced an energetic revival. Accordingly, it is with a view to support

the efforts of those living masters of art in gold who already have accom

plished so much, and in the general interest, at the same time, of a great i

and important national expression of art in alliance with manufacture,

that we appeal to the ancient glories of the art of the goldsmith, and set

them forth for the admiration and also for tho admonition and instruction

as well of tho public who employ the services of workers in the precious 1

metals, as of the men who work in them.

Ancient works in gold are invariably distinguished by national or local

peculiarities of stylo and character ; and they are historical in consequence

of their possessing such peculiarities. The works of tho Etruscan gold

smiths aro historical of tho Etruscans, and those of the Scandinavian gold

smiths of the Scandinavians, because each group of works exhibits certain

characteristics of the nationality or country of their producers. Different

artists of each race, as a matter of course, may have shown that they were

endowed with differing degrees of artistic capacity ; and in successive periods

there may have existed in the same country, in like manner, various modi

fications in tho prevailing attributes of the same style and type ; but still,

in their essential and distinctive qualities, the style and the type continued

to be tho same—the stylo and type of the Etruscans always Etruscan, of

the Scandinavians always Scandinavian. Again, the ancient goldsmiths,

each in their own style and in harmonious conformity with the general

requirements of their traditional and accepted types, worked out the em

bodiment of their own thoughts. Acting under the impulse of motives of

their own, instead of copying and reproducing models, they devised original

designs ; and so they never failed to infuse into their works a genuine

artistic spirit and feeling. Moreover, the ancient goldsmiths, with one con

sent, adapted their designs both to the nature of the material in which they

worked and to the special purpose which each production of their art and

skill was destined to accomplish ; their designs, consequently, were assimi

lated to those of Nature herself in the element of appropriateness in com

bination with that of beauty. Their beauty was consistont and significant

—a beauty made infinitely more beautiful through its consistency and

significance. Once more—in their processes of practical working these

artists of early times have demonstrated a perfect mastery of their art, that

must ever continue to command unqualified admiration. And here, as in

the mattor of design, it is in the felicitous adaptation of processes to

material, and also to design, that ancient goldsmiths' work is so admirable

and so suggestive.

Amongst the revivers of the art of the goldsmith, the first place is

worthily filled by Signor Castellani, of Rome and Naples, who at once

placed this revival on a sound and enduring foundation by uniting

the reproduction of ancient designs with the restored practice of the

ancient processes. To Castellani is due the merit of having been tho first

to recognise tho supreme excellence of the ancient works in gold, and to

accept them as guides and instructors invested with paramount authority.

Then it was, when he had resolved, as his only safe ond sure guide to a

corresponding excellence in his own works, to reproduce with minute exact

ness some of the finest of the relics of ancient art, that Castellani discerned

tho inseparable alliance between the ancient designs and the ancient pro

cesses—he found that by means of the ancient processes alone it would be

possible for him to effect an absolutely perfect reproduction of the anciont

designs. Modern works in gold, produced by modern processes, might

resemble ancient models ; but if the works of a modern goldsmith in overy

quality and condition and circumstance were to be equal to ancient works,

and in fact were to be actually identical with them, recourse must be hud to

tho ancient processes, and to them alone. It is well known how, in a

remote mountainous district of Southern Italy, Castellani discovered the

existence of certain families of working goldsmiths who retained a tradi

tional knowledge, by thorn derived in hereditary succession from father to

son, of the principles of those very processes, supposed to havo beon loug

unknown and forgotten, which the ancient goldsmiths had invented and

perfected, and then applied in their practice with such triumphant success.

How he succeeded in attracting to his own establishment some of the most

skilled and experienced of those representatives of the Etruscan goldsmiths of

remote ages, is well known also ; and how it followed that, under his

masterly guidance, a Bchool of artists was formed who were enabled to

execute, in granulated gold, works that would have done honour to the most

renowned of the old Etruscan masters. Thus has Signor Castellani carried

into effect the following propositions :—That the first thing to be accom

plished by the goldsmiths of the present day is to raise themselves to an

equality with the greatest of their predecessors ; and that this is to bo done

simply and solely by reproducing, after the manner of the greatest of their

predecessors, the greatest of their known works.

CAISSONS FOR PIER-BUILDING.

NEW BRIDGE AT COPENHAGEN.

BEFORE more particularly describing the engineering illustration wa

give this week, as showing a new and very clever method of building

bridge-piers, it may not be uninteresting to many of our readers to refer to

one or two former contrivances which have been employed for that purpose.

Dr. Ure, in his ' Dictionary of Arts,' mentions what is considered to

have been the first application of sinking cylinders through sand and wator

(quicksand). He says that a mining shaft formed of a series of large sheet-iron

cylinders riveted together was sunk to a groat depth through the bed of the

river Loire, nearLanguin. The seams ofcoal in this district of Franco lie under

a stratum of quicksand, from 18 to 20 metres thick—equal to about 58 to

66 feet English—and they had been found to be inaccessible by all the

ordinary modes of mining previously practised. The difficulty of reaching

them had been thought so entirely insurmountable that every portion of

the great coal basin, which extends under these alluvial deposits, though

well known for centuries, had remained untouched. To endeavour, by the
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usual workings, to penetrato through these semi-fluid quicksands, which

communicate with the water of the Loire, was, in fact, nothing less than to

try and sink a shaft in that river, or to drain the river itself.

This difficulty, however, was successfully grappled with by M. Triger,

an able civil engineer. By means of the sheet irou cylinders we have

mentioned, he contrived with the aid of force-pumps to keep his workmen

immersed in compressed air of sufficient density to force back and out of

the bottom of the cylinder all the water which was there, and thus enabled

the men to excavate the saud, gravel, and stones to such a depth that when

the cylinder was sunk to a water-tight stratum, the compressed air was no

longer necessary. An air-tight chamber at the top of the cylinder had a

man-hole door in its cover and another in its floor ; when the men had

entered this chamber the upper door was closed, and compressed air from

the cylinder was then admitted by means of a stop-cock. As soon as there

was an equilibrium of pressure established botween the chamber and

cylinder, the man-hole door into the cylinder was opened and the men

desceuded to their work. Here they had to work in air at a pressure of

about three atmospheres, i.e., equal to a pressure of, say, 44 lbs. per square

inch. While the eompressed air thus drives the water of the quicksand

out of the shaft, it is said to infuse at the same time such energy into the

miners that they can easily excavate double the work without fatigue which

they could perform in the open air. Upon many of them the first sensa

tions are painful, especially upon the ears and eyes; but they rapidly get

accustomed to the bracing element. It is even said that old asthmatic

men here become effective workmen, deaf persons recover their hearing,

whilst others are sensitive to the slightest whisper. Much annoyance was

at first experienced by the rapid combustion pf the candles, but this was

obviated by the substitution of flax for cotton wicks.

The contrary principle to this of sinking cylinders was proposed by Mr.

Potts, a medical gentleman of great inventive ability. His system was

adopted in sinking the piers of the Black Potts Bridge, which crosses the

Thames near Richmond. Each cylinder was lowered into the river in its

proper vertical position, and then loaded sufficiently to make it sink when

the greatest vacuum was obtained. The vacuum was produced by means of

suction pumps, and then the external pressure of the atmosphere forced the

mud, sand, or gravel and water from the bottom of the cylinder up inside of

it, thus allowing the cylinder to descend as much as the displacement of the

material at its base in the bed of the river would allow with the force of its

own weight and load. The material thus forced up into the cylinder was

•cooped, or dredged, out as much as possible, the operation of creating a

vacuum being again and again repeated till the cyliuder was sunk to the

supposed proper depth. It has been said that some of the cylinders sunk

when the weight of the bridge and proving load came on them. This fault,

however, cannot be charged to the mode of sinking, for in that case the

cylinders could not have been sunk deep enough, or they were imperfectly

filled in. At the same time, if the water had been forced or kept out by

means of compressed air, there would naturally have been far greater facility

for seeing and insuring a good and secure foundation.

The new cast-iron arched bridge over the Medway at Rochester is one of

the first bridges built upon cast-iron piles sunk deep into the bed of a river

by means of compressed air, used to keep out the water while the workmen

were employed in excavating the material inside the piles, and allowing

them to sink by meanB of their own weight and the load placed on them.

This bridge is built near the site of the celebrated old bridge at Rochester,

and consists of three spans (one an opening span). Each pier is formed of

14 cast-iron cylinders placed in a double row and sunk through the bed of

the river into the hard chalk. All these cylinders were sunk by means of

compressed air, to keep out the water while the men were at work in them,

in a very similar manner to the method adopted by the French engineer,

M. Triger, for sinking his shaft. Mr. John Hughes, Civil Engineer, was

the first to adopt this mode of keeping the water out of piles while being

sunk to form piers in the beds of rivers, and great praise is due to him for

the thorough and practical way in which this system was carried out, in

sinking seventy cylinders to a great depth in the bed of a strong tidal

river like the Medway. The bed of the river was found to consist of strata

of soft clay, sand, and gravel over the chalk, which was reached at a depth

-of 44 feet below average water line. Each cylinder was like an immense

diving-bell, always having its top out of the water, no matter at what depth

the bottom was. They are formed of castriron pipes, 9 feet long and 7 feet

diameter, with internal flanges, so that the external faces are free of any pro-

. jections that would interfere with their free descent through the bed of the

river. The access to and from the inside of the pile, while being sunk, was

through two air-locks or chambers, made of cast-iron, passing through the

cover-plate bolted on the top length of the pipe forming the pile. The tops of

these locks had openings 2 feet in diameter, and flap-doors which, when

closed, allowed them to be filled with the compressed air from the cylinders.

From each air-lock there was a vertical door opening into the air-chamber,

which, when closed, was also air-tight, so that when the workmen had to

pass in or out, or to take out the excavated material, they could do so

without decreasing the pressure of the air very much. In coming out, they

entered, through one of the vertical doors, into one or the other of the air

locks, and when this door was closed, the pressure of the air was reduced to

atmospheric pressure by means of a small cock, opened to the atmosphere

As soon as there was an equilibrium of pressure, the top door was opened

and the men came out. The operation of entering the pile or cylinder was

the reverse of coming out. The only loss of the compressed air from the

cylinder at each operation was the amount contained in the small air-lock.

Within the cylinder were two small cranes to lift the full buckets and

lower the empty ones, which were worked by a two-handled windlass. As

each pile was sunk 9 feet, the air-chamber was disconnected and a fresh

length of pipe bolted on, and the air-chamber bolted on top of this. At

t&ch joint a floor or staging was fixed, with openings to allow of the ascent

and descent of the workmen and the full and empty buckets, &c. These

cast-iron pipes form part of the permanent structure of the piers, and when

they were sunk to their proper depth they were filled in with concrete and

brickwork.

The method of working was by setting the air-pumps in motion, having

tho top door of one of the air-locks and the bottom one of the opposite

air-lock closed. The pumps were of such a size that in about five minutes

Id feet head of water was forced out through the bottom of the piles ; and

whilst the pumping continued tho workmen passed through the air-locks

to their various stations.

The engineering illustration which we give this week shows a more

economical method of building piers in the beds of rivers, or wwlex watef.

It shows a caisson or diving-bell, designed by Messrs. Burmcister $j Wain,

and adopted by them in building the piers of the new bridge, in. Copen

hagen. The principal economy consists in having the caisson^ or cylinder,

of less cubic capacity than tho finished pile of the piers, and in being able

to take it away as each pile was built. When the excavation was tnade

deep enough for a firm foundation, the building of the pile was comnjenced,

and as it increased in height the caisson was lifted accordingly until the

pile was above water-line, when the caisson was removed to the required

position of the next pile, and so on, until the two piers, each formed of two

piles, were completed. This plan of lifting the caisson avoided leaving the

whole of the piles of the piers encased in ironwork, as in the piers of

Rochester and many other bridges. This caisson was made of wrought-

iron, 18 feet diameter at the lower part by 8 feet high, and above this

to the air-chamber out of the water it was only 10 feet diameter. Just

above the 18-feet diameter chamber there were two annular rings, or

chambers—ono to contain iron ballast, A, and the lower one w^ater

ballast B, so that in sinking the caisson the water chamber was filled with

water for weight in addition to the iron ballast in. the annular chamber

above. When they had excavated to the solid strata, a bed of concrete

3 to 4 feet thick was formed, and on this the remainder ofthe pile was built

with granite facing filled in with brickwork. As the building of the pile

proceeded, the caisson was lifted by means of the suspension chains C, con

nected with staging overhead, and by pumping air into the annular air

chamber B to displace the water. The finished piles are about 1 8 foet

diameter at their bases, and 16 feet diameter at their tops, by 30 feet high.

The whole of the work below water line was done in tho 18 feet by 8 feet

chamber at the bottom of the caisson. Between the time of lowering it to

the bed of the river and the completion of tho first pile to water line was

only twenty-eight days, and then the apparatus was moved into position

for the next pile. In lowering it for the second pile, it unfortunately got

upset, and caused so much delay that it took thirty-six days to complete

this pile. The third pile was, however, finished in sixteen days, and the

fourth in seventeen days.

The air chamber and locks on top of the caisson were very similar to

those used for sinking the piles of Rochester Bridge.

THE $UE2 CANAL.

AKEMARKABLE document, of which we presented our readers with an

abstract in a recent number, has not received the explanation which its

appearance is calculated to call for, but which, oddly enough, no one seems

to have thought of requiring. For an English engineer, in the first rank

for eminence and for occupation, to publish a report on one of the chief

European problems of the day, is, at all events, an unusual occurrence.

The habits of Mr. Fowler are hardly those of a courtier ; nor can we venture

to trust that that good time has yet dawned upon tho profession of the civil

engineer, in which Royal personages will require the services of an engineer-

in-chief as a necessary functionary of a travelling household. Tliey might,

no doubt, do much worse, but that is not now the question. Nor could the

most enterprising journal, on either side of the Atlantic, well afford the

honorarium which would be necessary to produce such a report, from such a

source, for their own special service.

Taking for granted, however, the accuracy of the simplest hypothesis,

that Mr. Fowler, travelling for his health, took occasion to send home a

description of a subject that he knew would so much interest the English

public, and attributing to this public-spirited motive alone the precise

form and elaborate detail of his report, the document in itself is one

every way calculated to receive very serious attention. It is one in which

we have to read between the lines, and to draw inferences from tho facts

set forth, which the caution, the purpose, or the good feeling of the writer,

prevented him from himself stating.

Mr. Fowler commences by a sort of condemnation of the opinion formerly

expressed by Mr. Stephenson, as to the impracticability of the canal

scheme. Impracticability, in engineering arts, is neither more nor less

than another term for disproportionate expense. Bearing in mind that

explanation, we question whether anything could much more fully justify

an expression of extreme diffidence as to the commercial practicability of

this most interesting enterprise than the report of Mr. Fowler. That the

works necessary, not only to the opening, but to the maintenance of this

artificial ' Strait,' are of ' such vast magnitude, and in a country which

presents such peculiar difficulty,' is precisely that which has led other

engineers, besides Mr. Stephenson, to conclude that M. do Lesseps has not

attacked his gigantic task in a method that will ensure a permanent

triumph.

The conclusion to which our present information seems to point is not,

in our opinion, that the enterprise should be suffered to fall through.

That it can answer as a commercial speculation, seems more doubtful the

more we learn of the precise facts of tho case. But the great national im

portance of the enterprise, and tho interest which commercial Europe, and

especially commercial England, has in the opening of a sea-way to India,

with which no railway could ever compete, are such that, should the time

arrive when the projectors of the undertaking arc compelled to admit that

its magnitude is beyond the grasp of any privately-organised association,

we trust that the English, the French, and the Egyptian Governments will

come to the rescue ; and provide at once for the real completion and the

adequate maintenance of the Canal, and for the indemnification of all those

who are bond fide contributors towards its construction.

It is not by understating the actual difficulties of the case that this

result will be attained ; and those are the truest friends of this great mari

time enterprise, who look the facts most steadily in the face.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

CHBIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL, DUBLIN.

GEORGK EDMUND STItEST, A.R.A., ARCIUTKCT.

A COMPLETE description of this Cathedral, and the works of

restoration proposed and in progress, was given, in the architect's

own words, in our numbers for January 10 and February 3, and was

accompanied by a plan, sections, and a side elevation. We this week

give the elevation of the West Front, which it will bo recollected ' re

quired a new door and new windows.' Mr. Street has happily been

able to recover sufficient traces of the old work to enable us to con

sider the elevation as now shown a very close, perhaps a perfect, resto

ration of the old design.

BOXOBOVE CHURCH. SUSSEX.

FEW English counties are as rich in picturesque examples of Early

English architecture as Sussex. The illustration given in this

number is a specimen, although many of the other little churches in

the county have more of that quietness and beauty which is so

characteristic of Sussex work. The Priory, Boxgrove, was founded by

Robert do Haia, Lord of Halmacro, a.d. 1117, and is now in ruins,

except the chancel of the original church, which has been restored, and

is at present used as the parish church.

CARISBROOKE CHURCH, ISLE OF WIGHT.

CAFJSBROOKE Church, Isle of Wight, is about the most con

spicuous architectural work in the centre of the island, excepting

the famous old castle of Carisbrooke, which stands on the hill above

it. It is said to have been built in the 11th century; although the

tower, which is plain in detail, but an elegant composition, is evi

dently the work of a later period. A priory originally s tood on the

north side of the church, but scarcely a trace now remains of it.

W. Youxo.

ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING.

SINCE the day when the lowly miner and man of genius, George

Stephenson, begat the idea which was to make him more potent than

Prospero, and enable him, calling to his aid the genius of steam which

Watt had evoked, to bid his ministers girdle the solid earth with bands of

iron, what has notbeen done by engineers ? The theodolite and the level,

the pick and the shovel, the blast-furnace and the rolling-mill, havo con

quered space and transformed the earth. The capital cities of tho world

have been brought nearer to each other than were county towns a half-ecn-

tury ago, and we can now realise the prophetic saying of Columbus, that

' the earth is little.' Electricity has conquered time, and the men who hold

her currents in their hands have taught them the languages of man.

Yes, engineering is a great power ; its legions outnumber Caesar's, and the

works of its hands mock those of the Pharaohs.

But, while we give all honour to this new power in the material world,

we must not forget that its kingdom is of the earth, and that with the

sphere of beauty, of grace, of art, and of imagination, it has no part. From

the geometer and tho arithmetician, from the men who weigh and the men

who poise, it draws its inspiration and renews its force.

Architecture, on the other hand, whose more subtle influences have been

overlooked in these busy times because of the mighty triumphs of this new

conqueror, can yet boast of nobler friendships and a higher lineage. Her

dwelling-place is, and lias ever been, with the scholars, the poets, and tho

painters. She has given palaces to every dynasty, and temples to every

religion. On her walls the Assyrian carved his victories ; within her

pyramids the Egyptian entombed his monarchs ; amidst her pillars tho

Greek loved to linger and discourse—tho Roman to batho and to wrestle ;

Europe learned half her Christianity from her pictured churches ; and a

new beauty dawned upon the world from the labours of hervotaries in the

cloister.

What triumphs, after all, can the science of the engineer show to com

pare with these, which have illumined every page of tho world's history,

and which still stand as the highest out-conio and most enduring record of

every phase of its civilisation ?

While, then, we cheerfully accord ^to the most practical scionce of the

present day its due merit ; while we gladly watch tho steam of its loco

motives traversing tho wide wasto of North American prairie or tufted tract

of Indian jungle ; whilo we hail its steamers on every sea, and behold the

world, by its energy, gradually being narrowed and its races assimilated ;

let us not, for that, abate a jot of our pride in the noblo art—to which,

indeed, the kingdoms of the earth have not been given—but which lias,

instead, as its heritage, all the gifts of beauty ; as its field of labour, all

the homes of men ; as its companions, all the fair sisterhood of the arts.

MR. RUSKIN ON GREEK MYTHS.

ON Tuesday evening, March 9, Mr. Ruskin gave a lecture on this sub

ject at London University College.

After some introductory remarks, Mr. Ruskin opened by explaining what

a ' myth 'is. 'A myth,' said he, ' is a story with a meaning attached to it.

Thus, if I tell you that Hercules killed a water serpent in the Lake of

Lerna, and no more, my story is not a myth ; but if I tell you that Her

cules cured many streams from a deadly miasma, tho story is a myth, and

moans not merely that Hercules cured a miasma, but that he contended

with the evils of envy and ambition, not only in others, but in his own

soul.

' It is possible that the story-teller meant nothing else but what he lite

rally said ; and it is very necessary to determine, in reading these legends,

whether you are listening to what is literal fact, or to a philosopher who is

telling what is really true veiled under a legend. Certain it is that to ths

general mass of the people the story was literally true, and in dealing with

the Greek religion we must rcmembor that this simple belief was bedded in

the minds of the people. An explanatory system was as little expected by

them as by us. The story of Hercules and the Hydra was a tale to almost

everybody of a real giant and a real monster, as the legend of St. George

is, and tho average Greek was just as far from detecting any other meaning

as the peasant is from perceiving that Georgo and the dragon hairelation

to tho story of infidelity. Hercules was no dead hero, victorious over dead'

monsters, but helpless now ; he was the proper type and personification

of heroism, and its living aid against every ravenous form of human tria>

and pain.

' There are two great origins and sources of myths—History and Nature-.

The historical myths we will leave tho masters of history to follow ; but

the stars and hills and streams are with us yet, as they were of old, and wo

only have to listen to them with childlike earnestness and reverence to-

understand tho first words spoken by them to the sons of men.

' From the rising and setting sun, and from the atmosphere, tho Grcok

forms the idea of two personal and corporeal divinities, and, collaterally

with these corporeal images, he conceives also two spiritual influences, of

which one illumines like the sun, and the other, like the air, is the power of

calm fortitude and righteous anger.

' The moral significance of a myth depended greatly upon who made it.

You cannot make a myth unless you have something to make it of, any

more than you can tell a socret unless you are acquainted with it yourself.

The first question in reading a mythic story is, What wise man first per

fectly told ? and what strong people first perfectly lived by it ? and so the

real meaning of the myth is, what it had in the noblest time of the poople-

who lived by it. We can only draw lessons from the plants and clouds and

living creatures, as we ourselvos take pleasure in beauty. And as the myth

completed itself in the completed nation, and their every effort was stirred

by the thought of companionship with immortals, we shall be able to follow

them only in degree us our natures are strengthened by the same feelings.

If we waste each day in sloth and folly, the rising of the sun has no mean

ing for us ; but if for us the sun means daily restoration to tho scones of

pleasant gladness and perfect life, and the purging of evil visions by tho

bright vision of the dew, it becomes in reality a spiritual power.

' The time then taken for one or two ofthe myths ofthe Grecian religion shall

bo about 500 years b.c, or the time of JEschylus. At that time we find, under

the governing Lord of all, four elementary forces—the elements—the -earth,,

the waters, the fire, and the air. Each of these is descended from more

ancient deities, but at this time we find the four quite defined. Thoy are

the kings and queens of the earth, and of the air we breathe. The range

of their separate dominions shall be briefly mapped out, and then the mos*.

interesting legends of the daughter of the air dwelt upon more at length.

' Earth (Dometer or Ceres) is the. dust from which we are taken, and to

which we must return ; the god who receives and gives forth from her

bosom—tho avenger of blood : " thy brother's blood calleth to me from the

ground."

' Poseidon (Neptune) is the dominant spirit of the water, with subordi

nate myriads of other spirits, and spiritually the chief of the waters is

Lord also over the flow of the human mind. Ceres then was over the

earth in its giving and taking, Neptuno over the water in its flow

and life.

' Fire, the third element, is presided over by two powers ; over all earthly

fire is Hephiestus (Vulcan), and over heavenly firo is Apollo, the chief of all

intellectual wisdom. Lastly, we come to tho myth which is to be the

subject of our inquiry—tho story of Athena.

' Athena was physically tho Queen of the Air, and of life, the breath of

man. The heart virtue of which she is the spirit was separated into four

divisions, which have since received the names of the cardinal virtues,

namely, prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance. With respect to these,

tho attributes of Athena are all distinct. For her prudence she is " owl-

eyed." For her justice she wore two robes—one of light, and tho other of

darkness. For her fortitude she wore the crested and unstooping helmet. (We

may see these realised in the Hebrew imagery—" For he put on righteous

ness as a breast-plate, and a helmet of salvation upon his hoad : and he

put on the garments of vengeance for clothing, and was clad with anger as

a cloke.") Lastly, in her character of temperance she is the Queen of

Maidenhood. But all these qualities mass themselves into the two of

justice and patience ; and of these the Greeks have written two mighty

songs.'

Mr. Ruskin then said that tho stories of Athena were so many that he-

hoped somo day to collect them together ; but that to-night he would touch,

only upon those under the head of Eolus, tho god of storm, as given us by

Homer. He describes Ulysses as coming to the happy Eolian Islands, sur

rounded by walls of brass (emblems of towering clouds lighted by the

sun). Here Ulysses was hospitably treated, and sent away with all the-

adverso winds securely locked up in bags ; the bags were cut open by the

sailors, and they were driven back to Eolus, who refuses to help again,

those who had incurred the anger of the gods.

' Notice the gentleness of this legend—a quality especially to be noted in-

Homer. In tho battle for the body of Patroclus, when the Greeks are all1

but overpowered by Hector, how did the king, Agamemnon, address them?

" Think," he says, " of Patroclus, think how gentle he was." This he ad

dressed to tho soldiers, to make them hold on. And this idea of Eolus

remains to'the latost time—to the very last he is a kind-hearted monarch.

Another beneficent storm god, pure Boreas, occupies an important place in

legend. The fable of the harpies is always connected with Boreas because

the two sons of Boreas are enemies of tho harpies and 'drive them back.

Harpies are identified with those short gusts which lift tho dust in whirls,

or the papers on the tablo in a room when tho window is left open. This is

the physical moaning. As for the mental, harpies signify thoso short gusta

of malicious anger wholly different from tho noblo anger of the greater
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tempests. Harpies are related to the nobler tempests, as Charybdis is to

the sea; they are gusts of frightful, lawless passion, meagre and insane,

spirits of wasted energy, and bring nothing with them but eTil.

' We must always be prepared to read Greek legends as wo should traco

threads through figures of a damask : as soino thread runs through the web

and makes parts of different figures, so the Greek fables bend and cross in

different directions ; thus the harpies who represent vain desires are closely

connected with the syrens who represent constant desires. There arc two

groups of syrens, one noble and saving, and the other «s fatal ; but there

are no noble harpies.

' We have hitherto spoken only of the deities of the winds ; we now pass

on to a more important group, which must be touched on slightly—the

deities of the clouds, which are subject to the God of the Air. Chief of

these is Hermes (Mercury). To Hermes is given the power of concealment

and theft. The snatching of the harpies is by brute force, but the snatch

ing away of the clouds is by deceit, and with this is associated the Egyptian

thought of leading away the souls by death. "Wo must pass by the lovely

group of myths connected with Mercury dwelling in the mountains of

Sparta. Temple after temple rises there of the divine marble that no tool

has polluted ; on these cloud-mountains of Greece, Maia, from whom our

month of May has its name, gave birth to the shepherd of the clouds—■

wing-footed and deceiving, restless messenger between the highest sky and

topmost earth—the winged Mercury.

' Semele, the mother of Bacchus ; Medusa ; Pegasus, the god of foun

tains ; the Chimsera; the thunder-cloud on the volcanic mountain—■

all these, and many more, are subject to the dominant power of Athena.

She is the air giving life to the human heart, giving power to the vegetable

earth, and this is why the olive tree is precious to her. Then she is the

air giving movement to the sea and rondering motion on it possible. Lastly,

she is the air nourishing artificial light as opposed to the light of the sun ;

and with this is connected her power over household work.

' She is the breeze of the mountain and the sea. Whenever you draw a pure

long breath of free heaven without any smoke in it, either from a chimney

or from a cigar, you take Athena into your heart and brain. Now this

breathing of fresh air is physical as well as mental. Of all people that

ever lived, the Greeks knew best what pure air meant ; thus the Queen of

the Air became to them the real strength of battle in war.

' Then when Achilles, faint with grief, was mourning the loss of Patroelus,

Jupiter pities him and sends Minerva, who restores him and pours divine

ambrosia and nectar upon him, and then comes the great passago about

Athena arming; and her descent is likened to the storm when Jupiter

spreads the purple rainbow over heaven ; but the most curious instance of

the physical power of Athena is where she gives strength to Menelaus ;

faint with fatigue he prays to her, and she was glad he addressed himself

to her, and gave him, not the strength of a lion or of an ox, but of the

indefatigable fly, the creature that lives in the air. When she comes down

to help Diomed against Mars, she takes his charioteer's place. Mars first

casts her spear, and in Pope it is said that the goddess opposed her hand

and caused it to glance aside, but the Greek expression is, caught it and

threw it aside as the wind would.

' You might think it out of harmony were I to trace the way iu which

Minerva's power over the olive was connected with the anointing oil,

still more if I endeavoured to show the analogy between the spiritual

power of JAthena and another Spirit, which we are forbidden at our worst

peril to quench or to grieve ; but I should not close without enquiring how

far these legends— vain to us—were vain to those who had no better trust.

There might be much in what I have been bringing before you doubtful, or

even wrong ; but of this fact we can all speak positively who watch the

tone of the Greek thoughts, that the effect cf these legends on the life of

the Greek was not vain at all. The creed was different of course in different

people. The peasant's was simple. Pisistratus attained the throne by

appearing with a beautiful woman, whom he gave out to be Athena ; and

only in the last century a beautiful English lady was surrounded by poor

people in one of the Grecian isles, who thought she was Athena.

' The creed of the upper classes was a little more refined and spiritual,

but quite as honest. The more worldly would pray with the public faith

for their own purposes, but the good and unworldly lived by their faith as

sincerely as St. Louis or the Cid.

' The faith of the poets and artists was necessarily more varied, tinged

with their own thoughts, like Dante's faith, or Milton's ; and they strove

with all their might to be as near the truth as they could.

' The creed of the philosophers varied according to the knowledge of each,

and their mystic tendencies ; but with all its faults, we nevertheless owe to

it some of the soundest ethics and some of the wisest laws. Such was the

power of the heathen creed in its strength ; and remember, in endeavouring

to judge it, that what the heathen did they did from a sense of duty, looking

for no reward but death. The present forms of our own religion consist

of sacrificing less things for greater—time for eternity, giving up houses

and lands that we may receive an hundred-fold; but the poor Greeks

expected no reward from heaven but justice, and no reward from earth but

rest ; though when they fulfilled their duties they had sometimes a prophet

to tell even them of a land where there is a light by day and a light by

night, without sorrow, and where they would need no more to trouble the

earth for their daily bread.'

ACCIDENT, GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.

THE inquest before Mr. Humphreys on the four nion killed at the Coal

Depot at Waterloo Town, Bethnal Green, was, after two adjourn

ments, concluded on Friday, March 12.

Mr. James Edmeston of Crown Court,, architect, who had been profes

sionally employed to inspect the scene of the accident, stated in his evidence

that the eonstructionjwhieh fell, consisted of an arrangement of cross girders,

6 feet apart, and 30 feet 6 inches long, carrying arches of brick in two half-

brick rims, most of which girders were carried by threo longitudinal girders,

one at each side, and ono in the centre, the length of two of them being

55 feet, the other about. 36 feet.

The platform thus formed measured 61 feet transversely, by 55 feet

longitudinally.

The centre girder had twice as much work to do as cither of the other

two longitudinal girders, and it was evident, from the way in which the

structure had fallen, that the failure had occurred in connection with the

centre girder.

This girder had been supported in the middle of its length by a hollow

cast-iron column, 14 feet high, 1 foot 4$ inches diameter above the base, and

with a baso of 1 foot 8 inches diameter. This column was set upon a

Bramley Hall block of stone, 4 feet x 4 feet x 1 foot 8 inches thick,

which stone was again bedded on a pier of solid brickwork, standing on a

bed of concrete.

The deadweight thrown upon the centre girder and its supporting column

was estimated by Mr. Edmeston at 2J cwt. per superficial foot ; in all 200

tons, equally distributed, or considerably more than the girder would bear

without the support of the column. But as the column divided the space

spanned by the girder into two parts, each 27 feet 0 inches long, the weight

distributed upon each half of the girder thus divided would be 100 tons, a

load which it would bo able to carry.

The column was of metal, 1 1 inch thick ; and was equal to tho work it had

to do. Although displaced and forced through the stono base, some portion

of which was found wedged up tho centre of the column, and through one

sido of pier of brickwork, and embedded at least seven feet in the ground,

it was found nearly uninjured when dug out.

The pier, of brickwork, was built in mortar, and was wholly below the

level of the ground; and although the mortar had not set, Mr. Edmeston

did not see reason to think that any defect in the pier occasioned the

disaster ; and therefore, as neither the column nor the girder was in fault,

tho investigation narrowed itself to the state of tho stono base upon which

the column was placed, and there is ample proof that this stone was in a

very defective slate. It was found to be broken and split into a number

of pieces. Some of these injuries occurred, no doubt, at the time of the

accident, but it is certain there were two rents in the stone, crossing each

other, and dividing it into four unequal parts, which had occurred before

the fall : for they had been grouted up with Portland cement, and a por

tion of the underpart, or bed of the stone, was found to be hollow, and had

been filled with Portland cement to a thickness varying from $ in. to 1^ in.

The stone itself had been set in mortar, which still adhered to it all

round the sides of the bed, and in these places there was mortar only on

the stone, and no cement.

It appeared, from these premises, clear that tho stone, instead of being

in one solid piece, spreading tho weight over the brick pier beneath it, had

become split into four unequal pieces, the fractions of which were not even

or perpendicular. The utmost width of the base of the column was 1 ft. 8 in.

by 1 ft. 8 in., and it is very probable that the separate pieces into which tho

base stono was divided were pressed upon unequally, until at last, by the

accumulation of tho pressure, by vibration, or in some other way, they no

longer remained tolerably compact beneath the base, hold together by the

pressure ; but one or more of them was suddenly displaced, and the column,

w ith a weight of 200 tons upon it, in an instant fell to the level of the

brick pier, and with great forco, was crushed through one side of it into

tho earth in the manner before mentioned. Tho long centre girder, having

lost the support of the column, was quite unequal to the weight thrown

upon it, and simultaneously fell to the ground, letting down all the rest of

the structure which dopended upon it.

As to quality : the stone was, in its interior, found to be coarse-grained,

and with much moro than the usual proportion of sandy ferruginous veins.

These veins were not all of them parallel with the bed, and it is possible

that the stone yielded sooner than it would have done in consequence of

these internal defects. Two other blocks of tho same stone, split open in

the presence of the witness, by his desire, contrasted very favourably with

the stono in question, being of much more homogeneous character, and the-

particles evenly united, and with very few traces indeed of the friable veins

above named.

Other evidence, the effect of which was corroborative of the professional

opinion we have reported, was given by Thomas Brown, a carpenter's-

labourer, who said : ' I was at work near tho column that fell on

Friday, February 26. I was going to shore it up, and just as we got tho

length of tho first prop up, the column came down. Wo had noticed

that the stone upon which tho column rested was cracked. About a

week before this happened, the stone was cracked down tho side.' When

witness first saw it there was only one crack, but on Friday morning,

the day of the accident, he noticed there were two. They were both down

01113 side, and that was the side nearest to the street. All tho un

fortunate men were acquainted with tho crack. When the second crack

was detected on Friday morning, every diligence was used to get the struts

up, but beforo they could be fixed the wholo fabric fell.

Thomas Aked, mason, had bedded the stone. It was 4 feet square, 1 foot

9 inches thick, and was Bramley Fall stone, which was considered good

stone. The brickwork was flush—even, level. The column was let into

tho baso of the stone. It was usual to run in cement when a stone was

bedded, to fill up crevices. On this occasion it was delayed for the con

venience of the men fixing the columns. The first cement was not run in

because there was any crack ; there was no crack then. His attention was

afterwards callod to tho fact that there was a crack in tho stone by the

inspector of the railway company—Finchman. That was on February 2.

Had examined the stone, and that was the first time he knew there was a

crack in it. The crack wns on the four sides—on each side ; it was tho

widest at the base on each side ; the widest part was as much as half an

inch. Brickwork was raised up to the top of the stone, and the whole

' grouted ' in with cement.

Several other men engaged on the work wore examined as witnesses, but

failed to add any material fact to the statements already given, and tho

jury returned a verdict in accordance with the evidence.
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REVIEWS.

The Railways of India. E. & F. Spon, 48 Charing Cross. London:

1868.

Under the above title a work has recently been published by Captain

Edward Davidson, R.E., who lately held the office in Calcutta of Deputy

•Consulting Engineer for Railways to the Government of Bengal.

Before entering into an account of the various lines of railway at present

in existence, Captain Davidson hastily reviews the position of the Empire

before their introduction into India, and the native characteristics of the

people. Amongst the greatest achievements consequent upon an increase in

the facilities of intercommunication brought about by the steam engine have

been an overturning of prejudices, an uprooting of habits, and a changing of

customs previously as tenaciously held and dearly loved almost as life itself ;

whilst at the same time it has greatly strengthened the bands of Govern

ment, brought different races moro into communication with each other, and

given a wonderful impetus to commerce throughout the whole Empire. We

will not follow the author in his account of the physical peculiarities of

Hindostan, interesting though they be ; after which he enters into an exa

mination of the several lines along which railways should first have been

taken, and the reasons which led to the adoption of those already sanc

tioned or completed.

The idea of constructing railways in India was first discussed about the

year 1841-42, but there appears to be some uncertainty as to the projector

to whom that country is indebted for the first conception of her railway

system. The name of Sir Macdonald Stephenson is generally associated

with the earliest history of Indian railways, and he asserted before the

Committee of the House of Commons that the project of a railway in India

first occurred to him in 1841 : any how it is tolerably certain that the credit

of being first concerned in a tangible and practicable line of railway for

India belongs to that gentleman.

On account of the many difficulties peculiar to India, it was thought

advisable, before commencing upon any particular line, to depute an engi

neer, acquainted with the working of railroads in England, to examine the

subject of the practicability of their construction in India, and of their

suitableness to an Indian climate and requirements. Mr. Simms, C.E.»the

engineer selected for this duty, reached India in September 1845, and sub

mitted his report on the subject in February 1846.

There appears to have been but little difference of opinion regarding the

agency by which railways in India should bo constructed, yet the Board of

Control, whilst agreeing with the general principles proposed by the Court

of Directors of the East India Company, objected to many of the details of

the proposed measure, under which the work was to bo entrusted to the

agency of a company, and they positively objected to the very idea of a

guarantee boing given, concurring with the Government of India in think

ing that, land being granted, it ought to be unnecessary. This, however,

was subsequently overcome, and a 5 per cent, guarantee was sanctioned on

the necessary capital for an experimental line in Bengal, on July 15, 1847.

In September following the Board of Control agreod to the construction of

an experimental lino in the Western Presidency, from Bombay to Callian,

35 miles in length. Considerable delays still occurred in the completion

of final and detailed arrangements for carrying out these two experimental

railways, and it was not until August 17, 1849 that legal agreements were

signed by the East India, and Great India Peninsula Railway, Companies.

Although Lord Dalhousic did not take his seat as Governor General

until January 12, 1848, he undoubtedly did more for the promotion of

railways in India than any other person, and bis celebrated Minute of

April 20, 1853, is justly considered tho foundation of the Indian Railway

system.

The contract for the first experimental line, from Calcutta to the coal

fields at Raneegunge, a distance of 121 miles, was signed in August, 1819,

and the first section of land was made over to the East India Railway

Company in January, 1851. The greatest possible error in judgment was

however committed at the outset in fixing the terminus at Howrah, instead
■of taking the liue across the river at sonic convenient spot and bringing it

directly into Calcutta. The gauge of railways for India was fixed at 6 feet

6 inches ; and with the exception of what are termed light railways, all the

arterial lines are made with the same gauge. All lines in India are at

first constructed with only a single line of railway, but tho earthwork and

bridges are made sufficiently wide to admit of a second line being laid down

so soon as the exigencies of the service shall demand it.

Space will not admit of our following out the early histories of the

several railway companios in India ; suffice it here to state that with only

two exceptions they have all been started under the same system of

guarantee. The Indian Branch Railway Company, better known now as

the Oude and Rohilcund Railway Company, and the Indian Tramway

Company, whose field of operations lies in the Madras Presidency, were

started with tho view of carrying out their works without a guarantee ;

but after constructing their first short lengths of railway they were unable

to raise capital for the further prosecution of their undertakings, and they

have since been admitted to share the privileges of the other companies.

With regard to the financial prospects of the several lines, it appears that

the East Indian, the Great Indian Peninsula, and the Eastern Bengal

Railways are by far the most profitable concerns, and all promise to more

than repay the five per cent, interest guaranteed upon their capital. Next

comes the Eastern Bengal Railway, which, though a diminutive undertaking

when compared with its gigantic contemporaries above-named, has from the

tirst proved itself to be a line likely to become highly remunerative. After

these, but at a long interval, follow the Madras, the Scinde, Punjab, and

the Bombay and Barodah Railways ; all of which arc distinguished by the

promising feature of a continually increasing business, though their

earnings have, up to tho present, fallen far short of a sum that would yield

five per cent, on the capital expended in their construction. The only

line which must be pronounced a failure is that called the Calcutta and

South-Eastern , running from Calcutta to the river Mutlah. a distance of

only 29 miles, which has hitherto been always worked at a heavy loss.

The following table will give some further interesting particulars concern

ing the different railways which can more easily be put in a tabular form

than otherwise. The total length of railways at present sanctioned in India

is 6,609 miles :—

Total
Average cost
per mite

Amount of gnu
receipts per mile

per week re
quired to pro
duce 5 per cent.,
50 percent, being
calculated for
working and
maintenance.

Average
weekly
receipts
during
18D5-G6.

Railway.

length
as at

present
sanc
tioned.

when
finished,

with a cer
tain extent
of double

line.

East Indian :— Miles. £ £ 4. £ «.

Jubbulpore line .... 225
22,000 42 6 89 0

Great India Peninsula , • . l,26fij 14,510* 27 18 65 5
Madras :—

South-West line, including Ban
galore Branch .... 492 12,000 28 0 14 0

North-Weet line .... 333
Bombay, Barodah, and Central India 312J 24,000 46 8 13 8

109 20,000 38 9 19 8
246 10,000 19 5 8 6

159 17,000 32 18 28 7
Great Southern of India . lss 10,000 19 5 8 10
Calcutta and South-Eastern 29 21,000 40 7 9 0

672

* It is certain, Captain Davidson states in a foot note, that this rate will be much ex
ceeded, and that a cost of 20,000/. per mile will probably be nearer the truth.

The effects produced upon India by her railways arc thus summed up by

the author of the work under notice :— ' British rule has been strengthened,

the members of the vast but rather disjointed fabric have been knit together

with a network of iron sinew, and consolidated. The Empire is now in a

far better position than it has hitherto ever been to resist invasion from

without, or insurrection from within. If war be the fate of British India,

she has now a power of concentration, and an unity of vigour and energy,

which will give her a force unknown before. If peace be her lot, she bids

fair soon to take that place in the commonwealth of nations to which her

magnitude and her fertility entitle her.' In the meanwhile, an extension of

the present system of railways is under consideration, the Government of

India having recently been requested by the Secretary of State for India to

advise him on the subject, with a desire that attention may be directed to

two classes of railways : first, those required mainly for political or military

considerations, the advancement of a backward district, or the welfare of a

neglected race, though not ignoring commercial opportunities or require

ments ; and, second, those principally needed to further the interests of

trade.

THE GHEAT PYRAMID.

To tin alitor of ' Thk Architect.'

Sin,—In tho article on Egyptology in your issue of Fobruary 6, your con

tributor has tho following passage :—

' It is a matter of humiliation to those who have some better acquaintance

with what is known, and with what has yet to be known, of Egypt, to

witness two of the recent English lucubrations on the subject.' In one, ' a

man of science, starting with an hypothesis as useless as it is incapable of

verification, has come to the conclusion that a rude sarcophagus, the con

tents of which can only bo admeasured approximately, and that by a most

complicated process, was a standard measure of capacity. The learned Pro

fessor has given us a measure of his judgment in the fact that, while

measuring with the utmost accuracy the widths of courses of masonry in

which no one but himself takes any great interest, he was content to deter

mine a matter of real geodesic importance, the length of the base of the

Great Pyramid, by the reliable aid of—a tape.'

Will you permit me, Sir, to express regret that such a sample of the

flippant criticism which is the vice of modern journalism should have re

ceived your imprimatur ? It would be difficult to compress into an equal

number of words a wider comprehension of threo distinct breaches of critical

truthfulness—to wit,

1. A misapprehension of facts which are sufficiently plain.

2. A palpable self-contradiction.

3. A gross libel on the scientific character of a man known to bo a patient,

accurate, and intelligent investigator.

It is clear that the writer of tho article does not comprehend the bearing of

the questions at issue with reference to the Great Pyramid ; that he is

ignorant of the deep interest with which many men devoted to practical

scioneo are now studying those questions ; and that it is impossible that he

can have read Professor Fiazzi Smyth's ' Life and Work at the Great

Pyramid ' with the ordinary attention due to such a work from any intelli

gent man—how much more from one professing to be an Egyptologist of

the first water !

As for tho facts which are sufficiently plain,—The theory propounded, so

far from being ' useless,' is of supreme value in two directions. Because,

if it be established, we have—1st. A perfect check and correction of modern

calculations (confessedly only approximative) of the chief elements of Eosmic

measures ; and, 2nd. A complete demolition, by substantive facts, of the

fundamental position of the advanced scepticism of tho present day. It' the

theory of the pyramid be true, tho doctrine of ' progressive development' of

the human race, as at present defined, must be false.
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To assert that the theory is ' incapable of verification ' is to beg the whole

-question, because that is the very issue in contention. All the presump

tions, so far, are affirmative of the theory. Only one important link

is needed to complete tho proof—viz., the true measures of tie base of the

pyramid.

The application of the phrase ' rude sarcophagus ' to the coffer of the

King's Chamber indicates complete ignorance of patent facts, and recalls

tho vagaries on this subject of a certain Northern obstetrician and dabbler

in archaeology. The term ' sarcophagus ' itself, precedent and authority not

withstanding, is utterly out of place in Egyptology. The expletive ' rude '

is equally inapplicable to a coffer which is wrought in the hardest known

stone ; of whose original surface sufficient remains to show that it was per

fectly finished and reduced to exquisite polish, and whoso palpable mathe

matical properties are most remarkable. It is sufficient to indicate two

of those—the most salient. 1st The cube content of the mass composing

the coffer is exactly equal to tho cube hollow space it contains. 2nd. It

is proven by the investigations of St. John V. Day that, referring to tho

well-ascertained dimensions of the coffer—

max. length + max. breadth m „ (w;thin 0.00n)

max. height

and that only by the (presumed) irregularity iu the dimensions of the coffer

was it possiblo to fulfil two diverse conditions—viz., 1st. That the coffer

should gjve t (which is indisputably the basic element of the pyramid) by

correlation of the dimensions corresponding to those which contain it in the

pyramid ; and, 2nd. That, coincident with this, it should contain that pre

cise standard of capacity which is indicated by the theory of the pyra

mid. This of course means, to those who have had patience and honesty

1o study the whole matter, that the more closely the coffer is examined, the

more thoroughly does the coincidence of its elements with the fundamental

elements of the Great Pyramid itself (and that pyramid only) become esta

blished.

It is not true to affirm that the contents of the coffer ' can only be ad

measured approximately.' A reference to the details of admeasurement

given in 'Life and Work' distinctly shows that tho limits of error are

practically nil.

It is not true to affirm that the admeasurement can only be made ' by a

most complicated process.' A reference to the same invaluable book

distinctly shows that sufficient of the original surface remains to permit of

measurement by the ordinary means that any practical man would adopt

to determine the size of any object infinitely more complicated. Has your

contributor ever perchance ' taken out quantities ' of irregular castings ?

Next, as to the self-contradiction. After accusing the Astronomer Royal

in Scotland of ' starting with an hypothesis as useless as it is incapable of

verification,' your contributor affirms that ' tfte length of the base of the

Great Pyramid is a matter of real geodesic importance.' Has this gentleman,

who is so much ' better acquainted ' (than whom ?) ' with what is known, and

with what has yet to be known, of Egypt,' yet to learn that the main purpose

of all that Piazzi Smyth has written (volume after volume), of all the

thorough, patient work through which he has waded, of the months of

difficulty and hardship he endurod in the tombs at Gizeh (which would

doubtless have knocked up a carpet-knight in a week), was precisely to

wake the scientific world to the fact that the ' length of base of the pyramid

is a matter of real geodesic importance ' ?

And yet Piazzi Smyth was content !—to determine this supreme matter

by the aid of—A tape ! This is so cruelly, so unpardonably untrue, in the

face of paragraph on paragraph, chapter on chapter, of the 1st vol. of ' Life

and Work,' that it is amazing how a sincere Egyptologist could be guilty of

so unjust an accusation. The only apology which is tolerable is that for

which I have given your contributor credit, viz., that he has not read the

book referred to, except as people pretend to read books now-a-days. It is

the fact that Professor Smyth never attempted to determine the pyramid-

base at all, either by a tape or any other absurd method. It is tho fact

that page after page of his book is filled with lamentations that any such

attempt, in view of the enormous mass of rubbish to be removed from the

base, was physically and financially impossible for him.' But it did so

happen that on the eve of his departure from tho pyramid, when his ' traps

were packed,' that he was present at some such attempt by a person in no

way connected with him.

These simple facts I knew from ' Life and Work ; ' but to make assuranco

doubly sure, I wroto to the worthy Professor (after reading the article re

ferred to), and put him to question categorically. He replies, ' Modifying

your first question thus—" Did you, yourself (apart from Inglis), attempt a

measurement of the length of a side of the pyramid's base, from socket to

socket (these being the only recognisable accurate terminations of such a

base line)?"—my answer to this is, briefly, No!'

I would fain ask you to give the whole of the Professor's letter, which

was written without any knowledge of the article in your Journal, and

which shows how wide of the truth the writer of that article was in making

an attack so gratuitous ; but have already too far trespassed on your space,

London, March 9, 1869. ir.

Note.-—The expression ' flippant criticism ' is more applicable to the

above letter than to the article to which it refers. The writer only con

firms the remark that Professor Smyth did spend months on the site of the

Great Pyramid making numerous minor measurements, and yet that the

measurement of the side of the pyramid to which he gave ' the place of

honour' was made by a tape. With the reasons for this we have little

concern ; the proceeding is an inversion of any true scientific method.

As to ' self-contradiction,' we recommend our correspondent to read Pro

fessor Smyth's earlier work, published under the extraordinary title of

' Our Inheritance in tho Great Pyramid.' In that book certain statements

are made on certain assumptions, which the visit to the spot, detailed in

the more bulky volumes, proved to bo erroneous. But the hypotheses are

adhered to notwithstanding. In the first book a cortain archaic sarcophagus

was assumed to bo something else, because it had no ledge for a lid. The

ledge, however, is found to exist, but the 'coffer' is a coffer all the same.

The specific gravity of the earth, which is made to perform a function

ontirely incredible to any ordinary mind, is differently stated in the two

works, the only ascertainable reason being that the estimate given in tho

first will not work iu with the fresh calculations given in tho second,

A line or two of quotation is sufficient to explain the merciful silence of

the critical press on what Professor Smyth euphuistically calls a theory:—

' If we reduce that cube quantity of 125,000 inches to a sphere of the

diameter of 50 inches, we get 5 places of numbers, but they are figures too

small to represent the coffer. And if, on the other hand, we multiply

125,000 by 5'672 as the best modern determination of the density of the

earth, we get tho right sizes of figures, but one place of numbers too much.

Take, therefore, the 6 places of numbers as due to the spherical shape of

the earth, but put therein the actual figures so far as given by the cube of

the linear standard of the pyramid when multiplied by the earth's mean

density.' So far ' Our Inheritance ; ' but ' Life and Work' says :—' A tenth

part of such space = 12,500 oubic inches, agreeably with the Coptic interpre

tation of the term Pyramid—is thus to be filled with matter of the mean

density or specific gravity of the earth as a whole,' which is now taken at

67 instead of 5-672.

Laughter is not what such lucubrations should excite, but a sense of pro

found sadness. But to assume the occurrence of a Divine Revelation from

the results of vagaries such as these, is a proceeding which the religious

man of science, and the intelligent man of piety, will alike and most

unhesitatingly condemn.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

Sib, —I quite agree with your correspondent ' X. Y. Z.' in his belief that

the present English system of pupilage is the best means by which tho

architectural student can obtain a proper knowledge of his profession. But

I think, nevertheless, it is very desirable that before a pupil enters tho

office, he should go through, as has been proposed, a preliminary courso

(for a year, I suppose, would be sufficient) of freehand drawing, perspective,

and the elements of geometrical drawing. By this means he would enter

upon his five years' term of articles with his eyes in some degree

opened, and would certainly take more interest in, and understand

better, his work than if he had commenced without any previous

preparation. Your correspondent ' X. Y. Z.' has very aptly touched

upon some of tho useful and practical information which a pupil can

only acquire in his principal's office. I would add that he also may

derive advantage from seeing his master's clients when he is absent : the

pupil thus has a little responsibility put upon his shoulders in answering

questions (that is to say, if he can, by which moans he often discovers

points in which he is deficient), explaining drawings and observing tho

various criticisms. There are numerous facilities at the present time for tho

architectural student to supplement his office-work by attending the various

professional lectures, and by joining the educational classes of the Archi

tectural Association.

It appears to me to be a capital plan to take notes while reading

architectural works or specifications, and invariably to jot down any

technical terms not understood, and then, as soon as possible, to thoroughly

find out their meaning. By this course the student is led to read more

attentively than he would otherwise do, and moreover is accumulating a

useful nucleus for future reference. It is also well to note down day by day

any information obtained about materials, construction,* or any practical

points, and afterwards to classify and index them, as memory, especially

with regard to figures, often proves treacherous. In conclusion, I would

strongly recommend students to read Mr. T. Roger Smith's paper (read some

six years or so since, before the Architectural Association) od this subject

of education. It was afterwards published, I believe, in tho Builder.

March 16, 1869. Your obedient sen-ant,

' A Student.'

BT. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.

Can you, Sir, or any of your correspondents inform me when the new

railings are to be put up round St. Paul's, which were promised, I believe,

some eighteen months ago ?

Yours, &c,

Lyndak-, South Pcage Park, S.E. A. S.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Proposed New Town Hall for Warrington.—We hear that Mr.

Walker, who has given a donation of 1,000/. to the Corporation to be de

voted to any public purpose they may deem expedient, has a strong desiro

that it should lead to the erection of a Town Hall worthy the position of

Warrington as nn ancient, loyal, and thriving borough. It has been sug

gested in several quarters that as Colonel Wilson-Patten is erecting a new

mansion at Winmarleigh, and is generally supposed to bo thoroughly tired of

inhaling Warrington smoke—although as strongly as ever attached to War

rington people—Bank Hall might be purchased upon reasonable terms. In

thatcaso it could be readily converted into a Town Hall, and its gardens into

a public park. Wo give publicity to the suggestion at this opportune

moment, seeing that it is not too bite to stop the contemplated expenditure

iu connection with the enlargement of tho present shabby building which

has so long been mis-named a Town Hall. There is probably sufficient

room at Bank Hall for all Corporate purposes and for the free museum

and library as well, so that tho people of Warrington may have grouped

together those institutions which are supported by the rates, and in which

all are more or less interested. The building has long been regarded as

a great public want.— Warrington Guardian.

* 1» illustration I would mention that it is very common for men who have boon years
in an office to ask such questions as, ' What should be the angle of inclination of a church
Mt ? 1 ' What height should a leoteru be:-- ' What are the proper dimension* of an

altar V
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Some time back it was thought that the Prince Consort Memorial in I

Hyde Park would be finished and solemnly inaugurated by Her Majesty on

May 1 next, but this is now found to be impossible. The cost of this great

national record has not been restricted to any particular amount ; the

Government voted a sum of 180,000/., but this is quite inadequate to cover

the entire expense, and the deficit, as was the case with tho cost of the

Mausoleum at Frogmorc, will be met from out of the private purse of the

Queen.

Arrangements are now in progress for building a south aisle to St.

Peter's Church, Monkwearmouth, which will include a further portion of

the ground formerly covered by the Benedictine monastery which existed

previous to the Reformation.

Mr. William M'Arthur, M.P. for Lambeth, on Friday, March 12, in the

presence of a large assemblage of persons, laid tho memorial stone of a new

and commodious Wesleyan day school, at Tonbridge. The building is to

be erected in the Early Gothic style of architecture, from the designs of Mr.

Ilaker, of London, and the contractor is Mr. T. Dove. The cost of the

building will exceed 1,000/., which has nearly all been subscribed in the

neighbourhood, and it is intended to accommodate between 200 and 300

children. Attached to it are two large class-rooms.

The New Public Hall, Exeter.—Twenty designs were sent in for

the erection of the new edifice in Queen Street: the first premium was

awarded to that of Mr. C. J. Phipps, F.S.A., and the work has been en

trusted to him. The second premium, 15/., was won by Mr. Harbottle,

architect, Topsham. The hall will be 69 feet wide by 131 feet long, inter

nally, and will be covered by a large circular roof of one span. At one

end there will be a gallery capable of accommodating 300 persons, and at

tho other an orchestra, with semi-circular back, and retiring rooms at the

sides and beneath, rendering it suitable for amateur performances and con

certs. The style of the Queen Street front will be Venetian Gothic, and

the building will seat altogether about 2,000 persons.

New Schools, Bast Rainton.—New schools at East Rainton, in the

county of Durham, have just been opened. They comprise school and

class-room, porches and out-officcs. The buildings are of stone, in the

style of tho thirteenth century. The architect is Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler,

of Durham.

Restoration of Barnard Castle Church.—The ancient church of

liarnard Castle was, till lately, one of the most dilapidated in the county of

Durham, but the work of restoration has just been commenced under the

direction of Mr. F. R. X. Haswell, architect, of North Shields. The church

is extremely interesting, and much of it is of very early thirteenth century

work. We shall recur to the subject whon tho work is more advanced.

The sums received by the ' Kblner Dom-bau Vercin,' or Society for

the Completion of the Cathedral at Cologne, amounted during the year 1868

to 186,000 Prussian dollars, or 27,900/.

St. Swithin's Church, Cannon Street, was re-opened on Sunday. The

church has been entirely ro-modolled; seven Gothic windows have been put

in, and the inside has undergone an entire restoration, the large pews being

removed, and open seats being put in their stead. The large stained glass

window on the south side is very fine.

The foundation-stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel has been laid at

Yeovil, by Sir Francis Lycett. The stylo is to be Gothic, and the total cost

of the edifice, including site, will be 3,000/.

College of St. Stanislaus, Tullabeg, King's County, Ireland.—

The church is to be enlarged, and an Italian campanile added at the south

west angle. There are in course of erection a spacious refectory 69 feet

6 inches by 30 feet, with minor ofEces ; students' chapel, 83 feet 6 inches

by 31 feet, and 26 feet high ; lavatories ; and grand stairs uniting the new

building to the eastern wing. The building will be constructed of lime

stone from the quarries on the property, having the quoins and all orna

mental features executed in the same materials. When completo the entire

block will exhibit a southern facade of 193 feet, and eastern flank of

220 feet, three storeys in height, of simple and effective character. Mr.

Charles Gcoghegan is the architect.

All Saints Church, Hastings.—Tho Church of All Saints, Hastings,

is to be restored, and a sum of money has been already raised

towards meeting the expense. This church, which, from its picturesque

outline and position, is well known to all visitors to Hastings, has suffered

cruelly from neglect and alterations. The work is entrusted to Mr. Butter-

field ; and whilo we congratulate the committee on their choice of so compe

tent an architect, wo cannot forbear expressing our earnest hope that

coloured decorations, such as destroy theeffect of Mr. Butterfield's otherwise

excellent restoration of the Church of St. Cross at Winchester, are not to

be introduced at Hastings. Let the restoration be thorough, but not more

than a restoration.

THE METROPOLITAN ASYLUMS DISTRICT.

THE Returns asked for by Mr. Torrens, M.P., with respect to the

asylums which are to be built, have just been issued, under the

authority of tho Metropolitan Poor Act, 1867. It will be remembered

that tho Act named gives great power to the Poor Law Board, and

enables the authorities at Gwydir House to compel the action of tho

guardians of the poor in the Metropolitan district in various ways.

The work dono hitherto under the Act has been the appointment of a

Metropolitan Asylums Board, tho preparation of plans and estimates for the

building of several asylums, and the formation of unions and parishes

into what are called ' asylum districts.' Tho returns asked for by Mr.

Torrens relato to the asylums which are in course of building under the 5th,

6th, and 7th sections of the Metropolitan Poor Act, 1867, and of those which

it has been directed should be built, with tho estimated cost of site and

structure in each case ; of the unions, districts, or parishes having dispen

saries, and of those which have complied with the provisions for estab

lishing dispensaries and appointing dispensers for the relief of the outdoor

sick poor, and the estimated cost of the same in each case. On May 15,

1867, the Poor Law Board issued an order forming the 'Metropolitan

Asylums District,' which was to consist of tho several unions and parishes

in the metropolis, and within which asylums were to be built for insane

paupers, and for paupers suffering from fever and from small-pox. It was

arranged that two asylums for insane paupers should be built, one a

Leavcsden and the other at Caterham, each asylum to be fitted for the

reception of 1,500 patients. These two asylums are now being built. The

estimated cost of the site of one was 7,600/., and of the other 6,000/. ; whilst

the estimated cost of structure of the two asylums, exclusive of 36,000/. for

furnishing, bedding, and clothing, was221,000/. For the projected asylums for

cases of fever and small-pox sites were obtained at Stockwell, at Homerton,

and at Hampstead, at an estimated cost of 44,000/. The Stockwell and Homer

ton Asylums were to be fitted for the reception of 311 fever patients and

204 small-pox patients. The original estimate for the asylum at Stock-

well was 56,000/., but material alterations in the plans have since been

agreed upon by the Poor Law Board and the managers of the Metropolitan

Asylums District, and the estimate will have to be reduced. It is also

under consideration to make important alterations in tho plan for tho

asylum at Homerton ; and very probably the cost, the original estimate for

which was 44,000/., will be subjected to reduction. The managers of the

Metropolitan Asylums District, at the suggestion of the Poor Law Board,

have determined to defer the erection of an asylum at Hampstead until it

is ascertained how far the accommodation which will be afforded at Stock-

well and Homerton will meet the requirements of the district.

Besides the asylums for the whole district, and in which only the insane

and fever and small-pox patients will be treated, other asylums have been

directed to be built for the reception of tho ' acute sick.' Tho Metropolitan

Poor Act of 1867 gave the Poor-Law Board power to join unions and

parishes into a district or districts, in order to classify the indoor paupers

in the unions and parishes so united. Under the authority so given, six

districts have already been formed as follows:—1. Newington district, com

prising St. Saviour's, St. Mary, Newington, and St. George the Martyr,

Southwark. 2. Kensington district, containing St. Mary Abbott's, Ken

sington, St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster. 3. Rotherhithe district,

comprising St. Olave's, St. Mary, Rotherhithe, and St. Mary Magdalen.

Bermondsey. 4. Poplar and Stepney, containing tho unions so named,

5. Central Union, comprising the Strand, Westminster, and St. Giles-in-

the-Fields and St. George, Bloomsbury ; and 6, Finsbury district, in which

are comprised Holborn, St. Jamos, Clerkenwell, and St. Luke, Middlesex.

So far as the two districts named last aro concerned, no asylums

have as vet been directed to be built. The managers of the Central

London district have submitted to tho Poor Law Board a proposal

to take the Cleveland Street Workhouse of tho Strand Union, and to adapt

it as a hospital for chronic sick and bedridden cases. They have not yet

obtained a site for an asylum for tho acute sick. Asylums have been

ordered to be built in the Newington, Kensington, Rotherhithe, and Poplar

and Stepney districts, and sites have been obtained at an estimated cost, for

the four asylums, of 35,570/. No plans have yet been submitted to the

Poor Law Board for the Newington asylum ; the estimate for the plans

sent in for Kensington was 47,800/., but that estimate has not yet been

sanctioned by the Poor Law Board. For the Rotherhithe asylum tho

original estimate was 30,000/., exclusive of fence and engineering works,

but material alterations in tho plans are under consideration. Material

alterations in the plans for the Poplar and Stepney asylum aro also under

consideration.

The second return asked for by Mr. Torrens shows that the salaries paid

to all persons employed under ' The Metropolitan Poor Act, 1867,' amount,

so far, to 1,320/., exclusive of 700/., the salary of a Receiver of the Metro

politan Common Poor Fund appointed under tho Act. This motion relates

only to those officers who have been appointed by managers of districts

under Mr. Gathorne Hardy's Act. Tho third return shows that twelve of

tho metropolitan unions and parishes have dispensaries, but that the pro

visions of the Act with regard to dispensaries and dispensary committees

havo not yet been acted upon in any union or parish. The guardians of

St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, St. Pancras, and Poplar have

established dispensaries since the passing of the Metropolitan Poor Act,

but have not yet placed them under a dispensary committee.

ITEMS OF NEWS

from oru

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

The Opera arrangements for the forthcoming season havo been tho

subject of a good deal of negotiation, but it appears now definitely settled

that tho troupes of the two rival houses will be combined, and will occupy

Covent Garden under the leadership of Signor Arditi, the management

being shared, wo believe, between Mr. Gye and Mr.Mapleson. The season

is announced to commence on Tuesday, March 30, aud as the leading stars

from both companies are engaged, the programmo is one of tho most

attractive that has been seen for many years. One familiar name wo

miss. The Italian Opera without M. Costa appears like the play of Ham

let with the part of Hamlet left out : to no one does the London musicnl

public owe such a debt of gratitude as to him, and his retirement will be

extensively regretted.

The Designs for the proposed New Schools at Ashford, Mid

dlesex, for the Kensington School district, have been exhibited for some

weeks past in the Council Chamber of tho Royal Horticultural Society,

South Kensington. The designs of Mr. Saxon Snoll, the architect of the

new buildings now being erected at St. Marylcbono Workhouse, have been

solocted. The estimated cost of the new schools is 27,250/., and accommoda

tion is provided for 850 children.
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The New Opera House of Paris.

Amongst the subjects of debate coming forward in the Corps Legislatif

and which are expected to givo rise to lively comments, is the cost of the

new Opera House, the estimates for which amounted to sixteen millions of

francs ; the report now current is that nearly twice that sum has already

beon expended, and that the work cannot be completed under forty or fifty

millions, say about two millions sterling ! We cannot credit such an

astounding report, and wait for the official statements which the debate must

bring out.

Curious Archaeological Discovery at Bayeux.

A few days since some fragments of ancient sculpture were dug up

close to the Cathedral of Bayeux ; and, on inspection, they were supposed

to have formed part of a Roman triumphal arch or grand doorway of the

third century. Amongst the pieces was the capital of a column, much

damaged, on which was a figure which the savant took for one of the

genii of the lloman Pantheon. Further examination has led to a different

and more interesting conclusion—namely, that the littlo figure represents

the god Men, an Asiatic divinity of Phenician origin, adored in very remote

times in Phrygia and throughout Asia Minor. ^The principal evidence in sup

port of this opinion seems to be the presence of a double crescent, which was

the attribute of that divinity ; but it is not the only one : in the left hand of

the god, in the Assyrian fashion, a pine-cone, tho symbol of Esculapius,

the virtues of which were considered in the East to be infallible against

sorcery and disease. If these guesses be true—and they can scarcely bo

regarded as more than guesses—we have a now proof of the diffusion of

Eastern religious ideas in Europe previous to the definite triumph of

Christianity. If the figure be that of Men, this is tho first evidence that

has appeared of his having been worshipped in ancient Gaul, or of his

adoption amongst Roman divinities.

Berlin Cathedral.

The jury appointed to decide as to tho various merits of the 52 designs

submitted in compliance with the invitation of the Prussian Government

began their labours on tho 8th instant. The jury was to have been an

' international ' one, as also the competition, but only two architects not

German were named, of whom one declined to act, and now we hear that

the other, II. Duban, has also withdrawn his n.une, so that the jury is

now composed of Germans only. It is a matter of surprise at Berlin that

so fine an opportunity to compete for the execution of a building of such

importance as a Protestant Metropolitan Cathedral should have been

neglected by English architects ; and we are reminded of German impar

tiality in the matter of the Church of St. Nicholas and the Townhall at

Hamburg ; for both of which Mr. G. G. Scott obtained the first prize, as

also tho execution of the former. But the cause is to be attributed partly

to the fact that the competition was scarcely known in this country, partly

also to the vast projects at home which occupied some of the architectural

minds of this country at that time, namely, tho designs for the Law Courts

and the National Gallery.

Bail-way Terminus at Berlin.

A new railway terminus is in course of erection at Berlin for the

Great Eastern Railway. It has a length of GOO feet by a width of 120 feet,

and the walls carrying tho roof, which is of iron and glass, are 39 feet high.

The upper surface of the arched roof has a pitch of 24J feet in the centre,

so that the total middle height rises to 63i feet. The construction

is the usual one of lattice girders of X ^roa an(i tension rods, the principals

being placed 24 feet apart, but tho foot of each principal rests upon a stout

wheel which runs upon a piece of metal fixed to a projecting corbel, thus

allowing for expansion and contraction—this being, as far as we are aware,

a new arrangement. The roof altogether contains about 400 tons of metal,

besides 52,000 square feet of glass and 1,200 feet cube of wood, which

gives 12 8 lbs. to tho foot super of covered area. The iron for the con

struction of this roof was sent, ready to put up, from Cologne, where It was

prepared by tho 'Maschinenbau Action Gesellschaft.'

A New School at "Washington.

A brief description of a school recently erected at Washington, by

Messrs. Kluss & Kammerhiiber, the City architects, may not be uninteresting

to our readers, as showing the arrangement peculiar to this class of buildings

in the United States. This school is built for the reception of six hundred

scholars, boys and girls, divided into ten classes, and its total dimensions

are ninety-two feet by seventy-fivo feet, of two (partly of three) storeys

each fifteen feet high in the clear. The basement contains the dwelling of

the porter, the heating apparatus, and stowage for fuel, the rest being

devoted to a play-hall in wot weather. The ground floor consists of four

large school-rooms, each thirty feet by twenty-five feet, and each lighted

on ono long and one narrow side ; between these rooms are tho entrance

halls and passages, tho entrances for boys and girls being distinct, as are

also those of tho masters. Tho first floor contains six large rooms, the two

central ones, over the entrances, carrying the third storey which consists of

one large room only. There is no master's residence. The hat and coat

rooms are fitted up with pegs, each peg being numbered. The walls of the

schoolrooms are lined with large slabs of slate let into wooden frames, and

these slates are used for diagrams, &c. The older classes are provided

with desks, for two children, each 3 ft. 10 in. by 2 ft. 9 in. ; the younger

pupils have separate desks, 2 ft. by 1 ft. 6 in. ; the desks and seats, which

are of cherry-wood, on cast iron stands, being in each Ciiso screwed to the

floor. The style of the building is Gothic, with projecting buttresses, and

executed in brickwork faced with red pressed bricks, whilst the columns,

oills, and caps are of cast iron. The total cost of this school was only

35,400 dollars, including 3,000 dollars for internal fittings.

South Kensington Museum.

Few of the ancient Greek or Roman busts are better known than the one

in the British Museum which has been named Clytie. The delicate features

and singularly affectionate expression of the face render it a general

favourite, and in the paintings of one artist (now deceased) the influence of

this bust, which always stood near his easel, was as clearly traceable in all

his female heads as, according to connoisseurs, is that of tho Belvedere

torso in the giant nudities of the Sistine ' Last Judgment.' But beyond

the sunflower cup in which the bust rests there is no evidence to connect

the marble with the legend of the enamoured maiden, who has indeed been

supposed to be a portrait of some Roman lady of Imperial times. In this

respect a bust by Watts, now to be seen in a corridor of the South Ken

sington Museum, contrasts singularly with the antique bust The reverted

neck, the upward turn of tho head, the half-closed eyes, all express most

powerfully the hopeless love of the jealous sister of LeucothSe. The features

are worn with disappointment, the fresh outlines of youth have disappeared,

and a vivid illustration, as it seems to us, has been given of Ovid's line—

Tabuit ex illo dementcr amoribus usa.

Is, then, the bust beautiful? To this question we cannot but give a nega

tive answer. Perhaps beauty is incompatible with a faithful rendering of

the subject, and to this we must ascribe the preponderance of thought and

power over grace and loveliness.

Curiously opposed in treatment to Mr. Watts's Clytie is a bust in imme

diate proximity to it. The casual observer may, indeed, be tempted to

wonder why a time-stained bust by Mino da Fiesole, or somo of his Italian

contemporaries, should be located among tho productions of the current

century. The fact is that the Lucrezia Donati—such is the name inscribed

on the bust—is nothing more than an extremely perfect imitation of

mediaeval sculpture. We abstain from using tho word ' forgery,' inasmuch

as there is no evidence that Bastianini, the author of this clever scherzo,

ever used his talent for a dishonourable purpose. That others have mado

unjust profits out of what he sold at a fairly remunerative price will be

clear to those who have gone into the controversy respecting the bust of

Girolamo Benivieni, sold at a high figure to the Museum of tho Louvre, and

figuring there as an unquestionable contemporary portrait of the poet, but

which (pace Count Nieuwerkerke) seems to us clearly proved to be the

work of the lately deceased Florentine. Another of Bastianini's imitations,

a terra-cotta coloured bust of Dante, is to be seen in the South Court of tho

Museum, lent, as tho label informs us, by Mr. Gibson Craig.

Sculpture and Painting in New Churches of Paris.

The now church of La Trinite, in the place which now terminates with

great effect the vista of the Chaussee d'Antin, formerly shut in by houses, is

ono of the most elegant ecclesiastical structures that has been erected of

late years in Paris, rather wanting in purity of design, and overloaded with

ornament oxtoriorly, but still an effective building.

The facade is decorated with four groups, subjects—Justice, Power, Pru

dence, and Temperance—by M.M. Cavelier, of the Institute of France,

Maillet, Crauk, and Carpeaux, all sculptors of great merit ; there are four

figures of saints by M. Guillaume, member of the Institute, two others by

M. Maniglier, and six by five other sculptors.

At the base of the clock tower are four other saints by four different

artists, and within tho church are, a Virgin Mary, in marble, by M. Paul

Dubois, two beautiful marble basins for holy water, sculptured by M.

Gumery, and twelve figures of saints by as many sculptors.

A daring innovation has been made in connection with this church,

namely, its combination with a small public square, or garden ; the porch of

the church projects over a carriage way to the edge of the garden, and from

beneath is a fountain, the waters of which fall into basins below ; on the

margin of these basins stand marble figures of Faith, Hope, and Charity,

admirably executed by tho sculptor Duret. Our friends in Paris dared

many years since to place the statue of Voltairo over a common street

fountain, but this is the first time that a church and a pleasure ground have

been connected together.

In addition to this long list of works in marble and stone, thero arc

several other decorations. M. Paul Baize has painted the tympans beneath

the porch in enamelled lava. Subjects :—Accipite spiritual sanctum; Ipsum

audite ; and Paterjudicium dedit Filio. M. Joblee Duval has filled the

five tympans of the nave with figures of the fathors of the Church, sur

mounted by symbols. Above the principal entrance are four compositions,

by the same artist—the Paschal Lamb, the Annunciation, Saint Michel and

the Archangel, and Saint Peter and Saint Paul. The other five tympans

are decorated in the samo manner as the preceding, by M. Barrias, who has

also painted, at the west end of the church, a composition representing

Angels laying at the feet of the Holy Trinity the good works of Christians.

The Lady Chapel contains au Assumption, with figures of tho prophets

Isaiah and Ezekiel, painted by M. Delaunay ; and a Presentation in the

Temple, and figures of Daniel and David, by M. Emile Levy : the

windows are painted by M.M. Oudinot and Nicod. Making in all thirty-seven

commissions to artists, some of them of tho first rank, and others young

rising men. Assuredly no Government could do more for modern native art,

or distribute its favours of this class with more judgment. All the pro

ductions of art in this church are certainly not of equal merit, but there is

no glaring violation of harmony, and some of the works exhibit much

talent. No artist visiting Paris should fail to pay a visit to La Trinite.

Destruction of the Durham Theatre by Fire.

Early on tho morning of the 11th instant tho Durham theatre was

entirely destroyed by fire. The building, erected in 1791, was of no

architectural interest, but was interesting from its associations, Kemblc

having been one of its earliest managers, and tho well-known actors and

actresses, Kemble, Mrs. Siddons, Edmund Kean, Miss Foote, Miss Buxton,

Charles Mathews, and many more, having acted on its boards. Latterly

the theatre had become merely a music hall, and smoking being allowed,

it is probable that the fire originated by some carclossnoss with matches in

the gallery, and the woodwork being extremely dry and old, tho flames soon

obtained a complete mastery.

Architectural Becord Missing.

The Fifth Register of the Conferences of the Royal Academy of Architec

ture, Paris, has been missing for several years from the archives of the

Institute of France. The following official description of the volume

has just been issued :—It is in folio, and in manuscript, bound in whito
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parchment, gilt on the edge, and with gold lines ; on tho side are the royal

arms surrounded by the collar of the Order of the Saint E»prit, with the

following MS. title, 'Aeadhnie cTArchitecture, registre 1711 a 1723. V.' A

general appeal is made to all librarianB for the discovery of tho lost volume.

Steel "Worka, Landore, Swansea, S. 'Wales.

On Thursday last an interesting and important event took place at these

works.

A 70 ton cast-iron block being required for a steam hammer, and being

undertaken with other works by Mr. Wn>. Williams, iron founder, St.

Helen's Works, Swansea, was successfully cast by him on that day. Two

cupolas were specially erected at a suitable distance, to enable the metal to

run directly into the mould.

Operations commenced at an early hour, and by a quarter to ten a.m.,

the first set of charges were ready and tapped.

Successive charges followed each other at regular intervals of three

quarters of an hour up to nine p.m., at which time the block containing the

full of 70 tons of solid iron was finished, thus successfully completing the

largest casting ever made in Wales. The dimensions are 1 1 feet 6 inches

by 9 feet 6 inches at base, and 7 feet 6 inches high, and it will occupy from

two to three weeks to cool sufficiently to allow it to be reversed, it having

been cast base uppermost. Trunnions forming part of the casting are so

placed that it will simply be turned upon its own axis.

The altered regulations of the Boyal Academy relative to water-

colour drawings, which will not now be received with mounts, have caused

some uneasiness among architectural exhibitors, who have feared lest the

s;ime regulations might extend to their drawings. We are authorised to

state that architectural drawings, although tinted in water colours, will still

be received as before, i.e. mounts will not cause their exclusion.

Tho Tower Subway, when completed, will supply the means of rapid

communication under the Thames between the Middlesex and Surrey sides

of tho river. By the purchase of a projecting piece of land on the Surrey

bank of tho river, tho length of the tunnel, as originally proposed, will be

shortened by upwards of 200 feet. The works have been commenced, and

it appears that, in the operations now in progress for sinking the shaft on

Tower Hill, between 200 and 300 coins have been discovered about 14 feet

from the surface, dating from the reign of Henry III.

Belies of Anoient London are fast disappearing, through tho destruc

tion of property consequent both on the ordinary process of rebuilding,

which constantly goes on as decayed tenements fall into disrepair, and upon

the remarkable clearances that have been, and still will be, effected for

public improvements. It deserves to be generally known that the authori

ties of the South Kensington Museum are anxious to preserve from destruc

tion where possible, or at any rate from total oblivion, such objects as

possess artistic merit, or are associated with remarkable men and historical

events. With this view they are desirous to take drawings and photographs

of such works, and in cases where objects of real excellence are portable,

as wrought-iron screens, balusters, or panels, chimney-pieces, carved

brackets, and the like, they are understood to be willing to treat for the pur

chase of them, or to receive them on loan. Architects, builders, and others

may do good service to Art by giving timely notice to the South Kensing

ton authorities of tho existence of such buildings, or fragments and acces

sories of buildings (whother immediately threatened with destruction or

not), as deserve to be perpetuated.

The pioking out of tho foundation for the new lighthouse at Land's

End will commence at once, the Trinity Board having resolved to supersede

the Longships Lighthouse for a new structure on the adjoining rock. The

contract for the granite work has been taken by a French firm, and all

the granite will be imported from France.

The High Chimney at the Gas Works, "Warrington, which was

built about three years ago, having commenced to crack in several places,

in consequence of tho great heat to which it was exposed, repairs were

rendered necessary. As this was a work of some danger and difficulty,

John Burns, steeplo Jack to Her Majesty's works, of Openshaw, Man

chester, was employed, and he hasjust completed his hazardous task. He

hns put seven large iron bands on the chimney, in addition to pointing the

cracks. The work has been done to the entire satisfaction of Mr. Paterson,

the manager for tho Gas Company.

A large addition is being made to the Roman Catholic Church, Ros

common, from plans by Messrs. Goldie & Child, London. The cost, includ

ing sundry internal improvements, will bo about 1 ,000/.

A Monument to Humboldt.—It is contemplated by the friends and

admirors of the philosopher, Alexander von Humboldt, to celebrato the

centennial anniversary of his birth, September 14 next, by erecting a suit

able monument of marble in Central Park. Mr. William Aufermann, of

No. 60, Exchange Place, a member of the committee, having the matter in

charge, has written to the North German Minister at Washington on the

subject, and has recoived in reply tho following letter:—' To your inquiry

as to whether you might udd my name to those of the committee, I beg to

reply that I shall be proud and always willing to sign my name in glorifi

cation of the memory of our great countryman, and to contribute my share

towards the erection of the monument.—Yours, &c, Fn. von Gebolt.'

The Park Commissioners have given their assent to the project, and the

work of raising funds, therefore, will be commenced at onco.—ilevi York

Times.

Her Majesty has visited the studios of Messrs. Philip, Bell, and J.

Boehm. At Mr. Philip's studio Her Majesty inspected the memorial to be

placed in the Cathedral at Calcutta to the memory of the late Lord Elgin ;

and at Mr. Bell's studio the group of statuaries representing America, one

of the four groups for the base of the Memorial to the Prince Consort.

The corner-stone of the Sheffield Master Cutlers' Almshouses haB been

recently laid by Lord Shaftesbury. The building will comprise thirty-fiy0

houses, designed for the accommodation of twelve married, and thirty-s'x

single persons, all of whom will be provided with comfortable pension8-

The cost will be 26,000/., the whole of which has been defrayed by Mr.

Mark Firth, the woll-known Master Cutler.

Builders' Contracts.—Tho defendant in the case of the Corporation of

the City of London v. Southgato had agreed to pull down a certain house of

the plaintiffs and to build a new one to the satisfaction of the plaintiffs'

architect, and to accept a lease, which the plaintiffs agreed to grant, of such

new house at a certain rent. It was held by Vice-Chancellor Malins that

the Court might decree specific performance of part of the agreement and

give damages for breach of the remainder.

A warehouse has just been completed in Great Victoria Street, Bolfast,

nearly opposite the Ulster Railway Station. It is very substantially built,

having a piled foundation, faced with white brick ; mansard roof, with

ornamental cresting ; fine entrance door of cut stone, with a quantity of

carving. The cost was nearly 3,000/. Messrs. Boyd & Bait, of Belfast,

architects ; Mr. James M'Cracken, builder:

A villa in the Italian style, at a cost of 2,600/., hasjust been com

pleted in Fortwilb'am Park, near Belfast. It is built of brick, having a

large quantity of cut stone as dressings, quoins, cornices, string courses, &c.

The Charterhouse Playground, nearly two acres in extent, has been

let on a building lease.

Baron Lionel de Kothschild, M.P., laid the foundation stone of a

new synagogue in Great Portland Street on Thursday last.

The General Post Office, Bombay, has been totally destroyed by fire.

The Art Society of Nancy has determined to raise a statue in honour

of tho celebrated Jacques Callot, who was a native of that place.

Busts in marble of Queen Victoria and the late Prince Consort, tho

Emperor of Russia, the King of Prussia, the King and Queen of the

Belgians, the King of Bavaria, and the Sultan, all of whom have visited

the fine old building of Henry IV. since L854, have recently been placed in

the galleries of the Hotel de Ville.

It is intended to build a new school-house at Belton, in Lincolnshire,

at an estimated cost of 900/.

A New Presbyterian Church is to be erected at Shrewsbury at a

cost of 3,000/. A site has been secured near the Castle gate, and earnest

efforts arc being made to raise the necessary funds.

Fifteen estimates of builders for the new Church of St. Philip, Bat-

tersea, varied from 14,587/. down to 10,910/. For erecting a board-room

and offices for the Board of Works at Poplar, wo have a still moro

startling difference between twenty-one builders: tho highest, 15,997/.,"

tho lowest, 7,330/.

At St. Servan, in Prance, a part of the new quay has been carried

away by the violence of the waves, and the casino, but recently constructed , has

been almost totally destroyed. In the Bay of Cancale, the neighbourhood

of Le Vivier was inundated by the sea, and tho dykes carried away.

The gas chandelier, which has for very many years lighted the chancel

of St. Lawrence's Church, Southampton, fell about eight o'clock on Sunday

morning ; it was to havo been removed on the next day. It is exceed

ingly fortunate that it did not fall a few hours later, when the congregation"

would have been assembled, and that the long iron pipe fell across the

pews, for had it gone in another direction it might have gone through one

of the fine stained -glass windows or struck the organ, and thus have caused

a deal of mischief. It is supposed that the pipe was worn out and broke

off. Another old chandelier has been removed, and the church will be

lighted at the sides.

Mr. George Cruikshank's great picture of ' The Worship of Bacchus,'

which is valued at 3,000/., has been presentod to the nation by a

number of his temperance friends. It is to bo exhibited at the South Ken

sington Museum.

A parsonage house, with suitable offices, has just been completed at

St. Saviour's, near Portadown, Ireland, It is built with black stone,

having freestone dressings, projecting roof with ornamental verge boards

and hip-knobs. The cost is over 1,000/. Messrs. Boyd & Batt, of

Belfast, architects ; Mr. John Collen, builder, Portadown.

A huge granite rock, extensively known as 'the Tolmen,' in the

parish of Constantino, Cornwall, has been destroyed. The famous block

was oval in shape, and weighed about 800 tons ; it was 33 feet long,

14 feet high, and 19 feet in breadth. It rested on the point of two de

tached rocks, and underneath it was a free passage. During the past week

one of the supporting rocks was blown down, and the Tolmen fell into a

quarry, a distance of 40 feet.

A singular discovery of diamonds and jewellery has been made at

Nowton Abbot, Devonshire. Denbury House, belonging to a gentleman at

Torquay, has lately been undergoing repairs. The house is a very ancient

one. In one of the rooms a painter discovered a cupboard which apparently

had not been opened for centuries. The cupboard was locked, but tho

painter was curious to see what was inside, and, having obtained permission

to open it, was surprised to find a quantity of diamonds, jewellery, &c.

No one had the slightest knowledge of the cupboard, and it is the general

belief that the articles had been secreted there for generations. The owner

of the property, of course, took possession of the find, which is estimated to

bo worth several hundred pounds.

The ' Italia* of Naples announces that at Pompeii there have just been

discovered two marble busts—one of Pompey and the other of Brutus.

They aro both of fine execution, and have been placed in the National

Museum.
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DOVER CASTLE.

(By Albert Hartshorne.)

' Therfor a c«utel has the king made at hla dciya,
That thar never drede aasaut of any enemje.'

Giiosteste's Chatteau tfAmonr.

HE very imposing appearance presented by

Dover Castle naturally leads the observer to

speculate upon the ages and uses to which its

numerous walls and towers are appropriated.

All conjecture, however, on the subject will

receive but unsatisfactory solution, for the

buildings being occupied either by troops, or

used as storehouses, converted into maga

zines or prisons, or else rendered serviceable

for modern defensive operations, it will be

_ immediately understood that any detailed

account of them in their present condition would be alike

difficult and impolitic. Indeed, without the assistance of numerous

plans and illustrations, it would be impossible to make the various

changes that this fortress has undergone, through a long course of

centuries, in any way intelligible ; and again, it is more than doubt

ful whether the information afforded would be commensurate with

the trouble of its perusal. Under these circumstances it will be our

endeavour in reviewing the architecture of Dover Castle to confine

our remarks more especially to its early history, and by the help of

authentic documents and architectural evidences to throw more light

upon those ancient towers and buildings which we observe at the

present day. A few general remarks will be sufficient to note the

subsequent changes the Castle has undergone, the injuries it has sus

tained from prisoners, and the havoc and mutilation at has suffered at

the hands of the various architects who in their turns have been per

mitted to disfigure this noble fortress.

The Pharos and Church.

There can be no doubt that the Romans held a favourable position

on the eminence where the present Castle stands. Their camp was

oval in form and mainly adapted to the nature of the ground ; within

the entrenchments were the buildings they usuallye'rected, with the

uncommon addition in the present instance of a pharos or beacon.

This was, in all probability, the very first building raised in England

by the Roman conquerors. In constructing the pharos they followed

their usual method of laying a certain number of courses of ashlar

alternated with two courses of Roman bonding tiles. Finding the

Kentish rag too small and shapeless, and no other materials being

within easy distance, they laid their foundations upon blocks of cal

careous tufa brought from Normandy, to the depth of 7 feet 4 inches ;

below this they placed a single course of tile, and a stratum of con

glomerate, a foot-and-a-half thick, resting upon yellow clay mixed

with flints. The rules laid down by Vitruvius were accurately fol

lowed, and an analysis of the mortar proves that his precepts in that

respect were as carefully adhered to. This building, in its original

condition, is said to have resembled the curious lighthouse at Bou

logne, attributed to Caligula, and which was destroyed in 1044. The

old facing of the walls is almost entirely gone, but on the south side

some of the Roman bricks still remain, with grooves and projections

to dovetail into each other. One of the original entrances still exists,

with the voussoirs of the arch formed alternately with pieces of traver

tine and double tiles : it bears a strong resemblance to arches of

an aqueduct near Luynes, at Lillebonne, Pompeii, and other places.

The Pharos is octagonal without and square within, and the walls are

10 feet thick ; in ite present state it is 40 feet high, but has had a

much later portion imposed upon it, though at the present day this

addition may be considered ancient This was probably the work of

Richard de Grey, Constable of the Castle in the beginning of the

fourteenth century, whose arms appear upon a small square stone ;

but it was again altered at a later time by William de Clinton, Earl

ofHuntingdon, and constable. The Pharos is called the tower of Julius

Caesar in documents of 15 Edward I. (1287), and appears at that time

to have been used as a bell-tower ; and in the following reign repairs

of the great bell ' in turri Casar ' are mentioned. In the beginning

of the last century 'a pleasing peal of bells' was removed from

hence to Portsmouth, since which time it has been suffered to go to

ruins.

Whatever other buildings there were of the Roman age exist no

longer, but in their stead we find a church of the late Saxon period,

cruciform in plan, with a central tower, and built irregularly, like

Brixworth, in great part of Roman brick, or as Leland calls them,

'great Briton brykes,' and in imitation of Roman architecture. The

brickwork is mixed with flints and Kentish rag, and this gives the

building an air of antiquity that is very likely to mislead superficial

inquirers, who generally suppose the Pharos and church to be of the

same age ; the fact is, that at Dover as well as at Brixworth, in the

absence of better materials, the builders availed themselves of

those they found on the spot. St. Mary's Church has the dis

tinctive Saxon features of doorways with straight jambs, windows

splayed equally iuside and out, aud arches with the narrow brick

pilasters carried round them. It may, however, be questioned whether

the transepts are not of considerably later date than the body of the

church ; tho Pharos is united to the nave at the west end.

The church was much altered towards the end of the twelfth cen

tury, and the character of the Early English work then introduced is

extremely good ; it bears so marked a resemblance in its details to

the work in the chapel of the keep, that they are doubtless both from

the same hand, and it is the opinion of a high authority that both

are the work of William the Englishman, the second architect of the

choir of Canterbury Cathedral. There are also Early English remains

of about thirty years later in date, consisting chiefly of a sedilia and

piscina in the south-east angle of the nave ; and there is an entry on

the Clause Rolls in 122;1, in which Henry IH. orders the church to

be repaired at the same time as the castle. These repairs may be

distinguished from the Early English of the first period by being

worked with the claw-tool instead of the plain chisel. The same

difference of tooling niny be observed, though in a stronger degree and

of an earlier time, at the junction of tho old and new work of the

choir of Canterbury.

An inventory of the contents of the church was taken in 1343,

when it contained the following effects :—A silver cup, a thurible,

and divers vestments, two missals, ono pontiforium, one antiphonal,

one book of the legends of the saints, one graduale with a troper, two

psalters, two tropers (or collections of versicles to be sung at festivals),

one processional, o silver feretory covered with relics, a copper candle

stick, gilt, three iron candelabra, an iron pole for supporting the wax

lights, one copper crucifix on a staff, silver spoons and fiols, and a

picture of the Holy Trinity. To these may be added, from an inven

tory of 1361, an ivory bust of our Saviour, and a large quantity of

costly vestments of all kinds. St. Mary's church appears to have

been dismantled early in the lost century, and has since been turned

into a coal depot for the use of the castle. In 1860 it was entrusted

by the Government to Mr. Scott for restoration, and the difficult task

of restoring a church reduced almost to ruin has been well performed.

The excavations inside revealed two ancient floor levels, the Early

English, and below it the original Saxon. This latter, under the

central tower, consisted of blocks of chalk of about six inches thick,

laid upon concrete. Among the many architectural fragments dis

covered during the repairs were several of the Early English vaulting

ribs, which were found to be portions of Saxon balusters, one side of

which retained their original form at the back of the Early English

mouldings.

The Castle.

In considering the protection of Dover Castle at the Saxon period,

we have now nothing definite left to guide us beyond the earth

works which marked the defence of the fortress at that time. The

Castle appears to have been comprised within the oval of the Roman

earthworks in the vicinity of the Pharos and church, and the buildings

probably extended towards the west. At the present day, however,

there exist no traces of any Roman or Saxon architecture in con

nection with those earthworks, and it will therefore be irrelevant to

speculate much upon them ; in all probability they were not very

extensive architecturally, or some fragments at least would have

remained to the present day incorporated into later work. But it is

evident that there was a stronghold of some kind here when tho

Conqueror marched against the place immediately after his first

battle, for it is recorded that it was burnt by his followers. It may

fairly be assumed that William availed himself of this important

position, and that either he or his immediate successors re-erected

some sort of fortress, for we have mention, on the Great Roll of the

Pipe in 1160, of the Castle being victualled with com, salt, bacon,

and cheese, besides notices of repairs and additions to other build

ings then in existence.

A great architectural movement took place throughout the wbolo

of England during tho reigns of Stephen and Henry II. The

number of castles erected from the time of the Conqueror to before

the death of Stephen is said to have amounted to eleven hundred

and fifteen ; but their increasing power gradually made them

distasteful to the sovereign, many of the later erections were razed

before Stephen's death, and on the accession of Henry IL in 1164

many more were destroyed. It was during this period that all the

most important Norman keeps were erected. Their type was first

introduced by the building of the White Tower by the Conqueror,

and this appears, naturally enough, to have been derived in its turn

from buildings of a similar kind in Normandy. The castles of Falaise,

Chauvigny, Loches, Domfront, and many others not only preceded

the construction of our principal English fortresses, but are all built

after the same model. The keep at Dover, both from its size (which

is 123 feet x 108 feet square), as well as from its imposing situation,

may be compared with that at Bamborough, which is the largest

in England. Dover keep differs but slightly from the usual plan.

It will be seen from the woodcut that, like nearly all Norman keeps,

it is quadraugular. It is divided by a wall, and has a staircase entered

from a separate tower which reaches to the second storey. The walls are

of great thickness, and are pierced with passages, galleries, and cham

bers ou every floor. There is a well, mult in the thickness of the
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■wall, and said to have been 400 feet deep ; it terminates in a Snail

chamber on the second floor. There are no architectural decorations

in the loops on the two lowest floors, and only just enough in the

upper ones to show that they were lighter chambers appropriated to

the possessors of the castle. The point in which Dover more parti

cularly differs from other early keeps is in having a highly decorated

chapel in the entrance tower. This is a peculiarly valuable example

of florid Norman, and we are enabled from it to date, within a year

or two, the various ornaments and mouldings peculiar to the style.

The Castle may be generally described as consisting of a central

keep within an inner ward or bailey, in which were erected the build

ings commonly met with in a large Norman fortress, such as the hall,

kitchen, brewhouse, and various offices. These are encircled by a

cinguhim, or wall of enceinte, strengthened by 1 mural towers ' pro

jecting inwards, and 'buttress towers' projecting outwards, and

gateways ; these are further defended by a broad and deep ditch ;

beyond this is the outer bailey, or base court, of great extent, and

comprising the church within its walls; these are again protected

by an imposing array of rectangular and circular towers, rind by a

broad ditch going entirely round them.

We have already shown, from the ' Great Roll of the Pipe,' that

the Castle was provisioned and repaired in 11(30; payments were

subsequently made to a large number of soldiers in the garrison, and

minor repairs carried on until 1180, when such extensive works

were commenced and continued for seven years that it is evident

that nearly the whole of the castle was within this precise period

rebuilt. Referring to that venerable series of records which were

annually delivered into the Exchequer, we find that in the year 1180

a charge of 165/. 13*. Ad. was allowed for works upon the walls. In

1183, upon various works, 129/. 16*. llrf. In the following year the

expenses for the keep amounted to 131/. 8s. lOd. ; in 1185 the con

tinued expenses upon the ' tunis ' alone were 290/. 2s. Id. ; and in

the same year Mauricius the engineer (engeniator), who hod probably

studied at the works at Canterbury Cathedral, received 71. 19s. In

1186 207/. 9*. were expended upon the keep and cingulum under

Mauricius; in 1187, 151/. 15*. 4rf. was paid for work on the keep and

Castle, at which time it must have been very nearly completed, the

building of the keep and walls of enceinte having cost 1,085/. 5*. 6</.,

exclusive of the payment made to Mauricius for his plans and super

vision. These expenses may be compared with those of the Castle of

Orford, built in 1163 at an outlay of 323/., and that of Bogis, 1172-

1188, at a cost of 397/. 15*. 6d., and some idea may thus be formed

of the magnitude of the works carried out at Dover in the short

space of seven years.

In the first year of Richard an additional outlay of 50/. was made

upon the works ; certain flooring was done in 1106, and in 1198 the

walls were further strengthened at a cost of 76/. 3s.

The Clause Rolls give a few particulsrs of the works carried on

during the reign of John and the provisioning of the castle in 1213

and 1214. These preparations are important, as Philip II. of France

was then menacing England with an invasion. It is true that nothing

was effected by him at that time, but at the close of the reign the

' Dauphin ' captured a great many places in England, and even be

sieged the castle of Dover. He fruitlessly assaulted it for fifteen

weeks, when, owing to the vigorous resistance of Hubert de Burgh,

be was forced to raise the siege and leave the kingdom. This will

explain why so much was done to further protect this extreme fortress

of the English coast during the long reign of Henry III.

On the accession of this monarch in 1216, Hubert de Burgh was

ordered to provision the castle ; in 1218 he was allowed all the pro

ceeds arising from farms, tallages, scutages, and pleas in the counties of

Kent, Norfolk, and Suffolk; these amounted in 1221 to 1,656/. 10*. 10£(Z.

and were employed in strengthening and fortifying the castle,

Hubert receiving 1,000/. a year as constable. From 1223 to 1239we learn

from the Clause and Liberate Rolls that no less than 2,022/. 13*. lOd.

were spent upon works. From the same authentic sources we find

that during the reign of Henry III. 750 oaks were brought to the

castle chiefly from the forest of Kingswood in Essex, besides joists

and rafters and a large quantity of oak trees not enumerated. The

names of Hugh de Alberinorte and Nicholas de Andely occur as

carpenters ; there are also considerable entries for lead and casks of

Bordeaux.

Briefly reviewing the architecture of the Castle at this time, it may

be said that the keep, with its wall of enceinte, was the work of

Henry II. between 1180 and 1187, and that the towers and boundary

wall of the outer bailey were erected in the time of Henry III., be

tween 1216 and 1230. Very little was done during tht reign of

Edward I. : a windmill was built within the precincts in 1295, at a

cost of 39/. 6*. lid., but no vestige of it now remains, though the

full accounts of its weekly cost are still preserved. In the time of

Edward III. much was done in the way of repairs, but no special

buildings we» erected. Among the miscellaneous entries on the

Records during the reign of Henry III. the following may be men

tioned :—Making the great gate at the going out of the great barbi

can in 1232; sending 40,000 quarrels and thirty-five balistars to the

Castle in 1236 ; repairing the King's apartments and chapel, damaged

by tempests, and putting in new glass windows in 1230 ; building a

new kitchen in 1242 ; building a house in which the King's engines

may be kept ; providing pipes lor the bellows in the forge, and a cow

hide to mend them ; wages of a coppersmith mending the honey casks,

and bran for cleaning the King's arms.

The Castle possessed one large engine, which lay, in the time of

Edward L, under the wall of the washer-woman's house. It took six

men a whole day to remove it from this place into the grange ; at the

same time another engine was placed there that used to be kept in

the church. A new springald (for projecting gorroks) was con

structed in 1207, and two more engines brought from London. There

are charges for masons working eighty round stones for the use of

these machines, and for a barrel of grease and pitch and tar purchased

for the large engine.

In 1342 there were 000 calketraps in the Castle, and in 1361

in the armoury twelve helmets, three visored bascinets, twelve light

helmets, thirty haketons, nineteen chapelles de fer, thirteen plain basci

nets, several boxes and barrels of quarrels, gauntlets, breastplates,

&c. The wages of soldiers and archers varied from 1*. to 3d. a day

in the time of Henry III., and Adam le Fevre received 4r/. a day for

making cross-bows. The nails used in the works are variously called

' shingelprig,' ' leadneyl,' 1 dorneil,' ' hussem,' and ' prig.'

An account of Dover Castle, by William Darell, chaplain to Queen

Elizabeth, was published in 1707. It assigns the erection of various

towers to particular knights, and further states that they were obliged

to defend and repair them, as they held their lands in Kent by virtue

of this service. Compressing these assertions into a brief form, we

find that John de Fienes granted certain manors to eight knights who

were obliged to provide for the defence of the Castle. There is in

this account an entire absence of reference to any kind of document,

and these military services produced relating to Dover were unknown

at the time of the Conqueror, the period to which they are ascribed.

We can therefore scarcely accept them as reliable statements : at

the same time there is exhibited in Darell's account and Lyons's

History a certain amount of circumstantiality which tends to show

that they derived their information from some accredited source ; but

it must bear the same amount of credit that an unauthenticated

statement has with reference to an original document. It is only in

the instances of the tower called at different times Avranches and

Mansellin's that the names upon the records agree with those given

by these writers. However, none of the towers now existing were

the work of the period when John de Fienes and his ' confederate

knights ' are said to have flourished, for like themselves, their build

ings have passed away.

The most valuable part of Darell's account is the description he

gives of the towers and the names they bore in his time. Though

many of them are now gone, it would not be impossible at the pre

sent day to define their respective sites amidst all the changes and

destruction that have taken place.

Among the most remarkable features of the Castle is a spacious

and lofty vault, entered by a long flight of steps. It appears, from

an entry on the Pipe Rolls, that this was built, in 1229, at a cost of

100/., ' in ima volta facienda ad exeundum de castro versus campum.'

It was probably used as a large store room in case the castle was

besieged. This entry enables us to estimate the date of the con

tiguous buildings on the north side, including the singular Avranches

Tower, to the east, and the remarkably placed tower of St. John, in

the middle of the ditch, to the west. The series of souterreins

connected with the latter tower renders this the most curious and

intricate part of the Castle.

The following are the names of the towers at present in existence :

—beginning at the southern extremity of the wall of the outer

bailey, we find Rokesley's Tower, Fulbert do Dover's Tower (for

some time used as a debtors' prison), Hirst's Tower, Arsic's or

Saye's Tower, Gatton's Tower, Peverell, Beauchamp, or Marshal's

Tower, an extremely picturesque building, having the gateway set

between a square and a circular tower. Passing by Post's, Gostlings or

Mary's Tower, we next come to the principal entrance to the Castle,

Newgate, Constable's, or Fienes' Tower. This is a very fine and impos
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ing structure, consisting of two circular and embattled Norman towers,

with a gateway between them. To those succeed Clopton's, Godsfre's,

and the round Crevecoeur towers, with St. John's Tower in the ditch

in front. On the east side are Mngminot's and Fitzwilliam's towers,

and two others beyond them bring us to the angle at which occurs

the Avranches or Albrincis Tower. It will be seen from the engraving

that this is very picturesque in its outline, and tho plan of it deserves

study from the curious disposition of the loop holes. They are

exceedingly well arranged to meet the requirement necessitated

by the exposed situation of the tower. This is flanked on the east by

the Pincester or Vevillo Tower. Colton's, Chilhani's, or Chaldercot s

Tower, said to have been rebuilt about 1259, stands between the Pharos

and the castle. The names on the accompanying plan will indicate

the principal and postern entrances, and the names and positions of

tho Duildings within the inner bailey, as far as they can now be

ascertained.

From the time of Edward III. little appears to have been done in

the way of additions to the previous buildings. Edward IV. laid out

10,000/. on the defences ; Henry VIII. also expended money upon for

tifications, and Elizabeth and Charles I. upon furniture and repairs,

rather than on additions to the fortress. At the end of the sixteenth

century frequent applications were made to arrest its further decay

and place it in a proper state of defence. In 1642 the Parliamentarians

seized the castle and successfully resisted the Royalists, and in 1701

Defoe speaks of it as ' neglected and in decay, and its materials at

the mercy of those whose appointments gave them power over it.'

The present condition of the castle sufficiently indicates the treatment

it has undergone from that time to the present day. The annexed

general views—the one taken in 1735 and the other a few years ago—

show its bold and imposing position, while the drawing of the inner

bailey and keep gives an idea of the simple and massive style of the

architecture. It will be unnecessary in the present pages to enu

merate the frequent visits Dover Castle has received from royalty and

the many important events which have been concluded within its

walls. It will ever be associated with the most stirring period of

English history, and cannot fail to' arrest the contemplation as one

of the noblest of England's ancient bulwarks.

For; the hitherto unpublished extract* from Records, the author is indebted to notes
left by the late Bovcrend C. H. Hartshorae.

OUR RAMBLER AT THE REVIEW.

OF the many thousand inhabitants of London and the other

southern cities and towns whom the shrill notes of the bugle, or

the authoritative tap of the drum, will awaken from their morning

slumbers on the day of the great Volunteer Review, there are few

indeed who will not feel a glow of pride as they recognise the notes

of a citizen band. Let any rosy-cheeked maiden or buxom matron,

who may give way to a momentaryReeling of annoyance at having her

morning slumber broken by this unaccustomed revexl, take comfort from

the reflection that, but for the patriotic movement, which thus gives

signs of its vitality, she would ere this have been scared by far

rougher accents. The ' Rambler ' has sauntered through other

Courts and camps besides those of St. James's and of Aldershot. He

has listened to far louder thunders of war than those which will this

week wake the echoes of Shakespeare's Cliff, for the reports of

cannon loaded with that cruel shell have an angry roar, very dif

ferent from the courteous sound of a salute. And he is as

convinced as it is possible for a moderate man to be with

reference to any negative proposition, that the volunteer move

ment alone has saved England from foul insult. He has seen

the sardonic grin with which the great establishment of our inde

pendent riflemen was greeted by the captains of our Imperial neigh

bours. He has heard twelve or fourteen years' since, the programme

which was sketched for the erection of a second story on the Arc de

Triomphe of the Barriire de L'Jltoile. The obliteration of the

Waterloo Banquet, and the blowing up of Waterloo Bridge, by the

French army of occupation of London, were looked forward to with

much confidence by the Croats of the Second Empire. And, what is

more, whatever our English pluck might have effected by way of

vengeance or redress, we could not, so far back as 1850, have pre

vented the French generals from walking into London, if they had

chosen to risk their chance of getting out again.

This is no exaggerated statement. It was a man to whom fear, in the

pure sense of the word, was a stranger, who first sounded the alarm. It

was the first chief and Captain of the country and of the age who told us

thatwewere, in a military sense, entirely undefended. When, some little

time previous to the ridiculous collapse of the Brummagem dynasty,

which, if we may believe French evidence, carried the art of electoral

corruption to its highest pitch, a difficulty arose as to a certain

Pritchard, a danger was incurred which was a question of hours.

Our neighbours were seriously angry. We were by no means aware

of the real state of their feehngs towards us. Councils were held at

Paris, the upshot of which was, that, according to all military calcu

lation, the I'rench flag might fly from the dome of St. Paul's within

a week of the word being given. And other councils were held in

England. Of the first the 'Rambler' can speak only on that authority

which forms the common material of contemporary history. Of the

second we can speak from personal knowledge. The men responsible

for the defence of Great Britain found, to their most disagreeable

surprise, that defence was for the time impossible, if a real attack

were made. Men were wanting, but that was the least formidable

deficiency. If our want of guns had been distinctly known at the

Tuileries, even an Orleans prince would have plucked up courage to

snatch such easy laurels.

At this moment, thanks to God, to the Duke of Wellington, and to

the Volunteers, we have a materiel for war of which we have no

cause to be ashamed, and we have a wholly or partially trained force

of at least 300,000 men, ready to employ that materiel. Our shores

are safe. Therefore, in expressing the gratitude due to those

men who form so valuable a portion of our defensive garrison, we wish

to say a word as to the service which the civil art of the builder, the

mechanist, and the engineer is able to render to those who profess the art

of war, and the benefits which that art may in turn hope to receive.

In the fabrication of that defensive armour which the increased

power of our modern guns has rendered more appropriate than

granite or than brick for the defence of stationary forts, our manu

factures hold a foremost place. The competition for extreme cheap

ness, and the grasping avarice of many commercial men, was

rapidly degrading the character of English iron, which, from being

the best, was becoming the worst in the world. The terrible

blows struck by the bolts of Whitworth, and by the shells of

Armstrong, led us to look for some stronger shield than cheap iron,

and the solid steel planking which Messrs. Brown and others now

produce is a marvel of mechanical skill. But other nations are at

least as ready as our economical ministers to avail themselves of English

steel. The Russian Government has lately had the wisdom to pay,

to au English engineer, the highest fee ever yet offered in the world.

It gives twenty thousand guineas a year to secure the counsel of a

man who will tell them how to make the best use of their own

national resources,—a man so able, that a Russian Grand Duke thus

addressed him :—' We spoke of architecture, and you appeared to be

an architect. We spoke of metallurgy, and you showed that you

were a chemists—may I ask what you are ? '

' Please Your Imperial Highness,' replied the sturdy Englishman,

' I am a blacksmith.'

The Architecture of forts, which is, as we write, undergoing an

entire revolution, and the metallic defence of land batteries, have

less importance, at this moment, in our eyes, from the consideration

that the introduction of the Moncrief gun, and of similar methods

of utilizing the hitherto wasted power of recoil, will infallibly com

plete that revolution. For the frowning and impregnable keep of

the Middle Ages will be substituted, before the close of the present

century, the very opposite mode of defence. We shall lay safe

behind our invisible citadels.

But if trenches below the level of the ground or low mounds of

earth replace our modern solid and sullen-looking forts of masonry

and brickwork j ust as these have supplanted the lofty keeps and pic

turesque battlemented tower of which Dover presents such fine

specimens, there is in this no loss to the civil architect or engineer.

The more solid yet simple our safeguards, the more freely are civil

buildings undertaken—the fewer bricks and stones we mas3 together

in our forts, the more we have remaining to use in our churches and

mansions, our viaducts and our stations. The arts of peace flourish

best when the fear of war is remote, and on this account, if on no

other, we who build owe a deep debt of gratitude to the Volunteer

force.

But we wish to look at the subject from another point of

view, to which the visit to Dover gives peculiar appropriate

ness. Here we are in the presence of works venerable for their

antiquity, but some of them remarkable also for that peculiar

picturesqueness of outline and simple beauty of detail which our

modern efforts so seldom approach. If Dover is historic ground it is

also artistic, and few can gaze upon its ancient Castle and Church, or

visit the fine fragment of extremely early build which now stands as

the nave (once the choir) of St. Mary's Church, without feeling that

it is not merely the age of these structures to which they owe their

charm. It was the hearty, intelligent, earnest feeling with which the

work was done which gave it at once the solidity to stand so long

and the grace which still clings to it in decay. The early builders

wrought more in the spirit of the Volunteer than of the Mercenary,
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and now that the nation has shaken off her inert reliance on

the power of gold lavishly squandered to buy sufficient military

service for her most pressing needs; now that we are beginning

to feel that if we would have our country defended we must

arm ourselves, and if we would dwell in safety we must protect

our own homes, it is not too much to say that the temper of

mind from which this movement has sprung, and by which it is

kept up, will ennoble all our work—our buildings among the rest,

nay, is in fact doing so. Genuine painstaking work, patient care,

skill, art, and taste are no longer absent from our structures, as they
■were in the days when Napoleon affixed a stigma upon us, merited

perhaps in his day, but hardly so now, that we were nothing better

than ' a nation of shopkeepers.' The Volunteer force has often been to

Brighton, and has beheld in the renowned Pavilion the acme of

shopkeeping architecture. It has been once, and is now going again,

to Dover, and will see there, in one noble work and many fragments,

what the architecture of our forefathers was. There can be no

doubt as to which of the two buildings—the Castle or the Pavilion—

raises a thrill of honest pride in the beholder, and as to which

impresses him with a sense of the dignity, beauty, and power inherent

in an architectural work. And we feel some gratification in adding,

there can be as little doubt which of the two buildings is most nearly

allied to those habits of care and order, that love for genuine con

struction and solid material, and that desire to clothe our works with

the graces of architectural form and treatment, which are yearly

gaining ground among us.

We hail, then, with pleasure the opportunity of revisiting Dover,

and once more reviving her historical associations and revisiting her

monuments of ancient art. These have always rendered the recollec

tion of our first visit to Dover peculiarly vivid and distinct among

tbe crowd of pleasant memories which belong to volunteering. Such

memories are indeed many. Who does not, for example, recollect

his early days ?—the drilling in Westminster Hall, when the picturesque

beauty of that busy scene was new and unaccustomed ; his first visit

to the butts ; his first inspectiou, the first prizes he shot for and

won ; or who can forget that has attended them the successive meet

ings at Wimbledon, with the luxurious wildness of camp life, and the

keen interest of the rifle competitions ? But among all these the series

of Great Reviews, each having some peculiar character of its own,

seems to stand out conspicuously vivid and real in the memory.

The first Review by the Queen in Hyde Park was a scene which

can as little be forgotten as it could be repeated. The wonderful

universality of the thing—the long march amidst crowds innumerable

of excited spectators—the vast masses of men in the Park—the gallant

bearing of the corps that had come from so far to join in the work of

the day—the imposing salute—these were all striking. But more than

all these the march past dwells in the memory. Endless seemed the

lines of people that we passed in our gradual approach to the saluting-

Eoint ; then as we grew nearer came a perceptible settling down and

racing up of the regiment into an indescribable and anxious kind of

tension, then the sudden striking up of our own well-known air, to the

beat of which we seem to fall into an easier, truer step—a glimpse felt

rather than seen of a glittering staff and the noblest lady of the land,

standing in her carriage, her commanding air of queenly bearing

caught, one can hardly tell how, so indistinct and rapid was that

stolen glance. And then for a moment or two a sensation as if the

whole company was one man, a consciousness that we have

gone past like a wall, and then at last a waking up to hear

the swelling and falling cheers and clapping of the specta

tors following us along the whole course of our further

march. Simple as the movements of that day were, the

display of the volunteer force in the face of the Queen

and country was, perhaps, the most imposing scene we

ever took part in.

Brighton has recollections of a quite different stamp—

a bright morning, an early railway trip, an indescribaole

holiday crowd, all the shops shut, most ot the houses decked

with flags and many with fair faces. The movements amid

the open downs, spacious and bright and breezy with keen

sea air. Then a dusty march back, and a rattling sleepy

railway journey home, or, perhaps, if we remain behind,

a walk in the densest and most motley crowd that can

well come together, and a general air of keeping open-

house.

Guildford wo recall, not without some uneasy memories

of delay and discomfort, but with a more vivid impression

of wildly beautiful scenery, rustic spectators, and an un

usual sense of remoteness and country life.

Portsmouth, on the other hand, was all town and har

bour ; bright, busy, and military. Long as the day was to

those who went and returned with their regiments, it was

yet a great success. No sight could be finer than the

Portsmouth review as wo saw it, when, moved up to the

high ground, we were able to glance back over the whole

harbour, with its creeks and waterways, glittering in the

sun^ covered with active gunboats shooting out puffs of

white smoke in regular, constant succession, while the

shores were lined by masses of troops, some actively en

gaged, some held in reserve, and vast crowds of eager

spectators crowned every spot that commanded a view of

the scene.

Of Windsor we speak less willingly. It is not the1 beauty of the fine

old park, or the brilliancy of the Royal cortege and staff, or the few

and apparently unmeaning movements which followed the march

past, that dwell in the memory. It is our long, weary waiting by the

side of the dark, silent river, after we had become aware that the

railway had hopelessly broken down. There we remained quite

through the dewy hours of a summer's night, tedious- and all too

long, notwithstanding that it was the shortest of the whole year.

That time we shall none of us, methinks, forget; nor the solitary

house, and its hospitable inmates, heaven reward them ! who toiled

so willingly and so long in supplying water to slake what appeared

the unquenchable thirst of hundreds of weary men. Bui if there

was little to enjoy, there was much to admire, in the unflinching

steadiness of the men, and the gallant constancy of our chief, who

stuck to us through the whole, and came up to town with us in that

tardy train which, starting soon after dawn had begun to break into

clear day, landed us at Waterloo in the bright blaze of the early

hours of a summer Sunday morning.

A better means of effacing the unpleasant memories which this re

view must have left in many minds could hardly have been hit upon

than taking us again to Dover. There is an interest about Dover that

none of the other spots have had. Gay Brighton, wild Guildford, nauti

cal Portsmouth, each in turn has been a pleasant place to visit, a cheer

ful holiday sojourn for a day or two to those who have had the time ; but

at Dover there was something besides all that belongs to the review

itself, and in addition to the co-operation of the fleet, the volunteer

artillery in the Castle, the strong military force, and the noble space

on the heights among which the review was held ;—something that

seemed to make the place more striking to those who simply came

and returned, more interesting to those who stayed a day or two

than any other locality.

For in truth Dover is a place that brings us face to face with our

English history, from the day when Ccesar landed downwards.

The ruins of several ancient buildings ; the well-preserved or restored

walls of others, here appeal to the eye as well as to the imagination ;

and if the reader feel himself struck by the beauty or stirred by the

dignity of aught that he sees there, let the Rambler remind him, as he

takes leave of a brother-volunteer, that these works were done at the

time when every man was more or less a soldier as well as a citizen,

and that it is incumbent on all citizen soldiers of the present day to

emulate in the structures they raise now those noble qualities which

we cannot fail to adm'ro in the works of the past

BLOCK HOUSES.

IN the same manner that the name of ' Pelo Towers ' has been applied

in the north to those towers of defence erected against the sudden in

cursions of the Scots, so we find the term ' Block House' used in the south

of England to describe the small castles or forts built for protection against

any surpriso in those quarters. But while the Pele Towers in Tynedale

belong principally to the Edwardian period, the Block Houses, to which we

shall briefly call attention, are exclusively of a much later age ; they were

in fact for the most part built during the reign of Henry VIII. It appears

that they were mainly for the purpose of protecting the Cinque Ports, or
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those towns or ' members ' attached to them. It is well known that the

Cinque Ports originally consisted of Dover, Sandwich, Romney, Hythe, and

Eastings ; to these Eye and WinehelBea were added by Henry ILL, and

-each of these ports had its subordinate towns or ' members.'

Walmer Castle, a member of Sandwich, was built by Henry VIII. in

1539. The place is rendered interesting by the landing of Julius Cttsar in

55 B.C., and the castle as the scene of the death of the Duke of Wellington

in 1852. The fort in its original condition consisted of a central round

tower, with walls eighteen feet thick, and flanked with four bastions pierced

with loop-holes. It will be seen from the plan that it has been much

altered in modern times, the ancient system of defence having also been

superseded by guns mounted ' en barbette.'

Deal was also a member of Sandwich. The Block House was built by

close to the sea that the waves almost wash its bases at the spring tides,

and its situation opposite the Goodwin Sands is singularly wild and deso

late. Colonel Hutchinson died here in 1664.

Other Block Houses were built by Henry VIII., at West Cowes, Camber,

Fowey Castle, Hurst, Motes-Bulwark, and South Sea, and there are two

towers at Hull which partake of precisely the same character as those on

the south coast; they are probably of the same period.

The travellers who a few years ago crossed the Channel and visited

Havre, cannot fail to have been struck with the remarkable ' Tour de Fran

cois I**,' which stood at the entrance of tho harbour, and the similarity

between this fort and the English Block Houses. The resemblance was

probably owing to its having been erected at the same period and applied

to like purposes of defence. It was demolished a few years ago.

Henry VHI. It served as a prison for the Roundhead Colonel, Hutchin-

Bon, and in 1648 withstood an attack by the Cavaliers. This fort consists

of a central round tower, comprised within six semicircular bastions, each

pierced with four loop-holes, and beyond these is a wall of enceinte.

Like those of Deal, Walmer, and Sangate, the Block House of Sandown

consists of a central tower surrounded by four bastions, but, unlike its

prototypes, remains in nearly its original condition. The fort stands so

PICTURES IN PROGRESS FOR THE

ROYAL ACADEMY.

THE time is fast approaching when our painters will have

to finish the works which they destine for the forth

coming Exhibition ; and the public are curious to learn

what is likely to be the character of that Exhibition. From

all that we have seen, and all that we have heard, we have

no hesitation in saying that it is likely to be up to the

usual average, although, from a variety of causes, some

of our popular favourites may not be as well represented

as could t>e wished ; nor will there be any of those large

highly-wrought works which usually attract so great an

amount of public observation.

Mr. Millais, owing to his recent severe illness, may

possibly not be represented at all ; he has been engaged

on a subject from Romeo and Juliet, and several portrait

pictures, and we hope at least to see some of tho latter

on the walls of the Academy. Mr. Frith, another great

favourite, lias confined himself this year to pictures of a

smaller size than usual. His two principal works are, a

subject from Don Quixote, and ' Nell Gwynn selling

Oranges in the Theatre.' All who are acquainted with

Mr. Frith's powers of expression and technical ability will

be curious to see how he has rendered the features of the

fair, frail, but good-natured mistress of the second Charles,

and of his witty, handsome, unprincipled courtiers.

Mr. Calderon has painted two pictures, the figures in

which are of a larger size than is usual with him. One

represents two mediaeval lovers seated in a boat, which

quietly glides by the shady banks of some still river,

the lover (some young poet, we should say) 'sighing

out his soul into his lady's eyes.' Mr. Calderon's second picture de

picts ' The Vengeance of the Guises,' Madame de Montpensier insti

gating Jacques Clement to the murder of Henri HI., and contains

some of this artist's best painting. Mr. Leighton will exhibit several

works, to our thinking better than anything he has. yet done. His

subjects, as in previous years, are classical, and taken from the stories

of Icarus, Electra, Phoebus, &c. Mr. E. M. Ward has two works,

one of which, ' Martin Luther Studying the Bible,' is life-size, whilst

Mrs. Ward, faithful to the domain of history, has selected this year

an incident in the life of the Pretender. Mr. Yeames has

taken for his principal subject, a Jacobite about to conceal

himself in one of those curious hiding-places which still

exist in the capacious chimneys of some of our old country

mansions. The young gentleman is surrounded by his

agitated sisters and mother, and the room in which the

scene is laid is specially noticeable for its fidelity to the

character of our ancient baronial halls. Mr. G. D. Leslie

will be represeuted by two pictures, ' Cupid's Curse,'

' For this is Cupid's curse,
That they -who change old love for new,

Let's hope they change for worse.'

and ' Ceelia's Arbour ; ' the latter the most charming work

tliat this very charming artist has yet produced. Mr.

Armitage will contribute three works : ' Hero, with her

Beacon? life-size ; a small picture of Christ calling the

sons of Zebedee ; and a study of an Eastern woman hold

ing a chameleon, in a background of oleanders. Mr.

Pettie has chosen for his theme 'The Fall of Wolsey,'

as described by Shakespeare. This is the most important

effort which Mr. Pettie has yet made ; indeed, the render

ing of surfaces and textures has been carried by him in

this work to such an extent as to make the picture a very

miracle of finish. Mr. Orchardson (the other Dromio) has

chosen for illustration a very good subject—' The hang's

Antechamber.' Of course the period is supposed to be

mediaeval, and we have poet and parasite, sculptor and

savant, priest and bravo, the worthy and unworthy, waiting

for the royal favour to shine upon them. Mr. Wells, in

addition to several first-rate portraits, sends a picture

representing his own children, and which is lik«ly to fasci

nate all the fathers and mothers who see it.
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The two new Associates, Messrs. Poynter and Mason, will both be

represented ; the former by a portrait, a small picture of Andromeda,

and a larger work, the return of the Prodigal, all characterised by

that surprising technical excellence, remarkable in any English ar

tist, and especially in one so young ; Mr. Mason by two works, the

subjects taken from that quiet rural life which this artist loves so

much and paints so well. In this latter class of subjects we hope to

see exhibited a picture by Mr. F. Walker, but as there is some doubt

about it being finished we shall defer describing it. Another of our

popular younger artists, Mr. H. S. Marks, has not this year been

able to finish an important work, but makes up for the want of size in

the picture which he sends by superior excellence ; indeed, so great is

the technical advance which he has made, that one can hardly recog

nise it as Mr. Marks's handiwork at all : this picture, which represents

some mediaeval musicians being shown into the gallery where they are

to perform, is especially characterised by some charming colour and

Sainting. Mr. J. E. Hodgson has lately visited the north of Africa, and

is principal pictureforthe yearshows us an Arab storyteller enchanting

his Moorish audience with one of those thrilling tales with which the

' Arabian Nights ' has made us familiar. Considering the interest

which has been lately shown in these countries and their inhabitants,

Mr. Hodgson's work is likely to attract the attention of the public.

Mr. Storey^ whose ' Shy Pupil ' was one of the hits of last year, sends

a picture in the same vein of genteel comedy. A beggar—an old

soldier—is seen wheedling a shilling out of a pretty young lady by

some artful but not undeserved compliment, the picture being in that

light, pleasant key to which Mr. Storey is addicted. Mr. Wynfield's

principal effort is of a semi-historic character—' The Rich Widow,'

' young,' ' beautiful and a great fortune,' one of those prizes so much

sought after by the noble but somewhat scantily endowed courtiers

of the Stuart kings. Mr. Prinsep will exhibit several works, ofwhich

'Bacchus and Ariadne ' is the principal, and Mr. Marcus Stone will

have an important picture, ' The Princess Elizabeth forced to attend

the Mass by her sister Mary.' Without alluding to the efforts of other

artists—and indeed we have not as yet seen the works of those gentle

men who reside in the country—we have said enough to show that

the forthcoming Exhibition will not be deficient in the interest which

has attached to most of its predecessors.

MR. SHIELDS' REPORT ON THE NEW

LAW COURTS SITE.

1VHE publication of a ' Report on the New Law Courts and their Ap-

. preaches, by F. W. Shields, C.E.,' as a parliamentary paper printed by

Order of the House of Commons,' is in many respects the most startling

incident which has yet occurred in the discussion of this question. Mr.

Shields is known in Westminster as an engineer whose spicialiti is metal

work, and is the author of a small treatise on ' Iron Girdors.' With every

possible respect for such occupations, we confess it is very hard indeed to

discover how they can constitute any qualification for his selection by

Government authority to 'report' on a project which is mainly an archi

tectural one. Mr. Shields himself admits it is so, by the very division of

his subject. These are the heads of his Report:—' 1. Architectural effect

afforded by the site. 2. Uniformity of level of its surface. 3. Economy

of its acquisition. 4. Its accessibility ; or, the convenience of its approaches.'

It may well be asked whether the whole of these heads do not lie more

naturally within the province of the architect than of the engineer, dealing

as they all do with the streets and buildings of a city like London. The

choice of a civil engineer to report on such a question points to some

' Theory of Selection ' which would puzzle Dr. Darwin himself. It is true,

however, that the matter is somewhat cleared up by Mr. Shields in the

preface to bis Report :—' The Chancellor of the Exchequer, understanding

that I have given considerable attention to the question of the New Courts

of Justice, and their approaches, will feel much obliged if I will favour

him,' &c.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, as everybody knows, is Mr. Lowe,

though everybody may not be equally aware of the circumstance that while

he was as yet only Mr. Lowe, and had not the power of Government

patronage in his hands, he bestowed during last session of Parliament the

most amiable efforts to procure a Select Committee of the House to decide

on the question of amount and compensation duo to Mr. Shield? as the un

recognised author of the Thames Embankment scheme ! There is no reason

whateverwhyMr.Loweshould not have the most implicit faith in Mr. Shields'

capacity for any conceivablo work. We should be sorry to cast a doubt as

to the propriety of his selection on anything like personal grounds, and,

indeed, should not have alluded to the matter at all, if the ' Report ' which

is now issued to the public with the full prestige of a parliamentary docu

ment were really worthy of the notoriety which has been given to it.

Anxious to procure any information or argument on a subject in which

we have proved our interest by the space we have given to it lately, we

procured Sir. Shields' Report and carefully read it. It is not too much to

say that ever}- opinion expressed is, by this time, sufficiently old. Indeed,

we need not scruple to observe that the greater part of it which the author

devotes to his two first heads—architectural effect and levels—is nothing

more than a rlchaufft of matter which has appeared in these columns during

the last month or two. As to 'architectural effect,' it is only natural that

an engineer should look outside himself for his opinion ; and as to ' levels

of sites ' there is information of a perfectly reliable kind to be had by any

one who cares to invest a shilling in the Ordnance map.

We must, however, do Mr. Shields justice by noting that his Report does

contain one original and novel feature which has not yet taken a prominent

place in discussions on the subject of the Law Courts' site. The suggestion

we refer to is one which might probably be expected in the natural order of

things from one who attaches C.E. to his name. Mr. Shields' ' Report '

culminates in a project for a new railway ; and we are really driven to the

conclusion, from a careful study of the document, that there is really nothing

besides this which Mr. Shields can safely recommend. Whether the Em»

bankment site is the best on the whole is left for public inference merely :

the same may be said of the Carey Street site. Only one thing is certain—

a railway from South Kensington to the Mansion House is the kernel of the

nut which we call the Law Courts' site. A project for a railway from

Hampstead Heath to the Crystal Palace would have been quite as pertinent

to the real question at issue, as affecting the site whereon the New Law

Courts should be erected. It may, however, be some comfort to those who

advocate the selection of the Thames Embankment site to find that the

engineer who thus reports his view of the two sites to the Government, con

siders that the adoption of the Carey Street site will involve a scheme for a

new metropolitan railway which, on the lowest calculation, must require a

greater expenditure than the Law Courts themselves. The Embankment

site, of course, cannot incur this disadvantage, since it has the Strand

thoroughfare on its northern side, and the direct route of the Metropolitan

Railway on its southern face, with the superadded conveniences of river and

road communication.

We observo that the latest contribution to the question of the two sites

is supplied in a statement published by the ' Metropolitan and Provincial

Law Association.' This document indulges in an amusing insinuation as

against the advocates of the Embankment site. The Committee of this

Association ' fully beheve that there are private and vender influences

largely at work in this agitation, and that art has less to do with it than is

protended.' It is due to Mr. Shields to state that he has written his Report

without any attempt at such inuendoes. The Society which has resorted to

them only proves how poor a case they possess on the merits, while the

valuo of the insinuation will be duly appreciated by the public who know

thoroughly well by whom and in what quarter the Embankment site was

first suggested.

So far the question between the Carey Street and Embankment sites

remains exactly where it was before the Report of Mr. Shields or the state

ment of the Law Association appeared. We shall be glad to note the

opinions and arguments of others—and there are many—who have also

1 given considerable attention ' to the subject, even though their views may

not be printed ' by order of the House of Commons.'

ILLUSTRATIONS.

DOVER CASTLE.

THE illustrations which we give this week all refer to Dover and

its Castle, and are alluded to in our first article. The illustra

tions giving the present aspect of The Constable's Gate and

The General View of the Castle are from recent photographs.

The View of the Castle as it appeased a century ago is from an

old print. The Inner Bailey and Keep and The Avranches

Tower are given from drawings by the late Rev. T. C. Hartshorne.

We also give a careful Plan of The Castle and its Surroundings,

upon which the different works can be very readily identified.

MR. RUSKIN.

rpHE limpid and sparkling play of Mr. Ruskin's eloquence never charmed

X a crowded audience more completely than in his lecture at University

College.* Tho large theatre was full to the very doors, and, although

the student element was perceptibly prevalent on the benches, a pin might

have been heard to drop, by any one who was thinking of pins, during

almost the whole courso of the lecture. The speech of our great non-rythmal

poet glowed with the many coloured hues of his ever-changing fancy, like

the pillared spray of some mountain cataract, overarched by a dancing

rainbow ; as fresh, as graceful, and as unsubstantial. As a glorious in

stance of word-painting, it would have been impossible to have a richer in

tellectual treat.

We may pay this tribute to the power of the orator, without forgetting

the disappointment which he expressed, and in which many of his audionce

must have sympathized, that the illustrations with which he had proposed

to elucidate his lecture on Greek Legend were absent. None but the most

perfect illustrations, as Mr. Ruskin justly felt, would have been worthy of

the occasion, and such effects of art he had not had time to procure, nor

would he, in the eighty minutes during which his lecture lasted, have had

time to display.

Indeed, in the unnecessary apology with which Mr. Ruskin so habitually-

commences his addresses, is to be noted one of his few defects as a rheto

rician. Time, which can be but ill afforded, is wasted in tho conventional

introduction, and the impression of insincerity, than which nothing can be

further from tho speaker, is almost unavoidably produced by a long self-

deprecatory preface. And, while on the subject, one other main rhetorical

aspect of this great word-painter may bo referred to, namely, that he ' doth

protest too much.' As a rule he so far abuses the artifice by which the

speaker represents that which he thinks, to be that which is, as to weaken

the effect of his great descriptive force. In inference and allusion, indeed,

his prodigality is unbounded ; but if he more often intimated that some in

explicable paradox wore merely the momentary phase of his ever shifting

opinion, such solid residuum as remains, when the sparkle of the lan

guage has evaporated, would be more perceptible and more precious.

In listening to the eloquent voice, and in watching the beaming and

unaffected smile that broke over the face of the speaker as he rendered, in

his own felicitous English, some immortal lines of ancient epic, thejscene,

and the audionce, and the hideous dress of the day, seemed thoroughly in

appropriate. Looking only at the eye of the orator, and discerning how

* For a ' condensed report of this Lecture sec The Architect for March 20.
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much more he longed to say than he dared to say—how much of the
■written pages before him he left unread—the anxious zeal of a kindred

spirit, whose name, but not whoso function, is unrecorded, came strongly to

the mind. Mr. Buskin is eminently distinguished for his mode of expressing

a classic sentiment in the language of Scripture He cannot be displeased

at the description of his own address which is given in the following

words :—' Then the Priest of Jupiter, which was before their city, brought

wine and garlands unto the gates, and would have done sacrifice to the

people.' Like the hierophant of Lystra, moreover, the orator showed a

grateful honour to a deity who might be thought especially to favour him :

' Mercurius, because he was the chief speaker.'

Into that apology for the ancient writings which formed the nucleus of

Mr. Ruskin's lecture, it is not for a writer in these pages to enter. With

much of paradox it contained, doubtless, much of truth. And those who

are familiar with the grimy cloud with which the uncleanly habits sanctified

by the influence of the mendicant orders have obscured the fairest scenes in

Italy, will find a chord of sympathy in their breasts, that vibrates very

sensibly in unison with the orator's key-note. No Italian priest now forbids

a suppliant to approach the Divine presence with unwashed hands—as in

the instance of that famous sacrifice which was held to inaugurate the

supremacy of Home. But wo must enter a protest against the mode in

which, not in the commencement but in the course of his lecture, Mr.

Ruskin attempted to explain away much of the significance of Grecian

legend, and thus tended, far from wittingly, to depreciate the significance

and the grandour of Grecian art.

Nothing could be more lucid than the just definition of what Mr. Ruskin

called a myth, but what we prefer to call a fable, parallel, or allegory. The

description of an event is given, not as a history, but as the means of

conveying to the mind a distinct lesson by the use of imagery, and the intro

duction of one or more impossible details is made use of by the fabulist, to

show that he is not recording, but hinting, truth. Such was the method of

one of the greatest and most immortal teachers of antiquity—Esop. Such

was the method of a greater Teacher, to whom alone the word immortal is

strictly appropriate.

But, after this announcement, Mr. Ruskin glided insensibly into the very

discrepant German theory of the myth. He spoke of legends ' crystallising

into form,' ' throwing off the caterpillar state, and assuming the wings of

Psyche.' In short he threw the weight of his brilliant genius into tho

scale of that philosophy which would break down history, in order to develope

it out of the internal consciousness of individual professors. And what

concerns us, such an explosion of the theory of history tends to bury beneath

the fragments caused by the concussion, the chief sources of our reverence

for the relics and traditions of ancient art.

As to the twofold source from which ancient legend has sprung, we agree

to a considerable extent with Mr. Ruskin. But he takes only a part of his

theory, and he omits precisely the part which has most value to the artist.

He draws far too much, we are convinced, on the theories of writers like

Dupuytren (his L'Origine des Cultes). That some of the heroes and demi

gods of antiquity were ancient kings and chiefs, seen as they loomed through

the golden haze of that poetry which is the native language of the childhood

of peoples, no less than of individuals, cannot be denied. That physical

phenomena or powers were denoted by other mythologic personages, such as

Eolus, and Iris, and Thetis, and the swart smith who forged his thunder

bolts in the volcanic glow of Etna, in the long period when Vesuvius had

quenched his fire, we freely admit. But it is to a third source that we must

attribute the origin of those forms which have chiefly occupied the chisels of

the Grecian sculptors—those forms which yet, when unearthed from an en

tombment of two thousand years, beneath the ruins of ancient Rome, or

the volcanic shroud that enwraps Herculaneum, all but breathe-in marble

and in bronze. The powers, and passions, and frailties of tho human

mind, were the gods and genii embodied by the artists, and hymned by the

poets of Greece.

To represent the lofty virgin daughter of Jupiter, springing from tho

brain of the king of gods, as the ruler or spirit of the air, at once to

ignore the existence of the cloud-compelling wielder of tho thunderbolt,

and of his sister wife, H£re—the very name is significant—and to render

unmeaning the attributes of Minerva 1

But we have no space to dwell on the charming subject, or to break

another lance with so illustrious an opponent. Wo appeal from Mr. Ruskin

to himself. At the commencement of his lecture, as of his writings, he is

wont to assume all the precision of science. He indicates the path on

which he bids us to follow him as if with tho wand of Ithuriel. The way

lies through pleasant valleys and meadows enamelled with flowers, but it

leads straight to the temple of Truth. Woe to those who linger on the

way ! For all false guides is reserved that righteous anger which Mr.

Ruskin is so fond of describing as the cardinal virtue of ' Justice '—so much

so indeed as to have varied a very venerable quotation into ' He was clad

with anger as with a cloke.' Wo follow in awe and in delight. But our

guide stoops to pluck a flower, then he turns for a second, then ho leaps

into the air and brings down a spray laden with blossom. He stops

to load his followers with his many-leaved and fragrant spoil, and then he

starts full speed after a glorious and erratic butterfly. We watch the

elfin form fading in the distance at a pace we are unable to follow, and we

sigh for the loss of the tender and loving guide who has, in his admiration

of the last form of beauty that caught his appreciative eye, forgotten his

self-imposed task to guide us to the Temple.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Palace-Yard Station.

On Monday, March 22, Mr. LAYABD.'First Commissioner of Works, in

answer to a question by Mr. Herbert, who asked when the passage leading

from Palace Yard to the station of the Metropolitan Railway was to be

opened, stated that there had been unfortunately some delay with respect

to certain works under the Yard, bnt he expected that the passage would

be commenced at once, and the architect would endeavour to complete it

with as little delay as possible. It would be open in about four months.

District Asylums.

Mr. Goscuen-, in answer to enquiries by Mr. W. H. Smith, said that tho

amounts of 56,000/. and 44,000/., respectively specified in the returns

relating to asylums (Metropolis) as the estimated cost of the structures of

tho Fover and Small-pox asylums at Stoekwell and Homerton, did not

include the amounts for furniture or fittings. The original estimate of tho

Stoekwell Asylum had been reduced by 5,600/. But, on the other hund,

the estimates for furniture and fixtures must, as yet, be regarded as simply

provisional. They amounted to about 16,000/., besides a sum of 6,700/.,

which represented 10 per cent, for possible contingencies. These figures

applied to the Stoekwell Asylum, and not to tho Homerton, of which ho

had not yet received any estimates beyond the cost of structure given in

the return. In reply to a second question, with regard to the number of

beds originally proposed, they were as follows, and he might observe that

tho estimates for the number of beds were those of the managers of tho

asylums, and not of the Poor Law Board, though the inspector had con

ferred with the managers. The number of beds at Newington was about

600, at Kensington 700, at Rotherhitho 500, at Poplar 570, and in Contral

London about 600. These were entirely provisional estimates, with regard

to which no decision had at all been taken.

The Cadastral Survey.

On Tuesday, March 23, Mr. Cardwell, in reply to a question by Sir L.

Palk, said the Cadastral Survey of the mining districts had been going on

in Denbighshire and other counties, but at present it was not decided when

that of Devon and Cornwall would be commenced.

Consolidation of the Sanitary Acts.

Mr. Buuce, in reply to a question by Lord Eustace Cecil, said it was not

his intention to introduce during the present session a bill to consolidate

the various sanitary Acts, or to reconcile the conflicting clauses in some of

them, although he admitted that the subject was well worthy tho attention

of the Government. He hoped to be able to introduce a short bill to facili

tate the union of draining districts.

THE SITE FOR THE LAW COURTS.

ON Monday last a meeting was held in the Rooms of the Society of Arts

to discuss the question of the site for the now Law Courts, tho Earl

of Harrowby in the chair. Among thoso present were Sir C. Trevelyan,

K.C.B., Mr. Street, A.R.A., Mr. J. Young, and many gentlemen who have

been associated with the subject. Mr. Thomas Webster, Q.C. commenced

the proceedings by a statement advocating the Carey Street site, chiefly on

the ground of its proximity to the legal quarter of tho Metropolis. Tho

Carey Street site would, he said, lessen tho traffic on our great thorough

fares by rendering necessary the adoption of new streets leading east and

west from Carey Street ; that to the east, to reliove Ludgate Hill and Fleot

Street, while that west would relieve the Strand. Ho suggested subways

from Holborn to the Courts, continued to Serjeants'-Inn and the Temple,

which would place all the centres of the law in connection with the Temple

of Justice. These subways, ho urged, could bo so made as not to tempt the

general traveller to use them. In conclusion, he dwelt upon the great

saving of time to be hoped for by the concentration of the Courts.

Sir Charles Trevelyan contrasted the advantago and disadvantages of

both sites in detail. He declared that, not only was the north sido to be

considered, but tho south side of the Thames, for he said the southern Bide

contained the suburban residences of a very large portion of those having

connection with the law. He pointed out tho various existing means of

reaching the Embankment site : there were broad roads, omnibuses, a rail

way, the river; and other facilities ; and showed that the outlay necessary

to soeure the required space between the Strand and the river would not

be excessive.

Turning to tho question of the best use to mako of the already acquired

Carey Stroet site, he urged that Gray's-Inn, Bedford Row, Hatton Garden,

and other places on the Holborn site were dead or dying as dwellings for

tho lawyers, and suggested that those places should bo given up for build

ing sites for working-men's houses, which wero much wanted, while the

professional men there could take up dwellings on the Carey Street site.

He also suggested that, as Old Square, Lincoln's-Inn, ought to come down,

the Benchers might adapt a part of Somerset House, from which there

would bo an exodus of Government officials, and so be on an equality with

the Templars in respect to tho advantage of proximity to the Courts and

offices. He declared that by his scheme the cost of site would bo only

1,600,000/., as compared with the expenses of tho other, which, with its

approaches, is likely to cost over 3,000,000/, Mr. J. Young supported tho

Carey Street site. He protested against the delay which would ensue if

the questions were again considered, pointing out that the matter had been

in hand for many years, and 800,000/. had been already expended. Mr.

Street spoke on some of the alleged disadvantages of the Carey Street site,

as represented by Sir Charles Trevelyan, which he stated did not exist, and

added that tho alleged advantages of the Embankment in respect of its ox-

pansiveness would be found to be overstated. Eventually the discussion

was adjourned after tho customary vote of thanks to tho chairman.

THE HANDY-BOOK OF HOUSE-BUILDING.

CHAPTER I LiyiNO-RooMs.

{Continued from page 129.)

Once more, to be comfortable, the living-rooms, and indeed every other

part of the house, must be free from smells. The smell of cooking is the

one most often intrusive ; and a most annoying intrusion it is. This annoy

ance need not be feared if foreseen and sufficiently guarded against by

providing proper doors and by care in planning the positions of the
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kitchen, corridors, staircases, and above all of the dinner-lift, if there be

one. To prevent the danger of noisome smells, it is a good rule that no

drain he ever taken under any living-room. No cesspool should be formed

within reach of the house. No space under a floor should be left inaccessible,

so that if a rat or other animal dies there its carcase cannot be got out.

The water used in mixing plaster should not bo foul, or the house may smell

of it permanently. The greatest and most vigilant care should be taken

during the construction of a house that nothing offensivo to the smell be

left under any floor. The arrangements of the plan should provide, as

will be elsewhere shown, for proper ventilation wherever an offensive smell

could arise ; and, lastly, if gas is introduced, the best workmanship and no

thing but iron pipe should be insisted on. A very minute leak of gas (such

as injury inflicted by a nail driven into a wall upon lead or zinc pipe may

occasion) is not readily recognised by the sense of smell for what it really is,

and many a room has been rendered unpleasant and unwholesome for a

length of time by a very trifling escape ; an unpleasant smell has been noticed,

but as it has been very little like the scent of gas in large quantities, it

has escaped detection, and consequently has remained unremedied for a

long time.

Lastly, to be thoroughly comfortable, rooms, in fact the whole house, must

be well appointed. In other words, all the fittings must be good, and such

as will not get out of repair.

The bells must all ring; the handles of doors must never como off; the

doors themselves must shut close ; the shutters and the windows must open

and close easily and without noise. If easement windows are used in a country

house for access from the living-rooms to the garden, they must be so con

structed as perfectly to keep out wind and water at their meeting and at

the cill, and they must be so fixed as to remnin perfectly steady whether

open or closed, when wind is blowing. Blinds must always have a space

proparcd for them, and be so constructed as to work satisfactorily and

easily. The fittings, in short, must all be good, and the joinery of

thoroughly well-seasoned materials. This is very simply attained by a

little care, a little outlay, and a little common sense to guide both.

The first rule in selecting fittings is to have everything simple. In London

or a large town, where skilled help is readily at hand if anything goes

wrong, it may be less unsafe to make use of contrivances that are more

or less complicated ; but in a country situation anything that it is beyond

the power of the village blacksmith and the village carpenter to set right, at

least temporarily, is out of place—the wisest course being, indeed, to have

everything so simple that it hardly can go wrong.

Next to simple fittings, large-sized ones are to be insisted upon—good-

sized knobs, shutter bars, window fastenings, taps, pipes, bolts, or locks,

most certainly costing more than the smallest sizes, but they are always

stronger, and generally better made. It may be a useful hint to all except

builders north of the Twoed to add that all descriptions of ironmongery are

made of larger sizes and more solid for the Scotch market than for ours :

these are consequently the best to obtain.

A more appropriate opportunity for speaking of those fittings uncon

nected with living-rooms may be found hereafter, but it is right hero to

note that upon their acting satisfactorily depends much of the comfort

of the inmates of those rooms. If we say nothing here of the dis

comfort felt in the dining-room when the kitchen range is out of order,

the smoke jack does not act, or the oven has burnt the pie crust to a

cinder ; or of the misery in the boudoir when a neighbouring waterpipe has

heen burst by the frost, or in the drawing-room when the bath overhead has

overflowed and spoilt the newly decorated ceiling (a reason, by the by, for

never putting a bath-room over a good living-room if it can bo helped), it is

not because such accidents ought to be ignored, but because these matters

belong to parts of the house which do not come into this chapter. Those

appointments and fittings, however, which actually pertain to the living-

rooms, i.e. the joinery and ironmongery of their doors and windows ; the

fire-place, with its grate, register chimney-piece, &c. ; the hells ; the gas

fittings and the ventilators, do properly belong to it, and with regard to

them we repeat with emphasis that the comfort of tho house greatly depends

upon their being simple, of ample size, and well made. Upon no part of a

dwelling house is it more desirable to spend liberally than upon these

appointments ; and after all the difference between the cost of providing

them in the best way and the cheapest amounts to a most insignificant

fraction per cent, of the outlay upon any dwelling house.

BUILT TO SELL.

Sin,—Let me induce you to warn house-buyers to be very careful ere they

part, with solid sterling gold for new-built airy fabrics which scarce resist a

gale of wind—structures which often fall down before completion, but arc

saddled with long leases, strict repairing covenants, and heavy ground-

rents. Since the pulling down of so many City, Westminster, Borough,

Clerkenwcll, Somers Town, and other ancient buildings, for railway and

street improvements, these rotten old materials have been freely used in tho

suburbs, but are so cleverly concealed by the aid of new facing-bricks, new

thin floor-boards, plaster, paint, and showy paper-hangings, as oftentimes

to dupe the unwary and incautious purchaser, who, alas ! very soon dis

covers that cracked window-arches, sinking foundations, stopped drains,

leaky roofs, shrunk woodwork, shaky floors, falling rotten plaster, rising

damps, smoky chimneys, and other minor evils, sadly try his patience and

pocket; in short, that in the long run it would be a 6aving at once to pull

down and rebuild properly tho vile erection, than to bo at a continual expense

and worry for unsatisfactory repairs.

I for many years have been almost daily amongst speculative building

estates N., S., K., and W., and well know the operations of needy ' duffing

builders,' who run up on some of those sites dwellings which, if you view

in carcase the abominable materials combined with the slight, rapid, scamp

ing, and unskilful workmanship, would convince anyone they were meant

only ' to let and not to last,' that they were only contract-built edifices by

' slop builders,' eortainly not sturdy houses like those which our ancestors

were so justly proud of for their weather-tight and durable qualities.

As dilapidations are incessant, no landlord can accept low rents for ' sale

houses.' I entreat both tenants and owners to ascertain, with strict care and

vigilant enquiry,

1st. That the house is not built on made soil, where the gravel has been

dug out and sold.

2nd. That it has deep concrete foundations.

3rd. That all the materials aro new, and the bricks sound hard-burnt

stocks, well bonded in lime-mortar.

4th. That no iron chimney-bars supporting the arch arc absent.

5th. That the drainage is distinct and separate, properly connected with

the main sewer.

6th. The strength ofjoists, quarterings, lintels, rafters, purlins, sills and

sill-heads, thickness of doors, floor-boards, shutters, skirtings, shelving,

panels—in short, quality and quantity of timber used. It is frightful to see

how slightly houses are timbered and scantily nailed.

7th. Whether the grates, locks, ironmongery, blinds, and other fittings

are of the very cheapest description, unfit for wear.

8th. That the house has a trap-door fire-escape to roof.

9th. Avoid zinc gutters, cisterns, flats, &c, as zinc is a very temporary

affair. Insist upon lead or stone cisterns, &c.

10th. If the parish has not taken the road, have money security for its

cost from seller. It may save you 102. to 30/.

11th. Find out if it is an estate where any scamping is allowed, to create

heavy ground rents and lawyer's leases.

12 th. Investigate the title thoroughly. Beware of needy bankrupt or

litigious sellers, and improved or increased yearly ground rents.

Lastly. Insist upon a warranty (legally drawn up) with full specifications

attached, subject to penalties if false. Have the warranty beforo deposit or

purchase.

In conclusion, let me declare my picture of modern houses might have

been presented in much worse colours, as every district surveyor or work

man can easily certify, and no doubt many will do so, in reply to this brief

epistle on one of the frauds of the day, viz. ' built to sell,' ' to let and not to

last ' houses.

I am, Sir, your obliged reader,

Wm. Pebcy Teckman.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Investigations have been for some time in progress at the eastern end

of the south aisle of the choir of Chester Cathedral, Mr. Scott being of

opinion that tho aisle originally terminated with an apse, and that the founda

tions in that ease might still be discovered. The necessary excavations have

now been made, and the casing of the present walls immediately above has

been carefully examined ; the result being that the actual basement courses

of the apse and distinct traces of a conical tower or buttress above it havojust

been discovered, of the utmost interest in an ecclcsiological point of view.

This feature, unique, it is believed, in this country, though not unknown in

Normamiy and other parts of the Continent, must have been destroyed at

the time when the very ugly and now tumble-down chapel at the south-east

corner was added to the venerable Lady Chapel, to the great disfigurement

and prejudice of that beautiful structure. Mr. Scott will propose to restore

this curious apse, and to remove the ruined southern chapel altogether,

revealing once again to the eye the beautiful portions of the original Lady

Chapel.

The Proposed Harbour and Basin at St. Just.—Tho provisional

order applied for, is thus reported on by the Board of Trade :—The pro

moters are Messrs. Vivian, Daniell, and others, who apply to be incorporated

as ' The St. Just Harbour and Pier Company,' with a capital of 70,000/. in

7,000 shares of 10/. each, with power to construct a harbour and basin on

Pornenven beach, near Cape Cornwall with piers in connection therewith ;

to borrow 17,500/. on mortgage and to levy rates. The estimated cost of

the work is 48,000/. No objection has been made to the scheme, and the

Board of Trade propose to proceed with the order.

The parish Church of Wath, near Doncaster, has been re-opened, after

having been closed about fifteen months for a thorough restoration. The

organ, a fine instrument built some years ago, has been removed from the

west end of tho church into a new chamber or chapel, built expressly for its

reception, and the fine old gothic arch under which it was before situated

has thus been opened. Tho ceiling has been altogether remodelled in the

chancel, and the entire flooring of the edifice lowered in order to bring to

view tho ancient foundations of tho pillars. The old pews have been re

placed by comfortable oaken seats, which add much to the internal neatness

of the place, whilst the ancient pulpit has been replaced by an elegant

carv ed one of the same pattern as the new seats in the chancoland correspond

ing with the communion rails. The four tablets of Commandments have

been removed, and put over the principal arch between the nave and

chancel. Tho stained glass window, erected by Miss Scholfield, and which

used to be at that side where the organ is now situated, has, of course, been

removed, and put in at the opposite side of the chanceL In addition to

these extensive alterations the church has a much better provision for light

ing than formerly, the unsightly pipes being now substituted by elegant

brass standards. Altogether when finished the alterations will very mate

rially improve not only the appearanco of the place, but the means of

convenience and comfort to the parishioners. The cost of the restoration

has been 1,800/. The architects have been Messrs. Hadficld and Son, of

Sheffield.

A Christian Church is to be erected at Nazaroth. The estimated cost

is 2,000/., and towards that amount 1,820/. have been received/
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Lowestoft.—Christ Church, Lowestoft, has been opened for Divine

service. The edifice is in the Early English style, and consists of nave,

aisles, chancel, organ chapel, tower, and spire, with porch and vestry. The

tower is placed at the south-cast angle of the nave, terminating in a spire,

rising to a height of about 80 feet.

Lincoln.—The new church for the combined parishes of St. Peter-in-

Eastgate and St. Margaret will, in all probability, be shortly commenced.

The cost of the building is estimated at 2,600/., and 2,120/. have been

already subscribed.

"Warrington.—A new church at Warrington, dedicated to St. Ann, has

been consecrated by the Bishop of Chester. An endowment has been pro

vided by Mr. W. E. A. Beamont of Orford Hall, who has also given 2,500/.

of the total cost of 5,200/., the remainder having been contributed by the

public.

"Webheath.—The plans of the new church have been prepared. The

style is Early English. The plan is simply nave and chancel, with a south

porch at the western end, a bell gabletat the intersection of nave and chancel,

and a vestry, and organ arch between it and the choir.

Wickham Market.—Efforts are now being mado to restore the church,

which dates back to the year 1349, and has of late years been falling into

decay. The tower, which is octagonal, is surmounted by a leaden spire,

rising to a height of 135 ft., and is a conspicuous landmark for seagoing

vessels.

Some months since an cast window of great beauty was placed by Mrs.

Hogg in the church of St. Mary the Virgin, Collaton, near Paignton, in

memory of her husband, the founder of the church. Since then the deep

and affectionate reverence entertained for his memory lias been testified by

the addition of two south chancel windows, and of a reredos in Caen stone ;

the former boing the gift of Mr. Hogg's brothers and sisters, and the latter

that of several friends. The windows were designed by Mr. J. F. Bentley

and Mr. Wcstlake, and executed by Messrs. Lavers and Barraud. The

'Resurrection' and ' Christ's Charge to St. Peter' are the subjects of the

two windows, which are spoken of in terms of high praise. The subject of

the sculpture in the reredos is ' The Last Supper,' in alto-relievo, originally

treated, but with a faithfulness to the highest traditions of art, especially in

the head of our Blessed Lord, worthy of the great Leonardo. In this work

the artists bave aimed to preserve the unity of the group while giving

diversity to the individual characters. The whole was executed by Mr.

Phyffers with his well known skill. The architectural portions of the

reredos, designed, as well as the group, by Mr. Bentley, executed at the

works of -Mr. Earp, consist of a groined canopy, with panels of Irish green

marble, surmounted by the ' Agnus Dei ' and the ' Pelican in her Piety.'

The wall-arcades (also of Caen stone) on each side of the altar, and return

ing north and south of the chancel, spring from plinths of yellow Mansfield

stone, and contain large panels of polished red Staffordshire alabaster, be-

tweon which are canopied angels. A cornice of foliage and fruit, elaborately

carved, surmounts the whole design.

Rebuilding and Enlargement of Poplar Union "Workhouse.

At a special committee meeting of the Poplar Union Board of Guardians,

held last Friday morning in the Board-room of the Workhouse, James

Barrington, Esq., in the chair, tenders were opened for rebuilding and

enlarging Poplar Workhouse. As far back as 1857, Mr. Farnall, Poor

Law Inspector of Workhouses, reported this Workhouse to the Poor Law

Board as ' inadequate in size, and inefficient in arrangement.' At the

present time it is over-crowded by 530 inmates, and for many months the

Guardians have been compelled to ' farm out ' more than 500 people, who,

in addition to the first-mentioned, claimed admission to the House.

Tho greater portion of tho old Workhouse is to be demolished and, the

Guardians having acquired additional land at the rear, a new House is to

be erected capable of accommodating 808 persons. It was originally

intended by the Board to provide accommodation for 1,000 able-bodied

paupers, and plans were prepared in accordance with this intention, but,

upon the drawings being submitted for the Poor Law Board's approvalrthose

gentlemen refused to sanction the carrying of them out ; and, suggesting

certain modifications which brought the number to be accommodated down

to 808, recommended the Poplar Board to prepare fresh drawings, embody

ing the views of the Poor Law Board. There was considerable dissatisfac

tion expressed by the Guardians at this, but it was eventually resolved to

accept the Upper Board's dictum, and the architect, Mr. John W. Morris, of

East India Road, Poplar, was instructed to prepare a fresh set of drawings.

Having done so, the architect submitted the new plans, and the Poor Law

Board immediately approved them. The Local Board then issued invita

tions to builders to send in tenders for the works. The architect's estimate

of the cost of the works, as originally determined upon by the Guardians

(viz., for 1,000 paupers) was 47,709/. ; but the extensive modifications

suggested by the Poor Law Board reduced this sum by 12,709/. ; the esti

mate, therefore, for the building to accommodate 808 persons stood as

35,000/.

There were fifteen tenders for the works sent in, as follow :—

Messrs. Wick, Bangs & Co. ... £34,200

Mr. John Kirk 35,996

Mr. Sheffield 33,267

Messrs. Cooper & Callum .... 34,980

Messrs. Myers & Sons . . . . . 34,564

Mr. Anseombe 32,300

Messrs. Atherton & Latta .... 33,855

Mr. Abraham . . . . . . 33,490

Mr. Ennor 34,700

Messrs. Hill, Keddall & Waldron . . 32,480

Mr. J. F. Watts 36,589

Messrs. Webb & Son 33,263

Mr. Killbey 36,116

Messrs. Scrivener & White .... 34,854

Mr. Henshaw 34,350 .

The special meeting having discussed the tenders, andconforred with

architect in reference thereto, decided to recommend to the Board's conside

ration the two lowest tenders, namoly Mr. Anseombc's and Messrs. Hill,

Keddall and Waldron's.

At the ordinary business meeting of the Board, held on Friday afternoon,

the Committee's recommendation was read by the Clerk, and a very lengthy

and animated discussion ensued. Numerous resolutions, counter-resolu

tions, and amendments were proposed, some of which were seconded and

put to the vote, whilst others could find no supporters and consequently

' fell through.' One proposal advocated the addition of Mr. Sheffield's name

to the recommended two on the score that that gentleman was resident in

the district and would employ labour from the district ; Messrs. Webb's

tender was then proposed on the same grounds : a third proposition

suggested that the Committee's recommendation should be thrown over,

and the fifteen tenders submitted to vote. After more than two hours had

thus been spent, Mr. W. Hickson, superintendent of the West India Dock

Co., moved, and Mr. J. R. Ravonhill, engineer, seconded, ' That Messrs. Hill,

Keddall, and Waldron's tender be accepted, as Mr. Anseombe, whose tender

is the lowest, has not complied with the Board's condition in regard to the

provision of sureties.' (It appears that Mr. Anseombe had not supplied

the addresses of the parties proposed as his sureties.) This resolution was

carried by a majority of 6, and Mr. Waldron immediately signed the con

tract. The Board's seal was then affixed to the contract, and the Guardians

proceeded to the general business of the day.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FBOM OUR

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Paris Notes for Connoisseurs.

The first day of the great Delessert 6ale passed off with all its

expected eclat, some of the gems having fetched enormous prices. The

first lot consisted of the famous Raphael, the ' Virgin and Child,' of the

Orleans Gallery, which was purchased by M. A. Andr£ for the Due

d'Aumale, as it was said in the room, for the sum of 150,000 francs (6,000/.).

Four works by Backhuysen sold for 1,300/. Five by N. Berchcm for

1,332/. Even at these high rates it is said that several works were

bought in.

Tho results of the latter days' sales are more surprising even than

those of the first day, and the total proceeds of the whole amount to

1,795,330 francs, over 71,813/., the total number of lots being only 2,180.

The second day's sale, consisting of the remainder of the pictures by old

masters, brought the largest amount of the four days. The most noticeable

cases were the following :—' Sunset,' by Jean Both (called the Italian Both),

720/. ; ' Two Canalettis,' 540/. ; ' A Dutch Interior,' by Pierre de Hooge,

bought by M. B. Narischkine, for the large sum of 6,000/. ; 'The Interior

Court of a Dutch House,' by the same artist, 1,640/. ; ' The Duteh Musician,'

by A. Van Ostadc, bought by M. Say for the sum of 940/. ; 'Portrait of

an Old Woman,' by tho same, 880/. ; 'The Fish Market,' by David Teniers

the Younger, fetched more than any other work in the sale, namely, 6,360/. ;

' An Interior, known as the White Hat,' by the same artist, fetched 444/. ;

two of Gerard Terburg's pictures, 1 A Young Woman and a Cavalier,' and

' Tasting,' sold for the comparatively high rates of 1,200/. and 1,800/. Two

landscapes by Wynants, with figures by A. Van de Veldc and Lingelbach,

sold for 1,340/. and 2,040/.

The modern pictures sold quite as well in proportion as the ancient ;

thus, a small and early work by Rosa Bonheur fetched 620/. ; a fine

Bonington, ' Francois Premier and Marguerite of Navarre,' 1,240/. ; ' Sainte

Cecilia,' by Paul Dolaroche, 840/. ; ' The Old Lacemaker,' by Baron Leys,

720/.; Meissonier's 'Chess Players' (1841), 1,080/.; and ' The Amateurs '

(1843), by the same artist, the large sum of 1,600/.; an exquisite flower

and fruit piece, by Saint Jean, fetched 660/. ; a Swiss landscape, by

Wickenberg, 480/.; Pradier's 'Phryne,' the marble statue which, if our

memory does not deceive us, won one of the grand prizes at the Great

Exhibition of 1851, sold for 440/. The sculptor's fame has waned sadly.

At tho sale of the collection of the late M. Breithmeyer, a picture by

Prudhon, ' Venus, Cupid, and Hymen,' presented by the painter to his friend

Parent, then artist at the Sevres factory, sold for 180/. At the same sale

the water-colour drawings and sketches fetched extraordinary prices, tho

most remarkable items being 1 A Sketch of a Turkish Merchant,' by Bida,

19/. ; ' The Death of Titian,' a pencil sketch by Delaroche, 9/. ; 'A Sketch

of a Scotch Shepherd,' by Gavarni, 9/. ; 'A Head of St. John,' by Gleyrc,

12/. ; a small water-colour, ' Steps in a Park, with figures of the time of

Louis XIII.,' by Isabey, 15/. ; ' Cromwoll's Daughter begging her father to

preserve the Portrait of Charles I.,' a sketch by Raffet, 10/. ; ' The Finding

of the Body of Charles the Temeraire, Duke of Burgundy, after tho Battle

of Nancy,' by the samo artist, 13/. 10s. ; and 'The Grand Canal of Venice,'

in water colours, by Ziem, 26/. 10«.

At another sale a sepia sketch by Rosa Bonheur, of ' A Farmer's Horse

at the door of an Inn,' sold for the relatively large sum of 27/. 10s. ; at the

same sale seven drawings by Ingres, some of them heightened by colour

here and there, sold for sums varying from 11. to 15/. each ; a sketch in rod

chalk of 'A Young Woman Working,' by Meissonier, for 14/. 8s.; a

drawing by F. Millet, of ' The Interior of a Barn,' 13/. 8s. ; and a Hussar

in sepia, by Horace Vernet, for 8/.

The rage for ancient faiences knows no diminution ; there was a salo in

Paris on the 8th and 9th instant, at which some Urbino ware fetched

remarkable prices. A large dish or plateau attributed to Orazio Fontana

with a coat of arms in the centre, surrounded by an arabesque frieze,

executed by what is called the process of bianco sopra bianco, and having

on the broad edge a composition representing tho fall of manna in tho

wilderness, sold for the large sum of 226/. ; two other dishes fetched over 60/.

and 60/. respectively ; a gourde, or vase, with two handles, 53/. ; and a

three-lobed fruit stand on pedestal, 188/. At the samo sale there were

several othor remarkable objects, as for instance a small Gothic reliquary

in carved wood, which sold for 89/. ; two terra-cotta vases by Clodion,
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52/. ; a round tazza in Limoges enamel, painted in griiaille by Raymond,

1558, sold to M. Stettiner for upwards of 60/.; and another vaso in the

same style and by the same artist, 1575, sold to the same collector for 68/. ;

a saltcellar with foot, painted by Pierre Raymond, 35/. ; two square

enamelled slabs, the painting attributed to Penicaud, 50/. ; and another

small squaro enamel in grisaille by Leonard Limousin, 1539, 21/.

The other day a Parisian connoisseur picked up a treasure at a bric-a-brac

shop in tho Rue Eau do Robec at Rouen, an enamel painting in perfect

preservation, by Leonard Limousin, which had hung for years on the wall

of the staircase of a cooper's house in the town. The work is a portrait on

an ultramarine ground, and its archseologic value is greatly increased by

the discovery that it represents Michel Nostradamus, the famous, or

notorious, doctor and astrologer of Catherino de Medicis and Charles IX.

The lucky finder paid 200 francs for the treasure, and immediately sold it

to a Paris dealer for 3,000, who is said to have re-sold it for 8,000 francs.

Amatours of French painting witnessed the dispersion of a very fine col

lection in Paris on the 22nd instant; the collection includes pictures by

many of the first French artists, including Marilhat, Meissonier, Rosa

Bonheur, Cabanel, Charlet, Corot, Diaz; five works by Decamps, Prudhon's

' Andromaque,' from the Laperlier collection, four pictures by Diaz,

' Mephistophelcs and Faust,' by Eugene Delacroix, three works by Isabey,

studies by Ingres and Leopold Robert, three by Giraud, landscape by

Th. Rousseau, and two works by Troycns. Also, ' Faust in his Study,'

' Marguerite at her Wheel,' and two other works by Ary Scheffer ; with a

few pictures by tho old masters.

On tho 23rd and 24th instant was to be sold the collection of the late well-

known dealer M. Moreau-Wolsey of Paris, including works of all schools,

and some rare productions of the fifteenth century. Amongst the most

remarkable are the famous triptych, by Hans Memling, formerly belonging

to the Sforza family ; a Lueretia, attributed to Albert Diirer ; and a very

fino Claude. Tho collection is in all respects a very remarkable one, and

includes amongst other works one by Sir Joshua Reynolds ; an English

brick-field with sunset, described as a vigorous work.

On the last day of tho present month is to be sold, also in Paris, the

collection of M. Kractzcr, of Mayence, including many works of great

importance, principally of the Flemish school. This is the busiest period

of the art season, but it will shortly be checked by the dissolution of the

Chambers and the coming elections.

Notes from Germany.

In a previous Number we noticed an Art Exhibition, to be held at Witten

berg in Germany, this summer. The building for this purposo has been

commenced, and is described as of Li shape, having a frontage of 500 feet,

with three receding wings. The sky line of the front elevation is broken

up by the dome of a central hall, seventy feet in diameter, in the middle of

which there will be a handsome cast-iron fountain. The two spaces formed

by the three wings at back will form open covered courts containing

machinery in motion, and the various processes of wood carving, ivory

cutting, turning, repousse work, weaving, bookbinding, &c, will bo shown

hero. Tho entire available space will amount to 156,000 square feet.

The council of the museum at Stuttgart having advertised for designs

for a new building, a number of architects responded to the invitation, and

the result is just published. The first prize, of 1,200 florins, was awarded

to Messrs. Grossheim & Schwarz, of Berlin; and the second prize, of 800

florins, to Professor Wagner, of the Architectural College at Stuttgart.

The latter gentleman had chosen for his motto—' Deficiente pecunia deficit

omne.'

Mr. Wichmann, the Munich sculptor, has just finished his model of

Goethe. The statue will be in bronze, and is to be inaugurated on

August 28, that being the 120th anniversary of the poet's birthday. Goethe

was born at Frankfort, on August 28, 1749.

The Archaeological Society of Heidelberg has collected sufficient funds to

enable it to make a partial restoration of the fine old castle. The part to

he first taken in hand is next the chapel, and immediately over the Great

Tun.

An anonymous benefactor lias Bent to the municipal authorities of

Leipzig the sum of 20,000 dollars (3,000/.), to bo expended in the erection

of workmen's dwellings.

The Emperor of Austria has lent to the Museum at Vienna a very fine

collection of church furniture, of the time of Henry the Lion (1194). The

collection includes specimens of Byzantine and Cologne enamel, gold vessels,

reliquaries, portable altars and book covers, chiefly taken from the Cathe

dral of Brunswick and the Church of St. Michael at Luneburg. The

Council of tho Museum has published a catalogue with illustrations of the

principal and most curious of these objects.

The Brandenburg Gate at Berlin.

This gate occupies at Berlin very much the position which the Arc

do Triomphc does at Paris, for whilst the latter leads from tho

Champs Elysies to the Bois, the former leads from the Linden to the

Park. Until lately the ' gate ' consisted of a double row of six Doric

columns, having an entablature over, and surmounted by the Quadriga,

which in 1806 was taken to Paris, but was restored to its original position

in 1815. From the designs of Professor Strack two wings have now been

added, each consisting of four rows of five columns each. These, too, are

Doric, but only about half tho height, including entablature. Tho cost of

these additions amounted to 35,000 dollars (5,250/.)

New Hotel-de-Ville for Vienna.

Detailed particulars of tho terms of the competition for this great work,

which is open to architects of ail countries, will be found in a supplement

of four pages appended to the Moniteur des Architectes for December, 1868.

Twelve prizes are offered by the municipality, amounting in the aggregate

to 2,800/. Tho designs aro to be sent to Vienna so as to reach the

Municipal Council of that city not later than September 1, 1869.

Improvements at Dresden.

Dresden is following in the wake of larger cities in its efforts towards

improvements, and the densely populated state of some parts of the town

and the increasing number of its inhabitants, besides a constantly fluctu

ating amount of strangers (of whom the police accounts show there were

104,000 last year), seem to call for some effective measures for additional

accommodation. With this view Mr. Lohmann, Engineer in Chief, has

laid before the Minister of the Interior a project for rectifying the banks

of the river on both Bides of the Elbe, by means of embankments, similar

to those of the Thames, thougli on a somewhat smaller scale, and for

utilising the space thus gained as sites for public and private buildings.

The eastern embankment will commence at tho Elyseum and continue to

the Marien Kirche, whilst the western will run from the Lamb Battery to

the Bridge of Augustus.

Indian Notes.

Art.—Some interesting remains of Greek art have recently been exhumed

from the bed of the river Indus, at a village called Rokri, in the Mianwali

sub-division of the Banu district. Mr. R. Egerton took the first instalment

of these curiosities, in tho shape of threo boautifully sculptured heads,

which aro now in the Lahore Central Museum. Mr. Priestly, the Assistant

Commissioner of the sub-division, has since exhumed some further remains.

Architecture.—The Government of India has agreed to contribute towards

tho restoration of the Calcutta Medical College Hospital a sum equivalent

to any amount, not exceeding three lakhs of rupees, which may be raised

by private subscriptions and the municipality. Tho hospital was opened

in 1852, but the building was severely condemned by the Sanitary Com

missioner in 1865-66.

The Governor of Madras has published a minute on the conservation of

ancient architectural remains. Lord Napier there shows how unworthy it

is of our Government, and unjust to the natives of the country, to permit

historical monuments to bo obliterated. ' We are now constructing,' he says,

' the Streovaguntum Weir with the materials of two grand pagodas. The

Mussulmans pulled down the pagodas to build a fort, and the English are

pulling down a fort to make an irrigation work. The gods are going to

the river. Art will not suffer, and agriculture will gain. The great

Brahminical structures, on the other hand, which aro still the seats of

pilgrimago and worship, possess, either in land revenues or in the offerings

of the faithful, sufficient means of restoration and maintenance.' Tho

restoration of Bejanaggur, his lordship thinks, would bo as impracticable

as the restoration of Palmyra, but still something might be done to arrest

its decay. The palace of Tirumala, at Madura, Lord Napier would restore

to servo as public offices, and he points to Mr. Chisholm as an architect

capable of carrying out the work. His lordship very justly criticises the

liberal expenditure of the Supreme Government at Delhi and Agra, which

had no reference to such practical purposes as are contemplated in the

Madras restorations.

Engineering.—The Harbour Committee at Madras have finally closed

their proceedings by recommending Colonel Orr's proposal for the straight-

lino breakwater 6,250 feet long, extending from Messrs. Parry's to tho

north side of the railway station at Royapooram, and at a parallel distance

of 1,200 yards from the shore, in 7J to 8 fathoms water.

A report is published by the Rangoon Times, that the Government of

India has sanctioned thirty lakhs of rupees for the construction of a rail

way from Rangoon to Prome.

A new company is being formed in Calcutta for the reclamation of the

salt-water lake, by means of the town sewago. The necessary capital

has been estimated at thirty lakhs of rupees, upon which, it is expected, a

Government guarantee will be given.

A Committee has recently been formed in Madras for the purpose of

enquiring into the mismanagement of the minor irrigation works in that

presidency.

The Egyptian Government, in view of much shipping being attracted

towards Port Said, on the opening of the Suez Canal, has sanctioned the

erection of three lighthouses on the Mediterranean, at Cape Burlos,

Damictta, and Port Said. The defences of Alexandria Harbour are being

strengthened by iron-clad gun-boats.

A Bunaway Ship.

During tho late severe gales a large vessel, called tho ' Belle of Lagos,'

got adrift in the Mersey. The force of the wind carried her against*

the Waterloo Dock wall, by which she was so much injured that her crew,

alarmed at the critical state of affairs, jumped ashore. The vessel, now left

to herself, was driven with groat force against the northern bridge connect

ing the great landing stage with the Prince's Dock wall. Her bowsprit

penetrated the outer casing of the bridge, and the rolling of the vessel

seriously injured the wrought-iron cross girders which support the roadway,

as well as the planking. One of the enormous chains which support tho

mooring of the stage was snapped asunder. After considerable difficulty,

the vessel was towed away, and taken into dock, though in a terribly

battered condition.

The Abbey Bells of Bath.

The citizens of Bath are much concerned at an accident which has befallen

the fine old tenor bell of the Abbey church (which weighs 38 cwt, and is

about five feet in diameter at the base). The bell has long been celebrated

for its rich, mellow tones; but soon after the ringers commenced practice

on the day of the accident it gave forth an unusual sound, and upon careful

examination, a crack, extending seven or eight inches from the bottom, was

discovered. The bell in question was originally presented by Lady Hopton

in the early part of the 1 7th century ; but was recast in 1 700. About

seventy years later it was disabled, and to such an extent that it was feared

remoulding would be necessary. Tho crown of the bell was unfortunately

broken off, and the bell remained useless for some time. At length Mr.

George Clark, a builder of the city, to save expense, undertook to refix the

bell. Doubts were entertained as to the efficacy of his plans. Neverthe

less, he accomplished his work, and he did it in this way. The crown being

severed, holes were bored in the top of the bell, which was then suspended

to the beam by iron bands ; and so it has worked and remained ever since.

There appear to have been originally (namely, in 1622) six bells. But by

the assistance of friends and a rate on the city, they amounted to ten in
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number in the year 1700. Tho following quaint inscriptions aro on the

bells:—

1. Bonnet, Esq., Mayor, 1774.

?. Nicholas Beaker, Georgo Clark, 'Wardens, 1774.

3. When yov Meo ring, I Sweetly sing. A.R. 1770.

4. God prosper the Church of England. A.R. 1770.

5. Prosperity to all our benofactovrs. A.R. 1770.

6. Pray Ring ts Trv. Wee will praise yov. A.R. 1770.

7. Peace and good neighbourhood. A.R. 1770.

8. James Smith, Samvel Ditcher, Wardens. 1770.

9. Thos. Gibbs, Mayor, Mr. Willim Clement, Minister, Anno Domini,

1770.

10. All yov of Bathe That Hear Mee Sovnd, Thank Lady Hoptons

Hvndred Povnd.

ABRA. Rvdhall Cast vs all. 1700.

"We may remark that Abraham Rudhall was a noted bellfounder of Glou

cester, who brought the art to great perfection before the year 1684. Some

of the most famous peals in the West of England were of the Rudhall

make ; besides many others in different parts of the kingdom.

Mauritius Railways.

The railways in the Mauritius aro by no means in a flourishing condition.

The sum required to pay the interest on the capital amounts to 60,000?.,

and the amount to be paid annually as a sinking fund to 18,000?., whilst

the total net receipts have only reached '26,000?. This leaves an annual

sum of 52,000?. to be made good by the colony, whose finances at present

appear to be in anything but a flourishing condition.

Important Discovery.

The Americans believe they have done away with the process of puddling

iron. The famous discovery is already in active operation at the Shoen-

berger Juniata Works, at Pittsburg. The method consists in taking the

melted pig-iron direct from the blast furnace, running it into a kind of

largo kettle, which will hold about five ton3, from whence it is poured in a

stream about a foot wide into a circular trough 12 inches wide and 10 inches

deep, revolving on a radius of 7 feet or 14 foet diameter. Here it is mixed

with pulverised iron ore (oxide of iron). Tho ore descends from a hopper

into tho revolving trough, and covers tho melted metal as fast as it is

pouscd in. The continuous revolutions of the trough produce alternate

thin layers of melted metal and raw ore. When the trough is full, and

before the metal is cool, it is broken up into slabs of suitable size for the

heating furnace. This process, which consists in incorporating iron oxide

with the melted pig-iron, yields, we are assurod, malleable iron equal in

quality to puddled bars.—Scientific Review.

Preparation of Lime.

The use of lime prepared in powder has been for some time extensive in

Prance, and the advantages are considered to be very great. The subject

has just been laid before the Paris Academy of Sciences, by M. H. do

Villeneuve-Flayosc, and cannot fail to have great interest for tho readers

•of The Abchitect.

The success of (works executed on the largest scale with this form of

lime is regarded as placing the value of the method employed beyond all

doubt, and therefore tho details were laid before tho Academy. The mode

of operation was described in the following terms:—1. Slack the lime

not by immersion in the minimum dose of water, but, on the contrary,

sprinkling upon it all the water it will absorb, and continuing until the

powder becomes pasty. 2. Heap up the lime, and let it remain for at

least eight days : the longer it is left thus, the more complete will be the

disaggregation of the lime. 3. Sift the slacked lime : the recently-formed

lumps will be broken up by the sifting, while any old lumps must be

brokon down by means of exposure to the air, only sprinkling with water.

The powder obtained by this method is thoroughly slacked ; it cannot

become further disintegrated after being used, but becomes an integral

part of the building.

The meshes of the wire sieves used in its preparation should not bo

more than ^ inch square ; for the finest powder being most readily

saturated by water, produces the best paste. 4. In order to preserve the

lime in the state of powder, it should be kept in loose heaps under a shed,

or elsewhere, completely protected from tho rain ; when compressed in any

way, the carbonic acid in the air causes it to cake together : even in barrels

there is danger of this effect being produced.

Lime prepared in the manner above described will keep good for years,

as proved by experience.

The economy as regards tho raw material, the diminution of trouble in

the mixlng,*and the absence of all the inconveniences attending the ordinary

slacking of hydraulic lime, have won for the. powdered lime the approbation

of the engineers and builders of Paris. This preparation of lime favours

in an extraordinary manner the execution of great public works abroad ;

the contractors for tho works of the Isthmus of Suez, and the engineers of

the Algerian railways, are now rsgularly supplied with the powdered lime

shipped from Marseilles.

Powdered lime promises to be of great value for agricultural purposes, as

it contains no lumps of quicklime to lie in the soil, where it is moistened in

an irregular manner, and muBt produce injurious effects.

Ebbw "Vale.

It is intended to erect a new school-house at Ebbw Vale, in connection

with the English denomination in that town.

New Hospital and Dispensary Competition, Rotherham.

About eighty designs have been prepared and submitted by architects in

competition for this building, being answers to an advertisement that has

appeared frequently in our pages. Some of the designs have come from a

great distance and are very carefully got up. The Walls of tho Mechanics'

Hall, the largest room in Rotherham, will be devoted to their exhibition.

A sub-committee will meet on Thursday, to decide on what further steps

shall bo taken towards selecting the three pr«miated plans. It is to be

hoped that they will see the advisability of calling in the aid of a profes

sional adviser.

The proposed site lies to the south-east of the town, and occupies the

' summit of some rising ground overlookiug Doncaster Gate. A moro suitable

place for tho purpose could scarcely have been chosen, as it is near tho

town, and windward of the smoky district.

The ground from its contour and elevated position is dry and healthy.

Considering the population of Rotherham, it is strange that it has remained

for so many years without such a useful institution. At present all pauper

cases of any importance have to be taken all the way to Sheffield, and this,

too, in a pla<* so liable to wholesale accidents amongst its factories and

coal mines.

The i ew hospital, according to the present scheme, will contain only

twenty-six beds. We presume that the committee contemplate future

extension.

Statue of Lord Palmerston.

Tho statue of Lord Palmorston, in bronze, was cast last week by Messrs.

Holbrook & Co., Chelsea. The figure is seven feet high, and weighs about

one ton five cwt. It is in one casting, not having a single joint in it. To

accomplish this, great care and skill were required in making the mould and

running the metal. The late statue of Sir Robert Peel, that was placod for

a short time in New Palace Yard, has contributed about ten cwt. of its

metal to Lord Palmerston's statue.

It is some time since a vote was passed in the House of Commons for a

statue of Lord Palmerston, to be erected in New Palace Yard. Several

eminent sculptors were invited to send in designs. The committee ap

pointed to select tho best chose that of Mr. Woolner, who has1 undertaken

to supply and erect the figure complete on its site. The casting and erec

tion have been sublet to Messrs. Holbrook & Co., who have undertaken to

have the figure finished and in place in May next.

The sculptor has represented Lord Palmerston in the act of addressing

the House of Commons. One of the chief difficulties in the reproduction

of large figures in metal is the necessity of casting them in one piece. If

cast in several separate parts, the metal figure has frequently an appear

ance of stiffness, and often causes the delicacy and freedom of the artist's

model to be lost. Great lifting power was required in handling the mould,

which was about ten tons, including the metal in the figure.

The Louvre.

Two extra rooms liave just been opened in the new Louvre in connection

with the Renaissance sculpture galleries; one contains tombs and bas

reliefs of the Roman-Christian period and the other reproductions of the

great Bruges chimney-piece, and of the tombs of the Dukes of Burgundy,

now in the museum of the old Bifgundian palace at Dijon. The Burgundian

tombs wero found in pieces in cellars and crypts several years since, but

they are wonderfully perfect and form not merely interesting examples of

Burgundian decorative composition, but specimens of the most magnificent

sepulchral monuments in tho world.

The whole of the Greek, Roman, Renaissance, and modern sculpture

galleries have recently been restored, and the two latter much enlarged.

The new rooms arc at present only open to the public on Tuesdays and

Fridays from 1 2 to 4 o'clock.

Visitors to the Louvre should also enquire for another special room, only

open once a week, which contains a superb collection of drawings by tho

old masters.

Archseological Discoveries in Italy.

The Marquis de Gualterio, the Minister of the King of Italy, and to whom

belongs the honour of inducing Victor Emmanuel to undertake the excava

tions at Herculaneum, has made a most interesting discovery on his own

estates in tho environs of Orvieto. He has found a number of specimens of

Etruscan pottery of various forms, besides Greco-Roman ware—the latter

of the same kind as the famous vase of Cannes, belonging to tho Campana

collection, and which was sold to a Russian for two thousand pounds.

This pottery, which will create quite a sensation in tho archaeological

world, is remarkable for perfection of workmanship, elegance of form, and

purity of design. The decorations of tho vasos are in composition, slue,

and in relief, and the subjects are derived from the Labours of Hercules.

The chief specimens are two grand vases and a patera. Tho latter is intact,

and shows great taste and beauty ; the figures represent the struggle of

Hercules with Netnean lion. The vases are not in such good preservation,

but the most important parts havo not suffered. One represents Jupiter

and Alcmena, the other tho combat between Hercules and the Queen of

the Amazons. Amongst the relics is a fine vase with handles, decorated

with well-modelled heads ; it is of Greco-Roman origin.

In addition to these is a specimen which is believed to be unique of its

kind. M. Gualterio has yet only found half of this specimen, which is

decorated with figures of very good effect. There are two quadriffir or

chariots, representing, it is supposed, scenes of the Olympic games, called

fetes of Hercules ; the other parts of this vase are being sought for with

great care.
M. Gualterio has named the sepulchre in which these precious relics were

found the Tomb of the Priest of Hercules. Tho collection has been carried

to Florence, where tho fortunate discoverer is occupied in classifying, study

ing, and having them reproduced by photography.

Mr. G. E. Street, R.A., has just received his diploma as Foreign

Member of the Royal Academy of the Fine Arts at Vienna. This recog

nition of the claims and merits of English architecture in the person of

one of our most representative architects, if wo may be allowed the term,

is a matter for congratulation. Mr. Street is one of the men who havo

helped to form the character of tho art of tho present day, and his work,

though much of it is no doubt open to criticism, is yet always conscientious,

and'marked by science, loarning, and taste. Its peculiarities must be, we

should fancy, very strange in tho eyes of a Vicnneso artistic body, and wo

are the more glad that its undoubted merits are thus recognised.
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Mission Church, Waterhouses.—A mission church at Waterhouses,

near Durham, has recently been erected from the designs of C. Hodgson

Fowler, Esq., architect. The building is a simple parallelogram in plan

externally, while internally it is divided into a nave with sanctuary

having a vestry on the north side, and a porch for the school children on

the south. The whole is under one roof, with the sanctuary marked by a

lofty Heche, and buttresses below. The east window is a triplet under an

enclosing arch, and the side windows are coupled lancets. The whole

building is of fire-brick, with hollow walls, no stone being used except for

cills and steps. The accommodation is for 200 in the nave, and the

cost 6301.

During the morning service on Sunday, at the village church of

Herringswell, Suffolk, the edifice was discovered to be on fire. The fire

was occasioned by the heat of the iron piping, which ran from a stove

through the thatched roof. The church was quite destroyed.

Messrs. Holbrook & Co. are now preparing to cast, in one piece, a

colossal statue of Her Majesty the Queen, from the design of Mr. Wood.

It will be 12 feet high from base of pedestal to top of crown, and will be

cast in Florentine bronze. When completed it will be sent to Canada.

The Koyal Academy wishes it to be made known to artists that the

regulation requiring water-colour drawings to be ' framed close, without

mounts,' has been rescinded, iind that artists are at liberty to frame their

drawings as they please. The caution against the nse of excessively wide

frames still hulds good.

The Electric Field Telegraph is to be made use of for directing the

movements of the troops at the Dover Volunteer Review on Easter Monday.

This application of telegraphy to the conduct of warlike operations is of

course not new, but it will be the first time that it has been made use of in

the field on the occasion of a Volunteer Eeview.

The Church of St. James of Wardendown at Dover, now under

restoration, contains a remarkable feature in the shape of an aisle on the

south side of the nave, but of unusually great width, and at a lower

level than the floor of the church. In this curious structure anciently sat

the Courts of Chancery and Admiralty.

Tunnelling under the Sea,—A proposal has bceu made for uniting

Ireland and Scotland by means of a railway tunnel. The entrance to the

proposed tunnel on the Irish side is to be from a point about midway

between Cusheden and Cusheudall on the coast of Antrim, and, on the

Scotch side, at Glenstrone, from whence it will run through the head of the

Mull of Cantyre. The total length of the tunnel under water would be

fourteen miles three furlongs, and it is said that the ground through which

it would have to be made is exactly suited for tunnelling operations, and

the sandstone for lining it can be had in any quantity on the Irish side.

It is proposed to construct the tunnel for a single line only, the extreme

depth being twenty-one feet, and the clear width at the level of the rails

fifteen feet. It is proposed, however, to lay down three lines of rails to

accommodate wide and narrow gauge carriages. The gradient at the

entrance to the tunnel on the Irish side would be one in sixty for about

five miles ; it would then fall to one in eighty-two for about half that

distance, and to one in seven hundred and seventy-three for about five

miles in the centre of the tunnel under the water, rising from that to one

in two hundred and seventy-two, then to one in one hundred and thirteen,

then to one in sixty for about the same distance as on the Irish side, which

continues to the entrance of the tunnel on the Scotch side. The estimated

time that would be occupied in completing the tunnel is, allowing for all

contingencies, under six years, and the cost under four and a quarter

millions. To pay a dividend of five per cent, the weekly earnings must be

forty-two pounds per mile, and an estimate is appended to show that the

gross earnings would be largely in excess of this amount, and that the

mineral resources of the land in the immediate vicinity of the Irish end of

the tunnel would be immensely developed.

The Thames at Wapping A public meeting was held on Friday

evening March 1 9 at the Turk's Head, Union-stairs, Wapping, to consider the

propriety of petitioning Parliament to provide an embankment to prevent the

frequent overflowings of the Thames into the property in the district.

Mr. W. Creighton, who occupied the choir, in opening the proceedings, said

that at present, whenever there was a high tide, the river overflowed,

entered the houses, and but a very short time ago the whole of the inha

bitants of one street were compelled to remove from their tenements. When

the water subsided, the floors and furniture of the inhabitants were coated

with mud, which emitted a most disgusting odour. Taking these facts into

consideration, he thought it was the duty of the inhabitants of the district to

stir in the matter. Mr. Brown, landlord of the Turk's Head, said that he

had had his cellar full of water four times in three weeks, and on the last

occasion it was full for two days. A boat was then plying for hire along

the main street. In Plough Alley, a court directly opposite, the water was

7 ft. deep, and the people living in that court bad to sit for about ten hours till

it subsided, their beds being saturated, and their furniture floating about

in all directions. A number of other statements were then made by

sufferers. A Mr. Andrews declared that when the street was last flooded

he had to drag a woman in at the first storey of a house in Plough Alley to

save her from drowning. Mr. Whitfield, living in the High Street, said he

often had three feet of water and mud in his shop. A Mr. Pesman, whose

house happens to be slightly below the level, said he had nine feet of water

in his houso a few weeks ago, and that on this occasion the water was

level with the top of the counter of the Dundee Arms, a publichouse on

the higher side of the street. A committee having been formed to collect

information, the proceedings were adjourned.

The New Central Branch Synagogue.—On Thursday, the 18th inst.,

just forty years after the dedication of a neighbouring structure to the ser

vices of the Jewish religion, the first stone of a building henceforth to be

known as the Central Branch Synagogue was laid by Baron Lionel do

Rothschild. The site is a piece of ground reaching from Great Portland

Street westward to Charlotte Street; and this will be occupied by a

Moresque edifice of stately elevation and ample interior space, the ground

area measuring 70 by 60 feet, and the galleries, according to the plans,

giving a considerable addition of space. The architect is Mr. N. Solomon

Joseph. The cost of the building will be 24,0007.

New "Window at the Abbey Church, Tewkesbury.—A fine painted

window has been inserted in the west end of the church, and is, we under

stand, intended as a memorial to the late Mr. John Terrett and his sister,

Miss Mary Terrett, whose beneficence to the public charities and institutions

of the town is well known. The subject of the painting of the window is

' The Adoration of the Magi,' illustrating the text ' They brought unto him

gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh.' The window has been executed by

Messrs. Hcaton and Co., of Garrick Street, London.

Earthquake-proof Architecture.—The recent earthquakes on the

Pacific coast have necessitated the adoption of some new style of building

in that section of the country. Mere brick shells will not stand many

heavy land shocks, and the architects of San Francisco are now busy over

earthquake-proof plans of architecture. The last severe earthquake in that

city cracked a large number of brick walls, which have had to be braced

together with iron rods to make them in any way safe. A very little

heavier shock would have tumbled them in ruins. The fact that these

sensations may come at any time has somewhat shaken the faith of the

people in the security of their brick houses. One of the new plans proposed

is to build a compact wooden frame structure, and surround it with brick

walls. The frame would secure it against falling, and the walls would

render it fireproof. A large publishing-house in San Francisco is soon to

erect a store upon this plan. Another method proposed is to build thick

walls with iron girders inserted in them, and riveted at the angles. There

has been considerable discussion among builders on this matter, and a new

field is open for the ingenuity of architects. Anybody who will guarantee to

put up a house that will stand an ordinary earthquake without damage,

whether it be built of wood, stone, iron, paper, or rubber, can make his for

tune on the Pacific coast.—New York Times.

The Edinburgh Museum.—The Lord Provost ofEdinburgh has Toceived

intimation to the effect that the Government are prepared to insert in the

Estimates for the ensuing year a sum of 10,000/. towards the extension of

the Museum of Science and Art, on the understanding that the ultimate cost

will not exceed 53,3357. 17s. 2d., and also under certain conditions with

regard to properties in the neighbourhood of the building.

On Saturday last (March 20) the foundation stone of a new Church

was laid at Cheetham Hill. The Architects are Messrs. Paley and Austin,

Lancaster. The cost is estimated at 10,000/.

It is proposed to raise a monument to the memory of the late Lord

Gough. One proposition is that it shall be placed in St Patrick's Cathedral,

Dublin ; but another, and the more popular of the [two, is that it shall bo

placed in one of the principal thoroughfares of that city. A large sum will

be easily raised for either purpose.

The estimates of the cost of building the new Opera House at Paris

amounted to 16 millions of francs. More than double that sum has been

already expended, and it is now confessed that the total will come up to

48 millions before the work is completed.

Borne.—The Chevalier Rosa, Imperial director of the excavations on

the Palatine, has discovered some remnants of statues in a corridor leading

to a staircase which was filled up with rubbish, probably fallen in or throw n

in from a lucernarium above. The principal piece is a mutilated figure of

a child, in basalt, at first supposed to be an infant Hercules, but which

seems to have formed part of a group. The torso is very fine, but part of

the head and portions of the arms and legB are wanting. This statue seems

to be of the Augustine period. The other pieces arc four detached heads of

statues of merely decorative style, but of which two have been decidedly

identified as portraits of Drusus and Agrippina. Photographs of the sub

jects, with a report of the mode and locality of their discovery, have been

forwarded to the Emperor Napoleon.

The Tunnel through Mont Cenis.—Steady progress continues to bo

made with the works of the great tunnel through Mont Cenis. At the end

of last month 9,386 metres had been completed, viz., 5,474 metres at the

Bouth end, and 3,912 at the north. The number of metres still to be exca

vated is 2,835. The opening of the tunnel through its entire length may

be expected to take place by tho month of July, 1871, or perhaps earlier,

owing to the improvements which are constantly taking place in the manner

of working.

The Ateliers of mosaic attached to the Vatican at Rome have taken

fire, in consequence of the negligence of some of the workmen in leaving

rosin and mastic near the stove. The flames soon spread, and destroyed all

the beautiful mosaics preparing for St. Paul's and many other churches,

which were in an unfinished state. The fire was happily extinguished

before reaching the library or museum, but the damage is estimated at

80,000 seudi.

The Sewage of Kingston.—Mr. Rawlinson, the Government Inspector,

opened an inquiry on Monday last at Kingston, the corporation of that

town having petitioned the Home Secretary for power, under the Sewage

Utilisation Act, to acquire about 160 acres of land situate at Ham, facing

the river by Teddington Lock, on which to distribute by irrigation tho

sewage of the borough. The strongest possible opposition has been raised

to the scheme by the local boards of Ham, Teddington, and Twickenham,

as well as by the Orleans family, and other influential residents in the

neighbourhood. So many technical objections were advanced upon the

mode of procedure adopted, that the Inspector adjourned the inquiry for

some days to consider the questions raised.

MEETINGS OF LEARNED SOCIETIES.

AacnrrECTTIiUL Association.—Friday, April S, at 8 rM. Members' Soiree.

Society op Arts.—Wednesday, March 31, at 8 p.m.
London Institction.—Thursday, April 1 , at C p.m. Professor Bentley, on Plaa'a.
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ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN PARLIAMENT.

J ASTER has come and gone, tlie brief Parlia

mentary holiday is over, and our legislature

is about to recommence the. work of the

Session with little further prospect of break

or pause till the advent of the shooting

season brings its proceedings to a close.

And the present seems an appropriate time

to ask the question, Will the arts, the

public buildings, the public works, and the

art-teaching of the country be in any degree touched upon ? will they

be helped or hindered, aided or neglected ? and shall we, at the close

of the SessioD, be in any respect in a better position than at the pie-

sent moment ?

It is not to be denied that a Government professing and actually

practising financial reform is not always, peihaps not often, in a posi

tion to make large grants of public money for artistic works. But

still we must not forget that it was when Mr. Gladstone himself held

the purse-str ngs that the vote for restoring the Chapter House at

Westminste was obtained, and that even an economical Chancellor

of the Exchequer has, after all, the spending of a good many millions

of money in the year; so if works are a necessity, it may be that

the fnnds will be forthcoming.

But there is a function of Government quite different from the

finding of money. Undertakings of all sorts have to be, or at least

ought to be, directed, controlled, sanctioned, watched, nnd governed.

The actual fact ordinarily^being that they come to Parliament for

powers to do something or go somewhere ; and having submitted to

conditions, without which parliamentary consent could not have been

obtained, they secure their powers, and exercise them with a very

convenient disregard of the conditions annexed ; and that, in fact,

little or no control could be or is exercised by that department of the

Government with which the undertaking is supposed to have to do.

Still, we have departments, and they have some work to do. There

is a First Commissioner of Works, and it is a matter for congratula

tion that this post is filled by a gentleman nnd a traveller who has

given much attention to matters of fine art and architecture. It is

also gratifying that Mr. Layard has shown by his recent appointment

of Mr. Fergusson that he is not averse to secure for his department

the services and the counsels of an eminent architect.

Whatever chance there may be of doing some good with the

Government, we are not aware that there is either more or less

chance than there has been of useful action being taken by the House

of Commons. That body reflects the prejudices and the deficiencies

of the English nation pretty faithfully, and the idea that art is not

practical, and that no good can come of it, is pretty deeply rooted in

the breast of the average Briton. Still, let us hope for the best, know

ing that we are not altogether without members who are alive to the

claims of art and artists.

Of the subjects that will claim parliamentary notice, the one

most pregnant with importance is probably hardly known even to the

majority of those interested in its operation. Lord Elcho, as is well

known, has procured the nomination of a committee, containing

several well-known and trustworthy names, to consider the question

of the Villiers Street viaduct, which, our readers will remember, was

examined with some core in a recent number of TnE Architect.

Since it appeared that through inattention or by surprise a scheme

had received parliamentary sanction which ought really,never to have

obtained it, nothing was more natural than that the terms of the

reference to the committee, in addition to the investigation of

what has gone wrong this time, should include a few words as to

the possibility of preventing the same sort of thing from happening

again ; and here, if we mistake not, lies the most important part of the

duty of this committee.

Lord Elcho, there can be no doubt, was fully awaro what his pro

posal implied, and we believe that the true solution of the question,

how best to regulate public works in the Metropolis for the future,

will, as was suggested in the House when the committee was agreed

to, be found in the appointment of a small permanent board of

advice, to which board should be submitted all schemes affecting the

Metropolis coming before parliamentary committees, and all measures

of Her Majesty's Board of Works, or the Metropolitan Board which

promise to affect London public works. Such a board ought to

consist of men thoroughly conversant with Architecture, Art, Science,

and Public Works ; that is to say, of professional men of standing.

Its members ought in all probability to be paid for this work, and its

recommendations ought to have the greatest possible weight with the

First Commissioner of Works and with committees of the House.

It would in all probability be desirable that the members of the

consulting board thus suggested should be nominated by the leading

artistic and technical societies. Thus, the TCoyal Institute of British

Architects, the Institution of Civil Engineers, the Society of Arts,

nnd, perhaps, the Royal Academy, might each, with great propriety,

be asked to name one of their own body. That rising and influential

society, the Institution of Surveyors, might possibly claim to send an

additional member ; but if so, we hold that one of the purely art

societies, such as the Arundel, or the Graphic, might with almost

equal propriety make the same claim ; and the one might perhaps be

set against the other.

The advisers thus recommended might with great advantage meet

weekly, and it is very certain that even if there were no express

understanding that all proposed Metropolitan works undertaken or

sanctioned by Government should be submitted to them, at least the

actual result would be that the plans of such works would come

under their eye :—no minister having such a council would willingly

take the responsibility of neglecting to take its advice. Had such a

body of men existed at the time, it would never have been per

mitted the railways to span the approach to London Bridge with the

hideous girder there visible, or to blot out so much of the fine view

of St. Paul's from Fleet Street as is cut away by the ornamented but

not ornamental viaduct at that point : nor would it have been left to

the action of a single member accidentally made aware of what was

going- on to prevent such a barbarity as the intended demolition of

the pedestal of King Charles's statue at Whitehall—a step which

was not only contemplated, but actually arranged for under a former

administration.

We sincerely trust that Lord Elcho will secure a hearty recog

nition from his committee of the importance of establishing perma

nent nnd known experts as a kind of Committee of Vigilance to keep

the Government well advised ; and this being so, we trust that no

difference of opinion will arise as to the other branch of the reference

to them, but that they will unite in recommending the abandonment

of that great blundering eyesore, the viaduct.

The large space still unappropriated at this portion of the Thames

Embankment invites the notice of the committee, and we believe

that a scheme for tho suitable occupation of this site by a large public

building such as would receive the support of the present Govern

ment will not have to be long sought when the time comes.

The next great question connected with public works, which can

not fail to be early discussed, is that all-important one of the site of

the Law Courts. Mr. Gregory has given notice of a motion on the

subject, to come on during this month ; and if the discussion of the

subject in this and other journals, and by the Society of Arts' com

mittee, has produced its due effect on the public mind, there will

no doubt be a reference of the whole scheme to a parliamentary

committee — possibly to that of Lord Elcho—and legislation in

accordance with the opinion arrived at in the course of the inquiry

may be expected. We hold it to be of great importance that this

subject should be fully and dispassionately considered, and we

strongly urge all who have influence to promote that consideration

by sending in petitions. All the leading professional societies ought

to petition for a full, a complete, and a decisivo investigation of

the whole question. The legal societies, as well as the architec

tural ones, are interested in tho best possible site being chosen ; and

the very fact that many able and thoroughly disinterested men have

taken up the Embankment site ought to convince even those who

most strenuously advocate the Carey Street site that an inquiry will

not be out of place.

Lord Redesdale, it is understood, will bring forward a measure in

the Lords relative to Artistic Copyright. At present there can be no

doubt that both law and practice are very unequal, and the right to

reap the fruits either of a scientific invention or a literary work is

much better defined and secured than the analogous copyright which

an artist, especially if he be an architect, is supposed to possess, but

hardly does hold in a tangible form. The subject is a very wide and

a difficult one, but there can be no doubt that all these classes of in

ventors—he who creates a work of art as much as he whose creation
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is literary or scientific—deserve to stand on the same footing, what

ever that footing may be.

The ' Science and Art Department,' with its large and incomplete

undertakings, its extensive museum, and its system of art-education,

may or may not provoke a little discussion. Probably not : but there

can be no doubt that while a useful, and, let us add, liberal, expendi

ture of public money has been secured for this department, mainly

through the indefatigable exertions and the iron will of Mr. Cole,

the're"»re under that department branches which languish as well as

branches which flourish.

The art-education of the country is not in the condition in which

we should like to see it, and is not sufficiently elevated or sufficiently

progressive to render to art, and to our manufactures, all the services

■which might, we think, fairly be required of it ; at least, such is the

impression we gather from the actual results whenever we have been

able to examine them, and such is the opinion of many impartial judges.

If the teaching of art-students be not the very best that can bo de

vised alike as to the methods pursued, the objects studied, and the

instructors employed, the work of the department must fail of its

results, and we believe that in a considerable number of art-schools

there is much room for improvement in one or in all of these re

spects. ,

The dispersion throughout the country of specimens of art-work

manship and design, in the various loan'collections cannot fail to do

good, and this part of the work of the department is being well done.

Perhaps the reformed Parliament could notdo a greater service than to

supplement this practice by the converse, and remove wholesale the

most ambitions of the examples of bad art which so constantly meet

the eye in travelling through the country and the metropolis. In

London, for instance, we should like to advocate a clean sweep of all

the public statues and all the drinking fountains. It is quite true

there are one or two statues and one or ,two fountains not quite

without merit, and these might possibly be saved, but it would be

an immense boon to be spared the others. In the country, we

should like to destroy a majority of the cemetery chapels, and if it

were not a kind of demi-semi-treason, to annihilate all the Albert

memorials. To make of England in these respects a tabula ram, and

then start afresh with good taste and good judgment, is unhappily as

impossible as to start our whole railway system afresh, witli some

definite plan to guide us, and some recognised principles as to com

peting lines; but both ideas are pleasing fictions enough to con

template. Wren had such a chance after the fire of London; but his

was a solitary opportunity, such as, we trust, will never occur again.

Among matters which we should like to hope might be subjects for

legislation, is a subject nearly allied to architecture. We allude to

the preservation of ancient monuments, ruins, wurks of art, and

historic remains. Within the last few days two cases have come to

light of famous and very ancient remains being entirely destroyed for

the sake of stone or lime. Every such monument lost is a national

loss, and there can be little doubt that a kind of special protection

ought to be extended to such remains as are of great value either to

history, archaeology, or architecture. Private enterprise, -it is true,

does much to replace the care bestowed upon such monuments in

other countries by their governments; but private enterprise is fitful

and uncertain, and we should like to see the invaluable and decaying

memorials of past days safe from the caprice, the neglect, and the

wilful dilapidations of ignorant or perverse owners or occupiers.

Other matters will no doubt arii-e, and will be duly chronicled in

our columns as the Parliamentary session goes on ; but nothing can

be likely to occur of more general importance than Lord Elcho*s Com

mittee, taking into account its possible scoj e, and the latent capacity

for useful development possessed by the subject it has to investigate.

Wc are sanguine that good will come out of it, and shall anxiously

watch for the fulfilment of our expectations.

OUR RAMBLER

OVEB THE HOLBORN VALLEY.

A LITTLE thing will collect a crowd in London—the appearance

of two cats on a house top, approaching one another with howls

of angry menace, the false step of a cab horse, the mere fact of a

person's standing still and looking fixedly in one direction. It was

ihus, one cold day a week or two since, that a little mob began to

agglomerate on the new and sprucely paved island that has recently

been thrown up opposite to Hatton Garden.

There was little enough to be seen. Two sturdy navigators, each

armed with one of those long narrow pickaxes which are peculiar to

the paviors of London, were endeavouring to open an iron door in

the pavement. It was a roughened slab of iron, over which you

might have walked a score of times without observing that you trod

on anything but the flagging. On inspection, however, you"became

aware of the presence of a gigantic keyhole. The navvies were un

provided with a key, and when one of them struck the plug intended

to guide the pipe of that implement, it vibrated like a harp string.

He inserted the end of his pick, and endeavoured to 'prize ' up the

heavy trap, while his companion stood ready to thrust his own instru

ment into the aperture as soon as the door began to rise. Then the end of

the pick broke short oft'. The usual variety of spectators halted around.

There was the selfish, pushing man, who usually comes to the fore,

and makes his way through life chiefly in virtue of his negative

qualification—entire absence of delicacy. He is mostly stout and

robust, and thrusts himself before his betters, or even tramples on

their toes, just because he wants to see what is going on. There was

the officious, somewhat anxious man, a lean counterpoise to the other,

(who is generally stolidly silent), with his suggestion that a pebble

should be put into the crack. There was the satiric, or sneering man,

who recommended the unasked counsellor to do the kind office by

means of his umbrella. There was the openly jocular person, who

improved upon this hint by suggesting the insertion of a finger or a toe.

Amid all this friendly counsel, blended with one or two expressions

of a rather strong vernacular idiom from the operatives, up came the

door. As it was fixed at right angles to the pavement by a con

venient catch, it became evident that some one had given a good

deal of thoughtful attention even to so rimple a subject as a trap

door.

For, as the flap rose, a grating took its place. It was not merely a

grating under the flap, but there were cams or projections on the

hinges, by the movement of which the grating rose to occupy the

very space which the solid shutter had previously filled. The

matter was simple enough—trivial, indeed, in the original sense of

the Latin word—but it deserves notice as an instance of that pre

caution to which, in a crowded metropolis like London, many a

casual passenger may be indebted for safety in limb, if not in life.

The fall of two or "three inches from the level of the pavement to

that which, without this little mechanical arrangement, would have

been that of the grating, might have thrown down many a feeble

or heedless pedestrian* As it is, the solid door may stand open

for purposes of ventilation or of light, and yet no possible incon

venience can be caused to the traffic of the footway.

The door having been raised in this fashion, the grating followed.

A man with a lantern descended into the aperture, down a steep,

narrow, stone staircase. Two or three persons followed, and our

Rjunbler joined the party.

Reverting for a moment to the group above, who only peeped down

when the grating was re-closed over the last who descended, let us

recall what else met the eye. We have referred to the commodious

' island,' in the centre of which is a handsome lamp-post. Directly

to the north of this point trends the street which runs through the

site of the garden of Sir Christopher Hatton, yet commemorated by

his name. At an angle of 45 degrees, or thereabouts, dips down

towards the New Meat Market, a wide, new, well-paved road, laid out

at a regular and practicable gradient of 1 in 46. To the south, Shoe

Lane seems to blush, in unwholesome hues, at its naked narrowness.

St. Andrew's, Holboni, shows more of its exterior than it has long

been accustomed to do, and the demolition of some of the former line

of houses shows a building, opposite the church door, that looks as if

it must have been erected for a parsonage, in days when green glebe

surrounded the churchyard, and when the parson's neat garden was

shaded by lofty elms. Such houses are never built in streets, except

it be in the picturesque and broken street of a country town.

To the east runs a long, level, open roadway—open as yet, on

either side—over which is commanded a noble view of the finest

classical building in England, some say in the world ; in which, over

an interior rather suited for Pagan than for Protestant rite, swells the

magic dome of St. Paul's.

In a few years, when the row of stately houses which has already

been commenced 6hall have lined both sides of the level and gently

curving thoroughfare, few of those who rattle over its surface will be

aware of how much cost and care, and long struggle with all sorts of

opposition, has been bestowed on the spot. Probably there is no

hill in the world which has been the scene of so much stone-breaking,

knee-breaking, and heart-breaking, as Holborn Hill. From the

narrow and lofty portal which was adorned by the grim effigy of the

Saracen's Head, the Western coaches, half a century ago, used to issue,

and after a brief and somewhat perilous descent commence their

day's journey by a slow drag up that rise of 1 in 15 :—1 in 13 it is

said to have been at one part. In no place has the roadmaker been

so driven to his wit's end. Pitching of all sorts has been tried there

from time to time—small granite sets, fixed so as to give a series of

very short steps, like the teeth of an enormous saw, being at one

time in favour. Granite, however, soon turned to mud beneath the

constant grinding traffic of Holbom Hill, and from twenty to thirty

minutes' time was lost by every omnibus that carried its heavy load

of passengers from the West-end into the City, or back again, by the

slow and painful ascent ; albeit the drivers had recom-se to the skid,

and rattled gaily down to the bottom, arriving in either direction.

What has been designed and is now in course of accomplishment to

obviate these evils, is the roadway known as the Holborn Viaduct,

and earned on a substructure of brickwork from a point near Hatton
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Garden to the top of what was Snow Hill. With this undertaking*

which will carry the east and west traffic at a dead level, had neces

sarily to be combined the means of descending from the level of

Holborn to that of Farringdon Street, so as to accommodate the

traffic wliich, coming from the west or east, turns at this point north

or south ; and though the viaduct is the most conspicuous, and has

no doubt been the most important part of the scheme, it could have

boen of little use apart from the system of new roads, to some of

which allusion has already been made.

If you ramble along the narrow footway, which, confined between

two hoard fences, leads along the foot of the nearly completed Viaduct,

you become more aware of the magnitude of the work than by walk

ing over the level surface. You see arch rising above arch, as the

ground rapidly dips. You see the face of the wrought-iron girder

bridge, that spans the roadway of Shoe Lane, but allows for the intro

duction of a new pairof lasts, or of a roadway double the present 14 feet

width. You come upon the broad thoroughfare of Farringdon Street,

and admire the noble bridge, of which we have a word or two to sav.

Ascending towards the comer of Newgate Street, you pass a curiously

complicated structure, of iron and of brick, by which the subways

and the main roadway of the Viaduct are carried over the burrowing

channel occupied by the Metropolitan, or the London, Chatham, and

Dover Railway. Ihe grim ashlar quoins of Newgate, and two of

Sir Christopher AVren's fairy spires, soaring in the distance, close the

prospect to the east.

When our Rambler had forsaken the light of day—for on the

occasion of his ramble it was clear daylight in London, purchased at

the cost of a keen and sleety north wind—he found himself in a placo

more resembling the crypt of a cathedral than anything else that sug

gested itself to his mind. A semicircular vault, of six feet radius,

springing at some three feet from the floor, gave admission to radiating

or converging arches, of similar dimensions, which cut into one another

with sharp and well-defined groins. This vestibule, so to speak, lay

under the new pavement about the island above described, and one

long line of vaulting, which was illumined by jet after jet of gns,

as the lantern-bearer sped down its course, ran under the new street

down to the Market find the Railway Station.

The line of this wide and lofty archway gave admission, on either

side of the Viaduct, to a subway of a diflerent construction, which—

forming as it does one of the main features of this carefully-planned

work—will be known to the passengers over the completed road only

by the negative evidence that they will never see any part of this

1,000 feet of street broken up, after our usual London fashion, for the

gratification of the conflicting authorities who reign over gas-pipes

and water-supplies, paving and sewerage.

The subway is a passage or channel, some 7 feet wide, along each

face of the Viaduct. The level floor is paved with stout York flag

ging; and iron stanchions, built into the sides, project so as to afford

support to the mains of the New River Water Company, the City

Gas Company, ami the Great Central Gas Company, and to the wires

of the Electric Telegraph. The branch pipes for the supply of each

house, of the street lamps, and of the hydrants are all readily acces

sible in this convenient subway, and any leakage or fault iu the mains

is capable of immediate detection and repair. Ventilation is ensured

both by pipes passing up through the lamp-posts and by flues running

through the party walls of the houses, terminating, by independent

apertures, in the top of the chimney stacks.

Below the level floor of the main length of subway, the ground

level dips rapidly, so that a lower storey of subway becomes

more and more lofty as we descend toward the Farringdon Street

Bridge. This storey also is flagged, but the flags only occupy

one side of the width, like the towing path of a canal ; while the

open sewer which provides for the drainage of the houses that skirt

the Viaduct runs down the sharp pitch. This sewer shares with all

the London drains the remarkable quality of periodicity in activity.

Bay after day throughout the week, precise to a quarter of an hour,

every London sewer begins to rise at its own proper period—varying

according to the more or less humble character of the locality and the

habits of the dwellers. As domestic life becomes brisk, and personal

ablutions, cleansing of floors nnd steps, washing of china, and all

other family proceedings that terminate in the sink, go briskly for

ward, the subterranean tide rises, attains its maximum flood, and then

declines, differing from the tidal movement of the Thames itself in

being diurnal instead of semi-diurnal, and in being fixed in its daily

period instead of following the phases of the moon.

Thus, on one visit to the subway, tho Rambler found the open

sewer to be all but dry ; and when he traced it to the spot where it

disappeared iu darkness, he heard the rapid, sullen, mysterious rush of

the subterranean waters of the Fleet. This was about 2 p.m. On a

former visit, about 11 A St., the little stream was in full activity—a

dark brown current, not offensive to the nostrils (it is when sewage

is stagnant that it begins to putrefy), running very briskly down its

channel, and leaping in its descent to the great Cloaca beneath with

a diish that drowned the hoarser murmurs of the imprisoned and

polluted stream.

Bown pipes from the street gullies into this lateral sewer drain the

upper roadway, and a swinging flap allows everything that can enter

the orifice at top-to foil freely into the sewer. The impetus acquired

by a brick-bat, for instance, in its descent, throws open this simple

trap, and the obstacle, if not swept away at once by the flow, can be

readily removed by the inspector.

Our Rambler dwelt with the more interest upon this portion of the

works from the sense of the great care and wise forethought bestowed

upon the structure. Expense, and what is worse than expense, con

stant worry and stoppage of traffic, will be obviated by works whicli

must always remain concealed from the great mass of those who derivo

daily benefit from the skill which designed them.

The lighting of this subway is due to an American inventor,

whose glazed lights Mr. Haywood fouud in use in the pavements of

New York. Hyatt's patent illuminators are iron plates, seven feet by

three feet in area, full of small globular lenses or pieces of glass. They

form an almost unperceived portion of the pavement, are as durable

as the flags themselves, and, placed thirty-hve feet apart, give a full

illumination to the upper subway.

Thus far the Rambler has endeavoured to give an idea of the

general structure of the Viaduct. Tho three bridges which form a

part of it remain to be described. It is also to be borne in mind that

between the subways lies a range of commodious vaults, accessible by

a central roadway or 'jack arch,' into which carts can enter from

the intersecting streets at the level of the original surface of the

ground.

The railway is crossed by a substantial brick arch. But as the risa

of this structure would interfere with the course of the subway, a

wrought iron trunk of an ingenious construction (which it would

occupy too much time here to describe) is carried on either side of the

central road, and the several mains are laid side by side through this

chamber, instead of being vertically disposed as through the remainder

of the subway.

The thirty" feet span crossed by the wrought iron girders of the

Shoe Lone bridge, does not call for any especial notice ; out the three-

arched bridge, of granite and cast iron, that spans Farringdon Street,

will be one of the most notable, and, indeed, oneof the finest, engineering

works in London.

The central arch of this bridge supports a platform,'eighty feet on

the square span, or ninety-six feet measured on the skew, the angle

at which the upper and the under street cross being such as to allow

of the introduction of the hexagonal form for tho piers and quoins

of the abutments, with great success. Below, the width over-arched

is sixty-six feet from centre to centre of the piers, giving a total skew

span in these arches of 117 feet.

Twelve piers of polishTSoTrai granite support the girders of tho

central arch, and the smaller ones which spring over the footways.

The pedestals' of these piers are fine hexagonal blocks] of grey

Cornish granite. On each of them stands a moulded base of black

Guernsey granite. Tho red columns, seven feet six inches high, are

sunk with a double curve on each hexagonal face, the effect being to

give at once richness of detail and an increased idea of solidity to the

piers. A capital of grey granite will be ornamented by a foliation

in bronze ; and a low blocking piece of the same polished red stone

(from the Ross of Mull) as the body of the squat column, completes

this beautiful part of the structure. For the foundatiou of these

piers the engineer had to go down about thirty feet to the London

clay, sinking a trench long enough to take the whole of the six piers

on either side, which was filled in with six feet of Portland cement

concrete, on which was brickwork composed of hard paviors. The

bricks generally used for fine work aro made from the gault, at

Barham, and the backing consists of Medway stocks—very rough, but

very hard.

The girders which spring from these piers, and which will act

as true arches, are unusually sharp and beautiful castings, from Wood-

side Foundry. The rise of the central arch is about jg of the span.

The foliated spandrels are cast so as to give strength to the girder,

circular apertures being left for the insertion of the merely ornamental

work. The City arms, and the pious dragons, which, as if in denial

of all their mythical kindred, are ever appealing for celestial guidance

in the legend Domiiic dirige nos, have been cast in circular pierced

medallions; aud tho rough and ready expedient of running three saw

kei fs through the circular rim of the casting when red hot has allowed

of cooling without any fracture or distortion.

A very interesting feature of this bridge is, that each rib consists of

a pair of castings. The subject is one which has occupied much

thought. It is not altogether a new application of material ; for in

point of fact, the hollow box girder, which is now rarely used, is

somewhat similar in principle. Mr. Fowler has made use of coupled

wrought girders in the bridge over the Thames at Battersea, but in the

enlargement of that bridge single girders have been employed, and

much greater freedom from vibration may be remarked on this part of

the bridge, although the headway sacrificed is less than on the older

portion. It may be justly objected to Mr. Haywood's plan that the

second vertical web is a weight of iron that does not add to structural

strength. On the other hand each casting is more manageable, and is

likely to be more sound, than one of nearly double the weight,

and the pictorial effect promises to be very superior. A complex

but well-considered structure of cross girders and corrugated plates

supports the roadway over the main arches, and will form a remark

able and entirely novel soffit. Of tho 800 tons of iron which compose

the bridge, some 000 are now on the ground, and the opening of

the Viaduct depends on tbtrctmipletion of this portion of the work.

Four towers, or sheltered staircases, one at each corner of tho

abutments, give access from the pathway below to that above. Tho

design of these buildings, so novel to London, the decoration of tho

doorways and windows, the foliated iron work of the gates, all evinco
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a union of the skill of the engineer with that of the architect, of which

the city of London may bo justly proud.

On the piers of the parapet, over the granite columns, will be placed

statues of London worthies. Fitz Alwyn, the first historic Mayor ;—

the sturdy Walworth, whose dagger, loyally bestowed upon Wat

Tyler, still gleams in the City arms (according to some legends—■

others make it the sword of St. Paul) ; the semi-fabulous Whittington,

the host of three kings, with a grateful remembrance of the cat that

proved to him a veritable puss in boots, and Sir Hugh Middleton, are

to look down on the two crossing currents of the mighty traffic that

will flow by, but no longer choke, this long-obstructed site—menacing

the heedless youth who is on his downward course to sink into the

dangerous classes, and encouraging the industrious apprentice with

the best lesson of history, the success of the patient toil of the

worthies of the past.

It is not the function of the ' Rambler ' to pay compliments. It

is certainly neither his wish nor his habit to pay indiscriminate or

exaggerated compliments. But he has rambled over many fine works,

and many noble buildings, since he stood by the side of Robert

Stephenson on the footboard of the first locomotive that ever blew its

whistle south of Lancashire. In the several qualities of magnitude

and imposing proportion, of peril and difficulty overcome, and of

architectural excellence and ornament, many works more remarkable

than the Holborn Valley Viaduct recur to the memory. The gigantic

(and hideous) girders that cross the skew roadway at London Bridge,

the large iron bridges at Battersea, the foundations of several of the

recent Riv er Bridges, the Thames Tunnel, portions of the Metropolitan

Railway, the turrets and pinnacles that pierce the sky at Westminster,

each may deserve the place of honour in some particular respect.

But for the painstaking application of the resources of modern skill

to augment the permanent comfort of the inhabitants of London,

whether the hundreds who will be affected as residents, or the millions

who will be served as passengers ; for studv, of which the results will

never be exposed to daylight ; and for the happy combination of wise

and large structural economy, the function of the engineer, with pic

torial beauty and architectural excellence, the Holborn Valley Viaduct

ranks second to no work which the Metropolis can boast as the pro

duction of the present century. .

MODERN MEDI/EVALISM.

WE saw the other day, in n shop-window, a photograph of some gentleman

of the present day, the ' author of something or other, attired in tho

precise costume of John Milton. He looked very qneer. We could not

reconcile him at all to our notion of a person of the latter part of the 19th

century. And this set us thinking. If the costume of two centuries back

appear so opposed to our modern notions, how can we expect to make the

architecture of a still nioro remote past fit in to anything like a natural

place in our system of life? If wo may not dress as people did in the

middle ages, or print like them, or speak like them, or write or fight like

them, why should we build like them ? It will be answered, Because their

mode of building was better and handsomer than ours. Admitted. But so

was the architecture of Kgypt and Greece ; so was that of India and of tho

Arab caliphs. If there be an irreeoncileable difference between the ways

of thought and tho whole system of life, as theso existed in tho middlo

ages, and as they exist at the present day, how can the architecture of tho

one age bo omployed without untruthfulness, without a manifest shock to

all our feelings, in tho other? Compare with each other groups of things

which were made in any one of tho whole-hearted art-periods, be they

books or pictures, columns or arches, swords or breastplates, doors or

windows, and you will find that they all came from the same workshop, and

have, so to speak, tho same maker's name on them ; however different in

purposo or in form, there is a secret and indefinable harmony which links

them all together uud makes them one. They are liko objects seen under

tho same daylight, and which the sun harmonises ; while the grouping

together of the arts of different ages is as if each object in a picture were

seen from a different point of view, had a different intonsity of light, and a

different angle of shadow.

During a period which has now extended over three hundred years,

civilisation has been drifting away from the system of art as it was prac

tised in the middle ages. We hare adopted the Roman typo in preference

to the black letter, the running Italian hand instead of the cramped vertical

manuscript of the fifteenth and earlier centuries ; our Saxon speech has

become ampler and more balanced, largely influenced by Roman models ;

our furniture and our houses, if not classical, are at least of a modern type

which has no affinity for mediaeval art. How, then, can we roll back the

whole tide of our civilisation, or make one of tho arts to flow in a dry bed

from which all the others have departed ?

We think this question as to whether we should build archaically, in a

stylo which died a natural death, at an advanced age, three or four hundred

years ago—but which sonic amongst us wish to resuscitate, rejuvenate, and

make beautiful for ever—is one that, to any rational mind unwarped by the

exclusivo study and contemplation of models possessing many fascinations,

is solved when it is fairly stated. Amongst the many lessons which wo

may learn from the study of the great works of our forefathers, let us not

overlook this one—that all true art is faithful to the feelings, the wants, the

knowledge, and the life of its own day.

The Exhibition of Paintings in connection with the Bristol Fine Arts

Academy is one of the largest and best they have held. Some of the

pictures are of a very high order, and the entire display is calculated to

interest and delight.

ENGLAND IN 1669:

A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF THE TRAVELS OF COSMO III

Part L

TWO hundred years ago there was as much unhappiness in the Grand

Duke's Palace in Florence as could possibly bo found in the humblest

house in the City. Cosmo, the eldest son of the Grand Duke (whose mar

riage also was unhappy), was married, in 1661, to a daughter of the Duke

of Orleans, who had grown up with the expectation of one day becoming

Queen of France ; but when this hope was overthrown by the marriage of

Louis XIV., she was compelled to accept the Prince of Florence. ' What

is marriage forced but a hell, an age of discord and continual strife ? ' and

of the truth of Shakespeare's observation this case was an illustration.

All kinds of charges, from robbery downwards, were made against the

princess, who would seem to have been excited to madness ; and,

although judgment is usually given against her, on the other hand, her

husband appears to have had little that was lovable, and she may have been

as much sinned against as sinning. The Grand Duke exorcised control

over his daughter-in-law as well as his son, and, whenever he was about to

place new restrictions on her liberty, to savo Cosmo from tho ' scenes ' that

followed he usually sent him away from Florence, and thus ho was able to

travel through a great part of Europe. On one occasion, when a longer

absence than usual was thought necessary, it was arranged that the princo

should visit Spain, Portugal, England, Holland, &c. There was to be a

record kept of all that occurred, and drawings made on the spot of dif

ferent places. For this purpose a number of savans were attached to the

suite, amongst whom were an architect and an artist ; and tho secretary and

chronicler was Lorenzo Magalotti, who, to judge from the variety of works

ho has written, must have been an universal genius, or, as Newton styled

him, ' a magazine of good taste.' Scattered through the huge volume that

resulted thcro arc several notices of the English buildings of that time,

which wo have culled, in the hope that some of our readers may be inter

ested in them.

On March 19, 1669, the princo and his suite sailed from Corunna for

England in the good ship called tho Portland. Owing to the uncertainty

of the soundings, the over-zeal of the captain, the inexperience of the pilot,

and an ill-regulated tiniopieee, the British Channel was mistaken for St.

George's, and instead of in England, the travellers were landed at Kinsale,

in Ireland. At that time the famous Act of Settlement had boon lately

made law, and the inhabitants of Kinsale, tho greater part of whom wero

English, wore settling down after the turmoil of the previous years. Their

houses are described as being of mean construction and appearance, with

very little decoration, and for the most part low ; some built of stone and

slated, but others of mud and lime, which did not last long in the climate ;

glass was used in the windows, and, as was the case in High and Low

Germany, there were no shutters. But what kind of houses had the un

fortunate native inhabitants, who somehow appear at all times to be out of

the reach of Acts of Settlement of any kind ? There are fow antiquarian

questions so easily answered, for, as Moore says, two thousand years have

passed in vain over the habitation of the Irish peasant. The prince took

the precaution to have thorn ' reconnoitored ' before he went near them, and

the hovels ho saw must have been as bare and full of wretchedness as those

that aro to-day found in many parts of tho country. Tho dwellers were

living liko wild beasts, sleeping on short mats on the ground, treated as

slaves, feeding chiefly on fish and cockles, and seldom tasting bread.

They wero allowed to retain but one-fourth of tho produce of the land,

the remainder being required by the landlord. The amazing fertility of

Munster is described at somo length, but the wise political economy of

the day is seen iu tho circumstance, that, however it might abound, no

wheat was allowed to bo exported without a license. The chief part of the

currency was in Spanish pieces. After remaining in Kinsale for two days,

they again sailed, but this time they were obliged to put into St. Mary's,

one of the Scilly Isles. More wrecks aro said to have happened here than

in all the other seas of Europe put together, but it is also said that in case

none of the crows escaped, tho vessels became the property of the governor.

The houses in St. Mary's are described as bei ng built of excellent materials,

low, and a few slated. Most of them hid for covoring nothing but a mat

spread over the rafters, drawn tightly all round and fixed to the walls, and

which lasted only a year. After a couple of days they left St. Mary's,

and this time they were fortunate in reaching England, and landed at

Plymouth on April 1 (N.S.).

Although Plymouth was, it is said, in the sixteenth century, a mere fish

ing village, in 1669 it was reckoned amongst the best towns in England,

having between twolve and fifteen thousand inhabitants. (In 1861 it had

62,599.) The life of the placo was navigation, lead and tin being tho prin

cipal exports, so that, as the greater part of the men lived at sea, women

and boys only were to be seon. * The buildings are antique, according to

the English fashion, lofty and narrow, with pointed roofs, and tho fronts

may be seen through, owing to the magnitude of tho glass windows in the

different stories.' Tho princo remained in Plymouth four days, when ho

left, accompanied by Colonel Gaseoyne and Major Andrews, whom the

King sent to make all the arrangements for accommodation along tho road

to London. After passing through a country partly desert and partly cul

tivated with wheat and oats, the fields being surrounded with hedges and

dr\' walls, they reached Oakhampton (which is said to be of little account,

the houses boing built of earth and stone, thatched with straw), and re

mained there one night. The next day they journeyed to Exeter ; tho

country as they passed having fields surrounded with trees,* meadows of

the most beautiful verdure, gentlemen's seats, and small villages ; tho

houses built of mud mixed up with short straw and chips of slate, and

thickly thatched. Exeter is said to be intersected almost in the middle by

a very large and straight street, full of rich shops, the houses of the same

* It is not easy to Bee why, with such descriptions occurring, Afacanlay should say :
' In the drawings of English landscapes made In that age for the Grand Dnke Cmmo
scarce a hedgerow is to be seen, and nnmerons tracts, now rich v/ith cultivation, appear

as bare as Salisbury Plain,'
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form as elsewhere. ' The Cathedral is a very considerable edifice, but it

deserves praise from its size, and from having the exterior faced with stone.

The facade is ornamented with different figures, in high and low relief,

representing saints of the Old and New Testaments, many of them having

been injured in Cromwell's time. The church is long, and divided into

three naves, the arches low and resting on round pillars ; over these are

galleries running almost around the whole church. It is lighted by large

windows, in which are represented the figures of the saints. Around the

church arc the tombs and marble monuments of the ancient Catholic

bishops, whose statues have been defaced by the Independents.' The

beautiful throne of black oak whs mistaken by the Italians for a marble

tabernacle, which had been converted into a bishop's chair ; and they were

amused at seeing the bishop's wife and children, ' no less than nine in

number,' standing under the tabernacle in awooden enclosure. Exeter has

been long famous for its sacred music, and the fine-eared Italians did not

fnil to note the exquisite tone of the organ, and the singing, ' in a chant

similar to the Gregorian,' and which was so good on account of the high

salaries that were paid the choristers. It was only a year or two before

they came that any system was attempted towards keeping the roads in

repair, so it is not surprising to find that after the travellers lefl Exeter

they were inconvenienced by wet and muddy roads. Their next stage was

Axminster, in which they found nothing noteworthy, except that the church

bells were well tuned, and that cloth-making occupied the inhabitants, for

it was not until 1755 that Thomas Whitty produced the first carpet there.

Up to this the prince stopped at public inns (although many houses on the

"way were hospitably placed at his disposal), as it was his intention to travel

incognito, which is to be regretted, as otherwise we should have had more

•pictures of the English houses of the time ; but, after leaving Axminster,

no was induced to accept an invitation from Lord Paulett to Hinton St.

George. The house is described by them as an ancient irregular build

ing, of a noble appearance, and spacious, the outside being faced with a kind

of porous stone. They were keen-eyed enough to observe a difference be

tween the garden here and those usually found in England, for while the

latter consisted of grass plots with walks between, made perfectly level by

rolling thorn with ' a stone cylinder, through the axis of which a lever of

iron is passed, whose ends being brought forward and united together in

form of a triangle serve to move it backwards and forwards,'—Lord Paulett's

garden was a meadow divided into several compartments of brickwork

the roof, which is very light and airy, are the windows, which give abundant

light to the whole edifice. Where the two smaller aisles terminate, and the

church is divided by a transept of the same breadth and takes the form of

a cross, four large arches are raised upon four lofty pilasters, which not

only support the roof (from this place to the altar painted al-fresco with re

presentations of different saints), but serve as a basis to the belfry,

which, rising from the roof, continues for half its height ill a quadran

gular form, and terminates in a spiro. In front of the principal aisle,

when you have passed where the transepts branch out, the choir occu

pies a part of the greater aisle, and is separated from the vest of the

church by a wall which runs round it as far as where tlio altar is

placed ; this yet retains some paintings, in which the name of God

is written in Hebrew character.' Nor is the old saying omitted, that the

doors correspond in number with the months of the year, tho windows with

the days, and the pillars with the hours. From Salisbury the prince

journeyed to Basingstoke, which is described as a wretched place, the

greater part of the buildings being of wood, ' so that the gratification of his

curiosity did not compensate for the fatigue of walking even a few paces.'

Tho next stage was to Egham, from which, on the way to Brentford, they

visited Sion House, 'the villa of the Earl of Northumberland, and which

was formerly a monastery of nuns of St. Bridget.' ' It is now convorted

into a spacious and commodious palace, having a great many rooms on a

floor, after the Italian manner, and numerous galleries. The outside is

entirely of flint stone, but yet without any superfluity of ornament. Within

the circuit of tho exterior walls is enclosed a very largo meadow, which

serves as a court ; parterres and pleasure grounds, after the English

manner, are not wanting, and extend as far as the Thames, which has the

appearance of a canal running through tho gardens. The building is new,

and not yet finished ; on the roof there is a very flne walk, covered with

plates of lead.' At Brentford (' a very largo village, through which the

Thames formerly ran') a crowd had assembled to see the prince, and many

people were permitted to do so in the dining-room of the inn. A number

of court officials were sent to meet him, ffnd he was offered as a residence

in London Old Somerset House, but he declined it, as he was determined

throughout his travels to preserve his incognito. After a few hours' stay

in Brentford, they journeyed to London; ' the whole tract of seven miles

being truly delicious from the abundance of well-built villas and country

houses, which are seen in every direction.' Along the road, crowds wore

•which were filled with flowers. In the parish church (which was 1 an ordi- | waiting to seo him pass, and at about two hours before sunset, on April 15,

nary building') the most noteworthy monument was that to Lord Paulett's

father, which was in good style, of coloured stone partly gilt, with an urn

supported by two satyrs. They stopped next at Dorchester, and, accom

panied by many of the townspeople, went to view the Roman remains.

The camp they considered to have been originally a hillock, around which

the tiers were cut, rather than formed of earth brought there for the pur

pose. Dorchester, for some reason or other, was thought but little of by

them. It is said to be not large, nor surrounded with walls, nor a place of

much trade, nor handsome, so that the county deserved a more suitable

•capital. Cattle abounded so, that in a circuit of three miles, forty thousand

•oxen and sheep were reckoned. When they left Dorchester for Salisbury,

it wag thought prudent to have them escorted by a number of the mounted

militia, as protection against robbers, from which tho district was not free.

On their way an invitation to Wilton was received by Cosmo, from L>rd

Pembroke, which was but in part accepted, as he would only agree to dino

1here next day, and in the morning his lordship came to conduct him. On

their way Stonehenge was visited ; this is described as ' a celebrated piece of

antiquity, supposed to be a sepulchre or a trophy, consisting of very largo

stones, some thirty feet or more in height and tea in breadth, placed on one

another in three rows, in such a manner that the connection amongst them

is not discernible.' The old British legends of its origin are given : that it

was erected by Merlin, tho famous mathematician, at the desire of Ambro-

sius Aurelianus, in memory of the defeat which the Britons suffered here

through the perfidy of the ancient Saxons and their king Hengist, or by his

brother Uther, to give more celebrity to the tomb of the same Ambro-

sius ; and that it was in place of the ancient Sabean, which is more than

a mile distant; but strange to say, no notice is taken of Inigo

Jones's theory, that it was a Roman work, although it is the one

in which the travellers might be thought most interested.

Stonehenge they went to Wilton. As not one of the houses out of London

that were visited by the prince possesses more interesting associations, a

fuller description than is in the book would be desirable. One would have

liked to discover what impression a house so famous, and on which Holbein,

Solomon, Dc Cans, and Inigo Jones were employed, made on foreigners.

His Highness walked about the glorious grounds, saw Inigo Jones's bridge

Over the Nadder,* the grotto rough-cast with pumice- stone and cockle shells,

fountains playing in different ways, the maze park, and the rooms newly

built, ' as well for pleasure as for the convenience of a foundry,' and then

in the evening returned to Salisbury. Afterwards he visited a house where

a number of ladies were assembled, and heard two of them sing an English

•air, ' very indifferently—the fault either of the music or of the singers.' The

houses in Salisbury are Said to be like those of the other cities in materials

and structure. As for the Cathedral, ' although its architecture is Gothic

throughout, yet it is magnificent and sumptuous, and it is rightly considered

one of the most beautiful temples in England,' and as far as it goes their

description is not incorrect :— ' At one end in the stone facade there are

three doors (besides others at the sides) ; these correspond both in situntion

and proportion with the three aisles within, which are divided from each other

by quadrangular stone pillars ; these serve as a support to other similar

pillars placed against each angle, and made equally of Irish marble, called

Kilkenny marble (?), not unlike the granite of Spain. These being equi

distant from the two sides of the church respectively, leavo an open space

for tho middle aisle (which is 214 paces long), and for the two smaller aisles

on each side. Arches rest upon these pillars, supporting a noble gallery,

divided by small but numerous pillars of the name Irish marble (.'), which

running round encircles all tho interior of the building ; and between it and

* How little the English peasantry know of topography ! When Carlyle anil )
visited Wilton, the gardener was unable to tell them the name of this river.

Iiis Highness arrived at Earl St. Alban's house, which had been prepared

for him.*

LIMEHOUSE-BASIN IMPROVEMENTS.

THK development of the coal traffic during the past few yeaTs has been

so great in the Limehouso Basin of the Regent's Canal Company, that

tho accommodation was found inadequate for the increasing demand for

space ; and, consequently, the Company determined to apply to Parliament

for powers to acquire the requisite land and make the necessary extensions

and alterations, which lieing granted, the works were commenced in May,

1867, from the designs and under the directions of their engineer, Mr. E.

Thomas, tho contract being carried out by the Company themselves, with a

very extensive plant and staff, under the immediate superintendence of

their resident engineer, Mr. J. Blaekebourn.

The new works consist of a ship entranco lock 350 feet long and 60 feet

wide, divided into two compartments by means of three pairs of wronght-

iron gates ; enlargement of the existing basin by taking in about \\ acres

of ground near the present barge lock, and building a very massive quay

wall ; the construction of about 200 feet of quay wall on the river face ; and,

running at nearly right angles with this, n timber jetty about 45 feet long.

The method of keeping out the water during the construction of tho new

lock was by means of a coffer-dam, well strutted from behind, and com

posed of two rows of piles puddled between.

The lock is being built of brickwork in cement, with stone dressings and

granite quoins. There are fourteen discharging culverts, placed at an angle

of about 45°, and six emptying sluices.

The lock gates are of the ordinary type in wrought iron, with a skin of

From | plate on the inner side and only half way up on the outer side ; the lower

portion of the gates boing mado watertight to enable them to be floated at

any time when required.

The thoroughfare across the existing lock will be diverted by means of

a new road, which will bo carried over the ship-entrance lock by a wrought

iron swing bridge. This bridge will be raised upon its pivot a few inches

to enable it to clear the road, and will be manipulated by hydraulic power,

as will also the opening and shutting of the lock gates.

The whole of tire ironwork and hydraulic machinery is being provided by

Sir W. Armstrong & Co., of Elswick Works.

Tho three coal drops now working in the basin will be removed, and

replaced by fine new coal jetties, fitted with every modem appliance to

facilitate the unloading of vessels, and thus enable them to leave the docks

by the next tide.

Tho ostimated cost of these works was 200,000/., and it is expected they

will be completed in time for opening in May. We may odd that the

progress of the works is so far advanced that we see no reason why this

should not be accomplished.

The whole of tho work is being executed with the veTy best material

and workmanship, reflecting great credit upon the engineer in chief, Mr.

Thomas, and the resident engineer, Mr. J. Blaekebourn.

* On the road he passed our old friend Samuel Pepys, who wont specially to meet
him :— ' April 5th, 1069, O.S.—So we left other good things that wonld keep till night,
for a collation, and with., much content took coach attain, and went five or six miles
towards Brentford, where the Prince of Tuscany, who comes into England only to spend
money and sec our country, comes into the town to-day, and is much expected ; and
we met him, but the coach passing by apace, wo could not see much of him, but he
seems a very jolly and good comely man.' Six days afterwards, Pepyshad a better view
of him : ' Easter Day, and going out of the chnjwl (St. James's), I did see the Prince of
Tuscany come out, li comely, black, fat man, in a mom-ning snlt, and my wife and I did
fee him this afternoon through a window in the chapel.' There are a couple of other

notices of him in the Diary.
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CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT.

{Concludedfrom page 132.)

IT must not bo forgotten that some contractors—in fact all builders—occa

sionally act direct for the client without the intervention of an architect,

and often to their own pecuniary advantage ; and they justify this by the

simplicity of the relations thus subsisting between employer and employed,

and the frequent desirability of direct communication between them. We

understand the fallacy as to the supposed saving of the costs of proper design

and superintendence. But there is a recommendation in the mere simplicity

which is wanting in the proposed complications if lawyers are required to

commence, aud arbitrators to proceed with the work. If Mr. A., wanting

to erect a house, goes to Mr. B. to build it for him—setting aside all ques

tions ofart—there is but the necessity, as at first would appear, to arrange the

kindof building and the torms, as in any other simple business transaction. But

t lie contractor himself can hardly get on without plans, even if the employer

is satisfied without first seeing them ; so he engages a designer of some kind,

and thus the architect sinks to the position of a mere draughtsman, and

as employed by him, becomes either the clerk or tool of the builder. To this

point mauy fu nis have lowered the architect, and we may add themselves also,

for even such important works as churches, and other large buildings, have

been ' got out,' as the phraso is, iu the office ; and whole rangos of important

streets, squares, terraces, as well as city buildings and offices, have been ' got

out ' in the same way, with what architectural effect we will not now inquire.

Yet what would be thought of a combination of architects not to include in

their invitations to tender for works, firms who aspire to be architects and

builders together, and obtain the profits of both, examining and pricing their

own bills ? While the present taste, or want of it, lasts, perhaps these simple

arrangements may exist unchallenged, but there are signs of a domand for

buildings properly designed and superintended on behalf of those who

purchase or intend to inhabit them. This of course will lead to a more

extended application of the third-party arrangement, the nrchitect being

called in to design the building, adviso the client, and arrange with the con

tractor.

In all cases at present, the client gives himself up to his adviser by the mere

terms of the conditions ; aud the contractor, on this account, is called upon

to do the .same, and to accept his verbal interpretation of written and well-

understood documents, because of the mutual relationship, the middle posi

tion, occupied by the architect, and the confidence reposed in his judgment

by both parties.

His sole arbitration is submitted to because, having reduced the client's

wishes to a definite shape, and to a form available for the contractor, he

aloue can give any authoritative declaration as to what is meant or intended

by tho drawings made, and conditions drawn up by himself—the effect of

which is as well, if not better known (as it now appears) to the contractor

as to himself, and therefore not blindly accepted. The architect cannot be

a mere advocate for his client against his own judgment, nor can the client

insist on his being so, for he has not the necessary technical information ;

nor can the contractor fairly object to the architect assuming to know his

own mind as expressed in the documents, where such may not be perfectly

clear. Where any attempt is made by a contractor to ascertain what he

undertakes to perform, it is seldom that ho cannot secure himself from any

loss, or see his way to obtain such profits as he chooses to require for

his services ; and if the client expects to get more than a fair amount of work

for his money, or to have his works carried out at an unremunerative price,

who has to explain the matter to him but the architect ? Should tho client

unjustly object to any work or materials, who has to resist him and become

for a time the builder's advocate, but tho architect ? Should time be ex-

coeded, who has to say whether cause can be properly alleged for delay, and

how much allowance must be made for unavoidable causes, but the

architect, notwithstanding his client may be suffering severely for want of

tho works being concluded, and may be desirous to impose the penalties

provided? Again, as to payments. Who has to sec that the contractors do

not suffer from delay ou the part of his client as far as he can prevent it

by giving his certificate, but the very same nrchitect to whom the client

looks to be certified what ho has to pay and when to pay it ? To urge that

the architect cannot do this fairly is to ignore common everyday facts,

and to make difficulties where none occur.

Yet it is against this sole arbitration—arising out of the middle position

assumed by the architect—that the great objections are raised ; and, indeed,

this seems to be the head and front of the offence. The printed me

morandum of the General Builders' Association—a body having its head

quarters in Birmingham, but extending northwards to Dundee and south

wards to Exeter—has addressed tho members of Architectural Societies and

the Architects of Great Britain as to four special points, of which tho arbitra

tion clause is the most important. The Metropolitan Builders' Society confine

their attention chiefly to this matter, and suggest a form of arbitration

clause which they would liko to see adopted. It is briefly as follows :—

' All questions between the client—or tho architect on his behalf—and tho

contractor as to the (1) proper performance, the (2) quantity or tho (3) quality

of (4) works and (6) materials or their (6) prices, or as to (7) alterations of

all kinds (including money additions or deductions for same), or as to

(S) time ofpayment or (9) otherwise, (omitting apparently time of carrying

on or finishing the works, except this be coverod by the words ' or other

wise,' again repeated with the addition of 'in any way relating to the

premises ') shall be referred to tho award and arbitration of .'

This blank, one would ordinarily suppose should be filled by the name of

the architect designing and superintending the works ; for who iu the

world but he could be supposed to be able so fairly to exercise this power

and discretion for both parties alike—who could so thoroughly understand

the whole matter in hand—who possess so much the confidence of both

sides ? Who, in fact, does really now in every contract bear these heavy

responsibilities but the architect ? Yet the builders want some other archi

tect, to be called ' arbitrator,' to be put in his place; one who has perhaps

never heard of the work before, and is so perfectly uninformed and un

biassed, that he must necessarily delay the work when anything is submitted

to him in order to inform himself thereon, and must devote further time

and attention in hearing evidence, as well as run up a bill of costs. One

who, moreover, may be as liable to failings and partialities as the original

architect—in fact, who in another case may bo the architect himself, and

subject to some one else as arbitrator.

Now docs it not strike these builders that such a demand as this is a

serious chargo against the fairness, the honesty, uprightness, and common

sense (in one word) of architects generally, yet putting a most humorous

confidence in the unknown blank architect, who, however fit to direct other

men's works, and explain the intent and meaning of other people's draw

ings as arbitrator, is not capablo of so acting fairly with regard to his own ?

And would it not strike any architect that there is something strange in

such a sudden demand for him to surrender at discretion his position of

director of his own works and ugent for his own client, when hitherto he

has probably never found any individual contractor urge any objection

against his so acting ? While, as to the clier.t, would ho not imagine some

deadly feud had arisen between architects and contractors, preventing their

mutual understanding, and jeopardising his interests ; and would he not

be alarmed at being thus forced to stand the chances of having to pay tho

costs of an additional architect whenever this fend should break out into

open war, or even mere skirmishing take place between them ?

In fact, it would seem as if contractors were endeavouring to drive archi

tects out of the field altogether, if they will not consent to neutralise the

contract and leave all kinds of doors open for an attack upon the pocket of

tho client.

We say it would seem—for we are persuaded this is not tho ' intent and

meaning ' of the general body of builders, nor the wish of most of them,

that such an inference should be drawn from their printed papers. Y'et

men of upright character, and with well-grounded reputations for even-

handed justice as well as shrewd common sense, have put their hands to

this demand for architects to stultify themselves—give up their professional

status, and hand over their clients to lawyers, arbitrators, and surveyors,

without retaining the power to do more than put in a word or a drawing

ns evidence. of their intentions of humbly submitting to another's decision ;

feeling, perhaps, that they also may aspire to the honour of being nominated

by a contractor as arbitrator at some future time. We have no hesi

tation in saying this clause will not work—simply because no architect

will adopt it, and no client will be foolish enough to allow him to do so.

Having thus disposed of the sweeping arbitration clause, as above

described, let us say that some matters may very fairly be tho subject of

arbitration ; and a cluuso embodying such would scarcely bo objected to,

because in practice it rarely happens that an architect does not himself

suggest an appeal, informally, to some arbitrator— be he another architect

or surveyor—if any difference, not even a dispute, but any common settle

ment of account is necessary, though this may not bo part of, or according

to, the formal terms of the contract. The measurement and pricing, for

instance, of extras or omissions, is generally handed over to the surveyor

who took out the quantities ; and if there be any doubt as to quality

of materials—though it is seldom that thero is room for doubt in this

matter—tho question may be referred to an independent party who is

supposed to bo a good judge—perhaps oven another builde r. Again, as to

time, few architects but admit a strike clause and a form permitting an

extension of time for unavoidable delays, though it is a new thing to require -

' lock-outs ' to be included in such a phrase, they being avoidable and the

result of tho action of contractors themselves. Still, without a formal

clause, no architect would object to consider such a case if the lock-out were

justifiable, it being one of those matters of general policy affecting tho whole

building interest, and not merely tho class of contractors. An arbitration

clauso should thus embrace merely tho reference of value and quantities of

extra or omitted work, and payment in case the certificates be not issued in

duo course. We think few, if any other matters, are fit subjects of arbi

tration, but that tlte one architect's decision, as heretofore, should be final,

binding, and conclusive in all respects.

If it be necessary to provide by a special clause that the architect shall

give his certificates—especially the final one—at the time named in the

contract, or state to an arbitrator in writing the reasons why he cannot feel

that he is justified in doing so, (the works not being complete or not being

perfect, &c), and if some protection is required to the contractor owing to a

defect in tho legal remedy only just discovered by builders, and only just

made known to architects, by all means let it be devised ; or if there is any

preferable way, free from objection, of nominating surveyors in taking out

quantities for competition tenders, by all means let it be adopted; but

surely these ai-o very small matters of detail compared with the vital ques

tion as to whether an architect is to be either an arbitrator or only a

draughtsman, and so the very meaning of the word 'architect' changed.

When we learn that a large band of contractors havo bound themselves each

not to take any contract which another has refused because of its contain

ing—so-called—' unequitable conditions ; ' (and what these are considered to

bo we learn from tho foregoing suggested arbitration clause), 'unless the

committeo of the Builders' Society should decide that the conditions objected

to may be reasonably adopted '—we are astonished at the spread upwards

of the principles of trade unionism, and wonder what the penalty is intended

to bo if tho temptation of a good contract should be too great for one of the

Society builders to resist. We shall next look for advertisements from non-

society contractors, free contract associations, and co-operativo arrange

ments for executing building contracts. To most London contractors, how

ever, any idea of this kind is quite foreign, and they havo no wish to take

upon themselves more responsibilities than at present; while they doubt

less feel the advantage, and appreciate the assistance, wo have before allu

ded to, as received from the architect.

It must not be forgotten that no duty of an architect comes before

that which he owes to his art; and in designing a building ho must

see that tho science of his art is properly carried out, if he would de

serve the reputation he desires. And, thus, whether his client is care-

loss of the matter or m>, whether the builder is one anxious to do his

work well or otherwise—whether the matter lead to trouble, anxiety, or

expense—it is the architect's first duty to do well, from a professional
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point of view, what ho lias undertaken. Even if his client anil builder

agree on adopting, or the builder persuade the client he can adopt, a modo

of construction which the architect's better knowledge tells him is wrong,

dangerous or improper, it is the duty of the architect to explain the matter,

and if it be insisted on, refuse to bear any part ofthe responsibility in carry

ing it out. And as in art his prerogative is undisputed, so in the scienco of

construction, as well as the form and method of execution. The time and man

ner of payment may in certain cases even be eliminated from this view of the

question, for this is no part of his duty relating to his position as an artist

—a designer of art building, and a superintendent of its execution by the

hands of workmen. These workmen are perhaps employed for the time being

by a capitalist called a contractor, under certain conditions, to suit the special

case ; or, perhaps, employed by the client himself, and paid day wages for

day work. The latter is the oldest and simplest form ; is not unknown in

the present day ; and, if much additional complication is attempted in the

contract and quantity system, will be again generally resorted to, and

probably prove a saving as well to the pocket as to the peace of mind both

of architect and client. In this way, at any rate, expenditure will be

ascertained at the time of progress in the works, and payments must be pro

vided for in sufficient time for a client to see the state of the case before he

is absolutely ruined by a large bill for additional works, or his mind made

uneasy by the mere expectation of such demands and the uncertainty as

to his architect boing ablo to shield him from them.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE EVANGELISTIC BEASTS.

THERE is hardly any portion of Christian Iconography upon which more

rqight be written than that relating to the evangelistic animals. In

the first place, the author would have to enter into the biblical portion of

the subject, showing how the manifestation in the burning bush, as seen by

Moses, was succeeded by the more majestic one of Isaiah (Isai. vi.), and the

culmination in the rapt vision of Ezekiel, and how this again differed from

that seen by St. John. Then would follow a most interesting branch of

the subject, and one which is only just beginning to be worked out, viz.,

the influence of surrounding objects upon the sacred writers. Thus we

know that both the Ark and the Golden Calf were derived from the

Egyptians, and a French author has lately called attention to the resem

blance between the Nincvite sculptures and the visions of the prophets of

the Captivity.

Then would fellow the various interpretations given to theso animals at

different times : how the Jews believe them to represent the four archangels

or four great prophets, but how tho Christian church has, at least from the

second century, persistently considered them to mean the four evangelists.

Tho artistic history would show how the great visions of Ezekiel and St

John have been interpreted into sculpture and painting ; tho variety of

types and the date of their adoption. ' Lastly, there would bo the

political history of tho evangelistic symbols—showing what nations and

what guilds took them for patrons, and how they were emblazoned on the

banners, sculptured on the buildings, and even engraved upon the cannon.

The lion cf St. Mark had nearly as glorious a career as the Roman eaglo

itself.

If we examino the visions of Ezekiel and St. John we find one very

notable difference. The prophet describes lour living creatures which had

the likeness of a man ; each creature had four heads, viz., the face of a man

and the face of a lion on the right side, and the faeo of an ox on the left

side, and wo are likewise told that they had the face of an eagle.

They had each four wings, and their legs 9 were straight legs ; the sole of

their feet was as the sole of a calf's foot, and they had the hand of a man

under their wings on their four sides. They wero also in close connection

with certain wheels which intersected each other at right angles, the strokes

or rings being full of eyes. The evangelist, on the contrary, describes four

beasts as being in the midst of the throne and round about the throne.

These beasts were full of eyes before and behind ; the first beast being like

a lion, the second like a calf, the third had a face as a man, and the fourth

was like a flying eagle. Wo are further told that they had each six wings,

and that they were full of eyes within.

These two visions have given rise to two distinct ways of representing the

same subject. That of Ezekiel has produced what is called the Tetramorph.

This, in Greek art. assumes the form of a human being with the four heads

(i.e. that of the man, the lion, the eagle, and the ox), and six wings. The

feet, which arc human, stand on two winged wheels. In Western art, it

becomes an animal with the four different heads and four different feet.

St. John's vision has, however, been that generally adopted ; and although

we occasionally find the evangelists taking the form of human bodies with

animal heads or animals with six wings, tho great number of ancient ex

amples simply exhibit the man, eagle, lion and ox with two wings only.

Theso winged animals for the most part hold books representing the

gospeis. In art later they have scrolls inscribed either with their names or

with the commencement of their respective writings.

In Media?val works they are thus placed—

The angel,
The eagle,
The lion,
The ox,

• On Ezekicl's vision, sec 'Ncwcome's Ejekiel.' London, legg. 1S6S.

or if they occupy the corners of a rectangle, say a monumental brass, they

are arranged in strict order of heraldic precedence, thus :—

The angel. The cnglc.

The lion. The ox.

The reason is that the angel and the eagle are naturally more spiritual

than the lion and the ox, which are only beasts. Again each symbolises

one of the acts of our Lord, as expressed in tho following lines which

Didrou (' Manuel d'lconographie,' p. 30") quotes from a book of tho

gospels giveu to tho Sainto Chapelle at Paris by Charles V. in 1379, but

which are doubtless of far earlier date.

Quatuor luce doniinum signant nnimalia ChrUtum :

Ket Homo nnscendo, vitulu&qnc saccr nioriendo,

Et Leo snrgendo, ca*los Aquilnqne pctcntlo ;

Xcc minus hos scribas aniainlin ct inea figurant.

Further information will be found in Didrou's ' Manuel d'lconographie

chretiennc' (Paris, Imprimerie royale, 1845), p. 241-307; and Mrs. Jameson's

■ Sacred and Legendary Art ' (London, Longmans, 1866), p. 132. The latter

work contains woodcuts of the sundry ways in which tho evangelistic

beasts have been represented from time to time.

The annexed lithograph is a representation of the evangelistic symbols

as they are about to be carved around the roso window of Cork Cuthedral.

They always formed a part of tho design, being represented on the original

drawings, but that they are to be carved is duo to the liberality of the

Freemasons of that city. Tho craft took a very conspicuous part in the cere

mony of laying the foundation stone somo years back, and, at tho sugges

tion of the late Dean of Cork (the present Bishop of Peterborough), whom

the craft has the honour of enrolling among its members, their gift took the

form of these pieces of sculpture, a worthy present from the Freemasons of

a city which boasts of tho No. 1 Lodge of Ireland, and of the affiliation

of the lion. Mrs. Aldworth.

At present only the half-sized models are executed, but tho carving will

very shortly bo commenced. When in stone, the animals will be fully real

size. Tho process of modelling was thus :—The architect, in the first instance,

made sketches to a half-inch scale. Tho models Wrro then partially exe

cuted by Mr. Nicholls, of Lambeth, under the superintendence of tho archi

tect. Then both sculptor and architect repaired to the British Museum tt>

see how the Ninevites treated similar subjects, and the figures were finally

finished from tho information thus obtained.

It is true that this is a very troublesome process both for the sculptor

and for the architect ; but tho art of sculpture in connection witli architec

ture has been so forgotten that it is only by such painful processes as those

described that we can obtain work which, when executed, we should not.

wish to sec altered. Of course, it is not denied that there are plenty of

sculptors who can copy nature more or less correctly ; but far higher qualities

are demanded when it becomes a question of arranging tho lines of tho

figures with due regard to the lines of the building ; and when it also be

comes a question of properly filling up a certain space, and, above all, of

making those modifications of nature which arc imperatively demanded

in such work. Thus the eyelids ami other details have often to be ex

aggerated, and the outline, if the subject is a bas-relief, be cut square and

not rounded off, or occasionally it must be strengthened with an incised line,

or some parts of the drapery must be undercut or the reverse. Now, Mr.

Nicholls has attended to all these points, and, although at present we

have only the half-sized models from which to judge, thero is every pro

bability of tho real work turning out a success and a credit to tho donors.

If there coulil be a Mr. Nicholls in every cathedral city, and if archi

tects would only givo up their notches, chamfers, vegetation, and hideous

brick polychromy, and spend the money on sculpture, and give sketches for

if, there might then be a chance of an improvement in our art, which there

will never be until such men as Mr. Nicholls and Mr. Holiday or Mr.

Marks are called in to every important building in the same manner as tho

upholsterer and graincr. W. Bl'RG.ES.

NEW MARKET FOR SANTIAGO.

THIS iron building-, the contract for which lins been very recently

let, is designed to occupy the centre of a quadrangle already sur

rounded by n one-storied building appropriated for butchers' stalls :

and tlte work being executed in this country is limited to the roof

and the columns and girders which cany it, together with a certain

proportion of fittings.

The material employed both for constructive and decorative pur

poses is almost entirely cast iron—wrought iron being useel for little

else than the bolts and tie rods. The timber used is confined to boarding

under the zinc covering of the dome, and pitch pine for purlins. This

material was employed in preference to iron purlins, as giving belter

means of fixing the roof covering. As will be seen from the draw

ings, a considerable amount of ornamental effect has been aimed

at and secured.

The mode adopted for covering the space was to erect uiue separate

roofs at varying heights, in addition to a low corridor roof next the

butchers' stalls, the central ono being the highest, and surmounted

by a small dome.
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The angles are occupied by four roofs of a less height, but still j size, as much as 1 foot 0 inches across, and the water from all the

forming features. These, like the central one, are hipped each way, roofs will be conveyed to the outer ranges of columns, which will act

and the five pavilions thus formed will have their louvred faces well as down pipes.

exposed to the nir. Four oblong spaces, one adjoining each side of j The castings have been aiTanged in short lengths for packing, and

the quadrangle, remain. These are roofed at a lower bvel again; and the ornamental castings are to be mostly, if not entirely, cast separate

the system thus completed and treated as shown on onr illustrations I from the structural pieces. The very necessary precaution has been

may be expected to give rise to very picturesque effects. J taken of providing for the erecting complete in this country of a very

The general roof covering is ' galvanised Italian corrugated iron,' i large portion of the structure, each separate casting being numbered

a material differing from ordinary corrugated iron in having wide ■ and marked, and a sufficient proportion of duplicates of every piece

plain faces, with the corrugations some inches apart. This iron is to I being provided to guard against contingencies.

be No. 18 B. W. G., and before galvanizing and corrugating is to Almost the whole structure will be bolted together, and a specially

weigh 30 oz. to the foot super ; and this material is to be employed ingenious contrivance has been arranged for holding together the ends

without boarding or rafters to carry it being considered necessary, of the girders on the tops of the caps, so as to give almost perfect con-

There is no inner skin or ceiling, and a ventilator to allow the escape tinuity to the linos of girders from end to end. The very considerable

of heated air is formed at the apex of each pavilion and at the ridges amount of fitting and fixing to be provided for may be judged of from

■of the intervening roofs. The gutters are all trough gutters of large the fact that the number of bolts amounts to 34,288, and the number
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of holes to be punched to 77,472. As a specimen of the general care

with which the whole is specified and arranged for, and as a good

example of the precautions which it is wise to take in the matter of

testing iron work, we append the following extracts from the specifi

cation :—

Testing Quality of Iron,—Cast Iron.—When the castings for bed plates, columns,
girders or rafters, are being run, three test -bars shall be cast from each day 'smelting for
this work, and from such ladle-fnll as the inspector shall direct ; each bar is to have
marks cast upon it indicating the date of the melting, and the three bars of each sot
must be numbered 1 , 2, and .1, consecutively. One of the test bars will be broken in the
presence of the engineer's inspector, the second is to be sent to London, the third is
to be held as reserve at the disposal of the engineer. The test bars are to be cast 3' 6"
loug, 'J" deep, and 1" thick, and care is to be bad to preserve the dimensions as accurately
as possible. The test bar being placed on bearings 3 feet apart, is to sustain, without
breaking, a weight of 30 cwt., applied in the middle, and with that weight shall not de- :
fleet more than Ts5 of an inch. If the bar does not satisfy thefc tests, the castings run

from the same meltings will be rejected, unless some flaw in the test bar itself shall be
discovered at the place of fracture. If the test bar shall fail to satisfy the above con
ditions, and it shall be judged by the engineer that such failure appears duo to a flaw
fn the test bar itself, then the third bar above mentioned shall be tested in like manner,
and the result shall be accepted as conclusive. The lest bar shall be accurately gauged,
■and if the section is fonnd to exceed the dimentions above given, viz. i!" by 1", the

minimum breaking weight will l>e Increased in proportion, viz. directly as the square of
the depth, and directly as the breadth ; on the other hand, if the dimensions fall short
■of those prescribed, a corresponding diminution wiU be made. A machine must be pro

vider! for accurately determining the deflection and measuring the breaking load by dead
weight, to the satisfaction of the engineer, as also a gauge for deternining the dimen
sions of the bar. The second sample test bar is to be sent, at the contractor's expense, to
the testing works of Mr. Ktrkaldy, the Grove, Southwark, London, and is there to be
tested in such manner as rany be decided by the engineer, at the sole expense of the
manufacturer. The bars are to be Bent up weekly by rail, carefully packed.

Testing Wrought Iron.— Such sample pieces of the wrougbt-iron bars used for bolts,
nuts, and tie rods, as the engineer may select, are to be tested by being bent cold through

an angle of at least 120 degrees ; if any crack, or commencement of a crack, or rupturo
of the fibres, appears on the convex side of the bend of any one sample piece so treated,
the lot of bars represented by that sample is to be rejected. As to the selection of the
samples, the bulk of materials offered by the contractor is to be divided into such lota
as the engineer may deem expedient, and one sample is to be selected from each by him
and considered as representative of the lot from which it has been taken. All girders or
such of them as the engineer may designate to be tested before leaving the premises of
the contractor, and at hisexpense, in the presence of the engineer or his inspector, to the
extent of one-third of their breaking strain ; and should the engineer decide that any
girder exhibits too great deflection, or appears otherwise faulty, it is at once to be
broken up in the presence of the inspector, as arc all other rejected castings, and is to be
replaced by a fresh casting, which is also to be similarly treated.

The contractors for the whole work are Messrs. Laidlow & Sons, of

London and Glasgow ; the engineer, Mr. Edward Woods; and the

joint architects, Mr. T. W. Goodman and Mr. Driver. The repre

sentative in this country of the Santiago municipality is Mr. Garland.

Canal between the Bay of Biscay and the Mediterranean.—The

projeet of establishing through the valley of the Garonne (France) a canal

for large navigation, to connect the ocean to the Mediterranean, lias been

often mooted, but there is now a new plan for this undertaking, under the

auspices of M. Staal do Magnoueourt. The proposed canal will admit not

only merchant ships of the heaviest tonnage, but also men-of-war and

Transatlantic steamers. It is proposed to establish a port in the Gironde,

just, below Bordeaux, and another on the Mediterranean. The cost of the

scheme is estimated at 442 millions of francs, and the cutting of the canal

would occupy six years. This plan, if carried out, will materially shorten

the navigable communication between England, the North of Europe, and

India, for it will in fact be a continuation of the Suez Canal.
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THE GREAT PYRAMID.

To the Editor of The Abchitect.

Sib,—Tiie ' note' on ray letter in your last isBue contains a rc-assertion,

in a more deliberate form, of what I pointed out to be simply contrary to

tho fact ; and that re-asscrtion is sought to bo strengthened by a quotation ,

not from my letter, but from Professor Smyth's private letter to me, of

which I sent you a copy. I must, therefore, ask you, in simple justice to

the Professor and to the facts, to publish the whole of his letter ; so that

your readers may judge how far true it is (in the sense of his being

' content to determine that matter of real geodesic importance ' by any such

means) ' that tho measurement of the side of the Pyramid to which the

Professor gave the place of honour was made by a tape ; ' and that they

may judge whether ' with the reasons for this we have little concern.' The

value of this ' place of honour' as estimated by the Professor himself will

then be apparent. Professor Smyth's letter is in answer to the two

categorical questions which I put. to him, after reading the charge made

against him in The Abchitkct of February 6 :—

1. Did you yourself (apart from Inglis) attempt a measurement of the

side of the Pyramid ?

2. If so, did you make the measurement with a tape ?

I have the honour to be, &c,

ir.

Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, February 9, 1869.

Dear Sib,—Modifying your first question, thus— Did you, yourself (apart

from Inglis), attempt a measurement of the length of a side of tho

Pyramid's base from socket to socket (these being the only recognisable

accurate terminations of such a base line) ? My answer to this is briefly,

No!

Your second question, therefore, falls to the ground. But I may add

that I would have been horrified at the idea of making the final measure

ment of any important base line with merely a tape. I have not had any

opportunity yet of showing how I would like to make a good measure of the

Pyramid's correct and socket-defined base.

The modification of your first question is necessary, because I did make

angn'ar measurements for tlic azimuth of two sides successively of the

Pyramid's base, as defined by the sockets, with an alt-azimuth instrument ;

and, again, I did, several months before Mr. Inglis opened up any of the

sockets, make somo excessively rude, tentative, length-measures (with a

string) on all four sides of the Pyramid's base, merely to test whether it

was more probably square than violently oblong, like the Chaldoean

temples. The object of these measures being so simple, I was content that

my then measuring moans were so rude, because there was no definite ter

mination ; only indistinct, large dilapidations of masonry at each corner of

the base, and no corner could ' see ' another, by reason of the hills of

rubbish between, and I looked on my effort only as a temporary approxi

mation—just a first shot.

Such rude length-measures at that early part of my visit were quite

enough to disprove the reputed oblong figure of the Great Pyramid's base,

but not enough either to settle that the base of ancient days was an accurate

square, or to state the length of tho ancient sides for any accurate pur

poses. When, therefore, Mr. Inglis opened up, just at tho end of my visit

to the Pyramid, all the four sockets, and they did give definite corner

points (whether absolutely the right ones is a matter to be still tested by

further monumental evidence as yet not excavated), and when he measured

linearly between these sockets, I at once gave his linear measures tho place

of honour as compared with mine, made long liefore, and when there was

nothing defined to make the measurement between or upon. But I did not,

and I do not, think that Mr. Inglis'8 linear measures made by tape were

anything like so accurato as pyramid base-lino measures should be, or that

we should rest content with them. I regard them only as shot No. 2 ; and

shot 2fb. 3, by whomsoever delivered, should be something so much more

accurate, that No. 2 should be no more mentioned in its presence than I

consent to my No. 1 boing mentioned in presence of Inglis's No. 2. And I

remain, &c,

(Signed) C. Piazzi Smyth.

Note.—We are indebted to the courtesy of our correspondent for enabling

us to insert the above conclusive testimony to the justice of the remarks

which excited his displeasure. We may return to tho subject of ancient

linear dimensions, the only part of the case which has any interest, except

of the most strictly private nature.

NEW BUILDINGS AND: RESTORATIONS.

The General Council in St. Peter's.—Tho Holy Father visited on the

6th ult. the works now in progress in the transept. His Holiness was

accompanied by the four architects of tho church, and by other officials.

Some modifications havo been made in the original plan. There will be

fourteen rows of stalls, arranged en amphitheatre. Each Bishop will have a

disk before him. To prevent the dispersion of sound which would be

caused by the great elevation of the roof of the transept, a thick curtain will

bo suspended above the assembly, stretching from one cornice to the other.

The arcades, which form a communication between the transept and the two

chapels adjoining it, will be entirely closed. The interior surfaco of the

enclosure through which the Prelates will enter the transept will be adorned

with portraits of all the Popes who have held (Ecumenical Councils.

The New Wesleyan Schools at Wolstanton—Following the erection

of their handsome new chapel in 1866, tho Wesleyan body have now com

pleted thpir original plan of providing new schools. The schools arc in

strict architectural keeping with the Gothic chapel, and have been erected

from tho plans of Mr. T. Roberts, of Trentham. The contractor for the

building was Mr. W. Sutton, of Newcastle. Tho premises are situated at

the rear of the chapel, and aro lofty and commodious, containing a large

room 70 feet by 50, and capable of accommodating between 300 and 400

children. The building will also contain an infant school, several class

rooms, and a room for the school library. The total cost of the schools,

including the land ("0/. 10*. Gd.), and the heating, furniture, &c, will

amount to about 1,080/.

The Gladstone Testimonial.—The Premier having expressed a wish

that the Liverpool testimonial to himself, raisod chiefly by the pence of

working mpn, should be devoted to a convalescent hospital, the foundation-

stone will shortly be laid by Mrs. Gladstone.

A Colossal Concert-room is about to be built in Paris. It is to con

tain 5,000, and the orchestra 1,000. Monster concerts, a la modede Londres,

are to be tho entertainments, and the idea is to give the finest works of the

great masters by the best artistes, and yet keep the price within range of

every class. The cost of the building is to be 200,000/., and half that sum

is already subscribed.

A New House of Commons.—The Report of the Select Committee on

the House of Commons arrangements is published. The commissioners

havo decided that an enlarged House of Commons is required, and that no

enlargement of the present House is desirable. They propose to tako down

the present dining-rooms, and to construct a new House on the present site

of the dining-rooms and Common Courts. The present Houso would then

be used as a lobby, and accommodations of all kinds would be increased.

The New House would hold 569 members and 330 strangers, whereas the

present House accommodates 428 members and 263 strangers. The form

recommended for the new House is that of a square, with the comers cut

off. The proposed floor is to be solid, and the ceiling to be of glass in tho

contro, with sloping sides of wood. In the construction of the plans great

attention has been paid to acoustical conditions.

Laying the Foundation-stone of St. John's Church, Holm-

side.—The ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of this church

took place recently at. tho village of Burnhope, in tho parish of Holm-

side. A large number of people assembled to witness the ceremony. Tho

trowel was presented to Mrs. Earle McGowan by the architect. Mrs.

McGowan, after acknowledging the compliment, declared the stone to be

duly laid in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. A bottle was

placed in a cavity in the stone, containing a number of coins, a copy of

The Architect and Daily Journal, and other documents, and a scroll contain

ing tho following inscription: ' This, the Fonndation-stone of the Church

of St. John, Holmside, was laid by Mrs. Earle McGowan, March 17th,

1869. Rev. Earle McGowan, M.A., Vicar. T. C. Ebdy, M.R.I.B.A,

Architect.'

"Worcester Cathedral Restoration.—The scaffolding round the tower

has now been entirely removed. Tho restoration of this portion of the

cathedral has been undertaken at the sole expense of the Earl of Dudley,

and is now complete, and the statuary has been fixed. The niches in the

north porch have also been filled with statuary, and the whole of the ex

terior decorations have been finished. The restoration of the interior is

proceeding slowly. The magnificent rcredos, erected at the cost of tho

Dean (Dr. Peel), from the design of Mr. Scott, has been completed, with

the exception of the wrought metal work, intended to be placed within tho

open arches on each side of the five niches forming the centre of the com

position. The general design of this rercdos is similar to other works of the

samo kind designed by Mr. Scott, especially that of Lichfield ; but at Wor

cester single figures of large size, representing our Blessed Lord and tho

four Evangelists, take the place of small sculptured groups or emblems :

these figures aro extremely effective, being distinguishable at a considerable

distanco—a point often lost sight of in designing this important feature of a

church. The rcredos is mainly constructed of alabaster, with shafts of

coloured marbles and granite, and inlays of lapis lazuli, gold, mosaic,

malachite, cornelian, spar, and other rich materials. Figures of angels

occur between the larger gables, behind which are other angels playing on

instruments of music. A profusion of delicate, carving in the shape of

crockets, crcstings, capitals, finals, has been lavished upon the work. The

arches arc richly moulded, and rising from the centre is a lofty canopy rest

ing upon four shafts of verde antique. Tho screens and other fittings of

the choir cannot be proceeded with until a largo addition has been made to

the restoration fund ; but tho great hour-bell—an instalment of tho new

peal—is now in the nave ready to be raised to tho tower. It has been

founded by Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough.

The Runcorn Viaduct, which is tho principal work upon the new

route from Liverpool to London, and is just opened for traffic, is about

a mile and a half in length, including the approaches, which consist of

viaducts of blue Staffordshire brick, 65 arches on the Lancashire side,

and 32 on tho Cheshire side. The main portion of the work consists of the

wrought-iron open lattice girder bridge over the Mersey. It consists of

three openings, each 305 ft. wide. The girders rest upon piers of Bramley-

Fall stone, for which a foundation upon the rock was readily met with. The

lattice sides, including the girder, are about 30 ft. deep, and the groat struc

ture presents, at a short distance, a very imposing and graceful appearance.

There is 75 ft. of headway for tho navigation at highwater spring tides. In

October last a footway alongside the bridge was opened to the public, and

has been found a great convenience as a substitute for the ferry. Express-

trains from London to Liverpool will be now able to complete the run in a

trifle over four hours, the distance being a little over 200 miles. There will

be no stoppage on the way, the water supply being scooped up by tin: tender

from tanks placed between the rails in the neighbourhood of Rugby. The

Runcorn works arc highly creditable to Mr. Baker, engineer, and to the

directors of the London and North-Western Railway Company, for whom

they have been executed.
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NOTES ON NOVELTIES.

Potts's Ventilating Cornice.

This patented invention, which ire have carefully examined in model and

also in actual use, appears to us to have claims that are unusually strong

upon tho attention of the public. We say this on account of the very great

importance of the object proposed, and which is nothing less than a self-acting

anil efficient system of ventilation easily applicable to the rooms of dwelling-

houses as well as to larger apartments, and on account of the great simplicity

and apparent suitability of the means employed for attaining that object.

Mr. Potts's invention has loss that is absolutely new than the majority of

the ' novelties ' thut come before our notice, but it has the recommendation

that it proceeds on principles long known, recognised, and successfully used,

and that it carries tho application of those principles one step further than

it has hitherto gone, and assumes a form readily applieablo to new or

existing rooms, not excessive in cost, and not merely sightly, but even

suggestive of novel, though simple effects of a decorative character.

Without going through the whole history of inventions available for ven

tilation of the rooms of dwelling-houses, wo may appeal to the experience

of almost everyone engaged in building to corroborate us when we say that

the only useful and simple apparatus readily purchasable and easily appli

cable is Arnott's valve, which lets out hot air into the ehimnoy fine, and the

Sheringham valve, which lets in cold air from outside ; while the only

other appliance in ordinary use is perforated zinc fixed over openings

intended to admit or emit air to or from tho room as the case may bo.

These appliances aro all somewhat unsightly, and all in their application

liable sometimes to produce discomfort ; but they are simple, often effectual,

and much used. ^

We will now describe how Mr. Potts's cornico combines something of the

working of all the three. He constructs the cornice of any ordinary room

in metal, using by preference zinc, and he separates the hollow space at the

back of this cornice by a horizontal division into two chambers or chan

nels—thus forming a channel behind the lower or ' bed ' mouldings, which

runs continuously round the walls, and a second behind the upper mouldings

similarly continuous, and having the ceiling for its upper surface. The

extreme upper and the extreme lower mouldings are perforated, and tho

lower channel being mude to communicate with tho outer air by a suitablo

opening, while tho upper channel communicates either with the smoke flue

or with a separate ventilating outlet flue, carried up alongside of the

smoke-flue, the whole is complete. Those of our readers who are at all

versed in the science of ventilation will readily understand that the layer

of air at the very top of the room, which is the most vitiated portion of the

air when a room is in use, especially if lights be also burning, may be ex

pected to be constantly sucked in at the perforations in the topmost mould

ings, into the extracting channel, and so drawn off by the flue ; while a

corresponding volume of fresh uir will enter through the lower channel to

supply its place, and as far as we have been able to satisfy ourselves of the

facts of tho case in actual practice this result is satisfactorily attained.

We have already stated that this invention is not entirely now, and some

of our readers familiar with the subject may remember that the Society of

Arts' medal has been given to a scheme for ventilation having many features

similar to those of this plan, but which has been little used in actual build

ing ; but we believe that the introduction of two channels—one below the

other—is an entirely novel feature, and sufficient to alter the whole cha

racter of the contrivance, while Mr. Potts's invention has this additional and

very great merit, that it is practically applicable to existing rooms of the

most ornamentul as well as the plainest character. And wo do not see why-

some modification of tho plan might not be made available for hospital

ventilation.

There are but few details to add : it may be right to mention that the

inventor has succeeded in giving to the outer face of his zinc a surface

upon which distemper or lime-whito can be applied just as it can upon

ordinary plasterer's work. Tim perforations can be, and in fact in all the

specimens we have seen have been, arranged so as to produce a very

effective and decidedly novel architectural decoration. It is easy to apply

this cornice to rooms where a cornico at present exists, if only the circum

stances permit of the ventilating cornice being sufficiently large to include

the original cornice within it, and leave space enough between the two for

tho air channels. Tho new cornice could be combined with plaster, or

carton-pierrc, or papier macho enrichments ; or a cornice, partly in plaster

and partly in perforated zinc, could be used, though not without difficulty.

Architects' own profiles can be worked, but not, it is clear, so simply and

cheaply as where plaster cornices are used : where, however, considerable

lengths of one profile are required, this objection will not be serious, and to

that large class of building undertakings for which good selected patterns

suffice, this invention is easily applicable. The mouldings, which are pro

curable in moderate lengths, and of which various sections aro obtainable,

require some care in mitrcing and fixing ; but the fixing is simplo enough :

and on this ground they recommend themselves as worth a trial wherever

a ventilator has to be introduced. Care should of courso be taken that the

sectional area of the hollow parts of the cornice and of the openings for

inlet and outlet are large enough for the work they have to perform, and

we may add that, to spread the current, the perforations of the part of the

cornico immediately opposite the inlet are omitted.

No doubt difficulties will arise in the application to actual practice of

even such a simplo expedient as the one we have described, but we believe

that many of them have been already disposed of, and that no obstacles

remain such as are likely to prevent the successful application of this inven

tion, if it can be supplied and fixed at prices which do not compare un

favourably with plaster cornices girt for girt, and the net prices quoted to

us are very near those now charged for plaster cornices of similar character.

Potts's Patent Moulding for Hanging Pictures.

This invention, which may or may not be used in connection with tho

perforated cornico already described, consists of a hollow moulding, formed

in strong metal, fixed all round the room by the help of strong holdfasts,

from which it can be detached at will. The hooks from which the pictures

hang are suspended from the interior of this moulding, within which they

rnn easily, in place of being carried outside as on the ordinary brass rod.

The invention is ingenious, and its simpler forms can be put up, we are

informed, at much less cost than the brass rods ordinarily employed for tho

■same purpose. It appears to be secure and appropriate to, and not difficult

to fix, and may be made to work in with the ordinary cornice of any room.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FnOM OUB

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Pictures by Raphael.

The long gallery at South Kensington in which, greatly to their ad

vantage, the Cartoons of Raphael are at present lodged, has for some time

been used as what may be familiarly termed a ' Raphael Room ; ' that is,

as a locality in which may be assembled all objects illustrating or referring

to tho career of the great painter. Copies of several pilasters of the cele

brated 1 Loggie,' reduced copies of the equally renowned ' Stanze,' a mono

chrome copy of Raphael's latest work, the Transfiguration, and a tapestry

after the Charge to Peter, are among the principal objects of interest.

Lately, however, there have been hung on each side of the entrance two

pictures, each of which claims to be a veritable work of the master. On

such occasions pretenders (and be it observed that this word docs not imply

an unfavourable judgment, nor indeed any opinion whatever) must expect

to be severely criticised, and to have their credentials strictly examined.

Perhaps, however, the first and best step is to examine the internal

evidence of genuineness, as documentary evidence of the most irreproachable

character will scarcely establish a belief, and will assuredly fail to excite

an interest, in works of inferior merit. In the present instances there can

happily be no doubt on this essential point. Kven those who doubt the

authenticity (and it is always a safe card to doubt) of the paintings which,

to use an Italian phrase, ' wish to bo Raphael's,' can scarcely deny their

great beauty of execution. On tho composition nothing need be said, tho

one being a replica of the well-known Madonna in the Louvre, the other a

replica of the celebrated ' Cardellino ' in the Tribune at Florence. The

first-named is tho property of the South Kensington Museum, and forms

part of the magnificent, bequest of tho Rev. Chauncy Hare Townshcnd,

which comprises many other paintings, drawings, engravings, books of fine

art, coins, and a valuable collection of precious stones. Tho Cardellino

picture belongs to George Verity, Esq., of Southwoods, Thirsk, and possesses

a curious and apparently unchallengeable pedigree, which we propose to

give in our next number, for the satisfaction of those who may require

written authority to justify their admiration.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

At the sale of tho collection of M. Jules Boilly in Paris last week a

pen and ink drawing by Murillo, Saint Theresa in ecstasy before the infant

Jesus, was purchased, for the Louvre, for the large sum of 66/. is. ; a draw

ing by Clouet (called Janet), Portrait of Diana of Poictiers, fetched 42/. ; an

original pen and ink sketch which Gerard used for his portrait of Madame

Recamier, 16 guineas ; Gericanlt's first idea of his picture of the Wreck of

the Medusa, pen and ink, 12/. 8.*.; Pen and ink sketch for portrait of

Napoleon when First Consul, by Ingres, 30/. 8s. ; Claude's first idea, pen

washed in with sepia, one of his great pictures, known as theGreat Bridge,

1"/. 12s. ; a Bacchanal sketch in sepia by N. Poussin, 66/., and a small pen

and ink sketch of Pan and Syrinx, by the same, 13/. 4s.; and a study for

the decoration of a vessel, in alto-relievo, by Tieri-e Puget, 43/. 4s.

At another sale in Paris, two small works by Ary Seheffer, sketches or

replicas of his famous Faust in his Study, and Margaret at her Wheel, sold

for 304/. ; three small works by Decamps also sold well—A Pool sur

rounded by Rocks in the Forest of Fontainebleau, 126/.; a Landscape with

figures of Tobias and the Angel, 166/.; Sportsman in the Marshes, 160/.;

The First Day in the Plain of St. Denis, 180/.; and a single figure of an

Old Sportsman, 96/. The following abso deserro notice—Fox-hunting by

A. do Drcux, 320/.; Mephistophiles appearing to Faust, Eugene Delacroix,

304/. ; Diaz, a troup of Gipsies, 6"/. 4s., and a scene in the Forest of Fon

tainebleau, 68/. : Robert-Flcury, Luther taking the Oath at the University in

presence of the Elector of Saxony, 120/. ; Gericault, A fSecne of the Deluge,

400/. ; Ingres, a Study for St. Peter, 80/. ; Leys, Religious Service in tho

time of Luther, 292/.; Marilhat, a Mosque on the Nile, sunset, 256/.;

and an Avenue of Palm trees, by the same, 102/. ; Prud'hon, Andromache,

286/. ; Troyon, A Horse at the Door of a Farrier's Shop, a small work,

56/. ; and another small work, view of Saint Cloud, 72/. 16s. ; Rosa

Bonheur, Cattle, 188/.; and a Shepherd of the Londcs with his flock,

176/., both small works ; Zieni, Marino view in Holland. 60/. 16s.

Amongst old works, a picture representing the History of Troy, attributed

to Memling, was sold at the Paris mart to M. Rutter, for 600/.

A mistako occurred last week in the Notes on the Delesseit sale, tho

number of lots being printed as 2,180 instead of 213.

Architectural Prize-Competition at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,

Paris.

The pupils of the Architectural section who have passed the preparatory

trial with success commenced their competitive labours for the Prix de

Rome on the 22nd ult., and wilLnot terminate them until August 4 ; the

candidates accepted this year are ten in number.

The names of the Architects in whose ateliers these candidates for the

honour of the Roman studentship have studied arc as follows. One is an

nounced as having studied under both M. Guenepin and M. Questel, and

two as pupils of these same gentlemen separately ; three as pupils of MM.

Libas and Ginain, two of MM. Paeard and Vaudoyer, one of M. Laisne,

and one of M. Coquart. The academic standing of the above architects is

as follows : - M. Guenepin won the Prix de Romo in 1837, and was deco

rated with the cross of the Legion of Honour in 1843 : M. Questel obtained

his first medal in 1846, a medal of the first class in 18-3.3, and is un officer of
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the Legion of Honour : M. Libas's name is not in the official list of de

corated architects or medallists: M. Ginain obtained the Prix de Rome in

1852: M. Pacard's name is not in the official list: M. Vaudoyer won the

Prix de Rome in 1826, is a first class medallist, a member of the Institute,

and an officer of the legion of Honour : M. Laisne obtained a second class

medal in 1852, and the cross in 1864: M. Coquart won the Prix de Rome

in 1858, and a medal in 1865. It may be added that two of the above

named architects were placed on the list for tho Architectural jury of the

coming Sulon, but only one of them, M. Vaudoyer, was elected. There is

no doubt that many an architect who has obtained no honours may be a

very good teacher, and a truly practical one might chance to make a much

better master than a theorist covered with honours; but those who support

the academic system against, or in preference to, that of articled pupils

must of course, to be consistent, look for masters who have themselves

reaped the laurels. While on this subject, it may be remarked that it is a

constant complaint amongst French architects themselves that the arts of

designing and of constructing buildings are almost divorced ; it was the

want of practical education in Prance that gave rise to the new independent

School of Architecture which has been noticed in the columns of Thh Ancni-

TKCT(page 138), and there is no doubt that this school promises to inculcate

good sound principles in the minds of its pupils, but it cannot teach the

ways of the shop, the management of workmen, or the business of life.

The Brussels Exhibition of Paintings.

The annual Exhibition of the Brussols Society of Arts will this year be

held in the buildings of the Botanical Gardens. The first day of exhibi

tion, usually July 1, is this year postponed to the 25th of. that mouth, and

the gallery will remain open until tho last day of September. The Presi

dent for the year is M. Anspach, the Burgomaster of Brussels, and the

Vice-President is M. Cuylits, President of the Society for Encouragement

of Art at Antwerp.

Notes from Germany.

The Arch-diocese of Cologne has just despatched its present to the Pope

on tho occasion of the 50th anniversary of his ordination as priest. It

consists of a well-executed painting in oils of the ' Dom' of Cologne, as it

will appear when finished, by Professor Conrad, of Dusseldorf. It is

mounted in a handsomely carved and gilded frame, designed by M.

Conrad, bearing shields and Gothic foliation. The top middle shield

l>ears the Papal arms, the shields at the four corners the arms of tho

dioceses of Cologne, Treves, Miinster, and Paderborn, whilst along the

bottom of the frame runs a scroll with the words, ' Snnctissimo Patri Pio

Nono summo Pontifiei per decern lustra Sneerdoti grato pioque animo filii

dioeeesis et civitatis Sancta; Colouiensis Romano? Ecclesia? fidclis filire.

The stained glass for the great west window of Cologne Cathedral is

being prepared by Messrs. Milde & Achelius, of Lubeck, and is said to

be nearly ready for fixing. Of the 18 great pictures, 14 are quite finished !

and 4 nearly so ; after which the smaller spaces in the tracery will be

taken in hand, so that the window will be complotc by Easter 1870. Tho

following subjects, forming part of this work, are now on view at the

Public Library in Lubeck:—The daughter of Herod with head of John the j

Baptist, the Pharisee and the Publican in tho Temple, Moses descending

the Mount, and Abraham's Sacrifice.

The Committee appointed to examine the competitive plans for the

Berlin Cathedral have advanced in their labours so far as to have thrown

out twenty-two designs out of the fifty-two which have been sent in. That

a Gothic cathedral would be out of place in a city like Berlin is admitted

by every member of tho Committee, even by those who arc considered

' Goths ' par excellence. Their decision is looked forward to with much

interest by the Prussian public.

The rage for limited liability companies seems to have migrated from

London to Vienna, where, among many other schemes, several companies

have lately been started for building purposes. Notably, there is the.

* Building Bank,' with a capital of thirty million florins (three millions

sterling), and the ' Vienna Building Society,' which has been created for

the purpose of erecting groups of houses, widening and lengthening certain

streets, and providing dwellings for the labouring classes. Several archi

tects—amongst them Schmidt, Fellner.Hasenauer, and others—are members

of the Boards, and much good in every sense, both practically and aestheti

cally, is expected from these new combinations. Berlin is only watching

the issue of these companies, in order, if desirable, to follow the example

thus set by Vienna.

A valuable painting, executed on wood, and attributed to Hans Memling

(it can be traced as having existed at Bruges as far back as the year 1477),

has just been bought at a sale at the Hotel Drouct, Paris, by Mr. Ruttcr,

for the South Kensington Museum. The subject is tho History of Troy,

from its foundation to its destruction, and tho treatment is said to be

amusingly quaint. The price for which it was knocked down to Mr. Rutter

was 15,200 francs (608/.)

Spain.

The Cathedral of {Burgos, which had remained closed since tho

assassination of the burgomaster, was consecrated afresh during Passion

week, and is now open daily for servico as before. The Theatre de la

Libertad at Malaga has been burnt to the ground ; the conflagration spread

so rapidly that the building was in flames simultaneously from end to end.

There was no loss of life.

M. Colamatta.

Milan journals report tho death of M. Calamatta, a celebrated engraver,

chiefly known for the excellent manner in which he reproduced the works

of Raphael. The harmony of tone and the firmness of his touch, tempered ,

withal by softness and delicacy, accorded well with the qualities of the

master whom he loved to copy. Calamatta was born at Chita Vecehia in I

1802; after studying in Rome under Marchetti and Giangiacomo, he went

to France, where he remained until the dream of his life, that of a United

Italy, had become a reality. He was a Commander of the Order of Saints

Maurice and Lazarus, and at the time of his death Professor of Engraving

at the Milan Fine Arts Academy.

Ship Canal through the Isthmus of Corinth.

We are informed from Athtns that the Greek Government had granted

to a company of foreign capitalists a concession to cut a ship canal

through the Isthmus of Corinth. This is no new idea, it having been pro

posed to the Austrian Lloyd's more than twenty years ago, but the diffi

culties were then considered insurmountable, and" the negotiations at that

time set on foot with the Greek Government fell through. The present

concessionists have the advantage of benefiting from the experience gained

on the Suez Canal —by the way, not the first time the Greeks have learnt

from the Egyptians—and are sanguine of success.

Failure in the Iron Manufacture.

The failure is announced of Messrs. Brotherhood, the well-known

engineers of Chippenham. The liabilities are said to be 160,000/., and the

stoppage of the works is a heavy blow to the whole neighbourhood, as it

has thrown a lnrge number of men out of employment.

(Jpnpral.

Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, P..A , has recently received a diploma as Hono

rary Member of the Imperial and Royal Academy of Vienna. We are glad

that this Academy has done itself the honour to recopniso in this manner

the services of on artist to whom the Gothic revival is largely indebted.

The contract for the erection of a new lighthouse and lighthouse-

keeper's residence at Souter Point, near Sunderland, has been let to Mr.

Todd, builder, of South Shields, for 8,000/.

Works for constructing a railway round Brussels are being urged

forward with great activity, and arc expected to be terminated by the tuo.

of the present year.

A Methodist Cathedral.—The magnificent memorial church which has

been erected at Washington by the Methodists of tho United States was

opened on the 1st day of February. The erection of the structure was in

contemplation some sixteen years ago, but tho struggle between the North

and South occurred, and tho work was necessarily delayed. Towards the

cost of tho enterprise nearly two hundred thousand dollars have been con

tributed, but the building when fully completed—and this completion in

volves the introduction of a chime of bells—will have cost a quarter of a

million of dollars.

A new town-hall is to bo built at Bradford, at a cost of over 50,000/.

Twelve gigantic columns of granite intended for the facade of the

church of St. Paul at Rome are approaching their completion at the

quarries of Baveuo, Logo Maggiore.

The pinnacle of Totnes Church, Devon, was blown down during the late

gale. The debris fell through thereof; but although several narrow escapes

are reported, no lives were lost.

A few days since seme fragments of ancient sculpture were dug up

close to the cathedral nt Bayeux. One figure is supposed to represent tho

god Mai, im Asiatic divinity of Phoenician origin.

The Royal Academy Exhibition of this year is likely to be marked

by the appearance of one of our best-known painters in water colours in a

new character. Mr. Birktt Foster is now in the far west of Cornwall, and

earnestly occupied in preparing a landscape of considerable size, in oil, of

a coast scene. A second picture of similar character, and wrought in like

method of tho above, is already far advanced.

The Collection of Historical Portraits, the property of Mr. John

Webb, of Grafton Street. London, and consisting chiefly of distinguished

French personages from the time of Francois I. to that of Louis XVI., also

some Sevres porcelain, &c, have been disposed of by auction, the proceeds

amounting to more than 4,600/.

The New Pier at Morecambe, which is 900 feet long, has just

been opened to the public. Its total cost will be nearly 10,000/. Tho

approach to the pier is nearly opposite to the Mechanics' Institution, and it

is said to be one of the most handsome structures of the kind in England.

After the chairman of the Company had formally declared the pier open,

Mr. H. C. MeCrea, of Halifax, chairman of the Blackpool Pier Company,

and one of the directors of this, addressed the assembly, pointing out, the

advantages which had resulted to Blackpool from the opening of tho pier

thero. He saw no reason why Morecambe should not be similarly success

ful. Tho Blackpool Company had realised a dividend of 12^ per cent.

The Works for tho construction of the New North Bridge at Halifax

have been commenced with vigour. The buildings known as Tillotson's

Buildings, at tho south end of tho old bridge, are nearly demolished, and

the foundations for the piers are being put in. The first, stone of this

important work will be formally laid on Wednesday, 14th inst.

A Stained-Glass Window has just been placed in Lichfield Cathedral.

The chief features are six large figures in tho six divisions of the window,

representing St. Michael, St. Joseph, tho Virgin and Child, and in the three

others the Magi. At the extreme top of the window is the representation

of the Holy Trinity, and underneath the Blessed Virgin and St. Simeon

and Child. Beneath the six large figures above referred to are six separate

Scriptural subjects, viz. the Annunciation, the Angel appearing to Joseph,

the Nativity, Kings Journeying, Kings before Herod, and the Flight into

Egypt, the other portions of the window being filled with exquisite designs

of a floral and architectural character.

Singular Discovery of One of RuysdaePs Pictures at Windsor.—

Mr. Putnam, of High Street, Eton, recently purchased for a small sum an

old picture from a furniture dealer in Windsor. Upon cleaning and

examining the painting, it was discovered to bo a genuine Rnysdacl. The

subject is a woodland scene, with cottage ruins and a brook, and several

figures. It is n gem of art, and has a number of tho painter's private

marks as well as his signature. Jacob Ruysdael painted in the seventeenth

century, and the value of this picture, which has been examined by a

number of connoisseurs, is set at several hundred guineas.
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The Leamington Local Board have accepted an offer made by the

Earl of Warwick to take the whole of the sewage of the town for a term of

thirty years, and dispose of it by irrigation on hib lordship's estate, at a

distance of from two to three miles south of Leamington. The local board

arc to lay down the requisite mains, construct the necessary works, and

pump the scwage'to a given point on the estate, and in return his lordship

will pay the board 450/. annually for the sewage. The arrangement will

come into operation on March 25, 1870, by which time Lord Warwick

will be prepared to dispose of tho sewage on his estate.

A Look-out is threatened at Bradford in the building trade. The master

builders having given notice to their workpeople that, on and after May 3,

7^- per hour shall be the ordinary pay of skilled workmen, that the rules

against the machine and quarry-worked stone shall be rescinded, and that

all disputes henceforth shall be settled by conciliation or arbitration, the

Masons' Society have expressed their determination not to accept the

proposition of the masters, w hich they regard as inimical to their interests.

If no arrangement to avert such a result can be effected within the coming

month, a lock-out is inevitable.

On Tuesday last the first stone of a new suburban village which is

about to be built at Loughborough Park, Brixton, by the Suburban

Village Company (Limited), was laid by Lord Shaftesbury. This company

was started in July 1866 to supply a want to which at that time public

opinion was much directed—namely, good and cheap dwellings for tho

working classes, thousands of whom had been, or were about to be,

deprived of their houses, either by the metropolitan lints of railway or by

the course of other large works and public improvements. The leasehold of

the Loughborough Park estate, for a period of ninety-nine years, was pur

chased from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners on very reasonable terms,

and this has been laid out in plots for dwellings. The whole extent of

ground thus acquired is about twenty-six acres. It has been carefully

planned out into six main streets, each house having its garden in the

rear. The houses, which are designed by Mr. Pite, the architect, are to

be built in ornamental brick, and will contain six, eight, or ten rooms,

exactly as the shareholder and intending occupier may wish. The rules of

the society are so framed that anyone can purchase his house at once on

payment of the amount down, or in one or two years, or he may spread

over his payments in the form of rent for seven, fourteen, or twenty-one

years. Thus, if a shareholder selects a number, one house, the price of

which is 200/., and pays for it by yearly instalments in 21 years, he would

have to pay 19/. a year and 21 years' ground rent at 3/. 5*. a year, so that

at the end of the 21 years ho would have paid 470/. for a 200/. house. But,

on the other hand, it must be recollected that at the end of his twenty-one

years the houso becomes absolutely his own property, and that for the

same description of house elsewhere he would have to pay at least one-

third more rent, and at the end of his twenty-one years have no more

title to the property than on the first day he entered on its occupancy.

After the stone was laid, Lord Shaftesbury, in a few earnest remarks,

dwelt upon these advantages, and above all upon the enormous benefits

which must accrue to the working men from having clean, well-venti

lated, and wholesome dwellings, instead of being huddled together as

they now were in crowded sties, the very atmosphere of which so depressed

the vital system that drinking and all its hideous truinof vices were almost

forced upon the poor. Ho avoided expressing any opinion as to the

financial results of the company, but did not conceal his admiration of tho

good work they had begun, and earnestly hoped that it would be as

successful to them as it must in any case be beneficial to the working men

who would tenant the houses. Ho believed in tho goodness of the scheme,

as he believed in the excellency of most of the efforts which were now

fortunately being made for the benefit of the artisan and mechanic, and all

tho upper class of handicraftsmen, and lie thought the day was not far

distant when as classes they could be pointed to as models of frugality,

temperance, and industry. The Hon. Arthur Kinnaird also addressed a fow

words to those who had come to witness the laying of the stone, after

w hich the proceedings, which were very brief, terminated.

There are three projects before the public for crossing the Straits of

Dover. Mr. Hawkshaw has for a long time past been engaged in preparing

plans and making soundings for a tunnel. Eminent French engineers

favour the proposal of one of their number, who has suggested the con

struction of a bridge. Another proposal is for the construction of an

enormous raft on which trains of railway carriages shall be carried across

from one railway to another. According to the Hailvtty N<wt> a fourth

scheme has now been proposed. The designer, Mr. Purkis, proposes that

an iron tubo for a railway shall be laid across from the English to tho

French coast, and be supported at a depth of about 50 feet below the surface

of the water by iron stanchions or tressels, the feet of which will rest upon

the bed of the straits. The tube is to bo in its outside diameter 23 feet

6 inches, and with a view of giving it sufficient strength to resist the

pressure of the weight of water, to sustain tha weight of the trains between

tho points of support, and to allow for the decay caused by the action of the

water, the tube is to be of cast iron 8 inches in thickness, being nearly

twice the thickness of the armour-plates of the Warrior ironclad. The

length of the tube between each pair of legs or supports is to be 300 feet,

and the weight of each of these sections is to bo 3,000 tons. Each of these

lengths of 300 feet is to be made up of 8 segments of 37 feet 6 inches, and

these are to be firmly bolted together by means of 100 steel bolts passing

through the internal flanges of each length of tubo. Ask the bold engineer

how these segments are to be put togother in the water, and he explains

the matter in tho most practical manner. Each segment will be made

water-tight by a bulkhead, and will be lowered until it is brought into

exact position with tho portion previously fixed, and when made fast by the

holts the near bulkhead will be removed, and the workmen will pass on to

the next section. The stanchions which will have to carry the tube are

made, as it may be supposed, of enormous strength. They will vary in

length according to the depth of tho water. The largest will be 106

feet in length ; it will be formed hollow, tapering from each end

to the middle, where it will bo 7 feet 2 incites in diameter, the

ends being 5 feet 8 inches in diameter. They will be cast in three

pieces, and bolted together by cast-steel bolts on inside flanges. The

weight of each of these legs or stanchions will be 454 tons. In

order to give them a sure foothold at the bottom of the sea, they

will be fastened by bolts to discs of metal 25 feet in diameter, and

weighing 85 tons. To prevent any lateral motion, the feet of these stan

chions will be held together by tension bars 100 feet loner, and weighing

60 tons, and a similar tension bar, though of less length, will connect and

hold the stanchion at the upper extremity. The bolts that are to hold and

keep the stanchions apart weigh not less than 4A tons each. The trans

verse strength of the tube when completed has been satisfactorily ascer

tained to be 27,034 tons, and if loaded in the middle it would safely carry

2,000 tons weight. In order to sink the tube, each section of 300 feet will

bo loaded with 433 tons of rails, air and water tubes, and of 1,800 tons of

ballast or shingle, each segment as it is lowered being provided with its due

share of dead weight, to ensure the necessary displacement of water. The

pressure of the flow of the tides will be equal to 4501b. on every square

foot of the cross sectional area, but the stanchions are calculated to be of

sufficient strength to resist any movement from this cause. Tho ventila

tion of the tube is to be provided by stationary steam power at one of

the entrances to the tube, which will force a sufficiency of air through a

channel constructed along the inner roof of the tube to a point about mid

way of its entire length, where it will be discharged and force itself along

the tube to either end, providing at the same time n perfect system of ven

tilation. The draining of the tube is duly provided for ; the water will be

collected in the lower part of the tube, and as the locomotives pass

through they will take up the water in a trough, in the same manner as the

engines are supplied on the London and North-Western Railway while

travelling. The casting of the various portions of the work is to be done

in a dock to be formed on the coast, and the various portions, as they are

cast, are to be floated by letting in water, and taken out to sea by pontoons,

to which they will be attached by suitable chains. The cost of this work

is set down at from ten to fifteen millions.

Discovery of a Tumulus near Penrith.—A discovery of a very

interesting character to archaeologists has been made on the farm of Moor-

houses, near to Penrith, which will likely form the subject of an important

and interesting investigation at the next meeting of tho Archaeological

Society. It appears that on Wednesday last ploughmen were engaged at

work in a field on the farm at Moorhouses, and in order to facilitate the

progress of the plough several large stones had to be removed. Under one

of these stones the ploughman discovered a large urn turned upside down

and protected from the surface by a large stone supported by three perpen

dicular stones placed in the form of a triangle. The man thought he had

discovered a treasure, and on lifting the urn he found to his disappointment

that it only contained a quantity of bones and ashes instead of the great

prize that was expected. In his simple ignorance he threw tho urn, which

was perfect, aside and it broke. The urn was made of clay, and was

ornamented around tho exterior, and when the broken pieces are fitted

into each other, a good idea may be formed of its original dimensions. It

is computed to have been about a foot in height, and about nine inches in

diameter at the top. It was filled with charred bones nearly to the top.

and from the ashes amongst them it was evident that many of them had

crumbled to dust. Many of the bones are of a very curious form, but many

of the small pieces can be fitted into each other, such as the jaw and parts

of the skull, in such a way as to leave no doubt of their being the remains

of a human being. There are also a few small teeth, and from the forma

tion of the under jaw it is conjectured from its small size to have been that

of a female. Be that as it may, however, there they are, and a very inte

resting collection for the examination and the study of those who are inte

rested in such matters. The whole might have been lost sight of altogether

and been ploughed into the soil again had the circumstance not fortunately

reached tho ears of Mr. Valance Stalker, of Penrith, who takes a deep

interest in areha'olopy, and ho at once proceeded to the place and secured

what to him was a much greater treasure than it was to the ploughman.

The urn and bones are now in his possession, and he shows them with

pleasure to any one who wishes to inspect this curious relic of the past.

The Breach in the Bonk of the Ouse, near King's Lynn, which

threatened to renew the disastrous inundations of 1862, has, it is stated, been

effectually secured. The danger, which was very great, appears to have been

met with much promptness, and the measures taken to prevent further

mischief are reported by telegraph to have been successful.

Trouville.—Messrs. Herries & Co., and Messrs. Robarts, Lubbock, & Co.,

have notified that they will receive subscriptions for an issue of 400,000/.

seven per cent, mortgage bonds on the TrouvUte Am ciation (Limited), secured

by a property at Trouville, the well-known French Brighton on the Normandy

coast, which it is proposed to enlarge and generally develop by the erection

of houses and the disposal of building lots. The delientures are to be of

10/. each, redeemable in about seven years, with a bonus of 20 per cent.,

and a share in any surplus profits that may be realised.

Paris Workmen.—Bertall, in a comic page of the Paris ' Illustration,'

gives the following advice apropos of the present difficulty of disposing of

the largo number of workmen who have been attracted to the Metropolis

by the Haussmann mania, and who are now likely to be thrown out of em

ploy, if the proposed stoppage of the public works is really carried out.

' For all these men,' he says, ' only one thing can bo done. Yon must

carry all the soil of the Champ de Mars to the Buttes Montmartrc, and then

carry all the soil now on the Buttes Montmartrc to the Champ de Mars.

This is a simple way out of the difficulty, and can injure no one ! '

MEETINGS OP TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

BOTAL INSTITUTX OF BBIT1SU ARCHITECTS.—Monday, April 5, at S r.u.
Institution or Cmi. Exgixkebs.—Tuesday, April 0, at 8 r.M.
SociKTV op Aires.— Wednesday, April 7, nt 8 P.M.

A&sociATKD Abts IssTmTK.—SotUTday, April 8, at 8.15 r.u.
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TO OUR READERS.

E have great pleasure in announcing to our

Subscribers and Friends, and the Public, that

the success which has attended The Archi-

tfxt through the three months during which

it has been established has been so marked,

and the consequent pressure of business so

great, that it has become absolutely necessary

to take separate premises without further

delay.

These have been secured in the south side of the Strand, a little

cast of Somerset House ; and, as soon as the necessary prelimi

naries have been completed, the publishing and editorial offices oi

The Architect will both be transferred to that address, where the

excellent facilities offered by a roomy and well-arranged place of

business will assist us materially in carrying on the affairs of the

Journal. *

The actual transfer of our offices to this their permanent position

will be made known as soon as it has taken place : in the mean time

we cannot allow this opportunity to pass without expressing our

grateful thanks to the public whose support we have so largely re

ceived, and to the very many Architects, Artists, and other friends

who have assisted us by their contributions, suggestions, and infor

mation.

This public support and private assistance has come from so many

quarters—in very many instances having been proffered unsought—

that we cannot but feel that, in the establishment of this Journal, we

have supplied a public want. It will be our endeavour to continue

The Architect as wo have begun it ; and not merely so, but to

make constant advances, to supply more and more completely the

needs of our readers as they become known to us, and to keep up

with the progress which the Arts of Construction are daily making.

It has been the good fortune of this Journal to make its start at a

time when great and perceptible changes are beginning to make their

presence felt. If we are to prognosticate the future from the history

of the past, the remainder of this century is likely to witness an asto

nishing advance in the Art of Architecture, the Science of Engineer

ing, and the Practice of Building. To point the way, to chronicle

the progress made in any department ofhuman activity, to help byevery

means available the pioneers of wholesome reforms, is peculiarly the

privilege of the technical and professional press * and The Architect

trusts that its services may not be found less valuable to Art, Archi

tecture, Civil Engineering, and Building, than those which have been

rendered by other periodicals, identified with their respective interests,

to Law or Medicine, Manufactures or Agriculture, to Music or to

Literature.

ARCHITECTURE IN MANCHESTER.

A STRANGER passing through Manchester will not bo qualified

to discourse on all the architectural doings of the city and

neighbourhood ; but he will in even a cursory glance be struck with

the magnitude and merit of some of the edifices progressing or

recently completed.

Messrs. Mills and Murgatroyd have made " a clean sweep " of two

large stone edifices—the Railway Terminus in London Road, and

Newall's Buildings in Market Street—erecting in lieu of the former

work of Messrs. Blyth and Carpenter, a large stone building of astylar

Italian design. There was little of monumental character in the

building it replaces : there is, if anything, less in the new one, a

want very likely attributable to the exigencies of the site. The

structure looks in front like a large Manchester warehouse—no mean

work to compare it with—but, looking at it ns a railway terminus or

screen to an up and down line, one can scarce refrain from wishing

its designers could hnve adopted as their model the facade of the

Great Northern Terminus * at King's Cross, without its ugliness. Mr.

• Store penning these remarks, we are concerned to see that workmen are now

engaged in removing, at an Immense expense, the vast laminated timber trusses of this

fine terminus. Whether awing to inherent mal-construction, or to the use of the

material In so exposed a position, we cannot say ; but the; have failed altogether. The

absence of tie rods and complicated features gore an appropriate simplicity to the form

of this vast roof ; but for constructive purposes Its design seems to have been too simple

unfortunately.

Cubitt's terminus has, despite its absence of architectonic or ' archi-

tecturesque ' treatment, a bold monumental air, vastly expressive of

what it is—the fag-end of a couple of gigantic highways.

Newall's Buildings, the other large edifice, has been entirely taken

down, and its site been absorbed by the Royal Exchange, now erecting

by the same architects. The space enclosed presents only a vast

hoarding and system of scaffolding for masonry ; but this ' old '

building demands a few words ' in memoriam.' It was erected only

thirty-five years ago by a rich grocer of the then ' town of Man

chester,' at a cost of some 30,000/. ; and was a very monster oi

architectural composition, in which cast iron pillars, Greek colonnades,

heavy stone attics and pediments, domes, weather-vanes and windows,

severally strove for pre-eminence. It was a sort of Woollaton Hall,

that had grown up in Market Street 'spontaneous,' as Mr. Mark

Tapley would say : and it is gone from among us ; without, for aught

we know, a single drawing to show what it was—a fact to be grieved

at in a political, if not an architectural sense; for Newall's Buildinprs

was not without its history. It was, if we mistake not, the head

quarters from first to last of the now historic doings of the Anti-Corn

Law League. Sic transit—and in a brief thirty-five years.

The site of the new Town Hall is now cleared and enclosed with a

hoarding, but as yet nothing can be seen of the building : its de

sign is, however, well known to the general public, which is more

than can be said of the design for the New Exchange. The two edi

fices will have good sites, at the confluence of some four or five

important thoroughfares, but neither of them so good as that pos

sessed by the Royal Infirmary—an edifice of very ordinary character,

or rather of very extraordinary absence of character.

Hard by the site of Mr. Waterhouse's new building we came upon

a new bank just erected by Mr. George Truefitt, for the firm of

Brooks & Co., old clients of the architect's, who seem to have given

him carte blanche for his pencil. It is a stone edifice of free Gothic

character, with a profusion of floral carving and wrought metal-work,

admirably executed. This bank may be considered Mr. Truefitt's

chef-aTaiuvre. Its design is, like all his works, very original and mas

terly. Looking at this bank, and at some other commercial buildings

that may now be seen in Manchester and Liverpool, such a« Mr.

Walters' bank in Mosley Street, Manchester, and Compton Houso in

Church Street, Liverpool, one can hardly suppress the obvious

inquiry—' When will a London banker or merchant commission an

architect to raise in our metropolis such a building as either of these

structures? ' Is it the leasehold tenure of ground in London, or its

want of stone, or of money, or of taste ? Somehow, all that the

London architect ' of the period ' has at his command is the manipu

lation of party-coloured Btreaks and voussoirs of brickwork, sickening

to contemplate, all over the metropolis ; giving scope indeed for

ingenuity in the 1 high art ' of—' making a silk purse out of a sow's

ear,' but little beyond it. It needs small reflection to perceive that

a walk of art which restricts the efforts of our architects to courses of

brickwork—

Black bricks and white bricks,

Yellow, red, and gray,

Hingle, mingle, mingle :

Yon that mingle may —

three inches, six inches, nine inches, &c. at a stroke, is likely to

signally cripple the fine-art power of our architects. It is ' a style '

we should much like to see the last of. In Liverpool we only came

upon one sample of it by an architect, and that, it must be owned, a

very good one—a convent of Sisters of Mercy on Mount Pleasant :

evidently the work of a master, unknown to us. Peradventure it is the

work of some London architect, ' to the manner born,' for in Liverpool

the stone is too plentiful, and the bricks fortunately are too coarse-

and mono-chromous, to encourage its architects to emulate Southwark

Street in the Borough, and many other places we could—and won't—

name.

To return, however, to Manchester. Messrs. Joseph Hansom & Son

are erecting a very large conventual church for the Jesuits in Oxford

Street. The foundations, carried up with a liberal use of vast in

verted arches, and little, if any, concrete, indicate the plan pretty

clearly. Nave, lateral aisles, chapels, and apsidal sanctuary, with, in

front towards the street, a spacious narthex, extending across the

church. This feature is to be carried high above the church roofs by

way of an oblong tower of tripartite form, crowned with a central

lantern 6ome 820 feet in height The design is exceedingly striking

and original.

Alderley in Cheshire is (as Richmond to London) quite an offshoot

of Manchester, whose rich men's country mansions, dotted about the

village, are well worth a visit from the architectural tourist. It has
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had for some time a large Decorated church, by Mr. Crowther, of

Manchester ; and, till lately, it was the opprobrium of this towerless

edifice that the Weeleyan Methodists had contrived to raise hard by

it a tower and spire (with public clock, &c.) some 115 feet high.

"We observed, however, on passing the station, that the Church of

England has asserted its old supremacy by adding (doubtless from

Mr. Crowther's designs) a magnificent steeple to the church. It

consists of a very lofty and massive tower and spire, with the low

bell-chamber so peculiar to, and so frequently found in, old English

examples. The design, though chaste, as are all this gentleman's

works, is by no means wanting in originality, however much it may

be in quaintness and oddity, now so over-prized. Mr. Crowther is

not the only English architect versed in old English ecclesiastic archi

tecture ; but he has the unfortunately rare merit of adhering to his

first love, to the exclusion of Gallicanisms and other exotic fancies.

There is, nevertheless, no feebleness or servile copyism in his many

excellent works in and around Manchester, St. Alban's, St. Mary's,

Moss Side, &c.

In street architecture (or rather in architectural streets) Manchester

is unquestionably inferior to Liverpool ; but there are not many towns

in England whose ' architecturesque ' streets will vie with the upper

half of King Street, Manchester, with its handsome bank and in

surance cflices ; to say nothing of the old Town Hall, not, we trust, to

be taken down or altered for many long years to come. Its design is

somewhat too eclectic to be classed with pure Greek ; but it is never

theless, even shorn of its crowning sculpture (much to the discredit

of the Corporation), one of the most dignified and majestic classic

edifices in England. We have in London a good copy of the

Erectheum example of the Ionic Order in Mr. Inwood's St. Pancras

Church ; but no edifice of Greek architecture that in merit of compo

sition will compare, small though it is, with the old Town Hall in

Manchester, by Francis Goodwin. Thus much it may be well to say ;

or, as the edifice is to be now appropriated for ' town's offices,' we

may one day hear of its being put into the hands of some enthusiastic

Sir Wykeham de Waynflete, to be ' re-cast ' down to the latest recipe

of some new ecclesiological society.

OUR RAMBLER

IN AND ABOUT THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

TO say that the English people have witnessed a remarkable revival

in all intellectual work, during the last quarter of a century mainly,

is only to state a fact, the results of which are before our eyes every

day. Take literature for example, and it will be seen how changed its

tone as a teacher, and how increased its activity as an occupation has

become since the beginning of the centurv ! The very same conditions

of progress have been fulfilling themselves in the arts which every

civilised people practise. In olden times learning and the instinct for

art were the gifts of the few, while the enjoyment of them was mainly

the heritage of the rich. It has happily, however, been the distinction

of our own age to popularise art as we have popularised literature.

The students of the one and the amateurs of the other now number

their hundreds as against units in former times not long past. The

result—we may, indeed, call it the penalty—is that the colossal genius

is now an almost impossible growth where so many enter the arena of

fame, and when, consequently, the spirit of competition confines the

chances of distinction to those who work in smaller spheres. So it

is that while we have no Shakspeare in poetry or Addison in prose,

no Reynolds in painting or Flaxman in sculpture, we have now those

arts of intellect—if we may so term them—more widely spread, with a

result which permeates the mass of the people with increased sources

of cultivation and refinement

Our own special art of Architecture, the mother of the fine arts,

being more technical because less imitative, had certainly fallen lower

than any of its kindred at the beginning of this century. It is not

too much to say that thirty or forty years ago architecture in this

country was at its lowest ebb. Little, if any public interest was de

voted to it. County surveyors were its most distinguished professors,

while churchwardens and vestrymen were its most conspicuous patrons.

Our own native styles struggling hard for an existence from the Eliza

bethan down through the Jacobean style, and into the time of Queen

Anne, finally succumbed under the importation of Italian fashions.

It is true that the individual genius of two or three men, such as

Wren and Inigo Jones, had given a kind of vitality to styles which

never fitted to either our feelings or our habits. Subsequently, such

architect* as Chambers, Gibbs, and Yanbrugh, only intensified the

anomaly by working in more academic methods. As there was no in

herent English spirit in the style they practised to admit of develop

ment, the natural result followed when such men as these died out.

There was nothing left but mere dry as dust, rule and compass work,

for the would-be-student, and it is not surprising, therefore, that the

art fell into incompetent and unfeeling hands.

These, and many other such reflections, possibly tedious but not

the less true, filled' the mind of the Rambler the other day as he

wandered about and through Sir Charles Barry's great work at

Westminster. In the Houses of Parliament we possess the first

great protest against the de-nationalised styles bequeathed to us by the

eighteenth century. Regarded in this light (and in any other its

character as au historical work of art will be lost to us), it is truly

a glorious effort at reaction. The more it is looked at, the more won

der will be excited by the completeness and the art of its conception ;

the more we examine into it, the more we must be struck by the

thoroughness of its detail. Nothing is left which craves for apology or

extenuation ; rare praise one may think for the largest and most im

portant work of modern architecture.

Why should the Rambler betake himself to a subject which has s i

little of novelty or freshness about it as the Houses of Parliament, a

work with which we are all tolerably familiar P is a question which

we can imagine will arise in the minds of many of our readers. Our

justification is simple enough. Not only is there every year new and

interesting architectural matter to be discovered in and about the

Palace of Westminster, but the building itself, even as Sir Charles

Barry left it, can never become old or stale to this generation at least.

It is, so to speak, the initial letter of that chapter in our architectural

history which the age has been composing. True, we may entertain

varying and conflicting predilections as to the style or period of art

on which it is based ; but this optimist, or rather archaeological kind of

criticism is rapidly and happily dying out. We take a work now for

what it is, and not for what it resembles. We never think of quar

relling with a man's words so long as we appreciate his meaning and

admire his sentiment. In the design of the Houses of Parliament it

may be that the words are the words of the fifteenth century,

but the voice is the voice of our own time. That must be admitted

on a fair view of so great a work ; for though amateur critics outside

and amateur M.P.s inside the Houses may carp at the gargoyles and

crockets, at the so-called ' useless ' ornament (as if ornament were

ever intended to be useful), and stinted light, yet the work as a whole

will remain as a monument of our time, equally worthy of the mind

which conceived and of the people who produced it.

It is in this latter respect that the Houses of Parliament, as an

architectural work, does England an honour which few would have

prophecied for it at its first inception. It has cost altogether more, much

more, than was ever intended to be expended on it. But we who

inherit so noble a monument of our time should be only too proud,

one would think, to recognise the genius and the spirit which have

raised a work so sumptuous, visibly embodying, as it does, the history

of the greatest political Constitution which the world has yet seen.

Great nations in all ages have reared grand works. Princes offer

sumptuous presents, not on considerations of mere utility, but out of

the respect they owe to their own rank and wealth. So it should be

even with our 'shop-keeping' nation. The Houses of Parliament

might possibly have oeen reared so as to answer all the practical uses

of the Legislature of the realm if its design had been modelled on

the type of a city warehouse. But who is there in that case, who

would not, even half-a-century hence, regard such work as a mere

monument of meanness in an age which had thrown up all sense of

historical dignity or respect for its own prestige ? We judge, in

stinctively, of the old nations of the world, not by the records we

possess of their habits of life and thought so much as by the works

which they have left us. These are the veritable and visible emblems

of their power and state, and remain to impress us even in the last

stages of their decay.

The Rambler avows a thorough repugnance to this modern spirit

of Utilitarianism in art. ' Give us only what we want ' is the pre

vailing cry which modern English wisdom utters aloud in our streets.

We, on our part, choose rather to encourage, so far as we can, that

more generous and patriotic spirit in public works which not only

pays regard to bare necessities, but to the verdict which posterity

will form of us by the material records we leave.

Ten or twenty years before the Houses of Parliament were designed

such a work as we now possess would have been quite impossible in

the then condition of architecture and its subsidiary arts in this

country. We mention these subsidiary arts because the employment

of them in Barry's masterpiece initiated to a great extent a new era

in modern architecture. Previously the architect rarely, if ever,

shaped his conceptions for any higher artistic work than his specifica

tion would cover. Without derogating from the merits of Sir Charles

Barry as the veritable architect of the Palace of Westminster, it is

only due to the genius and memory of the late Prince Consort to say,

that he constantly regarded, and as Chairman of the Fine Arts

Commission (an organisation believed to have been created at his

suggestion) zealously endeavoured to promote the employment of the

arts of painting and sculpture as necessary accessories to a building of

such imperial character. So it is that we find in ' the Houses ' some of

the most worthy specimens of modern art in painting and sculpture,

contributing to the effect of the architectural design. In sculpture

we have works from the hands of such men as Gibson and Foley ;

and if the work of the former is hardly up to the mark to which some

of his other productions have raised his reputation, it is at least not

unworthy of it. The statue of the architect himself is in our estima

tion equal to any work which even Mr. Foley has produced. Under

the head of sculpture one may point the visitor, though almost

unnecessarily, to the statues in St. Stephen's Hall. Up to this mo

ment there is no finer collection of modern British sculpture to be

seen than is contained in this apartment. The subjects ot the statues
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which fill the bays are as varied as the authors of them, and yet it
•would be a very invidious task to select the most excellent. Why is

it, we may ask, in parenthesis, that the same sculptors cannot display

equal talent when they are commissioned for statues in our streets

and squares ?

In respect of the painter's art, the Houses present us with speci

mens of the most polyglot character. Artists of various schools in

regard of style, but all of high repute, have contributed to the decora

tion of the architecture ; not in works framed and glazed in true

drawing-room fashion, but such as are designed to their allotted

spaces in the building, and executed by processes which are intended

for architectural effect.

On this point, however, the Rambler must offer a word of remon

strance and complaint in view of the failure which has followed the

work of the fresco painters whose works adorn or, rather, were

intended to adorn the interior of the palace. If there is much to

admire in the art displayed as to design, there is much to be depre

cated in the science of the painter as to his processes. Some, nay

many of the frescoes at Westminster are already reduced to a

state of dilapidation which reflects sadly on the reputation

of modern work. In nearly every corridor and lobby we see pictures

which a few years ago were perfect in their surface as any canvas-

painting, now presenting figures without heads or extremities, unless

we accept as such the bare outline revealed to us on patches of wall-

plaster, where elaborate' paintings of heads and hands were once

visible. It is surely due to the reputation of the Fine Arts Commis

sion who presided over such works as these, that some steps should

be taken to discover by any and every process of inquiry why it is

that the works of our leading painters executed in a perfectly dry

and well-ventilated building should thus have ' gone to the wall ' in

the most literal sense of that phrase. It is hard to discover an excuse

for such results happening to works executed under such ambitious

auspices. If one may argue from what has already taken place to what

may yet occur, we do not venture too far in saying that the most of the

frescoes in the Houses will be wholly invisible to another generation,

unless some judicious measures are adopted, not only to arrest the

ravages which are already visible on many of the paintings, but to

prevent a repetition of them. We observe with some satisfaction that

precautionary steps hove already been token to arrest the decayof the

frescoes in the corridor between the two chambers. The surfaces of

some of the pictures have been glazed, and it may be admitted that

the effect of the expedient in no way interferes with the artist's work.

The glass being inserted on the same wall-plane as the windows

above, the frescoes seem to be, in all hours ot daylight at least, quite

free from glare and reflection. Indeed the glazing is much less

noticed than it would be on most of the pictures one sees in public or

private galleries.

What is to become of the two famous works of Maclise in the

Royal Gallery, is a question which may well excite apprehension

when one sees the decay which is gradually going on in smaller

and drier apartments. The Royal Gallery is about the largest room

in the building, and never seems to be of even temperature. It

is also one of the least occupied spaces as regards use, and anyone

must see that the damp atmosphere which collects in it—say during

a winter night—must inevitably destroy the wall paintings in it,

whatever the pigment or the medium which the artist has employed.

While speaking of this apartment, we cannot help noticing the change

which has been made in the quality or treatment of the coloured

glass in the upper range of windows. Formerly the glass in these

windows was very richly coloured, but we understand that Mr.

Maclise required the removal of it in order that the effect of his two

S"eat frescoes might not be so seriously interfered with. Mr. Edward

arry, the present architect of the ' Houses,' has shown no less dis

cretion than good taste in substituting the new windows, which are

almost grisaille in their character. He has only done what, as we

happen to think, his father would have thoroughly approved if he

had lived to see those frescoes completed. No higher compliment

can be paid to the work as we now see it.

_ T_he Royal Gallery is undoubtedly the piece de resistance for the

visitors who weekly file through the different chambers of the House

of Parliament It is not only the largest apartment in the building,

but it contains, as we have already noted, the two great pictures by

Maclise, embodying subjects which every English mind is pardonably

gratified in contemplating—' The Meeting of Wellington and Bliicher

after the Victory of Waterloo,' and ' The Death of Nelson at Trafalgar.'

Within the last few months the attractions of this noble chamber

have been greatly enhanced. Not only has the whole of the archi

tectural detail been gracefully emphasised in coloured decoration by

the skill of Mr. Crace, working under the guidance of Mr. Edward

Barry, but the art of the sculptor, hitherto ' conspicuous by its

absence,' has been employed to assist the general effect and give

historical interest to the architecture.

The eight niches which flank the four openings in the Gallery are

now filled, or are about to be filled, with full-sized statues represent

ing the Sovereigns who reigned over the more warlike periods of

English history. The statues which we see placed at present are

those of Alfred the Great. William the Conqueror, Richard I. (Cceur-

de-Lion), and Edward III. It is only doing bare justice to the

sculptor, Mr. J. Birnio Philip we believe, to say that his statues,

whether in respect of portraiture or in architectural treatment, arc

equal to any artistic work which the building contains. Indeed, the

Rambler, if he felt disposed to indulge in mere eulogy, might go much

farther in speaking of them, but he prefers to ask his readers to see

and judge for themselves.

These statues are distinguished by a novelty of treatment which

does great credit to the architect. At first sight it may appear it

bold expedient to gild the entire surface of figures exceeding the life

size. The effect, however, in the apartment we are speaking of is

eminently successful. Every part of the chamber is worked up in

colour, and the more elaborate detail is brought out by gilding.

Placing bare stone statues in niches whose architectural forms are

richly decorated, would have had no other effect than to give a

ghostly and essentially mean appearance to works of sculpture whick

are meant to represent some of the most illustrious personages in

our national history. As we see them at present, they are not only

true to their full intention as historical statues, but form, as they

undoubtedly ought, the most sumptuous features of the Gallery they

occupy.

The Rambler has already occupied his allotted space here ; and is

yet only too conscious that he has advanced little farther than the

threshold of his subject. To a great extent the original work of the

Houses of Parliament is new to our readers of to-day, while the

last few years have seen much in the way of art-work produced ' in

and about ' the Palace, which not only deserves but demands notice

of a more or less critical kind in these pages. We shall be glad,

therefore, to continue our ramble in these precincts on another

occasion.

CONTEMPORARY ART ON THE CONTINENT.

Exhibition of French and Flemish Pictures—Sixteenth Season.

CONTEMPORARY art on the Continent is no longer the unexplored fiold

which ten or fifteen years back incited the research of adventurous con

noisseurs and collectors. The eye of exhibition-goers in London has become

used to foreign modes of artistic expression, and some few among French

and Flemish painters, such as the Bonheurs, Gerome, Frere, Scheffer, are,

through their works, as familiar as Landsoor, Millais, or Faed. The annual

Exhibition, now open for the sixteenth time in Fall Mall, has done much te

slacken the bands of prejudice and widen the range of art sympathy

amongst us ; and the effect of increased acquaintance with modern Conti

nental schools becomes year by year more obvious, not only in the more

thorough charactor of nrt criticism, but in the work of English paintors.

In some directions, indeed, it is to be feared that study of foreign styles

niny lead to mere imitation, or to mannered affectation ; yet, in the long

run, there can be no doubt that such study will be of service to Eng

lish art

Our own school has its strength and its weakness, and precisely where we

are weak our Continental neighbours are strong. For example, no one can

walk round the gallery in Pall Mall without marking, in the works

thero hung, the supremacy of treatment over motive, of art style over mere

prettiness of fancy. Let the subject be a lady at her toilet, or a beggar in

his rags, a child at play, or a general on the battle-field, the power and

charm of tho work lie in a certain mastery of the situation, in force of

intention, studied composition, and deliberate use of means to an end, rather

than in nobility of thought or range of imagination. It is just this clear

ness of artistic articulation which our English painters soem to lack. It may

be that higher moral teaching, and purer aspirations, struggle for expres

sion upon the walls of our exhibitions than find place within the gallerias

of modern foreign schools ; yet, for want of precision and power in the

language of art, the lesson becomes unintelligible, the thought incoherent.

In thus drawing comparison between English and Continental schools,

wo must be understood to include in the latter French, Flemish, and Dutch

schools only. The best contemporary art of Germany is, unfortunately,

and despite international exhibitions, as yet too little known in this country,

even by artists, to influence art or furnish basis for popular criticism. If

Mr. Wallis, or some equally enterprising caterer for the art-loving public,

should find space in future exhibitions for works by first class German

painters, he will do further good service to the cause of art in England.

So long as the so-called spiritual art of modern Germany, the landscape

school of Dusseldorf, the realistic school of Munich, headed by Carl Piloty,

the vigorous naturalism of Knaus and others, so long as these phases of

modern art are ignored in London exhibitions we cannot lay claim to

thorough acquaintance with Continental schools, and the German saying

points significantly to our prejudice and ignorance : ' Sind auch Leute iiber

die Berge ! '

This divergence from the especial subject of discourse must be forgiven,

and our text recalled to mind, namely, the Foreign Exhibition now open in

Pall Mall. No better comment upon the observations with which wo com

menced could be found than in this Gallery. The absence of ' high art,' in

the most lax use of the term, is remarkable ; oven the idyllic classicism, in

which French artists reign supreme, is this year unrepresented. The

greater number of figure pictures rise in motivo no higher than elegant or

rustic genre—sentiment of the boudoir or romance of the cottage. Two

pictures, however, attract alike by freshness of subject, though antagonistic

in every other quality; on the one hand, 'The Birth of Venus,' byCabanel;

on the other, ' School for Vengeance,' by Alma Tadema. The first is a nude

of enchanting loveliness, which, if it startle English eyes, yet bewitches

into unwilling admiration. Tho second is a clever episode in early French

history, repellant in hard realism and unflinching purpose. As it is

intended now to indicate only the leading features of the Gallery,

detailed criticism of these pronounced works, as of others also, must

be deferred to a future opportunity. Two masterpieces, by Meissonier,

'Napoleon I., 1814,' and ' Les Bona Amis,' add weight to the Exhibition,

thanks to tho favour of their owners, Her Majesty the Queen and John

Ruskin, Esq.. That technical perfection and that large manner independent
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of mere scale which belong to Meissonier's stylo find full expression in these

two gems, hut are too well known to need comment. In passing, we may

note how the harmonies struck upon a golden key in ' Les bons Amis '

show the mellower for juxtaposition with the cool, steel-like quality of the

' Napoleon.' The one example of Edouard Frere in tho Gallery is almost

submerged by the wave of little rival pictures in tho same style. Duverger,

Aufray, Goupil, Azmar, Dargelas, J. Mares, and others, follow Frere at

more or less distance. Among these Aufray seems to maintain most indi

vidual character, though resembling Frere in completeness of conception,

tenderness, simplicity, even mode of execution and tone of colour.

One work by Gerome shows that clever French master not in full power,

albeit great enough to dwarf his companions. Madame Browne has a care

ful study of ' A Seminarist.' By Landelle also there is a single figure—a

female ' Follah'—in quality more hard and flat than usual, though in com

posing line severely graceful. The brilliant phase of boudoir studies or

tableaux de toilettes is sufficiently oepresented by De Jonghe, Toulmouche,

Willems, each a master of distance and harmonious play of colour. By

J. Israels, G. Brion, and C. Bischof, are important rustic subjects, which

will claim further comment. Mr. Wallis has also secured a work by the

famous Belgian Wilkie, J. B. Madou. Pictures by A. Glaize, F. Hoilbuth,

G. Roller, and Breton, also deserve notice

In landscape and animal painting the Exhibition is strong. Perhaps A.

Schreyer has never shown to better advantage than in two studies from

Valaquin of horses at halt or in full tear along a sweep of rough road ; for

pluck and vigour of drawing and execution these are beyond praise. With

the landscapes of poetic beauty by Corat, and of prosaic power by tho late

M. Rousseau, with the pleasant pastorals of August i> and Peyrol Bonheur

and the calm seas of P. J. Clays, we must close this enumeration of the lead

ing works of the Gallery. Later a selection for closer criticism may be

mado from the pictures here only indicated by name. A. D. A.

THE CAUSE OF COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS.

TVfV. last day of 1868 was painfully signalised by the announcement

of one of those terrible colliery explosions which have of late

been so disastrously frequent. 1869 is hardly three months old be

fore it witnesses another 1

The appetite for horror which a certain portion of the press does its

best to stimulate and to indulge is called into full activity on occa

sions of overwhelming calamity. It is not our purpose to enter into

the details which, on all these occasions, present for the most part a

terrible monotony. It is rather our wish to inquire what light can

be thrown on the subject of such explosions, than to dwell on the

more harrowing, but less instructive, part of the subject.

It may not unnaturally be thought that events of this nature throw

no slight reproach on the science of the day. To say this is, in other

words, to blame scientific men. While, with regard to some of those

sources of danger which have ever been considered as beyond human

control, we have ceased to hold" that helpless opinion—when, for

instance, in the matter of marine storms, we have organised the means

of giving such warning of their approach from the opposite shores of

the Atlantic as to enable the mercantile navy in even- port of our

coasts to look for timely shelter—how is it that we seem to remain

powerless in the presence of the fearful activity of the fire-damp ?

Such a view, however, would be unjust. Science has done much

to protect the collier. There is no danger so terrible as that to which

the coal miner is exposed. There is no danger against which science

has provided so simple, so certain, and so elegant a protection.

No phenomenon of nature, with the exception of the active erup

tion of a volcano, can bo compared to an explosion of fire-damp.

Neither the thunderbolt, nor the hurricane, nor the whirlwind, brings

such overwhelming ruin. Thefeu dtenfer of modern sieges, the ram

of bullets, the shattering fury of the bomb-shell, are rapidly destruc

tive of life. But the inflammation of the fire-damp is instantaneous.

The first announcement of the fact is the rush of a river of fire that

Erecedes the sound of the explosion. The slaughter is limited only

y the number of the workmen in the colliery in which it occurs.

But there is one invariable condition precedent to this frightful

calamity—it must be occasioned by the hand of man. It is not, we

need not say, so occasioned intentionally ; but it is undoubted that

the fire-damp only explodes on coming into contact with flame, and

that flame is borne by the hand of a miner.

A century ago this was as well known to be the case as at present.

Certain mines were known to be so productive of fiery gas that all

attempts to work them were given up. In others ventilation was

relied on for assuring a comparative safety. In others the incredible

expedient was adopted of sending a man, wrapped in thick leather or

woollen clothes, with a mask on his face and a hood on his head, to

explode the gas iu the mine, in order to render the workings accessible

when it should have been consumed.

The originator of the steam engine, himself reared on the bank of

a coal mine, was the first to offer to his fellow workmen the protection

of science. A co-inventor in point of time, there can be little doubt,

with George Stephenson was Sir Humphry Davy, himself a man

sprung from the ranks of labour. The safety lamp, whether the

' Geordie ' or the ' Davy,' was, and is, what its name imports, a

reliable protection for the miner.

The practical objection was raised to the use of the safety lamp

that the wire gauze, which protects the flame, stifles the light.

This, no doubt, is felt as a great drawback by the miner. Darkness

presses upon him in his solitary work. To remedy the evil, he has

often been met, groping through the galleries of a cool pit, with

safety lamp in one hand and—a lighted candle in the other.

Again, it has often been found to be the case that a miner would bore

a hole in the guard of his lamp—for the convenience of lighting

his pipe.

It is not necessary for a safety lamp to be a sort of dark lantern.

Admirable combinations of glass and of wire gauze have been in

vented, nud are made use of in the Belgian mines. The danger of

fracturing the glass by a blow may bo guarded against with tolerable

certitude. But the question still remains of the danger of a crack in

the glass, if the interior of the lamp should becoma filled with

ignited gas. It is probably for this reason that, in France as well as

in England, the wire gauze lamp is still principally used. There is

an electric lamp, that of Messrs. Dumas and Benoit, the light of

which is displayed in a closed tube, which appears to unite the two

requisites of good illumination and absolute security.

It iswell known that the rate of the production, or rather of the escape,

of inflammable gas, depends very much on the barometric pressure of

the atmosphere. The less the height of the mercurial column, the

greater is the outpour of tire-damp. Sudden changes of atmospheric

pressure, such as have been recently tested, produce the greatest dis

charge of gas. To the admirable indications of barometric change

that are afforded by the best forms of the instruments well known to

science, have been added special inventions for the use of the coal

miner. One of these contained a collapsible globe or vessel, delicately

sensitive to the pressure of the air around it, which, when a certain

tenuity was obtained, gave warning by disengaging a bell, or sounding

a whistle.

But the fact remains that, do what we will to warn and to protect

him, we have not yet obtained the honest, enlightened, thoughtful

aid of the miner in taking care of himself. It can hardly be denied

that every colliery explosion arises from the neglect or the fool-

hardiness of some individual miner. He lives in danger enough to

appal any unaccustomed man, until he almost ceases to believe in its

existence. If the safety-lamps are not locked by means of a key

kept out of the possession of the miner, he will often open them out

of mere bravado, or to see how a feeble jet of fire-damp will burn !

A visitor to a foreign colliery relates the alarm which he experienced

when the engineer, who was conducting him over the workings,

unscrewed his lamp to show him the phenomena of combustion, when

the air was partially vitiated with fire-damp. The opportunity thus

afforded of observing the flame, varying from a red to a bluish tinge,

and the occasional small detonations, did not reconcile the stranger to

the sang-froid of his conductor. After a fatal explosion in a coal-mine

at Merthyr Tydvil, where 62 workmen were killed or wounded,

only 61 lamps were to be found. Whether it were the case that one

of the sufferers had entered the galleries with a candle, or that he

had opened his lamp (to light his pipe), which was then blown to

pieces by the explosion, the fact is equally instructive.

By that wise dictum of the English law which defines the slaughter

of any one, without malice prepense, in consequence of any act in

itself unlawful, as murder, there can be little doubt that every death

occurring by colliery explosion ranks under the category of that crime.

Masters and overlookers may do their best—there is no doubt that in

the majority of cases, perhaps in all, they do their best—all precautions

are ineffectual, so long as there is one "foolhardy, selfish, or negligent

miner under ground. One safeguard nlone is to be relied on : the

thorough education, moral as well as intellectual, of the miner.

Those who are familiar with the working classes ore well oware

of a certain disinclination, often evinced, in many trades and callings,

to adopt any improvement which renders the pursuit of that calling

less dangerous, or even less certainly fatal. The divers long resisted

the introduction of a method of attaching the dress to the helmet that

removed the chief peril of their occupation. If a diver, accoutred

with the helmet that was first used, stumbled aud fell, under water,

he was drowned. To meet this peril the dress was screwed tightly to

a plate descending from the helmet, and the wearer was then safe

even if ho lay full length at the bottom of the sea. The Whitstable

divers long refused to adopt this improvement The opposition of

the Sheffield grinders, a set of men whom the irritation caused by the

particles of metal, thrown off by the wheel, invariably brought to the

grave by the age of forty, t.o magnetic guards and other inventions, the

adoption of which would have removed the cause of this early mor

tality, is well known. There can be little doubt that the idea is very

prevalent among mnnv classes of workmen that the dangers of their

trade make it all the better for them. Such dangers keep out com

petitors. Familiarised to perils which may never be actually realised

until the moment when a fatal blow is struck, men are wont to regard

them as useful bugbears to keep off outsiders, and they resent any

attempt to make their calling perfectly safe as an inj ury to the trade.

That this is the case with the colliers we do not assert. That it is

the case, or has been tho case, in many trades, no competent witness

can deny. That the unconscious influence of such a principle may

often be mischievously active is highly probable : one thing, however,

is certain, where there is no open flame there can be no explosion.

Where every miner has his safety lamp, uses that lamp in accordance

with rules, and never, either by match, or ill use of lamp, or any

illegal means of kindling his pipe, applies fire to the treacherous gas,

that gas cannot explode. Let those, then, who care for the lives of

the men, and for the property of the masters, cease to blame science

for calamity : and turn their attention to the adequate education of

every human unit, on whose prudence the life of scores depends ; and
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for the results of whose breach of orders it is no compensation to his

ifellow sufferers that he has paid the penalty with his own.

W» purposely omit any discussion as to the asserted cause of the

"Wigan explosion. If it should prove to be the case, as has been

stated, that blasting: was resorted to in a seam of coal known to be

fiery, it is not by the scientific press that such a procedure should

'be dealt with. There will, no doubt, be a proper legal investigation

on this subject. _

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.

THE recommendation of the Council of this Institute that the Royal

Gold Medal for 1868-69 should, with Her Majesty's sanction, bo

awarded to Professor Lepsius, the eminent archaeologist and art-fitteratcur

■of Berlin, was unanimously adopted by the general meeting on Monday

last. It wonld, indeed, have been difficult to select any savant moro fitted

or the honour which in due course of routine, must be this year conferred

upon ' a foreigner not being a professional architect.' The stupendous

literary and artistic work 'Denkmaler aus Aegyptcn und Aethiopien,' in

twelve volumes of elephant folio size, which Professor Lepsius published in

1849, in itself sufficient to establish an European reputation for any

antiquary, was the result of a scientific expedition sent to Egypt and Ethiopia

under his direction in 1842. The volumes contain more than 800 plates,

illustrating every monument of the countries which had been hitherto

unpublished or incorrectly delineated. A copy of this work was presented

to the Institute by the King of Prussia in 1852.

The Institute medals and prizes annually offered to competitors in the

field of architectural design and illustration were awarded in accordance

with the recommendation of the Council as follows :

The Soane Medallion with 50/., subject to the usual conditions of Con

tinental study (modified in this case and for the future), to Mr. H. L. Florenco,

for his design for a Club House. Mr. Beresford Hope's prize of 10/. to Mr.

E. J. Roche, for his design for a Gothic Theatre. The Institute silver medal

with 5/. 5s. to Mr. T. C. Wilberfoss for two sets of measured and perspective

drawings illustrative of Hatfield Hall and St. Peter's Church,Wintringham.

In the same competition medals of merit were awarded to Mr. T. E. Williams

for measured drawings of the Abbey, Dore ; to Mr. E. B. Ferrey for measured

drawings of South Wingfield Manor House ; and to Mr. W. Howes for

measured drawings of St. Mary Overy Church, London. Mr. A. S. Bird

carried off the Student's Prize in books for his design of a gateway to a

•court-yard. Iu the literary competitions, the Institute Medal was awarded

■to Mr. H. D. Shepard for his ' Essay on the Revival of Italian Art,' and a

medal of merit was awarded to Mr. T. A. Britton for a voluminous treatise

on Timber ; while the special essay prize of 10/., placed at the disposal of

the Council by Mr. T. Southall, of Worcester, was gained by Mr. E. Locke,

for his essay on Bricks and Terra Cotta. This concludes a list of prizes which,

taking into due consideration the prescribed conditions attached to them,

were on the whole, we think, fairly well deserved by all the successful

competitors. Without entering on a detailed description of the drawings

which have been on view for some days, and will remain at the Institute for

a short time longer, we may especially mention thoso of Messrs. T. C.

Wilberfoss, and E. B. Ferrey, as indicative of great industry and careful

study. Mr. Florence's design may be open to objection from those who

.have no great penchant for the modern French school, but the drawings are

at least free from common-place faults, and considered as drawings they are

admirable.

The award of medals and prizes was followed, we understand, by a discus

sion on the subject of the Voluntary Architectural Examination, concerning

which some useful resolutions of the Council, elsewhere given, were adopted.

The object of these resolutions is to rescue the Examination scheme from an

untimely end. It is no secret that of late years, from some cause or another, it

has failed to attract the younger members of the profession, and in 1 869 not a

single candidate has presented himself. There must be some cause for this

apathy, and we think that the Council has rightly guessed it. We can readily

understand that thero are many professional men who ignore the merits of the

Examination scheme in ioto. The strength of their argument probably lies in

the fact that an architect is an artist as well as a man of science and a man of

business. You may test his knowledge of art, but you cannot test his taste ;

for the simple reason that there is no recognised standard nowadays—if in

deed there ever was—by which to measure it. Nor can it be assumed, even by

the warmest friends of the scheme, that the Examination would be a perfect

test for any qualifications. A man's natural disposition—his habits and

method of work, his capacity for cramming or tho reverse—and a hundred

other considerations, may no doubt be urgpd as reasons why such a test

must always remain to some extent empirical. But the same may be said

of most examinations, and meanwhile it must not be forgotten that the

Voluntary Architectural Examination as a scheme has been approved and

established. The present question therefore is, not whether the Examina

tion would be beneficial to the practice of architecture as a profession, but

whether, being established, it should be carried out in such a manner as to

secure a permanent advantage to those who pass it. Now, what have ' passed

candidates' hitherto had to show for their pains? Absolutely nothing.

Diplomas, medals, certificates have all been suggested in turn, and have, up

to this time, been severally rejected by the Institute as a body. That these

forms of acknowledgment might in some cases be open to objection we can

readily conceive ; but surely to no greater extent than the recognition of

any professional status similarly testified.

We trust, therefore, now that the necessity of a ' formal acknowledg

ment ' to passed candidates has been admitted by a general meeting of the

Institute, it will lead to the establishment of something in the character

of a certificate which may satisfy the natural ambition of those who com

pete for the honour, without giving offence to any elder members of

the profession, who may foresee dangers, and perhaps with some reason,

in the award of a diploma.

Snch an arrangement, together with some other privileges proposed to be

accorded to passed candidates, will no doubt act as an incentivo to younger

members of the profession to present themselves for examination next year,

and tend to revive general interest in a scheme which, after all the caro be

stowed on its organisation, scarcely deserves to sink into oblivion.

The next ordinary general meeting of the Institute will be held on Mon

day, April 19, when a memoir of the late A. Ashpitel, F.S.A., Fellow, will

be read by Mr. Wyatt Papworth, Fellow.

The presentation of the Royal medal and of the Institute medals and

prizes will take place on the same evening.

VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINATION.

IT will be highly satisfactory to those interested in the welfare of

these Examinations, to know that at the last meeting of the

Royal Institute of British Architects the following Resolutions were

passed:—

1. That passing the Voluntary Examination ought to be followed by

advantages such as will promote the advancement in life and in the pro

fession of the Student.

2. That each Candidate who passes the Examination should receive a

formal acknowledgment of his having passed.

3. That passed Students in tho Class of Proficiency should become, ipso

facto, Students of the Institute, without further payment, for as many years

as they have paid guineas.

4. That tho names of Candidates who have passed in the Class of Dis

tinction be notified to the Board of Examiners for District Surveyorship

Certificates, when such Candidates present themselves for Examination

before that Board.

5. That it be referred to the Council to determine a form of acknowledg

ment under Resolution No. I.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Ancient Monuments.

On Friday, April 2, Sir H. Verney asked the First Commissioner of

Works to consider whether measures could be adopted to place the ancient

monuments uow existing in the country under the protection of some

anthority which may prevent their destruction.

Mr. Layabd : The subject of my hon. friend's question is one of con

siderable importance. Not only have many Royal and other interesting

historical monuments in our cathedrals and churches been removed from

their original places, injured, or suffered to fall into decay, but monuments

of great national as well as archaeological value have been irreparably

injured and even wantonly destroyed. This state of things is not creditable

to the country. In Franco and elsewhere measures have been taken by the

Government to preserve and maintain such monuments, as forming part of

the property of the nation. Since I have held the office which I have now

the honour to fill, my attention has been seriously directed to this matter.

There are. as my hon. friend well knows, great difficulties in dealing with it

in this country, especially those connected with what might be considered

as interference with private rights and property—for instance, as in the

case of the destruction, only recently, of a highly curious and interesting

ancient monument in Cornwall, an act of vandalism which, if what I have

road in tho newspapers bo true, one would have scarcely thought possible in

theso da3's. After fully considering the subject, I have thought it advisable

to turn my attention, in the first place, to Royal and other historical

sepulchral mouuments, some of which have been injured, removed, opened,

and otherwise interfered with even of late years. The first step is to obtain

a list of such monuments as it might be desirable to place under public

ection. With this view I addressed a short timo ago a letter to the

ety of Antiquaries, requesting their assistance in preparing such a list.

My request has been met in the most cordial spirit by the distinguished

President of the Society, Lord Stanhope, and by its members. They have

taken steps which, I trust, will enable me to obtain such a list as will

permit mo to submit to the House some proposal for the protection of these

monuments which may meet with its approval, or, at any rate, to invite its

views and opinion upon the subject. If I find it possible to effect the

object I have in view with regard to sepulchral monuments in our cathedrals

and churches, I would endeavour to ascertain whether some means might

not be found to extend the same protection to other monuments of national

and historical interest and importance.

The New House of Commons.

On Tuesday, the 6th instant, tho report of last year's Select Committee

on the House of Commons' arrangements was brought under the notice of

the House by its Chairman, Mr. Headiam, who drew an amusing picture

of tho insufficiencies of the present Chamber and tho devices to which

members resorted for procuring seats on an important occasion. In a

succinct narrative of the history of the Committee, no examined the various

plans submitted to it, concluding decidedly ftfr Mr. Barry's proposal to

build a new Houso on the space occupied by the Dining-room and the

Commons' Court. This could bo done for 120,000/., and would givo ac

commodation for 069 members instead of just over 300. The present

Chamber would bo restored to its original condition, and would be used as

a lobby or anteroom. He ended by moving—' That this House, agreeing

in substance with the report of the Select Committee of the year 1868 con-

corning House of Commons' arrangements, recommends tho' same for the

consideration of Her Majesty's Government.'

Mr. W. Cowper, Lord J. Manners, and Mr. Beresford Hope joined in

condemning as utterly futilo any attempt to tinker up tho present House

and in praising Mr. Barry's plan, but Lord J. Manners thought that any

alterations should be something more than a mere departmental affair, and

should be carried on in concert with tho Lords. Mr. Tite also took the
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same view, and gave a kind of professional opinion that the present House

could not be advantageously altered, and that there was no reason for sup

posing that Mr. Barry's estimate need be exceeded.

Colonel Fuench objected strongly to the removal of the Dining-room

to the ground-floor, which would be necessary if Mr. Barry's plan were

'accepted, and urged the Government not to pledge itself to an expenditure

which, judging from former experience, could not be less than 600,000/.

Lord BcitY moved to omit from the resolution the words committing the

House to an approval of Mr. Barry's plan.

Mr.Hunt, in opposition to the motion, avowed that he was not dissatisfied

with the present House, which accommodated all tho members who usually

attended on ordinary occasions, and possessed admirable acoustic qualities.

Lord Elcho traced many of the inconveniences complained of to the dis

orderly habit which had recently sprung up of members retaining scats

before prayers, by hats and, what he called, ' devotional dogskins.' But

the difficulty at present experienced in getting seats was abnormal, and,

like Mr. Hunt, he thought that no new building ought to be commenced

until further experiments had been tried on the present House.

Mr. V. Haecotbt having supported, and Mr. Dodsox having opposed

the motion,

Mr. Layabd denied that this was a question for the Government rather

than for the House. Speaking for himself, he held that either the present

House must be left as it now stood or a new House must be built on the

site indicated. He believed that tho present inconveniences must go on

increasing, and sooner or later Mr. Barry's plan would be adopted.

Mr. Walter agreed with those who thought the present House unworthy

of the country.

Mr. Gladstonb emphatically asserted that this was a matter on which

the Government ought to be guided by the House. But it was a matter on

which the House could not at present express an opinion ; for the 240 new

members ought to be allowed tho benefit of some experience before deciding.

' In the present impossibility of coming to a decided opinion, he asked Mr.

Headlam to withdraw his motion, and it was accordingly withdrawn.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

POSBINOWOBTH MANOR.

THIS building, of which we gave an exterior view in our number for

January 0, and of which we now present an interior sketch,

showing the general effect of the Drawing-room or principal Saloon,

has been erected for Mr. Louis Huth at Possingworth, a few miles

from Uckfield, in Sussex, and is an attempt,to combine a reproduc

tion of many of the leading features in the plan of a medisaval or

Tudor house with the requirements essential to a modern residence.

One marked variation from the common planning of former days con

sists in the facilities provided for carriage access to the hall-door

across the quadrangle, or courtyard, enabling visitors to be set down

at the great porch. This is one of the principal and most effective

features of the building, and one in which the aim of the archi

tect has met with a worthy response at the hands of the mason

and tho carver. This porch, forming the principal entrance, leads at

once into the great hall, 50 feet by 20 feet, and 40 feet to the under

side of the ridge of the open-timbered roof. From this hall—in

which we only note, in passing, the grand staircase, entirely of oak,

with a profusion of rich carving beautifully executed ; the noble stone

chimneypieco ; the stained glass, by Lavers & Barraud, representing

the months and seasons, and other kindred subjects ; the minstrels'

gallery, &e., each of them worthy of attentive study and separate

notice—we gain access, through a lobby and a corridor vaulted in

stone, with pierced pendentives and fan tracery, to the drawing-

room, a fine room 45 feet by 30 feet, exclusive of two bays, each

17 feet by 7 feet 0 inches. The oak panelling and screenwork in

this room, together with the ceiling, shown in the illustration, have

received very careful study and elaborate treatment at the hands

of the architect. The execution well realises the design.

The dining-room, 88 feet by 22 feet 6 inches and 10 feet high, is

entered immediately from the hall ; and has a ceiling, similar in style,

but different in treatment from that in the drawing-room. The great

buffet or sideboard in oak. and the elaborate chimney-piece in Mans

field Woodhouse stone—both executed, as wo3 indeed every enrich

ment throughout the building, from full size working drawings by the

architect—lurnish excellent samples of the perfection to which the

best skilled labour of the nineteenth century in England may attain

when adequately guided and encouraged.

The library, or morning-room, 25 feet by 22 feet, lies between the

dining-room and drawing-room, and from it access is gained, by a

picturesque and boldly treated flight of steps, to the terraces on the

south front.

On the west side of the quadrangle is a cloister, leading to Mr.

Hutu's business room, 43 feet by 20 feet, exclusive of bays, and fitted

with strong rooms, &c.

To the west of the building, in the space between Mr. Huth's room

and the corridor north of the drawing-room, we find the picture gallery,

CO feet long by 23 feet wide and 22 feet high. The ceiling is formed

of longitudinal and transverse moulded oak beams carried on corbel

heads, excellently carved by Phyffers, the interspaces being filled with

panels of open ironwork carrying the inner glass ceiling of the gallery.

Tho rich cornice and cove of this gallery were executed in fibrous

plaster by Messrs. Jackson, of Kathbone Place.

A triple-arched doorway on the west side lends at once into a con

servatory of about 60 feet by 25, formed mainly of glass and iron.

The kitchen (with an open-tinibered roof) and offices, forming the

entire east wing of the building, are most complete, and fitted with

every modern requirement, principally executed, together with the

iron-work of the conservatory, by Potter, of South Molton Street. The

various bed-rooms, dressing-rooms, bath-rooms, &c, &c, are situated

on the first floor, with other bed-rooms over. All the principal ground-

floor rooms and one of the first-floor rooms are completely wains

coted in oak, and all the guests' bed-chambers are completely fitted

in oak also. Under the drawing-room, in a portion of the basement,

which from the fall of the site is quite above ground, is a billiard-

room ; and the rest of the basement is devoted to extensive cellarage,

china-rooms, stores, &c.

At some distance to the east of the house is the extensive group of

stable buildings, with coach-houses, clock-tower, stables, loose boxes,

carpenters' shops, laundry, and all the etceteras of a great establish

ment.

Throughout the interior of this mansion a considerable degree of

richness has been aimed at ; the intention having been to adapt it to

the adequate display of the beautiful collection of high-class ' art

treasures ' which it was destined to receive. The decoration of the

building falls far beneath them both in elaboration and value ; and

the architect's aim, in fact, was concentrated on so scheming his in

ternal structure as to make it subservient to the right framing or

setting of these very gems of art.

The building, with its surrouudings, is a real triumph of art over

nature ; and they who, but a comparatively short time since, saw

the site a somewhat desolate tract of agricultural land, overgrown

with rough underwood, and with little to recommend it beyond its,

Xrting attractions, would scarcely credit the marvellous metamor-

f >sis which a large and judicious outlay in the way of planting, for

mation of terraces, execution of a large lake with islands, bridge, &<^,

has produced, by changing a bald and cheerless waste into a tasteful

and ever-pleasing landscape.

The builder, to whom the highest praise is due for the thoroughly

conscientious and substantial way in which he realised the architect s

designs in every, branch, was Mr. Alexander Cheale, of Uckfield ;

the indefatigable clerk of works, Mr. Richard Winter; the very suc

cessful landscape gardening was designed and superintended by Mr.

Marnock, of London ; the hydraulic engineers were Messrs. Easton &

Amos ; the ironwork, and heating throughout, were by Messrs. Potter

& Son ; the carving was principally executed by Messrs. Halliday

Brothers, who also modelled the ceilings.

The cost of the building, including the stables, three lodges, garden

buildings, gardener's residence, entrance gates, farm buildings, &c,

was somewhat in excess of 00,000/. ; and the whole was erected from

the designs, and under the superintendence, of Sir Digby Wyatt, and,

considering all that has been effected, within an unusually short

space of time.

M. LAMEIHE-8 DECORATIONS.

TITHE accompanying illustration is copied from a portion of M.

_L Lameire's magnificent design for a church decorated throughout

with paintings, and which he entitles ' Catholicon.'

The drawings, now at South Kensington Museum, being framed

and glazed, it is impossible to trace from them ; but, allowing for this

obstacle and for the necessity of translating a coloured subject into

lines of one colour, it is hoped that the lithograph may give a fair

idea of the original. The band of ornament along the top, treated

in somewhat questionable taste, is formed of two ribands, orange on

one side and blue on the other, folded backwards and forwards.

Charlemagne's mantle is yellow, with ornaments of a slightly different

shade ; his inner robe is grey ; the saddle cover green, with yellow

pattern; and the horse a purple black. Charles Martel's robe is red.

REVIEWS.

Italian Scttlptoes : Being a History of Sculpture in Northern, Southern,

and Eastern Italy. By Chaeles C. Pebxins. London: Long

mans & Co. 1868.

In 1864 Mr. Perkins published two volumes upon the Tuscan Seulptora.

To those volumos the present work is a sequel, and with them it forms

a most complete and valuable history of Italian sculpture. Considered

separately, and as a work upon fine art, ' Italian Sculptors ' is necessarily of

inferior interest to the volumes which preceded it. All the greater und

bettor known artists of Italy—Ghiberti, tho Pisani, Donatello, della Eobia,

Michael Angelo, Benvenuto Cellini, and Gian Bologna—had already found

a place among the masters of the Tuscan schools ; and in his last volume

Mr. Perkins has lain under the disadvantage of having to deal with the

lives and works of second-rate men only. But, apart from fine art consi

derations, we see no falling off in interest. The plan adopted embraces all

kinds of decorative sculpture, and to the student of the art in its relation to

architecture few works could bo of greater value. Pre-Kevival sculpture—

which is almost exclusively architectural—is treated of at length, and the

pages devoted to early works in the less known districts of Apulia and the

south will be found especially interesting. Antiquarian subjects aro by no

means handled with antiquarian dryness, but historical and legendary

matter is so introduced as to render these parts most delightful reading, as

will be seen from the following extract upon tho symbolism of mediaeval

carvers.

'Frequently incorrect in their ideas about tho nature and properties of

animals, they did not seek to separate the true from tho false, since, as St.

Augustine remarks, " The all-important object for us is to consider the
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signification of a fact, and not to discuss its authenticity." This habit of

looking for a symbol in every created thing led to a system of mystical

zoology contained in tho " Physiologus " or " Bestiary," a work which ex

plains the now forgotten meaning of many of the strange forms carred

about the facades of medieval churches. The first sentence in tho version

of the " Bestiary" made by Peter of Picardy clearly sets forth tho object

for which it was composed. " Here commences tho book which is called

' Bestiary,' becauso it speaks of the naturo of beasts ; for God created all

tho creatures upon oarth for man, and that ho may in them find an examplo

of faith and a source of belief." One or two examples will give the reador

an idea of the way in which the different animals are described in view of

man's instruction. "When the hunter has seized the young tiger cubs, and

is pursued by tho tiger, he places a mirror in the path of the furious

animal, who on perceiving himself in it is so charmed by the spectacle of

his own beauty, that he gives up the chase and forgets his loss. The hunter

ie the devil, the cub is the soul which ho wishes to steal away, and the

mirror the temptations of tho world put in a man's way to absorb and divert

his attention from matters connected with tho welfare of his soul."'

In tho scheme laid down by Mr. Perkins, each important city and dis

trict in Northern, Southorn, and Eastern Italy has its separate art history.

Apulia appears to be peculiarly rich in remains of the 11th and 12th cen

turies, in the porches, bronze gates, and marble pulpits of its churches.

As might be expected from the political history of tho country, the style of

these works shows in a curious manner tho mixture of Byzantine, Saracenic,

and Norman influences. The Neapolitan district has also its elaborately

sculptured pulpits of early workmanship, and its monumental works of tho

Gothic period are important, more especially the Angovine series in the

Church of Santa Cliinra ; but among a profusion of later examplos there is

little of real moment, and its most noted native sculptor, Morliano, is

entitled to no very high rank as an artist.

To the casual observer it might appear that, among cities, none had been

so fertile in sculptors as Itomo. Such, however, is not tho caso. In clas

sical times Bomo was crowded with works of art, but they wore either

brought from Etruria or Greece, or executed on the spot by foreign artists.

In Christian times all the great Tuscan masters worked there during some

portion of their lives ; but, although a continuous line of workers in marble

can be traced in Borne back to tho classical period, she has produced few

native sculptors of merit if we excopt the Cosmati—a family by whom the

arts of mosaic working and sculpture were united, and who flourished in

the twolfth and thirteenth centuries—and Paolo Bomnno. In speaking of

the sculpture of Lombardy, Mr. Porkins finds it necessary tomako some in

cidental mention of tho style of architecture developed in that province, and

which is most commonly known as Lombardic. To this name he objects as

an absolute misnomer, and prefers the less generally received one of Coma-

cine. He urges that tho Lombards, like their predecessors the Goths, neither

brought with them nor acquired any art whatever, but merely employed such

native workmen as they found in the conquered provinces. Of the Comacini,

to whom, according to Mr. Perkins, the style is really owing, we shall quote

his account. It will at least bo interesting to such of our readers as belong

to the Masonic Brotherhood.

'For twenty years after Alboinus and his followers overran the plains of

Lombardy, the Isolotta Comacina (an island in the Lake of Como), which

held out against their power under Francione, an Imperial partisan, con

tained numbers of fugitives from all, parts of Italy, amongst whom wore

many skilled artisans known ns the Maestri Comacini, a name afterwards

changed to that of " Casari,"or " Casarii,"—builders of houses. After they

had submitted to tho invaders, their college or guild was favoured by the

Lombard kings ; its members were affranchised, made citizens, and allowed

certain important privileges, such as that of making contracts, which were

not, however, conceded to their assistants. There is r.o evidence that the

Lombard kings did anything to protect arts, commerce, or industry, before

the reign of King Botari, but these important objects are nimod at in his

laws, which contain official enactments for the protection of the Maestri

Comacini, whoso free jurisdiction was [recognised by the name of Freo

Masons' (a.d. 636-652).

In the buildings erected by this brotherhood for their Lombard masters

are numerous carvings ; some of these are obviously by Byzantine artists,

others—rude and ill-cut imitations of classical forms—are precisely what

the Comacini themselves might have been oxpected to produce ; but there

is a third class showing that interlacing of ornament and fantastic animals

common to the Celtic and Scandinavian races, in which, notwithstanding his

former argument, Mr. Perkins is obliged to confess the influence of Northern

tradition. In tho twelfth century Milan shows a curious instance of sculpture

used for the purpose of satire. After the victory of Legnano, in which the

Milanese revenged themselves on Frederic Barbarosso, to show their hatred

and contempt for theEmporor, 'they caused two portrait bas-reliefs of him-

solf and his wife, the Empress Beatrice, to bo set up on tho Porta Bomana,

one of which is a hideous caricature, and the other too grossly obscene for de

scription.' In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries both sculpture and archi

tecture in Milan were well-nigh engrossed by a single family of artists, the

Campionesi. Thoir works are numerous, but they seem to have made little

progress till about 1330, when a Tuscan sculptor, tho well-known scholar

of Andrea Pisano—Balduccio—was invited by Azzo Visconti to Milan.

Soveral of tho Campionesi became his scholars, and under tho Tuscan influ

ence art rapidly improved. In 1386 Galeozzo Visconti founded the Duomo

at Milan, and ten years later the Certosa at Pavia, as thank-offorings for

the success of his schemes of usurpation ; and from that time the two

buildings became tho great fields in which all tho chief masters of tho

Lombard school exercisod their powers. Both are remarkable proofs of

how much may bo achioved by the members of a school working in concert,

but the Cortosa far exceeds the Duomo in artistic merit and completeness.

Among tho artists employed on theso buildings before tho Bevivnl, various

members of the Campionesi family, tho Grassi, and Jacopino da Tradate

are prominent ; luter tho brothers Mautegazza and Omodeo. Perhaps of

all tho sculptors and architects of tho Lombard school Omodeo was the

greatest. His life was an eventful one, and is full of melancholy interest.

We can only mention one other of the many Lombard masters of note—

Agostino Busti (called Bambajn), throe of whose relievi, from the

unfinished monument of Gaston de Foix, are in the South Kensington

Musoum, and show the perfection of masterly handling of material.

Tho tendency of Venetian art has always been in the direction of colour

rather than of form, and its early sculpture will not demand special notice

till we como to the decorations of the Ducal Palace. These form so re

markable an examplo of the systematic and intelligent application of

sculpture to the purposes of architecture that wo must allow Mr. Purkins to

describo them :—

'It was not simply with the intent of beautifying the walls of tho

edifice that the sculptor carved all these groups, and capitals, and ornaments.

He had as definite a purpose as the architect who divided it into spacious

halls and chambers proper for the reception of tho great bodies of the State,

and for tho residence of its chief magistrate. It was to convey lessons of

importance to govornors and govorned ; to reflect as in a mirror tho habits

of lifo and guiding influences of the nation ; in short, to make the palace

stand in the midst of Venice ns an imago of the political state, faith, and

occupations of tho Vonotians, and thus give it a physiognomy so national

that it would appear to have been born of the place. The task was diffi

cult : let us sco how far ho accomplished it.

' At each angle of the two facades, whoso junction forms the apex of a

triangle, stands the statuo of an archangel, to show tho trust of tho

Venetians in Divine protection, whether they wore upon tho sea or upon

the land, at war or at peace. Baphael tho patron of travellers with his

staff in his hand, at tho end looking towards the sea ; Michael the warrior

and avenger holding his sword, at the angle above the Piazzetta ; and

Gabriel the peacemaker bearing the lily, at the corner next St. Mark's.

Under each of the archangels is a group of figures in alto-relief. The

drunkenness of Noah, under the statue of Baphael, is an admonition against

that vice, and a warning against filial impiety, happily contrasted with

filial piety by the young Tobias, who sits at the foot of Baphael holding in

his hand the fish whoso liver is to cure his father's blindness. The group

of Adam and Eve in tho act of plucking the forbidden fruit, below the

statue of Michael who was sent to drive thpm out of thoir forfeited Paradise,

warns against disobedience ; lastly tho Judgment of Solomon below the

statue of Gabriel speaks more particularly to tho magistrates of their duty

towards the people.

' We now come to the carved capitals of the thirty-six columns upon

which the odificc rests. Thoy too have for the most part their separate as

well as their connected meaning, though the sculptor apparently allowed

himself hero nnd there a certain freedom of invention. They represent the

conditions of man, the animals and plants needful for his existence and

comfort, the planets which preside over his destiny from the cradle to the

grave, and tho winds which purify the air and propel his ships across the

sea. Tho capitals beginning at the Baphael end of tho facade are sculp

tured with figures of children ; heads of young knights and warriors ; birds ;

emporors (among whom are Titus and Trajan) ; women's heads ; virtues and

vices symbolically represented ; wise men, such as Solomon, Aristotle, and

Pythagoras ; tho planets Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, and Venus ; the patron

saints of sculptors, each working upon a capital, a cornice, or a figure ; the

trades, such hs those of the lapidary, the carpenter, the husbandman, the

blacksmith ; the seasons with their varying occupations ; the ages of man

represented by the infant, the schoolboy, the warrior, the student, and the

old man leaning upon his crutch nnd dead upon Jiis bed ; tho courtship and

marriage of a young man and woman, who are ngain represented with their

child, first an infant, then a youth, beside whose death-bed thoy are weep

ing and praying. Last of all we como to the column of Justico, which

stands below the Judgment of Solomon and the statuo of Gabriel. Its

capital, which is the finest of the series, is covered with the richest leaf-

work, growing upwards from its base and drooping in graceful volutes,

betweon which are inserted figures of Justice seated upon two lions, tho

law-givers Aristotle, Solon, Numa, and Moses, and an admirable group of

the Emperor Trajan reining in his horso to listen to the widow's prayer for

vengeance upon the murderer of her son.'

The general plan and partial execution of these sculptures is attributed

by Mr. Perkins to Filippo Calendario. If this bo correct, the toacher pro

fited little by tho lessons ho taught. Calendario was hanged from the

balcony of the palace in the year 1355, for his share in the conspiracy of

Marino Faliero. Of the Bcnnissance sculptors at Venice, Loopnrdi and

Verocchio are remarkable as having together produced ' the noblest eques

trian Btatue of modern times '—that of Bartolomeo Coleoni. In the 16th

century, when the 'Baroque' style prevailed—' when architects declared war

against the straight line, and erased logic in construction from their system,

and sculptors twisted tho limbs of their statuettes into the most impossiblo

positions, hollowed out tho folds of their draperies like chance furrows in

broken rocks, and aimed altogether at novelty for novelty's sake'—the great

Tuscan, Sansnvino. for forty years misdirected all matters in architecture

and sculpture at Venice. He was succeeded in the dictatorship of taste by

his pupil Vittoria, whose great powers, viciously applied, completed the

ruin of art.

At Bologna tho chief interest attaches to the ono Italian female sculptor of

mark, Properzia de' Eossi, whose generally received romantic history Mr.

Perkins sets himself mercilessly to demolish.

Even in this slight manner it would be impossible for ns to touch sepa

rately on tho histories of all tho Italian schools; but a few words will

indicato their general progress. Previous to tho 13th century, although

antique remains must have been everywhere abundant, they appear to have

been wholly disregarded by the sculptors, who elected rather to follow

the ugly, stiff, and elongated forms of the Byzantine school. But from

that time the influence of those remains is apparent. Italy never frankly

accepted tho Gothic style ; it was a thing foreign to her climate and her

sympathies ; she was slow to rccoivo it, used it only with much modifica

tion, and soon threw it aside ; nnd when, in the 1 3th century, Niccola

Pisano laid the foundation of the great Tuscan school, although to a certain

extent he adopted Gothic architectural forms, he basod the composition and

modelling of his figures on the antique. The superiority of tho Tuscans

was soon acknowledged and their teaching followed throughout Italy ; con
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sequently we find everywhere a freer treatment of the human form, and,

«ven in strictly architectural sculpture, little of that subjection to Gothic

.principles which is to be observed in contemporary work in Northern

Europe. From the time of the Pisani the history of Italian sculpture may

almost be said to bo included in that of the Tuscan school. In the de

velopment of the art the Tuscan masters took the lead ; in the later Gothic

and Kenaissanco their works were its chief glory ; and in the 'Baroque'

their great powers, misapplied, hastened its decline.

After the extracts we have given, it is almost needless to say that Mr.

Perkins writes in a style which would make interesting a far less attractive

subject than that with which he has to deal. The volume is profusely

illustrated by etchings and woodcuts ; the former, by the author himself,

are very carefully and lovingly executed. Wo miss the useful chronological

tables which followed the chapters in ' Tuscan Sculptors ; ' but beyond this,

in the luxuries of a copious index and in marginal and foot notes, Mr.

Perkins gives us everything wo could desiro.

SITE OF THE NEW LAW COURTS.

AT a Meeting of the Social Science Association at the Society of Arts, on

Tuesday evening, the adjourned discussion on the rival sites of Carey

Street and the Thames Embankment was resumed.

Lord Elcho, who was to have taken the chair, was detained at the

House of Commons, and Mr. Robert Stkwaut, Q.C., presided in his

absence.

Sir Charles Trevelyan read a letter from Mr. T. W. Green, Q.C., who
■was unable to attend, expressing strong views in favour of the Embankment

site. He also read a letter from Mr. H. A. Hunt, who took the same view

of the subject.

Mr. Wm. Goldsmith, who had moved the adjournment of the debate, re

sumed the discussion, and advocated the Carey Street site, notwithstanding

all the arguments nsed by Sir Chas. Trevelyan, whose principal argument

seemed to be that the Embankment site would best serve towards the orna

mentation of the metropolis ; and he did not think such an important matter

ought to be decided by that standard. One great objection to the Embank

ment site was, that it would not be capable of future enlargement, like the

Carey Street site. It was urged, in opposition to the point as to future

extension, that the tendency of the present age was towards decentralisation;

but if so, why were they going to concentrate the Law Courts? The fact

was, that the law business of the country was daily increasing. The Em

bankment site might well be filled up by other buildings than the Law

Courts. The Carey Street site would involve less expense in the alteration

of streets than tho Embankment site, and many of the proposals of Sir C.

Trevelyan with regard to Lincoln's Inn and Gray's Inn would take perhaps

a generation for their completion. Upon the question, therefore, of ex

pense, time, place, and area, the Carey Street site was the superior one.

The importance given to the fact of a railway station being made upon the

Embankment was much over-rated, and he believed journeys in London

could be performed as quickly on foot as by the rail.

Mr. O'Hara referred to the precedent of the Law Courts in Paris and

Dublin, both being on tho Embankment of the rivers in those cities, and

thought that, as it was impossible to get the Law Lords, the Parliamentary

Committee, and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council to meet in the

new Palace of Justice, it might be advisable to place the latter on the

Embankment, as near as possible to Westminster.

Dr. Smith supported the Embankment site, but regretted that the Courts

were only about to be commenced, when the law business of the metropolis

was beginning to diminish, as legal statistics would prove. As to the con

venience of the profession, it was well known that they would follow the

courts wherever they were placed, and the accommodation for them in and

aronnd Lincoln's Inn was known not to be very good. The Embankment

site would give easy access both for the Temple and City practitioners, and

tho Carey Street site would be quite as valuable for other purposes.

Mr. Shields, who has reported to the Government on this question,

referred in detail to his various proposals. The Embankment site afforded

one opportunity for architectural display, but only one ; because, to make

another on a level thirty feet higher would spoil the effect of the building.

A perfect site, in his opinion, would be in the centre of a circle embracing

the chambers of the legal profession ; and this condition he thought would

be satisfied by the Carey Street site, which would also afford better oppor

tunities for architectural display than the Embankment site. The archi

tectural view of the question, however, was not so important as that of

business convenience. If the Carey Street site were adopted, it would

afford a good opportunity for prolonging Piccadilly through Long Acre and

Carey Street into Chcapside ; and under that road a railway might be made

without interfering with much property, or inconveniencing the tradesmen

or the traffic.

Mr. Venabijss spoke in favour of the Embankment site, and argued

against Mr. Shields's proposals, on the ground that they would involve an

expenditure of three millions of money, which no one was prepared to find.

Mr. Rose advised Mr. Street not to embarrass himself with the question

of roads. The agitation for central Law Courts had been going on for

years, and now they had got power to build them it was too bad that any

delay should occur. Upon this ground, althuugh the Embankment site had

certain merits, ho advocated that the buildings should be erected on the

Carey Street site.

Mr. West deprecated any vacillation upon this question, and also urged

that the Courts should be built on the Carey Street site as soon as possible.

Mr. Thwaites, speaking with a knowledge of the property which would

be required for the Embankment site, said it was of such a nature that all

parties would go in for very considerable compensation.

Mr. Street, the architect, spoke not only in favour of the Carey Street

site, but of the arrangements involved in his plan of tho building.

Sir C. Tbevel an replied to many of the arguments which had been

used against tho Embankment site, and dwelt at length u^on the archi

tectural and other advantages which its adoption would afford.

Mr. T. Websteb, Q.C., the author of the piper upon which the dis

cussion had arisen, replied to the remarks which had been made generally,

and urged that no improvement could be made upon the Carey Street site,

which he had at first advocated.

The Chairman said that the meeting would now be in a position to vote

upon the question, but it was not usual for the Society to take divisions.

In addition to the above discussion three meetings have been held by the

Special Committee, invited by the Society of Arts to consider this subject,

and The Times has published two powerful letters (one the 31st March, and

a second on the 1st April) advocating the Embankment site.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR THE INDUSTRIAL

CLASSES.

BY THOMAS CHATFEILD CLARKE.

Betid at the Ordinary General Meeting of the Institution of Surveyors,

April 5, 1869.

Mr. John Clvtton, President, in the Chair.

AT tho formation of the Institution of Surveyors, tho question was askedi

whether in its range was to be included all those matters connected,

with building not mainly artisticj; and the answer being in the affirmative

no apology need be presented for tho introduction of a subject so doeply in

teresting, professionally, morally, and socially.

So much, however, has been said and written in connection with this sub

ject, that it would be difficult to lay down any new principles which should

guide its development ; but it may not be uninteresting to give a ' resume '

of the work actually done up to the present time in the metropolis, and to

strengthen the hands of those whose care it has been to act on sound prin

ciples.

Before commencing the sketch I propose to give of the various societies

in operation, I will, in brief, give my view of the first principles which should

guide undertakings of this kind :—

1st. That there should be economy in tho outlay consistently with due

regard to durability and health, combined with great simplicity in all

details.

2nd. That, financially, any scheme should be based upon such a fair per

centage, in proportion to tho outlay, as might be reasonably considered an

inducement to others to follow the example set.

3rd. That the classes for whom you are to provide dwellings should be

carefully suited as to locality and means in tho different districts of the

metropolis:

4th. That freedom from restraint or interference with the privacy and

self-respect of the occupants should be carefully studied.

To the professional man many other questions mnst suggest themselves,

of great interest and importance—such as the nature and plan of the struc

tures to be inhabited; the desirability or not of erecting very high blocks

of buildings ; the possibility of adapting present structures, with sanatory

and other appliances, when substantially built, thereby saving much outlay ;

the desirability of restricting or no^ the amount of accommodation below

that usually considered essential ; and the question'of all others the most

difficult—viz., will it be ever possible to succeed in being able to build

dwellings which can be made fairly remunerative and yet applicable to tho

humblest classes of our citizens ? Before passing on, I should like to offer a

few remarks on each of these points, and to suggest a few thoughts in

relation to them.

With respect to the nature and plan ofthe structures, it cannot be doubted

that experience has proved the undesirability of erecting buildings on a

large scale for single men, or for purposes of laundries and the like, with

any hope of their being fairly remunerative, and that the buildings should

be confined to such as are either of the block or cottage character. In like

manner, it cannot be doubted, I think, that in the plans of the various

buildings an avoidance of tortuous staircases and passages, of rooms with

many angles and many doors, and too much glass, are all requisites ; also

that the staircases should have direct access to the outer air ; that the

passages should not have room-doors opening opposite to one another, nor,

indeed, should there be passages at all, if possible ; that all the appliances

should be iron and stone, of the simplest but yet most effective character—such

as the flushing of closets, sinks, and the like ; and that, though the finish

should be of the plainest kind, those additions which tend to make the dwell

ing comfortable in the eyes of its occupants should not be wholly wanting ; and

for this purpose cheap papers, of a glazed character, that would stand

washing, would be of great service (with simple polished or varnished

woodwork), the coating of the walls being as non-absorbent as possible—

of course not being unmindful of the necessity for simple mothods of venti

lation.

With respect to the erection of very high blocks of buildings, I am

doubtful whether, on a large scale, they are desirable ; for it is evident

that, unless placed in a street or square of very great width, tho lower floors

must bo in a well, besides the possibility of great loss of life in an alarm of

fire should the staircaso be not readily accessible, or not prove wholly

impervious to the effects of fire in the lower storeys. Doubtless the motive

urging the erection of very high blocks of buildings is apparent, that you

thereby reduce the ground-rent proportionately over the buildings ; but in

doing so you add somewhat to the thickness of your walls, and give to your

buildings a character which to many forms an objection.

Taking the next point, viz., the possibility of adapting present structures

for the purprses of dwellings for the industrial classes, I have always been

desirous that this mode should be tried on an extended scale ; for wherever

tried on a small scale, with a proper choice of property, it has proved remu

nerative.

It has this advantage, that house property is taken on long repairing

leases, often out of the hands of middlemen who oppress the poor, and at
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no large outlay of capital a large amount of good may be done by adapting

the same, and no very great liabilities incurred.

As to the remaining point, viz., the advisability of restricting the amount

of accommodation with the view of keeping the rent within the means of

the humUest class, I am not sanguine, with the present cost of land and

buildings, that this can ever be done ; and I fear those interested in this

movement must be content to provide for a class somewhat above the lowest,

hoping thereby to improve ultimately tho nature and amount of the accom

modation for tho humblest.

After the brief notice I have given of the principles that should guide, in

my judgment, the operations of such Associations, I now proceed to give n

summary of the results of the working of the various agencies in the metro

polis for this object that I have been able to gain information upon ; giving

approximately the capital expended, the nett dividend divisible, the number

of persons accommodated, and statistics as regards the health of the inmates

as far as I can ascertain the same. I also give sumo particulars of the

rents obtained for single and sets of rooms.

One point in connection with these results I would strongly press on the

consideration of those interested in this question—viz., the recent great

increase in the taxation of these buildings, and the heavy incubus it is on

the poor, or in reduction of dividends on these undertakings. Sir S.

Waterlow has recently made a statement relative to the Company in

which he has taken so leading and earnest a part, by which it appears that

by the recent change in the law an increase of 37f per cent, has been

chargeable in respect of the rates on the Company's property.

In the order I have proposed to myself, I desire first to refer to the work

of The Metropolitan Association for Improving the Dwellings of the Indus

trious Classes,' as being the Association that, on a charter involving much

preliminary expense and with many restrictions, has proceeded in such a

careful manner with various tentativo experiments as to entitle the

managers of such Association to much praise.

It is satisfactory to learn, from the clear and detailed accounts presented

by this Association, that several of their larger buildings are earning, after

the payment of every expense, more than 6 per cent., and one of their

largest blocks 6 per cent.

The statement of general results is as follows, to Midsummer 1868 :—

Paying on a capital of about 100,000/., exclusive of loans and advances,

and provincial branches, this Association was enabled to divide at the rate

of 4 per cent, last Midsummer, though having earned nearly 5 per cent.,

accommodating a population of 3,342 persons at that date, and with the

favourable rate of mortality of 14 per 1,000, the averago rentals per room

being, I estimate, from 2s. to 2s. 5d. per week.

Hanking next in interest, perhaps, is 'The Improved Industrial

Dwellings Company,' from the spirited way in which, in a short space of

time, so many blocks of buildings have been raised in various parts of the

metropolis, on plans peculiar in their conception and original in the class of

material used in their construction.

This Company are going to avail themselves largely of the power to bor

row from the Government at 4 per cent,, to assist their undertaking,

though the advantages likely to accrue from so doing have been lessened

considerably by the great expense hitherto incurred in obtaining such

loans.

With a productive capital, by tho last Report, of about 90,000/., this

Company is enabled to pay 5 per cent., accommodating a population now

of about 2,900 persons, but shortly hoping to increase that number, by

their buildings projected, to 3,890 persons. No statistics of the health

of the inmates have been kept, but, from some partial observations in ono

locality, they have been very favourable. The average rentals derivablo

are from 2s. 3d. to 2s. (id. nearly per week per room.

(To be continued.)

THE LAW COURTS.

To tie Editor of The Architect.

Sib,—Perhaps yon will think that the accompanying letter to my

address from Mr. J. P. O'Hara might with advantage be published in

the present state of the discussion on the subject of the Law Courts.

It contains interesting information relative to the experience of the

Irish Bar, and suggests for consideration how far the habits of

English lawyers might with advantage be modified in the same

direction. Mr. Street's plans include commodious Consultation

Rooms and Library for the Bar. ,

I have the honour to be, &c,

March 5, 1869. C. E. Theveitjls.

To Sir Charles E. Treve'yan, K.C.B.

Sin,—As a member of the legal profession in both England and Ireland

(being an Irish barrister since 1856, and a student now of Gray's Inn),

I beg to thank you for your most felicitous idea of erecting the Law Courts

on the Thames Embankment, Permit me to offer a few observations

suggested to me by the state of the legal world in Dublin. The Courts

there are at least a mile from the residence (in which is always the office)

of any barrister, yet, so far from this being an inconvenience, it is the

reverse. It offers a charge of air (which a mile in or from town sometimes

can confer better than ten in the country), and also compels some slight

daily exercise to be resorted to by professional men. Being of politico-

economic principles, I do not approve of any direct or indirect compulsion

in respect of anything whatsoever not required by the necessities of the

State. I only mean that the supposed inconvenience of courts being distant

from chambers is, in tho case of barristers, no real inconvenience, especially

as those in brisk practice may survey their notes in cabs, if they do not

like walking to court or wasting time on exercise. A barrister in Dublin

has no chambers but his residence; because the vast library in the Four

Courts supplies him with a place where he can peruse his briefs, and at

the same time be within call. A porter is stationed at the door for the

express purpose of calling barristers when wanted by anyone. The libra^'

in the new London Courts will, of course, serve this very same purpose.

This takes the brunt off tho objection as to the courts being distant from

chambers.

The conveyancing and special pleading bars, indeed, will still hold cham

bers. But these members of the profession rarely go to court. They stand

in the same relation to the advocate that the civilian did in the time of

Cicero to the forensic orator.

Now, as to the attorneys. As a concentration of courts will bring the bar

together, so, for that very same cause, it will lead an attorney in search of a

counsel to go to court to look for him rather than to his private chambers

or residence. Let us distinguish between the different classes of attorneys.

The City attorneys will always remain in the City. They have chambers

there, not for legal, but trade purposes ; not for being in contact with the

bar, but with the public. Until the City tide ebb to Charing Cross, and

Macaulay's traveller arrives from New Zealand, the City attorneys will

remain where they are. As no one suggests that the Courts should be built

in the City, the City attorneys, therefore, may be eliminated from the pre

sent inquiry. Next comes the central square mile about Lincoln's Inn

Fields. But, surely, the attorneys there, are not zoophytes. They can

move on a proper cause for motion. They can easily, as accessory, follow

their principal, Lincoln's Inn, whithersoever that withered and grotesque

structure goes. Now, surely, Sir, there is nothing in the size or architec

tural beauties of Lincoln's Inn that ought to affect tho consideration of the

public on this point for one moment. The only advantage Lincoln's Inn

has is the adjacent square, which freshens tho air. But there is much

greater reason, as to that head, for preferring the Embankment.

Tho particular object I have had in view in offering these observations is

to suggest that, as a concentration of jurisdictions is the primary purpose

of the scheme on foot, the Embankment between Hungerford and West

minster is the proper site for tho Courts—otherwise, there will bo no con

centration. The head will bo detached from the inferior members—a

consideration which in future will be more important than ever, owing to

the probablo decentralization of judicatures, with a proportionate increase

of appeals to the ultimate court. The Law Lords and the House of lords

will never consent to the trial of causes before them elsewhere than at St.

Stephen's. Therefore, upon this ground, as also in the interest of tho

parliamentary bar, as also because tho profession would thus be constantly

in contact with the Legislature, I respectfully suggest that the site I have

referred to is the natural site for the Courts. Finally, owing to the greater

prevalence of westerly winds than of those from other points of tho compass,

the air at the West End is exceedingly good. Therefore, as likely to spend

most of my remaining days in the New Law Courts, I implore you, for the

sake of the health of tho profession, to seek to givo us above all things

good air. This can be had at Westminster ; to some slight extent at tho

Temple, but not at all at the Strand.

I cannot appreciate the effrontery (for such it is) with which anybody of

lawyers can pretend that the Carey Street site is superior in any respect to

any part of the Embankment. When it was proposed many years ago to

prohibit intramural interments, the clergy of l.ondon took alarm, and a

venerable archdeacon actually charged the clergy of his archdeaconry on

the subject, pointing out the advantages of intramural interment. ' Thero

are laws of death,' said the good archdeacon, ' as there are laws of life,' &c.

The Times suggested the key to this nonsense. Fees wero in question. It

is greatly to be feared that some similar undercurrent is working in tho

recesses of the legal consciousness of those members of the profession who

refuse to stir, though offered such very eligible accommodation and pure air.

Wherever the New Courts are erected, thither will the legal eagles resort.

Why, then, should the antiquated legal settlements centering on Holborn

at all affect the consideration of this subject ? Unfit for habitation, they have

nothing whatever but. antiquity to recommend them. But, at all events, a

library, club-room, refreshment room, and a suite of consultation rooms in

the new palace of law would leave little to be desired by the forensic bar

rister in respect of chambers. All married barristers (and the profession

do not boast asceticism) live, as a rule, a considerable distance from cham

bers, and many ten or twelve miles from town. These, in the morning,

instead of repairing to chambers, would go to court at once. There, in the

hall, library, or club-room, they could sec their clients. This is the uni

versal rule in Dublin. Tho court would thus be a forum in tho classic

sense.

A very considerable portion of the profession have an interest in retain

ing the Courts at Westminster. But, however, as I consider the question of

chambers and vested interests therein altogether subservient to the primary

one of concentration and of air, I make no account of these more than of

their City brethren. The former will find inconvenience in one class of

legal duties keeping them in attendance on parliamentary committees or

appeals, and another requiring them to be a mile off, but this would be

worse if the Courts were placed on the Carey Street site, which has not tho

advantage of a railway. If they are placed on the Embankment site,

barristers in attendance at Westminster may, with the help of the Metro

politan Railway, be in their place in court in five minutes after they aro

summoned by telegraph.

With respect to room anywhere, it cannot give you, aided by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, any trouble. If you buy fresh land, you can

sell what you have. Approaches, too, for the same reason, need not be

considered.
The Embankment, will probably not lessen the traffic in the Strand to

the extent supposed. The quays in Paris and Dublin are comparatively

deserted ; while the lines of street parallel thereto are crowded. These

analogies are not to be lost sight, of. Thero is only ono row of houses, it

is to be remembered, fronting each side of a quay, consequently there can
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be only one half tho natural flow of customers to othor streets. So much so

is this the case, that, the road being comparatively clear of vehicles, the

drivers of carts, &c., in Dublin, drive faster there than elsewhere, and, I must

confess, make more noise. You may make any public use of this letter.

1 have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

Gray's Inn, March 27, 1869. " Join* P. O'Haba.

NEW BUILDINGS AND' RESTORATIONS.

The Academy of Music, Vienna.—The new Conservatoire or Academy

of Music, now in course of construction behind the Wiirtemberg Palace, under

the superintendence of the celebrated architect Hansen, will, when com

pleted, contain the finest concert-room in the world, with two thousand

stalls, and gallery room for eight hundred auditors, and tho great hall will

be convertible at a few hours' notice into a ballroom by the application of

an ingenious but simplo process for sinking the whole of its stalls, &c.,

under its flooring. Besides enormous double galleries, there will be fifty-

two large boxes, including the Imperial box. All the offices, wardrobes,

fumoirs, &c, are on tho ground floor, spacious, commodious, and easy of

approach. On the right and left of the entrance, portals, two wide flights

of stone steps lead upwards to the greater and lesser halls, both on the first

floor and occupying tho remaining height of the building ; they are con

nected by a broad corridor, so that they may be made available at once on

extraordinary occasions, such as monster balls. For the Imperial family a

special entrance and marble staircase is constructed on the eastern side of

the edifice. The decorations of the larger hall will be red and gold ; its

ceiling will be covered by frescoes emblematic of the divine art ; and three

colossal statues—Winged Poetry, supported by Gay and Mournful Music—

will ornament tho Loggia Principals. Busts of all the principal composers

will be ranged in niches, and marble genii will bear on their shoulders tho

pillars dividing one box from the other. The frescoes, by Eisenmenger,

will represent Apollo and the Nine Muses ; Orpheus, the original ' Wander

ing Minstrel,' in tho different phases of his musical expedition ; Arion and

.Sea Nymphs, ' tolu/in zonis,' and other groups of appropriate figures. The

proposed expenditure will amount to eighty thousand pounds, and more

than half of the sum has been raised by voluntary subscription.

Tho New Station of tho North-Eastern Railway in Leeds.—

The new station is a few yards to the south of the Wellington Station and

parallel with it, and it is at this portion of the works where the most re

markable features of the whole undertaking are to be met with. Of the

hundreds of thousands who pass through the Wellington Station, probably

comparatively few are awaro that tho building has for a foundation a

number of arches, through which flow the murky, slimy waters of the Aire.

To construct the new station at the requisite level and give ample field for

the wonderful reticulation of lines and points, a preliminary and greater

work had to be accomplished, in the erection of an extensive series of

arches, through which, during floods, the waters roll and foam with a

tremendous roar. These arches cover no less than seven and a half acres,

and it is said that in their construction no fewer than eighteen millions of

bricks were used, and in the course of their erection difficulties of no ordi

nary character presented themselves. In one case tho foundation of one of

tho pillars had to be inserted at the base of a chimney forty feet in height

connected with the engine shed of the Midland Company, and that was

accomplished without a single strain upon the chimney. Obstacles of a

similar character were also successfully overcome. The canal basin lock is

spanned by a magnificent girder bridge, which, it is said, has cost 10,0002.

It is formed of eight enormous wrought-iron girders, each weighing about

70 tons, tho span being 85 feet clear, and the width of tho whole about

200 feet. For this bridge the contractors were Messrs. Panton and Sons,

of Sunderland, who also supplied the girders for the rest of the iron bridges,

with the exception of that in Neville Street, the iron of which was by

Messrs. Butler and Pitts, of Stanningley. When the workmen were en

gaged on the arches and road in the immediate neighbourhood of the lock,

they discovered, buried eight feet below the surface, a quantity of piles of

oak, four feet apart, the intervals being filled in with stone. It is not

improbable that they played some part in the construction of the navigation,

but the antiquarians of the neighbourhood offer no satisfactory explanation.

Tho ford—in the immediate neighbourhood of which was the Waterloo

swimming bath before the commencement of tho railway works—is spanned

for about 250 feet with seven straight massive arches of solid ashlar, tho

arches extending down stream for about 200 feet. Tho danger from floods

is reduced to a minimum by the walls of the 'jack ' arches being constructed

on the skew in the direction of the stream, so that the least possible re

sistance may be offered to a heavy current.

The arches already doscribed form in reality the foundation of the

station-buildings, which are of an equally extensive character. The site is

in form very peculiar, but the architect, Mr. Thomas Prosser, has adapted

the structure to its position with considerable ingenuity, though it must bo

admitted that it will receive admiration more on tho score of utility than

on that of appearance. The entrance to the station is approached under

tho covered carriage way at the east end of tho Wellington Station. In

arrangement the buildings may be said to bear some resemblance to the

letter Y, the stem and right spur being formed of two wedge-shaped blocks

with rounded angles, and the left spur representing the ticket offices. The

latter are of an oval form, are 75 feet in length, and have a central passage

14 feet wide, the block on the right beingoccupied as parcels offices, and that

on the left as booking offices, the booking clerks of each company being

accommodated in the" same building, though in different compartments.

These offices stand at the entrance to the station, and the arrangement is

such that tho traffic will be greatly facilitated. Diverging to the right on

reaching the platforms, the wholo of which are 25 feet in width, is the

'dock' of the London and North-Western Company, the platforms

surrounding which have a total length of 630 feet, of which 302

are covered in. To the North-Eastern main line there is a covered

platform 513 feet iu length, the total length being 940 feet. Sepa

rating this main line from the London and North-Western ' dock ' is

one of the wedge-shaped blocks 130 feet in length. In addition to the re

freshment rooms there are on the ground floor lavatories and other con

veniences. The upper storey will be occupied by the superintendents of the

lines and in various other ways. The smaller block, or right spur of the

'Y,' is 96 feet in length. In it accommodation is provided for the joint

station master, the assistant station master, two telegraph offices, &c. On

the Wellington Street side of this building is a siding for the North-

Eastern traffic, and outside the southern wall of the station, which is 50ft

feet long, are two lines for tho use of the goods trains. The roof, which is

constructed of glass and iron—the contractors being Messrs. Butler and

Pitts, of Stanningley—is supported by a series of iron pillars with per

forated spandrels. Peculiar and irregular in shape, it may be described as

having a sort of double-pitch ; it is very lofty, being about sixty feet high ;

tho greatest span of the roof of the London and North-Western dock is 92

feet, and of that over the main line 68 feet. This portion of the works has

been carried out under the immediate superintendence of Mr. Wm. Brown,

the contractors for the station buildings being Messrs. George Thompson

and Co., who have also executed the whole of the arches, and the rest of

the lino, with the exception of the iron bridges.

Her Majesty's Theatre.—The Contract between the Earl of Dudley

and Messrs. Trollope was signed May 28, 1868, and the further contracts

for the decorations and the stage were entered into at the beginning of tho

present year. Messrs. Trollope were bound under heavy penalties to com

plete the whole by the end of last month, and very confident predictions

were made that the works would not be accomplished, and that Messrs.

Trollope would be probably ruined by the penalties that would be enforced

against them ; but in the unprecedented short time of ten months every

thing has been completed, and the building in a condition to be handed

over to the lessees, with whom it now rests to take measures for opening

the theatre.

Louth.—Church Restoration.—We are glad to learn that the restor

ation of tho Parish Church now in progress embraces the pulling down and

the rebuilding of the north porch, one of the most modern, but most com

pletely incongruous portions of the edifice. Both in style and material it

was altogether unworthy of its connection with such a noblo building as this

much admired church. It is now levelled with the ground. It is sincerely

to be hoped that the architect, Mr. Jas. Fowler, will in its placeraise a porch

of such a character that it will be an ornament to the rest of the edifice

Opening of a New Presbyterian Church at Darlington.—A new

English Presbyterian Church has been opened in Northgate, Darlington.

The building, which is a handsome edifice in the Early Gothic style, will

involve a total outlay of about 2,7002. The church is built of stone, and

has a spire. A stained glass window faces the main thoroughfare. The

building is calculated to hold 550 worshippers. It is divided into nave and

aisles by iron columns. The architect is Mr. J. Ross, of Darlington.

The Parish Church of Icombe, in the diocese of Bath and Wells, is

about to undergo restoration.

A New Pier has just been oponed at Clevedon. The Engineers are

Messrs. Ward & Grover. Our contemporary, Engineering, gives the fol

lowing technical description of the works :—' Tho contractors for the whole

of the pier are the Hamilton's Windsor Ironworks Company Limited, of

Liverpool, who have recently completed successfully a very large similar

work at Colon, in Panama. The contractor for the masonry and approaches

is Mr. Ambrose Olivor, of Hitcham, Bucks. The general dimensions of the

structure are as follows:—Length of approaches, 180ft. ; length of the pier

(in 8 spans of 100ft. each), 800ft. ; length of the pier-head, 42ft.—making a

total length of over 1,000ft., and giving a minimum depth at extreme low

water spring tides of 6 feet at the pier-head, which is therefore always ac

cessible. Tho approaches are generally 25 feet wide, and are executed in

first-class masonry, the footings of which are let into steps cut out of the

solid rock. Poworful moorings, or holding-down bolts, which are carried

through this work at an angle of 45 degrees, serve to secure the main girders

from moving from their bearings. The pier itself is composed of eight

100ft. spans, consisting of two continuous wrought-iron girders 3ft. 6in.

deep, which serve partly to form the parapet. On the top of each girder

there is a continuous seat, the buck of which is made up of tight boarding.

The deck is of 3in. planking, machine planed and closed jointed, laid

lengthwise, and cambered in the centre 3 inches, so as to give the effect of

the long and pleasing perspective of a flush deck on board ship. The

main girders are supported by double cantilevers, so that they could

be divided in two in their centres without danger. These canti

levers are composed of Barlow rails, bottom upwards, bent, and

having flat plates riveted on their backs, the distance, or spandrel pieces

being a combination of X irons and plates. The main longitudinal

girders are kept apart by rolled joists 9 in. deep, 16 ft. 6 in. long, and about

20 ft. 6 in. from each other. Between these again runs a system of diagonal

bracing below the deck, the idea being to make the whole superstructure

one deep lattice girder laid upon its side. The piles, which in the deepest

point reach the height of 65 ft. above ground—which, added to an average

of 15 ft. in the ground, makes them as much as 80 ft. long—are composed

each of two Barlow rails riveted back to back. They are placed at a rake

of 1 in 10 both ways ; and at the top the pair on each side are brought into

intimate union by means of a wrought-iron plate passing be tween them.

The two united rails are bent over, and form an arch of considerable sta

bility. The piles are kept in position by a complete system of diagonal

bracing and distant pieces or struts. That part of the pile which enters the

mud is made of 5-inch solid wrought-iron stems, at the end of which comes

a 2 ft. 3 in. cast-iron screw. These are carried down to the rock. Where

the rock is on the surface, the piles are secured to it. One important and

very advantageous arrangement of tho piles appears to be that they are so

combined and connected as to form in themselves a powerful girder, which

would not only resist any tendency to buckling but would be effectual, pro

bably, in withstanding the shocks of wreckage or of an average-sized vessel
itself. • The pier-head on plan measures 42 ft. by 60 ft. ; is iu itself a for

midable structure, being 65 ft. high, and is built of eighteen piles, each

made of two Barlow rails, riveted back to back. At vortical intervals of
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every ]Oft. come five lower landing decks or stages. These are made of open

boarding, laid upon a strong framework of rolled iron joists and girders,

which serve as distance-pieces between the piles. Horizontally, diagonally, or

cross-diagonally, runs a complete rigging ofwrought-iron rods as bracing, and

in the centre up the entire staircase are to be carried the stairs, which are

wide and ample, and of which there will be five pairs. Around the ent ire

wrought-iron framework runs a vertical casing of 1 in. timber fender-piles,

about 2ft. 6in. apart, which aro intended to distribute the shocks of vessels

discharging. The pier-head is doubtless sufficient for the purposes of a

landing-stage, for which it seems to be designed ; but if it is to be used as an

attraction for promenaders, as a resort for the residents and visitors of the

pretty little town of Clevedon, as a place where the band may play on

summer evenings, to the delight of " congregated thousands," then we fear

its deck area of 50 feet by 42 feet less the stair opening will be found too

small. It should have had another row of piles on each side, which would

have increased it to 76 feet by 42 feet. Even then there would not have

been too much space, after deducting all the obstructions of band-houses,

pollards, masts, ropes, signal-huts, &c, and the numerous necessary adjuncts

to a work of this character. In all other respects the work seems well

adapted for its situation. The large spans are right in view of the difficulty

of the foundations. The openings are pleasingly formed by the elliptical

arch. Advantage has been taken of the important combined principles of

" continuity " and " double cantilevers." The piles, though long, are

clustered, and we know that union is strength. Although the use of the

Barlow rail as a pile is not altogether new, it has, we believe, never been

employed in England before for a work of equal importance. It remains to

be stated that the quantities of wrought iron used are nearly 350 tons, and

of cast iron under seven tons.'

ITEMS OF NEWS

from ova

SPECIAL COB.BB8PONDENT8 AKD OTHEKS.

Royal Archaeological Institute.

Tho annual meeting of the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great

Britain and Ireland will be held in 1869 at Bury St. Edmund's—a town

rich in objects of archaeological interest. The Marquis of Bristol will be

the President for the year, and the three sections of Antiquities, Archi

tecture, and History will have for their chairmen the Bishop of Oxford,

Mr. A. J. B. Beresford Hope, M.P., and the Venerable Lord A. Hervey.

The meeting will probably commence in the third week of July, but the

precise date has not yet been fixed.

The Bath Bells.

We hear that the accidont which has happened to the tenor bell of the

Abbey peal—noticed by us in a late number—is to be repaired by re-casting.

A subscription is to be opened to defray the expense, which will only

amount to the moderate sum of 120/.

Harbour and Coast Works Ordered in France.

An Imperial decree, which has just been promulgated, orders that the

works in course of execution for the construction of a port in the small bay

of Porstrein at Brest shall be modified according to the plans and advice of

the general Council of the Pont? et Chaussees and Mixed Commission of

Public Works, the effect of which is to increase the estimates for the work

from 640,000/. to 930,000/. Another decree orders the execution of the

necessary works for the formation of a port at Berre on the lake of that

name near Cette ; the cost of this work is estimated at 6,800/., of which the

Department and the Commune are to pay 1,700/., and the State the re

mainder. By a third decree, works estimated at 9,800/. are ordered to be

executed for tho improvement of the bay of Herbaudiere, in the isle of

Noirmoutier in La Vendee.

Method of clearing; the Paris Sewers of Mud and Gravel.

In the sowers which have a fall of not more, than about three feet in the

mile, the accumulations of gravel and mud cause a great deal of trouble, and

the following are the methods employed to prevent the choking of the col

lectors : in the larger sewers, boats are used for the cleansing, and in those

not exceeding four feet in width, 6mall trucks running on rails ; in each case

a hatch is fastened to the head of the vehicle and can be lowered to any

required depth ; the effect of this is to interrupt the flow of the waters,

which then rush impetuously by the sides and through openings made for

the purpose in the hatch ; this is found to answer well in certain cases, but

in some parts banks of deposit are formed, extending two hundred yards or

more, and recourse is had to positive manual labour, and the mud and

gravel are swept out to the mouth of the great collector, at Asnieres.

The method adopted for cleansing the great sewer syphon of tho Alma is

ingenious ; the tubes are one metre in diameter, and a wooden ball, nearly

nine tenths the size of the tube, is introduced; tho consequence is that the

sewage water rushes with great violence below the ball and exerts a power

ful scouring action.

It is not out of place to add, that the length of the sewers of Paris is

rather more than 312 miles, and as the streets measure more than 400

miles it results that there are 128 miles of street still unprovided with

sewers.

The Paris Annual Exhibition of "Works of Art and Popular

Election.

The works sent in for exhibition at the coming Salon, which opens, as

usual, on May 1, amount to the extraordinary number of 6,375, of which

5,570 are oil paintings, drawings, &c, and 805 sculpture, engravings, and

architectural drawings. This is, we believe, the largest number ever re

ceived, and there is a sufficient number of important works, known in art

circles, to show that the Salon of 1869 promises to be above the general

average in interest.

The juries that are intrusted with tho reception or rejection, and the

hanging of the pictures, as well as with the award of all the medals, with the

exception of the two great medals of honour to be given in the sections of

Painting and Sculpture, have just been elected. Two thirds of each jury are

elected by the votes of all the artists in its own section who have had one or

more works received at former exhibitions, and who have sent in anything

for exhibition this year—a very broad franchise, as will be admitted. This

mode of election has been adopted now for three or four years without

alteration, except that artists absent from Paris are allowed to vote by

letter. On the present occasion about eight hundred voted, and the result

will show whether popular election and a low standard have any connection.

The following are the names of the elected jurors, placed according to tho

number of votes thoy obtained :—

Section of Painting and Drawing.—MM. Gerdme, Baudry, Pils, Bonnat,

Bida, Gleyre, Fromentin, Comte, J. A. Breton, C. F. Daubigny, J. N.

Robert-Fleury, and Cabanel.

Section of Sculpture and Medal Engraving.—MM. Barye, Guillaume,

Perraud, Soitoux, Dumont, Paul Dubois, Cabot, and Carpeaux.

Section of Architecture.—MM. Due, P. F. H. Labrouste, Duban, Vau-

doyer, Viollet-Leduc, and Ballu.

Section of Engraving and Lithography.—MM. Lalanne, Mouilleron,

Jacquemart, Boetzel, Gaucherel, Henriquel-Dupont.

There are undoubtedly several names of artists of the highest rank miss

ing from the above lists, but some of these decline to serve, while others

reside constantly at great distances from Paris, and several out of France :

the mode of election is therefore to be judged of by the standing of tho

artists elected, and not by the missing names. Almost all the candidates

who are members of the Institute or Professors in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

have been elected. The rest of the jurors are appointed by the Govern

ment, that is to say, by the Minister of the Beaux-Arts, and consist

principally of eminent art critics and connoisseurs ; they are as follows :—

In Painting, $c.—MM. Alfred Arago, Cottier, Vicomte Delaborde, Theo-

phile Gautier, Lacaze, Comte de Lezay-Marnesia. In Sculpture, $c.—MM.

J. A. Barre, Michaux, P. de Saint-Victor, Eudoxe Soulie. In Architecture

—MM. Bceswillwald, Albert Lenoir, and Du Sommerard. In Engraving

and Lithography—MM. A. de Beaumont, Charles Blanc, Eudoxe Marcille.

It is pleasant to be able to add that while under the old system, when

the jurors were appointed by the Academy of the Beaux-Arts, the complaints

of partiality were constant, there has scarcely been a whisper of discontent

since the new modo of flection has been in operation.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

At the sale of the collection of Kraetzer of Mayence which took place in

Paris, on March 31, there were some remarkable works of the Dutch school,

of which the following were amongst the most prominent: David deHeem,

Flowers and Insects, 180/.; Wilhelm Kobell, the Auberge, 113/.; Weenix,

Game and Sporting Implements, 200/. ; and the Tinker, by the same, 60/. ;

Philip Wouvermans, Marine-piece, 56/.; and a landscape by Jean

Wynants, with figures by Lingelbach, 126/. 8i.

Sales are coming thick and fast as the season advances. A good collec

tion of pictures belonging to the late M. Alphonse Ondry, including works

by the best Flemish, Dutch, and Spanish artists, is to bo sold in Paris on

the 16th and 17th of the present month of April. A very fine collection of

objects of Oriental art and curiosities, made by the late Alfred de Rouge-

mont, is announced to be sold on the 14th instant and five following days ;

this collection includes arms, bronzes, enamels of various kinds, jewellery,

and porcelain.

On the 20th inst. and four following days the collection of the late Baron

Albert de Hirsch, of Vienna, is to be sold in Paris. It consists principally of

antique and modern cameos and intaglios, silver-work of the fourteenth and

seventeenth centuries, Venetian glass, carvings in ivory and wood, carved

furniture, and Gothic coffers, bronzes, &c.

The well-known collection of furniture of the fourteenth to eighteenth

century, clocks from the time of Henri II., bronzes, ironwork, arms, &c,

belonging to the late M. Bigillon, of Grenoblo, is to bo sold in that town on

the 14th to 30th inst.

But one of the finest private collections of objects of virtu is that of tho

late M. Edouard Fould, which is being sold in Paris this week and attracts

all the connoisseurs to the auction mart.

Leonardo da Vinci.

Tho ' History of Leonardo da Vinci,' on which M. Arsene Houssaye has

been engaged for years, has just been published.

(Jpnpral.

At a late Meeting of the Common Council, held at Guildhall, Mr.

Alderman Causton gave notice of his intention to move at the next court

that a statue in commemoration of the late Prince Consort be erected by

the Corporation, at a cost not exceeding 3,000 guineas, as the City of

London Memorial of his late Royal Highness.

The opening of the Wedgwood Institution at Burslem is now definitely

fixed for Wednesday, the 21st inst., when an art exhibition, including a

most extensive display of Wedgwood Ware selected from the best collec

tions, will be opened by the Right Hon. the Earl de Grey and Ripon.

The works of the railway between Athens and the Piraeus are now nearly

completed, and will be opened for traffic in a few days.

The Building Trade at Bradford There is every probability of tho

lock-out of stonemasons at Bradford on May 1, all attempts thus far to

prevent such a result having failed. The master-builders insist on the

masons accepting payment by the hour, abolishing their rules relating to

machine and quarry worked stones, and submitting all disputes to settlement

by arbitration. The notice served on the workmen by their employers

specifies that 7 J<2. per hour shall be the ordinary rate for skilled workmen ;

that the rules against machine and quarry worked stone shall be abolished ;

that all disputes shall be settled by conciliation or arbitration, courts to be
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formed for this purpose ; that, upon six days' notice, tho masters are pre

pared to publicly meet the men, select arbitrators, and mutually appoint an

umpire ; and that these alterations are required to como into force on

May 3, 1869, or upon such other day as the new or altered rules shall come

into force. Mr. M. Shepherd, Secretary of the Bradford Lodge of Miisons,

has replied that it was unanimously resolved, at a general meeting held on

February 10, to carry out the following resolutions :—' 1. That this meeting

is of opinion that the notice of the master-builders of Bradford would be in

jurious to our society, and pledges itself to resist it with all its power.

2. That this meeting considers that the present rate of wages and hours of

labour are nothing in excess of the demands of the working mason, and

pledge's itself to maintain them in their entirety.' The conflict thus seems

inevitable, and this cannot occur without inflicting injury on artisans in the

other branches of the building trade, and arresting the progress of the

building trade in the district.

Stained Glass Windows in St. Michael's Church, Alnwick.—Four

additional memorial windows (to tho memory of the late Algernon, fourth

Duke of Northumberland) have been placed in St. Michael's Church, Aln

wick—one in the western end, and the other in the chancel. The first

window on tho east represents, on the lower panel, the Epiphany, the

shepherds on one side, and the wise men on the other ; and on tie upper

panel, the baptism of St. Johu. The second window has on the lower panel

the Last Supper ; on the upper the Crucifixion, with the Virgin Mary, Mary

Magdalene, and ' the other Mary ' on one side, and Joseph of Ariraathea,

&c, on the other. In the tracery above are angels bearing shields, with

the crown of thorns, &c, on them ; and in the quatre-foil the arms of the

Luke. The third window has on the lower panel the Resurrection, with

on one side the three Maries, and on the other Peter and John ; on the

upper panel is represented the Ascension, with tho eleven apostles on either

side and angels above, as in the central window. The west window illus

trates the Te Deum. On the lower panel is St. Michael, with the Church

Universal on one side, the martyrs on the other side. On the upper part

is Christ as ' the King of Glory,' and on cither side the apostles and pro

phets. Above are Cherubim and Seraphim, with crowns in their hands,

and with scrolls, singing ' Sanctus,' &c. The windows are 13ft. high by

6ft. 3iu. in breadth ; the lower pauels are 4 ft. 6in. by 1ft. 9in.

Architectural Remains in Java.—Few Englishmen are aware of the

number and beauty of the architectural remains iu Java. They have never

been popularly illustrated or described, and it will therefore take most

porsous by surprise to learn that they far surpass those of Central America,

perhaps even those of India.—The Malay Archij>elago. By A. B. Wallace.

Mr. Hardwick, the architect of Lincoln's Inn Hall and Library, has,

after long and honourable service in his profession and the Royal Academy,

determined to surrender his seat as R.A.

New Bock "Works.—The first stone of the new works for the extension

of Portsmouth Dockyard has been laid. A block of Portland stone, weighing

some five tons, was fixed at one end of a vast excavation, which will form

one of four docks that will stand on the south side of the new repairing

basin included in the general plan of the extension works. A silver trowel,

together with a square, plumb-line, tee., were handed to Mrs. Wellesloy,

who performed the duties of master mason, and declared the stone well and

truly laid. A few words were then spoken by Bear-Admiral Wellesley, and

a great engineering work was formally commenced.

Sewage Irrigation.—On Monday the Leamington Local Board held a

special meeting to consider an offer received from the Earl of Warwick, to

take tho whole of the sewage of the town for a term of thirty years, and

disposo of it by irrigation on his Lordship's estate, two or three miles south

of Leamington. The local board are to lay down the requisite mains, con

struct the necessary works, and pump the sewage to a given point on the

estate, and in return his Lordship will pay the board 450/. annually for the

sewage. The terms proposed by his Lordship were unanimously approved

of by the board, and the offer was accepted, and will come into operation

on March 25, 1870, by which time Lord Warwick will be prepared to dis

pose of the sewage on his estate.

Messrs. Macfarlone & Co. are about to remove the well-known business

so long carried on by them as architectural ironfounders, sanitary engineers,

and art workers, at the Saracen Foundry, Glasgow, into the country imme

diately outsido the city. Contracts have been entered into for the erection

of new works at Possil Park, formerly the property of the late Sir Archibald

Alison, Bart., Sheriff of Lanarkshire. The property has been divided off

by feuing, accommodating about thirty tenements of double houses, in

addition to Messrs. Macfarlane & Co.'s new works. These works are to bo

couneeted with the Helensburgh line of the North British Railway system.

The line is to be adapted to suit the convenience of any persons who may

feu ground forpublic works. It is expected that not less than 40,000/. or

50,000/. will be expended by Messrs. Macfarlane & Co. on these new

works. Messrs. Boucher & Causland are the architects, and Messrs.

Copcland & Foulis are the engineers.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—The report of the Metropolitan

Board of Works for the year 1867-8 has been published. The Board con

clude their report with a complaint of the inadequacy to the growing re

quirements of the metropolis of the funds placed at their disposal. They

express a hope that the attention of the Legislature will shortly be directed

to the important question of readjusting the taxation between the owners

and occupiers of property in the metropolis, and then ultimately the requisite

revenue will be placed at the disposal of the Board, without the necessity

for imposing additional burdens on those who are already so heavily

taxed. The total amount of the cash balances on March 26, 1867, was

414,071/. 12s. Sd., and the total receipts during the year 1866-7 amounted to

2,600,684/. 18*. 2d. The expenditure during tho year was 2,595,6967. 12s. Id.,

and tho cash balances on March 25, 1868, amounted to 419,659/. 18s. id.,

the balanced total being 3,015,356/. 10s. i.d. Of the 8,663,000/. the Board

had from time to time borrowed in various ways, 1,659,633/, had been

paid. The total indebtedness of the Board was, therefore, 6,903,3667.

The Angel Hotel, Oxford.—This once famous hotel, as well as tho

adjoining property, is in course of demolition, preparatory to the whole of

tho ground, having a considerable frontage to High Street, and extending in

the rear to Merton Street, being cleared to make way for the new Schools

about to be erected by the University. Somo interesting historical events

are connected with this hotel. In ancient times the site was occupied by a

building as a place for the reception of clerks, though an inn, which bore

the title of the Saracen's Head. We are told by no less an authority than

Anthony Wood, that ' tho first coffee-house in Oxford was opened in 1650 by

Jacob, a Jew, at tho Angol, in St. Peter-in-the-East, and there it waa by

some, who delighted in noveltie, drank.' Dr. Johnson generally took up

his quarters at the Angel in his occasional visits to Oxford, and Boswell

tells us that when ho accompanied the great lexicographer to Oxford in

1776, ' we put up at the Angel Inn, and passed the evening by ourselves in

easy and familiar conversation.' When Queen Adelaide paid a three days'

visit to Oxford, in October, 1835, she occupied apartments at the Angel,

where she held a levco and drawing-room. In the old coaching days the

Angel was in the zenith of its popularity, and was the favoured house of

resort of the wealthy and dignified among the aristocracy, as well as the

most eminent in literature and science, who from time to tima visited the

University. But, since the introduction of the railway system, the fortune

of the establishment has gradually declined, and a few years ago it was

purchased by tho University, since which time it has been entirely closed.

In a few weeks it will be entirely razed to the ground, and no long time

will elapse before the site ^s occupied by a structure, the architectural fea

tures of which will compare in beauty and magnitude with those that

already adorn the High Street. Plans for the new Schools have been pre

pared by Mr. Deane, tho architect of the University Museum.

The bronze statue of Lord Palmerston, for which a grant was voted by

Parliament, will be placed in New Palace Yard in May noxt. The figure

is seven feet high. Lord Palmerston is represented in the act of ad

dressing the House of Commons.

QUESTIONS.

Betting Contracts.

Dear Sib,—Lately there has come under ray notice a case of a contract

being settled, which his caused a great deal of dispute and argument,

whether or not it was decided properly ; and as there are two parties, who

are perfectly convinced that they are both right—the one, of course, won't

give in to the other—perhaps some of your readers will be able to give me

some information on tho subject, the particulars of which are as follows,

viz. :—

An acting committee, having received from the architect plans and speci

fications for a dwelling-house which they purposed erecting, an advertise

ment was duly inserted in a newspaper, requesting offers, of which they

received several. Putting aside the mason work, as it was settled beyond

dispute, I now come to the point upon which I desire the information. One

of tho contracts was rendered as follows :—' I hereby make offer to do the

joiner, plumber, slater, and plaster work for the slump sum of 363/. 10s.

sterling, viz. :—

Joiner work £259 10 0
Plumber, Slater, and Plaster work . . . 104 0 0

Amounting In all to . . .£363 10 0"

All tho other offerers were separately, and upon taking them jointly the

amount stood as follows, viz. :—

Lowest separate offers.

Joiner work £2'>8 19 6
Plumber 35 10 0
Slater „ ....... 37 IS 0

riaster „ ....... 31 12 0

£3G3 16 6

A portion of the committee claimed the joiner work for this contract, being

lower than the other by 10s. 6d., although there is a difference of 6s. 6rf. in

favour of the first-mentioned contract. The plea put forward was—that

the joiner had nothing to do with the plumber, slater, or plaster work ; but

there was nothing in the specification either in favour or against a slump

offer.

How ought this to have been settled ; and who ought to have got the

contract ?

Your insertion of the above will oblige

Yours, &c,

March 22, 1809. A Constant Rkajmib of youb Pafeb.

The Strength of Arches.

Could yon or some of your readers give me a correct rule for calculating

the strength of brick and stone arches of segmental, semicircular, and semi-

elliptic form?

These arches are underground, at various depths, and the angle of incli

nation is known, also the pressure required to crush the material of which

the arches are composed.

Your insertion of this in your next number will oblige, Yours tee.,

f-

MEETINGS OF TECHNICAB AND BEABNEB SOCIETIES.

AitcHiTECTiriiAL Associatiox.—On Friday, April 16, at 7.30, Mr. T. H. Watson on

* Monumental Sculpture.'
Institution of Civil Enootkehs.—On Tuesday, April 13, at 8 p.m.
Associated Auts Institute.—On Saturday, April 17, at 8.15 p.m., Exhibition of

Sketches.
Sociftt of Auts.—On Wednesday, April 14, at 8 Jr.M., Mr. E. M. TTndcrdown on

' Spain.' On Monday, April 12, at 8 r.M., John Anderson, Esq., on ' Applied Mechanics.'
Cantor Lecture. On Wednesday, April 21, Mr. T. Roger Smith on ' The Duties ot the

Architect.'
Royal Institutios.—On Tuesday, April 13, at 3 r.M.. ' Stellar Astronomy,' by Prof.

Grant. On Thursday, April 15, at 3 P.M., • Light,' by Prof. Tyndall. On Friday, April 10,

at 8 P.M., ' Cryptogamic Forests of tho Coal Period,' by W. Carruthers. Esq. On Satur

day, April 17, at 3 p.m., ' Origin of Land Surfaces,' by A. Geikie, Esq.
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JOSIAH . WEDGWOOD.

1 N the entire range of English industrial

biography, there is no name we would

rather select as a representative or type of

the English manufacturer than Josiah

Wedgwood. There are other men who

had to contend with greater difficulties,

who from n lower state raised themselves

to a higher position, and some who may

have done the State more service than he

did ; but taking it all in all, there is pro

bably no life in which more of the characteristics are to be found

of that race of manufacturers which may be said to be the hands of

mankind, and with whose labours the world is filled. If another

De Foe were to arise, and write a Supplement to the Complete English

Tradesman under the title of the Complete English Manufacturer (the

great Daniel would have called it the Complete Artitt), he could not

find a more fitting illustration of the subject than Wedgwood. And

this holds true, although we are obliged to admit, in spite of connois

seurs, virtuosi, and a great part of Staffordshire, that there was

nothing very heroic in his character, and that the trade he followed

was not so important as that of his friend Matthew Bolton the

partner of Watt, or of his contemporary Richard Arkwright, or as

Roberts's or Fairbairn's, or many others in our day. For in Wedg

wood we have the example of a man who, after receiving the scanty

education of a dame-school, joined a trade which retained much of

its primitive rudeness ; who taught himself whatever knowledge in

any way belonged to it, and was thus able, not only to extend the

applicability of his trade, but to^do much towards raising it to the

rank of a fine art ; whose cheapest and most common work had such

qualities as to be capable of being distinguished from that of other

makers—while some of his work is thought to be so beautiful that

now even fragments of it are considered precious ; who was in many

ways a good citizen, and who managed his business with such pru

dence that, notwithstanding experiments and studies and long ill

nesses,' he was able to make it profitable.

The key to his character is, we think, found in one of the letters in

Miss Meteyard's admirable Life of Wedgwood, in which he says that he

hopes to make his work as profitable to the purse as it was delightful to

the mind. The motive forces which influenced him were an intense love

for his trade—or perhaps we ought to say his art—and a desire to be

wealthy. Both these forces might be said to be always in operation ;

but looking at his life as a whole, neither obtained the ascendancy.

He could smash a vase if he was not satisfied with the symmetry of

its contour, although it was certain to find a purchaser, and would

give up manufacturing any article, he said, rather than degrade it;

but he could at the same time twist and turn old patterns rather than

pay a few shillings to an artist for a fresh design. He was delighted

to find his work the talk of the town, as the Russian service was, but

was not desirous of orders of a similar kind where the profit he thought

was not commensurate with the fame. He was always on the look-out

for new applications of pottery, yet neither enthusiasm or desire to

extend his trade ever induced him to carry on an unprofitable branch

of manufacture, as the late Herbert Minton did with his encaustic

tiles. Whatever may be the value of Wedgwood's life, or the lessons

to be drawn from it, it must be owned there is little in it to call forth

our sympathy, as, luckily for himself perhaps, he was not numbered

amongst the brave men who have to struggle with misfortune, and

upon whom, as the school-books tell us, even the gods look down

with compassion. ' In the reproof of Chance lies the true proof of

men,' but somehow everything was so well arranged about the works

at Burslem and Etruria, that Chance had few opportunities of approach

ing the boundaries. Wedgwood was an inventor, but we have in his

life none of those incidents which make the history of inventions as

absorbing as a romance. He never was obliged, like Palissy, to make

experiments by feeding the fire with his furniture, and never felt the

awful depression that so often nearly overwhelmed James Watt ; nor

was he compelled to turn his wife out of doors for interfering with his

models, like Arkwright.

From the day when, a young man, Wedgwood opened the

Ivy House Works, his road to fortune seemed as straight as a

rule could make it. But if he was successful, it was not by

chance, but by hard continuous work and prudence. External

circumstances have often much to do with the prosperity or reverses

of most me.i, but in Wedgwood's case everything he gained was

plainly the consequence of a certain amount of exertion. It would

not be easy to find anyone who answers more fully to the wise man's

idea of a ' Workmaster that laboureth night and day.' Pottery seems

to have been always in his mind. If he was travelling, ho stopped at

all the great houses along the road to examine the collections of china ;

in London his leisure moments were devoted to ransacking old book

shops for engravings to copy from ; the most appropriate subject he

could suggest for a painting was Belshazzar's Feast, because it would

admit of the introduction of a number of vases ; in his family picture

he has one of his vases beside him—nay, shortly before his death, he

had one of the latest made in his works brought to him to examine.

The variety of work manufactured by Wedgwood seems almost

incredible when all things are taken into consideration. No private

establishment, and we doubt if any state pottery, had at that time a

catalogue approaching his in the number of its articles. In the cata

logue for 1788 of the ornamental portion of Wedgwood's stock, there aro

cameos, intaglios, bas-reliefs, tablets : portraits of kings, or ofillustrious

persons of Asia, Egypt, Greece, Rome, France, and England ; Roman-

history medals; busts of illustrious Romans, emperors, empresses,

kings, popes ; busts and statuettes resembling bronze ; antique vases,

lamps, candelabra ; painted Etruscan vases, besides such things as tea-

services, flower-pots, &c. We have not enumerated the varieties of

the foregoing ; there are, for instance, more than a thousand different

cameos, and Wedgwood did not exaggerate the beauty of some of them

when he described them as being ' too good for common show.' If it

is borne in mind that the materials of which these were composed

might be said to have been discovered, if not invented, by Wedgwood,

and that when he began as a potter the most experienced could hardly

have credited the possibility of such things being made in such a

style, some idea may be formed of the extent of Wedgwood's services,

and why Staffordshire now honours his memory. It is remarkable

how all his efforts were directed towards the one object of making

pottery beautiful. He was a friend of Brindley, the great engineer,

and took interest in everything he did, and his partner Bentley was a

promoter of drainage works ; but Wedgwood never seemed able to

make his art available in their operations. In all that class of work

with which Lambeth is associated, and which is so important to

architects and engineers, Wedgwood would, we imagine, find . little

that was attractive. But, on the other hand, he was impelled by a

kind of artistic instinct towards refining the materials of which

pottery was made and adorning it. When he was merely an

apprentice he began his improvement of materials. Kuife-

handles were then sometimes made in imitation of the more

valuable minerals, and young Wedgwood, by a new process,

was able to make them like porphyry. Some years afterwards,

when he was a partner with Wheildon, he introduced a green glaze

that was long famous, and which was applicable, not only to ordinary

pottery, but to the fancy pottery of the time. It was, however,

when he had established a business for himself that Wedgwood's

greatest endeavours were made towards improving potte^'. He first

tried to improve the cream-coloured ware that was largely made in

the district, and he set about it with a zeal that not even Palissy

surpassed. Night and day he was in the workshops. Ha had to

make experiments with various clays, to alter the methods of work

ing and to endure- many failures, before he succeeded in obtaining

the proper ingredients. This was the cream-coloured wave that, after

it had been for some time popular, was seen by the Queen, who

ordered services of it, when it became known as ' Queen's-ware.' The

next material he introduced was a terra cotta of a conglomerate

character that was never thought much of; then the black un-

glazed ' basalts,' one of his best discoveries, which was used largely

for vases, busts, and medallions, as it could bo made hard enough

to emit sparks when struck with a steel, and polished to any extent ;

then followed different coloured materials more or less resembling it;

then a biscuit suited for chemical vessels ; and lastly, the beautiful

'jasper,' of which the name can give no idea; his finest material,

which, in addition to being as hard as the basalts, wag capable of

being thoroughly coloured in part, leaving the remainder white,

by which it was applicable beyond any other porcelain or

earthenware body for the manufacture of cameos or reliefs.

He also discovered a jasper dip by which a coating was

given to things formed of other materials. Wedgwood never

attempted the manufacture of true porcelain. Some specimens
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of clay were brought from Cbina and placed in his hands for experi

ment, which he imagined were of a kind sufficient to make the porce

lain without other materials, and desired that a search should be made

in England for the clay, but he never appeared much interested in the

matter, and allowed it to drop. It would be interesting if we could

ascertain the steps taken by Wedgwood in endeavouring to obtain

these materials. There is no art or manufacture in which so many

improvements have been the result of accidental discovery as pottery.

Were any of Wedgwood's obtained in the same way? He was

always experimenting, but when he discovered—say the black basalt—

was lie in search of a material with certain definite properties like it,

or merely after a better material than was in use, and in the course of

his experiments hit upon the basalt ? The 'jasper,' we know, was

not so fine at first, but was many years improving. However much

such information may be desired, it can never be obtained. The old

potters were singularly secretive, adopting extraordinary precautions to

conceal their operations, and Wedgwood, differing from them in so

many things, was as close as any of them, measuring out materials in

secret rooms, and keeping all memoranda referring to his processes

in cypher.

It is for his efforts in making pottery an ' art manufacture,' that

Wedgwood is probably most likely to be best remembered. Every im

provement he made in the material seemed to him to demand a cor

responding improvement in the form or embellishment of his work,

although the latter was for long not so much under his control as

the former. In his early years as a manufacturer it was the

custom to send a great portion of the ware from Staffordshire to

Liverpool to receive the pattern. This was done by what was then

called Saddler's process, which consists in first taking an impres

sion from a copper plate, on prepared paper, and then making use

of the paper to print the pattern on the ware. As the printers sup

plied the designs, it is easy to understand how seldom they would

alter tbem, and consequently how little variety would be found, and

that one manufacturer s work resembled another's, at least as far as

the patterns were concerned. The potters in general were indifferent

to this : as long as some pattern was on their ware they were satis

fied, but Wedgwood thought otherwise. He was at the expense of

supplying patterns for his own work, but he soon found that the plates

engraved from them were used for all indifferently, and he was

obliged to keep up a continual supply of new patterns as the only way

ta secure a distinctive appearance for his ware. He took great pains

in selecting patterns, and he used to have some difficulty in making

the engravers merely copy them (they were generally engravings of a

simple character), instead of attempting to ' improve ' them. But

when he was fortunate in discovering a material like the 'black

basalt,' capable of being formed into vases of any form, he had the

good taste to perceive that some other than this method of decoration

with its Jemmy and Jeesamy figures and absurd landscapes, would be

alone appropriate. It is not easy to imagine the impediments that lay

before him when, a hundred years back, Wedgwood endeavoured to

introduce a better style of industrial art than had been previously

adopted. He had command over materials that were at least of equal

excellence with those used by the ancient potters, but no mixture of

clays or improvement in lathes or ovens could supply the place of de

corators. If Wedgwood wanted a history of pottery, with memoirs

from authentic sources of Talos the son of Perdix, sister to Daedalus,

Corsebus of Athens, Dibutadcs of Sicyon and other members of his

craft, his friend Griffiths, who was for a time Goldsmith's lord and

master, would have no difficulty in supplying him with 'eminent

hands ' for the purpose. But the case was different with designers.

Those who had Deen trained in potteries were hardly suited for work

which was to be unlike any that had previously been produced in

England ; and as the separation between industrial art and so-

called fine art was probably broader than it is at present, there

was little chance of his finding assistants amongst the young

artists of the day, for one of them would hardly feel flat

tered by an offer of an engagement to become a pottery designer,

who had been recommended by Reynolds to always aim at the gusto

ffrande. Whatever may be the defects of Wedgwood's work, especi

ally its poverty as regards original design, allowance must be made

for the scarcity of designers that existed when he began what he

called ornamental manufactures. It denotes no small courage that,

under such circumstances, he should have thought of imitating the

finest pottery of antiquity. He had a large amount of that talent for

organisation which is usually one of the most prominent character

istics of our great manufacturers and contractors, and on this he

would have relied, we imagine, to carr}' him through more difficult

work, even if the available assistance had been less useful. He took

some designers who had been employed by silversmiths, and some

whose sole experience was in the namby-pamby ornament adopted in

other potteries. Then he sought for patterns to imitate. Hamilton

had published some engravings of his vases, copies of which were lent

to Wedgwood ; so was De Caylus' book, which became to him a

, mine of wealth ; vases were borrowed, and he purchased every print,

cast, or copy of a gem he met with and thought would be of any use.

It is somewhat curious, but it indicates method in what he did, that

for his best work he should lean towards sculptors rather than

painters for assistance ; he never seems to. have taken much trouble to

obtain drawings or sketches by painters (those he obtained from some

aristocratic lady amateurs are hardly worth considering), but he

was nnxious to possess sculptors' work. In this way he was able to

make an extensive collection, but the misfortune resulted that

he appeared to think that the realm of art was comprised in

his portfolios and cabinets, or at least as much of it as was

required for all his purposes. AVith the help of such patterns, Wedg

wood's power of organisation was so great and his taste so fine that

he was able to produce pottery that in every way surpassed all that

was previously made in England. Some of his works were copies of

ancient examples, and in such cases the only question is if they were

accurately copied. And there is no doubt that whether it is a bust,

a vase, or a gem, Wedgwood preserved, as far as it was possible, all

the spirit and grace of the originals. His principal works are his

vases, and in general they are not so much exact copies, as made up

of ' bits ' taken from different sources, varied by the introduction now

and then of original design. In this lies the great defect of Wedg

wood'siwork. 1 here is marvellous manipulation, every part is finished

with the utmost care, but there is in general a want of that unity and

consistenc)' which should characterise every work of art—a result

that must follow whenever ornament is taken piecemeal instead of

being worked out as a whole. We doubt if one of the vases was ever

shadowed forth in any designer's imagination that Wedgwood paid

wages to before it was turned into shape ; this or that part might have

been, but some other designer, ancient or modern, had part in it too.

The extent to which this vamping has been carried may be seen even

in a small collection. The ornament that is round the foot of one

vase may be found round the neck of the adjoining one j in others it

is merely reversed, again it will be combined with something else ; a

flower will be repeated with the addition of two leaves, or with

merely a little ornament on a leaf : scrolls that in one place

spring from something, will afterwards be found isolated; groups

that surround one vase continuously will, on another, be broken

up into detached figures, and so on. It is almost painful to see

the extent of mechanical copying without any attempt being

made at alteration. There is a little oval ornament on some

of the vases over which wreaths pass—we should be afraid to

mention the number of instances in which we have met with it,

varying in size, but never having the slightest deviation in the shape

or the number of the leaves that radiate on it. We have a curious

illustration in one of his letters of the way in which Wedgwood used

to get up ornament for his work. Flaxman modelled three of the

Heavenly Muses at half a guinea a muse, not a very extravagant price

when the subjects are considered. Some time afterwards he received

an order for the remaining six. But one day Wedgwood was looking

over his ' bas-relief goddesses," in order to make new ones out of them,

and it struck him that if he was able to create goddesses in this way,

there ought to be no difficulty with muses. So he wrote in haste to

his partner, announcing his discovery, and directing that the order to

Flaxman be countermanded, as by his plan the models could be pro

duced at half Flaxman's prices, by which means thirty shillings would

be saved to the firm. Very thrifty, no doubt, and very tradesmanlike,

but what value can ornament have that is manufactured in such a

way ? And the workmanship of all kinds of Wedgwood-ware is of

such excellence that no artist that ever lived ought to feel any loss of

dignity in co-operating with the potters. The extent of Wedgwood's

supervision may be recognised in the care with which even the

tiniest cameo for a button is made. Some of the ornament is so

delicate, that it resembles more the work of the lace-maker than the

potter. No engraving can give a sufficient notion of the delicacy—it

may give the form and size, but it cannot alone impress upon anyone

the extent to which a workman can make clay subject to him. The

French have a saying that the English have two left hands : it must

have little point for anyone who has seen some of Wedgwood's tablets

and cameos. What a pity it is that, after all, so much of his best

work should be nothing more than beautiful patchwork !

Better would it have been for English industrial art if we had the

rough force and vitality of the early French and Italian pottery, where

strength and nature make amends for art, than the cold correctness of

Wedgwood's classical copies ; better if we had the unity of design

that is found in pottery made by some half-savage Indian than the

elegant extracts which constitute the staple ornament of some of the

vases that are most prized by connoisseurs". For wherever there is a

principle, there is a possibility of growth, of art being extended and

developed, of the relations between master and pupil, of traditions

being handed down ; but are any of these things compatible with the

Wedgwood system of ornamentation ? No improvement can be

traced in his vases, because he could cut and clip as well in one year

as in another. Take away the few things really designed by Flaxman

and one or two other artists, and no difference can be discovered by

which we can tell Hackwood's or Pingo's work from Mrs. Landres ,

or one designer's from another's. If everything was done by ma

chinery, there could not be a more complete absence of that indi

viduality which is one of the most essential elements of all true art

manufacture. And of all branches of pottery, in none has there been

so little improvement of late years as in Wedgwood ware, for the

simple reason that while a pseudo-classical style of ornament is

adopted, no improvement is possible. A copy from a plaster

figure made in the eighteenth century may be as correct as

one made in the nineteenth, and while we see the results of

extended art education more plainly perhaps in some kinds of pottery

than in any other kind of manufacture, a vase or a tablet of Wedg

wood ware will have the same classical or childish subjects, neither

better nor worse represented than they would have been in our
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grandfathers' days. As long as antique subjects are held to be the

most congenial decoration of the ware, it is never likely to be other

wise. It is seldom, we know, that a sculptor in any country is

capable of the mental feat of giving us a statue or a relief that

has any classical property except the title, but no ordinary designer

receiving only ordinary wages could possibly project himself some

dozen times every year into the past, so as to be able to tell heroic

stories, or represent grave-gowned processions properly; the only

thing he can do is to allow his imagination and invention to lie

dormant and copy. There is no finer material in any trade avail

able to the artist, and it is possible to make it the auxiliary to

other branches of art manufacture ; but as long ns it seems heresy to

introduce figures or ornament that have no precedent in the works

of the man who discovered the material, as far as genuine art is

concerned, it may be said to be lost. We would say, therefore, in

conclusion, to all students in the Art classes of the Institute that

bears Wedgwood's name, as well as to those who may employ them,

remember that a pottery designer's room ought to be a studio rather

than a repository ; that Englishmen are capable of creating as well as

of importing forms that are beautiful ; and that, while they honour

Wedgwood's memory, they ought not to forget that his and their art

is capable of greater extension than even he imagined.

NOTES FROM ABROAD.

(from a CORRESPONDENT.)

Florence, March 29, 1869.

Bear Mr. Editor,—As you have expressed a wish to receive such

notes on architecture and its concomitant arts as I may make during

my rambles on the continent, I proceed to carry out your desire, and

do so with the more pleasure, as I know that amongst professional

people, as in society generally, the last gossip is always welcome, and

the latest impressions of our friends and acquaintances always listened

to with pleasure. We at once feel our importance : we am Captain

Grotes, who roam with criticising eye from one town to another; we

feel disposed to say to the unwitting foreign public ' Beware ! a chiefs

aninng' ye taking notes, and faith, he'll prent theni.' I fear they

would care little about that ; and "yet they deserve lecturing as well

as any people, even on matters of art, though in their self-sufficiency

they hardly think so. Even Paris might listen and learn ; but 'twere

Tain to tell them what we believe to be decidedly true, that although

the Emperor found Paris quasi brick, and will leave it quasi marble,

yet the Renaissance of the Empire will never command the admirntion

of future generations of artists, and not even that- of the educated

during the present age. It is poor, inartistic, and pitiably monotonous ;

one is oppressed with the idea that Baron Haussmann, besides his

other numerous and arduous duties, designed all the houses himself.

This has always been to us a serious drawback to our profession, viz.

that none but an educated architect can properly appreciate the works

of the great masters, and that we address ourselves only to the

initiated. The great public is utterly incapable of appreciating the

delicacies and beauties of a refined style of architecture, such as that

of Greece ; and indeed for the matter of that, we question if there are

a dozen living architects who feel its wonderful superiority

in point of refinement to any architectural style ever pro

duced. But to return to our ' moutons ' at Paris, where

' moutons ' are scarce, but ' loups ' and ' reynards ' abound. We must

not leave the imperial city without one word about its last great

ornamental work, the new Opera-house. Most of your readers, per

haps, will have seen it outside, and for those who have not I will

just state that it is a large, fine, florid piece of work, toned down to

look interesting, and coloured on the facade between the columns in

a sickly style ; and that, to my mind, it bears about the same relation

to pure, healthy architecture as the Dame aux Camelias does to

Sophia Western. Paris has, indeed, been Ilaussmannised ; that is to

say, as those lively people express it, you go to sleep in one street at

night and wake up in another in the morning. But let us give the

Baron his due ; like a well-known autocrat in the south-west of

London, ho knows how to carry his point, so benrs all opponents

down ; he has survived the last great combined attack of the Opposi

tion, and has wound it up with a bon mot on the leader. ' Ce pauvre

petit Thiers,' said the Baron, ' what a fuss he makes ! yet he spent

millions on the fortifications of Paris, which are of no use, whilst I

at least build houses that people can live in.' But let us away from

Paris with its painted architecture and painted people to the more

decorous and dull precincts of Orleans, celebrated for its maid, its

plums, and its great cathedral ; if any of your readers desire to know

more about Haussmann and his works, are they not written at length in

the ' Paris Nouveau Illustrt?,' especially the No. 15, which can

be got at any foreign bookseller's, and which contains an inte

resting rtsumi of all the Baron's doings, which I strongly recom

mend to vour notice, and require you to thank me for not turning

into a valuable article on the subject, as I believe is the fashion

now-a-days with litterateurs? And now for Orleans. Big as tho

cathedral is, I am almost afraid that Bishop Dupanloup is the most

interesting thing in it—when he is there ; but it is large and im-

po."ing,with much carved work, and it seems like self-conceit to tell

people, when they admire it—as you must, when they admire Milan

also—that it is bad architecture. If they admire it, it must be good,

so your objection is regarded as mere professional pedantry. Yet it

is a fact, that to appreciate and know what is good architecture is

the result of education, entirely and wholly ; there is no heaven-born

sense in this matter, though there is greater capacity in some than in

others to find it out. But if the cathedral is uninteresting, not so is

the town itself, and there are some few late Gothic and Kenaissance

domestic buildings which are very picturesque and good ; amongst

which I would* especially mention the soi-disant houses of Agnes

Sorel and Diana of Poitiers—though that either of these notorieties

of old had anything to do with them seems more than doubtful.

The best building, however, is the old Town Hall, now used as the

museum, the contents of which are very interesting; some of the

Roman bronze antiquities found in the neighbourhood being, indeed,

quite unique in their way.

The Museum at Orleans, full as it is of works of artistic and historic

interest, puts us in mind how much has yet to be done both in Eng

land and France to render such collections as useful as they ought to

be to the public. I would suggest that it is not enough* to gather

together such objects, and leave them to speak for themselves—the

place being often supplied only with the briefest of catalogues, and

often with no catalogue at all. These museums require, moreover,

an extended scope ; they should be industrial as well as artistic and

archaeological, be furnished with full descriptive catalogues, sold at

the lowest possible price, and should be open to the public every

evening. Such museums in England may indeed be said to bo

absolutely useless to the local working public, for, at the only times

they could possibly visit them, they are closed. South Kensington

furnishes us with a good model on a grand scale; but I would

rather see less centralization and more local institutions of the same

class. From Orleans we proceeded to see the fine cathedral and

stained glass of Bourges, and that splendid example of a mediaeval

citizen's dwelling, the house of Jaques Coeur. It is needless to dilate

upon the charms and merits of the first-named ; the complaint against

all twelfth century glass is the same—it entirely darkens the place

where it is used, though in itself wonderful for colour and effect. Of

Jaques Cceur's house, so thoroughly characteristic of fifteenth century

work, I cannot speak too highly as picturesque architecture. It

could hardly be done now, yet there it seems quite appropriate that

the owner anil his wife should be sculptured leaning out of window

on each side of the entrance way to welcome all comers. And it

should be remembered that Jaques was not a mere merchant, but also

Minister of Finance to Charles VIL Every part of the building is

good, and the great round tower at the back, with stone newel stair

case abutting on it, wonderfully picturesque. The architect has also

cleverly introduced the jleur de hjs in the tracery of the principal

window ; and the quatrefoils of the balustrade, as well as other parts

of the building, contain a heart (coeur) and scallop shell, no doubt

part of the owner's armorial bearings.

Our next halting-place was Nevers ; where, besides the cathedral,

which contains many striking points, especially a very beautifully

sculptured south porch, I meet with a noble example of a grand

seigneur's palace—that of the Dukes of Nevers, built in the fifteenth

century. It is a really noble building, and has been very fairly re

stored. It is now used as the law courts, and contains also a museum,

in which is arranged a very full and interesting series of the Nevers

earthenware manufacture, commencing with the earliest imitations of

Italian majolica. But I must hasten on past Lyons with its new

streets and squares following in the wake of Paris ; accompanying the

windings of the arrowy Rhone—to my mind, a more picturesque

river than the Rhine ; past Avignon, with its frowning Acropolis of

church, and pope's palace, and finely-macchicolated walls; past Aries

a city almost as Roman as Rome itself, to Marseilles, the old Phoeni

cian Massilia, and which yet has nothing, not a trace of Phoenicia

left in it, to mark the path of those ancient carriers of the ocean. But

we have come some time since to the conviction that the Phoenicians

were traders and nothing more. They made neither settlements nor

colonies, probably only what we used to term ' factories,' at the ports

where they traded. Neither in their own country, nor in Candia,

Crete, Sicily, Carthage, or Marseilles, are any important traces to be

found of Phoenician fife ; and as to England, where they undoubtedly

traded for tin, probably also bringing with them most of the bronze

weapons and ornaments which are dug up so often in early British

graves, the only thing, after careful search, which we have been

able to find, which tells of their presence, is a solitary small bronze

bull, incised with the sun and moon, which I believe is to be found en-

graved in one of the volumes of the ' Archteologia,' and which probably

elonged to some Eastern sailor, who may have worn it as a talisman.

Marseilles is now, with its narrow crowded streets in the old town, its

port full of the shipping of all nations, its rocky coast and islands,

and forts, and noisy, many-coloured population, one of the most pic

turesque cities in Europe. True it is noisy and dirty, but we always

leave it with regret. There is a fine new Exchange, and very fiue

and very dear hotels ; and Notre Dame de la Garde, made spick and

span new, on the hill, where all the storm-saved mariners hang up

their votive offerings—and curious enough many of them are ; and

the old cathedral, pulled down to make way for a very pretentious

semi-Romanesque new cathedral, which I doubt not is a fine work ;

but, to my mind, no French architect has yet been inspired with the

true spirit of mediaeval art : there is something petty about all they

do ; it is finicking, and wants that boldness and simplicity and sense

of strength which is so eminently characteristic of tne best works of
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the men of old. From hence to Toulon, where there is a new-

theatre, very orthodox in style, e. Roman, but not effective.

There is nothing to detain the architect here, after lie has

seen Pierre Puget's caryatides at the Town Hall, but they are not

good, strained and exaggerated ; there are better examples by him

or of his school at Marseilles. One thing, however, we did particu

larly remark at Toulon, and that is the principal street or boulevard

(is not that our buitoark ?), which is laid out in three parts—a central

avenue of brick squares intersected with stonework and lined witli

trees about 20 feet apart, and a road on each side of that, with pave

ment and shops : it makes a delightful walk, and dates from about

the time of Louis XV., I should say. The rail now lands us at

Monaco, one of the most picturesquely-situated castellated towns we

have ever seen ; but Nature here reigus supreme, thougli there is

another monarch on the plain beneath, Mr. Le Blanc, who pays the

worthy Prince of Monaco 8,000/. a year for permission to hold his

gambling saturnalia at the Casino, on which, and on the grounds, we

are told he has spent some 40,000/. This is a blot on the Prince's

escutcheon he would do well to wipe speedily away. Monaco of

ancient fame, even in the fabulous times of Hercules, is wretchedly

degraded by this intrusion of mammon worship in its worst form.

Mentone and San Remo, with their palm trees and cactuses, arc

passed rapidly by ; they have no architecture, and are perhaps the

very dearest places on this beautiful coast ; so we step into the dili

gence, and ore kept in a constant state of delight at the splendid

scenery of the Cornice road till we arrive at the iirst really Italian

town of any note, Albenza. Now who, amongst your architectural

readers, ever heard probably of Albenza ? and yet, let us assure you,

it well deserves a visit It is a perfect picture on a small scale of a

fortified town of the thirteenth or fourteenth century ; a mixture of

what Genoa and Bologna were in their earlier days. Only imagine !

this town of some 5,000 inhabitants was of sufficient importance as

a republic to be sought by Carthage in its palmy days as an ally I

It must have retained its importance oven to Mediaeval times, for it

was the ally also of Genoa up to the eighteenth century, when it was

finally incorporated with that republic. Its streets are narrower even

than those of Genoa, and its high brick towers, two of which bear the

classic names of Malespina and of Guelph, are more numerous in pro

portion to its size than those of Bologna, probably like what Florence

was before the jealous populace demanded the reduction of its seig-

110 rial towers. Most of the streets can hardly be above 12 feet wide,

and the houses are connected by arches which form ties throughout

them, rendering them of great strength. The walls still remain with

an inner wav of similar arched buildings ; nothing can be imagined

more stern looking, dreary, and unhealthy. What a life must the

citizens have led ! What tales does it tell of party jealousy, insecurity,

«nd isolated privacy ! To appreciate the blessings of modern life you

should visit Albenza. The cathedral of unknown ago has been sadly

modernised, but still in its facade remain some very curious early

tokens of its architecture. The Baptistry is beyond conception old,

and seems to be some (5 or 7 feet below the present level of the ground,

which, according to the usual computation in such matters, would

lead us to ascribe it to the fourth or fifth century of our era ; it con

tains some most interesting early remains in mosaic and sculpture. The

tower of the cathedral is a remarkably fine piece of brickwork, and is

a good example of architecture in the eleventh or twelfth century.

Albenza is still the capo Irnx/o of the district, but its glory is fled, and

the wild winds resounding through its deserted streets seem to speak

of its present decay and- of its future fall.

Wonderfully beautiful 11s the road, skirting the Mediterranean, is,

from here to bavona, there is little or nothing to interest the architect.

Nor does Savona itself present much for our notice beyond its houses,

but the portals of these deserve particular attention. They are of the

early Genoese style. The main bodv of the house is painted with

various architectural and allegorical devices, and there is little archi

tecture or sculpture except upoD the doors ; these are usually of black

or dark coloured marble, of very good effect, with pilasters at each

aide, or the architrave carried round the opening. These are richly

carved with arabesques, or, more properly speaking, with grotesques

.—a curious mixture of antique and modern subjects, ancient arms and

armour combined with cannon and trophies of modem weapons.

Above tho angles of the door are usually to be seen two heads of the

Caesars, and in the centre, where there is no appropriate sculpture, a

circle enclosing the cabalistic letters I. II. S. frequently occurs ; the

staircases are about five or six feet wide, with marble columns and

balusteTS, and the doors are all plated with iron, thickly studded with

large headed nails ; the knockers being invariably somewhat oval,

fixed upon ornamental plates. Religions subjects abound on the

architraves, and the entire sculpture is always well, carefully, and yet

boldly executed. The principal doors are to be found in the Via

Guards Superioro, and in the Via degli Orefici (Goldsmiths' Street),

where a few of the craft still are to be found, but which is now

mainly dedicated to the sale of poultry and fruit—' To such base

uses may we come at last.' Like Toulon, Savona boasts of n new

theatre, the two most notable features of which are—that amongst

ornaments on the facade are a statue of Chiabrera, ono of Italy's

greatest lyric poets, a native of Savona, and a clock, from which it

seems that some importance is attached to time punctuality in the

theatrical amusements of the place. From Savona the rail once more

take9 us comfortably on to Genoa ; and as we may now be fairly said

to be on Italian ground, where architecture holds a prominent place,

we propose to commence our next series of notes, which we trust

will be rather of a more strictly architectural character, from this

most ancient busy and noisy city, the metropolis of Liguria.

_ W.

PICTURES SENT IN TO THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

IN a recent number we laid before our readers a short statement of

the principal pictures intended for the forthcoming Exhibition of

the Royal Academv, and we now add some further particulars

respecting other works which have been sent in. The public will be

gratified by learning that the department of Landscape will be well

represented. The veteran Creswick heads the list with four contri

butions. Mr. Vicat Cole, whose works have lately attracted so much

attention, will exhibit two pictures generally considered the best he

has yet painted. Mr. Peter Graham, whose very clever picture of a

' Spate in the Highlands ' first brought him into notice at the Royal

Academy, has this year sent two very admirable pictures, decidedly

finer than anything no has yet attempted : and Messrs. Leader, Moore,

and other popular favourites will be well represented. In addition

to the above, one or two leading French landscape painters have sent

contributions which will give us an opportunity of comparing the

respective aims and achievements of the two schools. Sir

Edwin Landseer, we are happy to learn, will after all be repre

sented, and that by a picture which, if we may trust the report

of the privileged few who have been permitted" to see it, equals,

if not transcends, anything which he has vet done. It represents a

combat between eagles and swans on the bosom of some inland lake.

Several foreign artists have forwarded pictures to the Exhibition this

year. Mdlle. Rosa Bonheur sends two ; Edouard Frere two ; and

the same number have been sent by that rising Belgian artist, M.

Alma Tadema; one, a party of Roman patricians witnessing a species

of war dance of gladiators previous to the combats of the arena ; the

other, a classical virtuono displaying to his admiring friends some

choice specimen of metallic sculpture. So that wo mav repeat our

statement that the forthcoming show will certainly equal in interest,

if not surpass, any previous Exhibition that we can remember.

DRAWINGS SENT IN TO THE FORTHCOMING

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

rPIIE Annual Exhibition of the Architectural Exhibition Society

-L will open to the public at 0, Conduit Street—the Archite iuou

Galleries—the first week in May. We understand that in add ute-

to the usual amount of drawings sent in, will be exhibited an i. L.

resting collection of water-colour drawings by tho late Rev. Jnd

Petit, made by him during various tours in England, Scotia '

Ireland, France, Italy, Spain, and the Holy Land, &c.—numbering

some 300 in all. Amongst other contributors are, Mr. Blomfield,

who sends a drawing of his Basilica church at Oxford ; Mr. Seddon,

who, amongst other drawings and sketches, will exhibit two drawings

of the large parish church of St. Nicholas at Yarmouth, now in course

of restoration under his superintendence ; Messrs. Godwin and Crisp,

who send their last design for the new Assize Courts at Bristol, and

a view of Glenbegh Towers, Killamey.

Mr. Lamb will be represented by a drawing of a Memorial Church

in Clerkenwell, and Mr. Ewan Christian by a view of a house at

Combe End, and a now church at Folkestone, lately erected by him.

Messrs. Blackmore and Withers, Johnson, J. W. Fowler, &c, will

contribute various competitive designs for churches; and Messrs.

Fowler, G. C. Clarke, Walford and Evill, Chamberlain, &c, sketches

and drawings of mansions and villas lately erected. Mr. Phipps will

exhibit a drawing of the decoration for the new Gaiety Theatre,

together with Mr. Marks's cartoons for the lunette aud proscenium

frieze for the same building; and Mr. Robert W. Edis a small study

for new premises in Oxford Street, proposed to be built principally in

terra cotta. Mr. Robson sends the Municipal Buildings in Liverpool,

and Messrs. Adams, Corson, Kempson, and others will send drawings

and photographs of various works lately erected in the provinces ; and

Mr. Emerson forwards from Bombay drawings of various works in

progress, Sc. Beyond these there will be a good collection of

sketches of ancient work by Messrs. T. II. Watson, R. Phene' Spiers,

A. Derbyshire, J. Foster, &c, so that we may fairly hope to see an

average collection of drawings, although we are sorry not to hear of

more drawings from the senior members of the profession.

LONDON AND PARIS.

[SECOND ABT1CLE.]

1VHE Parks of London are, perhaps, the next features of prominence which

. call for notice. In these we certainly possess a great advantage over our

neighbours, for the Champs Ely.tees, which in summer soon becomes a dusty

desert, is the only great open space running into tho centre of the city

which at all corresponds with the chain of parks extending from Kensing

ton to Charing Cross. But, ou the other hand, the eastern part of Paris is

far more open thau is the east of London ; and there is not that perceptible

difference between east and west that there is with us—the east for the

poor, and the west for tho rich.

The Square du Temple and the little gardens on tho Boulevart Richard

Lenoir are as well kept as the gardens in the Champs Elysies ; and tho

Pare Moiieeanx and the Buttes Chaumont ure certainly quite unrivalled.
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The Place du Chatelet, again, is charming. There is a prevailing taste

amongst our French neighbours, making the most of an opportunity, which

puts us utterly to shame ; and yet London is not deficient in opportunities

of a similar nature. The dismal yard on the north sido of Westminster

Abbey might be planted with trees, as has been done behind Notre Dame,

adding immensely to the effect and apparent size of the building. There are

several squares and open places which might be turned to account, and laid

out for the benefit of the people, instead of being reserved forcats and broken

bottles. No doubt the residents at the West End would object to have

their squares interfered with, as they are, in fact, private gardens sup

ported by the surrounding inhabitants, and the Parks being so near, the

people have no need of other open places ; but eastward the case is quite

different. If wc take Finsbury Circus for a centre, there is not a park or

open playground within two miles in any direction, and yet this part of

London teems with poor children, to whom the open space and the sight of

flowers and a pleasant garden, such as that in Park Lane, would be a won

derful boon ; tending also to civilise and refine the poor, and bringing

decency and order into their midst, where now there is nothing but squalor

and filth.

The inhabitants of such places as Red Lion .Square, Charter House

Square, Finsbury Square and Circus, could not, we should suppose, object

to the care of their very shabby squares being taken off their hands by

Government and turned into such pleasant places as we see in Paris.

And if a few persons did object, the Peoplo should gain the day. Lincoln's

Inn Fields is another open space, nearly useless, and yet what a charming

little park it might be made ! There are, too, the dismal grass plots before

the British Museum. Compare these wretched and forlorn-looking places
■with the cheerful and well-laid out gardens round the Louvre, where happy

children play to their hearts' content, without in the least disturbing the

visitors to the Museums.

It appears to us that this subject is one which may well be recom

mended to the new Liberal Government.

In comparing London and Paris, we must not pass over the two chief

places of the respective capitals, Trafalgar Square and the Place do la

Concorde, although the subject is so worn to death that we almost feel it

absurd to mention it.

The Place de la Concorde is certainly very fine, but extremely flat, and

wants definition ; neither the Tuileries Gardens nor the Champs Elysees

form any decided boundary. The Corps Legislatif is a low and tamo-

looking building, and the side towards the Madeleine is the only architec

turally commanding view to be obtained, by no means equal to the view

from Trafalgar Square down to the Palace of Westminster. And if we

stand in the centre and take the view up or down the grand avenue, the

Place itself is lost in the Champs Elysees or the gardens of the Tuileries.

The site of Trafalgar Square being on so decided a slope is much supe

rior. A very little would make this dismal desert of asphalt into certainly
•one of the noblest squares in Europe.

As we have been before speaking of the natural grouping of buildings

which still remains to us in London, but has been almost destroyed in Paris,

we will merely name a few views, which in our opinion are very fine, and are

to be equalled by our neighbours.

There is the view of St. Paul's as we approach it either from Fleet Street

or Holborn ; the Victoria Tower from Waterloo Place ; the Abbey from the

front of Marlborough House ; and several others nearly as fine.

The transition from groups of buildings and public places to streets and

houses is easy, but the two subjects are so intimately connected and

intermingled that it is somewhat difficult to keep them at all distinct.

And there are in London, as yet, but few new streets to put in com

parison with the ever-increasing number in Paris ; while there are many

collateral circumstances, such as restrictions imposed by the legislature and

various exigencies of locality and custom, which must of necessity exercise

considerable influence on the laying-out of a street, and the designing of

the houses in it, and with all of these it is hardly possible we can be

acquainted.

Uniformity is, as the lawyers express it, of the essence of a French street,

wherever it may be built—Paris, Rouen, Marseilles, or Algiers, all display

the same rows of balconies, renaissance, rococo, or semi-Greek details and

identity of general design, without much consideration of rlimate or other

local influences.

If we take any new street in Paris—it really matters very little in what

quarter of the town—we shall find it to be a repetition of its neighbours.

The houses are almost alike, with the exception, as we have before said, of

a little variety in detail, or a balcony more or less.

Unquestionably, as a coup tforil, there is a grandeur in the lofty houses

and regular lines which is at first impressive, but the more we look the

less wo find to look at. There is nothing to induce us to go down the

street to admire this or that building; having arrived at the end, we look

tack, and see precisely the same vista as before, and, on looking to the right or

left, we see interminable avenues, all resembling the one we have passed

through. If we start from the Hospital of Lariboissicre and walk down

the Boulevarts Magenta and Prince Eugene to the Place du Trone, we shall

pass between more than three miles of houses almost identical in general

design from end to end—the monotony could hardly be exceeded.

The Rue Lafayette is nearly as bad.

The Rue de Rivoli is certainly far superior, because it is not all nsw.

It owes little enough, as wc have before said, to the new buildings at its

western extremity. It is impossible that a city such as Venice or Nurem

berg could have been formed on such a model.

M. Cesar Daly (* Architecture privee an XIX' sicele') gives the following

reasons for this uniformity:—'Whilst the "hotel prive" demands a

character of individuality, showing that it is a special construction, in

tended to form a lasting residence for its inhabitants, the "maison a

loyer," destined for every one—that is to say, for a multitude of inhabitants,

changing from day to day, as the necessities of work, position, or fortune

demand, inhabited from basement to attic by tenants of classes socially

different, strangers one to another—does not admitof any marked originality

of treatment. Neither the exterior, nor the internal arrangements, can

show character, but must correspond as well as possible with the tastes and

necessities of the great mass of the population.'

There is, no doubt, a great deal of truth in M. Daly's remarks, but wo

may place ourselves in much the same position. The new streets, or rather

the streets of new houses, in the City of London are built to fulfil nearly

the same requirements as are those of Paris. They are composed of

buildings, used, almost without exception, as shops on the ground floor, and

offices above, let to various tenants. They have each been built by some

largo firm for its own use, or partly to let ; and this must be the case

with many of the French houses, which cannot all be. constructed merely as

speculations. During the wholesale demolitions perpetually going on in

Paris, numbers of large firms must have been dislodged, and compelled to

build for themselves fresh quarters, and yet the prevailing type of domestic

architecture is always maintained. Wc need scarcely point to the different

appearance between a Paris and a City street ; the one all monotony, the

other all variety. It may be argued that an office and dwelling-house

are not the same, but (unless we restrict our comparison exclusively to

private residences) for all external purposes of design they are. They are

all houses. We are subjected to building regulations as are our neighbours,

but do not seem to find it necessary to carry a cornice for half a mile or

more in an unbroken line; nor to make every building a repetition of its

neighbour. In fact, none of our main thoroughfares can be accused of

monotony. Victoria Street, at its western extremity, is most open to this

accusation, and a sad failure it is. Anything more depressing than the

row of huge smoke-grimed barracks cannot be imagined, and unfortunately

the new houses on the north side of the street repeat the roofless sky-line

of their opposite neighbours.

If we take any of the new streets in the City, the buildjngs with which

it is lined are, as it were, the embodiment of the great banks, insurance

offices, or largo firms which occupy them, as, for example, Throgmorton

Street, Lombard Street, or Cannon Street, or if we go westward we find

large shops, clubs, or mansions, still bearing more or less of individual

character about them.

Some of the buildings are, no doubt, very remarkable specimens of

architecture, to which it would be impossible to point with any degree of

satisfaction, but in most cases they fulfil their purpose, and show that they

do so. The French have certainly a ' style.' We have not. Strand Music

Halls, slices of Greek temples, all styles and no style at all, succeed each

other in endless variety, and new and startling developments of the Vic

torian seem growing in Southwark Street with alarming rapidity : indeed

this street would appear to be the trial-ground for the New Style we so often

hear about.

, In comparing our ordinary streets —those lined with houses in the ' ver

nacular ' style—with those of Paris, the French have unquestionably the

advantage over our stucco terraces, although very many of their houses owe

quite as much to the fine material of which they are built as they do to the

goodness of the design, and much is due to their always honestly showing their

roofs. The eye is satisfied with the sky-line of the building, although in most

cases nothing more than a very commonplace mansard, with scarcely any

design about it ; but nevertheless it is a good honest roof, and pleasant to see.

AVe shall probably before very long have a good opportunity of comparing a

roofed and roofless building in Parliament Street—the Duke of Buecleuch's on

the one hand, with its lofty and prominent chimneys, roofs, and dormers,

and the New Home Office, which will be no doubt like the Foreign Office, a

great roofless box, with miserable little chimneys fearing to show them

selves, possibly because they are not classical ; but on that score the tower

should certainly be suppressed -it would be hard indeed to say what style

tluxt belonged to. We should have hoped that so great and able a champion

of the Gothic revival as is the architect of this building would not have

adopted the expedient of hiding the roof, even to please Lord Palmerston.

Why not have a good cornice and low roof, as in the purest Italian style, in

which useless parapets arc not found necessary ?

Wo may, however, point with great pleasure to the new buildings on the

Marquis of Westminster's estates, vory preferable, as we think, to much

of the street architecture of Paris. The roofs and chimneys are in many

cases very striking, and there is a reasonable diversity between the various

blocks of buildings, without any straining after effects of variety, although

they must certainly be accused of imitating the effect of large public build

ings instead of blocks of houses.

One of the most remarkable features of the newest houses in the chief

quarter of Paris is, that they arc decidedly worse in design than those built

some time ago. Many of the older houses are excellent specimens of street

architecture; but the perpetual call for new streets has evidently exhausted

the architects, and they have at last come back to the old cut and dried

arrangement of an order running through two stories and a little bit of enta

blature squeezed in between t he windows, the cornice serving for the inevitable

continuous balcony, which seems a sine qua Hon in all French houses.

There are numbers of new houses treated thus to be found round the New

Opera, on the Place St.-Michel, and at various other points.

But, as a set off to all this, what a grand solidity there is in almost all

the French buildings, whether public or private, compared to anything we

find at homo! Stucco is unknown. Stone, brick, and iron construction are

the rule. Not only the floors of most of the new houses are of fire-proof

construction, but in many cases the steeper portions of the mansard roofs

are also formed with iron rafters filled in with concrete. The vast sub

structures of the New Opera House, and the new buildings of the Tuileries

and Louvre, are quite unparalleled in any of our public works. One has

but to walk through the sculpture galleries of the Louvre, more particularly

the new entrance from tho Place Napoleon III. and the new staircase, all

groined in stone and built with the most magnificent solidity, to feel the

iextremely flimsy construction of such a building as tho South Kensington

Museum ; not even the British Museum can at all compare with it. Never

theless it is impossible in many respects to defend the new buildings of the

Louvre erected by the present Emperor. Everything has been sacrificed to

uniformity, so that the north and south sides of the Place Napoleon III.

may exactly correspond. Although it has been always intended that one

portion should be used as a picture gallery, and the other for various pur-
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poses, still windows hare been made only to be stopped up, and a pretence

that the building is two or three storeys high all round, when in fact the

north side has nearly all its grand windows divided horizontally by floors

across the middle, and the south side has no floors at all. A grand coup

cTaU is not so difficult to attain when such architectural questions as these

are entirely ignored. It is not true architecture ; indeed, it is very proba

ble that a more magnificent or gigantic sham does not exist in Europe

than this great pile. The whole side of the building towards the Rue Ri-

voli, new and old, is all a sham of the same sort. And again, anything more

ridiculous than the Maine in the Place du Louvre, with a portico to match

St.-Germain-l'Auxerrois (a sham St.-Germain), can scarcely be imagined.

We have the consolation that our wretched stucco shams will soon fall

down, from their poverty of construction, but it will take centuries to over

throw such buildings as wo have mentioned.

When, however, we come to look into matters of detail, we find our neigh

bours far ahead of us. We have before remarked that they take advantage

of every opportunity for some little display of taste, planting here and there

a few trees, or placing a little fountain and plot of grass at a vacant corner.

Even their arrangement of a shop-window shows an innate love of beauty

and elegance, which amongst the mass of our population is absolutely

wanting.

The thing may be ever so elegant, and the British public actually do not

seem aware that it is beautiful at all. A hideous or an elegant lamp-post

is a lamp-post, and there it ends, otherwise how could the Signal Lamp-post

at the bottom of Parliament Street bo tolerated for a moment ? A worse

thing was never seen, and yet it seems to have passed almost unchallenged.

The shape of the lamp and utter vulgarity of the capital which supports it

are perfectly monstrous ; the shaft can only be compared to a huge screw-

jack that has woutod its way up from the sowers. The pedestal suggests the

Gothic (?) of sixty years ago. Nearly all the other lamps in London—indeed,

we may pretty safely say in England—are as bad, and yet the Paris lamps

are very ornamental, and also give a far better light than ours.

If we turn to larger things, we find a refinement and delicacy in the

architectural mouldings, and a grace and benuty in the carving, which we

seek for almost in vain in this country.

Whether in stone, wood, or ironwork, in ordinary houses or in the richer

quarters, although there are many things not very pure in style, there is

not that lamentable vulgarity which we so perpetually see on this side of

the Channel. We may attribute this partly to the fine climate which the

French enjoy, permitting delicate detail to be well seen, which with us

would be almost obliterated ; but this does not excuse vulgarity. The

truth is that men run in herds much like sheep ; even the man who thinks

himself most original is influenced far more than he may be willing to

imagine by his predecessors and surroundings, and those who do not aim at

originality are of course influenced to a much greater extent. A French

artist and workman sees daily refinement of detail about him, and naturally

moves in the samo groove; an Englishman sees, alas! very different

things.

The English iron-founder who sees the lamp in Parliament Street, and

the French one who sees those in the Place du Palais Royal, must have

very different ideas as to what he should imitate. And to refer to largor

things, how different is the detail of the iron columns in almost any French

railway station from the miserable things at the Victoria or London Bridge

Stations, or indeed almost anywhere else in England ?

What must a Yorkshireman's idea of an iron column be when such

things are provided for him to look at as those in the Winter Garden at the

Leeds Exhibition, where art might lmvo been expected ?

Or, to turn to stone-work, what clumsy detail, ill-shaped balusters, and

coarse heavy pediments we find in the Junior Carlton Clubhouse, numbers

of the City banks, and other buildings, which we shall not see in Paris !

If we turn our attention to the shops, what a difference there is between

the internal fittings of those in Paris and those which we consider even our

best ! The French display a vast amount of fertility of invention in the

decorations of the ceilings, show-cases, and walls—indeed, we may truly

say that there is more taste visible in an average French shop than in an

English drawing-room. It is quite a treat to walk through the Boulevart

des Italiens or the Rue de la Paix when the shops arc lit up, in order to

examine the ingenuity with which such small apartments, as many of them

are, are so tastefully arranged and richly and variously decorated.

And these decorations are, of course, not produced by artists of note, but

by ordinary house decorators, and any little novelty is thoroughly appre

ciated by their public.

As a specimen of English ingenuity, we were lately struck by a wonderful

effort at shop decoration, in the ' Gothic taste,' just finished in the Bucking

ham Palace Road, near the Victoria Station—one of the newest develop

ments, indocd, let us hope, the last in this stylo. It is to glorify a grocer's

shop that this effort has been made. There is a Gothic window nil over

little nobs and bosses, and within is a sort of bookcase, with flaming pillars

and adornments, holding rows of tea-canisters, which are all pointed

vermilion, with an enormous chevron on each canister in gold or some light

colour. The effect at night must be seen to be appreciated. The chandeliers,

too, are 'Gothic,' with little twists and brass balls stuck on in every part

but the right one. The artist (?) of the Parliament Street lamp-post must

surely have been here. We feel very little hesitation in saying that such

an exhibition is not to be found in Paris.

The little kiosks, again, for selling newspapers, are many of them very

ornamental ; and so are the pretty little sheds on the Champs-KJysees for

the omnibus passengers, very different to the ugly things on the landing

stages for the new Embankment. Compare the elegant preparations made

by a Frenchman for a public fete with the clumsy attempt of an English

man. However, wo might go on comparing for ever. Let us hope for

improvement.

Proposed New Police Station at Wath.—It is proposed that the

sum of 500/. be granted out of the police rates for erecting a police station

at Wath, for the division of Halikeld (Yorkshire), on a site to be given to

the Riding by the Marquis of Ailesbury.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR THE INDUSTRIAL

CLASSES.

BY THOMAS CHATFKILD CLARKE.

Read at the Ordinary General Meeting of th~ Institution of Surveyors,

April 5, 1869.

Mr. John Clutton, President, in the Chair.

{Concluded from page 193.)

The munificent and repeated gifts of Mr. Peabody next claim some

notice : indeed, such an amount as the total of 350,000/. put in trust for this

object must impress every one as an unexampled instance of a generous and

highminded man seeking in what way his great wealth can be devoted for

the permanent good of the community of which he is not even a country

man.

In reviewing the action of the trustees hitherto, it is difficult to go into-

much detail as to the results, inasmuch as the accounts presented annually

to the public are so meagre in character, no revenue account being pub

lished, and no analysis being given of the interests obtained on distinct

blocks of building. It is much to be wished that the trustees would consider

the advisability of furnishing more detailed acconnts, as great interest is

felt in the matter, and it might serve to remove from the public mind by

explanations false results, possibly otherwise arrived at.

As to the scale and substantial character of the buildings, there cannot

be a question, that their large and airy secluded playgrounds, laundries,

and other conveniences, all must add very much to the comfort and con

venience of the dwellers therein ; but, judging by the recent letter of the

secretary to the trust, it is a source of regret that it has been hitherto im

possible to realise a larger rate of interest than 2J per cent.—' a sum,' as he

justly says, ' much too small to induce those actuated even partially by a.

view to investment, to follow the same example.'

The capital hitherto expended has boen about 1 50,000/. with a total

population of 1,971 porsons, the rents demanded being at the rateof 2s. 6d.

for one room, 4s. for two rooms, and 5*. for three rooms. Tho health

statistics show a mortality of about 15 to 16 per 1,000.

The average wages of the working-men in those buildings are stated to-

be about 21*. per week, and occupants arc as carefully selected as possible to

avoid a class who could pay higher rents.

The buildings erected by the Corporation of London in Farringdon Road

next claim notice, as a large and spirited undertaking, which sots a good

example to like corporations.

These buildings are on the model (with some modifications) of those

erected by The ' Improved Industrial Dwellings Company,' with the addition

of shops on tho ground-floor.

The outlay on this property has been about 64,000/., showing, on the

average of three years, a clear nett receipt of rather over 4 per cent., beyond

which there is a portion of the site not yet utilised.

The population in these buildings amounts to 872 persons in 168 tene

ments, and the average number of doaths is at the rato of 22 per 1,000,

showing only a difference of 1 per 1,000 over the whole of the metropolis ;

but, as compared with a small property not far off, this shows a very favour

able result ; there the death-rate is 31 per thousand.

The Society for Improving the Condition of the Lalxmring Classes

claims to rank with The Metropolitan Association as setting up models for

imitation, and as having led this movement. This Society, at the present

moment, is not extending its operations, and does not consider itself com

mitted to any continued series of erections. Its properties are various in

character, several being occupied by single men and women, and it has also-

a public washhouse, which occasions the Society considerable expense and

loss ; it has also adapted existing houses with every needful comfort, which

yield, the Report states, a fair average balance.

It is almost to be regretted, I think, that the mode of conducting the opera

tions of this Society does not seem to provide a clear balance to accumulate for

the extension of their operations, or a sinking-fund to redeem the lease

holds, as is the case with other societies, and the expenses seem largo ; but

this Society is working with a large amount of borrowed capital, obtained

as to a considerable proportion at 5 per cent. ; several of the blocks of

buildings show in tho accounts a considerable surplus of from 4 to 5 per

cent., after deducting the charges upon same.

The capital account, not including a freehold property at Hull, shows an

expenditure of about 37,000/., an entire population of from 1,600 to

1,700 persons, and a diath-rate of 16'0 per thousand.

Miss Courrs, whose name is so universally respected for her long and

generous interest in the welfare of tho poor in the metropolis, has also-

aided this movement by the erection, in Columbia Square, Shoreditch, of a

large pile of buildings, giving every facility for healthy living, and on a

scale superior to others as to external decoration.

The outlay upon this undertaking has been in land and building about

45,000/., tho gross rents amount to about 1,840/. per annum, and tho

deductions upon the same to about one-third, yielding, therefore, according

to Mr. Darbishire's Report, about 2J per cent, per annum.

There arc 189 tenements, let, I am informed, at very moderate rents,

which Miss Coutts will not permit to be raised, and commencing at 2s.

per week. Tho number of inhabitants is about 716. These buildings have

the advantage of laundries, drying-rooms, baths, and other conveniences,

and are much valued in the poor neighbourhood in which they are placed.

Mr. Gibbs has also erected a large pile of buildings, on the scale of those

erected for the trustees of the Peabody Fund, in Rochester Row, West

minster, and it is a gratifying fact, that after a large outlay in buying up

the leases of old properties, so good a result comparatively should be

derived ; but here, also, taxation presses heavily on the success of the

scheme in a financial point of view, the taxes, rnt?s, gas, superintendence,

and repairs amounting to about -fa of the gross rental derivable.

These buildings consist of 166 tenements, housing about 650 persons, at

rents varying from 2s. 3d. for a single room to 5s. for u 3-roomcd tenement.
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The |total outlay has been about 32,000/., and a nett dividend derived

of something over 3 per cent. ; the death rate averaging for two year* .9

in 1,000.
Sir Sydney Waterlow, with great boldness, before initiating the

company with which his name is connected, experimented in this matter

in the erection of a block of buildings called ' Langbourne Buildings,' at a

cost of nearly 8,000/., containing 78 tenements, with about 390 inmates,

and these (partly on account of the less cost of building when they were

erected) yield, after deducting all expenses, and providing for repairs, a

nett result of over 9 per cent. ; and these figures are obtained after a trial

of five years.

The Right Honourable Russell Gchney, M.P., has also made a most

interesting experiment in his own neighbourhood, which has a special value

that not only does it locate the poor near to their work, but combines the

element of retaining poor families in the neighbourhood adjacent to their

richer brethren, in whom they may justly take a special interest.

The outlay was 2,500/., giving accommodation for ten sets of dwellings,

and from fifty to sixty persons ; the rentals being 7*. 6<f. for three rooms

with conveniences attached, and yielding a full 5 per cent, on the outlay.

These buildings are constructed on the same design, and with similar

material to those carried out by the Improved Industrial Dwellings

Company,

Before closing this Paper there are other associations for this object in

the metropolis which it is right to refer to : among others, the Marylebone

Association for Improving the Dwellings of the Industrial Classes, and the

Highgate Dwellings Improvement Company. With respect to the former,

1 uin hardly able to present many particulars, but with a capital of about

27,000/., spread over six properties, doubtless a considerable work is being

effected. The dividend on the ordinary shares last declared was at the

rate of 4 per cent., and 41 per cent, on the preferential stock of the company.

With respect to the Highgate Dwellings Improvement Company, built

also on similar plans to the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company, it

provides on a total capital of about 6,000/., though the expenditure of the

same is not fully defined, for ninety-six rooms, and the company have been

enabled to pay a dividend of 5 per cent, on rentals varying from 2a. to

2a. 3d. per room per week, and for two and three rooms in a somewhat less

proportion.
In giving this sketch, I ought not to omit some other kindred societies

and persons who have worked out schemes of the kind, and amongst others

the Strand Buildings Company, the Central London Dwellings Improvement

Company, the London Labourers' Dwelling Society, the Rev. Mr. Burgess, Mr.

G. Barker, Mr. J. H. Harlowe, the Rev. Thos. Ainsworth, Mr. John Newson,

and Mr. Hillard may be mentioned ; nor ought the labours of the late

Prince Consort in this direction to be omitted, as tending probably more

than any other person, by his high position and his pure and disinterested

motives, to have infused energy and excited inquiry in many minds that

might otherwise have been directed into other channels. Of the results of

some of the above operations, it may be briefly noted that the Strand

Buildings Company, on an expenditure of 5,000/., pays 4J per cent. ; the

Central London Dwellings Improvement Company pays 3 per cent, on a

capital expended of about 10,000/. The London Labourers' Dwelling

Society pays 5 per cent, on about 30,000/., Bpent chiefly in renovating old

buildings ; and that of the Private Owners, Mr. Hilliard receives from 6 to

7 per cent, on an outlay of about 14,000/., and Mr. Newson is reported to

have received a nett 54 per cent, on an outlay of 13,000/., or thereabouts.

I am aware in this Paper I omit altogether any notice of cottage dwell

ings, both suburban and agricultural ; but I should like to mention the

Metropolitan Association have an interesting experiment in suburban

dwellings at Penge. I trust some other Member of the Institution may be

found willing and more able than myself to deal with this question. It is

by no means second in interest and importance to the subject considered in

this Paper ; it also abounds with similar problems as to the difficulty of

providing adequate accommodation for the humblest classes, at fairly re

munerative rates.

With respect to the general results obtained from this Paper, I trust they

may be looked at as on the whole encouraging. With a total Bum expended

in the metropolis of about 650,000/.,* housing approx'mately from 15,000

to 16,000 persons at moderate rents, giving an average return of 41 per

cent, on fifteen ascertained returns, with a death rate, in a great proportion

of reported cases, much below the average rate of mortality in the metro

polis, and considerably below the rate in the poorer districts taken singly,

and with a rate of interest derivable not varying much from that receivable

for freehold property elsewhere, I trust wo may look to the future with

hope.
In our varied relations as professional men, we may do much to help this

work ; and though of course we do and must acknowledge that no material

and social progress can supply the place of higher influences, we can and

do, I hope, recognise that the one should go hand in hand with the other,

and I trust, as a body, we may ever be found taking a deep interest in

such questions.

A discussion ensued, in which Sir Sidney H. Waterlow, Messrs. H. A.

Hunt, F. Vigers, C. Gatliffe, H. A. Darbishire, J. B. Denton, and others

took part.
The meeting then adjourned till Monday, April 19. when a paper will be

read by Mr. W. Menzies, on the ' Sanitary Treatment of the Refuse of

Towns, and the Utilization of Sewage.'

[Note.—The author of this Paper desires to express his warm thanks to

those who have furnished him with statistical information.]

• Not taking into account the 200,D0W. further given by Mr. Peabody, not yet ex

pended.

The Operative Stonemasons in the employment of the principal

masters in Manchester struck work on the 10th inst. They refuse to be

paid by the hour, and they claim a reduction of time from 54| to 48£ hours

per week.

SETTING OUR SOLDIERS TO WORK.

AS will be seen from our Parliamentary Report, the question of the em

ployment of our soldiery on civil and military works has been mooted

in the House, and the War Secretary has gone so far as to express a hope

that this subject may receive the favourable consideration of the Com

mander-in-Chief. We trust we shall not be accused of being unpatriotic or

protectionist, or averse to progress, when we avow that we do not share in

Mr. Cardwell's wish.

The soldier is entirely free from all the risks and uncertainties of the

life of the civilian. Kverything is provided for him at the country's

expense. He is paid by those who desiro to live in peace and safety to

fight for them, and to hold himself in constant readiness to do this when

ever called upon. For the sake of being able to command his entire services

the other members of the community tax themselves heavily. They provide

him with necessaries while on active service, and they provide for

him—what too many of them are unable to secure for themselves—a pro

vision for old age when active service is over. This being the position of

the soldier in this country, it is easy to see that an injustice of a serious

.kind would be committed were his services as an artizan brought into com

petition with those of tax-payers who have no daily pay, no quarters, no

clothing, and no pension, beyond what they can provide for themselves by

the sweat of their brow.

There is, no doubt, another aspect of the question. If the expense of a

standing army can be in any way lightened, as it might be, by the judicious

development of the militia system, so that men in England may be, as they

are in Prussia, at once soldiers and engaged in civil life—liable to perform

some military duty, and paid in respect of that duty only—well and good.

Such soldiers need not cease to be operatives in their own trades ; but it is

not now a question of any such arrangement as this. The proposal now

mooted would not diminish our taxation or lighten our financial burdens,

but it would introduce the labour of men who could afford to work for a

shilling a day, in competition with the work of men who cannot afford to

work for less than five or six—the very men who pay taxes in order that

their competitors may be free to do something else. Professional men have

sometimes had occasion to feel keenly when Government has placed secular

works in the hands of Engineer officers drawing pay, in lieu of Civil Archi

tects living by their work ; and now it is proposed to carry the same system

further.

There is another objection to the proposal on a ground which the most

enthusiastic reformer cannot fail to appreciate. It would lead to no

economy in the works in hand. The labour of soldiers working under

military regulations, however well organised and however cheaply paid,

though it might drive out of the field that of artizans under a foreman,

would be a very inefficient substitute, and progress would be slower, con

sumption of material more wasteful, and superintendence more costly to

such an extent as precludes the idea that solid advantage could be reaped

by the public.

The true mode of utilising the labour of our soldiery lies, in all pro

bability—and will lie for long to come—in the employment of their spare

time in constructing earthworks for the protection of our vulnerable places,

and in training them to use the spade in entrenching themselves when in

active service. There can be little doubt that pits and mounds will, for the

future, replace all masonry fortifications, and that the army which can use

the spade most adroitly stands an excellent chance of having the best of it

in any future campaign.

REVIEWS.

GREEK ART BEFORE PERICLES.*

M BEULE, with admirable reticence, has condensed into one modest

• octavo materials and arguments which a less conscientious writer

would have distended over interminable volumes. M. Beule is an enthusiast,

but he is also an earnest and patient student ; he writes fluently, but thinks

deeply ; and if he indulge in an occasional crotchet, who can blame him ?

He has claim to a hearing, by virtue of services rendered to art and archaeo

logy, and by right of official position ; he possesses, moreover, the merit of

meeting difference of opinion with courteous liberality. To give a thorough

criticism of the work now before us, would require more space than lies at

our command : we may only endeavour to indicate, as succinctly as possible

with justice, what are the contents of the book, in the hope that our readers

will seek further for themselves.

M. Beule begins, as in duty bound, at the beginning, and refers us to the

Oriental parentage of Greek art, to elements and applications in the archi

tecture of Egypt and of Asia which, later, were resolved into the Doric

and Ionic orders. The living power of Greek genius clothed the dry bones

of Eastern art with beauty, and infused into dead forms the spirit of life,

and thus emerged into light and developed into perfection that wondrous

creation which we call ' Greek Art.' To the Greek belongs the glory of

having invented European art. The epoch from which our author dates

tho distinct spring of Greek art, properly so called, is tho sixth century

before Christ, during the period of Pisistratus, and prior to the era of

Pericles. Greece had then calmed down into comparative tranquillity ;

borders became defined, and everywhere a young society felt its way up

ward to freer, nobler life. Tho Tyrants occupied their conquered subjects,

and signalised their rule, by the erection of grand monuments ; rival peoples

strove for mastery in the arts of peace.

First of birth among the arts is architecture; with the first order

in Greek architecture M. Beule commences his treatise. He finds the Doric

temples, in mass and in detail, own their parentage to imitation of con

structions in wood. Wherever were trees, he argues, there men first built

of wood ; wherever the Hellenes migrated or dwelt they found forests,

therefore of wood they first constructed their habitations and temples.

The Etruscans—a branch of the Greek race—built the entablature and

• L'Htrtolre de l'Art greo avant Periclei. Par M. Benle, Secretaire perpetuel da

1'Academic dea Beaux-Arts. Didier et Cie., Pari*.
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summit of their temples of wood, even in the time of Augustus. Pausanias

hears witness to the existence of a wooden column near the temple of

Jupiter on Olympus; Greek colonists at Metapontum showed a temple of

Juno with columns of twisted vine stems. Again, Pausanias speaks of a

wooden temple dedicated to Neptune at Mantinea. Moreover, fires were of

frequent occurrence in early Greek temples, indicating their construction of

combustible material. M. Beule- brings in the Lycian tombs to aid his

argument, combating, by the way, Sir Charles Fellowes' theory of their

Ionic origin, and finally sums up satisfactorily :—' It is not Art itself

which has presided over the construction of these tombs so much as a

princip'e—the principle of Doric art, that is, imitation of wood.'

Well put is the definition of the principle of beauty in Greek architecture ;

' Its essence, its inherent genius, is proportion.' Thus, ' the temple is a

being which lives, capable of development or diminution.' Again, ' the

temple then was a being subject to the laws which govern human

nature; on finding one only of its parts, we may divine what were tho

dimensions, the style, the proportions, of its other parts.' We may add that

the author proves himself a very Owen among archaeologists, with rival power

of inductive reconstruction ! 'The ancients exalted form before all things, we

elevate thought, and thus,' says M. Beule, ' is the spirit of modern and of

ancient art opposod. We seek over something new, they turned their'

eyes backward, and held faithfully to great traditions, seeking to develope,

not change. Thanks to this fidelity to tradition, we can trace the pro

gress of Greek art in the monuments left to us ; and especially of the Doric

order, the constitutive type of all orders, can it be said, that it relates

its own history with a sequence which will astonish no one.' On in

ference from the scale of proportion, then, M. Beul6 conducts his investiga

tions, assigns dates, and christens styles, aided by the corroborating wit

ness of form, more especially form of the capital, ' the most characteristic

and noteworthy amongst the forms of Doric temples.' In sequence to certain

interesting observations on the absence of local influence on Greek art,

time rather than place is assigned as our guide throughout the monuments

which in detail our author describes.

We have not space to follow M. Beul6 in his separato dissertations on

the Doric temples of Corinth, Dolphi, and Syracuso ; the ruins at Selinus ;

the temple of Jupiter at Agrigentum ; tho temples of Ptestum, Metapon

tum, Crotona, Assus, Samos, Siphos, Trcezen, Sparta ; the monuments of

Pisistratides, and the temple of -Sigina. The author's general plan we may

indicate in few words. First, he gives an historical sketch, drawn from

tradition and written testimony, supplemented, in a manner more or less

satisfactory, by his own lively imagination ; secondly, he ib at pains to

discover to what divinity the temple under review was dedicated, and is un

happy until this point is settled to his liking. Then he proceeds to

business, furnishes dimensions, proportions, details of construction, with

patient, discriminating exactness, and in a clear and manly Btyle un

folds his inferences. Finally, with a transition always happily turned,

often eloquent, he bids adieu to tho present, and turns to the next subject.

'Le roi est mart. Vive le roi.'' Additional zest is given to M. Beuli's

descriptions and evidence by tho fact that he speaks from personal in

spection of tho ruins, with the exception only of the temples of I'aestum

and Metapontum, which are described on authority of the Due de Luynes.

A short chapter is devotod to the Ionic order, which M. Beule un

hesitatingly places as successive to the Doric, not contemporary. Perhaps

his decision may be helped by tho fact that he enters lovingly into the

theory which finds in the Doric and Ionic orders symbols of the two sexes:

he may remember that woman came second in creation ! ' In our time of

eclecticism, runs the argument, we enjoy all styles because we are in

different to all ; but with a people primitive, creative, earnest, these styles

succeed each other. As society grew more cultivated, luxurious, feminine

in delicacy of sentiment, architecture followed the general impulse, and

' the Ionic order arose to satisfy tho new needs of society.' So scanty are

Ionic monuments prior to the fifth century, that our author cannot find

matter for more than twenty pages, at close of which ho turns to a subject on

which he has put forth all his strength, viz. the Polychrome of the Greeks.

It must be confessed that M. Beul£ has handled this vexed topic with a

master hand ; rich in material and vigorous in style, the chapter devoted to

Polychrome is perhaps the best portion of the whole book. Tho writer states

frankly the views of tho partisans of absolute polychrome, partial poly

chrome, and no colour at all. Ho himself inclines to believe that the three

systems, whether as applied to architecture or sculpture, were successive.

The polychrome of the archaic period he finds in harmony with the spirit

of the architecture—austere, melancholy, solemn—and he holds the style

adopted to have been, in the general, the emphasis by colour of the lines

of construction. Though an enthusiast for polychrome, M. Beule sifts evi

dence soberly ; he deprecates the violence done to truth by those fanatic

partisans who, gathering material for argument regardless of the laws of

time and place, heap all together into the balance, and point triumphantly

as the counter-weight kicks the beam. It is not until the end of his chapter

that bo allows his feelings vent. Then, after a brilliant picture of the Greek

temple, glorious in all the splendour of colour and material, he bids de

generate moderns cease to scoff at their masters, and learn rather to imitate

methods miscalled barbaric. ' It,' he cries, 'one day wo recover the taste

for painted buildings, we shall not deserve the name of barbarians ; rather

shall we have regained an inheritance we had renounced, a beauty which wo

had lost.'

Another fruitful subjoctfor learned discussion and disagreement has been

the mode of lighting their temples followed by the Greeks. M Bottle adopts

somewhat of a compromise. It is true he puts aside that hypothesis of Mr.

Fergusson, which prosupposes a number of small windows in the roof,

becauso it involves ' complications unsuited to Greek genius ; ' but. he

admits tho occasional existence of the hypaethron, also of the roof wholly

closed. His favour is reserved, however, for the theory of an opening or

interruption in tho roof, through which might fall ' the beautiful perpen

dicular light that we seek for our grand buildings and museums,' and

which might be covered, as occasion required, by drapery, or even by glass,

set in movable framework. For M. Beule's ingenious application of his

torical evidence to this theory, we must refer our readers to the book itself.

We have not space to enter fully into the second portion of the volume,

which is devoted to Sculpture. It is careful, yet seems to imply less thorough

knowledge than marks the first division. The gradual rise of sculpture

into a distinct art, tho circumstances which fostered its development, its

mythical origin with Daedalus, aptly named the St. Luke of ancient art—of

all this and much more M. Beule writes pleasantly. Ho traces with care

tho history of the primitive masters of Samos and Chios, of the Cretan

masters of Sicyon, and gives sketches—rapid, yet detailed—of the Doric

schools of Corinth, Sicyon, Argos, and Sparta, allotting a separate chapter

to the works of Canachus of Sicyon, and to Ageladas.of Argos, whose glory

it was to have formed the stars of the age of Pericles—Myron, Polyeletes,

and Thidias. The ancient school of Attica M. Beule finds representative

of the ideal as opposed to the realistic in treatment, and characterised by a

certain Oriental immobility. The school of jEgina, on the contrary, may

be considered realistic as opposed to idealistic, and,par excellence, the school

of anatomy in Greek sculpture. Very enthusiastic does our author become

over the -Sigean marbles now at Munich ; in these he finds a simple grandeur,

an heroic truth, a grace that comes of strength, a type ' truly sculptural'—in

fine, qualities ' solid, precise, geometric,' beside which evon 'the ideal beauty

of*the works of Phidias seems to grow uncertain and enervated.' That the

/Egean school was essentially Doric, M, Beuld maintains, and considers

that the distinctive title of '^Egean style' arose simply from the fact that

.Egina, as rival city to Ionic Athens, was chosen by the Dorians to be their

representative.

With this argument M. Beule somewhat abruptly closes his treatise.

Though the work is not exhaustive, and though it seems, here and there, to

ignore the result of recent labours in the same field, it ia undoubtedly full

of valuable information and brilliant suggestion. At a future time, perhaps,

the author may supplement any omissions, and, we hope, may devote some

space to the light which is thrown by discoveries in fictile art, in coins and

gems, upon the history of Greek ait, even ' before Pericles.' A. D, A.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE WEDGWOOD MEMORIAL INSTITUTE.

TIQS building is announced to be opened on the 21st inst. by the

Earl de Grey and Ripon, the Lord President of the Council.

The foundation-stone was laid by the present Premier, and there

could have been no greater honour bestowed on the memory of Josiah

Wedgwood, than was paid by Mr. Gladstone, when he read, on that

occasion, an elaborate written address on the character and career of

the great potter, which was subsequently published.*

The building is erected in Wedgwood's native town, and is intended

to serve the purposes of a Free Library and Reading Room on the

ground floor, while the upper floors are designed for a School of Art

and Science. It is so disposed, as to plan, that it can be extended

hereafter, if local necessities require it, for the educational uses of the

town and neighbourhood. For the present the accommodation is

presumed to be sufficiently ample.

The first floor, for the purposes of a school of art, comprises a

museum or exhibition room, elementary class rooms, ladies' class

room, and painting room. A modelling room and a master's room

ore also provided ; a chemical class room is placed on a second floor.

All these apartments are top-lighted; the roof is carried on cast

iron girders, semicircular on the soffite, and the building generally

is fire-proof in its construction. The ground floors are carried on

brick arches, and tho first and second floors are formed in Dennett's

patent concrete, carried, in the larger spaces, on rolled iron girders.

Tho architectural treatment of the building will no doubt carry

some interest with most readers from the fact that it is composeel

almost entirely of the clay material, from its simplest masses of brick

work up to the more elaborate detail which composes the external

design.

The idea of erecting a building of a purely ceramic oharacter, as the

memorial of Wedgwood—' the father of tho English potteries '—was

first initiated by Mr. Beresford-Hope, M.P. I have striven to realise

that conception as worthily and completely as the present resources

of architectural pottery will admit of. But it must oe said here that

any attempt in that direction would have been of a very partial and

limited character, if the authorities at South Kensington had not

come forward to subsidise the scheme of ceramic treatment by em

ploying and paying the modelling work which was necessary to

emtody the design in the clay material. Under this arrangement two

' national scholars '—Mr. Rowland Morris and Mr. Robert Wright—

were selected from the Potteries Schools of Art, and the whole of

the terra-cotta details requiring modelled treatment have passed

through their hands, the different varieties of ornamental detail

having been executed by them from the architect's designs. The

more sculptural and figure subjects were entrusted to Mr, Morris.

There is unusual variety observable in the designs of the ornament ;

the bands which are introduced midway in the piers of the ground

floor windows are very varied, and bear the 'monograms of the dif

ferent names of persons who have been concerned in the erection of

the building. The impost course and the archivolts of these windows

are also designed on various motifs, though it is only possible to pro

duce, by way of illustration, on the sheet of details given herewith,

one or two of the varieties which the building exhibits as it stands.

* By Murray of Albemarle Street.
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SPECIMENS OF WEDGWOOD WORK

Kkprouuckd dy permission o» Miss Meteyard and Messrs. Hirst ano Blackktt.
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Between the ground and first floor a deep band or frieze runs the

entire length of the building, composed of panels corresponding to the

boys given by the windows ; these represent the different processes of

the modern manufacture of pottery, from its first stages in the raw

material to those of its finished productions. It is to be noted in

regard to this frieze that, in common with all the sculptural portions

of the design, the work, as placed in the building, is that of the

modeller himself, and is, in this respect, an original terra-cotta work,

similar to the treatment we are familiar with in the sixteenth century

Italian art in the same material. It deserves also to be noted that

the whole of the terra-cotta work, whether it appears as sculpture or

foliated ornament, is purely and essentially constructive ns part of

the building. None of it is veneering, but the work it performs is as

necessary to the stability of the structure as that of the bricks which

compose the walls.

A reference to the elevation of the building will discover a diffi

culty in the way of the architect which most professional readers

will readily appreciate. The whole of the exterior, above the ground-

floor windows, is a blank, dead wall, the first-floor being lighted

from the roof. Whether this difficulty has been successfully grappled

with or not is, of course, a matter of fair criticism. The first

floor is treated as nn arcade, formed by coupled columns in dark

buff terra-cotta, and the successive bays are occupied by sculptured

representations of the months of the year, modelled in red terra-cotta

clay and framed in the same material, with nn architectural design

which recalls the treatment, in similar conditions, of the North

Italian sculptors. Over these panels, and occupying the tympani of the

arcade, are inserted representations of the Signs of the Zodiac, corre

sponding to the month panels ; these are executed in Venetian mosaic

on a gold ground, by Salviati.

The greater portion of the terra-cotta detail of the building has

been most faithfully produced by Messrs. Blanchard & Co., while

the sculptural frieze or ' process panels ' has been manufactured by

Mr. Blasbfield, of Stamford, to whose credit it may be stated that

these pieces, weighing many hundredweights each, have been fired

and fixed in their places without flaw or accident.

The general contractor for the works was Mr. Alfred Barlow, of

Stoke-upon-Trent. Mr. Mathews, of Manchester, acted as Clerk of ,

the Works, during the erection of the building.

Robert Edgar.

examples of wedgwood wake

WE arc indebted to the courtesy of Miss Mctgard and Messrs. Hurst

& Blackett for the opportunity of reproducing illustrations of a few

characteristic specimens of Wedgwood's work.

The sheet of illustrations of AVodgwoods work includes the following :—

1.—Gold Bronze Pitcher-shaped Vaso. Bohn Collection.

2.—Bust of Wedgwood, by Fontana. Presented to the Wedgwood Memorial

Institute by Joseph Meyer, F.8.A., Liverpool.

3 & 7.—Cup and Saucer, in Blue and White Jasper. From Bohn Collec

tion. Blue ground and white ornaments.

4.—Bdrberini, or Portland Vase.

fl.—Vase. Blue and White Jasper. Meyer Collection. Showing Apollo

and the Nine Muses, wreaths, and musical instruments.

6.—Group. From the Portland Vase.

THE EVANGELICAL BEASTS.

To the Kditor of Thb Abchitkct.

Sir,—In his very interesting article upon this subject in your last

number, Mr. Burges points out what were the symbolical beasts men

tioned in the Old and New Testament, how certain animals mentioned

in the Prophecies are supposed to represent certain kingdoms, and

how, from the second century at least, the Christian Church has

represented the Evangelists bv the angel, eagle, lion, and ox, without,

however, explaining why the Evangelists were so represented. A bit

of monkish Latin, copied many years ago into the title-page of my

Greek Testament, answers this question, and with your permission I

here transcribe it :—

Hoc Matth.el's agens hominum generaliter implet ;
Marcus ut alta fremit rox per dencrta leoni* ;
J ii r i sacerdotis Lucas tenet orejurtnei ;

More TOlans aquila ceteris petit astra Joakxbs.

If these lines are old, they were probably not known to the author

of those quoted by Mr. Burges from Didron (Quatuor hrec Dominum,

&c). The latter'seem to have been written by a monk who, finding

upon the cover or title-page of a New Testament pictures of the

Evangelical beasts, tried to account for them, in rather a lame way,

as symbolising the nets of our Lord. In so doing he (very naturally)

mistook a mediaeval angel for a Aohio, and an ox for a vitului.

Alfred Stroxo.

VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL EXAMINATIONS.

Sib,—An extract, that I have lately seen, taken from the Report of the

sub-committee formed for the management of these intended examinations

and presented to the Royal Institute of British Architects on the subject,

has re-opened an old wound that time and silence had nearly healed.

Will you kindly relieve me of part of my griefs by allowing mo to

whisper them into your sympathetic ear? To state my case in tho shortest

form, I am one of those deluded victims who passed the Voluntary Examina

tions during the first stage of the movement. You may, perhaps, from

this, guess the burden of my complaint.

About the year 1861 the walls of the Institute rang with the eloquent

and enthusiastic speeches of its leading members on the benefits that would

accrue to the profession, and especially to the individuals who should prove

successful in passing through the ordeal, by the young architects flocking

to these examinations. Visions of the practice of architecture being placed

under the protective restrictions that surround the Church, Medicine, and

the Law, to prevent quacks from entering those professions, were presented

to us in vivid colours. The funeral oration of that amphibious creature the

architect-builder or ambitious joiner, the vampires of our profession, was

delivered with feeling ; and those who should dare to trespass on the

hallowed domains of architecture, without the licence of the Institute in

their pockets, were threatened with punishments little short of penal

servitude for life. In fine the Architectural Cummings prophesied a pro

fessional millennium.

Our mentors echoed those sentiments, and urged us on to valiant deeds.

No wonder that some of the most enthusiastic amongst us succumbed to

these bright allurements. Fired with a holy zeal for the welfare of tho

profession, many of us burned the midnight gas with a vengeance, and

coached up subjects, some of which I had scarcely more than heard of be

fore. Tho printed ' Regulations, &c.' reached me, and have been of little

or no service to me since.

At the first examinations that wero hold, the attendance was vory fair ;

and many came, as the list of the successful shows, from Bristol, Belfast,

Manchester, and other distant places, to break a lance in honour of archi

tecture ; of the whole number about a third only returned as victors.

Three days were spent in the rooms of tho Institute, working hard

against time, and then succeeded an awful fortnight of suspense (it seemed

to be double that length of time), when sleep was scarcely possible on

account of mental anxiety ns to the result of the examination, which I

thon ignorantly thought would influence for good or evil my wholo future

career.

After waiting some time for tho expected reward of my labours, and not

receiving any, I, for one, wrote to ask what tangible acknowledgment of

my success tho Institute proposed to give mo, and received in reply a lotter

stating that, after mature consideration, the Institute had decided not to

give any regular certificate, as an improper use might be mado of such

documents ; but that the fact of having passed, and being on the books of

the Instituto, was thought to be a sufficient return for our labours.

What a set of scamps they must take us to be ! It has been found safe to

entrust all the other learned professions with degrees and diplomas, but we

are to be numbered amongst the dangerous classes.

It is only petty jealousy of the ' young blood ' and red tapeism, which is

as rampant amongst the old fogies of the Institute as in the War Office

itself, that could have submitted us to such an insult. With the exception,

therefore, of being graciously allowed to pay the examination fees and

heavy travelling expenses, I have as yet received no return for the hard

work aud hard cash expended on the venture, unless, indeed, I include the

mental anxiety before described and the satirical inquiries of friends as to

what good has come from my exertions.

The result of this short-sighted policy on the part of the Institute was

soon apparent, as the number of candidates for these barren honours soon

dwindled, and, according to the Report above referred to, has this year ex

pired. In this emergency the Committee begin to look the matter fairly in

the face, and propose holding out such inducements as would, if adopted

at the beginning, hare saved the Institute the ignominy of failure, and this

important movement the consequent damaging effects.

From the experience that I have had in the matter, and from frequent

conversations with professionals and others on tho subject, I hare reason to

think that it wonld not be too much to ask of the Institute that they should

not only give each candidate, when he passes either class of tho examina

tions, a certificate, engrossed perhaps on vellum, to that effect ; but that they

should also constitute him, ipso facto, an associate of their body, at reduced

entrance fee and yearly subscription ; and, in case he should think fit to

present himself as a candidate for the district surveyorship appointments,

credit him with proficiency in those subjects that were included in the

architectural curriculum.

I venture to say that had the above course been pursued from tho first,

the present committeo, instead of complaining of the total absence of

applications, would have to state that the accommodation at their command

was insufficient for the crowd of candidates. Government and the public

would by this time be prepared to place architecture on the same footing as

the other professions that I hare named, and in the position that it at

present holds in many places on the Continent.

The discussions held by the ' Association ' showed distinctly the pre

vailing opinion of tho juniors on the subject, and these with tho letters

received from the successful candidates at the request of the examiners

will prevent the Institute from pleading ignorance of what was really re

quired from them.

It is not to be expected that young men who have long office hours to keep

will voluntarily impose upon themselves the additional labour of preparing

for such a trial, especially when they run the risk and disgrace of failure,

when they will receive no prize or acknowledgment, even if thoy bo so

fortunate as to pass.

It may not yet be too late to retrieve the errors of the past, and the

timely concession just announced on the part of the Institute may do much,

even now, to recall the interest in the subject that it had at one time

aroused. As my Father Confessor I thank you for your patient hearing,

and will not impose on you the seal of confession, as I am anxious to hear

what other unfortunates have to say on this great question.

Yours obediently, A Victim.
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CHURCH RESTORATION.

Sir,— I venture to appeal to you and to your readers for advice in the

following case; and may I add that I shall be rejoiced if my letter calls

forth any material assistance also ?—but that by the way.

Braunton, North Devon, is an agricultural village, of largo population,

and of great antiquity. To the church I would direct attention. Restoration

has not yet reached it, as this seems to stop short at the estimates. The

funds required are beyond the powers of the district.

The church consists of nave, with north transept, and tower, with spire

opposite, and three projecting porches. The chancel and chantry beside it

are similar in most respocts, and form a twin projection eastward.

Tho internal width of the nave is 34 feet, and the roof, which was once

open to the ridge, is now coved, in large plaster compartments divided by

drab-coloured oak beams, at the intersection of which are some very

fine bosses.

The seats are of carved uak, of great solidity, antiquity, and boldness of

workmanship. They are divided into four compartments by the passages

in the nave, which run west and cast, and north and south also. There

should be a passage by each of the walls, but west of the north and sonth

doors ; this has beon blocked by very ugly and trumpery deal pews, also

painted the favourite drab. A similar enormity has been perpetrated in

the passage cast of the south-eastern groupof seats.

In these instances some carving has been cut away, to admit these

modern fixtures, or for the comfort of the seat-holders.

I have mentioned these matters to show that restoration is needed, and

that Braunton Church is a deserving object for the attention of all who can

feel grateful that any such fine old woodwork still exists in titu. Although

the Restoration fund is languishing, money is to be spent, I hear, upon a

condemned gallery at the east end of tho nave, which tops the beautiful

chancel screen, but is in no way to be confounded with a rood lof , for it

runs the whole width of the church, blocking up most of the clianc 1 arch.

The seats in it are raised behind each other, with their backs towards

the altar.

The fall of plaster and whitewash and the noise-of footsteps are far from

edifying to those who sit underneath ; and the rest of the congregation,

whom the occupants of this gallery, mostly impudent boys, face and over

look, have other complaints against it.

It is to be repaired becanso the ancestors of the parishioners used to fit

there. I would ask all those who hare been accustomed to deal with gal

leries, can this one be got rid of instead ?

If the gallery at the west of tho nave which is approached from tho

churchyard were removed, and that in the north trausept also approached

from the outside, and the gallery in the tower archway, as well as this east

gallery, which are both approached from the belfry stairs, the number of

seats would be so far reduced that it is doubtful whether the church would

contain all who would wish fo come at once. The number of persons who

use the seats these galleries contain would not, I fear, be considered with

the question of their removal. Seats are seats, no matter how disagreeable

it is to get at them, sit in them, or hear and see anything when in them

more edifying than giggling and winking, or nutshells and orange-peel.

We waut the least evil, not the less of two, and restoration such as

architects treat us to is more often conciliatory than conscientious. Until

an architect is independent of parson and people, we shall always trace their

prejudices in buildings now, or newly done up. That those who use the

building and pay for it ought to know what they want, is one thing ; that

the architect ought to be tho best judge as to what kind of building is good

for the intended purpose is another. I will not pretend to reconcile them,

for the case of Braunton Church seems to make it impossible to do so.

I feel sure that any solution of these difficulties will be gladly considered

by the Restoration Committee. Their difficulty is not with the architect,

but with the parishioners, among whom I was born, and therefore beg to

subscribe myself your faithful servant, Bracntonian.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

I read in your issue for March 6. with very greet interest, the remarks of your
■ Rambler ' on the new St. Thomas's Hospital, but was rather disappointed to find

that the fact of ' Gibba's fireplace lintels ' being used by the architect, Mr. Cnny, in
all the fireplace openings of this building, was not stated. Perhaps you will kindly
notice this in one of your forthcoming numbers, nnd oblige

Your obedient servant,

Liverpool. JoHXatlniBS.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Military Labour.

On Monday, April 12, Mr. Hanktht-Tract rose to call attention to the

waste of public money which arises from adhering to tho system of em

ploying civilian labour on the construction and repair of works and build

ings connected with the War Department, when experience gained at

Woolwich, Dover, Parkhurst, and the Aldershot and Curragh Camps shows

conclusively that soldier labour can be used with the greatest benefit to the

service ; and to move—That, in the opinion of this House, an authorised

organisation should be adopted for extending the system of ' military labour

to military works ' to all stations of Her Majesty's army. He remarked

that an army would become efficient in proportion to the extent to which

structural duties were combined with the ordinary routine. A great many

military men had not yet clearly made up their minds what a really efficient

army should be, but it was generally agreed, he believed, that a consider

able time must elapse before we could place our forces on a par with the

principal armies of the Continent. Historical students were aware that

centuries ago the Romans were accustomed to exercise their troops, not only

in the use of arms, but also in intrenching camps, and in other works likely

to be useful to the army. More recently Napoleon declared at St. Helena

that if his troops were properly trained they could, under a good general,

fight as well with spades as with muskets. In America, again, only the

other day, the greatest advantage was derived from having a large number

of artificers in the ranks. Lord Grey, in his evidence before the Recruiting

Commission, stated this very clearly. His Lordship said :— ' I would on

no account take away any part of the time that was necessary for making the

soldier perfect in his military drill, and I would especially require a com

plete knowledge of the use of his weapons, but I am told that Americans

have found that the system of drill is capable of very great simplification,

and that they have discovered that the efficiency of their army depends to

a very groat degree upon the skill of the men, not only in the use of

weapons, but in the use of tools. The efficiency of the American army was

increased to a degree that it was difficult to describe by the skill of those

volunteer soldiers, many of whom were drawn from the western parts ofAme

rica, and who had tho ready habits of settlers in applying all the resources they

could find to their own advantage ; that the efficiency of those men in that

respect was one of the great sources of strength of the American army,

that it was found in that contest that entrenchments could be erected in a

wonderfully short space of time by skilled men, and they had the power

not only of making earthworks, but of rapidly constructing railways, and

laying down electric telegraphs, and making all the arrangements for the

communication with the army and carrying on all the work necessary for

its advantage. Some of. our own officers tell me that there was very much

indeed for them to learn from what they saw actually done in the course of

that contest in America.'—The motion was eventually withdrawn.

The Central Military Prison.

On the same day Colonel Nobth also asked whether any steps had been

taken to carry out tho recommendation of the Royal Commission on

Military Punishments, suggesting the establishment of a central military-

prison.

Mr. Cabdwei.i. said that one of the questions which came before him

on taking office was the first report of the Commission upon this sub

ject, and lie had been very desirous of putting into the Estimates of the

present year a sum of money for the purpose of carrying into effect the

recommendation as to the central prison. Upon consultation, however,

with Colonel Henderson and his hon. friend the member forTruro, who

was a member of the Commission, he came to the conclusion that it would

be premature to do so, not from the slightest unwillingness to give effect to

tho report of the Commission, but for these reasons :—In their first report

tho Commissioners recommended many alterations in the mode of punish

ment which would diminish the number of imprisonments; substituting

fines, for example, for drunkenness, which was the fertile mother of all

imprisonment. It was thus highly probable that the number of imprison

ments might be diminished. Then the contemplated reduction in tho

number of men might lead to the disappearance of the most frequent

inhabitants of the military prisons. And, lastly, he thought it better to

wait until the final report of the Commission had been presented, together

with the evidence, so that Parliament might be fully informed upon the

whole subject.

The Crypt under St. Stephen's Chapel.

On Tuesday, April 13, Mr. Layard, in answer to questions, stated that the

crypt was ready, but that, if divine service was to be established in it, it would

be necessary for the Houso to provide an endowment for the incumbent.

The Public Offices.

On the same day, Mr. Layaro said that it was the intention of the

Government to introduce a Bill this session for the acquisition of the pro

perty recommended to be purchased by the Treasury Commission for the

concentration of the public offices.

Metropolitan District Railway Bill.

On Tuesday, April 13, Lord Elcho moved that it be an instruction to

the committee on the Metropolitan District Railway Bill to inquire and

report whether any and what provision would be made by the railway

company in constructing their line from Westminster to Cannon Street,

with a view to prevent injury to adjacent buildings from the vibration

caused by the passage of trains. The Bill in question, ho said, ompowered

the company to construct a line along the Thames Embankment, which it

was hoped would be turned to account as one of the finest sites in the

metropolis for the erection of public buildings, and the House would, he

thought, be loth to see anything done which would cause danger to those

buildings when erected, a danger which was to bo apprehended from the

vibration caused by the running of the railway. When the Metropolitan

District line was being constructed in the immediate vicinity of Westminster

Abbey, the Dean and Chapter of Westminster were apprehensive of injury

to the Abbey from that cause, and forced the railway company to take the

precaution of using a quantity of teak, which acted as a non-conductor to

vibration. Again, when it was sought to construct a railway tunnel under

the Observatory at Greenwich, the Astronomer-Royal made a representation

to the Admiralty on the subject, because of the risk to the building which

would be likely to be occasioned, and the South-Eastern Company were

obliged to take another line. In the case, also, of the underground line

along Oxford Street from the Marble Arch, the Vestries protested against a

work which they were led to believe would be injurious to the houses on

the line, and it was put a stop to.—Mr. Gilpin said the objection raised to

railways on tho score of tho vibration which they caused he could say, from

his own experience, might be brought against the ordinary traffic in the

streets.—Motion withdrawn.

LEGAL.

Court of Bankruptcy, Basinghall Street.—April 12.

(Before Mr. Commissioner Bacon.)

IN RK T. O. A. PALMER.

The bankrupt, Thomas George Adams Palmer, of 7 Sackville Street,

Piccadilly, and formerly of Cawnpore, India, ironfounder and contractor,

applied to pass his examination aud for an order of discharge, no came

before the Court on his own petition, and from his preliminary statement
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it appeared that until the end of the year 1866 he carried on business in

India, when, owing to depreciation of securities and commercial losses, he

was compelled to suspend payment. Many meetings of his creditors were

held, and ultimately he was required to execute two assignments for the

•benefit of his creditors. By tho deeds, which were prepared by the com

mittee of the creditors, ho conveyed all his property, moveable and im

moveable (except his wearing apparel), to Cecil Stephenson, Samuel Bird,

and another, for tho benefit of his creditors. He left India in 1867, and

came to England, where he had been sued by one of the non-assenting

creditors, Alfred Preston. He had no funds to contest the validity of the

deeds in England. He had given up all his property for the benefit of his

creditors, and he was compelled to seek the protection of this Court. The

accounts filed by the bankrupt returned debts of 154,980?., with assets, con

sisting of property surrendered to the trustees, 298,0002.

Mr. K. T. Latley, a creditor, in person opposed, and contended that the

bankrupt, having given up his property to trustees in India, might properly

seek his discharge there, and he had no right to petition this Court.

From the bankrupt's evidence, it appeared that he made a post-nuptial

settlement either in 1858 or 1859. The settlement comprised some houses

and some "land in Oude. The trustees were in India, and so was the pro

perty. He was pressed in India. He submitted 'all the accounts to his

■creditors, and then made deeds of assignment. The year before the assign

ment he expended 1 ,200/.

The Court held that no valid objection had been shown to the discharge,

which was accordingly granted.

Middlesex Sessions.—April 12.

Francis Thomas Chittel surrendered to his bail to answer an indictment

for stealing a number of deals, the property of M'Clymont & Co. The

prosecutors are builders of the Bedcliffe estate at West Brompton, and the

prisoner is a lighterman ; he was in charge of a barge laden with deals

belonging to the prosecutors, to bo delivered at Lindsey Wharf, Chelsea.

The prisoner employed several boys, according to the evidence.for the prose

cution, to assist him in unloading the barge, and paid them by giving them

some of the deals. Other deals wore also missed, the whole number short

being 43. For the defonce it was shown that the prisoner had not employed

the boys, but had tried to keep them off the barge, and also that one of the

carmen employed by the prisoner to carry the deals from Lindsey Wharf to

the prosecutor's works had failed to deliver one load (about 43 deals), and

had since absconded.—The jury returned a verdict of Not guilty.'

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.

Indian Punkahs.

A new punkah-pulling machine has recently been invented by Lieutenant

Turnbull, of the 6th Royals, which, it is hoped, will enable the punkah

coolies to be in a great moasure dispensed with in India. The mechanism

of this contrivanco is of great simplicity, and its perfect noiselessness is

said to be one of its chief recommendations—the faint ripple of the linen

punkah being heard amid the complete silence of the wheels that move it

to and fro. A deadweight turning a horizontal shaft gives the desired

mot ion to a slender flywheel with four spokes ; a slight jerk of the punkah

being caused at each revolution by the plan of making one spoke heavier,

at the end next the nave, than any of the other three. This peculiar

action imitates with admirable nicety of effect the movement of the wrist

when the punkah is worked by an attendant. There are 12,000 revolutions

of the fly-whoel, and consequently ns many forward pulls of the fan, in

eight hours; and this statemont will exemplify the great saving of manual

labour which the machine accomplishes.

Hansome s Patent Conorete Stone.

Much has been already written and said relative to the uses to which

Bansome's Patent Concrcto Stone is applicable for building or decorative

purposes ; and probably most of our readers are already, to a certain ex

tent, acquainted with the material, which is now to be seen in many of our

more recent public buildings. To the engineer this invention has already

repeatedly proved its usefulness, not only as a building material, but ex

tensively for the beds of steam-engines, and even of steam-hammers ; its

solidity and toughness being such that it perfectly endures the percussive

action to which it is subjected in the latter case. To the architect also it

is valuable, as enabling him to produce with exactness his mouldings,

cornices, capitals, plinths, and other parts of a building where repetition is

required. Nor is it by any means necessary that the stone should bear

upon its face the appearance of having been made in a mould, for it is as

capable of being dressed with the chisel after induration as any natural

stone taken from the quarries, while this additional advantage is claimed

for the material by its manufacturer, that it possesses a perfect homogeneity

of structure, such as can scarcely be relied upon in any blocks of the natural

freestones.

Although the original idea embodied in the present process occurred to

Mr. Bansome's mind so long back as the year 1844, it was not till the year

1856 that the principles now carried out in the manufacture were arrived

at. About that time it occurred to Mr. Bansome that if a compound sili

cate of lime could be formed in the surface-porw of natural stones, it

would tend very much to their preservation from decay, and experiments

subsequently proved the correctness of those views. Taking advantage of

tho experience thus obtained, it noxt occurred to him that by the adoption

of a somewhat similar process applied to sand, or pulverised stone, and by

forming a compound silicate of lime, artificial stone might bo formed by

means of a cemontiug agent not only possessing perfect insolubility, but

which would also effectually envelope, and firmly bind together, the several

particles of which the stone was composed. After numerous experiments,

designed to reduce this principle to practice, he found that the application

of a solution of chloride of calcium (or lime dissolved in muriatic acid) to a

mixture of sand with silicate of soda (consisting of flint stones dissolved,

under pressure, in caustic soda) formed almost instantaneously, by double

decomposition, an insoluble silicate of lime, and a soluble salt of chloride of

sodium, or common salt, which latter substance is easily removed by subse

quent washings.

Since the year 1863, when a joint-stock company was formed for the

manufacture of artificial stone upon Mr. Frederick Bansome's patents, many

improvements have, been introduced into the process, gradually and steadily

leading towards a high standard of perfection. Becently a great improve

ment has been introduced in the manufacture, ensuring uniformity, and

removing uncertainty from the operations. This has been effected by the

use of air-pumps, whereby a complete exhaustion is effected in the pores of

the mass, and its perfect saturation by chloride of calcium is the more

easily obtained. At the works of the Company, at East Greenwich, there

are now exhaust-vessels from which pipes are conducted in every direction,

so that, by means of flexible connections, all kinds of work can, at all points,

be brought into communication with the exhaust-chamber. According to

this process, which is the combined invention of Mr. Frederick Bansome,

Mr. Henry Bessemer—so well known as the inventor of the Bessemer

process for manufacturing steel—and Mr. Ernest Bansome, son of the

original patentee, the stone is saturated by immersing the mass in a solu

tion of-chloride of calcium, when, by connecting it by means of the flexible

pipes before alluded to, the solution is drawn through by exhausting the air

from tho mass. After a suitable time, water may also be drawn through

the stone in the same manner, in order to remove from it any salts which

remain in a soluble stato. A current of air, either hot or cold, or even arti

ficially deprived of its moisture, may then be drawn through the stone for

the purpose of displacing tho moisture, and drying the stone. By this

process the principle of manufacturing artificial stone is enabled to be

brought more generally into use, and materials, otherwise unsuited for the

purpose, may now be successfully employed. Besides this, also, the above

means may be employed for the subsequent saturation of the mass with

waterproofing or colouring compounds.

In addition to building or decorativo purposes, this same process has been

made applicable by the inventor to the manufacture of grindstones, which

have already achieved a notoriety for their uniformity of texture and extra

ordinary cutting properties. Filters are also manufactured, by the same

process, of any dimensions. And the proved capabilities of the artificial

stone to resist tho action of the strongest acids, make it an invaluable

acquisition for chemical works. The Patent Concrete Stone has now achieved

a great position for itself, and is being largely employed both in this country

and abroad. Amongst other buildings where it has already been employed

may be mentioned the new India Offices, in Westminster, and it has been

extensively used for cornices and dressings for several large warehouses in

the City of London. It is also being largely introduced in the more orna

mental portions of St. Thomas's Hospital. An important fountain, made

entirely of the patent stone, has recently been erected in the Public Gardens

at Hong Kong. It has been largely introduced in the Nawab's Palace at

Moorshedabad, Bengal ; it is being used in connection with the works for

the improvement of the navigation of tho Godavery ; the Indian Govern

ment has recently established a manufactory on a large scale at Bombay ;

and Mr. Bansomo is now engaged in preparing plans and estimates for

erecting works for the manufacture of this material for the municipal

authorities at Madras. Among some of the more recent novelties in con

nection with this stone, maybe mentioned the manufacture of ashlar facings,

which are so constructed that projections in rear bond firmly in with the

brickwork backing. Hollow building blocks are also formed of the same

materials, and so constructed with tongues and grooves that they dovetail,

as it were, into one another, forming at once a vory light but extremely

strong building.

The applicability of Mr. Bansome's invention docs not, however, stop at the

manufacture of stone ; it is also applicable to the preservation of natural

stones from decay, and for the protection from damp and climatic influences

of bricks, stucco, and cement. Space will not admit of our giving a

lengthened account of the processes employed for this latter purpose.

Suffice it here to state that besides the silicate process, the Patent Concrete

Stone Company are in possession of a second, known as Bansome's com

bined process, which is in some cases preferred to the former. Amongst

other buildings to which this has been applied may be specially noticed the

Chapter House, Westminster, portions of Canterbury Cathedral, and the

new Midland Bailway Terminus at St. Pancras.

Flooring Tiles and Slabs made from Slate Refuse.

The immense accumulation of refuse in the slate quarries has induced

M. Sebille to convert it into paving tiles and other useful articles ; the

slate, with a certain proportion of river-sand and pitch, all reduced to

powder, is heated by steam, then poured into moulds of the form of the

tiles or slabs required, and afterwards submitted to hydraulic pressure

amounting to 170 kilogrammes on the square centimetre. The tiles are

then cooled in water, and the upper surfaces ground smooth if required.

The density of these slate tiles varies between 2-2 and 2'5 ; they are un

affected by acid or alkaline solutions, and they will bear a temperature of

about 160° Fahrenheit without suffering.

These composition slabs and tiles are not only economical, but they pos

sess far more power of resistance than ordinary stone. M. Michelot, who

has made a series of experiments witli them, says that their resistance is

not less than 325 kilogrammes per square centimetre, 'or, in round numbers,

about 2 tons to the square inch.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

A new Presbyterian Church is to be erected in the Camden Road,

London. It is intended to accommodate 720 persons, and is to cost

8,000/.

New Church at Holloway.—A new church is about to be erected for

the district around and including the Seven Sisters' station of the Great

Northern Railway. The Bishop of London's Fund has voted 2,000/. to

ward? the scheme, 1,000/. for a site and a second 1,000/. towards building.
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We. understand that Mr. G. G. Scott, K. A., is about to erect a church

at Highclere, for the Kight Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon.

The attendants at Miles Street Chapel, Vauxhall (United Methodist

Free Church), are arranging for the commencement of a new chapel to meet

the growing wants of the church and congregation.

New Chapel and School-room at Soham.—Services have Leon held

at Soham, Ely Circuit, in connection with the laying of tho memorial stones.

The cost of the building will be about 620/.

The Vicar of Mirfleld has laid the foundation stone of a new parish

church. The structure, which is to supersede the present edifice, will be a

Tery handsome one, and is to cost between 12,000/. and 13,000/.

St. Chad's, Kirkley.—The Earl of Sefton has laid the foundation-stone

of the now church at St. Chad's, Kirkley. It is to cost 10,000/., and he

provides the funds.

Great Renovations are taking place at Worsley Hall, the seat of the

Earl of Ellesmere, for the entertainment of the Prince of Wales on the

occasion of his visit to that district.

The Restoration of St. John's Church at Wolverhampton.—The

committee for this purpose have accepted the tender of Messrs. Higham,

builders, of Wolverhampton, to do the main work of restoration for 1,201/.

3s. 9d. Other works are contemplated at a cost of 400/.

The New Town Hall at Stone.—At a committee meeting held at the

Crown Hotel, on Wednesday, March 31, twelve tenders for the erection of

this building were opened. That of Mr. John White, builder, of Notting

ham, for 2,130/., was accepted. The building, after the plans of Mr. P.

Bakcwell, architect, of Nottingham, will be immediately commenced, and it

is expected that it will bo handed over to the trustees by the 1st September

next.

The New Dumfries Infirmary.—The plans of the new Infirmary,

prepared by Mr. Starforth and selected by the building committee, have

been submitted to Mrs. Laurie, of Maxwelltown, who has returned them

with an expression of approval. Working plans and specifications are

being proceeded with by the architect, who anticipates that tenders can

be procured from competent tradesmen to carry out his plans for tho

sum of 10,000/. Should this be done, Mr. Starforth will, subject to the

npproval of a general meeting of governors, be entitled to the prizo of 50/.

offered for a selected plan.

The Tower Subway is under tho superintendence of Mr. Peter W.

Barlow, jun., C.E. ; the contractor being Mr. J. H. Greathoad; the shafts

aro being sunk by Mr. Thomas Tilley, of 2, Bond Court, Walbrook,

London. The castings for these shafts and the tunnel, which arc all made

in segmental rings firmly bolted together,. ns also the manufacture of the

shield, are entrusted to the firm of Messrs. Bells, Goodman, & Co., of

the Walker Engine Works and Foundry, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and

25, Walbrook, London. It is expected to be opened to the public before

the commencement of the year 1870.

The New Grammar School at Doncaster has just been opened. It

has been erected on a valuable plot of building land given by W. H.

Forman, Esq., of Sippbrook House, Dorking, who, in addition to his munifi

cent gift of the land, presented a donation of 1000/. towards the building

fund. The school is built from designs of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, R.A.,

and stands boldly out a long way lack from the road, upon a fine terrace

raised nearly four feet above the general level of the ground in front. The

school is approached by a massive flight of stone steps, in the centre of this

terrace. In stylo the building is of tho Decorated or Middle Pointed

period, and has open cloisters on the ground plan, which give a very hand

some effect to the front elevation. These cloisters furnish a covered play

ground of 68ft. long, and Soft. 9in. wide. There is also on this ground

level a library lift. 6in. by 35ft. Din., and staircase to the school-room and

offices. The upper floor is occupied along the whole front of the building

by tho school-room—a large hall of good proportions and considerable

ornamentation. It is 82ft. long, by 36ft. 9in. wide, and 42ft. high. The

roof is massive and beautiful—being a fine specimen of the open king-and-

queen post roof, with moulded hammer beams, and circular wall braces

and ribs, forming the principal rafters, which spring from great stone

corbels and form grand trefoil-headed spans. There is an immense amount

of work about the roof, and, oxcept the common rnfters, which are square,

the whole is handsomely moulded. The timber used is Baltic fir, and is

stained. On the upper floor, at the back, there are also a class-room

26ft. by 14ft., and a master's room 14ft. by 12ft. 6in. Above the master's

room and the staircase, and at the west and entrance end of the school,

is erected a gallery, which extends right across the room, leaving the roof

open to the end of tho building. The school-room is heated by hot-water

pipes, and lighted by plain gas-pendants hung from tho end of oach ham

mer beam of the roof. Throughout, the fittings are substantial and complete.

Viewed from the playground in front, or from the high road beyond, the

new school has a fine and imposing offect. Below, rising just above the

terrace, arc the five pointed arches forming the open front to the cloisters,

flanked on each side by a window—the library and staircase windows.

Above these are moulded string-courses, and then seven large, handsome,

three-light windows, divided by transome heads, giving six lights to each

window. The mouldings of the windows are deep and massive. Over the

window heads is a moulded corbel tabling, and projecting eaves of tho roof,

which is of very high pitch and covered with Brosely tiles. At the west

corner there is an ornamental smoke turret carried a little higher than

tho ridge of the roof. The upper part of the turret is of Ashlar stone, with

trneeried shallow niches, terminating in a short spiro, surmounted with a

gilt vuno. In the spire part are eight trefoil apertures for the escape of the

smoke from tho warming apparatus. The ends of the building contain

small pointed windows in the lower part, and two large six-light windows,

of rich and elegant design, above. Over these are quatrcfoil louvros, act

ing as ventilators through the roof—this important matter of ventilation

being amply provided for throughout the building. The total cost of the

building has been about 6,000/.

The Proposed Gymnasium at Ashford.—A meeting has just been

held at the Public Booms to forward this project, and the necessary com

mittee appointed. The gymnasium will cost 43/. ; reading and dressing

rooms, 97/. ; drill shed, 39/. The proprietor of the premises (Mr. J. Si

Burra) was present, and showed a desire to meet the views of the

promoters.

Marlow (Bucks) Bridge.—At tho Bucks Easter Sessions, the County

Surveyor reported that 4 the deal planking of this bridge, which was put

down in the year 1 860, at considerable cost, has become decayed from dry-

rot, and has been consequently replaced. The committee think that the

deal platform should be restored or repaired, and that the layer of felt and

asphalte, which was placed between the upper platform, constructed of deal,

and the lower one, which is constructed of oak, should be discontinued.'

If the whole of the deal platform should be found defective, it will involve

an outlay of from 250/. to 300/.

A Wesleyan ' High Church.*—The Metropolitan Memorial Methodist

Church recently erected in Washington (U.S.), at a cost of 50,000/., is in the

Gothic style of architecture, and is built in two 6toreys—the gronnd-floor

being used for Sunday-school purposes, and the upper as the chapel proper.

There is to be a tower and spire 240 feet in height, to contain a peal of

bells. In the chapel all the windows aro filled with stained glass illus

trative of the life of the Bev. John Wesley, and of various leading Wesleyan

ministers, whilst those in the schoolroom beneath are devoted to incidents

in the Life of Our Lord. The panels of the pulpit, or platform, are of olive-

wood from the Garden of Getbsemane, ana are carved into crosses, with

the sacred monogram and the symbolical ivy-plant. The keyBtone of the

arch to the recess in which the pulpit is placed is of stone from Solomon's

Temple, and upon it is carved, in Hebrew, the name of God.

The Contract Work at Chester Cathedral, under the direction of

Mr. G. G. Scott, B.A., has been let to Mr. John Thompson of Peterborough.

Mr. Thompson has executed the work at Hereford and Bipon Cathedral,

under Mr. Scott, and is building the new University of Glasgow under the

same architect.

The Parish Church of Pontefract was reopened last week. The

cost of the alterations is 2,000/., including a new chancel, which has been

added at the expense of tho Earl of Harewood, the lay rector.

The Bristol Cathedral Nave Restoration had its first anniversary

a few days since, by the holding of divine service in the cathedral.

Sedgefleld Asylum.—New Wing.—The new wing being erected at the

Durham county asylum for the accommodation of 200 additional patients

will soon be ready for occupation.

- Shildon Police Station, Durham.—The plans of this polico station

have been approved, and tenders will be at once advertised for and the

works commenced. The estimated cost is 400/.

Stanhope Police Station, Durham.—The plans for the proposed

additions to this station have been approved. The estimated coBt of tho

work is—450/. for superintendent's house, stable, and gig-house, and 50/.

for improvements to police-court. The Clerk of the Peace is instructed to

take the necessary steps with the trustees of the present town hall and

police building at Stanhope, to enable the county architect to proceed with

the new building as early as possible.

The First British School in Breconshire was opened on Easter

Monday. For years this portion of the county has been destitute of the

means of education to children of the neighbourhood.

New Chapel at Syke.—A small chapel (belonging to the United

Methodist Free Connexion) has been erected at Syke, in the Rochdale Cir

cuit, at a cost of upwards of 1,200/.

The ' Corner-Stone of an edifice at Sheffield, to contain 'thirty-six

almshouses for tho accommodation and subsistence of forty-eight aged and

indigent persons,' has just been laid with some ceremony. For the erection

and endowment of these almshouses Mark Firth, Esq., has appropriated

26,000/., ' as an expression of gratitude to Almighty God for His favouring

providence, and as a means of benefiting so many of the aged and indi

gent of his native town as may be deemed eligible for the charity, and as

the charity itself may be able to support.'

The Chancel of the Parish Church of Olney is about to be restored

at the expense of tho Right Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth. Mr. G. G. Scott,

RA., has made a survey and report. The estimate of Mr. Tait, of Melton

Mowbray, has been accepted.

Mechanics' Institute, Durham.—A few years ago the committee of

this institute expressed a desire to have the present building enlarged, to

meet the wants of the members. Plans were prepared, the extra ground

was given by the President, Earl Durham, and several liberal contributions

were mado by the local gentry. A year has elapsed, and, up to a few

evenings ago, the wholo matter was left in abeyance. We are glad, how

ever, to report that an effort is about to be made to raise the remainder of

the required money in the shortest possible period.

The Stookton Water Scheme.—A meeting of tho Parliamentary

Committee of the Stockton Corporation was held last week, when it was

resolved to recommend the Council to withdraw from the further prosecu

tion of the water scheme, on the ground of the difficulties presented on the

question of compensation to the millowners and others.

A New Protestant Church is to be erected at Sulina, Turkey, at the

Sulina mouth of the river Danube, in connection with the works of the

European Commission of the Danube.

It is in contemplation to restore and enlarge the churoh of St. Peter,

at Mansfield.

The Parish Church at Sh.adoxh.urst, after some extensive rrpiirs

costing 600/., has been reopened. The builders are Messrs. Bourn? and

Blnckman, of Woodcburch ; Mr. Gordon M. Hills, of the Adelphi, is tho

architect.
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ITEMS OF NEWS

FBOM OVB

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Opening of the Wedgwood Memorial Institute at Burslem.

This interesting ceremony is announced for Wednesday, April 21, and

will be performed by Earl de Grey and Ripon.

His Lordship is expected to reach Burslem between one and two o'clock.

On his arrival ho will be received at the Town Hall, where an address from

the local governing body will be presented to him. He will then be escorted

to the Wedgwood Institute, where, after walking through and so formally

opening the Exhibition, he will preside at the luncheon in the Lecture

Theatre.

The Exhibition itself is expected to be one of real and possibly remark

able merit. The collection of oil paintings and water-colours will be

admirable. The pottery collection will contain examples of every stage

from the earliest period up to Wedgwood, and a large display of the works

of Wedgwood himself ; and besides this there will be a miscellaneous col

lection of artistic productions, chiefly contributed from South Kensington.

Memorial Statue to the Late Prince Albert.

We understand that the matter of the Memorial Statue of the late

Princo Albert, to be erected in the City of London, is shortly to be brought

before the Common Council.

The New Guildhall, &c, at Plymouth.

As our readers are aware, a public competition has been instituted in the

case of tin's intended structure. According to the programme issued, the

building is to consist of a Guildhall, with Law Courts, a Police Court and

Station, with Council and Committee Rooms ; and Offices for the Town

Clerk, Treasurer, Surveyor, Sec, See., at an intended outlay of some 25,000/.

The drawings required for the purpose ar» pretty numerous ; and will,

for so comprehensive a building, involve no ordinary degree of skill and

application on the part of competitors. Still, the printed instructions run

coolly as follows :—

' Competitors must look solely to the premiums for their remuneration ;

as the Town Council will not engage to employ any of the architects whose

plans may be accepted.' (!)

We aro sorry to see a clause such as this in connection with what should

be an important competition. The premiums offered arc three in number,

amounting altogether to 225/., which sum falls short of the professional

value of one good set of plans, sections, elevations, and a general specification

and estimate ; to say nothing of (or rather for) ' a perspective view, 3-1 inches

by 23 inches.' Let us suppose twenty designs sent in : their mere cost ' out

of po«ket,' leaving nothing for their authors, will most likely exceed twice

the amount of all the premiums added together; so that what the com

peting architects are to gain by entering into such a competition is not very

clear. Thus much we feel impelled to say, in the interests of the pro

fession. If the Town Council are wise, they will withdraw their objection

able clause; and. instead of offering a premium for the first, second, and

third best design, they will offer for tho best design the customary com

mission only, and reservo their 100/., 75/., and 50/. premiums for the

unlucky authors of the second, third, and fourth designs. The time

allowed for the preparation of the designs (July 14) might, we think, be

with prudence oxtended.

Notes from Germany.

Professor Wilhelm Camphausen, of Diisseldorf, is engaged upon a large

historical picture, being a commission of Prince Alexander of Prussia. The

subject is the meeting of the Crown Princo and Prince Frederick Charles on

the heights of Chlum on the evening of the battle of Sadowa. Tho positions

chosen arc said to be well rendered and full of life and vigour, whilst every

figure upon the canvas is a portrait.

Mr. C. Puscher in the last number of Dingler's (German) ' Polytechnic

Journal ' describes a very simple means to retard the process of hardening of

plaster of Paris, which for many purposes takes place far too quickly. To

the burnt and pulverised gypsum he adds from 2 to 4 per cent, of the root

of the yew tree, very finely powdered, and kneads the whole into a plastic

paste by the addition of 40 per cent, of water. The gypsum in this state is

of the consistence of stiff clay, and, commencing to harden in about an hour,

remains sufficiently tough to admit of cutting, boring, turning, or filing

without breaking. By adding 8 instead of 4 per cent, of yew tree root, the

hardening may be postponed still further and the mass is rendered much

tougher. As the brittleness of hardened plaster of Paris has hitherto pre

vented its being used in many ways, it is probable that this simple invention

will be found a welcome hint to the decorative artist

'Judicious Restoration' in Belgium.

The Belgian Minister of the Interior has just issued a circular to the

governors of provinces relative to the native monuments of the Middle Ages,

which at each fresh restoration are exposed to suffer more or less alterations

of style. ' The interest of tho Art,' he says, ' and the maintenance of tra

ditions requiro that the Government should prevent, by all the means at

its disposal, any alteration in styletluring the execution of such necessary

works as the ancient monuments of the country may in future stand in need

of. To this end the greatest possible number of authentic fragments of

ancient national Architecture should be collected, so as always to bo able,

at the time of the restoration of any edifice, to preserve the peculiarities

and character of its original stylo and period.' In order the more effectually

to attain this object he thinks that it will suffice to oblige all contractors,

about to undertake works of this nature, to have casts taken (at their own

cost and by a skilful workman) of all such objects as the competent

authority, which shall bo appointed, shall require ; such casts to be care

fully and neatly made prior to the restoration being commenced. The

casts, he advises, shall be made by means of gelatine, which permits as

many as four good casts being taken from an impression made on the spot.

These four copies ho orders to be disposed of in the following manner : one

to be retained by the State, the second to be sent to the museum of tho

town or province, the third the builder will keep himself, whilst the fourth

goes to the artist who took the impression, and who is at liberty to produce

further copies for sale as models or for other purposes. Tho order closes

by requesting the Provincial Governors to issue the necessary instructions

to Communal Administrations that this clause be inserted in future speci

fications of works coming within their jurisdiction, and to see that such

clause be properly carried out.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

The sale of M. Edouard Fould's collection has created even moro iutorest

than was expected ; the pictures aud drawings formed a small part of the

whole, but they were mostly choice, and fetched great prices. A drawing

by Bida, Maronite Preaching in Lebanon, 186/.; Decamps, Samson En

gaged with the Philistines, formerly belonging to thc^ Duchess d'Orleans,

600/. : this picture cost M. Pould about 36/. more than it sold for ; * Gerome,

Rembrandt at Work Etching a Plate, a charming picture quite out of this

artist's line, exhibited fivo or six years ago, 600/. ; Marithat, Courtyard of

a Mosque, 364/. ; Meissonnier, Visit to the Atelier, 568/Z. ; iem, Viow of

Venice at Sunset, from the De Morny collectibn, 300/. ; Lancrct, a Group

around a Fountain, a picture sold at the Earl of Pembroke's salo for

1,400/., fetched the enormous sum of 2,520/., a high price for such a

whistle ; Pater, a Party in a Park, which sold at the same nobleman's salo

for 1,360/., high enough in all conscience, 2,080/. ; A. Ostadc, Dutch Interior,

from the De Morny collection, 230/.; Wecnix, Dead Game, 380/.; and

Womvernian, The Stag at Bay, from the Elysee collection, 808/.

At the salo of a private collection in Paris last week, a Seapieee, by

Backuysen, Tho Coming Storm, from the King of Bavaria's collection,

fetched 204/. ; Portrait of a Burgomaster with his Dame, by F. Bol, 304/. ;

The Geographer, by Gerard Dow, a well-known work, 212/. ; Vander Mcer,

a Concert by Three Persons in a Dutch Room, from the Van Leyden gallery,

204/. ; a well-known little picture, by Velasquez, The Infanta Maria Theresa,

from the collection of Louis Philippe, 33'. 12s., a small price for anything

by this artist nowadays; a Vande Velde, Landscape with Animals, 284/. ;

and two works by Vetter, The Compliment and the Reception, 236/. and

272/.
■ Twenty water-colour and other drawings, by M. V. Pollet, were sold the

other day here in Paris, and fetched tho relatively large sum of 945/. 4s.

On the 27th of the present month of April are announced for salo, three

pieces of the famous so-called Honri II. ware, so dear to amateurs ; and two

remarkablo specimens of Bernard Palissy ware ; the subjoct of ono boing

Temperance, tho othor bearing the cyphers of Henri II. and Catherine de

Medicis, both famous examples.

Those who are curious to know the condition of industry and art iu the

North of Franco would do well to pay a visit to Beauvais, one of tho famous

seats of the tapestry and carpet manufacture, in the month of June, when

there is to be a large exhibition, artistic and archaeological as well as indus

trial. The nearness of Beauvais to Calais and Boulogne is an extra

inducement.

Compensations Awarded to Tenants in Paris.

The following is the account of the indemnities awarded by the expro

priation jury to four tenants of a house in the Rue de la Bourse, about to be

abolished for the formation of the new Rue Reaumur, which will form a

straight lino from tho Bourse to the new Opera House: —
Francs.

A restaurateur 90,000

A cafe keeper 80,000

A hairdresser 17.000

A glove maker

£8,200 = 205,000

All the tenants of condemned houses do not certainly hold leases, and

thus obtain indemnities, but the greater portion in the best neighbour

hoods, and especially in the great commercial streets, hold their apartments

on lease, and the total amount of indemnities paid to tenants, to say nothing

of landlords, is enormous.

Austrian Railways.

The total length of railways now in working order in Austria, including

the Italian system, amounts to 1,228 miles, of which 624 miles aro on

German soil, 351 in Hungary, and 253 in Italy. In course of con

struction aro 299 miles, of which 159 are in Austria proper, 121 in

Hunrary, and 19 in Moldavia. Concessions have lately been obtained

for 530 miles more. This will make a total of 2,057 miles of railway.

The railways of Great Britain and Ireland amount to 2,144 milos.

Abyssinian Relics.

Great interest has been excited by the exhibition in tho window of

Messrs. Elkington & Co., of Liverpool, of a unique specimen of art manu

facture, in tho shape of a coffee tray, which was ' looted ' at Magdala, and is

believed to have belonged to the late King Theodore. It was brought to

Liverpool by an officer of the Transport Corps, by whom it was presented

to Mr. Eberle> of the Alexandra Hotel. Tho tray is a very fine specimen

of workmanship, and is 25 inches in diameter. Tho centre ornamentation

is somewhat in the Byzantine. The centre panel is framed by concentric

circles, each ono being varied in design, showing great taste in the regular

arrangement of ornamental scrolls en suite with the centre panel. The

outer lKirder is raised and very simply fluted. It is difficult to assign an

epoch or country to this rare work of art, but with other specimens of tho

goldsmith's art from Abyssinia to guide us, we may—with some degree of

plausibility—attribute its production to native talent. However, judging

from the method of its production, which is technically styled flat chasing—a

favourite manner of working with the Arabs—it may, with equal safety, be

attributed to the latter. The metal of which this ' Theodore tray ' is com

posed is copper, most skilfully and effectively overlaid with gold.

» Decamps' works have lately obtained such large prices that this result isi carious ;
the cause of it is a very unpleasant one. namely, that so nuiny forged imitations havo

been made that connoisseurs and dealers have become suspicious.
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Technical Instruction.—The Committee of Council on Education, on

December 21, 1867, passed an important minute for the encouragement of

scientific instruction. In accordance therewith, it is proposed to graft on to

the science and art instruction already imparted at the Training College

for Schoolmasters, Culham, Oxon, such higher branches as are required for

fitting persons to be teachers of technical schools throughout the country.

Classes were opened on February 1, in all branches of practical drawing,

mathematics, mechanics, hydraulics, eloctricity, chemistry, geology, applied

sciences, &c, to prcparo students for the examination in May next,

when several exhibitions of lOi. each (to meet these offered by the Com

mittee of Council) will bo offered for competition. After May next, a

separate department will be opened for carrying on students mainly in

those branches of study which will render them efficient teachers of tech

nical instruction. All further information will be afforded, and all sug

gestions from Chambers of Commerce, local committees, &c. received, by

the Rev. James Ridgway, M.A., F.S.A., Principal of the College.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—At the weekly meeting held on%-the

9th inst. eleven tenders were received for the construction of sewers, subway

vanlts, and paving the foot and carriage way between the west end of New

Earl Street and the Mansion House. That of Messrs. J. Mowlem & Co.—

19,750/.—which was the lowest, was accepted. The highest tender was

24,100/. The Works and General Purposes Committee have reconsidered

the memorial from inhabitants of Vintry Ward, praying the board, in lay

ing out Mansion House Street, to leave the plot of land adjoining the south

side of the church of St. Mary Aldermanbury unbuilt upon, and they see no

reason to depart from the recommendation which they previously made.

A Series of sketches, drawings, and pictures, the property of Mr. John

Ruskin, have been sold this week by Messrs. Christie, Manson, & Woods,

at their rooms, in King Street, including the celebrated picture of the Slave

Ship, by J. M. W. Turnor, R.A. ; forty beautiful drawings and sketches,

illustrating the different periods of the same great master's work ; two fine

examples of Copley Fielding ; four fine works of W. Hunt ; and specimens

of D. Cox, Duverger, and J. Brett.

M. Costa, the eminent musician, received the honour of knighthood on

Wednesday last.

Petitions in favour of the removal of the site of the Law Courts to the

Thames Embankment have been lying for signature at the Westminster

and other stations of the Metropolitan Railway.

Metropolitan Street Tramways.—The committee have agreed that a

ease for t he promoters of the bill has been established only so far as regards

the construction of the southern line, less the loop between Hercules Build

ings and Westminster Bridge. 2. That some limitation must be placed on

the proposed monopoly. 3. That, after a period to be fixed, the street

authorities arc to have the power of purchasing the tramways. 4. That

the power of the police to regulate the traffic shall be reserved. 5. That

the bye-laws shall be subject to the approval of the Home Office. Witnesses

have been called to prove the preamble of Bill No. 2, called the Pimlico,

Peckham, and Greenwich Tramway Bill, who said that tho Pimlico portion

of the Bill had been abandoned, and that the line would commence near the

railway station in Kenuington Lane.

The Government will probably not take legislative action upon the

Report of the Trades Union Commissioners. The main features of the pro

posed Bill on the subject are the repeal of the Combinatiou Acts, and the

protection of trade funds under the provisions of the Friendly Societies

Acts. While permitting workmen and employers to organise them

selves and make rules with respect to the persons by whom, or the modo in

which, any particular work shall be done—or with respect to any terms

and conditions under which it shall be carried on—the Bill provides that no

association shall be formed or maintained for the commission of any offence

against the common law. Conditions are also stipulated for the registra

tion of rules and bye-laws, and the furnishiug of annual accounts to the

Registrar of Friendly Societies.

A full-length Portrait of the Archbishop of Canterbury (Dr. Tait) has

been presented by a number of laymen to Dr. Jackson, Bishop of London,

to be placed in Fulham Palace.

Manses for Foreign Missionaries.—The scheme originated by the

Free Church of Scotland for providing manses or dwellings for tho foreign

missionaries continues to progress, and it contemplates the raising of

50,000/. The Established Church of Scotland has started a similar move

ment since Dr. Norman Macleod's return from India, but the sum to be

raised in this case is only about half that contemplated by the Free Church.

Church Building.—Tho fifth annual report of the board of manage

ment of the Bishop of London's Fund, just issued, contains some interesting

information respecting the working of this movement. There have been

seventy mission districts in connection with the Fund since 1863. In

eighteen of these the permanent church has been already built, in five the

church is building, while four districts, though they have not churches,

have still been endowed by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners as Peel

districts. In seventeen districts, local church-building committees have

been formed to raise funds to meet the large grants made towards this

object by the committee of the Fund. In order to provide for the mission

districts, and for those populations that, having been displaced by metro

politan improvements, are rapidly settling down in thinly inhabited suburbs,

the committee has secured or contracted for a large number of sites for

churches, schools, and parsonages. Many of these sites are occupied by

their respective building works, while in several cases sites have yet to bo

secured.

Our Sewage.—At the present moment the question of sewage irrigation

versus the manufacture of artificial sewage manure is being vigorously dis

cussed at Kingston-on-Thames.

The New Station at West Brompton, on the Metropolitan District

Railway, was openod for passengor traffic on the 12th instant.

At the National Gallery the six rooms hitherto allotted to the national

collection are supplemented by the five rooms formerly devoted to the

annual exhibitions of the Academy, forming altogether a gallery opening

out from end to end of the long edifice in Trafalgar Square.

Locomotion is all very good, but are wo to have our houses shaken to

pieces by subterranean trains ? That very important question Lord Elcho

has put to tho House of Commons with reference to tho proposed extension

of the Metropolitan lines, and the subject demands most serious con

sideration. What is to be done? We]must have Metropolitan railways, but

possibly we may have to employ, as Mr. Hawkshaw suggests, a different

kind of engine

At on early hour on Wednesday morning tho premises of Mr. Wilson,

furniture dealer, High Street, Caiudcu Town, were partly destroyed by fire.

The Extensive Block of Buildings occupied as seed and hop ware

houses in Kentish Buildings, High Street, Southwark, tenanted by several

firms connected with the Hop Exchange, were destroyed by fire on Monday

night. Several of tho adjacent houses are much injured. The loss is esti

mated at 30,000/.

The Family Mansion of Mr. J. Grimes, of Balham, was destroyed by

fire on the 12th instant. The inmates were rescued.—The Junior Carlton

Club also caught firo about the same time. There was little to burn except

the building itself, as most of the furniture had been removed to the new

club-house, just erected in Pall Mall.

The Hunting Catastrophe in Yorkshire.— Instead of a pyramid or

obelisk, a North Riding magistrate has put forth a proposal for a memorial

bridge across the Ure. Tho cost will be great, but the funds are thought

easy of reach.

The Flour Mill of Mr. C. S. Dickinson, on Brayford Wharf, Lincoln, is

no more, it having caught fire on Tuesday last. A great portion of the

mill was new, and the building was filled with machinery on the best and

most approved principles. The fire is supposed to have been caused by tho

overheating of a stove.

The New Church in course of erection on Southernhay, Exeter, belong

ing to the Independents, was destroyed by fire on Monday last. The

building was nearly finished, and while the men were engaged varnishing

the roof, flames burst from it at the west end near the tower. The fire

rapidly extended to the other end of the roof, which became one moss of

flames. The roof fell in with a great crash, and the woodwork inside, in

cluding the large galleries, was burnt up speedily.

Fall of a Bridge.—On Monday last an accident happened at Saltburn-

by-the-Sea, causing the death of three workmen, through the falling of a

bridge. Messrs. Hopkins, Gilkes, & Co., of Middlesborough, are building

an iron bridge of 700 feet in length across the famous glen along which

the Skelton beck runs at Saltburn-by-the-Sea, for Mr. J. T. Wharton, of

Skelton Castle. A strong force of workmen was employed fixing a pair of

girders upon two of the piers (which are eight feet in height, reaching about

130 feet from the ground), when suddenly one of the girders slipped from

its holding, and struck against the other pier, smashing the two girders

and one of the piers absolutely into fragments. Upon the pier which

was broken were the three deceased.

QUESTIONS.

The Cost of Contract Deeds.

To the Editor of The Architect.

Sir,—Having been a subscriber to your paper from its commencement,

may I beg through its columns a reply to the following ?

What is the understood and acknowledged rule amongst architects and

builders as to who pays for preparing tho Deed rif Contract—the contractor

or the contractcc, as for the latter's security only is it in the majority of

cases drawn up?

I have been led to ask this question from the fact of having been called

upon to pay upwards of ten guineas solicitor's charges for drawing up a

contract whero tho total amount involved was under 1,100/.; and upon

demurring to such a charge, being told it is always the rule in this part of

the country for builders to bear the cost of drawing up the contract.

Though in this case the solicitor was employod solely by thecontractoe.and

there was no understanding of any kind as to who was to pay the solicitor.

An early reply will much oblige yours obediently, South Wales.

Flitch Girders.

Sib,—Will you please allow me to ask through your columns what the

best proportions are for a flitch girder of 20 feet span, and to carry a load

in centre of ten tons ? I should like to have the best practical formula for

working the same out, giving thickness or proportion of the iron flitch to

the timber on each side the flitch plate.

Yours respectfully, J. Bibd.

39, King William Street, April 14, 1869.

MEETINGS OF TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Boyai. IxarrruTE ok Biutisu Architects.—On Monday, April 19, at 8 r.u., Wyatt
Papworth : — ' A Notice of the Professional and Literary Works of the Uto Arthur
AanpttsL F.S.A., Fellow.'
InsnTcnox of Civil Engineers.—On Tueaday, April 20, at 8 p.m.—1. Ad

journed Discussion upon Mr. Kirkham's Paper : ' Standards of Comparison for Testing
tho Illuminating Power of Coal Gas.' 2. Mr. William Shelford, M. lust. C.E., ' On the
Outfalls of the River H umber.'
ARcHTrecTlRAL ASSOCIATION.—On Friday, April 80, at 7.30. Mr. G. H. Birch, on

' The Domestic Architecture of London from the Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries.' - '
Associated Akts lN8Tm.TK.-On Satnrday, April 17, at 8.10 p.m., Exhibition of

Sketches.—Subjects : ' The Tempest,' Act III., and 1 Found.' Discussion—Queition :
* la Competition a desirable Feature in Art Training ? '
Society of Arts.—On Monday. April 19, at 8 p.m.. John Anderson. Esq., C.E., on

' Applied Mechanics in Relation to Natural Properties or Materials.'
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THE EMBANKMENT SITE FOR THE

LAW COURTS.

CS^fa^&fc^g"'; E lenrn, with the greatest satisfaction,

J^5afi8Engl /Tt*itti from Lowe's speech on Tuesday, that

«MMf sSf A* ^er ^ftjesty's Government has formed, and

<(k|yw^*W /fefjf «m has by his mouth pronounced, the most

8Sp\\"aF AVv >' decided opinion possible in favour of that

MEj&jFf /2vf A^ofi; s^e f°r -ne Law Courts which has been

feyfyr\ 'bBTSsN m&l/t uniformly and steadily advocated in the

'^T^m(SSi?lir^*» pages of The Aeohixeci—the Thames Em-

After a six hours' debate, the House adjourned the question for a

month, but there can be little doubt, had a division been taken on

Mr. Gregory's motion, what the decision would have been ; while no

shadow of a doubt as to the intentions of the Government was allowed

to remain. Nothing could possibly be more uncompromising than

the declaration made by Mr. Lowe, with the concurrence and in the

presence of Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Layard, that the Government

proposed to adopt the Embankment site. It is true the whole pro

posal as advocated in these pages is not taken up by the Government.

Mr. Lowe accepts the frontage to the Embankment, but declines to

touch the Strand. But this is simply because he also intends to con

tract the whole scheme, and to erect a smaller building than at present

contemplated ; and, therefore, as this building will only require a

site of some six acres, the Government adopts that which is the

essence of our proposal,—a frontage to the Thames, but they intend not

to come further towards the Strand than the line of Howard Street.

We feel that the country is to be congratulated on this great suc

cess. We, and those with whom we have laboured, have had in many

respects an uphill battle to fight ; but the victory of good common

sense over strong professional prejudice has been complete ; and a most

unexpected surprize accompanied it. The advocates and authors of

the Carey Street site have suffered that kind of discomfiture which

befel the Spanish Armada—they are wrecked and brought to nothing

by a superior and irresistible force. The Courts of Justice Com

mission* is to be dissolved ; not, of course, on account of its selec

tion of Carey Street, but on account of its extravagance, and the

extent to which it has pushed what Mr. Lowe termed ' a frenzy for

concentration,' and indeed because, in the opinion of Government, it

has now discharged all the functions it was created to perform. The

advocates of the Carey Street site, if they have heart left to continue

the contest, will now have to make good their case, not before a

tribunal of legal [men—none the less professionally biassed that they

are the heads of the legal profession—but before the Government

itself, while the funds to be expended will be furnished from the

Imperial treasury.

This in a few words is the result, but the course of proceedings in

the House did not for hours give the least clue to the prospect of so

startling a solution.

There were three notices of motion on the paper—Mr. Gregory's,

advocating a reconsideration of the site with a view to occupying the

Embankment; Sir Roundell Palmer's, negativing this resolution,

and substituting one to the effect that the additional land, if wanted,

was to be bought adjacent to Carey Street ; and Mr. Tite's, to the

effect that a site for additional buildings should be acquired on the

Embankment, and two distinct buildings should be erected.

Mr. Gregory began at five o'clock, and spoke for an hour. His

arguments were the same with which the readers of this journal have

been made familiar, and were based on the same facts. In one con

spicuous instance, he quoted verbatim one of our attempts to put the

kernel of the matter before our readers, and said that the struggle was

' Lincoln's Inn against All England.' Mr. Gregory wisely gave great

prominence to the financial part of the advantages obtainable if the

Embankment site were secured, and though his figures and estimates

were attacked in every kind of way, they came out of the ordeal

triumphantly, proving, in fact, to be below rather than above the real

amounts as stated from official sources by Mr. Lowe. This part of

the case caught theear of the House, and was not forgotten through

the entire evening.

Sir Roundell Palmer, who occupied fully a second hour, exhausted

all the arts of the advocate in his warm and, we had almost said,

uncandid support of the Carey Street site ; and yet, though the full

House which had listened patiently to Mr. Gregory remained to hear

out his long and painfully elaborated account of what would best suit

the lawyers, he seemed to rouse little sympathy in his audience ; and

his concluding passages, in which he ridiculed the proposals of his

opponents as ' the visionary dreams of dilettanti gentlemen ' possessed

of the ' demon of good taste,' well merited the severe rebuke adminis

tered by Mr. Lowe when he rose to speak.

For three more hours the debate was prolonged without much

being added to the exhaustive speeches of the two leaders. Lord

Bury and Mr. Locke spoke, and spoke well, in favour of the Embank

ment. Lord Bury's brief, emphatic, and pointed speech was especially

a happy contribution to the debate. Mr. Beresford Hope supported

the occupation of both sites, as proposed by Mr. Tite. After this Mr.

Oenman, and following him a succession of other speakers, advocated

the legal side of the matter, and displayed that pertinacity in stating

and restating what they did understand, and that easy and airy in

accuracy in handling what they did not understand, which seem in

separable from the eloquence of gentlemen of the long robe.

It was positively refreshing when some way on in the debate Mr.

Tite rose, and in a few short, pithy, hearty sentences, greeted with

a kind, of running fire of cheering by the members, brought back

the attention of the House from the details of legal convenience to

the practical bearings of the question.

Lord John Manners, in the course of a long, not to say wearisome

speech, contributed to the Carey Street advocates the remarkable

argument that the buildings, if placed on the Embankment, would

have so very bad a foundation to stand upon, that their cost would be

raised by no less a sum than half a million ! It was in reply to him

that Mr. Locke made the short speech we have already noticed,

and by that time the attendance hadrapidly risen, and the House,

which the lawyer's speeches and tho dinner-time hour had emptied,

had become tolerably full.

When Mr. Locke sat down, Mr. Lowe rose, and began in a style

which at once showed that serious business was in hand. He told

the House that the whole matter of the New Law Courts had already

engaged his most serious attention, and that he had already had to

take upon himself heavy responsibility in respect of them.

He then explained that a statement had been laid before him very

soon after he first took office, making out a total outlay, past and

prospective, of 3,350,000/., which Mr. Lowe considered might really

mean 4,000,000/., accompanying an application that 000,000/. of that

sum might be advanced by Government to buy extra land. Then,

Teading the clauses of an Act which, with unusual measures of pre

caution, limited the outlay to one and a half million, he said, 'it

seemed to me as if the ground had given way under my feet when

we compared the two statements.'

To the proposal to advance this money Mr. Lowe said ' NO ; ' and he

drew a humorous and perhaps overcharged picture of the excessive

agglomeration of department upon department which had led to the

vast increase of the proposed structure with which this increased esti

mate corresponded. Showing next that there was not really an

available separate fund out ofwhich to build the Courts, but that the

money must in effect come out of the public purse, Mr. Lowe concluded

by making the startling proposal that the Commission, which he con

sidered had done its work, should be relieved of its power, Govern

ment undertaking the whole matter. Mr. Lowe went on to state

clearly what the Government, if empowered to act, would do. It

would adopt a site on the Embankment with Howard Street as its

northern boundary, would build thereon a building of moderate size,

and would take its time about selling the Carey Street property. We

regret to add that the right hon. gentleman contributed as a sugges

tion of his own the notion that the elevation of Iuigo Jones's

design for Whitehall should be adopted for the facade of the new

structure 1

The not unnatural complaint of Mr. Henley (who moved an ad

journment), that the House was taken by surprise, elicited a short

explanation from the Premier. The adjournment seemed to be

eagerly accepted both by him and by the First Commissioner of

Works (Mr. Layard), and it is understood that a month hence, when

the subject comes on once more for discussion, the Government is to

bring forward its definite proposal.

So ended this debate, which was carried on in a way that cannot be

considered as other than creditable to the good sense and judgment of

the House. We believe the public advantage will be in the end served

by the alteration now proposed, though loss of time is inevitable. We
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believe, too, that the time will come when, either in consequence of

required extension of the Law ConrtB, or to meet some other public

want, that part of our proposals which had reference to widening the

Strand, and rectifying its lign of frontage, must be carried out, though

it may perhaps not be in this generation. Of one thing there can be

no doubt ; the decision of Government to throw the weight of its

enormous influence into the scale, will render certain the adoption of

the proper site for this great public building. This will of course in

fluence largely the decision to be taken as to the western part of the

Embankment, and makes it reasonable now to hope that this great

opportunity will be worthily employed, and that the northern bank

of the Thames will be formed into an architectural feature un

paralleled in Europe.

OUR RAMBLER

IN AND ABOUT THE HOUSES OP FAB.LIAMENT.

[SECOSD ARTICLE.]

THE Rambler left off his first notice of Sir Charles Barry's master

piece with a reference to the Royal Gallery, where much new

work, chiefly of a decorative character, has been recently carried out

under his son, the present architect of the Palace. Leaving this fine

apartment to proceed northward, or along the interior, one is more

than ever struck with the absurd scale of the marble group by Gibson,

which fills the whole view in passing from the Royal Gallery to the

Throne Room. This room is small and petite in its parts, as compared

with the chamber one has just left, and the figures of the Queen

and attendant Virtues are colossal, out of all proportion, while the

incongruity of the effect is only intensified by the white colour of the

marble.

Will Mr. Edward Barry give ear to our petition, when we pray, in

common with many other critics, that this group may be removed to

the end of Westminster Hall ? Placed under the great south window

in that noble chamber, and crowning the flight of steps by which Sir

Charles joined the Hall of Rufus to the Parliament House of Victoria,

this work of Gibson would not only have justice done to it as a fine

sculptural group, but the exigencies of scale and proportion would

there be amply satisfied, while the historical proprieties of the place

would be brought into harmony.

The Throne Room itself, denuded of this heavy marble group,

would assume its proper effect. It is one of the most elegant apart

ments in the building. The very interesting and excellently-scaled

portrait-figures of the sovereigns of England, painted by Mr. Burchett

(the present head-master of the schools at South Kensington), give a

highly decorative effect to the room. They form a kind of pannelled

frieze, which holds its own as against many more recent and more

ambitious efforts in mural decoration.

Of the House of Lords it is unnecessary to speak. The Rambler

has seen some of the more conspicuous among the legislative chambers

of Europe, but none to compare with that at Westminster, which

seems thoroughly to embody, in its general design and detailed deco

ration, the historical traditions of an old nation. We should judge,

from some remarks made incidentally in the late discussion on the

new House of Commons, that the day is not far distant when some

reconstruction of the Peers' Chamber must be made for the accom

modation of the Commons, who may have occasion or desire to visit

the Upper House. The present ' bar,' to which Her Majesty's ' faithful

Commons ' ore bi-annually summoned, is most literally named, for it

resembles nothing so much as a prisoner's dock or a witness-box in

any of our law courts.

The Rambler in the House of Lords could not suppress a hope that

Mr. Barry may adopt the same happy treatment of the figures which

occupy the niches between the windows, which has been applied to

those in the Royal Gallery. The gilding of the statues would not

only give a more sumptuous appearance to the chamber, which the

present dork mass renders somewhat dingy and sombre, but would

give a prominence to the figures themselves, which, both in their

subject and treatment, they fully deserve. Their dork bronze effect,

as they show at present, places them at great disadvantage between

large surfaces of Drilliantly-coloured glass.

The House of Commons, in its more sober character, seems to

develope some of the spirit of the old sumptuary lows, when com

pared with the gorgeous chamber which has been allotted to what

may be classed as the patrician element in the Constitution. The

distinction, however, is not one which can offend the average English

instinct, for it is most truly said that ' John Bull loves a lord ; ' and

the superior style in which the peers are housed at Westminster only

expresses that national affection for the lordly character.

Apart from criticism of this kind, the House of Commons is, in the

Rambler's estimation, the more perfect of the two Chambers in an

architectural aspect. It appears, however, to possess the fatal blot of

very insufficient accommodation for the 658 members who have a

right to seats in it. Nothing can be more absurd than to visit this

defect on the architect, for it seems he only obeyed his clients in

shaping the dimensions of the House. Barry is not the only archi

tect who has been made the scapegoat of mistaken instructions. If

his son and successor is to be engaged in the reconstruction of another

and larger House, we hope he will follow, as religiously as possible,

the general design and architectural character of the present one,

even down to details. We mean detail of design, not of arrangement ;

for we should be sorry to see, in a new and more commodious House,

such scanty accommodation for the outer world as the present

Stranger's Gallery affords. We should still moTe regret the per

petuation of the ' Ladies' Cage,' which, when filled, is dreadfully

suggestive of the Zoological Gardens. We say this, of course, with all

respect for its fair occupants, whom, indeed, it is impossible to dis

tinguish there as human beings, not to say as ladies. It is no slight

reflection on the gallantry—nay, the civilisation of the nation—that we

should confine the fair visitors to the House of Parliament within

the bars of an unlit cage. Parliament means a place for talk, and it

is surely penalty enough to condemn the gentle sex to silence, without

superadding the deprivation of sight and sound. It may be that the

present arrangement was resorted to from a somewhat exclusive con

sideration for the feelings of susceptible members, whose effusions

may be apt to become disturbed by too prominent a display of the

fair element of creation. Such an idea speaks badly for our modern

gallantry, as compared with those chivalric times when men were

moved to their highest deeds of prowess by the presence of fair

women. In sober truth, the arrangement of the 'Ladies' Gallery' in

the present House is much more suggestive of Oriental than of

Western civilisation.

Leaving the ' Houses ' proper, we find our way downwards to the

Crypt or St. Stephen's Chapel. The restoration of this historical

fragment as an integral part of the Houses of Parliament is as

creditable to the architect who has controlled it, as it is to the

' powers that be ' who commissioned it The only element of diffi

culty attending a work so complete and admirable is the speculation

as to its probable future use. There will be small credit due to the

religious and churchman-like feeling of our legislators if they allow

so beautiful a chapel to become a mere ' fancy ' work for the delec

tation of Saturday visitors to the Palace.

Coming outside, and into New' Palace Yard, the Rambler was

naturally attracted to the new works which Mr. Edward Barry has

designed in this quarter. The arcade recently built as a convenience

for communication from the Embankment to the Palace—chiefly

intended, we presume, for City members of the House—is certainly not

a work which can be honestly praised. It has nothing to do but to

carry itself, and yet its scale and masses of material are more

Egyptian than Gothic. It is difficult to understand why such

Cyclopean proportions were resorted to for a mere passage, while the

result is such as to dwarf the facade which runs from the Clock Tower

on the east side of New Palace Yard. A structure composed

entirely of metal and glass could have been erected with as much

regard to architectural style ; and by proper design adapted to the

material much of the unfavourable criticism which one hears on the

work as it stands, might have been prevented.

The new boundary railing, in metal chiefly, which defines New

Palace Yard, is also a fair subject for criticism, and has already been

referred to in these pages. The stone piers which occur at intervals

in the length of the high and cleverly designed metal railing are a

mistake from first to last, and nowhere look more absurd than at the

entrances, where they i umble together at points at which, in the case of

a stone construction, tuey would have been most obvious and appro

priate. If the same treatment which has been adopted for the lamp

Eillars on the space westward, adjoining St. Margaret's Church, had

een adopted here, the effect of the railing round New Palace Yard

would have been consistent as to material and much more agreeable as

to design.

There is more serious criticism to be made on this arrangement of

solid stone piers in street railings. A more aggravated form of the

same evil is to be found at Charing Cross Station, where foot passengers

in the Strand are hourly placed in peril of their lives by the impossibility

of seeing the cabs or carriages which necessarily come pretty rapidly

down the slope from the station to the Strand. As if stone piers were

not obstructive enough to sight, small houses have been built at

either gateway. It is not difficult to foresee serious and fatal acci

dents resulting from this treatment of carriage-ways in our public

thoroughfares.

The statues which fill the niches in the stone orcade which

extends from the Clock Tower to the Commons' Entrance, are not

such as one can speak of with unmixed admiration, though their

author, Mr. Armstead, is admitted to be a sculptor of original, not

to say daring ability. His work has the recommendation that it is

never common-place ; but in that very quality lies the danger of its

failure. The reader will judge for himself (apart from any criticism

which the Rambler might be disposed to offer) what actual value

should be placed on this series of figures representing grand his

torical personages.

Within the precincts we are speaking of, another statue, and by

Marochetti, was placed, intended to represent the late Sir Robert

Peel. It made its appearance in New Palace Yard, in a place of

honour, at the very entrance to the precincts of the Legislature ; and

before the outside public had had time to see it, it was condemned to

removal and oblivion ; nay, to total destruction ; for we learn that it

has been in great part melted up to supply the material for Mr.

Woolner's new statue of Lord Palinerston ! ' Peel est mort ! vive

Palmerston I ' will be the cry which must be expected to salute the

coming statue of the late popular Premier. And yet, if rumour be

true, the same kind of treatment, in a sculptural sense, which in
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curred the dismissal of Peel, has been adopted in the design of the

stutue of Palmereton. The figure of Peel, as far as head and

features may be considered, was probably true enough as to artistic

portraiture ; for the rest of it, we all saw that it was conceived and

modelled on a pattern which the artists of Saville Row must have

envied. Coat and trousers were represented in the most unexcep

tionable cut, while the boots of the period were tenderly imitated.

What was the result of all thi3 ' naturalistic treatment ' P Every man

who passed this ' realistic ' figure during a wet and stormy day—a

condition of climate not very uncommon with us—naturally felt

that the figure of Sir Robert Peel should at least have had a hut

upon his head. The sculptor, however, evidently did not dare to

venture so far as that. So, in the absence of that necessary

appendage for personal comfort, the conscientious display of superfine

broadcloth only suggested ideas of bronchitis or rheumatic fever to

every passer-by, who, it may be supposed, or hoped, was much more

seasonably costumed. There was no real art in such sculptural

treatment as this, and the popular instinct rapidly discovered it.

Hence the consignment of the figure to the melting-pot without

protest or discussion. Some useful inference may be drawn on this

point by a reference to the statuo of George Canning, which stands

not far distant from the position which that of Peel occupied. A

conventional, as opposed to a ' realistic ' treatment of the subject,

was employed in that case. There was no attempt at tailoring, and

so the statue remains as a worthy memorial of an historical personage,

which is not a whit the less real in its true meaning, as a public

statue, because its author ignored all consideration of coat and

trousers. This is a subject to be laid to heart by the apostles of that

' naturalistic ' school of sculptors whose ' initial force is so highly

lauded by friendly critics in these days, and whose works, ignoring

the intrinsic beauty of simple drapery, apart from fashion, threaten

to bring our public statues into a phase ot caricature from which the

boldest of living celebrities would shrink if he could possibly foresee

his living presentment modelled into the ' realistic ' mould which

marked the departed statue of Sir Robert Peel.

From New Palace Yard and its accessories the Rambler crosses over

the road to the newly formed enclosures, supplanting the begrimed

and stunted efforts at vegetation which were called trees formerly on

that spot Mr. Barry and the Office of Works have laid the public

under a debt of gratitude for the improvements which have been

effected in this locality. The fine, healthy-looking, open space now

railed round by way of affording convenient thoroughfare, is an appro

priate adjunct to the more imperial conveniences which have been

demanded by the Houses of Parliament on the other side of the way.

The new enclosures are evidently designed to receive flowers, and

generally to be rendered pretty and ornamental—qualities which are

rare enough in the external aspect of our cities in these utilitarian

times. If the spaces now railed round north of St. Margaret's Church

are to be looked on as a sort of flower-garden, the design of the iron

work becomes very natural and good ; as a mere railing it has a novelty

of effect which scarcely recommends it.

To recur to the ' Houses ' themselves, one cannot but regret that

the equestrian statue of Cceur-de-Lion in Old Palace Yard was ever

placed in such proximity to the building. The scale of the one is so

utterly out of all proportion to the other, that Sir Charles Barry's

work is reduced by Marochetti's to the appearance of a one-storeyed

building. Of the sculptor's work, per >e} one cannot speak too highly.

It has a very noble character, and it is one of the few equestrian

groups we know in which the historical personage looks rather the

master than the servant of the horse. In the case of the ever-to-be-

remembered statue of ' The Duke ' at Hyde Park Corner, the figure

has much more the character of a groom—cocked-hat notwithstanding

—than of ' the hero of a hundred fights.'

Wandering ' in and about ' the Houses of Parliament, the Rambler

could not help asking himself whether the public, so called, ever

dream of the work, intellectual and physical, which the architect of

such a building must accomplish before even a single brick is laid.

Such a query raises a matter on which the popular mind is, not only

profoundly, but cruelly ignorant. The mere fact that Sir Charles Barry

produced, from his own hand, more than one hundred different draw

ings, to scale, for the Clock Tower alone, should give our non-profes

sional readers some conception of the enormous expenditure of mental

and physical life which is entailed by the design and supervision of

such a building as the Houses of Parliament.

OPENING OF THE WEDGWOOD MEMORIAL

INSTITUTION, BURSLEM.

'PUIS building, which was illustrated in our last number, was

-L opened on Wednesday by Earl de Grey and Ripon, with much

Mat. An Exhibition of works of art, deposited on loan by various

private contributors and the South Kensington Museum, has been

established in the building, and the ceremony of Wednesday con

sisted in a public presentation of addresses and the formal opening

of this Exhibition, followed by a luncheon in the building.

The day was fine, and a large concourse of visitors was assembled,

while the greatest- interest was evidently taken in the proceedings by

the inhabitants of the town.

The address, and Earl de Grey's reply, touched upon the subject of

primary education as essential to form the foundation of all good

training in art schools, and the same subject was more than once re

ferred to in the very interesting speeches at the luncheon. Mr.

Adderley and Mr. Cole both spoke excellently well ; and a long and

interesting speech by Mr. Smiles was listened to with marked atten

tion. The other speakers included Sir E. M. Buller, Mr. Melly,

Colonel Roden, Mr. W. S. Allen, the architect of the building

(Mr. Edgar), the chief bailiff (Mr. Hulme), Mr. Davis. Mr. Daven

port, Mr. C. M. Campbell, Mr. Wedgwood, the indefatigable Secre

tary (Mr. Woodall), and Mr. Roger Smith. But the speech of the

morning was, of course, that of Earl de Grey, who spoke at soma

length, and with an earnestness, force, and judgment which well be

came his position as a member of the Government and as chairman of

the meeting.

The building has been so recently illustrated in our columns that

we shall not need to attempt any criticism or description of its ori

ginal and effective exterior. Of the interior it may suffice to say

that it appears excellently contrived and well-built, and that the

unusually good lighting of the pictures and other works of art was

referred to in the very highest terms of praise by Earl de Grey and

others.

Of the Exhibition itself we can speak with great satisfaction. As

was to be expected, a large and very choice collection of Wedgwood-

ware forms a prominent feature in it. Seldom, if ever, has a more

copious series of illustrations of the best work of our greatest potter

been brought together ; and a small selection of other specimens of

ancient and modern pottery, including some fine Worcester, is also

exhibited. A display of metal work (including the famous treasure

of Petrossa) and of various other branches of art workmanship has

also been got together, to which South Kensington has contributed

largely. As there is, in addition, a good though small collection of

oil paintings (including a fine Gainsborough), and another of water

colours, it will be seen that this Exhibition is very complete, and

speaks much for the energy and diligence of those who have got the

various objects together. It is proposed to keep the Exhibition open

three months, and at its close the regular work of a school of art will

be commenced in the building. We heartily wish it success.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS AT THE

INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN WATER-COLOURS.

THE annual Exhibition of this Society, formerly known as the New

Water-Colour Society, opened this week in Pall Mall. This

exhibition is always of interest to architects and lovers of architec

ture, because it is the one selected by several painters who habitually

choose architectural subjects for their pictures.

Want of space compels us to postpone all examination in de

tail of the works of this class exhibited here this year. We must

content ourselves with remarking generally, that while grand archi

tectural subjects are fewer in number than they have been, there are

yet enough exhibited to make the gallery well worth a visit to any

architect. The veteran Louis Haghe heads the list with a fine

interior of St. George's Chapel, Windsor, and sends some other sub

jects, which, though less ambitious, are hardly so successful. Carl

Werner exhibits several subjects, the one most likely to attract being

an Egyptian moonlight scene ; though for powerful rendering of archi

tecture this picture falls behind another effort of the same artist, in

which the entrance to a mosque is given with all the force of nature.

A fine view, also by Carl Werner, of the ' Castle of Chillon,' severa[

sketches by Skinner, Prout, and contributions by Deane, Cattermole,

and one or two other artists, who understand and care for build

ings, enrich this exhibition, even if regarded solely from an archi

tectural point of view.

BELLEEK PORCELAIN.

THE eighteenth century was the great period for the establishment of

schools of Ceramic art. Not that tho actual progress then made was

more marked than that which has distinguished tho manufactures of oar

own country, as well as of France, since 18.51 ; but the characteristic of

the modern advance has been development rather than originality. As

the three famous divisions of Grecian ware mark a long course of connected

labour rather than a series of distinct efforts, so the beautiful productions

of Minton and of Copeland are more instinct with talent than with genius.

But in the lost century manufactories were reared by Royal care, and

systematic efforts were made, in different kingdoms of Europe, to establish

these national sources of wealth. The Dresden manufacture dates from

1706 for the soft ware, and from 1715 for hard porcelain. The Capo di

Monte manufactory was established by Charles III. (Don Carlos), in 1 730.

The soft Sevres porcelain was first manufactured in 1740, and the hard, or

true porcelain, in 1769. The factory of Bucn Retire, near Madrid, owes its

origin to the same prince who endowed Naples with the factory of Capo di

Monte, and dates from 17S9. The great English potter Wedgwood,

about the same period, did as much for the Ceramic art in England as was

effected by either of its Royal patrons on the Continent in their own

dominions, and originated as distinct and admirable an order of faience as

that of any earlier artist. Nor should we omit to refer to the various

schools of old English china, the productions of which are well known to

amateurs as the work of Chelsea, Derby, Plymouth, Bristol, Rockingham,

New Hall, Worcester, and Colobrook Dale.

As we retrace the history of tho potter's art, we find the impress of

original genius to be more and more decided. Bernard Palissy, who
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covered his dishes and plates with reptiles, fish, and Crustacea that almost

counterfeited nature, died in 1589. Madame de Hangest, under whose

auspices the ware made in her Chateau of Oiron, near Thouars, known as

the 'Henri Deux faience,' became famous, died in 1537. Lucadolla Robbia,

the inrentor of that embossed and enamelled ware known by the name of

his family, died in 1481 . Maestro Giorgio, the most celebrated manufac

turer of the iridescent majolica, known as the ruby lustred ware (the secret

of which died with him), lived between 1470 and 1552. Thus in pottery,

as in so many other branches of human art, history records the advance of

general excellence, accompanied by the increasing variety of individual or

creative genius.

A regard to these considerations loads the lover of art to welcome with

the greator heartiness such a phenomenon as the establishment of a new

school among ourselves ; and no lover of England, whatever be his

nationality, can fail to experience the utmost satisfaction at the announce

ment that it is in that portion of the British Isles to which we look with the

greatest anxiety that this new school has been established. The Belleek

Pottery, to the productions of which we now call attention, is situated on

the confines of Donegal and Fermanagh, in the vicinity of Lough Erne.

It was during a stroll through the South Kensington Museum that

the eye of the writer fell on one or two specimens of earthenware alto

gether unlike any other articles in tho long ceramic series exhibited in

that place. They stood modestly apart in one of the cases of the portion

of the building devoted to the loan collections ; and it was only by an in

vestigation of the written labels that one arrived at the conclusion that

the graceful specimens were products of the skill and taste of tho Ireland

of to-day. The first impression produced on tho mind was, that some

very fine shells of the nautilus, or some congeneric mollusc, had

been mounted in china. Then it became clear that tho brilliant irides

cence of the ware was tho work, not of Nature, but of the art which had

caught from Nature one of her most inimitable perfections.

In chemistry, indeed, we rather guide and control, than attempt to imi

tate, the productions of nature. We produce a natural effect by follow

ing, as closely as possible, the procedure of the groat Artificer. To

cause an iridescent lustre by any mechanical process would be pure imita

tion, although even this has to some extent been effected by machine

engraving on steel. But to compound and burn in such a flux as that

which coats tho Belleek porcelain with an indestructible nacre, is only to

call in the aid of Nature herself to simulate some of her most delicate works.

Tho material employed in the Belleek porcelain is a fine white fclspathic

local earth, almost identical with the basis of the ware of China itself. On

the borders of large granitic formations, tho several elements and con

stituents of this ancient rock are often to bo found in a state of disintegra

tion. Delicate variations, which it is hard for tho chemist to dotect, make

all the difference in the adaptability of tho various forms of what we

generally term felspar for the work of tho potter. In this case it happens

that slightly dissimilar productions are found in such close proximity, and

in such rich abundance, that the most famous wares of tho Last and of the

"West may be closely reproduced at Belleek, while, at tho samo timo, a class

of porcelain has been perfected which is peculiar and unique.

This Irish porcelain is of a pure creamy white. Tho surface is either

that of the finest biscuit, or that of mother-o'-pearl. The two methods of

finish, that with and that without the iridescent gloss, may be combined,

and that with the happiest effect. Figures in biscuit may project from an

enamelled background ; or lustred forms may be relieved on dead white.

Gilding is readily introduced with more or less profusion.

The artists employed at Belleek have rather followed those of the old

Plymouth china than any other masters of their craft. Shells and sprays

of coral are reproduced with a fidelity to nature that is almost magical ;

the peculiar lustre of tiie ware giving a truthfulness to the representations

of these natural objects such as has never before been attained by the

Ceramic art.

The Belleek designer has the further merit of having laid under contribu

tion, as affording models, a branch of the great Fauna of our planet which

has hitherto been unaccountably neglected. Shells and corals have been

long seized upon by the artist, both as affording a material for camci and

other ornaments, and as yielding graceful forms for the imitations of the

modeller. But the novelty of tho Belleek designs is, that they are taken

from among the Radiate animals. It is only necessary to reflect on the

enormous variety of forms which this great province of Zoology com

prehends, and the wonderfully fantastic and yet symmetric figures into

which some of the ochinadae and asteriada? run, as it were, into flower, to

see that' an endless store of beautiful forms is here offered to the artist.

A few only, and these extremely well selected, have as yet been reproduced

in porcelain, but the capabilities of the field are inexhaustible.

One point of critical value should be insisted on. The only inferiority

we have as yet observed in the Belleek ware arises from a neglect or an

norance of a very simple canon of art. Few things are more certain to

preclude a work of art from receiving permanent admiration tlian Confcsion

of Scales. In sculpture this is eminently the case ; and the Belleek ware al

most pretends to tho dignity of sculpture. Neglect or confusion of scales

is a sure mark of tho decadence of art. Wo have a well-known instance in

the inexplicable confusion of the elements of the group known as the Toro

Farnesc—a piece of sculpture of which the workmanship is as wonderful

as the design is perplexing and faulty. We have an approach to

the samo fault in tho Laocoon. In some of the Belleek articles we

have this fault in its most rampant form. A dolphin, or a triton, or a

nereid, very gracefully modelled, as a single figure, is represented as sup

porting the shell of a sea urchin, or some well-known univalve, rather larger

than itself ! The effect may be very well for the uneducated eye ; but

when once pointed out, it is shocking and inexcusable. We insist on it

with the more urgency because, unless it is at once admitted and abandoned,

it will prevent the attainment of that permanent degree of merit and of

excellence which, in almost every other respect, this beautiful earthenware

may justly claim.

The only articles which, with the exception of this grave sin against the

laws of design, are other than admirable, are one or two very poor statuettes,

in which the hands and feet are out of all proportion. On the other hand

purely conventional forms, such as Greek vases, or simple natural forms,

such as shells and corals, are rendered with a truth and beauty deserving of

the highest encomium. It is only the guidance of the eye and of the rules

of the sculptor that is required in order to enable this new Irish ware to

take a very proud position among the ceramic products of our own or of

any other country or age.

Specimens of the same ware may be seen at Messrs. Mortlock's, in Oxford

Street. Dessert and tea sen-ices have been ordered by Her Majesty the

Queen and by H.K.H. the Prince of Wales. The Belleek ware only needs

to bo known in order to become highly popular.

TURNER'S LANDSCAPES.

THE interest still felt in Turner's art has been tested during the past

week by the sale of a portion of Mr. Raskin's collection of sketches at

Christie's, together with ono finished drawing belonging to another pro

perty ; and the day after, by the sale of Mr. Dillon's collection, including

many of his very finest drawings. It has often been a matter of speculation

in late years whether the high prices which Turner's works hare at different

times reached in public sales would be maintained if a large number of them

were to be again exposed to competition. The answer has now been given.

Of thirty-nine mere sketches thus sold, the average price was nearly

40/. ; a finished drawing of the early period went for 350/., and the well-

known ' Lucerne ' for 980/.—prices which works of the same class, scale,

and finish have perhaps never reached before. Mr. Ruskin's proporty was

certainly sold at a groat advantage, being accompanied by critical descrip

tions from the owner ; and the prices did, in most cases, follow the guidance

thus provided for purchasers. In the whole number of pictures which have

been visible at Messrs. Christie and Manson'g there are some which call

for special notice, and suggest reflections which we shall attempt to mako

as brief as possible.

We wish to usk, is the admiration indicated by the prices paid for

Turner's water-colours honestly felt by most of those who profess it ? We

ask this especially with referenco to the works of the so-called 'middle'

and ' later ' periods. If the world really enjoys these works, the ordinary

motives of human action will set many of our younger artists at work to

imitate them. What cannot be denied, but stares every one in the face

who considers them, is that they show extraordinary ability, a profound

knowledge both of nature and art, and an imagination of the highest order.

These things are past question for every one who is competent to judge in

snch a matter. It is no less evident, however, that they are the results of

a bold experiment, or rather of a scries of bold experiments, in pictorial

art. As Mr. Ruskin has abundantly shown, they depart from all precedents

in several respects, but in none more than this, that they set aside all tho

conventional Limits prescribed by traditional systems of light and shade

and of colour.

The gradations of light and the modulations of colour being infinite in

nature, and contrasted with each other for the most part by indistinguish

able refinements, this great artist set himself to reflect that infinite delicacy

by a directly corresponding treatment. So many square inches of surface

being given on which to picture the coloured surface presented to the eye,

he represents tho highest light by passages of white or bright yellow, and

modulates downwards from that, following as faithfully as possible the

subtlo changes of nature, and purposely disregarding tho consideration that

on this scheme it will be impossible to display the contrasts which the

luminousness of light produces in nature. By the conventional system of

treatment, on tho contrary, this contrast is broadly expressed. The

painter knows that his light falls far short in brilliancy of that

which it imitates. But he recognises the aim of setting before

us that which is, after all, the main impression made by the varieties

of light on a coloured surface— viz. that of a contrast in masses

between light and shade. With this view, he must, at any rate, reach tho

shade, and to do this it is necessary to neglect many of the slighter

modifications which fill the interval. The inferior limit of the scale at his

disposal is the samo as that which nature employs—absolute black, corre

sponding to the absence of all light-rays, if that were possible, from any

portion of the coloured surface seen by tho eye. But in the superior limit

nature has—not a relative, but nn absolute superiority, which extends

downwards in a diminishing ratio—the luminousness of open-air light

being unapproachable by any pigment. As an illustration of these remarks,

wo would compare the magnificent drawing of ' Norham Castle,' painted

before Turner had begun these revolutionary experiments, with—to take

one example among many—the sketch ' On the Rhine,' No. 24 of Mr.

Ruskin's set. The former has two centres of grave and intense light—tho

glowing west and the lake's responsive surface traversed and environed

by shadowed masses over which the mystery of their presence moves with

calm swiftness of retreat. The sketch, ' On the Rhine,' was an attempt,

it is true, at something very different, but it was an attempt at some

thing which could not bo attained adequately for the purposes of enjoy

ment. Where the light falls, the landscape is of a singularly bright

pca-grcen, with shadows of brick red. The shadowed part is in tho

same key of red, and the sky—the really luminous portion of every

view—is dingy by comparison with tho gaudy lines of earth. _ Here

is conventionality, though of another kind from that which is rejected.

Shadows are never brick-red to the eye, unless on a scarlet surface ;

but it is true that they must be so represented if your highest light

happens to be a bright green, and you refuse to miss even the slightest

step in modulating downwards. If it should be objected that the ' Nor

ham Castlo ' gives an evening effect, and the sketch one of full daylight,

the finished drawing of the Lake of Brienz might stand instead of the

former ; though it appears to us less excellent in work. We cannot think that

tho ordinary picture-buyer would hesitate between the older conventional

system of treatment and this strange later manner of Turner, which is un

like anything in art More or since. Nothing but the eloquence and in

sight of a true enthusiast as well as profound critic could have interpreted

those dark sayings to the ordinary sense Pall Mall Gazette.
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OPENING OF FREEMASONS' HALL.

THE NEW FREEMASONS' HALL, in Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, was, on tho 15th inst., the scene of a very imposing eore-

mony—that of tho dedication to the Order of Ancient, Free, and Accepted

Masons of England of tho new grand hall and offices. The hall is a fine

building, and presented a gorgeous sight when opened for tho first timo in

' Grand Lodge.' None except full Master Masons, in craft attire, were

allowed to be present, and the Grand Master, when seated on his throne,

was surrounded by upwards of a thousand officers of lodges from all parts

of the United Kingdom. The addresses relative to the building were heard,

and then a choir chanted selections from the chapters of Solomon's dedica

tion of the Temple, 'I have built thee a house to dwell in,' &c. The dedi

cation in solemn form was then proceeded with, according to ancient rites,

with corn, wine, and oil, and the Grand Master proclaimed the building to

be dedicated to pure Ancient Masonry. The Grand Chaplain (tho Rev.

Robert J. Simpson) delivered an oration upon the Order ; an anthem was

chanted by the choir; and tho Grand Lodge procession having re-formed, the

distinguished column left the Hall in the same order in which it had entered.

The Architect of the Hall, and the whole of the buildings connected there

with, is Mr. F. P. Cockercll.

THE STRIKES IN THE BUILDING TRADES.

THE masons of Manchester are still on strike, and, as a consequence,

many bricklayers have had to be discharged. All the important new

buildings are suspended, and large numbers of joiners and men employed

in the other branches of the trade will necessarily have to be discharged if

tho strike continues. The masons of Coventry are now on strike, and

notices have been given in twenty-six other towns, which, it is expected,

will lead to similar results. Tho end of the month of May will probably

witness more strikes in the building trades than ever have been known at

one time before, the chief point of dispute being a determination on the

part of the employers to pay the men by tho hour. This system has been

acted on in London for some years, but has been resisted in tho provinces,

the men preferring to be paid by the day, which every now and then has

been shortened, until an attempt is now being made to mako the working

time forty-eight and a-half hours for the six days, only a few minutes over

an average of eight hours a day in summer, and of course still less in

winter. The towns in which notices have been given include Bolton,

Bradford, Halifax, Liverpool, Leeds, and York. Most of the notices expire

on May 1 and 3, with tho exception of that, of Liverpool, which expires on

the 22nd of that month.

An attempt is to be made to settle the dispute in the Manchester build

ing trade by arbitration, and Mr. Rupert Kettle has consented to act with

i the endeavour to bring about an arrangement. All agitation on either

side is to cease pending the inquiry.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Kensington Sick Asylum District.

On April 15, Mr. J. Taliiot asked the President of the Poor-law Board

whether it was his intention to recommend the dissolution of the Kensing

ton Sick Asylum District ; and, if not, how soon it was likoly that the plans

for that asylum, which were submitted to the Poor-law Board for their

approval in December last, would be approved.—Mr. Goschex replied that

the Board had no power to dissolve a sick fund district, but such powers

were asked for in the Bill introduced for the amendment of the Metropolitan

Poor Act of 1867. With regard to the plans for the Kensington Asylum,

a site had been offered for 15,000/., and a further expenditure for drainage,

enclosure walls, and so forth. It had been represented to him that that

expense might bo saved by utilising the land at present belonging to the

Kensington and St. Margaret's, and St. John's, Westminster, boards of

guardians, and the delay had been occasioned in tho endeavour to secure

their co-operation with that object.

Waterloo and Whitehall Railway.

On Friday, April 16, Mr. Gregory asked the President of the Board of

Trade whether his attention had been called to the piling in the river

Thames between the Charing Cross Railway and Westminster bridges ; and

whether he could state when it would be removed, or who was responsible

for the continuance of it.—Mr. Bright replied : I believe that no Govern

ment department has at present any power to deal with tho obstruction.

The piles are connected with tho works of the Waterloo and Whitehall

Railway, and the time permitted to that company has been extended to

July, 1870. Until that time no one can legally interfere with the piles;

but after that date it will be in the power of the Board of Trade and the

Conservators of the Thames to take steps for their removal.

The Metropolitan Railway Bill.

In the House of Commons, on April 16, there was a short debate on the

Metropolitan Railway Bill. Mr. Sheridan succeeded by a majority of eight

(175 to 167) in carrying a clause repealing the exemption in the Act of last

year, and compelling the company to provide smoking carriages in each

train, but this decision has been since reversed.

Durham County Courts.

On April 16, Mr. Henderson asked tho Secretary to tho Treasury if

he was aware that 2,000/. was paid two years ago for a site on which to

erect suitable offices for the county courts in the city of Durham, and that

the present premises did not contain tho requisite accommodation for trans

acting the business of the district, and if he would state when the erection

of the new offices was likely to commence.—Mr. Ayrton was sorry to say

that he was aware of tho facts mentioned by the hon. member, which ren

dered it necessary for him to introduce an item into the Estimates for the

present year. The buildings would be entered on as soon as the monoy

was voted, and they would take some time to construct.—On the 17th inst.,

in reply to a question, Mr. Ayrton stated that a sum of 2,000/. will

appear in the miscellaneous estimates for the erection of the said offices.

Irish Monuments.

On Tuesday, April 20, Mr. Agab-Eixis asked the First Commissioner of

Works whether Inland would be included in any measure he might bring

in for protection of ancient monuments, as indicated in his answer to the

hon. member for Buckingham on April 2.—Mr. Layard said the Commis

sioner of Works had no control oriurisdiction in Ireland. The monuments

thero were under the Treasury. He was aware that there were many im

portant and interesting historical works in Ireland, and he should be very

glad if anything were done for their preservation. He had received many

communications from Ireland on the subject,. and particularly ono from

Lord Talbot of Malahide, who offered in the kindest way to be of what

assistance ho could in preserving those monuments. But he must repeat

that the question did not rest with him.

The Site of the New Law Courts.

On Tuesday, April 20, Mr. Gregory having presented a petition signed

by 7460 persons in favour of placing the new Courts of Justice upon the

Thames Embankment, moved, 'That in the opinion of the Houso it is

desirable to reconsider the question of Carey Street as the site of the new

Law Courts, inasmuch as the Thames Embankment between the Temple

and Somorsct House now offers many advantages for the erection of such

buildings.' The petition presented had been signed by 560 members of the

learned professions, by 131 gentlemen, by 591 clerks, by 733 persons of the

building profession, and by 2840 tradesmen. Petitions in favour of the

Embankment site had also been presented by the Middle Temple and by

the Inner Temple in their corporate capacity, while the benchers of Lin

coln's Inn had not presented any petition in favour of their site. This was

tho best reply to all the audacious paragraphs and assertions which had

been inserted in pamphlets and sent round to hon. members. The gentle

men of Lincoln's Inn said that both branches of the legal profession were

nearly unanimous in favour of the Carey Street site, and that as the funds

wore supplied chiefly by suitors, it was unreasonable that the site should

be changed in opposition to the wishes and interests of the suitors. The

real truth was that tho opposition to the change of site originated, not with

tho mass of tho legal profession, but with the Lincoln's Inn solicitors.

That was tho wholo story. He wished to remind the Houso that the

motion he brought forward pledged the House to reconsider this subject,

and served to express this opinion, that the Thames Embankment presented

great qualities and advantages as the site for the New Palace of Justice. He

did not advocate any committee or Royal commission whatever. Ho

thought they had information sufficient, and he was content to leave the

matter in the hands of the Government. The structure of his motion

offered no impediment to those gentlemen who thought that a portion of

tho Law Courts should be on the Carey Street site, and a portion on the

Thames Embankment. That was advocated with great force by his hon.

friend tho member for Bath (Mr. Tite), and he believed his hon. friend the

member for Cambridge University (Mr. Berosford-Hope) was of the same

opinion, as he advocated a high sky line, and lofty towers carrying the eye

along the Strand. These advantages might all be realised if the House

accepted his resolution. The Court of Probate and the Register Court

would require a large building with lofty towers, and they might be placed

in the exact position which his hon. friend reqnired. Great stress had been

laid on the subject of concentration, and he agreed in the importance that

was attached to it ; but they must remember that contiguity would answer

all the purposes of concentration, and that the fact of the courts being

separated by the breadth of the Strand, with a sub-way connecting them

to pass through which would be the work of seconds, not of minutes,

would not militate against the scheme of the commission instituted

by Sir G. Lewis. For himself, ho preferred such a scheme to that great

building which the commission contemplated, that terrible pile which

weighed upon the imagination like a nightmare. No doubt they would

now be told that they had no right to rc-open the question. But he

contended that the Government had already advanced considerable sums

of money on tho site, and they were bound to see that it was laid out to the

best public advantage. By the Act of 1 865, constituting the commission for

building the courts, it was provided that the compulsory powers contained

in the Act should not be exercised till a certificate was given that the wholo

cost should not exceed 1,500,000/. Of this sum, 1,000,000/. was to be

advanced from the suitors' fund, and 500,000/. from the Government. But

that estimate had proved greatly below the mark. The certificate was given,

but fresh demands were constantly made. Ho did not blame those who

were originally responsible for this estimate, for new offices had since been

added. But ho reminded the house that Parliament had already been

called upon to sanction an additional vote of 700,000/., and that was only

the beginning of the expense. The Thames Embankment had never been

considered when the present site was determined on. There were only

Westminster, Lincoln's Inn, and the present site in competition; and he

was bound to say that of these three sites, the selection actually made was

tho right one. With regard to the expense there could not be a doubt that

the country would reap the benefit of an enormous saving by the adoption

of the Embankment site. The money already expended on tho Carey-street

site taken along with the costs was very nearly 850,000/., while the addi

tional sum required was 700,000/.—thus making 1,550,000/. as the cost of

the site alone before a singlo brick was put into the ground. But then

there were the approaches. It was agreea on all hands to be necessary

that the Law Institute must be removed. Mr. Street, the architect, was of

that opinion, and he put down tho expense at 100,000/. Then, on the

north-west end of Carey Street there was the King's Collfge Hospital,

which dominated the site, and so close was it that Mr. Street had actually

been obliged to cut off an angle of his own plan in order to effect a sepa

ration, between them. Everybody know that, sooner or later, the hospital

must be removed. However, ho would not estimate that—he would leave

it in futuro, though he felt satisfied that for the purposes of air and light
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the hospital would require to be removed. But then ho came to matters

that were absolutely necessary—to the fresh approaches that would bo

required for the Law Courts. Mr. Street had made a carefully pre

pared report on the subject, accompanied with plans, and he made new

approaches part and parcel of his scheme. He stated that whilo the

greater portion of the persons attending the courts would come from

the Strand, the judges or those who held high station connected with

the courts would probably come from the west, or would enter the

building from the north-west by Carey-Street, so that it was essential,

in his opinion, that important alterations should be made in the roads

on the north-west agreeing with the site. Mr. Street accordingly laid

down four such roads, and the expense of them he estimated at nothing less

than a million. But he had not touched the approaches from the City side,

though a portion of the business and of those who attended tho courts

would come from the City. Mr. Street had now modified his views and

given it as his opinion that tho existing approaches would be enough for

the present, but lie (Mr. Gregory) would pin him down to that one word in

his report, that theso alterations were ' essential.' As an additional autho

rity he might cite the opinion which had boen published as a parliamentary

paper, given by Mr. Shields, the civil engineer. There was much in Mr.

Shields' paper of a speculative character with which ho did not agree, but

he was emphatic in his opinion that the great defect of the Carey Street

site was its want of leading thoroughfares on the north-west side, and ho

proposed a new street which would lead from Carey Street by Lincoln's

Inn Fields to Farringdon Street and St. Paul's. Mr. Shields put the expense

of the approaches from the east at 600,000?. Now, the ritumi of the

whole was—for the Carey Street site, without a brick being put upon it,

there had already been expended 850,000?., and there was required

700,000?. The Law Institution would cost 100,000?., the approaches from

tho west would cost 1,000,000?., and the approaches from the east 600,000?.,

or altogether 3,250,000?., as the total cost of the Caroy Street site. On the

other hand, if they took tho Thames Embankment they knew that the cost

of the site would bo 1,500,000?. Tho houses on the Strand side would no

doubt be costly, but tho houses towards tho river side were of an inferior

description, and would bo had cheap. In fact, nobody estimated the cost

above that amount. So that the question here was tho difference between

1,500,000?. and 3,250,000?., making a difference of 1,750,000?. for the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. As to the approaches, they had got all that

required to be constructed already. They had the great thoroughfare of

tho Strand. They had the Embankment itself ; the river steamers, and the

railways running all round London. But then it was alleged that if they

were now to resell the land which had been acquired at so much cost, they

could only do it at a loss of 500,000?. This was an absurd exaggeration.

A gentleman, whose namo ho would have no objection to communicate to

his hon. friends on the opposite side in private, told him only yesterday

that he was prepared at the instant to give proofs to the Government of the

most satisfactory character that a company would be ready to take the Carey

Stroct site off their hands at tho price paid for the land irrespective of the

law costs and the drainage. Yes, but the gentleman said that if this

resolution in favour of the Thames Embankment passed, such would be the

value of the Carey Street site that it would be a gain rather than a loss to

the Government. Thoreforo ho denied the allegation that Government

would lose a shilling. In fact, the Corporation of tho Law Institution

stated that the rise in the price of land in the neighbourhood was such that

tho value of their ground had been raised to tho extent of 60,000?. He

now came to the question of convenience—the convenience of the lawyers

and the convenience of what were called the suitors, who were in reality the

public. It was said that the Thames Embankment would be inconvenient

to the lawyers. That might be so, but the inconvenience was infinitesimal.

There would bo a subway under the Strand which would enable the lawyors

to pass to and fro with sufficient expedition. In the petition it was alleged

that the lawyers would bo obliged to change their chambers, owing to the

distance of the Embankment site from the places where they were located.

But he had tested the amount of inconvenience by walking from Lincoln's

Inn to the Embankment site, and had accomplished the distance by the

present circuitous route round by Carey Street, crossing tho Strand, in four

minutes and twenty seconds. He had no doubt that when the subway was

made, the time occupied by traversing the distance would be reduced to

three minutes. It was said that at present the lawyers paid 12,000

visits a-day to the Law Courts, and that if they were placed 50 yards from

the crossing of the Strand, they would have to go an additional 600,000

yards, and then it was said, only conceive what an additional amount

of shoe-leather there will be, and what an expense will fall on tho suitors.

In a letter written by Mr. Whitmore, the treasurer of tho Temple, he showed

that the suitors would gain so far as regarded shoe-leather, and that great

convenience would bo derived by the distant solicitors from tho construction of

chambers and offices on the Caroy Street site, and that such employment of

the site would be highly profitable. If the Carey Street site were devoted

to chambers, counsel would be within easy call, and in three minutes they

could be with their clients in the law courts. That was tho view of Mr.

Webster, the great champion of tho Carey Street site, who admitted that

any one who had experienced the great obstructions in the eastern and

Wt-stern arteries of tho metropolis must be convinced that the nuisance

which now existed would bo increased when the new courts wore placed on

tho Carey Street site, and he stated that Carey Street must be extended to

Farringdon Street on the east and to Covent Garden on the west. Mr.

Webster stated that the Strand, and Fleet Street, and Holborn, might be

relieved by subways under the Strand near St. Clement's Church, under

Fleet Street, under Chancery Lane near the Bolls Court, under Serjeants'

Inn, and under Holborn near Gray's Inn. Now, if the Carey Street site

should be selected, the whole district would be converted into a kind of

rabbit warren. He now came to tho question of the convenience of suitors.

Lawyors seemed to think that suitors were made tor attorneys. Now, who

wero the suitors ? Why, thoy were all suitors, and consequently the con

venience of the suitors was the convenience of the public generally. An

other important point was the necessity of some direct communication north

and south. This coidd be obtained by means of a street from Little Turn

stile in Lincoln's Inn Fields, running down to the Strand. There was

another objection, that although the Embankment might be large enough

for the courts, it did not admit of expansion, and that more room might

hereafter bo required. The real answer to that was that the whole tendency

of law reform at present was not to expansion, but to contraction, as was

shown by the report of tho Judicature Commission presented to Parliament

a few days ago. Another objection to the Carey Street site was that for the

next seven or eight years the Strand and Fleet Street would be blocked up

by the conveyance of materials, whereas all tho materials for the Embank

ment site could be conveyed by water. To show that the Embankment site-

presented greater advantages than the Carey Street site he would refer to

tho opinion of Mr. Barry, who said, that as regarded the Law Courts, there

could be no question that a great central building, flanked by the Templo

on one side and by Somerset House on the othor, was the only satisfactory

way of settling the question. He bolieved that the proposed change of plan

woidd not involve a single month's dolay, and ho sincerely trusted that the

House would adopt the resolution which he had proposed.

Sir R. Palmeh rose to move the following amendment to the motion :—

1 To leavo out all the words after " desirable in order to add the words " to

proceed as soon as possible with tho erection of the new Law Courts, and

the offices connected therewith, upon the site appropriated for that purpose

by the Act 28th and 29th Vict. c. 49 ; and that if additional land be

necessary for the proper erection of such courts and offices, such additional

land ought to be acquired in immediate proximity to that site." ' The

Thames Embankment site was not a new question before the house. Before

it was made or laid out—before any determination was come to about it—

the site was brought forward and considered on its merits as a suggested site

for these buildings, and at that time, when there had not arisen this inflated

structure of architectural fancies, it was rejected by the house on its merits

at the instance of the then Government, to which belonged almost every

member of the present Government. Parliament was then of opinion that the

Carey Street site was better than tho Thames Embankment site on grounds of

public convenience, and for the purpose for which the building was intended.

The subject of the concentration of the Law Courts was first agitated by the

solicitors so far back as the year 1832, and through their exertions a com

mittee of inquiry was appointed in 1840, and made its report in 1842. A

royal commission, presided over by Sir George Cornewafl Lewis, was ap

pointed on the subject in 1858, and made its report in I860, recommending

the Carey Street site. It was true that at the time that commission re

ported, the Thames Embankment was not in existence. Tho Act for making

the Embankment was not passed until 1862, but Parliament did not legis

late upon the report of the Law Courts Commission till 1865, so that both

sites were then before the house, and Parliament was able to make an

unprejudiced choice. He felt much regret and disappointment at the

success which had attended the efforts made to induce those who lived in

the Temple, and to whom, in point of local convenience, the Embankment

site and the Carey Street site would bo much the same, to separate from

the rest of their profession on this question, and to support the Embank

ment site. He felt tho more regret because that was not the way in which

they were dealt with when the question of a site in Lincoln's-inn-fields was

under consideration. At that time the Lincoln's-inn-fields site would have

been more convenient to the Chancery practitioners than tho Carey Street

site, but for the sake of general convenience and the proximity of the

courts to all classes of practitioners in the law, it was thought wrong to

choose a site more remote from tho Temple, even though it would have

been more convenient to other members of the profession from its proximity

to Lincoln's-inn. The legislation which had taken place upon the question

had been proposed entirely upon practical grounds. It was necessary, for

the sake of economy of time and the despatch of business, to bring the

courts into the best centre of the legal business and population, and that

could only be effected by putting the courts in such a position as they had

been most fortunate to find in the Carey Street site, midway betwoen

the Temple and Lincoln's-inn, and not so far from either as to make

access to the courts irreconcileable with access to the chambers of barristers,

and conveniently accessible, without the constant crossing of great

thoroughfares, to tho great body of the general practitioners of the law.

When the courts sat at Westminster tho business of suitors in the prepara

tion of pleadings and other work, which had to bo transacted at Lincoln's

Inn or the Temple, was often delayed for weeks or months because of

tho delays occasioned to barristers in waiting at the courts for cases which

did not come on, and that was especially the case with juniors who had

large business in chambers. Of course the clients had to pay for all those

delays, which formed one not inconsiderable source of the delays complained

of in Chancery. The Carey Street site had boen supported by such hard

working members of the commission, who thoroughly understood the

question, as the right lion, member for South Hampshire (Mr. W. Cowper),

tho present Lord Chancellor, and the First Lord of the Admiralty ; and he

believed their opinions wero still the same as his own. That site was also

supported by one whoso authority must command some weight with hon.

gentlemen opposite—he meant Lord Cairns, who, while sitting in this

House as Sir Hugh Cairns, spoke on the subject on March 30,1 865. He

(Sir R. Palmer) was at a loss to understand what new elements they had

now to determino upon in this question which did not exist then. What

was tho opinion of the solicitors upon the point ? They were nearly una

nimous in favour of tho Carey Street site, and the Incorporated Law

Society had passed a resolution, with perfect unanimity or the nearest

approach to it, declaring that the Carey Street site was obviously the best , and

that it combined so many advantages possessed by no other site that no one

competent to form an opinion upon the subject could for a moment think of

proposing any other. It was true that at present a considerably larger ex

penditure was proposed for the Carey Street site than that which was

originally contemplated by Parliament. But as the bill passed through the

House two things were done which resulted in the enlargement of the

scheme : ono was that on the part of the Temple especially it was insisted

that it was desirable the Government should not retain in their own hands

tho exclusive control over the execution of tho work; but that on account of

the immense importance of making it as well adapted as possible to the
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administration of justice, a commission should be appointed to confer with

the Treasury and to advise them with respect to the plan of the building to

be erected, and the best mode of carrying it into effect. Moreover a clause

was inserted during the passage of the bill through Parliament which

provided not only that those courts and offices which it was originally

proposed to concentrate should be erected, but that it should be competent

to the Treasury and to the commissioners to consider whether other

buildings might not, with public advantage, be added, and also what

approaches it might be expedient to make. There was, however, no reason

to suppose that if there had been no enlargement of the original design

the estimate of the expenditure would have been exceeded. Sir R. Palmer

concluded by an explanation of how the commissioners proposed to provide

for the additional outlay on the Carey Street scheme, by ridiculing the

sanguine hopes and statements of his opponents, and contemning the

great cost of the new site; urging that in the recent publication of

Mr. Street's views in the discussion at the Society of Arts, it was

clearly proved that the figures of Sir C. Trevelyan were not accurate

and could not be made the basis of his conclusions. Mr. Shields,

an engineer, had reported on the approaches and the two sites, and he

said that the Carey Street site would cost much less than a building

on the Thames Embankment, and he, too, regarded the figures of Sir C.

Trevelyan as inaccurate. He would not pursue the matter further, for it

was enough for him to say that, in the opinion of the architect, the level of

the Carey Street site was much the best when considered with reference to

public convenience. The courts, if erected on the Carey Street site, would

be surrounded by buildings worthy of the neighbourhood. As to the Law

Institution and King's College Hospital, there would be no necessity for

their removal. In his opinion and belief the original reasons for preferring

the Carey Street site remained in full force. The hon. and learned member

concluded by moving his amendment.

Mr. 6. Dknman seconded the amendment.

Mr. B. Hope admitted that the Carey Street site had great practical

advantages, for it stood well elevated, and a large building upon it would

be as much above the water as St. Paul's. At the same time the advantages

of having a building on the great roadway alongside the Thames were equally

undeniable. The question had been treated too much as one between partisans.

They must beiir in mind that they had the certainty of having a grand

building upon a very good site in Carey Street, and that the Embankment

was considerably lower than Carey Street, and would cost more for founda

tions. The house ought to bo informed of the views of the Government on

the subject. Whatever tho result might be, he hoped the Carey Street site

would not be abandoned to speculative builders. >

Lord Busy said, though he confessed to small acquaintance with the

details of architecture, he thought that some who were not lawyers might

be permitted to give an opinion on this question. Speaking as a ratepayer

of the metropolis, and looking at the question in an economical point of

view, he confessed to a predilection in favour of the Thames Embankment

site. It had a broad roadway, with good approaches, and a river frontage,

which would secure them plenty of air and light. A building on such a

site would be seen to the best advantage, and the inhabitants of it would

not be in any degree removed from the haunts of legal men. But what did

they find on the other side of the Strand ? There they found a large space

of land that had been cleared, and that another space of considerable

size would still be required ; while the public buildings already adjacent

to the site would block up the new courts, and it would be difficult under

any circumstances adequately to develop their architectural proportions.

In the matter of approach the Carey Street site was open to the gravest

objections ; to get at it you must penetrate through some of the densest

slums of London, come from what quarter you might, unless indeed

a new arterial communication was to be opened, at an unknown cost.

In the Embankment a great arterial communication east and west already

existed ; for the Carey Street site it would have to be made, and to be made

at the expense of the ratepayers of London. As one of that body he

thought this was a very serious matter. No doubt, as the hon. and learned

member for .Richmond had said, the expense of constructing such an out

ward communication ought not to be put upon the Carey Street site ; but

that very argument told in favour of the Embankment, The Metropolitan

Railway would soon be running along it, and he had seen a scheme for

constructing a railway right through the centre of London from Cromwell

Road straight to the Law Courts. In regard to the comparative artistic

merits of the two sites, he admitted that Carey Street did offer great archi

tectural opportunities, provided that free means of accjess were to bo opened

up to it. But if that part of the undertaking was to be left in nubibus—

left to chance—to be done some day or other—then he maintained that

after the Law Courts had been erected on the Carey Street site, nobody would

tie able to see them. Some of the arrangements connected with that site

were really ridiculous. According to the proposed method the coup cTail

would be this—barristers, in thoir gowns and wigs, would be seen approach

ing the courts from all quarters ; suddenly they would disappear from

sight and be working their way through the burrows or tunnels leading to

the court. It would be still more ludicrous to see a venerable and learned

judge, full of years and honours, and arrayed in the garb of office, being

hoisted up, body and bones, to his place of justice. But if any of them

should object to such an undignified and uncomfortable method of transpor

tation, he would have to walk up 70 or 80 steps, and not only would he

have to do this, but all the suitors and barristers to the end of time would

have daily to do the same. Surely such an inconvenience ought, if in any

way possible, to be avoided, and it could be avoided by building the courts

on the Embankment level. As to the argument that the question had been

settled and ought not to be re-opened, he replied that it had been decided

in the absence of a most material witness. When Sir G. C. Lewis made

his report, the Thames Embankment did not exist, or certainly its claims

would at least have been taken into consideration. The Carey Street scheme,

moreover, was by no meuns in a completed form. The original plans had

been rejected, the original estimate had been exceeded, the money spent, or

Xo be spent, upon it amounted to 1,500,000/., and he believed that the cost of

(the Embankment site would compare very favourably with that expense.

Mr. G. Desman said that he objected to the motion because it would

involve a waste of money, a waste of time, uncertainty as to the result,

inconvenience to the profession, and expense to the suitors. If the Courts

of Law were raised on the Carey Street site, they would be within two or

three minutes' walk of the chambers of almost all barristers in practice,

whether they were in Lincoln's Inn or in either of the Temples, and within

a very short time there were sure to be either subways or covered passages

leading from the inns to the courts, so that barristers could pass to and fro

in all weathers without inconvenience. Barristers were now compelled to

waste hours upon hours in court waiting for their cases to come on, a loss of

time full of inconvenience to themselves, and of expense to their clients, but

which would be entirely obviated if their chambers were close to the courts.

They would then be summoned within a few minutes of the time when their

attendance was necessary, and in the meanwhile they could be doing work

in their chambers. But place the courts on the Embankment, and half of

these advantages were sacrificed. Lincoln's Inn would be isolated ; barris

ters having chambers there would find it a walk of seven or eight minutes

across an open and crowded thoroughfare, before they could reach the new

courts ; and however trifling a matter a few minutes more or less might

appear to the hon. member for Galway, every lawyer knew that they con

stantly made all the difference in the world, and might be the occasion of

a cause being postponed for weeks. To solicitors the superior convenience

of the Carey Street site was equally beyond dispute. It by no means

followed that if the courts were not built on the Embankment, the space

must be occupied by poor and mean edifices. It could and ought to be

secured by the Government and reserved for important public buildings

worthy of the position, and he quite felt, with the hon. member for Cam

bridge University, that it would be highly desirable if the House was

informed what the plans of the Government in that respect were.

As to questions of beauty and effect, he thought the arguments on each

side might be used as a set-off one against another. But there was one

thing of which there could be no doubt.—that where the great mass of the

legal profession was gathered together, there the new courts should be

placed. It would be an extravagant waste of time and money to throw the

whole question back indefinitely, and plunge the profession into its old

state of doubts and difficulties. He understood the building might now be

completed in the course of the noxt two or three years, and he hoped the

house would not agree to the question being postponed any longer.

Mr. G. Gkeqoet said he would not have obtruded himself upon* the

house if it had not been for the allusion made by tho hon. member who

introduced the motion to that branch of the legal profession to which he

belonged. The hon. member intimated that the opposition to the Embank

ment site originated with the solicitors of Lincoln's-inn. Now, he denied that.

No doubt those solicitors did object, but it was only in common with the

other members of their profession. The opposition originated with the

Law Institution, of which 2,000 solicitors were members, and it originated

there because they had devoted much time and labour to the question, and

in the Carey Street site they thought they saw on end to their labours,

while this Embankment site tended to dissipate the expectation. His hon.

friends who preceded him had left him little to say, and he rather tendered

himself as a witness than appeared as an advocate. The hon. member for

Richmond had referred to a pamphlet giving some details as to the cost of

the new site. He knew the author of that pamphlet, and he could certify

that the figures were correct, for they had been tested by two or three

eminont surveyors. Thi n, if they did abandon the Carey Street site, it was

estimated that the Government would lose 600,000/. He thought too much

had been said on the subject of approaches. They did not want grand

approaches to courts of law. If they opened the Turnstile out of Holborn,

and widened the corners of some of the streets leading from Long-acre to

Carey Street, they would give all that was wanted. He did not know that it

was desirable to make the courts very convenient for the public to attend. If

they provided a large space for their attendance, they were apt to indulge in

expressions which disturbed the course ofjustice. Much had been said of the

necessity of employing lifts for thejudges.butinfact the average rise would

not be more than 1 8 feet, while on the Embankment site the fall of the

ground was 30 feet between the Strand and the Embankment. He entreated

the house to settle this question at once and for ever. It had too long

been made the subject of discussion. Even if tho new courts were com

menced at once, thero were many in his profession who could not hope to do

business in them, but they wished to leave them to their successors as

buildings whore justice could be administered with something of the

decency, not to say the dignity, that was due to the administration of the

law.

Mr. W. Cowpkh said that nothing had occurred to alter his opinion that

the Carey Street site was the most convenient and economical, and afforded

the best opportunity for grand architectural effect. The 800,000/. which

had already been spont was a matter of account and not of estimate. With

regard to tho demand for 700,000/., that demand was not absolutely re

quired for the erection of buildings, but it was considered that it might be

required for light, and air, and approaches, and ultimate extension. The

estimate of the cost of tho Embankment rested on no responsible authority,

and was open to great doubt. He believed that if the site in Carey Street

were to be sold in the ordinary way, the 800,000/. which had been paid for

it would not be realised, and Mr. Pownall estimated that the loss would be

500,000/. Hedid not believe that tho money would be recouped by the erection

of buildings for barristers and solicitors, for he did not think they would

be inclined to leave their present places of business. With respect to the

expenditure on the sites, there must be a large expenditure on the Embank

ment which would not be necessary on the Carey Street site. Tho Carey

Street site was a level surface, but the Embankment had a slope of from 30

to 32 feet. That would involve the building of a basement like that at

Somerset House. It was well known that tho foundations on the banks of

the river were bad, and that in erecting buildings it was necessary to go to

a greater depth than in any other part of the metropolis. It would be

necessary for the purpose of avoiding vibration from the railway to carry

the foundations of the building below the railway level—probably down to

a depth of forty feet. The additional expense that would be thus caused
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had been estimated at 500,000/. Then there was the question of approaches.

The two sites varied very little with respect to approaches. The Strand

was common to both. On the Embankment side there would be a roadway. ,

On the Carey Street side there was Holborn. An enormous preponderance

of the legal profession came from the north and not from the south, and of

the ordinary public who came to the Strand, the large majority also came

from the north. Supposing the law courts to be erected on the Carey Street

site, there would be an easy communication through Norfolk or Essex Streets

from the Embankment and the Underground Eailway. On the other hand,

there would be the access from Holborn, and an improved communication

might be made by breaking through the Turnstile. With respect to quiet,

the advantage was entirely in favour of Carey Street, for on the north side

there was no great thoroughfare for vehicles. On the score of economy and

convenience, he considered the Carey Stroet site highly preferable, for so

far as the convenience of the legal profession was concerned, the courts

would be in the heart of their places of business. On these grounds he op

posed tho motion of the hon. member for Qalway.

Mr. Tite, adverting to the fact that the estimate for the Carey Street site

had been doubled, said that the area which the Commissioners began with

was, if he recollected rightly, 376,000 feet, or about seven and a half acres,

and now they asked for 276,000 feet more, to make ways around it. With

regard to the Embankment site, every one was enamoured of the wonderful

work which had been done, and filled with a desire to make the Embank

ment worthy of the metropolis. If things, however, remained as they were,

there was danger that instead of an ornament, they should have a disgrace

Owing to the original provisions of the Bill, the Metropolitan Board had no

power whatever to take an atom of the dirty, unsightly streets that ran down

from the Strand to the Embankment. But there was a small portion of

ground between Essex Street and Arundel Street which might be put to very

good use. If he was asked to vote for one site as against another, he should

hesitate before voting against the Thames Embankment. He would not

venture to put his experience against that of the lawyers as to which site

was the more convenient and better for them. But he would ask, how was

it that a large number of eminent lawyers who practised in the City had

contrived for so long a time to get from one Court to another 1 The ques

tion of Lincoln's Inn and the lawyers' chambers adjacent, that so much had

been made of, appeared to him a very small matter. With regard to the

estimates, he was not going to say a word, after the reproaches which had

been*addressed to him the other night. But when they saw that lawyers

hud the making of the estimates, and it was suggested that what had begun

at a million might possibly become 3,200,000/., he thought architects need not

be very much ashamed of themselves. He had only suggested doubling the

estimate, and that was very natural and very usual. But looking at the

matter as a man of business, it appeared to him that the building itself,

from its enormous size, was a mistake. Last session he was of opinion that if

they were to divide the building it would be possible to get rid of the difficulty

as to the two architects, one of whom, Mr. Edward Barry, he could not but

think had been very ill-treated. If they could separate the building into two

portions—one might be larger than the other,—they might have it in their

Siwer to do some justice to a man whom they had treated with some injustice,

e had a great regard for both architects, and had been always on excellent

terms with them ; but putting the architects out of the question, he believed

that the proposed building might be divided properly and economically. It

was perfectly well known to the Metropolitan Board that if they should not

haTe the inclined road between Hungerford and Waterloo bridges, they

must have some communication from the Strand with the Thames Embank

ment; and the only other alternative was Essex Street. Now, at the bottom

of Essex Street would be found a very convenient piece of ground for a

handsome building which might be used for the storage of wills, and leading

lawyers had told him that it would be desirable to take such a building out

of the crowded streets. Such a building would lend to the Embankment a

certain amount of ornament, even if Carey Street was retained as the site

for the main building.

Lord J. Manners said that up to this time he had not heard the slightest

indication of the suggestion of the hon. member for Bath for a separation

of the courts, and so far as his experience went he did not think the hon.

member for Bath's suggestions would find favour with the legal profession.

The hon. gentleman assumed that the cost of the Carey Street site would

be 1,550,000'., to which he added 100,000'. for the purchase of the Law

Institution, 1,000,000/. for the necessary approaches, as suggested by Mr.

Street, who, however, now expressed his dissent from that estimate, and

then 1,600,000/. for the road proposed by Mr. Shields, which made so

enormous a total that he really distrusted the power of his mrmory to retain

it. But Mr. Shields' road was entirely repudiated by Mr. Street, the archi

tect of the building, and, even if that road was required, it would be for

the general improvement, embellishment, and convenience of the whole

metropolis, and the estimate for the Carey Street site ought not

to be saddled with it. The item of 1,600,000/. ought therefore to be en

tirely left out of consideration. The item for King's College Hospital and

the approaches, 1,000,000/., was a very large one, but neither Mr. Street

nor the commission proposed to purchase King's College Hospital.

Mr. Gregory said ho had not included the purchase of the hospital.

His item was 1,500,000/. altogether, for the approaches, from cast and west.

Lord J. Manners said he was so overwhelmed by the hon. gentle

man's figures that it was no wonder he had understated them. The item

of 1,500,000/. for approaches was not wanted for the law courts, and it was

in the highest degree unfair to saddle the Carey Street site with it. His

hon. friend also saddled that site with 100,000/. for the purchase of the

Law Institution, but that was a comparatively small item, which he would

not raise much question about. But the two large items which ho objected

to have saddled upon the Carey Street site amounted to 3,100,000/. The

three and a half acres of land required for the approaches to the Carey-

Street site, &c, would cost 685,000/., or, in round numbers, 700,000/. ;

but an acre of that would not be required, and could be resold, so that the

total nett cost would be 418,000/. By that extent no doubt the cost of the

Carey Street site would have to be increased, and as the site had already

cost in round numbers 800,000/., the total would be 1,218,000/. Now,

what was the expenditure for the Thames Embankment site ? The hon.

member for Bath spoke derisively of lawyers making estimates for the

purchase of land ; but it was a remarkable fact that the estimate for the

Thames Embankment site was made by the same gentleman who made the

estimate for the Carey Street site. The Thames Embankment site alone

was estimated at 1,500,000/., without anything for approaches or anything

else, so that there was an excess on the site alone of 282,000/. Those who

advocated the embankment site did so not on the ground of convenience of

suitors, solicitors, barristers, or judges, but on what they called sesthetic

grounds, as a great metropolitan improvement. But if that were the real

reason for the change, it could not be supposed that such a gigantic building

as the law courts was to be could be put up side by side with Somerset

House, while Somerset House was left as it now stood, with its dumpv

dome and narrow windows. Somerset House would be dwarfed and killed

by the law courts, unless a great change were made in its facade and sum

mit. He asked the house to view the question in a practical spirit, and not

allow itself to be led away by architectural dreams of what might or might

not happen. His object was to carry out, if possible, those works that had

been sanctioned by his predecessor in office. In the present instance he

thought it would be a most unfortunate event if the government were to

reverse the decision of their predecessors for the last eleven years, and by

their vote that night plunge this great question into confusion and archi

tectural and financial chaos.

Mr. J. Locke believed that all the legal argumonts used that evening

came from the Lincoln's Inn side of the question. It appeared from the

figures relating t o both sites that the Carey Street site, if the building were

completed upon it, would cost more than if the edifice were raised upon the

Thames Embankment. Supposing that the question were now raised for

the first time, and that they were offered those two sites only for a building

of the kind, on which would they prefer the law courts to be built ? He

did not think that they would hesitate long before they decided in favour

of the Thames Embankment. For sesthetic purposes there was no doubt

but that the embankment was preferable to Carey Street, while, as to con

venience, he contended that the advantage was on the side of the Thames

Embankment.

The Chancellor of the Exchkquer could have forgiven his hon. and

learned friend what he had said if he had only found in him one redeeming

virtue—that was to say, if he could have gathered from his speech he had

the slightest regard for the British taxpayer. That was the point with which

he (the Chancellor of the Exchequer) was particularly concerned. The

noble lord opposite had called his attention to the subject in a very marked

manner ; but that was not necessary, because, when he had first come into

office, one of the earliest documents presented to him was an account to

the 21st of July last, stating that the actual outlay on the undertaking

down to that date was 785,000/., that additional land was proposed to be

purchased for 668,000/., that the cost of the buildings and architect's com

mission would be 1,650,000/., that the furniture and the contingencies

would amount to 147,000/. ; making a total of 3,250,000/. Besides, there

was a further sum of 108,000/. for the expenses of the royal commission,

in which was included 27,000/. to the Messrs. Field and Co., for commis

sions, disbursements, and taxed costs ; making altogether a sum of

3,358,000/. He had then been immediately referred to two documents

which authorised or seemed to authorise that enormous expenditure, namely,

two acts of parliament passed in the year 1865. One of those acts

fixed the expenditure at 1,500,000/., both for the building and the site,

while the other contained a very remarkable provision to the effect that no

notice should be given of an intention to purchase property under the act

until the commissioners and the Treasury stated that they were satisfied

that that sum was sufficient for all the purposes contemplated by the mea

sure. On reading those documents, it seemed to him as if the ground had

given way under his feet. He next referred to the debates which had pre

ceded the passing of those acts, and he found that his hon. and learned

friend who at present urged them not to stop at any expenditure, delivered

an excellent speech, in which, after remarking that the cost of the site and

the building would be 1,500,000/., said that was, no doubt, a considerable

Bum of money, but that the house would think it well and economically

spent if they could obtain for it so important a public benefit as the pro

posed building. On the second reading of the bill his hon. and learned

friend returned to the charge, and stated that it would be the constant

care of the Treasury so to watch the undertaking as to prevent ex

travagant expenditure. His hon. and learned friend also said he

did not think the estimate would be exceeded ; and yet the estimate

at present reached 3,250,000/. That was enough to frighten any one after

reading these acts and speeches. By the act of parliament the Treasury

and the commissioners should concur in sanctioning any further expendi

ture, and when he was asked to agree to a further outlay of 660,000/., he

said " No." He then went to the commissioners and read to them that

section which had appeared to him so startling ; and he told them he felt

it his duty to stop all expenditure until tho pleasure of the house could be

taken. He should next state what he considered to be the position in

which they were then placed. Tho estimate, which, as he had already

stated, was 3,350,000/., was not a final one ; it was, he believed, what was

called a " sketch" estimate, and it would be unfair to tho architect to hold

him bound by it. It should be further stated that there were certain other

lands, called he believed " Cook's block," which must be purchased ; and

there remained, besides, the question of approaches to the building. Those

approaches had been treated as if they were optional ; but that was not the

case. The Strand was called the great artery of London, but he denied

that was an approach to anything. There were persons who wished to

witness tho proceedings of the courts of justice, and it was impossible that

the courts could discharge the purposes for which they were to be erected

without having good access. It was not unreasonable if they went to

this immense expense that they should provide for the safety of the

people. There were to be something like 60 steps from the street to this

building, and, upon the occasion of some great trial, on the verdict being

given, the people would pour out into the Strand, and accidents would pro

bably result. Now the Metropolitan Board was not at this moment rich,
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and even if it were they could not force it to make the approaches, and they

could not go on without them. He thought that as the estimate waB not a

final or conclusive one, and as these approaches must be made, it was not

at all unreasonable to say that they would do well if they got out of it for

4,000,000/. He, as being charged with the finances of the country, pro

tested against such extravagance, because he held it to be unnecessary.

The estimate of 1,500,000?. was a reasonable one, and his hon. and learned

friend the member for Richmond, instead of asking them to multiply it by

three, should rather endeavour to make us retrace our steps. He put this

question as one of economy, and in that light he entreated tho house to

consider it. It was the money of the taxpayers of the country with which

they were dealing. Now, why was it that this sum had grown up to

3,350,000?., with the certainty that it would go beyond that ? Simply for

this reason, that instead of being content to include in the building the

concentration of the law courts and the offices necessary for the adminis

tration of justice, they had desired to construct a great Tower of Babel,

which would be full of noise and confusion, and contain many offices

which would not be necessary there at all. In fact it would be the very

paradise of thieves and pickpockets. Why, because they concentrated the

courts, should they desire the office of the accountant-general to be taken to

the same building, or that all the wills that have ever been made in this

country should be taken from where they were and piled up in the new

building ? It would be an extreme disadvantage^ lo have all these crowded

together in the same building, for they would not facilitate, but

rather impede the administration of justice. This being so, he

earnestly pressed upon the house to retrace their steps, and to

go back to the more sober and wiser views of four years ago.

He now came to another point. A great deal had been said about the pub

lic having little or nothing to pay for this matter ; that the whole thing was

to be paid for by a tax on suitors, excepting some 200,000?. that the go

vernment was to advance. He was bound to tell the house that no fallacy

could be greater than that. In the Court of Chancery there was a surplus of

7,700?.; in the superior courts of law, 16,000?. surplus. But this was in

rapid course of diminution in consequence of the act of last session giving

extended jurisdiction to the county courts. In the Court of Bankruptcy

there was a considerable sum, which was also in a fair way of extinction

by the abolitions and compensations which must follow from the best inten-

tioned Bankruptcy Bill. Then there was in the Court of Probate a defi

ciency of 7,300?. ; in the High Court of Admiralty a deficiency of 4,000?. ;

and in the Land Registry Court of 4,500?. So that the whole state of the

case was that the expenditure in these courts exceeded the fees by 52,000?.

a year. The account rendered last « my, by the commissioners, of their

ways and means, showed a charge of 3,350,0007. 1,000,000/. of Chancery

stock had been sold, and realised 900,000?., and that sum was expended and

done with. Then the government granted 200,000?. in consideration of the

buildings vacated by concentrating the offices, and they proposed to sell

out of Chancery 201,000?. of stock; but that was part of those funds which

yielded that surplus of 7,000?., and when they had sold that sum they

would have diminished the receipts of the Court of Chancery. The conse

quence would be that he would have to provide out of the general taxation

of the country 7,000?. a year to supply the deficiency. The next item was

bankruptcy, 271,000?. ; but that again was part of the assets, the income of

which went to keep down the expenditure of the country, and if they took

that away he should lose the income of that also. The same thing would

occur with respect to 177,000?. unclaimed dividends ; that would also in

crease the expenditure by diminishing the revenue. There was a tax to be

imposed upon the probate of wills and administrations which was estimated

to produce 46,000?. ; but that was clearly an Imperial tax, and if anybody

ought to put it on, it was him. That item must therefore clearly be struck

off. What resulted from all this ? The commissioners said they expected

the government to lend them a sum of 1,395,000?. for the purpose of making

up this 3,350,000?., and that was to be redeemed by an annuity of fifty

years at four per cent. But the annuity was to be paid mainly by the tax

on probates, so that it would in fact come out of the general revenue of the

country. Under these circumstances he had suspended the purchase of this

660,000?. worth of land and stopped all operations that he could, awaiting

the pleasure of the house, and it remained to see what that pleasure was.

He had no difficulty in suggesting what he should like to see done, and that

was, that with every respect to the Royal commission, he thought that they

should be relieved from any further duties, they having really performed all

their functions, and that the whole matter should be remitted to the

Treasury and himself to do what the Act of Parliament contemplated.

He had the strongest objection to the proceedings recommended by the hon.

and learned member for Richmond. The building proposed was altogether

outrageous for the purposes intended. In justice to the commissioners, he

might state that what they had done had been done legally. But he be

lieved that the second act, which empowered the commissioners to alter and

enlarge the plan, was passed at the end of the session, and was unknown to

the great mass of those who had consented to the prior act. He earnestly

hoped that the house would not go on with this enormous building—that

they would reconsider the question altogether, and come down to the modest

estimate with which they started. What they wanted was air, light, quiet,

and accessibility, but those things are not to be obtained in the Carey Street

site. His hon. and learned friend had argued rather loftily when he as

sumed that because a number of legal gentlemen chose to encamp them

selves in one of the worst and lowest parts of London, they were bound to

follow them. Besides the two alternatives alluded to, he thought there was

athird. The cost of Sir C. Trevelyan'splan would, he believed, be something

like 2,000,000?., and he hoped they would not consent to it. The other alter

native by which he thought the object desired could be obtained—and he did

not speak without authority, because it was approved of by competent per

sons—was this. There is a street calledHoward Street, which runs midway

between the Embankment and the Strand. Above that street there was

property of considerable value, which consisted of good houses in Norfolk,

Arundel, Essex, and Surrey Streets. Below this the property is of very

inferior value. He believed that the piece of land, amounting to about six

acres, could be bought for 600,000/. He was also advised that on that

piece of land a building might be erected capable of containing all the

courts of justice and all the ancillary offices, and that at a cost of 1,000,000/.

So that for 1,600,000?. a site might be obtained with the buildings neces

sary for the administration of justice. Without much expense the building

might be extremely ornamental. Standing below the buildings of the

Strand, it will not require an ornamental frontage on that side, while on

tho Thames side it might be made vory ornamental. He believed that the

plan of Inigo Jones for the magnificent palace of Charles I., with a grand

quadrangle occupying the space between the river and the Horse Guards,

was, with the elevations, still preserved. He had put that forward merely

as his personal idea, whether or not Inigo Jones's elevation might not be

here reproduced; but he earnestly entreated the house to give a fair and im

partial consideration to the scheme he had suggested. He had only done his

duty in endeavouring to prevent the house drifting into an enormous expen

diture. With regard to the Carey Street site, if they only had a little

patience, he had no doubt they would be able to dispose of it without much

loss. They had far better stop short in their career of extravagance than

go on throwing good money after bad.

Mr. Henley wished that the fresh issue raised by the right hon. gentle

man had been brought forward earlier in the evening. He begged to move

that the debate be adjourned.

Mr. Crawford seconded the motion.

Mr. Gladstone denied that the Government had taken any steps for

forcing the house to a premature division on the question. He quite ap

proved of the proposition of the right hon. gentleman (Mr. Henley) that the

debate should be adjourned. The speeches of the hon. member (Mr. Gre

gory) and of his hon. and learned friend (Sir Roundell Palmer) had occu

pied attention till nearly half-past seven, and if his right hon. friend had

risen at that time to state the views of the Government he would have

defeated his own purpose. He waited, therefore, till the house was reason

ably full, bo that the views of the Government might be fairly placed

before them. Whatever blame there might be, was not due solely to his

right hon. friend the Chancellor of the Exchequer, but must be shared by

his colleagues.

Sir R. Palmer wished to address a few words to the house, because he

thought his right hon. friend the Chancellor of the Exchequer had rather

unintentionally put him in a false position with the house as to some of his

observations. The Chancellor of the Exchequer had put the case as if he

(Sir R. Palmer) wished to launch the house into a great expense. His

motion left it to the Government to say whether they would accept the

scheme propounded by the commission, and he did not propose that the

house should be called on at once to pay for more land, but that if they

were necessary, more lands should be bought in the proximity of the Carey

Street site. He had stated distinctly that it was for the Government to

determine whether or not they would accept the plan, whether they Would

incur that enlarged expenditure, and whether they would raise money by

the means proposed. He did not take upon himself to anticipate the

determination of the Government, or to urge upon them a particular plan.

Lord J. Manners thought the adjournment ought to be merely a formal

one. The plan of the Chancellor of the Exchequer was one that it was

utterly impossible to discuss that night with the view of arriving at a

legitimate conclusion. The Chancellor of the Exchequer having recom

mended that the commission should be abrogated, and that the whole

thing should be taken in hand by the Government, this should be a formal

adjournment, and he hoped that the Government would submit a scheme

which would enable the house to arrive at a sound decision upon the

subject,

Mr. Gregory had no objection to offer to the adjournment of the debate.

He should like to hear, as soon as possible, what course the Government

intended to pursue.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer quite accepted the proposition of

the noble lord, that the responsibility of the matter should be thrown on

the Government,

The debate was adjourned till that day month.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

SOUTH USX RIVER BRIDGE.

THIS Bridge is to carry the Launceston and Western Railway,

Tasmania. From the drawings it will be seen that it consists of

two main girders, continuous, with cross girders 14 feet apart, and

longitudinal rail bearers, all on the lattice principle. If the railway

has as much traffic as the main girders could sustain, the Launceston

and Western shareholders will nave little cause to grumble. As we

have taken some pains to make our illustrations working drawings, not

only by showing every detail, but by the rather unusual method of

giving all necessary dimensions as well, the construction of the bridge

is, we imagine, evident, and requires little additional explanation. In

the manufacture of wrought iron bridges, the most important thing to

be considered is the character of the riveting. All the rivet holes in

this bridge are to be drilled— a practice that ought to be universally

adopted, Dut at all events in cases like the present, where large rivets

are intended to be used. The bridge is braced Dy horizontal angle-

irons and bare underneath, and by angle-irons at every second Day

overhead. The arrangement of the bed -plates on the abutments

appears to be original. It may not be easy to manage castings of such

a size and form in making, but when complete the arrangement ought

to allow of the bridge expanding or contracting without injury of any

kind.

Mr. Doyne was one of the first engineers in this country to point

out the advantages, in certain circumstances, of lattice girders for

bridges. In 1851, in conjunction with Professor Blood, he prepared

a paper for the Institution of Civil Engineers, which the late Robert
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Stephenson thought so valuable, that he said it left little or nothing

to be written on the subject. It was illustrated, not only in the

ordinary way, by diagrams, but also in a way that ought to be more

often practised, by a model which indicated the strains produced by

weights placed in any position on it ; and in this way sensibly de

monstrated the accuracy of calculations based on formulas derived

from mathematical reasoning. Some of the results may be worth

repeating on this occasion. As regards the strains that have to be

resisted Dy the top and bottom members or booms of a girder, and

consequently the amount of material that ought to be given to them,

there is no practical difference between a girder having plate sides

and one with lattice sides. In a plate girder, if the load is uniformly

distributed, the horizontal strain may De said to increase from the

supports towards the centre in a proportion like the ordinates of a

parabola. In the lattice girder this increase is rather by sudden

increments, depending on the closeness of the points of connection

of the lattices with the booms; but a parabolic curve would

still be the truest average representation of the strains. Con

sequently, in all kinds of girders the area of the flanges of

both booms ought to increase from the abutments towards the

centre. With the load in centre the horizontal strains will be,

of course, as the ordinates of two converging lines. As regards

the lattices, when the load is uniformly distributed, the strains in

the diagonals increase in the reverse way, that is, from the centre

of the beam towards the ends, and, consequently, their areas ought to

increase in the same direction, care being taken in cases like a railway

bridge that the lattices should be ablo to resist the strain produced by

the greatest load that could be placed at one point. If the load was

to be stationary at the centre, uniform strength in the lattices would

be sufficient, but it is hardly necessary to say that in such cases the

weight of the beam itself produces the same effects as a uniformly

distributed load of equal weight. These conclusions are now familiar

to all; it would not be easy probably to find any engineer of eminence

maintain the superiority in general of the plate over the lattice

girder, and certainly more large beams are built of lattice work than

plate. But it used to be different. Mr. Fairbairn, we think, some

where calls the lattice or trellis girder ' an imperfect double flanged

beam,' and Robert Stephenson said, ' in comparing the strength of a

flanged beam having a solid vertical side, witn that of a beam having

a trellis side, it would be found that the strength of the former would

bo as the square of the depth, whereas the strength of the latter

would be simply as the depth.'

We are indebted for the use of the drawings to Mr. G. Willoughby

Ilemans, Member of the Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

the representative engineer of the railway company in London, under

whose direction the bridge is being constructed by Messrs. De

Bergue & Co.

N.B.—A third plate, illustrating the detail of this bridge, has been

prepared, and will be given in our next

••SUM PAINTINQflV BY MESSBS. W. B. SIMPSON St 00.

AMONG the variety of pottery productions which have been applied

to architecture, we have seen none more interesting in an artistic

sense, or more likely to prove valuable to our professional readers,

than these tile paintings—or, as the manufacturers prefer to call them,

1 art tiles,' as distinguished from those produced by mere mechanical

processes ; for it is a special feature of these tiles, that they are the

direct and actual work of the artist who designs and paints them.

Our readers might suppose, from the monochrome quality of the illus

tration, that the resources as to colour are very limited. The con

trary, however, is the fact, for the painter on these tiles has at his

command a palette quite as extensive as any canvas painting can

exhibit. The colours being, of course, ceramic in quality, are much

more brilliant in their effect when glazed. This glazed texture is

not at all essential to these tiles, as we have seen some varieties,

also hand-painted, which are perfectly flat, the colours being laid on

and fired without glaze.

On first inspection of the effect produced by the designs we have

examined at Messrs. Simpson's premises, we were afraid that their

sumptuousness could only be purchased at very high prices, but

the figure quoted to us proved that this class of work is quite within

the average means which an architect may have at his disposal.

Another feature in this attractive branch of manufacture is the ease

and certainty with which architects and designers generally can have

their designs produced in imperishable quality. The material of the

tiles themselves is, of course, of a fire-proof kind—a consideration

of growing importance at present. The painted decoration, being

fired in the kiln, can be easily cleaned, and is not liable to that

amount of wear which implies repairs.

We may only add that any of our readers can see specimens of

these painted tiles at Messrs. Simpson's, West Strand ; and if they

are sufficiently interested to follow up such work, they will there

find specimens of the simplest diaper treatment, as well as of the

more elaborate and higher figure designs.

The Trustees of the Proposed Boman Catholio Cathedral have

been compelled to abandon the idea of occupying a site in Victoria Street

which they had thought would suit them, aud are understood to be looking

out for vacant ground elsewhere.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.

OX Monday evening last, the presentation of the Royal Medal and of the

Institute medals and prizes took placo at No. 9, Conduit Street. The

President, W. Tite, M.P., read a letter from Major-General Sir Thomas

Biddulph, K.C.B., communicating Her Majesty's approval that the Royal

Medal should be conferred on Professor Lcpsius. That eminent author

and antiquarian was unfortunately prevented, by his official engagements

at the University of Berlin, from attending the ceremony in person, but

the Baron Sehmidthals, Secretary to the Prussian Embassy, had kindly

consented to receive the modal on behalf of his illustrious fellow-country

man, and attended the meeting for this purpose.

The President in a short but appropriate speech alluded to the original

establishment of the Royal Medal, as well as to the high attainments and

special qualifications which distinguished Professor Lepsius as a savaut

and Egyptian archaeologist, ar.d had led to his being selected by the Institute

for the honour in question.

B.iron Sehmidthals in reply thanked Mr. Tite for the complimentary

manner in which he had referred to Prussia and her encouragement of art,

expressed his full appreciation of the honour which had been conferred upon

Professor Lepsius, for whose talents he entertained the greatest personal

respect, and receiving the medal at the hands of the President, promised

that it should be forwarded to its owner in due course.

The President then presented the Institute medals and prizes for 1868-9

to the successful competitors as follows : —

To Mr. Henry L. Florence, the Soane medallion.

To Mr. Edward J. Roche, Mr. Beresford Hope's prize of 107. 10a.

To Mr. Thomas C. Wilberfoss, the Institute medal with 51. 5a.

To Messrs. Edmund B. Ferrey, Thomas E. Williams, and William Howes,

medals of merit in the same competition.

To Mr. Andrew S. Bird, the Student's Book Prize.

To Mr. Henry D. Shepard, the Institute (Essay) Medal.

To Mr. Thomas A. Britton, a medal of merit in the same competition ; and

To Mr. Edward Locke, the special Essay Prize of 10/.

Messrs. Edward J. Roche and Thomas E. Williams were accidentally

prevented from receiving their prizes in person.

The President addressed each of the candidates individually, congratu

lating them on their success, and recommending them to persevere in their

professional studies with the same zeal which had gained them their

present honours.

This portion of the business for the evening having been brought to n

conclusion, Mr. Wyatt Papworth, Fellow, read a very interesting ' Notice

of the Professional and Literary Works of the late Arthur Ashpitel, F.S.A.,

Fellow,' to which the President added a few remarks. This memoir will

shortly be published in the Transactions of the Institute.

Previously to the presentation of the medals, the following gentlemen were

balloted for and declared to be duly elected members of the Institute :—

Arthur Allom (Associate).

Robert R. Banks (Associate).

William G. Bar.ti.kkt (Associate).

1 Charles L. Eastlake, Assist. Sec.

Augustus Frere (Associate).

Robert Kkirle (Associate).

Stdkey Williams Lbb (Associate).

^Rowland Plumbe (Associate).

Charles 0. Blaber.

William Pain.

Elijah Hoole.

Geo. Scamell, Jun.

Before the meeting broke up it was announced by the Hon. See. that the

following Paper would be read before the Society of Arts on Wednesday,

April 28 : —" On the Duties of the Architect with reference to the Arrange

ment and Structure of a Building,' by T. Roger Smith, F.R.I.B.A., when Sir

M. Digby Wyatt had promised to take the chair.

THE RESTORATION OF GRANTHAM CHURCH.

THIS church has just been re-opened after a thorough restoration. The

following brief notice of the building, from the pen- of Mr. Gilbert

Scott, has appeared in one of the Local Journals:—

'The church at Grantham is undoubtedly one of the finest in Lincoln

shire, famed as that county is for the beauty of its churches. Its great,

pride is its magnificent steeple, and its most striking peculiarity is the

circumstance, that vast as are its dimensions, its plan (with the trifling

exceptions of the porches and the vestry) is a simple parallelogram ; four

straight walls being its boundaries, and not even the tower forming n pro

jection beyond them. It seems, however, to have attained this remarkable

simplicity by a complex series of changes. Its oldest portions are of the

latter half of the twelfth century, at which period it seems to have been of

the usual form of plain churches, being a nave with narrow aisles, and

clerestory, and a simple unaisled chancel. A century lator, however, it was

greatly enlarged on all sides, excepting the east. The narrow aisles were

removed, and aisles equal in width to the nave were substituted. Its length

was increased to the westward and the present vast tower commenced,

the new aisles being carried on athwart it and terminated within a

fine western facade. The clerestory was done away with ; tho Norman

side arches were replaced with lofty pointed arcades ; the aisle walls

were made as high as what had been the clerestory of the older

nave, and the whole covered by three high-pitched and equal roofs.

The chancel continued unaisled excepting a single bay on the north

side where the nave ran on and formed a chapel. The" north side then

erected is one of the noblest specimens of its style, agreeing in character,

and no doubt in date, with the "Angel Choir" at Lincoln, and having a

As Fellows .

As Associates
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series of noble windows with what is known as " gooraetrical" tracery. The

nortli doorway of the aisle (since covered by a porch) is a most beautiful

feature. The next important alteration was the addition of an aisle to the

south side of the chancel. This, with tho crypt below it, was probably

built about the middle of the fourteenth century. At the same time, the

two eastern arches of the nave were widened und increased in height, and

a stone rood-screen and loft like that of a cathedral were added. The loft

was approached by two staircases of stone in connection with the chancel

piers. The evidences of these staircases still remain, und the founda

tions of the stone screen wero found during tho recent works. A

century later, again, the northern aisle of the chancel was added,

thus completing the parallelogram which characterises the plan of

the church. The south porch is of the thirteenth, and the north

porch of the fourteenth century, and a sepulchral chapel (now used as a vestry)

was at a much later period added on the north sido of the chancel. The

steeple is too well known to need description. It may, howover, be interest

ing to remark the curious parallelism, and perhaps rivalry, evinced by the

architectural histories (as gathered from tho structures themselves) of the

churches of Grantham and Newark. Both (so far as the existing remains

testify) were commenced late in the twelfth century ; both had clerestory and

narrow aisles ; both had towers added to the west ends in the succeeding

century ; and both had the narrow aisle and clerestory replaced by wide

aisles and great high pitched roofs. In both, too, the wide aisles wero

carried on to a western facade. In the two churches, however, theso trans

formations were not contemporaneous, but alternating, each apparently

striving to go ahead of its neighbour. The raising of the tower at Newark

in the fourteenth century, from its less lofty Early English form, was no doubt

in emulation of the noble steeple just finished at Grantham; and, finally,

the Newark peoplo sought to leave their Lincolnshire rivals behind, by

adding clerestories to the entire church far above the levels of the older

ones which had been displaced. The church at Grantham bad sadly de

teriorated from its ancient beauty, especially in the interior. Its roofs had

from time to time been all replaced and lowered, and were of

heterogeneous forms and design. No vestige remained of the ancient fittings.

The church was divided into two parts by a glazed partition, and its

eastern portion galleried to the very eyes, and filled with high pews, while

the whole of the interior stonework had been clogged with plaster and

whitewash, and its surfaco either concealed or damaged. The works at

present effected have been directed especially to remedying theso evils.

The entire church has been re-roofed to a suitable pitch witli massive and

handsome oak roof covered throughout with lead. The galleries and

pews have been removed ; tho whole length of the interior has been

again opened out ; the chancel has been filled up with oak stalls ; tho

organ has been reconstructed, and placed by the side of the chancel

for the convenience of the choir ; the stonework has been cleaned and

repaired, and the whole interior refloored. The nave is not as yet fitted

with permanent seats, but is for the present furnished with chairs.

There being no chancel arch, and the piers which mark tho junc

tion of the nave and chancel being rendered at once unsightly and

interesting from their being fragments of tho staircases to the ancient

rood loft, it has been thought best to place at this point a handsome oak

screen of light and elegant design, which will both mark tho division of

nave and chancel, and will conceal the unsightliness of the mutilated pews,

while it allows them to remain as objects of interest to the antiquary and

landmarks in the history of the church. The new roofs vary in some degree

in design according to the date of the parts which they cover. Those of

tho chancel and its aisles are the richest in decoration, and the latest in

detail, while those of the nave and its aisles are of a continuous arched

form and of severe and uniform character. It is most gratifying to witness

the manner in which the noble character of an ancient church re-asserts

itself from the simple removal of obstructions and disfigurements, and the

restoration of the parts which have perished or lost their original form.

An interior at once so noble or so simple as that of Grantham church can

indeed scarcely be found.'

THE EXTENSION OF POPLAR WORKHOUSE.

THE foundation-stone of the building to be erected in extension of the

Poplar Union Workhouse was formally laid by James Barriuger, Esq.,

Chairman of the Board of Guardians, a fowdays since. A procession, headed

by a brass band, proceeded from tho Town Hall to the site, at the rear of the

present workhouse. A marquee had been erected ; and on reaching the

platform, the Guardians' Clork handed to Mr. Barringcr the records and

scroll, some coins of the realm, newspapers, &c, which were deposited in

the cavity under the foundation-stone. Mr. Morris, tho architect of the

building, handed the silver trowel, and the Chairman having operated

therewith in the customary style, the company adjourned to a luncheon at

the Brunswick Hotel, Blackwall. Tho inscription upon the stono is as

follows :—•' This stone was laid by James Barriuger, Esq., Chairman of

Poplar Union Board of Guardians, on the 14th of April, 1869. John

Warrington Morris, Architect ; Messrs. Hill, Koddall, and Waldron,

Builders.—April 14, 1869.'

The additions and alterations aro, according to the drawings, of a some

what extensive character, embodying the demolition of a portion of the old

Workhouse, and the erection of additional buildings, sufficient to extend

the accommodation of the Workhouse to 808 able-bodied persons. The

plans are upon the double-pavilion principle, and in their practical appli

cation will provide accommodation to the following extent :—Able-bodied

men, to be resident in east pavilion, 240 ; able-bodied women, to be accom

modated in west pavilion, 240; females to bo accommodated in adapted

wards of present house, 100 ; girls in present house, 30 ; probationers

(males), 15; probationers (females), 15; in new sick wards, 12 males and

12 females; lying-in cases, 16 ; lunatics, 8; girls in dormitories, 30 ; male

and female children in dormitories, 50 ; the remaining accommodation to

be allotted to casuals, and to the admittance of special cases. A chapel is

to be erected, capable of seating 300 persons, and there are to be 20

grinding-mills, two labour yards, oakum rooms, ice. The contract sum

for the works is 32,480/., payable in sums of not less than 1,000/. at a

time, at tho ruto of 75 per cent, upon tho actual work done. The architect

receives a payment of 4 per cent, upon tho total outlay. The Guardians

intend borrowing the sum of 40,000/. to meet the payments to the con

tractors, and the work is expected to be completed in about eighteen

months.

Mr. B. Webster has been elected Clerk of the Works.

LEGAL.

8TAINTON V. THE LOCAL BOARD OP GAINSBOROUGH.

This case was tried at Lincoln before Mr. Justice Hayes, when a

verdict was found for the plaintiff, damages 180/., leave being reserved

to the defendant to move to enter the verdict. In the Court of Exchequer,

on Friday, April 16, Mr. Field, Q.C., moved accordingly. It appeared that

some new pavement was in the course of being laid down in the streets of

Gainsborough by a person employed by tho Board for that purpose. Some

portion of new was laid and much of the old remained, and there was in

consequence an inequality of surface. The plaintiff, Charlotte Stadnton,

was walking along the pavement and was tripped up and thrown with great

force to the ground. It was contended for the defendants that the inde

pendent contractor was responsible for the negligence. The Court granted

a rule.

BUCK V. WIGXORK.

On the 16th, in the Court of Queen's Bench, an action was brought against

Mr. Wigmore, contractor, for an accident alleged to have happened by

the carelessness of his servants in leaving some boards lying about

on the highway. The case was tried at great length at the last assizes,

before Mr. Brown, Q.C., as Commissioner, and resulted in a verdict for the

plaintiff. Mf. M. Chambers, Q.C., moved for a new trial, on the ground

that tho verdict was against evidence.—Rule nisi.

PEARSON V. PLUCKNET AND OTHERS.

This was an action (in the Court of Common Pleas on the 16th inst.) to

recover Jdamages against the defendants, who ore builders, for per

sonal injuries suffored by the plaintiff. The plaintiff, it appeared, was a

watchman at Haydon Square goods station of the London and North

western Railway Company, and the defendants were employed as contrac

tors by the railway company to repair some buildings over the gateway into

the station. On January 28 last the defendants' workmen left a heavy

plank resting on tho top of the gates, and when tho plaintiff shut the gates

in the evening this plank fell upon him, and inflicted the injuries com

plained of. At the trial before Mr. Justice Keating at the Guildhall, it

was objected by the defendants that there was no evidence that the plank

had been left on the top of the gates negligently ; and, further, that the

defendants' workmen were the servants of the company, and that as the

plaintiff himself was in the same service, he could not recover for injuries

caused to him by their negligence, and the plaintiff was nonsuited.—Mr.

Serjeant Parry now moved for and obtained a rule nisi to set aside the non

suit, and for a new trial.

HEATH V. BUCKNAIX AND CO.

In the case of Heath v. Bucknall & Co., decided by the Master of the Rolls

on Friday, 16th inst., tho plaintiff sought by an injunction to restrain the de

fendants, who are cork merchants of Crutched Friars, from obstructing

certain ancient lights in a new building erected by plaintiff. Mr. Soutbgate,

Q.C., and Mr. Bagshawo were counsel for the plaintiff ; Sir Rouudell Palmer,

Q.C., Mr. Jessel, Q.C., and Mr. Rodwell representing the defendants.

The case was argued just before the Easter holidays, when on the part of

the plaintiff it was shown that before the recent alterations in Crutched

Friars and the neighbourhood, he possessed premises in which there were

four ancient lights. Upon the re-building of the house some larger windows

were placed in the position of the old ones, but the contention was, that

the plaintiff having enjoyed these ancient lights for a time, he did not lose

tho right to them when tho house was pulled down. This being the case,

the defendants, whose new houso overlooked and was overlooked by that

of the plaintiff, were clearly in the wrong when they proceeded to obstruct

the new windows, even supposing a greater area had been taken up in their

position in the new house than was tho case in the old one. Plaintiff's

counsel produced some photographs of the position of the premises, and

called the attention of the Master of the Rolls to the inconvenience ex

perienced by tho plaintiff through the course adopted by the defendants. On

the part of the defendants it was argued that no real wrong had been inflicted

upon the plaintiff, whose new windows wore not similar in position to those in

the old building. In fact, the plaintiff himself had proceeded to alter the cha

racter of the ancient lights in the old building, and therefore he was not in

a position to come to the Court of Equity for relief now.—The Master of

the Rolls said: The question involved in this case opens in some

measure a most important and new point for the consideration of tho

Court. In my opinion, indeed, it raises an entirely new question as to tho

construction of the law governing ancient lights. Shortly stated, it may

be put thus :—Whether a man who has an easement over the land of his

neighbour in the shape of access of light and air for twenty years to a

small window may, under that right, build a large ond entirely new struc

ture overlooking his neighbour's land, and thereby acquire a perfectly new

and distinct easement over it, which his neighbour cannot prevent when ho

cannot block up the other light without also injuring the light iu the little

pane of glass which admitted the light before the new building was erected.

Certainly, before tho decision in 'Tapling v. Jones' (13 Weekly Reporter,

617) by tho House of Lords, it was never conceived in equity that a person

could possess such a right ; but we are bound by the judgmont of the

House of Lords, in which I must say I fully agree. Again, Viee-Chancellor

Kindersley, in the case of 'The Curriers' Company r. Corbett' (2 Drewry

and Smale, 355), thus deals with the subject of ancient lights :—1 Where

a house having ancient lights is pulled down and rebuilt, and tho ques

tion arises whether thechuracter of the ancient lights which belonged to tho

windows of the old house attaches to those of tho new house, it appears to
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me that the principle to be applied to the solution of the question is, to inquire

■whether the new windows would impose upon the servient tenement, either

an additional servitude to that to which it was subjected when the old

house existed, or a different servitude from that which previously existed.'

I think the view taken by Vice-Chancellor Kindersley is the correct view

of the law of the case, and ' Tapling v. Jones ' does not overrule the doctrine,

which appears to me to be founded on immutable principles of equity.

' Tapling v. Jones ' decides this—that no alteration of the ancient light

will justify the owner of tho servient tenement in obstructing it; but

whether the obstruction of that light is a matter to be estimated in

damages or restrained by injunction is, I conceive, a totally different matter.

It may no doubt be laid down as a general axiom, that where a man

possesses a right to light and air over the property of another, the obstruc

tion of which is punishable at law in the shape of damages, a Court of

Equity will by an injunction prevent the obstruction ; but when the owner

of the ancient light so deals with it as to alter its character, and converts

it into a totally different easement over his neighbour's land, and one which

prevents him from enjoying his property as ho might have done at any

time before the ancient light was so altered, then I am of opinion that

the owner of tho servient tenement is not debarred from the enjoyment of

his land as theretofore, but that if in asserting such enjoyment he un

avoidably interferes with the ancient light of the owner of the dominant

tenement, then the only compensation that owner can obtain is

in the shape of damages, and he is not entitled by the insidious

use of his own property to deprive a neighbour of a portion

of that neighbour's property. He is still entitled to compensation for

the obstruction of the light and air which he formerly enjoyed ; but by his

own act he has deprived himself of the right to call for tho aid of a court

of equity to assist him. These are my opinions, and I certainly think it

advisable that the point should be settled. There are, however, two rooms

containing windows in the plaintiff"s new building, to which the considera

tions I have stated do not apply. These rooms were each 10 feet 3 inches

by 10 feet 8 inches, and they wore used, it was said, as rooms in which

writing was to be done ; but I do not think they could be used by their

situation for any such purpose. They were 26 feet from the defendants'

building ahio, and in my opinion the diminution of light is not sufficient to

induce me to interfere so far as regards them. The bill will be dismissed ^

but I shall give leave to the plaintiff to bring such action for damages as he

may be advised.

To the Editor of The Architect.

Church Benches.

Pin,—There arc many small annoyances to which we arc subjected from

childhood, which from custom come to be borne without much protest.

Among these, I think, I may reckon the weekly onslaught on hats which

takes place at church, cither from our own feet or those of our neighbours.

I sometimes fancy there must be a conspiracy between the guild of hatters

and some tremendously conservative old fairy, who hate change and im

provement, to keep us in a state of serfdom to a conventionality which,

were it told of a nation wearing turbans, would much astonish us.

Some attempts wero made in the time of square pews to provide accom

modation for hats, in tho shapo of wrought-iroii ornamental standards,

painted and gilt, and many of them of no mean design ; but these were

luxuries chiefly confined to parish dignitaries. At the same time, we also

find the walls of aisles and galleries furnished with pegs on which to hang

our silks and beavers ; but though I object to plain whitewashed walls in a

church, and daresay the light and shade on hats may be a fine study in

sciography, I do not think intermittent rows of them between the windows,

or even on the window sills, are the most appropriate wall decoration. Still

the general alternative is not a pleasant one, of putting the hat under the

scat, whenco it comes after service kicked, scratched, and covered with dust

or mud.

I have, in one or two places, seen slips like the runners of drawers fixed

undor the 6oat, in which the rim of the hat is to run ; but hats are not all

of the same sizo—mine being small has slipped out, and como to grief.

Again, these are seldom in number sufficient for every member of the con

gregation to have one, and in that case you are sure to find that the nearest

one to you is in front of a lady.

Those lucubrations, as Addison would have called them, set me thinking

whether a simple contrivance could not be found which would lessen the

■evil in some degree.

I have adopted the method shown in tho accompanying diagram in three

churches, built or altered by me, and I believe it has satisfactorily answered

the purpose. Bench ends 17 inches or 18 inches wide, space between

16 inches, seats 14 inches, are about the minimum dimensions, I think, for

comfortable seats.

The raking boarding underneath the seats, on which is fixed a nail or

peg in front of each person, is a support to the seat, rendering a less number

of standards necessary. It provides hat room out of footway, yet allows

space for tho feet of the person in front, when kneeling, and place for a

moderately-sized hassock for the one behind.

Such is my method. Others may have adopted a similar or better plan,

for all I know ; but I think these hints, if you choose to publish them, may,

if they produce no better result, cause some folks to have one wound less

iu their hats on a Monday morning.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

27, Great James Street, Bedford Row. George Row Ciaeke.

Josiah "Wedgwood.

Sir,—In the excellent, and in most respects discriminative, notice of

Josiah Wedgwood which appeared in your issue of April 17, I observe one

or two passages which, I think, convey very erroneous impressions as to

the great potter's labours, and the spirit in which he worked. One is to

this effect :—' It is remarkable how all his efforts were directed toward the

one object of making pottery beautiful.' Surety if Wedgwood had one ob

ject in view beyond another, it was the rendering his wares perfectly

adapted to their use. I need hardly point out how his teapots are so

balanced that the lid does not tumble off till the long axis of the pot is ab

solutely vertical ; how no drop hangs to the spout of pot, jug, or ewer ; how

his plates are so fitted into one another that, though they be piled up by

scores, the superincumbent pressure never breaks those below, although

made of thin earthenware ; how the handles of his pitchers and jugs were

so placed that the fluid is delivered without effort by the spout, and never

over the sides of the mouth ; how his plates had rims for salt and mustard,

so contrived that these did not mix with the gravy ; and how his cups did

not slip about iu the saucers. These, and a hundred other little character

istics of his articles, show that he had a keener eye for purpose than any

previous or subsequent potter.

Also far more remarkable than his love of the beautiful was his desire to

apply pottery to purposes hitherto unattempted. His invention of the pyro

meter and of the fountain inkstand are two cases out of man; of consider

able inventive powers, quite independent of love of beauty.

Another erroneous observation is that ' Wedgwood never attempted the

manufacture of porcelain.' Tea and coffee services are not rare, made in

very fine porcelain, and especially services with British birds and garden

flowers painted on them.

Another observation to which I object is that ' neither his enthusiasm

nor his desire to extend his trade ever induced him to carry on an unpro

fitable branch of manufacture.' Now I never heard it doubted that the

production of busts and cameos, and especially the portrait series, involved

a very heavy loss ; indeed, no one could look over the trial models and

moulds of these (as I have done) without being convinced that tho outlay

was very great, and the returns nil. He delighted in that kind of wort,

and pursued it as a recreation. The history of the Portland Vase, too, is a

protest against such a statement.

I entirely agree with most of what your contributor states as to Wedg

wood's love of the pseudo-classical, the patchy nature of much of his work,

and the false tasto of a good deal ; his little appreciation of high art, and

(considering his love of the beautiful) his unaccountable neglect of such

artists as Flaxman ; but I am surprised to find no allusion made to Wedg

wood's efforts to introduce natural objects, especially plants, insects, shells,

and birds, effectively and artistically into his cheapest as well as into his

more expensive household wares. Like so many self-educated men,

Wedgwood's was a very incomplete and often incoherent character. A

keen tradesman and a clever adapter, with a wonderful eye for colour, form,

and purpose, he never aspired to be a true artist, nor to cultivate art from

a higher motive than a desire to please. Hence his commonest pieces, no

less than hisTarest, whilst gratifying the love of what is beautiful to the

eye, and perfect as regards manipulation, fail altogether to elevate the

taste, or to suggest the idea that thoir maker's artistic conceptions were

either of a very high natural or cultivated order.

Kew, April 21, 1869. J. D. Hooker.

Is a Supply of Good Air possible in Large Cities?

Sir,—As you did mo the honour of inserting in last week's ' Architect

my letter to Sir Charles Trevelyan with respect to the question, ' What is

the best site for the New Law Courts ? ' perhaps you will favour me with a

little space when treating of a matter of still more general interest. I do

not proposo to trespass much upon your columns ; since, indeed, my propo

sition would not be accepted, after any amount of disputation on my part,

by those who would deny that the merits of my suggestion were self-

evident.

Mr. Ruskin some ten years ago, I think, recommended the adoption of

the Gothic style of architecture by builders generally, no matter whether

the contemplated structure was to be a public building or a row of private

houses. This proposal did not meet with much attention, simply because

mere ornament (so far as it can be dissociated from utility) never can very

largely attract the sympathies of any great number of persons. I am now

going to propose, through the medium of your Journal, the general adoption

of a species of facade which will be not only much more beautiful than

anything proposed by Mr. Ruskin, but which, besides costing little, can

actually bring pure air to tho door of every inhabitant in every city in the

world. This 'towns' improvement' is nothing more or less than the

general planting of ivy and other similar plants in the fronts of buildings of

every description, particularly in the case of private and non-trading streets.

But there is really no physical difficulty in the way of rearing such plants,

or shrubs shall I call them ? even in the most active thoroughfares. Did the
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Government exert itself to have this urban reform adopted, there is not the

slightest ground for doubting that towns would become equally as healthy

as the country.

It is unnecessary for me to proceed to prove that the vital properties of

our atmosphere are derived from plants and vegetable life, and, to some

slight extent, from the waters of the ocean. The want of good air, then, in

cities is owing to our forgetfulness of the primary and natural sources

whence good air is derived. I used to hear a tradition, when my experience

was yet unripe, that the venison which tasted so deliciously in the City

taverns was really reared in cellars underground in the Minories. If my

suggestion, however, be adopted, we may fairly look for a r>ts in urbe in

respects more important than the production of venison—and that is, in the

preservation of health and the prolongation of human life.

Finding a large portion of the legal profession in favour of the Carey

Street site for tho Law Courts, I began to consider whether there could be

any remedy for the pestilent air which must be breathed in courts erected

in so unhealthy a district. I know not whether my suggestion, much less

the history of its development in my own consciousness, may be interesting

to your readers. But I have been led to consider tho general question

of air in cities ; and, I think, certainly nothing can be said against

my views on the point, except, perhaps, that very important effects could

not be expected to ensue from the adoption of so simple and inexpensive a

plan.

Hoping that you will excuse my thus trespassing on your columns,

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

Gray's Inn, April 15, 1869. " Johx p. O'Haea.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

The Bengal High Court.—This building, which is now in course of

■erection, consists of a rectangular parallelogram, covering nearly three acres

of ground. It has three storeys, and is 88 feet high from the road to the

parapet. The large central tower is 36 feet square, and 230 feet in height.

The interior quadrangle has vaulted cloisters, or corridors, all round on tho

two lower storeys, whilst on the third storey the corridors are on two sides

only. There are six large carriage entrances. The two court rooms will

be much larger, when completed, than the House of Commons or the House

of Lords. The rooms on the ground floor are set apart for clerks' offices,

principally natives, and the heavy records of the courts. The tower above the

ground floor will be used as the depository for wills and other valuable

records. On the first floor there are in all seven courts of law, with retiring

rooms for tho judges, a judges' library, a bar library, with consultation

room and retiring rooms, attorneys' rooms, native pleaders' rooms, petty

jury rooms, a private office for the registrar, and a room for the Chief

Justice's clerk, with a number of bath rooms and other subsidiary conve

niences. There are chambers also which will bo,let to barristers.

A New Post-Offloe for Rochester and Chatham is decided on.

At Sunderland the foundation-stone of a new United Presbyterian

church has been laid for the congregation of tho Rev. Mr. Angus. It is to

be seated for about 900, and to cost 3,500/., exclusive of the site.

The New Assembly Room, Ryde (I. of W. ).—This Assembly Room,

and the approaches thereto, have been completed, with the exception of a

littlo painting and a few minor matters.

St. Michael's Church, Dumfries.—It has just been proposed, in the

Dumfries Town Council, that the plans for reseating St. Michael's Church

be reproduced and reconsidered. The Clerk hoped that the Council, for

the sake of consistency, would not entertain any such proposal, and ex

plained that the plans had not only been submitted to the heritors, but

they had been before the Presbytery and were approved of.

Salisbury Cathedral.—It has been decided to proceed with the restora

tion of the Lady Chapel of this Cathedral forthwith.

The Railway Station at Winchester has been considerably increased

in size, and more accommodation in tho waiting rooms has been accorded.

Congregational Chapel (I. of Wight).—On the 14th this place

of worship was opened by an afternoon service, after which a public tea

was given at the Foresters' Hall, which was crowded to excess.

Union Churoh, Hanwell, has just been opened. The style is Geo

metrical Gothic of the period of Edward VI. C. Jones, Esq., of Ealing,

the architect ; Messrs. Gibson Bros., builders.

The Foundation-stone of a new place of worship has been laid by

Lord Grosvenor for St. Barnabas district, Pimlico ; and a new church has

been opened at Matlock Bath, for tho poor of the parish. Tho seats aro

to bo free.

At the late Meeting of the Florence Land and Public Works

Company, the report stated that works to tho extent of 1 72,7-10/. have

been completed and paid for, yielding a satisfactory profit ; while with

regard to the building land in the possession of the company, con

sisting of about seventeen English acres in tho city, various operations

have already been carried out calculated to lead to a good return. A pro

posal to issue 50,000/. in 0 per cent, obligations at the price of 80, redeem

able at par by annual drawings within ten years, was agreed to.

The Central Pacific Railway Works, to protect tho line from the

heavy falls of snow to be expected in certain sections, consist of a shed-

covering, twenty-two miles in length. This shed is sixteen feet in width,

and sixteen feet in height, not including the pitch of tho roof. The sides

are enclosed, and were it not that daylight penetrates tlirough the interstices,

the whole would be like a huge tunnel. Tho building is braced together in

a peculiar manner, and is, in addition, firmly bolted to tho rocks near the

face of a cliff. Where snow-slides are to bo feared, an extension of the

roof has been carried to tho cliffs, so that falling masses shall pass over

the building, and lodge upon the other side.

The Churoh on Southernhay, Exeter, belonging to tho Independents,

lately destroyed by fire, was being erected by Messrs. Bragg and Dyer, of

Paignton. The foundation-stone was laid in June last by Mr. Alfred

Rooker, of Plymouth.

Grove Road Chapel, Victoria Park, was built for the Baptist denomi

nation, and was a very ecclesiastical Gothic building, without school-rooms

or sufficient vestry accommodation. It has now been sold, and another

place of worship will shortly be erected, the congregation holding posses

sion of the present structure until November.

The Presbyterian congregation of Dr. Roberts at Carlton Hill, St.

John's Wood, have commenced to build a new place of worship for them

selves. It is to have a spire, and to be seated for 570 on the ground

floor.

Canton, Cardiff.—Tho foundation-stone of a new chapel has been

laid at Canton, Cardiff. The cost, including several class-rooms, is esti

mated at 2,600/.

Chesterfield is to have a now chapel, the foundation-stone having been

just laid. The building belongs to the United Methodist Free Church, and

is intended to seat 850 persons, at a cost of 2,500/.

Bethesda Chapel, Lynn.-—The corner-stone of new schools in con

nection with this place of worship has been laid by J. Brough, Esq. Tho

building is estimated to cost 470/.

The New Church for the United Presbyterian body, in Lower Abbey

Street, Dublin, was opened a few days since. The cost will be 4,800/.

Mr. William Fogerty, architect ; Messrs. Crowe, builders.

The New Offices of the Ro3'al Insurance Company in Dame Street,

Dublin, erected from tho designs of Mr. W. G. Murray, have been finished

and handed over by the contractor, Mr. John Nolan, of Meredyth Place.

New Chancel and Alterations.—On Sunday the new chancel and

additions to the church of St. James (Roman Catholic), Marsh Lane,

Bootle, near Liverpool, wero solemnly consecrated. There are choristers'

stalls of pitch pine, and an altar of marble and alabaster. A quaint and

massivo arch opens into the nave of the older church, and the roof is of

curved and moulded coupled rafters. Tho work has been executed by

Mr. Ray, builder, of Liverpool, from the designs of tho architects, Messrs.

M. E. Hadfield and Son, of Sheffield.

Hertford.—St. Andrew's Church is to be rebuilt. The chancel and

transepts alone will cost 2,223/.

Dorking.—The new aisle on the south side of St. Paul's Church has

been recently completed. It is in the Early Decorated English Style. Tho

church was built in 1857 at the sole co9t of the late Mr. J. H. Labouchere,

who also added an aisle on the north side about five years since.

Manchester.—The foundation-stone has been laid of a church in the

Waterloo Raad, Chectham, dedicated to St. John the Evangelist. The church,

the site and structure of which aro to cost 10,000/., is to be built and endowed

at the cost of Mr. Lewis Loyd, of Monk's Orchard, Surrey. Tho stylo will

be Early Gothic of the thirteenth century. Tho towor will rise to a height

of 130 feet.

Pelton (Durham) church has received the addition of a new scuth porch,

through the liberality of a parishioner. It is in the Early English style.

The foundation-stone of a new bridge over tho valley of the river

Hebble, at Halifax, was laid with much ceremony a short while since. The

new bridge, which is to be of iron, with two spans of 160 feet, is to be built

by the corporation of the town at a cost of 21,000/.

Macclesfield Militia Barracks.—At the last Khutsford Quarter Ses

sions, Mr. J. U. Gaskell moved for a grant out of the county stock, not

exceeding the sum of 250/., for the purpose of repairs and alterations of tho

Macclesfield Militia Barracks. The grant was allowed, together with an

additional amount for fixtures.

The New Asylum at Caterham.—The ceremony of laying tho foun

dation-stone of the new asylum at Caterham, one of the buildings to be

erected under the Metropolitan Asylums District Act, 1867, for the accom

modation of the imbecile or infirm poor of London, took place on Saturday.

In the cavity of the stone a vase of coins was deposited, and also a list of

the managers, a copy of the Act of Parliament, &c.

The New Dead Meat Market at Smithfleld.—It is stated that a

portion of the iron work in the New Dead Meat Market is defective, and that

the works lately in progress have been stopped, pending the results of an

inquiry.

New Blackfriars Bridge is to be opened in July next, a month in

which the inauguration of the Ilolbom Viaduct is likewise promised.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OVB

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

Seldom, perhaps never, have valuable collections of world-wide colebrity

been brought to the hammer in Paris in such rapid succession as those tho

fate of most of which we have noticed in these pages. The auction of the

Soult collection began the series, and then followed those of Pourtales, Do

Moray, San Donato, Dclessert, and now we havo to montion yet another no

less important—namely, that, of M. Ed. Fould, who breaks up his establish

ment in order to live in tho ' sunny south.' The sale lasted four days, and

included, (1st day) the pictures, (2nd day) plate, (3rd day) cameos and

antique jewellery, &c, and (4th day) snuff and bonbon boxes, of which

there were no less than sixty-eight, and lastly, a small but costly scries of

Limoges enamils (including an oval plaque 16" x 12", by Jean Courtois),

statues, china, bronzes, &c. We will content ourselves by noticing the chief
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pictures only, although the catalogue contained but fifteen, which together

fetched 2.51,850 francs, or rather over 10,000/. The highest bid, amounting

to 63,000 francs, was for a Lancret ; the next highest was 52,000 francs for

a Pater ; both sylvan scenes, formerly in Lord Pembroke's collection, and

now bought by the Marquis of Hertford. A third picture caused much

lively bidding, partly for its own sake, partly from the fact that it has suc

cessively belonged to the Duchess of Orleans and Prince Domidoff. This

was a ' Samson amongst the Philistines,' by Decamps, and was bought by

M. Bisehoffsheim, the well-known Brussels banker, for 40,500 francs. A

Wouvermann, 6' 2" x 4' 4", realised 20,000jfranes (to Count Tolstoy) ; a

Meissonnior 14,200 francs ; and ' Poultry ' by Hondeeoeter and by Jean

Weenix were both bought by Mr. Rutter, "for the South Kensington

Museum, for 14,200 francs.

The Institute Gold Medal.

It may bo interesting to our readers to seo a list of some of the principal

published works of Professor C. R. Lepsius, to whom Her Majesty's

Bold Medal was presented last Monday. We give them chronologically

arranged :—

Lepsius, C. R. Das Todtenbuch der Aegypter nach dem hieroglyphischen

Papyrus in Turin. Leipzig. 4to. 1842.Reise des Prof. Lepsius von Theben nach der Halbinsel des Sinai

vom 4. Marz bis zum 14. April 1845. Berlin. 8vo. 1846.A Tour from Thebes to the Peninsula of Sinai, &c. Translated

from the German by C. H. Cottrell. London. 8vo. 1846.Die Chronologic der Aegypter. EinleitungundorsterTheil; Kritik

derQuellen. Berlin. 4to. 1849.DenkmSler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien. 12 vols. Plates. Fol.

Berlin, 1849-59. [This is the only work of Lepsius in the

library of the Institute.]Discoveries in Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai

(1842-45), during the Mission sent out by His Majesty Frederick

William IV. of Prussia. London. 8vo. 1852.Letters from Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai. Trans

lated by Leonora and Joanna B. Horner. London. 8vo. 1853.The XXIL Egyptian Royal Dynasty, with somo Remarks on tho

XXVI. and other Dynasties of the New Kingdom. Translated

by Wm. BelL London. 8vo. 1859.

. Aelteste Texte des Todtenbuchs nach Sarkophagon des altiigyp-

tischen Reichs im Berliner Museum. Berlin. 4to. 1867.

Indian Railways.

From the financial statement by Sir Richard Temple, before the Legisla

tive Council of the Governor-General of India, it appears that during the

past official year the gross traffic receipts of Indian Railways were so much

less than had been expected, as to entail upon the Government the payment

of nearly half-a-million (as guaranteed interest on railway capital, less net

traffic receipts) more than had been estimated for at the commencement of

the year. Notwithstanding this temporary drawback, for temporary it will

most probably prove, it is satisfactory to find that the half million of gross

receipts, which the Indian railways returned in 1860, has now grown to

near six millions, and the quarter of a million of net receipts, for the same

period, to between two and three millions ; thus clearly proving the appre

ciation in which those lines of railway are held by the natives; the traffic

during the past year having amounted to some three millions of tons of

goods, and about sixteen millions of passengers. On tho 77 millions of

capital raised for the construction of railways in India, there accrued during

the past year 3f millions of interest due to the shareholders under guarantee

from the Indian Exchequer. The gross traffic earnings of tho year on the

4,000 miles of railway opened in India amounted to 5J millions paid into the

Imperial treasuries, which sum was, however, reduced by exchange to 5J mil

lions. The working expenses, amounting to 3 millions, left 2^ millions of net

traffic receipts, which latter sum being deducted from the 3| millions of gua

ranteed interest, leaves a sum of 1J millions debitable to the finances of tho

Indian Government for the year 1868-69. It is expected that, as the con

struction of railways in India will be going on probably at the rate of 3 or

4 millions annually for some years to come, this item of 1 J millions for

guaranteed interest will not presently decreaso, but that it may increase

to lj millions.

The not traffic earnings for the current year will, it is anticipated, be

sufficient to return the following rates of interest on paid up capital, namely

on the East Indian Railway 4£ per cent., on the Great Indian Peninsula

3 per cent., on the Madras Railway 3 per cent., and on the other lines from

1 to 2 per cent.

Piercing the Isthmus of Corinth.

With regard to the project of cutting through the Isthmus of Corinth, it

is thought at Athens that the present moment is peculiarly apropos, in as

much as the powerful machinery employed upon the Suez Canal may soon

be had very cheap, and plenty of workmen will be out of employ and glad

of this new 'job.' A glance at the map of the Mediterranean will show

how important such a canal would become for tho commerce of the French,

Italian, and Austrian harbours with Smyrna, Constantinople, and the

Black Sea. The harbours at either end would not require any great outlay,

whilst the Canal itself would only be 3} English miles in length. The

chief difficulty will bo to cut through a hill of chalkstone, a mile wide at

its narrowest point, and 250 feet above the level ofthe sea. It is calculated

that a channel 150 feet wide and 40 feet deep will require tho removal of

about 12 million cubic yards of earth and rock. There can be no doubt that

a canal would be of far greater real utility to the Greeks than an ironclad

fleet wherewith to drivo the Turkish fleet from the Archipelago.

The Right Use of "Works of Art.

The Louvre, with all its recent additions, and including the continuation

of the great gallery by the side of the river, now nearly ready, possesses no

less than 142 rooms and galleries for the exhibition of works of art and

antiquities ; yet so immense is the collection belonging to this grand

national museum that hundreds of pictures remain in the store rooms for

want of wall space to hang them. This is not surprising when we learn

from a report by the Comte de Nieuwerkcrke, superintendent of the Beaux-

Arts, that during the last fifteen years 45,000 pictures, statues, and anti

quities have been added to the store.

Tho Government has wisely determined that tho surplus treasures of the

Louvre, whatever be their value, Bhall no longer bo hidden away in store

rooms, but made subservient to the purposes of art education and the culti

vation of tho public taste. The Louvre can scarcely be enlarged, 'and

besides, many of the works in question would be little moro than duplicates

in effect, as works by nearly all the masters are to bo found on the walls ;

the palaces are well stocked with works of art ; and it has been resolved

that those pictures and other productions of art which are net required in

the great Paris gallery, shall be distributed amongst the churches and

museums of those towns which have shown a desire to encourage art by the

establishment or the retention of their local galleries, by exhibitions and

other means.

With the view of carrying out this judicious arrangement, lists are now

being prepared by the conservators of the galleries of the Louvre of such

works as may be spared from that collection, and these lists are to be re

vised by a special commission consisting of twelve members, with Count

de Nieuwerkerke as president. The members of this commission represent

the chief bodies in the state and the Academy of the Beaux-Arts, the

members being M. Chaix d'Est Ange, senator ; M. Merimeo, senator and

member of the French Academy; M. A. Le Roux, vice-president, and

Comte Welles de la Valette, memberof the Corps Legislatif ; the Vicomte de-

Roug6, of the Council of State ; with five artists, namely, MM. Cabanel,

Gerfime, Gatteaux, Guillaume and Cavelier, and the Vicomte Henri Dela-

borde, conservator of the Print-room in the Bibliotheque Imperiale, all

mombcrs of the Academic des Beaux-Arts. When this commission has de

cided on the works to be dispersed, the Senate will be asked to grant the

Government permission to dispose of this portion of the property of the

Crown, and many a provincial gallery will receive a welcome addition to

iU stores.

A Sketch of the Seine and the Maxne in Old Times.

M. Alphand, engineer of the Bois de Boulogne and all the public gardens

and promenades of Paris, has made a series of researches respecting the

early condition of the Seine, and has arrived at the conclusion that it was

formerly a mightier river than the Mississippi.

Deposits of river-sand and shells have been found on the heights around

Paris, at Charonne and the Barriere d'ltalie, amongst others. Between

these two points the stratum of sand is about four miles wide, and the Seine,

it is assumed, must have covered this entire space. It covered the plain of

Vinccnnes, where many sand-pits are now being worked which formed part

of the ancient bed of the river, especially near the village of Montreuil,

famous for peaches. These sands abound in remains of extinct animals—

elephas primigenius, rhinoceros etruscus, hippopotamus major, cervus-

elephus, bison europseus, &c.

The Seine is now curved in a most fantastic manner, and divided in

many places into several channels ; but it appears in old times to have

flowed straight through Paris, and to have been nearly twenty miles wide

at that part where it flowed over what is now called the Plains of St.

Denis, that great desolate tract of land seen behind Montmartre.

At present the course of the Seine from Paris to Rouen is 152 miles, and

from Rouen to Havre 76 miles—in all 228 miles ; but in ancient times

its course was direct, and did not exceed 142 miles in total length. At

high-water, the maximum outflow must, according to M. Alphand, have

been 60,000 tons per second, or twenty-four times that of the present

river.

In consequence of the increase in tho incline of its bed—the fall is now

between six and seven inches per mile, on the average—the rapidity of the

Seine became so great that the level was gradually lowered, the windings

of the river wore produced, little by little, and the banks left as they are at

present.

In constructing the aqueduct for bringing the waters of the Dhuys to

Paris, the sand deposit* in the valley of the Marno, which are at an altitude

of rather less than 180 feet, were carefully examined, and the inference is

that this river also was of immense size. Those who saw the valley of the

Marne, as we did three years since, during the inundations, might form

some idea of what that now modest stream was in the olden times ; for many

miles by tho side of the railway, and over a vast country on the confines of

the forest of Fontaincbleau, the waters lay in broad sheets over the valley,

factories and buildings of all kinds stood several feet deep in water, all

appearance of hedges, walls, or fences was obliterated, and the whole crop

of new-mown hay, mingled with uprooted trees, floated on the surface of

the turbulent flood.

English Honorary Members of the Boyal Academy of Vienna-

There appears to be somo uncertainty as to what English artists havo-

been honoured with diplomas appointing them Honorary Members of the

Royal Academy of Vienna ; but with regard to architects we can, speaking

on good authority, state that in addition to Mr. Gilbert Scott and Mr.

Street, whose names we havo already announced as thus recognised, the-

distinction has also been conferred on Mr. Waterhouso, Mr. E. M. Barry,

and the veteran Professor Donaldson.

America.

An evidence of tho improved industrial and financial condition of

the South is afforded by tho vast amount of building and property im

provements going on in New Orleans and its suburbs. What is remarkable,

there has never before been a time when buildings could be erected at so

little cost in that city. All building material which is produced in the

South may be now obtained for the same—if not lower—prices in green

backs than before the war in gold. Every article, however, that comes

from the North is fully up to the gold standard, and has always been so.

In consequence of tho cheapness of lumber, &c, parties who havo never

before considered themselves able to build, are now erecting residences of

their own. This is certainly a fortunate state of things for the residents of

the Crescent City.
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Abyssinian Goldsmith's "Work.

The Abyssinian ■war, however satisfactory in many respects, was emi

nently disappointing as regards literature, architecture, or in short any

of the humanising arts. From the mysterious land of Prester John

one could not help expecting, or at all events hoping, that some traces of

Toyal and . ecclesiastical dignity might be found worthy of its mythic

mediaeval fame, nor could the veracious narratives of Bruce and later tra

vellers entirely destroy these hopes. The unerring evidence of photo

graphy soon gave a rude shock to any such anticipations by showing us

churches which resembled badly-constructed barns or haystacks, and

fospels whose illustrations could not pass muster for the heading of a

even Dials ballad. At length, after the capture of Magdala, the arrival

of the royal insignia of Theodore dispelled all illusions that might still

linger as to possibilities of barbaric pearl and gold yet to be found. A

royal robe of coarse and gaudy silk and gold, of European mako, a seal

which honestly announced itself as the work of a well-known London

house, and a cap of red velvet and gold thread which might have issued from

the property-room of a transpontine theatre—these were all which be

tokened the royal state of the terrible monarch. It seemed, indeed, that

the Abyssinians bad attained to that condition of pure reason sighed after

in Pope's ' Martinus Scriblerus,' and could conceive of abstract power

unaccompanied by outward symbols, even of a Lord Mayor without fur

and chain. A late arrival at the South Kensington Museum tends, how

ever, to show that the eaters of live beefsteaks are not altogether transcen

dental or unaffected by outward pomp. The actual royal diadem ofAbyssinia,

or what may fairly be presumed to be such, was taken at Magdala, and

having been transferred by the Secretary of State for India to the authorities

of the South Kensington Museum, is now to bo seen among the other

objects brought from Abyssinia. The shape of this somewhat cumbrous

head-dress much resembles that of a cupola: the material is silver-gilt

filigree, of the same character as an armlet, a coffee cup-holder, and other

objects in the same case, and which travellers in Nubia and more

Southern provinces will at once recognise us a special manufacture of those

districts. That the work of the crown is somewhat more clumsy than

that of these smaller specimens is not perhaps unsatisfactory evidence

of its genuineness as pointing to a more remote date, when their artists

may have been less technically skilful than at present. Hound the base

are some ornamental pieces of similar work set with what may be garnets

and emeralds ; but look, at any rate, through the glass, suspiciously like

pastes. A small painting of a cherub's head under crystal—its com

panion seems missing—is interesting even in its rude colouring. On the

upper part of the dome are four plates, of silver gilt, showing the figures of

the Evangelists with their respective emblems, drawn in the same feeble

style as characterises all the religious figures on the crosses from that

country. These ornaments, and the cherubs' heads above-mentioned,

are, however, not without significance as typifying the union of king

and priest in one person common in many ancient nations, and may,

perhaps, be the sole surviving feature of the mythic priest-king of me

diaeval legend. A somewhat ludicrous effect is produced by a plain silver

tube, which, issuing from the top ofthe crown, appears intended to act as a

ventilator. Its real office was doubtless that of a plume-case or socket,

as is shown by a screw which descends internally, and which, instead

of being cut in the thickness of the metal, as with us, is formed by a

thin silver wire applied with great skill to its surface. Would not

the effect of the crown as really worn bo rendered more obvious by

the insertion of a plume? We offer this suggestion. Altogether this

may bo safely pronounced the most interesting of the spoils which

that singularly barren and savage territory has yet rendered to our

researches.

Ceylon Railway.

The working of this line of railway seems calculated to prove very

successful from a financial point of view ; the receipts on the 75 miles

opened having amounted, in October last, to 48/. 13*. 8d. per mile, a sum

considerably in excess of the earnings of any Indian line of railway.

Interesting Discovery.

Some remains of Greek art have recently been exhumed from the bed of

the river Indus near a village called Kokri, in the Bunnoo district. Three

beautifully sculptured heads which were found among them have been pre

sented to the Lahore Museum.

(Jpnpral.

Surveyorship of Liverpool.—With regard to tho lately announced

withdrawal of Mr. Bobson's resignation, a correspondent informs us that

some modifications in the duties of the office have been proposed, and are

under consideration, but that the whole subject has been referred to the

Finance Committee of the Corporation.

Berkhamstead Industrial Exhibition.—It is proposed that another

Industrial Exhibition of local manufacture and works of art bo held in

connection with tho Berkhamstead Mechanics' Institute in 1870.

Yarmouth Castle.—This ancient castle, built in the reign ofHenry VIII.,

and repaired in 1855, is now completely dismantled.

Antiquarian.—Excavations were carried out lately at Pompeii, in the

presence of the Prince and Princess of Piedmont. Senator Professor

Fiorelli caused the earth to be removed which covered some houses. There

whs found in one of them a bronze seal, the length and thickness of a finger,

with the name of its owner : ' Pantera, ton of Cajus and of the Flaminian

tribe.' They also found a wooden casket, encircled by bands of bronze with

graceful decorations ; amongst others six heads of the same metal and of

fine workmanship ; the wood was almost entirely consumed by the damp,

excepting parts near the hinges. They also discovered a brazier in smooth

bronze, objects in glass (most of them in pieces), and a woman's necklace in

blue glass. These objects indicate, that their owner enjoyed a certain

position of ease. They did not present any remarkable appearance.—

Athenaum.

The Caverns at Guildford.—Through the exertions of Mr. Maedouald

(late Corporal Macdonald, Royal Engineers) the remarkable caverns at

Guildford have been to some extent cleared of the debris with which they

were found encumbered. The passages leading to the different sub

terranean chambers can now be traversed with ease, and inspection made

under conditions more favourable to the formation of a right judgment as to

the real object and use of excavations which have elicited so many conflicting

opinions. The work of clearance has not yet proceeded far enough to

admit of an examination of the floors. When these are reached, it i s

expected that discoveries will be made which will place beyond dispute the

purposes to which the chambers were originally applied. A safe place of

access is being formed for the public, and, if the necessary consent can bo

obtained from the owners of the soil, in all probability the caverns will be

opened for the inspection of the curious during the coming summer.

Discovery of an Ancient Saltpit at "Weymouth.—The ravages made

by the sea on the shore at Smallmouth have lately brought to light what is

evidently one of the saltpans or salines in use by ancients for tho manu

facture of salt. It is a circular trough, six or seven feet in diameter,

formed of well puddled clay. It has two openings lined with slabs of

Kimmeridge shale to a thickness of about two inches, one of these channels

being covered by a slab of similar material. The outer edge of the basin

sloped for about two feet until it reached the level of the ground. About

fifty yards distant was uncovered some masonry, apparently of Saxon

construction, but unfortunately it was destroyed almost as soon as dis

covered and the stones carried away; Portions of British-Roman pottery

were also found near, and some perforated stones, which are supposed to

have been worn as charms. The mention of salterns or saltpans occurs

frequently in the early history of Weymouth, and it is on record that King

Athelstan, in remorse for the murder of his brother, granted to the Abbey

of Milton ' all the water within the shore of Weymouth, and half the stream

of Weymouth out at sea, twelve acres in support of the wear and its officer,

and three theynes, and a salttrn by the wear.' The locality indicated is

probably the neighbourhood of Wyke, and if so, it is possible that the relic

lately unearthed formed part of King Athelstan's grant. Many an anti

quarian ' air-castle ' has been built on a far less tangible foundation.

Foreign Trade of Belgium.—The principal (the enumerated) exports

from Belgium in the year 1868 show an increase in value of 7 percent,

over the year 1867, and the principal imports an increase of 12 per cent.

There were exported in the year 1868 3,758,622 tons of coal, or at least

very nearly that quantity, the tonneau being 40 lbs. less than our ton ;

3,611,721 tons to France ; both quantities are larger than those of 1867,

but not so large as those of 1866. Belgium imported in 1868 the unusual

quantity of 396,281,584 kilogrammes (of 2-20 lbs. each) of iron ore and

filings; but the export of iron ore and filings exceeded 136 million kilo

grammes. The iron exports of Belgium in 1868 comprised 70,550,802

kilogrammes of rails (chiefly to Russia), 14,412,891 kilogrammes sheets,

and 70,615,781 kilogrammes of other kinds of iron, including wire, a large

proportion of these exports going to France; 10,611,895 kilogrammes of

nails, and 6,357,206 kilogrammes of other iron wures, the import of iron

wares into Belgium (not including anchors and nails) amounting to

1,810,301 kilogrammes. Belgium exported also in 1868 arms of the value

of 14,871,527 francs, chiefly to France ; 39,234,996 kilogrammes of window

glass (17 millions to the United Kingdom), and plate glass of the value of

1,832,104 francs ; 17,689,358 kilogrammes of machines and machinery, the

quantity in 1867 being less than 11 millions, and the import of machines

and machinery in 1868 amounting to 4,230,014 kilogrammes, of which

2,727,555 kilogrammes were from the United Kingdom, our import of

machines and machinery from Belgium amounting to 714,713 kilogrammes.

The export of zinc, unwrought, from Bolgium amounted to nearly 34 mil

lion kilogrammes in 1868. Of paper Belgium exported 11,766,110 kilo

grammes, of which 7,337,861 went to the United Kingdom ; the import of

paper into Belgium was less than 800,000 kilogrammes. Belgium im

ported 3,144,665 kilogrammes of rags, and exported 4,234,626 kilogrammes.

Belgium exported 13,581,263 kilogrammes of refined sugar of all kinds,

and 27,076,634 kilogrammes of raw beetroot sugar ; and imported 17,967,926

kilogrammes of raw sugar of all kinds, chiefly from Cuba and Java, and

1,184,449 kilogrammes of refined sugar. Of textile manufactures the

accounts show an export of cottou tissues amounting to 2,357,605 kilo

grammes, and an import of 889,037 kilogrammes, besides tulle, lace, &c,

an export of 3,396,054 kilogrammes of tissues of flax, hemp, and jute.

The year's import of corn and flour exceeded 250 million kilogrammes ; of

raw cotton sixteen million kilogrammes ; of rice 32,246,201 kilogrammes ;

of salt, unrefined, 50,623,656 kilogrammes ; of coffee, 23,627,808 kilo

grammes ; of tobacco, unmanufactured, 7,532,624 kilogrammes ; of petro

leum, 38,199,468 kilogrammes refined, and 4,680,509 kilogrammes raw.

The import of woollen manufactures of all kinds was of the value of

17,306,810 francs, and the export of woollen cloths amounted to 1,845,457

kilogrammes.

The New Building Act.—It is probable that no attempt will be made

at present to obtain a new Metropolitan Building Act.

The Ingham Testimonial Infirmary.—Bean Waddington has given

300/. towards the erection of this infirmary in South Shields.

Discovery of Old Scottish Coins.—An important discovery of old

Scottish coins was recently made in a field near Prestonpans. There were

in all 114 coins, chiefly silver, dating from the reign of James III. to that

of Mary. The coins were lying in a heap, as if they had been originally

in a bag. Among them was a gold noble of the time of Mary. One of the

silver pieces had been struck in commemoration of Mary's marriage with

the Dauphin of France. It is dated 1558 ; and in addition to the mono

gram ' F.M.,' with the heraldic emblems of France and Scotland, there is
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the following Latin legend on the reverse—' Jam non sunt duo sed una

caro.' One of the silver coins, bearing the date 1558, is said to be

almost as perfect in its stamping as on the day when it left the Scottish

mint. A number of the coins have been deposited in the Edinburgh

Antiquarian Museum. Carberry Hill, the scene of Mary's surrender, is in

the neighbourhood of the place where the discovery was made.

Science and Art in Ireland.—The Eeport of the Commission on the

Science and Art department in Ireland has been issued. The object is to

bring into harmonious action all existing institutions in Ireland receiving

State grants for science and art. The commissioners do not recommend

the formation of a separate department for Ireland, but they think it

desirable that there should bo a General Industrial and Fine Arts Museum

in Dublin.

The Banish Church, in Wellclose Square, between the Tower and

Whitechapel, is levelled to the ground and carted away. The edifice, which

somewhat resembled the parish church of Kensington, was built in the

reign of William III., for the use and benefit of the Danish soamen.

Inside it, at the south-eastern corner, stood a Royal throne pew, intended

for the use of any of the reigning house of Denmark. The reredos over

the Communion table was surmounted by the Royal Crown of Denmark

and the emblem of the Christian faith ; and among the other contents of

the church was a heavy but handsome oak pulpit, ornamented with carved

wreaths of flowers and statuettes of the Apostles,

Local Art Union of Liverpool.—The Local Art Union of Liverpool

is now established. It has been specially authorised by the Lords of tho

Privy Council for Trade ; it is under the patronage of the three members

for the borough ; and it has at its back a committee composed of leading

members of tie Town Council and other prominent townsmen. Works of

art for the first distribution, to the value of over 1,2007., have been selected

from the exhibition and studio collections of Mr. Norbury. The collection

includes Mr. Norburys great picture of ' Caractacus leaving Britain a

Prisoner,' and ' The Return of St. John and Mary, the Mother of Christ,

from the Crucifixion.'

Sale of Property in Gloucester.—Some house property belonging to

the late Mr. R. Carter was sold by Messrs. Bruton and Knowles at the

Spread Eagle Hotel a few days since. A freehold twelve-quarter malthouso

and premises in St. John's Lane was bought by Mr. Long for 30W. The

residence No. 18 Brunswick Square was sold to Mr. Wingate for 480/.

Four residences in Hill Field Parade, held under tho Charity Trustees by

a lease of which seventeen years are unexpired, and subject to an annual

payment of 201., were sold to Mr. C. Carter for 950?.

Messrs. Christie & Manson will sell on Tuesday, May 4, at their

rooms, Mr. Barlow's very choice collection of Wedgwood ware. This

collection includes many fine samples engraved in Miss Meteyard's 'Life

of Wedgwood,' and the sale of it presents an opportunity not often offered

to connoisseurs.

On April 16, a portion of a large hall of a warehouse, situated between

King's Head Court and Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn, fell with a crash.

The workmen escaped without injury.

Indian Architecture.—For many years past there lay unnoticed in

the stables of Fife House a mass of old Indian marbles, whicli had been

brought over from Madras, hardly any one knew either when or why.

They were broken and uncomely ; and if any man had the wit to push

inquiries as to what they were and whence they came, ho was told they

were fragments of an Indian templo of which scarcely anybody in London

had ever heard tho name. If the inquirer went yet further, he might—or

might not—have learnt that these broken stones had been found, a good

many years ago, lying on the wharf at Madras, exposed to the wind and

rain, and that, after much writing of letters, they had been shipped for

England, where they had been tumbled oat on the yard of Fife House.

To ask how they came to be lying on the wharf at Madras was like going

back to the Deluge ; yet when curiosity pushed its way backwards, these

stones were traced to Mr. Walter Elliot, who, when acting as commissioner

at Guntoor, twonty-fbur years ago, had employed his leisure in grubbing

along the green slopes and mounds on tho river Kistna, after the fashion

then being set by Botta and Layard on the Tigris. Elliot had met with

much success in his labours, having unearthed a city and recovered an

ancient temple, tho details of whicli were of exceeding richness and im

portance. Nay, he had actually forwarded his wealth of examples to

Madras, in the hope of their reaching London, and making his name im

mortal. But—alas, for human hopes !—Elliot was no writer. He could

not tell his story in a way to arrest the public eye. Amravati was not a

Biblical city ; and, unlike the Tigris, the river Kistna had a foreign sound.

The temple which he had found was called a tope, the name and office of

which were alike unfamiliar to the English mind. The temple was

Buddhistic ; and, as Gotama Buddha is not mentioned in the Scriptures,

the stones of which his temple had been built in Amravati could not serve

to illustrate the form and site of Solomon's temple in Jerusalem. The stones

were at length sent to our India Museum in this country ; and when Mr.

Cole was laying out plans for our share in the French Exhibition, he proposed

to Mr. Fergusson, as the chief authority on Indian architecture, that some

casts and models of old Indian temples should be prepared under that gen

tleman's eye. Mr. Fergusson, who fell in with the suggestion, set to work ;

meaning at first to confino tho display-mainly to photographic studies of

Brahminical and Buddhistic works, backed by four or five casts from the

curious and beautiful marbles which had long boon shown in the old Indian

Museum in Lcadenhall Street. The pieces of stone were now picked up

and set in order. The separate slabs were copied. Soon these gentlemen

began to find that they had more in hand than a mass of stones. The

pieces fitted to each other. It was possible to build them up ; and as the

pile grew higher, it took a wondrous and comely shape. In fact, the old

Buddhistic Tope, under these skilful hands, came back, as it were, to lifo.

But this recovery of an ancient Buddhistic templo is far from being all

that we have gained. The recovery is that of an original record ; and we

have not only got possession of this record, but of its secret. The tope ia

a religious edifice, and the stones of which it is built are covered with

figures—figures of men, animals, trees, and reptiles. They are especially

covered writh trees and reptiles ; that is to say, with figures which appear

to be symbols of trees and reptiles. When it was resolved to issue copies

of the Amravati marbles, Mr. Fergusson suggested the addition of some

specimens of the yet more ancient tope of Sanchi, of which there happened,

to be a capital series of drawings, made by Colonel Maisy, of the Bengal

Army, in the India Museum. The Tope of Sanchi dates from the first

century of our era ; that of Amravati from the fourth. This additional

proposal was accepted by Sir Stafford ; and the consequence is, that we

have an excellent account, with specimens, of Buddhistic architecture in

India nearly coeval with the Temple of Herod and with the earliest Chris

tian edifices in Byzantium.—Abridged from the Journal of the Society of

Arts, April 9.

A General Building for the Scientific Societies.—Among the socie

ties inadequately accommodated are the Linnaeau, Geographical, Asiatic,

Microscopical, Meteorological, Ethnological, Philological, Numismatic, En

tomological, Chemical, Botanical, Geologists', Statistical, Syro-Egyptian,

Chronological, &c., and the Medical societies. Application has been made

to the Government fruitlessly from time to time by some of the societies,

and help is still looked for from that quarter. If accommodation cannot be

got from Government in some existing building, the favourite schemes now

contemplate getting a plot of land and building a common house in Borne

central situation. For this purpose a meeting will be shortly held.

The Bevonshire Bridges.—At the late meeting of the County Justices

the Clerk of the Peace read the following report of the Bridge Committee :—

The Committee report that at Eggesford Bridge the wing wall has been

washed away on the upstream side by the floods, and considerable incur

sions have been made in the banks of the watercourse on the same side, and

at no distant period the floods will in all probability furthor widen this

watercourse, so that the road will be endangered if precautionary measures

are not adopted : a further extension of the stone pitching or pavement on

the down-stream side is also necossary. The Earl of Portsmouth has offered

very liberally to contribute towards the expense of the work.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.—On Saturday last, the

members of this Society visited the St Thomas's Hospital, and the Lambeth

Section of tho Thames Embankment works, by permission of Mr. Henry

Curry and Mr. Bazalgette, this being the first visit of the season. Amongst

the gentlemen present were Mr. B. Haughton, President ; G. E. Eachus,

Past President ; Messrs. J. B. Walton, G. W. Usui, and R. M. Bancroft,

members of council ; and many other gentlemen. Amongst several things

seen and worth recording, a sample of the Portland cement used on the

Thames Embankment works was broken in presence of the members of the

Society, showing a tensile strength of 603 lbs. per square inch of section,

but most of the trials give a still greater average. It is worthy of remark

that the older the cement the greater is the strength.

Street Bangers.—A correspondent in the Units calls the attention

of tho City surveyors to tho dangerous condition of the house at the

north-east corner of Chatham Place, just abutting on the footway and

roadway of the temporary bridge at Blackfriars. He says :—' It is really

impossible to exaggerate the imminence of the peril to those who pass

near it. In spite of all supports, it is sinking fast, and the vibration

of the traffic that passes will continue to sink it every day till tho impend

ing ruin comes crash into the rood, overwhelming all beneath it.'

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

The Tottenham High Cross.

To the Editor of The Architect.

Sir,—Is the Tottenham High Cross one of the crosses erected in memory

of Queen Eleanor, such as the Waltham and Charing crosses ?

T. E. B.

The Cost of Contract Beeds.

In reply to ' South Wales's ' question—' What is the understood and

acknowledged rule among architects and builders as to who pays for pre

paring tho deed of contract ? ' I beg to state that the rule in my experience

of about thirty years has been :—If there was no mention made of a con

tract in the specification, the proprietor pays the cost, as it is presumed to

be entirely for his own further security. If mention has been made in the

specification of a contract, without stating in what proportions the deed

shall be paid by tho respective parties, the expenso shall bo paid one-half

by each. It appears to mo too bad in a proprietor, first to order a deed of

contract for a small job of 1,100/., and then request his tradesman to bo at

tlie expense of it. The sum charged also appears excessive.

Contracts follow much tho same manner us payment of schedules of

measurement. I am, &c,

April 20, 1869. North Beitain.

MEETINGS OP TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

IiOYAL AltCH.HOI.OCICAL INSTITUTE 01' GflKAT BUITAIK AND ItlELAXD.—Tho next

Monthly Meeting of this Society will be held on May 7, at 4 r.M.

Tub Architectural Association.—April yo, at 7*30 p.m.. G. H. Birch, Esq., on
4 The Domestic Architecture of London from the Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries.'

Associated Arts Institute.—May 1 , at 8-15 p.m., Montgonieric Banking, Esq., on
' Tho Renaissance Influence as Traced in the Elizabethun Dramatists.'

Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce.—
April 28, at 8 p.m., by T. Boger Smith, ' On the Duties of the Architect with Rcference.to
the Arrangement and Structure of a Building.' Sir Digby Wyatt will preside.

~Tuk Institution of Surveyors.—May 8, adjourned Discussion on 'The Sanitary
Treatment of the Bcfusc of Towns, and the Utilisation of Sewage,' by William Menzies,
member, at 8 p.m. ; and a paper will be read by Mr. W. Hope, ' On tho Distribution and

Utilisation of Sewage.'

Institution of Crm. ExaiNEEns.—Tuesday, April 27, at 8 p.m., ' On the Outfall of

the Eivcr Humber.' By Mr. William Shelford, M. Inst. C'.E.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

By Edward W. Godwin, F.S.A.

^HE YEAR 1869 will be a marked one, it

may be a very marked one, in tbe history

of the Royal Academy. Just 100 years

have passed since George Rex—more out

of consideration, we Bhould imagine, for his

friend Chambers, the surveyor, than for

any feeling or regard for art—approved of

the plan for a Royal Academy, a sketch of

which Chambers drew up in the short days

of the close of the year 17C8. It may perhaps be as well to remind

our readers that the ' Instnmient' which George R. issued from

St. James's, December 10, 1768, provided amongst other things—

1. That the Socioty should consist of forty members only (observe

the word only !). They were to be artists by profession—that is to

say, painters, sculptors, or architects.

2. The object of the Society was to promote the arts of design by

an annual exhibition, and by schools of design.

Since the foundation, sundry changes have taken place in the con

stitution of the Academy. First in importance was the institution

of the class of Associates on December 11, 17C9. At starting, this

class was limited to twenty. It has lately been extended to an un

limited number. As every one knows, it is from this class the Royal

Academicians are recruited. In 1853 engravers were admitted to all

the privileges of members, but their number was limited to two. In

1862 it was provided that there should be an honorary retired class of

Academicians, or Art-pensioners, and that the seat of the Academician

thus retiring should be 611ed up in the usual way. Last of all, there

are five honorary members who do nothing. Now it is clear from

the foregoing that there is no mystic charm about the number forty-

The 'forty only ' of the original Instrument has twice received acces

sions—first, by the liberal extension of Academy privileges to

engravers; and, second, by the creation of the class of retired

Academicians. Of this number, therefore, it can be no sacrilege to

speak plainly. Emphatically, then, tbe essential defect in the

Academy is its narrow limits. For even if we include the two

engravers, and allow the largest possible number for retired Academi

cians (say forty-two), there would not be sufficient room for those who

are full worthy of the Academical recognition for which they so

anxiously work. It surely needs neither argument nor statistics to

show that what was worthily representative of art in 1769, must be

utterly inadequate to the conditions of 1869. Break down the narrow

limits, and everything else follows. Your young artists will be more

likely to work honestly for Art's sake ; your schools will be more

hopeful ; more work and less talk will be the result ; good art will

be found to be its own reward ; discontent and disappointment will

only mean bad work, and the day of narrow distinctions will be a

thing of the past.

It would be Utopian to imagine that any wholesale reform can be

effected all at once. One very important step has already been taken

in widening the class of Associates (the A.R.A.'s) from twenty to an

indefinite number, so as to identify all the good workers with the

Royal Academy. To use Mr. Redgrave's words, 'it renders the

Associateship a substantive honour, and not necessarily a step to the

higher membership.' Or as Mr. Blaine puts it, 'according as art

expanded and population increased, so it would be open to men to be

elected Associates.' Which is much the same as Mr. Ruskin's panacea,

viz., to give the title A.R.A. as M.A. is given in our 'universities,

without any limitation of number." The practical outcome of this

liberal extension has hitherto been nil. We have still but twenty

Associates, and it becomes a question whether the recommendation of

the Royal Commissioners, that the number of the Associates 'should

be increased at once to fifty,' would not have been a wiser course,

considering the ultra-conservative policy of the Academy. To increase

the number of Academicians to fifty, and to have not less than double

that number of Associates, who should be members of the Corporate

body, and who should, jointly with the Academicians, constitute the

General Assembly, would be a noble and enduring monument in

i of the centenary of the Royal Academy. The

reform presents itself so clearly that it is a question whether it should

not have taken precedence. ' Honorary members ' should cease to be.

There can be no such thing as ' honorary ' in the empire of Art. The

whole thing is a frivolous and vexatious intrusion upon the original

intention of the founders. It finds no place in the Instrument of

December 10, 1768, for it was not until 1784 that the list of the five

Do-nothings* was complete; nor is the admission of lay or non

professional members into the Academy—no matter how active they

might be—desirable. The lay element, as it is called, whether

composed of Do-nothings or Busybodies, is equally out of place

within the walls of a real working Academy of Arts. The negation

of Do-nothing is perhaps on the whole to be preferred to the unwhole

some excitement which would be inevitable on the introduction of

the amateur element and the troublesome talkativeness of Dilettantism.

But although it may be bad policy to fuse the amateur with the pro

fessional, or combine the Dilettante with the Bread-winner, it by no

means follows that there is no alteration required. The Instrument

to which reference has more than once been made states that the

Academicians ' shall all of them be artists by profession at the time

of their admission, that is to say, painters, sculptors, or architects.'

At first the full number of the Academy was not filled up. The

original number of RA.'s was only thirty-six : of these there were

five architects and four sculptors. The painters at starting were thus

numerically three times as strong as the two other sister arts put to

gether. But architects were in the proportion of about one-seventh

the whole number. When the forty was made up, we find it com

posed of 29 painters, 6 sculptors, and 5 architects, architecture being

thus reduced to one- eighth of the whole number. During the 90

years following the first election, there were admitted into the

Academy 194 Associates, of which 16, or less than a twelfth, were

architects. From the 194 Associates, 120 have been raised to the full

rank of R.A. ; of these 12, or one-tenth, were architects. Again, be

tween 1841 and 1861 inclusive, 44 artists were elected Associates, 3

only were architects. During the same period there were 31 elections

to full membership, and 4 of these were architects. Now it is con

fessed that the principle which has guided the relative numbers in the

Academy is the very narrow one of the income which the Academy has

derived from its exhibitions. The painters telLus that it is theirpictures,

and theso alone, which draw the visitors—the architectural drawings

and the sculpture are as nothing; that as the shillings are drawn by

the moveable art (easel pictures), so the honours must go to the men

who provide these easel works. This is in effect to say that the Royal

Academy is nothing more than an exhibition. Architecture never

did and never can be represented upon the walls of an exhibi

tion. It can be symbolically set forth by means of certain drawings.

But these drawings have no more right to be considered architecture

than have those bits of pasteboard called 'keys' (which painters

sometimes use to explain their works) to be considered paintings.

The country's annual progress in easel painting may be seen in the

summer months on the walls of the Academy, and similar exhibitions.

But to see the progress of English architecture we must look on

rather wider walls than those at Burlington Gardens. If the value

of art to a nation depend upon the number of shilling sightseers it

can attract, architecture is valueless. Few architects could be found to

raise their voices against the narrow limits of the wall space hitherto

allotted them at Academy exhibitions. Indeed, if they were turned

out of the Exhibition altogether, there would be little or no injustice.

The injustice consists in this—that whilst the works of the painter

and sculptor are seen and examined, the worJcs, not the drawings, of the

architect are, comparatively speaking, ignored, because, unfortu

nately, they cannot be put in gilt frames nor placed on pedestals.

An architect's drawings are to the public little more than cabalistic

signs. What non-professional man ever yet understood a ' section,'

or that mysterious compound ' half plan looking up, half plan looking

down ? ' It is no doubt possible to produce a picture of an architec

tural work by giving a commission to some young painter ; but, after

all, it is the young painter, not the architect, whose work we see upon

the Exhibition wall. What we all want is a real practical union and

sympathy between the sister arts. Every one is in agreement thus

far. The question is, can this be done by the present machinery, or

must some new plan be adopted ? Ji it were true, as some affect to

believe, that one man has been, and could be, at once architect, painter,

sculptor, there would be no difficulty about the matter. An archi

tect would then depict his works with the pencil of a Roberta or a

Turner, and got praised for his painting, even if his building wore

• Tho Bishop of Oxford Is an honorary member. He says grace at the annual dinners,
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neTer seen, or not worth feeing. Life is much too short for this sort

of thing. Architects, loo, have a fancy for believing in such men as

Ictinus and Callicrates, even though Lord Elgin did not happen to

import their columns and mouldings with the sculpture which was

so gloriously subordinated to, and decorative of them ; whilst the

Mediaeval exception of Giotto's one tower and the Renaissance excep

tion of Michael Angelo are after all exceptions, and such as in my

mind could not have discouraged contemporary architects. But, though

the union in one man of the practice of the three arts may be re

garded as generally impracticable, it is much to be desired that there

should be more sympathy between the several practitioners—less

marked division and more dovetailing. Painters are unquestionably

wofully ignorant of architecture. Sculptors know nothing about

it, and very few architects can draw their own perspectives, fewer

still their own decoration even in little. These shortcomings ought

not to be. We must all be set to work if the Academy would bo a

living working institution in our midst; the question how? is not

for TnE Architect to decide. That is essentially an Academy's busi

ness. This much, however, may be said: no advance will be made

by glorifying exhibitions at the expense of schools, nor will the

brotherhood or sisterhood of art be strengthened by electing only

three architects in forty-four elections. It is, indeed, worthy of con

sideration whether it would not be better to establish two Academies.

Drop the cognate term ' Arts ' altogether, leave the present body to

further the arts of painting and engraving, and found a new

Academy for Architecture and Sculpture : the same titles and pri

vileges which the present Academy enjoys to be extended to the

new body. Waiving, however, for the present, this possible

semi-disestablishment, another reform, that of the schools, is

one which demands notice, and cannot long be evaded. It was gene

rally admitted that one of the greatest evils connected with the old

lodgiDgs in Trafalgar Square was the want of space, which obliged the

Academy to close the schools during a great portion of the year.

Another evil, not so generally admitted, was the appearance of these

school-rooms, and in this last respect the Academy has gained little

or no advantage in the new building. This is much to be deplored,

although no doubt capable of remedy. The question of the general

teaching of the schools is scarcely within the province of this

Journal. As far as architecture is concerned, there is no school.

It is true we have a professor, who is required to deliver six

lectures per annum at the rate of 10/. per lecture, and that is really

the beginning and the end of all the Academy does ' to promote the

honour and interest ' of architecture. ' The reason we have never

had a school of architecture ' (to use Mr. P. Ilardwiek's words) ' has

been the want of accommodation in the building.' It is devoutly to

be wished that that has been the only reason. If it has been, of

course we shall find three separate schools in the new building ; that

for architecture provided with a few trifles, in addition to the lecturer

at 60/. per annum.

THE NEW SITE OF THE LAW COURTS.

THOUGH we all knew that Mr. Lowe is a dexterous and able man.

possessing above all other qualities an antipathy to everything

like compromise, yet few could have been prepared for that new

phase of the Law Courts site question which his speech on Mr.

Gregory's motion contrived to bring about. It came entirely in the

nature of a surprise, and to Mr. Lowe himself it must have been a

matter of the greatest amusement to listen to the speeches of those

who preceded him in the debate, when he knew how completely he

was about to put them to rout. A powerful member of a powerful

ministry, commanding an unprecedented majority for all Government

purposes, he could safely afford to pour contempt on all that bad gone

before, and proceed to sketch a project for a new treatment of the

Law Courts which had an audacity about it that can only be ac

counted for by Mr. Lowe's own temperament in the first place, and

the strength of his position in the next

It should be some comfort to Sir Roundell Palmer that the ' demon

of good taste ' which he set himself to exorcise during the debate,

has evidently had little to do with the decision of the Government

as to site and building. If it were otherwise, Mr. Lowe would

hardly have been selected as the spokesman on the occasion. The

Chancellor of the Exchequer's having assumed for the nonce the office

of the First Commissioner, points to the conclusion that economical

rather than sesthetical considerations have mainly influenced the Go

vernment in their decision on this question. No one can blauieithem

for trying to realise the project as cheaply, so long as there is any

apparent effort to carry out the work as worthily, as possible.

There can be no dispute as to Mr. Lowe's position when he

states that he will give us a more economical building be

tween Howard Street and the Embankment than we could have

had on Carey Street, or on the full site of Sir Charles Trevelyan's

plan. But the public must bear in mind that the economy in this

case is of that sort which means making a cheaper bargain by pur

chasing a smaller article. For it is quite obvious that the full

programme of requirements laid down in the green-book of the

Commissioners is much beyond the capacity of the site which the

Government have determined on. It is probable that the Probate

and Registration departments will find habitation on other ground,

some portion of Carey Street site probably, and that the actual

building will be confined to the Law Courts proper, with their

accessory offices. We have Mr. Layard's authority for believing that

Mr. Street, who Is engaged on the revised plan, is able to provide all

these within the new boundaries.

So far the new project goes forward auspiciously enough, and we

can only trust now that no effort will be spared on all hands to bring

it to a speedy maturity. The advocates of the Embankment site

have conclusively proved that not only popular but legislative opinion

is on their side, as against that class arrogance which could take no

higher point of view for a work of this magnitude than mere profes

sional convenience.

If we congratulate Sir Charles Trevelyan on the complete success

of what is practically his own conception, it will be admitted that in

these pages we have a consistent right to proffer such acknowledg

ment. The Architect, from'the first inception of the Embankment

site, has steadily kept to it in perfect good faith, and endeavoured—

as we have reason to believe with effect—to impress on popular

opinion the substantial advantages which that site would secure, both

in respect of public taste and public convenience.

We infer, with no little satisfaction, from Mr. Lavard's short state

ment on Tuesday evening, that the only feature of Mr. Lowe's scheme,

as sketched in his speech of April 20, which excited discontent, wo

might even say derision, out of doors, is now practically abandoned.

For if Mr. Street is engaged, as the First Commissioner informs us, in

remodelling his plans to (it the new ground, it is of course out of the

question that the Inigo Jones treatment of the building can be any

longer entertained. Indeed, we should doubt very much if the

Government ever did entertain it, and rather incline to a belief

that the notion of ' using up ' the old design for Whitehall Palace

never occurred to Mr. Ix>we himself till he was far on in his

speech, and was then only produced as another shaft out of his

economical quiver. To borrow a piece from o design of a palace for

the building of our New Law Courts would have been as poor a

compliment to Inigo Jones as the proposal was insulting to modern

architects, who have not fallen so low in the practice of their art in

these days that they cannot produce a contemporary building for us,

perfectly suited to all our requirements, and expressive of our time

as a historical monument. Much as we need contemporary style in

our architecture, to have revived a seventeenth century design, con

ceived for the uses of Charles L, would have been at once the

greatest of all our anachronisms. That the words could be the words

of Inigo Jones and the voice the voice of Street, is a suggestion

which can only be regarded as ludicrous, either within or without

the profession. On the other hand, to have mode this change of site

from one side of the Strand to the other an occasion for changing the

architect, who had already matured his plans, would have been a piece

otmala fides which would hardly add to the reputation of any Govern

ment. We feel sure that it will give satisfaction to the public as well

as to the profession to know, that there is no intention to interfere

with Mr. Street in the prosecution of his great work.

For the sake ot much needed improvements we should be glad to

see the Law Courts' building taken up to the Strand. Its position,

however, as proposed, will secure counterbalancing advantages in the

matters of quietness and purer air. Art all events, those who so

obstinately held out for Carey Street have put it out of their power to

complain that there is to be no Strand frontage, for in their scheme,

though the building was necessarily brought down to the Strand line,

yet the floors were placed so high that access from that thoroughfare

would.have been a continual tax on physical exertion. It is no secret,

however, that these difficulties in the Carey Street plan were re

garded by its leading supporters with great complacency, inasmuch as

they had been specially devised 'to keep the public as much as

possible out of the building.'

MASONS AND FREEMASONS.

SIDE by side in those columns of our Journal which chronicled the

general news of last week, our readers found two announce

ments, the juxtaposition of which startles the eye and provokes n

moment's inquiry. The Free and Accepted Masons of Great Britain

have just reopened Freemasons' Hall, The working stone-masons in

several important towns of the north of England have just struck for

wages. In old times there would have been the closest relationship

between the two events ; in modern days it appears as if this relation

ship had entirely ceased ; and we are roused to inquiry whether the

masons who meet to enjoy each other's society in Great Queen Street

cannot do something to serve their brother masons who are meeting

in Lancashire to try conclusions with their employers.

Modern mind seems bent on running in a direction that is each year

eading its tone and temper, its habits of thought and its modes of
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action further and further away from their ancient channels. Our

manners, our thoughts, our words, and our ways, exhibit the greatest

possible diversity, so much so that they might at first sight seem to

be too varied and contradictory for the possession ofone single bond of

union or feature of kinship to be possible. And yet there does exist at

least one feature common to the whole. All our doings and sayings

and writings are alike essentially Modern.

We believe indeed, not without reason, that between the ancient

and the modern mind, between England of the present century and

any civilised community of any past time, there exists a far wider

chasm than separates the ancients of different ages from each other ;

and yet amid this sea of change, this ebb and flow of restless activity,

some institutions stand out like beacons which suggest a time when

there was far more calm and quiet than now, and a period when

work could be done of a sort not now possible, although perhaps not

yet quite needless.

The proudest, most ancient, and most venerable of these institutions

of a past age are to be found lingering in this Conservative country,

and here show a vitality hardly visible elsewhere. The basis of our

administration ofjustice—trial byiury—dates from the time of Alfred;

our ancient families came in with the Conquest; our rights are se

cured by Magna Chnrta ; and our lands stand surveyed in Domesday

Book.

Remarkable among all institutions, and with claims to a far earlier

origin than any we have named, stands the craft of the Freemason ;

and if antiquity goes for anything in the esteem of the present day,

the ancient origin and the uninterrupted maintenance of freemasonry

ought to give it a title to respect. Could not a society at once so

ancient, so widespread, and so legitimate, resume with great advan

tage its ancient function of protecting and fostering those who build?

At such a juncture as this, when a calin,|dispassionate investigation of

matters in dispute requires to be undertaken by some one, it would

appear singularly fitting for Masonry and Freemasonry to coalesce

once more.

Influential and noble names, large funds, vast numbers of members,

and a loyal observance of the obligations under which the members

Slace themselves, distinguish the Freemasons of the present day to a

egree probably seldom surpassed ; but the name no longer implies

that connection with the craft of the builder which once lay at the

root of the whole. There was a time when every man who wrought

in stone, be he master builder or ordinary stone dresser, was a free

and accepted mason, and his conduct as a mason lay under the control

of the body to which he belonged : but the modern temper has long

since subverted all this, and the modern Freemason is no more obliged

to be familiar with stone, or carving, or building, than a citizen of

London, if he be a member of the Ancient and Worshipful Company

of Skinners, is obliged to handle stinking hides? or if he be of the

Grocers' or the Fishmongers' Companies is required to post himself

up in the price of sugar and the taste of treacle, or to be an authority

as to uncooked turbot and salmon.

Any organisation which brings men together and makes them

friends and fellow-helpers is of the greatest possible good, and long

may freemasonry continue to render men brothers, who, without it,

would have remained strangers, perhaps enemies; but nothing more

requires the aid of such brotherly* forbearance and mutual help than

a handicraft like that of the builder, and we cannot but deplore at

such a juncture^as this, that the connection between this guild and

the trade is quite lost, and inquire with some anxiety whether no

possibility exists of so reviving it that the interests of both workmen

and masters may be served, and the country be spared a renewal of a

serious trade dispute.

None will be more pleased than ourselves to find that these questions

can be in any sense answered in the affirmative. We fear, however,

that there can be no ground to hope for any influence from Free

masonry as at present existing, unless a great effort is put forth.

The craft, as far as its power over the artizans who work in stone or

the builders who employ them, has been popularly held to be practi

cally dead. Freemasons may or may not be stone-masons ; most of

them are not; and it is clear that the modern ways which have I

changed so much have effected a complete divorce between this most

ancient and venerable guild and the regulations of what is perhaps

the noblest, as it is the earliest, of all the handicrafts practised on

the face of the earth.

Whither then has the stone-mason betaken himself for solace,

rotection, organisation, instruction ? do he and his employers and

irectors all pull together as of yore ? or has any modern influence

been set to work to produce fresh results ? We need not pause long

for a reply. The mason is no longer bound to the master mason by

any tie like the ancient brotherhood ; he has fled to his trades -

union, and looks for no higher association there than with other

craftsmen of his own order, and no more intimate fellowship with

them than combination to keep up the rate of wages. The master

mason has grown into a professional man—an architect—and congre

gates with his professional brethren at his institute or his local society,

and between them has arisen a middle man—the builder. He makes

common cause, against what he is induced to consider as the common

enemy, with his brother builders, and he discusses and talks over

some matters with his friends from his point of view, which the opera

tives look at no less exclusively from theirs, and the architects care

little to look at at all.

Class interests and feelings have always been strong since this world

was a world, but they seem never before to have had the minute sub

divisions or the force which modern society has imparted. Formerly

all in the same conveyance were fellow-travellers; now we go railroad

fashion—first-class, second- class, third-class. Once all in the same

venture were partners ; now—still railroad fashion—there are directors,

and shareholders, and debenture-holders. Formerly progress was

tolerably equable, but it was slow, for the roads were rough ; now—

railroad fashion once more—the road is smooth and Blippery, the

pace is express, and from time to time we have a cruelly desperate

collision.

And is it really true that the trades union is the only living repre

sentative of the masonic lodge of the past, so far as connection with

the well-being of stone-masons is concerned ? Is George Potter—

we beg his pardon, Mr. Marshall Potter—virtually the Grand Master

of England ? We long to hear not merely the indignant repudiation

of so odious a comparison which will rise to the lips of many a Mason,

but proof of some step being taken to restore to this venerable and

dignified fraternity some of its ancient functions.

We cannot sufficiently urge the expediency of some interference in

order to avoid the waste and misery of a great strike, and we regret

to learn that attempts to remit the matter in dispute to arbitra

tion are likely to prove a failure. Such interference, indeed, can

only successfully come from a body capable, either by ancient

prescription or by more recently acquired authority, of speaking

with something like weight. The body of Freemasons certainly

have the first-named title to respect ; they may easily, if they please,

regain the second. The laws or supply and demand are probably all

that their most ardent supporters claim for them ; they are no doubt

universal, and perhaps irresistible ; but all human laws require ad

ministering ; and it can hardly be contended that these principles of

political economy, that system of ' elaborately organised selfishness,'

as a clever writer has termed it, are so perfect and self-acting as to

be entirely independent of the agency which seta them in motion.

Certain it is that ruined manufacturers on the one hand, and starving

families on the other; trade driven away, and foreign competition suc

cessful at our own doors, speak of some little hitch in the application

to practice (in the iron trade, for example) of the law of supply and

demand, as recently worked out or rather fought out between em

ployers and their societies on the one hand, and operatives and their

unions on the other.

What is wanted is, no doubt, some disinterested and impartial in

terference on the part of some person or body of persons capable of

making the men see their masters' side of trade questions as well as

their own ; and of making the masters, on the other hand, look at the

same things in the light in which the men see them.

No worse method could in fact be thought of than that the opera

tives should all assemble themselves together and talk over their

trade, and their desires and notions respecting it, without a single

person among them able to indicate, or willing to check, such misap

prehensions as always rise from the very essence of a one-sided view

of anything ; while their employers are engaged at the same time,

either in their own individual minds, or associated together as

societies, in turning the same matter over in an equally one-sided

manner. Neither of them can thus succeed in grasping the whole

question, and they find themselves obliged to fight it out, trusting

very much to chance or endurance for a settlement of a disagreement

which might easily and certainly have been otherwise decided had

reason and patience and something of forbearance come into

Play-

Nothing can be more certain than that in every question of right

and wrong, and in every question of value, there exists an absolute

truth, and one only ; and that in any question of expediency there

exists a course which has a greater number of advantages, and a

smaller number of disadvantages, than any other possible course.

Now, all trade disputes are questions either as to what is right and

wrong; what is the true value of something; or what is the best

course to take out of two or more ; and the grounds of such disputes,

while they could not always be made clear to any outsider, would,

generally speaking, be so thoroughly grasped by any person or body

of men belonging to the trade, and to both sides of it, that what was

really right and proper could in each case be found out and indicated

with great certainty.

This is the basis upon which councils of arbitration or conciliation

are being organised in many of our manufacturing towns, and nothing

can be sounder in principle ; and what we advocate is that such measures

should be taken as would bring to bear on the settlement of the in

ternal differences of the building trade, the great influence and high

character still enjoyed by those who have the ancient right to per

form this function—the Freemasons. We cannot but think that if

they spoke, they would be listened to with respect on both sides. Wa

know that their ranks embrace many operative masons, many con

tractors, and not a few architects ; and we respectfully but decidedly

urge upon those who direct the action of the Masonic body, that no

greater service could be rendered to the community at large than

such a wise, liberal, and effectual interference as should both settle

the present disagreement, and for the future render strikes and lock

outs unnecessary in the building trade.

What we advocate, in fact, is such a measure as might cause these

weapons of offence to be abandoned entirely, as altogether too clumsy,

too cruel, and too costly in their operation for the enlightened and

modern civilisation of the nineteenth century.
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THE PRIVATE VIEW OF THE ROYAL

ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

TO-DAY (Saturday) the rooms of the Royal Academy are to be

opened for the private view of the present Exhibition, and we

propose briefly to summarise their contents, deferring for the present

all criticism on them, or on the general arrangements of the Academy.

And, first, whatever disappointments there may be in connection with

the present Exhibition, none is likely to arise from its general charac

ter. We ventured to surmise that it would be equal to the usual

average; but we have now no hesitation in affirming it to be beyond that

average. And this we attribute mainly to the fact that our artists

generally, and more especially our younger painters, have improved

in their work. Something also is due to the presence of several ex

cellent examples of foreign artists, and the whole effect is heightened

by the improved appearance of the new rooms, with their marble

doorways, lofty walls, and parquet floors. We wish that the original

proposition to hang all the pictures separately could have been carried

into effect : but it was found that in spite of the increased space which

the new galleries afford, the demand had also increased, some thousand

pictures more than usual having been submitted to the Council. One

thing will give great satisfaction—all the accepted pictures have this

year been hung, and so we have not the pain of hearing that perhaps

a couple of hundred works deemed worthy of being placed have been

left out from want of room.

Leaving the vestibule, and entering the first room according to the

catalogue, the pictures which principally catch the eye are Mr.

Hodgson's clever picture of an ' Arab Storyteller and his Audience,'—a

careful expression of Eastern, or rather Southern life ; Mr. Watts's

' Deluge,' with its long rolls of yellowish-grey sea, and the two pic

tures which flank it ; Mr. Stowe's well-arranged picture of the

' Princess Elizabeth compelled to attend the Mass by her Sister

Mary ; ' and several first-rate landscapes, among which we would

especially enumerate the works of Messrs. Vicat Cole, Oakes, Graham,

and Henry Moore. Passing to the second room, we find Mr. Calderon's

impressive picture of the ' Duchess of Montpensier and Jacques

Clement,' Mr. Millais' lovely little picture of the ' Gambler's Wife,'

Mr. Faed's ' Street Arab,' Mr. Prith's delineation of the way in which

young people manage one of the most important questions of their

lives, Mr. Wynfield's ' Rich Widow,' Mr. Orchardsou's ' Ante

chamber,' Mr. Storey's ' Old Soldier,' and several other works bear

ing the honoured names of Messrs. Archer, Crowe, Sandys, &c. ; and

notably a very fine landscape by Peter Graham, and the charming por

trait picture of his three children by Mr. II. T. Wells. And this brings

us to the third room, the big room, where the plan has been followed

of hanging the most important pictures of the members. And what a

collection it is! Sir Edwin's large picture of the ' Eagles and Swans,'

one of the pictures of the year ; the President's charming little por

trait picture; Mr. Millais' portrait of Miss Lehmann, one of the

pictures for all time ; Mr. Calderon's ' Lovers '; Mr. Elmore's beauti

fully coloured scene from ' Katherine and Pctruchio ' ; and a host of

others, of which, some painted by Messrs. Leighton, Ycamas, Armitage,

Leslie, &c, we have already given our readers some little description.

Here also are to be found several of the foreign works, Mdlle. Iiosa

Bonheur's clever picture, the landscapes of Messrs. Daubigny, Corot,

&c, and one of M Alma Tadema's very characteristic works.

As it is not the object of the writer of these notes to criticise, it

would be simply tedious to give a mere categorical description of all

the good things here; suffice it to say that, in addition to those works

which we have described in previous numbers, there are several other

very interesting contributions, such, for instance, as Mr. Walker's

picture, which we are very happy to see, though it gives evidence of

that want of time which very nearly prevented its appearance ; two

pictures by Mr. Albert Moore, in his clever but somewhat archaic

style, and a large pretentious picture by the younger Rich

mond. Throughout the rooms are to be found several first-rate

landscapes ; indeed the landscape element is very strong this year, so

much so, that were it not for the equality in most of the works in

this class, we might havo found at last the new man to represent this

specialty in the ranks of the Academy. One of the most interesting

features in the Exhibition is the series of sketches made in the East by

Mr. Goodall, and which are to be found in the lecture-room, where also

the engravings are hung. To those who have not already seen Mr.

Goodall's studies, they will be a treat in themselves. There is a small

room devoted to water-colours, where, among other fine drawings, is a

large iigure by Mr. Calderon of an Eastern Fruit-seller, two little gems

by Millais, some clever landscapes by Henry Duncan, &c, and a surpris

ing sketch by M. Fortuni, that rising young Spaniard from whom, if

all that is told be true, we are to expect so much. Of the architectural

drawings we shall not at present speak. In addition to the room

specially devoted to Sculpture, the Rotunda and Vestibule are also

filled with works of that class, the most noticeable amongst which are

the colossal statue of Her Majesty, by Mr. Weekes (who, by the way,

as a really fine figure of Charles II.), and a notable piece [of French

sculpture, ' The Young Hannibal contending with an Eagle.'

The course which has been pursued in the hanging this year is one

on which we must say a few words : it is that of hanging together the

works of titled and untitled. With the exception, perhaps, of the

largo room, there are no demarcations—all are hung equally, and

Academicians and outsiders are in loving proximity. Such a course,

we need not add, is much more likely to tend to the improvement of

the artist and the edification of the public than the old system of

separation ; and as this is one of the advantages which the increased

space affords, we trust it will never in future be neglected. On the

whole we may pronounce the Exhibition a great success, and such

cannot fail to be the impression of the Royal and distinguished visi

tors who will throng the rooms to-day. One could have wished that

the opening could have been made under the most august auspices,

and that the interesting ceremonial originally projected had been

carried into effect, so as to have given a more national character to

this, the opening of the hundred and first exhibition of the Royal

Academy in its new home.

EXHIBITION OF FRENCH AND FLEMISH

PICTURES.

[second notice.]

WE have in a previous number given a sketch of the general

contents of this gallery, and now propose to dwell with greater

detail on a few works which, out of the two hundred and ten exhi-

bited? stand distinct through superior merit. Immediately upon

entering the room the eye is caught by a couple of pictures, pendant

in subject and position ; namely, two piquant scenes from Beaumar-

chais' Figaro, by J. Caraud. The incidents are well chosen : Cheru-

bino, the pretty page, on his knees before the languid Countess, is

attired in a woman's cap by Suzanne, on one side; on the other, Count

Almaviva, disturbed in an interview, opens the door amid the dismay

of the Countess, only to discover Suzanne in attitude of comic depre

cation. Author and illustrator are well matched ; the pictures are

cleverly composed after the type of stage situations ; the action is

pointed, and tells the story neatly ; the colour is gay as a French

damask ; the execution smooth, but not feeble. Altogether, the wit

of the dramatist and art of the painter merit equal rank in their re

spective departments.

No stronger contrast to these brilliant tableaux could be found than

the sober scene of ' Family Worship, Alsace,' by G. Brion, which

hangs between them. Both subject and treatment are sombre; a

family of earnest, hard-featured Alsatians are grouped before the old

grandfather, who reads aloud the morning lecture, the expression

of his weather-beaten face and upraised hand emphasising the solemn

lesson. Here is no attraction of bright colour or winning form ;

the profile of the woman, who leans gracefully over the child

at her knee to listen more intently, is the nearest approach

to beauty in the picture. The draperies are mostly black, and

cumbrously swathed about the figure after local fashion, and the

group is relieved against a background of grey wall skirted with

green wood. The execution is in parts somewhat scratchy, and the

composition rather lacks focus ; but for right intention, conscientious

study of character, and thoughtful purpose, this is a picture of high

order, and is the best work by Brion that we have yet seen. Another

picture, which gains interest from national character and costume, is a

' Lovers' Quarrel,' by Bisschop of the Hague, To our mind, this little

work possesses greater artistic quality than more ambitious produc

tions from the same hand. Bisschop has certain technical methods

for obtaining brilliancy, such as floating colour within an interval of

a hard outline to produce the effect of reflected light, opposing strong

darks against cool backgrounds, loading on bright colours at points of

focus, and so on. These technicalities are merely means to an end,

interesting as^peculiarities of language which mark a writer's style.

The motive otthis ' Lovers' Quarrel is prettily conceived ; the youth

sinks dejectedly back in his chair in the shadowed part of the room,

while round the sharp angle of the wall, facing us in profile, stands

beneath full light at her prayer-desk the maiden, sorrowful but

unyielding. Her face is reflected in a mirror behind her, and the

sweet expression of the face and pensive droop of the head are given

with exquisite tenderness. We cannot help surmising that the cause of

quarrel is some point of conscience, in which this clear-browed maiden

follows her scruples at the expense of her heart and her lover. Solidity

has been somewhat sacrificed to keep the picture brilliant in harmony ;

yet the contrast of the grey walls, lined half way up by cool blueish

tiles, with the rich browns, blacks, and crimson of the figures, was

worth gaining at the cost of surface texture. A work by the Dutch

artist, Israels, occupies the post of honour at the head of the room.

The canvas strikes us as too large for the subject, or else a certain

baldness is produced by the uninteresting monotony of the^ back

ground. The title, 'Les premiers pas qui coutcnt,' is apropos

of the efforts of a tiny child to toddle from the side of its mother into

the outstretched arms of the father, who crouches to receive it, while

a wise magpie, evidently a friend of the family, looks on approvingly

from the wall. The picture is full of sunshine, which blazes on the

face of the comely young mother, and lights up the enclosure of poor-

looking dwellings ; yet, in spite of harmonious colour, of vigorous

reality, and of tenderness in rendering the incident, there is a dis

agreeably sordid look about the picture, a suggestion of unkempt,

unwashed poverty, that clogs both the act and the sentiment. The

small interior, called ' Waiting,' has greater charm of traditional

quietude and mellow chiaroscuro, and is more carefully painted. A

single figure of a peasant girl with solemn eyes, pausing at her

labour in the hay-field amid hazy glow of light, by Jules Breton,
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completes the group of high-class rustic subjects. Notable in each

and all is the absence of that sentimental poverty and simpering

humility which have long been held indispensable to refined treat

ment of such topics in English art. The earnest pathos of Mr. Faed's

best works, the poetic truth of Mr. Mason's ' Evening Hymn,'

are as yet exceptions to the accepted standard of English rustic

genre,

Madame Browne has met with a good subject iu the ' Seminarist,'

and handled it with a master hand. The modelling of the face, the

subtle play about the sensitive brow, the tremulous eyebrows, curved

drooping lids, nnd full wistful mouth, are studied with keen reading

of character and a free touch responsively intelligent. F. Heilbuth,

who has this year taken to portraiture, might learn from Henriette

Browne to distinguish vigour from coarseness, and character from

exaggeration. This artist is more at home when he paints ' Watteau '

sketching from the top of a wall garlanded with brambles and flowers.

This is a pretty freak of fancy, reminding one of the decorations of a

French fan, slight in execution, charming in colour. A neighbouring me-

■ diioval version of ' Faust's first sight of Marguerite,' by Roller, would be

more interesting did it show greater genius and less imitation of the

styles of Baron Leys and W. F. Pauwels. Alma Tadenia, pupil of

Leys, is, on the contrary, no servile copyist of his master. ' School

for Vengeance ' is not a favourable example of this eccentric artist,

yet as a carefully studied page of history the picture is suggestive

and powerful. There is cutting satire in this contrast between the

peaceful convent cloister, the simple monks, and the sacred symbols

of a religion of love, with the stately French queen, nursing vindictive

dreams as she watches her sturdy youngsters learn to wield the

weapons with which she will one day bid them avenge a father's

•murder.

As to the technical merits of Cabanel's ' Venus ' critics seem dis

agreed ; as to the claims of this thoroughly French version of Aphro

dite to be considered high art in any sense there is little doubt. A

sensuous, soulless type of female beauty is this rosy creature born of

sunlight and foam, rocking on the waves of a lustrous sea ; lovely as

she is, our picture galleries will not gain if such as she become the

fashion.

We have not reserved adequate space for notice of the landscapes,

which are, on the whole, well chosen. Lambinet has been better

seen in the same rooms before; yet a bit, 'On the Seine,' is an

exquisite transcript of a river nook—cool, green, and quiet. Two

landscapes by Corot emphasise a recently-heard remark from one of

our greatest figure painters—that landscape art is only valuable in as

far as it suggests thought. The style of Corot is pre-eminently

suggestive; his aim seems to be not to reproduce nature, but to

create in the mind a certain mood. To this end composition, grada

tion of tone, and harmony of line, are minutely studied ; detail is

merged in suggestive haze ; solids become filmy, atmosphere a dream.

The result may be wide of tangible truth—it is at any rate poetic.

By the side of Corot, Th. Rousseau seems additionally prosaic. We

•can perceive knowledge, power, conscientious study in the works of

this artist of ' International ' celebrity ; but find them, nevertheless,

entirely unpleasant. The gem of the landscapes is, to our mind, a

little work by J. Maris, entitled ' Eventide ; ' unpretentious as the

picture is, it possesses high artistic quality in management of light

and shade, in composition, and in silvery tone of colour. The best

marine subject is from the pencil of F. Clays, who has already

won laurels in England. The ' Calm Weather ' now exhibited is a

first-rate example of the artist, and could not well be surpassed in

the rendering of smooth, limpid water, which throws off light and

yields tremulous reflections.

We have already transgressed our limits, and must now close our

notice of the Gallery, though we cannot pretend to have given

an exhaustive criticism of its contents. We hope that the success

which appears to attend the Exhibition may encourage further and

wider efforts in the same direction.

A. D. A.

EXHIBITION OF THE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS

IN WATER COLOURS.

THE Old Society's Exhibition this year is, to our thinking, not quite

up to the usual average. This may be owing partly to the cir

cumstance that some of the members have been working, we hear,

for the Royal Academy, and partly to the absence of Mr. F. Walker,

whose pictures were always the crowning glory of these exhibitions.

Nevertheless, there are many works of more than average excellence,

which we shall briefly enumerate, and if we do not mention those of

all the members, it is either because they do not differ from, or sur

pass, their usual standard, or because they fall rather short of the

mark. Following the order of the catalogue, the first picture which

struck us was (No. 10), ' View from the Corsini Garden at Rome,'

Arthur Glennie : very sunlighty and agreeable, though somewhat

conventional in the handling. For Mr. Gilbert's little picture, ' The

Iris ' (No. llj), we cannot say much, nor indeed do we think that

Mr. Gilbert is equal to himself this year. Of course there is

all the usual dexterity of composition and handling, and deli

cate charm of colour. But we miss any special feeling or inten

tion in these drawings; they possess only the characteristics
■which we are quite prepared to expect from Mr. Gilbert's

hand. To our thinking, the best is the ' Lear and Cor

delia' (121), where the colour is certainly very beautiful, par

ticularly in the man on horseback and in the painting of the

king's robes; the 'Joan of Arc contemplating the Bead Bodies

of the Talbots ' also contains some fine passages, though we think

Mr. Gilbert is wrong in giving the female form to the armour of the

heroine. Mr. F. W. Topham's ' Pastoral ' (12) is his best drawing

here, and is a very fine thing—the composition being especially good.

It is some time since Mr. Topham exhibited anything to equal this ;

and we can speak favourably of two other of his works, 1 The Sky

lark ' (83), and ' The Eve of the Festa ' (151).

Mr. Jackson's ' Twilight ' (15) has something about it which pleases,

and we may say the same of Mr. Fripp's ' Scene in the Forest of

Glenorehy ' (16). Mr. Burton exhibits only one drawing, ' Cassan

dra Fedele' (20), and that is marked 'unfinished,' under which circum

stance it would be unfair to make any criticism ; we will only venture

to hope that when Mr. Burton comes to work upon it again,

he will pay a little more attention to the drawing of the

lady's throat, and carry out in the upper portion of the light

drapery the same delicate colour and quality realised in the

lower, and bo complete successfully a very promising work.

We would draw attention, in passing, to Mr. Whittaker's ' Moun

tain Lake, near Capel Curig ' (24), and Mr. Callow's ' Dunoon

on the Clyde ' (23), both of which will repay investigation—the latter

being especially remarkable for its faithful, simple aspect. Mr. Dun

can's simple drawing (No. 26), ' St. Abb's Head, though clever, like all

this artist's work? is spoilt by a certain woolliness of texture. Mr.

Burne Jones exhibits five works, which are more or less distinguished

by all the beauty of colours and badness of drawing for which Mr. Jones

is famous. His best work of the year—and indeed one of the best

things he has ever done—is ' The Wine of Circe ' (197) : very weird

and magical does it look, the serpent-like form of the enchantress

stooping to pour some noxious draught into the wine vase ; the mystic

forms of the accessories, the dreamy weary sunflowers (beautifully

felt and drawn), and the stealthy look of the dark panther-like

animals who are watching their mistress, combine to form one of the

most impressive and imaginative works we have seen. The colour,

too, is exquisite, the play upon yellow and gray, from the extreme

glowing amber of Circe's dress, through the flowers and golden

touches, to the delicate yellow of the hangings, and back from the

ineffable tint of the sky through the tones of the marble and

the chair to the blue black of the animals—a perfect scale of

harmony. We wish we could speak as highly of all Mr. Jones's

work. ' The Autumn and Spring ' (184 and 207) are charming in colour

and very decorative ; but surely this of ' St. George ' (33), setting

aside the beauty of the colour, is a poor realisation of the legend.

The knight looks anything but valiant ; if he has any bones in his

body they must be very small and out of joint, and he looks quite

incapable of sustained muscular exertion : a very sorry champion, but

fortunately pitted against a still more sorry dragon—formidable, we

should think, not even to a child ; and so the knight seems to think,

from the deliberate and elegant way he is planting his weapon into

the throat which the obliging monster holds open to receive his

death-stroke. Mr. Jones's remaining work, 'A Lament,' is still worse,

not being even thoroughly good in colour. Mr. Dodgson's two best

drawings are ' The Timber Waggon ' (37), and ' Words at Evening

(148), having a real unconventional feeling for nature about them very

refreshing to see ; and Mr. F. Powell's ' Ben Nevis ' is worthy of com

mendation, with its poetically-expressed gleam of sunshine on the

side of the mountain, whose summit is gloomed and lost in rolling

wreaths of mist. Mr. Nash's architectural drawings are falling off, ana

have not the merit of being faithful to the originals ; in his ' Drawing-

Room, Haddon Hall ' (138), the beautiful proportions of the room

itself are missed, and the drawing of the wmdow and the curve

of the chimney-piece are specially untrue. Mr. Biiket Foster's

' The Meet ' (75) is his principal work, and one of the finest and

most important things he has ever exhibited. The composition is

fine—the arrangement of the trees and the group of children to the

left of the picture being remarkably good ; so also is the treatment of

the hounds, a moving mass of heads and tails, and the action of the

huntsmen. If we could find a fault, it is in the colour of the clouds,

which are somewhat greenish. The whole forms a very fine work—

one of the best here—and justifies us in the hope that Mr. Foster will

yet do things far beyond what he has hitherto attempted. Mr. Carl

Ilaag exhibits three pictures :—(No. 78) 'My Dragoman,' very clever,

but a little unnatural in effect ; ' The Acropolis of Athens,' &c. (143),

very good indeed ; and a large drawing of the High Priest of a

Samaritan community reading the Pentateuch (131), in which the

figure of the man is somewhat short, but otherwise well done ; the

execution throughout is capital, and the painting of the copy of the Law

which the priest is holding is a marvel of finish and dexterity. Mr.

T. Danby exhibits one or two drawings characterised by that same soft

misty sunlight effect for which he is specially distinguished. (No. 100)

' In Charterhouse, " Founder's Tomb " ' is one of three studies from the

same locality exhibited by Mr. F. Smallfield, all of which are remarkable

for fidelity, cleverness of execution, and beauty of colour and effect-

noticeably so is the ' Pensioners' Hall ' (158), where the exact rela

tion of tones, the delicate gradation of the light, and the beautiful

colour of the whites and grays and browns, combine to make one of

the most pleasing and fascinating studies we have ever seen. Mr. G. P.

Boyce (in our opinion one of our best water-colour artists) exhi
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bits several drawings, all more or less remarkable for his intense

fidelity and power of rendering the delicate evanescent colours of

nature. That Mr. Boyce is deficient in composition and invention

there can be no doubt, but can anything be more lovely than the

floods of light and atmosphere in this drawing, ' The Skirts of Smith-

field ' (117), or in that (287), ' Shillingford on the Thames?' Observe

also in the drawing of ' Bridewell Precincts at Nightfall ' (224) how

precisely correct are the different tones of brick and stone, sky and grass,

and what charming colour they all possess. A little study of a head,

' Pensosa d'Altrui (280), is not so good, and we think Mr. Boyce

ought to be careful how he departs from the domain of landscape.

Quite another style of work, but almost as fine, is that of Mr. A. W.

Hunt's ' Loch Corniek ' (155), an earnest, impressive rendering of

that lone weird lake in the land of Skye. Mr. T. K. Lamont

has again selected one of the ballads of his country for

his subject this year, 'Qlasgerion' (170) — a well- composed,

well-painted picture, in which, if we have to find any fault, it

is to object to a certain mildewed look about the shadows—a failing

to which this artist is subject. Mr. A. P. Newton's work is all good,

but his ' Shades of Evening ' (189) is much more than good—a lovely

things full of exquisite passages. Mr. J. D. Watson exhibits three

drawings, one large one, ' Carrying in the Peacock ' (161), a group of

girls in mediaeval costume carrying in the dish of the feast. Some-

ow we do not quite like this picture ; why should the heads be all

so ugly—all excepting, perhaps, the first, a young woman with a very

large development of bust ? The treatment is very thorough, and

there is much beautiful work in the draperies and accessories, but the

whole thing is more remarkable for talent than for feeling. We much

prefer ' The Smithy ' (27), or even the 'Family Pew' (243). Mr.

Walker's absence from this year's show is a great loss ; his place is

occupied but not filled by Mr. G. J. Pinwoll, a very rising artist, first

brought into notice at the Dudley Gallery, and to "whose many clever

and striking works the only drawback is a certain resemblance to

those of Mr. Walker. There is, however, quite enough of original

stuff in Mr. Pinwell to encourage the opinion that he will become

one of our most distinguished figure draughtsmen, as anyone who

examines these careful little pictures may see. One is ' A Seat in St

James's Park ' (297"), the weakest of the three, but full of character

and expression. The other two are taken from Browning's ' Pied

Piper of Hamlin '—the ' Piper charming the Rats ' and the 'Pipercharm

ing the Children.' In the former, the skurrying of the rats, steeple-

chasiDg over all obstacles to follow the magic notes, is wonderfully

given. Both pictures are, perhaps, slightly deficient in line and com

position, but thoroughly well-drawn, and carried to a degree of finish

almost unprecedented in the history of water-colour. Mr. Holman

Hunt has two small works, neither very good ; perhaps the best is

the ' Cathedral at Salerno ' (263), which is strong in colour, and in some

places good in execution.

The above are the principal or more striking pictures of the Ex

hibition. Want of space prevents us from enumerating the works of

Messrs. Brittain, Willis, Basil, Bradley, and others, all of which,

however, will be found to repay inspection, and to conduce towards

that pleasure which the shows of the Old Water Colour Society are

always calculated to afford.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY AND THE NEW

MICH/EL ANGELO.

HOW much the value—not the commercial, but tho aesthetic, value of

pictures depends on the builders of picture galleries may be realised

by any visitor to the unburthened National Gallery. True, it is only space

which has been gained, but what a gain it has been ! The familiar

rooms hitherto devoted to the annual exhibitions of the Royal Academy

have been now placed at the service of the national collection. The walls

are no longer painfully crowded. The greatest works in the possession of

the nation arc no longer piled on one another, like the emanations of rival

bill-stickers. The sense of relief and pleasure experienced in walking

through the unbroken series of rooms, notwithstanding all their imperfec

tions, is wonderful.

We have not space for more than a few lines, but we cannot pass in

silence the appearance of that wonderful composition, the exhibition of

which is the main feature of the re-opening of the National Gallery.

Boldly, and without any note of interrogation, it is labelled as the work of

Michael Angelo. We should like to hear what can be said as to its

pedigree.

One powerful and unanswerable argument is often open to the defenders

of the authenticity of some fiercely questioned work of literature or of art.

It is called a forgery. It may be hard to prove its authenticity by direct

evidence; but—Who fohqbd it? It is on the silence that responds to

this question, and on the consideration that a forger must have been a more

extraordinary person than the roputed author, that the estimato of some of

the most venerable authorships in the world mainly rests.

Now in the group of six figures, representing tho Entombment of Christ,

to which we refer, while there is much that is unlike any thing with which

we are familiar from the hand of Michsel Angelo, there is much as to which

the question, who else could have drawn it ? seems to be unanswerable.

Who but the great sculptor of the Medicean Chapel could have drawn tho

foreshortened right leg of St. John, or his wonderfully modelled neck and

left shoulder? Who else would have thrown tho weight of the corpse so

heavily upon the two leaning supporters? Who else would have represented

the wonderful rigidity and death-contortion of the nudo limbs of Him who

is borne to the sepulchre ?

The group appears to represent the entombment by the hands of Peter

and John, with the aid of tho threo Marys. Ono of the latter shares with

the younger apostle the sacred burden, which they bear between them by

means of a linen bandage. John is clothed in red, the full colour con

trasting very forcibly with the pallor of his burden. On the crest of his

long, curling, Francia-coloured hair, a small line of bright colour shows

how the painter intended to light up a natural glory from the rays of the

declining sun. The anxious, agonized look of the young man is no less

striking than tho tender, loving, almost maternal caro evinced in the look

and attitude of Peter, who supports the upper part of the figure of Christ.

The head of this apostle presents the known conventional features, and is

magnificent. Of the head of the Saviour, that subject which even Leonardo

feared to draw, it can only be said that it is almost impossible to escape a

sort of inexplicable fascination in regarding it.

The mouths of tho females are very peculiar. In the one who bears the

corpse, and leans outward to counterpoise the weight, the pinched lip

combines with the attitude to oxpross physical effort. In tho seated Mary,

which is the least finished, the most damaged figure of tho group, tho same

action of tho lips seems intended to donote mental suffering.

There remains the remark that the stamp of countenance con be referred

to no Italian provincial physiognomy with which we are acquainted. The

head of St. John is of a type not absolutely foreign to tho north of Italy, but

the women would almost seem to be Flemings. The profile, expression, and

outlined head-dress, of the Mary who shares tho burden, are all harmonious

with this nationality, more closely than with any other European type that

we can recall. The painting is one of the utmost value and of the highest

interest. Wo trust that the attention now called to it will prove the means

of eliciting some direct proof of its actual paternity.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

M. LAMEIRE'3 DECORATIONS.

WE give this week a second portion of the decorations designed by

M. Lameire and exhibited at South Kensington. With a thiri

illustration of this series, which is now in preparation, we propose ti>

give a fuller notice of this remarkable work.

This illustration, like the one given in our number for April 10,

has been lithographed by Mr. E f. Tarver. Another name byaccident

appeared on the first plate, and we gladly take this opportunity of

correcting the error.

CLOISTERS, AIX-LA-CHAPELLE.

THIS picturesque example of early architecture is lithographed from

a pencil sketch made in 1864* by Mr. T. H. Watson. Some of

the most curious of the details are illustrated, as well as the general

effect of the mural arcade.

SOUTH ISK RIVER BRIDGE.

IHIS work was fully described in our last number. The sheet of

details given this week completes our illustrations of it

STREET ARCHITECTURE IN CARLISLE.

"IN the Carlisle Journal of the 23rd ultimo 'An Architect' thus

i writes :—

' Lest it might be inferred by the public (from certain expressions

used at the Carlisle Corporation meeting held in the previous week) that

the few members of the architectural profession in Carlisle were responsible

for the appearance of the whole of the buildings erected in this city, I have

to state (and I believe the gentlemen on the Board of Health will bear mo

out in the fact), that of the many plans of proposed buildings which come

before them weekly, not one in twenty is planned by an architect, and that

if the building is of sufficient importance to require such professional skill,

a total stranger is ofton consulted. It is, therefore, slightly unjust to allow

a few gentlemen to be blamed for a stated general fault or defect in a

matter with which they have nearly nothing whatever to do.

' II there bo a defect, the blame rests with the Corporation, or other

proprietors of building ground, or their agents, in not, when a piece of

ground is sold, insisting upon a certain style of building boing put up.

The cause of this may be their taking too elevated a view of the subject,

which (from the word " architecture " being applied to the buildings in

Spencer Street) I am inclined to think possible. Spencer Street, Cavendish

Placo, and, in fact, most other streets, consist of houses in which the great

features of tho elevations are three or four openings, forming windows and

a door, an iron spout as eave, and chimneys, none sufficiently ornamental

to dignify the building with the name of architecture, except perhaps the

door, which might havo been copied out of sorao old pictorial encyclopaedia,

under the head " Doric Architecture," and which, for lack of further

ingenuity or skill, is made to do duty on all occasions, well justifying

Mr. Hardy's remarks respecting monotony.

' The buildings in Chiswick Street, taken as a whole, are a mistake ;

there are there big windows, little windows, wide windows, narrow windows,

high windows, low windows, arched windows, flat windows, red windows,

white windows, in most unpardonable proximity. Taken, however, sepa

rately, I consider some of them as very superior houses for their class, and

much better in appearance than those in Spencer Street. The taste and

even requirements of each individual will very generally be entirely opposed,

as here shown. I therefore recommend the Corporation to require their

surveyor to regulate the main lines and features of such houses, seeing that

a white be not built next to a black oie, or that the windows of one be not
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six feet wide, the next being perhaps fifteen inches, and so on with tho

other parts of the elevation. And this can be done effectually without much

knowledge of " architecture," to which, as I said before, such buildings

hardly belong. The result would bo consistent and pleasing blocks of

buildings.

' If any proprietor choose to incur tho expense of employing a professional

man, which is seldom the case, or should he hare the requisite amount of

knowledge and taste himself to apply a little architecture to the construc

tion of his house so previously fixed, he should be allowed to do so, which

would save the street from the monotony of which Mr. Hardy complains,

and yet retain the whole in harmony by a close adherence to the main lines

of the general design. The Corporation surveyor or other agent should

make an elevation of each proposed new street, showing such general lines

and principal features. The conditions of sale should require each pur

chaser to abide by them to the satisfaction of the surveyor or other agent.

Until this is done, the evil will not be remedied. The plan of offering a

premium for such general designs may fulfil tho requirement, yet I think

in houses which will scarcely (on consideration of the expense) exceed the

limits of utilitarian building, the responsibility might have rested with the

Corporation surveyor.'

UTILISATION OF INIGO JONES.

THAT portion of the public, small as it unfortunately may bo, which is

aware that total want of good taste indicates, if it is not synony

mous with, very imperfect education, has had ample evidence of tho justico

of this view forced upon it during the past ten days. The accomplished

advocate who held a parliamentary brief for the now disendowed and dis

established Carey Street Courts, was not ashamed to sneer at men who took

thought for the architectural requisites of an edifice that Englishmen were

about to build for posterity. Forgetful of tho ancient adage about glass

houses, Sir Roundoll listened to the promptings of some invisible whisperer

—it is not for us to indicate its nature more distinctly—which induced him

to call its opponent ' the demon of good taste.' It was not that demon that

was in practice at the moment. An orator who has courted tho Muses, and

who is supposed to be most familiar with the one which, of all the choir,

should be the most delicately graceful, so that she be not a counterfeit—was

it for him to sneer at dilettanti ?

But the boldness of the onslaught of the man of figures threw this iuto

the shade. ' I do not profess to be a man of taste,' said the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, and he forthwith proceeded to prove his assertion. ' I

know nothing of architecture, therefore I suggest that all architects' plans

be abandoned, and that I be allowed to introduce a design of my own. I

have within reach certain designs, made by one of the greatest architects

known to England, for a royal palace. I propose to adapt them for the Law

Courts. As to slight questions of inappropriateness, let me alone to get over

them. I will cut out a wall here, and stop up a door there, and I shall save

at least two and a-half per cent, to the country by adopting Inigp Jones's

elevation instead of one by any architect who is unfortunately living, and

therefore able to ask for his commission.'

Do our readers know what the design which it was thus intended to

utilise, like old building materials, is ? It is not a Government secret. The

graceful symmetryand rich, elaborato ornamentation of the designs forWhite

hall Palace are well known to tho student of Renaissance architecture as

defined by Falladio and Vignola. But one small block out of the whole

noble structural composition took actual structural shape, but that single

banqueting-room is one of the choice bits of the metropolis. The ceiling

was divided into compartments, to be adorned by no hand less skilled than

that of Rubens. A quay wall, with two broad flights of steps, was to

divide tho river front, 874 feet in length, from the Thames ; and a vast,

but harmoniously proportioned, palace, containing seven principal courts,

was to extend 1,150 feet in depth from the river to the park front. The

central court, which formed an unbroken space from the eastern to the

western facade, was to be surrounded by a terrace of the height of the plinth

of the main building, and 30 feet in width.

The building, if erected, would have been the noblest palace in the

world. It would havo been distinguished, above any other, for its costly

sculptural ornamentation. Tho designs for the second and third orders,

which wo have in very finished detail, are rich with a wealth of sculpture

and of relief—caryatides, masks, figures reclining in spandrils or lunettes,

or standing out in bold outline on the sky line—such as it would task all the

art of the England of to-day to produce. The interior is equally cared for

and equally rich—panelled ceilings, sculptured chimney-pieces, windows

and doorways of bold, harmonious, unstinted sculpture.

With all this, Whitehall would have been, what it professed to be, a

Royal Palace. Tho entire plan was carefully adapted to the requisites of a

royal abode. There is not a single room, over all that great area, that

would have been suitable for such a purpose as the sitting of a legal tri

bunal. The King1s Gallery, the largest apartment (in one sense), 130 feet

in length, was only 20 feet wide. It was what the architect called it, a

gallery. The Presence Chambers—for it is a remarkable peculiarity of the

building that all the state apartments are in pairs, actual duplicates in plan

—were noble rooms, some 95 feet by 50, but so approached by antechamber

and vestibule, or by the grand circular gallery, as to be only fitted for the

purpose denoted by their name. The throne rooms wore smaller, and

equally out of public reach. The grand feature of the part of the building

containing the rooms specially devoted to the state occupation of a king and

a queen (tho only explanation of their arrangement), was a largo circular

court—a Persian court, the architect called it, probably from the fact that

it was surrounded by a gigantic row of figures in place of caryatides,

described as Persian captives, but more resembling the ancient Dacians.

Order above order this circular court was adorned by the richest sculpture.

It is the design for a bnilding such as this—the elaborate design for a

royal abode, unstinted in riih ornamentation, and unfitted for any other occu

pancy—that it was proposed to utilise for a Palace of Justice ! Truly it was

needless for the proposer of the substitution to disclaim the title of

of tasto.

But is it altogether a very mistaken thing to put in such a disclaimer ?

Would the hon. member have said with equal coolness, if it happened to be

the case—I am not a man of letters ? Judging from the experience of some

of his colleagues, he would rather have adopted the plan of lamenting the

large amount of time wasted in learning Latin and Greeek. To depreciato

what one has not, is an admitted license of the rhetorician ; but to say

coolly that one is unfit to deal with an important subject, from a neglect of

the requisite education, and then to proceed to deal with it, in a manner

that could only astound those who were not in equal darkness, is a piece of

conduct without precedent, so far as we can collect, in a public man.

Well may we be thought tho least educated country in Europe if men,

who deal with testhetic matters as questions of book-keeping, are unchecked

when they glory in their shame.

OUR WATER SUPPLY.

NAXTWICH.

THE plan of allowing the water to remain on all day all over Nantwich,

instead of dividing the town into three districts and giving these districts

the water one after the other for an hour each in the morning and the same

in tho afternoon, has so far succeeded admirably. In the higher parts of

the town, where, under the old plan, the water came with very little

force, the stream from the taps has remarkably increased. The firemen,

on applying the stand pipe and hose to the hydrants, can now throw the

water over buildings of which previously they could only touch the edge

of the roof. As a single instance out of many, in Thomas's Row, off Beam

Street, Nantwich, where, at the top houses, they could scarcely get any

water at all, it now comes on with great force. Under tho old plan every

body had to draw their water within the hour. The result was that people

left their taps open, with vessels under, and when these were full the

water ran over and was wasted. Now people have simply to draw the

water when they want it, and there is no necessity for leaving taps open

and vessels under them. One great beauty of this plan (which, it is to bo

hoped, will be available throughout the year as it is now) is that it will

not entail the laying of fresh conduits, at a cost of something like 3,000/.,

nor even of a special engineering scheme, at the sum of 250/. Much, how

ever, as this change may have been welcomed by the goneral public, one

class of the community has rejoiced above all others—that is to say, that

part of the community engaged in the plumbing business. The increased

force of water has in a large number of cases found out defects in the pipes

connected with tho water taps and the apparatus of the cisterns iu town,

and the man of lead has hod to be summoned.

OUII.DFOBD.

The better water supply of Guildford is a subject well deserving the

most earnest attention of the Local Board of Health. It will also interest

others beyond the town of Guildford to quote the following information

which was given at the Guildford Local Board last week. In tho course of

the business of the meeting, the clerk said that in accordance with instruc

tions from the last meeting he had written to tho various local boards of

the neighbourhood to ascertain upon what terms they charged the water to

brewors and other large consumers. Ho had addressed letters to no less

than twenty-five boards of health, and had received replies from most, the

principal of which were as follows :—' At Lover the chnrgo was <xl. per

thousand gallons, and the supply was charged by meter. At Winchester

there was a private company ; large consumers were charged 9d. and small

consumers lOd. per thousand gallons. At Chatham also a private company ;

the supply was by meter, and the minimum charge was 10?. per year to take

up 200,000 gallons, and beyond that quantity 9<f. per thousand. At Chelms

ford the charge was 1#. per thousand gallons. At Heigate, which was

supplied by the Caterham Spring Company, there was a minimum chargo of

3/. lbt. per year for a maximum of 40,000 gallons; in excess of this the

charge was 2«. per thousand up to 75,000 gallons, Is. Qd. up to 100,000,

and Is. 6d. to 150,000 gallons. At Croydon the charge was also by meter;

in the special district, in which the supply was compulsory in all houses,

the charge was (id. per thousand gallons, but out of the special district,

where persons wore not bound to take tho water, tho price was li. 6d. per

thousand. At Worthing the supply was by meter, but it was stated that

the meters were not a success.' Some discussion ensued on this informa

tion, but no immediate action was taken.

COLUMBIA MARKET, BETHNAL GREEN.

TnE scouo of Miss Bardctt Coutts's latest act of munificent charity is one

which is associated in the public mind with poverty and squalor for

the most part. Bctlmal Green is not exactly the place one would select to

visit in search of beauty or magnificence. And yet the new market

buildings opened to the public on Wednesday hardly fall short of

meriting such adjectives. They nro palatial in extent, whilo their archi

tectural design is in many of its parts of the most ambitious and elaborate

character.

Naturally, therefore, the first thought which strikes a visitor to Miss

Coutts's market buildings, is the complete antithesis they present to tho

whole visible surroundings. A characteristically squalid group of old and

poverty-stricken streets aud houses has been cleared away, and this noble-

looking pile of buildings, covering two acres of ground, has been reared in

their stead. Strong, wo may say violent, as is the contrast between Columbia

Market and the district it now centres, it is in this very fact that the

institution finds its greatest significance. Nothing can bo truer than the

assertion that human beings inevitably become assimilated to their material

surroundings. One would no more expect to 1 gather grapes off thorns and

figs off thistles,' than to find either refinement of mind or manner, or grace of

life or person, in such a district as Bethnal Green. The work which owes
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its existence to the large-hearted yet prudent charity of Miss Coutts is

exactly of that kind to afford real pleasure from the conviction that it must

raise the whole tono of life and taste in tlio people who surround it, and

who in their daily life and avocations can no more escape from the beneficial

influence which such works exert than they can avoid, in the contrary case,

the degradation which is produced among largo masses of population by

filth and squalor and the usual accompaniments of great poverty. The

kind of transformation which Miss Coutts's wealth so munificently bestowed

has produced, in and about the Columbia Market, is the best as it is the

first of all systems of 'primary education.'

Place objects of beauty among the people, and you create by their means,

in process of time, that very taste and perception which are needed to ap

preciate them : when such external agencies havo leavened and humanised

the poorer masses, the need of the pulpit and the school is more likely to

be felt as a real want.

It is a gratifying feature in Miss Coutts's building scheme that its pur

poses are so devised that, while every part of the work must alleviate

tho miseries of accumulated poverty, it has no tendency to pauperise the

population. These markets are not laid down as free gifts. They are

offered as comfortably arranged and well fitted shops to industrious tenants.

The market has been established with the object of supplying the sur

rounding poor with sound and wholesome food at a fair and marketable rate ;

of bringing the producer and consumer into closor communication with each

other, and of promoting habits of industry and thrift among the humblest class

of traders, who at present earn an uncertain livelihood by hiring carts and

barrows from exacting proprietors at exorbitant charges, and hawking their

wares about tho streets. To secure these objects it is intended that the

wholesale dealers shall be selected from those who have already established

ii position and character for respectability in other markets ; that the shops

shall bo occupied by farmers or their agents, who will be their own sales

men, and thus free their customers from the penalties inflicted by their

dealing witli the middle-man ; and, lastly, that the eostcrmongers and

hawkers shall have the option either of selling in the open market, or of

hiring their barrows and carts from the market stores upon such terms as

will secure to them a better profit than that which they now receive on

their hard day's work.

The plan consists of four blocks of buildings with arcades surrounding an

open quadrangle. The north side of this space is occupied by the Market

Hall. Externally this block is of great architectural pretension. It has a

busy, picturesque, and what might be called a popular look about it. To our

own notion it looks far too much like a German cathedral ; that impression

at least will give some idea of its elaborate character. Internally, the Hall

is very effective in design, and the materials which compose it are admirably

treated. The wooden vaulted roof, in the actual effect on the visitor, is very

far superior to the impression which any drawing can give. Tho Hall

measures 104 feet in longth by 50 feet in width and 50 feet in height.

Its length is divided into seven bays by clustered granite pillars, two feet in

diameter and 35 feet high from the floor to the top of their capitals, which

are of bronze and of varied design. From these spring the moulded ribs of

the roof, which is groined throughout in pitch pine. The space in the

centre of the hall, affording an area of about 2,600 superficial feet, will be

unobstructed by fixtures of any kind, as it is intended for the accommoda

tion of small dealers ; but in the aisles, immediately behind the pillars, are

ranged 24 small shops, 13 ft. deep, 6 ft. 9 in. wide, and 8 ft. high, supplied

with office containing fire-place, desk, &c, and furnished with sink, counter,

and other fittings necessary for the sale of meat, fish, poultry, &c. They

are lined on all sides with polished Irish marble, very hard and close of

grain. They are intended for second-class dealers. Above the shops are four

galleries, each affording an area of 676 superficial feet, for the sale of flowers,

roots, fruit, &c, and which are approached by staircases adjacent to the

principal entrances of the hall. The hall is lighted by mullioned and

traceried windows, which extend from a few feet above the galleries to the

groining of the roof, with which their heads are concentric. Two compart

ments in each window are furnished with casements which are made to

•open outwards for ventilation. We wish Mr. Darbishire had seen fit to

glaze these great windows with a glass which would have toned down the

glare which the present white light produces. Behind the hall is tho market

yard, covering a space of 8,000 superficial feet, in which oarts will unload,

and most of the wholesale business of the market be carried on. For the

purpose of giving proper access to this part of the market, Miss Coutts

has constructed a new street, about 40 feet in width, leading direct from

the Hackney Road. Crab-tree Bow, leading to the retail market, is also

being widened at Miss Coutts's expense.

At each end of the market hall is a building, forming a kind of wing,

four storeys in height. The buildings constituting the east and west sides

of tho market square are four storeys in height, the architectural details being

fully in keeping with the rest of tho place. They consist of a series of

shops, fronted by spacious arcades, the accommodation afforded each

tenant consisting of kitchen, cellar, store, and closets in tho basement ; shop,

parlour or office, and private entrance on the ground floor ; and sitting-

room and four bedrooms, with closets, &c, on the two storeys above.

The central tower rising in the midst of each of these two groups of

buildings contains arrangements for forcing the water supply of the

market to a high level. At the back of tho shops are a scries of dwell

ings, respectively designated ' Georgina Gardens' and 'Angela Gardens.'

They are intended as residences for City clerks and others of a similar class.

The central quadrangle occupies an area of about 14,000 superficial feet.

From tho strictly architectural point of view, the one most within our

province, the whole effect of these buildings is up to the average mark.

There is a certain amount of pluck in the general design, but an equal

amount of timidity observable in the detail, which is so tiny and thin

in most cases as to look as if the architect bad been nervous about the quan

tities of his material. In other eases, such as auglo piers and buttresses,

where great breadth could have been obtained, the spaces are cut up and

subdivided into an infinity of little parts. The arcades surrounding the

quadrangle betray the same qualities. The soffits are thin, and tho single

shafts meagre for the scale of the building. One great merit in the work

is the goodness of the building, worthy of the reputation of the firm that

executed it, Messrs. W. Cubitt & Co. The walls are of yellow brick, and

terra cotta is largely employed for dressings, though its colour is such as to

closely resemble stone. Probably this is less a fault than it would have

beeu had the walls been built in red instead of white brick. Almost all

the external woodwork is executed in teak.

The architect, as our readers are aware, is Mr. H. A. Darbishire. His

clerk of works was Mr. Weller, and the contractors' representative Mr.

Wheeler.

In concluding our notice of these buildings wo can safely recommend our

readers to pay them a visit. The effect of the design will come on the

visitor in the nature of a surprise, and, if we mistake not, will be considered

a treat when the appearance, the uses, and arrangements of the various

parts have been inspected.

At the inauguration on Wednesday last, a highly distinguished and

numerous company met Miss Coutts, whose sentiments in relation to

tho occasion were expressed on her behalf by His Grace the Archbishop of

Canterbury.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Irish Diocesan Architects.

In the Commons, April 22, Mr. Bbodbick said he bad placed an amend

ment on tho paper, that justice might bo done to a small and deserving

body of men, the diocesan architects, who were appointed under the 14th

and 15th Victoria, known as Napier's Act. The Bishop appointed one in

each diocese, and their duty was to superintend all the alterations of tho

glebe-houses, to make periodical inspections, to report on the repairs neces

sary, and to see that those repairs were properly completed. They were,

indeed, such useful functionaries that he wished there were similar ones on

this side of the water. There was no provision in the Bill for compensating

these officers for the extinction of their employment. He had added the

words 'or emoluments' after 'salaries,' because they were not paid by

definite yearly salaries, but by a commission on the repairs they had super

intended. No other class had so great a claim to a first charge on the funds

as those who were the first to suffer from the change.

The Attobney-Genbeal for Ireland said that these compensation clauses

had been considered with care, and it was found impossible to extend com

pensation to every case and circumstance. (Hear.) In this particular

case, the claims of these officials who culled themselves diocesan architects

would not bo recognised, because there were no such officers. The diocesan

architects had constituted themselves officers, but there were no such officials

known to tho law. He trusted that the hon. and learned gentleman would

not press his amendment.

Dr. Ball concurred in the opinion that theso could not be regarded as

freehold offices. ('Oh!')

The amendment was negatived.

The Caterham Asylum.

On April 23, Mr. Goschen stated, in precise terms, in reply to a

query, that if the expense of the banquet given on the occasion of laying

the foundation-stone of tho Caterham Lunatic Asylum was voted by the

district board, it would not be sanctioned by the auditor, as it was the

universal practico to disallow all such charges, no had heard, but un

officially, that the entertainment was given by the contractor. The obser

vations of the hon. member for Colchester were not to the effect that

Government was prepared to sanction the expenditure of 490,000/. on five

new buildings, under the Act of 1867, but that that was the estimated cost

of those buildings—namely, two lunatic asylums and three fover and small

pox hospitals. With respect to the hospitals, it was intended to proceed at

present with only two, and the total cost would, in consequence, be but

430,000/.

The Southern Embankment.

On April 24, Mr. Tite explained that the alterations in the Southern

Embankment sehemo in respect of the docks had been the result of an

arrangement between the Metropolitan Board and the Lambeth Vestry ;

and that the two docks in construction at Lambeth are by private firms in

the potters' trade, and at their own expense.

Alterations of the House.

On the samo day, Mr. Lavaud. in answer to Mr. Headlam, said he had

given directions for printing the plans for the alteration of the Dining-rooms.

The Temple Collection.

On April 26, Mr. W. Lowther asked the honourable member for tho

Univorsity of Cambridge why the collection of works of art, &c, in the

British Museum, known as ' The Temple Collection,' no longer existed

under that name, and whether some means could not be taken for keeping

that collection together, or having the separate objects marked as having

belonged to the late Sir Wm. Temple.

Mr. Walpolk would explain the facts of the Case with reference to the

Temple Collection, and he believed tho hon. gentleman would find that the

trustees of the British Museum had done everything to satisfy him and the

public. The Temple Collection was left to the Museum some years ago,

and for some time the colli c ion was kept together as a whole, that it might

be seen at one time ; but sin e then other works of art of a similar nature

had been given to the X»;eum or purchased by them, and it was then

thought better to intermix them, so that objects of a similar character

might be seen together. A catalogue of the Temple Collection was made

and left in the Museum, and labels were placed on all the objects of art to

show that they belonged to the Temple Collection.

Union of Army Offices.

Mr. Shaw asked the Secretary of State for War whether the rumoured

purchase of Dover House by Her Majesty's Government was correct ; and,

if so, what were the objects for which such purchase had been made.
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Mr. Cakdwkll said it was not true that tho lease of Dover House had

been purchased by the Crown. But, on tho matter to which he understood

his lion, friend's question pointed, he had to say that the best mode of

placing the War Department and the Horse Guards under the same roof

was now under the careful consideration of the Government.

Gravesend County Court.

Sir C. Wingkield asked the Secretary of State for the Homo Department
■when it was intended to coinmenco the construction of the county court

house at Gravesend, as the site for this building was purchased two years

ago.

Mr. Aybton said a sum was placed in the estimates of the present year

for this building, and if it were voted by the House the building would be

commenced at once.

The New Law Courts.

On April 27, Mr. Gbeooby asked the First Commissioner of Works

whether the Government had decided finally on the site for the new Law

Courts ; and if so, whether the proposed site could be acquired without

delay ; and in what manner and how soon would the subject be again

brought before the House of Commons. Perhaps the right hon. gentleman

would be able to state the preciso spot mentioned by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer as a desirable site for the new Law Courts.—Mr. Layard : The

Government huvo decided to propose to the House a plan for the erection of

the new Law Courts on the site comprised between Somerset House and the

Temple, bounded on the south by the Thames Embankment, and on the

north by Howard Street and several small alleys and passages connecting

that street with the Temple and King's College. This site will furnish six

acres of building ground. Mr. Street, who is now occupied in adapting the

plans which he has already prepared for the Carey Street site to this now

site, informs me that he will be able to erect all the Law Courts, and every

office necessarily dependent thereon, upon these six acres. It is my inten

tion to introduce very shortly—if possible before Whitsuntide—a Bill

which, should the House think fit to pass it, would enable the Government

to proceed without delay to acquire the proposed site, and to commence the

erection of the Law Courts upon it. I shall be prepared, on the introduc

tion of that Bill, to give a full explanation to the House of the plan con

templated by the Government, and to point out its great advantages over

all oth?r plans hitherto suggested. At the same time I shall be able to

give such assurances to the House as will, I hope, convince them that it

may bo carried out, including numerous and most convenient approaches,

for the sum mentioned by my right hon. friend—viz., 1,600,000/., or at a

much less cost than any other scheme. Mr. Street is now preparing de

tailed plans, which I shall be able to submit to the House before the second

reading of the Bill. Before sitting down I may state to the House that I

have received a communication from the Chief Baron of the Exchequer, Sir

Fitzroy Kelly, averring that he and all the Judges with whom he has com

municated, except one, are of opinion that upon every ground, as regards

the Bench, the Bar, the solicitors, the suitors, and the public—I quote his

■own words —tho Thames Embankment should bo preferred for the site of

the Law Courts.

Mr. Hunt asked what was to be done with the Carey Street site, and

whether notice had been given to those persons whose property would be

required for the now site.

Mr. Layaud promised to explain this when introducing the Bill.

Lord J. Manners hoped full opportunity would be given for discussion

upon the Bill.

Mr. Layard said ho had reason to believe it would be a public Bill, and

therefore every opportunity would be given for discussing it.

New Fort and Docks in Malta.

Mr. Onslow asked the First Lord of the Admiralty what was the pre

sent state of the works in the intended new port and docks at the Marsa

in Malta, and when they would be completed, so as to afford accommodation

to merchant ships.

Mr. Guilders.—The Marsa, or extension of tho harbour proper, is com

plete, though some disappointment has been experienced from a large area

of it having a rocky bottom. This we propose to remedy by laying down

the requisite moorings. The works at the north-west basin have been sus

pended, partly at the instance of the local government, pending the decision

as to its depth. Mr. Childrhs added that he had just sent out certain

instructions, which he hoped would speedily lead to a satisfactory settle

ment.

Greenwich Hospital.

Mr. Tbeteltan rose for leave to introduce a Bill to make better

provision respecting Greenwich Hospital and the application of its revenues.

In the course of his remarks he said that as yet the Admiralty had not

determined for which purpose the main building should be applied. The cost

of keeping up the seven acres of land surrounding the Hospital was 5,000/.

per annum. In order to reduce the number of the inmates of the Infir

mary, several of the patients were to be sent to Haslar and Portsmouth

Hospitals, where they were to be maintained at the ccst of Greenwich

Hospital. Henceforth, admission to the infirmary of Greenwich would

only be given to infirm pensioners or to those suffering from actual ill-

health. It was added that the inconvenience of having the sick on ship

board had been felt so strongly by the Committee of the Seamen's Hospital,

that the society had endeavoured to build a hospital on land, but it was

found that to erect a suitable one would cost 80,000/.

Leave was given to introd ace the BilL

Discovery of Old Coins.—In digging the foundation of a house on

the Cowley Road, Oxford, a large number of old coins, enclosed in an

earthenware pot, have been discovered. The pot was broken by the work

men, and the coins were dispersed and taken away by a number of persons

who happened to be near the spot. They were of silver, and of different

sizes, the largest being somewhat smaller than tho present shilling. The

coins are said to be of the reign of Edward I.

LEGAL.

An Architect Suing for the Balance of a Church Building

Account.

At the Leeds County Court, on tho 20th ult., an action was brought by

Mr. J. Green, architect, Todmorden, to recover 45/. which he alleged to be

owing him by the vicar and others in the parish of Aysgarth, near Bedale,

in respect of tho restoration of tho parish church, which the plaintiff had

carried out. Measures were taken some years, ago to put St. Andrew's

church in a proper state of repair, and as it is one of the livings of which the

corporation of Trinity College, Cambridge, are the patrons, that body con

tributed towards the expenses of the restoration. The cost of restoring tho

chancel was defrayed by Trinity College, and tho cost of tho rest of the

work by the parish, which was represented by the defendants. In 1863 and

1864 plaintiff' took dimensions and made out drawings, and the charge for

this work at that time was stated to be 150/.; but some alterations were

afterwards effected, and for this 50/. was charged, with 20/. in addition for

extra travolling expenses, bringing the total charge in this respect against

the parish of 220/. Of this amount 178/. had been paid, and there was a

balance left—the sum sued for. A similar charge was made against

Trinity College, and that body paid the sum. Plaintiff, beyond these

amounts, received a commission of five per cent, upon the outlay in the re

construction of the church, which was said to be upwards of 3,000/.

Several witnesses were called on the part of defendants to prove that tho

agreement with plaintiff by the Restoration Committee was, that he should

receive five per cent, on the expenditure, and that that was to include

everything.

His HoNora took into account the conflicting statements, and said he

would act as a jury would have acted in the case—that was to say, they

would have split the difference. He gave a verdict for the plaintiff for

20/. Is., the odd shilling being added in order that the award might carry

the costs in the court above ; the suit having been sent down for trial by

tho Court of Common Pleas. His Honour, however, ordered that the

parties to the action should pay their own costs in the County Court.

Important from Australia.

We read in the Melbourne Argus, by the last mail, that the case of Bruco

• v. Ligar and Another, now before tho Equity Court in Melbourne, is one of

some importance, and is likely to create a great deal of interest. The

plaintiff is one of the trustees of tho estate of the late John Vans Agnew

Bruce, the well-known contractor for the Victorian Railways, and the principal

defendant is the Surveyor-General. Tho trustee claims some 7,000/. from

Mr. Ligar (who is also one of the trustees), being part of the proceeds of

the sale of a station which belonged to him and Mr. Bruce, but for which

he received the money. We are informed that an offer of 2,400/. was made

on behalf of Mr. Ligar to settle the matter, but it was refused.

ON THE DUTIES OF AN ARCHITECT.

On the Duties of an Architect, with Reference to the Abbange-

ment and Construction ok a Building. Read at the Society of Arts,

on Wednesday, April 28. By T. Bocuut Smith, Esq.

rE nature of an architect's duties with reference to the arrangement and

construction of a building ; in other words, the routine of his regular

and most familiar professional work, is the subject which I have ventured

to think it may be worth your while to consider this evening. Thero is

much which becomes customary routine to the practitioner of any art, which

it is yet well worth whilo that those should know who may have to criticise his

works, or to avail themselves of his services, or who may think of his pro

fession for their sons. In the case of many manufactures and arts, which

are by no means of universal or even very general application, this sort of

information has been eagerly sought and fully diffused ; but, familiar as we

all are with buildings, there exists good reason for supposing that by many

the nature of an architect's work is less thoroughly understood than might

have been expected : I have, consequently, thought that an endeavour to

make quite clear what he can, and what he cannot do, would be of service.

In this inquiry I propose to take a familiar example, that of a dwelling-

house of good size, and to trace its history from its commencement to its

completion, showing at each stage the share which the architect takes in the

work ; and I shall illustrate what has to be stated, by exhibiting the actual

working and other drawings, &c, of a building of this sort, recently com

pleted by myself.

Suppose, then, that an individual is possessed of a site, probably recently

bought, and of the needful funds, and is minded to build himself a house.

We will further suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that this is a country

site, and that some circumstance points out beyond question ono particular

situation on the estate as proper for the building, so that no trouble as to

selection of the exact spot has to be encountered. The question imme

diately to be solved being what sort of house to build, and how to set

about it, tho first step, in all probability, will be to visit, or at least to

think and talk over some houses already known or known about; and

probably, according to the degree of constructive skill or draughtsmanship

he possesses, the intending proprietor will make some sort of sketch,

or model, or other design. This will not have been carried on far or long

without the question of obtaining skilled assistance being thought over ;

and either from a general idea that it is the right thing to do, or from a

real knowledge that trained special skill is indispensable to the success of

such an undertaking, we will suppose that it has been decided to call in an

architect.

It is foreign to my purpose to say anything about how the architect is

selected, though it is fair to add that the selection is a matter of consider

able importance. In the case of public buildings, competition is very fre

quently resorted to ; this is rarely done in private practice; and, in order

to trace the course of a design produced under the most favourable and

natural circumstances, it will be best to suppose that the architect is con
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suited at the commencement of the undertaking, and entrusted with the

work from the very beginning, not in consequence of his design having been

chosen in a competition, but in consequence of his ability and integrity

being known by the person intending to build.

The first step, after the architect has received some preliminary instruc

tions as to the general nature of the building wanted, will be for him to

visit the site. It is, perhaps, best that he should be able to form some

very vague general idea of the size and sort of house intended, before visit

ing the ground it is to be built upon ; but no wise architect will put pencil

to paper, without first seeing where his future work is to stand, and what

will be near it, and studying the peculiarities of the site with some care, or

(if that be quite impossible) without trying to form a good idea of it from

maps and photographs. The points to be specially noticed on a site are

the aspects obtainable for different rooms, and prospects from different

windows ; the peculiarities of shelter or exposure ; the approaches, and

space for gardens, grounds, &c. ; the facilities for drainage and water

supply ; tho dryness or dampness of the site, and its levels ; the nature of

the building materials within easy roach ; and such local peculiarities of

surrounding, or association, or character of scenery, or of neighbouring

buildings, as influence style or design. It is now necessary to have suffi

cient instructions to shape a design upon, and here, as is natural, the custom

varies with the peculiarities of each client. Many clients make a rough set

of plans—usually defective. Others go even further, for 1 have had a model

put into my hands as my instructions. Those who cannot draw, and some

of those who can, wisely prepare only a list of what they require ; availing

themselves, probably, of some of the many published works on the subject.

It requires much care to make such a list complete ; when, however, it is

complete, and a trustworthy series of sizes for principal rooms has been

added, such a list forms a good basis for the architect.

In all probability the most satisfactory results are obtained by simply

telling the architect what requirements it is wished to accommodate, and

what special or unusual arrangements are required to be introduced, and

giving him access to any model, either as to arrangement, size of rooms, or

treatment, which it is wished to follow—settling, in fact, the outlines of ac

commodation wanted in consultation with him, but leaving it very much to

him to suggest how that accommodation shall be disposed. Thus, in a

dwelling-house, the architect is best instructed by telling him how many

members of the household, and how many guests, are to be housed ; what

are the habits of the family ; what existing rooms in known houses the new

apartments ought to resemble in size, in shape, or style ; and what house

or housos (if there be such) tho client looks upon as models in any special

portion or throughout.

It is often the case that this part of the question is not easily disposed

of. The architect's previous knowledge of the subject, the client's know

ledge of what he requires, and the difficulties of site, frontage, and what

not, under which he labours, are not the same in any two cases, and the

trouble varies as they vary.

(To be coniinutd.)

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

A New Chapel has just been erected in Hatfield Town, Hatfield Broad

Oak, at the entire cost of Miss Poole, of Matching Hall. It is a substantial

structure of Cambridge white brick, picked out with red and black ; well

fitted up, lighted, and ventilated. Cost about 350/. Mr. Perry, of Bishop

Stortford, architect.

New Churoh in Halifax.—The chancel corner-stone of the new church

in Rhodes Street was laid on the 21st ult.

At Coad's Green, near Launceston, a recently-repaired Wosleynn

Chapel has just been re-opened. A new gallery and spiral clock towor

have been erected, a stained-glass window fitted in, 100 additional seats

fixed, and two vestries built ; also residence for the minister. The whole

has beon under the direction of Mr. C. P. Wise, architect, of Launceston.

The little churoh of Fleet Marston, near Aylesbury, Bucks, was re

opened, a few days since, after a complete restoration. The stained-glass

window at the east end, by Messrs. Burlison & Grylls, was given by Mrs.

Bickersteth. The church consists of nave and chancel, both of them of the

Decorated period. The roof of the nave, an interesting work of the four

teenth century, which had for many years been hidden by a low flat

coiling, is now laid open, and restored.

The Proposed Public Hall in Carlisle is about to become a fait

accompli. A meeting will be holden early in this month, ' to consider the

practicability and the advisability of erecting a Public Hall in this city.'

Cookermouth Union Workhouse is proposed to bo enlarged. At the

last meeting of the Guardians the clerk presented plans in reference thereto

from the Poor Law Board. The Board stated that land for a site could

now be got on very favourable terms, and they were of opinion that, instead of

proceeding with the contemplated workhouse improvements, it would be

better to build schools and dormitories.

A New Fever Hospital is talked of for Stockton. At a late meeting

of the Local Board of Health, the medical officer reported that the cases of

fever in the town were increasing, and recommended that a ferer hospital

should be established. Tho Mayor stated that he had received a letter

from the Board of Guardians on the desirability of providing a fever hospital,

and stating that they would be willing to co-operate with the Local Board

in the matter. The Town Clerk said he had also received a letter, and had

soen the clerk to the guardians, and told him that they were the proper

authorities to provide accommodation for paupers suffering from fevor.

Mr. Richardson said the town ought to have an hospital. It was ulti

mately agreed that the Town Clerk should write the authorities in other

towns to ascertain who provided fever hospitals under such circumstances.

The Parish Churoh of Windermere (Lake District) is to be restored

and enlarged.

Proposed New Cemetery at Stockton-on-Tees.—The borough sur

veyor, having been instructed to prepare tho plans for the laying out of the-

New Cemetery, has since laid them before the Town Council. Tho estimated

cost of the land, laying out of the ground, and building of the chapols, was

7,500?. Sixteen acres of land had been purchased, but it was recommended

that only eight acres should be laid out for the present, and the other eight

let for ten years, at 3/. per acre.

The Churoh of St. Chad, Haggerston, built from designs by Mr. Brooks,

has been consecrated. It is built of brick with stone facings, is very high,

but plain, the windows being devoid of ornament ; the capitals of the pillars

and shafts are as yet uncarved, and the reredos is unfinished. Yet the goneral

effect is good, and the appearance of the building impressive. On the north

side of the choir is the organ chamber, and on the south a small chapel in

which are three windows of coloured glass. High up in the centre of tho

apse, in which the choir terminates, is also a window of stained glass repre

senting our Lord in Majesty. It is intended to carry the reredos up to the

foot of this window. The altar, on which stand the two altar candlestickpr

is placed on the chord of this apse, so that there is a space like an ambult-

tory behind the reredos.

New Town Hall.—A company has been formed for the erection of a

new Town Hall in Rickmansworth, Herts. 206 shares (representing 1,030/.)

were taken at the inauguration meeting.

A new tower and spire for St. Peter's, Bournemouth, is to be erected

from designs by Mr. G. E. Street. The foundation-stone was laid a few

days since.

The new Volunteer Drill Hall at Bedale was formally opened on the

22nd ult.

The New Churoh, Lennox Street (says the Melbourne Argus of

February 17), was opened on Sunday last. The building is not yet finished

according to the design of the architect—the tower hns to be erected, and

about half as much more length added, before it can be called complete.

Up to the present, the cost of erection has been 2,300/.

Bebuilding of St. Andrew's Church, Hertford.—The first meeting

of the committee appointed to carry out the works connected with the erec

tion of a new church, met on the 22nd ult. at the Town Hall. The following-

resolutions were carried :—That on the specifications being approved, ana

the contract signed, it will be advisable at once to proceed with the work of

pulling down and rebuilding the church, and that orders be given to tho

architect to that effect. That the allowance to tho architect be 6 per cent,

on the outlay, and 20 per cent, for travelling expenses and attendance on

the works. That a clerk of the works be appointed at a remuneration of

21. 2e. per week, and that Mr. M. S. Longmore be requested to communicate

with Mr. Cousins, tho clerk of the works at the new Union Workhouse, with

a view to his being appointed.

The New Infirmary at Highgate (belonging to tho parish of St.

Pancras) will accommodate 524 beds, and the contract sum for its erection is

36,000/., at the rate of 69/. per bed.

St. Winifred's Well, Holywell.—The Local Board have selected the

designs sent in by Messrs. Scrivener & Son, of Hanley, Staffordshire, for

new hot and cold baths in connection with the above celebrated waters.

These baths are to be erected forthwith, and it is expected the Board will

realise a very large income from that source, by which means they con

template several important town improvements.

Kidsgrove, Staffordshire.—The Local Board have instructed Messrs

Scrivener & Son, of Hanley, to prepare a survey of the District Parish, as

also to prepare a plan for the complote sewerage of the town.

New Independent Chapel at Heytesbury.—This chapel was opened a

few days since. The new edifice is built on the site of the old one, and a long:

lease of the land has been granted by Lord Heytesbury. The architect is

Mr. Stent, and the contractor Mr. Scamell, of Warminster. The style of

architecture is 13th century Gothic, and the plan is a parallelogram, with

immediate access to large and commodious class-rooms and vestry, with

side entrance, lobby, &c. The chapel is seated with open deal benches,

and will accommodate about 200 persons on the ground flcor and 180 in thu

gallery.

Building Progress at Alton (Hants).—A large amount of building

has been lately going on in Alton. A hop garden, recently sold for building

purposes, has been bought up by working men and cottage speculators for

the erection thereon of workmen's cottages. Agonts who have the letting

of property in the town and neighbourhood state that they have frequent

applications for houses by people desirous of settling in tho town ; but the

total want of a class of superior houses prevents many from making the

town their residence. It is said that labourers from the adjoining villages

seek to obtain cottages in Alton because of the indiscriminate almsgiving

for which the town is noted.

Churoh Building.—The church of Rhos Crowther, Pembrokeshire, has

been reopened after extensive restorations.—The new church at Burnhope,

in the ecclesiastical district of Holmside, is progressing. The style of tho

architecture is Geometrical Gothic of the 13th century. The plan consists

of a nave, chancel, organ-chamber, vestry, and western porch. The whole

of the sittings will bo free.—The parish church of Otley has beon restored

and reopened. It is dedicated to All Saints, and was originally a Saxon

fabric. The cast or old church window is certainly very ancient. Tho

west, or new part of the church, it is conjectured, was built in the reign of

Honry VIII. The church abounds with monuments. A new organ-chamber

and a new vestry have been erected, and the whole of the church has been

repewed.—The parish church of Eaton Socon, Beds, which has been under

going an extensive restoration, has been reopened for public worship. The

church is in the Decorated style Jof architecture, with the exception of the

chancel, which is Perpendicular. The old square pews have now entirely

disappeared, and modern oak seats have succeeded them ; a few of the same
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style, nevertheless, which were in the church before, haye been restored

An old Norman font has been restored and replaced in the church, after

being out for many years.

ITEMS OF NEWS

fhoh ova

SPECIAL COBKESPONDENT8 AND OTHES8.

House Property in London and on the Continent.

The following 'statistics are interesting as showing the relative value of

house property in London and the chiof continental cities. In London the

average amount of rent paid by a tenant is from ^ to p of his income. In

Berlin it is from \ to whilst in Vienna it is from J to The average

number of inhabitants in a house in London is 8, in Berlin 32, in Paris 35,

in St. Petersburg 52, and in Vienna 55. The reason for the great difference

in numbers between London and the cities of the Continent is the circum-

stanco that our ' insular peculiarities ' lead us to prefer that our house

should be our castle, whilst abroad the system of flats is the rule, not the

exception, as with us. Taking this fact into consideration, house rent

abroad, except in provincial towns, is high ; wo should certainly think 200/.

rent a high sum for a man with an income of 600/. a year.

Too Bad.

Who is the young man in Mr. Fowler's office who ' does ' the architecture

of his stations? At the South Kensington station of the Metropolitan

Railway there have recently been superadded to the external structure

certain decorative parts in cement—foliated capitals to piers and the like—

so astoundingly, outrageously, and ludicrously bad that we wonder the very

stones—or bricks—of the Museum hard by do not rise and mutiny. Has

Mr. Fowler ever visited that Museum ? Has his young man ? If so, we

must say the progress of Art education is slow in some minds. We invite

the attention of Mr. Henry Cole to these ' Art-treasures.' He might

perhaps induce the Metropolitan directors to let him have them for a time,

' on loan.' They would furnish an instructive lesson on the connection

between architecture and civil engineering. Or, perhaps, they might

induce the framer of the new law on elementary education to make it ' com

pulsory' on the part of the young men who do the architecture in

engineers' offices.

The Sheffield Lock-out.

A strike, or to speak more correctly, a lock-out in the building trade is

impending, the Master Builders' Association having signified their intention

to the workmen of enforcing the ' hour system ' of payment after May 1 (this

day). It is expected that the question will not long remain open, as the masters

are well united in their determination, and tho trade is at present very

dull. '

The Building Trade in Baxnsley.

Few, if any, of the numerous West Riding towns, of similar sizo and

importance, can boast of a briskness in the building trade such as

Barnsley now possesses. For somo years past tho town itself has been

greatly improved. New towns, as it were, have been formed on almost

every hand, which has caused the building trado generally to be very brisk.

In almost every other town, notices have been given to the men to work

under the hour 6ystem, but in Barnsley, although there were several mem

bers of the Builders' Association, no effort has been made to enforce the

new rule. The masters, no doubt, feel the difficulty of enforcing the rule

when trade is so very active, and when they have so many contracts on hand.

Should the system, however, be generally adopted, there can be no doubt

but the masters in Barnsley will follow those in other towns. The erection

of cottage property within tho past five yoars has been very great. Iu 1868

not fewer than 92 plans were passed by the Board, from which 300 houses

and other buildings have been erected. In addition to the numerous streets

which have been laid out, and on which buildings have been placed, several

large works are in the course of construction. The Barnsley Gas Company

have just let the work required to be dono in the erection of a new plant at

the outskirts of the town. The mason work required for tho sheds has

been entrusted to Messrs. Robinson and Sons, builders, of Barnsley ; the

tank to Mr. Ridal, builder, of Sheffield ; and the holder to a Birmingham

firm. The new Midland extension from Cudworth to Barnsley has within

the past three years found employment for a largo number of hands,

inasmuch as the town is crossed l>y stone viaducts, or arches, at a good

height. Although the line itself is nearly finished, there is still a good deal

of work to be done. Tho Company are about to erect a new station on a

large number of arches. In addition to this, a new County Court will have

to be erected, as the present one is about to be taken by the Company. A

good summer trade is vouchsafed, not only in the town, but in the South

Yorkshire district, where a large number of new pits are being opened out.

Isthmus of Corinth Canal.

Piercing the Isthmus was vainly attempted by the Emperor Nero.

Before the establishment of the Roman domination, tho Greeks themselves

proposed to effect a connection between the two seas, but were forbidden to

prosecute the enterprise by the famous Pythian oracle, addressed to the

Cnidians, which may bo thus rendered :—

Delve not, nor towers upon the Isthmus pile :
Had Jove so willed, himself had made an isle.

The Suez Canal, the plant used for the excavation of which it is suggested

t) carry to Corinth, is the revival of a work of Necos II., the fifth king of

the 26th Egyptian dynasty, reigning at Sais. Ho was the Pharaoh Necho

of Scripture, who defeated and slew King Josiah at the battle of Carchemish,

and was himself overthrown by Nebuchadnezzar, after a reign of seventeen

years.

The Botherham Hospital Competition.

Ninety-two sets of drawings, comprising at least 650 sheets, are now

being publicly exhili:cd in the various apartments of a small house in

Frederick Street, As a rule they are badly hung, the best and most

important drawings being either close to the ceilings, or ' stowed away ' in

corners out of sight. This is the case notably with by far the most

practical plan, and, in our opinion, the most truthful design, in the scries.

It has the motto ' Necessitas,' and bears the impress of anything but ' a

prentice hand,' and we gladly take this opportunity of rescuing it from its

ill-deserved obscurity. The design, which has a nice and thoroughly

mediaeval sentiment, is quiet, well fitted for its purpose, and represented

by drawings we should like to see the rule in public competitions, and which

at once fix themselves to be the work of its author. There is a simplicity

and a thoroughly-working business-like character about the plan and

design to which we are glad to draw the attention of those interested in tho

matter. ' Comme il faut ' has given a nice sentiment to a work represented

by an excellent set of drawings, but is quite at sea in his plan. ' Dux '

has an imposing front with lofty slate tower, and a plan which has many

good points.

The design bearing the motto 'Strive' is far above the average, and

though carefully studied, and drawn with feeling, has not sufficient of the

hospital character to satisfy a critical observer. ' Hospital's ' design is good

in sentiment, but ruined by his plan. ' Set square ' deserves a passing

notice. With these and two or three exceptions, the designs are ordinary and

hardly commonplace, the influonee of tho ' Strand Music Hall Gothic,'

yclept the ' Hair-stand-on-an-end style,' being strikingly apparent in many ;

and we cannot but draw the attention of those who are personally interested

in the undertaking to the fact of the great bulk of the plans being

thoroughly unfitted for hospital requirements.

The estimates range from 4,460/. to oyer 10,000/., the former by the

author of the design ' Necessitas ' before mentioned. This should be an

additional and urgent reason for the committee to take the only means at

their disposal for ensuring a fair decision to the numerous competitors,

and the best design for their hospital, by securing the assistance and

advice of some eminent architect. Without such a step it will be absolutely

impossible to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. It may interest the

authors of the drawing to know their work is insured against fire for the

sum of 2,000/.

The Dore' Gallery.

We have not space in our present number for more than the bare

announcement of the opening, on the 26th ultimo, of a new Gallery, at

No. 35, New Bond Street, in which 24 oil paintings by M. Gustave Dore

are exhibited, and in which, moreover, there is space and light enough to

view them. Wo have the less regret for being obliged to defer a more

detailed notice, from the fact that we may now welcome M. Dore as a

permanent guest ; and we do welcome him, most heartily and sincerely,

accordingly. We are rejoiced to hear that the apartment which has been

arranged as a gallery (some 80 feet long and efficiently lighted from

above) has been taken for ten years ; and we trust that the reception given

to a gifted artist, who pays so marked a compliment to the public opinion

of this country, will be such as is due to his great and original merit.

'The Death-bed of Rossini,' which excited so much interest among the

friends of the maeelro in Paris ; ' The Triumph of Christianity,' which was

exhibited at the German Gallery hut year ; the original painting of ' Tho

Neophyte,' a replica of which was shown at the same place ; and a group

from the ' Midsummer Night's Dream,' are among the pictures now on

view. We hope to return to the subject.

Railways and other Works to be undertaken shortly in Franco.

The scheme of the seventeen new lines of railway, forming what is called

the fourth rcscatt of the French system, is being approved bit by bit. Tho

Corps Legislatif has approved of the treaty entered into with a society repre

sented hy M. Mangini, by the Minister of Public Works, for the construc

tion of the proposed line from Lyons to Montbrison.

Approbation has in like manner been given to the treaty made by the

same Minister with the Northern Railway Company of France, for the con

struction of a line from Arras to Etaples with branches, and of another from

Luzarches to the St. Dennis and Pontoise Railway.

The concession of several lines in the departments of the Nord, the Pas

de Calais, and the Aisnc, made to a company represented by Messieurs

De Melun, De Merode, and others, has also received the approval of tho

Legislative body.

The Minister of Public Works has laid three important projects before

the Council of State:—The improvement of the bed of the Rhone between

the Givers and Vienne, and of the navigation of the same river at the pass

of Grigny in the departments of tho Rhone and Iscre ; another for the en

largement of the station of Abbeville; and a third, for certain changes in

the concession for a graving dock at La Ciotat, Marseilles, made to the

Messageries Imperiales.

The concession of the railway from Lerouville to the Ardennes line will

shortly be put up to competition ; the maximum subvention offered by the

Government is 13,500,000 francs (540,000/.), payable in sixteen equal

half-yearly sums, commencing with January 15, 1871. The Government,

however, reserves to itself the right of transforming, at the period jnst

named, the subvention into ninety-year annuities, at the rate of 4 fr. 50 c

per cent.

A definite concession has been made to the Company of the Chtmin de

fer du Midi, for the construction of a line of railway from Condom to Port

Sainte Marie.

Several other concessions are likely to be announced shortly.

Monument to Rossini.

The Achilla Leclere prize for the best design for a monument in honour

of the late composer Rossini has been won by M. Dillon. The work is to

be placed in a garden, and the statuo of the maestro is placed in a kind of

temple ; in the intercolumniations of the colonnade which surrounds the

principal statue are four figures representing the four chtf-cCauvrts of the

master—' William Tell,' the 'Barber of Sevillo,' 'Moses,' and ' Semira-

mide.' On the central pedestal ore inscribed the titles of Rossini's operas.

The artist has made use of bronze as well as marble in his design.
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Preservation of Churches.—The House of Commons, on Monday,

April 26, went into committee on the Irish Church Bill, and passed,

almost without observation, the 24th clause, which provides that on

commutation of an annuity the annuitant should receive the amount of

any building charge to which he might be entitled. On Clause 25,

containing the proposed enactmonts with respect to churches, and to the

1st Article thereof, providing that ruined or disused churches of a monu

mental character might be vested in the Commissioners of Public Works

in Ireland, Mr. Disraeli moved as an addendum that such buildings should

be preserved, and not used as places of worship. At present the Eccle

siastical Commissioners of Ireland defrayed the annual expenditure for re

pairing the churches out of an ecclesiastical fund arising from the prelates'

estates ; and what he proposed was that that privilege should be continued

to tho Irish Church, that the amount should be multiplied by fourteen years,

and that the aggregate should be paid to the new Church Body. His first

amendment, therefore, in this sense, applied to the ruined or disused

churches.—Agreed to. Mr. Pirn proposed to strike out the third section in

the clause, that certain large churches of a monumental character, not

exceeding twelve in number, should be partially maintained by the Com

missioners. After some debating, the committee divided, and agreed to

omit the section by 232 to 132. Clause 26, respecting burial grounds, was

agreed to, after undergoing a few alterations of an unimportant character,

and a discussion of some length, on a motion of Colonel Greville-Nugent,

to vest the control over churchyards in burial boards, instead of the new

Church body, which motion was withdrawn.

Church Furniture.—In the New Church at Sawrey, the communion

table, the two chairs, and the kneeling stools, arc of solid ouk, carved and

perforated from designs made by a gentleman resident in the immediate

neighbourhood, and are the workmanship of Mr. John Taylor, carpenter, of

Far Sawrey, who was the contractor for the woodwork of the church. The

reading desk, also of oak, is the gift of the wife of the gentleman alluded to

above, and is from a design made by Mr. Robt. Brass, of London, the

honorary architect of the church. It matches the oak pnlpit, but is lighter

in appearance, in consequence of openwork having been adopted instead of

panelling.

Sewers Kate, Lighting and Watching Bate.—From a lately-pub

lished Blue-Book we learn that the sums levied during the seven years

ended with 1867 were:—1861 : Sewers rate, in counties 35,323'., in City of

London 21,058/.; total 56,381'.: Lighting, &c. rate, 3 & 4 Will. IV.,

cap. 90, 4,698'.—1862: Sewers rate, in counties 31,120'., in City of London

17,120'.; total 48,240/.: Lighting, &c. rate, 42,256'.—1863 : Sewers rate,

in counties 45,796'., in City of London 16,631'. ; total 52,427'. : Lighting,

&c. rate, 36,837/.—1864 : Sewers rate, in counties 44,010'., in City of Lon

don 17,242'.; total 61,252/.: Lighting, &c. rate, 42,194/.— 1865 : Sewers

rate, in counties 42,319/., in City of London 17,771'. ; total 60,090/. : Light

ing, dfce. rate, 41,846/.—1866: Sewers rate, in counties 41,325/., in City of

London 17,872'.; total 59,197/.: Lighting, &c rate, 40,783/.—1867: Sewers

rate, in counties 42,872/., in City of London 40,075/.; total 82,947/. : Light

ing, &c. rate, 40,888/. The leap in the City sewers-rate in 1867 is inex

plicable ; but on reference to the Home Office Blue-Book, from which the

quoted figures were taken, it is plain that the 17,638'. 17s. 6d. paid

over by the Chamberlain of London for main drainage purposes has been

improperly ascribed to the Board of Works ' in aid of their expenses.' This

probably points to the greater part of the increase. The lighting and

watching rates look small, but tho usefulness of the Act is abundantly

manifested by the number of small towns and villages which avail them

selves of its provisions. With the exception of Leeds, where the rates

under the 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 90, amounted last year to 9,259/., and of

Bradford (near Manchester), which raised 1,295'., the heaviest seldom ex

ceed two or three hundreds, and the great majority are below 1 00'. a year.

Tho aggregate amount for 1867 represents the requirements of 280 places.

Inclusive of tho City of London, 31 Commissions of Sewers have fur

nished the Blue-Book with accounts for 1867. The total expenditure of

that year was 27,105'. for ordinary works and maintenance, 10,690'. for

new works and improvements, 4,951'. for loans paid off and interest,

9,179'. for salaries and management, 37,170'. for other expenses ; making

the total expenditure 89,09fi'. Tho expenditure under the Lighting and

Watching Act was 40,612'. in 1867; of that sum, 3,020'. was for new works

and repairs of lamps, posts, and pipes ; 29,915'. for gas, 4,692/. for salaries ;

and other payments, 2,984'. The rates are entirely devoted to lighting tho

localities in which they are raised.

Fall of a Music HalL—The New Adelphi Music Hall, Union Street,

Oldham, which was opened a few months ago by the Oldham Philharmonic

Society, fell on the morning of April 19, and has become a complete wreck.

The cause of this catastrophe is the undermining of the foundations while

excavating the adjoining new buildings.

The Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society has just handed

us its book of rules for 1869. At the end is a list of papers read

up to close of previous year, including some on foundations, iron girders,

tunneling, building stones, retaining walls, stone and brick arches, and

other subjects interesting to the architect and builder. It appears that

the members of the society visited several of our great engineering works

in progress during 1868. The hon. secretary is T. H. Roberts, Esq., and

the meetings are holden at the Whittington Club, Strand.

Mr. Turner has been appointed surveyor to the Heme Bay Improve

ment Commissioners.

Covent Garden Theatre.—It is said that the Government are nego

tiating for the purchase of Covent Garden Theatre. It will be needed as a

central station for the new telegraph system of management.

Kobert Scott Lauder, R.S.A., one of our best known Scottish painters,

is no more. He was born in 1803.

Roman Remains at Bath.—Discoveries are still being made of Roman

remains during the excavations on the site of the old White Hart. Th»

remains of the Roman wall, discovered south of the temple platform when

the foundations of the south wing of the hotel were put in, have been

traced right across Stall Street, and left passing under the foundation of the

pump-room. The section of the soil at the site of the Great Temple sup

ports the presumption that this building must have stood perfect or nearly

so, less roof, as late as somowhere about 1070. In the angles of the carv

ing are.remains of the red paint used by the Romans to decorate or pre

serve the stone.

The Accident at Saltburn-by-the-Sca, caused by a girder slipping from

one of its piers during the erection of a bridge, calls for investigation.

The important matter is whether we shall not speedily hear of many

similar accidents arising from the defective iron and workmanship employed

in the construction of so many modern structures. Ironwork is being let

by open competition on specifications which, if faithfully carried out, must

entail a great loss on the contractors, or these contractors must resolve to

employ only inferior materials and workmanship. It may be said that

engineers can secure themselves by close inspection, but the remedy is with

themselves. They know, or ought to know, the cost prices of work, and

should only recommend contracts being let to respectable contractors, and

at reasonable prices ; otherwise, tho result will be that which invariably

attends a penny-wise and pound-foolish policy.

Sewage Flans for Bucks.—At a late meeting of the Bucks Local

Board tho chairman called the attention of the Board to the great necessity

which existed for a proper plan of the sewers of the town. At present no

one knew their situation or their depth. Mr. Smith recommended that

plans be provided without loss of time. Mr. Field said he thought it would

be better to decide the other question as to the disposal of the sewage first,

and so the subject dropped.

Fountains Abbey.—A great pier between two windows in a room next

the kitchen in Fountains Abbey has recently fallen. Every misfortune of

this kind increases the subsequent risk.

Destruction of a Church.—Early this week, tho church of All Saints,

Surrey Square, Old Kent Road, was destroyed by fire. The church was

110 feet long by 60 feet broad, and was fortunately detached from any of

the surrounding property.

Northern Architectural Association.—The quarterly meeting of the

Northern Architectural Association was held on Tuesday last, in the Old

Castle, Newcastle. After the report was read, plans were exhibited of a

wooden roof for the keep of the Castle, in which the Society of Antiquaries

proposed to store their collection. It was explained that the society had

originally intended to build a museum, but funds had not been forthcoming ;

and, while tho idea had not been altogether abandoned, it was proposed in

the meantime to deposit the antiquities in their possession in the keep. In

the course of the investigations which had been made, it was discovered

that there had formerly been a floor in the keep, and it was proposed to

erect a gallery where it had been, and also restore a gallery which formerly

existed either for the accommodation of musicians or spectators. It was

also mentioned that the Corporation were in favour of covering the keep

with a low-pitched roof ; while the antiquarians were of opinion that it

should be a high-pitched one, plans for both of which had been prepared.

Metropolitan Parishes.— On last Wednesday a deputation from the

St. George's vestry, Hanover Square, waited upon the Right Hon. G. J.

Goschen to express their views upon the union between the parishes of St.

George's, Paddington, and Fulham, and to request the right hon. gentle

man to assist them in obtaining the sanction of the Poor Law Board to

discontinue the new parochial schools. Mr. Goschen said that before any

order to stay proceedings could be issued, the consent of the two other

parishes concerned must be obtained.

Disputes in the Building Trade.—A meeting of the master builders

of Bradford was held on Tuesday to receive a report as to the result at the

meeting of deputations of the master builders and the stone masons, in

reference to the proposed alterations in tho rules of the trade. It was

reported that all the points, except two, which were of no importance, had

been agreed to by the deputation of the operative masons, but the work

men, in an aggregate meeting, had refused to confirm tho proceedings of

the deputation, in so far as they relate to payment by the hour, and stone

worked from quarries. The meeting of employers, therefore, came to the

resolution that all the correspondence which had passed between the

masters and the men should be published, and they would fall back upon

their original notice, requiring tho conditions as to the proposed alterations

of mode of payment to come into operation on May 3, though they are at

the same timo willing to submit to tho decision of an arbitrator. A lock-out

on Monday is apprehended.

MEETINGS OF TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Royal IssnTBTK OF British Architects.—Monday, May S, at 8 r.«.—Annual

General Meeting.

ROTAL ARCH.SOLOOICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BlUT.UU ANn IRELAND.—The next

Monthly Meeting of this Society will be held on May 7, at 4 p.m.

Architectural Association.—May 14, 7-30 p.m.—Special Business meeting. Mr.
Birch's Paper ' On the Domestic Architecture of London from the I6th to the 18th cen

turies ' will also be read, having boen postponed to that date.

Architectural Exhibition.—Tncpday, May 4.—Opening Meeting and Soiree.

Associated Arts Immi ute.— Saturday. May 1, at 8-16 p.m., Montgomerie Rnnlting,
Esq., on ' The Renaissance Influence as Traced in the Elizabethan Dramatists.' May 15.
—Discussion. Question : ' Was the Renaissance Movement Productive of any Ileal

Benefit to Art?'
Institution of Surveyors.—Monday, May 3, 8 p.m.—Mr. Menzics on ' The Distri

bution and Agricultural Use of Sewage.' Discussion on, resumed.

Institution of CmL Engineers.—Tuesday, May 4, at 8 p.m. 1. Discussion, 'On
the Outfall of the River Hurnber.' 2. Time permitting, the following; Paper will be read :—
' Description of the Low Water Basin at Birkenhead,' by Mr. John Ellacott, Member

of Institute C. E.
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THE WORKS OF FINE ART COPYRIGHT ACT,

1869.

HUS runs the ' short title ' of a bill, to the

great importance of which we have already

invited attention. This bill has been drafted

in consultation with a committee appointed

by the Society of Arts, and has been intro

duced into the House of Lords, where Lord

Westbury has charge of it. On Friday last,

as will be seen by our Parliamentary Re

port, this bill passed its second reading,

Lord Westbury consenting—nay, in fact,

himself suggesting—that it should be re

ferred to a Select Committee. ' Dealing with a subject full of

difficulty,' said he, ' and which the Common Law does not touch, I do

not pretend that this bill is perfect, and I am quite willing to have it

referred to a Select Committee, that it may be thoroughly sifted

and its language carefully weighed.' Even if scrutiny had not been

challenged by these admissions of a man by nature less ready than

most to own to any inferiority or imperfection, we should equally have

felt it our duty to draw attention to the bill ; but acting upon this

broad hint that there are difficulties yet unsolved, we have examined

its provisions carefully.

The fine art of Architecture appears to us to be the one point to

which our attention ought to be directed, and it appears also to have

been the one which the framers of this bill have felt it beyond their

power to provide for. Nowhere are architecture, or the arts acces

sorial to architecture, so much as named : and while we cannot but

admit that the bill is a step in advance, so far ns it relates to drawings,

pictures, prints, sculpture, and even photographs, we are unable to

see that it would provide satisfactorily for the case of executed

architectural works—stained glass, mosaic, or for models showing

unexecuted architectural designs. Perhaps the concluding words of

Lord Westbury's speech may explain what has, in part at least, occa

sioned this deficiency. The noble lord said that ' he believed the bill,

after consideration by a Select Committee, would succeed in gathering

up the loose and uncertain enactments already in existence, and in

combining them into one harmonious measure.' And it may well be

that any measure not intended to go beyond the scope of existing

legislation should fall short of a definite and express protection of

architecture, for existing Acts are all equally deficient in that parti

cular, so far as they are known to us.

The bill sets out by laying down the principle that ' The author of

every original work of art ' shall have for his life, and thirty years

beyond, ' the copyright, or sole or exclusive right of copying, repro

ducing, and multiplying such work and the design thereof.' Nothing

can be more reasonable ; and to help our comprehension of this

principle the bill defines the author as 'he who has designed or

made any original work of fine art," and a ' work of fine art ' as ' every

drawing, painting, photograph, work of sculpture, and engraving.'

These definitions receive amplitude from the context ; but amplify

as we may, there remains the fact that a building, however noble, is

not included under the definition of a work of fine art, though the

plans for it might be covered by the word drawing, and sculpture

enriching it, paintings representing it, or photographs taken from it,

would all receive recognition. Thus, as far as we can see, Westminster

Abbey does not come within the definition of a work of fine art, while

the smallest stereoscopic picture of a corner of it, or the worst of the

many effigies within its walls, does. Here at the outset we have, as

it seems to us, a defect which ought to be remedied by the introduc

tion of the word Architecture.

Another blot, possibly, exists in the definition of an author

as ' He who has designed or made any original work of fine art.'

To the admission of him who has designed such a work we fully

agree; and perhaps no better definition of what is meant by a

design can be given than that embodied in this Bill—' An original

conception represented by the author thereof in any work of art ; '

bnt is not the definition of the author open to doubt, so long as it

places him who designs or makes on one level, supposing an

executed work of architecture to be recognised by the legal mind as a

work of art, for surelv he who ' makes' the building is not the author,

or even the joint author, in any sense? If, for example, the Albert

Memorial manages to secure recognition as a work of art, will Mr.

Kelk be recognised under this definition as one of the authors, and

share the copyright with Mr. Scott? The thing is absurd, and

requires to be set right.

We have indicated where the most important omission with respect

to architecture exists. Buildings are not recognised as works of art.

We are far, however, from feeling sure that practical difficulty may

not arise to hinder their being so recognised. The feeling has been

pretty generally entertained by architects, that any attempt to protect

a building once erected and thrown open to the public is futile, and

had better not be made ; but if this were so, we should hold that

works of sculpture erected in public, and open to general inspection,

ought to be regarded in the same light. If, on the other hand, the

principle of copyright is of any value at all, it holds good of one work

of art as fully as of another, and it is not justice to ignore a right

because there is a difficulty in enforcing it. It is more difficult to

preserve, game than to protect poultry ; yet the game laws are still in

force. Why not then admit that a copyright exists in a work of

architecture as such, as fully as in a statue ?

This once conceded, there would remain other points to amend, or

at least to provide for. Among these would be the question whether

the copyright of any building remained in the architect's hands or

those of the owner of the building, and the most useful enactment

possible to architects would, of course, be one which preserved to

them the sole right of copying in another building their own original

architectural work. This would grant architects a protection that

sometimes they sorely need, and would prevent their being employed

to design one building, which, when erected, and the plans paid for,

is repeated again and again by its owner, with no Teference to the

original author. It is true that the copyright is considered to go with

the work of art in this Act ; but we consider that it would be easily

possible to show in evidence before the Committee on this Bill that

the case of architecture is different from that of other works of art ;

for to copy a picture requires skill approaching that of the original

painter; but to copy a building the handiwork of ordinary journey

men will suffice.

The Bill contains an excellent provision that after registration of a

design the author may sell his studies made for the execution of it with

out prejudice to the copyright—that is to say, that they are absolutely

his. Now, although there are few cases in which the architect of any

work would desire to sell any portion of his sketches and studies—

though, by the way, we can fancy that in many instances such studies

would be readily saleable—architects have constantly differed from

their employers as to their right to retain the working and other draw

ings used in the erection of buildings.

The regulations of the Royal Institute of British Architects as to

professional practice and charges have done much to establish the archi

tect's right to his plans ; but nothing would be more easy or more ser

viceable than to add here a few words, including the plans of air archi

tect in the same category as the sketches and studies of a painter.

In a further section of the bill (No. 9) occurs a provision which,

not modified, might be attempted to be enforced against an architect

injuriously. It is very properly made an infringement of copyright

to repeat not only a design, out ' any part of a design,' and the original

author of the design commits an offence by repeating part of a design

after he has parted with his copyright in any work of art.

This could not with justice he left as applicable to architecture

in such a way as would for instance exclude an architect from the use of

any original feature in several different designs ; say for example a

series of moulded bricks designed by an architect and made use of by

him in one building, the copyright of which passes in any way out of

his hands. The same moulded bricks, even if so combined as to form

features essentially different, would still be parts of the original design

—much more would they be so if they were repeated in the same

combination. And yet we conceive that, to prohibit an architect

from using such features as these in one building, because they had

been designed for another, would be almost as unwise, nay, as futile, as

to prohibit a painter from introducing green colour, or representations

of a dog or a double-barrelled gun, into one picture, because he has al

ready used the same colour or painted the same objects in another.

This point, however, ought to be guarded better than in the present

wording of the Bill it is.

We have said enough, we hope, to prove that the attention of

architects and the Architectural Societies ought to be directed to this

Bill while before the Select Committee. There is now open an

opportunity of securing adequate recognition of architectural copy

right, which, once lost or overlooked, may not return in the lifetime

of any of us, and we do trust it will not be allowed to slip, but

that the claims and rights and position of the architect andof his

valued auxiliaries, the glass-painter, the decorator, the mosaicist, the

carver, &c, will be looked into. The present Bill is very broad, and

its wording probably covers architectural drawings and decorative

designs, but this ought not to be left a matter of doubt. The exact

nature of the rights of copyright which it is just to reserve to each of

these classes of artists ought to be defined, and the language of the

Bill ought to be rigidly scanned to make it certain that that protection

is secured, either under the existing clauses or by introducing neces

sary modifications.

The very enquiry into some of the rights of these artists will show

that there are no inconsiderable difficulties in identifying them. For

instance, where one artist gives the general design of a stained glass

window, whilo a second makes the full-sized cartoon, and a third the

window itself : who is ' the author ? ' or, are there three authors or

two ?—and have they joint rights P There is no doubt a right and a

wrong in these matters, and the right answer to these enquiries can

be arrived at, but it is not obvious and on the surface. One thing we

are especially anxious should be noticed. There can be no doubt that

gross injustice is often done to architects who submit designs in com

petition, and that the ideas of those who ultimately commission the

erected building are in some instances culled from the drawings sent

in and not recognised, but returned ' with the thanks of the Commit

tee.' This ought not to be, and we shall have little satisfaction in the

passing of the proposed Copyright Act if we are not assured that the
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case of Competitions has been most carefully considered and found to

be thoroughly provided for.

It may be satisfactory to know that the matter is under the con

sideration of the Council of the Institute of British Architects, but

that body, especially at a moment when the election of new mem

bers has very much changed its constitution, can hardly be expected

to do much unless supported and to some extent impelled by the

action of the general body of architects.

To them we commend this matter, which is one that concerns them

vitally ; and we commend it not to them only, but to all our readers,

for there is no person connected directly or remotely with arts or

buildings who is not interested in an equitable, comprehensive, and

final settlement of the question of copyright in works of fine art.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

By Edwabd W. Godwim, F.S.A.

IF anything be wanting to complete the sketch of the gradual disunion of

architecture and painting, which appeared in the last issue of this paper,

it may be found in what is called the Lecture-room of the new Royal Academy.

I gave last week the interesting and encouraging fact that, out of forty-four

elections to the rank of Associateship, three only were architects ; and it

maybe added, that the period—1841-61—during which these elections

were made, was one signally successful in an architectural point of view.

All Saints Church, Margaret Street ; the selected designs in the Constan

tinople Memorial Church and the Lille Cathedral competitions ; Brisbane

Cathedral, by the same architect ; the Oxford Museum ; the Kildare Street

Club; the Crown Assurance Office; the Assize Courts, Manchester;

and some other public buildings which it is unnecessary to mention,

have hitherto been unrecognised by an Academy that professes to promote

' the honour and interest ' of architecture. This week we have an almost

equally interesting and encouraging fact to note. There are 1320 works

exhibited, and only forty-six of them represent modern architecture. The

amount of wall-space given to architects is about equal to one wall and a

half of the lecture-room, the whole of which we might have reasonably

expected would have been reserved for and occupied by architectural sub

jects. Not satisfied, however, with driving us within these poor limits, our

drawings in one corner are piled up just as of old, and the principle adopted

in all the other rooms—to hang everything in good places—is here set at

nought. If our sketches of what we aro doing or proposing to do in our

art were worth exhibiting at all, they were surely worth exhibiting so that

they could be seen. That they are altogether out of place here is not now

the question. Whether they are or are not, no one will be hardy enough to

deny that it would bo better for architects and their art to be a little more

united in their annual exhibitions. This can only be done by securing the

whole of one room at the Academy, and giving up the Conduit Street room,

or by leaving the Academy altogether and making one, and only one, Architec

tural Exhibition at Conduit Street. What we want is a distinct utterance, and

no mumbling. So long as the Academy professes to nurture architecture,

so long we ask for something more than the paltry admission to its walls

which once a year it doles out. I doubt whether, in the history of the

Academy, the annual Exhibition of Architectural Works has ever been

so thoroughly unrepresentative. When I add that the best places

and the largest spaces are absorbed by the contributions of Mr.^G. G.

Scott, R.A., his son, Mr. J. O. Scott, and Sir M. D. Wyatt, one may

naturally wish to know what architecture has done that she should

be treated so badly. Mr. G. G. Scott, B.A., sends two large frames,

Mr. J. 0. Scott contributes no less than five large perspectives of his

unsuccessful design for Manchester Town Hall, and Sir M. D. Wyatt,

not to be outdone in numbers, also sends five drawings of no inconsiderable

area. If all this means that the fight for the Associateship is to be betwee

Sir M. D. Wyatt and Mr. J. 0. Scott, we can all of us well understand

why they should both muster in such strong force. Although even here

some of us would have thought that the buildings—the architecture itself,

and not fancy designs on paper—would have beon the test, not only of

membership, but also of admission to the Exhibition walls in such large

numbers. It is possible—scarcely probable—that the Academy has done

its best, and had but few and poor works from which to make their selec

tion. This, however, is one of those possibilities which are never suggested

by anything but the spirit of amiability. Seriously speaking, I have not a

doubt that the Academy cares as little about the hanging of architecture as

it does about teaching it. Fair drawings of executed works by some of the

best architects of the day have been rejected or made 'doubtful ' for want

of room. In the presence of a dozen frames containing water-colour

sketches of old buildings, some of them buildings most of us must bo tired

of seeing, the excuse to the rejected of 'want of room' must sound idle

and vexatious. It is not to be supposed, that because the Academy

had got a new home and larger galleries, every architect of any art-

position would contribute a specimen of his work. Those who have so'eon-

tributed may think, and justly perhaps, that their fellow-workers ought to

have put in an appearance. We naturally ask for Mr. E. M. Barry, A. We

have but two Academicians and two Associates to represent us, and if two

out of the four fail to exhibit, it is hard to say what may become ofus. It is

notunlikelythat architectural students may ask for others outside the charmed

circle. Have they declined to send, or have they been rejected ? Where

are Messrs. Christian, Clarke, Burges, Pearson, Chamberlain, Clutton,

CockerelL Hadfield, Lynn, Jones, Pugin, Slater, White, and Withers ? Wo

are used to them, and expected them ; we even thought it possible that,

under the altered circumstances, Mr. Butterfield, Messrs. Shaw and

Nesfield, and Mr. Bodley, might have made themselves visible. It is surely

not possible that drawings of the actual works of any of these men can

have been rejected for the sake of showing us five gaudy drawings of one by

no means good design, or to make room for such uninteresting material as

that shown in Nos. 984 and 1,017, or such defective architecture as that

exhibited by Mr. P. C. Hardwick in No. 983, by Mr. G. F. Jones in 1,002,

by Mr. Low in 1,007, and by Mr. Law in 1,015 ! Now that Mr. Sandys'

' Medea,' which was rejected last year, has at last found a place upon the

walls, men have not much difficulty in estimating the art valuo of an

Academy rejection. But this increase of knowledge, although comforting

to the rejected, is of such a particularly special character, that it is not

calculated to do the art of architecture much service or honour in the eyes

of the public. Indeed, so blind are the ol toWol in matters architectural,

that even their great leader, the Times critic, has forgotten that there is

such a thing as architecture, and has quietly wrapped it up in the words

' Engravings and Etchings.' It is true there is some excuse for this, inas

much as in the catalogue the room in which architecture is placed is thus

apportioned :—1. Paintings. 2. Engravings. 3. Miniatures, and—4. En

gravings, Etchings, &c. The architectural works are in the second divi

sion, and people are thus taught the new creed of the Academy, that

architecture is a kind of engraving. So far, then, as the Academy is con

cerned, it must be tolerably clear that Architecture has received nothing to

excite her to thankfulness, and that the change to Burlington House ha

not proved in any way encouraging to our profession. It is just possible

we may manage to survive this. Meanwhile, we have to be thankful to

Mr. Street, A., and Mr. Waterhouse, for their drawings, which keep

architecture above water. Taking tho most favourable, the ultra-liberal

view, there arc not more than fifteen frames which ought to have been

hung in any exhibition professing to be representative of what architects

have been doing during the past year. I propose to take these fifteen (not

including Burlington House) in the order in which they are placed in the

catalogue.

967. ' New Villa at Boscombe, near Bournemouth, now in course of

erection.'

Mr. R. W. Edis shows in this little work a decided advance. Good brick

walls and tile roofs, well put together, with some artistic feeling in the com

position of the roof masses. There is a little ungainliness in the dispro

portion between the heights of the windows, and the porch is not altogether

the sort of thing for the house. A half-timbered porch would have been

more in harmony.

975. ' Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. New buildings now in

course of construction.'

There is more uniform strength in this design than in anything I have

yet seen from Mr. Waterhouse. At Oxford, and in his Town Hall for Man

chester, we see evidence of a disposition to be pretty, to fritter away his

masses, and so lose both rhythm and repose. This view of his work at

Cambridge shows better qualities than all his other works put together.

The style is founded on that of the late fifteenth century—rather French than

otherwise. It is a pity that his largo plain window and angle turrets in

the top storey of the tower should have been rendered heavier by the addi

tion of an accidental shadow in the drawing.

Mr. Waterhouse exhibits two drawings of his Town Hall, Manchester.

They have been seen, criticised, and described so often, that it is quite un

necessary for me to do more than mention them.

977. ' New building in course of erection for the University of Glasgow.'

982. ' New parish church, S. Mary Abbot, Kensington (about to be

erected).'

Both these works havo attached to them the name of Mr. G. G. Scott,

B.A. The drawings are showy (there are red shadows to the yellow dress

ings) ; but the architecture is so far below what we used to get from Mr.

Scott, that one is apt to think that the kindness and amiability of the man

have overgrown the vigour of tho architect, and that Mr. Scott, out of gentle

consideration for and desire to advance the young ones around him, has

left them a free field with his name to help them. Tho extraordinary like

ness between Mr. Scott's later works and Mr. J. O. Scott's design for a Town

Hall is more than a family likeness between father and son. The samo

weaknesses and youthful inconsiderateness which arc visible in the Town

Hall, even down to the stylo of drawing, have been more or less visible in

all that Mr. Scott has done since he lost the battle of the styles at the

Foreign Office. It is no one's business to object to this style of retirement,

but many of us yet long—

For the touch of a vanlsh'd hand, 4ic.

988 and 989 aro two pen-and-ink drawings of new churches in course of

erection. I should not select the stecplo and western transept of St, Peter'B,
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Bournemouth, as an example of Mr. Street at his best. Tho church for the

Lord Sudeley, in Toddington Park, is a much more successful work. The

drawing is marred by bad perspective in the arches of the belfry windows,

which seem to fall outwards at the crown. In the design there are only

two very small features which one would like to see altered, and in the hope

that they will be reconsidered I abstain from mentioning them.

993. ' View of a Design for proposed new Examination Schools at

Oxford.' For a public building this is one of the best designs Mr. Street

has ever exhibited. With the one exception of the hipped roof, there is littlo

to which objection can be taken. The work is well-balanced, broad in treat

ment, and bold in conception. I heard a critic talk of the buttresses being

stuck on, and there is some truth in it, looking merely at the drawing, which

is in pencil, with a good deal of that brilliant sketching which Mr. Street

delights in, and very little constructive detail shown.

Nos. 965, 980, and 1012, show coloured decoration—the first for stained

glass, the second for a ceiling, and the third for walls.

The drawing, No. 1016, 'Blythwood,' by Mr. T. Roger Smith, has its

merits and demerits so balanced that it is difficult to say much about it. If

Mr. Smith thinks barge boards, stepped gables, and plain gables coped with

wrought stone tabling, are mere fancies of the middle ag^s, and not the

results of local conditions, then he acts up to his thought; but if, as 1

believe, these three features are all local peculiarities—the result of obedi

ence to nature, our only governor—Mr. Smith has something to unlearn.

No. 1018 is 'The Interior of -New College, Dulwich,' by Mr. C. Barry.

Why the eccentric curves to the roof, and why so gaudily coloured ?

Mr. Seddon exhibits an enormous drawing of his great building at

Aberystwith. The size of the drawing and the bad colouring have, I sup

pose, been the cause of the frame being skyed. Had Mr. Seddon sent a

careful pen-and-ink or monotone drawing by his own hand, an eighth or a

sixteenth the size, it would have been in every way better. The design

has been already before the public in various shapes, and has had its fair

sha re of criticism.

LORD ELCHO'S COMMITTEE.

TTTHILE the Government is maturing its plan with reference to the

VV Law Courts upon that part of Embankment land adjoining the

Temple, and so satisfying one set of admirers of the banks of our

ancient river, Lord Elcho's Committee is carefully pursuing its en

quiries as to other portions of the Embankment, ana developing plans

for laying out the various sites thereon, which will rejoice those of

our readers who take special interest in this subject. And those

who may not enter into details will yet be glad to know that

there is such an earnest spirit at work to do what is right,

that we hare every reason to believo this question, like the

Embankment itself, will be reclaimed from the state of mud, muddle,

and chaos which seemed at one time to be its inevitable fate.

Indeed this Committee, instead of referring solely to the Hun-

gerford Bridge and Lancaster Place 'Viaduct,' expanded the

scope of its enquiry to a degree commensurate with the more

extended view of its duties taken by the members of the Committee.

As for the roadway, or viaduct, as it was erroneously called—for

only a small portion of it was ever intended to be carried upon arches,

and this merely to avoid disturbing the Savoy burial-ground—it was

easily seen from the first that such a crude project, having all the

appearance of a hurried compromise merely to facilitate the progress

of the Bill at the time of its birth, was foredoomed by the very

appointment of a committee to consider it.

But the question as to what is to be substituted is found to be a

wider one than was probably anticipated, and the idea of planting a

large public Museum and Gardens upon the site—though not a new

conception—when once taken up, necessarily called for investigation

and some definite plan of arrangement, if only to ascertain if the idea

were feasible and worthy of recommendation, or if there were insu

perable obstacles to its adoption.

It has long been evident to us that such a plot of land as that

reclaimed from the river between Hungerford and Waterloo was

worthy of some grand public building, but that even if it could be

covered by such, it would be unadvisable at least to do so without the

reservation of some portion for gardens or recreation grounds ; while,

on the other hand, to appropriate the whole of it to this latter pur

pose would but waste a valuable site, and necessitate the reconstruc

tion of the back neighbourhood, or the ends of the streets now occu

pying the various levels of the frontage towards the river in an

irregular line, leaving still the overpowering mass of the Charing

Cross boiler-shed to be masked by foliage alone, for which fifty years'

growth would not suffice. It is satisfactory therefore to think that

a plan is being proposed for the establishment of the Natural

History Museums on this site instead of at South Kensington, and

laying out gardens and vacant spaces around the building, which is

proposed to be raised upon a terrace nearly as high as that of

Somerset House and the Adelphi. No doubt Mr. Waterhouse will

be well able to provide proper access to the Strand, and communica

tions with the various levels right and left.

The evidence of Mr. Fowler and Mr. C. II. Gregory (the President

of the Institute of Engineers) as to vibration from railway trains has

been highly important, considering the proximity of the new line to the

proposed building works, and no better evidence could be obtained. The

mere calling font was a sign that the Committee is alive to the diffi

culties attending construction under such circumstances. The opinions

expressed, only serve to confirm our own views as to the non-

injurious character of mere tremor induced by the passing of trains or

any other traffic upon the walls of a building, but the enquiry failed

to go far enough into the question to satisfy our minds that there was

no danger to the mass of the surrounding soil for a much wider area

than that to be covered by the buildings referred to.

The Committee could hardly escape enquiry as to the streets

in communication with the Embankment at Whitehall, and from

Charing Cross along the walls of Northumberland House ; and this

naturally led to Mr. Pennethome's evidence, and the production

of his plans for Government offices at Whitehall on the site of

the projected palace, incorporating only that part of it which

was erected by Inigo Jones—the Banqueting-room, now the Royal

Chapel. To this we shall refer, perhaps, in detail, when it may be

more decorous to do so. At present, we only express our satisfac

tion that such a suggestion nas been definitely made by such an

architect, and in such a manner as to combine the oft-chenshed idea

—now so lately revived—of working out this acknowledged grand

design in a worthy manner and on the right spot, if anywhere.

At the time when it was originally proposed to separate the

Natural History collection from the British Museum, the evidence of

scientific men seemed to show some diversity of opinion as to site ;

but now we have the same great names reappearing—Owen, Mur-

chison, and Huxley—in favour of the removal to the Embankment,

and of establishing there such a collection as will answer both for

popular and special scientific instruction.

The slight degree in which Professors Owen and Huxley differ with

respect to the size and arrangement of the collections of Natural His

tory and the Library to be attached thereto, in no way affects their

united testimony to the advantages of the position for one or both of

the objects of a museum; while Sir Roderick Murchison, speaking

as a trustee of the British Museum, and in the name of many dis

tinguished members of that body, thinks this site as good as, if not

better for popular purposes than, Great Russell Street itself.

That South Kensington, too, will offer no opposition is evident from

the assistance Mr. Cole affords by his well-digested information—as

might, indeed, be expected from such a public-spirited director of one

of our most flourishing Government establishments. At the same

time all must see the difficulties to be dealt with in the possession

of the site at South Kensington intended for this very Museum—

though there need be no fear of loss on this account, even if it should

be determined to resell the ground—considering the wonderful im

provement of the locality in late years. Having gone thus far, we

may assume that, with these disinterested views distinctly kept before

it, Lord Elcho's Committee—by a judicious concert with the Metro

politan District Railway—may at last save the Embankment from the

perils which threaten it, and make it a glory and honour to our age.

We must not forget, however, that the plans and ideas broached in

our pages from time to time, even if unacknowledged, must have

shown that the site was capable of artistic treatment in a variety of

ways ; and it is only natural for us to refer to what has been published

in The Architect, when we see with pleasure that the same ideas

prevail in influential quarters. It is to De hoped that with reference

to the Waterloo and Hungerford section of th« Embankment, the

importance of the existing features of the Bridge, with the Savoy on

one side and the terrace of Somerset House on the other, may not be

overlooked. These are, so to speak, natural lines in the general aspect

of the whole sweep of the Embankment, which it would be fatal to

leave out of calculation. What is wanted has been already suggested

by Mr. C. F. Hayward,' viz., a block of buildings occupying the

Savoy Hill (and standing on the very walls of the old palace

itself), continuing the architecture and the terrace of Somerset House

westwards, nnd returning northwards to the Savoy Chapel, thus over

hanging the Gardens at the west end of the proposed new Museum

building which have already^ been projected and christened Savoy

Gardens in Mr. C. F. Hayward's plan. The River facade might

repeat the features of Somerset House, and also the form of Mr.

Pennethome's new wing opposite Lancaster Place, so that the

roadway to Waterloo Bridge would be flanked on the west by a

pile of buildings, set back as on the east, and together forming a sort

of square court, which, if connected also with the Strand by quadrant

arcades or colonnades, would form .an unrivalled access to our most

splendid bridge, and to the terraces and the Embankment right and

left.

This new building—or, let us soy, continuation of old Somerset

House—might bear the old name of Savoy, and become the Central

Telegraph Station in connection with a West-end Chief Post Office,

which will certainly be wanted before long. All this appears capable

of being done without encroaching upon the two burial grounds,

which have been a difficulty all along ; but for the full statement as

to these, and opinions thereon as expressed by Sir Chos. Trevelyon and

others, we must refer to the Society of Arts' Transactions of lastjweek.

However, we repeat, some such artistic treatment of this part of the

locality is absolutely necessary, and the more carefully the rest of the

space is laid out, the more this small remaining portion will coll for

attention.

With this (and omitting Blackfriars and ' Alsatia ' for the present as

• See The Architect for March 13, p. 143.
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unfinished), we think we mRy consider the Embankment scheme com

plete ; and with these definite plans before us for the whole line, east,

midway, and west, the occupation of the river-frontage from the

Temple to Westminster will be satisfactory. The Law Courts under

the able hands of Mr. Street, the Museums and the buildings at

Whitehall under the care of Mr. Pennethorne and Mr. Waterhonse,

are likely to form ornaments to our metropolis, and produce a series

of architectural works which, taken in connection with the adjoining

structures, will be unsurpassed by the dreams, even in their most

enthusiastic moments, of the advocates of the Embankment site.

To the diversity of design we do not object. The separation

between each work is complete, and variety will not be otherwise

than pleasing in the long line of frontage ; and if only the spirit of

unity prevail long enough at the Office of Works to harmonise the

several conflicting opinions, there is no reason why Mr. Pennethorne's

genius should not have full scope in working out the design of Inigo

Jones, at the same time that other architects aro at work with more

modern materials.

Those who have worked out these problems for themselves as a labour

of love—receiving no public acknowledgment of their contributions to

the solution of them—may console themselves when they see their

hearts' desire accomplished, and take pride to themselves for having

mentally seen beforehand what it required the bodily eyes of others to

comprehend : or at least to feel such satisfaction as those pioneers in

science whose names are lost in the splendour of ultimate results, and

whose early work is forgotten in its latest development.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

rr commencing our notice of this the 19th Annual Exhibition of Archi

tectural Drawings, we may fairly congratulate the Council on the general

average collection of drawings exhibited by them, notwithstanding the greater

attractions of the Royal Academy, which it was presumed would this year

inaugurate the opening of the new rooms by doing justice to Architecture,

and giving it that space and accommodation on its walls to which the in

creased importance and position of the Art fairly entitle it. This, we regret

to say, is not the case ; if possible, architects ire worse treated than before,

and the Academicians seem determined as far as possible to keep architecture

from their rooms. The exhibition in Conduit Street is in every way up to

the mark. Mr. Petit's drawings alone, which together with the sketches and

decorations we reservo for a separate notice, are well worth a visit ; and in

addition there is a fair collection of meritorious sketches of old buildings,

and a good series of architectural designs. So much may bo said in

general praise; but this must be tempered with a certain amount of

blame, inasmuch as we still notice many drawings which should have

been excluded, and we should have liked to have seen the photographs

all hung together, and a stricter adherence to the rule as to frames,

margins, &c. We must again protest against the number of meretriciously-

coloured picture drawings, and regret that there are not more honest

sketches or drawings by the architects themselves ; we know architects do

make sketches, and why we should be treated on these walls to a number of

drawings in which the useless landscape and surroundings are made to over

whelm the architecture, as in too many eases they do, is best known to the

profession itself. We recommend the Hanging Committee to rectify this

another year. Of 300 and odd general drawings, certainly a fourth might

have been excluded.

Numerically first amongst the general drawings to be noticed is Mr.

Seddon's drawing of Almshouses at Fulham (23), which has much careful

study in it, and the arrangement of the lower storey and chimneys is well

managed. The arrangement of the rear of the plan strikes us as being

crowded and closo. The oriel window in a gable, with its attenuated support,

suggests the idea of an exaggerated lamp ; the dormers are too close, and

would not look well in perspective, nor do we understand the use of crowd

ing arch above arch to support some three feet of masonry in the gable tops.

In Mr. Seddon's drawings (55 and 66) of St. Nicholas Church, Yarmouth,

now in course of restoration, there is much fair and honest study of the old

work, although we must dispute the taking out the perpendicular windows

in the north aisle to put in those of a century earlier. The tracery to the

large window in south transept is poor and weak to a degree. We would

only suggest to Mr. Seddon that the drawing of the masonry is hardly to

his credit, and that, howover pretty it may look on paper, the colour of flint

work is not rose-grey.

Whut can we say of Mr. Ralph Nevill's drawing (26) of Mr. G. G. Scott's

Now Almshouses at Blackfriars ? We forbear to criticise the building

itself, as we cannot beliove that it is fairly represented by the drawing in

any way, and we hesitate to say too much about the drawing itself, as it is

evidently that of quite a junior in the office ; but we cannot too strongly

protest against the vulgar and meretricious colouring, in which body colour

seems to be the principal medium.

Mr. E. B. Lamb sends one of his usual designs (29) for a new Memorial

Church at Smithfield, very like many of his other churches, but better.

The thinness of the buttresses, and everlasting frittering away of broad

spaces, cannot be too strongly condemned, and what use or object can there

be in the spun-out miniature buttress rising up in the centre of the transept

gable? We cannot praise the drawing, but the tinting is clever and

artistic

Mr. Hartshorne sends a good careful drawing (27) of a Church at

Walsall, much damaged by the vulgar figures and crude colouring of the

surroundings ; the wooden porch is bad and inappropriate.

Mr. Brangwyn sends a charming little drawing (31) of the new ' Maison

Communale ' at Cmybcke, in tho design of which the author has seized the

spirit of the best type of Flemish work, and done full justice to his design.

The dormers are picturesquo and well proportioned, and the whole compo

sition well and carefully studied. Mr. Brangwyn must forgive us if we

are somewhat hypercritical, and complain of the apparent weakness of the

oriel support, and of the side pier of entranco doorway, the former rendered

more weak by the coarse detail of the mouldings, and the latter evidently

dependent upon some hidden tie to keep it from giving out ; nor do we

quite like the difference of the slopes of the chimneys and roof. These are

matters which doubtless so good an artist as Mr. Brangwyn will have seen

and rectified ; as a drawing we cannot say too much in its praise—one of

the best in the exhibition.

(25.) A pleasant drawing of somo Village Schools near Godalming, by

Mr. Howell, which would have been all tho better without the laboured

attempt to be picturesque and quaint in the bell gable and chimney. The •

design is otherwiso good, but Mr. Howell should have given the name of

the artist who coloured it.

Messrs. Walford and Evill send a drawing of a House at Pinner (34), tho

first idea of which is that it was made to show the patent roof tiles ; and

indeed an etching of this design, if we mistake not, has been put into the

trade catalogue of the tile manufacturers. The design has many good

qualities and much careful study. The upright brick arches could hardly

carry themselves, but the whole is picturesque in its lines, though some

what coarse in detail.

Mr. Nisbet would have been wiso not to have sent his drawing of a Porch

(36), and the Hanging- Committee to have rejected it : it is as constructionally

bad aB his drawing for a Hunting-Lodge (40) is in design: instead of a

Hunting-Lodge we nave a pretentious cemetery chapel, and lodge combined.

(37 and 41.) Two clever and careful drawings of a House at Harpen-

den, by Mr. Crawley, which owe a good deal of their effectiveness to the

architectural colourist, whose name ought to bo given, though it looks very

much like Mr. Nattress's bright tinting. What use is there in the

elaborate arches to the tops of the gables, or in the wreathed and spiked

cannon-balls in the garden front ? The design has many of the bad features

of the style with some few of tho good. The conservatory, were it not for

the weakness of the angle pier, would be good, and the stables look

picturesque; we might remind the artist that stained glass does not

usually show its colour from the outside. We give Mr. F. R. Kempson all

praise for his fresh, bright, and careful isometrical View of the City and

Couuty Lunatic Asylum at Hereford (42), the drawing charmingly tinted

in three tones of brown and grey. Tho design is unpretentious, but full

of bits of thought ; the chimneys and the ventilators are brought in well ;

we could say something against some of the composition of the windows,

but we must not bo hypercritical in what is generally so good.

(16.) Not one of Mr. Coles' best, and we can say but little of the building,

as it has been elsewhere criticised, and the central tower is evidently not

drawn from nature.

We are very disappointed with Mr. Charles H. Mileham's New Church,

at Bettws-y-eoed, North Wales (47 and 48), for we expected better things

of him ; the church has three or four styles in it ; we presume the arrange

ment of the east end, without any window, is with a view to having painted

decorations on the east wall with the light thrown from the north, but all

this might have been done without bo much muddle of styles. Tho boll

gable is strong and bold, and a great relief after the pimping little

absurdities we have been accustomed to see. The drawings are good in feel

ing, but evidently hurried.

In 50 we have Messrs. Godwin & Crisp's premiated design for tho Bristol

Assize Court, perhaps, without exception, the best drawing in tho. exhibi

tion, and one which we recommend all art students to study carefully. The

history of this competition is tolerably well known—how Messrs. Godwin

and Crisp were awarded all three premiums in the first competition, and were

then ousted by the caprice of a committee who, for sundry reasons, wished

for a second competition, and how, in this second competition, Mr. Street

awarded the second place to the drawing in question. Those who may com

pare this design with the successful one will not think that Messrs. Godwin

& Crisp's design suffers in the comparison—bold, vigorous, and dignified, and

essentially carefully studied in all its parts. We might, perhaps, find fault

with the apparent weakness of the angle piers of the first, floor, and with the

somewhat small balcony over the central door ; the boldness with which the

tower—the top part of which is suggestive of Compiegne—is designed, cross

ing the roof without any preparation below might, perhaps, be criticised, but

wo happen to have seen Messrs. Godwin & Crisp's Town Hall at Northamp

ton, where the tower is similarly treated, and where tho effect in perspective

is exceedingly bold and good. We cannot accord too much praise to Messrs.

Godwin <fc Crisp both for the design and the careful and honestly-tinted

drawing which expresses it.

' Glenbegh Towers,' Killarney (52), by the same gentlemen, was also

exhibited, if we remember rightly, in last year's Academy ; a simple and

effective design, in every way worthy of the authors' reputation.

In 51 we have a joint design by four architects, Messrs. Foster, Wood,

Ponton, and Gough, for the new Institution and Library at Bristol, which

wo are bound to say is one of tho worst drawings in the exhibition : bad in

style, bad in drawing, bod in colouring—suggesting bad dreams of Mr.

Godwin's Town Hall at Northampton, the Ducal Palace at Venice, and the

animals at Laon Cathedral ; the weakness of the angle piers, the vulgarity

of the sculpture, and the poorness of the detail, lead ub to regret that four

tolerably-known architects should havo acted so unwisely as to exhibit such

a design. The artist must have suffered in the design, for when he leaves

it. for the old work in the right-hand corner, he is himself again. Mr.

Ladds sends two unpretending and prettUy put together dosigns (53 and 54) ;

we especially like the ' Roadside Inn ' (54), but should have liked to have

seen the signboard, which is always a picturosque, feature. This drawing is

good and crisp, while the other is somewhat coarse. Mr. Wateon, in his

' Design for a Small Pox Hospital at Homerton ' (57), has not shown im

provement, and we cannot congratulate him cither on tho general design or

grouping of bis buildings, but must commend the drawing as a cleverly

tinted sketch, evidently done by himself. His ' Design for tho Fever Hos

pital ' (177), is better, but not what we should have expected from Mr.

Watson. Mr. W. Smith sends one of the most careful pen-and-ink draw

ings in tho room (58), wanting perhaps in freedom of touch, but showing

much care.
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In 59 we havo the usual annual lithograph by Mr. J. Drayton Wyatt of

a very ordinary church by Mr. Scott, R.A.

(61.) Shows a very clever drawing of a good design for the new church of

St. Barnabas at Oxford, by Mr. A. W. Blomfleld ; the plan is in the

form of a Basilica with short circular apse, and narrow side aisles, and

is in every way well and carefully considered : tho decoration is simple and

good ; the ritual arrangement of bringing the choir into the body of the

church is wise, uniting the clergy and the laity as they should be. The

general design of the tall clerestory windows is good, but paintings would

be wanted in the intermediate blank spaces. We cannot like the roof or its

decoration, and we like, least of all, the Baldachino over the altar. But

as a clever sketch by the artist himself, too much praise cannot be given

to the drawing.

(To be continued in our next)

THE FIRST CLUBHOUSE AT BIRMINGHAM.

ON the 3rd inst. there was opened at Birmingham the first building

erected in that town solely for the purposes of a clubhouse. The edifice

is at the top' of Newhall Street, in the centre of and in the highest part of

the town ; it is within a few yards of the Bank of England and all the other

banking-houses. The style of architecture is Italian, with much elaborate

detail and carving in every part that would properly admit of it. The

fronts are to two streets, are two storeys in height, and of stone from the

Pillough quarries, Derbyshire, with a massive balustrade protecting the

basement area. The ground-floor is rusticated, and has square-headed

windows with boldly-carved keystones, and recessed pilasters in tho reveals.

The entrance, which is in Colemore Bow, opposite to Bennett's Hill, has four

massive columns, with rich Corinthian capitals. The first-floor windows

have balconies in front ; the windows are circular-headed, with pilasters,

consoles, cornices, and pediments, with carved keystones to the arches,

spandrels, and other parts. These are of varied design, the triple windows

being still further enriched to make them as salient points in the elevation.

Above them is an elaborately carved frieze of foliage, with shields, charged

with armorial bearings, including that of Mr. Colemore, of Cheltenham, who

is the ground landlord. The cornicione surmounts the frieze, and the whole

structure is finished with a balustrade and pedestals bearing vases. On the

ground-floor there is a spacious entrance-hall, leading to a corridor, out of

which open a dining-room, 41 feet by 24 feet; the morning-room, 60 feet

by 94 feet; luncheon-room, &c The two first-named rooms havo richly-

panelled ceilings, and details in character with the principal part of the

work. The great staircase is of noble dimensions. It is divided into three

compartments by stone columns, and lighted by triplet windows of large

size. The first floor, which has a corridor extending the whole length of

the building, leads to a drawing-room, library, billiard-room, &c. All tho

usual and necessary requisites are provided. The cost of it is about 1 6,000/.

The architect is Mr. Yeoville Thomason, of Birmingham, whose designs
■were selected in competition.

ARCHITECTS AND ACOUSTICS.

WE see with much regret that among the eminent men who have been

requested to act as a committee to investigate the acoustic pro

perties of the Lecture Theatre at South Kensington, no architect's name

is included. We speak with unfeigned respect of the gentlemen in question.

No name, for instance, can be more properly associated with such an inquiry

than that of Sir Charles Wheatstono. Nothing can be more proper than

that Lieut .-Col. Scott should take his seat at the committee table. But we

approhend that no one would more freely admit, than would that distinguished

officer himself, that the largo demands made on the time of a military en

gineer, in order to acquire the mastery of his own profession, allow little

opportunity for the formation of a familiar acquaintance with those numer

ous details which necessarily force themselves on the minds of those

professional architects who, devoting their attention exclusively to civil

architecture, are in the habit of dealing with public buildings. We

object to no one—we undervalue the ability of no one. But the fact re

mains that an interesting and important inquiry into a subject entirely

within the province of the architect, and fully treated of by architects,

has been referred by the council to a commission on which no professional

architect is asked to sit. It is disrespectful to the profession—of course

unintentionally so—but no less is it a distinct slight. It is unjust to tho

object of the Commission, as much of the information which would thus

have been naturally within tho cognisance of very many men whose names

will occur to the minds of our readers, will, beyond question, be loss fami

liar to an entirely non -professional committee.

We very sincerely trust that it is not too late to amend this blunder. It

is of much more importance to the Council of Education than it is to

the Profession of Architects that this should be done. Acoustics will not

cease to be a prime architectural question, however non-professional men

may dabble, or men of physical science may experiment. But desiring, as

we all should do, to see the hands of the friends of education strengthened

in this country, we view with great regret any such serious miscalculation

in any branch or department of the subject as must tend to shako the con

fidence of all thoroughly erudite men. We hail assistance in our studies

from all sources. We welcome the physicist, the musician, tho man of

order, the engineer, the practical artisan. But we trust to be spared the

discomfiture of seeing architectural questions treated of, settled, or even

bungled, because they are dealt with behind the back of that profession to

which they are naturally familiar and germane.

Tho Memorial to the Bev. J. Rashdall, late vicar of Dawlish, will

take the form of a tomb of white marble, with granito baso and pedestals,

and will be surrounded with iron railings. The work has been entrusted

' to Mr. J. Blockler, statuary, of Dawlish.

INTERNATIONAL ART EXHIBITION AT MUNICH.

A General Exhibition of Works of Art of all Nations is to be held at

Munich this year, opening in July, and closing at the end of October,

and it is expected to be the most important art exhibition of the year. The

direction of the exhibition is in the hands of the Royal Academy of the

Beaux-Arts, and the Society of the Artists of Munich, under the immediate

patronage of the King. The Commission or Managing Committee consists

entirely of artists, headed by the Professors Ed. Selileich and A. de

Bamberg.

The exhibition is to be held in a large building called the Palais de

Cristal, and is to include works in painting, sculpture, architecture, on-

graving, and lithography, but not photographs or any copies or other pro

ductions by mechanical means. No works are, however, to be received

(according to the programme), except from artists who shall be specially

invited to exhibit, and yet the Commission assumes to itself the right of

rejecting any work, and of making all arrangements, and announces that it

will not listen to any complaint or protest on tho subject.

The Commission will defray tho expense of transport both ways by

ordinary trains and routes, and the other conditions of the programme are

like those of exhibitions of the same kind. Medals and other prizes

will be awarded, and there will be a lottery organised for the purchase and

distribution of works of art which are for sale.

Works for exhibition are to be received until June* 15; but an

exception is made in favour of those which may appear in the Paris Salon,

the date in their ease being extended to the middle of July.

M. Schwab, Bavarian Consul of Paris, is appointed Special Commissioner

for the Foreign Section, and all applications for information from artists of

other countries must bo made to that gentleman.

THE BEAUVAIS EXHIBITION.

THE exhibition building, Beauvais, in the Department of Oi'se, to the

north of Paris, will be opened, June 1 , for the display of arts and

manufacture, and especially for agricultural, horticultural, and archseo-

logical exhibits.

M. C. Leveque—who designed tho model of the cathedral which, filled

with ecclesiastical furnishings, ornamented the garden of the Universal

Exhibition of 1867—is the promoter of this schome ; the architect is

M. Delabarre, of Paris. The Beauvais Exhibition promises to be a suc

cessful undertaking, and will be of popular interest, tho wing devoted to

works of art being already filled by ' loans ' from all parts of ]

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION SOCIETY'S

SOIREE.

r3 opening conversazione took place on Tuesday evening last, at

the Society's Booms, 9, Conduit Street, and was numerously at

tended. It was undoubtedly one of the most successful meetings that the

Society has had for some time past ; and we congratulate the members

also upon having dismissed from their programme the usual hour's

speechifying. The selection of music was well given by the band

under the direction of Mr. W. Hardy. The drawings seem to us superior

to those of some previous years, and the large collection of sketches by the

late Bev. J. L. Petit cannot fail to bo interesting to all architects and

amateurs, and will, we should imagine, aid [much in bringing visitors

to the Exhibition, now open to the public. Amongst those present

we noticed Lady Belcher ; Lord Henniker ; the President of the Society,

Jas. Ferguson, Esq. ; Professor Delamotte, Professor Kerr ; the Rev. Mr.

Mitchell, Major Gen. Balfour, Mr. Hyde Clarke, Messrs. E. B. Lamb, J. P.

Seddon, T. Roger Smith, W. Bulges, C. L Eastlake, the City Architect,

C. Mayhew, Robert W. Edis, Wyatt Papworth, Paley, and many others of

the profession. Wo give, elsewhere, a notice of some of the principal

drawings.

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL RESTORATION.

THE REPORT from the Dean and Chapter (of which the following is an

abstract) was laid before the Cathedral Restoration Committee at their

last meeting :—

The Restoration of the Exterior of the Cathedral, commenced by the

Dean and Chapter in 1863, and continued since 1864 by the aid of a

public subscription, is at length on the eve of completion.

1. The first operation was to consolidate the Foundations with fresh con

crete. The stonework was then repaired or renewed ; a channel, coated

with Portland cement, was carried round the building ; and the whole was

effectively drained. At the same time the earth, which to the height of

between two and three feet had been heaped up against the walls, was cleared

away. The plinth and baso mouldings of tho edifice being thus uncovered,

its architectural effect has been strikingly improved. The surface of the

Churchyard has since been lowered to the same level by the Dean and

Chapter, from funds at their own disposal.

2. On a careful survey of the exterior, it was found that most of the

flying buttresses were «n a dangerous state. Some of them have been

entirely rebuilt, and the rest have been substantially repaired. The finiuls,

pinnacles, parapet copings, and mullions, throughout the building, many of

them in a stato of dilapidation and decay, have been made good. The

decayed shafts, capitals, and bases of the numerous windows have been

thoroughly restored. These were originally of Purbeck marble, a material

peculiarly liable to decay. It was therefore resolved, on the recommenda

tion of Mr. Scott, to employ in repairing them a variety of the Devonshire

marble, as being more durable and less costly than the Purbeck. The

juxtaposition of these two kinds of marble, differing as they do in external

appearance, offended the eye. In order to soften the contrast, a process of
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rubbing and oiling the surfaces of both is now being employed, under the

sanction of Mr. Scott, with a view of assimilating, as nearly as possible, the

colour of the new to that of the old material. The result of the experiment

has, thus far, been highly satisfactory.

3. We next come to what was justly considered the most important part

of this great work—the strengthening of the Tower, and the ensuring

thereby the safety of the noble fabric itself. Here, it must be remembered,

that the building originally terminated in an open Lantern, projecting 8 ft.

above the ridges of the roof; that its walls are hollow, that the outer wall

is only 2 ft. thick, the inner consisting merely of a light arcade ; that the

intervening space is an open triforium passage ; and that the four corner

piers are perforated by staircases. On a basis thus slight and unsub

stantial was erected, about seventy years after the completion of the main

edifice, the vast superstructure of the Tower and Spire. The effect of the

pressure of so huge a mass soon became apparent, by the crushing of the

Lantern walls, and the settlement of the four great piers at the intersection

of the Nave and Transepts. As regards the latter, there is no reason to

believe that there has been any serious movement in the piers, since they

were connected by the two great arches in the Nave, at the close of the

fifteenth century. And that they have remained stationary since the

plumbing by Mr. Nash, the then Clerk of the Works, in 1691, has boen

ascertained after a searching investigation by Mr. Scott. The real, the

imminent danger, lay in the walls of the Lantern, which, when examined by

Mr. Scott, were seen to be in so dilapidated and shattered a condition, that

the stability of the Tower for so many centuries may justly be accounted

a standing wonder.

4. The grand object, then, was to strengthen and consolidate the walls of

the Lantern, without overloading the four above-mentioned piers in the

Nave. This object has been fully accomplished by means of an ingenious

and elaborate system of iron ties, devised by Mr. Shields, the ominent civil

engineer, whom Mr. Scott had called in to assist him in this delicate opera

tion. The basis of the Tower having been thus made as secure as mechani

cal science applied with the highest practical skill could render inattention

was next directed to the interior. Many parts of this had been, for a long

series of years, in a ruinous state. In the Lantern story eight windows,

the four staircases at the angles, and the ashlar work, have been restored.

So likewise have been two windows on each of the east, west, and north

sides of the upper stories. And on the south side of the same stories four

windows, which had been built up, have been opened out and completely

refitted. At the apices of the windows of the uppermost story there have

been added eight piers and relieving arches, on which the weight of the

Spire is now in great measure supported. Portions of the interior of the

Spire itself have been pointed, and; the Cap-Stone, which was much dilapi

dated by the combined effects of time and weather, has been thoroughly

repaired. The Vane has been newly gilded, and its movement facilitated

by a simple self-acting contrivance for oiling it.

5. Attention was next directed to the West Front, every part of which

stood lamentably in need of renovation or repair. The stone and marble

work throughout have been restored, and the enriched mouldings of the

Porches, on which a great deal of time and labour has been bestowed, are

now far advanced, and will be finished, it is hoped, a month or two hence.

These restorations have been executed with the most scrupulous care, every

portion of uninjured surface being preserved, and that which was destroyed

being reproduced in strict conformity with the remaining traces of the

ancient work.

6. The Restoration of the West Front could not be regarded as complete,

without an attempt being made to replace a portion, at least, of the Statues

that anciently adorned it. The late Professor Cockerell has stated that

there were originally on the exterior of the Cathedral 160 Figures, of

which 123 stood on the West Front. In a lecture delivered at a meeting of

the Archaeological Institute in this City, in 1849, that eminent authority

expressed his high appreciation of the artistic excellence of the few

mutilated Figures that still remained. From a minute examination of them

it was inferred that the whole series on the West Front formed what is

termed a Te Deum or Theological Scheme.

In accordance with this was the plan of Restoration proposed by Mr.

Scott, and by his advice intrusted for execution to a sculptor of rising

reputation, Mr. Redfern. The work, begun about two years ago, and still

in progress, may be thus briefly described :—In the panel of the great gable

of the West Front is a colossal figure of our Saviour, seated in Majesty.

Ranged in successive tiers below this grand central Figure, there will be in

the first tier, Figures of Angels ; in the second, of Propnets and Patriarchs ;

in the third, of Apostles and Evangelists ; in the fourth and fifth, of Saints,

Martyrs, and Founders. It will be observed that in this plan Apostles

and Evangelists are placed below Prophets and Patriarchs. The remains

of two figures, those of St. Peter and St. Paul, proved that this must have

been the order in which they originally stood, as in fact both the number

and distribution of the niches admitted of no other arrangement.

7. Of the entire number of Statues required to fill the niches on the

west front, about fifty will soon have been fixed in their places, exclusive

of eight ancient mutilated figures which have been restored by Mr. Redfern.

Amongst these are two on the buttresses, right and left of the great porch,

the gift of Mr. T. H. A. Poynder, and eleven filling the row of niches im

mediately over the great porch, and representing the patron saints of

Christendom, the munificent donation of the Rev. Charles Brooke Bicknell,

Rector of Stourton, in this diocese. For the further prosecution of this

portion of the work, or the entire restoration of the Interior, there are no

available funds.

South Midland Institute of Mining, Civil, and Mechanical En

gineers.—A new Institute has been started in Wolverhampton upon the

model of the Northern Institute of Mining Engineers, by about five-and-

twenty of the mining and mechanical engineers of the town and neighbour

hood. The president is Mr. Henry Beckett, F.G.S. Papers are to be read

and discussed from time to time ; and the president is to deliver the in

augural address at the School of Art on June 7.

ENGINEERS AT COURT.

TT7E learn that the Emperor of the French, to whom the Institution~of

TV Civil Engineers have granted a diploma as honorary member, has re

ceived with his usual courtesy Mr. Charles Gregory, president; Mr. Bidder

and Mr. M'Clean, past presidents ; Mr. Cubitt, vice-president ; Mr. Hemans,

member of council ; and Mr. Manby, honorary secretary, who came on be

half of the Institution to present the diploma. The Emperor has desired

that his thanks might be conveyed to the members, with the assurance that

he felt himself honoured by being enrolled among their number. He con

versed with the deputation at their official reception, and they have hud the

honour of dining with him.

. THE NEW RAFFAELLE AT SOUTH

KENSINGTON.

IN fulfilment of our promise in reference to the supposed original

paintings by Raffaelle now in the South Kensington Museum, we will

take up first that bequeathed to the Museum by the late Rev. C. H. Towns-

hend. For this painting Dr. Waagen, taking the safe ground of objection, yet

honestly conscious of its merit, invents the somewhat forced theory of an

unknown but excellent Netherlandish copyist, his Northern origin being in

dicated to the Doctor by the shape of the buildings in the background.

These same buildings look to our own judgment as unlike the products of a

Northern brain as can well be found ; while the fact that the painting was

bought from the Duke of Massa's collection by Lord Coleraine, from whom

it passed into Mr. Townshend's family, leaves the ontis probandi on those

who insist on giving the picture a Transalpine origin. To the Verity pic

ture a curious and very elaborate chain of evidence is attached, to which we

invite our readers' attention, it having been placed at our disposition by the

owner of the painting.

In 1505 Raphael painted, for Lorenzo Nasi, the ' Madonna del Cardel-

lino,' dow in the Tribune at Florence. Tho year following, in 1506, he

began the Vallombrosa replica for that monastery, and finished it at the

end of 1508. It was ordered by Don Biagio Milanesi, General of the

Order of Benedictines of Vallombrosa, who wrote a history of the monas

tery from 1400 to 1513, and whose portrait (now supposed to be by

Raphael, and not by Pemgino) exists in the Accademia delle Belle Arti at

Florence. Some most interesting details are learnt from entries in the

original account books of Vallombrosa which are deposited in the State

archives at tho Uifizi. The first of these entries about the picture is tho

payment to Raphael of 5 gold florins (Jiorini larghi in oro) dated Jan. 7,

1506, and similar entries testify to other payments from time to time (as

well as to a cask of wine) extending to Nov. 25, 1508, about the time

Raphael went to Rome. According to those entries the following is a

summary of the sums of money received by him for the Vallombrosa pic

ture, amounting altogether to 60 gold florins, viz. :—

Gold florins.
Jan. 7
Feb. 14
Feb. 12
Oct. 24
Nov. 27
Feb. 21
June 24
Aug. 5
Oct. 7
— 29

Nov. 25

5
5
4
6
10

s
1
10
t

4

}• 10 in 1506.

20 in 1-507.

SO in 1508.

It will be observed that although Raphael began in 1506, he received by-

far tho largest number of payments in 1508. From this time tho picture

remained at Vallombrosa until the general suppression of the monastery

in 1808—a period of three hundred years ; and in looking through the-

Memorandum Book of the monastery (' Libro di Ricordanza ') it will be

found mentioned in 1788 as being the chief picture in their collection,

which then included masterpieces of Perugino, Guido, Andrea del Sarto,

&c. ; and again in 1 790, in an inventory of objects of art, made by order of

the Grand Duke Leopold I. In the Siena edition of Vasari, published in

1792 by Padre della Valle, the picture is thus noticed in a footnote in the

' Life of Raphael,' page 246, after describing the Madonna del Cardellino of

the Tribune, painted in 1505, for Lorenzo Nasi :—' Un altro similissimo di

grandezza, d' antiquita e di perfezione, tanto da essere veduto da qualunque

si sia intendento una prcziosa replica dal istesso Raffaello, csiste nella

Sagrestia del Monastero di Vallombrosa, ed i conservatissimo a riservss

d' una fissura tra le due tavole che lo compongono scollatesi per 1' antichita.'

In 1508 the Raphael is mentioned in the 'Libro di Ricordanza,' which

says that the Abbot Don Felice Predallini removed it from the library to

his own apartments ' per maggior commodo.' On the suppression of the

monastery at this time it was acquired by M. de la Fruet, employe of King

Joseph of Naples, from whose widow, in 1835, it passed with othor pictures

of note into the possession of tho present owner. The ' fissura ' down the

middle between tho panels, as seen and uoted by Padre della Valle in this

edition of Vasari, was skilfully repaired when it was transferred to canvas by

Haquin of Paris, but it can be still plainly seen. There exists a copy of it in

the Magazzino of the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence, taken from the monastery,

and at that time supposed to be the original ; but on closor examination after

wards, at the Accademia delle Belle Arti, in 1812, it was found to be only a

copy of tho first, done by one of the monks. In this copy, the crack be

tween the panels spoken of by Padre della Valle traverses the head,

tho face, the neck, and body of the Virgin, in the same way as in the

original, and tho copy bears on its back the seal and number (No. 2,599)

which was put on it when taken from Vallombrosa, and shows from certain

differences that it has been faithfully copied from their own Raphael (la

nostra tavola di Vallombrosa), and not from that of the Tribune. These

differences between the Raphael of 1505 in the Tribune, and tho Vallom

brosa Raphael of 1500-8, are shown in the latter by thore being a more

developed treatment throughout, as might certainly bo expected from th*
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more mature age and experience of the painter. This is Been more particu

larly in the hand of the Virgin, which is much younger and of a different

type ; in the hand and figure of the Infant, and in more effective chiar'-

oscuro. Amongst many smaller details, part of the gauze round the middle

of the Child ia dropped, and the landscape varied.

ILLUSTRATION.

WEST DOOHWAY. CATHBDRAI, OP SANTIAGO DB COMPOSTELLA.

THE illustration which we give of this fine work has been drawn

from the casts in the South Kensington Museum. Want of

space compels us to postpone a careful account of the iconography

of the porch, which nas been prepared for us by the artist (Mr.

Lonsdale), who has drawn and lithographed the illustration. This

account will accompany our next illustration of this subject.

THE BUILDING TRADES' DISPUTE.

THERE seems little chance of arbitration being resorted to at Liverpool.

The masons are willing to discuss the position of affairs with the

masters, but object to leaving the issue in the hands of an umpire.

Referring to the position of affairs at Leeds, the Leeds Mercury says :—

' The masons, who number some 300 or 400 men, and who have a strong

union to support any action they may take, object almost entirely to the

proposals that have been made to them. They say that their present posi

tion as to wages is a tolerably fair one to both parties, and while a few of

them are desirous that courts of arbitration should have a fair trial, the

vast majority are opposed to such means of settling disputes. They point

to the joiners, and allege that several of the decisions made in their favour

by Mr. Rupert Kettle, when ho arbitrated in Leeds some months ago, have

never been carried out by the masters, and they also feel, rightly or wrongly,

that if a board of arbitration were agreed upon, the masters would be dis

inclined to accept any umpire whom they might select. The plasterers

occupy a position quite as serious as the masons. They are asked to accept

payment by the hour instead of weekly wages, and to submit to arbitration ;

and although it was understood about a fortnight ago that some agreement

was come to, the bulk of the men are still dissatisfied with the proposals

made to them. If they are to be paid by the hour, they ask that they may be

Sut on the nine-hour system winter and summer, and that they may have

d. more per hour than the masters offer, so as to make their weekly earn

ings equal under a reduced hour system to what they receive now. Their

labourers think that they also are entitled to id. more than is offered, and,

of course, the labourers' hours of labour will be regulated according to any

agreement made by the plasterers themselves. With regard to the brick

layers, their position will remain as at present until August 1, a decision in

connection with their trade, which was given in arbitration, remaining in

force until that time.'

The masons of York as a body are stated to be satisfied with the proposi

tion of the employers to pay them 6$d. per hour in summer, and Id. and

~\d. per hour in winter, which would raise the wages about id. per

week in summer, and lOd. per week in winter, amounting in the former

period to 11. 10*. id., and in the latter to 1/. 7». 10<f. (the hours being much

shorter in winter than in summer). The bricklayers, or at least those who

were dissatisfied with the proposition to pay them 6^rf. per hour in summer,

and 64<f. per hour in winter, have not so readily made up their minds. They

have held two meetings with closed doors, but it is believed that they have

arrived at no definite result.

About 250 masons and about 60 labourers connected with the principal

building firms in Bradford left work on Saturday not to return again unless

some arrangement can be effected in the terms on which disagreement has

arisen. The joiners and carpenters have consented to an arrangement with

their masters to settle all disputes by arbitration or conciliation. A meet

ing on this principle was held on Friday week to consider an application

from the operative joiners and carpenters for an advance of wages. The

reasonableness of the application was conceded, but the present time was

regarded as unfavourable to the end desired. The employers, however,

consented to make an advance in March^next, and the arrangement was

accepted by the men.

The iron trade disputes in the North are settled for the present ; both

sides having accepted the terms of Mr. Kettle, the arbitrator, namely, 5 per

cent, rise of wages to the men, with no future changes for eight months.

ROTHERHAM HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY

COMPETITION.

WE have already mentioned the exhibition of the designs submitted in

competition for this building, which is now open to the public.

During the week or ten days previous to its opening the committee and

their friends were admitted to a private inspection.

Instead of only about eighty that had arrived on the evening of the 1 oth

ult., the number has increased to ninety-two or ninety-three separate designs,

not including the alternative plans that accompany many ; the individual

drawings numbering little under 650 sheets or stretchers. These are, as we

have already stated, most inconveniently hung in two wretchedly narrow

lobbies, and seven very small rooms, the result being that only five of

each architect's drawings—many send ten or twelve sheets—are ex

hibited in a vertical compartment, and the remaining plans are put out of

sight behind the lowest drawing, and useless for reference or explanation of

those that are hung. Gaudily coloured views, with backgrounds totally

unlike the neighbourhood, occupy conspicuous positions, whilst valuable

geometrical drawings are not exhibited. As only about one-third of the

drawings are accompanied by perspective views, we ask the committee,

would it not be more fair to the competitors generally to place these out of

sight, instead of the line drawing* and explanatory plans ?

The awkward arrangement of plan, and the scenery represented in the

perspective views, lead us to the painful conclusion that few of the com

petitors have visited the site before preparing their plans. Many, we fear,

will have cause to regret this false economy, for the ground is so hilly and

peculiar in its approach and boundaries, that nothing short of direct

inspiration would enable an architect to conceive its real character. Many

really good plans are marred by the want of this very obvious precaution.

The requirements and practical working of an hospital appear to be

subjects about which most of the competitors are profoundly ignorant.

We have seen the printed instructions, which are very minute, practical,

and well considered, and think that they alone should have opened the

eyes of many as to what was expected from them. In spite, however, of

these rules, many have the wards, convalescent or day rooms, &c, not at

all or insufficiently lighted from the south, which all doctors agree in

considering to be the most healthy aspect ; for the same reason the exercise

ground should lie to the south of the building, and in order to be of

moderate size the wards should not be placed too near to that boundary of

the site. It is required that the wards be at least 60 feet apart., and if

separated from each other should of course be nearly as distant from the

front or administrative block ; but many have lessened this isolation by

placing large rooms between the wards or bringing the front block within

a few feet of the end of a ward. Ventilation is as necessary for the officers

and servants as for the health of the patients. A bath-room for an hospital

should be large, and the baths not in the corner of a room, as many

suggest, but approachable from three sides, so that the nurses may con

veniently place a crippled patient in them.

The mortuary should be so placed in the grounds that it shall be out of

sight of the patients and not far from the road, although screened from it.

The attendance of out-door patients at a dispensary should be witnessed,

in order to understand the requirements and amount of accommodation

necessary. Many have provided very small rooms, others places that re

semble private chapels. Some architects have suggested that externa

should wander up a flight of stairs to the first floor when they require to

see the physician, whilst others would drag them along a corridor and

across a principal hall attached to a department with which they should

have no communication.

The rules state that no expense will be incurred for any kind of orna

mental work, except what is necessary to make the building look respect

able. Now, many have used so much decoration that their estimates are

thousands of pounds in excess of the stipulated cost. Generally speaking,

we found that the more elaborate the design and highly coloured the view

the greater the cost, and, not unfrequently, the oftener were the rulea

broken. Considering the number of the designs submitted in this competi

tion and, in order to protect the committee from being unduly influenced

by richly-coloured pictures, we would strongly advise them to appeal to

some clever and independent architect to assist them in their selection ;

otherwise the authors of the rejected plans will not feel satisfied as to the

justice of an award made by a committee of unprofessional men.

We understand that the medical committee were to give in their report

on the sanitary arrangements of the different plans to the general committee

on the 19th ult., after which the other members would commence their

examination, with, we trust, professional guidance.

This competition is remarkable, considering the size of the proposed

building, as having met more responses from the profession than any pre

vious one of similar character or estimate.

Either business must be in a very bad state indeed, or pupils and

draughtsmen are becoming very ambitious, to have allowed such a small

work to have kicked up such an architectural dust. The practice is excel

lent for the young men, but tends rather to confuse a committee, who can

protect themselves in such a case only by appealing to an expert.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Ecclesiastioal Dilapidations Bill.

IN the Lords on 29th ult., the Archbishop of Yobk moved the second

reading of this Bill. The subject, he said, had often engaged the atten

tion of their lordships, and the present state of the law of dilapidations was

very unsatisfactory. Cases often occurred where an incumbent was called

upon to repair the house, upon entering on a benefice, that he might find

almost a complete ruin ; and yet he would be bound, if he obtained another

living, at whatever period subsequently, to sustain the cost of the repairs,

even when the work of ruin had been going on for years. The next defect

of the law was, that there was not sufficient inducement to the clergy to

keep their houses in good repair. The Bill, though by no means a com

plete measure, proposed to deal with these two points, and to provide for

the appointment of official surveyors in each archdeaconry, in order to-

secure the uniform administration of the law. They would be appointed by

the archdeacon and the rural deans. The Bill also provided that during a

vacancy in a benefice, a survey should take place by order of the arch

deacon, and upon the surveyor's report the incoming incumbent would be

required within a certain time to execute the work ; but in order to lighton

the burden upon the successors of insolvent or imprudent incumbents it

was provided that the governors of Queen Anne's Bounty should bo em

powered to advance money on mortgage, in the usual way, to the new in

cumbent to assist him in executing the repairs. There was also a provision

for tho inspection, by the surveyor, of benefices belonging to livings under

sequestration ; but if - an incumbent chose to have the survey during his in

cumbency, and put his glebe-house or other building in perfect repair, he

should bo insured against any further demands for dilapidations for tho

next five years. The bill did not at present contain clauses affecting epis

copal houses, or the residences of deans and chapters, because it was based

on the recommendation of the committees of the Lower Houses of the Con

vocation of Canterbury and York, who had shrunk from dealing with that

part of the question, but he hoped the clauses dealing with them would bo
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inserted in committee. Another omission was that the rights of patrons

seemed to be insufficiently protected, inasmuch as it did not provide that

the patron's consent to all loans should be obtained, nor was there any pro

vision to enable patrons, in their own interest, to have buildings inspected

from time to time. Ke6erving further comment on the details until they

went into committee, he hoped the House would consent to read the bill the

second time.

Lord Postman suggested that the Bill should be withdrawn, and that the

most reverend prelate should substitute for it the measure recommended by

the select committee which met upon the subject in 1 862, under the presi

dency of Lord St. Leonards. By this course a great saving of time would

be effected, and much unnecessary discussion avoided.

The Bill was at length withdrawn, and the Bill which had passed through

Committee was introduced and read a first time.

Public Institutions.

In the Lords, April 29, Lord Eomilly laid on the table a Bill for facili

tating the incorporation of educational, scientific, and charitable institutions,

and reducing the expense of electing new trustees.—Read a first time.

Fine Arts Copyright Consolidation and Amendment (No. 2)

Bill.

In moving tho second reading of this Bill in the Lords on 30th ult.,

Lord WESTBrnr said : We only give protection of copyright to works offine

arts in some cases for the author's life and seven years beyond, while in

foreign countries the protection is given for the author's life and for a much

longer period. Not only do we give a much shorter term of protection to

foreign artists than our artists receive in other countries, but in other

respects the stato of our law is so imperfect as to make the reciprocity be

tween this and other countries very imperfect. There are at present eight

or nine statutes on the subject of copyright, the provisions of which are in

many cases inconsistent, while their construction is throughout a matter of

extreme difficulty. The first object of this Bill is to consolidate these

statutes. It thus gives to the author of every original work of fine art first

sold after the commencement of the Act a period of copyright for the term

of the natural life of the author and for a term of thirty years after his

death. He had fixed upon the term of thirty years because it is about equi

valent to the average term of protection given by the laws of foreign coun

tries. The Bill entitles the author to the right of reproducing his own

work, the right to engrave, and the right to photograph. When the work

is executed on commission, it is proposed that the entire copyright should

vest in the perron who gave the commission. When the artist executes the

work for himself, then, if it be sold without reservation, the entire copy

right will vest in the purchaser. But the artist may by an agreement, to

be executed in writing, reserve to himself any part of the copyright—that

is to *ay, he may reserve to himself the right to make a replica, the right to

engrave, or to authorise others to engrave, and similar rights to which it

was not necessary to allude. The Bill then proposes to allow the artist to

retain his right of property in the sketches or studies he may make for his

pictures, and it protects them against an execution for debt to the extent of

15/. It then points out how copyright may be transferred, and cer

tain forms of transfor are given in schedules. All assignments, either

of the entire copyright or of any part of it, are to be in writing. The next

clauses relate to the covenants or agreements that shall be held implied on

an assignment of copyright. Other provisions relate to the mode of regis

tration, the forgery of monograms, and the sale of pictures with fraudulent

misrepresentations. Penalties are imposed upon other frauds, such as

working off a greater number of prints from an engraving than are stipu

lated for ; or, upon working a plate until it is nearly worn, and then re-

cutting it, and selling engravings taken from it as if they were impressions

of a new plate. In the next place the Bill gives to copyright engravings the

same protection against the importation of piratical copies from abroad

which is now given to works of literature. It will give a person whose

copyright has been infringed the right to obtain a search-warrant, in order

to ascertain what number of piratical copies have been made by the person

who is engaged in injuring him. The noble lord concluded by saying that

he should be happy for the Bill to be referred to a select committee.

The Earl of Kimrebley thought that the best course would be to "read

the Bill a second time, and then refer it to a select committee. Although

he admitted the expediency of protecting works of literature and art by

copyright, he could not regard copyright as an inherent right of property.

It seemed to him the creation of legislation. He trusted, therefore, that

they would not take an extreme view of the subject, but that while they

would give adequate copyright to works of really high art, they would not

extend the same protection to works of an inferior class.

The Bill was then read a second time.

Hamilton Gardens.

In the Commons, Mr. Layaud, in reply to Mr. C. Demson, said the

rights of the Crown over that portion of Hyde Park known as Hamilton

Gardens are precisely tho same as over the Park itself. A small portion

will be taken in order to curry out the scheme for widening Park Lane.

He did not think it. would bo desirable to mako any change by throwing

open tho remaining portion.

Site for the Public Offices.

Mr. Layaud, in reply to Mr. W.H. Smith, said it was intended to proceed

this session with the bill for the acquisition of an additional site for the

public offices in Great George Street, Delahay and adjacent streets. But

certain properties on the plan in the two streets named would be excluded

from the bUl.

The Ordnance Survey.

Mr. Cakdweix, in reply to Mr. A. Johnston in reference to a paragraph

in tho report of tho progress of the Ordnance Survey, said it had been

greatly retarded by obstacles thrown in the way by owners of deer forests.

He was in communication with Sir Henry James, and he trusted that

arrangements would be made with equal regard to the progress of the

survey and the interests of proprietors.

The New Law Courts.

On May 4, Mr. Pembebton asked tho First Commissioner of Works

whether the particular attention of the Lord Chancellor had been called to

tho new site for the Law Courts selected by the Government, and whether

his lordship approved the selection.

Mr. Layabd observed that the Bill relating to this matter was a Govern

ment Bill, and the hon. member would perhaps excuse him from answering

an inquiry as to tho opinion of an individual member of the Government in

such a case.

Lord H. Lennox asked whether the right hon. gentleman would insure

that members were supplied with plans before tho Bill came on for discus

sion, and whether he would place a model of the new building in the library

for the information of members.

Mr. Layard said he hoped to have lithographed phins in the hands of

members perhaps before Whitsuntide ; they were now being'prepared by Mr.

Street. As a model entailed an elevation, it would be a longer affair ; but

nothing would be settled until the House and the public had full opportu

nity of criticising the whole plan.

LEGAL.

Surveyors' Fees for Plans.

DOWLING II. HILL. \

This case, tried at the Lord Mayor's Court a few days since, raised

a question as to the rights of surveyors to recover for preparing plans

and drawing up 3pecifieations. Mr. Kemp appeared for -the plaintiff,

a'surveyor, of 15, Duke Street, Adelphi ; Mr. Alexander representing de

fendant, a solicitor of Salisbury. Mr. Kemp called his client, who stated

that he had been requested by the defendant to draw up a specification for

a building. After he had proceeded with tho work for some time it was

shown to defendant, who submitted it to his builder, when it was found

that the cost would be some 600/. ; and defendant said he should not

go on further. He had kept the drawings. In cross-examination,

Mr. Dowling admitted that the specification was incomplete, but there

was no necessity to finish it, because the defendant declined to go on, the

cost exceeding the amount he had fixed. Mr. Harper, an attorney, deposed

that he had a conversation with defendant, who wished to have a fair copy

of the specification so far as it went to submit it to his builder. Mr.

Alexander called defendant, who stated that he had known plaintiff as a

friend. Being desirous to erect a building, he told Mr. Dowling that if he

would draw up a specification he would give him 51. Plaintiff submitted

some drawings, which defendant said were fanciful, and more fit for alms

houses than the building he wished to have erected. Subsequently the

specification, in an incomplete state, was submitted to the builder. Defend

ant found then that the cost would be 600/., and as he did not intend to go

to more than 300/. or 350/., he abandoned the plan. In cross-examination

Mr. Hill said he was never prepared to pay more than 350/., as his lease

would not warrant his going to any more expense. Mr. Edwards, the

builder to whom the specification was submitted, said that tho plan was

useless, as it was incomplete, and would only lead him into difficulties.

His Lordship, in summing up, said the case appeared to bo an undefended

one. Defendant himself admitted that he requested plaintiff to make the

plans, and then abandoned the business in consequence of the cost,

while he had kept the drawings from which the specification would have

been completed, so that plaintiff could not finish the work. The jury,

after a very brief consultation, found a verdict for the plaintiff for the

full amount claimed, 5/. 18*. 6d.

Vice-Chancellors' Court, May 4.

(Before Yicc-Chancelior Sir R. Malins.)

COHNISH t'. HALL.

This bill was filed to restrain the erection of-certain buildings at Dagnull's

Park, Norwood, withm 25 feet of a road called Dagnall's Grove, of the value

of less than 200/., or as a shop or beer-house, or in any manner contrary to

a certain covenant It appeared that the land known as Dagnall's Park was

the property of the Kev. J. L. W. Venables and the Rev. G. A. Oddie, and

was divided into lots for building, some of which were sold by auction, and

other portions eventually purchased by tho London and Brighton Railway

Company, a part of such portion becoming surplus land, and having come

into t he possession of the defendant. The plaintiffbecame the sub-purchaser

of other lots, and built two houses of the value, as was alleged, of 1,200/.,

which he had opened as schools. Under the original conditions of sale it

was provided that tho covenants should run with the land, that the buildings

should not bo placed within a specified distance of certain roads, should be

of the value of 300/. and 200/. respectively, and be Vised as private resi

dences, not as a shop or public-house or beer-house, and in the conveyance

theso restrictions were extended to ' any trade or business whatsoever.'

The defendant having purchased the surplus land from the railway com

pany in tho early part of January, commenced building three houses, and it

becoming apparent that they were to be used as shops and a beer-house,

notice was given to him in writing by the plaintiff, and ultimately this bill

was filed. An ex parte injunction was granted, and an undertaking given,

which was continued till the present hearing.

Mr. Cotton, Q.C., Sir. Everitt, and Mr. Harvey, for the plaintiff, con

tended that tho defendant's establishment not being permitted under the

covenants was distinctly infringing the agreement.

Mr. Glasse, Q.C., and Mr. W. Pearson, for tho defendant, argued that

the covenant by the purchase by tho railway company had been discharged ;

that the defendant purchased without any notice of the covenant, that he

was not put upon inquiry, and that the conditions affecting the property

had been entirely altered, and it had been parted with to persons not bound

by it, because it was a simple conveyance in fee. The plaintiff took under

the covenant of 1851, the original one being in 1851, and having two houses

one was used entirely as a school, and therefore not as a private residence.

Mr. Cotton, Q.C., was heard in reply.
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The Vice-Chancellor said, he should not dispose of this case without care

ful consideration. It involved a question of the highest importance, because

if the defendant succeeded, there was no property in this great country,

where privacy was so valuable, which might not be subject to the noise and

the nuisance of trade. The plaintiff had offered not to insist on the question

of distance if the defendant would not use his buildings as shops or public-

houses, and it was for him to consider whether he would acCept that offer.

ON THE DUTIES OF AN ARCHITECT.

Oh the Duties of an Abchitect. with Reference to the Ahbange-

xent and Construction of a Building. Head at the Society of Arts,

on Wednesday, April 28. By T. Rooee Smith, Esq.

(Continuedfrom p. 238.)

EN the subject is once fairly grasped, the architect begins his

design. Probably the mode of originating and elaborating an archi

tectural design varies considerably, according to the habits and idiosyncrasy

of each artist. I am inclined, however, to believe that, in most cases, a

building is not first imagined as a building, but as a drawing—in fact, as

a ground plan. Certainly the almost invariable custom is to commence

upon the plan of the principal floor, and carry the arrangement of that on

for some little way before touching any other part of the work. There will

be ordinarily some simple germ, usually growing out of the arrangement of

the communications between the best rooms, which will give the key-note,

so to speak, of the whole. Such questions as the following are the ones

which determine the lines of the skeleton of a plan :—Shall the building be

symmetrical or irregular ? Shall the rooms be entered from a hall or a

corridor? In which direction will the oiEces, &c, lie best? From which

side will the approach come ? Where can the leading rooms be best placed

for aspect, prospect, communications, and grouping ? The chances are, that

when these questions have been thought over for an hour, the truo principle

of arrangement, in order to combine them all, presents itself to the mind,

and the key to the problem once found, the plan seems, in practised hands,

almost to develop itself spontaneously.

From the first the designer ought to have present to his mind the pos

sibility of forming a convenient series of upper rooms over those on his

ground floor, the general nature of the roof which his ground plan will

render necessary, and the leading masses externally and effects internally

which his building will possess ; and after he has gone some way with his

ground plan he prepares plans of the upper floors, and elevations, or a pro

spective sketch of the exterior. This is all usually done to a small scale,

and in many casos the drawings thus made have a very large amount of

study devoted to them, and are altered and re-done very many times over,

for in them lies the germ of the whole future work.

At length a series of fair sketches, embodying the main ideas of a design,

has been prepared ; and now, if not before, it usually becomes necessary

to look into the question of cost.

In many casos the architect is furnished by his client, at the outset, with

a statement of the sum to be laid out, as well as of the accommodation to

be obtained, and it not unfrequently happens, by-the-bye, that the first is

not adequate to secure the latter. It is, however, a more frequent case

that, in the first instance, the accommodation desired is named, and the

architect is requested, in making his design, to state its cost as near as he

can. However this may bo, it may be accepted as a general principle, that

most of us, when about to build, want more for our money than we can

possibly get, and that, sooner or later, a conflict between cost and size has

to be encountered. I, for one, always like to encounter it at the outset,

and to endeavour to dispose of the question finally, although it is, un

doubtedly, the most difficult part of our professional work to approximate,

with anything like reliable accuracy, to the cost of a work for which

nothing but the first sketches have been made, and perhaps hardly those

completely.

The elements of this difficulty of estimating are two-fold—first, the ex

tremely wide range of costliness or cheapness possible to buildings of the

same size and for the same purpose ; secondly, the extraordinary discrepan

cies which the estimates for the same work will present, when a dozen men

are all tendering for the execution of the building, even when all of them

are men whose business it is to get their living by knowing what work will

cost to execute.

It may bo supposed that architects have, or ought to have, at their

finger ends, a series of trustworthy average prices ; that it is familiarly

known, for example, how much per bed a hospital ought to cost, how much

per sitting a church, how much per room a dwelling-house, and how much

per child a school. Again, it may be supposed that, bulk for bulk, one

building will so closely resemble another that the price per cubic foot of

bulk, or per superficial foot of area covered, can be gauged to a nicety ;

and it is quite true that such rough rules exist, and form the basis of our

approximate estimates, but nothing short of very considerable tact, skill,

exporience, and adroitness in applying them to practice, will make them of

any real value. It is a matter of simple counting to say how many rooms

there are in a house, and of simple measuring to say what the cubic con

tents of a building, as shown on a set of plans, will be. It requires an

amount of sagacity and experience not given to every one to say at what, of

all the possible prices between eighty pounds and eight hundred, each room

should be rated, or at what figure between fourpence and two shillings each

cubic foot of contents should be priced. A few illustrations will show the

truth of what I have been saying.

It is often urged that the difficulty of obtaining reliable preliminary

information as to cost is greater than it ought to be, and perhaps it is so ;

but buildings are not the only articles of manufacture where prices range

over a very wide margin. It appears to me that a house is a more complex

thi ng than a black frock coat, or a wooden chest of drawers four feet high ;

yet the price of a coat probably ranges from three pounds to ten guineas, and

that of a chest of drawers from thirty shillings to twenty pounds ; and no

such extremes as are exhibited in these prices, or a hundred other familiar

examples that I could name, aro known in the building trade. In fact, it

may bo safely said that an approximate estimate of a building, prepared

with care and candour by an experienced estimator, is to the full as reliable

a document as any of the ordinary bases upon which transactions aro

begun ; while the building which iB the subject of it is very widely open to

variations in the course of its after-progress.

It is very important to the future success of the undertaking that the

plans, made at this its early stage, should be understood by those who com

mission the.building. To some a plan is an almost unintelligible document,

and, in that case, some slight model ought to be constructed, to make ar

rangement, and even in some cases appearance clear. With or without this

aid, and with more or less trouble, the architect, has now to see that his

client fairly understands what he proposes, and fairly comprehends what he,

the architect, judges will be the probable outlay. Tho amount of alteration

which takes places at or about this stage of the work is often very great.

In many cases the building has to be planned afresh, or rearranged, or cut

down, or enlarged, many times over, before a result considered satisfactory

is obtained ; in others, tho design is accepted without modification. Sooner

or later, however, the design is supposed to be in the main settled, and now

commences the preparation of the definitive drawings.

In some rare cases, the drawings made to embody the idea of the design

can be completed for the execution of the work. In the majority of instances

this is impracticable, and an entirely new set of plans is prepared. These

ordinarily go by the name of ' contract drawings,' as they form tho basis of

the agreement with the builder who executes the work. Tho favourite

scale for these drawings is one-eighth of an inch to one foot, that is to say,

the drawing is very nearly one-hundredth of the size of the actual work,

and the drawings usually prepared to this scale are plans of the foundation,

of each storey, and of the roof : geometrical elevations of each side of the

work ; and two or more sections, cut through the building from end to end

and side to sido, on arbitrary lines chosen so as to show those portions of

the construction or arrangement which it is most important should be ex

hibited. These are followed by drawings on a larger scale ; for the wholo

course of the development on paper of an architectural work consists in

re-drawing again and again portions of it (or the whole), each time to a

larger scale. Thus the contract or working plans, if to an ' eighth' scale, as

has* been explained, are to a scale larger than (in fact the double of) the

scale most frequently used for first sketches, and in their turn they are sup

plemented by drawings on a scalo twice as large, namely, one quarter of an

inch to a foot, showing in greater detail portions of the building ; parts aro

again drawn out to scales of half an inch and one inch to the foot. Some

details are then usually given to an eighth of full size, and the most im

portant mouldings, enrichments, &c, are drawn full size. The set of con

tract drawings thus made by no means includes all the drawings necessary

for the erection of the building, or oven the larger number of them, but it

. contains all the most important general drawings, and sufficient dotaibs to

enable a fair estimate to be formed of the work throughout.

The work to be gone through in the preparation of the sot of contract

drawings is arduous. They have often to be executed under pressure as to

time, and yet they always ought to receive very full, careful attention, as in

the preparation of them every point of importance, either in arrangement,

construction, or treatment, ought to be anticipated and settled.

When the set of contract drawings is approaching completion, the archi

tect has to prepare a document which accompanies them, and specifies the

exact quality of material to be used, the precise mode of executing each

portion of the work, and the thicknesses, weights, and other precise numeri

cal definitions of every article open to doubt. This documont is called a

specification, and in writing it the custom is to describe tho materials and

work under different trades, thus :—1. Excavator. 2. Bricklayer. 3. Mason.

4. Carpenter. 5. Slater. 6. Joiner. 7. Plasterer. 8. Plumber. 9. Smith

and Ironmonger. 10. Painter. 11. Glazier. 12. Bellhanger. 13. Paper-

hanger.

The proper} drawing of a specification is a work of labour amounting

almost to drudgery, requiring great care, patience, precision, and acquaint

ance with work. The most essential points about it are, that nothing

should be omitted, that nothing should be slurred over, or insufficiently de

scribed, and that the same amount of detail or compression should prevail

throughout. It is, of course, a work in which system, amounting almost to

routine, is essential ; but, even with that assistance, tho greatest vigilauce

is necessary to prevent omissions, however good the system may be. It is

also customary to append to this specification a series of conditions, either

those usual in building contracts, or such a modification of them as will

suit the circumstances of the case. When these contract-plans and the

specification are settled and near completion, it is not uncommon to make a

second approximate estimate, and it is almost always worth while, for the

basis of the estimate being in a much more complete state, it is possible to

form a much more reliable calculation of the probable cost.

We have now reached the close of one complete phase of the architect's

work, but one which has embraced really three distinct processes—the

study of the subject, the general designing of the building, and the elabo

ration of the design in a practical shape. Let us for a moment review the

nature of the work done thus far.

Of the architect's study of his subject, I said at the outset little—in fact,

perhaps, too little—as in many cases this is a severe labour, and if, in any

individual instance it is quite easy, the reason is because the architect has

gone through the work of acquainting himself with the same subject on

some previous occasion. In the example I have selected—that of a large

dwelling-house—the habits of English families aro so uniform, that an

architect who has once mastered the subject may plan a house without

much trouble, when he knows the size of the family and its customs. But

in the case of each house-building architect there occurs a first good

house, and to prepare well for that he requires to consider thoroughly the

position and use of every room, and every part of a room, from the drawing

and diDing-rooms to the oven, scullery, and brewhouse. There are, how

ever, many architects much engaged on public works, whose different build

ings vary so much that each requires a separate investigation. For ex

ample, you can quito understand that there is little in common between a

post-office, an hospital, a theatre, a palace, a court of law, a cathedral, a
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range of public offices, a fountain, a country bouse, a college, and a tempo

rary exhibition building ; yet in one architect's practice, with the work of

which I am very familiar, the drawings for all these were going on within a

space of about two years. It is manifest that each of these subjects must

have required no small amount of special study, in order to produce a

building thoroughly suited to the convenient discharge of the business to

be carried on.

(To be continued.)

SOCIETIES.

Eoyal Institute of British Architects.

ABSTBACT OF BEP08T OF THE COUNCIL BEAD AT THE ANNUAL MEETING,

3rd MAT.

Since the last annual report was issued 26 Associates and 12 Fellows

(of whom 9 were previously Associates) have been elected. In other

classes of membership the numbers are as follow :—1 3 honorary Fellows,

9 honorary Members, and 78 honorary and corresponding Members, making,

with ordinary Fellows and Associates, a totHl of 608 Members. There are

also 10 contributing visitors, 9 students, and 10 temporary students.

' The Council have to report that several meetings of the Professional

Practice Committee have been held to deliberate on important questions,

both of a private and public nature. In December last they received a

deputation from the London Builders' Society, who were desirous of sub

mitting, for the consideration of the Institute, the details of an arbitration

clauso proposed to be incorporated with future forms of contract. In the

course of the conference many points were raised, which rendered it de

sirable that the professional relations between architects and builders, as

well as between builders and their employers, should be discussed in ex-

temo ; and, with this object in view, a sub-committee was appointed, who,

after collecting from various sources sufficient material for their purpose,

will shortly report, the result of their labours.

'The exceptional terms offered to architects in connection with the

limited competitions for infirmaries and similar buildings, to be erected

in or near the metropolis, engaged the attention of the Committee for some

time, and in connection with the scale of professional charges generally

adopted by the Institute, involved a delicate and difficult question, which

the Council trust has been sufficiently met by the resolution on this

matter—a copy of which was forwarded at the time to individual members

of the Institute.

' The necessity for a careful examination of the Metropolitan Buildings

and Management Bill, suggested at the Ordinary Genoral Meeting on

January 20, 1868, led to the appointment of a Select Committee on the

Bubject, by whom the Bill was considered, clause by clause, during many

sittings. Their final report, it will be remembered, was submitted for the

approval of a Special General Meeting held on February 1, 1869, and, after

a few amendments, was forwarded to the Metropolitan Board of Works

in accordance with a resolution of the Special Meeting and at the request

of the Board itself.

'The Committee for the "Conservation of Ancient Monuments and

Bemains " has, happily, had but few instances of threatened destruction or

neglect brought before its notice within the last twelve months. It has,

however, tendered its advice on some matters of importance, and generally

with a satisfactory result. The preservation of the Church of St. Mary

Somerset, in Thames Street, one of the works of Sir Christopher Wren,

which was proposed to be removed during the recent alterations in the City,

may be mentioned as an instance in which the timely intervention of this

Committee has been successful.

' In reference to this subject, the Council have to record with much

satisfaction the appointment of the Hon. Austen H. Layard, M.P., hon.

Member, as First Commissioner of Her Majesty's Works, and that, in his

official capacity, that gentleman has already claimed the attention of

Parliament as to the necessity of placing ancient monuments of archi

tectural interest under the proper supervision of Government.

' The question of artistic education for architects, after a lapse of some

years was again revived at the last Annual Meeting of 1868. The Council,

feeling that the scheme of a voluntary architectural examination had not

met, of late days, with the response which was at first anticipated, ap

pointed a committee to reconsider that scheme, and in consequence of its

recommendation passed several resolutions, their object being to encourage

candidates to como forward for examination, not only by affording them

increased facilities for study at the Institute, but by granting some formal

acknowledgment to those who pass the examination with success. The

Council has also been requested to determine the most appropriate form

in which such an acknowledgment could be furnished.

' A voluntary subscription was opened in 1868 by the Institute, in aid of

the Palestine Exploration Fund. Upwards of 50/. was collected for this

object, and forwarded to G. Grove, Esq., hon. sec. to the fund, whose in

teresting paper on tho results of the expedition will be remembered. Addi

tional interest will no doubt be felt in this undertaking from the fact that

Profossor Donaldson, P.P., Hon. Sec. F. C, has since become officially con

nected with it, and in the autumn of last year started for the Holy Land and

joined the party of exploration. His letter, dated December 21, 1868, and

published in the Institute Transactions, has already given some informa

tion on this head, and no doubt much more may be expected from the same

source. Another letter from that gentleman, dated from Borne, March 3,

1868, refers to many important architectural works now being carried on in

Italy. Both these communications have been published in the Transac

tions of the Institute.

' The sessional papers read during 1868-69 have been of varied interest,

and have comprised the following subjects :—

' " On the Foreign Artists employed in England during the Sixteenth

Century, and their Influence on British Art," by Sir M. Digby Wyatt,

Fellow. Discussion on Sir M. Digby Wyatt's paper. " On the Fall of the

Cupola of the Leopoldstadt Basilica, Pesth." " Apparatus to Determine

the Pressure of the Wind," by Professor F. Lange, honorary and correspond

ing Member, Carlsruhe (translated by C. C. Nelson, F.S.A., Fellow). " On

the Works executed in Terra-Cotta at the new Alleyn's College, Dulwich,"

by Charles Barry, Vice-President. " A Short Description of the Plans of

Hospitals at Paris, Munich, and St. Petersburgh," by Dr. Oppert. " The

Opening Address by the President for the Session 1868-9." Discussion on

Mr. C. Barry's paper " On the Works executed in Terra-Cotte at New

Alleyn's College, Dulwich." " On Mosaic Decoration," by A. H. Layard,

Esq., M.P., D.C.L. " Notes on the Celtic, Roman, Moorish, and other

Architectural Bemains in Algeria," by Professor T. H. Lewis, Fellow. " A

Descriptive Sketch of the New House at Homewood, Co. Wicklow," by Wm.

White, Fellow. A communication from Professor Donaldson, past presi

dent, honorary secretary foreign correspondence (dated "On the Archi

pelago, en route from Athens to Trieste "). " On a Development of the

Theory of the Architecturesque," by Professor Kerr, Fellow. "On the

Science of Colour," by William Benson, Esq. " A Memoirof Joseph Bonom i ,

Architect and A.E.A., with a Description of his Design for ' Roseneath,'

&c." (illustrated by many original drawings), by Wyatt Papworth, Fellow.

" On Masons' Marks, including an account of the Chevalier Da Silva's work,

' Signes qu'on voit graves sur les Anciens Monuments du Portugal, &c.,' "

by George Godwin, Fellow, F.B.S., F.S.A. " On Architectural Criticism,"

by E. Ingress Bell, Associate. A letter from Borne, dated March 3, 1869,

addressed to the President, W. Tite, M.P., 4c, by Professor Donaldson,

past president, honorary secretary for foreign correspondence. " A notice

of the Professional and Literary Works of the late Arthur Ashpitel, Esq.,

F.S.A., Fellow," by Wyatt Papworth, Fellow.

' Ample accommodation has been provided for the display of architec

tural designs and drawings in the new buildings of the Boyal Academy ; and

it is also noteworthy that the collection of casts possessed by the Institute,

and hitherto preserved in one of the basement rooms, has been offered as a

loan to, and as such accepted by, the authorities of the Architectural

Museum, where they will be more accessible for inspection in future.'

After the Report was adopted, the usual election of officers took place,

and Mr. Tite was once more nominated to the Presidential chair. As, how

ever, the result of one of the remaining elections was not formally declared

on that occasion, we abstain from giving the list till our next issue.

One point deserves to be widely known. On the motion of Professor

Kerr, a special meeting was agreed to be held, at which the whole question

of bow to give greater efficiency to the Institute, and render it more service

able to the profession, is to be discussed. There is great room for improve

ment, and we heartily welcome the prospect of such an enquiry.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.

The annual festival was held on Wednesdayweek at Willis's Rooms, King

Street, St. James's. Mr. C. H. Gregory, President, in the chair. Tho Duke

of Buckingham, in giving ' Prosperity to the Institution of Civil Engineers,'

coupled with it the name of the senior past president present, Mr. Bidder, and

paid a high though deserved tribute to the value of the services of the civil

ongineers, whose works were not intended to benefit one class or one country,

but the world at large. They had turned swamps and marshes into fertile

grounds, raised water in dry and scorched-up plains, developed the hidden

riches of sterile and trackless lands. They had promoted trade and com

merce everywhere, and had done more to advance the happiness, prosperity,

and convenience of mankind than any other body of men that ever lived.

Mr. Bidder briefly returned thanks. Amongst the other speakers during

the evening were—Lord Stratford de Bedcliffe, Lord Lawrence, Lord

Houghton, Baron Bramwell, Lord Bury, &c.

The Art Union of London.

The annual meeting of this Union was held at the Adelphi Theatre a short

while since. Mr. Lewis Pocock, F.S.A., the hon. secretary, read the report,

which stated that the amount of subscriptions to the Union was

11,109/. 10«. 6</., and that the picture this year presented to the subscribers

was a chromo-lithograph of Mulready's 1 Choosing tho Wedding Gown,'

which had been very successfully printed. It was announced that the next

work of art issued to subscribers had been chosen by competition, the

artist being Mr. H. C. Selous, whose works, the ' Pilgrim's Progress ' and

the 'Surrender of Calais,' had been selected in 1852 and 1853 for the sub

scribers. The new work is to consist of a volume of twenty plates, illus

trative of ' Hereward the Wake.' An announcement was made that Mr.

Godwin was about to retire from the post of hon. secretary, that Lord

Stanley and the Dean of Canterbury had become vice-presidents, and that

vacancies on the council had been filled by the election of Sir Walter

Stirling and Mr. G. W. Reid, of the British Museum. The reserve fund

now amounts to 14,911/. 14*. Id. The council keep in view tho im

portance of obtaining a gallery, and are considering the practicability of

establishing a permanent exhibition in connection with the society. Tho

report referred to the extensivo connection established abroad, and especi

ally in our colonies, Peru, New Zealand, Boston (United States), and other

places; and draws attention to a munificent bequest by the late Mr. Felix

Slado, setting apart 45,000/. for the foundation and endowment of profes

sorships and scholarships of fine artB. From the directions given by the-

testator to his trustees and executors, it appeared that unless the arrange

ments proposed be promptly carried out, this munificent gift will be lost.

The ballot was then taken for the prizes before the meeting, and art gifts,

to be chosen by the winners, of the value from 200/. to 10/., with other

gifts, were distributed. The proceedings closed with the usual vote to

the chairman.

The Proposed Infirmary near Kennington Road.—The best, second

best, and third best designs for this Infirmary (St. Mary, Lambeth) are

respectively thoso of Mr. Andrew Wilson, Messrs. Stenning and Lepard,

Messrs. Tyler and Foulsham. Messrs. A. and C. Harstou's is the best

Workhouse plan. The premiums are 150/., 100/., and 50/. ; also 50/. for

the Workhouse plan.
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NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

The New Church at Kensington has a nave, 110 feet long and 30"feet

wide from centre to centre of the columns ; the height to the apex of the

wooden roof is nearly 80 feet. The two aisles, whichjare separated from

the nave by columns of red granite, contain lateral arched recesses for altars.

The chancel, which is 40 feet long, is terminated by a fire-sided apse,

vaulted and lighted by nine large two-light windows, under which is a richly

moulded arcade. Over the chancel arch rises a flecke of wood and lead

150 feet in height.

New Swimming Bath.—At the last meeting of the Marylebone Vestry,

the Chairman announced, as a Commissioner of Baths and Washhouses,

that the new swimming bath would be opened for inspection in a few

days.—Mr. Poland moved and carried a resolution approving of the pro

posal of the Metropolitan Board with regard to appropriating a portion

of the Finsbury Park for building purposes.

The Sanitary Committee of the Paddington Vestry, at their last

meeting, resolved that any plan for improving the old churchyard ought

to comprehend a scheme for erecting a mortuary. It was proposed that

the matter be referred to the Churchyard Committee, which was adopted

fcy the board.

Lambeth Vestry.—At the last vestry Mr. Hill called attention to the

fact of the purchase of a piece of ground by the guardians for the erection

of a workhouse ; and also to the opportunity it gave the guardians to open

a line of communication between Kennington Road and Kennington Lane,

in continuation of Hurley Road ; and asked the guardians if they would

provide for its being done ? The chairman said the matter had been under

the consideration of the Board, and that the guardians would do what they

could in the matter for the benefit of the public

St. Olave's Board of "Works.—The clerk is empowered to purchase

certain property for the purpose of extending the present stoneyard.—1,600/.

is also to be borrowed from the London and Westminster Bank, wherewith

to purchase certain property in Mill Lane and Tooley Street for street

improvements.

The Foundation Stone of a chapel and schools for the Primitive

Methodists of Leigh has just been laid by Jabez Johnson, Esq., J.P., of

Pennington Hall. The building will be of a semi-Gothic style of architec

ture, having its principal front towards Bradshawgate. It will be con

structed of brick, having Edge Fold stone and blue and white bricks for

door and window dressings, and a pressed-brick front on north elevation.

The means of ingress to the chapel are by two porches, one on either side

of the principal front, and over each porch door there will be an inscription

stone, with artistic riband name, having date, &c, carved thereon. The

chapel will be an amphitheatre in form, and will be above the school, class

rooms, &c, having neat open pewing to accommodate from 400 to 500

persons. The building—to cost 1,512/.—is to be completed by October 1

next. Architect, Mr. Edward Pritchard, C.E., of Leigh; builder, Mr.

Thomas Bethell, of Earlestown.

St. James's Church, Halifax.—The works at this church have been

rapidly pushed on since the laying of the corner-stone. The working of the

four-light west window and the bell-turret (which is to contain two bells)

are now complete. The aisle roofs have been put on, and the roofing of the

chancel has been commenced. The chancel arch and east window are also

finished, as well as the clerestory on the north side, and it is expected that

the building will be ready for the roof of the nave by Whitsuntide.

Sunderland.—The foundation-stone of a United Presbyterian Church

has been laid in this town. It is in the Gothic style of architec

ture, and will be built entirely of stone. Accommodation is provided for

800 persons ; and the total cost will be about 3,500/. Mr. Thomas Oliver,

of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is the architect.

Cullercoats.—A new hotel is about to be erected at this marine village,

on the north-eastern coast. It will be in the centre of the bay, and have a

fine sea view. Mr. Thomas Oliver, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is the architect.

The New Smithfield at Hanley, Staffordshire—The New Cattle

Market at Hanley, provided by the Town Council at a cost of about 3,000/.,

was opened on the 20th ultimo. It contains an area of eight thousand

square yards. The principal frontage in Bethesda Stree^ will be about one

hundred yards in length. The accommodation to be provided, in the first

instance, will be for 220 head of cattle, 1,620 sheep, and 100 pigs. The

pens are formed of strong iron pillars with sockets, in which rails of wood

are inserted. There will also be a 'champering' ground for horses, ten

yards in width, along the west boundary wall. Some two thousand square

yards of land will remain within the enclosed area of the market, even after

pens to the above extent have been all fixed, on which additional pens wil^

be erected as they are required ; but that space is levelled and sewered,

and the foundations for the necessary pavement and pens are laid, so as to

admit of enlargement in conformity with the plan of the market. When

the whole area is thus covered, there will be ample accommodation for 380

cattle and 3,600 sheep and pigs. The new Smithfield has been designed

and laid out by Mr. T. Hewson, the borough surveyor.

Buxton, Derbyshire, wants to borrow 1,200/., being 600/. for the com

pletion of the Market Hall, 500/. for the construction of sewage tanks and

the extension of the main sewer, and 100/. for sheep pens and sheds in the

Cattle Market.

"Warrington "Workhouse.—At the meeting of the Warrington Board

of Guardians on April 27, the Chairman said he was informed it was five

years since the house was painted, and as the alterations were going on,

it was thought not well to delay it too long. Mr. Johnson, at the request

of the Board, promised to draw up a specification of what was necessary

and the probable cost, in order that tenders might be advertised for.

Accident at Buswarp Church.—On Saturday morning last, Samuel

Sean, clerk of the works at the Ruswarp new church, felljfrom the sloping

roof of the side_aisle, and broke one of his thighs.

St. Jude's Church, Wolverhampton.—The new district church of St.

Jude's, erected near Newbridge, on the right-hand side of the Tettenhall

Road from Wolverhampton, has lately been consecrated. The site for the

church and parsonage, together with 2,000/. towards the endowment fund,

was the gift of Miss Stokes. The building was erected by Mr. Nelson, of

Dudley, from the designs of Mr. Bidlake, of Wolverhampton, at a cost of

4,500/. The plan is cruciform. The nave is 92 feet 6 inches long by 32

feet 4 inches wide, the aisles 13 feet 6 inches wide, and the chancel

35 feet long by 23 feet wide. On the north side of the chancel is the organ

chamber, and on the south side the vestry. The tower is at the west end

of the south aisle, and the entrances to the church are under the tower and

a porch in the north aisle. The seating is divided into four bays by central

and aisle passages. The shafts supporting the nave arches and clerestory

wall are of Aberdeen granite polished, as are also the shafts to the chancel

arch, the caps being nchly carved. The style of architecture is Geometric

Decorated, and the materials used are Codsall stone for the walling, laid in

level courses, rock faced, with dressings of light-coloured stone. The dif

ferent colours of the two stones are very effective. The timber work is deal,

stained and varnished. The glazing is with cathedral tinted glass in lead

lights of geometric design. The pulpit and reading desk, which are of oak,

and the font of stone, are in part a gift from the Rev. A. B. Gould. The

contractor for the heating apparatus was Mr. Blakemore, of Wednesbury,

and for the gas fittings Mr. Thomason, of Birmingham. The carving, which

is well executed in the conventional style, is by Mr. Forsyth, of Worcester.

The edifice seats 812 adult persons.

Some gentlemen in Leamington have resolved to start a new Pro

vident Dispensary there ; and a public meeting has been held, under the

presidency of Lord Leigh, for the purpose of establishing it. The

' governor's fund,' derived from subscriptions and donations of governors,

is intended to bear the general expenses of the institution.

The Foundation Stone of a New Chapel was laid at Framwellgate

Moor on the 26th ult. The site is situated behind the row of houses skirt

ing the high road. When completed, the building, which will be of red

brick, with stone dressings, will seat about 150 persons, and the cost of

erection is estimated at about 200/. Mr. Herbertson, of Brandon, is the

contractor for the mason's work, and Messrs. Saunder and Mellerby, of

West Hartlepool, for the joiner work.

The New Temperance Hall, in Exchange Street, Doncaster, has been

formally opened, the occasion being celebrated by a public tea in the hall.

The building has been erected from plans prepared by Mr. S. Richardson.

It includes, in addition to the hall, a large room to be fitted up as a work

man's free reading-room. The total cost will be about 400/.

Memorial Window.—During the past week a beautiful stained glass

window, in memory of the late Mr. Thomas Stubbs, of Boroughbridge,

York, has been placed in St. James's Church. The design, which has been

executed by Messrs. Hughes & Ward, London, is founded on Simeon re

ceiving the infant Saviour in the Temple. Underneath the window, on a

brass plate, is placed the following inscription :—' Thomas Stubbs, of

Boroughbridge, died 6th November, 1867, aged 71.'

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUR

SPECIAL COBBE8PONDENTS ;AND OTBEBB.

A New Exhibition in London.

The extraordinary number of pictures excluded from the Exhibition this

year—a considerable proportion having been actually accepted, and only

finally omitted on the ground of want of space—has induced a committee of

gentlemen and artists to form a select supplementary exhibition. A noble

and spacious suite of rooms has already been secured in Bond Street,

within two minutes' walk of the Academy. Mr. Moy Thomas has con

sented to act as secretary ; and all communications should be addressed to

him at 25, Old Bond Street.

Notes for Connoisseurs.

Berlin.—By command of the King, a great stained-glass window, destined

for the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle, is now on view in a temporary shed,

specially erected for the purpose, in the ' Lustgarten.' It forms the last of

a series of windows presented to that church by the late King Frederick

William IV., and has for its subject the Virgin Mary as Mediatrix. It

is considered one of the most important works of the kind—in size, rich

ness of tone and execution—produced in modern times, and is specially

interesting because all the accessory figures are portraits. This, as well as

the windows which are already in their places, bear laudable testimony to

tho activity and skill practised at the Royal Manufactory of Stained Glass,

which has now been in operation for twenty-five years.—Tho committee

appointed by the municipal authorities to consider the interior decoration

of the Townhall (Rathhaus) has closed its labours, after arranging the

amount and disposition of the frescoes and sculptures to be executeu. A

sub-committee is appointed to control tho actual execution of these several

works of art.

The School of Art has begun its summer term with 350 pupils. The

masters and lecturers are Messrs. Jacobsthal and Scholtz, architects;

Messrs. Ewald and Schaller, painters ; M. Goritz, sculptor ; and M. Greiner,

civil engineer.

Paris.—We havo noticed the sale'of the pictures belonging to M. Edouard

Fould, but his collection was principally remarkable for other works of art

than pictures. An Oriental sardonyx, mounted on a box, sold for upwards of

300/. ; and a similar stone merely set in a ring of gold, 100/.; a Milanese

vase of the sixteenth century, in rock crystal, fetched 554/., and a cup of

the same period and material, 368/. ; a small aiguUre in Oriental agate,

584/. ; and a modern vase in Persian lapis lazuli, 404/. The collection of

works in precious and hard stones was magnificent, and fetched very high

prices. There were, however, objects of more artistic value, especially two
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Limoges enamels—a triptych, with six leaves, attributed to Martin Didier,

and sold for 31 Gl. ; and a picture of Butbshoba leaving her bath and sur

rounded by her woraon, attributed to Jean Courtois, which fetched 405/.

The entire collection realised nearly 23,000/.

Two magnificent specimens of tapestry were disposed of the other day at

Prince DemidolFs sale. A largo piece, of Gobelins manufacture, represent

ing an Oriental scene, after Leprinee, sold for 644/. ; and two pieces, of

Beauvais manufacture, with four portieres, with subjects from Don Quixote,

which fetched 440/.

The collection of French pictures owned by the Marquis du Lau were

sold in Paris on the 5th ult. ; they only numbered twenty, but were

nearly all gems. Thero were five works of Eugene Delacroix, one being

the best of his easel pictures, ' The Convulsionnaires, or Fanatics, of

Tangiers ; ' others, a splendid sea piece, horses emerging from a bath, and a

noble figure of a blind man, scarcely known, and quite out of his usual

Btyle. The other pictures are by Decamps, represented by two works ;

Daubigny, Rousseau, Isabey, Zicm. Troyon, Diaz, Corot, and others ; and it

is ovident that M. du Lau's only aim was to secure one of the very best

l'lustrations of the talents of each artist.

An account produced during a late debate iu the Corps Legislatif shows

how great exhibitions interfere with the regular progress of other affairs.

The amount taken at the doors of the salon reached 132,000 francs in 1866 ;

in the following, Universal Exhibition, year, it fell to 66,000 francs ; and

last year, when the visitors to Paris were comparatively few, it amounted

to 118,000 francs. The number of works purchased by the Government

reached in each of these years the large sum of 156,000 francs, or 6,200/.

Notes from Germany.

Vienna.—The suburb of the ' Brigittenau ' is for Vienna (on a very small

scale, it is true) what Blackwall is to London, and here a new parish church

is in course of erection from the designs of M. Fr. Schmidt. It consists of

nave and two sido aisles, with two towers and an open hall or pronaos at

its western extremity. The chancel is apsidal, flanked on both sides by

projecting sacristies and vestries, over which are arranged the oratories—as

far as we are aware, a somewhat unusual position for the latter. Only the

chancel is groined, the rest being covered in with a coved and panelled

coiling of stained wood, the principals exposed and wrought. There are no

galleries, but stairs in each western tower reach to the ringing floor, and

are left visible to that height from below. The style is a late Gothic, with

boldly projecting buttresses, mullioned windows with tracery heads, and

flying buttresses across the aisle roofs and between the clerestory windows.

The walls are of brick, the freestone from Bohemian quarries, and the in

ternal dimensions are 190 feet by 65 feet. The church is intended to

accommodate 2,000 worshippers, and is estimated at 180,000 florins

(18,000/.).

Munich.—A second Protestant chnrch is about to be erected here, funds

for which are now being collected. The King has contributed 25,000 florins

from his private purse, and the Minister of Public Worship has promised

another 10,000 florins.

Bremen.—Two new parish churches are being built in this city. One is

in the Humboldtstrasse, from the plans of Hcrr Toppe, the contract of the

builders (Struckmann Brothers) being 3,500/. The other is a new chnrch

for the old parish of St. Remberti. M. Henry Miiller is the architect

after competition, and the peculiarity is that the church has no chancel, this

feature having been declared as un-Protestant by the Committee. The com

munion table will consequently be in front of the pulpit.

International Art Exhibition at Brussels.

The triennial exhibition is to open at Brussels July 25, and to close

Sept. 26. The number of works which each artist may send is limited to

four, but a number of drawings, miniatures, medals, &c, may be contained

within the same frame. The Belgian Government pay the expenses of

carriage within the frontiers going and returning. No work will be re

ceived after Juno 30, unless it has appeared at the Paris salon, in which case

the time is extended to July 10 ; but as the salon does not close till the 20th

of that month, works can only appear at the two exhibitions by special per

mission of the French commission. ,

The Government will apply a certain sum of money to tho purchase, for

the State, of works of art recommended by the jury, and also for the en

couragement of young Belgian artists by pecuniary recompenses not to

exceed in any ease more than 1,000 francs.

The general prizes consist of a gold medal of honour—in each section, we

presume ; five other medals for painting, two for sculpture and medal en

graving, one for engraving and lithography, and ono for architecture. Three

other supplementary medals may be awarded if the jury recommend it.

This is certainly tho very shortest list of awards ever offered at an inter

national exhibition.

Passage of Mount Saint Gothard.

The Prussian and Italian Governments have determined upon the tun-

nolling of Mount Saint Gothard as the most favourable scheme in the in

terest of the two countries. The cost of the work, which will probably

occupy eight or nine years in execution, is estimated at 6,840,000/., and

tho capital is to be made up by subventions amounting to 3,600,000/.—

1,800,000/. in obligations and 1,800,000/. in shares. Tho North, East, and

Central Companies undertake to supply two-fifths of the capital in shares,

and will take an equal share in the direction and administration of the

line.

Bombay.

Dr. Macleod, in writing of Bombay, remarked that, 'save for the sur

rounding seenery, Bombay would be an uninteresting city to a traveller ; '

and ' as to the native town, no Irish .village of tho worst kind has a look of

greater poverty, confusion, and utter discomfort.' The Bombay Guardian,

in commenting upon the above, remarks as follows :—' There are many

large and rather costly buildings in the native town, but they are built

without the slightest regard to architectural effect. A European who

should lose his way in the native town would discover many of these in

narrow and socluded streets and gullies. He would often see a capacious

many-storied dwelling-house, and would perhaps see cows and buffaloes

going up tho steps and in at the front door. Such an idea as that of build

ing their houses on some common plan, with reference to combined effect,

is utterly foreign to the minds of our native fellow-citizens. Unfortunately,

builders have a Shastra giving minuto instructions regarding the building

of houses, tho points of tho compass which they are to face, and other

details of construction, neglect of which would be considered fatal to tho

fortunes of the occupants. As the municipality have not taken these things

into account in laying out streets, it often happens that the houses on a

street, instead of presenting one face, all stand a little sideways, and

exhibit a succession of zigzags. But we cannot assign all blame of the un-

sightliness of Bombay to the natives. The ugly-tiled roof spoils all our

buildings. The hiding of the roof the Greeks considered almost a sine qua"

non in architecture ; but it seems to be the fashion here to make the roof

as obtrusive and naked as possible. A good many expensive buildings are

springing up on the Esplanade, but we look at them with more or less of

trembling. It is a great mistake to insist upon a fine facade when the rear

of the house (more conspicuous than the front, perhaps) is recklessly ugly.

The row of out-houses connected with the bungalows on the Esplanade

is more conspicuous than the bungalows themselves, and sufficiently sug

gestive of Dr. Macleod's Irish village.'

(|pnpral

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.—The members of this

Association made their second visit to works on Saturday last, and in

spected the new Blnckfriars Bridge (which is soon to be opened to tho

public traffic), by permission of the engineer (President of the Society of

Engineers). Tho members afterwards visited the Blackfriars section ofthe

Thames Embankment, by permission of Mr. Bazalgette. Amongst the

gentlemen present wore B. Hanghton, president ; F. H. Roberts, secretary;

R. M. Bancroft, F. A. Klein, and G. W. Usill, members of council ;

G. R. Godson, H. Siccama, A. H. Pain, &c., &c. This day (May 8)

the members of this Society, by permission of the architect, will visit

the Italian Opera House, now building in the Haymarket.

A fire broke out, on Saturday last, in tho stables adjoining the saw-mills

of Messrs. Tomkins & Co., Green Bank, Wapping ; and these (90 feet long

by 20 feet broad), with a loft above, were completely destroyed. The

Independent Chapel in Old Gravel Lane also had its back window burnt

out.

Monumental Stones in Scotland.—At the last ordinary meeting of

the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Mr. James Drommond, K.sS.A ..

said : "In the churchyard of Kilmartino is an ancient cross covering the grave

of a family in the village ; and the minister of tho parish told mo that

not a long time ago it had stood by the roadside about a quarter of a mile

from the church, where the socket still remains built into a wall. It was

taken from that spot and appropriated by the village smith, whose only

descendant, an old woman, holds by the claim. From the burial-ground

attached to St. Oran's Chapel, one of the most interesting and beautiful of

the monuments has been removed. This theft is especially to be regretted,

as the stone had a small figure in a sort of central niche, dressed, it is

asserted, in the Highland garb. Moreover, it was one of the few with the

remains of an inscription, ' Hie jacet MLeoid.' There was also a galley

sculptured on the top of it.

Free Library and Museum for Paisley.—The foundation-stone of this

fine building, the gift of Mr. Petor Coats, of Paisley, was laid one day last

week with full masonic honours. The occasion was observed in tho town

as a general holiday, and from an early hour in the morning the streets

were crowded with people from the neighbouring country, Masons in full

costume, and the townspeople themselves in holiday attire. The place was

decorated with flags, arches of evergreens, and innumerable festoons. A

grand procession of trades, comprising 37 divisions, was formed at several

different points, and marched through the principal streets towards the

site of the building in High Street. Of Freemasons there were present

no fewer than 4,30^, with the Earl of Dalhousie, W.GM., at their head,

and comprising deputations from 109 lodges in the counties of Renfrew,

Dumbarton, Lanark, Argyll, Bute, Dumfries, Stirling, Forfar, and Mid

lothian. In due time the procession reached the building, where the

Provost and magistrates of the burgh, Mr. Crum-Ewing, M.P., Sheriffs

Fraser and Cowan, Mr. Peter Coats, Mr. Thomas Coats, and the leading

office-bearers of the Grand Lodge of Scotland, had assembled. Lord

Dalhonsie having advanced to the foundation-stone, Mr. Peter Coats

handed him a silver trowel, with which he at once performed the usual

ceremony. A grand banquet in the evening terminated the procodings.

The building, which is nearly completed, has been erected at a cost of

from 3,000/. to 4,000/., and is in the Early Greek style of architecture,

with a portico over the main front 48 feet in height, the entrance being

approached by an imposing flight of steps. Besides ample accommodation

for the purposes of the library and museum proper, the building contains

an excellent lecture-room, committee and retiring rooms, &c.

MEETINGS OP TECHBTCAL AND LEABNED SOCIETIES.

Thk Architectural Association'.—Juno 11, at 7.30 r.M. Nomination of Officers-
1 An Historical Acconnt of the Artistic Treatment of Piers, rUlars, and Columns.' By

J. Tavcnbr Terry, A.R.I.B.A.
British Aroiwbot/xiicai. Association.—Wednesday, May 17. Annual General

Meeting, 4.30 P.M.
Associated Arts Instituto:.—Saturday, May 1.1, at 8.15 r.M. Discussion : Question

1 Was the Renaissance MoTement productive of any Real Benefit to Art? '

Soctrit or Arts.—Wednesday, May 12, at 8 p.m. ' On the Ventilation of Drains,' by

James Lovegrove, Esq., Assoc. Inst. C.E. ,
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THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION'S SCREEN

AT THE EXHIBITION, CONDUIT STREET.

By Edwabd W. Godwin, F.S.A.

j HIS screen is, to my mind,

incomparably the most

interesting feature in the

Conduit Street galleries.

For a few years past some

of us have looked at this

portion of the annual

Exhibition of architec

tural studies with much

hope, and talked not a

little among ourselves on

the future life of English

architecture, as fore

shadowed in these slight

sketches. Slight sketches

unquestionably, perhaps a trifle too Blight as a rule ; but most of

them anything but slight as designs, and deeply, solemnly important

as the early youthful exhibits of an architectural student's first

thoughts.

Many of my readers know better than I can tell them what the

Association is and what it does. For outsiders like myself, it may,

however, be noted that, within the body, there is a sort of practical

self-education going on under the form of classes established for the

study of various subjects connected with the great all-embracing art

of architecture. A selection from the annual labours of one of these

classes, called ' the Class of Design,' is brought prominently before

the public every year in the Conduit Street Gallery, and is thus

exposed to the test of examination and criticism. And here it may be

reasonably asked why the labours of only one class should be sub

mitted to such a test? Why have we not another screen, exhibiting

the progress in free-hand drawing, or indeed of anything the classes

may be doing ? I do not now propose to discuss the machinery which

the Association employs, but the Council may perhaps be inclined to

receive one suggestion. Would it not conduce to better results, if

architects from outside the body, distinguished for special knowledge,

would give an occasional evening to a class in the character of visitor

—say, for example, the subject for a given evening in a class devoted

to the scientific branches of our art was Acoustics ; would it not be

desirable to secure the critical remarks of such a man as Mr. T. Roger

Smith ? If the Association fancy they would not receive en

couragement and help from the members of the Institute, they

are much mistaken. Of course, architects are no exception to the

general selfishness of mankind, and your selfish architect is

naturally the last man to wish prosperity to rising young architects ;

but, I take it, the Institute is not altogether composed of selfishness.

Believing, too, that the labourer is worthy of his hire, and having no

faith in honorary anythings, I would suggest that the visitors should

be retained by fee, for the sake of the principle involved, and not at

all with a view to anything like remuneration. A nominal fee of a

guinea for every attendance would be sufficient for a recognition,

whilst the amount of knowledge thus flowing into the body from

experienced men would be incalculable. Had such machinery been

at work during the past year, I believe some of the work, as for

example the designs for a Theatre, would have been impossible.

Turning now to the Screen, we find 19 exhibitors and 46 works. Of

these, about one-half might have well been kept back. Of the

remainder, the Association might fairly be proud ; notably of Mr.

Walter Spiers' Parsonage-house, Mr. R. S. Game's and Mr. Deal's

Warehouses, Mr. Hill's Iron-work, Mr. E. C. Lee's Steam-Boat Pier,

Mr. Henman's Sideboard, and Mr. Reed's Bridge Toll-gate. All the

six designs for Churches are promising, especially those by Mr. Hen-

man and Mr. Lee, and the three Cathedral Portals are also good,

especially that by Mr. Henman.

Some of those which show more than usual care may be examined

a little in detail :—The six designs for a Brick Town Church,

and the three designs for a Cathedral Portal, are more uniformly

good than any other group of designs. Mr. Henman's Church is

altogether admirable. It looks what it is intended for—a town church,

and he has secured this appearance by means of a low external

ambulatory, and a lofty grand clerestory. Where so much is good, I

shall but draw the author's attention to his belfry, feeling sure that

he can reconsider this advantageously. Mr. Lee's Tower is by far

the best on the screen. The belfry and louvres under the square

spire, peeping just over the parapet, have a charming effect ;

but Mr. Lee must be careful to ovoid being tempted by these

bits of 'charming effect.' They are too often nothing more

than temporary delights — momentary pleasures, which grow

fungus-like round art and life, stifling the architect, and leaving

him little more than a clever sketcher. The nave is very good, and

the church well planned ; but the chancel is so depressed that it looks

more like a western porch or galilee than the chancel of a town

church. The nave is vaulted, but I am at a loss to see why the roof

should be hipped. The section shows the wall decorations very

fairly designed, but drawn on such a small scale (16 feet to 1 inch),

with such a coarse line, that the whole design suffers from plethora.

To know what to leave out when drawing to a small scale, and under

certain conditions, is one of those bits of knowledge not too often

sought, and when sought not so very easy to find.

The designs for a cathedral portal are very carefully and elaborately

worked out. I cannot but regret that Mr. Webb should have ex

pended so much good labour on such an impure style of art as the

Flamboyant. Mr. Hill's design is very carefully drawn in pencil so

far as the skeleton goes ; but as the flesh of the design is the figure

sculpture, and this happens to be omitted, Mr. Hill must not be sur

prised when I ask him to give us something more next time. Mr.

Henman's portal is one of the best pen-and-ink drawings in the

room. The details are most carefully drawn, and the proportions

have been so far considered and reconsidered, that the author writes

upon the doorway, ' Please to consider the height increased by

12 inches.' This reconsideration is especially gratifying. The figures

in the tympanum are fairly drawn, especially S. Peter, but inlay

should not have been selected for such a position. If Mr. Henman

will take the trouble to put his work into perspective, he may pro

bably discover the reason why all such inlays are objectionable.

Mr. Walter Spiers, in a somewhat rough, but cleverly tinted draw

ing of a design for a parsonage-house, shows effective roof-grouping,

and some sympathy with half-timbered houses. It would be

interesting to see a perspective of this design, with the cinque-

foil over the staircase omitted. Mr. Alexander exhibits a very care

fully drawn design, and deserves great praise for his treat

ment of the gables ; but wood parapets are thoughtless iutroductions.

The designs for a warehouse are very nearly being all good. Mr.

Came's perspective, delicately drawn in sepia, is admirable as a design

and as a drawing. It lacks vigour in line, and there are defects of

detail, such as in the terminations to string-course on the fourth floor,

the dormer in the hoard between the gables, and the coarse finials on

the gable-tops. The capitals are all ill drawn, both in this and in

Mr. Deal's two designs of the same subject. Indeed, wherever free

hand drawing has been applied, it is hesitating and weak. Apart

from the drawing and tinting, which are dull; Mr. Deal deserves credit

for both of his designs. Mr. Verity's 'classic ' attempt derives some force

and beauty from the grouping of the openings, and the execution is

bright and pleasing. Mr. Reed in his Bridge Toll-gate is as success

ful as 09 out of every 100 architects could hope to be. I know of

nothing in the Academy or Conduit Exhibitions more thoroughly

piquant and pleasing than this little unpreteuding work. Mr. Reed,

however, wants practice as n draughtsman. Very praiseworthy, too,

is Mr. Lee's Steam-Boat Pier, carefully drawn and thoughtfully de

signed. If, like Mr. Henman's Portal, it reminds us too forcibly of a

certain popular dictionary, we must not grumble. We must all of us

walk before we run, if we intend to run at all ; but when able to walk,

there is no need for leading-strings. I have heard of a big boy in his

teens, who was always hungering after his baby brother's food.

Architects do the same too often ; they take the children's fosd, to

save themselves the trouble of digestion, and can descend to be mean,

rather than work and think out with sweat of brow their designs tor

themselves and by themselves. Furniture does not seem to be much

understood by the Class of Design. Mr. Henman's work, although

very ineffective as a drawing, is incomparably the best. All the others

are more or less heavy, fussy, and pretentious. It is too evi

dent that Mr. Lethbridge and Mr. Barter have been founding their

work on the very bad specimens of furniture which have been lately

published in the pages of a contemporary.
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OUR RAMBLER

AliONQ THE SOUTHERN THAMES EMBANKMENT.

rE ANCIENT LAW provided for the arrival of a time when there

should ' be no poor ' among those who obeyed those merciful

precepts. An observant visitor to London might almost be led

to the conclusion that this happy time was close at hand in that

metropolis.

It has been said that so rapid is the adaptation of the habits of the

vast nomadic horde that lives amongst, without mingling with, the

more settled inhabitants of this great capital, that if a row of hogs

heads were left on the pavement in certain quarters, they would,

within a few days, form the homes of a distinct tribe, or group, of

street folk, whom it would be by no means easy thereafter to

dislodge.

It almost seems as if our improvers—railway makers, market

builders, road makers, wharf builders, sewer diggers, or what not—

had considered that the converse of this view must hold good ; and '

that, by destroying the accommodation, such as it is, that sheltered

many of the poor, they could, to an equal extent, destroy poverty

itself.

The circumstance which led our Rambler to form the above re

flection did not, however, so directly apply to poverty, as to com

merce. Whether or no the builder can drive away the former, it is

undoubtedly in his power to check and banish the latter. To a certain

extent he seems to have recently become bent on so doing.

The Ramble along the 6,640 feet of Northern Embankment, from

Westminster to Blackfriars Bridge, which we described on a former

occasion, would give but a partial and inadequate idea of the works

in course of completion for the protection of the shores of the Thames,

without a glance at the southern quay wall, which extends from the

south-western abutment of Westminster Bridge for a distance of

5,000 feet up the river towards Vauxhall. The section and river

elevation of this southern wall arc similar to those already described,

but the work on the Lambeth shore has been far less expensive than

that which replaces the ancient line of ' Strand.' The 6,640 feet of

Northern Embankment were let in three contracts, for the sum of

875,600/. The 6,000 feet of Southern Embankment were let in a

single contract for the sum of 309,000/. Thus, the former cost 395/.

per yard run, the latter 184/.

To obtain a distinct idea of the Embankments they must be viewed

both from the river and from the shore. The Rambler, therefore,

took to a steamer at Westminster Pier, and made a trip to the Victoria

Bridge and back again, with the express purpose of observing the

pictorial effect with which the newly girdled reach of the river

strikes the eye of the traveller by water. Then he walked from end

to end along the partially completed roadway, visited the docks and

cuts, wandered out on to the banks which are being removed from the

widened channel of the Thames, and thus gained a clear idea of what

had been done, or was doing, on the land.

The first thought, however, that occurred during the survey—a

consideration more important than either the architectural beauty of

the scene, or the engineering skill displayed in the works which

adorn it—was this : What is to become of the commerce of the

Thames P Two and a fifth miles of wharfage and river-side frontage

have been swept away. From Westminster to Blackfriars, on the

southern side of the stream, the wharf wall will, no doubt, some day

be continued. As it is, this portion of the river frontage appears to

bo chiefly in the possession of a few large and wealthy proprietors,

who make use of it for their individual convenience, rather than

for the purposes of general commerce. Above the hideous new

Suspension Bridge of Lambeth, a grim and sullen river wall extends

to a considerable distance in front of the Penitentiary. From the

lower part of this wall, down to the immediate vicinity of the Palace

of the Legislature, a short length of riparian property remains in all

the picturesque confusion that indicates a diversity of private owners.

But this little space is all that is now allotted, above the limit of

London Bridge, to that on which the wealth and importance of

London were originally based, the water carriage borne by the

Thames. It is true that the introduction of the railway system

has done very much to alter, whether permanently or not remains

to be seen, the value of water transit But, in some instances,

lines of internal canal are still in full activity. In other cases,

where the water communications have fallen into the hands of

the railway companies, and have been neglected and discouraged in

consequence, there seems reason to conclude that the railway people,

commercially speaking, have made a great mistake. But is it con

ceivable that, while the Birmingham Canal remains an active channel

of traffic, the Thames should be improved away into a non-commercial

stream ? Parliament, no doubt, in its wisdom, ought to have duly

considered this question before sanctioning a quay wall, the solid

granite parapet of which looks down with contempt on the useless

mooring rings held in the lions' mouths; but somehow Parliament is

mostly too busy to attend to matters which merely concern the pros-

perity of trade, or the general welfare of the people.

For good or for evil, however, this great stretch of water-side front

age is now closed against its former traffic. In three places there are

entrances through the southern wall, sneaking, subterranean sort of

entrances, covered, not by drawbridges, that would admit any floating

craft provided with a mast; but with flat girder bridges—bridges

that make it their chief business to maintain the road and the foot

way, as if there were no inlet beneath them. Nor is this so much to

be wondered at when we observe that they give access merely to

private basins. Potters thrive along this southern shore ; and great

potteries have provided private docks of their own, with inlets to the

river, closed by substantial gates, every way equal in their workman

ship to the fine granite moulding* of the wall, but each, one must

confess, unblushingly exclusive and selfish.

One provision seems to have a more public aim. Beyond the

boundary of one of the great pottery yards is a means of access to the

river, which goes by the name of a ' draw-dock.' A roadway runs

down for some distance between two walls, parallel to the bank, and

then, turning at a right angle, continues, under a double girder bridge

of some 12 to 14 feet span in each aperture, to the side of the stream.

Communication is thus rendered possible between the river and the

district behind the quay walls ; but it is an accommodation of a very

questionable, and, so to speak, unaccommodating, kind. Two great

Thames lighters, if they could pass through the narrow openings of

the draw-dock bridge, would choke up the whole of the roadway, or

waterway, or whatever this hybrid slope may be called. And if

the passage be intended to allow carts to descend to the river at low

water, and amuse themselves in the mud, the plan does not seem to

be eminently useful. For a means of drawing timber from the river

the draw-dock would, no doubt, prove highly suitable, were it not

for the right angle in its course, which would arrest the passage of

any piece of timber but one of inconsiderable length. On the whole,

therefore, it seems that the erection of this long quay wall must

have inflicted a serious blow on the trade of the district which it

bounds, a blow for which it does not attempt to offer any compen

sation.

Our Rambler heard that the inhabitants of this low-lying district

had been subject to great inconvenience from floods, and that Father

Thames was wont to enter their cellars, or even their kitchens, when

he was a sheet or two in the wind, in a manner more familiar than

welcome. A quay wall, combined with a proper regulation of the

drainage, is no doubt a remedy for so serious an evil—obnoxious as it

is to health no less than to comfort.

But such a river-wall as should fully answer the purpose of keep

ing out floods might be, at the same time, capable of utilisation as a

continued wharf, or real quay. There is no absolute necessity that

the road should immediately skirt the river. A line of communication

was to be secured, existing interests were to be considered, and no

doubt the simplest arrangement, and the one which involved the

least purchase of land, and the least consideration of any kind, is that

which has been adopted. But the construction of a true wharf-wall,

to which lighters could moor, and on which they could load and

unload, with, perhaps, the addition of a long timber gridiron or

cradle for their support at low water, 6erved by a parallel roadway,

or by good lines ot access to the street which runs parallel to the

river between Lambeth and Vauxhall Bridges, would have been, it

struck the Rambler, something far more suitable to the locality than

the present very elegant esplanade.

The beauty of Mr. Bazalgette's wall does not suffer from the want

of a foil. All persons whose ideas are hazy upon the subject of the

ficturesque should endeavour to clear them by paying a visit to the

.ambeth Suspension Bridge. If the questions, sometimes keenly

contended, as to the proper limit or boundary between the provinces

of the engineer and of the architect could be decided bv a single

experiment, that is the one. Structural beauty, we are told, consists

in the adaptation of the means to the end. That which does the duty

required, at the least cost, is that which the engineer eeeks. In some

cases, indeed, while striving after economy, he has attained to actual

beauty. Telford did so in his suspension bridge over the Menai

Straits ; Rennie did so not unfrequently ; Brunei did so repeatedly.

The masons of Gloucester and other cathedrals did so in their flying

buttresses and in many other of those graceful problems wrought out

in stone; William Rufus did so, in the rafters of his Hall. And

there is a school, or at all events there are professors, who tell

us that the two things are one, or, at all events, if we can attain one

we may wisely contemn the other. Let us have what is cheap ! It

is sure to be beautiful enough for us ; or, if not, what signifies ?

Engineers do not build to please the eye, but to earn dividends.

A visit to the naked, bald, unmitigated hideousness of Lambeth

Suspension Bridge will afford a mute but irresistible reply to_ all

such preaching. It is, no doubt, very cheap and very convenient.

The substantial cylinders, plunged in pairs to support the piere, or

towers, or whatever the odious coffins set up on end that carry the

chains ore called, are workmanlike and well set. Economy is

written in the largest letters over every detail of the work, and so is

ugliness. One feels the poorer, the meaner, the worse^ for looking

at the structure. One shudders to pass under it. How it feels to go

over it the Rambler had not the courage to try. Not only is it hideous

in itself, but it is the cause of hideousness in every portion of the

landscape of which it forms a port. Coming down the stream from

Vauxhall, one of the finest views in any city in the world is oblite

rated and spoiled until this grim barrier is passed. Look down a full

Thames towards Westminster. Northward, the gilded pinnacles soar

towards heaven; to the right the white granite wall of the southern

shore glitters in the sun ; the light and graceful arches of Westminster

Bridge span the water with the happiest effect—all in vain ; so long as

those rigid, shapeless bars, that trunk tucked up under the roadway,

that everywhere obtrusive, everywhere offensive, utterly tasteless,
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bundle of rods stretches across the view, you have no eyes for anything

else. Pass Mr. Barlow's engineering triumph, and a nightmare seems

removed from the breast, and the scene opens on your relieved vision

with a beauty that is magical.

The Northern Embankment of the Thames is a scheme which has

had the advantage of being discussed for some forty years at least.

Sir Christopher Wren planned it. The imagination of Martin the

painter was kindled by the desire to realise in London some of the

noble architectural features of his cloud-built cities. The veteran

James Walker prepared a plan for the Corporation. Mr. Page

brought forward a design of his own. Thus before the frontage

line was decided on by Act of Parliament, and the construction

of the Embankment was committed to the Metropolitan Board

of Works in 1862, the subject had received the full attention of

competent advisers. The state of the river bank in the very

centre of so populous a part of London, the need of relieving the

over-charged traffic of tho Strand, the gaining in time, in distance,

and in health, which tho passenger from Westminster to Blackfriars

would receive by the use of the embanked road—and the reclamation

of about 37 acres of land from the bed of the river—all these con

current reasons appear amply sufficient to justify the occupation of

the Middlesex shore by the northern quay wall.

The line of, and the scheme for, the Embankment on the southern

side of the Thames, originated with the Metropolitan Board of Works.

The Act of Parliament for its construction was obtained in 1863. The

amount of time and consideration which could have been devoted to the

subject, within the brief period of a year from the authorisation of the

northern wall, appears ridiculously small when compared to the long

and repeated study bestowed on the northern plan. We trust it may

not prove a case of ' more haste, worse speed I ' The shoal of barges

that cluster round any accessible spot west of the present termination

of the river wall ; the foundations of wharves and piers which are

now being removed from the bed of the Thames far to the outside

of the new line of frontage; and the naked state, so far as river

wharfage is concerned, of the 1666 yards now fronted with granite,

did not seem, to our Rambler, to testify to the wisdom of the Metro

politan Board of Works. The value of the reclaimed land, on the

Middlesex shore, is a gain equal to some three-fourths of the cost of

the Embankment On the southern side more land is given up to the

Thames than is gained from it, and the whole 309,000/. appears to be

an uncompensated outlay. It is a great cost for a new road through

a locality that by no means appeared imperatively to need one.

Why this road should have been constructed so as to shut out com

merce from the Thames we are at a loss to understand.

As an architectural embellishment of a previously poor and squalid

locality, the Southern Embankment wall has unquestionable merit.

The direction of its line of strike with regard to the position of the

sun in the heavens (during those hours when Londoners are aware of

the existence of sunlight) is probably the reason why the mouldings

and other details of this wall look so much bolder than do those of

its Middlesex pendent The section is, so far as the Bambler could

ascertain, identical, but it requires actual measurement to convince

one of the fact. In each instance, however, may be regretted the

absence of a boldly projecting string-course, which would at the same

time have given the great pictorial element of shadow, in which the

elevation of the work is deficient ; and have allowed the gain of at least

a foot in width, over the entire length of quays, by avoiding the present

set back from the upper part of the curved retaining wall, to the face

of the parapet. The gain, indeed, would only have amounted to rather

more than a quarter of an acre, but even the modest sum of five thou

sand pounds is not to be despised, when it can be earned without any

cost but that of a little forethought.

The long unbroken structure of the Lambeth wall is another feature

which it possesses, that renders it more admirable, architecturally

speaking, than its opposite brother. The huge piles of granite that beset

the staircases necessary for the service of the river traffic, on the Strand

Embankment, contrast, to their own disadvantage, with the greater

simplicity of the Lambeth quay. Looking at the great engineering

merit of Mr. Bazalgette's work, and at the questionable character, to

use the more courteous phrase, of certain of its architectural details,

we are reminded of a book written, in the French language, by an

able French author, but containing English quotations. Our readers
■who are familiar with French literature know how such quotations

usually make their appearance. If the Lambeth Suspension Bridge

could only be removed or replaced, the effect of this long, white,

regular line of gently curving wall would be one of a simplicity

approaching to grandeur.

The engineering effect of the Lambeth wall on the river will be to

increase its scour. A large area is offered to the incoming tide.

The old bank, which is now being excavated at low water, filled into

barges, and sent down the Thames to be used as ballast, ran out in one

part as much as fifty yards beyond the present shore line, defined by

the quay. At the lower end, on the other hand, the water-way is con

tracted ; and here the substitution of the sheer unbroken wall for

the old sloping banks will allow of the more rapid rush of that larger

body of water for which the upper enlargement of the width of the

Thames will make room. There can be little doubt that the tendency

of the recent works on the river, considered as a system, the contrac

tion of the water-ways between Blackfriars and Westminster by some

thirty-seven acres, the substitution of vertical banks for the old broken

flats, the repeated narrowing of the actual channel by the piers nnd

cylinders of so many new bridges, will be to induce the current to

burrow deeper in its bed. Thames, with a full tide and an easterly

wind, will flow higher than it could have done while choked by the

narrow water-way of Old -London Bridge. "Thames, lined by retain

ing walls, and vexed by repeated bridges, will be engaged in a con

stant effort to deepen his channel. We are far from having heard the

last of this result of our recent engineering.

THE INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN

WATER COLOURS.

IT may be fairly said of this Society—-if we are to judge from the standard

of excellence reached in the present and recent Exhibitions—that it has

avoided the fate of many other junior Art Societies, which, taking a con

fessedly second-rate position in the limner's world, become a refuge for

those artists whose works are rejected elsewhere. It cannot indeed boast

of a Burton, a Boyce, or a Bume Jones. The several specialities of art

which are associated with such names as those of Frederick Tayler, Carl

Haag, Alfred Hunt, and Basil Bradloy, may be unrepresented on its walls.

But, happily for that diversity of taste which exists and which always will

exist among British painters and their patrons, it does include in its list of

members many whose fame rests not more securely on the individual ex

cellence of their work than on the peculiar character of subject, which by

a sort of prescriptive right they have made their own. First and foremost

among these subjects may be reckoned the pictorial treatment of ar

chitecture, which, since the death of David Roberts, might have fallen into

desuetude but for the exertions of Louis Haghe, Carl Werner, S. Prout,

G. Simonau, W. Deano and others, whose works have long been identified

with the Exhibition at this Gallery.

In the first page of the catalogue we find the title of a spirited and

powerful work by Haghe, viz. : ' The Transept of Tournay Cathedral ' (4),

deftly drawn and coloured. The splendid chancel screen, rich in marble

and carved panels, forms a prominent and effective feature in this view,

while the picturesque crowd of ecclesiastics and peasants below is grouped

with all the knowledge of a painter who has attained the secret of making

his figures subservient to the purpose of architectural effect, without for

getting the interest derived from their costume and action.

The ' Interior of All Saints' Church, Margaret Street ' (8), by John Chase,

is, from the glaring freshness of its local colour, a far less thankful subject ;

and though the painter has taken what most artists would considor a fair

license in subduing the crudity of certain hues, he has failed to give pictorial

interest to tho scene. Much of the execution is undeniably painty. The

brass work fittings, for example, are represented by pure yellow, with

little or no gradation of tint or suggestion of metallic sheen, while the

drawing of carved work—especially in the capitals—betrays an ignorance

of motive in architectural detail which is fatal to the picture.

With a word of praise to Mr. Harry Johnson's ' Granada and the Alham-

bra' (10), we must pass on to Mr. W. Deane's ' Interior of San Francisco,

Assisi' (31), the very name of which recalls the highest sense of beauty

which we can associate with grand simplicity of architectural forms, and

delicate, well-toned hues of surface decoration. There is much that is

tender and well-intentioned in this work, but unfortunately Mr. Deane

wants practice in figure-drawing, and to this fact, taken in conjunction with

an apparent indecision as to which portion of his subject should be defined

and which generalised, may bo attributed an appearance of weakness—the

worst fault of his drawings.

Whatever may be the shortcomings of Mr. Haghe, want of force is a

charge which cannot be brought against bis interior of ' St. George's Chapel,

Windsor ' (37), where the Burial of King Charles the First is introduced by

way of giving historical interest to the scene. We might, indeed, have

spared some of the stern rigidity with which the minuter details of the

elaborate stall canopies are mapped out, but, with that single draw

back, every portion of this remarkable work is all that could be wished.

The incident of the burial itself is full of dramatic power, and the

clever group of Royalist figures in the fore-ground — watching

half-mournfully and half-indignantly the obsequies of their lamented

King — lends powerful aid to the composition. It is, perhaps,

unfortunate for Mr. Skinner Prout that he bears a surname which was once

associated with the best productions of English art in the pictorial repre

sentation of architecture, and we say this in no disparagement of his own

work, which is often excellent, but because people will draw comparisons,

especially when, as in the present instance, something in the choice of sub

ject or method oftreatment suggests what may be, after all, an unconscious

plagiarism. It is well known that the elder Prout made no scruple of

exaggerating on his paper those effects of time and weather which have

generally more charm for the painter's eye than the refinements and pro

prieties of architectural detail. This license—call it fault or virtue as wo

may—his relative certainly perpetuates. It is impossible to examine his

views at Abbeville (21), Rouen (42), Vire (55), without feeling this tendency

in the artist to prettify and make a scene of his subject. They are all,

however, excessively clever drawings, full of that dash in execution and

play of colour which are sure to make such works attractive, and far more

attractive than the result of more conscientious adherence to fact in repre

sentation.

Mr. Carl Werner's delineation of architecture is, in regard to accuracy

of form and scrupulous fidelity of detail, absolutely faultless ; but we can

not accept his colour as equally true to nature's key. Whether it be that

in the latter case his perceptive faculties are less keen, whether he lacks as

a painter the extraordinary power of execution which he certainly possesses

as a draughtsman, or whether he wittingly and with definite purpose avoids

the subtleties of blended and superimposed tints, we cannot say ; but it is

remarkable that while his studies have all the startling reality of a photo

graph, there is a uniform smoothness of tint in his treatment of local

colour which is suggestive of printed work. This peculiarity is more than

usually apparent in his view of the 'Entrance of the Citadel at Cairo'
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(204), which presents an otherwise porfoct picture—not only of the inte

resting structure which gives it title, but (by the addition of a crowd of

well-studied figures) of Arabic street life. The Chateau de Chillon (71),

with Bonnrvard conducted as a prisoner to the fortress by the soldiers of

the Due de Savoye, is an excellent composition, full of beauty, whether

we regard it as a landscape or an architectural study ; though hero again

we must submit that the colour of tho lake and distant hills has an un

fortunate tendency to prcttinet* not worthy of tho artist's brush.

Of Mr. Werner's ' Memnons at Thebes during the Inundation of the

Nile ' (92) it is scarcely too much to say that, howevor much opinions may

differ as to the method of his work, this extraordinary drawing could hare

been produced by no other water-colour painter in England. It embraces

a double effect of light, the greater portion of the scene being steeped in

full moonshine, while a firo lighted by a group of natives between the

colossal and half-defaced figures casts a flickering glare on each. The first

impression produced—let us honestly confess it—is one of intense truth in

representation ; and it is, perhaps, only the exceptional conditions of

effect, coupled with the fact that it must have been to a great extent studied

from memory, which leads one first to examine more closely, and after

wards to doubt whether this drawing is, after all, so literal a transcript of

nature as a casual observer would certainly take it to be.

The same painter's studies of Oriental life, ' A Barber's House at Cairo '

(138), and ' A Tailor's Shop at Damascus ' (276), will be examined with

pleasure by those to whom incident in pictorial art is of more importance

than the impress of individual handiwork and feeling, and it must be re

membered that a large majority of amateurs belong to this class.

The architectural subjects selected for illustration by Mr. G. Simonau,

a Brussels artist, differ not more widely from those which we have just

mentioned than thoir broad, bold handling does from the scrupulous

neatness of Mr. Werner's execution. Under the title of a ' Bridge on the

Nahe at Creuznach' (170), Mr. Simonau introduces us to one of those

dreary half-dismantled ' back settlements ' of an old German town, in

which no one but a painter would tarry for five minutes, and in which

half the picturesque interest depends on poverty and dilapidation. The

crumbling plaster and neglected roofs—the ducks paddling in the lazy

stream, over which women stoop to wash their dirty linen—do not

sound cheerful materials for picturo-making, and yet this is a noble draw

ing, limned and coloured by a master hand. Let us compare it with the

pretentious struggle for architectural effect and magnificence of costume

embodied in Mr. Deane's ' Festa of the Corpus Domini, Venice' (169),

which hangs immediately above, false in colour and feeble in drawing ; and

we can but repeat the old truism that, after all, it is not the subject, but

what a painter does with it, which constitutes a real work of art. Mr.

Simonau also sends the view, 'A Street in Limburg' (145), another artistic

and powerful work.

We must now turn to some of the more important landscapes and

figure-pieces in the exhibition. Among the former, Mr. Edmund G.

Warren exhibits a wonderfully realistic study from nature, the subject

being the skirts of a wood in the full bloom of summer, with chequered

light gleaming through the thick foliage and falling with startling reality

on the foreground and middle distance. Here every detail is made out

with extraordinary care—ferns, foliage, beech trunks, deer—all individu

ally true to fact, but without obtrusion, and in pprfect harmony. Such a

work is at once an honour to, and characteristic of, its age, for in no other

age has this literal rendering of landscape been achieved or even attempted

in such degree ; and here a serious question presents itself in connection

with Mr. Warren's work, viz., as to whether it will last. Here is a land

scape painted almost entirely in body colour—a material of whose per

manent endurance we can certainly not yet judge, seeing that its present

use is a comparatively modern innovation. We trust, for the sake of pos

terity, that such drawings may stand the test of time.

Mr. Kilburne's opening scene in Enoch Arden (207)—the boy and girl

lovers sitting on the rocks in close converse, while Philip stands moodily

apart, watching them—is admirably conceived and executed. Such a sub

ject, in the hands of a commonplace artist, would assuredly have degenerated

into affectation or vulgarity. But the chief charm of this picture is, that

while Mr. Kilbume has invested the expression of his children with genuine

sentiment, he has lost none of the simplicity of childhood in their features.

Let us add of the accessories to this group—rock, sea, and sky—that they

are equally worthy of the artist's brush.

' The Doubtful Coin' (45), by Mr. H. B. Roberts, is but a new name for

a typical scene with which, under tho title of the ' Rent Day,' &c, most of

us hare been long familiar. We recognise at once the conventional landlord

or rent-collector, stern and uncompromising in expression, with his right-

hand man or bailiff, half grim, half comical, in his yellow waistcoat and

spectacles—the stagey tenant, in his traditional cloak—tho parchment deeds

and other ' properties' spread about tho table, after the regular and approved

fashion. This class of art is sure to find admirers in the mixed crowd of

Exhibition loungers, and, what is more, rarely fails to fetch its price. But,

with the exception of a certain clevorness in execution, it has little

attraction for educated taste.

We have only space to mention a few othor ofthe most notable works i n this

Gallery, viz. :—' My Grandfather's Choice' (16), an effective and character

istic old-world study, by Corbould ; Mr. Green's ' Persuasion ' (22), a genre

picture, of some merit ; the ' Faust and Marguerite ' (163), chiefly remark-

ablo for its original treatment of a hackneyed theme, by Mr. J. D. Linton,

who also sends two other works, 1 Squire Thornhill and Olivia' (245), and

' The Connoisseurs ' (252), and two historical pictures widely different in

aim, sentiment, and mode of execution, but each praiseworthy after its

kind—L. Hughe's ' Cromwell on the Morning of the Battle of Naseby '

(93), and Corbould's ' Joan of Arc ' (63).

Upwards of 100 gold coins, some of them belonging to the reign of

Henry VIII., were recently discovered at Dunblane while an old house

was being pulled down. The coins are in a good state of preservation. It

is said that the valuo of the metal is about 80?.

ON THE MOTTO OF THE ACADEMY

CATALOGUE.

' TF it bo true,' says Rosalind, ' that good wine needs no bush, 'tis true

1. that a good play needs no epilogue ; yet to good wine they do use good

bushes, and good plays prove the better by the help of good epilogues ;' and

we may presume to extend her argument by adding, that good books of all

kinds prove tho better by the help of good mottoes. This is hardly the

place to enquire into the origin ot mottoes on title-pages, however inte

resting the subject might be, or to discuss the purposes they are supposed

to subserve. There is evidence enough of tho extent to which they con

tinue to be adopted, in books of all kinds, from the ' Modern Painters ' to

the ' Tussaud Catalogue.' Whatever may be its value, the custom of using

them is a good old-fashioned one, and deserves to be commended, as amongst

othor ends, it sometimes suggests to the reader the spirit in which it is

wished thata book should be read, or the subject be regarded, and some

times the spirit in which the author professes to have written.

There was nothing unusual in tho first Catalogue of the Royal Academy,

published in 1769, bearing a motto on the title-page, and it was hardly sur

prising that it should be in Latin :—

Major rernm mini noscitur ordo.

The Academy's Professor in Ancient Literature, Dr. Samuel Johnson,

considered English words unworthy to form the epitaph on an English

writer in an English church, so it would be strange if at such a

time the infant Academy lisped in English. The interest of the public-

in the early exhibitions was therefore solicited for the title-pages

of the succeeding catalogues by Pliny, Cicero, Livy, Horace, Quintiiian,

Pnblius Syrus (the patron of the Edinburgh Review, although none

of the founders ever read any of his works), Martial, Ovid, Seneca,

Ariosto, Epicharmus, Velleras Paterculus, Pindar, Homer, and Philostratus.

If the first Professor in Ancient History, Oliver Goldsmith, MB., had lived

long enough, one can fancy him suggesting that his erudite friend, Ephraim

Jenkinson, might be allowed to grace the catalogue with some of the opinions

broached by Sanchoniathon, Manetho, Berosus, and Ocellus Lucanus, for

the apophthegms with which that gentleman confounded Dr. Primrose have

almost as much reference to painting, sculpture, and architecture, as some

that might be taken from the Academy's favourites.

For forty-three years no English writer was considered eligible to sup

ply a sentence for one of the title-pages. In 1812, however, the Academy

had the hardihood to take a few lines from the ' Winter's Tale,' and with

all due respect for thoBe very pretty fellows Epicharmus and Velleius

Paterculus, the English motto appears to be quite as appropriate as theirs ;

indeed it seems to us to indicate one relation of art more subtly than

all the previous mottoes combined, or than many a ponderous discourse sub

sequently delivered in the Academy and elsewhere. It is from the well-

known speech of Polixenes to Perdita,and this is how it appeared :—

Natnre is made better by do mean
But nature makes that mean ; so o'er that art
Which . . adds to nature, is an art
That nature makes.
The art itself is nature.

Observe how neatly it waa trimmed, before it was served up. In 1853 the

same quotation is made, but copied more truly, and this is all, it would

appear, that it is possible to discover in Shakespeare during a whole century,

in any way fitted for the compilers' purposes.

Shakespeare was succeeded by the Classics "(tho learned Benjamin West

was President) until 1817, when another English motto appeared; this

time it was taken from the Report of the Parliamentary Committee on the

Elgin Marbles, and it is equally deserving of attention by the Parliament

now sitting:—

Your Committee cannot but submit to the attentive reflection of the House how highly
the cultivation of tho Fine Arte hai contributed to the reputation, character, and dignity
of every Government by which they have bean encouraged, and how intimately they ar j

connected with the advancement of everything valuable hx Science, Literature, and

Philosophy.

In 1819, and again in 1852 (good English mottoes are supposed to be

scarce, therefore there must be thrift in using them), Bacon was allowed to

supply the sentence—

Pointing raises the mind by accommodating the images of things to our desires.

Then, until 1827, Greeks, Romans, and Michael Angelo wero the chosen

ones, when what Dr. Johnson said of dramatic imitations was applied to

painting and sculpture-

Imitations produce pain or pleasure not because they are mistaken for reality, but

because they bring realities to the mind.

Not a very deep remark, perhaps, but there are worse in Latin ; and such as

it is, it served again'in 1844. In 1830 there was an extract from an old

report of the British Institution, with which we are sure everyone will

agree :—

Wo feel, however, no apprehension but that the spirit of the British artist will be
awakened and invigorated whenever a free and fair scope shall be given to his talents,
whenever he shall be stimulated by the same patronage as that which raised and rewarded

the Italian and Grecian masters.

In. 1833 Adam Smith's ' Theory of the Moral Sentiments ' was the source

from which the motto was taken, but it is rather long for quotation here.

Sir Joshua's 'Discourses' were first thought of in 1836, and artiste and

visitors wero reminded that

The value and rank of every art is in proportion to the mental labour employed in it,

or the mental pleasure produced by it.

This motto answered also in 1861. In 1846 Sir Joshua was again honoured

by being chosen, this time informing us that—

A passion for art and an eager desire to excel will more than supply the place of

method.

And the somewhat eclectic motto for 1862—

We must be contented to make up our idea of perfection from the excellences that ore

dispersed over the world,

was taken from Sir Joshua's ' Tour.'
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In 1 839 the motto was from Wood's ' Essay on Homer,'—

We consider nature bat transiently till the poet or painter awake our attention and
«end us book to lile with a new curiosity, which we owe entirely to the copies that lay

before us.

The President, Sir Martin Shee, furnished the motto for 1847, which

says, in the true Academy style—

To nature still we mutt look, through the productions ot the great masters, and con
sider eves the beet works of antiquity but as the telescopes of taste to mend our vision,

not to bound our view.

For 1848 ii characteristic sentence was taken from Hogarth:—

True art can only be learned in one school, and that school is kept by nature.

Pope, in 1 850, shrewdly says :—

Art is like n prudent steward that lives on managing the riches of nature.

And in 1851, the Great Exhibition year, the capital motto,

The pencil speaks the tongue of every land,

is from glorious John Dryden, and is a model of what a motto ought to be—

short, vigorous, and appropriate.

For 1854 this familiar couplet was taken from Pope :—

Nature, like liberty, is bnt restrained
By the same laws which first herself ordained.

With the addition of the two preceding lines, it was used again in

1865.

It is hardly necessary, perhaps, to give the later English mottoes, but we

do so to make our selection complete. In 1866, the yoar after his death,

the fine motto was from Sir Charlos Eastlake:—

Beauty in all its highest forms is calculated to impress on human beings the belief in
•a perfection greater than the world contains.

In 1867 it was from Sir Thomas Brown :—■

I call the effects of nature the works of God, whose hand and instrument she only is.
Nature is not at variance with art, nor art with nature, they being both servants of His
providence.

And last year's was from Isaac Disraeli :—

The poet and the painter are only truly great by the mutual influence of their
studies. Milton, Michael Angelo, and Handel belong to the same order of minds ; the
same imaginative power and the same sensibility are only operating with different

materials.

To sum up the results: in a hundred years the Academy Catalogues have
■eighteen mottoes in English. If we exclude those from painters and from j

official reports, we have ten sentences to represent all the allusions or senti

ments that in any way relate to art in the richest and noblest literature in

the world. There are seventeen mottoes from Cicero (almost as many as

from all England), and not one word from Edmund Burke, of whom such a

judge of ancient and modern literature as Thomas De Quincey could say,

' that for the intellectual qualities of eloquence, in the fineness of under

standing, in depth and in large compass of thought, he far surpassed any

orator ancient or modern.' It cannot be possible the Academy Authorities

know so little of English poetry, that one garbled sentence from Shakspeare,

four lines from Pope, and one from Dryden, are all they can discover suitable

for so simple a purpose. An ordinary school-boy ought to be able to find a

hundred sentences from a hundred English authors in every way appropriate.

It does not matter much in what language the motto of the Catalogue is

expressed, as a large number of the visitors probably never look at it.

Even if there were no motto, its loss would not be ruiuded, for the paintings

would be likely to be of the same character, and would meet with as much

appreciation as if the title was nearly covered with the best sentences in any

language. But if such things are to be used, our own language answers all

purposes as well as any dead or living language. Why should another

tongue be adopted rather than ours ? English words are as fair, they become

our mouths as well, and if they are conjured with, they will fill the Academy

treasury witli shillings as quickly as any other words can. The English

mottoes we have taken will compare favourably with the remainder in

other languages ; and remembering this, we must regret the want of national

spirit by which it has happened that so small a proportion are home

made.

Since the present President attained his high office, none but English

mottoes were adopted until this year. We had hopes that we saw the last

of the classical mottoes until those in English were exhausted. We were

disappointed, however, at finding on the Catalogue just issued the words

Labor ct ingenium.

There are some words for which corresponding and equivalent terms may

not be found in other languages. But it is not so in this case. It would

have been easy to represent the ideas ns truly by familiar English words as

by Latin words. Neither is the motto a sentence that can be ascribed to any

' classical ' author for its origin, it denotes no great research on the part of

whoever suggested it, nor is it easy to see the advantage it gives to the

Academy or to the visitors. It is merely the latest example of an absurd

fashion which the Academy haB too long followed.

PARIS ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF WORKS OF ART.

I IU1K doors of the Salon in the Champs Elysees were thrown open on the

JL morning of May 1, and ten thousand visitors went to tako a first

glance at a collection of nearly five thousand works of art. The growth

of the Paris Salon, or exhibition, is marvellous; in the year 1853, tho cata

logue of which is before us, the number of entries was 1,768, this year it is

4,230. The number of oil paintings is 2,452, and this is not so largo as

that of last year.

Tho possession of a permanent placo of exhibition enables our neighbours

to find room for everything, and to put it where it can bo seen, and they

could still do so even if the extent of the collection were twice as large as

it is, which is certainly not to be desired. As to the management of the

light, the method adopted in the French galleries at the Universal Exhibi

tion—namely, that of covering the glass roof with thin unbleached cotton,

and then suspending a semi-transparent false ceiling or canopy in the

centro of the room, at about the height of the top line of the pictures-

seems to be definitely adopted, and to give general satisfaction. The fact

that such a number of paintings as are contained in the fifteen great rooms

devoted to oil paintings should all have sufficient and not too much light

is one which well deserves notice and the attention of artists of every

class as well as managers of public institutions; and being produced by

the simplest possible means gives additional value to the achievement.

The sculpture is placed in the central area of the building, which is laid

out as a geometric garden and charmingly decorated by tile Horticultural

Society, whose spring exhibition will be hold here during the current month,

the larger pieces being placed in the central and transverse avenues, and tho

rest against the sides and ends, which are draped with dark neutral-tinted

calico. This placing of sculpturo amongst vegetables, as certain carping

critics expressed it, is, on tho whole, eminently successful ; every work is

sufficiently isolated and can be viewed from all sides, while the large

expanse of tho area keeps tho air fresh and the senses of the visitor un-

fatigued. The superiority of this to the gallery system was triumphantly

proved when on two occasions lately the works of the sculptors were exhibited

in the lower side aisles of the building. In 1867, when much of the French

sculpture was shown in the enclosed central garden, it was almost

universally admitted that tho glare of unsubdued light was injurious to

the effect of the more delicate works. Notwithstanding the central

roof-covering of unbleached cotton referred to, the mass of light is too

great for delicate sculpture in white marble, and probably it would be

well on some future occasion to try the effect of a vtlum or canopy sus

pended at a moderate distance from tho ground, or else to place a slight

screen over the smaller groups and statues which occupy the sides and ends

of the garden. As many English artists and amateurs are in the habit of

visiting the Paris Salon, we think it well to draw attention to this important

subject of tho lighting of works of art, which may here be studied on a

large scale.

The Emperor's grand prize of a hundred thousand francs has had a bad

effect on tho exhibition of paintings ; there is an unusual number of large

canvasses which, in spite of great technical ability and a very marked im

provement in colour and—in general—admirable drawing, only prove the

absence of historical, religious, and high poetic art. Every attempt to

reach either of these pinnacles must, we fear, be pronounced a lamentable

failure, and we deeply lament that such is the case, for in the fine arts

every great achievement is a benefit and a stimulus for the whole civilised

world.

There is one largo work, not painted with a view to tho great prize, which

occupies the most prominent place in the central room of the exhibition, and

deserves special notice ; it is a painting of immense size, for a concert room

connected with tho new Grand Theatre of Bordeaux, by M. Bouguereau; the

subject, Apollo in Olympus. The brilliant god is playing before Jove and

all the assembled divinities. The composition of this work is wanting in

keeping ; Jove is wanting in grandeur, Apollo in importance as the central

figure, Venus and the Graces in beauty ; but there is a large amount of fine,

bold, and careful drawing in the figures of Mercury and others in the fore

ground, especially valuable in a decorative work of such magnitude. A

school which can produce such drawing as is here seen only wants a little

more sentimont to place it in the first rank.

It would be unfair to speak generally of two thousand easel pictures in

a few short lines, but we may just indicate the remaining contents of the

great central room in which most of the gems are placed. Muller has a

really fine historical work—a worthy pendant to his famous ' Last Days of

the Reign of Terror'—representing the struggle between Lanjuinais and the

savages of the Convention on June 2, 1793. Tho scene wants the sad

charm of the former, the passion exhibited is all of one kind ; but the work

is that of a master, and the most remarkable that wo have yet found in the

exhibition.

A picture by Fromentin, representing Algerian Arabs performing a

military fantasia, occupies the place of honour on the lower line, and

is a brilliant work, full of lifo and colour ; the central figure, a fierce old

soldier, who seems to have excited both himself and his horse to madness,

is very remarkable ; in fact, the whole composition, drawing, and colouring

of the work reflect the highest credit on tho artist.

The most noticeable amongst the remaining works are two military sub

jects by Protais, showing no advance on the part of this artist ; landscapes

by the late Paul Huet, d'Aubigny, Nazon, and Francais ; a bit of remark

able Alpine scenery by Gustave Dore, who this year exhibits two works of

the same class ; and a charming study beneath the beeches in Burnham

Wood, by our countryman, MacCallum. We should like to see this clever

artist extend his horizon a little, but admire his observation, his truthful

ness, and his effects, whether of gnarled roots, crumbling banks, or sunny

glows. We must not omit to mention ono of Blaise Desgoffe's marvellous

pictures of ohjets (Tart, flowers, and tissues ; and exquisite fruit-pieces-

ripe plums and apricots lying on a mossy bank—by M. Maisiat of Lyons.

We must dismiss tho sculpture for the moment, with the simple mention

of a few of the most prominent works. A statue of Mdllo. Nilsson, as

Ophelia, by M. Falguiere ; Despair, by M. Perraud ; Narcissus, by M.

Hiollo ; tho Woman taken in Adultery, by M. Cambos ; and a statue of

Cleopatra boforo Caesar, by M. Clesinger, an elaborate example of composite

statuary, tinted marblo loaded with enamelled work and jewellery.

In tho Architectural section there are upwards of ninety exhibitors, but

the names and numbers were not in order on tho opening day. There

seems to be a paucity of designs for great buildings, but a good many

churches, and somo important restorations proposed or executed. We are

sorry to find only one English name in this section.

Fire at Plymouth.—A fire broke out on Sunday morning (the 9th) in

the large steam biscuit factory of Messrs. Dawe& Serpell, Commercial Road,

Plymouth. The whole of the buildings and their contents were destroyed.

The premises were formerly part of the Government Lambhay Victualling

Yard, where the men-of-war were victualled from before the erection of the

Royal William Victualling Yard, Stonehouse.
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SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE INDUSTRIAL AND

FINE ARTS EXHIBITION.

ON last Tuesday the South Staffordshire Industrial and Fine Arts Exhibi

tion was opened by Lord Granville in the hall which has been erected

for the purpose in the grounds attached to Molineux House, Wolverhamp

ton. The building, which is of iron and glass, forms a central nave

150 feet long by 60 feet in width, and 18 feet high at the spring of the

roof, which is semi-octagonal, and rises to a height of 45 feet from the

floor. Around the building is a Fine Arts Gallery, containing nearly 800

oil and water-colour paintings. The 6bjects of industry exhibited arc

placed on the floor and outside the building. The Executive Committee,

in their address to Lord Granville, said the first idea of this undertaking

was conceived about a year ago by a few persons who were much interested

in promoting the welfare of the Wolverhampton School of Practical Art

and of the South Staffordshire Educational Association. Both these insti

tutions were much in need offunds to increase their utility ; and a proposal

was made that any surplus derived from the proceeds of the exhibition

should be divided between them. It was felt, too, that the great importance

and variety of the manufactured products of South Staffordshire and East

Worcestershire had never hitherto been fully shown by collecting them in

one place, and that the proposal to supply this want by a local industrial

exhibition, supplemented by fine arts and natural history collections, could

not fail to excite widespread interest, and benefit all classes in the district.

The address went on to show how, with these objects in view, the building

had been erected. Three acres of pleasure ground had been secured

around it, and a list of 200 guarantors obtained. It stated that the

industrial exhibitors numbored upwards of 1 30, and the contributors of

art treasures more than 120. The committee then acknowledged the kind

ness of Her Majesty in lending the Abyssinian trophies ; of the Kensington

Museum managers in sending specimens of metal work, water-colour draw

ings, &c. ; and of the Secretary for India in contributing objects from the

East Indian Collections.

Lord Granville stood upon a dais (surrounded by Lord Lichfield, Lord

Wrotteslcv, the Bishop of Lichfield, Sir Smith Child, M.P., Mr. M. Ingram,

M.P., Mr". Villiers, M.P., Mr. Weguelin, M.P., the Mayors of Wolver

hampton, Birmingham, Worcester, and Kidderminster, and many others),

while the address was read by Mr. N. N. Solly, J.P., Viee-Chairman of the

Executive Committee. Iu responding, he spoke of his having fifteen years

ago laid the foundation stone of the School of Art in that town, a town with

which in early times his family had been connected, and in the chief industries

of which ho was himself immediately interested. It was a high distinction

for the district that they should have been among the first to erect a build

ing specially for the purposes of promoting industrial art. The address

spoke of a surplus. His experience since the first exhibition was that if

the promoters made two ends meet they deemed themselves fortunate.

As, however, the committee here, who aspired so high as to look for a

surplus, were men of business, he supposed and trusted it would be secured.

His Lordship praised what he saw around, speaking with especial pleasure

of the building, and the chnsteness of its decoration. It was no slight

praise to the contractors that it should have been delivered up complete on

the day promised. What was exhibited in the hall could not but prove

highly instructive to all who saw it. Fifty years ago no thought was given to

the education of the operative, and twenty-five years ago it would have been

thought unnecessary to educate him beyond the immediate range of his

calling. But now that we had rivals in other countries, our industry, if it

was to be successful in its competition with that of other nations, must be

educated, and the education must extend, not to the men only, but also to

the masters. Referring to the committee's acknowledgment of the Queen's

contributions, the noble Earl spoke of Her Majesty's unabated desire to

promote that which was at once most dear to herself and to her late Consort,

the industrial and art education of her people.

After the ceremony, his Lordship was entertained at luncheon in the

Exchange.

The architect and designing decorator of the Exhibition Hall was Mr.

Bidlake, of Wolverhampton, and the contractors were Messrs. Clarke & Co.,

of the same town.

NEW CONSERVATIVE CLUB HOUSE.

THE new Junior Carlton Club is from the designs of Mr. Brandon,

and has been erected by Messrs. Lucas Brothers, at a contract cost

of about 40,000/. The principal front is in Pall Mall, nearly opposito

the old Carlton, and the other front in St. James's Square. The Pall

Mall entrance is at one end of the building, as there was not sufficient space

for the length of the rooms to run from front to back. Three storeys are

shown externally, beside a basement. The ground storey has circular-

headed windows, an entrance porch on rich and massive columns at the

eastern end corresponding with a similar projection, containing a circular

bay window at the western. The first floor storey is the site of the coffee-

room, which runs along the entire length of the house, and presents nine

windows, surmounted by richly carved circular pediments, resting on

polished red granite shafts. The second floor has an equal number of

square-headed windows with richly moulded architraves, above which is

a panelled and carved frieze and cornice, the whole elevation being sur

mounted by a balustrade. With the exception of the granite columns to

the first floor windows, the whole front is of wrought stone. The

entrance hall is square, and the staircase entirely of stone, with heavy

bronze balusters ; a polished marble plinth extending to the second floor.

The columns and pilasters in the hall, too, are of the same material, the

floor being a tesselated pavement by Minton & Co. A smaller entrance

hall gives access from St. James's Square, and contains another staircase.

On this floor also are the reception room, morning room, and membors'

smoking-room. The grand coffee-room, before referred to, is 123 feet long,

by 30 feet wide, and 20 feet in height : about 30 feet from the western

end of it is a screen of Seagliola marble columns, beyond which is

the portion of the room allotted for strangers, and the length of

which extends from front to back of tho building. The walls and

ceilings of these rooms are panelled, and richly moulded and orna

mented. A handsome library looking on to the square occupies the

remainder of this floor. On the second floor are—a strangers' smoking-

room, two billiard-rooms, one to contain two tables, and the other one

table, the Parliamentary library, a small card-room, old newspaper store,

and offices, and private apartments for the secretary and assistant-secretary

of the club. Above this floor is an attic storey, devoted almost entirely to

sleeping rooms for the servant*, and provided with bath-rooms, and every

requisite for them. Descending below the ground again we come first to

a mezzanine basement, in which are sundry offices in connection with club

business, but chiefly dressing-rooms for members. On the main basement

is a vast kitchen, fitted with every appliance necessary for cooking on tho

most extensive scale, a proportionately sized scullery, housekeeper's, butler's,

or still-rooms ; several lardors for different kinds of provisions, and exten

sive cellarage, with a lift provided especially for the lowering of wine from

the street. There is lavatory accommodation on every floor ; the bells

throughout the house are rung by electricity ; there is a hydraulic ' lift' for

raising to each floor, and the latest improvements in heating and ventilating

have been adopted. The building is fire-proof. The gas fittings and other

metal works are provided by Messrs. Benham of Wigmore Street ; and the

upholsterj' is supplied by Messrs. Banting of St. James's .Street.

ARTISTS' GENERAL BENEVOLENT

INSTITUTION.

THE Fifty-Fourth Annual Dinner of this Institution took place on the

8th instant, at Willis's Rooms, under the presidency of Lord John

Manners.

The Chairman, in giving the toast of ' Success to the Institution,'

observed that in some countries gratitude was shown towards those who

embellished the forms of civilised life in various modes, and the claims of

art were recognised by a generous State patronage. Such a course was not

consonant with the habits and customs of England ; but in this matter of

assisting art, the Government of this country could claim credit for having

done something by the installation of the Hoyal Academy in its new home

at Burlington House. That measure of public support still, however, left

to private individuals the duty of showing their gratitude to those who

achieved these triumphs of art. It was with the reverses, wants, and

sufferings of artists that this society, whose claims he advocated, occupied

itself. During the last year the society had received eighty-one applica

tions for assistance, and had distributed 1,432/. in grants for relief.

Among the recipients of the relief afforded were representatives of several

miniature painters. There were no collections in ancestral houses that

were more interesting than miniatures. Their wonderful finish and bril

liancy of colour, and the minute rendering of dresses and accessories,

brought back to mind the qualities of tho sovereigns, statesmen, and eminent

men of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. The great

luminary of day, the sun, had, however, lately cast its shadow over this

charming branch of art. That being so, and tho sphere of the miniature

painter becoming more contracted, it was the more incumbent upon indi

viduals who derived pleasure from the contemplation of works of art to

endeavour to meet the ever-widening circles of distress which these

changes must produce. All tho branches of art were subject to tho

countless vicissitudes of human life, and in the moment of suffering and

despair this society offered its discriminating aid, respecting the sacred

privacy of the artist's life and home, and administering with economy the

funds which the benevolence of its subscribers had provided. A proposal

had been made to found a college for providing education for the children

of artists, and that plan would shortly be submitted for the consideration

and support of the institution (cheers).

Sir. F. Grant, in replying to the toast of ' Tho Royal Academy,' made

Bomo interesting observations respecting the present exhibition. The

committee's task this year had presented special difficulties, arising from

their inexperience of the capabilities of the new building, but they hoped

that next year, with increased knowledge and experience, they should be

able to give still greater satisfaction. The first impression of the committee

was that they would not have pictures enough to cover the walls, and it

was not till a late moment that they became aware of.the melancholy fact

that they would be straitened for room ; but the committee went to work

with the most laborious zeal, and at length all the selected pictures were

hung. They were immensely indebted to the energy of their architect,

Mr. Smirke, who came to the rescue in what threatened to be a serious

emergency, and in a couple of days, by employing a large number of

workmen, had temporarily prepared the lecture-room so that it could be

used for the purposes of the exhibition. But when all had been done, the

committee, to their great sorrow, found themselves obliged to refuse some

thirty or forty pictures whose merit was sufficient to make the committee

anxious to have found room for them if possible, as forming part of th»

4,600 works of art sent in. It was said, there was to be a supplementary

exhibition. He begged to say, on the part of himself and colleagues, that

he earnestly hoped it would obtain the greatest success.

Among other toasts, Mr. A. Trot.lofb proposed the various Societies in

connection with Art, tho Old and New Water-colour Exhibitions, the

Dudley Gallery, and others, reminding his hearers that tho Royal Academy

was by no means the only exhibition in the metropolis in which the painter's

art was represented.

To this fact the Chairman also bore testimony, observing that in the

various exhibitions now open in London not less than 3,750 pictures were

on view.

The subscriptions acknowledged during the evening reached the hand

some figuro of 1,517'., a larger amount than is on record at any previous

gathering of the friends of the institution.
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THE STRIKES IN LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE.

ON Saturday, 8thinst., seven hundred plasterers struck work in Manchester,

leading likewise to the enforced idleness of a hundred and fifty

labourers. The masters some time ago gave notice of their intention to

adopt the system of payment by the hour, and to refer trade disputes to

arbitration ; but on Thursday, only two days before the notice expired, the

men announced their determination to reject those conditions, and left their

work simultaneously.

The operative stonemasons have for the most part refused to comply

with the appeal of Lord Lichfield and others to avoid a strike, by sub

mitting the questions in dispute to arbitration. Those questions chiefly

refer to the masters' proposals for payment by the hour, the abolition of

restrictions on the use of machinery, and the cancelling of the rule which

prevents stone being worked at the quarry. The Liverpool men have come

to a temporary arrangement with their employers ; and at Lancaster, on

Saturday, it was resolved by a majority to continue work on the masters'

terms ; but at Bradford, Bolton, and several other towns, there was a turn

out on Monday, and there is every likelihood of the strike becoming

general.

The masons of Wolverhampton have also strck against payment by the

hour, the settlement of disputes by arbitration, and the using up of worked

stone. Thore has been a partial lock-out at Bolton.

The ironmasters *>f the North of England and their workpeople are to

be commended for the sensible way in which they have settled disputes.

Some time ago tho men demanded an advance of ten per cent, upon their

wages, which the ironmasters declined to accede to, and the matter was

submitted to the local board of arbitration, but no settlement could be

arrived at. Mr. Rupert Kettle was then called in as arbitrator, and that

gentleman, after going through the masters' contracts, intimated that the

trade would not bear an advance now, but would probably bear what the

men asked before long. Mr. Kettle, however, suggested an advance of

5 per cent., and the compromise has been cordially accepted on both sides.

A further happy suggestion has met with general approval, and is to be

tried. It is that a sliding scale of wages should be formed, based on the

selling prices of manufactured iron. It is obvious that such a scheme has

great difficulties in its way ; but if it can be made to work, the question

between captital and labour will be so far settled. Onee get it generally

acceptod that profit and wages should bear a certain definite relation to

each other, and let it be distinctly agreed what that relation should be,

and a treaty of peace between capital and labour will have been signed

and ratified.

The operative house-painters of Glasgow struck work on Monday for an

advance of wages.

RENOVATION OF ARTHURET CHURCH.

THE ancient church of Arthnret is situated at almost the extremity of the

English Border. Originally a low, mean building, adapted to its ex

posed situation, and often destroyed by tho Scots in their devastating raids

across the Border, the present church, according to Hutchinson, was built

in 1609; but the date, judging from the principal parts of the present

edifico—chancel, nave, and aisles—appears to bo earlior than the year 1500,

and it is probable that the original edifice was built during the latter part

of the loth century. The style of architecture is 'Tudor.' Now, however,

the old has been made now, most of tho leafy covering of the walls has been

removed, and tho pleasing alternations of green yet sombre ivy and grey

crumbling stone have given place to a mixture of light and shade occa

sioned by the difference between the ancient and modern masonry, which

has, to a considerable extent, destroyed what mainly constituted the charm

of the edifice. The tower, except as regards the doorway in it, has not been

touched, the principal portion of the external improvements having beon

mado at tho east -find. Originally the roof of the chancel was flat, and

somewhat lower than that of the nave. It has now been raised so that the

whole of the roof from the tower to the end of the chancel is of the same

hoight. The old oast window has been accurately and carefully restored,

and the gable surmounted by a cross. This cross is entirely new, is four feet

in height, is very neatly sculptured, and has the date of the renovation, 1 868,

carved at its base. The raising of the gable in this manner is a great im

provement, and gives a better effect to the large chancel window. The other

external alterations requiro little notice, being merely renovations of the old

walls, without changing tho construction of tho edifice. In the interior,

however, everything is changed, tho whole of tho arrangements having beon

altered ; and there is nothing to remind one of the past except one or two

old cenotaphs upon the walls. Perhaps the most important improvement

is in tho roof, from which the old flat plaster ceiling has been removed, and

succeeded by an open roof of oak. The floor, except in tho centre aisle, has

been boarded—an improvement which increases the comfort of tho congre

gation. The pillars and arches, which were previously covered with

plaster, have been stripped of their covering and carefully cleaned. In

order to increase the number of sittings, the centre aisle has been made

narrower by elongating the seats, which have also been greatly improved

by having been converted from old-fashioned square pews into open benches.

The western and chief doorway has been enlarged ; it was formerly small

and round, but is now composed of a pointed arch, and is a very handsome

doorway. But the chief improvements and alterations are in the chancel.

Here the old reading desk has been replaced by a new one of oak, elegantly

carved ; and a handsomo oak pulpit has also been substituted for the old

one, and has been placed in the nave at tho foot of the chancel steps, in

stead of in the chancel itself, as was the case with the old one. On the

north side of the chancel a Gothic oak screen has been erected in front of

tho pews appropriated to the use of the Graham family. On the south

aide is a small vestry, a convenience which the church did not formerly

possess.

The greatest ornament of the chancel, and, indeed of the whole church,

nd that for which the church will always be most celebrated, is the

window erected in memory of Sir James Graham. It is 18 feet in height,

and 14 feet in breadth, and alike as a whole and in its minutest details

cannot be regarded otherwise than as one of great beauty. It contains six

lights, all filled with stained glass, and its general appearanco is very im

posing. The building has been renovated under tho superintendence of

Mr. D. Birkett, architect, the window being from the establishment of

Messrs. John Scott and Son, stained glass manufacturers, Riekergate.

ILLUSTRATION.

SOUTH DOOR, BOURGES.

rptlE Cathedral of St. Stephen of Bourges is remarkable for the

JL number of its portals. The western facade has five grand en

trance doorways, corresponding with the respective widths of the nave

and the four aisles. On the north and south sides of the church,

which is without transepts, at the sixth bay, are lateral porches,

forming, in each case, the approach to a richly-sculptured door

way. A view of a portion of the southern portal is given as one of

our illustrations for this week.

The doorway is divided into two entrances by a central shaft ;

against this is placed a standing figure of Our Lord, whence the porch

derives its name of ' le portail du Christ.' The statue is now much

mutilated ; originally the right hand was in the act of blessing, and

the left held the orb.

Tho lintel is carved into twelve niches, containing seated figures of

the Apostles, and, in the tympanum above, not shown in the drawing,

is Our Lord in glory, surrounded by the evangelistic emblems. In the

nooks of the jambs are figures of kings and prophets, standing on short

pedestal columns, and surmounted by canopies. The nook-shafts ter

minate in richly historiated'capitals, the key to the interpretation of

which is now lost. The semicircular enclosing arch consists of three

orders of mouldings. That next the tympanum is carved into figures

of angels in adoration, and offering incense ; the nest is formed of

apostles, prophets, and kings ; and the third is a roll-moulding, richly

ornamented with interlaced work. The whole bears traces of the

colour with which it was formerly decorated (Girardot & Durand,

Cath. do Bourges).

This portal, together with the parallel one on the north side of the

church, is remarkable as being, for the most part, of a much earlier

date than any of the rest of the work in the building. The present

Cathedral was projected in a.d. 1172 by the Bishop Etienne, to replace

the old church of the eleventh century, but was not actually com

menced till the early years of the thirteenth. Now the sculpture on

these doorways dates from a.d. 1140-1150, with the exception of the

figure of Christ, the mouldings of the plinth, and some of the little

columns supporting the figures (in tho lithograph, the one in the

central shaft and the outer one in the jamb) ; these are evidently

work of the thirteenth century. These doorways must, therefore,

have formed part of the earlier edifice, and, on account of the beauty

of the sculpture, were preserved and incorporated with the new work

(Viollet-le-Duc, vol. viii., p. 204). A parallel case to this is the

Porte Ste. Anne, of the Cathedral of Paris ; in England, also, there

are numerous instances in which a richly-sculptured Norman door

way is the only relic of a previous structure. The porch in front of

the portal was erected in the middle of the thirteenth century.

The door, which is a fine specimen of fifteenth-century woodwork,

was presented to the Catheuial about the year 1450 by Jean, Arch

bishop of Bourges, and son of the celebrated Jacques Coeur of that

city. The arms of tho Coeur family are seen displayed on one of the

little shields in the upper panels.

H. W. L.

THIS BERLIN CATHEDRAL COMPETITION.

OX several former occasions we have mentioned the competition

which was invited for this purpose, and which resulted in the

production of 55 sets of designs, now exhibited at Berlin. Although

all Europe was invited to compete, but few non-German architects

responded, and the exceptions were one Belgian, two Frenchmen,

and a naturalised Egyptian (a German by birth), Herr v. Diebitsch,

of Cairo. The last, yet in many respects not the least, to arrive was

a set of plans designed by II.R.H. the Crown Princess of Prussia.

The idea of a great Protestant Cathedral for the capital of Protestant

Germany emanated with the architect Schliiter, who, about a hundred

years ago, was employed in erecting the present Palace, at right

angles to which then stood an old Dominican church. But Schliiter

did not live to finish the Palace or to begin the Cathedral, and his

successor Baumann, after finishing the former building, pulled down

the Dominican church in 1707, and erected the bam-like edifice

which at present does duty as the chief metropolitan church of

Berlin. Then Schinkel, who afterwards did so much for his native

city, .appeared on the scene, and attempted to give Baumann's barn

a more monumental character by adding the three domes and the

portico, with which tho traveller is familiar. But he felt that even

in its altered form the Dom was not worthy of the position it

occupied, and produced a Gothic design, magnificent in plan but

faulty in elevation, faulty at least as regarded by the light of our

present knowledge of and feeling for Gothic. This is the plan

No. 7 on our illustrated page. The third design was that of King

William IV. of Prussia. Having to deal with a site measuring about
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400 ft by 250 ft, he appropriated the space to a Cathedral 223 ft

by 210 ft., and a ' Campo Santo ' 183 ft square by the side of it

The church -was to have five aisles, the central one or nave

having a width of 80 ft. by a height of 140 ft. to the top of

the vaulting. The ' Campo Santo,' destined for the interment of

Prussia's greatest men and of the royal family, was to consist of open

cloisters round an open central space, and the walls were to receive

frescoes, the studies for which were prepared by the great Cornelius.*

Unlike the two former plans, this was in the Byzantine style, the

motive for the adoption of that style being to identify the simplicity

of the Lutheran service with that of the primitive church, as distinct

from the Roman Catholicism of the middle ages. About the year

1840 operations were commenced by laying the foundations of the

cloisters, but two years later the works were stopped,t M. Stiiler

was then commissioned to prepare the fourth design (see No. 3). He

did so. A large model was made, and the plan, which was a modi

fication of the King's, was adopted, when the project was again

shelved at the death of the late lung. Then M. William Stier

produced his plan (see No. 6), but it was not accepted ; and finally,

in 1867, the idea was once more brought forward, and in the autumn

of that year the present competition was published by decree of the

Minister of the Interior. But, from what we hear, this ill-fated work

is still as far as ever from actual execution. The jury, after throw

ing out all Gothic designs, as unsuitable to the surroundings and to

the character of the city generally, have closed their deliberations ;

and their verdict is that, whilst admitting the beauty and

fitness of many of the plans, nnd especially those of ten com

petitors, they cannot recommend the execution of any particu

lar plan, and they advise a fresh competition. The ten designs

recommended are those of Messrs. Ende and Bockmann, Orth,

Heyden and Kullmonn, Eggert, Oropius and Schmieden, Adler,

Klingenberg, Spielberg, Hudebrandt, and von Quast. All these

gentlemen discard nave and aisles as unsuited to the Lutheran form

of worship, and have adopted the central hall in the various modifi

cations shown in the collection of plans which we give this week.

They all accept the idea that the Campo Santo should be retained

intact as already begun ; we have thought it unnecessary to show it

more than once, namely, at No. 3. Another feature is the attempt j

which has been made to have as it were two churches within one

building, namely, one for ordinary service and another for great occa

sions of public character. How for this has succeeded may be best

seen in Plan No. 1, that by Messrs. Ende & Bockmann (who make one i

altar do duty for both churches). The style adopted in the present series

of plans (except Nos. 3, 5, and 7) is chiefly Renaissance and Modern

Romanesque, with central domes, rising in some instances to a height

of 360 ft. and 400 ft., whereby the Museum on the one side and the

Takce on the other side of the square would be completely dwarfed.

The present competition has done some good ; it has called forth the

artistic talent of Germany, ond especially of Prussia, in a manner

never attempted before, and the appeal has been answered in a satis

factory way, and has proved that the arrangements of a Protestant

Cathedral are capable of other than the ordinary treatment as exem-

lified in Nos. 5 and 7. It has olso shown the fallacy of the idea of

uilding two churches in one, and the possibility of retaining the

Campo Santo, upon the foundations of which so much money has

already been expended.

References o Plans.

A. Space for ordinary services.

B. „ Festival services, coronations, &c

C. Vestries, &c

D. Campo Santo, begun 1846, left unfinished.

Names of Authors.

1 . Ende and Bockmann.

2. Heyden and Kullmann.

3. Stulcr. Idea of King Fredk. William IV. Before competition.

4. H. Spielberg.

5. Win. Stier. Before competition.

6. Klingenberg.

7. Schinkel. Before competition.

8. Von Quast.

9. Orth.

10. F. Adler.

11. H. Eggert

12. Groping and Schmieden.

South Staffordshire and East "Worcestershire Institute of Mining

Engineers.—The roonthlj- meeting of this institute was held lately at the

George Hotel, Walsall. The final arrangements were made for the transfer

of the property and funds of the old association to the new, and it is hoped

that the site for a now building for the institute and museum will soon be

provided. The visit to the North of England district is fixed for the 25th

inst., the members returning on the 28th. Eleven new members were

appointed, making 1 15 in all. After the conclusion of tho business, Mr.

Henry Johnson, the honorary secretary, was presented with a gold watch-

chain and locket, as an expression of the appreciation of the members of

his services during tho last two years.

8crvSt"n whose 1*n<1 hnge cart001"! covering- no ten than 0,588 square feet, are pre-

wnr£"™^/.n™£?a2Lt<> WW*'- been expended in foundations and preliminary
works, rach as embankment walls, Jtc, next tho river Spree. j««»uuu«,

THE NEW WOOLWICH WORKHOUSE.

ABCHITECT'S HATE OP PERCENTAGE.

AT the last meeting of the Guardians, in pursuance of notice of motion

to rescind the Board's resolution appointing Messrs. Church &

Bickwood architects of tho new union house, the Board was specially

convened to consider the subject. Mr. Gibson said he had no doubt that

Church & Bickwood would do the work properly, but argued that the

remuneration of 4 per cent, was too high. He cited Beverley, Oxford, and

Islington, where only 2 per cont had been paid. Mr. White complained

that no definite answer had been given to his question at the last meeting,

and said he had received numerous letters from ratepayers complaining of

the high charge. If the Poor Law Board had not confirmed the appoint

ment of Messrs. Church & Bickwood, the resolution could be re

scinded. It was usual, where contracts exceeded 5,000?., to pay 2 or

2£ per cent. He understood that Stepney workhouse had been selected

by the Board as a model for their own. IS that were so, there

would be no great inventive power required, but simply a matter of

copying, which was in favour of a low remuneration. He liad no doubt of

Messrs. Church & Bickwood's ability, but considered that if they were

employed it should be upon a reduced scale. The Bev. H. Brown said,

Messrs. Church & Bickwood had already commenced the work, and woidd

have to be paid if the resolution were rescinded, whilst other undesirable

consequences might accrue. Mr. Tuffield believed Messrs. Gibson & White

were acting in good faith, and with every disposition to benefit the rate

payers, but he considered 4 or even 5 per cent fair remuneration. They

might get it done for 1 or oven J per cent, but there would be the proba

bility of collusion between the architect and builder, and underhand prac

tices, so that he regarded it as au absolute essential that the architect

engaged should be of undoubted rectitude. They had the latter quality

in Messrs. Church & Bickwood. Mr. Graham said with regard to Mr.

White's observation relative to inventive powers, there was a vast amount of

professional skill beyond the mere dimensions and arrangement of the wards,

workshops, &e. There was a difference in the levels on the two sides of the

workhouse site of 25 ft. The remuneration of 4 per cent, was most reason

able, and he did not believe any honest architect would take it for 2 per

cent. He then cited several instances where architects and builders had

connived together, and whore patented articles, particular kind of bricks, &c,

had been used.—The motion for rescinding the resolution was put, but sub

sequently declared lost.

A letter was read from the Poor Law Board, enclosing a letter from

Messrs. Gosling & Son, architects, 76, King Street, Woolwich, in which

they informed the Poor Law Board of the appointment of Messrs. Church

& Bickwood, as architects, at 4 p?r cent. They complained that it was in

direct violation of a resolution "That no appointment should be made

I unless duly advertised and competed for." The first they heard of it was

I from the reports in the newspapers, and considered 4 per cent, excessive,

causing a loss of 000/. to the ratepayers, the Islington Workhouse having

been built at 2 per cent. They begged that tho Pcor Law Board would

not sanction the 4 per cent., but that they would cause the work to be

thrown open to fair competition. It was resolved, on the motion of Mr.

Tuffield, to send a reply to the Poor Law Board, stating that no such

resolution as referred to by Messrs. Gosling & Son existed on the minutes ;

but that tho Board had in tho exercise of its judgment accepted Messrs.

Church & Bickwood's offer of 4 per cent. Ho believed the 4 per cent,

included the taking out of the quantities. Mr. White said if the latter was

the case, his end would be accomplished ; on which Messrs. Church & Bick

wood were communicated with, Mr. Church attending nnd stating that it

did not include the quantities, which were paid for by tho builder, who

added it in the price of his estimate. One per cent, was a usual charge for

taking out quantities. Mr. Tuffield remarked that it had been found some

times that buildings could be erected cheaper without quantities, and it

might become a question in the future as to whether they would have them

or not.

The subject then dropped.

THE CHILMARK QUARRIES OF WILTSHIRE.

THE stone obtained from the quarries of Wardour and Tisbury is rapidly

taking its position as a first-class building stone in the metropolis. The

district wherein the quarries areBituated belongs to the Portland ami Purbeck

series of the upper oolite, and the siliciferous limestones of the neighbourhood

were favourably reported upon by the Commissioners appointed in 1839 to

visit the principal quarries, and to inquire into tho qualities of the stone to

bo used in building the New Houses of Parliament. From the Chilmark

quarries came the stone with which Salisbury Cathedral was orected in the

thirteenth centnry ; and Sir Christopher Wren, reporting upon the edifice in

1668, records his opinion that the stone was little inferior to Portland in

durability. At the present time, after the lapse of 600 years, the entire

building is in good preservation, excepting the western front, which is

slightly decomposed. Various other ancient buildings in the vicinity testify

also to the durability of the stone, which, during late years, has been some

what extensively employed for edifices in the western counties, and also in

tho metropolis. From the five quarries now worked by the Wnrdour and

Tisbury Stone Company, three classes of stone are excavated, the first from

a hard bed producing a stone of close even texture, and of yellowish-

brown colour, weighing 143 lbs. to the foot. The average thickness of the

bed is 3 feet, and it can be obtained in blocks of any length. It is espe

cially adapted for steps, landings, paving bed stones, or to any kind of

work exposed to hard wear. The second class is a somewhat lighter stone,

weighing 185 lbs., of less tensile and compressive strength, and is available

for general building purposes. From the third quarry n stone of a rich

yellow tint of fine texture is obtained, capable of being worked to the most

elaborate designs. The average thickness of the bed is 4 feet, but it can

be obtained as thick as 5 feet. In a well-arranged price-list the directors

of the company tabulate the prices of this stone conveyed from tho quarries

to all parts of tho United Kingdom.
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PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Courts of Justice (New Site).

On Monday, the 10th instant, in the Commons, Mr. Layard rose to

move for leave to bring in a Bill to repeal portions of the Act 28 and 29

Vic, c. 49, and to enable the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Works and

Public Buildings to acquire a new site for the erection and concentration of

thecourts of justice, and of various offices belonging to the same. It had been

urged that the question of the Thames Embankment had already been

under discussion, and that the question of the erection of the law courts

there liad already been negatived. Now, that was not the case. No doubt

the idea of erecting an Embankment had existed for centuries. At any

rate it had prevailed ever since the timo of the. great fire. But up to the

last two or three years no person in the metropolis had realised what the

Embankment was, and the discovery had only recently been made of the

value of tho site for public buildings. When the question of the law courts

was discussed, that of the Embankment was not taken into consideration.

He would now point out the several sites which had been proposed for the

erection of the new courts ofjustice. With respect to the Carey Street site,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer had entered so fully into the financial part

of the scheme, that it was unnecessary for him (Mr. Layard) to enter into it

at any length. The House was induced to accede to the Carey Street site on

one condition, and that was that the expense should not exceed 1, 600,000/.,

and it was specially agreed that until a certificate was given that the cost

should not exceed that sum, the power accorded should not be exercised.

The certificate was given that the site should not cost more than 700,000/.,

and that the building should not cost more than the same sum. Now what

had been spent on the purchase of land? The sum of 880,991/. 7*. ad.,

and tho commissioners stated that the whole expense of the acquisition of

land and the erection of buildings would be 3,200,000/. The estimate for

the land was 800,000/. ; for additional land to be purchased, 700,000/ ;

for the building, 1,574,000/. ; for architect's commission, 74,000/. ;

for furniture, &c, 150,000/.—making together 3,200,000/. Tho estimate

contained no provision for approaches. The only approach worthy of the

namo was the Strand. The building would be in a perfect hole, surrounded

on all sides by squalid and mean structures, which must be swept away.

On accepting offico he found the present state of tilings then existing, and

was expected to introduce a bill for acquiring additional land at an expense

of 700,000/. He found that the Houso had acted on information that was

incorrect—that the approaches could not be constructed for less than

1,000,000/.—making above 4,000,000/. before the buildings and the ap

proaches could be completed. He communicated with the Chancellor of the

Exchequer on the subject, and found that his right hon. friend had arrived

at tho same result on the financial question. It was considered improper to

continue that enormous expenditure, and that it was desirable to put a stop

to the erection of the buildings on tho Caroy Street site. It then became

his duty to look at other ostimates. That of the hon. member for Bath

amounted to 2,710,000/., and the plan was to place the law courts on the

Carey Street site, without purchasing additional land, and the offices on the

Embankment. There wero many arguments against that scheme, one of

which was that all the offices mentioned might not be necessary. Then

came the converse plan, to place the courts on the Embankment and

the offices on the Carey Street site. The objection with regard to

the expense was the same, as the cost would have been about

3,000,000/. Tho next plan was that which had been most ably put for

ward by Sir C. Trevelyan: it was a very magnificent one, and it Lad re

ceived a great amount of public support. Sir C. Trevelyan had mixed up

with it a variety of suggestions, such as that the Society of Lincoln's Inn

should be transferred to Somerset House, and that the latter building should

be raised a storey, which had rather interfered with the calm consideration

of its merits, and into which he (Mr. Layard) did not then think it neces

sary to enter. The great objection to the scheme was its very considerable

cost, which would amount, so far as ho could judge, to at loast 3,250,000/.

But high as that estimate was, ho believed that the work would cost less

than that which it had been proposed to erect on the Carey Street site,

because all the approaches to it, with the exception of one to the north, were

already made. He had on a former occasion stated that the Chief Baron of

tho Court of Exchequer communicated to him his own opinion, and the

opinion of the great majority of the common law judges, in favour of tho

Thames Embankment site ; and he would then read from the learned judge's

letter the following passage, which clearly enunciated that belief:—'AH

the judges with whom I have been able to communicate—with tho single

exception of one, and that one who only thinks that proximity to Lincoln's

Inn is essential—are, as I am, strongly and decidedly of opinion that

upon every ground, as regards the bench, tho bar, the solicitors, the

suitors, and the public, the Thames Embankment should be pre

ferred.' (Hear, hear.) Then again he found that the Societies of the

Inner Temple and of tho Middle Temple had memorialised the House in

favour of that site; and although there was a strong opinion against the

proposal among the members of the Society of Lincoln's Inn, those gentle

men had not attempted to potition the House against it, in consequence, as

he believed, of the difference of opinion which prevailed in that society

itself upon the subject. It might, however, in his opinion, be fairly ob

jected to Sir C. Trevelyan's plan that the cost of its completion would bo

excessive, and that the site was far too largo for the purpose iutended.

Another scheme was t hat there should be erected upon tho Carey Street site

the same building which the Government proposed to raise upon the

Thames Embankment. It was suggested that that would be the more econo

mical mode of proceeding, but he believed that it would be found u much

more expensive one. The cost of the site at Carey Street was, as he had

already stated, 900,000/. ; the cost of tho building would be 1,000,000/. ;

and they would still have to construct the approaches, which would involve

an outlay of at least 500,000/., or probably of a sum nearer 1,000,000/.

Under those circumstances, the Government had determined, after careful

consideration, on selocting for that purpose the 6pace bounded on the east

by the Temple, on the west by King's College, on the north by Howard

Street, and ou the south by the Thames Embankment. There was this to

be said in favour of that scheme, that it would not render it necessary to

purchase any expensive frontages, and that almost the whole of the pro

perty to be bought belonged to one proprietor, the Duke of Norfolk.

It was said that the ground laid low, but he believed it was one of the

most commanding sites in the metropolis, for the level of Howard Street

was almost the same as that of the Strand. The ground in question was of

the space of six acres, and he found that there could be erected upon it

eighteen Courts, and all the offices that it would be necessary to attach

to these Courts. Ho had gone fully over the plan with Mr. Street, the

proposed architect of the building, and he was bound to state that that

gentleman had met him most honourably, and that although he had been

at first in favour of the Carey Street site, he at present approved of the

new proposal. In adapting his plans to the new^ site Mr. Street had hit

upon a much better arrangement than in connection with his former site.

He had not had occasion at all to alter his general plan for the Courts and

the offices. It had been said that the proposed building would project

eighty feet beyond Somerset House, but there was no truth in that asser

tion. The terraces of the Law Courts and of Somerset House would in

fact be continuous. The only part of the building . which would project

beyond Somerset Houso would be a railway station to be erected at the

extreme east corner of the site. Furthermore, the new site had the advan

tage of affording every necessary approach without casting any expense

whatever upon the public. The only approach, in fact, which it would be

necessary to construct would be one to the north—an approach which

would be equally necessary at Caroy Street, which also would require ap

proaches constructed upon the east and west. So far as approaches were

concerned, the Embankment would be readily accessible from all parts

of London. He proposed to form a terrace to Somerset House, along

which the judges would be nble to drive and alight from their carriages

on a level with the Courts. They could not have done this at Carey

Street, but would have had to ascend 40 steps on tho north side and 70 or

80 on tho Strand side, and the public would have had to ascend 100 on the

same side before getting access to the Courts. Another advantage possessed

by the Embankment site was having the two blocks of building—the ex-

Courts and the offices — separate, so that either could at any time bo

tended northwards, irrespective of the other. The expense of tho new

scheme was the next matter for consideration. He had gone most care

fully into the estimates, and had found that the land would cost 600,000/.,

and tho building 1,000,000/. ; making altogether a sum total of 1,600,000/.

This amount he pledged his honour would not be exceeded. There could

be no mistake about the cost of the land, and as to the building he w«s

persuaded that 1,000,000/. was the outside price. According to the esti

mates for Carey Street a suitable bnilding was to be erected on 7J acres of

ground for 750,000/., whereas at the Embankment site he was allowing

1,000,000/. for only six acres. The Office of Works, over which he pre

sided, had greater power in the way of checking expenditure than formerly,

and he should take care that not a shovelful of earth would be turned or a

stone laid until ho had contracts to assure him that the cost would not exceed

1,000,000/. The site upon the Embankment had one or two economical points

in its favour. All the material, for instance, to be used in tho building could

be conveyed by water, and the traffic of the City would not be interrupted,

as it must necessarily bo if the Carey Street site were adopted, and the

streets in that busy neighbourhood were for some years to be blocked up

by the conveyance of stones and other material. Moreover, much less

ornamentation would be required for the building upon tho Embankment.

In the case of a building where only portions of it could bo seen at one

viow, a great deal of ornamentation was necessary in order to make it

effective ; but by placing the palace upon the Embankment it could be

taken in by the eye all at one view, and simple proportions would be suffi

cient, tho effects being left to be gained by massiveness and the arrange

ment of light and shade. Another point in favour of the Embankment

was that the building could not be extended either right or loft, so that

there would be no inducement for purchasing unnecessary land, whereas if

extension were at any time really necessary, it could easily be effected to

wards the north. But it was urged as a difficulty that 500,000/. would be

lost by re-selling the site at Carey Street. This would not be so. He

had already had ofiers for the purchase of that land at the actual prico

paid for it by the Government (hear, hear). They would not only be able

to recoup themselves, but to do more than that. Another difficulty was

that with respect to the railway station. If it had been placed in the very

centre of the Law Courts it would have been very objectionable, but he

had opened communications with the railway company and with the Temple,

and he had every reason to believe that they would be able to place a

station near the entrance of Essex Street. Then as to the alleged loss of

time in transferring the site. They could not commence building on tho

Carey Street site in less than a year. They would have to get an additional

site. If they had not given up tho plan, the houses on the additional site

must be acquired ; but in any case, all the working drawings and specifica

tions had to be made, and it would take a year before the drawings

could be made and the work be commenced. They proposed to

proceed at once as if notices had been given. This course was irregular,

and it would be necessary to ask the House to suspend the standing orders.

(Oh, oh, and hear, hear.) They proposed to proceed as if the notices had

been given in in November. They proposed to limit themselves to June 30

before putting thoir powers in execution. Tho Bill would be referred to

the examiner, who would state that tho standing orders had not been

complied with ; and it would then be for that committee to advise whether

the standing orders should be complied with. If, as he hoped, they were

suspended, then the Bill would be read a second time and referred to

a committee, who would see that no injustice was done to the owners

and occupiers of land, and this course, he believed, would be found

to be just to them, for Government would be ready to give the notice

to treat in three months. It was proposed to proceed at once to give the

notices to treat, and to avail themselves of compulsory powers up to

June 30, 1870. They had but two parties to deal with— the Duke of Nor

folk, who was the chief owner, and who, he believed, would throw no

obstacle in the way of the Government, and the occupiers of tho houses.
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If the House consented to this plan, not a single hour's delay would take

place. The sketch plans were ready, and would be lithographed and in

the hands of members in a few days. As to delay, he thought that in a build

ing that was to last for generations, the delay of a year or two was a matter

of minor consequence (hear). But here they might proceed at once to clear

the site, and begin building on Howard Street and the Thames Embankment.

He thought there might be some modifications of the plan, and he thought

it would bear cutting down, for the thing had been done on far too great

a scale. Upon these six acres, with proper supervision, the whole arrange

ment could be effected at a moderate sum. All the House was asked to do

was to accept these plans in principle. He had been asked if he would

have a model placed. He thought no public building ought to be erected

without a large model being placed for the public, but ^that would take

some time. It would be his duty to see that proper elevations were

drawn, and opportunity should be given to the House and to the public to

inspect them. A great deal of criticism had been drawn upon the sugges

tion of his right hon. friend that Inigo Jones's front might be adopted ;

but he (Mr. Layard) thought it belonged to the past, and might not be

suitable for a court of law (laughter). He did not think that a palatial

building should be placed beside Somerset House. His impression was

that the style to be adopted should be Gothic, but not ecclesiastical

Gothic. He should like to see that kind of Gothic adopted which was used

by the Italians—such as that of the great ducal palace and the neighbour

ing buildings at Venice. That was a style of Gothic not so expensive

ks ecclesiastical Gothic, and not so much ornamented. Besides, ho did

not think it right to impose on Mr. Street a style which he had not made

the subject of study. Mr. Street was a man of great ability, and a

thoroughly conscientious man, and no doubt would execute a work satis

factory to himself and to the public. He believed that, if the plan of the

Government was carried out, they would have on the Embankment a build

ing that would be an ornament, not only to the metropolis, but to the whole

country (hear, hear). He begged for leave to introduce this Bill.

Sir R. Palmes did not propose to ask the House to refuse its sanction to

the introduction of thoBill, but should challenge its opinion upon the second

reading. It was untrue that the House had only to choose between tho recom

mendations of the Commission and the plan of the Government. That Commis

sion comprised numerous and influential members of the bench, the bar, tho

solicitors, aqd officers of the courts. It was incorrect to say that it repre

sented the views of other people. It thoroughly worked out the scheme,

and was in communication in reference to it with the Boards of Treasury

under the respective Governments of Lord Palmerston, Lord Russell, Lord

Derby, and Mr. Disraeli. The present First Lord of the Admiralty was

not only a nominal, but a working member of it, and that right hon. gentle

man would best know how to answer what had been said by the First Com

missioner of Public Works as to its expenditure of time and their prodigal

extension of the original estimate of the cost. It was untrue that the Com

mission had spent, or could spend, a single farthing of the public money

that had not been authorised, or that it had in a single respect exceeded its

functions, or had committed the Government or the House to the expendi

ture of a singlo farthing or to the purchase of a single acre. It was—and

always had been—possible for the Treasury to decide tbat they would not

take more land than was required for the original building, and he could

conceive nothing more unreasonable, more unjust, or more uncandid

than to bring forward the original viows of the Commission as the excuse

far now giving up the scheme. The Treasury might at this moment, by

taking the more limited ground, put up a suitable building at no greater

cost than what would be oxpended on one on the Howard Street site. On

tho Carey Street site they had cleared 7$ acres, at the cost of a great dis

placement of tho labouring population. There was space enough to form

wide roads for access, and to leave surplus land besides ; and they must

remember that if the site was now to be given up the mere interest on the

money would amount to 25,000/. a year. And all this was to be done to

please the First Commissioner of Public Works. He desired to men

tion another matter on which the Chancellor of the Exchequer had

formerly made a statement that had given rise to much misappre

hension. His right hon. friend had stated that tho bill of costs of

Messrs. Field and Koscoo amounted to 27,832/., but the persons who put

these figures into the hands of his right hon. friend had forgotten to inform

him that of that sum no less than 23,881/. had been paid by Messrs. Field

& Koscoe out of pocket, on behalf of the Government and by arrangement

with it ; that their costs for extensive services spreading over three and a

half years were only 3,951/. His right hon. friend could not avoid having a

similar bill to pay over again. With regard to the present scheme it was

proposed to take six acres, without making the slightest allowance for ap

proaches cast or west. To give one at the cast end they must take more

land and diminish the site, and on tbo west by King's College there would

be no approach, and they would have to advance an irregular line to the

edge of the railway cutting. Tho levels would also bo worse than the Carey

Street site. The approaches to the Thames Embankment from the north

would be such as would be necessary for the Carey Street site. The approach

from the north would be at the narrowest part of tho Strand, and if this

site was carried out they would have to widen this part of the Strand.

From combining ecclesiastical with Falladian architecture, they were, by

adopting this site, inflicting a real grievance upon the profession and

the public. This ecclesiastical architecture would be placed in a hole for

the public to see going up and down the river, and, as his hon. friend repre

sented Southwark, ho had no doubt he would frequently be there to admire

it, but the general public would not have the pleasure of admiring the thing

that was to be placed on the Embankment. The building would not be a

decoration to the metropolis. Ho had never discussed this matter upon a

question of architecture, but upon the principle tbat Carey Street was tho

best, and that a building there erected would be an ornament and a decora

tion to London. (Hear, hear.) Much had been said about expense, but ho

should like to see an account of tho money that had been laid out upon the

Foreign Office, the India Office, and Burlington Gardens. No one appeared

to have checked these things, but his hon. friend the member for Southwark

appeared to have two voices, one which spoke well of his friend and

another the reverse. Ho doubted if all tho judges were in favour of this

scheme.

The Chancellor of tho Excheqiteb restated what he had before stated

to the House, in order that there might be no false issues raised. It was

a grave error, the commissioners having appointed Mr. Field their secre

tary, to appoint the firm of which he was a member as the solicitors to the

commissioners. Ho was not aware of any recommendation of the commis

sioners to erect anything but the building planned by Mr. Street. It was

wrong of the commissioners to prepare a Bill for acquiring the Caroy Street

site.

Lord J. Manners said it was not the commission who prepared tho Bill,

but the Government of Lord Russell, with Mr. Gladstone as his Chancellor

of the Exchequer. With regard to this site, if it was approved of, the

Government would become land jobbers on the most gigantic scale. With

regard to the expense, the right hon. gentleman had pledged himself, in a

manner that no minister ever had or would do again, tbat the expenditure

should not exceed one million.

Mr. Golpney was opposed to tho new site.

Mr. Titk said he should reserve his opinion till he saw the plan. The

confusion had arisen chiefly from the necessity for acquiring a fresh site.

One advantage of this discussion, if there were none other, would bo that

the building would be brought within moderate dimensions.

Sir G. Je.vki.vson hoped that before the second reading a proper plan

would be shown.

Mr. Layard said that proper plans would be produced.

LEGAL.

Consistory Court, May 7.

(Before Sir Travehs Twiss.)

DR. EVANS V. SLACK AND SMITH. —IMPORTANT JUDGMENT.

This morning judgment was delivered in the case of Dr. Alfred Bowen

Evans, rector of St. Mary-le-Strand, who applied for a faculty to empower

him to mako certain alterations in his church, the churchwardens, repre

senting the vestry, opposing.

Sir Travcrs Twiss, in delivering judgment, said :—This is an application

on behalf of the Rev. Alfred Bowen Evans, rector of the parish church of

St. Mary-le-Strand, for a faculty to authorise him to remove the whole of

tho furniture and fittings of the interior of the said parish church, including

the chancel thereof ; to raise the floor of tho chancel and repave the samo,

togother with the floor of the nave of the church, and to refit the nave and

chancel with furniture of an altered character, the whole of the expenses of

the samo to bo defrayed by tho rector. The grounds set forth in the appli

cation why permission to make the proposed alterations should be granted,

are that the present pews or seats in tho church are inconveniently

arranged, and that the other alterations wero required for the comfort

and convenience of the inhabitants of the parish resorting to their

parish church for the purpose of divine worship, and further, that by

the proposed alterations twenty-eight additional sittings will be gained.

The churchwardens, on the other hand, in their act on petition, have

alleged that the pews or seats are conveniently arranged, that they are

handsome in appearance, and suitable in character to the architecture of

the church, that they are made of oak and are as good as new, and during

the last year have, at the suggestion of the rector, been fitted with

new gas pillars, and that the alterations proposed to be made in the church

are not required for the comfort and convenience of the inhabitants resort

ing thereto. They further allege that tho pews or seats are amply sufficient

for the accommodation of the average number of parishoners and their

families who have attended service in the said church either before or since

tho year 1861. The learned judge referred to the arguments of Dr. Evans's

counsel, and to the cases 'Groves and Wright v. the Rector and Parishioners

of Hornsey,' and to the case of ' Brett v. JoneB.' Neither of these cases,

continued his Lordship, are precisely in point, inasmuch as the present

application is for a faculty to remove and alter the communion-table, the

communion rails, the pulpit, the font, and tho whole of the sittings in the

nave of the church as well as in the chancel, none of which are stated to be

in a dilapidated state, and the whole of which have been provided at tho

expense of the parishioners, being such furniture and fittings as they are

bound by law to provide. It is not an application to add anything which

may be for the greater convenience of divine service, but which tho

parishioners are not bound to provide, such as an organ, or what may be for

the additional accommodation of the parishioners, as in the case of a gallery,

inasmuch as the evidence fails altogether to make out the caso set up by

the rector in his original application, that by the proposed alteration*

additional sittings will be gained. It is an application, in fact, on the

part of the rector to be allowed to make those alterations at his own expense,

with a view to increase the comfort and convenience of the parishioners

generally, and especially of the poorer inhabitants of the parish, who are

deterred, as he alleges, from attending divino service by reason of the

present insufficient accommodation. The Court has, therefore, to consider,

in the first place, whether the rector has established his position that the/

present sittings are inconvenient and ill-adapted for public worship, and

that the parishioners are deterred thereby from attending divine service,

and that the proposed refitting of the church, if carried out, will not merely

conduce greatly to the comfort and convenience of the parishioners gene

rally, but will be a great inducement to the poorer inhabitants of tho

parish, who have hitherto absented themselves from divino service, to attend

the same. The result of the evidence given is to satisfy the Court that

the present sittings, although they may not bo comfortable to all, and may

be actually uncomfortable to some of the persons who are in the habit of

attending divine service in the church of St. Mary-le-Strand, have not by

their positive discomfort deterred any of tho parishioners from attending

divine service, and that the rector has failed altogether in sustaining the

burden of proof which the law imposes upon him on this part of his case.

I must, in fine, reject the application of the rector, and decline to grant tho

faculty as prayed for.
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Bail Court May 11.

{After-Term KUi Prim Sittings at Westminster, before Mr. Justice Mkllor

ana) a Common Jury.)

STROUD AND ANOTHER V. ABSRY.

This was a part-heard case, and was an action brought by the plaintiffs,

who were brickmakers, carrying on their business at Islington and else

where, against the defendant, a retired builder. It appeared from the

plaintiffs' evidence, that the defendant and his son called at their office in

November, 1867, and gave an order for the bricks in question. The defence

was, that the son, and not the father, ordered the bricks. It was stated in

the course of the evidence that the son had absconded in consequence of

some lovo affair, tho nature of which did not transpire.

Mr. Serjeant Parry and Mr. Macrae Moir appeared for the plaintiffs ; Mr.

Philbrick and Mr. Poynter for the defendant.

The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiffs for 57?. 12«., the amount

claimed.

THE NEW HOYAL ACADEMY.

To the Editor of The Architect.

Sir,—I really think it is time the Architects should cry out in their own

defence. The Architect of the new Academy, in his arrangement of the

several galleries, appropriated one to Architecture, and in the last hour this

room was once more assigned to Painting, the Architects being thrust into

the Lecture Room, where the greatest portion is occupied by steps, much

to the inconvenience of the public. The Architects are thus deprived of

exhibiting many of their works either in their own rooms or in those of the

new Academy. This, to say the least, is not very complimentary to the

Academy's Architect, or very considerate towards the profession generally,

who were looking forward to better times and better feeling from the B.A.B.

The Architects should address a letter to the Council on the subject.

Your obedient Servant,

May, 1869. Aw Architect.

THE HOYAL ACADEMY.

Sin,—I have read with great attention Mr. Godwin's able article on this

subject in your issue of May 1, and am reluctantly obliged to thoroughly

agree with and believe in most that he complains of therein. I say

reluctantly, because I would fain have believed, as regards architecture,

that those who represent this branch of art in the Academy would have

striven to have obtained a duo and proper recognition of their art. In one

statement made by Mr. Godwin, namely, that ' one very important step has

already been taken in widening the class of Associates from twenty to an

indefinite number, so as to identify all good workers with tho Royal

Academy,' I fear he has not been explicit enough. Such a statement as

this would inspire a hope which I fear would be vain ; for if it be true that

some such rule as the following one holds sway, no such hope can possibly

exist. The rule I refer to, and which I am credibly informed is correct, is

to the following effect, namely, that if (at a time when no vacancy exists—

mark tho words !) there be a man of such exceptional power that it is

thought he ought at once to be elected, he must be nominated by twenty

members, or one-third of the whole constitution, then put up to ballot, and

must be elected by two-thirds of the votes present. And (hero mark the

inconsistency as regards an indefinite number) when the next vacancy

occurs, he is absorbed into the twenty Associates ; but, until this time, ho

is not a full Associate, nor can he himself, his widow, or his family,

receive the usual pensions, &c. Such a rule, if this be correct,

practically makes the proposition as regards an indefinite number

of Associates nil ; for until, from deatli or some other cause, a

vacancy occurs in tho charmed twenty, any artist brought in under the rule

above quoted becomes simply an outsider or a mere nominee, to be absorbed,
■'tis true, in due course; but as the average number of vacancies in tho

whole sixty members is only about two to two-and-a-half per annum, it is

evident that, except for one or two months, the list is never likely to be

increased beyond the original sixty. Now, Sir, can anything be more pre

judicial to art than this ?—for undoubtedly most artists naturally look upon

the Academy as an earthly paradise, into which they may be allowed at

some time to enter. With such restrictions as at present exist, as set

against the very large number of artists who are notoriously eminent, and

estimating the average number of vacancies at two-and-a-half per annum,

there can be but little hope that many of them will ever enter the sacred

walls ; for, giving the widest scope to the outsider clause, it would be at

least thirty years before one hundred new members could be elected, and

then some twenty-five would have to be outsiders. Is this fair or just or in

any way carrying out the Bpirit of making the number of Associates ' in

definite'? As regards architecture, it is probably in the memory of many

architects that at one time the octagon room in the old building was

entirely devoted to their works. This was bad enough ; but from the time

when even this small room was taken from them, the treatment of archi

tecture has been yearly getting worse and worse. To judge from Sir Francis

Grant's speech at tho ' Artists' General Benevolent Dinner' on Saturday

last, architects arc indebted to Mr. Sydney Smirke for their pre

sent position on the walls of this years Exhibition; for I gathered

that to him was due the sudden temporary fitting up of the

Lecture Room for ' engravings, miniatures, &c.,' for the purpose of

making place, in tho room originally set aside for architecture, for tho

accepted pictures which towards tho end of the hanging were found yet

unhung. Surely architects havejust cause of complaint against Mr. Smirke—

if, acting on a desire to see all accepted pictures hung, he made the suggestion

to utilise the Lecture Room for architecture, &e.—that he did not at the

same time use his best endeavours to see the works of his professional J

brethren fairly treated, and not placed in the up-and-down manner in which

they now appear. Mr. Godwin will doubtless correct me if I am in orror

in any part of this letter, but I fear that all I have said is but too true :

if so, it is high time in tho interests of art in this country that some radical

change were effected, and it behoves artists of all denominations to see to it.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

An Artist.

Arts Club, Hanover Square, May 10, 1869.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

New Lunatic Asylum for Lancashire.—A special meeting of the

magistrates of Lancashire has been holden at Preston, to consider the

propriety of erecting another lunatic asylum for the county. It was stated

that authority had been obtained by the General Finance Committee to

purchase a site for tho new asylum in Whittingham, a few miles from Pres

ton, and that one of the instructions of the committee was that the asylum,

which would have to bo for pauper lunatics, should contain accommodation

for 1,000 patients. The cost would be 20,000/. It was resolved that a

committee be appointed to provide an additional asylum, and that the sum

of 20,000/. be borrowed or taken up on mortgago of the rates of the county

for the purpose.

Monument to Dr. Whewell.—The master and fellows of Trinity

College, Cambridge, have decided to intrust to Mr. Woolner the execution

of the monument to Dr. Whewell, which is to be placed in the ante-chapel

of the college. The statue of the late master will stand next to that of

Lord Macaulay, some little distance to the right of Roubiliac's fine statue

of Newton.

Proposed New Daflrmary at Canterbury.—The surveyor to tlje

Local Board, Canterbury, has presented a report prepared at the request of

the Court by him, upon the proposed erection of a new infirmary. The

report stated that it was beyond all possibility to think of converting the

present infirmary into a building as required by the Poor Law Board, and

therefore recommended the erection of a new one on the south side of the

workhouse.

The New Unitarian Chapel, Todmorden, occupies a position on one

of the hills to the south of the valley in which the town lies, and through

which the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway passes. Tho plan of the chapel

consists of chancel with vestry and organ chamber, and nave with side aislos.

A graceful and lofty tower and spire, rising to the height of 1 92 feet, aro

placed on tho town sido of the building, completing the entire group, and

rendering the whole a pleasing and conspicuous object when seen either

from the railway station or the town. Mr. John Gibson, of London, is tho

architect, from whose designs the works were executed. The style employed

is the Decorated period of Gothic ; and the cost of tho building, about

30,000/., was defrayed by Messrs. Fiolden, of Todmorden, in memory of

their father. The chapel will seat about 500 people. Not being very large,

compared with the outlay, the whole of the work has been completed in a

very perfect and costly manner. Cut stone has been used throughout for

the masonry, and marble columns internally, with oak for the benches and

woodwork generally. The roofs are of an elaborate character. The tower

contains a peal of 8 bells, and an illuminated clock. Three beautifully-

executed stained glass windows enrich the chancel. Messrs. Clay & Son,

of Audenshaw, supplied the woodwork, and the mason's work was carried

out by day labour, under the management of the clerk of works. Imme

diately opposite to this chapel, on the other side of the valley, lies tho

Parsonage.

Salford.—Richmond (Congregational) Chapel. — The foundation

stono of the new lecture hall and schools was laid April 1. The new

buildings are contiguous to the chapel, and of the Gothic style, and com

prise on the ground door a lecture hall 59 feet by 35 feet and 48 feet

6 inches to the ridge, with spacious vestibule and entrance giving access to

eight class rooms. The infants' school is 42 feet by 28 feet 6 inches, with

separate entrances. Each school has lavatories, &c. The external walls

will be faced with stock bricks, relieved with blue bricks to the arches of

the doors and windows, and moulded bricks to the string-courses, with

stone dressings to the doors and windows. The principal elevation will

comprise two entrances. The gable will be pierced by a large window of five

lights with elaborate tmeery. All the roofs are of high pitch with open

framed principals, and covered with Welsh slates with ornamental ridge

tiles and iron cresting. The buildings will be warmed and ventilated by

Messrs. Haden of Trowbridge. Cost, about 3,500/. Mr. W. Southern is

the contractor, under the superintendence of the architect, Mr. John Lowe,

of Manchester.

Tho "West Window in Hanlcy Church, Upton-on-Severn, is to bo

filled with staiued glass of the richest and best quality, the subject of the

design to bo ' The Ascension.'

The New Church, Longton, the foundation-stone of which was laid

by the Right Rev. Dr. Ullathorne, early last summer, is a Gothic building,

erected from thB plans of the celebrated ecclesiastical architect, Mr. Pugin.

It is rapidly approaching completion, and already ornaments the quarter

of the town iu which it is situated.

New Chapel and Schools are to be erected in Wellington Road, Liver

pool. The contemplated buildings (in connection with the United Methodist

Free Church) will cost about 3,000/.

The New Station at Dronfleld, Derbyshire.—The site of the new

station has been chosen by tho engineers, and the station and platforms

have been staked out. The spot is that best known as the Mill Dam, in

the centre of it, and near to the old Tilt. The station-master's house and

goods warehouse will bo commenced without delay, and will afford h11

necessary accommodation for the public. Access will be had to the station

ground from the Sheffield and Chesterfield Road at a point near to Wilson's

malthoutei
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ITEMS OF NEWS

FBOM OTJK

SPECIAL COBHE.BPONDENT8 ;AKD OTHHE3.

The Architectural Alliance.

The Eighth Annual Meeting of delegates from the Allied Societies was

held in London on Wednesday last. The proceedings of this meeting have

always been considered as private ; but the most important of the docu

ments laid before the delegates—a digest of sundry reports on the state of

architectural education—will appear in our next.

Exhibitors at the Academy.

The Illustrated London News, in its opening critique on the Royal

Academy, gives us some elaborate statistics to prove that the ' outside

native artists ' are much worse off at this year's exhibition than they used

to be at t he old place. But we may remark, although it may be true that there

are only three more paintings in oil hung this year over last year, the amount

of canTas on the present walls is much greater ; that is to say, all those little

unsightly works some few square inches in size, which were never really

good, and which seemed to be hnng only to fill up little crevices and corners,

have this year disappeared, and their number has been filled up by larger

and more important works. Nor is it altogether fair to inveigh against

the members of the Academy for the amount of thoir contributions, seeing

that to the last moment it was believed that there would be more space

than would be required, and that it is only natural that they should have

wished to enter a good appearance at the opening of their new house. We

may add that we cannot find, on inquiry, there is any foundation for the

statement that some of the accepted pictures have not been hung.

Visit of 'Working Men's Clubs to New Blackfriars Bridge.

The third visit of clubs affiliated to the Working Men's Club and Insti

tute Union, to buildings and public improvements in progress in London,

was made on Saturday last. The previous visits were to the works of

the Holborn Valley Improvement and those of New St. Thomas's Hospital.

On this occasion the works of Blackfriars Bridge, now closely approaching

completion, were inspected. Mr. Edward Hall, F.S.A., architect, a member

of the Council of the Union, as before conducted the party ; which included,

besides about one hundred mombers of working men's clubs, Mr. Hodgson

Pratt, one of the honorary secretaries; Mrs. Pratt; Miss Smith, Assistant

Secretary ; Mr. James Hole, of the Council ; Mr. R. N. Wornum, Mr.

Coningsby, and others. Previous to the inspection the visitors were

assembled in one of the workshops, when Mr. Hall delivered an explana

tory lecture, entering into the conditions to be regarded in the design of a

bridge, and different systems for the construction of bridgo-foundations.

Having noticed tho different formations of tho substructure of bridges, Mr.

Hall spoko of the superstructures, when he referred to the changes in

volved in the use of cast-iron, and afterwards wrought-iron, whereby the

opposite requirements of easy gradients and heights for the passage of

vessels wero most easily reconciled.

After the lecture, which occupied more than an hour in delivery, the

party proceeded to tho works themselves, where Mr. Hall pointed out such

portions of the construction as he had referred to, and wero above water,

as well as the construction in progress for tho connection of the Thames

Embankment with the bridge. It is to be regretted that theso two great

metropolitan improvements are not more harmonious in plan.

The Embankment now cants in to tho abutment of the bridge—the total

water-way provided at the bridge being greater than that of the river

where is the straight portion of the Embankment. The first design for the

bridge had the abutment corresponding with the general line of the

Embankment ; and it may be reasonably assumed that the architects of

the bridge are not responsible for the present arrangement, which provides

a face of the Embankment exposed to the almost direct force of the

tide, and a corner for the doposit of silt and the accumulation of the various

refuse floating on tho Thames. The proceedings on Saturday concluded

with votes of thanka to Messrs. Joseph Cubitt and Henry Carr, the archi

tects of tho bridge, and to Mr. Bryant, with a warm expression of acknow

ledgment to Mr. Hall.

The Dudley Gallery.

The Committee of the Dudley Gallery held their annual dinner on the

29th ult. at the Star and Garter, Richmond. Thero were present a consi

derable number of the members of the committee and their friends. The

Chairman (Dr. Hamilton), in proposing the toast, of the evening, ' Success

to the Dudley Gallery,' stated that, since the commencement of the under

taking to the present time, there had been sold at the Gallery works to the

value of over 18,000/.—a sufficient evidence of the advantage of the institution.

The toast of ' The Royal Academy ' was responded to by Mr. Wells,A.R.A.,

and that of ' Architecure ' by Mr. Edis. The health of the Chairman, which

was very warmly received, was proposed by Mr. Leslie, A.R.A.

Discovery of Roman Pavement in London.

A very interesting Roman tesselated pavement has been discovered in

excavating for tho new street opposite the Mansion House. The portion

at present uncovered, and which will not long remain untouched, is about

thirty feet square, very perfect, and with a beautiful design worked on it

in alternating red, black, and white stones.

Mr. Thorneycroft.

Her Majesty the Queen, accompanied by the Princess Louise, has paid

a visit to the studio of Mr. Thorneycroft, the eminent sculptor, and

critically examined the model of the equestrian statue of Her Majesty

which Mr. Thorneycroft has in hand for Liverpool. The statue is to be

placed near that already erected, in memory of H.R.H. the Prince Consort,

in front of St. George's Hall. We hear great praises of the Princess

Louise's knowledge of art. •

Monument to Bishop Lonsdale.—A monument has just been erected,

in Eccleshall churchyard, over the grave of Bishop Lonsdale, by the mem

bers of his family. It will bo remembered that the late Bishop was buried

on October 24, 1867, in a spot, chosen by his friends, at the north-eastern

corner of the churchyard, near the iron wicket leading into the Castle

grounds, and through which he was accustomed to pass on his way to

church. The monument is in the form of a memorial cross, belonging to an

early period of church architecture, and similar in design to many that are

found in this country, and still more commonly met with in Ireland. It

rests on an octagon base of grey Aberdeen granite, rising two steps, and

measuring 8 ft. 4 in. across. In the centre of this base is fixed a square

block of the same material, with the sides sloped away from the top. Out

of this block or plinth springs the shaft of the cross, the upper limbs of

which are connected by a circle. With the exception of the octagon base,

which is tooled down perfectly smooth and level, the whole of the monument

is highly polished, and the front boldly engraved. The contrast between

the dark blue colour of the polished granite and the light grey tint of the

unpolished base is striking. The monument measures about 11 ft. 6 in. in

height. A short and simplo inscription is spread over the sides of the

plinth beneath the shaft. .On the east side or front, facing the walk, is

engraved the Bishop's name, showing the spot where he is buried ; on the

north side, towards the Castle, is stated the length of his episcopate ; on

the south side, opposite the church, is inscribed his age ; and on the west

side, or back of the monument, is recorded the date of his death at Eccleshall.

The whole of the stone was wrought, polished, and engraved at Messrs.

Eraser's Granite Works, Aberdeen, under the direction of the contractors,

Messrs. Bevers, of Southwark. The site is not all that could be wished,

being too low, and too near the boundary fence to admit of a favourable

front view ; but, in spite of this disadvantage, the monument is effective

and successful. It is massive without being heavy, plain and yet handsome.

Thoroughly Anglican in character, and free from all foreign peculiarities, it

is a good example of this kind of monument for an English churchyard, and

reflects credit on the eminent architect, Mr. Gilbert Scott, by whom it was

designed.

Coming Art Exhibition at York.—The Exhibition will probably

take place in the Lecture Hall, Goodramgate. Some alterations will be

made by which the gallery will be rendered available for the exhibition

of paintings and sculpture. The saloon will be reserved for philosophical

instruments, scientific apparatus, and educational appliances, and for occa

sional popular lectures. The space under the galleries is to be fitted up

with stalls, at which ladies will preside, and with cases for the display of

goods by local exhibitors

The Royal Academy and the Exhibitors.—Mr. Moy Thomas, in a

letter lately published, contradicts tho statement made by the Committee of

Arrangement that all the pictures accepted by the Council were duly placed.

Mr. Thomas says he is ready to furnish the names of artists whose works .

were classed neither in the ' doubtful ' nor ' rejected ' category, who received

and are still in possession of the customary season tickets, inscribed

with their names, as exhibitors, but whose pictures have not been hung. In

making this assertion, Mr. Thomas disclaims entertaining a feeling of hos

tility towards the Academy, whose difficulties this year, he says, are well

known.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—At the closing ballot for the

Session 1868-69, held on Tuesday, the 11th inst., Mr. Charles Hutton

Gregory, President, in the Chair, eleven candidates were balloted for as

Associates, and declared to be duly elected, viz. :—Mr. John Henry Abbey,

Borough Surveyor, Huddersfield ; Mr. Edward Brotherton Carroll, Loco

motive Superintendent, Bombay, Buroda, and Central India Railway ;

Mr. James Farrar, Engineer to the Bury (Lancashire) Improvement Com

missioners, &c. ; Mr. Frank Garrett, Leiston ; Mr. Henry Newson Garrett,

Leiston ; Mr. James Howard, M.P., Bedford ; Mr. Harry Edward Jones,

Engineer of the Wandsworth Gas Works ; Mr. Thomas Miller, Ipswich ;

Mr. Frederick Peck, Furnival's Inn ; Mr. Henry Minchin Simons, Bowling

Don Company ; and Mr. James Williams, Secretary of the Midland Rail

way Company.

Proposed Industrial Exhibition.—It is proposed to hold an industrial

exhibition at Audover in July, for which purpose the Mayor has kindly

granted the use of the Town Hall. The success attending a similar exhibi

tion at Abbott's Ann last year has prompted the committee to hold another

for the united neighbouring parishes of which Andover is the centre.

A Clock of superior construction, with bell of great power, and four

dial plates, is to be placed in the tower of the new Market and Corn

Exchange, Shrewsbury.

Chelsea New Bridge.—Since this bridge was opened in 1868 the ex

penditure for repairs and maintenance has been 28,946/. is. 3d.

MEETINGS OF TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

ItorAL iNsnTcnoN of GnEAT Bmtain.—Friday. May 21. Prof. K. C. Fleeming
Jcnkin, P.B.S., on the 'Submersion and Recovery ot Sub-marine Cables in Deep

Water.'
ROYAL ABCHjEOI/>01CAL InsTU'LIK OP GREAT BRITAIN' AXD IRELAND.—The next

monthly meeting will take place at 4 r.si. on Friday, June 4.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Monday, June 7. Ordinary Meeting.

Associated Arts Institute.—Saturday, May 29. By Lemon H. Michael, Esq., on

' True Nobleness in Ait.' And Annual Meeting.
The AncHrrECTCRAL Association.—Friday, May 28. Rev. H. M. White, M.A., on

'Taste.'
Statistical Society.—The Seventh Ordinary Meeting of the present Session will be

held on Tuesday next, the 18th inst., at Eight, when a paper, by Mr. Samuel Brown,

' On the Statistics of the Netherlands,' will be read.

The Imhiuimk of Crni Exoixeebs.—There will be no meeting on Whit-Tuesday.
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THE PAINTINGS AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

By Ejwabd W. Godwin, F.S.A.

PNTIL the rejected works have been seen, it is

quite impossible tor anyone to say whether

the selection of paintings for this year's

Exhibition at the Royal Academy has been

founded in justice and wisdom, or in

favouritism and prejudice. If the selection

has been both wise and just, very remark

able indeed must be the pictures which are

tt^TV^^^^-^^l 03 J'et invisible. Let us fancy, if we can, for

one moment, anything worse than]Mr. Calthrop's 'God's Acre' (38), Mr.

Cope's 'Domestic Chaplain,' Mr. Frith's ' Altigidora,' or Mr. O'Neil's

astounding contributions. One cannot complain at all of the appear

ance of wasted wall space which the galleries present, when we see such

pictures as these, believing at the same time that in their selections

the Council of the Royal Academy have acted neither unjustly nor

ignorantly. It may be noted that of 1,081 drawings, miniatures, en

gravings, and etchings, there are 173 portraits, and in this calculation

I do not include those portraits of models which go under convenient

Italian names—so that ifmay readily be seen how easily one, or even

two, rooms of the eleven now occupied might have been shut up alto

gether. The 'Lecture Hall,' now temporarily fitted up as an exhibition

room to receive the odds and ends of the show, might very well have

been left alone as originally designed ; the only result of Mr. Sidney

Smirke's officious offer on behalf of his professional brethren, i. e. to

give up the architectural rooms to the painters, and let the architects

go with the odds and ends, is, that the public is bored by more bad

paintings than it otherwise would have been. Whether the selection

has been just or unjust, no one can accuse the hangers of being other

wise than fair, except perhaps where they have exceeded the bounds

of fairness, and have been forgetful of themselves. The hanging has

never been more faithfullyjlone, and probably never so wisely. For

example, portraits as a rule are placed above the line, and Mr. Sandys'

'Medea,' rejected last year, is not only accepted, but is placed on the lino

in company with Mr. Lewis's ' Seraff,' and Mr. Orchardson's ' Duke's

Antechamber.' If easel pictures are to be painted, Mr. Sandys will

show us how they are to be treated, viz., as precious objects set up by

themselves, as we would set up a precious enamel or glorious goblet—

objects which might endure even when the surrounding walls had

developed into fitly painted and sculptured architecture ; for I need

hardly say, that in any well-decorated house.it would be impossible to

find shelter for that rough-and-ready scene-painter's style of art

which is so popular—popular because it serves as well as anything

else to cover up ugly blank walls, and it supplies the material for the

photographer and engraver. I need hardly say that there are very

few pictures in the Royal Academy which can be looked at, apart

from their trade value, as precious objects. Apart from the painting,

most of which seems to have been done from a desire to cover as

much canvas as possible, the subjects chosen are either positively

unpleasant or weak. Even the best works are what ladies call

'dreadful,' or have little in them besides drawing. The great

majority are vapid in the extreme. Take, for instance, the watery

sentiment in Mr. Barnes's ' Last Rose of Summer,' and Mr. Frith's

'Hope and Fear.' These are by no means exceptional instances.

The historical, or historical incident subjects, have also their weak—

very weak—representatives, to wit, Mr. Cope's 'Price of Victory ' (46)

and Mrs. Ward's ' Scene from the Childhood of the Old Pretender.'

Of ' religious ' subjects there are very few illustrations, and these,

with one or two exceptions, look as if they had been designed for the

publisher of a cheap Bible. Very different is it with what may be

called the religious sentimental. The old sad story told byMr.F. Holl

in 210, and the memory of home and scenes long forgotten which Mr.

Faed has managed to infuse into the face of the handsome woman

at 110, are amongst the few recollections which will have a human

ising effect after the Exhibition has become a thing of the past.

Those painters who have been inspired by the classical or mytho

logical have been generally more successful ; for, if the meaning be

here and there somewhat vague, it must at least be conceded that

the drawing and composition are mostly the results of

judgment. As a contrast to this, one of the most sorrowful sights in

the new galleries is to be found in the evidence of the worn-out

powers which certain artists so clearly declare by their pictures. The

sorrow of it makes a man keep silence who might otherwise be com

pelled to speak hard things anent the vineyard and the labourers

therein. I propose now to take in detail some of the pictures in tho

five rooms to tho left of the entrance.

In Gallery No. 1 there is nothing of sufficient importance to detain

us very long. The pictures to be seen m it are (4) ' Under the Wall

of Maestricht ; Arrival of a Canal-Boat,' by C. N. Hemy ; (7) ' Sister,'

G. A. Storey ; (15) ' The Arab Story-teller,' J. E. Hodgson ; (23) ' Loch

Coruisk,' J. MacWhirter ; (30 and 32) Sir E. Landseer's masterly

studies of lions ; the water and tho sky in (45) ' The Return of the

Dove,' G. F. Watts ; the Japanese dress in 49, Miss J. Escombe ;

(51) ' Salmon Poachers,' H. Moore, and (60) Mr. Stone's illustration of

an event in the life of the Princess (afterwards Queen) Elizabeth.

This last ib the only one of the ten just mentioned which afforded the

artist an opportunity of showing any power he might possess as a

wall painter. I regret to say that the opportunity has not been

seized. That the story, or historical event, or whatever Mr. Stone

likes to call it, has been told—and that, too, somewhat completely—

is undeniable. That the picture will engrave well and be popular is

also pretty evident. That Mr. Stone has exercised great research,

and is wise enough to picture things as they appeared to the actors in

his scene—and not as Mr. Archer, and most artists paint them,

in the time-worn condition of a few centuries later, or as we

now see them—is also noteworthy; but with all this Mr. Stone

has failed to produce cither a monumental or decorative work,

i.e. a work which would bear translation to a wall. I have said

thus much because this painting would at first sight attract

what may be called the professional sympathy of architects in search

of wall painters.

In Gallery No. 2 the most interesting pictures, from an architect's

point of view, are those by Mr. Marks, Mr. J. F. Lewis, Mr. Princep,

and Mr. Orchardson, all of which show qualities eminently to be de

sired in the painters who are to decorate our architecture. I may be

wrong in including' Mr. Lewis, for it is quite possible that his some

what finnicking method has become a habit of life with him, and that

he is one of the few who should be told off to do easel pictures, as

things to be looked into. 'The Minstrels' Gallery,' (69) H. S.

Marks, must havo been originally designed for a wall painting ;

and having said this, it is impossible to give it greater praise. The

colour is not all one would desire ; for, like a number of his brethren,

Mr. Marks has the faculty of putting it on so that even the purest

and the brightest of tints seem affected by a sort of fine charcoal

dust. (91) 'A Siesta,' is by Mr. V. Princep; who, if he would

and could paint a series of reclining figures as well as he has arranged

this one, might, with a little caution, decorate the upper portion of a

high room. I say ' upper portion,' because in this, as in all his works,

there is an unpardonable coarseness—by the way, the bronze foun

tain does not help the composition. Mr. Orchardson ought to be

our next R.A ' The Duke's Antechamber ' (103) is altogether good;

good in subject and in sentiment ; good in colour and in composition ;

good dramatically, for every figure tells its story ; and good monu

mentally, for it would not be difficult to translate it into a noble wall

decoration. I have already spoken of Mr. Sandys' 'Medea.' Archi

tects will be especially thankful to this painter for the manner in

which he has treated the story of Medea. All great artists—Greek,

Japanese, or Mediaeval—would have treated it in much the same

manner, viz. by adopting a strong conventional background and by

the free use of symbols. I can quite understand that this free use of

symbolism, combined with the gold background and its very conven

tional wood and fleece and ship, should have led the Council last

year to reject it ; that they should have repented this year, when

there were so many claimants at their^doors, is a sign of wonderful

In Gallery No. 3, or the large gallery, the few good things are al

most swamped by the vast number and the huge size of the bad

things. Sir E. Landseer's ' Swannery invaded by Sea-Eagles '

(120) holds its place midst good and bad by virtue of the grandeur

of its drawing and composition of form. Of colour there is little or

none, and the dull browns and greys which make up what little

colour there is, are put on in the most sketchy way. Here and there,

as in the eagles' heads and swans' feet, there is more work and

greater results, but if Sir E. Landseer has seen everything in an eagle's

bead and beak, why could he not have shown it us, and why omit such

a line as that which occurs in every eagle's beak P Mr. Hook has left
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the sea for the land : (124) ' Cottagers making Cider ' is a very unsatis

factory painting. The poor cottagers look as if they had heen compelled

to make cider before Mr. Hook and a distinguished company. Mr.

Calderon's best work this year is to be found in (128) ' Sighing his

soul into his lady's face ; ' but why should a background of foliage be

flicked in after the manner of busy scene-painters ? ' Tho Disgrace of

Cardinal Wolsey ' (130), by J. Pettie, is a fine work, and if Norfolk

were a trifle less comic in his mock courtesy, the picture might be

described as very fine. Mr. G. D. Leslie gives us something very

tender and beautiful in 'Celia's Arbour' (133). Mr. E. Gill has

pictured (141) the 9th verse of the 1st chapter of the book of Genesis.

Mr. Mason, in a few small frames, chiefly in 153, shows intense sym

pathy with nature, not without a certain dash of sadness. Mr. Elmore

is at his greatest in 'Katherine and Petruchio' (164). Note the im

patient foot of the shrew. The composition looks as if it might be

made decorative. In the centre of the wall, opposite Sir E. Landseer's

' Swannery,' we have Mr. Maclise's sole contribution, ' King Cophetua

and the Beggar-maid ' (171). Admirable in drawing and decorative

in composition, but having no purity or beauty of colour, and quite

devoid of texture, the tent, the flesh, the armour, the leaves, and even

the pie-crust, are all uniformly woolly; whilst the colour looks as if

the sketch has been finished in charcoal, which the artist, in his sub

sequent process of painting, had never been able to eradicate. Mr. E.

Frere's charming picture of ' La Glissarde ' (183) ; and the colour and

painting in Mr. Millais' portrait of ' Mr. Lehmann's Daughter ' (127),

are things to remember.

In Gallery No. 4 there is a beautiful composition of children's heads

by J. Sant (189). One of Mr. Faed's beauties, ' Letting the Cow into

the Corn ' (205), will probably be voted very pretty. Mr. J. Holl's

work (210) ' The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away,—blessed

be the name of the Lord,' is one of the best pictures of the year ; the

sentiment of it is so true and utterly devoid of anything which might

be even suggestive of the maudlin. I have only space to note Mr.

Hook's ' Boat ' (217) ; Mr. Millais' portrait of ' John Fowler ' (225) ;

and Mr. Poole's ' Moonlight ' (257), which ought to have a little recess

to itself.

In Gallery No. 5 Miss Mutrie exhibits (270) some good flower

painting, Mr. Armitage has a monumental-looking figure (272), Mr.

G. D. Leslie is as usual tender and beautiful (281). In (295) 'The

Commentator on the Koran,' Mf. J. F. Lewis again gives a genuine

easel picture—to my mind by far his best Note especially the right

aide of the picture, the tiles, &c.

NOTES FROM ABROAD, No. II.

(from a correspondent.)

OUR last ' Notes from Abroad ' ended with our arrival at Genoa.

'Genova la Superba' well deserves her name. Although

her streets are narrow, and her chief character is commercial, she

is yet a superb city, truly a city of palaces ; the principal streets, the

Via Balbi, Via Nuova, and Via Nuovissima, resemble our own Pall

Mall in the neighbourhood of the Club-houses, only the buildings are

more grand and palatial in their character. In vain we imitate the

Italian palaces of tho sixteenth and fifteenth centuries; like all

imitators, we fall far short of our models. Michael Angelo was

right—the imitator is always in the rear ; would that we could per

suade all imitators, be they Gothic or classic, and their exclusive

admirers, of this most certain fact. Amongst the finest palaces, we

would particularly cite the Brignole, the Brignole Sale, the Doria

Tursi (now the Municipal Palace), and the Balbi. It is impossible

without illustrations to convey an idea of the grandeur of these

palaces ; we may, however, cite, as their chief merit, great boldness

and breadth oftreatment in design and detail as regards the facades, and

a vestibule with staircase and courtyard of very striking effect. It

is a great honour for one man to have been the architect of at least

ten of these palatial buildings, due, as they are, to the genius of

Galeazzo Alessi, of Perugia ; and it is also a credit to the painter

Rubens that he should have been the first person, so far as we know,

to publish the designs of them. It is, above all things, natural that

the princely painter should have appreciated such princely works, and

we strongly advise your readers to refer to his book, ' The Palaces

of Genoa, which we believe is to be found along with that of Gauthier

in the library of the Institute, or in that of the Royal Academy. What

personal pride and sense ofsocial dignity must have actuated these great

nobles ot old, to induce them to erect buildings at their own cost

which outvie the combined efforts of hundreds of our noblemen and

gentlemen at the present day in their clubs ! When we add, moreover,

that almost all these palaces contain galleries of paintings of great

value collected by their owners, a still greater idea is afforded to us of

the magnificent spirit of personal aggrandisement which actuated

t hese gran signori of the seventeenth century. Away from all these

splendid buildings, in the western part of the city and close to the

seaside, as is only fit, stands the great palace of Andrea Doria, the

great ' Principe,' the great Admiral of Genoa, who kept a fleet of

his own of 22 galleys, and for his services in the cause of his country

and, we fear we must add, of the Emperor Charles V., received this

building as a public gift. The building itself, though vast, is marked

by extreme simplicity ; that which renders it particularly attractive

to lovers of art, is its richness in paintings and decorations by Pierino

del Vaga, to whom are due so many of the best arabesques of the

Vatican, executed under Raphael's direction, and who, in his mis

fortunes, found protection and employment from the great warrior and

statesman. The plan and style of his work are excellent, but the

full value of it is lost, owing to its restoration of late years. It is

still, however, full of interest, and not unworthy of the consummate

artist who designed it. The gardens also are well laid out, and, with

broad walks, fountains, and terraces, from which fine views of the bay

are obtained, present a pleasant idea ofthe old Italian style ofgardening.

The great fountain, however, is marred byone of those stupid 'concetti'

of the later Italian School, in which the fine old Admiral is repre

sented as Neptune triumphant, and, we need hardly say, in a state

of most improper nudity. More interesting than this vast palace is

the house in which Andrea Doria lived, the doorway of which is a

richly-sculptured specimen of early sixteenth century work, of the

same class as those we have already described at Savona. It is in the

Bquare of the San Matteo church, the burial-place of the Doria family,

and issurrounded with old houses ofgreat archaeological interest. As re

gards the earlier architectural buildingsof thiscity, theyhave heen much

destroyed : one, however, remains, which in its facade presents some

features of very high merit ; the triple-arched entrance in black and

white marble is fine and effective, and is rendered still more so by the

brood flight of steps which lead up to it. This is one instance

amongst many in which the old architects evinced their taste in a

manner which is entirely lost sight of by our modern designers : the

value of a base and gradual rise from which the main body of the

building springs, and on which it rests, is indispensable for the due

effect of any edifice, and is always, we think we may sav without

exception, to be found in the great buildings of mediseval Italy. The

great west entrance of the Cathedral is certainly a noble design, and

presents some remarkable works in sculpture, amongst which the

twisted columns, clearly meant to represent twining boughs, since

they have the branches lopped off still remaining, are very noticeable,

as being amongst the earliest of their class; i.e., the commencement of

the fourteenth century. This was the period of its restoration ; but

earlier and most remarkable portions of the first church, consecrated

in the year 1118 by Pope Gelasius II., still are to be seen in the north

and south porches, which are amongst the richest examples of their

kind we have ever met with, and we regret exceedingly that no illus

trations of them have yet heen made.

Concerning the very rich Renaissance Chapel of St. John the Bap

tist, and the exceedingly elaborate shrine or ' capone of San Giovanni,'

wonderfully worked in silver gilt by Daniel di Terramo in the fifteenth

century, we have no time to dilate. Both chapel and shrine well de

serve inspection, as being rich in sculptural and ornamental work

of a very high order. We do not profess to do justice to the

various beautiful works of art which the traveller will meet with here

or elsewhere ; we give merely notes by the way, and seek rather to

stimulate curiosity, and induce students to travel and see for them

selves, than to give a precise description of the admirable works which

are so abundant in this land, which is a complete treasury of art, and

would exhaust volumes of critical notices.

From Genoa we proceed by rail to Chiavari, a city remarkable

for its arcaded streets, the columns of which are of antique type,

and for its shipbuilding yards. It is a very beautiful and peculiarly

picturesque place, where artists would find mines of work, and

from here to Spezzia the landscape painter might while away

months. We feel sorely tempted at this point, owing to the effect

made on us by the town of Nervi, to dilate upon the propriety or

impropriety of painting with various designs and colours the ontsides

of buildings. We confess that, logically, we can see no objection

to the practice, if the climate admits of it. Why not paint tho

outside as well as the inside of your house P Any artist will tell

you it is delightful ; it makes the houses themselves picturesque, and

gives colour to the landscape ; and is not the artist the best judge of

what is desirable and fit in such cases ? In the mean time we are

willing to admit that the practice would hardly suit our damp, foggy,

and stormy climate ; but in this sunny land it seems quite correct,

and harmonises admirably with the surrounding scenery and bright

sky. We should add, that even in the grand palaces of Genoa many

portions are painted with architectural designs, and one noble piece of

architecture, the palace Brignole Rosso, takes the name rosso, or

red, from the deep rich brick colour with which it is entirely

covered. We must not leave Genoa without saying a word

about its modern buildings. Of these the principal are the railway

station—a very fair piece of Italian architecture ; and the great

marble monument to Columbus, an ambitious and well-sculptured

work, lately erected, as the inscription states, by ' Grateful Italy,'

which does not appear very appropriate. It seems to us that Great

Britain and America have more reason to be grateful to the great

Genoese navigator than Italy ; but we must not be hypercritical in

such matters.

The next place of interest we come to is quiet old Pisa, in

every respect a great change from noisy, lively-looking Genoa.
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We come here upon street architecture of Tuscan severity ; but

the great point of interest is naturally the lonely field near the

old walls, where stand in grey antiquity and solemn beauty the cele

brated group of the Cathedral, Leaning Tower, Baptistery, and Campo

Santo, of the respective dates 1063, 1174, 1158, and 1278. Externally,

not one of them, if now erected, would receive an architect's approval,

and yet they are full of charming effects. Not so, however, the

interior of the Duomo, which is as fine a piece of architecture in

composition, proportion, and colour as Italy possesses. It is unfor

tunately ruined, though, by the practice recently adopted in the

churches of suspending an immense dark-coloured awning for about

50 feet up the central nav.e, to act as a sounding board for the preacher

in the pulpit; and preaching now is uncommonly active here, as the

priests feel the wicked world is against them, and there are powerful

enemies abroad. As to the Campo Santo, it is full of works in sculp

ture and painting which alone would repay the student a visit to

Italy ; and as regards sculpture especially, quite a history of the art is

to be seen within its walls. It nas been excellently illustrated by

Lasinio in his beautifully etched work ' The Campo Santo of Pisa,'

to which the student is referred ; whilst Cresy ana Tayler's work on

the architecture of the buildings themselves is very good in its way.

As regards leaning towers, we have little new to say, except that from

the badness of the foundation at Pisa, half earth, half sand,

they are of common occurrence, that of San Nicolo being a very re

markable example. Speaking of towers reminds us that we have

forgotten to mention the brick tower of Pietra Santa, a fine piece of

construction, square in plan, with a circular stone staircase inside,

resting on projecting courses of the main brickwork of the tower.

At Pietra Santa also are to be seen several beautiful examples of

Benaissance sculpture in the cathedral, principally by Stagi and

Donatello. The marble pulpit by the former is an exauisite work,

and deserves to be better Tinown : in design and execution it is very

graceful and effective. But to return to Pisa : no archaeologist should

fail Ito visit the church of San Piero in Grado, some four or five

miles out of the town, for it is one of the most perfect examples

remaining of an early Christian church. Tradition says that St. Peter

landed here first in Italy, and the grado, or step, is that to which

his galley was moored. It contains most remarkable fresco orna

mentation of the eleventh century, ascribed to Giunto of Pisa, and

the external walls are remarkable for the series of rough majolica

patera which ornament them, and on which is to be seen a lively

representation of the very vessel which bore St. Peter to the spot.

It has been supposed that these coloured earthenware patera were

brought by Crusaders from the East, but we think there can be no

doubt that they were of local manufacture, and clearly in this case,

owing to the subject just mentioned, were made to order: the pat

terns on them are also generally roughly Romanesque in character; and

it is to be remarked that, besides the present church, fine examples

of the same class are to be found on the walls of San Paolo l'.Orto (one

of the best specimens of Pisan church architecture), St. Andrea, St.

Martino, Sta. Cecilia, and San Michele fuori le Porta, in the tower

of which latter church, probably dating from the eleventh cen

tury, one very fine and large green platter (for that is in fact

what they all are) attracts the eye particularly, and we

think there can be little doubt that all these were made in the

alluvial valley of the Arno, and were simply used as cheap ornamental

substitutes for coloured marbles as employed in the Duomo and other

of the more important buildings.

From Pisa to its old rival and final conqueror, Florence, the

present capital is but a few hours' ride by rail, and we may find

ourselves on truly classic ground : hardly a step but we meet with

familiar and world-famed mementos; in this house Dante of im

mortal memory was bom; here Michael Angelo lived and worked;

here the many-sided Leonardo, master of all the arts and sciences ;

here Cimabue, Giotto, and Orcagna laid the foundations of all modern

art; here Bufalmacco rested, and here Vasari wrote ; Galileo dwelt

here, and here Milton visited him. The names of Machiavelli and

Guicciardini belong to the streets in which they lived ; and amongst

other tablets, which it is the good custom here to place on the

houses where the greatest of our race have dwelt, we were much

moved _ on meeting with one to the memory of Elizabeth Barrett

Browning, whose works and sympathies made (so the inscription

foes) a ring of gold to unite Italy and England. Lovely Florence !

t was our first love, and still reigns supreme in our affections. City

of flowers, and of beautiful and noble spirits ! No city in the world

can produce such an array of names to illustrate all that is admirable

in art, and honourable to human nature. Florentine architecture also

has always been our model of what is excellent in art. It may be

tant soil peu severe, but how much better is that than the paltry

frippery of such works as are now regarded as the pride of Paris,

and even of London ! Even if alone, we raise and will ever raise our

voice against that wretched redundancy of ornament which is now the

criterion of merit in architecture. The true excellences of our art, pro

portion and deeply-studied detail, count for nothing : and this, we regret

to say, is in a great measure owing to the prevailing fashion of the

day, the pseudo-French, German, and Italian Gothic works which

alone the fashionable aud half-educated public consider comme ilfaut.

What is there in such palaces as those of the Strozzi or the Riccardi

which can please such tastes as these ? absolutely nothing. The

public would look with a blank stare on the Palazzo Uguccioni and

wonder what you can see to admire in it; and yet it is perhaps one of

the most beautiful productions of architectural art the world can

boost of, be its designer Raphael or not. But our chief attraction is

ever the building, now a sort of church, called Or San Michele, or

' note St. Michael,' for it was not originally intended for a church, and

is quite unfitted for one in fact. Not only is it almost perfect as a

building to our mind, but it contains moreover that triumph of archi

tecture and sculpture, the shrine of Orcagna, which is quite lost by

being placed in it. We do not think that human genius and the

most careful mechanical execution can go beyond what is to be found

in this truly beautiful work, designed and executed by Orcagna him

self, of course with such assistance as was absolutely necessary, though

it is related that he worked at the most minute details with his own

hands. All the sculpture, which is the principal ornament of the

shrine, is beautiful ; it represents various episodes in the life of Jesus

and of the Virgin ; almost all of equal excellence. All the surround

ing mouldings, with their ornaments, in which the pilgrim's shell

is prominent, are most original, effective, and yet delicately

worked ; the whole forms a square of about 20 feet each way,

raised on steps, each face having high gable ends, and in the

centre was to have been, so it appears to us, a spire, but

this is unfinished, bearing on a small scale some resemblance

to St. Mary Redcliffe's at Bristol. Well might Orcagna be proud

of this work, on which he has inscribed these words : ' An

dreas lionis, pictor Florentani oratorii archimagister extitit (and ?)

1859.' This unique work of one artist has, so far as we know, never

been properly illustrated ; and the same remark applies to the build

ing (Or S. Michele) itself, which is a noble piece of architecture,

adorned with sculpture by the greatest artists of the fifteenth and six

teenth centuries quite worthy of it. It contains also many inter

esting mural frescoes now fast going to ruin, and the stained gloss

has all the richness of Bourges, Chartres, or Canterbury choir, with

better drawing and clearer colour. The old Bargello or Town Hall

and Prison has been converted into a Florentine museum ; it has been

carefully restored in parts, and newly decorated in others. We

regret that the head of Dante by Giotto should have been quite

renewed, though we think it has been very well done, and is very cha

racteristic. Signor Cavalcoselle, who is so well known for his valuable

works on Italian art especially, is keeper of the museum, and we have

no doubt that everything which comes under his supervision is well

carried out. There is no catalogue of the contents of the museum at

present, nor is a description of it to be found in Murray, so we have

made a rismnf of its contents, which is, however, too extended for

your Journal. Suffice it that some of the finest works of ornamental

art belonging to the Medici, heretofore in the Uffizii, are now to be

seen here. Majolica, rock crystal, ivories, furniture, and sculpture—

in the last department the museum is particularly rich—and some of

the pieces by the great masters of- the Renaissance are unapproach

able for their excellence, except by the Grecians of old. And indeed

we strongly suspect that a good deal of Grecian and Etruscan blood

still flowed in the veins of these dwellers in ancient Etruria.

Were we to devote as much space to the subject as it deserves, we

should never get on to the Ufhzii and Fitti galleries of pictures and

sculpture, now joined by the private passage belonging to the Medici

right across the Ponte Vecchio. The wonderful beauties of these

collections can never be surpassed ; they ore unapproachable, even by

the riches of Rome, as a magnificent example of oU the arts combined

to raise and delight the mind of man. Let every one who loves art

come here ; to have seen and have studied them is a necessary part of

every architect's education. We will not trust ourselves to a descrip

tion of their combined attractions, for what description, however

minute, could do justice to them? We say again, come and judge

for yourselves; in these railway days it is a mere holiday trip. And

not only are the buildings and their contents deserving ot careful

study, but the gardens of the Pitti Palace, known as the ' BoboU,'

have always seemed to us a model of what is tasteful in an art too

much neglected by architects of the present day, yet one which forms

an important adjunct to their more legitimate work, and in which one

English architect at least (Kent) excelled. W.

THE NEW THEORY OF STEAM.

TT is not the contour of an animal or a machine (says a letter in a late

-L issue of the New York Tribune) which determines its specific character ;

that arises from what is within. Configurations of the steam engine are

being constantly modified without affecting its intrinsic qualities. Now in

the essential points involved there is a real similitude between it and its

natural forerunners, the animals. Thoy are substantially alike. The

leading characteristic of both is to produce and give out force ; for not

only do the same mechanical principles rule in both, but the fundamental

one by which they generate power and impart it. Formerly muscular force

was ascribed to vitality, or the element of life ; but the fact has long been

ascertained that, as respects the source of their physical energy, animals

are as purely material machines as those constructed by ourselves. Thus

writes Professor Henry, in the Smithsonian Report of 1866 :—' In the early

study of mechanical and physiological phenomena, the energy which was

exhibited by animals, or, in other words, their power to perform what is

technically called work, was referred to the vital force. A more critical

study of these phenomena has, however, shown that this energy results

from the mechanical power stored away in the food and materials which

the body consumes ; that the body is a machine for applying and modifying

power precisely similar to those machines invented by manfor a similar pur
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pose. Indeed it has been shown by accurate experiment that the amount

of energy developed in animal exertion is just in proportion to the mate

rial consumed. . . . The combustible material may be considered the food

of the steam engine. How is it, then, that in evolving equal amounts of

force, we are said to consume from ten to twenty times more fuel than

Nature ? Chiefly because we run our engines with a fluid highly heated—

so much so as to fuse metals—while she runs hers at ranges of tempera

ture comparatively cool. We use it at 300°, 400°, and 500° F. She rarely

exceeds 100°. In robust health our blood varies little from 98°. Raised

to 110° wo are inflamed with fever; langonr, constitutional derangement,

and laboured or hurried respiration ensue. (So superheated steam-engines

are in constant exacerbation, burning up the vital fluid.) But can our

popular motors be run with steam as low in temperature as the blood of

the horse or elephant? Perhaps not at once—that would be too great a

leap for the dull and indifferent to take, though not for the enlightened,

aspiring, and energetic—but certainly they may in time approach it. That

they can vow use it considerably below 212°, with unexampled advantage,

lias been made evident. Let them do that, and ere long they will be

started at 180°, the boiling-point of spirits; but ere reaching that point,

they will have ceased to consume as much fuel for the power of one horse

as should suffice for that of five or six horses.'

OUR COTTAGE HOMES OF ENGLAND.

rtE Report of the Rev. J. Fraser, the Assistant Commissioner appointed

to explore the villages and rural districts of certain counties, contains

some interesting facts concerning Sussex. He tells us that ' the majority

of the cottages that exist in rural parishes are deficient in almost every

requisite that should constitute a home for a Christian family in a civilised

community.' In the district of Southwater, Sussex, an old farmhouse has

been converted into a cottage, and the chimney is so huge that on a wet

day the rain puts the fire out, and on a cold stormy day the inmates have

sometimes been compelled to go to bed to keep themselres warm. Any

thing seems capable of being turned into a cottage. Sometimes the original

article is a stable, where coach-horses were kept, before the railway drove

away the traffic. Some of the worst of theso places are ' parish cottages,'

erected in the time of the old poor-law. Others, ' almost uniformly bad,'

are cottages run up by squatters on the waste, or held upon a lifehold or

copyhold tenure, and which have not yet fallen to the lord of the manor.

Others again, constructed of the flimsiest materials, are the work of specu

lative builders. ' Open' parishes, like Docking,;in Norfolk, and South Cerney,

in Gloucestershire, ' into which have been poured the scum and refuse ' of

the ' close ' parishos adjoining, abound with some of the worst instances of

improperly constructed and over-crowded dwellings. ' Socially, nothing can

be more wretched.' Economically, the imperfect distribution of cottages

embarrasses the farmer in his demand for labour. Physically, these ruinous,

ill-drained cottages, small in the space which they afford, and crammed

with occupants, are replete with danger to health, giving a ready home to

fevers of every type, and intensifying the tendency to scrofula and phthisis,

which already exists in consequence of low diet and frequent intermarriages.

Morally, the results are of the worst. In such a home life is to be found

the cause of other evils—the want of moral purity, which shows itself in

the general conduct of thousands. So extensivo is the evil that Mr. Fraser

says out of the three hundred parishes which he visited he could only

remember two—Donnington, in Sussex, and Down Amney, in Gloucester

shire—where the cottages appeared to be both sufficient in number and

admirable in quality. The poverty of the agricultural labourer and his

consequent inability to pay more than a very small amount of rent may

have much to do with the miserable character of his dwelling. But it is

quite impossible that energetic, intelligent, and healthy labourers can bo

reared in these wretched abodes. Honce the present state of things is in

jurious to the master as well as the man.

THE DRAINAGE OF TOWNS.

ONE of the most important questions of the day, touching as it does the

health of thousands, is that of the drainage of towus, considered in

conjunction with water supply. It is no longer to be borne that towns

situated on the banks of a river should be allowed to turn their sewage

into the stream, and thus pollute the water which is drunk by the inhabit

ants of other towns and villages lower down. This crying evil, which was

acquiesced in in our English laisser-faire way for so many years, is now in

a fair way of being rooted out of the land by the strong hand of the recent

Acts of Parliament bearing on the pollution of rivers or on the utilization

of sewage ; and we shall probably be assisting in the good work by calling

the attention of our readers to the subject.

Now that by the Acts of Parliament sewage will not be allowed to flow

into rivers, except under stringent regulations as to its purification and

dcodorization, the great questions which have to be considered by towns

situated as we have described are—

1. How is the sewage to be purified so as to combine efficiency and

economy ?

2. What is the value of town sewage, and how can that value bo best

realised 1

The first question is susceptible of several answers ; and each of these

views of the subject has its advocates. The sewage may be purified by

filtration, or by the precipitation of the solid matter, or by the extended

use of Mr. Moule's system of dry-earth closets replacing the present water-

elosets. The value of Mr. Moule's adaptation of a principle which has

been well known at least over since the book of Deuteronomy was written,

is undoubted. We do not think, however, that in it we can find a solution

of the difficulties inseparable from the drainage of a large town, though in

particular situations the earth closets may be most usefully employed.

The difficulties attendant on the carting to and fro of the earth for a

town arc very great, and the larger the town the greater the inconvonience

becomes. Water, as we all know, has the quality of rising, either by

pumping or by natural gravitation, to the tops of our houses, where it

remains a quiescent power until required ; when called upon, it is at once

available to carry solids downwards and away from the house or town. This

circumstance of water being a convenient meaus of transport will, we think,

always give the water-closet system an advantage over the dry earth in

vention, even if all other conditions were equal. It is to be recollected,

moreover, that the waste water of a town has to be provided for even if

Moule's earth-closets were universally in use, and so a double system would

be necessary. The cost also to each individual householder of an alteration

of system would be serious, and would alone present great difficulties in

the way of its adoption.

We think, for these and other reasons, that in the present state of things

we must devote our attention to improving the existing system of drainage,

and we proceed to consider the two processes of dealing with liquid sewage,

viz., by precipitation and by filtration.

The precipitating process is by no means free from difficulties. A good

precipitating agent has to be found which will combine efficiency, cheapness,

and ease of transport, and further, in the use of this agent more or less

skill or mechanical contrivance is required. Then, after the solids have

been precipitated, they have to be got rid of. The value of them as a

manure is a moot point, and, in order that they should be employed in

agriculture, they must be sold at such a price as will render farmers ready

to pay for cartage from the spot, whero the precipitating process is

carried on, to the hind to which they are to bo applied. Here the manure

obtained by precipitation comes into direct competition with guano, ordinary

farm and artificial manures. Further, it is very doubtful whether the

precipitating process removes nil noxious qualities from the sewage, so that

even if it be economical, which we much doubt, its efficiency is not beyond

dispute

Many of the objections to the precipitating process apply also to the

filtration process, so long as it is carried out (as is generally understood by

the term) in artificially constructed filter-beds, where the system pre

supposes a concentration of sewage at particular points. In the filtration

process, however, we believe, the true answer to the first question is to be

found ; but, in saying this, we would draw a sharp lino of distinction

between an artificial filter bed, and the great natural filter which we possess

in land under cultivation. Concentrating the sewage at any point on

artificial filter-beds involves us in a cloud of difficulties, to some of which

we have briefly alluded in tho consideration of the precipitating process.

The reverse, viz. diffusion of the sewage over a larger area of land, pro

portioned to the size of the town from which the sewage comes, gets rid of

nine-tenths of the objections. And, moreover, if utilization of sewage is to

be a commerical success, this process promises the best results. There can be

little doubt that the more rapidly the ingredients of sewage reach' the

plant which they have to manure, the greater will be their fertilising

power, and there is, we believe, no process by which the rapidity of trans

port is so well ensured as by letting the sewage flow directly on to the

land in which the plant is growing. Thus, no system can be so economically

successful as that which combines filtration and utilization at one spot.

If we were asked to describe the beau ideal of an efficient sewage filter-

bed, we should indicate one that thoroughly separated solids and liquids,

that stored up all the valuable ingredients for future use, that deodorized

and purified the sewage during the process of separation, and that never

required renewal or repair. Land under cultivation with proper subsoil

drainage furnishes all those desiderata, the one condition being, that the

sewage should be diffused over a sufficient area to prevent any particular

spot being overcharged, or, so to speak, that the filter-bed should be large

enough and efficiently handled.

The solution of the first question, How is the sewage to be purified so as

to combine efficiency with economy ? is, we believe, to be found, as we have

indicated, by applying tho sewage of a town just as it comes away in the

sewers to land in cultivation and in suitable positions, but not in any process

of precipitation, or artificial filtering. The earth is the best of filter-beds,

and the most powerful of deodorizers—Mr. Moule's earth closet testifies to

its efficiency in its latter capacity, and the difference between the Bpring

water in our wells, and the surface rain water which is their source of

supply, shows us the earth's filtering power. The sole condition, as we have

said, is, tliat a sufficient area of land should bo used ; and fortunately we

have the results of experiments to guide us as to the proper quantity.

This question of area is so much mixed up with the cost of any system

combining purification with utilization, that we will consider it under the

head of the second point for enquiry, viz. What is the value of town sewage,

and how can that value be best realised ? We have already, we fear, in

treating of the first question, over-taxed tho patience of our readers, and

therefore we will reserve our remarks on these points for a future occasion.

REVIEWS.

Treb and SEBPBirr Worship ; on, Illustrations of Mttholoqt and

Art in India in the First and Fourth Centuries after Christ.

From the Sculptures of the Buddhist Topes at Sanchi and Amravati.

Prepared under the Authority of the Secretary of State for India in

Council. With Introductory Essays, and Description of the Plates, by

James Fergussou, Esq., F.R.S., M.R.A.S. London : India Museum, 1 868 ;

W. H. Allen & Co., 13 Waterloo Place, Publishers to the India Office.

The public of England are indebted to the able perseverance of Mr.

Fergusson on the one hand, and the liberality of tho Secretary of State for

India in Council on the other, for the magnificent volume which has been

recently published on the subject of the remains of two Buddhist temples

in India, which, as well from their former splendour as their amplitude

of materials for illustration, have been selected as the best exemplifications

of a once widely-spread and extremely curious form of adoration. The

columns of The Architect may hardly, perhaps, be considered a place

for the notice of a subject so profound aud so abstruse in antiquarian

character as Tree and Serpent worship ; and yet without some review of it,
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the work itself, and its very beautiful and profuse artistic illustrations'

would be almost incomprehensible.

In Mr. Fergusson's exhaustive Introduction to the work, he has traced

Tree and Serpent worship not only to every portion of the Old World in

ancient times, bnt to the New. When and where, or how it may have

originated, and how it spread so as to become a portion of ancient Pagan

belief over the greater part of tho globe, it is impossible to conjecture ; but

those to whom the subject has any interest will be gratified by the extreme

completeness with which Mr. Fergusson has brought all points connected

with it, and many original observations in its elucidation, before his readers.

In relation to tho Christian faith and its predecessor the Jewish, they

will find the worship of the serpent traced from the brazen effigy to which

worship was paid in the wilderness when the plague was stayed, to the

period of final discountenance of adoration in the time of the Prophet

Hezekiah, a period of six hundred years, to be renewed by the Ophite sect

of Christians, who, according to Tcrtullian, preferred belief in the serpent

to that of Christ, because the former brought into the world the know

ledge of good and evil. Again, in regard to groves and trees, from the

sacred bush or tree of Horeb to the sacred groves of Baal, and those

planted by King Ahab and his successors, which were denounced by the

prophet Isaiab, Mr. Fergusson's record is most complete.

Into Phoenicia and Mesopotamia, and thence into Greece, Mr. Fergusson

follows this curious subject with a profusion of learned illustration and

reference, of which it is impossible, with the limited space at our disposal,

to give even an abstract. Nor is it necessary, indeed, to recapitulate the

familiar classic legends of the destruction of the Python by Apollo, or the

conversion into serpents of Cadmus and his wife as a ' cure for ills that had

become unbearable.' Of actual serpent worship in Greece there is ample

■ confirmation ; and Mr. Fergusson, as we consider with reason, attributes it

to the fact that an old ' Turanian serpent-worshipping race in Greece were

passing away to make place for one of Aryan form ; ' and yet, for many

centuries, the old superstitions, whether as to hallowed groves or serpents,

remained unchanged.

In Rome we find less evidence of serpent worship, but specimens of coins

are given on which are serpent emblems, indicative, perhaps, of power or

wisdom. In Germany the Aryan element was too strong for the admission

of serpent adoration ; but of tree worship in sacred groves the evidence is

conclusive, from the period of Caesar's wars till long after the people be

came Christian. Our readers may not bo awaro that, according to Mr.

Fergusson, ' one of the last and best known examples is that "Stock am

Eisen " in Vienna, the sacred tree into which every apprentice, before setting

out on his " Wanderjahre," should drive a nail for luck. It now stands in tho

centre of that great capital, the last remaining vestige of the sacred grove

round which the city has grown up, and in sight of the proud Cathedral of

the Christian which has replaced its more venerable shade ;' and he adds in

a note, that the festival of the Christmas tree, at the, present day so com

mon throughout Germany, is almost undoubtedly a remnant of the ancient

superstition.

In Sarmatia, as late as 1386 a.d., we learn, according to Olaus Magnus,

that the Poles worshipped as gods fire, serpents, and trees ; and that ser

pents and trees were adored by the peasantry in Esthonia and Finland

within the limits of the present century is perfectly established by the

work of a local pastor, J. W. Boeclir, who details the invocations to ser

pents used in the Finnish worship. Through Scandinavia and France the

record continues with the same profusion of learned research and illus

tration. Mr. Fergusson is avowedly sceptical upon the subject of Celtic

Druidism in England ; but he does not deny that serpent worship may have

prevailed in Wales when it had disappeared elsewhere, and he admits the

existence of adoration of sacred trees and groves. Passing by the vexed

questions of the antiquity and purpose of Stonehenge, Avebury, and other

English Temples, we gladly notice his admission of Serpent worship in

Scotland, and his descriptions of the stones on which serpent emblems are

carved, though he seems to attach no particular antiquity to them.

In Africa, as part of Fetish worship, Snake and Tree adoration flourish

at present. ' In Whidah the three classes of gods worshipped are Serpents,

Trees, and the Ocean, the same Trinity as was established in the Erechtheum

in the Acropolis of Athens more than 3,00C years ago.' Unaffected alike by

Christianity or Mahomedanism, the most unchanged portion of the African

population have preserved all the rites of this faith. ' It may be very

horrible,' writes Mr. Fergusson, ' but as far as we at present know, it is the

oldest of human faiths, and is practised with more completeness in

Dahomey than anywhere else, at least in the present day.'

Want of space alone prevents our following the author through Mexico

and Sorth America generally, where proofs of Snake worship are very

abundant, into Persia, Cashmere, Cambodia, China, Oceania, the Feejee

Islands, and Australia, Ceylon, and finally India. Here Mr. Fergusson

finds it very difficult to define the original Serpent worshippers. They were

not certainly Aryan invaders, and may have been a portion of that great

Turanian race who, probably before them, had possessed themselves of the

southern portion of India. The 'Nagas ' or Serpent race, as related in the

Mahabharut, were subdued by the Aryans and became subject to them, and

in 691 B.C. a Naga or Serpent-worshipping Dynasty held the throne of

Maghada in Bengal. In 623 n.c. the great Buddha was born, and the

Serpent faith became gradually incorporated with the doctrines preached

by him and his successors, under the denomination of Buddhism ; and when

that creed was adopted by the people of Middle and Southern India, the de

scendants probably of that ancient Turanian race already alluded to who

had settled there, they seem to have retained their ancient superstition.

As part of southern Buddhism, therefore, the Snake and Tree worship

undoubtedly existed ; and it is there that up to the present day it is main

tained among the lower orders, who are possibly the mixed descendants of the

ancient Turanians. These people are no longer Buddhists, but Hindoos ;

and though Buddhism has been extinct among them for upwards of a thou

sand years, the Tree and Serpent worship are still existent, underlying the

comparatively modern faith of Hinduism.

The Tope at Sanchi, one of the group described by General Cunning

ham's work on the Bhilsa Topes, was a monument built to enshrino relics

of Sariputra and Maha Mogalava, two of tho principal disciples of

Buddha himself. The date of erection is nearly of the first century after

Christ, a period in which architecture may be said to have been commenced

in India. We need not here enter into particulars of the earliest speci

mens of the science in India ; they will be best learned from Mr. Fergusson's

History of Architecture, wherein its progress from the imitations and prin

ciples of wooden edifices, in the Adjunta and other Buddhist Cave

Temples, to its development into actual building, are clearly given. The

first efforts in stone were on the mortice and tenon principle of wood. Two

pillars were erected, and across them was laid a beam of stone. Multiples

of these in squares produced a building, as we soe in Karnac and Dendera

in Egypt, and in all the most ancient structures in India and in Greece,

and it is beside the present question to claim for it an Egyptian or Indian

origin, though few, perhaps, will doubt the Egyptian. The illustrative photo

graphs of the Sanchi Tope, and the diagrams of its construction, explain its

structure perfectly. It consisted of a hollow truncated hemisphere, built of

stone and mortar, and is probably the earliest form of dome in existence.

Mr. Fergusson attributes its form and construction to Turanians of Bac-

tria, whence they can be traced by their tree and serpent worship, not only

to India, but to Cambodia and Java.

But the architects of the Sanchi Tope, though their principles of con

struction were limited and rude, possessed the faculty of ornamental em

bellishment in a very remarkable degree ; and it is impossible to examine

the minute details of their work without being deeply impressed with the

grace and vigour of the execution of figures, groups, processions, friezes,

&c., with which the northern, eastern, and southern gateways abound.

There is nothing extravagant or repulsive about them, as is the case with

much of the Hindu architecture which followed. The whole is harmonious,

and in many respects of great, elegance, as is shown in the photograph

plates, No. 13, 14, and 15, of the eastern gateway. Almost all the groups

are illustrations of tree and serpent worship, and represent devotees in

varied attitudes making offerings to the object of adoration. It is impos

sible hero to describe these groups, which are fully explained by Mr. Fer

gusson, and we must refer our readers to the plates and thoir descriptions,

which wo are assured will amply gratify them. In the Sanchi Tope the

beautiful drawings by Colonel Maiser have been photographed for this

work ; and their admirable spirit and correctness will be best proved by

comparison with the photographs from actual remains.

The Tope at Amravati is of similar design with that of Sanchi, but its

date is three centuries later ; and it is evident from its details of sculpture

how materially the native artists had improved both in the design and

execution of its ornaments. There is no advance in, or alteration of, the

principles of construction. In the details we see the pillars with capitals

and crossbeams applied to all, as well to the facing of the external enclosure

as to other portions. Of the amazing extent of the work of embellishment

Mr. Fergusson writes as follows. He is speaking of tho outer rail, a« it

may be termed, of the inclosure of the Amravati Tope:—»■

' There were apparently twenty-four pillars in each quadrant, and eight

at least in each gateway—say, 1 12 to 120 in all. This involves 230 to 240

central discs, all of which were sculptured ; and as each of these contains

from twenty to thirty figures at least, there must have been in them alone

from 6,000 to 7,000 figures ! If we add to these the continuous frieze, and

the sculptures above and below the discs on the pillars, there were probably

not less than 120 to 140 figures for each intereolumniation—say, 12,000 to

14,000 in all. The inner rail contains probably even a greater number of

figures than this ; but they are so small as more to resemble ivory-carving.

But except the great frieze at Nakon Vat, there is not perhaps, even

in India, and certainly not in any other part of the world, a storied page

of sculpture equal in extent to what this must have been when complete.

If not quite, it must have been nearly perfect, in all probability, less than a

century ago.'—P. 166.

We have not only Mr. Griggs' admirable photographs in illustration of

these sculptures, but some of the actual sculptures themselves, now in the

India Museum. How rich and elegant their dises or bosses are, how varied

in detail, how perfect in design and execution, our readers can judge for

themselves by plates 50 to 55. Sometimes in conjunction with the most

graceful female figures, again with dwarfs and grotesque monsters, or with

rich foliago, there is an exuberance of fancy displayed in all, which throws

into the shade the most florid of Gothic ornamentation. Plates 58 to 62

are even richer and more wonderful, for in them groups of figures take

the place of ornamental geometrical designs, and are full of grace and

character. Nor were we to attempt, which would bo impossible, any par

ticular descriptions of remarkable objects, could we say more than that they

possess a charm which no Eastern sculpture has ever yet afforded us.

There are great variations of design and of execution as might be expected,

and the designers and sculptors have not always been equal in merit. It is

probable, too, that the execution extended over a long period, possibly a

century or more, portions being gradually added by devotees, without,

however, interfering with the general design ; but, taking them as a whole,

they are truly wonderful specimens of art, of a period in India as yet little

known to art history, and in its own degree as wonderful as that of Greece

or Rome. Mr. Fergusson considers indeed, p. 221, that ' we can now assert

with confidence that all the permanent forms of art arose in India, after its

inhabitants were brought into contact with the Grecian kingdom of Bactria.

It seems probable that such sculptures as we have of Asoka's reign were

actually executed by Grecian, or at least by Yavana, artists, and from his

time (250 b.c.) to the present day we can trace the rise and fall of Hindu

art, almost without a break.'

We must, however, bring these remarks to a close, only regretting

that we are unable to notice every point with which we have been interested

and instructed in this very remarkable book. The labour with which it

must have been written—-step by step in regard to serpent and tree-wor

ship—the immense mass of authorities, ancient and modern, which have

had to be consulted ; the fine taste and architectural scientific acquire

ments which have been brought to bear upon its production, entitle its

author to the respect and admiration of all true lovers of art, as well as of

all antiquaries and archaeologists. Where Mr. Fergusson esteems himself
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right, he is positive in his arguments and deductions ; where he is doubtful,

while he states his own opinion freoly, he leaves the issue to the results of

further investigation. We trust that this noblo volume is only the pre

cursor of others of a kindred nature, and that at some future period it may

be produced in a form which would render it at once popular and reason

able ; and we trust that Mr. Fergusson's own hopes in this respect may be

realised.

To our professional brethren we commend the study of the details of

this Buddhist sculpture. Many of them, 'especially the discs or bosses,

might be adapted in reality or in spirit to Gothic architecture ; and whilo

the designs of the ruder styles of the middle ages are still accepted as

high art, we think that those of the possibly Bactrian sculptors of the first

few centuries of the Christian era are in many respects more perfect and

beautiful.

ILLUSTRATION.

SOUTH KENSINOTON AND M. LAMEIRE'S DRAWINGS.

Br W. Buboes.

WE certainly owe a great deal to Professor Kerr. Both his ' New-

leaf Discourses ' and his ' English Gentleman's House ' are emi

nently edifying; more particularly the two short chapters in the

latter work wnich are devoted to 'Elegance' and 'Ornamentation'

respectively. * A careful perusal of them lets us into the secret why we

have so little either putlic or private art ; and if the facts are as

therein stated, we can haidly help agreeing to the conclusion which

has lately more than once been put forth—viz., that in matters of art

the said English gentleman is utterly uneducated. If we go into the

matter, and inquire the reason of this state of things, we find firstly that

he does not obtain the education of the eye, for he is not in the habit of

seeing beautiful buildings and works of art around him, and secondly

that he has had no regular teaching at the university where he has

been brought up. The consequences are painfully apparent in his after

life. Neither his town house nor his country mansion exhibits any art

which is part and parcel of the building, while in his seat in Parlia

ment he is especially anxious to let it be known that he does not pro

fess to understand anything about art, but that the great objects to

be sought for are convenience and economy. If we go a little further,

and inquire as to his ideas of art as an aid to religion, we shall find

that he either takes the Puritanic view that the perfection of ecclesi

astical architecture is bare walls and a roof, or that ecclesiastical art is a

congeries of crockets, notchings, loudly-coloured diapers, and the usual

wretched stained glass. Perhaps he goes even beyond this, and belongs

to an archaeological society, and collects filigree work, Chinese curiosi

ties, or pottery ; but with even all this he has no idea of art in its

grandest form—viz., as an adjunct to architecture. Say that he has

a new house built ; he has got in reality a skeleton which wants

clothing with flesh. How does he proceed to do it ? Does he seek to

make each room a work of art different in its decorations—different in

its colouring and different in its furniture, but each telling some story,

either on the walls or on the ceiling or on the furniture ? Not in the

least. The architect goes out—for that gentleman is aware that five

er cent, on the bricks and mortar has paid him, and he knows that

ve per cent, on the decoration will not pay him, even if he possessed

the education to do it ; so the upholsterer is called in, and we have

what we see in every house, and the state of things which has been so

euphoniously described in Mr. Kerr's two chapters on ' Elegance ' and

' Ornamentation.'

Now the moral of all this is that the English gentleman ought to

be educated in matters of art in his early youth, say at the Univer

sities. The Slade bequests may perhaps De the beginning of such a

system ; and if they should be,Felix Slade will have done more for

his country than almost any other benefactor.

Supposing the English gentleman to have acquired some real

knowledge about the arts, the good that would follow would be

immense.

In the first place any honourable member who rose up in the

House upon some important art question (say such as the Law Courts)

and prefaced his observations by the remark that he did not profess

to know any thing about the arts, would be coughed down, and the

declaration would be considered as disgraceful as if he got up and

declared that he did not profess to understand Latin.

Again, the English gentleman would then rather prefer to employ

architects who could direct the decoration as well as the building of

his house, and who could sit down there and then, and show him

how the figures would come on the walls, or range themselves with

regard to the lines of the architecture. Then the architect would

have to educate himself, and so would the artists he employs ; for be

it observed that it by no means follows that the man who paints ' the

last fond look ' or 'love's first sigh ' on a canvas for the Academy, is

fit to do a simple and severe procession on a wall—on tho contrary,

it will take him a considerable time, and perhaps a good many

• * Elegance, therefore, unassuming and nnelaboratcd, touching in no way tho es

sentials of home comfort, never suggesting affectation and pride, moderated by unim-
passioned refinement, and subdued even to modesty, will be invariably acceptable in
England. Even where extreme wealth and exalted rank render it incumbent upon a
family to surround Itself with the most cherished products of industry and genius, it will
be rarity and value that will be esteemed—perfection of workmanship and pure or
piquant excellence of design, rather than splendour or luxurious richness or imposing
grandeur. Simplicity still, and subdued power, the greater the power the stronger the
subduing hand, will bo cherished even in magnificence, and the glare of pomp despised.'
— Tkt Gmtltman't JJouit, by Eobert Ken. Murray, London : 1865. Tagc 87.

failures, before he can succeed to his own and to the architect's satis

faction.

The same remark applies to the sculptors ; and if we descend lower

in the social scale we should find the architect preferring those

workmen who are able to draw, and who know something of the his

tory of their arts or trades. Now it is evident that although the

higher orders may eventually get their art education at the Universi

ties, some large system of machinery is required to render instruction

in the arts accessible to the lower and middle classes. This ma

chinery is professedly supplied by the Department of Science and

Art at South Kensington ; t. e. it professes to educate the eye by

means of its museum, and to teach drawing by means of the various

schools of art scattered over the country. Let us see how the system

works. In the first place, let us take the museum. There is hardly

a word to say against its contents or -its management, but there is a

great deal to be said about its situation. People go there to make a

holiday, and doubtless a great deal of good is done in that way ; but

suppose a cabinet-maker or a silver-chaser wants to consult any article,

he must either lose a quarter of a day or reserve his visit until the

evening, when perhaps the gas-light is not sufficient to enable him to>

obtain the requisite information. The fact is that the situation of the

museum is not in the manufacturing part of the town. Had it been

built all round Leicester Square, the result would doubtless have been

far more beneficial ; but at the same time the very highest praise must

be given to Mr. Cole for his energy in the collection and nrrangement

of the museum part of the affair. He would still more deserve our

gratitude if he would take his broom and make a clean sweep of the

school department. As it at present exists it is a delusion and a

snare. It has hardly turned out one man of mark, but heaven only

knows how many it has utterly disheartened and discouraged from

going into the arts at all.

I believe most of us have heard strange legends of the early days of

the school, and of the jealousy of the professional painters, who were

afraid that it would be the means of flooding their profession, and

how the students were made to declare on their entrance that they

did not intend to become portrait painters, or historical painters, or

landscape painters, &c.

The declaration might just as well have been saved, for ' Dyce's

Outlines ' were introduced, and I question whether any one was ever

known to become a painter of any kind after going through that book.

What is really wanted is a series of schools in town and country

where the student, after a very few preliminary exercises, should be

taught the figure, and properly instructed in it by a competent staff

of masters who have been trained to teach it, who know their

anatomy, and who, if required, could point out the differences between

a Roman and a Greek statue. Of course I do not imply that students

should go at once to the life; on the contrary, they should go through

a proper course of drawing from the flat and the round m the first

instance, and the art of stippling might even be omitted with advan

tage. When a man can draw the figure, ornament becomes very

easy. Certain days might be set aside for it, and certain lectures

from a proper text book, i. e. such a one as Owen Jones is capable of

supplying (say a special edition of his ' Grammar of Ornament ')

would be given at certain intervals, with the lecturer's own observa

tions. Such schools would be attended, not by workmen only—on

the contrary, architects, sculptors, painters, and the students in all

the cognate arts would be only too glad to obtain in them their first

instruction in the figure. We should then see decorators making a

study, not how to avoid the figure in their designs, but how to intro

duce it ; and that trade might perhaps in time present us with an

English M. Lameire—for that gentleman is only a decorator, and has.

passed his life in a decorator's shop—and yet at the late Great

Exhibition at Paris the judges awarded him a first class gold

medal. It is even said that they were going to give him the

great medal for architecture—a mistake, by the way, they could haidly

ave had the chance of making in England ; although let us hope the

day may come when it may even be possible for them to do so. I

am informed that these drawings have occupied the evenings and

Sundays of M. Lameire for seven years, and have been under con

sideration not less than nine. If we look at them carefully, we

cannot fail to be astonished at the mass of knowledge, both literary

and artistic, demanded in their production—the frieze, evidently the

most excellent part of the composition, demanding an acquaintance

not only with the history of France, but with its archaeology and

kindred studies. The apse and eastern end evince a most careful

study of the Apocalypse; while the arrangement of the figures,

the balancing of the groups, and the style of the drawing, evince the

very highest study and skill.

lake, for instance, the three specimens selected for illustration in

the present Journal. The first one shows part of the great frieze, the

real size of the drawings. The first figure is Charles Martel, 'Dux

Francorum : ' he holds the mace in one hand, and with the other

leads the horse of Charlemagne, 'Imperator Occidentis;' behind

him, on the ground, is a Saracenic helmet, which serves at once to

indicate his victory at Tours, and with the cloak to give an extended

base to the figure, so as to balance the head of the horse, and to

connect, in some measure, the feet of Charles Martel with those of

the quadruped. The equestrian figure of the great emperor, if not the

very best of the series, at least divides the honour with that of

St. Louis. M. Lameire has done wisely introducing the Imperial

coronation robes which are traditionally attributed to him; al-
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though a perusal of the letter-press and an inspection of the

plates in Willemin's ' Monuments inc'dits ' most effectually

dispels any illusion on that head. It is true that the crown,

which is a Byzantine work, and part of the sword, may

go hack to his time ; hut the names of sundry succeeding emperors on

the woven borders of the garments give evidence of a later origin,

and even the arch over the crown presents us with the name of

Conrad. By the way, it is very evident that at one time there must

have been a second arch intersecting with the other at right angles,

for the attachments are clearly shown in Willemin's plates. M.

Lameire has hardly done justice to the sword handle, which he

might very safely have copied from Willemin's plate, whereas the

one in his drawing has a very theatrical appearance. It is worth while

observing how the equestrian figure is made into a mass and strength

ened, firstly, between the horse's legs, by the inscription and the

broken Saxon idol ; and secondly, above the hinder parts, by the

upper parts of the figure of Witikind, the prince of Westphalia, and

Desiderius, the last king of the Lombards ; thus illustrating the Saxon

and Italian victories of Charlemagne.

The second illustration shows the triforium, the frieze above it, and

part of the roof. The architecture is eminently designed for decora

tion ; that is, there is the greatest amount of plain surface, and the

least possible quantity of moulding and sculptured ornament.

Observe how the strong bands of horizontal ornament divide the various

parts, and observe also how the ornament is made double and the

lower band of it made geometrical where special emphasis is required,

e. g., at the springing of the roof. This geometrical ornament, which

takes the shape of a continuous fret, not only serves to empha

sise the line of cornice, but it helps to contrast with, and to bring

out the figures below. Some of the heads even rise up into it :

but there is less confusion in this happening in the case ot a purely

geometrical pattern than there would have been had foliage been,

used instead. The figures in the frieze represent Augustus as the

founder of the Roman Empire, standing in his chariot and holding

the figure of Victory. Behind him come captives, among which we

easily distinguish the Egyptian. Then follows Attila in a litter

borne by four warriors ; one of them tramples on a Corinthian capital,

showing the destruction of the arts. It should be observed that

Attila's shield, quiver, and spear, together with a human head, are

suspended from the litter.

In all these figures we observe the same balance and the same

system of connexion that we have seen in the group of Charlemagne.

Below all runs a continuous inscription, which does duty as a border,

—but a mere foliage border would have been out of place ; firstly,

because it would have merged into the foliaged (painted) brackets

below ; and secondly, because it would have apparently deprived

the lintels of their requisite character for strength.

The idea of the roof is that of a velarium attached to a painted ar

chitectural composition, which occupies the lower part of the vault.

The very lowest portion is kept quite plain to give a sort of base to the

painted architecture, and to allow for the part cut oft by the projection

of the cornice when seen from below, just as a good architect slightly

stilts his arches for the same cause. This is one of the little points

which clearly prove that M. Lameire is a practical man and knows

hisprofession.

The third lithograph is part of the sanctuary, and in my opinion

is hardly so successful as the nave, although, to a certain degree, the

same principles may be observed. Thus, elaborate multifoils with

their accompanying foliage hardly appear fit places for inscriptions ;

we expect something more valuable in such frames ; and the way the

foliage springs from the circle hardly gives the same apparent strength

as if one of the two scrolls had been reversed. A continuous line also

appears to be wanted a very little below the springing of the arches,

so as to separate the latter from the abacus ; and down below the long

panels between the columns present us with a very unsatisfactory made

of filling in ; viz., a single scroll. In a horizontal position or even round

an arch the single scroll does very well, but in an upright position,

especially in connexion with such severe architecture as the present,

it is apt to look weak.

In the original drawings we hardly notice these little slips, for our

eyes are attracted to the exquisite Baldachino over the altar. As

this has not been lithographed, it is useless to describe it, but I most

sincerely advise all students, both young and old (for when should

an artist cease to study P), to go to South Kensington and make the

most of these drawings Wore they leave the country. And this

suggests the question why such a contingency should take place

at all ; and when, as we all know, South Kensington has bought

many more costly objects, and far less useful ones, than these. Wit

ness the silver shield for 2,000/. : surely something less than half that

sum should be forthcoming for such a work. It is true that we have

an economising Ministry, which has actually gone to the length of

cutting off the stained glass from the restoration of the Chapter-house

at Westminster; but still it must be remembered that, in all pro

bability, no particular instruction would be derived from the said

stained glass, whereas a great deal of very particular instruction is

to be derived from these drawings, and what instructs our artists and

workpeople improves our manufactures, and thereby helps to accom

plish that very desirable object of the nineteenth century, viz., the in

crease of our national wealth. But supposing M. Lameire's work to be

furchased : the next thing is how to get the most out of our purchase,

dp not think that much good would be effected if it is simply hung

up at South Kensington, where the mass of the visitors would pass it

by to look at the more attractive jewellery and antiquities. On the

contrary, I believe more good would be done if these drawings were

sent from one school of art to another until they were known all over

the country. A full account of their excellencies and also of their

defects should be most carefully drawn up and printed, and the master

should read the description to the students with the drawing before

him, making at the same time his own remarks. The drawings should

remain a month or three weeks before they were removed to the

next school, and the students should have the fullest liberty of

studying and copying them. I venture to think that in this manner

we should soon have something very satisfactory for our thousand

pounds.

Who knows but that even the English gentleman may partake in

the general benefit, and gradually arrive at the discovery that elaborate

decoration need neither be 'meretricious,' 'obtrusive,' or 'pretentious ; '

and that there is no necessity for continuing the state of things de

scribed in Professor Kerr's work ; but until art education is more

general among the upper classes, I fear we shall do very little to im

prove the present very unsatisfactory state of things, and that such

monstrosities as the Trafalgar Square Fountains (to mention only

one example) will be the rule instead of the exception.

P.S.—Mr. Tarver has obligingly drawn another section of the frieze,

which thus makes the fourth lithograph from M. Lameire's drawings.

There is verylittle to be observed concerning it, as the same principles of

composition run through it as in the groups that have been engraved.

The figures ore Peter the Hermit, Pope Urban, Godfrey de Bouillon,

and Hugh de Vermandois.

Concerning the costume, it should be noticed that the mailed

gloves are not represented in contemporary documents as being

divided into fingers. The blazon of the arms of Jerusalem is remark

able, as being an instance of metal upon metal. The heralds tell us

the reason for this infraction of the ordinary rule was to more parti

cularly distinguish these arms. M. Lameire has introduced Hugh of

Vermandois as being the brother of Philip I. of France, and therefore

a representative Frenchman connected with the first crusade, although

his conduct was by no means satisfactory ; for being sent by the

princes, after the capture of Antioch, on an embassy to Constantinople

he never returned ; thus behaving, as Odoricus Vitalis tells us, like the

raven sent from the ark.

THE STATE OF ARCHITECTURAL

EDUCATION.

THE following Report was read, at the late meeting of Delegates of

the Societies forming the Architectural Alliance, by their Hon.

Secretary :—

Geotlkmen,

The fivo reports which have been received from the Allied Societies iu

London, Birmingham, Glasgow, Liverpool, and Manchester, may be sum

marised as follows ; but it would be unfair to any of them to consider such

an epitome as this a complete report, for each of the reports contains care

fully condensed information and views deserving of the most serious

attention.

I can, therefore, only call attention to the salient points on which in

formation was requested, and to the suggestions as to a course to be pursued

which are contained in these reports, with a view to assisting us in our

deliberations respecting our future course of action.

1. The age at which Architectural pupils usually leave school?

In London, Seventeen ; Birmingham and Liverpool, Fifteen or

Sixteen ; Glasgow, Fourteen to Sixteen ; Manchester, Fifteen.

2. The usual term of articles?

London and Manchester, Three to Five years ; Birmingham and

Liverpool, Fivo ; Glasgow, Four or Five.

3. What proportion of those who enter the architectural profession

are articled to an architect?

London, 75 per cent. ; Birmingham, all architects proper; Glasgow,

no articles, but a course of service partly remunerated ; Liverpool,

ono-third of practising architects, but all the present rising genera

tion of architects.

4. What proportion of those who enter an architect's office have

passed through a school of art ?

London, 5 per cent, have passed through a school of art ; Glasgow,

80 per cent, attend a school of design ; Liverpool, perhaps ono-half,

including those attending a school of design.

5. The steps usually taken during the term of articles for the

improvement of the pupil?

In London seldom more than office routine and the suggested

attendance on architectural societies and classes ; in Birmingham,

beyond office routine, perhaps left pretty much to themselves; Liver

pool, very little ; Manchester insignificant, with a few honourable

exceptions.

6. What facilities exist in your district for improvement to the

pupils? What Schools of Art, public or private ? What lectures,

casual or regular ?

In London very numerous lectures and classes at several institu

tions. Birmingham—the Government School of Art. Glasgow—

the School of Art and a public library. Liverpool—lectures and

classes at two institutions, the Government School of Art, a library,

and papers. Manchester—School of Art and Mechanics' Institute.
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7. What means your Society takes for the improvement of those

who have not yet passed through their pupilage ?

London, papers and classes and prizes ; Birmingham, none ; Glas

gow, free use of rooms and library ; Liverpool, papers and prizes ;

Manchester, papers and classes.

8. To what extent is the practice of study and sketching from

existing buildings carried, and how far is it encouraged by the

principals?

Loudon, encouragement of the practice is neglected, and few

facilities given ; Birmingham, it is not done so much as it ought ;

in Manchester there is a sketching class.

9. How far could the existing facilities for instruction be modified

or added to to increase the extent of architectural education ?

The gist of this question is : "What, in tho opinion of the societies,

is to be done ?

The London Architectural Association says, and in this all the other

societies agree, students use only to a small extent the facilities afforded to

them.

The London Architectural Association also says that this is caused by

the want of a recognised system, and suggests that time should be taken

from the masters in the daytime for attendance on lectures, &c, by the

students.

They urge examination as the proper ultimate admission to practice,

voluntary for the present, compulsory for the future.

The Birmingham Society have to suggest increased library and museum

accommodation .

The Glasgow Society say that action for the pupil has proved itself use

less, and that the necessary examination before entering their architectural

Institute is expected to produce more activity from pupils than kind advice

can do.

The Liverpool Society urge increased Library accommodation, and that

Architects should pay more attention to their pupils, but that a compulsory

examination would afford tho strongest inducement to architectural educa

tion.

The Report of the London Architectural Association is supplemented by

this resolution :—' And this association feeling strongly tho desirability of

obtaining a system of compulsory education and examination, in order that

the profession of architecture may be established on a similar footing to

other professions, would appeal to the societies throughout the country,

through the delegates to the Alliance, to join with the association in peti

tioning the Institute to tnko such steps as they may deem necessary to

enforce a proper system of Architectural Education and Examination with

the ultimate view of petitioning Parliament to make such examinations

compulsory.'

We have then before ns the following considerations :—

The importance of enlisting tho Architects in the advance of the pupil's

education.

Tho desirability of increasing in each town facility for self help.

The necessity of a system pressed upon the pupils for self education.

The absurdity of a profession like that of Architecture being without

systematic examination for entrance, and tho course to be pursued to render

such examination legally necessary before an Architect can practise.

I havo to suggest then that whatever course of action is taken by the

Alliance, should be systematically directed to the above objects seriatim.

Thomas M. Rickmas,

Hon. Secretary.

ON THE DUTIES OF AN ARCHITECT.

On the Duties of an Architect, with Refehence to the Ahbaniie-

ment and Construction of a Buii-ding. Read at the Society of Arts,

on Wednesday, April 28. By T. Rogku Smith, Esq.

{Concludedfrom p. 238.)

BUT passing from the study of special subjects, a work which involves

many visits to existing buildings of the same sort, I should liko to return

to a dwelling-house, and to touch upon a few of the points to be thought of

in the planning of it and tho working it out for execution. The relative

position of each room in connection with all the others ; the aspects of the

windows ; the communications, such as the hall, the corridors, and the

staircases, require to be arranged for. Each room must be of the right

size, shape, and disposition. In every main living-room tho ordinary

articles of furniture must be prepared for, and places assigned them, and

the same in evory bedroom, large or small. The position of window, door,

and fireplace in each room, must be settled so as to avoid draughts, dis

comfort, and smoky chimneys. Light must be secured for every hole and

corner all over tho house, and so must ventilation. The service from the

kitchen must be so provided as to bring the provisions into the dining-room

readily, but to keep smells out. The duty of every servant, all over the

house, must be understood, and all the endless appliances of a large house

thought of. There must be a place found for the range and the hot-plate,

and the jack, and the dresser, and the closets, and the shelves of the

kitchen. The shelves, sinks, and plate-racks, tho coppers and washing-

boards, the vegetable bins and the water supply of the scullery, must be all

provided for. Care must be taken of the wine-cellar, the beer-cellar, the

stores, the linen, the china, and the plate. Ovens, boilers, hooks, safes,

plate closets, linen closets, housemaids' closets, baths, hot water, cold

water, cupboards, lifts, and all manner of appliances are to be thought of;

rooms for the family, and rooms for the guests ; the nurseries, the upper

servants' rooms, the various services of butUr, cook, housekeeper, footman,

dairymaid, stillroom maid, must all be thought of, all planned for; all

must bo brought compactly together, and each must be kept out of the

others' way. Whilst these matters are being disposed of, thore are also

many points in the structure that need attention in preparing working plans.

Proper foundations must be provided for, and an equable distribution of

the weights on tho walls. The flues must be carried up into proper chim

ney stacks, the construction of bressummers, girders, floors, partitions, roofs,

&c, must be devised. The arrangement of the roofing, so as to bo easily

freed from snow, the mode of bringing away rain-water, the drainage, the

outfall or cesspool for the drains, the necessary precautions against damp,

bad smells or tainted water, each and all of these must come under review,

not one of them can be left to chance, any more than the putting together

of the masonry or the brickwork, the thickness of walls, tho quality of

glass, or the weight of lead. All this time an entirely distinct set of con

siderations is also present to the architect's mind ; his building is to please

the eye, as well as accommodate the dwellers therein, and, whether there

be the richest elaboration or the most rigid simplicity, he will not have

fulfilled his duty to his employer, or been loyal to his art, if he has not

striven to render the effect of his work, especially of the inside of his house,

pleasing, harmonious, and appropriate.

I could go on further in this strain, reminding you that it is generally

necessary to fix tha nature of all the materials, the quarry—often the special

bed for the stone—the quality of the bricks, and so on of every material

throughout the structure ; but I have said enough, I hope, to convince you

that a vast amount of forethought and care is here wanted. I have only to

repeat that all this has mostly to be done in a hurry, as few clients think

of giving their instructions tUl that season of the year when the building

ought to commence. Notwithstanding any hurry that may have existed,

any error or oversight made at this period may probably—more probably

than not—be a lasting injury and a cause of endless discontent, if not dis

covered in time for remedy in the course of the work ; and even if it be so

discovered and remedied in timo, but at the expense of extra outlay, it wiU

most likely be a source of grave complaint. I honestly confess that my

wonder is not that oversights occur sometimes, but that they are so few

and infrequent as they really are.

As the plans approach completion, the architect has to advise his client

as to the means of executing the building. It is not very unusual for the

proprietor to become, to some extent, his own builder, or at least brick-

maker ; time forbids our enlarging upon the work this entails on his pro

fessional adviser. The remaining courses are, either to agree with a

contractor to execute the work at a schedule of prices, or to agree with a

single contractor for a definite lump-sum, or else to invite several contractors

to tender, and give the work to the lowest bidder. The plan of inviting

contracts by public advertisement is, fortunately, seldom resorted to for

private work ; and the old plan of contracting with various tradesmen

separately, though it still holds ground in the north, has been generally

abandoned in the midland and southern counties. Whichever way is

adopted, the architect has to negociate the business, and commonly, if there

is a competition or a negotiation with a single contractor, he has, from his

knowledge of the trade, to nominate the contractor or contractors.

In any case where an estimate in a lump-sum has to be prepared, a more

or less elaborate document, called a bill of quantities, is got out. This is

sometimes prepared by the architect, but in and about London it is cus

tomary for a separate professional man, called a measuring surveyor, or

quantities surveyor, to make it out. In either case, this bill is supposed to

show with accuracy the whole amount of every description of labour, mate

rial, or article introduced into the building. In London these documents

aro prepared in the most extraordinarily elaborate detail, as their extreme

length will abundantly show ; in the country they are generally more con

densed. A blank copy of this bill is furnished to the builder who estimates,

or to each builder if there are more than one, and he puts his own price to

the items, calculates the amounts, and bases the tender he sends in upon

the result so obtained.

It sometimes happens that the estimato thus obtained is at once agreed

to and accepted. At other times it is desired to reduce the amount of it,

and in this latter case the architect has to arrange such variations or omis

sions as will admit of this being done.

Without further delay, however, we will suppose an agreement as to

carrying on the work come to somehow, a contract signed, and a commence

ment about to be made. The architect has now, usually, to seek, and

appoint, and engage for his employers a clerk of works, and to set out the

building in its exact position on the site, and to fix some unmistakable

level. This done, work is begun, and, from that time till the close of the

operations, the architect lias personally to visit the building, and has also

to keep on continually preparing additional explanatory drawings, and, I

might as well add, to furnish duplicates, sometimes triplicates, of working

drawings, for the use of the contractor and clerk of works.

The objects which the architect has to keep in view during the conduct

of the works, and especially during his personal visits to them, are, in the

main, two—he has to satisfy himself, first, that the contractor and every

man he employs are doing their duty ; and, secondly, that the building will

carry out his intentions and supply his client's wants.

To insure that the conduct of the work shall be satisfactory, it is neces

sary constantly to watch the materials and workmanship, cither brought

upon the ground, or introduced into the building, or in preparation at the

workshops. I need hardly add, that to do this efficiently the architect must

be a good judge of both work and material—an accomplishment requiring

some amount of experience and attention. Where there is a disposition to

evade the conditions of a contract, this part of the architect's work became*

both difficult and responsible, and at all times a certain amount of anxiety

is involved in it. To a very large extent, however, the inspection of work

manship and materials can be facilitated by tho clerk of works, if he be

clever and honest. He is placed on the works on purpose to see, every day

and every hour, that the contract is carefully and honestly executed, and I

must say that I have, again and again, received the most valuable assist

ance in this branch of my duty from various clerks of works engaged under

me.

In his other object, the architect has to bear in mind, during his super

intendence of the work, that no one can be of much assistance to him.

There is no part of his duty which he can less eaeily or less wisely delegate

to another, than that constant watchfulness which is imperatively needed

to ensure the success of the building, both as a contrivance and a work

of art.
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Drawings, explanatory of the original plans and specifications, aro con

tinually in demand. The larger number of them, perhaps, relate to the

artistic part of the work, and consist of full size profiles of mouldings and

drawings of enrichments, or of details to a large scale, to show with pre

cision and exactitude what is meant ; but many structural drawings are

wanted, and others arc often called for to show modifications of the design ;

for there are few buildings in progress where some changes are not made.

Sometimes a new want, strikes the employer, or a new light dawns upon the

architect. At other times an omission may be discovered, or an obvious

improvement will suddenly present itself. At any rate, some alterations

are usually called for, and require to be drawn out.

Constantly, also, during progress, specimens of moulded or enriched work,

or full-sized models of features, are- fixed in their intended place, and the

architect has to visit the work, to satisfy himself that their effect will be

as he wishes. In this way the superintendence of the work proceeds, and

almost always involves some work for the pencil up to the very last, while

the designing or the far less pleasant task of selecting chimney-pieces, stove-

grates, fittings, paperhangings, and decorations, is as essential to the full

success of the architect's work (and should be as fully left in his hands) as

the design of masonry or joinery.

It may be asked whether the architect has any means of enforcing the

execution of the contract, in conformity to his directions and wishes, and I

reply that he has such means. The hold upon tho contractor, which all

building contracts give the architect, is tho power of the purse. Buildings

are always partially paid for as they go on, and always upon certificates

from the architect. It becomes, therefore, part of the architect's duty to

grant these certificates, and in giving them, he has to see that tho amount

certified represents the proper proportion and no more of the contract price*

and that the work is properly done ; for it is his duty to withhold his

certificate if his complaints remain unattended to, or his orders aro not

complied with. In cases of work by a schedule of prices, very careful

measurements are made ; and, when the work is dono in other ways, suit

able valuations are made from time to time ; but, in some shape or other, the

architect requires to bo armed with tho only power which will effectually

enable him to protect his employer and secure attention—that of controlling

the cash payments.

When, at last, the work is completed, it becomes the architect's duty to

make up a statement of uccounts. All claims for extra or additional works

are cheeked and measured by him, or by the measuring surveyor for him,

and the counter claims arising from the omission of work included in the

contract, but not carried out, are valued. A balance is struck after every

item has been scrupulously examined, and, if necessary, fought over. And

the architect's last duty is the signing a final certificate that the balance,

whatever it may be, is payable to the contractor.

I have now, I think, gone through the most salient points of an archi

tect's ordinary duties, such as they exist when there are no accidents or

bankruptcies, and no disputes, difficulties, obstacles, or other hindrances of

any special magnitude; and, with the hint that such difficulties do not

unfrequently arise, and impose on tho architect different duties, sometimes

as a negotiator, at other times as an advocate, or again as an arbitrator, I

might, I think, leave tho subject. Yet, if you will bear with mo a moment

or two longer, and not think my tale a fable because I try to point it with

a moral, I have something to add.

Perhaps the most obvious sequel to all that I have said is the inquiry,

' If all this is needed for the success of a building, who furnishes a sufficient

amount of care when there is no architect? ' The reply is, that most of it

is not furnished, and the building suffers ; and, as to the remainder, either

some skilled or experienced assistance must be employed, or else other work

properly designed is copied, and thus a portion of that thought, without

which a building cannot be built, is secured ; and, lastly, that much of the

time of skilled artisans is spent, where there are no regular plans and no

skilled direction, in furnishing, imperfectly and piecemeal, substitutes for

that which ought to be clearly arranged and laid down for the workman by

tho architect.

If I have said onough to dissuade any person from becoming his own

architect, this paper will not have been without service. Though there is

no mystery in the planning and direction of work, this yet requires a very

large amount of knowledge and familiarity with the subject ; and, though

an individual who desires to build, can, if he please, employ any number

of men, and gain a good deal of experience in rectifying their mistakes,

such experience is dearly bought, and comes too late for its purpose.

I have throughout studiously avoided giving prominence to the art side

of this question ; but here at least I must say that, however skilled a

draughtsman or even a designer any private individual may be, he will be

sure to bo deficient in that technical knowledge which inspires the archi

tectural treatment that a building receives from a good architect ; here, at

the best, defects are, to my mind, inevitable in the work of every man who

has not measured and drawn much existing architecture.

Few persons readily understand that, because architecture deals with

things quite familiar in one aspect of them to those who live in buildings,

or buy or sell them, it is yet necessary to have long practice, in order to

combine with economy and judgment the different parts of a room, and the

different rooms of a house ; and to provide a place for all that has to be

included within its four walls. Almost as few recognise the fact that if

they can draw an architectural feature when they see it, that power is quite

different from that of the architect who has to draw a whole building and

its parts as he imagines them, and then to furnish for every portion the

profiles of the mouldiDgs, the sizes of the panols, the treatment of the

carving to a largo size. As a simple instance, it is easy for any person to

draw a window with mullions, but no one who has not studied as well as

sketched will be able to settle whether the width of the mullions should be

a fourth, or fifth, or sixth, or what proportion of that of the adjacent light.

The difference between a narrow and a wide mullion is equivalent to a

total difference of style; a mullion of 5 inches would be out of place if on*

of 7 inches was correct, and when it was done, tho amateur would see that

something was wrong, but would not know what ; and it is to attain the

power of regulating the half-inches in cases like this, that the student of

architecture has to wander for months, or even years, through the districts

where good buildings exist, making notes and drawings ; and, let me add,

there is nothing short of a perfect knowledge of these details, and incessant

attention to them, which can give harmony, unity, and character to a

building.

It may be natural, and I hope is not out of place to add, that the architect

who docs these services thoroughly has fully added the value of his fees to

the value of tho building. That he has quite work enough to do in earning

them will be apparent to any one who turns over the plans and specifications

of a large work, and forms some idea of the additional time spent in super

intendence. I trust you may be willing to believe that the client has value

received in the building for what he pays. The architect's remuneration,

in ordinary cases, is, customarily and legally, a commission at the rate of

five per cent, upon the cost of the works. This pays him very unequally,

in some cases being sufficient, in others not so ; but I believe it is a very

fair way of payment as far as the employer is concerned, for it represents

an increased standard of excellence throughout the building as compared

with what, under the most favourable circumstances, might have been

reached without the architect, and this increased excellence is really an

increased money value.

In concluding, I should like to say a word as to some peculiar demands

made sometimes upon an architect's skill, and to point out what he

ordinarily cannot and does not do. No architect can make a bad builder

do good work. He can make all sorts of agreements and stipulations that

the work shall be good, and can try very hard to enforce them, but there is

a certain proverb about silk purses and tho materials suited for their

manufacture which will help to illustrate the impossibility of success. It

is as well to add, that the architect can materially help to secure a good

builder, and that he can generally prevent a good builder from doing bad

work.

• The architect cannot, from the very fact that he is human, ensnre per

fection in every part of the work ; but if he is able and careful, his services

carry the building a great deal further towards excellence than is often

imagined ; and though no amount of care makes it quite certain that every

flue shall draw, and every lock shall work, that the arrangement shall be

all that can be desired, and the effect please everybody, yet a skilled

architect, working for a good client, will go a very long way towards this

result.

The architect is not ordinarily called, as the engineer is, to calculate

accurately the endurance of his materials, because his walls must be thicker

than the weights on them demand in order to keep out tho woathor, and his

joists must be stiffer than is needed to support the floor, in order to prevent

the ceilings from cracking, and so throughout ; but ho has a great deal of

that sort of calculation to perform, in which tables and experiments can

but imperfectly guide him. He has to judge of foundations, and the

balance of weights in his structure; of the sufficiency of windows and

passages; of the probable effect on the eye of features not yet commenced;

and of the suitability and durability of materials. Lastly, he has often

greater difficulty in the management of men than of works, and the cross-

purposes at which clients, builders, landowners, clerks of the works, fore

men, and tradesmen are sometimes playing, often give him enough to do in

his character of negotiator. Here, however, I do not purpose to follow

him. I have purposely kept out of sight much of what the architect has to

do as an Artist. I shall certainly not be expected—if I say so little as to

a side of his employment which ever demands his constant attention—to

add anything as to other classes of duties or difficulties which are uncertain

and irregular in their occurrence. I, therefore, here leave the subject,

trusting that my paper may be judged to have furnished a fair account, and

nothing beyond a fair account,, of the nature of the ordinary and routine

occupations of those professional men to whom you are in the habit of

entrusting the design and superintendence of the buildings you erect.

LEGAL.

THE CHARGE OF CONSPIRACY IJf THE BRICK TRADE.

On Monday, 28th ult, at the City Police Court, Manchester, Mr. Thomas

Hayes, President of the Manchester Master Briekmakers' Protection

Association, appeared on remand, charged with conspiracy.

Mr. Lerescho, for the prosecution, briefly stated the facts of the case. The

defendant carried on business in Manchester as a master brickmaker, and

was chairman of the Master Briekmakers' Protection Association. The charge

against him was that he had conspired with various other persons for the

purpose of extorting money and stopping the trade of the Messrs. Griffiths.

Some time in the course of last year Mr. Ralph Waller, a gentleman pos

sessing land near Withington, entered into an arrangement with a person

named Deady, who carried on the business of an architect, builder, and

contractor, to kt him some land for the purpose of erecting dwelling-houses

upon it. As soon as the land was covered by the buildings, there was to

be a conveyance of the land, on a chief rent, from Mr. Waller to Mr. Deady,

and then .there was to be a mortgage upon the same from Mr. Deady to

Mr. Waller as a security for the money. Mr. Deady proceeded to erect

the houses, but, owing to his being in difficulties, they were left in an in

complete state. Mr. Deady shortly afterwards placed himself in the hands

of a solicitor, and several attempts were made to keep him out of the Bank

ruptcy Court. In the meanwhile the buildings in question were neglected,

and the works remained suspended, upon which Mr. Waller served the

usual fourteen days' notice upon Mr. Deady to continue the erection of the

houses, otherwise he should complete them himself. Mr. Deady being

unable to complete the houses, Mr. Waller entered into an ngreement with

a Mr. Wilshaw, builder, of Manchester, to finish the houses ; Mr. Wilshaw

sub-let part of the contract to Messrs. Griffiths & Son, the prosecutors,

to do the bricklaying, and accordingly, in December, 1868, they began tho

work, and sent to Messrs. Bowker and Jones, briekmakers, to obtain a sup

ply of 2,000 bricks. Oil December 2, prosecutors' carter went to Messrs.

Bowker and Jones for the purpose of getting more bricks, and while on the

way he met the defendant. On reaching Messrs. Bowker and Jones's yard,
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Mr. Bowker refused to allow hiffl to take away a single brick. On Decem

ber 6 Mr. Wilshaw attempted to obtain bricks from other brickmakers,

when he received a circular from the Brickmakers' Association inviting him

to attend a meeting of the committee, to hear a complaint from the defendant

about the matter in question. Ho refused to recognise the authority of the

Association, and did not go to the meeting.

John Worsley, a carter in the employ of Messrs. Joseph Griffiths and

Son, bricklayers, Chorlton Road, gave corroborative testimony.

Horatio Griffiths gave evidence that the defendant Hayes said as to his

father and the Withington job, ' I should advise him to get out of it as

quick as possible, because if he finishes those houses I shall make him

responsible for my money. I will have my money if I spend a fortuno upon

it. I shall stop all Mr. Griffiths' work until it is paid if he finishes those

houses.'

Joseph Griffiths said he received a note left by Hayes with his wife. In

the letter he said, ' You must not proceed any further with the work at

Withington, but must attend a meeting of the committee of master brick-

makers that night at a public-house in Fountain Street,' the namo of which

he forgot. It was signed by the defendant, and written with a pencil.

Haves warned him to come to the moeting to make arrangements with

their committeo at the house in Fountain Street, as if he didn't they would

stop his trade in the whole district, and if that didn't do would with

draw his men, and charge him with the expense. Soon after, he got a com

munication from Worsley, the first witness, that bricks could not be got.

He found it impossible to get bricks, and the works had to stop for a fort

night.

John Pownall, examined by Mr. Leresche, said he was the secretary of

the Master Brickmakers' Protection Association.

By Mr. Leresche : The society consisted of about 80 members. There

was a committee appointed, the members of which met at the Shak-

spere Inn, Fountain Street, Manchester. He did not recollect havirig

attended a meeting of the committee on September 17 last. On referring

to the book he saw that there had been a meeting on that day, but there

were no particulars whatever of what had been done at it. He could not

say whether he was at the meeting or not ; he would not swear he was not

present. He objected to answer the question whether that meeting had

been called by him as secretary, and he did not recollect whether it had

been called by the defendant. Looking at the document ((handed to wit

ness) he could not sny that the meeting was called by Hayes or at his

request. He declined to answer the question whether a resolution had been

passed at that meeting with reference to tho supply of bricks to Mr. Wil-

Bhaw. He did not recollect issuing a notice asking Messrs. Wilshaw &

Griffiths to attend a meeting on January 7. He remembered meeting Mr.

Griffiths in Cross Street about that time, or it might be a few days after

the meeting was held. They had no conversation in reference to the job at

Withington. Griffiths did not complain that the society had been taking

liberties with the job at Withington, and witness did not tell him that the

society had passed a resolution in reference to it. Nothing whatever passed

between them in reference to a resolution.

John Griffiths was the next witness. When he met Pownall in Cross

Street he asked him if the resolution passed at the meeting applied to the

Withington job or to the whole district, and he replied, ' Certainly, it

applies to the Withington job.' He subsequently said it applied to the

whole district. He then asked Pownall what they thought of themselves

as honest men in passing a resolution the effect of which would be to rob

witness of his bread, and he replied, ' I had neither voice nor vote in the

matter. It is hard that Hayes should lose his money.' Witness said, ' Yes,

but it is harder to make a man pay that doesn't owe it.' He proposed to

sell the bricks in spite of them, but he received an answer to the effect that

if he did they would stop him altogether. He saw the defendant Hayes on

December 19—two days after the first meeting—when some conversation

took place between them in reference to the Withington job. Hayes asked

him what he thought of himself in going against their wishes, and he

replied, ' 1 will endeavour to do what is right ; ' to which Hayes rejoined,

' Very well, we will take our own force.' Witness told him not to interfere

with him or his business, or if he did he might look out. After that he

endeavoured to get bricks from various brickmakers in the neighbourhood,

and all went well until January 6, when Parkin & Hewitt, from whom they

had been getting bricks up to that time, refused to let them have any more.

He saw Mr. Hewitt after they had ceased to supply him, and Mr. Hewitt

made a statement to him.

At this stage the case was adjourned until the following Saturday, and

was not closed till Monday, May 3, when the magistrates decided that there

was not sufficient evidence on which to Bend the case for trial ; but they

bound over Messrs. Griffiths & Son to prosecute at the coming assizes.

Exchequer Chamber.—May 14.

(Sittings in Error, beforo the Lord Chief Justice, Justices Byles, Keating,

Smith, Lush, Hannen, and Brett.)

lord derby v. the bury improvement commissioners.

The Court gave judgment in this case. The question for the consideration

of the Court was, whether the defendants, the Bury Improvement Com

missioners, were justified in making a common sewer through Lord Derby's

land, in order to carry away the sewage of the town, which had been pre

viously carried off by a stream of water, which had become a nuisance.

There were no means of removing it except by the construction of a new

sewer. Four questions were raised for the consideration of the Court. The

first was, whether any power existed in the commissioners to make a new

sewer under the Nuisance Removal Act ? Second, whether the commissioners

had power to exercise a discretion as to the course and position of the new

sewer, or whether they were bound to follow, as near as possible, the course

of the old nuisance ? Third, whether the improvement commissioners had

abused their powers in what they had done? And, fourthly, whether the

improvement commissioners were disabled from acting under the Nuisances

Act, they having powers to do the work under the local Act by giving the

necessary notices, but which notices had never been given ? The Court held

there was no doubt that the improvement commissioners had power to make

new sewers to carry away a nuisance. The necessity of making a sower

was a matter of fact, and it was for the commissioners to exercise their

judgment in what direction it should be made, and so long as they exercised

an honest discretion, without misconduct or negligence, they were not liable

to have their judgment overruled. Thirdly, that it was not an abuse of the

powers vested in them by the statute ; and, fourthly, that there was no

inconsistency in the co-ordinate powers of the nuisance and the local Acts,

and the commissioners could adopt either. The judgment, therefore, in this

case ought to be reversed, and entered for the defendants.

Judgment for tho defendants.

Exchequer Chamber.—May 15.

(Sittings in Banco, before the Lord Chief Justice and Justices Keating,

Lush, Hannen, and Brett.)

farrer v. the commissioners of sewers in LONDON.

This was an action brought by the plaintiff who kept the Railway Hotel,

in Liverpool Street, against the Commissioners of Sewers, to recover com

pensation in damages for the loss ho had suffered in consequence of an

alteration in the level of the street, whereby the access to his house was not

so convenient as formerly. The Commissioners of Sewers had raised the

level of the road, so that instead of going one step up as formerly to enter

the plaintiff's house the public had to descend two steps. The two questions

for the opinion of the Court were—first, whether the plaintiff was entitled

to compensation ; and, secondly, provided he could recover, whether it was

by an action at law. The Court of Exchequer had given judgment in favour

of the plaintiff.

Mr. Browne, Q.C., for the defendants, contended that they were a public

body, exercising powers for the benefit of tho general public, and they were

not liable. They were empowered by their Act to raise or lower streets,

and to pave and repair them.

Mr. Keane, Q.C., was heard for the plaintiff, and contended that the

judgment of the Court of Exchequer was right, and asked this Court to

affirm it

The Court, after hearing the lengthened arguments of the learned counsel,

said they were of opinion that the judgment of the Court below must be

reversed. There was no power in the Act to give compensation to persons

whose premises were injured in works executed by tho defendants.

Judgment reversed.

PRESIDENT GRANT'S TRIUMPH.

To the Editor of The Architect.

Sir,—The President of the Royal Academy has achieved a signal triumph.

Those of us whose memory can extend to the early years of the present

reign may remember tho emulous contest that was carried on between the

vendors of two rival descriptions of blacking, Before advertising had been

organised into its present system of sensation, surprise, and swindle, Warren

and Day & Martin covered the walls of Europe with their posters. They

appealed^not in words to the cupidity of the world, but graphically, to the

asthetic sense of mankind. In one form of pleading was exhibited a half-

dressed man, leisurely shaving himself by the reflection of his polished

boot. In another an irate cat, with voluminous tail, and back elevated into

a gothic arch, was advancing on three electrically agitated logs, to encounter

his own image in the boot.

Sir F. Grant, P.R.A., has distanced this early art. The pair of boots, of

which he has gratified us by exhibiting the portrait, has never been

exceeded, so far as our experience extends, either in Bize or in polish.

The officers of the Royal Artillery, for whom this work of art has been

produced— it is No. 83 in the catalogue of the exhibition of the

Royal Academy of Arts for the present year—are to be congratulated. Wo

can hardly extend this congratulation to the friends of the late Field-

Marshal Sir Hew Dalrymple Ross, R.A., who appears behind, or as it were

in, the boots. His features, though drawn with a degree of hardness and

of harshness that was no doubt intended to heighten tho spectator's admi

ration of the brilliant polish of the boots, are not agreeably rendered. The

question of how far the adjuncts of the main object of a painting should be

subdued in tone, in order to heighten the effect of the central figure, has

evidently been one of considerable difficulty in tho experience of Sir F.

Grant. In this case the result would have more redounded to his perma

nent fame, if the subjectjhad been more*elaborated in the mind before being

committed to canvas. The subtle flattery that is concealed in the art by

which the nominal subject of a painting is sunk into a mere accessary, is

not peculiar to Sir F. Grant, although probably no artist has carried out

the system with more vigour. Last year we had a portrait of a lap-dog,

supported by a lady ; this year we have the boots of a Field-Marshal, with

the owner as an adjunct.

It is clear that our artists of all orders, especially our architects, will

have to reconsider their ideas. When we see what is exhibited and what

is rejected by tho Royal Academy, we are compelled to conclude that the

traditional ideas of what is excellent in art require reconsideration. At all

events they do not appear to guide the tasto of the Committee of Selection.

Our rising artists will do well to bear in mind that the qualities which

ensure fame are not those which ensure exhibition on the walls of the

Royal Academy. It will be for them to select which path to follow. At

present the two seem to be but rarely compatible, or compatible rather by

fortunate chance than for any other assignable reason. We must congratu

late the members of the Academy on the distinguished position which they

are taking in the history of art.
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NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Church Hestoration.—At a vestry meeting held at Axminster, last
■week, a plan was submitted for the restoration of the church. The plan

showed the pulpit placed against the south-western pier of the tower arch,

with the 'reading desk' against the opposite or north-western pillar.

The organ gallery only was proposed to be removed; the organ was

to be placed at the north-eastern extremity of the church, near what was

heretofore known as the workhouse gallery staircase, and to be raised a

step or two above the floor. The present pows were to be removed, and

benches substituted, those in the body of the church bolow the proposed

new position of the pulpit to face the west, and those beyond the pulpit

towards the west to face the east, all facing the pulpit. The vestry also

to be removed further westward. After somo discussion it was resolved

that estimates be procured and funds collected towards the necessary

alterations.

Church Building.—Easby.—The church, after thorough restoration,

has been reopened. The edifice possesses interesting features, amongst

which may be mentioned some curious wall-paintings of rude design, speci

mens of the decoration of the twelfth or thirteenth century. Burton

Latimer.—The parish church has been reopened for Divine worship, after

undergoing restoration. The high-backed pews have given way to the

ordinary rush-bottomed chair. Grantham.—The reopening of St. Wolfran's

Church, after an extensivo restoration, has taken place. A new roof has

been placed on nearly the whole of the church, the pews have been

removed, and replaced temporarily with rush-bottomed chairs. The total

cost of the restoration has been between 16,000/. and 17,000/. Chester.

—The chief stone of the new church of St. Thomas has been laid. The style

is Early English. The building will consist of tower, nave, and two aisles,

with chancel and chancel aislo on the north side. The edifice will afford

accommodation for between 1100 and 1200. The total cost is between

10,000/. and ll,000i. South Kensington.—The dedication stone of the

new church of St. Matthew has been laid. The church will consist of nave

and chancel, with aisles, and a tower at the west end of the south aisle.

The style is Early Decorated. Sudbury.—After alterations and repairs

Lamarsh Church has been reopened. A new vestry has been erected on the

north side of the chancel. The tower is now surmounted by a new octagon

spire.

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.—On the

4th inst. Miss Burdett Coutts laid the foundation stone of the

future permanent buildings of this institution, in Jcrmyn Street, St.

James's. The new building is to be of Portland stone, and in the Italian

style. The cost of it, in addition to the site, will be about 2,900/. The

Earl of Harrowby, as president, made a short address to the meeting,

pointing out the benefits which had accrued from the exertions of the

Society since its establishment in 1824, since which time they had obtained

no less than 16,000 convictions against persons proved to have been guilty

of cruel treatment of animals. The silver trowel, which wag inscribed as

being presented to Miss Coutts, and which was really a present worthy of

her acceptance, as it was a fine work of art, was then brought out of its

case, the mortar spread, and the stone lowered amid loud applause.

Opening of the New Church at Sawrey.—On May 13 the little

church at Sawrey, on the Lancashire shore of Lake Windermere, was opened

by the celebration of Divine service. The honorary architect is Mr. Robert

Brass, of London, and the design is in the Early English style. The

church consists of a nave, transept, and chancel. It is covered with an

open timber roof, in character with the rest of the building. The walls are

of the stone of the country, the. quoins, string courses, mullions, corbels, and

chancel arch of fine proportions, bsing of freestone brought from a distance.

The church is well lighted by ten lancet windows of two lights each, with a

large three-light window at the east end, and a large five-light one at the

west. The porch and bell-tower are on the north side, the lower portion of

the latter forming the vestry ; and on the south side is an organ-chamber

to correspond. The contractor for the carpentry work was Mr. John Taylor,

of Sawrey ; for the masonry, Mr. Isaac Croasdell, of Birthwaite ; for the

walling, Mr. George Bowness, of Esthwaite ; for the plumbing and glazing,

Mr. Edward Cragg, of Bowness ; for the painting and staining, Mr. Thomas

Gott, of Bowness ; and for the plastering, Mr. John Pattinson, of Winder

mere. A fine-toned bell of cast steel, and weighing several hundredweight,

the gift, of Mr. Sowler, Q.C., of Sawrey Knotts, has been for some time in

the tower. The pulpit is a solid structure, but quite in keeping with the

pleasing architecture of the church.

New Chapel at Battersea.—A few years ago a Methodist mission was

commenced at Battersea Park, and a building erected, but this is now too

small ; and it is resolved to have a now chapel on the adjoining land.

Booking Congregational Church, Braintree, has been reopened, after

entire renewal of the interior. At the services held on the occasion the

organ built for the church by G. M. Holdich, Esq., of London, at a cost of

250/., was opened by the builder. The church plans were drawn by C. Pert-

wee, architect, Chelmsford, and the work was carried out by J. Brown, of

Braintree.

Gainsborough Church.—The alterations in the parish church, Gains

borough, comprise the raising of the sanctuary and the chancel floors,

and the placing of carved oak stalls for the choir in the place of the present

seats, together with a new marble pulpit, and other improvements. The

execution of the woodwork was entrusted to Mr. Cant, and of the ironwork

to Mr. Baines.

The Contracts for the new Methodist school at Halifax have been let

for 2,260/.

Falmouth—Police Cells.—The Watch Committee, having taken into

consideration the condition of the present police cells, have come to the

conclusion that new police cells should bo constructed, and that the space

under the Falmouth Town-hall is in everyway suitable. Their report is

approved.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUR.

SPECIAL COBEE.BPONBZKT8 AND OTHEHS.

The Botherham Hospital Competition.

The decision in this competition has been published, and is as follows :—

The first prize is awarded to the design of Messrs. Mallinson & Bakewel!,

architects, of Leeds and Dewsbury (on whose plan was the motto ' JEscula-

pius'), subject to their being able to build the hospital at their stipulated

price, 4,500/., or within ten per cent, of that amount. MeBsrs. Mallinson

& Bakowcll have formally affirmed their ability to erect tho edifice at tho

cost originally specified. The second prizo (50/.) was given to ' A Loreburn,'

tho author of the design being Messrs. Cromby & Sons, Dumfries. Mr.

Hill, of Leeds, competing as ' Deo non fortuna,' received the third prizo, 25/.

Wo have been informed that the designs submitted under the motto ' Yew

Tree,' by Mr. Ralph Novill, were considered to rank fourth in order of

merit.

The Roman Pavement discovered in the City.

As already mentioned by us, a fine specimen of Roman tesselated pave

ment was discovered whilst excavating for works connected with tho new

street from Blackfriars to the Mansion House. The exact site is as nearly

as possible in the centre of what used to be the triangle formed by Buck-

lersbury, the Poultry, and Charlotte Row, and the level is no less than

1 7 feet below the present level of roadway at the Mansion House. Alto

gether the pavement found covers an area of some 150 superficial feet, and

is formed of black, white, and red pieces of pottery, measuring about half

an inch each way, and laid out in geometrical interlacing bauds, the bands

containing galloches, fret, &c. Beneatli this mosaic, which is in parts as

bright in colour as when first laid down, hot-air flues are traced running

in various directions, but these will not be followed up until the mosaic has

been taken up and removed to the Guildhall. By the time these lines

appear, the pavement will have been viewed by thousands, the 19tb, 20th,

and 21st having been appointed for tho admission of tho public; but no

doubt those interested in this treasure trove will have no difficulty in

obtaining admission by applying at the Clerk of Works' office, opposite the

side of tho Mansion House. We are reminded of a passago in Stow,

showing how often and how curiously history repeats itself. Writing in

1598 he says that three years before, ' Thomas Tomlinson causing in the

high street of Cheape a vault to be digged and made, there was found, at

fifteen fed deep, a fair pavement like unto that above ground, and at the

further end at the channol was found a tree sawed into five steps, which

was to step over some brook running out of the west towards Walbrooke ;

and upon the edge of the said brook, as it seemeth, there were found lying

along the bodies of two great trees, tho ends whereof were then sawed off,

and firm timber as at the first when they fell, part of the said trees remain

yet in the ground undigged. // was all forced (/round until they went past

the trees aforesaid, which was about seventeen jeet deep or better ; thus much

hath the ground of this city in that place been raised from the main.' The

italics are ours.

Notes for Connossieurs.

A very choice collection of modern pictures, of the highest class, the

property of a well-known amateur, deceased, has been lately disposed

of at the rooms of Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods, in King

Street, St. James's. Among tho more valuable and important examples

were the subjoined :—Lot 19. Frederick Goodall, R.A., 1852.—' The Cottage

Door,' a small but beautiful picture—76 guineas (Gambart). 21 and 48.

Marcus Stone.—'Stealing the Keys from the hands of the Roundhead

Soldiery' and a Female regarding 'Old Letters,' scene from Christina Uosetti

—1 10 guineas (Pendleton). 30 and 42. J. Archer, R.S.A., 1864-5.—' Buying

an Indulgonce ' and tho ' Convent Gate.' ' Go thy way to a Nunnery '—■

Shakespeare—105 guineas (Eckford). 33 and 43. G. Hardy.—' La Sceur

de Charite ' and ' Birdie '—125 guineas (MLean). 37. E. Frere, 1859.—

' The Prayer,' an exquisite cabinet example—190 guineas (Wardell). 35.

Same artist.—'The Cradle,' equally fine, cabinet size—160 guineas (Gam

bart). 37. F. D. Hardy, 1867.—'Baby's Birthday,' a splendid domestic

scene, with numerous figures—305 guineas (Wilson). 39. Marcus Stone.—

' From Waterloo to Paris.'—155 guineas (M'Lcan). 45. F.D.Harvey.—

' The Mousetrap,' a juvenile'piece—121 guineas (Williams). 49. T. Sydney

Cooper, R.A., 1867.—A splendid landscape, tho ' Canterbury Meadows, with

Cattle'—156 guineas (Tooth). 50. T. Faed, R.A.—' The Lady of Chalot,'

a charming cabinet picture—190 guineas (Hayward). 51. J. C. Horsloy,

R.A.—' Burning the Books,' scene from Don Quixote. Exhibited in tho

Royal Academy. A splendid picture—410 guineas (Wilson). 52. R. Ansdell,

A.R.A., 1854.—' The Shooting Pony.' A fino cabinet example—112 guineas

(Graves). 53. T. Webster, R.A.—'The Soldier's Return'—165 guineas

(Herbert). 54. W. Orchardson, A.R.A.— * The Story of a Life.' An aged

lady relating her story to her grandchildren. Exhibited at the Rojal

Academy, 1866—350 guineas (Holland). 55 and 65. F. R. Lee, R.A.,

1854.—' A Highland Stream,' and a pair of small river scenes in Devon

shire— 130 guineas (M'Lean). 56. J. Pettie, A.R.A., 18G6.—' The Arrest

for Witchcraft ; ' a splendid work exhibited at the Royal Academy—360

guineas (Whitworth). 57. P. F. Poole, R.A., 1857.—'The Mountain

Stream'—120 guineas (Pendleton). 59. J. C. Horsley, R.A., 1855.—'The

New Dress,' a charming cabinet picture—75 guineas (Fores). 00. Clark -

son Stanfield, R.A., 1859.—'Tenby Bay,' a splendid work—340 guineas

(MLean). 62. J. C. Horsley, R.A., 1866.—'Going to a Party,' a beautiful

example—160 guineas (Holland). 63. T. Faed, R.A., 1865.—' Tho Last of

the Clan,' with numerous figures, a magnificent work and the gem of the

collection—750 guineas (M'Lean). 70. H. Schlessinger, 1859.—' A Conver

sation, sceno between a lady and her guardians ' —75 guineas (Smart). 71.

Marcus Stone, 1867.—'Seeking Shelter,' a very fine work—112 guineas

(Ditto). 72. F. W. Hulme and H. B. Willis.—River Scenery, North Wales,

with Cattle— 185 guineas (Ditto). 73. James Webb, 1866.—' The Castlo

of lschia; Bay of Naples'—95 guineas (Davis). 74. W. Duffield, 1868.—
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A Dead Stag in the Snow ; a splendid cabinet picture—185 guineas (Rad-

cliffe). "5. Same Artist.—A Dead Swan, Game, and Fruit ; a large and

brilliant example—310 guineas (Fores). 77. L. Hughes, 1856.—'An

Artist in his Studio ; ' a very fine work—128 guineas (Holland). 78. E.

W. Cooke, R.A.—' The Goodwin Sands ; ' a lifeboat going to the rescue of

the crew of a stranded vessel near the floating light ; a chef-d'ccuvre of the

artist ; exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1857 ; from the Collection of the

late Sir Culling Eardley—575 guineas (Agnew). This was the last picture

in the collection. The whole realised 7.750/.

Indian Notes.

A line of railway is about to be constructed to the foot of the Neilgherry

Hills. It has already been sanctioned, and the Madras Railway Company

have been requested to proceed with surveys, plans, sections, and all other

preliminaries for the actual commencement of work.

The construction of groynes at Cochin for the protection of the beach from

erosion by the sea has proved perfectly successful, and there seems now to

be some chance that the western coast of India will one day be able to

boast of a worthy port at the terminus of the vast system of the Madras

Presidency railroads.

A new Civil Engineering College, presided over by Mr. Wilkieson, C.E.,

has been opened at Chudderghat, This college was established by His

Excellency the Prime Minister, Sir Salar Jung.

The Shaik Othman Aqueduct at Aden, a moiety of the expenses of which

was defrayed by the Sultan of Lahedj, has been completed. Aden will

thus, it is hoped, be permanently furnished with a good supply of pure

drinking water, the want of which has, for many years past, been one of the

greatest drawbacks to the place.

A train was taken across the Boree on March 8, on the Great Indian

Peninsula line, nowpushing on towards Raichore ; and the works have thus

been carried in that direction 320 miles from Bombay.

Architectural.—The Government of India has recommended to the

Secretary of State the creation of the appointment of Consulting Architect

to the Government of Madras, on a consolidated salary of 1,200 Rs. per

mensem.

It is reported that Government intend to restore all the marble work in

Humayun's tomb at Delhi.

The new Mission Church at Anibrotie, Khetwadi, has been opened for

public worship.

A chancel is to be erected to St. John's Church, Peshawur, ' in memory

of the many gallant and worthy officers, civil and military, who have fallen

in the valley by sword or pestilence.'

On March 1 , the old Post Office at Bombay was burnt to the ground,

and a new building must shortly be erected to supply its place. The

plans for the structure, prepared by Mr. James Trubshawe, late consulting

architect to tho Bombay Government, and Mr. Roger Smith, have been

before the Government of India for years, and were only sanctioned a

short time previous to the destruction of the old building. The new Post

Office is calculated to cost 60,000/., and part of it will be so built as to

render the extension of the premises easy, by the addition of a second

storey, should additional accommodation at any time be necessary. The

building will probably be erected on a piece of reclaimed land between

the Dockyard and the Apollo Bunder.

The digging of tho foundations of the new buildings for the High Court

of Bombay was commenced on March 1, on the Esplanade, nearly opposite

the Agra Bank.

The Government of India has recently sanctioned the construction of a

building intended to accommodate the public offices at Akyab, at an esti

mated cost of 1 1,645/.

The New Courts of Justice.—A return has been published which

shows that in four years, 1865-6 to 1868-9, the sum of 886,000/. has been

issued out of the Exchequer on account of advances for expenses of the

site, &c, for the new Courts of Justice, viz. :—In the first-named year,

40,000/.; in the second, 438,000/.; in the third, 317,000/. ; and last year,

91,000/. During the same period amounts of 40,000/., 363,000/., 375,000/.,

and 105,000/. have been repaid to the Exchequer out of the surplus interest

fund of suitors of the Court of Chancery, making a total of 883,000/. Up

to April 20, 1869, the purchase of site has cost 820,641/. 2s. 3d. ; expenses

of the commission, 3,096/. 6s. 9(Z. ; surveyors' expenses, 12,762/. 12s. 6d. ;

legal expenses, 30,679/. 14s. 2d. ; architects' charges, 9,865/. ; incidentals,

8,222/. 3s. 9(/. ; making a total of 885,266/. 19s. 5d. In addition to this

sum 2,830/. 17s. was paid from the vote for public buildings for preliminary

expenses.

Kensington Church.—The old parish church of Kensington is doomed

to destruction ; the last services within its walls wore performed on

Sunday last. A new and very beautiful church is to be erected on its site.

The Emperor's Soman Villa.—The Emperor Napoleon is having a

villa built at Rome on the Palatine Hill. The ground has been bought

from the King of Naples for a sum of 50,000 f., and on the spot are found

the remains of the Palace of the Caesars. Although the new erections are

nearly terminated, excavations are still carried on under the direction of M.

Rosa (a descendant of Salvator), who is the conservator of the ruins.

The Price of Land.—Some land in the parishes of Streatham and

Croydon, which a few years ago only brought 200/. per acre, has lately been

sold at the rate of 1,400/. per acre ; and on Tuesday some land at Acton

was sold at the Mart for 1,350/. per acre, which a few years ago would not

have realised more than 300/. per acre.

Oxford Drainage.—A writor in the Thnes of the 15th says:—Oxford

is in a swamp. During part of the year it is surrounded by stagnant

This cannot be healthy, and it is certainly disagreeable. In severe
• Oxford is ice-bound, cold, and dreary. When the water retires the

placo is covered by mist and fog. There is low feveT in some parts of the-

city. All these things are a serious impediment to the increase, develop

ment, and general utility of the University, for they prevent that concourse

of the best class of persons which would otherwise flow there and reside

there. Tho engineers of the Thames Conservancy have reported that for

26,000/. the city of Oxford and its immediate neighbourhood can be made

wholesome and well drained. Why should not Oxford follow the example

of Cambridge and make a subscription to improve the outfall of the river ?

It is proposed to hold a Great International Exhibition in Spain—at

the Escurial Palace.

Flint Implements.—During the past year much discussion has arisen

consequent on the finding of undoubted flint implements and flakes in what

is known as tho ' Hessle clay,' in Holderness, at Kelsea Hill. Bones of

the extinct mammalia are found beneath this clay at Hessle and at Kelsea,

but tho flint implements embedded ina formation of the late post-glacial period ,

and so immensely older than the wide river gravels of the palaeolithic age,

presented a puzzle to geologists and archaeologists both. Recent visits by

the Rev. J. L. Rome (of Hull), the Rev. W. S. Symonds (of Pendock,

Tewkesbury), and Sir Charles Lyell, have led to the discovery that the clay

yielding the flint implements on the west of the pit is not tho Hessle clay

proper, though derived from it. The deposit is regarded as being the

washings of many centuries from old Kelsea Hill ; and thus the highest

geological authority gives a relative date to the clay, which makes it probably

not older, and possibly more recent, than the flint-bearing wide river sands

of York and Malton.

QUESTION AND ANSWER.

Question in Professional Practice.

Sib,—Who ought to take out the ' quantities ' in a building contract?

The undersigned maintains that, unloss building surveyors keep insurance

offices, and can, not merely in theory, but in practice, indemnify con

tractors from loss by ««r/er-measurement (and why not clients also from

oper-measurement ?), the architect of the building ought alwats to take

them out, with or without some surveyor or other advocate on contractor's

behalf.

Because, inter alia,

1. The architect best knows the work intended, and precise meaning of

the drawings and specification.

2. If he does not, the act of taking them out will perfect his knowledge

of it; and, till he has taken them out, he can never really know the defects

of, and perfect, his drawings and specification.

3. Because, having to prepare details during progress, and see the work

carried out, he can neither do one nor the other well and justly unless he

has the ' dimension book ' always to refer to. Having it, I conceive he

should always have the power to rectify great errors pro or con, if they

occur. William Yooto.

27, Keppel Street, May 10, 1869.
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'THE USEFULNESS OF THE INSTITUTE.'

^ O judge from what we see occurring around us,

one may well conclude that, to the bulk of

English architects and architectural students, a

period of commercial depression, such as that

we are undergoing, is not an altogether un

mitigated evil. Architects who do not belong

to professional societies, and architects who do,

are alike meditating on the prospects of the

profession, and on the status—a very unsatis

factory one—its members occupy in the busy

community around them. Take from our metropolitan architects their

country commissions, and what, as a rule, is the nature of their London

practice? Truly the very reverse of ' architectural,' in the strict sense of

the terra. Foreigners come to London, and, rambling through its busy

streets or secluded squares, will rarely find the peacil of the architect

manifest in the plan, the proportions, or the decoration of our town

dwellings, costly and highly rented though they undoubtedly are. Let the

visitor make the round of our London suburbs, and he will find little to

disabuse his mind of the inevitable impression that, in their house

building, the English do not employ architects at all. In this particular,

and surely important, class of edifices, it is a mockery to prate of the

' progress' of taste and civilisation. We are making no advance whatever.

1 Let observation with attentive view '
Survey the place from Bermondsey to Kew,

and surely no city in Europe so emphatically proclaims, as does London,

the derelict condition of its architects. There are old houses in Portman,

Cavendish, Grosvenor, and Hanover Squares, ay and old houses again

about Gray's Inn and Bloomabury, that, albeit they are in their ensemble

undeniably dowdy, give us as we pas* them a cheery smile, with here and

there a stone or a wooden doorway, on which some old boy of even the

Bceotian days of Queen Anne has employed 'the lamp of sacrifice,' and

made it chaste or quaint, as his humour led him—anyhow wholesome to

look at. Such a doorway says at once, ' Come in, and welcome ! ' Let us

enter, and we shall find old mantel-pieces, surbases, door-frontispieces, and

ceilings to show that, for even a London dwelling-house, there were architects

in those days ; and that these tilings were all of them ' purpose-made,' to

use one of the vile phrases of our own day, when there is no individuality

in Cockney house-building, and only two phases of house-art to enjoy in a

walk through London—to wit, brick house upon brick house, with

door and window-holes crowned with two-inch York coping ; or, ditto ditto,

'done up' with pilasters and ' archy-traves,' and crowned with a 'neat

ccrnish and ballystrade,' not indeed ' purpose-made,' but applied by the

speculating builders alike to the dwelling of tha peer and tho gin-shop of

the peasant.

Ay, ' the speculating builders.' The mention of these gentry brings us

round again to the object we had in commencing these observations.

We have in London the architect, the contractor, and the speculating

builder. Here and there a church or a bank, or a small corner shop, or an

insurance office, indicates the handiwork of the two former ; but the mighty

metropolis in the mass, what of it ? It is the work (anything but handy work)

of the speculating builder ; and the worst of it is that the London public,

seeing this gentleman's productions all around them for miles and miles—

ay, and miles again—look upon him as the author, designer, and first-cause

of all London ' architecture ;' and in the main they are right ! The evil

is owing largely to the short leasehold system ; but in some degree it can

surely be encountered and be ultimately removed.

The remedy will not be forthcoming in our day, but future architects

may see it. It lies in a searching, severe, and thorough reform of our

existing system of architectural education. We sneer at the speculating

builder, poor fellow ! but if we continue to look on an architect as a

person who has served three or five years' apprenticeship, as the case may

be, to learn ' the art, trade, and mystery ' of an architect and surveyor, the

public will look upon him in the same way, and will draw a very fiuo line

indeed between their estimate of the ' builder ' so called, and the

' architect ' so educated—or rather so uneducated.

Existing architects—even the oldest or the best of us—have little to bo

proud of, when we reflect on the many, rare, varied, and conflicting qualities

an architect ought to possess. Few, if any, but architects themsel ves are

conscious of their number and difficulty of acquisition. What a house-

architect should be, should know and be able to do, was described the other

night at the Society of Arts; and the paper we have reprinted left out

matters supplemented by speaker after speaker in the discussion that

ensued. The necessary qualities are indeed ' legion.' Mr. Smith's paper

was intended to give the external public some insight—perhaps its first

, insight-^into them. Dickens, in one of his popular tales—and some people

will read nothing elsS—describes a truculent architect sending his pupil

into his back yard, there to find a heap of bricks wherewith to try his hand

at building a house ; (!) and ere the close of the same wondrous ' architec

tural ' tale, excites the hysterie indignation of his readers at Mr. Pecksniffs

appropriating to himself as its architect the design (' supplied' all complete

in ,one clever drawing ?) of his quondam pupil ; nor does the writer, the

friend and companion of artists by the way, stand alone in his naivetL The

outside public know nothing of an architect's duties : witness even recently

the ludicrous escapade of our accomplished Chancellor of the Exchequer in

his anticipated saving of 2J pea cent, by his Whitehall Palace richauffl!

Now, if we cannot quite teach even cabinet ministers what are the duties

and the uses of an architect, we can at least, or we ought to, popularise a

solution of the question ' Who is an architect ? ' ; and even this will be an

immense improvement on tho present state of things. All professional

writers arc agreed as to what are the essentials of excellence in building, and

what the essentials (three-fold) of an architect's training ; but even archi

tects themselves are, strange to say, unable to declare to the external public

who is and who is not an architect. The public voice would doubtloss de

cide it thus—'Any one who calls himself an architect—on a brass-plate;'

and, sooth to say, we do not yet know how authoritatively to gainsay its

dictum.

The public, indeed, proceeds to settle with a high hand, not only who is

an architect, but how he shall practise his profession ; what he shall do for

his fees, and what fees he shall receive ; who shall compute his quantities,

who shall be responsible for them and to whom ; what the surveyors shall

receive ; and all the rest of it—utterly regardless of every principle of

etiquette, of custom, or of ordinary consideration for matters it is pro

foundly ignorant of.

While all this is going on, and every day's delay increases the anomaly,

the Eoyal Academy of Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture is holding its

' one hundred and first ' Exhibition, and, as if in mockery of architects, and

complaisant echo of the popular voico, has opened its new domicile with

one of the most paltry architectural displays we remember. Por above a

century has the Academy ' fostered ' tho art in this country ; and it would

not be amiss to inquire, of what earthly use to English architects is or ever

has been the Eoyal Academy ? It now appears, that after a full century of

its neglect, architects have been compelled, at the instance and initiative of

that commendable body the Architectural Association, to establish their own

Architectural Exhibition. It is hopeless to look to the Eoyal Academy.

There is another royally chartered institution to which in their extremity

the young architects naturally tum. Much to its credit, it established some

years ago the Voluntary Examinations ; though from an inherent defect in

its own constitution it was unable or unwilling to invest them with a con

ventional value, that would year after year impel the students to avail

themselves of their obvious advantages. The architectural student, who

had won his spurs, carried them home with him ; talked about them to his

friends, who forgot them ; but saw, year after year, new fellows and new

associates elected to annex F.R.LB.A., &c, to their names, not merely on

their works, but in even the London Directories, and the public applause

courted, and not unfrequently won, by the display of these imposing titles ;

and while this was so, and the Institute, really rich in its somebodies, yearly

gathered in its nobodies, the students very naturally meditated on the

commercial worthlessness of the Voluntary Examination pass ; and, being

merely human and commercial, as were tho Fellows and Associates who were

supplanting them, fell away, and virtually dropped the examination scheme,

excellent though it was. One thing was at least made very clear, viz.,

that theInstitute, by its application of the scheme, left the moot question,

' Who is an architect ? ' just where it had been and still is—in nubibus.

Years ago the Institute might have taken up the grave question of com

petitions ; but did not. It will some day find itself compelled to do it.

Let us leave it for the present. The graver question of architectural edu

cation—the settling of 'Who is an architect?' once dealt with, will be

found to embrace and to deal with that and nearly every other professional

question at issue.

There are, we trust, signs, as we said at the outset of these remarks, of a

general movement upward of the professional body. It assumes just now the

demand for a higher course of education, and it is well. The Architec

tural Alliance (again at the instance of tho Association) is about to petition

»,—memorialise would be a fitter term—the Institute to exert itself to pro

cure a system of compulsory examination. This is a step in the right—

the only right—direction.

The Institute, if willing, may be powerless to influence the Imperial Par

liament in the direction of a compulsory examination. We fully expect to

learn that this will be the issue of any attempt to promote such a step;

but with a very slight, and doubtless very practicable alteration of their

charter, the Institute may within its own body accomplish all its intending

petitioners hope for. It can set its own house in order, and so arrange

matters that, in place of being what it is and has been for years, a mero

London club of Architects, it may really become what it should be—a truly

National Corporation : consequently it was with great pleasure that we

heard of a resolution of the Institute itself having been passed at its
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annual meeting on the 2nd inst. to the effect that ' the Council be requested

to call a special meeting, to consider a motion that a Committee be ap

pointed to determine what course is necessary to increate the usefulness of

the Institute.'

' The Usefulness of the Institute' would doubtless be increased by the

adoption of many possible improvements. But what would really enhance

its efficiency would be this—to take measures at once for laying down a

compulsory rule for the examination of all future Associates and other

inferior members, and a higher one for all future Fellows.

This the Royal Institute of British Architects can very well afford to do.

It numbers among its members some of the most distinguished architects

of the country. These gentlemen have fortuitously, and for good fellow

ship and respectability's sake, joined its ranks. It can point to them as its

worthy Fellows and Associates, but—and this is its blight—it has never

made an architect. Outside architects become famous without the Insti

tute, and then for mere fellowship enter its ranks. In return for its royal

prestige the Institute undeniably does some good to the profession, but

there is one great evil it does undeniably perpetrate, and it is this—It opons

wide its doors to the good and the bad architect alike, and its membership

is little or no guarantee of the possession of a knowledge of the science or

the art of architecture. We say this in a professional journal, in friendly

counsel, and with a long-felt deep desire to see the Institute take its proper

position, and in doing so raise the whole standard of the profession.

The Institute can now well afford to bring in such a reform. On the

other hand, English architects who are not in its ranks can well afford to

let bygones be bygones, and rest satisfied with seeing all present Fellows

and Associates retain their rank without examination. Let those who

have now been admitted throw all ungenerous, selfish feeling aside, and

reflect on the immense number of ardent young men, not yet of their body,

and who, but for such a reform as this, never may be. There is certainly

a great and a reasonable clamour outside for a better state of things ; for

some means of enabling the public to separate the quack from the expert ;

even, in short, for a new Society of Architects. Let us all hope that it will

be inaugurated by what would appear to be the object indicated by the recent

motion of Professor Kerr and the Architect to the City of London, a radical

reform in the Institute itself.

OUR RAMBLER

AT THE ROYAL ALBXET

see the -works of the Royal Albert Hall from a point which

commands a general view of the whole, it is almost necessary to

climb the scaffolding of the Memorial in Hyde Park ; and months Rgo,

when the great Amphitheatre, now ready for its roof, was less advanced,

and from the Kensington Road presented only the appearance of a vast

mass of reddish brickwork, it was a surprise, on gaining that point of

observation, to behold once more, at one's very feet, the fine sweeping

lines and massive walls which a traveller in Italy has learned to

associate with the greatest civil works of the Romans—their amphi

theatres; lines to which we are quite unaccustomed in modern

practice, and walls such as now but seldom occur in secular buildings,

although often met with in modern engineering works.

The Albert Hall is, as has been hinted above, essentially a Roman

Amphitheatre in its form and main idea, but it is a modem adapta

tion of that idea, and for a purpose wide of the bloodthirsty rage

after savage excitement which seems to have drawn the crowds of

Old Rome into the Coliseum. There appears to be little room for

doubt that in Rome the spectacle in the arena was almost all-

absorbing, or at any rate so exciting as to concentrate upon itself the

main attention of the spectators. In our modern English displays,

and especially in the monster assemblies which our International

Exhibitions and our Choral Societies have taught us to draw together,

there is no doubt a very strong tendency to take almost more pleasure

in watching the crowd and mixing with it than in examining the

exhibition or display which draws that crowd together ; or if this

be going too far, it is at any rate certain that the crowd intensifies—

where it does not create—the interest taken in the spectacle. The

person who could sit solitary in an empty theatre and see a play acted

before himself alone with pleasure, or even with patience, must be

something more, or less, than human ; and the denser the crowd, the

greater the impression made upon each member of it by all the others.

This wonderful attraction, this animal magnetism lurking in a

multitude, is the true secret of the charni which draws Londoners to

the Crystal Palace. London has hardly any spectacle to offer of

equal interest to that presented by the great Handel Orchestra at

Sydenham, full to the ceiling with tier upon tier of animated fellow-

creatureB ; though this is surpassed in some respects by the richer and

more condensed, though smaller, display to be seen in the Opera

House on an attractive night, when all the rank, fashion, and beauty

of London at the height of the season can be taken in at a glance, or

scanned in detail.

To double the Handel Orchestra and attract into it an audience as

distingue as that of the Opera itself, is (stated broadly) the ambitious

and brilliant proposal of the Corporation now erecting on the South

Kensington estate the Royal Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences. That

building will start with the advantage of having a numerous and a very

fashionable body of seat-holders for its owners; and should the two

thousand persons^ many of them of high distinction, who are to pay for

its erection, be disposed to show themselves in it when it is open, there

can be little doubt that the remaining six thousand for whom there is

room will flock there to look at them, and, as far as seeing goes, will

be well repaid by the sight. It may be open to doubt whether the

means which will have to be taken in order repeatedly to draw such

audiences together may not be such as to contrast somewhat strongly

with the kind of monumental or memorial character implied by the

name of the building and by its local relationship to the Albert Me

morial, but this is not the place for such an inquiry. The present

paper only proposes to tell something of what has been seen by the

writer during several rambles over the works.

The building which we propose to describe lies between the Horti

cultural Gardens and the main Kensington Road, and was contemplated

some time ago. It will, indeed, be in the recollection of some of our

readers that at the time of the great limited competition for the Albert

Memorial, separate designs for a Hall to be at least partly connected

with the monument were asked for, and were submitted by some of

the architects. What is now being carried out is an oval building, of

which the longest axis lies north and south. Its general design is due

to that clever military engineer and architect the late Captain Fowke,

and the actual execution to Lieutenant-Colonel Scott. It will be a

covered amphitheatre of great size, and it is proposed to hold in it public

congresses, performances of music, exhibitions, conversaziones, distri

butions of prizes, and other similar monster meetings.

The site having been granted by the Commissioners of the Exhibi

tion of 1861 on terms equivalent to a free gift, the expense of erecting

the building remained to be met. This expense was estimated at

200,0001. (an average of 267. per sitting), and it was determined to

raise the money by selling two thousand of the seats at one hundred

pounds each. Of these by far the larger portion, though not the

whole number, has actually been taken, and a contract is entered into

with Messrs. Lucas under which the Corporation building the hall are,

we understand, secure from the risk of being called upon to make up

the deficiency from any other source, if the full two thousand be

never sold. Such contracts are often necessary, in order to facilitate

the action of large bodies of men whom it is impossible to render in

dividually responsible ; but of course, as they partake of the nature of

an insurance as well as a contract to build, they raise the cost of any

structure by a very perceptible percentage.

This important building resembles closely, as we said before,

in shape and arrangement an ancient Roman amphitheatre, and it

even approaches to the dimensions of some well-known examples.

It differs, however, very materially, as we shall see, in construction

and in distribution of seats from those simple, convenient, and almost

indestructible structures. The shape adopted is quasi-elliptical, and

the seats will partly slope up from the centre towards the walls, and

partly rise in tiers, gallery above gallery. The central floor space is

not to be the invariable centre of attraction (as it was with the

Romans), and will therefore often be occupied by seats for the

audience. The continuity of the tiers of spectators above it, which,

in an old Roman amphitheatre, was unbroken, is, on the other hand,

interrupted by a large orchestra and an organ, intended to be the

most complete in the world.

The interior then will present in the centre an oval floor space,

known as the arena, and holding, when used by an audience, 800

persons. Round this comes a zone of seats rising rapidly, seat

above seat, and containing probably the best seats available. This is

termed the amphitheatre. Behind and above these comes a belt

of boxes in two tiers. Above these is a second wide belt of sloping

seats, known as the balcony. This reaches the main wall of the

building. Above this point that main wall, pierced by an open

arcade of lofty and wide dimensions, will be seen, and this arcade with

the kind of loggia behind will form one of the main features of

the interior. This loggia forms -a picture gallery 20 ft. in width,

encircling the building and lighted from above ; and on any occasion

when additional sittings are required, they will be obtainable here

to the extent of 2,000. This brings the total to over 8,000, thus made

up:—

Arena 800

Amphitheatre 1,900

Boxes (two tiers) .... 820

Balcony 2,700

Gallery 2,000

8,220

These zones of seats do not—except the top gallery—sweep un

interruptedly round the structure, nor do they rise in an unbroken

slope. At one end of the oval are placed the large orchestra and

organ, and in the interruption caused by this featuro will occur one

of the great variations between this modern amphitheatre and any of

its classical prototypes. The belts of boxes will form a second con

trast, and the interruption which they will cause to the sweeping

slope from the arena to the outer boundary—which existed in the

Roman amphitheatre, and has been preserved in the Sydenham

orchestra—will probably combine with the feature already named to

modernise largely the whole aspect of the interior.

What appearance the covering of an ancient amphitheatre may

have presented is open to doubt, but there can be no hesitation in

saying that, with our command of wrought and cast iron and glass,

we have the means in our hands of roofing in such a structure as has

npo
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been described more completely and effectively than the ancients.

The Leeds Exchange, a remarkably clever work of Mr. Cuthbert

Broderick, has an area similar in shape to the one under discussion,

which has been roofed over without any central lantern on the

principle of trussed purlins, running in a direction more or less parallel

to the longer diameter of the oval. The roof of the Albert Hall will

not be of this nature, but will rather resemble in construction that of

the ' Halle aux Bles,' and will, in fact, present a series of radiating

trussed ribs, uniting in a central ring and rising from the walls ; the

homely and familiar example of a very flat umbrella being the best

comparison we can think of, as not inapt to give an idea of the general

form and curve of the covering. The ceiling is of a flatter curve

than the outer roof, and will, we believe, be very largely formed of

glass, and the roof covering will be also to a great extent semi-trans

parent glass: To prevent inconvenience from the direct rays

of the sun, a velarium made in distinct gores, corresponding to

the spaces between the ribs of the roof, will be used; and we

understand that it has been arranged to furl or unfurl each

gore separately. By this judicious contrivance the individual

sections of the velarium will be of a size not too large to be

managed with ease, and so much of it only need be used at any

one time as is absolutely required. The open eye in the centre, pro

tected from the direct entrance of rain, will no doubt act as a venti

lator, and the space between the inner transparent glass ceiling and

the outer roof-covering will afford an opportunity for the same sort

- of effective lighting up at night as has been practised at the Theatre

Lyrique in Paris.

All that we have as yet described lies within or rests upon the

main wall of the building, which encloses the auditorium and carries

the roof. A second wall less high, but of great strength, runs outside

of and parallel to this, and the space of twenty feet is left between

the two. This space holds the staircases, crush rooms, and re

freshment rooms, and the picture gallery already named. On

the lowest storeys, where the boxes and amphitheatre approach one

another, box-corridors have been readily obtained behind and under

them, and within the main wall. Altogether it is calculated that

space enough to accommodate the whole auditory is afforded by the

rooms and corridors. The staircases are carried on iron girders and

carriages, and are of stone. They are numerous, well placed, and

wide, those giving access to the highest gallery being the least roomy,

and they are to be supplemented by lifts for the use of the lame and

infirm, or others.

The walls are entirely of brick, with dressings of terra cotta. The

general system of floor construction employed is that combination of

iron girders and concrete known as Fox and Barrett's. This is well

understood in this country, and probably as well suited to our

materials as Kayfamiliar method. It was, we believe, the extra cost

entailed by the employment of any novel plan which prevented the

attempt being made to introduce some lighter and yet simple fire

proof floor. This is to be regretted, for when iron and terra cotta

have been used with so much intelligence separately, it would have

been of great advantage could we have been presented with a good

example of their use combined.

Thus far we have dealt with the general shape and internal aspect

and arrangements of the building. The exterior will present a

lofty wall of red brick, relieved by terra cotta dressings of a rich

cream colour freely introduced. This wall rises to a height of about

80 feet from the external ground-level, and within this, rising above

it, and^some 20 feet back from it, will be seen the real mam wall,

which, including its parapet, reaches a height of somewhere about

100 feet; from this wall will spring the roof. The two walls we

have referred to are, in fact, the main features of the brickwork, and

they run round quite uninterruptedly. From the outer wall, on the

ground-level, three porches are thrown out, one at each side, and one

at the northern end. The southern end, joining on to the con

servatory of the Horticultural Gardens, will be entered thence. These

porches are almost entirely formed of the terra cotta used for the

dressings, and the entire base of the external wall is faced with a

moulded and panelled mass of the same, reaching to a height of

about 13 feet, so as to form a highly-enriched plinth for the upper

part to stand on. Above this base the outer wall is divided into

three storeys, and the crowning features of the upper storey will be

the frieze of Mosaic work to which the Rambler called attention in

an earlier number.* There can be no doubt that the external features

of the building will excite much notice as they come to be seen. The

treatment of the terra cotta will probably not only draw attention to

the suitability of this material to take a large Bhare in the exterior

treatment of London work, but will show excellently well the views of

those who hold that terra cotta should be burned as it comes from the

mould and used in small blocks. The blocks in use here do not measure

more than 10 inches in any direction, and average 4 courses high

(varying from 3 to 6 courses) ; they are bonded either 9J or 4^ inches

into the brickwork, and are used as they come from the kiln, having

been burned as they were moulded. The design of individual orna

ments and features is no doubt open to criticism ; but we consider

that this terra cotta work, when seen in large masses, will furnish the

strongest of all arguments in favour of the plastic rather than the

sculptural treatment of the material.

In the actual carrying out of the work much practical care has been

shown. The brickwork is carried up in a material virtually incom

pressible—a mortar made of one part of lime and one of cement

with six of sand ; and if some extra expense has been incurred here, it

has been compensated for by an entire freedom from settlements, and

the possibility of stepping the foundations so as to suit the varying

nature of the bottom, which, over so large an area, was found by no

means uniform. The dryness of the whole has been ensured by

running a drain round the building seven feet below its floor level.

This drain has intercepted and carries off a large amount of water,

and its work is doubly important because the arena is sunk 15 feet

below the finished level of theexternal ground. The piersof the main—

and of some of the minor walls—are pierced by flues for ventilating pur

poses. These will serve as channels for fresh air; which is to be forced in

by fans driven by steam power. The main wall is three feet thick above

the ground-floor level, and rises, without diminution of thickness, to

the height of 102 feet from the arena floor to the wall plate. This plate

is a tremendous structure in itself, covering the whole top of the wall,

and so bolted together as to form a continuous tie of the most solid cha

racter. To it are bolted chairs, in which sit the feet of the principals or

ribs ; and not the least curious part of the aspect of the works at the

present moment is presented by the incomplete ribs, rising at various

points, and stretching themselves out in the air as though trying to

reach the central framework on which they are all to be united.

We have spoken of the present aspect of the work—and to some

extent that aspect is less interesting than what was presented a month

or two back. Then the centre of the area was occupied by a tall and

solid scaffold, from which four arms of scaffolding, so to speak, radiated

north, south, east, and west. The motive power for the hoisting

and pumping was a steam engine at this centre, a hoist was

placed in each of the four arms, and the materials thus raised were

readily carried to the work. This arrangement seems now almost

choked up by a most prodigious framework of timber scaffolding, the

central part being of squared timber and the remainder of poles. The

object of this scaflold is to carry the platform used in fixing the trusses

of the roof ; and as the space below is not unencumbered, and the*

distance from centre to circumference is a variable quantity, it is pro

bable that in thus forming a platform of great strength and large

size the contractors have acted wisely ; but the contrivance has a

clumsy look as compared with the beautiful travelling scaffold which

we referred to in our Ramble at the St Pancras Terminus.*

Some idea of the main lines of the different galleries may, however,

even now be obtained, for they are in a forward state ; and a slight

notion is got of the vast size of the interior when catching a remote

glimpse of a piece of wood, rudely cut to represent a human figure,

and painted white. We learn that this speck is the full-size outline

of a vocalist placed where she would stand in the building. Not

withstanding the vast extent of space, there is every ground for

hoping that the building will prove well adapted for sound. The use

of resonant materials, and the proper distribution of the structure, have

been understood by those who have the work in charge, and have been

very carefully attended to ; while the glass ceiling seems to us to

offer a safeguard against any danger of echo from above.

The actual, if not apparent, size of the structure may be understood

from the leading ' dimensions. The greatest diameter of the space

enclosed by the main wall is 210 feet 4 inches ; the shortest diameter

is 185 feet 4 inches. The extreme length of the building, exclusive of

porches, is 272 feet, and its breadth 238 feet. The height, from the

level of the arena to the wall-plate, is 102 feet, and to the base of

the lantern 157 feet. The heights from the finished ground level to

same points will be respectively 90 feet and 142 feet 3 inches. The

depth of iron ribs of roof at the eentre will be 17 feet 9 inches.

The plan of the structure is not a true ellipse, but an approximation

formed by uniting four arcs of circles, and does not differ, we believe,

by so much as 9 inches from a true ellipse at any point. The longer

axis, or centre line, runs north and south ; and, prolonged northward,

would cut the centre of the Albert Memorial ; while, if prolonged

southward, it coincides with the central line of the Horticultural

Gardens. There will be a foot approach from the gardens, and the

two lateral porches will be used as carriage porches ; but it is ex

tremely probable that the north porch—next the Park—will be used

as a foot entrance only. The road in front of the building—between

it and the Albert Memorial—will probably be straightened, and made

parallel with the main lines of the two buildings ; and provision has

been made, in putting in the foundations of the north porch, for a

tunnel under the roadway—an improvement which the experience of

the tunnel between the Crystal Palace and the High Level Station

ought to encourage the directors to undertake.

It only remains to add, that we reserve for an early number a more

detailed account of the iron roofing. The main structure is being

carried out by Messrs. Lucas. The terra cotta is supplied by Messrs.

Gibbs and Canning, of Tamworth, and the facing bricks are Cawte's

Fareham bricks. The whole work is under the superintendence of

Lieutenant-Colonel Scott, R.E., as ' Director of Wonts.'

The New Congregational Chapel, Toxteth Park, Liverpool.—In

a limited competition of fifteen, the plans of Mr. Oliver, of Newcastle, and

Mr. Henry H. Vales, F.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool, were selected and submitted

to the general committee, when four voted for Mr. Vales and four for Mr.

Oliver, the chairman giving the casting vote for Mr. Oliver.

* Auchitkct, No. i, ' Onr Bambler at South Kensington.- • Abchitect, No. 6.
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RESTORATION OR CLEANING.

THE COUXTESS OF RICHMOND'S TUMB.

CONTROVERSY has sprung up, at the close of the Whitsuntide

holidays, on a subject of unusual interest for our readers. The

gilded bronze effigy on the tomb of Margaret, Countess of Richmond,

mother of King Henry the Seventh, has been cleaned from the black

incrustation which has hitherto veiled the delicacy of the work from the

eyes of the present generation. It was, no doubt, anticipated by the

founders of the superb monuments of the Tudor times, that the protection

of the bronze in which they wrought by a coat of gold would enable it to

defy the tooth of Timo. Had the gilding been sufficiently tiiick, or at all

events sufficiently homogeneous and impermeable, we must still hold that

such would have been the case. As it is, however, sulphur, in some subtle

form, has penetrated the sheath of gold, and has attacked the copper of the

subjacent alloy. It would seem that an action similar to that termed

endosmosc has token place, for a salt of copper has exuded from the

surface of the work, and has spread over and concealed the gold. The

removal of this disfigurement (as to which the merit of perfect success is

claimed for the First Commissioner of Works and Public Buildings and his

subordinates) is said to have restored this fine tomb to its original beauty.

An extension of the process to the other bronze monuments in the Abbey

is proposed. It is resisted, on the other hand, by the citation of the usual

arguments against restoration, and by the statement that tho present dingy

state of the bronze work so thoroughly harmonises with the subdued tone

to which neglect and unremoved dust have reduced the former splendour

of the Abbey, that a bright golden hue would be incongruous and dis

pleasing.

In almost all questions on which it is possible for educated men to hold

diametrically opposite opinions, such possibility arises from the fact that

different principles are involved. It is so in the present case. Two distinct

orders of consideration go to the decision of the propriety of restoration.

Monuments may be regarded as works of art, or as historic memorials.

The artist and the archaeologist will thus look at them from different points

of view.

The former will first desire to be able to see the work of his predecessor

in as fair and well-tended a condition ns when it received his final touch.

This feeling may be divided between the wish to see a work of art as

perfect as it could possibly be rendered and the desire to trace the very

touch of the creative artist. But, in either case, it will bo essential to the

satisfaction of the admirer that all excrescence should be removed, and that

the work of decay should bo arrested. It may be matter of doubt whether

it is preferable to attempt to restore, in the case of any perceptible injury

suffered by the object. To see a hand without fingers, or a face without

a nose, always causes positive pain to a sculptor ; but men of taste may bo,

and are, divided on the question whether it iB better to replace such losses

or not. As matter of artistic education, it is certainly better to have the

undoubted work of a master, even if unfortunately imperfeit, than to possess

the rosnlt of such a restoration as may have rendered the subject more

agreeable to the eye. Thus tho Venus of Milo has more value to the

student of sculpture than tho Venus de' Medici, although the latter will

always command the far larger number of admirers.

From the artist's point of view, then, the only question as to the propriety

of cleansing tho Westminster bronzes will be, how far it can be done with

out destroying any of the delicacy of the original work.

The archaeologist looks at tho matter from the very opposite point. To

him tho corrosion is as real as the sculpture ; the work of the tooth of

Time is as precious, as an historic record, as is that of the chisel of Phidias

himself. With all collectors this sentiment is strong. The green result

of metallic decomposition is lovely in the eye of the connoisseur. At first

it was prized only as an evidence of authenticity. By degrees it assumed

an adventitious value, and at length the enthusiastic admirer of the antique

hugs the very scythe of Time.

Tho archaeologist, then, will naturally and consistently urge that the

tombs should be left alone.

One consideration may, however, be added, which, other things apart,

seems to turn the seale in favour of the artistic view of the case ; although

without £oing so far as to be in favour of restoration, properly so called.

The loving and purposed neglect of the archaeologist tends to the destruc

tion of the object of his admiration. The wiser care of the artist tends to

its preservation. To carry, as far as possible, the assent of our readers to

this proposition, wo will confino it specifically to bronzes. In the case of

gilded bronzes, we do not see what objection can be urged to the process of

cleansing, if it can be perfectly effected. We have an instructive illustra

tion of the case in the present state of tho antique bronzes in the Museum

of Naples. There wo can see, side by side, statues of equal antiquity, the

one part, green, mouldy, with the surface entirely gone, being replaced by a

series of pits, the sharpness] of the original work lost—and, what is worst

of all, the whole bronze incapable of being cleaned, or in any way

preserved ; crumbling before onr very eyes, with a certain and not very

tardy decay. We see others bright, clean, and polished, sharp in

every outline of contour, or eyelid, or subtle and delicate wrinkle,

durable as well as beautiful, and capable, with due care, of a preservation

to which we can affix no term.

The oxidised bronzes have been taken from tho Tufa of Pompeii. The

slow chemical action that has taken place for nearly two thousand years

has wrought a disintegration, lamentable in itself, and yet more lamentable

in its results with regard to the future.

Tho non-oxidised bronzes found at Herculaneum have been wrapped round

in an impervious coat of molten lava. From this they came forth as from tho

sand of the founder, in the exact state in which they were maintained as

ornaments for worship or for use when Vesuvius woke from an immemorial

As such they may endure as long as man cares for Borne and

The London atmosphere during four hundred years has not had the same

destructive effect as the Pompeian Tufa, and the tombs in the Abbey havo

been partially protected by their gilding. The actual incrustation is only

a stage iu the progress of slow decay. To arrest this decay would be

the wish of every one. That this can only be dono by a process that shall

leave the monuments in the same state as that in which they were when

first completed, should hardly be considered objectionable by an unprejudiced

judge. But the work will be incomplete unless, by electro-metallurgic or

chemical means, the golden sheath be so far completed and perfected as to

prevent a renewal of the corrosive atmospheric action, which will otherwise

recommence with increased activity.

That the imaginative charm of ' the holiest of our holy places * would bo

broken by the restoration of the pale golden lustre with which tho features

of the Virgin Queen, and her more lovely and unfortunate cousin, gleam

from their lofty monuments, we do not believe. Let the most conservative
archaeologist be reassured. He may count, for his lifetime at least, on the

unbroken prescription of ecclesiastical neglect. Let us varnish the tombs

ha the Abbey to the lustre that adorns some of the finest Italian ehurches,

and we may yet safely count on the care of the dean and chapter to allow,

within a year or two, so thick a pall of duet to gather over them as shall

satisfy the yearnings of the most passionate admirer of a subdued tome.

When we see how our finest marble sculptures are obscured by the evidence

of long neglect, we need not be apprehensive as to the overpowering splen

dour of our cleansed and purified bronze.

THE ARCHITECTURAL. EXHIBITION.

(second KoncB.)

WE must protest against Mr. J. W. Fowler not mentioning Mr. Street's

name as the architect of the tower and spire in his drawing (62) of St.

Mary's Church, Lichfield, as, wo are sure unintentionally, an unwarrantable

appropriation of another man's brains. Mr. Street's tower and spire is

strong and good, although the composition of the fiat pediments over

the belfry windows does not seem quite happy, and the cornice and

parapet are weak ; but this may be the fault of the drawing. We cannot

like the way in which Mr. Fowler lias carried his clerestory windows

through the chancel, and the general sameness of the tracer)' shows poverty

of design and want of study ; the east window is in bad perspective,

but the drawing is carefully tinted. In his view of Binbrook Church (60),

we give Mr. Fowler all credit for his tower and spire and boundary wall,

which are clever. The general design is more simple, but open to the

same objection as 62, as regards the clerestory windows ; and Mr. Fowler,

or his artist, might bear in mind that shadows are not eo blue as he has

depicted them.

No. 65 is a sketch for new premises proposed to be erected in Oxford

Street, by Mr. Robert W. Edis, the zealous Hon. Secretary of the Exhi

bition. This design suffers considerably from the drawing, which seriously

detracts from the merits, and adds to the demerits : making allowance,

therefore, for this, we must give great credit to the treatment of the

second and third floors, and the way in which the continuous arcade

of the second floor is gathered together in couplets under the bold

dormer roofs of the third floor ; the design deserves more than ordinary

attention as being an illustration of terra-cotta decoration. We wish

Mr. Edis had carried the leaded glass which is shown in the upper

windows throughout the building. We suppose, as usual, Mr. Edis has

been the victim of the client, and been obliged to sacrifice solid masonry,

which is so manifestly wanted in the base of the building.

Wo are sorry to see Mr. 1'Ansou's name attached to the drawing, 66—

Views of House at Shoreham ; for, independently of the perspective being

very unhappy, tho drawing is weak, and the architecture common-place—

not in any way worthy of Mr. I'Anson's name and reputation.

In his Schools at Bromyard, Herefordshire (69), Mr. Kempson fails as

much as he excels in his design of Asylum at Hereford (42).

Mr. J. W. Fowler, in his drawing (70) of Morton Hall, Notts, presents

us with a careful, effective sketch with much praiseworthy design, damaged

by the perfectly unnecessary addition of the ornament to the top of th.-

parapets and the undeveloped character of the turret ; the chimneys are

effective, and very good bits of plain brickwork. The colourist deserves the

greatest credit for his broad treatment of the whole drawing, though his

shadows arc careless.—-(71.) A careful pen-and-ink sketch of All Saints'

Church at Moultou, Leicestershire, as restored by Mr. W. Smith. This

appears to be a very conscientious restoration, and does Mr. Smith credit as

an antiquarian.

We must protest against the design of Sacrarium, St. Saviour's Church,

Croydon (72), by Messrs. Mullins and Lee. It is simply drawing-room

sculpture, with pretty inanities of figures and plenty of alabaster surround

ings, but nothing tending to improve the architect's or the sculptor's

reputation, and we must protest once for all against alabaster forming a

basement for common brickwork. Mr. G. R. ClaTke exhibits St. Luke's

Church at Maidenhead in No. 73. It is a very plain building.

We are glad to see Mr. Ewan Christian's name again in tho catalogue.

His Houso at Combe End (74) is a plain, unpretending design, with

many good parts ; tho chimneys are bold and good, and the grouping of the

offices picturesque. His Church at Folkestone (75) would have been a

very successful drawing, had it. not been coloured in such a metallic manner ;

the west end, as shown in the photograph attached, is simple and good, as

also a're the transepts and east end ; but we do not like tho way in which

the aisles are proposed to be roofed—the numerous gablets would take away

from the breadth of the building, and utterly hide the simple and unpre

tentious clerestory ; the triviality of the insertion of coloured stone or brick

in the relieving arches, and the weakness of the doorways, are tho chief

faidts in this design. The belfry windows are powerfully designed, and

Mr. Christian's example of attaching an explanatory plan to his drawing is

much to be commended.

Manchester will soon cap Oxford in towers and spires ; but, however

effectivo they may be in the bird's-eye view of the city, we cannot sec the

use of tho big, square, and somewhat ugly campanile tower in Mr. Thomas

Worthington's drawing of Police Courts, &c. (77), which seems to crush the

rest of the building ; the detail throughout is poor and weak, and the arch

way at the end not in character with the other work.
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No. 78 is a good pen-and-ink drawing of a new church at Hertford, by

Sir. John Johnson ; the belfry stage of the tower and the spire are exceedingly

well managed and carefully designed, as also is the porch, saving the very

ugly canopy cutting up through the apex of the gable; this we hope Mr.

Johnson will reconsider. 79 is another careful and well-tinted drawing of

Langton Hall, by Mr. J. W. Fowler.

We are glad to see Mr. Ernest Turner, in his Shop Front, Bond Street

(82), attempting to leave the beaten track of girders and bracketed cornices,

and honestly arching over his window and door openings ; the windows

on first-floor seem too small for their work, and cannot Mr. Turner per

suade his client to complete the whole front, and thus avoid the incongruity

of the old and new work ? 83 is a very beautifully executed outline draw

ing of the very beautiful interior of the Church of St. Mary Overy, by

Mr. W. Howes ; careful and good in perspective and drawing.

Mr. W. Emerson, in his drawings for New Club at Bombay (87) and

Entrance to Now Markets at the same place (88), shows some very bold and

vigorous work, very early in its character and well- studied throughout ; the

cutting in two of the heavy vaulting ribs is novel, but hardly satisfactory,

and the whole detail is coarse, but evidently designed to suit the capability of

the Bombay workmen, and the drawings are carefully drawn and tinted : we

should hardly hiive supposed that the same architect could have designed

the proposed New Bank at Bombay (86), for it is as bad as the others are

good.

Messrs. Hadfield and Son contribute a heavy pen-and-ink sketch of New

Church and Presbytery proposed to be erected at Bradford (90) ; the church

has many good parts, though we think the west entrance squat aad poor,

and we object to the continuous line of roofing over nave and aisles; the

.secular buildings are not remarkable.

No. 91 is an anastatic sketch of a new Church at Avon-Dassett, in Mr.

Buckeridge's usual style ; his Design for the Chapel of the Anglican Cou-

vent (163) at Oxford is very good, and one of the best we have seen of

.Mr. Buckeridge's works.

We almost think we ought to congratulate Mossrs. Biackmoor and Withers

that their designs for Baptist Chapel (92 and 95) and for St. Mark's Church

(101 and 102) at Sheffield were unsuccessful.

Mr. Chancellor sends three admirable sketches for Staircases to Country

Houses (93), earefully studied and worked out in different coloured

woods, the effect of which would be good and pleasing ; we cannot speak too

well of the drawing, and wish we could have seen more such details on the

walls of the Exhibition. In 96, 98, 99, 100, and 103, we have three unsuc

cessful designs for a New Church at Slough. 96 and 103, by Mr. W. Fowler,

are very effective pen-and-ink drawings, to which the referee awarded the

first place ; which the committee, however, reversed—to their shame. The

east end is well treated, and the triple lancet windows would come out well

in perspective ; the angle pinnacles of the tower are poor in the extreme.

There is much to praise in this design, and little to complain of, ex

cept perhaps the too minster-like character of the eastern buttresses.

Mr. Conybeare's design (98) is more pretentious than good ; the de

sign 99 and 100, by Messrs. Seddon and Spiers, has many good qualities

in the interior ; we arc, however, at a loss to conceive how Mr. Seddon could

possibly have combined with a gentleman whose architectural proclivities

*re notoriously at vuriance with his own. The tower and spire out-Seddons

even Mr. Seddon ; the north and south porches would be useful, and form

good features in the western view : we do not like the treatment of the

clerestory, which is almost a reproduction of Mr. Seddon's church at Chig-

well, and the composition of the nave roof with the central arches is un

happy. 104 shows another drawing by Mr. Fowler for a church at Lincoln,

simpler in treatment, and decidedly better than his other designs.

We would desire to accord all praise to Mr. Thomas Goodman for his

careful pencil-drawing (108) of the Porch, South Benfleet Church, Essex,

in which the construction is well shown. We recommend the study of this

drawing to all architectural students. Messrs. Innocent and Brown con

tribute their successful design (110) for new Baptist Chapel at Sheffield,

which, if anything, seems more pretentious than those we have named,

although there are parts to be praised. Mr. Chancellor, in his drawing

(111), shows two cleverly-tinted elevations of proposed alterations to Stoke

College. Suffolk, carefully treated in red brick, and great improvements on

the old facades shown in the same drawing : the tower is \inworthy of the

test of the work, nor do wo like the sham dormers or conservatory.

Mr. Waterhouse sends a perspective view of the Manchester New Town

Hall (117). This building has been before criticised ; the drawing to whicli

the hanging committee have given the place of honour at the head of the

room is a flue example of effective tinting, and shows well the main masses

of the building. There are portions of it which, when examined in detail,

seem open to revision, and we hope Mr. Waterhouse will make one or two

alterations in carrying out the work, especially the dormers, the squat

entrance doorway, the statues stuck against the wall, the weak turrets

of the central gable, and the end masses. If the present drawing is

thoroughly accurate in detail, we trust also he will improve the treatment

of the imposts of the second-flooT windows, which otherwise are the best

feature in the design. His other drawing (127) of New Mansion at Easeney

Park is less successful in drawing and in colouring, and the general group

ing less effective than Mr. Waterhonse's massing of his work usually is.

The two pale and apparently working drawings of the proposed new

Church of St. Peter, at Clerkenwcll (139), by Mr. E. L. Blackburne, would

have been very good, except that here and there Mr. Blackburne has

descended to weak tricks for effect.

Last, but not least, among the Gothic drawings we must notice Mr. John O.

Scott's wonderfully got-up interiors of his competition design for the Great

Hall (167) and Couucil Chamber (168) of the proposed Manchester Town

Hall. Splendid in drawing, and vivid and attractive in colouring,we fear they

rather tend to mislead the general public, who are so disposed to look upon

the glory of the drawing, rather than the purely architectural merits of

what the drawing is really, or rather should be, a symbol of. There are

many points that we cannot like about the designs, but they were

fully discussed and criticised at the time of the exhibition at Man

chester, and we therefore now prefer to leave them with a word of praise

for the way in which the drawings linvo boen got up. With theso two

drawings we have finished the Gothic portion of the Exhibition as expressed

by drawings. The other side, together with the photographs, we leave for a

further notice.

THE OASTLER MONUMENT AT BRADFORD.

THE monument raised by public subscription to the memory of the late

Mr. Richard Oastler, designated in his lifetime ' The Factory King,'

was inaugurated at Bradford a few days since, by the Earl of Shaftesbury.

The memorial was the result of a subscription throughout the manufacturing

districts, chiefly of the West Riding of Yorkshire; and the circumstance

that Bradford had been the centre of the Ten Hours' Bill movement, and

that a larger amount of subscriptions had been raised there than anywhere

else towards the erection of the monument, induced the subscribers to settle

upon that town as the site. Designs were invited, and that of Mr. J. Birnie

Philip, of London, was selected, the cost of the statue to be 1,000/. The

casting was entrusted to MeBsrs. H. Prince & Co., Sonthwark, London.

The statue represents Mr. Oastler in the act of making an appeal on behalf

of the factory children, two of whom are grouped at his side. The weight

of the body is sustained by the left foot, which is firmly planted on the

ground, while the right leg is thrown backward and rests on the toes of the

foot. The right arm crosses in front of the body, the hand extended

towards the children, while the left arm partly encircles them. The boy is

looking down in modest attitude, while the girl clings to her youthful com

panion, but looks up to him who is their protector and advocate. The

group is of bronze, and is placed on a pedestal of polished red and grey

granite. The enrichment of the cornice is incised and gilt, as also the in

scription, which runs as follows :—' Oastleb, born at Leeds, December 20,

1789 ; died at Harrogate, August 22, 1861.' The figure of Mr. Oastler is

dressed in an ordinary frock coat, with trousers and gaiters covering the boots.

The likeness is considered good. The factory children are attired—the boy in

corduroys and smock, the girl in a striped dress, with pinafore in front, and

both wear Yorkshire clogs. The total weight ofthe bronze is upwards of three

tons. The pedestal came from the works of Messrs. D. H. & J. Newall, Dal

beattie. There are two steps of grey granite. The outside dimensions of the

first step are twelve feet on each side, and its height is one foot. It is composed

of six pieces. The second step is seven foot eight inches square, and fifteen

inches high, and is composed of four pieces. Next comes a third block of

grey granite, one foot eleven inches thick, and five feet seven inches square.

A moulded plinth, twenty inches thick and five feet two inches square,

follows. The die, or pedestal proper, is four feet high, and four feet six

inches square. The next course consists of one foot five inches of red

granite, five feet four inches square, which forms the cornice. This is sur

mounted by a course of grey granite, eleven inches thick, and four feet

eight inches square. On this is placed the bronze group, the base of which

is four feet square. The height of the principal figure is ten feet six inches,

of the boy six feet six inches, and of the girl five feet six inches. The

total height of the monument from the ground is twenty-two feet seven

inches, and the weight about thirty tons. The work of erection has been

carried out by Messrs. J. & W. Beanland, builders, of Bradford. The

total cost of the monument is about 1,600V. The site selected is an open

piece of ground near the Midland Railway Station, in a central part of

the town.

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL HOME FOR NURSING.

THE project of erecting proper buildings for the accommodation of nurses,

in connection with the Middlesex Hospital, having been carried into

effect, the ceremony of opening them took place on the 16th instant, by Her

Royal Highness the Princess Mary Adelaide of Teck. Service having been

performed, the distinguished visitors were shown over the new building ;

the Regent, Clayton, Cambridge, Founder, and Percy wards being subse

quently visited. Mr. Wyatt, the architect of the new building, was after

wards introduced to the Princess. The Home.for Nursing is five storeys

high, and constructed so as to afford accommodation for upwards of fifty

nurses. A separate apartment, comfortably furnished, is allotted to each, and

in addition four isolated rooms are set apart as hospital wards for nurses

suffering from serious illness. A handsome refectory, 60 feet in length,

forms an interesting feature in the building, with its kitchen, scullery, &c,

attached. On each floor of the Home, above the basement, a bath room,

with every convenience, is provided.

THE AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION.

THE Sub-Committee met on Monday, tho 10th inst., at the house of the

Society of Arts, to consider the question of applications for space from

intending exhibitors. As these have now become very numerous, and the

principal British trades and industries are likely to be well represented by

important houses, the Committee have felt warranted in applying for an

extension of space, which has been granted by the Central Committee at

the Hague. Tho municipal authorities of Amsterdam have also placed at

the disposal of the Exhibition Committee a square in front of the Palace,

where booths or stalls will be erected for those desirous of effecting sales,

which cannot be carried on in tho building. This affords an opportunity

of exhibiting and obtaining orders for many kinds of articles not coming

strictly within the scopo of the Exhibition. Parties desirous of renting

those stalls or booths, which are sixteen yards square, should make imme

diate application to Mr. P. L. Simmonds, the London Secretary, 3, Castle

Street, Holborn.

Every arrangement has been made by the Mansion House Committee

and tho various consuls, &c, for the Netherlands at the shipping ports to

facilitate transport, reduce expense, and relieve British exhibitors from all

trouble. A fund has been set on foot to defray the contingent expenses of

publicity, printing, correspondence, &c.
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BISHOPSNYMPTON PARISH CHURCH.

THK parish church of Bishopsnympton, near Exeter, was re-opened

on Ascension Day, after considerable works of restoration. The work

was commenced in July last, and the outlay has amounted to more than

1,300/. The chancel has had a ceiling removed and the roof for the most

part renewed, the old principals and arched braces doing duty with good

effect in an open boarded roof. A new reredps of Bath stone has been

erected at the east end ; and a new two-light stained glass window from

Messrs. Beer's establishment has been erected to the memory of the late Rov.

Canon Hoberden. The south aisle has had its cradle roof uncovered, re

paired throughout and re-slated, and carved bosses fixed at the intersections

of the ribs. Three new Bath stone windows have been put in, and the

west wall is ro-built. The nave roof, a cradle plastered between the ribs, has

been adorned with carved bosses. Tho church has been re-seated through

out with red deal open seats, the bench ends and fronts having tracery.

The plastering has been removed from the walls, and the whole intorior

exhibits the stone, having neatly pointed joints. Two old windows on the

north side have been repaired and rcglazed. The floors of the avenues are

laid with Haywood's black and red tiles. The font, a Norman one, has

been restored by supplying four shafts in Purbeek stone. The tower of the

church, which is a very tall and imposing structure, requires much repair,

which has yet to bo undertaken. The Rev. J. Thorno, the rector, has been

the chief promoter of the work, aided by contributions of friends, the Bishop

of Exeter giving to the amount of 500/.

The work has been carried out, under the superintendence of Mr. Ash-

worth, architect, of Exeter, by Mr. Cock, of Southmolton, builder, the

Bath stone work by Mr. Gould, of Barnstaple, the can ing of the reredos by

Mr. Hems, and wood carving by Mr. Scndell, both of Exeter.

ST. OLAVE'S CHURCH, MARYGATE, YORK.

THIS church, which had been closed for three weeks for repairing and

partial decoration, was opened for divine service on Sunday the

9th inst. Hitherto the decorations in the church had been of a temporary

character, but it having been determined by tho rector and churchwardens

that something in the way of permanent embellishment should be accom

plished, a design was prepared by Mr. J. W. Knowles, mural decorator, by

whom the work has been successfully carried out. Around the east window

two borders have been painted, one on the face of the wall, and the other in

a deep hollow which runs around the outer edge of the window. The former

is composed of leaves and flowers alternately, buff and gold, on a sage green

ground, and the latter is of a pointed design, having one side brown and

the reverse buff for a ground, and on which the pattern is red and grey.

The wall space on each side of the window, as high as the cuspings of the

lights, is covered with a quatrefoil diaper of sage green, filled in with

foliated crosses in rod, and six pointed stars in gold. Across the top of

this diaper work is a crested border of buff and gold on a deep red ground,

and at the base a foliated one in buff and brown on a gold ground. Tho

portion of the wall above this diaper is powdered with roses in red, and on

it two ribbons illuminated with the text, 'Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of

Hosts, heaven and earth are full of Thy glory. Under the roredos is a

rich diaper composed of lozenges of scarlet on a green ground, each lozenge

being alternately covered with gold and pink fleur-de-lis, and tho cresting

at the top of the reredos is picked out in gold.

The wall all round the church is painted six feet high of a dull red, with

an ornamental border, and the top edge of green leaves, divided at intervals

by gold Maltese crosses and grey flowers. One side of a pillar (the rest of

which are at present painted stone colour) has been decorated, and it has

been proposed to extend this additional embellishment to the whole of the

pillars at a future time.

GAS AND WATER.

"WIDNES.

THE gas supplied to the consumers at Widnes is said to be of inferior

quality and high in price. At Blackburn the price is Zs. 9d. to is. for

20-candle gas ; Nottingham, Zs. 2d., 18-candle gas ; Rochdale, Zs. Zd. to

4s., for 20-candle gas; Walsall, 2s. id., 14-candle gas; Salford, Zs. id.,

20-candle gas ; Stockport, 3s., 20-caudle gas ; Warrington, 3*. id., 20-candle

gas; Lancaster, 4s., 2 1 -candle gas ; Southport, 4*., 21 -candle gas ; Preston,

Zs. id., 18-candle gas; Wigan, Zs. 4^., less 10 percent.

It is suggested, before the Local Board proceed to expend farther capital

on their gas works, that tho present capacity of their works shall be

ascertained.

LONDON WATKB.

The report of Professor Franklaud, of the Royal College of Chemistry,

shows that the water supplied to London, tested by samples drawn in April,

ranged from 28 4 tons of solid impurity in the New River water to 42 tons

in 100,000 of the supply of the Kent Company. In Bristol, samples drawn

in February showed 28'66 tons of solid impurity in 100,000 tons supplied

by the Bristol Waterworks Company ; and in the supply furnished at All

Saints Lane no less than 127-28 tons. At Manchester, sample taken in

June, there were only 6-2 tons of solid impurity ; at Lancaster, in Novem

ber, only 4-68 tons ; Preston, in August, 12-44 tons; Newcastle, in Septem

ber, 23-40 tons ; Glasgow, in July, Loch Katrine water, only 3 tons ;

Edinburgh, in September, the Crawley Burn, the Swanston, and the

Colinton water, ranging from 11-28 to 14-10 tons; the Coniston water,

22-58 tons ; Dublin, the Vartry wator, brought from a distance of thirty

miles, only 6-34 tons ; Cartan's pump water, from the most used of the

Dublin wells, 81 "62 tons. It will thus be observed that water supplied to

Lancaster, Manchester, and Glasgow, is of much greater'purity than any

that can be had in London.

Mr. Page's paper, to be read before the Society for theEncouragement of

the Fine Arts, is postponed to June 10. The subject touahes upon the re

lations between engineering and architecture.

PROPOSED NEW ROADS NEAR TRURO.

Truro and Redruth Turnpike Trust held a meeting lately, at which

a proposal was discussed for the construction of two new roads in the

neighbourhood of Truro. The first proposal is of importance, because the

road would open up a new route for communication between Truro and

Perranporth and throw open the extensive traffic with the Chiverton mining,

district, avoiding altogether the steep and dangerous hiU at Kenwyn. The

road suggested would commence at the end of the New Road, near St,

George's Church, and pass by Bosvigo Bridge and New Mills, ending on the

Perranporth Road, beyond Shortlanes End. To make the project com

plete, the road ought to be continued on to Perranporth, through the

Calestiek Valley, right through the Chiverton district. The other road

suggested is from Malpas to St. Cloment's, by the water side, to join the

road constructed by the late Mr. Vivian, from St. Clement's to Kiggan>

Bridge, near Tresillian. It would cost about 800/. It is necessary, how

ever, that the Trust should obtain a new Act of Parliament to enable it tec

effect the desired improvements.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

pier UKB AT THE BOYAX, ACADEMY.

(FIRST 2TOTICK.)

THE commonplace expression, 'What a beautiful frame!' often re

sorted to by those who feel thomselves incapable of appreciating the

beauties of a picture, is nevertheless a pertinent remark on a very important

though apparently secondary feature. The chief object of a frame is to-

enclose a painting, to give force and brilliancy to its colours, and to isolate

it from all surrounding objects; and although it would probably be the case

that those persons who contented themselves with admiring a frame, when

asked to criticise a picture, would also be unable to distinguish between

good or bad taste in its frame, there are still many occasions when, look

ing at a picture as a whole, we become aware of something wanting in the

frame.

Tho opening of the new Royal Academy Exhibition seemB to shadow

forth, as it were, a new artistic era in England ; and in the great transition

now taking place in art, it is not unreasonable to suppose that all accessories

must necessarily follow the onward march of progress. We have looked

forward, therefore, to this Exhibition, and not without reason, for somo

slight improvement in the design of picture frames ; and we have this year

the additional opportunity of comparing notes between English frames and

those of our Continental neighbours. Strange to say, in many points we-

scem to have changed characters with them. A certain amount of

elegance, but with too great decoration of detail, will be found to exist as-

the essence of modern French architecture. Expression and vigour we

assert as our own. In the comparison of the English and foreign frames,

however, we shall find, with certain exceptions, that the latter qualities-

exist throughout the foreign frames, whilst the former qualities are dis

tinguishable in the greater number of our own. If we may judge from

the examples before us in this Exhibition, there seems to have been

little progress made in the design of foreign frames during the last fifty

years ; they all belong to the ' style de l'Empire,' and in their main form

resemble the style of frame which prevailed in England at tho beginning

of this century, enriched, indeed, with a bold and vigorous ornament,

rendered more effective by the burnishing of certain portions of the gilding.

In England, with few exceptions, we have abandoned the ' style de l'Empire *

frame, and we have fortunately almost got rid of the heavy traditional

frame with its ogee moulding, covered with sprawling natural foliage or

with Louis XIV. ornament ; in fact, these frames are only to be found

accompanying the works of those who seem to have also lost all sense of

the progress of art in their pictures. In their place, howevor (with the

exception of certain noticeable examples to which we shall, by the

assistance of drawings, call attention presently), a style of frame has

sprung up, evidently the work of framemakcrs alone, and calculated to>

give the greatest amount of detailed ornament with the least amount

of design or effect. This style of frame is named, we believe, the arabesque -r

the .mouldings vary in form, and are almost entirely covered with a flat

unmeaning ornament, called arabesque, but which really belongs to no

style. At a little distance, in fact at such a distance as the picture would!

have to be looked at, it is impossible distinctly to see the ornament, which

in fact only serves to break up what would otherwise be an agreeable-

and subdued surface ; so that the chief object of tho frame is done away

with altogether. The design of theso frames, as well as their execution,,

rests entirely with the framemakers and gilders. There arc, fortunately, a.

few painters, and Mr. Leighton notably amongst them, who have long

recognised the fact that their powers of imagination and composition ought

not to terminate with their canvas, any more, than an architectural design

should be complete in itself without any reference to the buildings or

features which immediately surround it : it is especially to these, therefore,

that we purpose drawing the attention of our readers. Our drawings made

from actual measurements are all to the scale of | full size, and though far

from complete, give specimens of the more remarkable frames in the

Exhibition.

If we refer to any frames of which we have given no drawing, it will be

either that they resemble others, or that there is no immediate necessity

for their representation. Commencing with tho first room, and taking the

pictures as far as possible in their order, wo have (No. 7) Mr. Storey's

picture in a frame which is to be recommended more for its simplicity and

perfect keeping with the picture, than for its mouldings. The outer bead

set on edge is very objectionable in form, and it is difficult to understand

why it should not have been set square with the rest of the frame. No. 27

(by tho same painter) we find in a similar frame, with a slight punctured

ornament in the surrounding panel, which, while giving additional richness-

to tho frame, does not detract from the general effect. Comparing these

frames with No. 82, also by Mr. Storey, wo shall be ablo to see what a

mistake he has made by the introduction of so much exuberant ornament
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without a broad internal margin to separate it from the quiet tones of the

picture. Mr. Calthrop (No. 38) has adopted a frame which, while good in

many respects, would have harmonised better with the subject of his picture

if the renaissance arabesque around had been less gay.

In No. 60, Mr. Marcus Stone has endeavoured, with a great want of

success, to combine two essentially different styles of frame. He has next

his picture a broad margin of wainscot with the grain showing through the

gilding, and a series of plaster mouldings with framemaker's ornament to

serve as a border to it. With such a margin of gilded wainscot a bolder

ornament, carved in the same material as in Messrs. Prinsep's or Wynfield's

frames in the same room, or Mr. Yeames's (No. 432), would have been more

in keeping, though neither would have accorded with the style of tho

picture.

No. 84 is a new style of frame, which would be good except for the

exceeding heaviness of the angles ; it would have been better if the border

bead had continued straight round, and if the corner ornament had been

smaller.

In Mr. Povnter's picture (No. 110) we have a frame designed by the

painter, which agrees well with the subject and treatment of the painting.

It is perhaps a little too small, and the difference made in the corner

paterae is too slight to be of much value ; the closo juxtaposition of theso

paterae also suggests a running border, and therefore they ought not to have

been emphasised at the corners.

No. 1 17 is the first foreign frame of importance, and there is no picture

in the whole Exhibition which derives more effect from its frame than this

one does. Compare it with that employed by Mr. Solomon in No. 787, and

we shall be able to see wherein lies the value of a frame. Although there is

more colour in Mr. Solomon's picture than in Mr. Merle's, the former looks

poor and weak ; and the difference of effect between the two, mainly caused

by the employment of a large and small frame, is surprising. Mr. Merle's

frame is one of those we put down as belonging to the ' style de l'Empire,'

the only difference being the employment of a semicircular enriched bead,

instead of a flat one, as outer border. The ornament is bold and vigorous,

in fact almost too much so for the careful elaborate painting, but its scale,

as well as the size of the frame, agrees with the scale of the figures, which

fill up the whole picture. A frame like Mr. Solomon's ought only to have

been employed for a picture when the figures were a quarter of their size.

Mr. Milhtis' marvellous portrait of Miss Lehmann (No. 127) is enclosed

in a framo belonging to a different style, which we may assume is Italian.

The inner border of the frame is scarcely large enough to carry the large

pierced ornament round, nor is it wide enough for the size of the picture.

In No. 154 we have the first specimen of a Belgian frame, in style some

what similar to thoso of tho French school. Although this form of frame

encloses its picture better than others, it is not altogether pleasing ; the

ornament, however, is the best of its kind, and in style it forms part of the

picture, and adds to its beauty. We hero note the employment of bur

nishing, to emphasise certain parts of the ornament. It is very essential

that, when any part of a frame is burnished, this treatment should be

carried into the ornament, or else the dark reflections which burnishing

gives divide the mouldings into vertical and horizontal lines, and the orna

ment seems cramped between them. In Mr. Marcus Stone's picture we

noticed that the burnished line divides in half tho two portions of his

frame, and in certain lights it seems as if there were a hollow space between

the two parts, and the inner frame had either shrunk or been made too

small for the outer part. It is curious also to note that in England burnish

ing seems never resorted to, except in the case of lines, whereas in most of

the foreign frames the ornament is entirely represented and brought out by

this treatment. No. 421 is another of M. Tadema's frames, in which the

same style is employed. The cavetto moulding is, perhaps, too large for

the size of the picture and its figures, and the mouldings are not so success

fully grouped as in 154 ; but the ornament is good of its kind, and shows a

careful attention to the style of the picture.

The mouldings and general effect of Mr, Richmond's frames (Nos. 81 ■

168, 302, &c.) are so good that we should be inclined to suppose, at first,

they were designed by himself, were it not that we find the same debased

ornament in the panels of all his frames. We fear, therefore, that his

framemaker is responsible for them ; for it is scarcely possible to imagine

that Mr. Richmond could have so slight a knowledge of ornament as to

have designed, or given directions for the imposition of, the wretched

grotesque figures sitting at the corners of all his frames. It is strange also

that Mr. Richmond's clients, who are chiefly clergymen, should be content

to sit in close contact with such vile demons as these, except they be

the representatives of devils already cast out, who are hiding themselves in

tho inmost recesses of the frame panels.

Mr. Richmond, jun., has in No. 277 a poorly-designed frame, which has

an absolute need of patera;, or some ornament, to break up and relieve the

long monotonous panel round his picture.

Mr. Leslie's frames are among the least happy in the Exhibition. The

frosted surface has a coarse and vulgar appearance, which detracts from the

quiet and beautiful tones of his painting. In the picture of ' Celia's Arbour '

(133) he has departed from the usual rule, by making the upper part of his

frame wider than the rest. If this was done to admit of the sprawling and

badly-designed foliage which is now stuck on, the result was certainly not

worthy of its object. One of the chief faults of his frames, as well also of

those of Messrs. Yoames, Wynfleld, and Prinsep, is that the main portions

of them, viz., the panel round, is almost on the same plane as the picture

itself. Compare them with the foreign frames—M. Merle's or M. Tadema's

—and tho value of setting back the pictures will easily be recognised.

M. Portael's frame (174), which we assume is French, and is now rather

old and tarnished, is different in design from those we have already spoken

of, and would look better if more isolated from other pictures. We would

call attention to this frame for the delicate and artistic modelling of the

principal bead, in which the influence of Greek art is evident more than in

any other picture frame in the Exhibition, excepting in those of Mr.

Leighton.

Mr. Yeames' frame (432) is vigorous and bold. The picture would have

gained had a broader margin of plain gold been given, and, as we have be

fore noticed, a deeper set back ; but the ornament can be well seen at a

little distance, and belongs to the style of the period which Mr. Yeames

chooses to represent.

Mr. Sandys' frame (99) is one of the most original in the Exhibition. The

simple Gothic mouldings and their good contour accord with the style of

painting. The absence of any ornament is extremely judicious, and tends

to increaso the value of the small figures and emblems in which the picture

abounds. The splayed surface at the bottom, which in any other style of

picture would have been objectionable, because of the too great glare of re

flected light from it, here, by its contrast, gives a gloom and solemnity to

the mysterious incantations represented. The black panel round also

brings out in better relief the gold background of the figure. If we have

a fault to find with any part of the frame, it is with the burnished bead,

which looks rather common and out of place.

Mr. Calthrop, in his ' Andromeda ' (247), has employed a similar style of

frame ; but the mouldings are clumsy and badly grouped ; the frame is

much too large and heavy. The black margin round the picture is objec

tionable, and the whole entirely out of keeping with the picture.

Mr. Elmore's picture (No. 164) has a frame which, in its ensemble and style,

is so good that we cannot but regret that its execution was not entrusted

to some one who knew more about the Elizabethan style of which it par

takes. The lines of the design are right, but all the ornament, which

ought to have been in bold relief, has been flattened down, as if it had

been subjected to a great heat, and partially melted.

In No. 162 we have another frame whose general effect is good, or at

least in harmony with the subject ; but which fails in its mouldings and

the painted decoration on its surface. The intention is visible, but the

design and execution are defective.

THE MUNICIPAL OFFICES. LIVERPOOL.

rpiIE Municipal Government of Liverpool has arrived at its present

X condition, power, and comprehensiveness, by slow degrees and

through the growth of years. Some forty years ago, three (Indeed

four) separate bodies were in existence which now are united in one.

The first was the ancient Corporation of Liverpool, which managed

its large landed estate, disbursed its payments, and voted monies for

town improvements, public charities, and other objects. A second

was the Highway Board, on which devolved the care, proper repair,

and maintenance of all public streets, causeways, and sewers, and

which derived its funds from rates levied on the inhabitants. The

third consisted of two Water Companies, on the joint stock prin

ciple, which endeavoured to pay a reasonable dividend by sup

plying the rapidly increasing borough with pure water.

These three (or four) bodies are now, for good or for evil, merged

in the great corporation known as the Council of the Borough of

Liverpool.

The Gas Companies have, in their turn, amalgamated, and, in

consequence, been restrained within certain legislative enactments

in the public interest. But, as the Council have not, as in some

other towns, acquired any control over this department, we are not

at present concerned with it.

For some years after the merging of the various public bodies

(except the Gas Company) in the Council, the different departments

continued to occupy their old offices, situated in different and distant

parts of the town, until the great inconvenience, growing year by

year in proportion to the increase of public business, compelled the

centralization of the buildings also.

The result has been the erection of the Municipal Offices.

The new building has frontages to three streets 00 feet wide, and a

reserve of land to a fourth street of equal width, on which, at some

future time, it is not impossible that a new council chamber (not

included in the arrangements of the present building) and other

buildings may be constructed. Its general arrangement, as may

be seen by the accompanying plans, is that of a quadrangle of some

4,800 square yards, with domed pavilions at the four corners, and a

tower about 210 feet high, rising out of the north front. A wide

corridor runs round the building on each floor, and in each of the

four internal angles are placed, in direct communication with four

main entrances, stone staircases having hydrants (in case of fire) on

each landing. The offices on the ground and first floors are considered

to be of equal value, and are so treated architecturally, the corridors

being groined in brick and plaster, and, together with the staircases,

lined with a rich tile dado, whtfe the whole of the joiners' work, such

as doors, skirtings, and window-linings, is of wainscot oak.

On the ground floor five committee rooms have been arranged. These

are finished alike, with high wall framing of oak, filled in with inlaid

mahogany panels by Oppenheimer, and parquetry floors. The furniture

is also designed to be in keeping with the style of the rooms.

In the arrangement of the offices, the communication of one depart

ment with another, and with committee rooms, electric bells and

copper speaking tubes have been used to a considerable extent. The

latter are found to be invaluable for comparatively short distances,

while the former have great advantages over the old-fashioned sort of

bells for long distances, inasmuch as they obviate the necessity of

numerous cranks and levers continually liable to disorder. The

warming and ventilation consist simply of a copious supply of fresh

air, warmed by a low-pressure hot-water system, open fires and aper

tures for vitiated air. The result is thoroughly successful. A hoist,

having a small hydraulic engine attached, lifts tho coals, &c, from

the basement to the various floors. The tower has a powerful clock,

which will shortly be controlled by electricity to ensure accurate

Greenwich time ; the dials are eleven feet in diameter, and the chimes
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are modelled (like those of Westminster) on the bells of St. Mary's,

Cambridge ; the hour bell only weighs two tons, whereas it ought

to have been six for such a town as Liverpool ; this defect, however,

can be remedied at any time, the clock being sufficiently powerful

to lift the hammer for 'a much heavier bell.

Externally, the building is 'of a massive columnar sort, formed of

large blocks of clean hewn stone.. Its .architecture, though in

some degree founded on the Corinthian type, is so independently

treated that the name of no ancient style ean be properly applied to

it. To take a single instance, it may be mentioned that uio large

capitals of the principal order are nearly all modelled from English

ferns instead of the exotic acanthus. The sculpture is the work of

Mr. Earp, of London, who has succeeded much better in the fern-

leaved capitals than in the symbolical figures of the attic story. The

successful application of high-class figure sculpture, at moderate cost,

forms one of the great difficulties of architects of the present day.

Some criticism has been excited by the treatment of the tower,

terminating, as it does, with a square and galleried spire having

corniced crockets for skyline, as forming the chief feature of such a

building. The treatment may be open to criticism : but the first

necessary element in the composition was undoubtedly height ; the

second, outline; and neither oil these essentials have been wholly

missed. Further, it was important that the entire result should be

that of a municipal tower. The total cost of the land, building, furni

ture, and fittings, amounts to about 100,000/.

The building has the singularity (in these days of rapid building)

of having been planned and commenced by one architect, and carried

out and completed by another. And it bears marks of the handiwork

of both. As a whole it does not pretend to any great or high-art

qualities, but simply to be a set of public offices of solid, durable, and

conveniont kind, suitable to such a town as Liverpool.

Now that the various department? are all concentrated in the new

building, the use of the Town Hall must of necessity be defined. If

left standing, it can hardly "

Mayor and the Council.

years old, and is well worthy of preservation, irrespective of its strong

local prestige. Edward Robert Robsox,

lly be used except for the purposes of the

ft is a fine building by Wyatt, some eighty

REFERENCE TO PEAKS.

(CmOCND fLAX AND FIBST-FLOOn PLAN TAKEN TOGETHEB.)

1, Entrance Hall,
la, Additiona'
2, Corridors.
3, Staircases.
4, Finance Committee Room.
6, General Waiting Room.
6, Watch Committee Room.
7, Health Committee Room.
8a to 80, Town Clerk's Department.
3a to 9m, Treasurer's Deportment.

10a to 1<W, Medical Officer of Health's De
partment.

11a to lljj, Borongb. Engineer's Department.
12a to V2i, Water Department.
13a to 18/, Architect and Surveyor's De-

14o,
X, X, Co
Y, Messenger.

HOUSE-RAISING IN CHICAGO.

THE idea of raising an existing structure gradually by means of screw-

jacks, and sufficiently high to enable the proprietor to gain an additional

storey under instead of over his house, is by no means a new one, and has

occasionally been attempted with success both in this and in other coun

tries. Bat nowhere, perhaps, has this method been carried out in such a

wholesale manner as within the last year at Chicago in the United States,

and in order to understand the reasons which induced the inhabitants of

that city to employ such means of adding to the accommodation of their

houses, it will be necessary to say a few words about the city itself.

Chicago is situated at the junction of a small river of the same name

with Lake Michigan, and consisted, soon after it was first founded in 1830,

of only soventy inhabitants. The number, however, rose in ten years to

4,853,"and in 1845 to 12,088. In 1850 we find its inhabitants numbering

29.963 ; in 1860, 110,973 ; in 1865, 178,900 ; and last year (1867), no less

than 230,000. To discuss the causes of this unprecedented increase in the

population of a single town, would be beyond the objects of this journal ;

suffice it to say that to the favourable position of the new settlement its

rapid development is chiefly due. A canal, begun in 1836 and finished in

1848, connects Chicago with the Illinois river, thus establishing water com

munication between the Mississippi and Missouri. The first railway from

Chicago was opened in 1850 as far as Elgin ; now a network of railway

systems, some 5,000 miles in total length,,connects that city with the whole

state of Illinois, with sixteen great commercial towns on the Mississippi

and Missouri, with the prairies of Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Mis

souri, with the cities on the Atlantic by no less than three different routes,

and, lastly, with the mines on Lake Superior. The trade of the place con

sists chiefly in corn and cattle. In 1838 the export of com was represented

by the modest figure of seventy-eight bushels; in 1864—the year of the civil

war—it rose to forty-seven million bushels. About a thousand head of

cattle pass through Chicago daily on their way from west to east, and in

the three winter months a million pigs aro annually salted and sent away.

Indeed, one new quarter of the city, finished, last year at a cost of two

millions of dollars, is entirely devoted to the reception of animals, and con

tains stabling and sheds for 20,000 head of cattle, 75,000 pigs, and 20,000

sheep, besides the ' Houghhans,' which is the caravanserai for cattle-dealers

(with 200 beds), a bank, telegraph office, &c. The chief street in this

cattle quarter is named after the Broadway in New York, and is a mile

long, by a breadth of 75 feet.

The valley of the Michigan is at a high level compared with the country

around, and hence the spot which the first settlers selected for their

new town was, for sanitary reasons at least, ill adapted for the

requirements of a largo town. But the American is, as a rule, indif

ferent to sanitary arrangements, and thinks it time enough to mend matters

when such considerations roally become of vital importance, trusting to his

national 'cuteness to help him out of the difficulty. And so it was in this

instance. The first great step was to raise and pave the streets. This was

done ; the streets were raised 4 feet, subsequently 3 foet more, in all 7 feet ;

and as a matter of course the houses had to follow suite, and so it came

about that whole blocks were raised, some first the 4 feet, and subsequently

the remaining 3 feet, others the entire 7 feet at once. It was necessary to

raise an entire block, sometimes consisting of as many as forty houses, at

one operation, because, as with us, each house has but one party-wall

dividing it from its neighbour. The joists in these houses are invariably

laid parallel to the front, because the average width of each ' lot ' is from

25 to 30 feet, and the rooms, especially on the ground or shop floor, arc

consequently of greater depth than width. In most cases only the shell of

the building is of brick or stone, the internal walls being partitions of wood

with brick-nogging or lath and plaster, as with us, and there appears to be

no Building Act which prevents the erection of chimney breasts on wood

corbels, as this is the ordinary mode of construction. Another peculiarity

which strikes an English architect is the extreme thinness of the outer

walls, upon which, as wc have seen, the stability of the structure is made to

depend more than in England, where internal walls of brick or stone help so

much to stiffen a building. Tho thickness of an outer brick wall rarely

exceeds twelve inches by a height of often six storeys ; neither is the

manner in which the bricks are laid of the best kind, for it consists princi

pally of old English bond, namely, of seven courses of stretchers (each course

consisting of three bricks four inches wide laid bohind one another) to one

course of headers. The plan usually adopted in raising the blocks was as

follows :—Having obtained a sure footing on either sido of the wall to be

raised, as also under all openings where practicable, needles are gradually

introduced, extending through the wall, and resting at either end upon a

'jack.' The average distance of the screw-jacks is about 4 feet apart, but

3 feet is preferred. The screw is 2 feet long by adiamctcr of 2\ inches, and

contains 18 turns of the thread, which is f^ths of an inch thick. One man

is told off to every twelve jacks ; he is armed with an iron bar 4 feet long,

and at the sound of a loud whistle from the foreman every man gives his

jacks half a turn. Meanwhile the house is by no means deserted, for all

within it goes on as usual; the lady is in her favourite rocking chair

sipping her ' candy,' the gentleman keeps his long legs where they were

upon the table beforo him, and enjoys his ' quid ' quite unconcerned about

the operations going on beneath him. Indeed the work is of necessity so

gradual as to be quite imperceptible, for on an average the half-turn of

every screw takes five minutes, the result being that in a day of ten hours a

house is only raised twelve inches. When this height is reached, every

alternate screw is usually withdrawn, and placed upon a higher bed, when

they in their turn take the superincumbent weight off the remaining screws,

and the operation of raising them also is repeated. In this way many

entire blocks of buildings have beon raised, as also other houses standing

alone, such as Tremont House, Briggs's Hotel, and the Metropolitan Hall.

Briggs's Hotel is a corner house with two frontages of 150 and 200 feet

respectively, and is six storeys high. In 1866 it was raised 18 inches,

the operation extending over a period of six weeks. That the system, which

we have described, should have called forth a new class of workmen is not

surprising, and accordingly contractors for this species of work are called

'house movers and raisers,' and possess a stock-in-trade of sometimes

upwards of 2,000 jacks wherewith to meet the requirements of house-raising

Chicago.

SOCIETIES.

Royal Institute of British Architects.

ON Monday, May 81, a special general meeting of members only

will be held at eight o'clock, for the purpose of electing an Honorary

Secretary for Home Duties, Mr. Wyatt Papworth, Fellow, having communi

cated to the Council his resignation of that office, to which he had been

elected at the last annual general meeting. The following motion (by

Professor Kerr) will also be discussed :—

'That a Committee be appointed to enquire into the operations of the

Institute, and to propose means for increasing their efficiency.'

Both these matters involve important considerations, and for the sake of

the Institute wo trust that the various opinions which they are likely to

elicit will find a fair hearing. Above all things it is desirable that in tho

election of a new Honorary Secretary, the question of party feeling should be

put completely aside. Whatever may bo the individual tastes and artistic

convictions of a gentleman in this position, they neither need nor ought to

affect the discharge of his duties in the least degree. Those duties, since

the appointment of paid officers, have been practically rendered very light,

and might be easily undertaken by anyone of sufficient status to command

respect, and with sufficient tact, judgment, and discretion, to ensure and

deserve popularity.

The gentleman who now for, we believe, seven years, has filled the posts,

first of senior and then of sole Secretary for home affairs has done much

to entitle him to the gratitude of his professional brethren. To him it is

vory largely due that a spirit of party which some years . ago threatened

to eclipse every other movement in the profession has been tranquilised ;

and, turning to his practical services to tho members, no one who values

the ' Transactions of the Institute,' as now published and illustrated, ought

to forget how much improvement in their form and appoarancc has been

effected during the past seven years. Should the solution of the uncer

tainty, which at the present moment exists, be found in the re-election of

the late honorary secretary for another year, we shall hare an officer who

has shown and will show equal courtesy alike to those with whom he hap

pens to agree and to thosa from whom he happens to differ ; and who has

habitually devoted much time to the Institute.
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There is however, no doubt, a desire which has been a growing one to

change, not so much any individual, as the policy administered by the

officers of the Institute, and a change of policy generally implies a change

of officers. It has been felt that the Institute, if kept up, has hardly been

pushed forward of late years ; and while we fully admit that to^maintain the

efficiency and dignity of such a body is no small service, we cannot but see

that more might be done by the organisation at Conduit Street than has

been done, and that a great field of usefulness and activity lies open which

is at the present moment but imperfectly filled. There is, in fact, a call for

advance and change, and if one of the shapes which that call has taken is a

desire for fresh officers, wo cannot feel surprised.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.

Paper ' Ok the Bridge over the Rives Thames, carrying the West

London Extension Railway.' Read April 21, 1869. By William

Lawford, Mem. Inst C.E.

This bridge was erected for the purpose of carrying the West London

Extension Railway (which connects the North-Western and Great

Western Railways with the Victoria Station, at Pimlico) across the River

Thames, between Chelsea and Battersea, under the provisions of an Act of

Parliament, which received the Royal assent on August 13, 1859.

The bridge consists of five segmental arches of wrought-iron, each arch

having a span of 144 feet on the skew, with a rise of 16 feet, or one-ninth

of the span. There are also, on the Middlesex side of the river, six, and

on the Surrey side four, land arches of brickwork, each with a span of

40 feet and a rise of 10 feet. The total length, therefore, of the whole

structure is 1,270 feet. The abutments and piers of the five main openings

are massive pieces of masonry, and are carried to a depth of 36 feet below

Trinity High Water mark, and 14 feet below the bed of the deepest part of

the river. The soffits of the arches at the crown are 22 feet above the same

point (i.e. Trinity High Water mark), in accordance with the requirements

of the Admiralty and the Conservators of the River Thames. The level of

the rails is 26 feet above Trinity High Water mark. The width of the

river between the two abutments is 776 feet on the skew, and 706 feet on

the square. The width of waterway afforded is 720 feet. The angle at

which the bridge crosses the river is 75 degrees. The greatest dopth of

water is 22 feet below Trinity High Water mark, the average rise and fall

of the tides at this place being about 13 feet 6 inches.

The Piers were constructed in cofferdams, the inner row of piles being

6 feet from the outer edge of the lowest course of masonry, and were driven

to a depth of 15 feet below the bed of the river; the outer row wore 5 feet

from the inner row, and driven to a", depth of only 8 feet from the

same point, the space between the two rows of piles being filled with

puddled clay. At the conclusion of the work, the outer row of piles were

drawn, but the inner row were cut off level with the bed of the river. As

the masonry of the piers proceeded, the space between them and the piles

was filled with puddled clay, well trodden in, to a height of 3 ft. above the

bed of the river. Each pier stands on a bed of concrete 2 ft. thick, extend

ing 3 ft. beyond the lowest course of footings ; on tho concrete is laid a

course of York landings 1 ft. (12 in.) thick, and projecting 1 ft. beyond the

frjotings.

The foundations nro carried up in brickwork to within 2 ft. of the bed

of the river, where there is a through course of stone 2 ft. thick ; from this

point to the springing of the arch the piers aro faced with picked face

Ashlar of Bramley Fall stone. There is a second through course of stone

half-way between the bed of the river and the springing, and the upper or

last 7 ft. of the piers, including the springers (which are 3 ft. thick), are

entirely solid stone-work. The two abutments are built similarly to the

piers, except that they have hollow chambers filled with gravel to a height

of 3 feet above the springing of the arch :—each abutment being just on the

edge of the river, required only half a cofferdam for its construction. All

stonework of both piers and abutments above springing height is tool

dressed. The concrete used in this bridge was composed of five parts of

gravel to one of blue lias lime, and the mortar of two measures of sharp

sand to one of the same sort of lime.

River Abches.

Each of these is composed of six wrought iron ribs, arranged in pairs

2 ft. 6 in. apart from centre to centre. The arch or vonssoir of tho

four main or inside girders is formed of f-in. vertical plates, 39 in.

deep at tho springing and 24 inches deep at the crown, with double angle

irons, each 4 in. x 31 in. x 4 in. top and bottom, to -which the flanges are

attached by means of rivets ; there is also a packing strip 8 in. by j in. be

tween the angle irons and the flanges. The flanges consist of two

$ in. plates 18 in. wide. The upper member of the inside ribs is

a horizontal parallel girder, similarly constructed, but only 24 in.

deep throughout its entire length: the vertical web is £ in. plate from the

pier_ to the point whero the upper and lower member intersect, i.e. 15ft.

from the centre of the arch, and from this point both vertical webs are

| in. in thickness ; the bottom flange of the horizontal girder consists of one

plate 164, in. wide by $ in., 2 angle irons 34 in. x 34 in. x 1 in., and a

packing strip 8 in. by J in.—the upper flange is 16 in. wide, all other dimen

sions being the same as those of the lower flange : but the top plate is

slightly curved inwards towards the rails. In the two outside ribs the vons

soir is constructed as already described, but is 30 in. deep at the crown, and

39 in. at the springing; it may bo weU to mention here that in these two

girders, on the outside faces of the arch, all the rivets, excepting those in

the angle irons, are countersunk—no cover plates either being visible at the

joints—the whole centre web presents, therefore, the appearance of one

smooth unbroken plnte ; this centre web is a § plate, the two flanges are

tingle 4 in. plates 16 in. wide, the angle irons 3j in. x 3J in. x \ in., and

the packing pieces 8 in. by J in. Tho upper member is constructed in the

same manner as that of the inside ribs, but it has throughout the whole

span i in. vertical plates, and is only 18 in. deep at the crown of the arch ;

the upper flaDge is 18 in. wide, and is parallel with the lower flange, which

is only 15 in. wide j the angle irons and packing pieces are of the same

dimensions as those already . described for the inside top members. The

total depth of the girders, both inside and outside at the centre of the arch,

is the same, viz. 48 in.

The sectional area of each of the four main girders is as follows :—

In the arch, at tho springing . . 80 sq. in.

In the upper member . , , 43 „

Total . , . . . 123 sq. in.

and at the centre of the arch, whero the upper and lower members are,

together, 105 sq. in., the mean average being 114 sq. in. ; theso are tbe^full

sectional areas, including the rivets.

The voussoir and the upper horizontal girder of the four main girders

are connected together by a lattice spandrel, composed of H iron, of three

different sizes, viz., 7 in., 6 in., and 5 in. by A stiffening bar of flat

iron J in. thick, is added to each side of the H iron, connecting the lattice

bars throughout, at the angles of intersection. In the outside girders, the

lattice and stiffening bars are all made of double T iron, riveted together

thus and of the same dimensions as the H iron, 7 in. by 31 in.,

6 in. by 3 in., end 5 in. by 2\ in.—all 1 in. iron. Each pair of ribs is con

nected near the haunches by means of frames, composed of angle irons,

cross-braced, and riveted to the ribs, forming an open-box girder ; this-

principle is continued to the crown of tho arch, where the voussoir and top

girder unite in a double cell. Each pair of main girders are braced together

at the haunches by means of trellis transverse girders, 2 ft. 6 in. deep,

carried up at equi-distant intervals to within 10 feet of the centre of the

arch ; there are seven of these in each half arch ; they are composed of

angle and bar irons, 3J in. x 3^ in. x 4, in. The top members of the

main ribs aro secured together by the cross girders, which carry the road

way ; they are fixed over the whole length of tho bridge 4 ft. apart from

centre to centre, and are composed of a middle web of iron 10 in. deep

and \ in. thick, the bottom of which is flanged with double angle iron,

31 in. x 3 J in. x J in., and the top with double channel iron, on the lower

flange of which the buckle-plate flooring rests — tho cross girders

rest on the lower flange of the top main girder, and are secured in

their places by iron knee pieces riveted through the centre webs.

The main or bearing girders are again cross-braced by diagonal rods,

bolted to a centre plate and to brackets riveted on to each of angles :

there are three sets of these tie-rods in each half arch. Upon the end of

each arch or voussoir a plate of cast iron 3 in. thick is fixed, the back of

which is placed quite true and even ; these again fit into heavy cast iron shoes-

(weighing 2 tons each) let into the stone skewbacks of the piers and abut

ments ; and by means ofwrought iron wedges are finally adjusted in their seats.

Contraction and expansion are provided for as follows : cast iron standards

are bolted to the stone work of the piers, and united by a cast iron frame

secured with bolts and nuts—these standards have recesses to receive the

ends of the horizontal girders, and secure them in position, at the same

time allowing for horizontal motion ; a bed and bearing plate, planed

perfectly parallel and fixed under the ends of the horizontal girders, upon

which they slide.

The railway is a double line of mixed gauge, and is carried over th»

bridge by means of longitudinal timbers with transoms every 10 feet apart.

Ash ballast is used all over the bridge ; a cast iron moulding is attached to

the horizontal girder throughout its whole length, and a cast iron plinth is

bolted on to the top of the same ; an ornamental cast iron parapet is fixed

on the plinth, and the whole is surrounded by a wooden hand-rail.

The iron of which this bridge is built was manufactured by the Shelton

Iron Company, at Stoke-upon-Trent, and is perhaps better known as Lord

Granville's iron. In the experiments made for testing tho quality of the

iron, it bore a tensile strain of nearly 18 tons per square inch without

showing any signs of fracture.

The H an<i T i*00 used in the spandrels was rolled by the Butterley

Iron Co. ; about three quarters of the ironwork was made and put together

by Messrs. Calvert, of York, and on the collapse of that firm it was com

pleted by Mr. Charles Lungloy, iron shipbuilder of Deptford. The con

tractors for the whole work, and, indeed, for tho whole of the West London

Extension Railway, were Messrs. Brassey & Ogilvie, names well known in

the railway world, and a sufficient guaranteo that the work would be well

and substantially carried out. Tho width of the bridge between the cast-

iron parapets is 30 ft in the clear. The total width of the piers from out

to out, above springing level is 35 ft. 6 in., and at that level including the>

cut waters 53 ft. 6 in. The total cost of the bridge was 104,000/., or 82/.

per lineal foot, and 21. 10s. per superficial foot. The materials used in its

construction were—

2,000 cubic yards of concrete

11,100 „ brickwork in mortar

130,000 cubic feet of stone

2,160 tons wrought-iron

366 „ cast-iron

2 „ lead

28,000 cubic feet of timber, exclusive of the piles.

This bridge was the joint design of Messrs. Baker & Bertram, the chief

engineers of the North-Western and Great Western Railways. It was-

opened for public traffic on March 2nd, 1863, Bince which date some hundrods-

of trains have passed over it daily, and I am not aware that up to the-

present time any expense whatever (beyond the maintenance of tho road)

has been incurred either in repairs or otherwise. Tho bridge was only

1 5 months under construction, i.e. from the time the first stone was laid

until a locomotive passed over the river.

The bridge was very severely tested on January 7th, 1863, by Captain

Tyler, R.E

The narrow gauge load consisted of two locomotives and tenders, funnel

to funnel, and two tank engines—total length of train, 132 feet; total

weight, 1 76 tons. The broad gauge load consisted of two tank engines, in

the same position as tho narrow gauge engines, each drawing six loaded,

coal waggons—total length of train, 276 feet—total load, 292 tons; theso-

two loads, collectively, being equal to about 24, tous por lineal foot.
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1 st. The narrow gauge load passed over No. 1 arch at full speed, the

deflection = 5/100ths foot.

2nd. The broad gauge load passed at full speed—same result.

3rd. The broad gauge loud on one road, and narrow gauge on the other,

both passed together over No. 2 arch at speed. On going orcr No. 1 arch,

No. 2 rose3/100thsft.; on going over No. 2, it deflected nearly 10/100thsft.=

rise and fall = 13/100ths ft.

4th. Both loads were brought to rest on No. 2 arch, deflection 1 ]/100ths ft. ;

when the load passed slowly oyer No. 3 arch. No. 2 rose 2/100ths ft. rise and

fall = 13/lOOths ft. Both loads remained stationary for some time on this

arch, but no further deflection took place, and with the removal of the

load, the girders rose simultaneously to their original height.

5th. The same thing was done on No. 3 arch with a precisely similar

result.

6th. The same experiment was made on No. 4 arch, and in exactly the

same manner as the fourth experiment

Rise of arch, 2/100ths ft. ; Deflection, 10/100ths ft. ; Rise and fall,

12/100ths ft,

7th. The same thing was done on the fifth arch ; the rise was 2/100ths ft. ;

deflection, 8/100ths ft. ; rise and fall, 10/100ths ft.

The bridge was very steady throughout these experiments, and there was

very little lateral vibration, even when both loads passed at the same time

in the same direction, either slowly or at speed.

At the termination of the paper a very spirited discussion took place upon

tho dotails of construction of this and other bridges, in which the Prcsidont,

Messrs. Usill, Walton, Godson, Meakin, Seifi, Bancroft, Roberts, and Law-

ford took part, and it was resolved unanimously that the best thanks of the

Society be given to Mr. Lawford for his valuable paper. The meeting

was then adjourned.

To the Editor of The Architect.

THE CONCENTRATION OP THE COURTS OP LAW.

Sib,—It is now some thirty years since it was determined that tho Law

Courts should be removed from Westminster, and the Palace completed by

demolishing the anomalous structures on tho north, and building a suitable

front. At this day the Palace is nearly complete, but this imperfection

remains, and seems likely to remain.

It is now proposed to remove the Law Courts to the Embankment, while

tho offices in Somerset House are being vacated, and their inmates trans

ferred to Whitehall. The period is suitable for constructing temporary

Common Law Courts, like the Equity Courts in Lincoln's Inn. The quad

rangle and open space of Somerset House will afford room for the Courts,

while plenty of apartments can be found on the ground floor for judges'

rooms, offices, &c.

In this way, first of all, the Palace of Westminster will be cleared, and,

secondly, the Common Law Courts will be at once brought close to their

ultimate site, and near the Equity Courts, so that the whole legal profession

will be concentrated with less inconvenience than remaining at Westminster,

and with small expense.

Your obedient servant, E. R.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

Sin,— I should be glad to let those who are interested in the Museum

know, through your columns, that wo are now busily engaged in arranging

our collection. The task of sorting and finding suitable hanging space for

the various objects in so large a collection occupies, it is found, a longer

time than was at first anticipated. Hence a slight delay has arisen, for

which I should bo glad to explain tho cause to the public ; and here I would

remark that it is felt by those who are carrying on this work that, consider

ing the advantages gained by Architects for an annual guinea, and the very

disinterested way in which Art Amateurs have come forward, we may fairly

' look for more general help from the profession.—Yours truly,

J. Ci-VEKE, Hon. Sec.

[*,* We regret that want of space prevented our inserting this letter in

our last issue.—Ed.]

THE SECRETARYSHIP OP THE INSTITUTE.

Sib,—As Mr. Robert Kerr is sending round for signatures to a requisi

tion to Mr. Charles Fowler to allow himself to be proposed for the vacant

secretaryship of the R.I.B.A., you will perhaps be so good as to allow me

to say that our lato secretary, Mr. Seddon, will be proposed for reelection

at the meeting on Monday next.

I am your obedient servant,

51, Russell Square, London, W.C., May 2". George Edmvnd Street.

^=>-«C"<=—

Burlington House and its Alleged Illegal Projection.—Some weeks

ago the attention of the Metropolitan Hoard of Works was called to the

circumstance that a structure had been erected at Burlington House,

Piccadilly, which projected over the foot pavement, contrary, it was stated,

to tho provisions of the Metropolitan Building Act. Mr. Vulliamy, super

intending architect, on being asked if it had received tho sanction of the

Board, stated that the structure referred to consisted of a porch, built of

brickwork, in front, with wooden side enclosures, and that no application

had been made to the Board for their consent to the erection, and no sanc

tion had been given. The Board directed that a communication be addressed

to the vestry of St. James's, Westminster, on the subject, and tho vestry,

on receiving the communication, referred the matter to the Works Com

mittee, and that committee has recommended that no 6teps be taken at

present in reference to the porch and projection, which recommendation the

vestry has approved.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

New Offices of the Poplar District Board of "Works.— The 'in

scription stone ' of the new offices of the Board of Works for tho Poplar

District was laid on the 20th inst. The site is at the south-east corner of

the Poplar recreation ground. The design of the new buildings was offered

to competition, and the result was that Messrs. Hill and Fletcher took the

first prize, and Messrs. N. and C. Harston the second. These four gentle-

tlemen were appointed joint architects, and in March last tenders were

received for the erection of the offices, the highest being 15,997/., and the

lowest 7,333/. The latter was accepted, and the execution of the works

entrusted to Messrs. Baker and Constable, of Islington. The plan of the

building is rather novel. The ground floor of an octagonal tower, placed at

the angle of the two streets, forms the entrance hall ; passing through this

hall and a vestibule, on the left are the main staircase and offices for the

clerks' department, and on the right a corridor communication with the

rooms to be occupied by the surveyors, medical officers, and inspectors, &c.

The strong rooms and housekeeper's living rooms are in the basement, ap

proached by separate staircases. On the first floor are placed the board

room, committee-room, waiting-rooms, &c. The board-room will be in

length about 60 ft. and in width about 40 ft. But little money is to be

spent on the interior decoration of the board-room, as the architects have

relied solely upon the well-arranged proportions of the room, which con

tains a large gallery for the use of the ratepayers. To obtain access to this

gallery a separate staircase is provided, with an entrance from Woodstock

Road. The exterior walls are to be constructed of brickwork of the best

quality, with stone cornices and window dressings. The principal entrance

door to the octagon hall will be of Portland stone, with polished shafts of

Scotch red granite. The board-room windows will have similar granite

shafts, and carved stone capitals and bases.

At the last fortnightly meeting of the Oxford Local Board, tho General

Purposes Committee reported that plans had been received by the surveyor,

from Mr. Butterfield, architect, of the gateway of Keble College, with lecture

rooms above, to be built by Messrs. Parnell, of Rugby, and that he recom

mended the same for approval. Alderman Carr said the proposed gateway

projected 5 feet from the frontage of the present building. Everybody who

saw the Keble College would regret that it was not set back 12 or 14 feet

from the Parks Road, as it spoilt one of the prettiest streets in course of

construction in Oxford. ; and he was afraid that before loilg, in order to

obtain proper light and ventilation, the trees in front of the college would

have to be cut down. The first question that arose in his mind was,

whether the projection of 5 feet would encroach on any part of tho road ;

and, secondly, whether the builder or the committee of managemont would

be prejudiced by an alteration of the plan.—Mr. Grant proposed that the

subject of the gateway be postponed to the next meeting of the Board, to

give them an opportunity of looking into the question. Ho should be sorry

to attempt to deal with the matter if they had no power, but he thought

there were ways and means of accomplishing what the Board desired. He

considered the road was miserably cramped, and if the 5 feet projection were

carried out, it would be still more miserably cramped. Alderman E. T. Spiers

seconded the motion. He was very sorry to find a building like Keble

College brought so close to a narrow road like the Parks Road. Professor

Bernard regretted that the road was so narrow where the college was being

erected. As regarded the building, it should be remembered that the trustees

purchased a certain quantity of the land upon which they had to erect a

college containing a certain number of rooms. All he wished was that the

Board should not make an objection which they could not sustain. Tho

motion was then agreed to.

New Roman Catholic Church,—Archbishop Manning and Bishop

Morris, assisted by many of the clergy of the Roman Catholic dioceses of

Westminster and Southwark, opened a handsome church on May 23, at

Sunbury-on-Thames, about 15 miles from London. There were present u

considerable number of the laity, amongst whom were the Due de Nemours

and the Princess de Nemours. The church was only commenced last sum

mer, and forms a very striking addition to the beautiful scenery by which it

is surrounded. It is Gothic, of tho Early English style, and is built of

Kentish stone. The interior is 60 ft. long by about 30 ft. wide, and has an

apsidal chancel. The nave is separated from tho aisles by columns, from

which spring four arches. It is well lighted by several windows. Archi

tect : Mr. Charles Buckler, of Hereford Square.

St. Luke's Parochial Schools, Gloucester.—The foundation-stone of

these schools was laid on Whit-Monday. The building will consist—on

the ground-floor of boys' schoolroom, 70 ft by 20 ft. ; girls' schoolroom,

60 ft by 20 ft.; and infants' schoolroom, 65 ft. by 20 ft, with class-rooms

attached to each, and separate entrances, affording accommodation for over

450 children. A house for the master is attached, with offices and yard,

containing on the ground-floor parlour and kitchen, and three bedrooms

on the first floor. Spacious play-grounds are provided. The schools

and class-rooms will be 12 ft. high to the wall-plate from the floor, and the

timbers of the roof, which are to be exposed to view, will bo stained and

varnished. Tho building is intended to be constructed of rod brick, with

bands of ornamental coloured bricks. The design was prepared by Mr.

Alfred Wm. Mnberly, architect, of Brunswick Road, Gloucester, under

whoso superintendence the works arc to be carried out. The estimated cost

is 2,000/., but it is expected that 2,650/. will be required.

Newoastle-on-Tyne.—New slaughter-houses have been commenced in

this town on the principle of the abattoirs of France. Mr. Thomus Oliver

is the architect.— A. new mission chapel and residence is about to be erected

from designs by Mr. Thomas Oliver. Tho stylo is Gothic.—Tho contracts

for erecting a large drill shed have been let to Mr. Kennedy, of Jarrow.

The building will be 130 feet by 50 feet, and rooms for dressing, smoking,

&c, are attached ; Mr. Thomas Oliver, architect,—whose designs have also

been selected for the proposed new Congregational church, Toxtoth Park,

Liverpool.

The new western dock at Hull will be formally opened on June 28. It

is thought probable that some member of the Royal family will be present.

A grand banquet will be given by the Hull Dock Company on the occasion.
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ITEMS OF NEWS

FEOM OUE

SPECIAL COBHB.8PONDENTS A¥D OTHERS.

Mr. Street's New Design for the Law Courts.

It will be remembered that it was only on the 20th of last month (April)

that tho intention of the Government to move the Law Courts to the Em

bankment site was first made known, and that on the 4th of the present

month Mr. Layard stated that Mr. Street was already engaged on plans for

the building adapted to tho new site. Even those familiar with the extra

ordinary rapidity with which that brilliant architect works, may be asto

nished to know that finished sketches of his new design are already com

plete. Perhaps no architect engaged on a work of such importance and

size has ever before enjoyed the immense advantage, after studying his

subject for months—in fact, years—and mastering the whole of its details,

of being suddenly called upon to throw his work into an entirely new form,

with the additional incentive of a magnificent and novel site. To the few

by whom as yet the designs have been seen, their superiority even to Mr.

Street's matured design for the Carey Street site is strikingly evident. The

new and happy disposition of plan and of exterior features, suggested to

the architect by the change of locality, will prove the best vindication of

that change, while the contrast between the simple and complete arrange

ment of the plans shortly to be laid before the House, and the best

arrangement that can be placed upon the existing misshapen site without

purchases of additional land, will not fail to strike every observer capable

of forming a judgment. We should not feet justified in laying before our

readers any descriptive account of the design at present, but we cannot for

bear stating that the difficulties of the Bite will be found to have proved—

as difficulties do in the hands of a man of real genius—the stepping-stones

to success. Tho unusual outline of the ground, and the difficulty of treating

Somerset House Terrace (to quote only two examples), will be seen to have

led to two of the most original and successful features of the whole.

The Soiree of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

Mr. Gregory, the President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, held on

Tuesday last the first reception that has taken place in the new rooms of

the institution, aud a very largo number of gentlemen accepted his invita

tions. Indeed, spacious as the suite of handsome reception rooms now is,

they were at one period of the evening almost inconveniently crowded.

The fine proportions of the large meeting-room, although they were

marrod by the want of suitable decorations to the walls, were the subject

of many remarks. Mr. T. H. Wyatt, the architect of the building, has

certainly produced an effective result ; though we doubt whether, looked

upon as a room for meetings, the old lecture theatre was not better. On

the present occasion, however, filled with models, or actual specimens, of

all that is newest or most striking in mechanical invention, and crowded

with visitors, this hall left nothing to be desired.

A large number of choice paintings and works of art, lent by the members

and their friends, were displayed on the walls and in the rooms.

Most of the leading engineers of the day were present ; among them we

noticed Mr. Bidder, Mr. Hawkshaw, Mr. Page, Sir Charles Fox, Mr. Hay

wood, Mr. E. Eawlinson, and Mr. Whitworth. Among the architects

present we may name Mr. Fergusson, Sir Digby Wyatt, Professor Donald

son, Mr. Marrable, Mr. Edmiston, Mr. Pocock, Mr. Talbot Bury, Mr.

Hayward, Mr. Eastlake, and Mr. Eoger Smith. Tho visitors included

Frofossor Liebig, two sons of Count Bismark, Sir Charles Tre-

velyan, Professor Owen, Mr. Edwin Chadwick, Mr. Hyde Clarke, Mr.

Hepworth Dixon, and many others. The arrangements were very com

plete, down to that detail where such entertainments most ordinarily fail,

i. e., the system of taking care of the hats and coats, which was in this

instance thoroughly satisfactory.

The Architectural Publication Society.

At the annual meeting of this society, to be held at Conduit Street on

Monday, May 31, a plan for gaining such an accession of subscribers as

shall insure the completion of the very valuable Dictionary of Architecture

now in course of publication by the society will be brought forward. We

are happy to understand that, in consequence of a circular which has been

sent round to members of the architectural profession, many new subscribers

have been already obtained. The non-completion of the dictionary is not

to be thought of, and we hope the proposals now under consideration will

be largely embraced.

The Society of Arts Soiree.

The Soiree of the Society of Arts will be held as usual in the South

Kensington Museum, the most appropriate if not the only place for so

large an assemblage as that occasion always draws together. Cards are not

yet issued, but the evening of June 23 is fixed as the date of this reception.

Portsmouth.—Society for the Culture of Science and Art.

Under this title a new society has been formed in Portsmouth, which

indicates an improving spirit in the right direction. The session has just

closed, the society having been instituted on February 2, the Mayor,

Mr. Edwin Gait, presiding. The inaugural address was delivered by him

on February 25. Eight or nine papers have been read on subjects of

scientific importance during the session. Wo believe it is intended in the

next session to introduce papers of more general interest, including those

relating to constructive science, &c, &c.

' More Lost than the Egyptians in their Fog.'

Meteorological observations have been made during two years at three

stations on the Isthmus of Suez, an account of which has been given by

M. Le Verrier to tho French Academy. It is said that the introduction of

the waters of the Mediterranean to the lakes has sensibly increased tho

hygrometic humidity of the atmosphere, and that fogs, as dense as those of

Paris, have been observed in this rainless district.

(Jpnpral.

The Site for the Law Courts.—In a circular just issued, the Incorpo

rated Law Society of Liverpool express their opinion that the choice of the

site of the now Law Courts and offices is a question which affects the

provincial members of the profession almost as much as the metropolitan

members, and the public as much as either. They say, the additional delay

which would be caused in acquiring the Government site would be a grave

objection, even if the new site were an undoubted improvement on the old

one ; but as the latter is more suited in every way to tho purposes for which

it is intonded, they have no hesitation in recommending the Carey Street

site, whether the larger or smaller building upon that site be ultimately

resolved upon by Parliament. The reasons shortly stated are :—1, because-

the Carey Street site is in the very heart of legal London, while the

Government site is at the southern extremity thereof, and is far removed

from all tho Inns of Court and attorneys' chambers, except the Temple and

Essex Street ; 2, because tho close concentration of barristers and attorneys

round the new Law Courts and offices will tend to facilitate the adminis

tration of justice and the transaction of legal busiuess, and such concentra

tion will be best attained by adopting the Carey Street site, which is

already surrounded by the chambers of barristers and attorneys, while only

two sides of the Government site, viz., the north and east, are at all

available for all these purposes, the south and west sides being shut in by

tho river and Somerset House, and even on the north side the existing

houses must bo diverted from their present uses, and many of them doubt

less rebuilt before they can be mado 'available for purposes of the law ;

3, because, on the Carey^Street site, the" courts and offices about to be erected

can be subsequently extended, if necessary, much more easily than on the

Government site ; 4, because the Carey Street site is already acquired and

ready for building on, and the plans approved ; and the Government site is,

for the most part, covered with houses which will have to be bought at an

uncertain cost, and at more or less delay. Tho document is signed by the

President, Mr. John Yates.

The new Church at Meole, Shrewsbury, lately opened, consists of a

wide nave, with north and south aisles, south porch, chancel—the width

and height of the nave terminating in a three-sided apse—north and south

chancel aisles (in one of which is placed the organ from the old church,

the other contains seats for the school children), also vestry. The tower,

which will be at the west end of the north aisle, is carried up as far as the

first stage. There are convenient open seats in the nave and aisles, and

stalls in the chancel, all of oak, providing accommodation for 500 persons.

The pulpit, which is of stone, inlaid with coloured marble, stands at the

north-east angle of the nave. The font lias also alternate panels of coloured

marble and carving. Messrs. Maw & Co.'s encaustic tiles have been used

for tho chancel. There is a reredos of marble, with central cross of white

statuary. The apse is also further enriched by a damask hanging. Mr.

Boulton, of Cheltenham, executed the carving throughout the church.

The windows are glazed with cathedral-tinted glass, by Messrs. Done &

Davies, with the exception of tho central window of the apse, which is filled

with stained glass by Messrs. Morris & Co., of Queen Square, London. In

tho centre light is a painting of Tho Crucifixion, with tho Virgin and Child

underneath, the side lights being divided into panels containing double

figures of angels, apostles, martyrs, prophets, and kings ; in the head of

the window is represented Our Lord in Glory, surrounded by angels. The

stylo of the church is Early Decorated. Tho walls have been built of

Red Hill stone, cased internally with Shelvoke, which is also used for the

dressings. The shafts to the arcades are from Besford Wood ; those sup

porting the chancel arch aro blue Pennant. Mr. W. Dodwell has supplied

the warming apparatus. The architect is Mr. Edward Haycock, jun., of

Shrewsbury.

The Feversham Memorial, tho foundation stone of which was laid

on May 17, will be fifty feet high, will rise from a four-stepped base, and

have a basement of twenty-four feet square. It will be built of silicious

sandstone from Bilsdale and Farndale, on the estate. The cost will be

about 800?., and within the memorial will be a marblo statue of the late

Lord Feversham, to be executed by Noble, of London. During the restora

tion of the parish church the removal of the floor of the chancel led to the

discovery of a number of stones with square cavities cut in them. The only

conjecture as to their use that we havo heard is, that they served to

step the wooden posts which formed part of the walls of an early Saxon

church. All the stones, with one exception, were buried again beneath the

chancel floor. The one saved was used on the day of inauguration for

the reception of the document, coins, &c, and now reposes beneath the

foundation stone of the Feversham Monument.

The Statue of the Marquis of Westminster in Chester, from Mr.

Thomycroft's studio, has an inscription cut in the solid block, with gilded

letters on tho west side of the pedestal as follows :—' Richard, 2nd Marquis

of Westminster, K.G. ; the generous landlord; the friend of the distressed ;

the helper of all good works ; tho benefactor of the city. Erected by his

tenants, friends, and neighbours, a.d. 1869.'

MEETINGS OP TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

Royal Institution of Gheat Britain.—Lectures on Saturdays, May 29 to June 1?}

by Emanuel Dentach, Esq., on ' Semitic Culture,' at 3 p.m.

associated Ahts iNSTrrcTE.—Saturday, May 29. Paper by Lemon H. Michael, Esq.,

on ' True Nobleness in Art ' ; and annual meeting, at half-put 8 p.at.

Am i;ith 1 1 i;ai. association.— Friday, Jnne 11, at balf-past 7 p.ic. ; ' Historical Ac
count of the Artistic Treatment of Piers, Pillars/and Columns,' by J. Tavennor Perry,

A.R.I.B.A.
Royal aech-bolooical Ins ru t in of Great Britain and Ireland.—The neit

monthly meeting will be held on Friday, June 4, at 4 p.a.

Royal Institute of British Architects.—Monday, May 31 ; special general meeting

at S p..m .

Society for the Encocbagkuent of Fine Arts.—Thursday, June 10, 8 p.m., 'On
Architecture connected with the Structures of Civil Engineering,' by T. Page, Esq..

F.R.Q.S., F.G.S.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

BY EDWABD W. GODWIN, F.S.A.

^^rT^ya^fc^tis '-. HE paintings which remain to be noticed are,

/C^t^Jsl with a very few exceptions, worse even than

(Sj^hC^ B$))**^» tnose which mainly fill the five rooms we

^■^/S^f B^^^^f na7e o^eady gone through. This assertion

^V^iSvl BRfSiwfe must be taken, however, in a general sense.

Pa^pKC? For although the majority of paintings in

9B%Wh ■^wt*^^- tue galleries No. VI. to No. X. inclusive

j^^jQ/jJ ^,BrW~§v are eminently uninteresting in subject, and

^^SoWfisJfSSJti^^S' weak in execution, and although these gal

leries happen to contain such works as Nos. 248, 353, 303, 304, 425,

and 465, still we find nothing sufficiently low in the scale of painting

to be put in comparison with some few of the paintings which deface

the walls of the galleries on the other side of the house.

Chief among those worthy exceptions to which I propose now to

call attention are the works of what, for the sake of distinction, may

be called the Classic School, represented by Mr. "Watts, Mr. Leighton,

Mr. A. Moore, and Mr. Tadema. "When to these are added the works

of Mason, Walker, Sandys, and H. Moore, Mr. Millais' Vanessa, and

M. Vertumni's Pontine Marshes, I should not perhaps be far wrong

in saying that the strength of the Exhibition rests mainly in this side

of the house. Besides the artists whose names have just been men

tioned, there are others whose works this year may fairly be classed

with the exceptional group. Mr. Armstrong, for instance, ha3 made

a great advance ; Mr. Armitage has in some measure restored himself

to that position he was bidding fair to lose by his Herod's Feast ;

whilst the works of Griffiths, M. Linnell, G. IL Broughton, and

J. Castiglione, must not be forgotten. •

If we seek among these for evidence of decorative powers, or, in

other words, if we look at these pictures with a view to find if their

authors would be likely to assist architecture in the capacity of wall

painters, we shall have little difficulty in discovering much that must

be regarded as favourable from an architect's point of view. Capacity

and inclination are, however, very different things, although we see,

or fancy we see, in certain works strong evidence of their authors'

capacity for wall-painting. The decoration of architecture by colour,

which means a little more than wall-painting, is impossible, unless the

painter has some knowledge of, and love for, architecture, and an incli

nation to decorate it stronger, or at least as strong, as his desire to paint

easel pictures, or his anxiety to appear on the walls of a fashionable

exhibition-gallery. Gallery No. VII. is more than usually strong in

presenting us with evidence of this capacity, expressed in three widely

different ways, by three eminently modern artists. Mr. Leighton,

dealing with Greek Mythology, gives us, in ' Dtedalus and Icarus '

(469), what might be called ' the grand and monumental ; ' and

although there is a great deal of perspective, and the drawing has

certainly none of those flat qualities which are so desirable

in wall-paintings, there is nevertheless strong evidence of the

artist's power to conventionalise. It may be that the conventionalism

is somewhat stagey—' academic ' is, I believe, the proper word for it—

still for any conventionalism we are grateful in these days of namby-

pamby realism. If Mr. Leighton would think more of what the

Greeks did, or would have done, and less of what the French do, he

would find a conventionalism essentially belonging to his own art

infinitely more satisfactory than that which he now feels himself

compelled to borrow from another. It is hardly necessary to say, that

Mr. Leighton 's idea of colour is nt total variance with that of all good

wall painters, froni the flourishing days of Assyria downwards. By

the way, I must not forget to note that the pedestal in this picture

shows us how the Greek masons utilised their defective columns.

Mr. Albert Moore revives the Greek element in form and accessories ;

he tells us no story, he gives us no expression, but he relies on his

composition and drawing, and the exquisite loveliness of Greek

costume. ' A Quartett : a painter's tribute to the art of music, a.d.

1868 ' (No. 483), is certainly very lovely. It is eminently decorative

in its composition and general treatment ; and had the mere painting

been a little more careful, it would have had the rare merit of being

a true easel picture as well. There are two great qualities which

should place this work high in the estimation of architects,

viz., its flatness and its brilliancy—a brilliancy attained (and this

is especially noteworthy) with the most temperate use of colour,

and by virtue of the most consummate knowledge of the value

of white. It may be questioned whether, in this climate,

where two days out of three are dark and gloomy, such ex

cessive temperance be desirable in painted decoration. The easel

picture can be placed in the light best suited for it, and in such cases

the tenderest tones may be adopted with success ; but in wall decora

tion, or architectural painting, whilst we do not want such deep tones

and rich Venetian colouring as would produce the effect of a dark

hole in the wall, we at the same time as little desire to Bee such

faint and undecided tints as would produce the effect of stained white

wash. Better figure-drawing it is impossible to get. The- picture is

really composed of valuable studies of seated and standing figures,

and of Greek drapery ; but the way in which these studies are united

with musical instruments, and finally named, is as violent an ana

chronism, as if an architect were to erect a series of Greek columns

connected by an unmoulded entablature, and crowned by the spire of

Salisbury Cathedral.

Widely different from the painters whose works have been just

noticed is Mr. T. Mason. In ' Girls Dancing ' (No. 438) wej have ft

work highly decorative in sentiment, and by no means difficult to

translate into architectural painting. The band of blue sea which

goes across the length of the picture, the proportion which the depth

of this band bears to the divisions above and below, the way in

which the canvas is filled up, although only three children and one

tree occupy the field, are amongst the most thoughtful things in the

whole exhibition. In the tree alone there is a wealth of composition.

It is true that before the foreground and the sea-shore there is a

landscape with very distant figures, farmhouses, &c, but so slight

as to produce, at a little distance, the effect of a jmtteivt, and thus it

in no way interferes with the real subject of the picture or the deco

rative quality of the design. The colour per se is undoubtedly very

good, but the artists we want to paint architecture must give us

brighter and more joyous qualities.

To speak roughly, we want neither chalk nor mud. Besides the-

works in Gallery No. VH., Mr. Leighton exhibits (377) ' St. Jerome,'

and a bogey lion (his diploma work), (705) ' Electra at the Tomb of

Agamemnon,' and an inferior composition, ' Helios and Rhodos ' (854).

Mr. A. Moore, in (>90, has a large and careful drawing of a nnde

figure, called ' A Venus.' The rough canvas, the painting, and the

light in which the picture now stands, contribute to produce nn effect

of slightness in this work which it might not present in another

position. As now seen, the flesh looks as if it had been built up by

a long process of stratification ; and some of the modelling of the

body looks, from the same cause, rather coarse. As the Nestor of

the classic party, Mr. Watts maintains his position in his small

picture ' Orpheus and Enrydice.' The colour, the composition, and

the spirit of the picture, all proclaim it his best contribution. The

colour is especially great, but is the greatness of shadow rather than

of light, and wants the brilliancy of a southern climate to illuminate

it. On a particularly bright morning the work may be properly seen,

if the visitor goes directly to it ; but nine months out of the year it

should be placed in a glass-house, if it is to be seen at all ; whilst in

this, and all such pictures, Time will soon render even these con

ditions of lighting unnecessary.

The other works in these galleries which I hare marked for notice

are Mr. H. Moore's pictures (Nos. 328 and 605). No. 328, ' Bright

Weather after a Gale,' is indeed true to its title and to nature. The

painting is somewhat coarse, and it is necessary to stand three or four

yards from it to see it properly ; No. 695, ' Coast of North Wales :

Cattle basking on the Beach,' is one of the finest landscapes in the

rooms. No. 382, ' Caught by the Tide,' by Mr. Hook, has the usual

Hook sen and rocks ; one well-posed boy, and two other children who

hamper the boy in more ways than one. No. 337, ' Nursling Donkey,'

is spoilt by a 'prettiness' or affectation I should scarcely have ex

pected from Mr. Hughes. No. 387, 'Vanessa,' by Mr. Millais,

demands at least twenty-feet sight distance and a dull Toom. The

painting itself is marvellous. In No. 365 Mr. Armitage shows cer

tain decorative powers of composition. ' Christ calling the Apostles

James and John the Sons of Zebedee ' (Matthew iv. 21) is suggestive

in design, although the Christ is weak, and the colour anything but

satisfactory. Mr. Armstrong's ' Hay-time ' (No. 375) has a good

figure in it : viz., the woman with the baby. The dress is exquisite—

a delicate purple pattern on white. This is not the first drawing of

short-waisted women we have lad from this artist, and therefore it

may be hoped it will be the last. The same feeling for colour and

flat treatment which is evident here may produce much greater
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results, if combined with a costume less ungainly than that which

Mr. Armstrong seems so anxious to immortalise. Mr. Allom exhibits

an interior of the Church of S. Jaques, Antwerp (No. 393), which

ought to have been with the Architecture. As it is now hung it is

impossible to see it. The drawing seems very admirable. Mr. F. W.

W. Topham (No. 898) produces, at first sight, a bright and decora

tive effect by virtue of adopting light walls as a background to his

figures.

In Gallery No. VII. we have a decorative work by M. Tadema

(No. 421), ' Une Danse Pyrrhique,' a subject which has the appear

ance of being Btrained : its drawing and colour are not what I should

have expected. Mr. J. Griffiths, like Mr. Topham, has adopted a

white back-ground in ' Soonabhaee ' (No. 429). There is careful

management of architectural accessories. A band of dark green leaves

fills the top of the picture over the marble terrace, and the yellow

figure composes well with its temperate and decorative surroundings.

Mr. W. Linnell sends a large and important work (No. 461), and

Mr. Perugini gives us a very fair study of drapery (No. 482), not

quite equal, however, to last year's Daphne. Mr. Boughton's ' March

of Miles Standish ' has merits ; but I must hasten on to Mr. F.

Walker's single contribution, 'The old Gate ' (No. 485). The senti

ment and the management of colour deserve great praise. The drawing,

too^ is good, note especially the working man in the right-hand fore

ground, the dogs, and the ducks. One feels that the children have

been placed by Mr. Walker with a promise of ' goodies ' if they would

only stay quiet ; and although mere size has apparently been a terup-

• tntion to Mr. Walker as to many others, still the winter landscape is

cleverly filled in, and I never yet saw so much made of nine steps and

two bad gate piers. No. 825, Gallery No. X., is a most careful draw

ing of ' The Room of Antiquities in the Louvre,' by M. Navlet Was

the subject worth such carefulness ?

The Water-colours are, generally speaking, so inferior, that it is

matter for wonder why a room should have been set aside for them,

whilst Architecture was thrust on one side. I may, in passing, just

note a very odd composition, No. 525, by W. B. Scott ; Mr. R. T.

Pritchett's capital crowd of ' Fish-buyers ' (No. 598) ; and Mr. C. N.

Henry's realistic 'Mill Pond' (No. 085). Although the paintings

in this year's Exhibition are, as a rule, not only not flattering to, but

absolutely misrepresentative of, our position in the art-world ; still

there are works enough to show that we have made progress. When

however, we turn to the sculpture, there are scarcely half-a-dozen

works worth the marble out of which they are cut, and only one of

this half-dozen worth exhibition.

I do not include in this estimate any of the busts or portraits,

which, with the painted likenesses, ought to be exhibited in a room

by themselves, as being contrary to the whole intention and spirit of

these arts ; which ought, rightfully, to have no existence apart from

architecture. The one piece of sculpture this year is, I need hardly

say, by a foreigner, ' The Youthful Hannibal Strangling the Eagle,'

allegorical of the straggle between Carthage and Rome during the

Punic Wars (1,208). M. D'Epinay has given us in this group some

thing really worth studying. We have but to compare it for a

moment with Mr. Westraacott's ' Child and Swan ' (1,193), or the

works by Mr. Weeks, R.A., or Mr. Marshall, R.A., to be utterly

ashamed of the Academy's position as regards the art of sculpture.

There is probably no other art—not even the dramatic art—which is in

such a hopeless condition. In the face of this it may seem ungrateful

to M. D'Epinay to take objection to anything. Still, I cannot help

thinking, that if the left hand had been as energetic as the right

hand, or if the talons had a very little more hold on the flesh, the

struggle between Carthage and Rome would have been more truly

indicated. I have only space to note the grand action of the group

—which, like all grand actions, look well from every point of view—

the truly feathery feathers, the expressive clutching of the toes, and

the admirable rightneas of the eagle's beak, all the more grateful to

us because of Sir Edwin Landseer's strange shortcoming in this par

ticular feature.

Altogether the exhibition does not seem to me to show that marked

improvement in the arts which many would have us believe. There

are far handsomer rooms, far larger canvasses, much better hanging ;

but, with some few brilliant exceptions, the paintings are not up to

the mark of former contributions. Sculpture is as moribund as ever ;

and architecture, though the most progressive of the arts, has been

almost literally turned out of the house.

The Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society will this

year assemble at Axbridge, in the vicinity of which town are bone caves,

and other objects of interest.

THE LAW COURTS AS THEY ARE TO BE.

TN our last issue we stated that Mr. Street's design for the Law Courts on

the Thames Embankment was already prepared. The plans, as we

then said, involve a disposition to a large extent new, and they are accom

panied by a lucid and straightforward report, in which the architect of the

new building, after a careful examination of both sites, gives his decided

verdict in favour of the Embankment ; and perhaps this verdict is all the

more valuable from the circumstance that Mr. Street is not understood to

have shared in the first instance the views of those who, like Sir Charles

Trevelyan, proposed and promoted the change of site which we have advo

cated. It cannot but be gratifying to ourselves to find the side which we

have consistently supported receiving the adhesion of one who has the best

opportunities of fully judging the whole matter, and in whose judgment so

much confidence is so deservedly placed.

Mr. Street has prepared a block plan, showing the building on tho

Embankment, with its approaches and surroundings ; and ground and

principal-floor plans of his design. He has also prepared a plan to

show how the already purchased land may be used for the New

Courts of Justice without the purchase of any additional land what

ever, and has in the report fully described the advantages and disad

vantages of both. He begins by pointing out that his original design, as ap

proved by the Courts of Justice Commission, cannot be carried out upon the

Carey Street site without large additional purchases of land, and that

many departments which it had been proposed there to provide for must be

excluded, if the area to be covered with buildings is so small as is now

proposed ; so that whichever site be adopted, an entire revision of

the design becomes equally necessary. And he then proceeds to explain his

two designs, commencing with the design for the Embankment, and

dividing his examination under the headings of—approaches and surround

ings ; light, quiet, and air ; arrangement of the building, as involved by

the nature of the site ; levels ; advantages, or the contrary, from an archi

tectural point of view. We will try to give some idea of what is said

relative to the Embankment design : —'The approaches to the building, as

shown on the block plan,' observes Mr. Street, ' are many and admirable.

They possess the merit, which cannot be too much dwelt upon in the case of

such a building, of being not only ample for the purpose, but of being such

as would be for the most part free from all noisy traffic, except that which

is coming to the building itself.' The Embankment roadway and the

railway and tho steamboat access, are naturally first noticed, and we are

glad to find that the suggestion first publicly made in these columns of

moving the proposed railway station to the foot of Essex Street is intended

to be carried into effect. Between the new building and tho Temple a new

and wide street, running from the Strand to the Embankment, is to be

formedf in part coinciding with Essex Street ; and this street it is proposed

to prolong—as Sir Charles Trevelyan has uniformly urged should be done

—across the Carey Street property, as a direct north and south thorough

fare. Howard Street, on the north of the Courts, is to be widened, and a

street is to be formed between the building and King's College. We may

add, what Mr. Street does not add, that whenever this street is formed the

mean back of King's College and its chapel, propped up on iron posts, will

loudly call for some architectural improvement.

The terrace in front of Somerset House is to be used as the judges' access

to their courts, being nearly on the level of their own rooms, thus con

verting, as we said last week, a great difficulty into a convenient appendage.

As a further approach, a bridge over the Strand is suggested, giving access

from Lincoln's Inn to the principal floors of the building, also a tunnel

under the new Essex Street, giving access from the same quarter to the

ground floor of the Courts. A bridge to the Templo can bo readily con

structed crossing New Essex Street ; but, on the other hand, owing to

changes which have had to be made in the levels of the buildings on the

Carey Street site, ' Tho barristers from tho Temple and Lincoln's Inn

could not have tho bridges originally proposed for their use ' for access to

the Carey Street building. This modification in accessibility goes very far

towards reversing the conditions of convenience of the two sites, even as

regards the existing legal quarters of London.

The real measure of tho distance between one site and the other is tho dis

tance from the centre lino of the Central Hall in Carey Street to the centre

line of that on the Embankment. This is 942 ft.—three minutes' walk, or

thereabouts, at the easy rate of 3^ miles an hour. The Courts on the

Embankment will be 2 furlongs and 17 yards from the SE. angle of Lin
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coin's Inn Fields, lj furlongs from King's Bench Walk, Inner Temple,

and exactly half a mile to Doctors' Commons. The distance to the

Houses of Parliament is not given ; indeed, singularly enough, the

great advantago which facility of communication along the Embankment

between Westminster and the Courts will give, has been all but overlooked

by the advocates of the removal. It was not noticed in the debates, and yet

to counsel who are members of Parliament, or who practice before Com

mittees of the House, to solicitors who arc also Parliamentary agents, and

to many others, this facility is most valuable.

Lastly, Mr. Street shows that on two sides (the east and north) Govern

ment, by recasting the existing streets, will have the character of the sur

rounding buildings entirely in their own hands ; adding'that on the King's

College side ' the singularly lugubrious character ' of that edifice is the only

ground for complaint, bnt that no inconvenience or nuisance can bo ex

pected thence, while the vast space of the Embankment, the Thames, and

the Temple Gardens, will wonderfully benefit the whole building. ' To

conclude,' says Mr. Street, ' it is difficult to conceive a public building

being erected on any site in London with greater advantages in its sur

roundings than this site affords.' Sir Charles Trevelyan himself could

hardly wish more said.

Light, air, and quiet, are briefly stated to be most satisfactory, and such

annoyances as might rise from the railway being reduced to a minimum by

its station being Underground and shouldered out of sight, so to speak, by

n big tower, the advantages of the site in these respects are recognised as

so great that nothing is left to desire.

Turning now to the building itself, we find that naturally Mr. Street has

felt it necessary to rearrange the whole scheme. Tho original principle of

separating the Courts from the offices by internal streets and quadrangles

has been still kept in view, and the arrangement of the Courts and rooms

connected with them is substantially the same that it was in the plan ap

proved by the Commission, but the small internal areas for lighting the

rooms below the Courts have been made larger, and the jury rooms and

staircases and lobbies have been improved. The broad feature of tho pre

sent plan is that the Courts, Central Hall, and all the rooms for juries, wit

nesses, and the public, are massed on the western or Somerset House side of

the site, some of the offices—e.g., Vice-Chancellor's Chambers—being in

cluded in the upper and lower floors of these buildings, while the great

group of offices runs round three sides of a large quadrangle on the eastern

or Temple side, the quadrangle being virtually open towards the river, as

a grand semicircular colonnade or loggia which forms the southern entrance

to it will not impede light or air.

The western portion of the present design resembles very closely the

core or heart of the old Carey Street design ; the central hall being,

however, two bays shorter, and eighteen courts being provided instead of

twenty-one. The eastern portion is entirely different. The oblong open

quadrangle (its greatest length running north and south) here introduces a

new featnre, and secures the free access of light and air to the very heart of

the building. As to the amount of office accommodation obtainable, Mr.

Street holds out a hope that by judicious compression a great many depart

ments may be sufficiently provided for in this large range of buildings.

The entrances have been so managed that, going in at various levels,

many offices have the practical effect of being on the ground floor, which, on

a level site, would have to use steps up or down, and the judges have no

flights of steps or lifts to encounter.

As to the architectural treatment, Mr. Street—after referring to the high

opinion he held and still holds of the merits of the Carey Street site when

completed, by the additional purchases not now to be made, and the difficulties

which he had dreaded in dealing with the Embankment, owing to its curved

outline and the Somerset House Terrace, adds—' in working out the plan to

suit the site, I think, as is so often tho case in architectural designs, that the

very difficulties of the case have proved in the end to be its greatest gains.'

Mr. Street has advanced his building to the line of Somerset House

Terrace, and it rises from the Embankment itself without any terrace. His

parapets will be as nearly as possible on a level with those of Somerset

House, while the raised portions of the building, the central hall, and the

towers will be so removed from it as not to affect it. On the other hand,

the curve of the frontage has given an opportunity for throwing forward all

the eastern end of the building, and obtaining an irregularly broken line of

frontage, though a very well-balanced one ; and Mr. Street lays great stress

on the benefit of this irregularity as affording means for effects of light and

shade, such as will bo of great value in a building of this length, and as

contrasting, to the advantage of both buildings, with the regular lines of

Somerset House.

Lastly, the architectural effect of the building will be in no small degree

enhanced by the many excellent points of view from which it can be seen.

The near views of the detail which tho Embankment will afford will bo

delightful, and from Blackfriars below or Waterloo above, the finest

possible points of view will be found. Mr. Street's perspective study of

the building shows it from Waterloo ; and hence, not only the whole front

will be seen, but the central hall rising above and crowning the .structure

and binding together the features of the composition ; from many moro

distant points the gap between Somerset House and the Temple seems to

call for such an enrichment of the skyline as Mr. Street's design will provide.

We regret that want of space prevents our following Mr. Street closely

in his examination of the defects of the Caroy Street site as at present

standing, or examining in detail the gallant effort he has made to m ake the

most of it. We believe Mr. Street has honestly done his best to fit his

building upon this site, and we are sure that nothing more damaging has

been said by the friends of the Embankment than what Mr. Street hero

says in reference to this part of his undertaking, taken in conjunction with

the careful plans he has produced.

In approaching this part of the subject, it becomes necessary to refer to a

plan and pamphlet showing an impracticable'mode of utilising this site, which

have been put forwardby the Incorporated Law Society.which according to the

simple, though somewhat caustic, statement of Mr. Street, do not estab

lish the claim of that body to speak with authority on matters of architec

ture. The dexterity rather than the integrity which characterises the

pleader has boon aimed at by the legal surveyors, the plan which they put

forth shrinking in one direction and expanding in another, like a witnoss

when subjected alternately to the bullying of a hostile counsel, or to the

mild leading questions of a friendly advocate. Unfortunately for the case

of the Law Society Mr. Stroet has a locus cross-ejeaminandi, and the

imaginary legal plan turns out to be not only ' misleading,' but po sitively

' incorrect.'

Passing by this, however, we find that Mr. Street's view of tho land

already purchased is, that it is a site which puts the greatest difficulties in

the way of a satisfactory plan ; that it will be absolutely necessary to alter

the adjoining streets in order to get any access to it at all, and that all the

property facing or adjoining these streets is of the most incongruous

description, and if not now purchased for rebuilding, is such as it would

become imperatively necessary to purchase and rebuild at some future time,

when proximity to the Courts shall have given it a higher valuo than it now

bears. In respect of light, air, and quiet, ho adjudges the Carey Street site

to be deficient.

The actual arrangement of the design for this site shows the Courts and

their Central Hall on the northern portion, and the offices round a quad

rangle next the Strand, with a detached block, much like a fort, occupying

the queer triangular space to the west. It was a direction to Mr. Street to

dispense with the many stops up to the Judges' rooms, so much objected to

in his early design, and this he has done, sacrificing at the same time, as

has already been said, the access by bridges from the Temple and Lincoln's

Inn. He has produced, no doubt, a fairly convenient building, but one

vastly inferior to that which he has shown to be possible on the Embank

ment. To the aesthetic advantages of the Carey Street site, with its great

elevation and its fine opportunities for a sky-lino, Mr. Street is not blind ; but

he believes that the diminished size of the work, and the absence of the lofty

towers of the Probate department, will greatly lessen his opportunities for

using these advantages ; while other counterbalancing, indeed prepon

derating, benefits are found in the situation of the building where it can

be so well seen as it will on the Embankment.

We may add, that the vistas down the various streets from the Strand

afford opportunities for fine effects, of which we hardly think Mr. Street

has mado full use. If, for example, in working out his northern fac^do he

can bring tho centre of it to coincide with the centre of Norfolk Street, tho

view of that feature down this fine wide street would have a peculiar charm.

This, however, may be well left to the judgment which has secured and

combined so many other advantages in a design, the adoption of which we

may now count as certain, and the erection of which will confer a now

ornament on the Metropolis, and increase the credit enjoyed in Europo by

the architecture of England in the nineteenth century.
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OUR RAMBLER

AMONG THE BHONZE MONUMENTS IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

A RAMBLE in "Westminster Abbey ! ] toes there not seem some

thing incongruous, irreverent, almost sacrilegious, in the expres

sion? Is it not too sharp a contrast between the shadowy antiquity

of the days when kings built cathedrals and founded chantries pro

miimarum salute, and the strong gas light, or magnesium light, or elec

tric light, of the full nineteenth century ?

But if there be such a discrepancy, it is in the name alone, not in

the actual character of our grateful task. And the blame, if blame

there be, must be laid on the poverty of the English language ;

which, out of its 43,566 words, can not provide us with a satisfactory

substitute for the term that we have prefixed to the species of de

scriptive article, for their kind acceptance of which we hav e to express

our gratitude to our readers.

The Itambler desires to adhere to a modest impersonality, contented

with the function of describing, so far as is in his power, scenes of

ancient, or of permanent, interest to the readers of the Abchitect.

lie could hardly otherwise forbear to intimate the existence of special

and powerful reasons binding him, more than most men, to love and

honour the very shadow of the Abbey Church of St. Peter.

Hat oil', therefore, in every sense, did he devote a morning within

the present week to the careful examination of iv subject which has

taken no slight hold of the public mind. No man who cares for

archseology, for architecture, or for art, can fail to take an interest in

the subject of the recent operation on the tomb of the Countess of

Richmond. And the moment seemed thus most opportune for a

general survey of the bronze monuments contained in the Abbey.

The materials for the study are ample. The time during which

they have been collected extends over a period of 356 years, from

the assumed date of the effigy of King Henry the Third, a.d.

1272, to that of Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, a.d. 1628.

The character of the work employed by the artists of the bronze

tombs and effigies differs in method no less than in excellence. Thus

we have brass founding proper, beaten and riveted work, chasing,

pouncing, and enamel of extreme beauty. The art of the sculptor, the

engraver, the worker in mosaic, and even of the jeweller, have all been

brought to bear in adorning some of the splendid monuments of

kings and queens, and illustrious subjects of the English crown, who

are commemorated on the gilded bronzes of Westminster Abbey.

Of course, we are not now about to speak of what are ordinarily

termed brasses. A few of these are yet unplimdered in the Abbey ;

two very fine ones, dating in 1307 and 1390, adorning the low, square-

built tombs of Robert de Waldeby and of the Duchess of Gloucester,

in the Chapel of St. Edmund. We confine our special attention to the

effigies proper—figures in the round, built, or cast, in bronze, and for

the most part, as far as inspection is possible under their present pall

of dust, originally gilded.

The first remark which strikes the observer with unexpected force

is, that the most ancient of these priceless mouuments are also by far

the most beautiful. Few things in sepulchral sculpture, in or out of

the Abbey, surpass the tranquil, dignified, natural beauty of the effigy

of Queen Eleanor of Castile, a.d. 1290. That of King Henry the

Third, the second founder of the Abbey, is hardly inferior. That of

Ayrner de Valence, Earl of Pembroke, i.D. 1296, although the face is

rude and almost archaic, shows a skill in beaten work, in chasing, in

the delicate applique work of the coronet, or rather diadem, that sur

rounds the helmet, and which was formerly adorned with jewels, and

above all in the enduring enamel, which proves that the artificers of the

latter part of the 13th century were artists of a very high order of

merit.

It is by no means every visitor to the Abbey who is aware of the

existence of the effigy of King Henry the Third. It lies on the top of

& double altar tomb, a sarcophagus piled on a sarcophagus, in the

centre of the north side of the Chapel of King Edward the Confessor.

These coffers were overlaid with coloured marble and rich mosaic,

most of which has disappeared. But the pure tints and high polish

of the slabs that remain—serpentines of the colour of malachite and

red Egyptian porphyry—are uninjured by the lapse of time. So is

the still extant mosaic covering, the greater part of which is to be

found on the north side of the upper part of the tomb, in which the

undimmed brilliancy of the gold, and the general enamelled effect of

the tessera;, are as fresh as in the work of the Prince Consort's

Memorial, now so near completion. Had the tomb of King Henry

the Third not been peeled—whether owing to want of adhesiveness in

the original cement, or (more probably) to the cupidity or violence of

those who failed to reverence its sanctity—it would still be as fresh

as when it was reared. It cannot be denied that this observation has

much weight with reference to the degree of care, or of cleansing,

which it will be proper to.bestow on monuments of this description.

Twisted columns, overlaid with mosaic, stood at each angle of this

tomb, as was also the case with the shrine of the Confessor. The sple.1-

dour of these inlaid, gilded, ornate, monuments, must have been highly

imposing, and the application of the same style of columnar protec

tion, and of mosaic decoration, to the tombs of the Founder and

of the Restorer, was no doubt intended by the latter to mark a joint

claim on the gratitude of England. On the top of the upper cotl'er,

or member of the tomb, lies the gilded bronze effigy of the King, the

form and features perfect, the gold still gleaming from the unsoled

sock, or shoe, but the whole covered with such a thick coat of dust

( except where the metal seems almost to effloresce in some mode of

slow decomposition on the robe), that it is impossible to say more as

to the details of a very fine and careful work. The ceiliug over the

tomb has lost all adornments of carving or of gilding, and is reduced

to the state of a few old boards.

One thing the Rambler felt to be undeniable, The statue of King

Henry III. ought to be dusted.

The tomb of Eleanor of Castille, Queen of Edward L, dating

a.d. 1290, is a coffer, or altar tomb of wrought stone, surmounted by

an effigy in gilded bronze. The canopy, or tabernacle work, that

divides the sides of the tomb into compartments, is remarkable for

the triangular pediments, which, with trefoil perforations beneath

them, shelter five escocheons on either side; the tomb, however,

being built so close to one of the pillars of the chapel as to hide

about a fifth of the length. These escocheons bear the lions of

England, then increased to three, the quartered arms of Castille

and Navarre, and the bends and bordure of Ponthieu ; Queen Eleanor

being a descendant of that very Count of Ponthieu who seized Harold

on the shores of Normandy, and whose ransoming the Saxon chief to

William of Normandy led to the famous oath on the relics, and, later,

to the battle of Hastings. Through Queen Eleanor, Guy of Ponthieu

was an ancestor of English kings.

The inscription inlaid around the upper ledge of the tomb is in

Gothic thirteenth-century letters. The slab is entire, cast in one

piece ; not in two, like that of some later tombs. The face is very

beautiful, the hair flowing from under a crown adorned with large

fleur*-de-lys. The hands are extremely delicate, the left half closed on

the bosom, the right extending its taper fingers to hold a sceptre

which has vanished from the dainty grasp. The pillow on which the

head rests was chased with the arms of Castille. There are cherub

heads as corbels to the gilded canopy, or baldachin, which lies on the

slab of the tomb above the head, in the relative position which would

be occupied by a canopy over an erect figure. Oaken cherubs also

adorn the carved ceiling over the tomb. The figure is defended, on

the outer or northern side of the chapel, by a wonderful wrought iron

grille, and is perhaps the sole monument which has been respected,

absolutely, by all touch but that of Time, and but tenderly handled

by Time himself. It is the gem of the ancient part of the Abbey.

Only six years later in date than the work of the Italian artist

(Torelli, it is said, was his name) who wrought the two effigies above

described, the monument of the Earl of Pembroke presents a singular

contrast in the style, no less than in the beauty, of the work. The head,

showing the face through the open part of a plain, unvisored helmet,

is the only cast part of the figure, and the execution of the features is

poor and almost shapeless. But round the helmet is drawn a beau

tiful coronet of embossed, or rather applique' work, bearing marks of

the setting of large jewels. The corslet, the armour for the arms and

legs, as well as the hands, are all of beaten work riveted together—

in fact, a suit of thin brass armour, made for the occasion. The

pillew has been covered with enamel, and the colours are still pre

served. On the left arm is a triangular, or rather heater-shaped

shield, twenty inches long, covered with cloisonne enamel, almost or

altogether perfect, and blazoned with the coat, barry of 28, argent

and azure, 10 martlets, gules in orle. The tinctures are diapered over

with gold. The figure lies on a wooden tomb or coffer above the stone

altar tomb, and it is on record that much of this was formerly covered

also by enamelled work or brass. Small enamelled escocheons still

remain along the margin of the tomb, as witnesses of the splendour

of the original work. The arms of Valence are correctly sculptured

on the stone portion of the tomb, showing that the unusual number

of bars and of martlets enamelled on the shield arose from ignorance

or carelessness on the part of the enameller.

The tomb of King Edward the Third, on the south side of the

Confessor's Chapel, is of cawed stone, under a canopy of tabernacle

work in wood, both greatly decayed. Side supports and canopy are

affixed to the bronze slab. These adornments show what description

of work has been broken away from the adjoining tomb of King

Richard the Second and his Queen, where eighteen ugly holes gape

around the effigies. The cushion has been stolen from beneath the

head of King Edward, and the grim bearded countenance has almost

on archaic aspect. Violence lias not been spared against theso

monuments, although the later has suffered more than the earlier ; a

sign that the memory of the martial character of Edward the Third,

though not strong enough to save from iconoclastic fury the images

that were niched in the supports of his canopy, protected the effigy of

that sovereign from the marks of dislike offered to that of his grand

son. The workmanship of the later tomb, also, was originally infe

rior to that of the former, at least as far as the countenance is con

cerned. The diapered pattern on the robe of King Richard the

Second is almost entirely concealed by a coat of dirt.

The above six figures, or five tombs, are all the bronzes to be found

in the Chapel of the Confessor, and in that of St. Edmund. With

the lost of these, the monument of Richard the Second, we close the

fourteenth century, the date being 1399. One hundred and ten years

more bring us down to the time of the Countess of Richmond, in the

south aisle of the chapel of King Henry the Seventh, the operations

on which led to our present visit. About the same date is assigned

to the unrivalled monument of the royal founder of that fretted

tabernacle of stone, and of his queen; and two large and complex

monuments—one to Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, in the north tran

sept or side chapel, that opens from the central aisle or species of
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chancel of this unique building ; and the other, to Ludovic Stuart,

Duke of Richmond, in the corresponding position to the south—close

the list of the grand Westminster Dronze monuments with the respec

tive dates 1028 and 1023.

Of these two last-named monuments it is not possible, for the mo

ment, to speak with much detail, as the gates of the inner chapels

which they occupy are not unclosed without the special mandate of

the Very Reverend the Dean, who, for the week, was not in resi

dence. They are covered with a more dense and palpable veil of dust

than any other objects visible, or rather invisible, within the precincts

of the Abbey. It is almost impossible to distinguish the materials of

which the figures are composed ; only a small hole in the pillow of

the Duke of Buckingham, and a finish, which is not that of marble,

in the edge of the drapery of the weeping female figures that guard

the chambers of Ludovic Stuart, giving assurance of their metallic

character. The portraiture in each instance is good ; the embossed

armour, especially in the Richmond effigy, is very fine ; and the figures

around the tomb* of Buckingham, notably one who rests his head on

his sword, with an intervening cushion of upturned beard, are of a

high order of merit. The floriated, open work, metal canopy of the

southern tomb is apparently almost crushed by the weight of a tre

mendous Fame, trumpeting on the summit. The Duke of Bucking

ham's Fame, at the foot of his tomb, has lost her trumpet ; which^ if

more than an allegory, would be all the better for the duke. Not

the faintest glimmer pierces the dust to tell whether these monuments

have been gilded. They are worthy of- more minute inspection.

l'roperly to describe the superb monument of King Henry the

Seventh and his Queen would exceed our limits. The perfect and

uninjured tomb, with its highly relieved medallions, its supported

escocheons at head and foot, its four boy-angels seated on the comers,

and its serene, noble, faithful effigies, has been happily preserved by

the lofty and ponderous screen or tabernacle which surrounds it.

Over each of the bronze gates in this grille, one north and one south,

and again at either end of the structure, a gigantic crowned rose

projects as a lamp, in which, no doubt, it was designed that perpetual

light should burn in honour of the departed. But the thirty-two

saints and angels that stood, each in its canopied niche, around this

magnificent brazen fence, have met with disrespectful usage, which it

is a matter of unfeigned satisfaction to find thus diverted from the

tomb itself.

A remarkable proof of the manner in which the iconoclastic fury,

to which we must attribute the mutilation of the grille of King

Henry the Seventh's tomb, was modified by some still lingering feel

ing of special reverence for certain saints among the assailants, is

afforded dv the few remaining effigies. St. George, the patron saint

of England, is perfect, with the exception of his sword, being the only

figure left at the west end. On the south side, St. John, whom legend

connects with the founding of the Abbey, has lost only two fingers.

The Confessor is untouched, and the gilding of the small canopy over

his head is more brilliant than any other part of the grille. * This,

however, we believe to be a modern experiment. Beneath the

Confessor, St. Bartholomew, who seems to have had some special

claim on the veneration of the Londoners, has only lost his hands.

The uninjured figure at the north end corner is no doubt St. James;

but it may have been thought by the mob to represent the pilgrim who

bore to the Confessor the ring from the Evangelist, as a somewhatsimilar

figure is represented, together with the King in a closed crown, whom

we take to be the Founder, on one of the medallions : and by the

north gate is a statuette, in flowing robes, with the' hands gone, and a

sort of iron skull cap with a very narrow brim, representing a saint

whom we are unable to identify. It can hardly be St. Edmund, as there

is neither crown nor arms ; why it should have been called St. Basil does

not appear. The remainder of the statuettes necessary to the symmetry

•of the grille, together with some of the canopies and pedestals, havebeen

violently broken away. The large hexagonallv-pierced, open-work

columns at the comers, are in good condition. Within the grille the

tomb appears to be intact. Its design and detail are superb, and the

■effigies, guarded by the grille, and roofed by the rich fretwork of the

chapel, may be considered, with the exception perhaps of some

Egyptian marvels, the finest royal monument in the world.

_It is only necessary further to refer to the tomb of Margaret of

Richmond, mother of King Henry the Seventh, in the south aisle of the

chapel founded by her son, the recent restoration of which has called

for the present inquiry. Perplexity is not altogether banished by a

visit to this monument. On the one hand, there is no doubt that

much of the delicate work of the bronze effigies which we have de-

seribed_ above is obscured by their present neglected state. Gold,

again, is one of those materials which defies time though it does not

defy cupidity; and there is nothing inconsistently modem in the

gleam of gold. The tombs of the Founder and of the Restorer are

defaced, not by the decay of the gold mosaic, but by its abstraction.

In cleaning the effigy of Margaret of Richmond, therefore, we are to

some extent brought close to the work of the original artist. But it

is only to some extent. The face, head, and hands, are left untouched ;

they appear to have been originally painted, differing in this respect

from the other effigies. They ore now in the condition of what

would be called fine old bronze—a condition which no one could at

tempt to modernise, to scrub, or to scale. Again, the fur doublure

of the robe is left comparatively untouched, giving a dark contrast

to the restored brilliancy of the latter. This doublure was also painted,

as was the hood, and the white wimple under the chin. The least

satisfactory part of the work arises from the appearance of the copper

through the gilding in many parts, and we are strengthened in the

opinion which has before been intimated by the Architect, that an

effective cleaning will be unsatisfactory, for more reasons than one,

unless the portions cleaned be also regilded.

As to one thing, however, there can be no doubt. The next step

requisite to be taken in the Abbey is the cleaning of all the monu

ments east of the nave by the simple process of dusting. We rejoice

to see that, as a consequence, probably, of the opening of the nave for

special religious service, that good work has been performed on the

monuments in this part of the minster. The effect is most admirable.

Some of our old acquaintances can hardly be recognised. No

harshness, novelty, or any other unpleasant element of tone is intro

duced. The monuments do not look fresh or staring, but they are

visible and often very beautiful when thus, almost for the first time,

seen in their ensemble. The Minerva on the Fleming monument

looks down from beneath the shadow of a helmet that reminds one of

the Medici Chapel. Wordsworth seems to listen to the echo

of the organ. If to the Chapel of the Confessor, of Henry VII.,

of St. Edmund, and in fact to the whole of the Abbey east of the

organ-screen, there be extended the same careful and proper method

of removing long-neglected dust and dirt that has been so successful

in the nave, we shall be able to see in what state our royal bronzes

actually are. It may seem almost superfluous to add that this tribute

to ordinary decency must be paid before we are in a condition to

discuss the propriety of any more severe treatment. It is possible that

in different cases different rules may be found to apply. For instance,

the treatment of the knots, the portcullises, the eagles, the crowns,

and the repetitions of the H.'s, that ornament the brazen gates of

the chapel is one thing, that of the perfect effigy of Queen Eleanor

another. When dust is gone, we can say more about the state of

decay and decomposition. Preservation is our just duty, but dust

does not preserve ; on the contrary, there is reason to believe that it

exerts a sensibly destructive power when long undisturbed. Let the

bronzes of Westminster be now, for the first time within our memory,

unveiled ; and it will then be possible intelligently to inquire what

further tendance they may claim of those who would preserve them.

THE NEW OPERA HOUSE, PARIS.

rPHE late discussion on the extraordinary Budget has put the public in

-L possession of the facts of the case of the New Opera House.

The statement made by certain members of the Opposition was that the

total cost of the building, including site, &c, would bo 48,000,000 f.

(1,520,000/.); the official statement in reply was substantially as follows.

Ten months after the acceptance of the plans of M. Gamier, the estimates

were prepared, and amounted to 29,000,000 f. M. Walewski, then Minister

of State, was alarmed thereat, and insisted that the amount should be

diminished, and it was cut down to 18,000,000 f. As the works pro

gressed, however, it was found that this sum would be totally insufficient,

and the estimates grew gradually to 20, 21, and 25 millions. At each

successive rise the matter was referred to the General Council of Civil

Buildings, and each time the administration insisted that the amount should

be kept down as much as possible. Now that the building was in a very

advanced state, tho cost could be given without hesitation or reserve, and

it amounted to 31,000,000 f. (1,240,000/.)

Amongst the causes of tho increased expenditure was the discovery of

springs which, said the Governmental commissioner, amounted almost to a

river. Of course the water had to be pumped out, and, in order to secure

tho foundations, it was necessary to excavate to great depth, and actually

to construct a concrete pit of the extent of 1 1 ,500 metres. Next cams

changes in the plan, alterations in the disposition of the surrounding

buildings to produce a harmonious effect; then the bold and novel arrange

ments of the interior cansed a large unexpected outlay ; and, finally, tho

construction of tho building having been extended from five years to ten,

the ravages caused by time and the weather had to be made good.

Tho height of the building, foundations ineluded, is, it appears, about

235 ft., and the cost per metre covered just under 108/., a rate considerably

lower than that of the Madeloine or the New louvre.

In tho above account the purchase of the ground is not included, because

tho surplus which had been or which remained to be sold had risen so much

in value as to cover tho expense of the site.

Amongst the claims for admiration, rather a fantastic one, with respect

to the New Opera House, is that it has been intentionally made a kind of

permanent exhibition of the finest kinds of rare stone and marble to be

found in France, and the following is the list of those employed:—Jasper,

from the quarry of .Saint Gervais, Mont Blanc ; brown granitic porphyry,

from tho wood of Vauban ; green porphyry of Tournay ; red granitic por-,

phyiy of Hanoise ; porphyritic granite of Saint Martin du Puy ; micaceous

granite of Lormes ; coral red syenite, from the top of the Thorn at Scr-

vance ; syenito of a dead leaf colour, from Menil, Sorvance ; porphyritic

granite, from Mount Comu ; blood stone marble of Sampans in tho Jura;

violet marble of Sampans ; Damparis stone (called Saint Yele) from tho

Jura ; white jasper stone of Damparis ; stone called VEchaiUou, from B«yon,

Isero ; white ditto, from Saint Quentin; pierred'Austrude, and several kinds '

of soft stone from the department of the Yonne.

All those materials have, it is said, been selected with great cure and

tested with respect to their power of resistance; the jasper of Mont Blanc,

of which the columns are made, is reported to have yielded extraordinary

results—a block weighing 2710 kilogrammes boro weights equal to 1830

kilogrammes per square centimetre.

The Great American Artist, Hiram Power, who is at present in

Florence, has modelled the features of Mr. Longfellow.
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QUEEN ELIZABETH'S GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Kingston-ox-Thajies.

IN answer to an invitation that appeared in our columns some time siuce,

about twenty-eight designs have been submitted in competition for the new

building that the committee propose to erect in order adequately to accom

modate the rapidly increasing number of scholars that the popularity of the

present head master has attracted to this venerable scholastic foundation.

The history of this school dates back to ante-Reformation times, and

many great men who hare distinguished themselves in literature, politics,

and art, have thumbed their primer in the fine old Gothic chapel that is now

used as a schoolroom. It is thought by some that Turner, the great artist,

attended this school. The records connected with this foundation contain

entries of many valuable bequests made by some of the wealthy guilds of

the City of London who still take an interest in the school.

The intended site for the proposed new building lies on the London

road immediately opposito to tho present school, possesses a good

frontage, and extends backwards for some distance, allowing ample space

for a large playground.

The twenty-eight designs above referred to have been, by the permission

of tho Mayor of Kingston, disposed along the walls and benches of the

Crown Court. A more inconvenient and unsuitable place for such a display

could scarcely have been chosen. In but few instances has it been pos

sible to place all the drawings illustrating one design in a compact group

along a single wall or bench, many drawings being separated by a consi

derable distance from the remainder of their set.

A fow good men have responded to the invitation of tho committee, but

not in all cases with a happy result. As the school is dedicated to Good

Qneen Bess, wo were surprised to find that so few had adopted the very

effective architecture of her period, especially as the committee at one time

proposed to includo that style amongst the instructions to competitors. Of

those who have employed Elizabethan architecture, only one or two seem to

be ' at home' in it.

The cost of the new building is not to exceed 5,000?., but some of the

more elaborate plans have little chance of complying with this condition.

A straggling plan necessitates a multiplicity of external walls, which mean

money ; arid as the funds in hand aro small, the more compact the grouping

of the rooms, the bettor tho chance of the committee's interests being ad

vanced. Some of the competitors, possibly from not having visited the site

and present Bchool, have shown in their plan a chaptl tacked on to the new

building. After the scholars have moved into the new home that is to be

provided, it is intended to restore the present school to its original uso as

a chapel, a renovation that could easily be effected at a moderate outlay.

We understand that the committee intend to call in tho assistance of an

architect to guide them in their decision ; we have, therefore, every reason

to hope that they will by that means bo protected from fictitious estimates

and costly plans, whilst those competitors who have adhered to tho instruc

tions will be fairly treated.

THE STRIKES.

A STRIKE or lock-out of the Manchester bricklayers and labourers has

been prophesied for this week. The masters insist upon payment by

the hour instead of by the day or the week, and to this the men object. The

latter require tho oldest labourer to ' carry first,' and the masters insist that

it shall not be the oldest, but the best. The men require that there shall

be one labourer to one bricksetter, and that bricks shall not be wheeled in

a barrow, but be carried in a hod ; but the masters declaro that they will

not employ more labourers than there is occasion for ; and that, where work

is on a level and ladders aro used, they can economise by using the barrow

rather than the hod. Eight hundred labourers met on Wednesday, the 26th

nit., when they unanimously agreed to insist on the ' man to man rule,' and

to discard the wheelbarrow.

Late accounts state that there is every appearance of a continued strike

among the masons. Both roasters and operatives have issued circulars

stating tho terms upon which they will resume work, and these differ so

materially that there is little hope of a speedy settlement. About 200 non

union masons continue at work, a number of them being employed in the

construction of a new foundry near the Great Float, Birkenhead, and at the

works at the Sefton and Stanley Parks. The masters are making efforts to

get more non-unionists. The following figures have just been published by

the secretary of their trade society. List of the towns still on strike, with

the number of masons out thereat:—Birmingham, 30; Cheltenham, 3 ;

Liverpool, 18; Manchester, Hulme, and Salford, 294; Oxford, 2; Sunder

land, 8—total, 355. The following are tho numbers locked out:—Bolton,

18; Coventry, 6; Liverpool, 334; Leeds, 105; Lymm, 4; Old Swan, 12;

Wakefield, 9 ; Wolverhampton, 10—total, 525.

Halifax and Wigan have to be added to the list of towns in which strikes

have been commenced by operatives connected with the building trade. In

both towns tho hour system, the adoption of which the master masons

insist upon, is tho principal question in dispute, and tho operative masons,

both in Halifax and Wigan, having refused to work by the hour, a lock-out

has taken place in each town.

The Manchester Examiner reports that one dispute in tho building

trade has been settled by arbitration. The Wigan joiners claimed an

advance in their wages of two shillings a week, and were able to show

clearly that the rate of payment in that town was below the amount re

ceived in neighbouring places. The disputed point was loft to the arbitra

tion of Mr. Alderman Cross, as well as a question as to overtime, and

another as to the limitation in the number of apprentices. The arbitrator's

decision has just been given. Ho allows the men an advance equal to

1*. 9$d. per week, and abolishes tho rule as to the limitation in the number

of apprentices. Tho decision is binding, and by its acceptance a strike will

be avoided.

We learn from Horncastle, in Lincolnshire, that tho bricklayers of that

town struck work some time ago for an advance of 2«. per week. Tho

masters had to comply with their demands, and this week the labourer*

have done the same, but the masters are holding out—as some of them are

at work upon contract jobs which will not allow of the extra wages being,

paid, without serious loss.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

WEST DOORWAY, CATHEDRAL OP SANTIAGO DB COMPOSTELLA.

IN The Architect of May 8 there was given a general drawing of

this portal, which forms the inner doorway of the western porch,

of Santiago Cathedral, in Oalicia. A cast of the portal, in its entirety

is now in the collection of the South Kensington Museum.

The porch, locally called the ' Portico de la Gloria,' is vaulted in

three bays, corresponding with the respective widths of the three

entrances ; the north and south bays are nearly square, the centre a

double square ; all three being groined with quadripartite vaults. In

the middle of the last century, when the whole of the western front

of the cathedral was rebuilt, the external face of the porch was cut

away to give place to the new outer doorways, only the shafts, taking

the longitudinal and diagonal ribs of the vaulting, being preserved.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Street, and Mr. Murray the publisher,

a view of the interior of the porch is given with this description. It

is taken from Mr. Street's well-known book on the Mediaeval Archi

tecture of Spain. It may here be stated that the discovery, as it may

be termed, of this monument by Mr. Street, first drew the attention

of the authorities at South Kensington to tho beauty of the work,

and suggested the idea, since so well carried out, of acquiring a cast

of the doorways for the benefit of the Museum.

We are able accurately to ascertain the name of the artist who con

ceived and executed this splendid work, as well as the date of its-

erection, thanks to an inscription engraved on the soffit of the lintel

spanning the central doorway, and which runs as follows :—

'Asso ab Ixcarxatioxk Dmi. M0- O lxxxviip* Era 1» ccxx* vt*

Dik K-L Aprii.is supkruminaria prwcipalivm portamuh ecci.esi.i:

Beati Jacobi sist coi.ixk ata per Maoistrim Matukim qui a fvstda-

mknt1s ipsorum portalu'm <!kssit magi.steril'm.'

' In the 1188th year from the Incarnation of Our Lord, the 1226th of the

Era of Spain, on the day of the Calends of April (April 1st) the lintel-stones oi

the main portals of the church of the Blessed James were laid by Master Matthew,,

who carried out the works on the said portals from the foundations.'

Noteworthy in this inscription is the redundancy of dates, a case of

very frequent occurrence in inscriptions, charters, deeds, &c. executed

in tho Middle Ages. The second date given in this instance (122C)

is the year of the era of Spain. The Spanish era, founded on the

Julian Calendar, was created in the year 38 B.C., and was a conse

quence of the conquest of the country by the Romans. It was also

adopted in Portugal, Africa, and in the southern provinces of France,

and was not abolished in the western portion of Spain till the begin

ning of the fifteenth century. (Sir H. Nicolas, 'Chronology of

History.')

The only other facts concerning the architect that have come down

to us are, that in 1101 he built the bridge of Cesures, in Galicia,

and that in 1168 he received a pension from Ferdinand II. in recogni

tion of his services as master of the works to the Cathedral of

Santiago (Cean-Bermudez, ' Arquitectos, &c.' vol. i. p. 33). The

kneeling figure looking east, at the base of the central shaft, is, ac

cording to local tradition, the effigy of ' el maestro Mateo.'

The three bays ofwhich the portal is composed are spanned, as will

be seen in the elevational drawing, by semicircular arches, the smaller

ones haying two orders of mouldings, the great central one having

three. The latter is filled from the springing bv a tympanum, sup

ported on a central shaft, and on corbels at the sides.

The whole of these arches are crowded with figure sculpture, form

ing one great scheme of iconography illustrative of the Last Judg

ment In the tympanum is a colossal figure of Our Lord in glory,

seated on a throne and showing His wounds. He is surrounded by

the four Evangelists, all represented as young and beardless, support

ing the emblematic Beasts on their knees and writing their Gospels,

except in the case of St. Matthew, who is here shown with wings,

thus combining in his own person the Emblem and the Evangelist.

This central group forms the subject of the lithographic illustration

given in the present number. It is to be remarked that the usual

order in which the Evangelists are placed is here inverted, St. John

and St. Luke being to the right hand, and St Matthew and St.

Mark to the left of Our Lord. On either side of the Evangelists

are angels holding the instruments of the Passion ; those to the north,

the pillar, the cross, and the crown of thorns ; those to the south the

spear and the nails (in this instance four), the ewer and scroll, the-

scourges, and the reed and sponge. Above these, in two lines, are

crowds of little figures in adoration, some holding books and scrolls,

to which they point. They probably represent the 144,000 mentioned

in tho Book of the Revelation. Many are crowned, others are re

ceiving crowns from angels above. At the top of the tympanum, on

either side of Our Lord, is an angel censing.

The enclosing semi-circle is formed by tho figures of the twenty-

four elders, all seated and crowned, with stringed instruments of

music in their hands ; eight of the elders are also holding ' vials

full of odours, which are the prayers of saints.' (Rev. v. 8.)

At the springing of the vaulting ribs are figures of angels disposed

1 as follows : two on either side of the central door, having in their
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anus or at their sides little naked figures representing the souls of the

blessed; opposite each of these, on the other side of the vault, a

group consisting of a seraph in the middle with an angel on either

side, all in adoration and holding scrolls ; and, at each of the four

corners of the porch, an angel blowing a trumpet. On the side of the

porch shown in the drawing, the springing of the diagonal ribs of the

two small bays is not decorated with angels, but is masked by the

wings of those at foot of the longitudinal ribs.

The archivolt of the north side-door is composed of two orders of

mouldings, both of which are richly decorated with sculpture. The

outer rim contains a number of little figures seated and bearing

labels, alternating with leaves; the inner also contains numerous

small figures in a thicket of foliage, the central one of which appears

to be in the attitude of benediction. The whole is probably intended

to be a representation of Paradise.

The southern side-arch is also of two orders, both deeply hollowed

and filled with carving, the subject of which is the Act of Judgment.

At the crown of each rim is a head, and two hands with scrolls ; the

upper being the head of Our Lord withacruciform nimbus, the lower

that of an angel, probably St. Michael. On the left hand, both in

the hollows and in the label, are shown the souls of the damned

tormented by demons and serpents ; on the right, angels bearing the

souls of the blessed ; some of these latter are also seen in the label in

attitudes of adoration.

The central shaft, supporting the tympanum, is composed of a

cluster of six columns, and rests on the prostrate figure of a

man embracing two monsters, into whose op»n jaws the Qalician

peasants have a custom of throwing a handful of sand before entering

the church. The front column of the shaft is decorated with a figure

of Santiago (St. James Major), in whose honour the church is dedi

cated. He is seated on a throne, the feet of which rest on lions, and

holds in his right hand a scroll, in his left his usual attribute—the

palmer's staff. In the original doorway be has a nimbus enriched

with jewels, which is not given in the Kensington cast, and which

Mr. Street, in bis work on Spain, supposes to be an addition of a later

date. The short column supporting the statue of the patron saint is

historiated with the genealogy of Christ. In the capital is a repre

sentation of the Trinity ; the Father supports tne Son on His

knee, the Holy Dove is seen in the abacus moulding above ; while

angels, two on either side, are offering incense. The main capital to

WEST DOORWAY, CATHEDRAL OF SANTIAGO. (FROM STREET .

the cluster of shafts is composed of subjects from the Temptation.

The corbels that take the ends of the lintel are decorated with half-

figures of angels with scrolls, the inscriptions on which, as in the

west front of Chartres, being merely painted on and not engraved into

the original stone, are naturally not reproduced in the cast. In this

case, as well as in the rolls and books held by the prophets and

apostles, these inscriptions are also for the most part either very in

distinct, or only partially seen in the photographs on account of the

perspective. This is much to be regretted, as it would be interesting

to compare these inscriptions with those prescribed in Greek icono

graphy, as set forth in Didron's 1 Guide de la Peinture.' The eyes

also of the figures are painted on, not cut into the stone ; in fact,

sufficient remains of colour have been found to show that all the

statues were originally richly decorated in gold and colour.

The jambs that take the arches form a series of nooks filled with

engaged shafts, all of which are earned up in two stages, the upper

stage being enriched with statues supported on capitals, excepting

the two shafts that take the longitudinal vaulting ribs; these are

carried up plain without any interruption but that of- an annulet

moulding, which is contiuued all round the jamb, and ties in the

whole sheaf of columns. Three of the nook-shafts are richly deco

rated with spiral carving, and interlaced work with little men and

animals chasing each other through the foliage ; hut in these, as well

as in the capitals where figures and beasts are introduced, there doe

not appear to be any definite subject. The bases, ornamented in th"

spandrels with griffes, now in many cases nearly worn away, are

elevated on a plinth carved into the likeness of lions, bears, dragons,

and other animals, symbolical of the various vices.

The band of nearly life-sized figures, which encircles the upper

portion of the jambs, consists, iconographically, of two groups : on the

two northern piers and their responds on the opposite side of the

porch are ranged the Prophets, who predicted the coming of Christ

and the events of His life ; on the southern piers the Apostles, who

were witnesses of the fulfilment of the Scripture ; the Old Testament

thus being on the north and the New on the south side of the church,

according to the almost universal practice during the Middle Ages.

The apparent inconsistency in assigning the more honourable

Sosition, i.e. the right hand of Our Lord, to characters from the

Id Testament, is thus explained by M. Didron :—' The right and

left hands of the spectator entering the church determine respectively
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the right and left sides of the building ; except in tho sanctuary and

in subjects like Last Judgments in portals ; here it is the Sovereign

Judge who determines the right and left, and thus reverses the right

and left of the spectator ' (Lcclesiologist, vol. 18). The range of

Apostles and Prophets seems therefore intended to form part of the

genernl decorations of the church (doubtless originally further carried

out in the painted glass, &c, on the same principle of placing the

Gospel on the right and the Law on the left), the scenes carved in

the arches above forming a subject complete in itself.

The series of the Apostles consists of eleven figures, including St.

John the Baptist, and is disposed thus :—Commencing from the

centre, and walking round the porch towards the right, we have first,

St. Peter, in pontifical garments, his right hand raised in benediction,

and having in his left three keys, expressing the dominion over

heaven, earth, and hell; then St. Paul, with a book; St James

Major, with his pilgrim's start' nnd a scroll, here in his character as

an apostle, and identical in features with the figure on the central

shaft, which represents him as the Patron; St. John bearing a book ;

six apostles, four with books and two with rolls, whom it is diffi

cult to identify, owing to the absence of attributes, nnd the illegibility

of the inscriptions; and lastly, St. John the Baptist, carrying the

Lamb, enclosed in a circular aureole. The prophets, again beginning

at the centre, and proceeding towards the left, are :—Moses, with his

rod and the tablets of the Law ; Isaiah, Daniel, Jeremiah ; six other

prophets all with scrolls; and opposite St. John the Baptist, a female

figure, crowned, and carrying a scroll, evidently intended for the

Queen of Sheba in her character of one of the Sibyls, who, though

themselves heathen, are said to have foretold the coming of Christ to

the Gentiles. It will be remarked that the majority of the

Apostles are shown with books in their hands, while the Pro

phets, with the exception of Moses, carry scrolls ; this is owing

to the circumstance that ' books, on account of their greater

importance in size, and being also capable of containing more

matter, were regarded as symbolic of the loftiest wisdom.

The roll only (though there are many exceptions to the fact) was

placed in the hands of the Old Testament Prophets, because they saw

the truth but imperfectly and through the veil of metaphor, while

the Apostles, to whom the truth was fully revealed, carry books.'

(Didron, ' Hist, de Dieu,' Bonn's edit, p. 180.)

The absence of nimbi to all the apostles excepting St. Peter is ac

counted for by the want of the plain background on which the

sculptors of that period were wont to carve the nimbus in low

relief, it being correctly shown throughout the tympanum and

in the south arch. The influence of Byzantine on Western

art, which is so noticeable at Chartres (especially in the west

doorway, erected in 1170, to which in many respects this portal

bears great analogy), is exemplified in the present instance in a very

marked manner by the honour paid to the personages of the Old Testa

ment. A nimbus, perfectly similar to that borne by St Peter, is given

to Moses, and doubtless (as in the north porch of Chartres) the other

prophets would have been distinguished in a like manner but for the

.material difficulty above mentioned. Then, again, all the prophets but

two, who have sandals, are barefoot, a distinction accorded in Western

art to none but God, the angels, and the apostles. St. Peter also, in

his gesture of benediction, in raising onlv one finger instead of two,

departs from the usual custom of the Latin Church.

The whole of the detail of this grand portal is of great beauty,

particularly that of the capitals and the carving on the nookshafts.

Above all, one is struck with the pure and noble expression of many

of the heads, the most noteworthy being those of Our Lord, the

Evangelists, and some of the angels. Little of the beauty of the

original work appears to have been lost in the cast which has been

taken by Mr. Brucciani. This gentleman was sent specially to Spain

for that purpose, at a cost of 2,."!00/., by the authorities of the South

Kensington Museum, to whom a debt of gratitude is certainly due for

thus bringing within the reach of all so fine a specimen of a noble

period of art.

The main dimensions of the doorway were taken from drawings by

Mr. Brucciani made on the spot, as the cast has not yet been properly

put together at the Museum, owing to want of space. The details

in the accompanying illustration, and of which it is proposed to give

a few more in a future number, are drawn from the photographs

published by the Arundel Society, and finished from the cast itself.

II. W. Loxsd.vle.

THE ROOF OF THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL.

f"E o;ive a view, with details and plans to a small scale, of the

framing for the iron roof of this building, which was fully

described in our last number. The roof is now being fixed, and the

nature of its construction is well seen from the drawings, but want

of space compels us to postpone a description of it.

w

js at the royal academy.

Secoxd Notice.

CONTINUING our review of the frames of tho Royal Academy Exhibition,

thoso of Mr. Leightou come next under our notice. As we have before

remarked, Mr. Lcighton has always deemed it worth while to bestow the

most careful attention and study on this feature; and the same refinement

and knowledge of the best and most subtle forms of Greek art which are

displayi-d in his pictures, enter also into the design of his frames. His first

in No. 377ri tho diploma picture, is a simple and plain frame demanding

no comment In No. 469, Daedalus and Icarus, the frame is divided jnto

three divisions; the inner one is treated like the architrave of a cornice;

thus giving those set backs which are so valuable as contributing to the

apparent solidity of the frame. In order to accentuate the divisions of the

three fuscias, small grooves are sunk between them. In the marblo temples

of Greece, with the bright sun and clear atmosphere, the slightest projection

would be sufficient to givo a dark lino of shade, and such grooves therefore

would not be required to define the fascia of the architrave in a cornice ;

with a similarly moulded architrave, however, in a gilt frame, exposed only

to a diffused light, tlicy bceomo very necessary, and it is strange that

their value lias not been more recoguised in other frames.

The middle division of the frame is relieved by paterae, round which .1

similar groove runs. The outer division, or border, has the ordinary e£g

and tongue, and the leaf ornament of the Erectheum pilasters : the juncture

at the angles, however, is not Greek, and inclinos us to the belief that this

beautiful border was executed at so much per foot A Greek artist would

have masked the corner and joint by a leaf.

None of Mr. Leighton's frames aiv buruished, and we think judiciously,

as the ' surface mat ' of the gilding harmonises bettor with his pictures.

In 70.5, ' Electra at the Tomb of Agamemnon,' wo havo perhaps tho

most beautiful frame in the whole Exhibition; extremely simple and refined

in its lines, it would be impossible to imagine any border which could agree

better with the subject of the picture or with its treatment. In this case

the ornament was probably painted after the frame was made; it is diffi

cult, therefore, to understand why a better arrangomont of the angle orna

ment has not been devised. This is one of those points, however, in which

an amateur in architectural dotail is sure to fail. In the picture, also, we

notice a similar lack of knowledge. Mr. Leighton has been able to grasp

the general effect of Greek work, and to represent pretty correctly the

flutings, echinus, and abacus of a Doric column ; but he has failed to repre

sent or has forgotten the existence of the annulets of the necking, and, what

is far more important, the necessary joint under the capital, which was

always accentuated in Greek work. The effect of painted ornament on the

gilded surfaco of the frame is very good, and might with advantage be

more employed in other frames. Mr. Leighton's remaining frame (No. 864),

though more elaborate in its mouldings, and showing even more study in

its design, is nevertheless too heavy; the contour of the mouldings in

soction takes, instead of a concave, a convex form, which can rarely be

pleasing, and tho ogoo curve outside the frame gives it additional bulk and

heaviness. Still, tho subtlety of design in the mouldings is beyond

all praise ; and were it not that the subject of the picture especially re

quired a light frame, we should be inclined to place this one next to 705, as

second in point of merit among the Academy frames.

Mr. Albert Moore's frames (483 and 649), though Greek in style, are very

different in design from Mr. Leighton's ; the frames of the latter are treated

as if executed in ivory, marble, or its substitute plaster. Mr. Moore's

are carved in oak, and the design is in accordance with the scope of the

material. The mouldings are few, simple, and effective, and there is just

as much ornament as is necessary to relieve them of monotony. No. 483

might havo boon a little smaller with advantage to the picture, and there is

a slight confusion in tho lines ; this is, however, not the case in 649, in

which every part of the ornament tells its tale, and the sparkling effect

of the whole frame is delightful. Mr. Walker's frame (No. 485) is original,

but lacks design in the contour of its mouldings, which in section

form a straight line nearly ; hail there been a deeper concave moulding

in the centre,- one or two grooves to accentuate more the other divisions,

and a plain 2-inch margin within, tho frame would have gained consider

ably by such additions. Whilst wo are in this room (VII.) we would call

attention to perhaps the worst frame in the Exhibition. Mr. W. Linnell, in

No. 461, has at length completed his fine picture of Aurora in Homagna.

The Liunells' pictures, as a rule, do not appeal to our sympathies for their

refinement ; there is always a touch of vulgarity about them, more especially

in their foregrounds and figures : but in this picture of Mr. W. LinneU's,

the subject is grand, the figures solemn, characteristic, and, for a land

scape painter, well drawn. We regret much, therefore, that he has not

had the good sense to depart for once from the traditional frame of his

family, and adppt ono moro in harmony with the subject of his picture.

The frame is very large, and is covered with tho most unnatural natural

foliage we have ever seen ; if ever an opportunity presented itself of dis

playing a little thought in tho design of a frame, this picture would havo

offered a good field ; and wo are sorry to see that Mr. Linnell has not

availed himself of it.

Mr. Armitage, hi his picture of the Sick Chameleon (272), has a frame

with Egyptian ornament ; tho contour of the mouldings is very good and

effective, and the ornamental accessories are in keeping with the style em

ployed. Tho sacred scurabaii are very appropriate, and fill the angles well,

and the disposition of the lotus flowers is good. There is lio one who

would say, on looking at this picture, that the frame does not give addi

tional interest to the subject. The costume of the figure is probably

modem ; but the ornament of the frame carries us back to the time when

Egypt and her armies ruled the world, and when its beasts and

reptiles were regarded as sacred in their symbolic representations

of tho mysterious attributes of the Deity. At the present day,

instead of being cared for and tenderly nurtured, such a reptilo would

havo been instantly killed on account of the superstitious feeling that it

iwssessed an evil eye. Mr. Houghton's framo (No. 493) is apparently

French in design, the inner mouldings recalling a foreign treatment. There

is a want of repose in the ornament of the cavotto moulding, which detracts

from the general effect ; otherwise the picture is well enclosed in it, and

isolated from all surrounding objects. In No. 736, Mr. Graves's frame

resembles in its main form M. Portacl's frame (No. 174), of which we

gave a drawing bust week. The ornament is very good in design, and is

well modelled.

The Watcr-Colour Room is not conspicuous for its frames. They arc all o;

them poor and weak, and display an utter want of design. Iu Nos. 628 an

549 are two frames with large and clumsy leaves round. Mr. Caldercm
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picture frame (No. 643) resembles Mr. Storey's No. 7, to which we called

attention lust week. The insertion of small sunk patent- gives additional

interest to the panel round. We notice that the gold margin here being

under the glass does not count as part of the frame, which looks small

consequently for the size of the picture. Mr. Clifford's picture, with

its somewhat heavy colouring, required a good bold frame instead of a

simple two-inch border without moulding or ornament. In Mr.Lehmann's

picture (No. 862), a lady burniug her love letters, an attempt has been ma<lc

to bring the frame in accordance with the melancholy subject by filling

up tho interstices of tho network border with block. As this has

been carelessly done, and tho ornament itself was defective in precision of

modelling, tho effect is extremely unsatisfactory. The contour also of the

mouldings is very poor.

Our review terminates with Mr. Prinscp's frames, of which we give

drawings in Nos. 131 and 730. They nro apparently somewhat studied

from those of Mr. Leighton, and have the same general effect. The egg

and tongue ornament, however, is not Greek, and, therefore, does not accord

so well with the mouldings. No. 730 is tho best of the two, but the picture

would have gained had the fascia in the middle beon smaller, and had there

been an additional internal margin.

In summing up the tendency of the remarks we have made, we find it

exceedingly difficult to lay down any precise rides for guidance in the

choice or design of frames, inasmuch as they must necessarily differ, not

only in proportion to the size of the picture, but also according to its subject

ami treatment. Mr. Albert Moore's frame in No. 649, for instance, is not

only in accordance with the subject of his picture, but suite admirably the

flat treatment employed throughout in his tones of colour. A deeply re

cessed frame, or ono covered with rococo ornament, would in this case have

been singularly out of place. We think that the treatment of the inner

mouldings 'of a frame generally is more important than the outer border.

And we take the opportunity of again calling attention to the excellent effect

produced in Mr. Tadema's or Mr. Leighton's frames by recessing back at

two or three intervals, with small faseias between the margin of the picture ;

this treatment gives a solidity aud constructional strength to the frame, and

permits of the employment of any amount of decoration in tho outer border.

Of course a richly decorated series of mouldings docs not suggest, although

it may possess, strength in construction : if, therefore, there be no internal

margin, not only does the picture suffer from the contiguity of the decorated

surface, hut a sense of insecurity in the holding together of the frame is felt.

In Mr. Millais' frame, for instance, to his portrait of Miss Lehmann it is

very possiblethat the rather coarse Italian ornament round is constructional ;

in other words, that it assists to hold the frame together : yet it has a

contrary effect, and seems to require altogether a much stronger internal

frame in order to carry this heavy ornament. In Mr. Storey's frame, No.

62, there is really no constructive part to tho frame at all—the lavish

ornament which covers the whole being an element of weakness, and not

strength. In almost all frames a plain margin of at least two inches

should sin-round the picture: whether this should be parallel with the plane

of the picture or slightly inclined, as in Mr. Tadema's frames, is a matter

of slight importance.

Another essential point to be borne in mind in tho study of frames is the

way in which the return to the wall is treated. In an exhibition this is

likely to escape attention, because the close contiguity of the frames pre

vents the return being seon. Due regard, however, should be paid to their

effect when isolated, and from this point of view wo think that Mr. Portael's

frame, No. 171, Mr. Graves's, No. 736, and Mr. Moore's are the most pleas

ing in form. Mr. Leighton's frames have straight sides, and, as their depth

is not great, they may look well ; but Mr. Tadema's frames must look like

boxes against the wall, on account of their depth, and when seen sideways

would be very objectionable, especially in a small room. The employment

of paterse or of a flat indented ornament in the panel round a frame, pro

vided there be good design in sueh ornament, which is not always the case

in this Exhibition, tends to enrich a frame without detracting from its

ensemble. For certain pictures we think that the judicious employment of

burnished ornament, as in Mr. Tadema's frames and the Trench ones gene

rally, is well worth attention.

In conclusion, we would remark that we should have liked, had it been

possible, to classify the frames in some order ; but properly to illustrate

such classifications, we should have been obliged to give a much larger

series of examples : and, as our object was rather to draw attentiou to the

best types than to write a full account of Academy frames, we have con

fined ourselves to the most remarkable in point of originality of design

and harmony with tho pictures enclosed in them. Ono point we wish

specially to impress upon our readers is, that in a frame lies a not incon

siderable portion of the completeness of a picture, as all those who have

had the opportunity of seeing canvases in artists' studios will easily re

cognise. If, thcrofore, any additional value can be given to a picture by

tho addition of a frame, it is surely worth while to give some consideration

aud thought to the latter, and not trust entirely to the caprices of the frame-

maker, who sees beauty only in elaboration of detail or perfection in finish ;

and, if all our painters would give some slight attention to this important

subject, and, if necessary, call in the assistance of the architect, whose pro

vince it is, more especially, to occupy himself with mouldings and con

ventional ornament as iu the designs for cornices, &c, we feel sure that a

more satisfactory result would bo arrived at. In that ease our labours will

' not have been expended in vain in calling attention to the design and execu

tion of picture frames.

Tho Municipal Council of Charleroi in Belgium has determined to

petition tho Minister of Public Works against continuing to work the

coal mines under their town. It seems that the system of honey

combing the ground underneath is, at last, beginning to tell, some very ugly

settlements having recently taken place at the barracks in the Haute Ville.

As far back as 1889 the local engineer* warned the council of the danger,

but, like other corporate bodies, it was slow to move, until probably the

mischief done is past repair.

SOCIETIES.

The Hoyal Institute of British Architects.

At the Special General Meeting on Monday last, Mr. J. P. Seddon was

unanimously re-elected Honorary Secretary for Home Affairs, Wo regret

to learn that for some reason which did not transpire, Professor Kerr with

drew his motion for a committee to inquire into tho means of rendering the

Institute more efficient, and that, consequently, no discussion took place on

that subject. We sincerely trust that it will not bo allowed to drop, and

that if no committeo be appointed, the Council will themselves take tho

matter into their serious consideration.

Architectural Publication Society.

Tho Annual General Meeting of the subscribers was held at No. 9 Conduit

Street, on Monday afternoon, 31st ult. ; WiUiam Tito, Esq., M.P, in

the Chair.

The annual balance-sheet was presented, from which it appearejl

that the balance in hand available to pay the cost of production of the

parts of illustrations aud text then on the table, and for future issues, was

346/. lis. 2d.

The following resolutions were agreed to:—

1. That it is desirable to secure the early completion of the Dictionary

of Architecture.

2. To attain this end this Meeting authorises the Hon. Secretary to take

such measures as may be necessary to obtain the immediate accession of a

sufficient number of new subscribers, and pledges itself and the Society to

actively aid in making the work as widely known as possible, and in pro

curing fresh members.

3. That in the event of success attending these exertions, the entire cost

of the Dictionary is to be fixed for old and new subscribers at 15/. 15«.

\. The number of copies available being limited, this arrangement and

the advantages attendant thereon shall apply :

1. To those subscribers now on the lists who may before the close of

this year pay up all subscriptions duo or outstanding on December

31, 1868.

2. To new subscribers who may pay down the fifteen guineas in

one sum.

3. To new members who elect to pay the fifteen guineas by instal

ments in the order of frequency of payment.

It was decided that this experiment be immediately made, and that

the meeting adjourn for a month or six weeks to receive a report from the

Hon. Secretary on the subject ; also that Mr. Wyatt Papworth explain to tho

adjourned meeting how much timo the completion of the work would pro

bably take if sufficient funds arc found.

Hesolutions of thanks to the chairman and the various officers of the

Society having been passed, the meeting adjourned.

NOTES ON NOVELTIES.

Antill'a Stench Trap.

This ingenious apparatus, applicable to all descriptions of drains, claims

to give effect to certain pneumatic and hydraulic principles. The difficulty

which Mr. Antill professes to meet is that of affording a free flow to

impurities, and, at the same time, guarding against the connecting-pipe

being clogged, and tho return of the impurities represented in foul gas or air

charged with noxious matter. Tho interior of the base adjusted to the

pipe contains two metallic curves in reverse and obverse positions, so

arranged as to contain at all times a certain amount of water. When the

flow is on, the water already in the trap moves on ; but the arrangement is

such that a residue must be left on the cessation of the stream, affording a

cheek to noxious exhalations, which, if in the form of gas, discharge the

impurities in the liquid retained in the stench trap ; and this check is itself

renewed each time it, is called into use.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

St. James's Church, Hereford, is cruciform in plan, and consists of

nave, north and south aisles, transepts, chancel, sacristy, and south porch.

The aisles are continued eastward of tho transepts, and form an organ

chamber on one side, and an additional space for scats on the other. The

nave is 72 feet long internally, and is divided from the aisles and transepts

by arcades of four arches on each side, thoso opening into the transepts

being unusually wide. The width of tho nave and aisles in the clear is

44 feet, and the width across the transepts is 64 feet. The nave, from thj

floor to the ridge, is 42 feet high ; the chancel is 35 feet long by 20 feet

w ide, and 40 feet high to the ridge. There is a warming crypt under the

sacristy, approached by an external stair, containing one of Guruey's patent

underground stoves for warming and ventilating the church. The south

porch is constructed as the substructure of the future tower and spire, and

contains tho first few steps of the corkscrew staircase to tho ringing loft

and belfry. The style adopted is Early Geometrical. The west front is

pierced with three windows, one of three-light and two othors of two-light

each ; the chancel by a three-light window at. tho east end, and by two two-

light windows at the side ; the transepts by four-light windows, and the

sides of the aisles by seven two-light windows. The clerestory is pierced

by eight sexfoiled circular windows. All tho windows contain foliated

tracery in tho heads. The building has been constructed with Three Elms

quarry stone, with box-ground Bath stone dressings, the interior throughout

being ashlared random-ranged Bath stone, axed on the face and set in wide

joints, and relioved with bands and voussoirs of blue stone. The roofs are

framed with pitch pine, boarded and felted, and covered with Whitland

Abbey slates. The timber and boarding are left their natural colour. The

sittings are also of pilch pine, varnished over. Tho aisles and chancel are

tiled, Godwin's ornamental encaustic tiles being used throughout the latter.

A handsomo encaustic tile rcrcdos has been set up against the east wall
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under the chancel window. The works just closed hare been carried out by

Mr. Gough, builder, of Bishop's Castle, under the superintendence of the

architect. The church will accommodate 600 persons, but provision has

been made for additional accommodation, should it be hereafter required,

by the erection of galleries ; and tho whole of the sittings are free.

The Countess of Huntingdon's new Church, in Staffordshire,

erected in 1800, owes its origin to the munificence of Mr. A. Cooper. The

old church was one of the class of unsightly structures commonly erected

in the early period of Nonconformist history. So complete, however,

has been the transformation, both of exterior and interior, that tho old

building is scarcely recognisable. The works exteriorly comprised

the erection of a new orchestra and vestry, the introduction of new

windows, glazed with tinted glass, and an alteration of tho arrangement of

the window openings throughout, which have received stone arches and im

posts, in lieu of the old brick arches removed, and plaster arches and imposts

interiorly ; and stone dressings have been suitably introduced in other parts

of the building. A new portico has been erected with coupled pilasters

and arches on three sides, surmounted by a stone cornice and balustrade ;

an inner vestibulo is provided, laid with encaustic tiles. The roof—which,

though containing plenty of sound material for a good roof, had been

damaged by unskilful treatment in construction—has been restored and re-

slated. The old horizontal ceiling has been removed ; the roof timbers,

now exposed, have been wrought or cased; and the appearance further

improved by the introduction of carved braces and pendants. The

internal alterations comprise entirely re-seating the body of the church, with

open benches of good width. The woodwork throughout is stained and

varnished, and the building warmed by tho apparatus of Messrs. Haden

and Son, of Trowbridge. The contractors are Messrs. Stonier Brothers, of

Kocester, near Ashbourne ; Mr. W. Sugden, of Leek, is the architect.

New Wesleyan Chapel, Alsager (Staffs.).—This neat and substan

tial building, erected from the plans of Mr. 6. B. Ford, architect, Burslem,

the foundation stone of which was laid in June last year by Mr. A. Shaw,

was opened on the 1st inst. The building is in tho Gothic style of archi

tecture. Bed pressed bricks, relieved by bands of black and white bricks,

with stone dressings, have been used in the construction. There is a gal

lery over the entrance porch and vestibule. The orchestra, in which is

placed a handsome new organ, is at the back of the pulpit, underneath

which is the minister's vestry, and at the rear a commodious class-room.

The roof of the chapel is ceiled half-way up in a vaulted form, and is so

constructed as to prevent any reverberation of sound. The space between

the ceiling and the roof will act as a ventilating chamber, into which the

vitiated air will pass from the chapel by a simplo and effective modo of re

volving shutters, and underneath these shutters are panels with ornamental

wood. The internal woodwork is of red deal and pitch pine, seined and

varnished. The windows are glazed with cathedral tinted glass, in leaded

quarry lights, with a margin of coloured glass round each light. A warm

ing apparatus has been fixed by Mr. William Boulton, of Burslem. The

floor of the chapel is calculated to seat upwards of 400 persons. The total

cost of the building, including tho land and organ, is expected to be at

least 2,500/. The contract has been carried out by Mr. John Stringer, of

Sandbach.

The Industrial Schools at Leavesden.—The last meeting of the

St. Pancras Board of Guardians was specially to consider the minute of

the School Committee, which recommended that application be made

to the Poor Law Board for power to suspend the works in connection with

the erection of the Industrial Schools at Leavesden, with a view of ulti

mately disposing of them. Mr. North, as chairman of the School Com

mittee, was opposed to the erection of schools at such an outlandish place

as Leavesden, where those who professed economy were erecting buildings

for the accommodation of 700 children, when 500 was the maximum number

they were likely to send there. The land had cost 4,000/., the builder's

contract was 37,600/., and it was estimated about 13,000/. would be re

quired for fittings, or considerably over 50,000/., upon which they would

have to pay interest. Medical men had provod that the massing children

together engendered disease ; and although they had, as he was told, paid

the builder 9,500/., he contended the first loss would be the least, and that

the best thing they could do was to dispose of the buildings and site at

Leavesden, and make use of the needless infirmary at Highgate for their

accommodation. Mr. Parson seconded a motion in accordance with the

minute, which was ultimately carried.

Cheadle Hulme Congregational Chapel.—The memorial stone of a

new chapel, for tho accommodation of the Congrcgationalists resident in

Cheadle Hulme, Macclesfield, was laid on the 27th ult., in the presence of

a numerous assembly of spectators, by Sir James Watts. The site of the

building, given by Mr. Story, the mason work of which is nearly com

pleted, is close to the Cheadle Hulme Station of the London and North-

Western Bailway. The chapel is in the Gothic style of architecture, and

has a spacious schoolroom in communication with it. The contractor is

Mr. G. Atkinson, of Stockport. Mr. Henry Littler, of Manchester and

Cheadle Hulme, is the architect. The cost of the building will bo probably

about 3,000/.

New Church at Lewisham.—On the 8th ult. tho memorial stone of

a new church at Lewisham, to be dedicated to Saint Mark the Evangelist,

was laid by the Right Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth. The church is to be

of English architecture of the time of Edward II., divided into nave, north

and south aisles, chancel, and organ chapel, with vestries for clergy and

choir, and a narthex and tower, with ashlar spire, rising to a height of

about 160 feet at the western front. Tho dimensions of the edifice are

—nave and aisles, eighty feet by sixty feet ! chancel, twenty-eight feet by

thirty-nine feet. The walls are to be built of Kentish Rag, with Bath

stone dressings. The seats to be open and stained, and the chancel stalls

of oak. The church will seat 750 porsons, and owing to the nature of the

site (from its inclination eastward) schools may bo formed under the

chancel. The present contract (about 7,000/.) embraces a portion only of

the building. The contractors are Messrs. Carter & Sons, of Holloway.

The architect is Mr. W. C. Banks, of Gracechurch Street.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FBOM OUB

SPECIAL CO-RESPONDENTS AND 0THIE8.

Acoustic Experiments at South Kensington.

Whether the mantle of that preacher who so charmed his audience that

'those who came to scoff remained to pray' has descended upon the

shoulders of Mr. Colo may be a question. But that some such effect was

freduced on the numerous, but exactly proportional, audience that filled, the

lecture Hall at the South Kensington Museum on Wednesday evening,

with not one person too many, and not a single vacant seat, is unquestion

able. Those who, note-book in hand, grave in face and feature, and bent

on acoustic science, found themselves entering the Museum a little before

8 p.m. on this evening, had occasion to perceive, by the rustle of silken

trains, and the gleam of dark braided hair, the presence of a distracting

bevy of fair fellow-students. And before the evening closed with a noble

performance of the national anthem, the investigators in question had

arrived at the conclusion, that, if that evening's occupation had been the

study of acoustics, it was by far the pleasantest department of the exact

sciences with which they were acquainted.

It was the Lord President of the Council, according to Mr. Cole's modest

disclaimer, to whom we were indebted for the practical idea that one way

of trying the acoustic properties of a room was to sing in it. However that

may be, so charming a surprise, on a birthnight too, will be long remem

bered by those who had the good fortune to be present. Mr. Cummings

sang with admirable delicacy and sweetness, and rose to tones which we

can only compare to the shout of the nightingale at his fullest song. Miss

Edith Wynne sang three touching ballads, so as to draw not only applause

loud and long, not only encores well deserved and gracefully acknowledged,

but the deeper tribute of tears. The softer notes of this lady's voice are to

ordinary singing what whisper is to speech ; but it is the whisper of Mrs.

Siddons, audible throughout the house. Mr. Sullivan drew applause alike

for his music, and his mode of conducting the brilliant improvised orchestra

of nearly sixty voices.

Tho success of the experiment was perfect ; a result due as much, we

apprehend, to the complete filling of the room without overcrowding, and to

its comparatively limited size, as to any more direct acoustic perfectness.

Not a note of the solos was lost in any part of the theatre ; and the effect

of the chant-like commencement of the part-songs was magical.

We cannot omit to call attention to the admirable lighting of the room

by four lines of burners, arranged in a square near the ceiling. Whether

owing to the tint of the walls—a sort of dark olive—or to any other cause,

the lustre was so like that of daylight, giving its proper tone to each shade

of hair and of complexion, and to each detail of the graceful toilettes of tho

fair singers, that, looking at the orchestra, the sense that the light was

artificial entirely disappeared, and more than once one wondered that the

sun had not set.

The Thames Embankment.

The report of the select committee appointed to inquire into the roadway

and viaduct proposed to be made on the Thames Embankment from Hunger-

ford Bridge to Wellington Street, Strand, has been issued. The committee

are of opinion that the Metropolitan Board of Works ought to be relieved

from the formation of the intended roadway from the Embankment below

Charing Cross Railway Bridge to Wellington Street, and that so much of

the Act 25th and 26th Vict., c. 93, as applies to the formation of this road

way, should be repealed. The committee consider the suggestion to erect

a Natural History Museum in this locality, and to combine with it terrace

walks and open ornamental ground, is deserving of the favourable con

sideration of Parliament, as best meeting the requirements of all parts of

the metropolis, both north and south ; and that in the event of any such

building bring erected in this locality, due consideration should be shown

for all private rights. The committee do not express any opinion on the

probable cost of applying the sites in question to tho erection of such a

building. Mr. Walker, Superintendent of the Metropolitan Police, has

stated in evidence that a carriage approach from Parliament Street, by

Derby Street, to the Embankment roadway, is necessary to relieve tho

traffic at Bridge Street going from the Thames Embankment roadway to

the Houses of Parliament and the west of London.

The Lungs of London.

The death of Sir Thomas Maryon Wilson is an event of importance.

Not only the owners and occupiers of property in the neighbourhood of

the estates of the late baronet, but thoso interested in the habitabib'ty and

health of London, should direct prompt and earnest attention to the change

which is thus introduced into the state of a long-vexed question. Of

courso no one can attempt to invalidate the rights of the owners of

the estate on utilitarian grounds. At the same time it is of the greatest

importance that these rights should be ascertained ; so that, in case of this

district being now given over to the builder, the minimum amount of re

sidential damage may be inflicted on the neighbourhood.

Discovery at Westminster Abbey.

Among the many interesting discoveries which have from timo to time

been made by Mr. Scott, and those who under him have the charge of the

Abbey, the most recent is by no means the least valuable. It is well

known that the shrine of St. Edward the Confessor was taken down wholly,

or at least to a great extent, at the Dissolution, and re-set up in Queen

Mary's time. Many portions of the old work were restored in wood, and

while it is in some respects doubtful what was the arrangement of certain

parts, there can be no doubt that the existing restoration, if it can be so

called, is incorrect. A fragment marble has recently turned up, and it was,

we believe, Mr. Poole, the Abbey mason, who first recognised that it cor

responds exactly to the portions still left of the original cornice. Thia

fragment when fitted into place settles the question—one of those hitherto

incapable of solution—of the position of the columns at tho western end of
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the shrine. It is not clear that the cornice did not break round the angle

of the tomb as it does at present, and that the original twisted shafts are

not now in the original position.

St. Pancras "Workhouse.

A somewhat startling discovery in a sanitary point of view has been

made in the St. Pancras workhouse, which may afford a useful hint to those

concerned in the erection of such buildings. The room occupied by the

late medical officer, and the infirmary wards adjoining, have been for some

time pervaded by a noxious sewer smell, all attempts to trace the origin of

which have hitherto failed. At length, in examining the basement of the

building, an opening was found large enough to admit a man to pass from

one end of the infirmary to the other, and this space was found to contain

a quantity of foetid matter ; in two days 2,266 gallons were baled out.

The infirmary is ventilated by shafts in the walls which were intended to

admit pure air, but which in fact conveyed the vitiated air and sewer gas

from the accumulation in the basement of the building. The leakage is

supposed to have arisen from the canal adjoining it being higher than the

base of the infirmary, but it is thought by others probable that it arose

from the burial ground adjoining the premises.

New Docks at Fleetwood.

On the 2nd inst tho first sod of the new docks was cut. They will cost

about 50,000/., and be 600 feet long, 40C feet wide, and 23 feet deep outside

at high water during an ordinary spring tide. Mr. Cox, of London, is the

engineer ; and Mr. C. Chambers, of the same place, the contractor.

Lord Falmerston.

On the 2nd inst. a statue was inaugurated at Southampton, in honour of

Lord Falmerston, by the Earl of Carnarvon, with a grand ceremonial,

and a banquet in the evening.

The Great Imperial Prize.

The French Minister of Fine Arts has appointed the Commission to award

the extraordinary quinquennial prize of 100,000 francs for a great work in

painting, sculpture, or architecture. The following is the list of the members

of the Commission :—

Painters.—MM. Couder, Robert-Fleury, Cabanel, Gerome, members of the

Institute ; Amaury-Duval, Barrias, Baudry, Jalabert, Lariviire, Leuepveu.

Sculptors.—MM. Dumont, Guillaume, Barye, members of the Institute ;

Barro (Jean-Auguste), Cabet, Carpeaux, Crauck, Gumery, Thomas (Gabriel-

Jules), De Triqueti.

Architects.—MM. Duban, Labroustc, Lefuel, members of the Institute ;

Ballu, Bceswillwald, Clerget, Gamier, Questel, Reynaud (Leonce), Viollet-

le-Duc.

The Institute, or rather, in this case, the Academy of Fine Arts, has

renounced any part in the competition, and any member of the Commission

becoming a candidate is required to resign.

It is not believed that the prize will be awarded on the present occasion ;

and the Emperor, or his Minister, seems to share the doubt ; for in the case

of no worthy work being discovered, the amount of the prize is to be pre

sented to the funds of the United Association of Painters, Sculptors, and

Architects.

Stained Glass.

A window of stained glass has just been erected in the Catholic Church

at Eaheny, Co. Lublin. It is from the studio ofMessrs. Earley & Powells,

Camden Street Works, Dublin.—Three windows of stained gloss have been

erected in tho chancel of the Catholic Church, Butlcrsbridge, Co. Cavan.

In the centre light is depicted the Crucifixion of our Lord, with the Ble'sscd

Virgin and the two Marys at the foot of the cross. The windows on either

side contain full-length figures of St. John and St. Paul. The windows are

the gift of Hugh Blessin, Esq., of New York, a former resident in the

parish.

Mr. E. Deutsch.

This gentleman has returned to London from his Eastern journey, having

deciphered the inscriptions on the ' great stones ' of tho Temple platform,

and found them to be Phoenician masons' marks. Thus tho original builders

of that side of tho Temple wall wore of the ago of Solomon, and probably

tho craftsmen of Hiram, King of Tyre. Mr. Deutseh has also recovered

the lost letters of the Maccabean Hebrew alphabet.

Notes from Paris.

In a corner of the permanent Exhibition building in tho Champs-Elysees

there is, at this moment, a model intended to show how Paris may, at a

trifling outlay of 80 million francs, bo converted into a maritimo port, by

means of a canal 112 miles long. It is a suggestion emanating in the first

instance from the fertile brain of a Paris banker, M. J. Ardoin, and with

out stopping to enquire whence ho proposes to raise the necessary capital, or

the utility of the canal when completed, we sketch the general outlines of the

scheme. The canal is to begin at Dieppe, where the outlet would be pro

tected by an immense breakwater. It is then to traverse the Arques valley,

and, crossing the Seine and Oiso rivers, to arrive at the capital by way of

Noufehatel, Beauvais, and St. Denis. At Paris the canal would cross the

Great Northern Railway, and finally end in an enormous basin reaching

from tho suburb of St, Denis to that of La Chapellc, and between the St.

Ouen station and the Seine : this basin to bo the ' Port of Paris.' Amongst

tho minor works which this scheme comprises is a short canal between

the 'port' and the Seine, with two enormous locks, the river being

here 62 feet higher than the contemplated basin. Theu the Villetto

Canal is to be continued under the Buttes Montmartre to the Seine,

with wet and dry docks between it and the ' Maritime Canal,' the present

goods shed of the Northern Railway being on a level with these docks.

Tho * Cannl Maritime ' would be at such a level as to permit the free passage

of ships' masts under all bridges, with two exceptions, when the masts

would have to be lowered. The model, which is made to a scale of half a

millimetre to the metre, is 296 feet long.

A new terminus is in course of construction at the Orleans Railway. It

is 918 feet long by 166 feet wide. The roof is a flat segment, rising 40 feet

in the centre. The highest point is 92 feet, the wall plato 52J feet from

the level of platform. When finished, the roof will contain no less than

1,320 tons of cast and wrought-iron. The scaffolding employed in its

erection contains 2,700 cubic feet of timber and 29 tons of iron.

"Works shortly to be undertaken in France and Belgium.

The Saumur and Cholet line at Doue will cross the calcareous plateau

where inexhaustible quarries of building stone and a number of lime-kilns

are in active operation, and it will pass near Brossay, which is renowned

for its hydraulic lime ; it will also touch the coal mines of Chatelaison.

M. Philippart, President of the railways of the Hainaut collieries, has

applied for the concession of that part of the line from Orleans to Rouen

which traverses the department of the Eure, through St. Andre, Evreux,

and Louviers, and also of the line from Acquigny to Dreux, by the valley

of the Eure, with branch line from Pacy-sur-Eure to Vernon. Tho sub

ventions for theso lines amount to 5,734,500 francs in money, and a free

grant of the land required for the line from Evreux to the limit of the

department of the Seine Inferieure.

The town of Chatellerault has voted the sum of 4,000/. for a line of rail

way from Argentan, passing by Chatellerault and joining tho Nantes and

Tours line at Port Boulet; the Minister of Public Works has, however, in

sisted on a preliminary survey, which is estimated to cost 600/., which sum

is to be defrayed by the three departments interested, and the Chatellerault

Council immediately voted its proportion of the amount.

A society, with a capital of 400,000/., has been formed in Paris, with the

object of constructing a floating basin and docks at Gravelines, and a pre

liminary examination is now being made on the spot

The Girdle Bound the Earth.

The Atlantic Telegraph has conveyed the intelligence of the completion

of the Pacific Railway. It is difficult for the untravelled Englishman to

realise what this announcement means. Tho character of this stupendous

work is one altogether unfamiliar to our experience. In magnitude it is tho

largest engineering work in the world, running for one thousand soven

hundred miles through unsettled country, and across tho very back-bone of

the New World, and forming a portion of connected railway communication

of some three thousand miles in length. Rough in execution, light in the

weights of rails, and knocked out of hand with a galloping rapidity, the

line rather resembles what we should call a contractor's temporary-road

than a public or completed railway. For traffic such as pours over our

own trunk lines it would be altogether unsafe and ineffective ; but for the

locality and the circumstances of the case, the Pacific Line possesses the first

great requisite, practicability. First, it was possible ; secondly, it is done.

If constructed at the average rate of English railways, the Pacific Line

would have cost its shareholders upwards of eighty millions sterling. If wo

take the rough proportionate reckoning, that a dollar spent on railways in

America is the equivalent of a pound spent on railways in England—which

is not far from the mark if length of line be the only element regarded—we

shall still have to face the enormous sum of eighty millions of dollars. It

is probable that the cost has been considerably below this figure ; but, if so,

what an idea must we form, not only of tho persistent energy, but of the

admirable practical industry, of the Atlantic pioneers ! One thousand seven

hundred miles of light branch railway in our own country, bringing the

more remote country districts into organic connection with the great loco

motive syBtem, would be cheaply purchased at 6,000/. per mile. They

would form a property not only remunerative per se, but also augmenting in

no slight degree the value of all other railway stock, and binding yet closer

together every British interest.

(Jpnerfll.

The Fine Arts Copyright Act, to which we drew attention a short time

since, is being taken into consideration by some of the leading Architec

tural Societies, with a view to obtaining a definite understanding as to

architectural copyright.

Captain Budston Bead has propounded a plan which is to provide im

proved dwellings for the working classes on a basis so profitable that a

large surplus revenue is reckoned upon, available for a variety of purposes,

including a sick fund, an educational fund, and a fund for the reduction of

national taxation. At the same time it is considered that pauperism will

be reduced within the narrowest possible limits. It is to be a State scheme,

under the direct authority of the Government; the organisation to resemble

that of the present poor law, with a central board and local authorities.

Builders' Benevolent Institution.—At tho late general meeting of

the subscribers to the Builders' Benovoleut Institution, it was stated that

since the foundation of the institution there had been 104 male and female

pensioners on the funds, the men receiving 24/. and the women 20/. per

annum. At the present time the number of pensioners of both sexes is 46.

The money, invested in the Three per Cent Consols, amounts to 1 1,706/. 9s. 6d.

for the relief fund, and 2,951/. 12s. "d. for tho building fund.

Art Manufactures.—On the 27th ult, Mr. Layard, M.P., attended a

meeting of the London Artisans' Club and Institute, when a paper ' On Art

as Applied to Manufactures ' was read by Mr. J. G. Crace. There were also

present Lord Lyttelton, Sir John Bowring, and Mr. Hodgson Pratt In the

course of a brief address Mr. Layard said that to him a subject of great

interest was the adornment and embellishment of public buildings. There

was nothing, in his opinion, more calculated to raise taste in this country

or to create a high intellectual and moral feeling than the internal adorn

ment of public buildings. If it pleased the gentlemen in the Houso of

Commons to allow him to retain the position he held under the Govern

ment, he hoped to be able to show the people of this country that

there was something in internal decoration. This country he considered

almost entirely ignorant of what internal decoration really was. Mr. Layard

afterwards spoke of the effect which the culture of flowers in tho public

parks had upon tho minds of the working classes.
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Wells Cathedral.—On the 20th ult. a meeting in aid of the pro

posed restoration of tho west front and Chapter House of this cathedral

whs held in tho Chapter House. It was proposed, after discussion, to

restore the canopies in certain instances, and in others to repair them.

There were 4,700 feet of column in the west front, at 6s. per foot, so that

it was a question of blue lias or marble. Lord Taunton moved that it was

desirable to carry out the restoration of the west front according to the

plan recommended. He remarked that it had been proposed to hare

coloured glass in the Chapter House, but he thought it better to have no

coloured windows than to have paltry ones. Resolution carried. A com

mittee was then nominated, and the meeting terminated with a vote of

thanks to the President.

New Town Hall at Bradford.—A short time ago the Bradford Town

Council adopted a site of 2,000 yards of ground (acquired in dealing with

street improvements) in Now Market Street, a vory central point for the

purpose of a Town Hall. Tho council has just issued printed instruc

tions to architects as to tho character of the building required on the

site, and giving a schedule of particulars as to the extent of accommodation

to be provided for the several departments of the corporation. Tho cost

of the building is not to exceed 40,000/. The architect whose design is

selected as the best will bo entrusted with tho execution of the work,

receiving in payment a commission of S per cent, on the actual outlay. The

architect whose design is the second best will be paid 200/., the third

best 100/. The designs are to be delivered to tho Corporation not later

than September 1 next.

Dumfries New Infirmary.—A meeting of the building committee in

connection with the new Infirmary buildings was held on the 22nd ult. at

Dumfries, for the purpose of further considering the plan of Mr. Starford,

architect, which was produced in an amended form, an estimate based upon

it amounting to 8,650/. 9a. 8</. The proceedings of the committee will bo

laid before tho governors at a special meeting on the 9th inst. ; and should

they be confirmed, the building will bo commenced forthwith.

Workhouse Waterworks.—The Coventry guardians are considering a

scheme for establishing waterworks for their private accommodation at an

estimated cost of 6001., whereby they hope to reduce the cost 50/. per

annum.

Mr. Abner Wedgwood.—This gentleman died a few days since at the

early age of fifty-six. Mr. Wedgwood was a descendant of John Wedg

wood, of Haracles, near Leek, from whom also descended Josiah Wedg

wood, the eminent potter. The earlier years of Mr. Wedgwood's life were

spent with the late Mr. John Ridgway at the Cauldon Place manu

factory ; subsequently he became connected with the Trent and Mersey

Navigation Company. Tho latter part of his life was prineipilly spent

in 'superintending agricultural operations and improvements upon his

various estates. He was buried at the parish church, Burslem, Stafford

shire, on the 24th nit.

Hanley (Staffs.) New Cattle Market.—The success of this market is

so great that the demand for pens for both beasts, sheop, and pigs, exceeds

the accommodation provided. Accordingly, arrangements have this week

been made for the erection of a sufficient number of additional pons to

accommodate 80 cattle and 560 sheop.

Tho Government Survey in Cheshire.—A staff of officials connected

with the new ordnance survey of this county have been located in Maccles

field since December. At prpscnt their operations are confined to the

Hundred of Macclesfield, and to tho coal fields of the district, which dip

into Derbyshire and Yorkshire. Up to the close of the last month 12,500

imperial acres had been surveyed, chiefly in the north and west of Maccles

field, and in a few days the survey of the town will be commenced. The

scale on which the country districts arc being surveyed is twonty-five inches

to the mile (the old scale is one inch to the mile), while the town will be

mapped on the extended scale of ten feet to the mile.

Shap Granite Works.—On the 27th ult., at the Shap Granite Quarries,

near Kendal, Westmoreland, a huge blast took place. With 75 lbs. of

powder a solid block of granite, measuring 40 ft. by 30 ft. by 15 ft., and

weighing 1,500 tons, was blown from the inonstc»deposit of Wastdale Creg.

Sewage of Towns.—A Towns' Dminago and Sewage Utilisation Com

pany has been incorporated. The company propose to assist the local

authorities of towns in disposing of their sewage, by acting as a medium

between the sewer authorities and furmers disposed to apply sewage on lands

they already occupy, or who may becflme tenants of land irrigated with

sewage, after it has been properly laid out for the purpose.

The Spanish Inquisition.—Within a few hundred yards of the new

Plaza de Dos Mayo, in Madrid, there is a locality called the Cruz del

Quemadero. Through it a new road was lately opened, and lumps of

charred wood were found, interspersed with ashes, evidently the remains of

some huge fire. Iron rings were grubbed up ; human bones, a cranium, a

long tuft of hair, having belonged to some female. All these were more or

less charred. Some of the iron was partially fused, and tho tcxturo of bono

intermingled with sand was plainly discernible. A gag too turned up. In

fact, this fiold of the Cruz dol Quemadero was the place where the Inquisi

tion disposed of some of its victims. Here were the ghastly proofs of the

horrors of which this place had been the scene, suddenly brought to light

after the lapse of two centuries. On May 12, 1609, 83 heretics, including

20 Hebrews, of whom five wero women, were immolated on this very spot.

The pile of wood was 80 ft. in length by 7 ft. in height. A great con

course witnessed the .auto da fe, and the horrible ceremonial completed, the

people buried the remains of the victims under cart-loads of earth. An

entire bono of a human vertebral column, a portion of a tibia, a fragment

of a shoulder-blade with a hole through it, and a bit of a rib, all bearing

the marks of fire, were also turned up. The Quemadero is so frequented by

people in search of relics, and tho explorations of these strata have been so

extensive, that tho authorities have barred the frontage off, and prohibited

access. It is their intention to cut out a square block, and there erect a

monument.

The Bermuda Dock.—Mr. John B. Day has just published a large

woll-oxecuted chromo-lithograph of this extremely important and original

engineering work.

Maryport Harbour.—The Board of Trado arc reported to have ap

proved of the dock proposed at Maryport, and the trustees are waiting to

receive tho assent of the Public Works Loan Commissioners. It is expected

that tho works can be completed within two years. The West Cumberland

Coalowners' Association were petitioners against the scheme.

A Stained Glass Window, the gift of Dr. N. Rogers, and the work

of Messrs. Clayton and Bell, has been placed in the south transept of West

minster Abbey, above the monument to Milton. It is in two parts, rach

canopied, and containing a figure : that on the left represents David, hold

ing a pen and scroll, and looking upwards ; tho fellow light contains the-

figure of St. John writing the Apocalypse.

MEETINGS OF TECHNICAL AND LEAKNBD

Royal AncHjROLoaiCAL lHwmui» op Great Britain and Irklaxd.—The next

monthly meeting will take place on Friday , July 2, at 4 p.m.

Royal Ixstttutiox op Great Britain*.—Monday, June 7, 2 p.m. General monthly-
meeting. Saturday, June 12, Lecture by Mr. Deutsch on ' Semitic Caltnre.'

Ratal Ikstttttk or Biunsu Ancumsc-rs.— Monday, June 7, 8 p.m., ordinary general

meeting.

Architectural Association.—Friday, June 11. Nomination of officer*. Alao, a
Paper by J. Tavenor Perry, Esq., A.R.I.B.A., on 1 An Historical Account of the

Artistic Treatment of Piers, Pillars, and C '

of til
W.T. Thornton.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.

India.—July.—Forty Appointments in the Engine
Works Department in India will shortly be open to public Competition

Secretary, Public Works Department.

Kexiial.—Borough Treasurer to the Corporation of Kendal, Westmorland. Salary,
•VI/. per annum. Mr. Thomas Harrison, Town Clerk, Kendal.

Piwrii.—AsAssistant or RosklciitEiiglneor. to Superintend Works of Pipeage, Masonry,
and Pumping Machinery. A knowledge of the German language desirable. Sectary from

400/. to 6o"/. per annum. W. Lindley, Engineer-in-Chief, Pesth.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Arras, Fflvxce.—Architects are invited to send in designs for a Chnrcb to be erected
at Arras. The building is to be 40 metres long, without the clock tower, and 1 8 metres
wide, and it is to have three aisles, three entrances, to be approached by a night of
five steps, and to be snrrounded entirely by railings IJ metres high ; sub-basement oi

Belgian stone. The plans are to include a general one of the entire building, a fully-
detailed description, and a careful estimate, with such perspective views and details as
the artist may think fit to add to the former. The style of the building is required to
be ' Decorated Roman of the last period ; ' and the sum to be expended, including com
mission, is 80,000 francs (8,200/.). The authorities do not undertake to adopt the prise
plans, in which case the author of the licst and second bestdesigns will receive 6Q0francs
and 300 francs respectively. It is added, that the columns arc to be of hard Belgian
stone, and the rest of the building of Creil stone ; the vaultings are to be real, and not
in ceiling, or of wood with visible ties. The jury is composed of the Bishop of Arras,

the Maire, a Canon, two members of the Municipal Council, an V
General of the Museum, and the Vice-President of the Council of the I
designs are to be sent by the end of July.

Birmingham.—June 10.—Wanted Plans for the proposed Erection of a Building on
land adjoining the Workhouse, callable of accommodating 200 Epileptic Pauper Inmates,
together with the Estimated Cost of such proposed Building. William Thompson, Clerk

to the Guardians, Parish Offices.

Belgium Academy of Arts and Sctkxcts.—For best enquiry (essay) and report on
the period at which Architecture in the Low Countries became affected by Italian

influence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about 40/.

Brussels, Belgium.—A competition is announced for the production of the oast
Water Meter. The inventor of the instrument offering the greatest advantages is to
receive a reward of 200/. ; the second best, 1 20/. ; and the third, 80/. The Meters are
to be sent in to the Secretaire ic 1'Administration Communale, Udtel de Vine, Bruxelles,

before 12 o'clock on October 31 in the present year.

Cupton (Bristol).—The Guthrie Scholarship. Values 50/. a year, and 20/.
One or more scholarships of 60/. and one of 2W., at Midsummer. Apply to t

Constantixe, Algeria.—Three prizes, of the value of 3,000, 2,000, and 1 ,000 francs,

are offered for the best designs for a theatre to tie built at Constantine.
Programmes of conditions, accompanied by a sketch, may be obtained either at Con

stantine, at the office of the Secietc Generate Algerienne, No. 13 Rue Nenve-des-
Capucines, Paris, at the Prefecture of Lyons, or the Mairies of Marseilles, Bordeaux,

or Ornn.
Devox.—Juue 12.—Plans and Specifications for Repairs and Alterations to Chndleigli

Parish Church. Devon. G. B. Elliooinbo, Esq., Chairman of the Chudiergh Advowsou,

Trustees, Rockland*}, Chndleigh, Devon.

Lkydex Municicaijty invites Designs nnd Models from Sculptors of all countries for
a Statue of Boerhaave, in the costume of Professor of Leyden University. September 1.

Lixcoi.x.—June 14.—For Flans and Designs for a New Church. Mr. T. Heffernan,

Secretary, Lincoln.

Loxdon.—June 26.—London and County Land and Building Company (Limited).—
Plans of the best and most profitable way in which to arrange in building sites their
ground in Camomile Street, City. First premium, 7.V. ; second, 60/. ; third, 25/. Mr.

R. B. Looker, 14 Clement's Lane,' E.C.

NtiRniAMiToxsirmE.—June 8.—Plans and Specifications for Rebuilding Whitfield

Church, situated near Brackiey, Northamptonshire. The Churchwardens of Whitfield.

PinLAi>Ki.rmA, Pknxhyt.vania, TJ. S.—September 1.—For Designs, Specifications, and

Estimates for New Public Buildings. First premium, 400/. ; second, 300/. ; third, 200/. ;
fourth, 100/. For particulars, to H. C. Pngh, Secretary of Board of Commissioners, S.W.,

corner of Walnut aud Fifth Street, Philadelphia.

Plymouth, Devon.—For Designs for New Guildhall, Law Courts, Public Office-, &c

Premiums 100/., 75/., and 50/. July 14. Wbiteford, Town Clerk, Plymouth.

Royal Academy of Arts.—Burlington House. For the best Painting in Oil, or Model
and Design in Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, the Gold Medal and the Discourses
of Presidents Reynolds, West, Jic ; and for the best Copies of Drawings, ate., the Silver

Medals, l:c,

Saixt JKAN d'Axgkly, Franck.—The authorities of St. Jean d'Angely have decided
on completing the Church commenced in the town by the Benedictines, but of which
the works were stopped in 1789. Estimate 200,000 francs (8,000/.), the architect's hono
rarium to be equal to 4 per cent. The competition is confined to architects of Chareute

and the four adjoining Departments.

Vienna, Austria.— This Municipality require Designs, Plans. Estimates, &c, for the
Erection of a New Town Hall. Open to all Europe. For Particulars, Austrian Consnl-

ttcneral, Paris.

Westdromwicil—For Designs, itc, foracompleteSchool Establishment for accommo
dating 400 children. Premiums: 1st and best Design, 50/. : 2nd, 30/. ; third. 20/. Mr.
H. Ward, Lombard Street,Westbromwich (Plymouth, Royal Academy of Arts,St.Lukc's).

Woodstock.—For n Plan of the Burial Ground at Woodstock, to be'divided into Grove

R. B. B. Hawkins, Clerk, Woodstock.
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THE TREATMENT OF TERRA COTTA.

By^Gtlbert Redgrave.

jb-Srs+^fJ^g-^G^ HE use of terra cotta as a building material

E^S^S nas now Decome 8UCh an established fact,

SjgSnl^ K&^SaK'sL an(* 80 much I188 lately been said and

ifSVrvC ■KaSr»V?» written on the subject of the qualities and

BM^^^fe capabilities of terra cotta, that I could

GfiMgSSL Bs§^?rlia(3r scarcely hope to adduce any fresh particulars

SEjSw? or throw any new light on these points.

I^l^rtrnffl ^ intention, therefore, is to say a few

^3^S25?8^^*$*!' words upon the treatment of terra cotta ;

that is, its disposition and arrangement, considered with reference

to the structural necessities which the employment of it renders

imperative.

It may, perhaps, be ns well to begin by stating that there are

two distinct views on this question, involving two entirely different

modes of treatment, both of which are advocated by influential

supporters, and have numerous excellent reasons in their favour.

I will endeavour, as briefly and impartially as possible, to explain

these views, and then point out which of the two modes of treat

ment I consider most suitable. For the sake of comparison I

shall, in the following remarks, speak of those holding these

different opinions as tho old and the new School; and the two

theories, if I may so call them, I shall designate the natural and the

artificial. First, then, as to the old school, holding the artificial

theory.

When, at the commencement of the present century, architects

became ashamed of the brick walls, with holes in them, which had

so long been the characteristics of the only style practised in this

country, they began to look about them for some cheap and suitable

dressing and adornment for their various works. Of course, stone was

procurable, but the few available means of transport rendered it

costly and confined its application within narrow limits. With the

demand for something to take the place of stone came tho supply,

and we soon read of a number of manufacturers proposing to furnish

the public with (so called) artificial stone.

It will not be necessary here to mention the makers by name or

even to explain the composition of their substitutes for stone—all

that I need say is, that terra cotta, as it is now called, was one

of those artificial stones, and its great similarity to the material

it aimed to represent was put forward as a main point in its

favour. Artificial is, I must own, a very hateful word, and in

case, by the name I have chosen, or rather which was originally

chosen for it, as we have seen, I should be accused of doing injustice

to the system pursued by the old school, I will substitute for it the

term imitative. In this imitative treatment of terra cotta, dating,

as I have shown, from the earliest period of its revival in this country,

consists the principal peculiarity of the old school, assuming that it

is possible, by extreme care and attention on the part of the manu

facturer, to produce the effect of stone work—the whole tendency of

the old school is to a stone treatment of terra cotta. To arrive at

this result, it becomes of importance that the tint chosen for the terra

cotta of any particular building should be light in colour and uniform

throughout ; that the blocks should be large and imposing, that the

ornament should be confined to bands and masses, that the plain

surfaces should be perfectly true and regular ; and, iu short, that the

material should be so disposed, that to the eye even of tho practised

observer it should appear stone.

The new school, consisting of the advocates of the natural treatment,

can in reality boast of more antiquity, and can produce authorities of a

far earlier date, than their brethren inclining to the imitative treat

ment. Although in this country the theory of natural treatment is

of comparatively recent date, the architects of Italy seem, in the best

period of Italian terra cotta, to have been almost unanimously in

favour of this treatment; and when I speak of the school as new or

modern, I do so merely in order to distinguish it from what has been,

till lately, the received idea on this subject in England. The natural

theory, as the name implies, assumes the clay to be a material re

quiring a treatment suitable to its nature and composition, and

adapted to the processes of its manufacture—a treatment which

shall involve a distinct and characteristic stylo of ornament, a

size of block convenient for the manufacturer and not liable

to be confounded either with brick or stone; and, finally, one

by means of which all the peculiarities of colour and form should

be emphasized rather than concealed ; in short, the direct opposite of

the imitative theory.

Having, then, in this manner accomplished the first part of

my work by expkining the two treatments, and pointing out

the chief features of each, I will now indicate the arguments

in favour of the natural treatment, which I trust to be able to

show is tho right one. Terra cotta in any quantity can only be pro

duced from moulds, and these moulds when large are very heavy and

difficult to manipulate. The natural treatment, therefore, leads us to

select a manageable size for the blocks, and accepts the limit thus

laid down as a necessity. There is the more reason for so doing

from the fact that these small blocks dry much truer, burn harder,

and are less liable to imperfection than large and massive pieces made

to counterfeit stone. This ascertained size, say a cubic foot or there

abouts, is one which can in no way be confounded either with brick

work or masonry, and with blocks of this size the advocates of the

natural treatment are contented. Their only other care is to select

some form of construction and ornament which shall harmonise with

the size of the blocks, and present a speciality for the material they

are dealing with.

Terra cotta architecture must necessarily be studied per te, and

the architect's aim (when employing terra cotta) must be to im

press at once upon everyone the nature and peculiarities of the mate

rial he has been making use of. I find a great difficulty here in

explaining in writing exactly what I mean : perhaps I may do so

better by giving an example. Having to execute a long moulded and

enriched string course, the enrichment to be a guilloche between an

upper and lower base and of plain mouldings, the architect, adopting

the imitative treatment, would make tho blocks in lengths of from

two to three feet ; he would require the unfortunate manufacturer to

keep the lines perfectly true ; he would grumble at a change, however

slight, in the tints of adjoining blocks ; and he would probably have

the vitreous surface of the terra cotta removed, in order to conceal

any slight imperfection or inequality in the arrises and joints. The

advocate of a natural treatment, on the other hand, would break up

the string course into several heights, and would not exceed a foot or

10 inches in the lengths of his blocks ; he would point with admira

tion to the charming variety and play of colour in the material, and

would look upon the slight irregularity of the leading lines as

imparting a certain picturesqueness, and as affording a relief to the

monotonous perfection he would be justified in requiring had the

work been executed in stone. Lastly, the slight differences in the

enriched portions of his string course would approximate more to

the inequality of manual work, and avoid the unchanging repetition

which is found in too carefully made terra cotta.

The great argument, however, in favour of the natural treatment

is that, having moulded the block from the artist's own model, it

undergoes no touching, polishing, and scraping by the manufacturer's

workmen. This is the great evil of the imitation terra cotta. In

order to get the beautiful surface and finish which is aimed at

therein the actual touch of the artist is lost, and the delicacy and

often the entire feeling of his work is obliterated. In the matter of

cost it is self-evident that the natural treatment has again a very

great advantage, for the manufacturer is here called upon to omit

that stage in the production of the material which requires him

to employ more skilled labour than any other part of the pro

cess. As an art question I think that there can scarcely be

two opinions; unfortunately the architect who has been accus

tomed all his life to the truth and regularity of stonework, requires a

long time before he can become converted to a picturesque treatment

such as the natural one must, to a great extent, be ; but when once

he is able to feel that it is not absolutely necessary, because the lines

are ruled straight on paper, that they should be equally bo on the

building, the further changes in his creed on the subject of colour and

ornament are speedily accomplished. Of course, manufacturers, as a

rule, discountenance entirely a system which degrades them, as I have

heard it put, into little better than brickmakers ; but J cannot admit

that any arguments which have been adduced by them have done

much more than persuade me that thoy were struggling for a false

notion—a notion which, when it has been discarded and the true

theory of terra cotta, baked clay, has been adopted in its stead, will

throw into all the more prominence the fact that the natural treat

ment is the only one able to replace paint and stucco in London.
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THE SHRINE OF ST. SEBALDUS, NUREMBERG.

IN very Apposite illustration of our recent Ramble among the bronze

monuments of Westminster Abbey, we have to call attention to

n new acquisition made by the South Kensington Museum.

In the North Court, near the beautiful reproduction of the pulpit

of the Baptistery at Pisa, is to be seen a plaster model of the Shrine

of St. Sebaldus, a bronze work now existing in the church dedicated

unler the invocation of that saint at Nuremberg. This wonderful

production of Gothic fancy and German skill i9 ascribed to Peter

Yischer and hi9 sons, and dated between 1506 and 1519, being thus

exactly coeval with the tomb of Margaret of Richmond, erected

a.d. 1500, and with the monument to Henry the Seventh and his

Queen Elizabeth of York, dated 1502-1509.

We must be content with but a brief reference to this elaborate

work, which well deserves a full description. The actual condition of

the Kensington model is inferior, in matter of finish and sharpness, to

the objects of the same nature with which we are already familiar. If

we look for details of' execution, we shall be disappointed ; but we

have the materials for a general conception of the bold originality and

lavish decoration of the shrine presented to us in the cast. The design

of the work is that of a sarcophagus supporting a tabernacle, or en

riched canopy, by means of graceful, slender shafts, or rather rods,

the arrangement of which recalls that of the portable canopies that

are borne over the Host in the processions of the Romish Church.

Over both the tomb itself and this wrought co-opertorium is spread a

host of saints, and martyrs, and lovely boy-angels—the grisly founders

of the church bearing the implements of their martyrdom, one a saw,

and one a sword, and the like—and the cherubs sounding every form

of instrument of music. The boldness of the fancy, and the untiring

elaboration of detail in which the members of this symbolic army are

niched and perched upon, under, and around the shrine, are, as far as

we can remember, unrivalled. It is as if the founder had fallen asleep

when he had completed the structural or architectural work in which

were laid the relics of Sebald, and then, either in his dreams, or in the

actual goblin life that was at that time believed still to haunt the

mountains and forests of Germany, a train of gnome9 and elves had

poured in to inspect his work, to haunt and occupy the tomb, or to per

form, in elfin fashion, the obsequies of the occupant. Since the stone and

wooden effigies, instinct with sudden life, came down from every niche,

and pedestal, and altar throughout Rome, to perform the midnight

funeral of Pope Formoso (whose body his successor in the papal chair

had ignominiously cast into the Tiber), statue and symbol have rarely

been so numerously collected in honour of a tomb. But the Roman

procession has left its trace only in legend and in poetry. The Gothic

gnomes, converted fairies, Christianised cupids, or whatever may be

their appropriate titles, have been turned to stone, or rather to metal,

by the wand of the artist, and remain mute, but yet eloquent, wit

nesses of the luxuriant wildness of the Teutonic fancy. The thirty-

two saints who guarded the grille of Henry the Seventh must have

looked poor and tame in comparison to the Nuremberg host.

The occasion is not inappropriate for putting the question to our

friends at South Kensington, ' Why is the cast of King Henry the

Seventh, taken from his tomb, allowed to remain mutilated ? ' Not

only has it no hands, but it so distinctly gives the idea of having

been taken from a statue the hands of which had disappeared, that it

cost the writer another visit to the Abbey in order to make sure that

no error had crept into his description of the perfect state of the

Royal effigies. Not only are the hands uninjured in the bronze, but

their exquisite workmanship forms one of the most striking details of

the entire monument We are sure that it is only necessary to call

the attention of the authorities of the Museum to the mode in which

these ungentle hands

Have lopped and hewed, and made the body bare

Of the two branches

in order to have the effigy restored to the placid dignity of its sepul

chral slumber.

Doncaater Parish Church.—A meeting of the committee for restoring

the parapet and pinnacles of the parish church was held at the Vicarage on

the 2nd mst. At the last meeting an estimate was submitted by Mr. Teale,

the architect, of the probable cost of taking down the present pinnacles and

replacing them with others of smaller dimensions, which estimate amonnted

to the sum of 500/. Mr. E. Denison, Q.C., offered to contribute one-half

the cost of such alteration, on condition that it was carried out on a plan

of which he approved. It was also shown that the pinnacles were in a very

dangerous state. The result is the starting of a subscription to meet the

necessary outlay.

OUR RAMBLER

AT BTTNCOBM.

THE course of his wanderings having led your Rambler to Liver

pool, he determined to visit the latest addition to the already

numerous family of gigantic bridges which span nearly all the

principal watercourses of this country ; so taking train at Lime Street,

where a largo hotel in course of construction from the designs of

Mr. A. Waterhouse, and the new roof over the recently enlarged

station, attracted his attention, works which aro well worthy of being

described, he travelled to Ditton, at which place commences the new

line of which the bridge forms a part.

On alighting from the train, one of the best views of the bridge and

of the viaducts at either end of it is at once obtained. The general

effect is striking, and at the same time pleasing to the eye. It does

not often happen that a bridge and its approaches are seen at a glance,

as is the case at Runcorn. Here the railway runs parallel with the

river for a considerable distance, and then sweeps round with an easy

curve to the right, gradually rising till it reaches the edge of the

river, which it crosses at right angles, leaving a clear headway of

75 feet for passing vessels ; then curving slightly to the left, it

vanishes into the high ground at the back of the town of Runcorn.

Thus by standing between the railway and the river on the Lan

cashire shore, a complete view can be obtained of the works.

After leaving the old line, there is a very heavy embankment, which

is succeeded by a viaduct, built on the curve, of very good proportions,

and consisting of forty-nine arches, each of 40 feet span, which are,

however, interrupted by a small embankment on the top of a hill.

We then come to six arches, each of 00 feet span, which are in the

waterway of the river. The first portion of the viaduct is entirely

faced with Staffordshire blue bricks, which, however much to be

commended for durability and soundness, have an exceedingly gloomy

effect when used in such large quantities as in the present case ; and it

is to bo regretted that some attempt was not made to enliven the

mass by the introduction of a material of a lighter colour ; a stone

stringcourse at the rail level would have marked the horizontal line

of the structure and relieved the monotony of the hue, whereas the

slightly projecting course of blue bricks which exists cau scarcely be

seen. The appearance improves as the river is approached, the piers

of the 60-feet arches being of Bramley Fall stone, the superstructure

above the springing of the arches being faced with light yellow

bricks and coped with stone.

The parapet walls are battlemented, and over the last span they

project over the face of the work, and are supported on stone corbels,

which are also carried round the abutments and piers of the principal

spans. These latter are faced entirely with Bramley Fall stone, and

on the abutments are castellated towers of the same material, which

are connected by a pointed arch spanning the railway, and forming a

very imposing entrance to the bridge.

The whole of the stonework is well executed, and conveys the

idea of great strength and solidity ; but exception must be taken to

some of the mouldings, which are poor in design and too small for

the magnitude of the structure.

Will engineers ever condescend to consult architects on matters of

ornamental detail ? The latter have long since discovered the ad

vantage of obtaining the assistance of the former when they are com

pelled to employ ironwork in the construction of their buildings, and

corresponding advantages would ensue if engineers would avail them

selves more frequently of the taste and skill of architects in matters

lying more especially in their department.

The girders of the bridge are constructed on the double-lattice

principle, with parallel top and bottom flanges. There arc three

main openings, each having a clear span of 305 ft. ; the depth oi the

girders is 27 ft The lattice bars are placed at an angle of 45 degrees,

and are bolted together at their intersection by 1-iuch bolts. They

are prevented from buckling by a zigzsg trellis-work placed between

the outside and inside webs. The top and bottom tables are composed

of boxes built up of solid plates and angle irons, to which the lattice

bars are attached. The distance between the two girders, of which

each span is composed, is 25 ft, affording space for two lines of rails.

The floor of the bridge is composed of cross girders about 10 ft.

apart and 2 ft 2J in. deep at the centre ; between them are placed

four longitudinal girders—one under each rail ; the space between

these girders is covered with curved wrought iron plates.

The general effect of the girders is extremely light, the spaces

between the lattice bars, which are about 8 feet square, being suffi

cient to allow plenty of light to pierce the mass, in spite of there

being four systems of lattice work, one behind the other. The

girders are painted a light neutral tint, which adds to the effect

A footpath is carried on cantilevers on one side of the bridge, which

is approached from the Lancashire side by an inclined path, and on
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the Cheshire side by steps cleverly contrived under one of the arches.

At this end of the bridge there are three 60-feet dry arches, and thirty

40-feet arches of similar construction to those already described. The

total weight of wrought iron used in the work is nearly 5,000 tons,

and 300 tons of cast iron. The whole of the plates, angle irons, bars,

&c, were planed at the joints, and the rivet holes were all drilled ;

and so accurately were the drawings prepared and the work executed,

that only five or six plates required any alteration to make them fit

accurately into their places.

It is unfortunate that the appearance of the structure should

have been spoiled by the introduction of a shorn which might have

been easily avoided. We allude to the cast-iron plates which cover

the junction of the girders on the piers. These are intended to

represent castellated towers of masonry, bearing large shields

ornamented with the coats of arms of London, Liverpool, the Railway

Company, &c, and are grooved and painted to match the real stone

work. No doubt metal was employed because there is not sufficient

space on the piers to build towers of masonry, but why attempt to

deceive the eye, when an appropriate screen of iron might have been

designed which would have been honest and real ? The mode of

constructing the coffer-dams was novel and ingenious. A scaffold was

first erected on the site of the dam, by means of screw piles of

wrought-iron, 4 inches in diameter, with cast-iron screws; these

were driven through the bed of the river, which is composed of sand

and (pavel varying from 18 feet to 30 feet thick, into the rock.

Cast-iron caps were fixed on the top of the piles to receive the

timber uprights of which the scaffold was composed. Cast-iron boxes or

caissons, 5'-10" by 5' 0" and 3''0" deep, were then bolted together, so as

to form a hollow column, and lowered into the bed of the river.

When they would no longer sink by being weighted, divers were

employed, who, working inside, Removed the sand from underneath,

and eventually bedded them in the rock. Subsequently an air-tight

cover was placed on the top of each caisson, and the water excluded

by air being pumped into them at sufficient pressure, which enabled

the men to work in their ordinary dress. This method is very similar

to that described in the Architect of March 20.

As soon as one caisson had reached the rock, others were sunk on

either fide of it, and this operation continued till the whole space to

be occupied by the pier was enclosed. The lower portion of the

caissons was filled in with concrete, and the vertical joints between

them made water-tight by wooden piles being driven into hollows

left for this purpose in the castings, the surplus space being

filled with clay puddle. The greatest depth of the foundation

is 65 feet below high water. The plan adopted for these

coffer-dams answered its purpose admirably, no difficulty being

experienced in keeping them free from water. On one occasion

they were subjected to a severe trial, owing to the wind

having caused the tide to rise to an unusual height, and the water

stood within 10 in. of the top of the dam ; but this did not cause

any interruption of the work, the masons working on in security.

The girders were constructed m situ ; the rapid flow of the tide through

the contracted waterway at this point prevented the adoption of the

plan, so successfully employed elsewhere, of floating the girders be

tween the piers and lifting them into their places. Nearly the whole

of the scaffolding used to support them rested on screw piles of the

same construction as those used for the staging of the coffer-dams, and

the mass of timber required to carry the great weight of iron must

have presented a very complicated appearance.

The remaining portions of the line do not present any special fea

tures. It rejoins the main line near Aston, and is about six miles

long. The principal object attained by its construction is the decrease

in the distance between Liverpool and London, which is reduced to

the extent ofnine miles ; and also some relief to the overcrowded Liver

pool and Manchester Hue; in addition to which it provides a long wanted

railway communication with the important town of Runcorn, where

a neat and comfortable station has been erected. Whether these

advantages will repay the enormous outlay time will show. A sus

pension bridge was projected to cross the Mersey at the same spot as

long ago as 1814, of which Telford was the engineer, but the scheme

was abandoned. The central span was to have been of 1,000 feet,

and would have greatly exceeded that of the Menai Bridge.

Numerous projects have been started for crossing the river at this

place, and Mr. William Baker, the engineer to the London and North

western Railway Company, who designed the bridge we have

described, has been fortunate in obtaining so good an opportunity of

displaying his ability. The contractors for the whole line were

Messrs. Brassey & Ogilvie, the ironwork being undertaken by

Messrs. Cochrane, Grove, and Co., of Dudley. The contract sum was

369,591A—but that amount has been considerably exceeded. The

line was opened for goods traffic early in the present year, and

passenger trains commenced to run over it on the 1st of April.

The works were started in 1863 ; and considering their magnitude,

the time occupied in construction was not excessive.

Saint Bernard's (Bridgnorth).—This old hospitium, or wayfaring

house, situate on the verge of the Common of Morfe, lias sustained great

damage by the late thunderstorm. On May 28, at least 100 tons of the

rock behind the house fell with a great noise. A cave, in which were

stowed some old carved oak and curiosities, suddenly collapsed, and became

one huge mass of boulder stone, smashing outhouses and everything in

the way. The loss and damage will exceed 200/.

ENGLAND IN 1669:

A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF THE TRAVELS OF COSMO III-

Past II.

Four years before Cosmo visited London more than a hundred thousand

of its inhabitants perished by the plague ; three years before, thirteen

thousand two hundred houses and a hundred and thirty-six churches had

been burnt down ; and two years before, England had to endure the disgrace

of the Dutch fleet riding in the Thames. And although the people had

recovered to some extent from the efforts of these calamities, yet the gaps

made by the fire were in 1669 too evident. So that a moro unfavourable

time could hardly be chosen to become acquainted with London, and any

one who knew continental cities could not help being disappointed at its

appearance. Nearly all the public buildings must have been considered as

mean : there was not one statue in all the streets, and thero were no churches

or palaces, like those to be seen in cities that bore no comparison with it in

wealth or reputation. It is not then surprising to find it stated in this

book, that with the exceptions of the Tower, the Saloon at Whitehall, West

minster Hall, and Lord Clarendon's New House, ' all the edifices were in

considerable.' The ordinary houses are described as being in general of a

common description, not very high, and built of wood and ill-baked bricks.

Unlike Paris, there was seldom more than one family in each house. As

an edict had been published enjoining that wood was to be used as little as

possible, only the framing, doors, posts, See., were then being made of it.

More than five thousand houses had been rebuilt since the fire, in style

approximating towards that introduced into Italy, and quite different from

what was the ancient fashion here. The streets, too, were being widened

and straightened, paved, and channels made at the sides. Buildings were

increasing in number every day, to the profit of those who owned ground at

a distance from the river, along which no more buildings were allowed to

be erected, so as to make the city broader, it being then too long and too

narrow ; and the Italians were shrewd enough to see that, under such cir

cumstances, Earl St. Alban'B (in whose house they lodged), who owned the

entire square or place in which his house was (the site of Jermyn Street

and its neighbourhood), would soon have it covered with houses.

Although we see that London 'continues to grow as fast as a young

town of logwood by a water privilege in Michigan,' it is hard to realise

the differences in area between the London of to-day and two hundred

years ago. How strange it reads that Islington was a collection of houses

in the country, that Moorfields ' was a place of two large inclosed squares ;

this leads to a second, and that again to a third, which are surrounded by

abundance of mulberry trees, and add much to the agreeableness of the space

of ground occupied by this grand place, which is appropriated to the sale of

horses,' and to find the view from the back windows of St. James's Palace

described as ' most beautiful and diversified, the eyes wandering over

groves, meadows, the canal, Westminster and its suburbs, altogether form

ing a very lovely prospect !' But it is time we should turn from London in

general to the principal buildings it had in 1669, and hear what the Italians

thought of them. We will first take Whitehall, where, as Macaulay says,

the king kept open house every day, and all day long, and where half the

jobbing and half the flirting of the metropolis was carried on. This they

describe as being nothing more than an assemblage of sevoral houses, badly

built at different times and for different purposes, consisting of lodges,

galleries, halls, and chambers, there being about two thousand of the

latter. The only thing in it they thought worthy of a palace was the

Banqueting Room, ' lately erected according to the rules of architecture, and

adorned with pilasters and other decorations.' There could not be much

difficulty at that time in determining the site of the scaffold, for they say

that on one of the window stools ' are still to be seen drops of blood, which

fell there in the execution of that dreadful enormity, so deeply imprinted

that they cannot be obliterated from the spot, though they have been

frequently washed in the hope of doing so.' Nor do thoy forget to state

how Cromwell, through fear, went secretly every night, first into one and

then into another of the numerous chambers, without even his domestics

knowing his movements. Of St. James's Palace they thought but little :

1 the building is ancient and mean, owing to the rudeness of the materials

of which it is composed, and from the irregularity of its structure it has no

external appearance of magnificence It was then occupied by the Duke of

York, in whose apartments were seen models of men of war, executed from

the Duke's designs; for in 1669, as in 1869, it was a doubtful problem what

was the best form for vessels, and both Charles and James were amateur naval

architects ; Charles in fact being so enthusiastic, that he was willing, if we

may believe Burnet, to give even his enemies the benofit of his ability. The

chapel was then set apart for the Roman Catholic services for the queen.

St. James's Park is described as being surrounded by a wall, and

having a long, straight, and spacious walk, intended for the game of the

mall, with large elms growing on each side of it. Close by is a canal, the

work of the Protector Cromwell, of nearly the same length as the walk,

on which are several species of aquatic birds brought up and rendered

domestic. Thorost of the park is left uncultivated, and forms a wood for the

retreat of deer and other quadrupeds. Old Somerset Houso, at that time

set apart for the queen-mother, they thought ' a noble habitation.' In the

court-yard was a long pole with a crown on top, set up when Charles was

restored. Behind the palace was a garden extending to the river, with

walks and elm groves for a shade to those who amused themselves with

looking at the boats continually passing and repassing on the water. Hyde

Park was such another place as it is to-day—' many carriages with ladies

and gentlemen assembling there of an evening.' They are careful to note

that ' its beauty was greatly diminished by Cromwell, who, in order to

render the vicinity of London more open, cut down the elms, which were

planted in rows.' It was the custom that all persons, when they first met

the King and Queen, or Duke and Duchess of York (who often went there),

to salute them, but not afterwards. It was the rule, too, that laqueys and

footmen were not permitted to enter the Park, but had to remain waiting

outside the gates. The only house belonging to the nobility that is de

scribed is Lord Clarendon's famous house (which stood on the site of

Albemarle Street), probably because it had so much of the Italian style
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about it. The people, they say, have given it the name of Dunkirk House,

for they consider my Lord Clarendon the cause of Dunkirk having been

sold to France, and by this appellation would insinuate that the money

gained in the negotiations had been employed in building this palace. It

is in an advantageous position, which increases its magnificence, being in

front of a wide street leading down to St. James's Palace, which is directly

opposite it Its form is square, the outside embellished with stone orna

ments according to the rules of architecture, and is extremely light and

cheerful, the interior being commodious and sumptuous. The garden is

surrounded by wallB, which support flourishing espaliers formed of various

fruit trees, which render the view very agreeable, although the garden has

no other ornament than compartments of earth filled with low and beautiful

parterres and spacious walks. The next place we come to is Covent Garden,

and this is what it was like in 1669 : ' Two sides are occupied by houses,

one by the facade of a church in a good style of architecture, and the other

by the palace of the Earl of Bedford, the trees of which project over the

walls, they not being raised much above the ground ; and in the middle of

the square is erected a pillar on which are several sun-dials, which serve for

emblems, enlivened by various mottoes, one of which, alluding to the hours,

says, "Pereuntet imputantur.'" Near Covent Garden (somewhere about the

site of the presentAdelphi Theatre) there existed in the Strand, in those days,

a Burlington Arcade sort of place, called the New Exchange. Although it

had been only sixty years built in 1669, the Italians describe it as having

lost its colour from age, and become quite blackish. ' It contains two long

and. double galleries, one above the other, in which are distributed, in

several rows, great numbers of very rich shops of drapers and mercers,

filled with goods of every kind, and with manufactures of the most beautiful

description. They are, for the most part, under the care of well-dressed

women, who are busily employed in work, al&hougb many are served by

young men called apprentices.' As we accompany them down the ' great

street called the Strand,' we next meet with old Temple Bar, which then

1 served as a residence for some collegians, who study the ancient Norman

language, in which arc written the laws of the kingdom relating to the

administration of justice ; there are many masters appointed to instruct

them and qualify them for pleaders.' In the chapel of the Temple they

saw, on the pavement, many figures in basso-relievo, representing several

knights in armour, with the badges of the order.

Aifter leaving the Temple, we follow the Prince and his suite to the black

ruined stone heap that the fire converted old St. Paul's into. At the time

they visited the ruins, a great part of Inigp Jones's portico was left, and as

it might be expected, from being in the Italian style, they thought highly

otit, ' and its stones worked with great perfection and symmetry according

to th« rules of the Corinthian order.' Of what was left of the rest of the

church they say, ' one sees only a hugo heap of stones cemented together

by the lead with which the church was covered; this, when melted, fell

amongst the ruins, which havo entirely covered the relics of antiquity that

ware there formerly, and demolished many splendid monuments, both of

Catholic bishops and other distinguished men.' * The difficulties with

which, as Carlyle says, brave Sir Christopher had to contend, arising from

foolish unarchitecturnl bishops, red tape officials, and idle Nell Gwyn de

fenders of the faith,. seem foreshadowed in the observation, ' that the king,

in order that the memory of this temple may not be lost, lias resolved to

restore it, not indeed to place it again in its primitive and magnificent con

dition, which could not be accomplished but at vast expense, but to render

it fit for the worship of theAnglican sect, and sufficiently capacious to con

tain the people.'

Two hundred years ago it was the fashion to dabblo a little in science.

Charles had not long founded the Royal Society, and instead of wild dreams

of polities, wilder dreams of science occupied the thoughts of many people.

Through the influence of John Evelyn, Gresham College (with a collection

of books belonging to Lord Howard, of which he didn't know the use) was

made over to the Society, and as we are in the City with the Prince we

may take the opportunity of visting in his company the ' King's Privy

Council for Philosophy and his Great Council for the three Estates of

Mathematics, Mechanics, and Physics,' as Graunt styled the Society. It

weuH appear that the Prince did not visit it on a Thursday, the day on

which .the Society met, after dinner, as thero is no account of the proceed

ings. We get a glimpse, however, of their museum, at that time in charge

of ' Doctor Robert Hook, a man ofgenius and of much esteem in experimental

matters,' in which, amongst other strange things, were ' an ostrich whose

young were always born . alive, an herb which grew in the stomach of a

thrush, the skin of a Moor tanned with the beard and hair white ; but more

worthy of observation than all the rest is a clock whose movements are

derived from the vicinity of a loadstone, and it is so adjusted as to discover

the distances of countries at sea by the longitude ; towards this the planets

or .satellites of Jupiter are of great sen-ice.' At the head ofthe scientific men

ofthat day stood the Hon. Kobert Boyle, who, as Herschel says, seomed ani

mated by an enthusiasm ofardour which hurried him from subject to subject,

and from experiment to experiment, with a sort of undistinguishing appe

tite. He was visited by Cosmo, and his character must havo made a deep

impression on Magalotti, the chronicler of this traveller's history. ' If in his

person,' he says, ' the true belief had been united with correctness ofa moral

life, nothing would have remained to be desired,' and it is said he endea

voured to removo the one imperfection by trying to convert him. Boyle was

after making his improvements in the air-pump, and great things were

expected to bo done with its assistance. The Prince was shown ' many

beautiful experiments to discover the effect of the rarefaction and compres

sion of air upon bodies, by observing what took place with animals when

exposed to it, and hence may be learned the cause of rheumatisms,

catarrhs and other contagious disorders produced by air, and of various

natural indispositions.' The air-pump has done good service to science,

but somehow with all its help the rheumatisms and catarrhs unfortunately

continue amongst us. The Prince saw an instrument that indicated and

registered the changes in the weather ' by means of a watch, a thermometer,

a mariner's compass, and a small sail like that of a windmill,' another in-

• It is curious how closely the Italians' do ;cription agrees with the entry .in.Evelyu's

Diary for September 7, 1666.

strumout that might be useful nowadays in technical education, 'as by its

aid a person who has never learned, may draw any object whatetmes 7 •»

'globe of the moon, of peculiar construction, and several other things

worthy of attention,' with all of which he gratified his curiosity in the most

agreeable manner. There was another visit he made in connection with,

science which deserves to bo recorded, and that was to the Marquis of

Worcester's engine at Vauxhall for raising water, which is thus described. :

' It raises water more than forty geometrical feet by the power of one man

only, and in a very short space of time will draw up four vessels of water

through a tube or channel not more than a span in width, on which account

it is considered to be of greater service to the public than the other machine

near .Somerset House.' It is curious that no notice is taken of the principle

of the machine, its appearance or-siae, nor is it possible to infer from this

description whether any use was made of it for the public, but there is little

doubt it was our first steam engine.* The other machine near Somerset

House, which conveyed the river water to a great part of the metropolis1,

is described as being raised upon a wooden tower, and put in motion by-

two horses, which were continually going round.

( To be continued.)

THE LAW AND SCIENCE OF ANCIENT LIGHTS.

Bt Homkrsham Cox, M.A., Baskistbe-at-Law.

Past L

Legal Principles.

F suits and actions respecting ancient lights, a material question usually

arises as to the extent of the injury experienced or apprehended. The

plaintiff has for many years enjoyed the access of light to his windows, and

they are obscured, or about to be obscured, by the erection of contiguous

buildings. How is the obscuration to be measured? The published in

vestigations of this subject are very imperfect, and some of them show a

ludicrous ignorance of well-established, principles of optics. The evidence

of the persons who, by legal courtesy, are called ' experts ' is often absolutely-
worthless ; and in various papers read bofore learned societies ^especting■

this subject, the methods of calculating obscuration are, I do not hesitate to

say, so utterly erroneous that they fail to give even approximately accurate

results. ^

The question, besides its practical importance, is one of great interest both

to the lawyer and tho mathematician. It unfortunately happens that an

exact solution cannot be obtained without mathematics ; and hence an ob

jection may . be urged with reference to the process about to be explained,

that it is too scientific and abstruse. The law, it may be argued, will not

take cognisance of the niceties of mathematics, but will deal out justice by

broader and simpler rules. The answer to this argument is, that accuracy

is a primary condition of justice, and that unless the rules of optics are

applied with precision, at least in establishing the general theory of the

subject, the grossest injustice may sometimes be inadvertently committed.

Besides, when the general theory has been settled, the application of if is

extremely simple, and requires nothing more than a rudimentary knowledge

of arithmetic and surveying.

Judges continually lay the greatest stress upon the degree of obscuration.

For instance, in the case of Martin v. Headm (2 Law Hep. Eq. 425), before

Vice-chancellor Kindersley, that very eminent Equity judge observes, with

reference to the particular case before him :—' The quantum of sky-area

which the new elevation shuts out is about thirteen degrees measured

horizontally, and eight or nine degrees measured vertically. That is in

itself a very small portion of the total sky-area visible to a person looking

out of a vertical window where there is no obstruction ; which area is of

course 180 degrees measured horizontally, and 90 degrees measured verti

cally. . . . But, at the time when the defendant commenced his new

building, a very largo portion of the sky-area was already shut out of the

plaintiffs workshop window by pre-existing buildings, and only a very

limited portion of sky-area remained available for that window. And the

question is, not what proportion of the total sky-area does the defendant's

new erection shut out from the plaintiffs window, but what proportion do^s

it shut out of that proportion* of the sky-area which was not already slmt

out by. existing buildings.'

This passage is quoted because it shows very clearly the general character

of tho problem to bo solved. I shall endeavour to show hereafter that the

principle of the calculation here given is incomplete, and that in many

cases the obscuration is to be measured, not by the degrees or angular

measurement here indicated, but by a proper linear or superficial measure

ment. This judgment, however, is in other respects very valuable and

instructive. It shows that the subject, unlike most other branches of law,

is essentially quantitative. To the same effect may be cited Webb v. Hunt

(14 W. R. 725, and 'Weekly Notes' of 1866, p. 165), where it was held

that a deprivation of nearly one-half the light enjoyed by the plaintiff's

windows justified the interference of the Court.

Section I.—The Eight derived from long enjoyment.

For the sake of clearness it will be necessary to explain some of the more

important features of the law of ancient lights. In the first place the right

is dependent on long enjoyment. The modern rule in this respect is con

tained in the following section of the Prescription Act (2 and 3 Will. TV.

c. 71 | 3.)

' And bo it farther enacted that when the access and ~nse of light to and

for any dwelling house, workshop, or other building shall have been

actually enjoyed therewith for tho full period of twenty years without inter

ruption, the right thereto shall be deemed absolute and indefeasible, any

local usage or custom to the contrary notwithstanding; unless it shall

appear that the same was enjoyed by some consent or agreement expressly

made or given for that purpose by deed or writing.'

The right is therefore statutory, and is based upon uninterrupted enjoy

ment for a period of 20 years. Upon this point it will be useful to quote

* Why <lo all writers on tho steam engine that mention this visit give the date ol it

as 10SG instead of 1669 ?
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Lord Westbury's judgment in the House of Lords in the case of Tapling

v. Jones (11 H. L. Cases, 290), which was argued most elaborately. Lord

Westbury says, ' The right to what is called an ancient light now depends

upon positive enactment. It is matter juris positivi, and does not require,

and therefore ought not to be restod upon, any presumption of grant, or any

fiction of u license hairing been obtained from an adjoining proprietor. . . .

After an enjoyment of an access of light for 20 years without interruption

the right is declared by the statute to be absoluto and indefeasible ; and it

would seem therefore that it cannot be lost or defeated by a subsequent

temporary intermission of enjoyment not amounting to abandonment.

Moreover, the absolute and indefeasible right which is the creation of the

statute is not subjected to any condition or qualification ; nor is it made

liable to be affected or prejudiced by any attempt to extend the access or

use of light beyond that which having been enjoyed uninterruptedly during

the required period is declared to be not liable to be defeated. Lord West-

bury goes on to criticise, with his usual acuteness, the expression ' the right

to obstruct a now light,' which he regards aa fallacious. The right is that

of a man to use his own land, though his so using it may obstruct tho light

received through the window of an adjacent house.

When it is said that the right depends upon 20 years' uninterrupted

enjoyment, it must be understood that the word ' enjoyed ' in the statute

does not necessarily imply that the building for which this right is claimed

must be occupied, or even fit for occupation, during the whole of the 20

years. This point was raisod (January, 1869), in tho recent- case of Cour-

tauld v.Ltyh in tho Court of Exchequer (4 Law. B,ep. Common Law, p. 126).

There the plaintiffs house was completed as to its external and internal

walls, roofs, floors, and windows, more than 30 years ago, but the fittings,

papering, and painting were not completed, and tho house was not inhabited

or rendered habitable until about 1 5 years before the date of the action.

Yet tho Court of Exchequer held that the statutory right to light and air

was complete. The house and windows were ' enjoyed,' not by occupation,

but by ownership.

It follows, from the principles already laid down, that the owner of ancient

lights cannot, on the one hand, destroy his privilege as against his neighbour,

nor, on tho other hand, extend that privilege by enlarging his windows.

The neighbour has a right to obstruct nig new windows, or new portions of

windows, but, on tho othor hand, he must not do so in such a way as to

obscure the old lights. Such is the effect of tho curious and instructive

case of Tapling v. Jones above cited. The plaintiff had made extensive

alterations of his house, and lowered the first and second storeys and the

windows in them ; but the new windows occupied part of the site of the

old apertures. Tho defendant, after these alterations were made by the

plaintiff, erected a lofty warehouse, which obstructed the whole of the

plaintiffs lights. The plaintiff thereupon caused them to be restored to

their former state as to size and position, and called on the defendant to

restore the former enjoyment of light and air. The case occasioned a great

diversity of opinion in the Courts below, but when it came before the

House of Lords, there was a unanimous opinion in favour of the plaintiff.

Lord Westbury asked whether a man having an absolute and indefeasible

right to a certain access of light could defeat it* by opening new windows,

and answered the question in the negative. The opening of new windows

was not in a legal sense an injury to tho neighbour. He might obstruct

the new portions ; but not so as to darken the old lights. He considered

that the defendant's wall, so far as it obstructed the ancient apertures, was an

illegal aot from the beginning. Lord Cranworth to the same effect said :—

' He has a right to build, and if thereby lie obstructs the new lights he is

not committing a wrong. But what ground is there for contending that

because his building so as to obstruct a new light would afford no ground

of complaint, therefore, if he cannot so build without committing a trespass,

he may commit a trespass ? I can discover no principle to warrant any

such inference'

It will be observed that this important decision of the Supreme Court of

Appeal in 1865 enormously increases in practice the privilege of free access

for light, and in crowded cities like London greatly restricts the power of

erecting now and lofty structures overshadowing a neighbour's laud. It

was forcibly argued at the bar by Sir Boundell Palmer, that if the defen

dant might obstruct the new lights only, and not the old with them, the

effect would be that a person who has an ancient window may acquire a

right to any number of additional windows by so contriving their position

as to place them completely under the protection of the ancient window.

Undoubtedly this consequence must often follow in practice from the deci

sion in Tapling v. Jcnes. One side of a building may be a great dead wall,

with the exception of a single aperture. The owner may open out as many-

more as he pleases, and they will all enjoy the privilege of the first, if his

neighbour cannot obstruct the new without obstructing the old.

Skctiox n.—Rural and Urban Occupiers.

Another controversy of equal importance refers to the relative rights of

rural and urban occupiers. In the case of Clarke v. Clarke (1 Law Rep.

Ch. Ap. 16), Lord Chancellor Cranworth is supposed to have held that

the right to access of light was not so extensive in towns as in the country.

His Lordship said :—' Persons who live in towns, and more especially in

large cities, cannot expect to enjoy continually the same unobstructed

volumes of light and air as fall to the lot of those who live in the country.

The steady spread of buildings in and round large towns gradually but

surely obstructs some of the light and air which the houseB in the interior

of the place formerly enjoyed. And, in estimating the damage, if any, occa

sioned to the plaintiff; we must not omit the consideration that the place in

which he complains of obstruction to light and air is a large and populous

city.' This dictum led to rather alarming consequences. It might be inferred

that occupiers in towns were to submit to a greater degree of injury than

dwellers in the country ; and two of the cases which followed seem to have

been based on thst principle (Durell v. Priethard, 1 Law Bep. Ch. Ap. 244 ;

Sobson v. WhUtingham, Ibid., p. 442). In both those cases Lord Justice

Turner expressed his assent to the principle laid down by Lord Cranworth

in Clarke v. Clarke, and added, ' I think that this class of cases had been

tarried too far before the decision in Clarke v. Clarke was pronounced.'

Obviously these decisions of tho Appellate Courts affected the very foun

dation of the law of ancient lights. The litigation almost universally arises

with respect to houses in towns ; and if the proposition is established that

the occupiers of such houses are to submit to encroachinenta which would

not be tolerated in the country, it is not difficult to sea, that by dagreos all

the light which could be obstructed by neighbouring structures might be

token away with impunity. It seems, however, clear that either Lord Cran

worth was misunderstood, or that he changed his opinions; for in a later

case of Yates v. Jack (1 Law Hep. Ch, Ap. p. 295), decided in March, 1866,

liu fully recognised the rights of urban occupiers to the unimpaired enjoy

ment of their ancient lights. The case seems to show that such an occupier

is entitled to substantial preservation of all, his light—aot merely of so

much is suffices for the trade in which he happens to.be engaged—but of

all that may be required for any future purpose. This latter proposition,

however, is apparently in conflict with Lord Westbury!* decision in Jackson

v. the Duke of Newcastle (33 Law J., Ch. 698), and mustbe received with the

qualifications and limitations statad by Vice-ChaaceUar. Wood (now Lord

llathcrley) in the case Dent v. Auction Mart Co., to he mentioned presently.

Lord Cranwoat&s words are—' The right conferred, or recognised by the

statute 2 & 3 Wm. IV. a 71, is an absolute indefeasible right to the enjoy

ment of the light without reference to the purposes for which it has been

used. Therefore, even if the evidence satisfied me— which it does not—that

for the purpose of their present business a strong light is. not necessary,

find that tho plaintiffs will still have sufficient light remaining, I should

not think the defendant had established his defence, unless bo had shown

that for whatever purpose the plaintiff might wish to employ the light, there

would be no, material interference with iU'

Only four days later (March 28, 1866) Vice-Chanceilor Wood, gave his

judgment in the caso of Vent v. Auction Mart Co, (2 Law, Bep. Eq. 238),

and observed that the decision of Lard Cranworth, last mentioned, removed

the difficulty occasioned by his observations io. Clarke. a. Clarke, and pro

ceeded :—' I cannot suppose the Lord Chancellor or the Lord Justice to mean

that in reality there is any substantial difference between, the right which a

plaintiff has to seek the protection of this Court when he lives in a town

and that which he would, nave if he resided in the country.' In tho case of

Martin v. Iltadon (2 Law Bep. Eq. 426), Vice-Chancellor Kindersley followed

this decision of Vico-Chancellor Wood, and added that, ' with respect to the

right of the owner of ancient lights to be protected against any obstruction

to the access of light and air to his windows, there is no distinction between

houses in towns; and houses in the country.'

( 7b be continued.)

THE STRIKES IN THE BUILDING TRADE.

IN Yorkshire and Lancashire the masters have just issued an appeal

to all operative masons not belonging to the Union, offering them

work a* old hands with especial advantages. The appeal, which is

signed by twenty-eight of the principal building firms in Leeds, Sheffield,

Manchester, Wigan, Bradford, Wolverhampton, and Coventry, states that

every effort which has been made by Lord Lichfield, Lord Eleho, Mr.

Hnghes, M.P., Mr. Mundella, M.P., Mr. S. Morley, M.P., and other gentle

men connected with tho building trade, has been of no avail, and they now

have come to the determination to offer the following terms : to all masons

employed by the undersigned in Manchester 1{d. perhour, 54-J hours to con

stitute a week of 33«. ; Bolton, T$d. per hour, 54$ hours per week, 33». ;

Leeds, "\<l. per hour, 50 hours per week, 30». 3d. ; Coventry, 6$d. per hour,

57 hours per week, 30s. ; Sheffield, Id. per hour, 55$ hours per week, 32*. 6d. ;

Wolverhampton, 6^d. per hour, 56$ hours per week, 32s.; Bradford, 7J<f.

per hour, 50$ hours per week, 30«. 6d. Tho masters also propose to pay

the railway fares of men, at the end of a fortnight, from whence they came ;

or if at the end of the month the terms of employment are not satisfactory,

the master will pay the mason's railway fare bark, and also protect the new

hands from nil annoyance and molestation.

WENDOVER PARISH CHURCH.

THE parish church of St. Mary has during the past year been undergoing

a thorough restoration, both internal and external, and, on the 1st inst.

the edifice was re-opened by the Bishop of Oxford. The church is of the

Gothic stylo of architecture, with square embattled tower, nave,, with north

aud south aisles, and chancel. The interior of the edifice presents a marked

contrast to its condition before the restoration. On the south side thu old

tracery in the windows has been cut out, and refitted with now,tracery as in

the original edifice. The plaster covering the external walls has been

removed, and the surface newly faced in flint, with Bath dressings. The

old brick buttresses have been destroyed, and new Hint-faced and stone-

dressed ones erected in their place. Most of the buttresses around the

building are entirely new. The singular brick buttresses at the tower

have also been re-faced with stone and flint. Tho clerestory walls have

been brought down to a level with the nave arches. The different roofs are

entirely new, except those of the side aisles, which are re-lcaded. The nave

roof has been raised to its former pitch and new. tiled, the chancel and

chnueel aisles being also tiled. The old porches have been taken away, and

new ones erected in their place. The windows have boon re-glazed with

cathedral glass. The interior has also been thoroughly renovated.

The floor is paved with Lugwardine tiling, ornamented in the chancel. An

oak credeneo table placed in the chancel is deserving of notice. The altar

rail is of brass, with ornamental scroll-work. The communion tablo is of

handsome make in oak, and is covered by a splendid altar-cloth. There

are, too, some very handsome oak stalls in this portion of the edifice. The

seats are open, and of oak throughout the building. There is.a now font of

Caen stouo, tho work of Mr. W. Thompson, of Aylesbury, from a design by

the architect. The oak stalls are by Mr. Cooper, of Aylesbury. The roof

inside is of open deal.

The cost of the whole work amounts to about 4,000i., the greater portion

of which has been supplied by Colonel Smith and other members of the

family. The architect is G. E. Street, Esq., A.H.A., diocesan architect ; the

contractor, Mr. O. Cooper, of Aylesbury ; and the stonework is by Mr. W.

Thompson, of the some place.
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NEW BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.

AS' far as regards tie ironwork and the piers, the new bridge may be

said to be complete. The ironwork has had two coats of paint ;

the last to be given is one of a rich bronze green. The outer iron

spandrils of the arches are covered at the intersections of the lattice

work with large ornamental bosses, much after the pattern of the

well-known heraldic rose. These decorations are to be richly gilt, and

the colour contrasts which will be afforded by the gilding, the bronze

green, the red polished granite, and the whito carved stonework, will

make this bridge, as seen from the river, one of the most beautiful

works of its kind. All the granite columns have been fixed, and polished

to the smoothness of an agate. Each column stands on a richly-carved

pedestal of white Portland stone, and is surmounted by a most massive

capital carved in birds, flowers, and sea and river weeds. Four of these

capitals have been finished. The other four are well in hand. Above these

capitals will be placed the carved recesses, in each of which branched lamps

will be placed as beacons to warn the passing river traffic by night where

the sharp-edged piers are. A double row of lights like this will certainly

be necessary on a bridge where the footways are 1 5 feet broad and the road

way nearly 50 feet. About two-fifths of the whole bridge have already

been paved with buckle-plates. The abutments on the Surrey side are

finished. These are noble monuments of stone work. They rise with the

solidity of the old Egyptian temples, and with a massiveness that is really

grand. They are each surmounted with bold, splendidly-carved cornices,

and when seen at low water, rising to a height of nearly 60 feet from the

shore, have a most imposing effect. Nearly all the ornamental parapet-

work has been delivered at the bridge, but only a few short lengths have

been placed in position. It is a very ornate specimen of Venetian Gothic

in its most florid style, and does great credit to the founders. From the

inside of the bridge this parapet will appear rather low, being only 3 feet

6 inches in height. From the river, however, it will look bold and

sufficiently lofty, as it will stand on the summit of a rich cornice. The new

bridge will cost altogether about 320,000/., or at the rate of about il. the

superficial foot. At this rate it will be one of the cheapest permanent

bridges yet built in London.—The Ironmonger, May Zi.

LIVERPOOL MANURE WHARVES, SANDHILLS.

THESE extensive and convenient premises, in course of erection during

the last twelve months, have been completed, and will be at once de

livered to the Corporation by the contractor, Mr. Wells, of Birkett Street.

The building, wharves, and other works have been constructed from designs

by Mr. Newlands, the borough engineer, and are very -suitable for their

purpose. The building itself, which fronts Commercial Road, is 335 feet in

length, the main elevation being ornamental in appearance. In the centre

are the stable-lofts and other apartments, the stables being in wings on each

side. At the north and south ends respectively are the general superin

tendent's and stable-keeper's houses. The yard and wharves to the canal

boundary are about 180 yards in length by about 50 yards in depth, and

occupy an area of between two and three acres. The stables, commodiously

arranged and substantially finished, are six in number, and contain accom

modation for sixty-five horses. In connection with the main building there

are' also a large storehouse, smithy, wheelwrights' shop, and veterinary

hospital, and, immediately adjacent, is an engine-house with chimney 60 feet

high, together with a cookhouse for cooking the horses' food by steam. The

yard and the stables extend about 35 yards towards the canal on a high

level. Beyond this again are the wharves, extending to the edge of the

canal, which at this point has been widenod to the extent of six yards. The

wharves immediately on the odgeof the canal are 15 yards in depth, running

in length 150 yards, uniform with the canal as widened. A strong pier-

wall has been erected at the canal, with two projecting piers at each end,

extending to the ordinary east boundary of the canal, and forming a basin

to the wharves. Over this basin six iron tips, each 42 feet in length, have

been erected, and from these tips the manure will be discharged from the

carts into tho boats. Provision is also made for the manure being discharged

into railway waggons as well as into the canal boats, and to effect this a

railway connected with the Lancashire and Yorkshire line runs along the

wharf, immediately under a high level boundary wall, from which the

manure can be discharged direct from the carts into the trucks. Facilities

are therefore afforded for the quick despatch of the manure both by railway

and canal. There is also another similar line running parallel with it over

the wharves, and connected with the Yorkshire and Lancashire Railway,

this last branch having been specially stipulated for by the Earl of Derby

for the accommodation of his tenantry and property in that locality. On

the opening of the new establishment at Sandhills the Phillips Street

wharves will, in all probability, be closed.

PRE HISTORIC REMAINS.

THE Rev. Canon Greenwell, of Durham, has concluded a survey of the

ancient roads, camps, cairns, Druids' circles, and pit dwellings of

Northumberland. Two cairns were examined at Burgh Hill, parish of

Rothbury, on the south side of the Coquet, and just to the north of the fine

British camp at Lordenshaws, on high ground, at the cast end of the

Simonside range. The whole district abounds in remains of pre-historic

times. Not far to the west of the Lordenshaws camp is another interesting

one at Tosson, to the north of which four cists, containing unburnt con

tracted bodies, were found, with two urns, two large jet buttons, an iron

spear-head, a bronze bucklo, and a club made from a red deer's antler.

One of the human skulls has been engraved by Drs. Davis and Thurnam.

Afterwards, in a hollow between two large stones, and about midway be

tween tho two camps named, and upon the slope of Simonside, two bronze,

leaf-shaped swords, with three rings, and the pommels of the sword handles,

were found, and are now in the museum of the Duke of Northumberland at

Alnwick Castle. On the north side of the Coquet, and about three miles

from where the above-mentioned relics were deposited, another bronze sword

was found, with two rings. This is in possession of Sir William Armstrong,

at Cragside. Large stone cairns crown the ridges of the hills. The first

cairn was 32 feet diameter, and 5 feet high. In the centre was a cist made

of four slabs of stone, set on edge, and covered by a single slab 5 feet by

4 feet and 7 inches thick. The bottom was the natural surface of the

ground. The cist was quite empty, the body buried there having gone

entirely to decay. This is almost always the case in ancient burials, where,

as in a cairn of stones, the air has free admission. No relics had been in

terred with the body. The second cairn was a few yards to the west of tho

first, 26 feet diameter, and 4 feet high. At the centre was a cist foraied of

four slabs set on edge, with a cover 3 feet by 2 feet 3 inches, with a second

and smaller one laid on the top of it. The body had been laid in the cist,

and then covered with light sand, but, as in the preceding opening, not the

least trace of it was found. Among the sand were pieces of charcoal and

sherds of British pottery. Within the camp at Lordenshaws were two ^if

not three) 'hut circles' —tho foundations of the humble habitations in

which these early people lived. One of these was examined by clearing out

the soil which had accumulated within it. It was not quite circular, having

a 19 feet N. and S. diameter, and a 17 feet E. and W. The surrounding

wall was 3 feet thick, and 14 inches high, and in some places was very

regularly laid in courses of carefully selected stones. The entrance had

been on the S.E. side, but from the walling being somewhat destroyed th»

exact width could not be made out. On the south and east sides the hut

had been flagged. None of the floor stones showed signs of fire, but there

were several showing fire action found above the floor. A row of floor

stones extended round the circle, and at the north-east side one had been

used as a grindstone, and was worn quite smooth. One flagstone had a

hole bored through it. No charcoal, potsherds, bones, or flints were found,

nor anything which showed sign of habitation except the burnt stones and

the two floor-stones named. One relic, supposed to be a whetstone, was,

however, found. Two places of sepulture were examined on the north side

of the Coquet upon Cartington Fell. One was a flat bowl-shaped cairn, of

large size, in the centre of which was a cist. Near the cist was a deposit

of burnt bones, the remains of a body which had been burnt on the

spot, and covered with charcoal and a flat stone. About 100 yarda

north of this cairn was a circle of large stones, eight of which were standing

and one laid down. The inner diameter of the circle was 14 feet. These

stones were partly enclosed within a cairn, 28 feet diameter and 31 feet

high, and it is probable that at one time the inner space of the circle had

been filled with stones since removed for walling purposes, and that tho

circle was within a cairn. At the centre was a hole which contained the

bones of a burnt body.

I LLUSTRATIONS.

TEX BERLIN CATHEDRAL COMPETITION.

IN a recent issue (No. 20) we presented to our readers a collection of

the twelve principal plans which attracted attention during the

Exhibition of Designs for a new Protestant Cathedral for the capital of

Prussia, and we alluded briefly to the history of what, up to this moment

at least, is barely more than a good intention. We say barely, because,

as our readers are aware, a beginning was at one time actually made with

the Campo Santo, the works of which were, however, stopped in the year

of Continental trouble, 1848. In the present issue we return to this sub

ject, in order to give a page of some of the elevations, and so to complete

our information concerning a competition which, considering the scale and

character of the proposed edifice, may not unjustly be called one of the

most important since the Reformation. In doing so, we think a few words

on each design may not be unwelcome.

No. 1. Stvler.—On comparing this elevation with Plan 3, it will be

found not to agree. This is because the late M. Stiiler submitted two

designs, and the plan exhibits the first of these. In 1855 he submitted

another, only retaining the Campo Santo and centre projecting portico, and

it is this second design of which we give the front elevation. A reference

to Plan 3 will show an interior space of 223 feet by 210 feet divided into

a nave 80 feet wide by 140 feet high, with a series of round arches rising to

a height of 55 feet, and containing galleries. The nave is flanked by four

aisles and the ceilings throughout are flat, only broken by iron girders

under the principals. Behind the portico of seven openings rose the gable

of nave 159 feet high, having on either side two enormous towers 352 feet

high.

The Campo Santo is a court 183 feet square, surrounded by cloisters, the

inner walls of which are to contain Cornelius' frescos, and on the eastern

side are arranged the Royal Mausoleum and the vestries. Colonnades con

nect the building with the Palace on the right and the Museum on the left ;

this idea has been retained by most of the present competitors (see plans 2,

3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10). The interior decoration is in mosaics, frescos, marble,

bronze, and gold ; the exterior of brick, with terra cotta ornamentation to

string courses and openings. The second design differs considerably from

the first, the chief feature being the dome, 135 feet diameter, which rises to

a total height of 320 feet to foot of lantern. The facade immediately over

the portico shows that the four aisles have given place to two only, but the

way in which the three bays rise above tho seven arcades is not quit©

happy. The treatment of the dome is in Italianised Romanesque—the

angle towers, however, with their storeyed arcades, are purely Italian.

No. 2. Orth. Plan No. 9. The general arrangement of this design is a

space 160 feet square for festival services, having on its western side the

church, 160 feet by 50 feet. The whole is surrounded by arcades 20 feet

wide, running round three sides, whilst the fourth contains the chancel with

apsidal end, and two chapels for christenings and weddings. Eight very

slight columns, placed so as to form four large and four small sides, carry a

dome 100 feet diameter. The portico, in front of which is a terrace with

altar for very great open air occasions, is connected by arcading, with two

octagonal towers 190 feet high, whilst the dome is 240 feet high. The style

is modern-German Romanesque, with purely classic details in pilasters and

architraves.
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No. 3. Ende and Boeckmann. Plan No. I.—Hero, too, there is an

arrangement for festival and ordinary occasions, and the altar is placed

midway so as to serve both purposes. The easternmost part resembles a

huge chancel with its aisles on either side, in which are slightly raised

galleries indicated on plan. A dome 120 feet diameter rises from a square

central space, the cut-off corners being large enough to form chapels for

ceremonies of a partly private character, and the north and south arches

supporting the dome lead to shallow transepts, whilst the west arch opens

upon the pronaos or vestibule, the latter, however, still forming an integral

portion of the church. The west front is 140 feet high, flanked by towers

240 feet high, which in their upper storey are octagonal, surmounted by

small domes. The great central dome is 346 feet to foot of lantern, and

reminds us of St. Peter's at Rome, especially in the treatment of the two

pilastered storeys immediately under the springing of the curve.

No. 4 and S. Adler. Plan No. 10.—Four massive piers, only broken up

by narrow staircases leading to the galleries, support, at a height of

150 feet, an octagonal structure 60 feet high, above which rises a dome

(circular on plan) to an altitude of 300 feet from the ground to foot of

lantern. Three of the four arches, 100 feet high, contain galleries in two

storeys, one 20 feet from the ground, the other at the level of the springing

of the arch, but further back, and over the two storeys of corridors which,

on the ground-floor, almost surround the entire church (see section). On

the fourth or east side is the chancel ending in an apse, which is circular

within, but octagonal without. Three arched buys, surmounted by a flat

pediment, form the portico. The octagonal drum under the dome, with

its cornice at a little more than middle height, reminds one of Santa Maria

del Fiore at Florence, but there the resemblance ends, for whilst in the latter

instance the upper half of the drum is pierced by circular windows, and

carries an octagonal dome, Mr. Adler's design shows semi-circular openings

spanning the width of a group of three lights in the lower half and supports

a circular-ribbed dome. The details are Renaissance, and the material is

takon as stone throughout, a circumstance not without pecuniary drawbacks

in a district naturally so peculiarly destitute ofthat commodity.

No. 6. Gropius and Schmieden. Plan No. 12.—The plan of this design

would please Mr. Spurgeon ; it is essentially a " congregational " arrange

ment. A central space, 130 feet square, with the corners cut off and formed

into niches, is bounded on three sides by high semi-circular arches, with

galleries in the shallow transepts. The staircases to these galleries are

arranged in the corners which reduce the external contour into a simple

square. The fourth side is occupied by the chancel and vestries. The

octagonal centre rises to a height of 130 feet, upon which is placed a

circular arcaded drum 90 feet high ; on this rests the dome, which is 310

high, with an exterior diameter of ISO and an internal one of 130 feet

The top of the dome is formed by an iron ring nearly 70 feet in diameter,

which admits of the introduction of a huge top light, and upon this rests

the lantern, ending in a spire. A portico of seven openings by two deep is

surmounted by a flat pitched pediment, and is flanked by two square towers

about 225 feet high, the cornices and string courses of the main building

returning round the same. The material is brick throughout, with occa

sional nse of terra-cotta.

No. 7. Eggert. Plan No. 1 1 .—This design is in plan not unlike the last ;

by a series of ambulatories and projecting porticoes on the south and west,

some valuable space seems uselessly sacrificed, but for the greater advan

tages gained in the treatment of the exterior. A dome, 112 feet diameter,

reduced to 100 feet higher up, occupies the centre, resting upon four wide

and four narrow arches, and rising to a height of 260 feet to foot of lan

tern. As in most of the other designs, galleries are arranged in either

shallow transept ; the western opening contains the choir and organ, placed

high, so as not to intercept the effect of the dome on entering. The

vertical portion of the central space under the dome is 177 feet wide, and

at a height of 125 feet terminates in a rice cornice ; from this springs the

dome, the thrust of which is taken by the massive piers forming the four

angles of the square substructure. The elevation presents a singularly

varied and imposing exterior. The front of the short nave or pronaos is

formed by a bold arch flanked by short towers in which the arch form is

repeated in a modified degree, and tho great rose window under the arch is

crowned by a flat gable in which we recognise some of the characteristics of

Rhenish Byzantine. Behind this spreads, not rises, the main building,

flanked by two towers at the angles, 150 feet high, and beyond this rises

the dome. A row of 20 windows are divided by slightly projecting pilasters,

then comes a low tier of arcading, whence the dome rises out of a series

of semicircular openings, with a gable and a 'victory' over each. The style

is Byzantine although not without a feeling of Italian Renaissance, parti

cularly in the towers.

No. 8. Klingenberg. Plan 6.—This is an Italianised Germanised 14th

century Gothic design, owing to which fact it was honourably mentioned

on account of the merits of the plan rather than of the elevation. Upon

12 unnecessarily massive piers rests a dome 126 feet diameter; the sides of

the polygon are 60 feet high and only 33 feet long, notwithstanding the

great diameter of the space obtained, and the arches in these sides are

22 feet in the clear, opening on to a sort of polygonal aisle, 20 feet

wide, running round the central space, but interrupted in the east

by the chancel, and in the west by a nave 65 feet by 40 feet, and intended

for ordinary sorvices. Over the encircling aisle galleries are arranged,

30 feet from the floor of the church, which seems somewhat too high for

practical nse ; it has the effect, however, of getting them out of the way.

The west front of the nave is 75 feet high, the chief feature being a pointed

enriched and recessed arch flanked by two octagonal towers. On the right

and left is a ' Gothic ' arcade, behind which rises the main structure of the

church, led up to by a series of ' ridge and valley ' roofs over the aisles

and small chapels. Twelve enormous windows, nearly 80 feet high, are

divided by flying buttresses partially filled in ; then follows a low storey

with three arches over each window, and thence springs the circular dome,

crowned by a lantern, the top of which is 370 feet from the ground. The

exterior dome itself is 275 feet high, and there is a second internal one

only 250 feet high. The materials for this design are brick and stone.

Nos. 9 & 10. Heyden and Ky.'lmann. Plan No. 2. This design seems

to show more than any other, more even than that by Mr. Orth (plan 9),

a somewhat satisfactory solution of the ' two churches ' theory, and in

giving greater prominence to tho space for ordinary services than Mr. Orth

was able to do, these gentlemen have hit upon the hexagonal arrangement

for the festival portion, utilising the surrounding chapels for that purpose.

The sides of the central hexagon, which carries the dome, are 55 feet wide ;

from a sab-base spring a series of clustered columns, over which, at a

height of 50 feet, runs an entablature round the whole church. The arches

are surmounted by a high frieze ornamented with a continuous fresco-

painting. A gallery runs round the central space above this, as at

Boulogne, and then twelve well-proportioned windows, divided by pilasters,

form the drum of a flattened dome 100 feet diameter and 220 feet high from

tho floor of the church. The space intended for ordinary service consists of

a space 70 feet square and 100 feet high, covered by a very flat dome, with

two smaller squares on each side also covered with domes, and communi

cating with the larger hexagonal chapels. There are no galleries, except

one for the organ at the west end, and curtains shut off the larger space on

ordinary occasions. The portico consists rather of an enormous ports

cochire, with a triumphal arch as high as the Arc de l'Etoile at Paris.

Beneath it is placed an equestrian statue of the King. On either side rise

two towers together, with their spires 240 feet high, between which is the

dome, 280 feet to foot of lantern. The twelve-sided drum at its base is

deeply recessed, giving great richness to this part of the structure, and is

surmounted by a cornice and balustrade broken up by pedestals and

statues. The circular windows in the dome give light to the top open

ring of the inner dome. The design collectively and in its details is

Italian Renaissance, and would harmonize, more than any of the other

designs, with the Castle on the one handand the Museum on the other.

No. 11. Spielberg. Plan No. 4.—Four angle piers, broken up by small

circular recesses, carry a flat dome 115 feet diameter and 250 feet high.

As in some of the other designs, three of the main arches open on to flat

transepts. Beyond the fourth arch is the chancel which forms the base of

a tower originally designed 500 feet high, but afterwards lowered to 400

feet, as shown. The west front is composed of a large arch 90 feet high by

50 feet broad, filled in with an independent arrangement of doors and win

dows, and the whole crowned with a flat gable. The four angle towers do

not detach themselves from the main building until 1 30 feet high, when

they end with octagonal sides and pointed domes. Between them is the flat

dome, resting on a twelve-sided drum, having strongly marked pilasters at

the angles, and pierced by a series of rose windows. Beyond rises the

tower over the chancel, octagonal on plan, and with a pointed dome. The

design, which in parts is almost Saracenic, is supposed to be in brick, with a

liberal nse of terra-cotta.

We have thus concluded a brief description of this very interesting set of

competitive designs. The elevations—which, for want of space, we have

not been able to include in the present double sheet of engravings—are

those of Messrs. Schinckcl, Stier, and Von Quast—plans 7, 5, and 8. We

hare added at Figs. 12 and 13 the outlines of some of the chief buildings

which at present more or less surround the site, in order to give an idea of

the relative heights of these buildings, compared with those of the designs

which we have just described.

A, Fig. 12, is part of Schinckcl's Royal Museum, in strictly Greek (Ionic)

style, the first stone of which was laid in 1824. The side at right angles

to the site for the cathedral is 276 feet long, and is externally but ono

storey in height. Kiss's celebrated ' Amazon and Tiger,' as well as his

other great work of ' The Man and Lion,' are on either side of the broad

flight of steps leading to the interior. The tower (b) shown in outline

behind tho Museum belongs to a church situated at some distance, to the

east of the church on the Gensdarmen Markt ; its height is 225 feet, and

it is a copy of those on the Piazza del Popolo at Rome. The building in

outline c is the present cathedral alluded to in our article of May 16. It

now occupies the Bite of the proposed cathedral, and would, of course,

come down, but a comparison between its minute proportions and those of

the would-be successors is interesting.

Tho building B, Fig. 13, shows a portion of the Royal Palace, which occu

pies one of the sides of the Lustgarten, at right angles to tho site of the

Cathedral and facing the Museum. The building, which is Rococo Renais

sance in style, has a frontage of 626 feet, and contains in its main parts

four storeys 102 feet in height. Part of it was begun as far back as 1638,

but was altered and finished between tho years 1699 and 1710. The designs

are by the elder Schluter, who began the building ; but, he falling into dis

grace at Court, it was continued by Eosander and Von Gothe, and finished

by Bohme. The dome, u, in outline behind it, is part of this Palace, and is

220 feet high. The great tower, f, to its left, is some distance from the

site, and belongs to the new H5tel de Ville, now in course of erection. A

model of this building was in the Paris Exhibition two years ago. Mr.

Wasemann is the architect, and the building is estimated at four million

thalers (600,000?.).

The particulars of a new competition are shortly expected ; they will pro

bably exclude the Gothic style as unsuitod to the city of Berlin, and the

attempt to arrange two separate spaces for ordinary and grand occasions

will be abandoned as impracticable. The plans and elevations we have

reproduced from the Deutsche Sauzeitung, a small but well-written Berlin

journal devoted to architecture.

TKS NEW LAW COUHT8.

WE give, this week, the ground plan of Mr. Street's design for the

New Law Courts as proposed by him for the Thames Embank

ment Site, and n block plan showing the building with the adjoining

streets, &c, to illustrate its position and approaches.

After the account of this design which we gave in our last number

it will suffice if we extract, in explanation of the illustrations now

furnished, a passage from Mr. Street's Report which he has addressed

to the First Commissioner of Works. He remarks :—

' The shape of the ground is so completely different from that which

I had to deal with, in making the previous plans, that I have had to
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re-arrange my whole

separate the Courts

quadrangles ; and, in

Commissio

My principle wad, from the first, to

from the Office* by internal streets and

the plan approved by the Courts of Justice

_ sion, this principle was carried out as completely as possible.

If it can in any way be accomplished, I am persuaded that this is the

arrangement which will secure the greatest simplicity and ease in the

use of the building, and cause the least confusion ; and though 1 think

it will be impossible to secure it completely on the Embankment

site, I have still kept the same principle in view, and havo adhered

to it as closely as I could.

' The broad featuro of my plan now is, that I put the Courts,

Central Hall, and all the Rooms for Juries,Witnesses, and the Public,

to the western side of the site, and the great group of Offices round a

Quadrangle-to the east of it. But, as the upper and lower portions of

the buildings which surround the Central Hall and Courts woidd not

be required for their use, I propose to provide some of the

e.g., the Vice-Chancellors' Chambers—above and below the J

Rooms. They are so planned as to staircases and mode of

IJbelicve, to minimize any confusion which might otherwise

from their neighbourhood to the Courts, and their position will no

doubt be felt by the Judges to be better than it would hare been in

my former plan.

' The arrangement of the Courts and Rooms connected with them is

substantially the «me as it was in the plan approved by the Com

mission. In that plan 1 was always pinched for space between the

Strand and Carey Street, and I was compelled therefore to make the

small internal areas for lighting the rooms below the Courts them

selves smaller than I would have wished. I am able, in the new plan,

to give a few more feet to each of these areas, and so to make a great

improvement by putting the Jury Rooms immediately under the

Courts, whilst I also improve the Jury Staircases and provide Lobbies

at the back of the Bench to all the Courts, as well as improve the

light to a number of rooms and corridors.

' I propose to give the public an entrance to the Central Hall in

Howard Street, opposite Norfolk Street, and other entrances at its

ids. In this way every facility will be i '

to the Courts which surround this Hall, whilst it 1

TBE NEW LAW COUBTB.

to transact in it. The public coming from the Railway, the Steam

boats, or the Embankment, will all enter by the Eastern Quadrangle.

But, to prevent the annoyance which would be caused if this were

used as a public carriage thoroughfare, I propose to make its pave

ment at two levels, divided by a terrace or flight of steps across the

centre. Carriages then will be able to enter the Quadrangle cither

from the north or from the south, but will have to return by the way

they came.

' A good deal has been said as to the access for the Judges : and as

it has oeen held to be important that they should not have a great

height to mount to their rooms, I propose to avail myself of the road

way already existing on Somerset House Terrace for their benefit.

They will probably always come to the Courts from the Embank

ment roadway, and I assume that some carriage access will bo con

trived from thence to the western side of Waterloo Bridge, so that

they will be able to drive or walk to an entrance only some ten or

twelve steps below the level of their own rooms. Here they will

have, as in my previous plans, a continuous corridor, entirely without

disturbance by the professional or general public, whose staircases

will not open into it. I can also provide a Judges' entrance in

Howard Street, or on the Embankment, if it is thought desirable to

have either of them.

' The Bar Rooms will, I think, be best placed to the north-east of

the Central Hall, where they will be most easy of access from both

the Temple and Lincoln's Inn.'

The Royal Commission on the New Law Courts held a meeting on

the 4 th inst, which was attended by Mr. Lowe and Mr. Layord, and

it was unanimously agreed that a committeo should be appointed to

examine minutely all the questions of measurement and cost.

THE MUNICIPAL OFFICES. LIVERPOOL.

IN the view of this building, given May 29,we inadvertently mentioned

Mr. Robson alone as the architect. We are asked by Mr. Robson

to state that the original plan and design was by Mr. John Weight-

man, now an Alderman of the Corporation of Liverpool.
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REVIEWS.

Tub Year Book or Facts in Science and Art. By John limbs.

Lockwood & Co., 1869.

Mr. Tirabs' annual work has made its periodical appearance for a long

series of years. Bat though iu this sense old, it is always new in matter.

The proscnt volume is illustrated with a portrait, and prefaced with a brief

but interesting biographical sketch, of Mr. Joseph Whitworth, F.R.S., to

whom mechanical science is already so much indebted, and who has so

munificently provided for its advancement in the future. The main portion

of the work is ns usual compiled (with due acknowledgments) from the

scientific journals or daily papers of the preceding year. It makes no pre

tence to be more than a methodical scrap-book, fixing the transient image

of the ephemeral press, and thus affording a review of the most important

discoveries and improvements of the year, so far as they hare come generally

under the notice of the reading public. The subject matter is grouped

under tho several heads of Mechanical and Useful Arts, Natural Philosophy,

Electrical Science, Chemical Science, Natural History (subdivided into

Zoology and Botany), Geology and Mineralogy, Astronomy and Meteorology.

An Obituary is likewise given. A general index adds to the completeness

of the whole. The work is in reality a common-place book ; but when this

is said, it must be recollected that the common-places of our day frequently

contain much moro of marvel than the fairy tales or stories of enchantment

of olden time. Most will find something, some many things, instructive,

or at least interesting, in its pages—things, it may be, which the daily

drive of occupation has forced them to skip in the half-read magazine or

journal. •

Materials ron a History, of Gii. Painting. By Sir C. L. Eastlake,

P.R.A. Loudon : Longmans, Green & Co.

The second volume of Sir Charles Eastlake's ' Materials for a History of

Oil Painting' concludes, though unfortunately it does not complete,

the researches which Sir Charles instituted into the various processes and

modes employed by the old masters in the production of their works, and

unfortunately also it leavos off at what to artists would have been one of

tho most interesting portions of the work ; that is, an investigation into

the materials and modes of painting of tho Venetian school. Nor is there

also any detailed account of the practice of the Spanish painters. As it is,

however, we have in these volumes a very fair history of the development

of oil painting, and a sufficiently comprehensive description of the different

articles employed, with their effocts in time, to form a groundwork for

what might be termed a science of art materials. The work is necessarily

of a somewhat technical character, and consequently more interesting to

the artist or amateur than to the general public.

The volume before us opens with an account of tho Hospital of S. Maria

Nnova. founded in 1285 by Folco Portinari, tho father of Dante's Beatrice,

and for the chapel of which he commissioned Cimabue to paint

a Madonna. A century and a half later, another Portinari added to

the decorations of this chapel several works, among which were two, by

Memling and Van dcr Goes, apparently the first oil paintings exhibited

in Florence. From this time, tho time of Antonello da Messina,

the practice of painting in oil was more and more generally adopted

by the artists of Italy. Considerable distrust was at first expressed

of the new style, and indeed for a long period, long after all doubt

of the permanency of oil painting had been set at rest, we find artists

working partly in tempera and partly in oil, and this either for the sake of

somo fancied additional security, or for certain qualities and excellences

found to result from the combination ; the latter reason being the most

probable, at least if we may judge from tho effect of certain modern pictures

executed in this way, and which have appeared at recent Boyal Academy

Exhibitions.

Before proceeding with his inquiries into Italian art, our author recapitu

lates his account of tho practice of the Flemish painters. They, it appears,

painted almost entirely ' alle prima,' and consequently used varnishes wit'j

their colours without any subsequent application. These varnishes are all

described, and we learn that the ono in most repute, and which in its results

has proved most successful, is that made from amber, ' vernice d' ambra,'

and this Sir Charles informs us may now bo made with great excellence.

We remember the lute Sir David Wilkie prepared some for his own use,

and ho applied, it to one or two of |his pictures : whether it was badly

made, or whether the materials previously employed did not agree with it,

we know not—the result eventually proved anything bnt satisfactory.

Tho advantages of oil painting over tempera, namely, increased round

ness and depth, fusion of tints, and richness of colour, could not fail to

impress the painters of Italy, and we find that the tliree great pupils of

Verocchio—L. di Credi, Pietro Perugino, and Leonardo da Vinci—eagerly

adopted the new mode, and carried it to a great length. The last was the

most daring innovator of the three, painting, as ho did, solidly in a purplish

negative tone on a ground tinged with yellow to counteract the subsequent

work, but without always finishing (and notably in the ' Mona Lisa ') with

much warmer colour. The latter circumstance may bo partly owing to the

artist's dislike to disturb the delicate modelling of his preparation, or it

may be the result of the cold inky tones of the same, eating through tho

delicate glazings and ' sfumato ' tints of the final painting. This practice

of modelling in negative or ' dead ' colour was one employed by many sub

sequent painters. Correggio, we are informed, prepared his flesh in this

way, though in his draperies and back-grounds he was more disposed to

paint at once ; and our own Sir Joshua treated several of his portraits in

the same manner.

Want of space prevents us from describing the manner of Raphael, Fra

Bartolommeo, and the other artists referred to by the author ; and we pass

to the concluding and most interesting chapter—on the methods of the Vene

tians. And here the reader cannot fail to perceive how well calculated

were those methods to produce that rich and delicate colour which has

given in this respect the palm to this school. The subject having been

sketched in, with snch alterations as the composition may have

the -whole was painted solidly and boldly, after which the

' sfumato ' appearance was obtained by scumbling light over the picture and

with a view to the final glazings : thus Titian would go over his skies with

a yellowish or cream eolour, somewhat like the practice of the modern

French. To correct any excess of softness in this stage, a more ' colpeggiato'

or touched effect was produced by crisping the lights, and the work was

then ready for the final diaphanous painting, which resulted in that combi

nation of dopth, richness, and subtle grey, that forms the characteristic

charm of the works of this school.

In considering the practical advantages to be derived from these researches

into the modes of painting, and materials employed by the old masters, wc

find that as regards the former, the exigencies of modern art require in many

cases a different course to be pursued. As the ancients confined themselves

t liiefly to the representation of Scriptural or classical subjects, in which realism

was neither attempted nor deemed desirable, they were enabled so far to con-

vontionaliso their compositions or their forms as to leave themselves at .liberty

to paint their pictures in various stages. Now-a-days, the necessity for a

faithful rendering of the subject, for a conscientious delineation of the

appearances of nature, combined with the increased eclecticism of modern

art, prevent ns from always pursuing the same course. If, however, wo arc

prevented in this respect from availing ourselves largely of the experiences

of our predecessors, there is no such objection to our study of the materials

which they employed. How great is the necessity for some snch study

it is almost needless to state. An examination of the works of deceased

British artists is sufficient to prove the importance of the point. Wo

find them either cracked, faded, or smoky and black, evidencing that

ignorance of their materials which the artists themselves deplored. And

at the present time matters are not much improved. Ifwe ask half a dozen

different men what ground they paint on, what medium or colours they

employ, wo find that no two work alike, and hold the very vaguest notions

of the chemical action of the articles they use. In considering the remedy

for this deplorable ignorance, tho first thing which occurs to us—and wc

think the suggestion worthy of grave consideration—is, that the Royal

Academy should appoint some competent chemist to investigate the nature

and action of the various materials employed in art, and to record his ex

periences for the benefit of artists. Such is the progress of modern science

that one might predetermine in many cases the eventual effects of time, and

these labours of Sir Charles Eastlake would form an invaluablo clue to the

study of the past. Nor would we have the materials for oil painting to form

the only subject for study. Mural .decoration is growing so largely into

favour, and so little is known as to the best methods of executing it, that

they would also form a proper subject for investigation. We have seen the

miserable results of fresco as applied in the House of Lords ; and if wo may

trust the opinion of a friend, a pupil of Kaulbach, it is doubtful whether

the water-glass method employed by Mr. Herbert is calculated to achieve

any great degree of permanence. Judging from the remains in our old

ecclesinstical buildings, distemper appears most suited to stand the English

climate ; but much light might be thrown on the whole subject by proper

scientific enquiry, for it must not bo supposed that because, this country is

comparatively cold and damp, it is necessarily injurious to works of

art. Rembrandt, as Sir Charles points out, employed certain vehicles and

varnishes, which in the dry heat of Italy would have cracked and blistered,

but which secured for his pictures perfect durability in the chillier and more

humid atmosphere of the north, and we have no doubt that in this country

similar compensations might be obtained. Something or other ought to

bq done. It is lamentablo to think of the works of a Landseer or Millais

injuring orperishing like those of Reynolds and Wilkie ; and although much

knowlodge and experience might be attained by tho individual artist, nothing

like thorough and comprehensive information on the subject can be obtained

otherwise than by a scientific and properly directed course of study.

To the latter part of the presont volume the editor has appended'a series

of essays, or rather sketches of ossays, on art, compiled by Sir Charles at

different times. These, so far as they are theoretical, read very much like

most essays on art ; but they are combined with many excellent hints on

practical matters, likely to be of considerable service to artists.

In conclusion we may state that this work is of great value to all who

are interested in the subject, and we trust it may induce the authorities

eithor at Burlington House or South Kensington to institute some such

course as that above indicated, and enable us to take advantage oftho infor

mation which the late President has given us in his ' Materials for a History

of Oil Painting.'

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Military Labour.

In the Commons, on the 4th instant, Mr. Hanbciit-Tbact asked the

Secretary of State for War whether the necessary work required in the

external painting and whitewashing of the Royal Artillery and East

Infantry Barracks at Aldershot, for the performance of which tenders had

been invited by public advertisement, could not be undertaken by military

labour, under the direction of the commanding Royal Engineer of the

district ; and what would be the saving effected, including advertising, if

soldiers were employed to do the work, paying them by the piece according

to the existing regulations.

Captain Vivian said, it had been found difficult to employ military labour

in this particular work, becauso, in order that the work might be done

efficiently, it must be done continuously, and Aldershot was a camp of

instruction, to which the troops were brought for short periods of time.

The experiment was tried in 1865, and though several workmen were

brought in to assist military labour, work which usually took three months

occupied five months, and the estimate considerably exceeded the ordinary

amount.

The Courts of Justice.

Mr. Bentinck asked the First Commissioner of Works whether the

sketch of the new design for the ' Courts of Justice Building,' now in the

Library, and bearing the name of Mr. Street, had been approved by Her

Majesty's Government for erection on the Thames Embankment ; whether

he adhered to his recommendation, made in that House on May 10 last,
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that the style of the new building should be the ' Gothic employed by the

Italians in the early part of the fifteenth century,' and whether he was of

opinion that the new design fulfilled that condition ; whether the three

towers connected with the new design were intended for the preservation of

documents or to scire any useful purpose besides that of ventilation, and

what was their probable cost ; and whether he would exhibit in the

Library the elevation of the ' river front ' and ' park front ' of the West

minster Palace, designed by Inigo Jones, and engraved in the works of

Inigo Jones, published by Lord Burlington and Kent.

• Mr. Latard said that when his hon. friend asked him if he approved of

the sketch of the new design referred to for the Courts of Justice building

he would say that it was never his fortune to see a more beautiful and

artistic piece of work ; but he would remind his hon. friend that the eleva

tion was a mere sketch. If the House should approve of the erection of the

Law Courts on the Embankment, he should think it his duty to have a model

placed in the Library, or some other part of the House to which members

might have access, and so be able to form an opinion. As to the second

part of the question, he begged to say that he did not recommend that the

style of the new building should be the ' Gothic employed by the Italians

in the fifteenth century.' What he did say was that he thought Gothic

was the most appropriate style for the English Law Courts. He did not

advocate Ecclesiastical Gothic, but said that the Italians had made use of

Gothic for a similar purpose in the fifteenth century, and that such a

building might be erected without having recourse to Ecclesiastical Gothic.

As regarded the three towers, this was a mere sketch, and therefore he

could not answer the question of his hon. friend. With respect to the

fourth part of the question, the river front of Inigo Jones had been ex

hibited for some days in the Library, where it might be seen by his hon.

friend.

Clerks of Works.

Mr. M. Chambers gave notice, on the 7th inst., that on going into Com

mittee upon the Army Estimates, he would call attention to the anomalous

position of the clerks of works and clerks of the Royal Engineer Depart

ment, and to the denial of pensions to their widows, and that he would

move a resolution declaring these clerks entitled to the same rights and

privileges as other non-combatant members of the military service.

The London Sewage.

On the 8th inst Colonel French asked Her Majesty's Government what

was the result of the inquiry as to the formation of a bar across the

Thames, below Barking, from the sewage, of London.

Mr. Bui ck replied that Mr. Kawlinson, the well-known civil engineer,

had been instructed to inquire into the subject. He had made a prelimi

nary inquiry, and had given notice of a public inquiry, which was to be

held on the 21st inst. That investigation would be prosecuted with all due

diligence, and the report, when made, would be laid upon the table of the

House.
——- -—- -——

LEGAL.

Court of Queen's Bench.—June 2.

(Sittings in Banco, before the Lord Chief Justice and Justices Mrllor,

Lush, and Hates.)

HLNCHCLIFFE AND ANOTHER f. THE Qr/EBN.

This case came before the Court on a writ of error. The plaintiffs in

error were tried at the last assizes for Yorkshire, at Leeds, before Mr.

Justice Lush, for conspiracy for molesting workmen and others at Sheffield.

The indictment contained twenty-four counts. They were found guilty and

sentenced to fourteen months' imprisonment. It was contended that the

conviction was bad, on the ground that the verdict was returned on the

indictment generally, whereas the eleventh count, which charged them with

endeavouring to coerce James Howell to become a member of tho Master

Builders' Association, disclosed no offence, and that upon that count the

verdict ought to have been entered for the defendants. Conviction affirmed.

Vioe-Chanoellors' Courts.—June 7.

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir R. Mauns.)

RrDGWAV V. ORATES.

This suit arose in consequence of the fire by which Her Majesty's Theatro

was destroyed in December, 1867, on which occasion the defendant's gallery

of pictures was destroyed. He had proceeded to rebuild such gallery, and

the plaintiff; who is one of a firm of army agents in Waterloo Place, and

whose premises were not injured by the fire, complained of a diminution of

his light, that the height of the wall was almost double, and the opinions

of various scientific men were taken in favour of that view. On the other

hand, witnesses on behalf of the defendant deposed to an opposite view,

both parties themselves giving evidence.

The Vice-Cranceixoh said :—The whole matter was in anticipation of

injury, and it greatly depended upon the height to which the wall of the

new Opera House was carried, the old one being, as was agreed, of the

height of 75 feet. It was a question which could be judged of by the

actual facts, and the wall complained of, built by the defendant, being

raised scarcely 2 feet, and the gutter, according to the present mode of

proceeding, under the Commissioners of Works, being non-projecting, he

(the Vice-Chancellor) was satisfied that the plaintiff had as much light

substantially as he had before. Of all the ten or twelve clerks employed

by the plaintiff none had made affidavits. The bill ought never. have

been filed, and it must be dismissed with costs.

Court of Exchequer.—June 7.

(Sittings in Banco, before the Lord Chirk Baron, Mr. Baron Bbamwhx,

Mr. Baron Channeix, and Mr. Baron Cleasbt.)

DAVIS V. TATLOB.

This was a demurrer to a declaration. The issuo to be determined in tho

cause is a very important one, as similar questions must be constantly

occurring. The defendant is an architect, and the plaintiff is a builder who

had performed some work under a contract tobe paid for upon the certificate

of the defendant that the work had been properly done. The declaration

in substance alleged that the defendant, without reasonable and probable

cause, withheld his certificate when he knew the work had been properly

done ; that, to injure the plaintiff he maliciously and fraudulently withheld

the certificate, and the plaintiff could not obtain payment from the person'

for whom the work had been performed. The declaration was demurred to on

the ground that there was no contract between the plaintiff and defendant,

and no circumstances out of which could be implied a duty towards the plain

tiff in respect of a breach of which the plaintiff could sue. The declaration

set out an agreement between the plaintiff and the building owner, in which

it appeored that the buildings were to be erected to the satisfaction of the

defendant, an architect, and payment was to be made by the building owner

upon the defendant certifying that the work hod been properly done.

Mr. MrLWAun contended that there was no contract between the plain

tiff and defendant, and no duty imposed on the latter. An architect in

such a position was as an arbitrator, against whom no action would lie.

Mr. Holker urged that the action would lie, because the defendant,

having taken upon himself the position of architect, an office similar under

the circumstances to an arbitrator, was liable to an action for breach of

duty if he acted dishonestly ; and also that, if there were no duty, yet the

defendant having been guilty of a malicious act causing damage to the

plaintiff, an action would lie against him at common law.

At the conclusion of the arguments, the Court took time to consider

judgment.

TOMBS ITS WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

Sir,—There is, fortunately, no reason to fear that the features of the

effigies of ' the Virgin Queen ' and those of 4 her more lovely and unfor-

tunote cousin' are likely to be tampered with by the cleansers of the

brazen effigies. Maximilian Colte, tho sculptor, worked in alabaster, and,

with the exception of minor details, there is no gilding about the figures,

and absolutely no bronze to be interfered with. I venture to call your

attention to this fact, because the notice of the Countess of Richmond's

tomb in your impression of May 29 not only implies that the effigies of

Elizabeth and Mary are of bronze and gilt, but tacitly consigns two more

royal tombs into the bands of the restorers. I need hardly say, Sir, that

considering what is in prospect for the early monuments, we cannot take

too much care of those of a later period which are left unrestored.

I am, Sir, obediently yours,

Juno 4, Albert Hartshorns.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

Great Northern Railway Church at Peterborough.—On the 28th

ult. the Bishop of Peterborough consecrated this church, which hos been

built for the locomotive establishment of the Great Northern Railway

Company at New England, about a mile north of the Peterborough Station.

Mr. Teale, of Doncaster, is the architect. The church is 104 ft. long and

48 ft. wide, and has a iow contral tower, but no transepts, a pyramidal

roof covered with the stone slates of the country, and a semi-circular

apso.

The Foundation Stone of the memorial church of St. John the

Evangelist, at Lineal-cum-Colemere, near Ellesmore, was laid on June 2.

The church was designed by Mr. Street, architect, London, and the plans

are to be carried- out by Messrs. Powell and Son, of Frees, the contractors.

It will cost upwards of 2,0001., and is the gift of Lady Marian A 1 ford, in

memory of John, late Earl Brownlow. In anticipation of its completion

it may thus be described :—Built of Cefn freestone, in the Early Gothic

stylo of architecture, to seat 236 persons. Its form a simple parallelogram,

consisting of nave, chancel, and chancel aisle, with open timbered roof, and

carved ribs. The bell turret, between the nave and chancel, rising at tho

division in the roof between the chancel and nave, and to have two bolls.

In tho body of the church five two-light windows with traceried heads, and

a three-light lancet-headed window comprisod under one arch in the west

gable. The chancel terminating in a gable window of five lights in tracery ;

its roof being boarded in internally, and divided into panels by moulds and

ribs.

Gloucester Cathedral.—A great work is being carried forward in

Gloucester Cathedral. The restoration of the choir has already been exe

cuted ; the stone tracery of the two easternmost windows on the north side

has been taken ont and renewed, and the re-glazing commenced ; the three

remaining windows have to be restored. The exterior work in the south

transept is completed. The chapels dedicated to St. Andrew and St. Paul

are restored ; and some progress has boen made in the restoration of the

chapel of St. Philip, which is to form the memorial td the late Sir C. W.

Codrington, M.P. The entire work will cost 40,000/.

*Wilmslow New Schools.—On the 1st instant, the new Sunday, day-

and infant schools, just completed, at Wilmslow, near Macclesfield, in con,

nection with the parish church, were formally opened. Built of grey brick,

they are relieved by slight touches of red, in arches, bands, string-courses,

&c. Tho framework of the windows is of stone ; the roofs are of slate, in

two colours, arranged in patterns. The tracery of the windows has orna

mental glazing, which has boen done by Messrs. Edmundson & Co. Tho

new schools will accommodate 3.50 scholars, and combine separate rooms

for girls, boys, and infants, together with a master's dwelling-house. Tho

fittings include the latest improvements, the seats und desks being so con

structed as to be used either as benches for concerts, tables for tea-meetings.
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or forms and desks for the work of the day school. The site comprises

2700 gquaro yards, and has enabled the committee to provide two excellent

and spacious recreation grounds. The architects are Messrs. M. & H.

Taylor, Manchester; and the builders, Messrs. J.Robinson & Son, Hyde.

Malvern New Club-house. Early in the year a movement was com

menced for the establishment of a club-house at Malvern. Subscriptions

were rapidly obtained, and, when the amount promised reached 2,000/., a

site was obtained, and a commencement of the work made. Plans and

specifications having been furnished by Messrs. Haddon, architects, and

approved by the committee, tenders were received for the building, and

that of Mr. William Porter, Malvern Wells, at 1,500/., was accepted. The

building was at once begun, and is now in the course of rapid completion.

The Royds Lodge are also making an effort for the erection of a masonic

hall in Malvern, which is likely to prove successful.

The Severn 'Waterworks.—On the 7th inst, the Mayoress of Tewkes

bury laid the foundation stone of the new waterworks for that town,- in the

presence of the Committee of the Cheltenham Waterworks Company. After

the ceremony a luncheon was provided by the committee at the Town Hall.

Abergavenny Butter Market Effort is being made to render the

temporary butter and poultry market, now held in the cattle market, as

convenient as possible. The work of demolishing the old market-place,

&c, in Cross Street, is rapidly progressing ; but at present there is no

effect to be noticed other than that the ' opening ' which has been made

brings the Great Scyrrid very prominently into view, and thus adds another
object of interest to the street passenger. •

Chipping Sodbury Church.—This old church, dedicated to St. John

the Baptist, having undergone a thorough restoration, was re-oponed on

June 5. The outside has been cleared of the coat of rough east, so as to

expose the local stone of the walls as originally intended. The square

embattled tower is, owing to its height, a conspicuous object for a long

distance. The openings of the bell stage have been filled in with tracery

instead of the old rough stono louvres, and the beauty of the tower is thus

improved. Inside, the wall between the tower arch piers has been re

moved, so as to throw open to view the west window, the tracery of which

has been renewed. The south porch has been entirely rebuilt, and tho

niches in front have been supplied with canopies which cover figures of

John the Baptist, Virgin and Child, and John the Evangelist. A new

vestry has been erected on the north side, and underneath it has been

placed a warming apparatus. During the progress of the work the remains

of an old pulpit were found in one of the bays on the north side of the

church, nearly opposite the south porch : this has been restored, and is

quite unique. The walls have been cleansed from the coats of lime and

coloured washes with which they were formerly disfigured. The old high

pews have been removed, and open benches, of neat design and with carved

panels, substituted ; the number of sittings has been increased by 130.

The chancel screens, as well as the stalls for the clergy and choir, are of

oak, richly carved. The reredos is of alabaster, with side panels of Caen

stone. The east window is by Clayton & Bell, and is a very successful

work of art. The cost of the restoration has been 1,0002. Mr. G. C.

Street, of London, was the architect ; and Messrs. Wall & Hook, of

Brimscombe, were the contractors. The old organ, not being large enough,

has been removed, and a more suitable instrument, by Vowels, of Bristol,

erected in its place.

ITEMS OF NEWS

p FROM OUR

SPECIAL COBBE8PONDENT8 AND OTHERS.

An Anniversary.

Such of our readers as delight to commemorate anniversaries, tercen

tenaries, and the like—and the spirit, though easily turned into ridicule or

abused for jobbery, is in itself commendable—may care to be reminded that

exactly a hundred years have elapsed since Josiah Wedgwood opened his

celebrated works at Etruria. On June 13, 1769, we are told that the

master-potter himself threw several vases to inaugurate an undertaking

destined to produce so great an influence on the Ceramic art of England.

Happily, too, the discoveries of Wedgwood have not shared the fate which

curiously enough has overtaken many of the improvements in this art.

Bobbia, Palissy, Henri Deux ware havo, as is well known, germinated,

flourished, and decayed, almost within the lifetimes of their inventors. Our

great English potter has been more fortunate, whose labours have been, and

still are, well and wisely seconded by his descendants. A certain class of

connoisseurs, indeed, who thrive upon accurate knowledgo as to particular

specimens of art, and care more to trace the intricacies of the sale-room

than to watch the beneficent influences of genius, have pushed the laudable

reverence for ' old Wedgwood ' to the conclusion that ' new ' Wedgwood waro

cannot be good. To them modern art, particularly if of their own country,

is trash and rubbish; nor would they willingly believe, what ocular evidence

nevertheless will easily confirm, that medallions and ornaments now issue

from the works of Messrs. Wedgwood as pure in design, as sharp in execu

tion, as any with which the joint labours of Josiah Wedgwood and John

Flaxman ever enriched the last century. We have in our mind's eye at this

moment an exquisite female figure, executed in pale grey and white jasper,

lately shown to us, a very recent production of Messrs. Wedgwood. It is

by such work as this, rather than by statues and monuments, that cen

tenaries arc best celebrated, and to such undertakings we may heartily offer

the old classic greeting of Stetfortuna domtu.

Boiree and Dinner of the Institute.

The Annual Soiree of the Royal Institute of British Architects will be

held, in all probability, on the evening of Thursday, July 1. It is also

proposed that the* members should dine together at the Crystal Palace on

the previous Saturday (June 26). These occasions are always looked

forward to. The Institute soiree is well known, both in the profession and

beyond it, as an uncommonly agreeable social and artistic reception; and

the dinners (which have not uniformly been held) have always, when they

have taken place, been found enjoyable by those who have attended them.

It is especially to be hoped that many of the country members and others

who do not very frequently attend meetings of the Institute will make an

effort to be present on one or both of these occasions.

Her Majesty's Theatre.

The pit of Her Majesty's Theatre, or rather the stalls —for it is proposed

to occupy the whole of that part of the building as stalls—havo recently

been enlarged at the expense of the stage, the front of which has been

cut off to an extent equal to the width of an additional row of stalls. This

is a further and a considerable misfortune added to the many which have

befallen this once-celebrated place of public resort through the fire which

destroyed it in 1867. One of the secrets of the acoustic success of the old

building was the shallowness of the stage and the way in which its front

was brought forward, so that a singer at the footlights was fairly among

the audience. This advantage is now entirely lost, and a proportionate

loss of effect may be confidently anticipated, if ever the house comes to

be sung in again.

The Monuments in Westminster Abbey.

We are informed on the best authority that it is, and has been for very

many years, customary to cleanse and wash the monuments in the nave of

Westminster Abbey every two years, and that they are dusted constantly.

Tho Royal monuments are also dusted every two months. In dusting some

at least of these monuments a brisk current of air is raised by an apparatus

like the bellows of a smith's forge, which passing through a flexible tube,

can be directed on to any part of the object, and so remove the dust without

any rubbing or even touching the old work.

Indian Notes.

Engineering.—Arrangements are being made for the immediate prosecu

tion of the Soane Canal project by the excavation of the Western Main

Canal, of which twenty-eight miles are laid out ready, and the construction

of the Eastern Main Canal, with the Arrah and Patna branches, and works

incidental to these undertakings. The estimated cost at the outset is set

down at 580,000/.

A material change is apparently coming over the Indus Delta, in conse

quence of the silting up of the Keedeewarree, or Suttah, mouth, which has

now become so shallow that natives can wade across from one bank to the

other. The main channel of the river has been diverted to the Hujamnce

mouth, which is both widening and deepening.

The works of the Madras Irrigation Company have so far progressed

that the canal is in a condition to receive the waters of the Toombudra,

when filled by the monsoon, and is navigable for a distance of 62 miles.

The canal water has now reached the Culua, with a depth of 9 feet under

the Mittacoudal Bridge.

The Government of Madras have appointed a commission to inquire into

the minor irrigation works of that presidency.

Tho repair of the Madras Pier has been sanctioned at an estimated cost

of 28,742/. Mr. Black, the superintendent, finding it impossible to remove

the works of the old pier from the gap, proposes to screw down, on both

sides of the breach, three rows of piles, well fixed together at the top by

wrought iron girders, carrying a platform of a width sufficient to form two

lines of rails, the centre portion being left uncovered for the present.

Mr. Fryer, Assistant-Superintendent Geological Survey of India, has been

specially deputed by Government to examine the Chanda coal-fields. Should

it be found that the coal answers the expectations formed of it, it is in con

templation to open a branch railway or tramway from the most approved

of the mines to the nearest place on the main line.

An Engineering College is about to be established at Hyderabad in con

nection with the Nizam's Government, for the purpose of training native

and Eurasian youths for employment as zillah and assistant engineers within

His Highness's dominions.

A land line of telegraph is being constructed as an alternative to the

cable between Gwadur and Cape Jask, which, it is hoped, will tend to tho

permanent security of the Indo-European communications.

At Malligaum, Government have sanctioned the sinking of four of

Norton's tube wells in the bed of the river, running within 400 yards of the

cantonment.
Amission of American gentlemen has arrived in India, with instruc

tions from the United States Government to report on the Irrigation

Works of India, and on the different systems of cultivation in India,

China, and the East. The mission consists of the Honourable CD.

Poston and Colonel Grant. They have had an interview with Lord Mayo,

and the Provincial Governments have been instructed to further their

objects.

Bordeaux.

The Tower of St. Michel at Bordeaux has been completely rebuilt,

as originally constructed. It took nine years of uninterrupted labour,

and is 367i feet high, being the highest single tower and spire in

Europe. The cost is said to have exceeded 20,000/. The architect

entrusted with the work was M. Abadie, a gentleman of considerable

repute in France, who has lately very successfully restored the Cathedral

of Angouleme Perigueux of Bordeaux. M. Abadie was nlso architect of

the new Hotel de Ville at Angouleme.

Cologne.

Almost on the same day on which tho Roman pavement was found in

London, a similar ono was discovered here, also whilst excavating for a new

sewer. The breadth is only nine feet ; the length is not yet known, as tho

pavement extends beneath a neighbouring street. It is only six feet below

tho present street level, and the design, in red, black, and yellow stone

mosaic, terminates at the excavated end in a semicircle, arranged in a fan

shape with broad interlaced bands. The magnificent south porch of Cologne

Cathedral is now entirely finished and free of all scaffolding and hoarding.

There are no less than 107 statues in the niches (38 of which are of life
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size), besides eight compositions in bas-relief. They ore all the works of

one sculptor, Professor Christian Mobx.

Cologne is without a theatre of any kind. The summer theatre was

lately burnt down, and the town authorities have refused permission to

erect a temporary edifice in place of the Stadttheater, also consumed by fire

some short while since.

I***' Madame Alma Tadema.

This lady died at Brussels on May 28, at the early age of 32. The de

ceased lady was the wife of Mr. L. A. Tadema, from whose studio we

have two classic and, in conception, very original pictures at the Royal

Academy this year, namely, the 'Amateur Romain' and the 'Danse

Pyrrhique.'

(Jpnprel.

A Colossal Statue of the Queen for Montreal has just been cast at

the foundry of Messrs. Holbrook & Co., Chelsea.

Orders have been sent to Toulon for the Imperial yacht destined to con

vey the Empress to Alexandria for the opening of the Suez Canal to be in

readiness by September 27.

Nottingham is to have a new park, Clifton byname. The following are

its quoted recommendations:—!. That if would greatly benefit the town.

2. Ditto the Clifton estate. 3. That it'wouldbe a lasting, memorial to Sir

Robert. If a statuo is to be erected, behold the fitting site !

Rev. Alexander Dyoe has bequeathed to the South Kensington Museum

his dramatic library, with its unique editions of Shakespeare, and all his

pictures, miniatures, antique rings, and other works of art, upon the con

dition that a suitable room is built to receive them.

New York erects 2,600 buildings this year. Thero are 80,000 lots

covered now and 60,000 left. Therefore within twenty-five years every

inch of Manhattan Island will be covered with brick and mortar.

A Large Boom has been discovered at Herculaneum which must have

served for a kitchen. In it was a wooden clothes-press, entirely carbonised ;

also 14 vases, a candelabrum, and a lamp, all in bronze ; several vessels in

glass and terra-cotta ; a small marble statue of a faun, and two broken

tables, one in marblo and the other in slate. These excavations are carried

on by means of the grant of 1,200/. by King Victor Emmanuel, made for that

object.

At "Wolfsden, in Switzerland, the workmen engaged in pulling down

an old half-timber houso of the fifteenth century discovered a large earthen

ware jar secreted under the flooring of the ground storey. Upon examina

tion it was found to bo full of silver-gilt coins of the thirteenth, fourteenth,

and fifteenth centuries, some bearing the effigy of the Abbess of Frau-

miinster of Zurich, others that of the Abbot of St. Gall, and others the arms

of Bale, Schaffhausen, Zurich, Berne, and Laufenborg. These coins were

doubtless hid during the war which raged throughout Switzerland more or

less during the fifteenth century.

Bucknell Church.—The enlargement and restoration of St. Michael's

parish church, Bucknell, in the Salop Archdeaconry of the diocese of

Hereford, are being proceeded with by the buildor, Mr. Gough, of Bishop's

Castle, under the superintendence and according to the plans and specifica

tions of T. Nicolson, Esq., F.S.15.A., the Diocesan architect. It is intended

to add a north aisle, an organ cliamber, a sacristy, and a warm-air crypt ;

to re-build tho tower and porch, and to put new windows throughout the

church—the present ones being mostly modem insertions. An arcade of

four arches will throw the new aisle open to tho nave. The roof-timbering

will be brought into view, and be newly boarded, felted, laced, and covered

with Whitland Abbey slates ; the external and internal masonry repaired ;

the body of the church re-seated in pitch pine ; tho chaneel suitably stalled

with new piscina, sedilia, and credence; the bells re-tuned and re-hung.

The total cost will be about 1,600/.

The Proposed Bridge across the Mersey.—At a meeting of the

Committee of Works of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, held on

June 4, Messrs. Low and Thomas, the projectors of the proposed Liverpool

and Birkenhead Railway, were present by invitation. The principal

features of the scheme discussed by tho Board were the two piers proposed

to be placed in the river, and the height of the bridge above high-water

mark. One member of the committee considered that the height of 140 ft.

above high-water mark was insufficient, and others were of opinion that

objections would be raised to the piers in tho river. Messrs. Low and

Thomas were referred to the conservators of the river, and if no objection

was raised by them, the Committee of Works thought that tho Mersey Docks

and Harbour Board would not raise any difficulties.

For some years the western tower of Ely Cathedral has been considered

unsafe. Recently some internal scaffolding to the south-west turret of the

tower has been fixed, by order of the present Dean, Dr. Goodwin, who has

consulted Mr. G. G. Scott as to the firmness of the walls. Oak beams and

iron bracing are also to be added to prevent the bulging of the walls, or

the fall of any part of the upper portions of the tower.

The Hull "Western Dook will be inaugurated on the 28th inst. The

area of the dock is 23 a. 0 r. 1 p., and it increasos the aggregate dock area

of Hull to 84 a. 0 r. 16p. A banquet will bo given on tho occasion by

the Dock Company at Kingston-upon-Hull in one of tho dock warehouses.

The King's Lynn Dock Company will inaugurate its dock on July 7.

The Bermuda Dock.— The huge iron Bermuda Dock, constructed by

Messrs. Campbell, Johnston & Co., will leave England on or about the 20th

instant, convoyed by a squadron of our most powerful men-of-war. She

will be towed down Channel by the ' Terrible,' probably assisted by somo

smaller steam vessels.

Art Schools' National Competition.—The following gentlemen have

acted as the examiners of the works sent up in competition from the schools

of art throughout tho United Kingdom:—Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A. ; SirM.

Digby Wyatt; Messrs. J. C. Horsley, R.A ; F. Pickersgill, RA.; R.

Westmacott, R.A. ; and E. J. Poynter, A.R.A. ; assisted by Mr. Redgrave,

R.A., and Mr. Bowler. Upwards of 64,000 works have been examined in

this competition.

The Government has bought the immense building known as the

Victoria Ale Stores at North Woolwich for 40,000/. A deposit of 3,000/.

was paid some months since, and said to have been forfeited, but it is be

lieved that the necessity of removing the clothing stores from Pimlico, and

of obtaining waterside premises suitable for shipment, has, led to the

esent purchase. The building and its appurtenances are to be at once

ndod over to tho charge of the police from the Royal Arsenal.

QUESTION.

New Road-Laying.

Sib,—I should like to know the process of laying down roadways, &c.r

as is being done by the Swiss Company in Threadneedle Street. It appears

very durable, but will, I think, be very slippery after a short time.

June 4. A Sibscbibeb.

MEETINGS Or TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

E Tiik Architectural Association.—Friday, June 85.—Half-past 7 p.m. : Election of
officers. • Toe Art Treatment of Iron,' paper by Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, V.P., AJt.I.B.A.

Royal Aacu^oLoaicAL Institute of Great Britain and Ireland.—The nest

monthly meeting will take place on Friday, July 2, at 4 p.m.

VACANT.

India.—July.—Forty Appointments in I
Works Department in India wQl shortlj '
Secretary, Public Works Department.

Ken dal.—Borough Treasurer to the Corporation of Kendal, Westmorland. Salary,
50/. per annum. Mr. Thomas Harrison, Town Clerk, Kendal.

London.—Jane 17.—Engineer and Clerk of the Works to Middlesex House of Cor
rection, CoMbath Fields. Salary 200/. a year, going upward to out. Mr. John S. "
Clerk to Visiting Justices, House of Correction, CoMbath Fields.

Pksth.—As Assistant or Resident Engineer, to Superintend Works of 1
and Pumping Machinery. A knowledge of the Gorman lan
400/. to 600/. per annum. W. Lindloy, Engineer-in-Chief,

WHrTBCHATEL.—Jur.e 15.—Wbitochapel Cnion.—Assistant I

Wages 26». per week. WH"

June 1, 1861).
COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Arras, France.—Architects are invited to send in designs for a Church to be erected
at Arras. The building is to be 40 metres long, without the clock tower, and 18 metres
wide, and it is to have three aisles, three entrances, to be approached by a flight of
live steps, and to be surrounded entirely by railings 1} mdtre high ; sub-basement of
Belgian stone. The plans are to include a general one of the entire building, a fully-
dotalled description, and a careful estimate, with such perspective views and details as
the artist may think fit to add to the former. The style of the building is required to
be ■ Decorated Roman of the last period ; 1 and the sum to be expended, including com

mission, is 80,000 francs (3,200/.). The authorities do not undertake to adopt the prize-
plans, in which case the author of tho best and second-best designs will receive 600 francs
and 300 francs respectively. It is added, that the columns are to be of hard Belgian
stone, and the rest of the building of Creil stone ; toe vaultings are to be real, and not
in ceiling, or of wood with visible ties. The jury is composed of tho Bishop of Arras,
the Mftire, a Canon, two members of the Municipal Council, an Engineer, the Socretary-
General of the Museum, and the Vice-President of tho Council of the Prefecture. The

designs arc to be sent by the end of July.

Belgium Academy of Arts and Sciences.—For best enquiry (essay) and report on
the period at which Architecture in the Low Countries became affected by ItaUan

influence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about 40/.

Bradford.—September 1.—Competitive Designs for the new Bradford Town Hall.
To the Architect whose design is selected, 5 per cent, commission and the execution of
the work ; 2nd best, 200/. premium ; 3rd, 100/. Mr. W. T. McGowcn, Town Clerk, Cor
poration Offices, Bradford.

Brussels, Belgium.—A competition is announced for the production of the best.
Water Meter. The inventor of the instrument offering the greatest advantages is to-
receive a reward of 200/. ; the second best, 120/. ; and the third, 80/. The Meters are
to be sent in to the Secretaire Je 1'Administration Communalc, Hotel de Ville, Bruxelies,

before 12 o'clock on October 31 in the present year.

Constanti xe, Aloeria.—Three prizes, of the value of 8,000, 2,000, and 1,000 francs,

ore offered for the best designs for a theatre to be built at Constantine.
Programmes of conditions, accompanied by a sketch, may be obtained either at Con

stantine, at the office of the Society Gencrale Algerienne, No. 13 Rue V
Cnpucines, Paris, at the Prefecture of Lyons, or the Mairies of MarsoiUw, 1

or Oran.

Devon.—June 1 2.—Plans and Specifications for Repairs and Alterations to C
Parish Church, Devon. O. B. Ellicombc, Esq., Chairman of the Chndleigh Advowson
Trustees, Rocklands. Chudleigh, Devon.

T.kvden MrNicn'ALrrv invites Designs and Models from Sculptors of all countries for
a Statue of Boerhaavc, in the costume of Professor of Lcyden University. September 1.

Lincoln.—June 14.—For Plans and Designs for a New Church. Mr. T. Ucffcrnan,

Secretary, Lincoln.

London.—June 26.—London and County Land and Building Company (Limited).—
Plans of the best and most profitable way in which to arrange in building sites their
ground in Camomile Street, City. First premium, 75/. ; second, 50/. ; third, 26/. Mr.
R. B. Looker, 14 Clement's Lane, E.C.

PHii.inEi.PinA, Pennsylvania, U. S.—September 1.—For Designs, Specifications, and
Estimates for New Public Buildings. First premium, 400/. ; second, 300/. ; third, 200/. ;
fourth, 100/. For particulars, to H. C. Pugh, Secretary of Board of Commissioners, S.W.,

corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets, Philadelphia.

Plymouth, Devon.—For Designs for Now Guildhall. Law Courts, Public Offices, ic.
Premiums 100/., 75/., and 60/. July 14. Whiteford. Town Clerk, Plymouth.

Royal Academy of Arts.—Burlington House. For the best Painting in Oil. or Model
and Design in Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, the Gold Medal and the Discourses
of Presidents Reynolds, West, tc. ; and for the best Copies of Drawings, 4tc., tho Silver

Medals, Sic.

Saint Jean d'Angelt, France.—The authorities of St. Jean d'Angely have decided
on completing tho Church commenced in tho town by the Benedictines, but of which
the works were stopped in 1789. Estimate 200,000 francs (8,000/.), the architect's hono-
rarinm to be equal to 4 per cent. Tho competition is conuned to architects of Charcnte

and tho four adjoining Departments.

Vienna, Austria.—This Municipality require Designs. Plans, Estimates, ic. for the
Erection of a New Town Hall. Open to all Europe. For Particulars, Austrian Cansul-

Gcneral, Paris.

WzsTaaoMwicH.—For Designs, &c, for a complete School Establishment for accommo
dating 400 children. Prcminms : 1st and best Design, 60/. ; 2nd, 30/. ; third, 20/. Mr.

H. Ward, Lombard Street,Wej
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THE COMING SCHOOL OF ART.

JEW things,' says our shrewdest, perhaps

our wisest English writer, 'are like

strangers, more admired and less fa

voured/ * and nowhere is this truth more

illustrated than in the circle of the Fine

Arts. We have, for example, within

our own day seen the works of a new

school of painters eagerly sought after,

wondered at, admired ; but oppressed by

the unsparing and unfriendly criticism of the same judges who

would yet look leniently upon works which had few other merits

than the negative one that they had not left the beaten track. In

the days of our fathers the position of Gothic architecture was a

not dissimilnr one, and at the present moment the works of a cer

tain group of painters are beginning to be looked for by the public

with that critical curiosity which breathes more of wonder than

favour, and seems to herald the dawn of a new school. What will

Architecture gain or lose from the change P This is to us an all-

important enquiry ; but first let us have a word or two about Change

in itself.

It is mostly, if not always, a healthy sign when a decidedly new

treatment crops up. How much there must have been in the great

days of architectural progress to provoke the dislike of members of

old schools ! We can fancy a master mason, who had been trained on

the Confessor's buildings at Westminster, living to testify his supreme

disgust at the florid and ornate enrichment of what we commonly

know as Norman. Let a little time pass, and we can fancy one of the

old school 'of the period' lamenting over the spread throughout

England of the pointed arch as an ingenious but unwelcome innova

tion. A little later there must have been those who looked with dis

trust upon tracery as the beginning of decadence in the art of building;

and so we might go on imagining the reception which awaited

each step in that sequence of innovations which almost in our

own day has been run through backwards ; for, beginning at

Pugin and florid Perpendicular, we have gone rapidly up the stream

of time till the Advanced guard of our progress have at least

reached Early French Romanesque.

We believe it is' no secret that a great step in the art of paint

ing is considered, at least by some eminent living French artists, to lie

within their reach. The naturalistic treatment of historic and sacred

subjects has become a favourite idea with them. Of this the works of

Alma Tadema may be taken as a conspicuous example not unfamiliar

in England. This artist has studied the remains of Greece, Rome,

Egypt, and Assyria, and has reproduced, in works having all the

reality of the present, the scenes of the past. Mr. Poynter has

done the same, and with almost equal success, in this country ; but

here he stands almost alone, while Tadema's name is on the Con

tinent only one among a group ; we may say, indeed, a school.

Another section of French painters, whose views are understood to

be shared by that unequal, but most prolific genius Gustave Dore", look

to colour as that which a new French school shall render in a manner

hitherto unknown. This may be possible, and any movement which

Dore might choose to head, if he threw all his energy and power

into it, would be sure to land those who join it in some sufficientlv

conspicuous position ; but more than this we cannot venture to pre

dict. In architecture there seems to us even less of genuine healthy

change—less of useful iunovation—in France than there has been >

and we may say the same of sculpture, notwithstanding the ability

and training of French sculptors. But without pursuing Continental

art further in search of novelty, let us turn homewards, and, looking

at the arts broadly, enquire what of healthy innovation, what, in fact,

of progress, is to be seen ? What new school is rising or maturing ?

What sign is there that as old things wear themselves out, others are

preparing to do their work and do it better P

Beginning where, for the moment, the attention of artists and

critics is concentrated—at the Royal Academy Exhibition—we find

the bulk of the popular painters still working in the same groove down

which the impulse of Hogarth's powerful mind and singular sympathy

with the nature common to Englishmen started them long ago.

• Bacon's Essays. ' Of Innovation.'

We find that the pre-Raphaelite influence has all but died out

among painters of subject, though still strongly at work in our land

scape art ; but we find a few works denoting a feeling for the use of

painting as mural decoration, and for a severe treatment alike of

composition, drawing, and colour, which may possibly betoken the

dawn of a new school. Everyone looks at the paintings of Mr.

Albert Moore, for instance, with that curiosity and that distrust

which a novelty always awakens, and no one seems quite sure what

to make of his works, even while admitting that they possess good

qualities as well as strange ones. These works and sundry others,

including Mr. Marks's little processional picture, seem to belong to

a class which had no existence till very lately among us.

If we turn now for a moment to Architecture, there is no very

prominent sign of innovation in exhibited works, though there are

indications of greater attention to decoration than ever before. We

have, as has been already said, run the gauntlet of several styles

pretty briskly, yet there are few architects' works which we could

single out at the present Architectural Exhibition or at the Academy

which show marked progress in any one direction, nor can we

readily point to such novelties in buildings in progress. But if there

is, on the one hand, a leaning among some painters towards a severe

self-restraint within bounds hitherto scorned by all of them, there do

seem some corresponding signs of a growing appreciation of the value

of the allied arts in the works of architects.

The time has been, and that not long ago, when a building erected

with no polychromy or sculpture inside or out was considered finished

when the builder's men had done with it. Mural paintings were

not thought of; if the decorator was called in at all, it was to work

after the architect, not under his direction ; while, as for the sculptor,

he was seldom required. Now, if we read the signs of the times

aright, our best men are more and more laying themselves out to

ensure the decorative completeness of their work by associating with

themselves the sculptor, the. painter, the glnss-painter, the mosaicist,

and the enameller.

Sir Charles Barry in his secular work at Westminster, and Mr.

Butterfield in ecclesiastical work, were pioneers in this movement ;

at any rate they were among the first to make extensive use

of pictures, sculpture, and painted and inlaid colour ; but we may

now point—only to name at random one or two cases—to Mr. Scott's

works at Wolsey's Chapel, Windsor, and the Albert Memorial, Mr.

E. M. Barry's excellent decorative work in the Royal Gallery and St.

Stephen's Chapel at Westminster, and to Mr. Burges's and Mr.Blom-

field's decorations at Oxford, as showing the set of the current in a

direction also pointed to by such exceptional works as. the Royal

Mausoleum, the various South Kensington buildings, and some at

least of our recent theatres.

Our critiques on the Royal Academy, from the pen of an architect

who has with his pencil worked more than most upon the association

of architecture with the sister arts, are written, as our readers will

have perceived, very much indeed from this special point of view

—a point of view which those only occupy who understand best how

truly all the Muses are sisters; or, in other words, how the painter,

the sculptor, and the architect, ought to be associated in order to the

production of a perfect work of art ; and how much the productions

of each lose when wrought upon with no reference to the others.

If it be really the case that a new school of artists is rising, in

cluding painters (and, let us hope, sculptors), who work with a view

to the appropriate enrichment of architecture, and architects who

will build so as to make paintings, coloured decoration, and sculpture,

an integral part of their works, and if architects will render them

selves competent to devise and superintend the execution of such

works, then, indeed, there is hope for the arts of England, and a

prospect lies before us hardly inferior to that which was open at

any great period of art progress. To make sure of it we,

perhaps, only now want a leader, as well as followers. Any ordi

nary school supposes not only scholars, but teachers ; and the great

groups of artists who have gone by the name of schools are few of

them exceptions to this rule. We have the school of Giotto, of

Luini, of Raffaelle, of the Caracci ; and though affiliation to some

one artist is not the sole condition of combined progress or change,

it seems to be a wonderful help. The English Gothic school will

always owe very much of its force to the character of the Pugins,

whose work and whose influence over numerous colleagues and pupils

have served to no inconsiderable extent to give such character and

compactness as it possessed to the earlier years of ' the Gothic move

ment.' We have at the present moment no one working among us

who is such a moral force as Welby Pugin was, and wo look with
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some anxiety upon the disconnected and unequal efforts of various

architects who are working honestly and diligently in one and the

same direction, fearing lest their individual and separate courses

should diverge too widely for the result to he vigorous and homo

geneous.

THE SKETCHES OF THE ARCHITECTURAL

EXHIBITION.

By Edward W. Godwik, F.SA.

fpiIE collection of the late Rev. J. L. Petit's sketches, now on view

-*- in Conduit Street, gives singular interest this year to what may

be called the archaeological studies of the Architectural Exhibition.

I do not propose to write on Mr. Petit's attainments in Archaeology,

or on the desirableness of architects studying in the same fields. The

compound subject is very tempting, but my space is limited. I would,

however, take this opportunity of putting the question—Whether it

is wise, under any circumstances, and at any time, for an architect or

archaeologist to lose sight for a moment of his architecture for the

mere sake of an attempt to produce a picture ? It is quite possible

that most of those works to which I have referred as ' archreological

studies,' may have very little claim to be considerad studies in any

sense, and it is more than possible that what little study these works

may claim, is to be found chiefly in the desire of their authors to do

something pretty, oblivious alike of the historic and art-value of that

architecture which has supplied them with subjects for sketching.

Thus, although Mr. Petit's drawings might, as the water-colour

sketches of an amateur, claim a large share of attention, it must, I

think, be conceded by everyone that they are about the last drawings

id the world a young architect should look at in any light other than

as a warning. We may all admire the rapid, effective, bold, even

dashing character of the two hundred and ninety-four sketches now,

for the first time, publicly exhibited, but we must be careful to avoid

anything like praise from an architectural stand-point ; and if students

visit the Exhibition to gather suggestions as to style and method in

sketching old buildings, they would do well to bear in mind that in

this collection they have a lesson of how not to sketch reiterated more

than two hundred times.

An examination of Mr. Petit's sketches reveals, amongst other

things—First, a coarseness of paper, inexcusably extravagant con

sidering the scale of the work; second, a prevalence of hot, vivid

colours, regardless of place—' Shrewsbury ' and ' Egypt ' (20C and

202), the 'Isle of Man ' and 'Baalbec ' (175 and 180), are presented

to us in tones equally brilliant and vivid ; third, an impatience of

detail which almost invariably leads to blotches and muddle (very

markedly so in Nos. 129, 130, 140, 157, and 189). On the other

hand, if the detail has been neglected, the perspective has received

unusual attention : the leading lines, carefully sketched in pencil, may

here and there be distinctly traced beneath the colour, when nothing

else has been indicated. Very true in proportion and general effect

are Nos. 79, 128, 203, 244, and 247. Boats and shipping appear to

much greater advantage than architecture, as in Nos. 54, 76, and 210,

which are the most satisfactory sketches in the collection. I should

add to these, No. 9 for its simple broad rendering, and Nos. 100 and

152 for their clever treatment

The sketches contributed by architects are this year very sketchy

indeed. Those in colour worth notice are Mr. Street's ' Les 1 1 alios,

Ypres,' and ' Whitby Abbey ' (Nos. 1a and 1b), Mr. Spiers's ' Sketch

of Tomb of Sultan Barkouq ' (No. C), Mr. Emerson's contribution

(No. 221), Mr. Groom's work (No. 215), Mr. Florence's very pleasing

sepia ' Sketch of the Chateau de Blois, Facade de Francois L' (No.

227), Mr. Leonard's clever, quiet drawing of 'Preston Church, near

Hull ' (No. 07), and, above all, Mr. Allom's ' View of the Subterra

nean Palace Yere-Batan-Serai.'

Mr. Cole, as a painter in water-colours, exhibits four works, in two

of which, ' Schloss Eltz ' (No. 123), and ' Rouen Cathedral' (220),

the colourist's power is fully shown.

Tho pencil and pen-and-ink sketches are, for the most part, ex

amples of how not to do it. As pretty reminiscences, as illustrations

for ladies' albums, or as pretences for staying abroad, they deserve

tho attention of shallow travellers, of ladies who keep albums, and of

architectural idlers. There are a few worthy exceptions, as, for ex

ample, Mr. E. Sharpe's doorway ; Mr. Watson's bay and figured

details of St. Lazare, Autun; Mr. John Cotton's careful perspectives,

where the detail, down to the section of small string-courses, is

carefully defined ; Mr. Spiers's conscientious, but dull, sketch of

house at Ypres, and his more effective rendering of Cathedral at

Touraai. Although thankful to Mr. T. Hayter Lewis for

'some of his measured sketches taken in Algeria, still I cannot

quite see what earthly good ' Dolmens ' can render to the Ex

hibition, or why a few ' rough sketches ' should swim in such an

ocean of paper. As Mr. Lewis is a professor, might it not

conduce to the advance of architectural education if he sup

pressed for the future sketches glaringly wrong in perspective

as are those taken of Algerian capitals ? To anyone who goes out of

the beaten track and discovers pleasing, suggestive, and practical ex

amples of our art, we must all be grateful. The old house near

Halifax (133), illustrated by Mr. Seddon, is full of suggestions. It

is to be regretted that Mr. Seddon could not have spared sufficient

time to give a skutch plan and general measurements ; for I am quite

sure that our architecture is more likely to be improved by carefully

studying buildings of reasonable—i.e., useable magnitude—than by

any amount of ecstatic admiration of mighty minsters and laborious

measurement of long-drawn aisles. Few works can be more improv

ing than to carefully measure up a bay of a really well-proportioned

cathedral, to plot its details on the spot, to mark the joints, to survey

its construction ; but there is no need to be always doing cathedrals.

Two or three well selected will teach all that is useful to know. We

do not live in a minster-building age, but we do most emphatically

live in a house-building age, and for all contributions like Mr. Seddon's

we ought therefore to be eminently thankful.

NOTES FROM ABROAD, No. III.

Br a Correspondent.

SAN FRANCESCO of Assisi has always been regarded as one of

the chief points of interest to the lover of mediaeval architecture

in Italy. The churches still remain, and are pretty much in the

same ruined state they always were ; but the great monastery—the

centre of the Franciscan order, and the principal monument of Francis

Bernardone himself—is now silent and deserted : the monks are gone,

and their property belongs to the crown—a few of them only remain

ing to take charge of the vast building and do the ordinary duties of

the churches. These are two in number, built one above another,

with a crypt beneath containing the tomb of the founder. The lower

church, as it is called, is the richer in colour and effect, and contains

a great number of chapels, full of interesting paintings : but the great

objection to the whole of this church is that it is so dark—nothing

can be properly seen. On the other hand, the upper church is full of

light, and glaringly shows the decayed state into which the frescoes of

Giunto da Pisa, Cimabue, and Giotto have fallen ; those on the walls

especially have suffered severely from damp : the ceiling being in a

better state of preservation, owing to the roof which covers and pro

tects it from the rain and snow of this mountain district. I have

never been a particular admirer of this interior, and as to the frescoes,

though very interesting in the history of art, they have, so far as one

can see, little else to recommend them. There is a fashion in art, as

in everything else ; and it has of late years been the fashion to talk

rapturously about the very early Italian painters, who, although

possessed of great merits, are naturally a long way behind their more

educated ana able followers of the sixteenth century.

Their great charm is an unaffected rendering of nature, so far aa

they were able to effect it; and it has been not unaptly remarked by

an able critic, that with these early painters it was all nature and no

art, whilst with the later painters it was nil art and no nature.

But this must be taken cum grano, for Giotto's faces generally are

purely of a conventional type, and as to Fra Angelico's angels and

human beings, they are all exactly alike There are, however, many

points of interest more strictly architectural in both churches, and.

especial mention should be made of the marquetry work of the stalls

in the upper church, which were executed by Domenico da San

Severino about the middle of the fifteenth century. In the cathedral

of San Rufino also are some splendidly carved and inlaid stalls of the

early part of the sixteenth century ; more effective even than those we

have already described at Perugia. The facade of this cathedral

dates from the earlier part of the twelfth century, although, like so

many of the old Italian churches, it seems to belong to a much earlier

period ; the principal portal is very richly carved, and has the usual

lion on each side, which in these cases, I believe, was always meant

to symbolise the Church ; one of them here is rending the figure of

a man with its claws, and is nearly identical in character with the

lion as represented on several church entrances in the South of

France ; the figure which he claws is meant to represent a Pagan :

in other instances he holds and protects a sheep or lamb or child, all

as evidently meant to symbolise the Christian. Besides other good

pieces of mediaeval architecture in the town, there is a well-preserved

portico of a temple of Minerva, now serving as the entrance to a

church, and the ruins of a splendid castle on the hill overlooking the

whole, and still noble and impressive, even in its decay. There is a

custom which may be observed here and at Perugia, and other towns

in Central Italy, and deserves notice : it is the insertion of small

iron hoops projecting from the walls, and placed round the windows
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of the common Louses, in which the poorer classes insert their

flower-pots. It is a cheap plan, and has a very pretty effect. I

often remarked also plain iron brackets, placed each side of the

windows, furnished with pendant rings, and was for some time

puzzled as to their use, which is to receive a pole for hanging

clothes on, or for lines to be attached for the same purpose—a

practice very useful for families who live on flats, as they do in our

modern model workmen's houses, or in Scotland. The next halting-

place was Spoleto, the principal monument of the building art being

the ancient aqueduct ' delle Torn,' the construction of which is

ascribed to the Lombard Theodelapius, Duke of Spoleto, in the

seventh century. It is a very remarkable work, built of small stones,

about 700 feet in length and 273 feet high, resting on ten pointed

arched piers, spanning the deep and rocky ravine which separates

Spoleto from Monte Luco. If the date is correct, these pointed

arches have more interest in the history of the arch than I believe

is generally assigned to them. The cathedral is stated to have been also

erected by the same Lombard Duke in the year 617, but its present

facade is of the twelfth or thirteenth century, and its interior modern,

with the exception of a very fine opus Alexandrinum pavement. One

peculiarity is to be noticed in the arched portico which runs along the

entire length of the front, and that is a well- designed projecting stone

pulpit at each end, of excellent effect. In the cathedral square is to

be seen also a very fine example of graffito work, a palace which

bears the impress of Braraante's style, and is ornamented with friezes

and panels containing triumphal processions of children, fables of

antiquity, and other figure subjects, worthy of the best artists of the

sixteenth century, the period to which it may be ascribed.

Although not strictly architectural, I venture to recommend

all landscape, and even architectural painters; to take up their

uarters in the district between this and Narni ; the latter town,

uilt on a high limestone rock, bristling with towers and bat

tlements, in a most picturesque state of ruin. The whole valley

of the Neva, with its river, rocks, and woods ; and Term,

with its celebrated waterfall, will well repay exploring, and

afford endless points of interest and beauty. From here to Rome,

however, there is little purely architectural to detain the professional

traveller ; he comes gradually on to the Campogna, sees his first

group of mounted Campagnoh pricking o'er the plain, goad in hand

—most picturesque figures—and, finally, shooting rapidly past the

vast remains of the Roman aqueducts and the Temple of Minerva

Medica, finds himself descending from a railway carriage almost in

the very centre of the venerable and still noble-looking baths of Dio

cletian, a characteristic monument of ancient and august Rome, the

city of the Coesars, of which I will speak in my next letter. W.

OBJECTS DISCOVERED IN PALESTINE.

THE members of the Palestine Exploration Fund have opened an

exhibition at the Egyptian Gallerv, Piccadilly, of the Photographs

taken for the Fund during the years 1865-6-7, and of various objects,

mostly antiquarian in character, which are the produce of the inves

tigations and discoveries of the undertaking.

Collections of photographs are no longer the novelties which they

once were, and it depends now more upon the claims of the locality

illustrated than upon the quality of the photographs whether a gallery

of them finds favour with the public. Serjeant Phillips's photographs,

though not of very large size, have the merit of fairly uniform ex

cellence as specimens of the art ; but their subjects, frequently novel,

are such as to possess a great charm for many, and on this account the

Gallery well deserves a visit. Damascus, Kedea, Nazareth, Sebastiyeh

(Samaria), Nablus, Ashkelon, Amman, Jerush, the Dead Sea, Hebron,

Mounts Gerizim and Ebal, and Cesarea, are among the localities

more or less fully photographed ; while from Jerusalem, the focus of

all Palestine explorations, comes more than a sixth of the whole num

ber of about 350 photographs exhibited.

Plans of Jerusalem and its environs, a contour map, a contoured

model, and a very considerable number of plans and sections showing

the work performed and in progress, by Lieutenant Warren, are hung

round the walls or displayed on the tables. A series of glass cases

contain the collection of other objects. These are partly modern, but

mainly antiquities discovered during the excavations. As is mostly

the case where the ruin of an ancient city has been very complete,

these consist almost exclusively of the most fragile materials. The

paradox that glass and pottery may be expected to be found in locali

ties where marble and metal have been destroyed or taken, was never

better illustrated than in this collection.

The fragments of glass include some of the most brilliant and

beautiful opalescent specimens we eve"r remember to have seen ; and

though a very large proportion of the glass which has been recovered

is only in the form of broken pieces, there are a few lachryma

tories quite perfect, and two large and fine upright glass vessels,

unbroken, and remarkable for the presence inttde them of upright

flass tubes, carefully introduced and cemented to the bottom,

he earthenware lamps are numerous, and so are small amphora,

and other small vessels of simple forms for domestic use. Nearly

all this fragile treasure has been met with in excavating at great

depths; but though peculiar in colour—for a dull earthy tone re

places the bright red of Samian ware—there seem to be few

objects in which the influence of tho Roman occupation of

Palestine is not distinctly traceable; indeed the stone catapult

balls, of which at least half a dozen are shown, must be traceable

to the Roman sieges. We looked in vain for any marked examples

of Assyrian character, though some fragments of coloured earthen

ware of Greek, or Greco-Phoenician character, are undoubtedly

included in the collection.

A few good specimens of the jewellery now worn by the inhabitants

will be looked at with pleasure by those who feel an interest in the

gold and silversmith's art ; and almost all visitors will know sufficient

about the spirited cruizes of the ' Rob Roy ' canoe to feel pleased at

seeing the modest equipment of that famous vessel. Her compass,

cooking apparatus, medicine chest, &c, are stowed away in one

corner of a case, which is enriched by the specimens and curiosities

collected by Mr. McGregor during his last canoe voyage, which led

him up ' Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus,' and on to the

sacred waters of the Holy Land.

We should like to suggest to the managers of this undertaking

that it would be very desirable to hang up some good pictorial illus

tration of Jerusalem. Even a coloured print would be of service ;

but there exists at the Crystal Palace a carefully-painted bird's-eye

view, which we think Mr. Grove would do well to transport to

Piccadilly. A good map of Palestine having all the spots illustrated

by the photographs marked out in red, would be an acquisition, and

some effectively executed diagrams (those hung up being not telling

in an exhibition room), to explain exactly but picturesquely the work

done and doing at Jerusalem, might, we think, repay their own cost a

hundredfold by winning subscriptions ' from visitors. We wish the

Fund success, and congratulate the managers on the interesting

nature of many of the objects which this compact little exhibition

includes.

THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT AND THE

FINE ARTS.

'PILE ' Annual Exposition of the State of the Empire ' gives, amongst

J. other information, a complete account of what was done during the

past year by the Administration of the Fine Arts, including purchases of

works of art, artistic education, and the erection and repairs of public

buildings, and other monuments; and the list is a long and interesting

one.

Amongst the commissions and purchases of works of art are a number of

pictures for the gallery of Versailles, representing episodes in the French

expeditions in China and Japan ; a considerable number of works of the

same class have also been finished : these relate to campaigns in Africa, the

Crimea, Mexico, &c.

Decorative paintings have been executed in many public buildings, in

cluding a new church at Saint Cloud, two chapels in the Cathedral of

Bordeaux, the hemicycle of the choir of Saint-Martin, Dunkirk, the apsis of

Saint-Julien at Tours, the chapel of the Asylum of Sainte-Marie at Angers,

and side chapels in the Cathedral of Notre Dame of Paris, the Cathedral of

Agen, the Asylum of Matilde, and the ceiling of one of the courts of justice

of Rennes.

Amongst the sculptural works undertaken or terminated, and purchased

during the year, may be cited statues of Count Jean, grandfather of

Francis I., for the Cathedral of Angouleme, of Saints Peter and Paul for

the church of Roufaix, and one for that of Isore ; two marble statues for

the court of the old Louvre ; one of Corneille and one of Moliere for the

Theatre Francais ; a group of Saint Vincent de Paul, and several other

groups and statues for various civil and religious edifices.

The following marble busts have also been commissioned. Those of

the late Count Walewski, Achille Fould, Abbatncci and Thouvenel, for the

Versailles Gallery; of Ponsard and Colin d'Harleville, for the Theatre

Francais ; of Cardinal Mazarin and the Due de Luynes, for the Bibliotheque

Imperiale ; of Hippolyte Flandrin, Duret, Rossini, and Hippolyte Lebas,

for the Institut de France ; and of Beethoven, Donizetti, Bo'ieldieu, Herold,

Lesueur, and other composers, for the Conservatoire of Music.

The Administration also subscribed towards the execution of commemo

rative monuments of Vercingelorix, the Gallic opponent of Julius Cesar; a

colossal statue in copper repousse, erected in the Department of Puy-de-

Ddme, of Vauban for Avallon, and of Bella for Grignon, &c

It should be mentioned that in addition to all these commissions, pur

chases and subscriptions, the whole of the money taken at the doors of the

Annual Exhibition, or Salon, of the Fine Arts in Paris, is expended in the

purchase of pictures and sculpture, which are afterwards placed in the

galleries of the Luxembourg and Versailles, or in the museums and civic

buildings of the Provinces.

Engravers received commissions for commemorative medals, of the Uni

versal Exhibition of 1867, of the late artist Ingres, and of the Voyage of

the Emperor to Algeria ; and line and seal engraving was encouraged by

orders of importance.

Fine art education was aided by the introduction of many improvements

in the schools under the direction of, or receiving support from, the state ; the

collections of models and books in these schools were largely increased ; and

the result of those improvements, says the document in question, warrant

the hope that they will be crowned with success.

A certain sum of money is set apart for aiding, by subscription, the pub

lication of expensive and valuable works ; amongst the works aided is this

way in 1 868 were ' Le Museo Napoleon III,' the ' Necropole de Camiros,' ' La

Renaissance monumentale,' ' Histoire de la Sainte Chapelle,' ' GJuvres

de Bernard Palissy,' ' Les Lvangiles,' ' Les Collections celebres,' ' Les an-

ciennes Tapisseries,' 'Grammaire des Arts du Dessin,' 'Architecture de

l'epoque de Louis XVI,' ' Peintures murales des chapelles de Notre Dame

de Paris,' ' Scriptura de Mttsica Sacra Mediavi,' ' Bibliographic generate des

Beaux-Arts,' &c. Subscriptions were also continued in aid of the follow
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ing works :—' Histoire des Peintres do toutes les ecoles,' ' Voyages dans

l'ancienne France,' ' Histoire de l'Art egyptien,' 1 Architecture romainc du

Midi de la France,' ' Revue Archaeologique,' and ' Revuo generale de 1'Archi

tecture.' Finally, under this head, a portion of the sum allotted was applied

to various works completed during the year 1868, including,, amongst

Others :—"Monuments modernes de la Perse, Ninire, et Assyrie,' 'Le Sera-

peum de Memphis,' ' Dietionnaire do 1'Architecture francaise du 11* et 16c

siecles,' ' L'Art Chretien,' 'Egypte et la Nubie,' 'Cites et Raines rnneri-

caines,' 'Ejrlises de Bourgti et Villages,' ' Architecture civile et religieuBe

en Syrie,* ' L'Art hormoniqne aux 12»etl8° sieeles,' ' Etudes sur la Mugiqne

grecque,' Sec The copies subscribed for, amounting to more than a thou

sand during tile year, were distributed amongst the public libraries and

schools.

The account of what has been done for the historical monuments and

other public buildings in France has a special interest for the readers of

Tub Aschitecx.

The very important restorations in hand of the church of Notre Dame at

Laon and the remarkable edifice of Notre Dame at Dijon, tho Chateau of

Pierrefonds, the Chapel of tho Chateau of Vincennes, and the Sainte

Chapello, Paris, have been carried on with as much activity as during

former years.

The famous Chateau of Blois has been the object of important works ;

the -restoration of the Louis XII. buildings has been complotod, and that of

the chapel approaches its termination.

The repairs of the great Amphitheatre of Nimes have been carried on so

as to consolidate the building, and to a considerable extent, as wo can

testify from personal observation during the spring of last year ; and it is

said that several interesting discoveries have been made there.

The repairs of the following churches have also been steadily pursued :—

those of Mouzon, Rouflac, Eu, Germiny, Saint-Sernin at Toulouse, at. I

Saint-Etienne at Auxerre.

Government has also subscribed towards, and otherwise assisted, the

restoration of the following churches :—Benevent, that of the College of

Saint-Raymond at Toulouse, of Vivoin, Saint-Yrieix, Saint-Eusebe, at

Auxerre, of St.-Pere-90U8-Vesela,y, Soissons, Braisne, Saint-Desire, Treguier,

of the Abbey of St-Matthieu, the Tower of Constance, the' churches of

Montresos, Senlis, Noyon,flaint-Leu-d'EsseTent, Murbach, Guebwiller, the

Abbey d'Abondance in Upper Savoy, and the churches of St.-Loup-de-Naud,

La Chapelle-sur-Crecy, Poissy, Saint Maixent, Vaison, and Nieul-sur-

FAstise.

The following is the account of work done in connection with important

public buildings during the year :—

Archives op the Empire.—The new wing of this establishment was

terminated, and the most precious documents in the collection have been

arranged in the new rooms, which occupy two floors.

Chateau of Saikt Germains.—The northern facade is completely re

stored and also the grand staircase, and the works are also well advanced

on the eastern facade. The attempt to restore this old castle to as nearly

as possible its primitive appearance is one of the most interesting works of

tho present time. The building, which was not long since a prison, is now

devoted to the purposes of a Gallo Roman museum, which is already jex-

tensire, and will shortly be greatly oxlended.

Ecole des BeaTOtAets.—The great inner court of the building has been

covered with a glass roof, decorated, and converted into a museum of casts

from the antique.

The Louvre.—Several of the antique sculpture galleries, and the fine

gallery known as the Salle dee Empereurs, have been completely restored and

reopened to Hie public. Two grand staircases are in future to give ingress

and egress to the public ; one of these is already in use, and now forms the

only entrance to the galleries of the Louvre above stairs. This portion of

the establishment has not only been completely renovated, but increased by

the addition of more than one gallery on the ground floor.

The TurLEBiES.—The works performed here are truly gigantic As soon

as the corner of the palace near the river, known as the Pavilion de Flore,

was rebuilt, the gallery wbich connects that part with the beautiful build

ing of Henry II. and those of Napoleon III., known as the Gakrie du

Carroutel, was demolished. This was only about two years since, and the

whole of the new work has been finished and the gallery roofed in for some

time, and the internal works got well in hand. This wing includes, besides

a considerable Bection ofthe great gallery of pictures, a new Salic deaEtals,

to replace that in the Louvre of Napoleon HI., and which is to be given up

to the museum. The pictures are being re-hung in the new gallery.

Sevres MAirorACTORr.—The whole of this establishment is being rebuilt

on a site near the old one. Tho offices are finished and occupied, and

tho museum, workshops, engine-house, and dependencies arc progressing

fast.

Blbxiotuectuk Imperiaie.—The great reading-room, with the library, in

the midst of which it is placed, is, as the readers of The Architect know,

not only completed, but open to readers. The old buildings facing the Place

.Louvois are demolished, and the new facade commenced.

New Opera House.—The main works of this building have not advanced

much, the credit granted not being sufficient for the purpose. The money

in hand has been expended principally in covering various parts of the

building, so as to prevent injury to the work. The dressing of the outer

walls has been continued, and the staircases and lobbies. Tho various

works of art arc being prepared in the artists' ateliers.

Such are tho services which the State in France has performed for Art and

her treasures in a single year !

Bodmin—Cornwall County Asylum.—The Commissioners in Lunacy

in their latest report, speaking of the new building for private patients

recontly erected from designs by Messrs. Norman and Hine, Architects,

Plymouth, say :—' Tne accommodation is of tho most complete kind, and

nothing has been spared to mako it suitable to patients of the better and

more educated class. We are not acquainted with any that would compare

with it, supplied at such low rates of payment.'

ESTIMATES FOR PUBLIC WORKS IN THE

PRESENT YEAR,

rpHE Estimates for the present year show a net decrease in comparison

-L with the past year of 52,726/. ; the total estimate for this year being

1,223,806/. Of this sum 30,535/. is allotted to the Queen's palaces, 3,41 6/.

to palaces partly in the Queen's occupation, and the remainder to palaces

not used by Her Majesty. The proposed new works include fire mains and

tanks at Buckingham Palace, at a cost of 6,500/. At Windsor Castle the

special works are new stores for furniture, making the passages iu the Star

Building fire-proof, laying oak floors in State Rooms, iron staircases to

Plato Rooms, diverting the drainage of the Castle and buildings from the

Thames, and a variety of smaller works. For the palaces not in Her

Majesty's occupation, there is a vote of 4,500/. for diverting the drainage of

Hampton Court from the Thames.

The Royal parks and pleasure grounds are estimated to cost 128,877/.

This vote includes the completion of a river embankment at Battersea, and

completing the new range of hot-houses at Kew, the proposed cost being

2,307/. ; new iron railings and gates at Regent's Park, estimated to cost,

when complete, 25,000/. ; widening the carriage drive from Hyde Park

Corner to Albert Gate, estimated at 1,020/. ; extension of horse ride in Hyde

Park, 2,017/. The following works are also included :—Gilding portions of

the entrance gates at Hyde Park Corner and Marble Arch, 514/. ; reducing

the depth and purifying tho Serpentine—a moiety of the cast, 13,125/.;

new plant house, &c, at Victoria Park, 362/.

The estimate for the ordinary work on public buildings is 122,479/.,

showing a decrease of 16,416/. ; this vote includes rents for hired accom

modation for pubb'c departments, amounting to 36,188/., and 10,402/. for

rates and taxes. There is also a vote for the erection of a now library for

King"s College, Aberdeen, a new house for the Astronomer Royal, at the

Royal Observatory, and works at the Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh. The

mm of 240/. is allotted for a new window in Parliament Hall, and 4,000/.

for new record rooms in the Scotch capital.

The proposed charge for furniture for all the public offices, inducting the

numerous hiied offices, about 130 separate buildings, is put at the moderate

sum of 13,245/.

Jn connexion with the Houses of Parliament there is a provision for

buying property between the Victoria Tower and Millbank Street to the

amount of 25,000/., in part purchase of a block of buildings which was

originally estimated to cost 150,000/. ; and there is an estimate of 50.000/.

for the Houses themselves. These proposed new works are for the central

hall, increasing light and decorating walls, 8,000/. ; Queen's robing room,

500/. ; Royal staircase, 4,000/. ; increasing light in rooms round central

hall, 2,000/. ; decoration of St. Stephen's Crypt, 500/. For warming, venti

lating, &c, the estimate is 16,072/.; for works of art, 1,450/. This sum

completes the estimate of 4,000/. for Herbert's ' Judgment of Daniel,' and

800/., balance of contract, for a chronological series of sovereigns now in

course of erection in the Royal Gallery.

For tho acquisition of additional land for the new public offices in

Downing Street a sum of 48,000?. is to be voted ; the original estimate was

104,000/., which now appears at 147,000/. ; and for the new Home and

Colonial Offices tho proposed vote is 32,000/. Tho east wing of the new

Record Office is estimated at 30,000/. for the present year, the total original

estimate being 61,000/. For the restoration of tho Chapter House at West

minster 3,635/. is to be voted, part of an original estimate of 25,000/.

The enlargement of the National Gallery figures for 55,000/. in the present

year. The original amount for the acquisition of land on the northern

side of the present building was 128,000/., but this has been increased to

142,675/. The new buildings for the University of London stand for

30,000/. during the present year, being the like amount to that voted last

year; the original estimate for this structure was 72,000/., but the revised

amount is 89,000/., to include bookcases, sculpture, &c.

The University buildings at Glasgow stand for 20,000/. in the estimates,

being an instalment of 120,000/., to-which the and -from the public funds is

limited. The Industrial Museum at Edinburgh is to have an allowance of

10,000/. for tho extension of the halls and the completion of the western

section of the Museum. Burlington House is to hare a vote of 64,834/.

for the erection of the new building on tho site of the wings, for the ac

commodation of the learned bodies. The total of this estimate is 160,000/.,

which includes a provision for the purchase of a portion of tho Albany

Chambers for the improvement of the site.

The vote for the Post Office and Inland Revenue buildings shows a largo

increase for the present year. The proposed vote under this head is

135,041/., being an increase of 45,575/. over tho estimate of last year. Tho

amount required for the erection of the new offices in St. Martin s-le-Grand

in the present year is 60,000/., out of 150,000/., the total estimate for the

building; and the balance of the sum to be voted is to be spent on the

post offices at Cardiff, Derby, Hastings, Sheffield, Proston, and other places.

The harbours, &c. under the -control of the Board of Trade are estimated to

cost 69,475/. this year, being a reduction on the estimates of last year for

this sorvice of no less than 47,200/. ; of the total sum 28,000/. is estimated

for Dover, 22,000/. for Alderney, 16,000/. for Holyhead, 437/. for Port-

patrick, and 5,300/. for Portland. This gigantic work appears nearly com

pleted. Tho total estimate having been 1,049,125/., and the amount

already expended 1,023,526/. The total cost, therefore, appears to be less

than the original estimate.

There is to be a vote for the Wellington Monument of 2,000/., and of

667/. towards tho original estimate of 2,000/. for a monument to Lord

Palmerston.

Tho total estimate for works in Ireland is 145,455/. This includes the

works for coast guard stations, new works at the law courts and offices,

police and constabuliry buildings, grants for new schoolhouses, model

schools, and a model farm ; also the cost of dredging and maintaining har

bours and fishery piers. Lighthouses abroad arc estimated to cost 31,810/.,

including a portion of tho cost of a new one at Inagua, and on the Bird

Rocks at tho Bahamas, each of which is estimated in total at 10,000/.

Another branch of the votes for these sen-ices is that for embassy bouses
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abroad; those at Paris and Madrid are estimated to cost 1,887/., while

those at Constantinople, China, Japan, &c., stand for 62,585/., being a de

crease of more than 10,000/. in the estimates of last year. Out of the sum

to be roted this year, 35,000/. is for China and 10,000/. for Japan, the

total estimate for the works in China alone being 179,382/.; there is also

an estimate of 20,000/. for the cost of a mission-house at Tehran, of which

8,000/. is to be expended in the present year. In addition to this estimated

outlay the staff of the Office of Works is estimated to cost 34,222/., which

includes a new officer, called the Secretary for Works and Buildings, who is

to have tho especial charge of that portion of the office duties.

ANCIENT MAPS OF PARIS.

New Historical Museum.

PARIS is already rich in Museums. Besides the magnificent galleries of

the Louvre, there is the museum of the Hotel Cluny, which contains

one of the finest mediaeval collections in the world. At St. Germain's is a

new museum devoted to illustrations of the history of France, and another

establishment is now being prepared for the reception exclusively of antiqui

ties belonging to Paris itself. This newmuseum is placed in an old mansion,

known as the Hotel Carnavalet, in the neighbourhood of the Place de la

Baatile. This mansion is famous in more than one respect: in the first

place, it was originally decorated with sculpture* by one of the greatest

artists France has yet produced, poor Jean Goujon, who "was brutally assas

sinated at the massacre of Saint Bartholomew (these works still exist, and

have been carefully restored) ; and, secondly, it was for a considerable time

the residence of the famous Madame de Sevigny.

Considerable collections of city antiquities are scattered about Paris, and

will, doubtless, mostly find their way in time to tho Hotel Carnavalet ;

for in France, as in England, it is invariably found that a well-established

public museum attracts donations from all quarters.

Maps of Paris will naturally form a department in the new gallery, and

the following list of plans, already in possession of the city authorities, will

interest many persons :—

1. A plan, in manuscript, found in the Abbey St. Victor, and showing

Paris as it was in the year 1400. This map was engraved by Dheullard in

17*6.

2. Another original plan made from tapestry work, of about the same

period. These are tho oldest topographical records of Paris known to

exist, with the exception of representations of some public edifices painted

on the margins of on old manuscript presented to the city of Paris by M.

Firmin Didot, the well-known printer, publisher, and bibliopolist.

3. A plan of Paris of the time of Henry II., 1560.

4. An Italian plan of the date of 1566.

5. The plan of Quesnel, in twelve sheets, in the reign of Henry IV., 1609.

6. A plan bearing date 1615, engraved by Bo Witt, of Amsterdam.

7. Another, engraved in Holland in 1620.

8. A plan, executed in 1651, but which shows only tlje streets.

9. The plans of Boisseau and of Goniboust, both produced in 1652.

10. Defers plan, 1692.

11. The plan of Jouvin do Eochefort, 1697.

From the commencement of the eighteenth centnry to the present time

the maps of Paris may be counted by dozens, the best known being thoso

of Felibicn, Tnrgot, Bonamy, and Verniquot.

This series of plans is curious, not only as showing the gradual growth

of the city, but also the successive enlargement of the eity boundaries,

which originally included only the island on which stands the fine old

church, now Cathedral, of Notre Dame, and are now represented by tho

grass-grown slopes, never, it is hoped, to be blackened by powder, of the

fortifications which surround the city.

Attached to the Hotel is a large courtyard, and workmen were for the

time occupied in setting up there the stones of a curious old arch,

lately removal to make room for tho new courts of assize built in the rear

of the Palais do Justice. It is more than probable that as the demolitions

of Paris proceed, other interesting relics will be found for the court of the

new museum.

FERNDALE COLLIERY EXPLOSION.

ALOUD and terrible response has been given to the text of our

article on Colliery Explosions printed on April 10. In the

Ferndale Colliery (in which, in November 1667, 108 persons perished

by the most fearful calamity that yet has devastated the underground

kingdom) an explosion took place on the 10th current, in which it is

feared that at least 60 miners have lost their lives. The work9 are

of great extent, carefully ventilated, and divided into three separate

portions, with such precaution that, when the shock occurred in the

Dufrryn part of the mine, the miners in the second division were un

injured, and those in tho third were positively unaware of the occur

rence. It would be difficult to imagine any circumstances more

creditable to the general arrangement of the works or to the care exer

cised by the proprietors and managers.

The moral to which we pointed on the occasion above referred

to is_ to be found repeated in a brief line of one of the telegrams

describing the attempts to re-enter the mine. 'As unlocked safety

lamp was found in the vicinity of the explosion.' How long will it

be before such measures are enforced as will put it out of the power

of any individual miner, by carelessness, by foolhardiness, or by stu

pidity, to produce such fearful calamity ? Each miner should be

searched and each lamp examined before being allowed to enter a

.mine, and unpickable locks should be used.

One wing of the new building at Dulwich College, capable of accom

modating 360 boys, will be opened at Midsummer.

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

(The Legal View.)

THE difficulty of the English law at the present time, whether caused by

the complex rolations of modern society or by tho way in which the

law is created and promulgated, or whother it is owing to a combination of

both causes, has undeniably this, amongst other rosults, that it is next to

impossible for any one to understand the legal effect of his contracts or his

other acts, unless he has given a considerable amount of attention to the

study of the law. To give suoh attention requires, however, much more

leisure than can usually be afforded by those who are not connected with

the law as a profession, and most people are in consequence in a state of

the most entire ignorance of the most elementary principles of the law to

which they are subject, and which dictates their various rights and duties.

One of the forms in which this ignorance shows itself is extreme careless

ness in entering into contracts evon when of the most important nature.

Few persons pay any attention to the wording of the writings which they

sign, and are often afterwards much surprised at the legal construction

that is put upon expressions and sentences which they hardly noticed when

they entered into the contract. The experience acquired by one individual

in the course of a legal proceeding is seldom appreciated by others who are

not directly interested in the question then at issue, and hence it is that

documents are ever}- day executed by people who are quite ignorant of their

real effect, and who would bo horrified if they knew the meaning which the

law attaches to the engagements into which they so readily enter.

In former days the evil of reckless contracts was thought so great that

the law sometimes gave rolief simply on the ground of the hardship im

posed on one of the parties. Bonds to secure the payment of money are

the most familiar instances of this. By the plain construction of a bond

in the usual form, if the obligor did not actually pay* the money mentioned

in the condition on the appointed day, he became liable to pay the larger

amount mentioned in the obligatory part of the bond.

Tho Court of Chancery at a very early period interfered to prevent the

obligor from suffering this hardship, and the obligee was compelled to be

satisfied with the amount of the debt and interest and damages for the delay

in the payment. Later still a statute of Anne gave the obligor similar

relief at law. The same principle has been extended to other cases where

a person contracts to pay a penalty (except where it is by way of liquidated

damages) on the non-performance of a contract.

The tendency of the Courts at the present day is, however, to allow per

sons to contract as they like, whether the contracts are foolish or not. Tho

old authorities relating to penalties aro still followed, but the Courts decline

to extend their principle any further. The mere fact of hardship imposed

upon one of the parties to a contract is no ground for relief at law or in

equity unless the circumstances come directly within the authority of cases

already decided.

There is, perhaps, no class of contracts in which greater recklessness of

consequences is shown than in building contracts. When the owner of

land wants to build upon it, he generally chooses an architect in whom he

has confidence, and then advertises for tenders for tho buildings, and having

chosen a contractor to do the work, he confides tho superintendence of the

erection of the buildings to the architect. One of the commonest terms in

building contracts is, that tho work is to be paid for by instalments as it

progresses, on the architect giving certificates from time to time that the

work is properly done. It is also generally stipulated expressly that no

money is to be paid either during the construction or on the completion of

the building, unless the builder obtains from the architect a certificate that

the building is being built or is completed, as the case may be, to his

satisfaction.

Such a stipulation as this practically leaves the builder entirely at the

mercy of the architect, who is thus placed in the position of an arbitrator

between the landowner and the builder. The effect of these stipulations in

building contracts has more tlian once come before the Courts. In Clarke

v. Watson (13 W. K. 345) tho action was by a contractor against a land

owner for payment for work done under a building contract which required

(in the usual form) that the plaintiff should not be paid until the defen

dant's architect had given a certificate that the work was properly completed.

The declaration averred that the architect withheld his certificate impro

perly, and claimed payment as if the certificate had been given. The Court

held on demurrer that the declaration was bad, and that the improper

refusal of tho architect to give the certificate did not dispense with the per

formance by the plaintiff of the condition that he should get the certificate

which was precedent to his right of action against the defendant.

This latter point aroBe in the ease of Davis v. Taylor, in the Court of

Exchequor last week. The action was by a builder, under a building

contract in tho ordinary form, against the architect. The declaration

alleged that the defendant knew that the plaintiff had properly completed

the work, and that without reasonable cause, and fraudulently and malici

ously, and to injure the plaintiff, he withheld his certificate, whereby the

plaintiff was unable to obtain payment from the landowner. There was a

demurrer to the declaration, and the Court have reserved their judgment.

Clarke v. Watson shows that if the architect, in such cases as these,

chooses to withhold his certificate, however improperly, the builder is

entirely without remedy against the landowner as he has not got the

certificate, and it has hitherto been the general opinion that no action could

be maintained by the builder against the architect, who is under no duty

towards the builder either by contract or otherwise.

It would seem, from a dictum of Willes, J., in Clarke r. Wason, that if

the architect refused to exercise his judgment, and declined to consider tho

matter at all, the proper course for the builder would be to call upon the

landowner to appoint some other architect to act in the matter. If the

landowner refused to do so, it is possible that the builder might have a

remedy, as the landowner might then be considered as being in the position

of a person who had never appointed an architect, and had thereby himself

rendered the performance of the condition precedent impossible. If the land

owner by any act of his own prevents the builder from getting the certificate,

the absence of the certificate cannot be raised by the landowner as a defence
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to an action by the builder. It has been decided {Batterbury v. Vyse, 1 1

W. R. 891) that if the architect refuses to give the certificate in collusion
■with the landowner, the builder is relieved from the necessity of obtaining

it, and can maintain an action for payment without the certificate.

It does not often happen, however, that an architect refuses to come to

an opinion on the subject of the works under his charge, or that a land

owner can be proved to have caused his architect to refuse a certificate, or

that it can be shown that an architect has acted maliciously in refusing a

certificate. The ordinary case is (and it is one that frequently happens)

that the architect, whether rightly or wrongly, has himself formed an opinion

that the works are not properly done. The correctness of this opinion can

not in these cases be subjected to any test, as the builder has beforehand

engaged that his payment shall depend upon the contingency of getting the

certificate.

So far we have only dealt with the builder's rights at law, but in equity

he is in no bettor position. In Slits v. Smith (34 Beav. S08) it was held

that a builder had no remedy against a landowner whose architect refused

to give a certificate, unless there was either fraud or the accounts were too

complicated to be taken at law. Practically, the builder's position is the

same in equity as at law. The builder under an ordinary building con

tract is therefore entirely at the mercy of the architect, who is a judge from

whoso decision there is no appeal.

The chief objection to such a state of things depends not so much upon

the fact that the builder must submit to the decision of the architect,

because that is nothing more than is voluntarily accepted by every litigant

who consents to an arbitration. The real hardship is that the arbitrator is

the architect who is employed and paid solely by the landowner, and thus

there may be a direct clash between the claims of the builder and the

interests of the architect's employer. The architect is thus placed in a

position which no one Should occupy. It resembles somewhat the case of a

man who is judge in his own case. Such a position renders it possible for

an unscrupulous architect to do great injustice, and at the same time makes

it difficult for one who is scrupulous to do his employer justice, and it

ought, therefore, to be avoided. We do not for a moment mean to say that

architects placed in this position do not generally do their duty and do it

well. On the contrary, we believe that in the majority of cases they strive

to do justice to both parties ; but notwithstanding this they are necessarily

open to suspicion on account of their position, which in itself is far more

difficult than that of an ordinary arbitrator who is equally independent of

both parties.

The simplest remedy for this evil would be to appoint some independent

person who should, in case of dispute, be the ultimate arbitrator between

the builder and the landowner. It would be easy to adopt a form of con

tract which should contain such a provision, and if builders were once

thoroughly aware of tho legal construction of their ordinary contracts it is

probable that they would, in their own defence, insist upon the insertion of

some such provision as we have suggested. In the meantime some good

may be done by pointing out the objections that there are to the common

form of building contracts which is now generally in use.—Solicitors' Journal

and Reporter, June 12.

REVIEWS.

Villa and Cottage Architecture. Select Examples of COUN

TRY AND SUBURBAN RESIDENCES RECENTLY. ERECTED ; WITH A

full Descriptive Notice of Each. London : Blackie & Son,

Paternoster Row.

Example is better than precept, says an old proverb ; and if this be

true, Messrs. Blackie, by collecting 32 examples of the work of 19 archi

tects into this handsome volume, may be supposed to have done more

for those who build houses than they could have done by publishing

an elaborate treatise. The value of such a book must always depend

upon the excellence of the buildings given in it, the appropriate

ness of the selection for practical purposes, and the completeness with

which the examples are shown. Sound judgment and knowledge of

the subject appear to us to have been brought to bear on all that

belongs to the descriptions and illustrations of the buildings selected,

but the appropriateness and excellence of the designs chosen vary re

markably : the best are, of their kind, very good indeed ; there are, on

the other hand, some which it would have been a benefit to the volume

and a kindness to their architects to have suppressed ; and between

these two extremes the bulk of the illustrations may be taken as fair

average samples of what they profess to be—dwelling-houses of from

500/. to 2,5001. cost, executed from the designs of known architects,

English and Scotch. The English contributors are—Messrs. Ayliffe,

Hanks & Barry ; Ewan Christian ; Darbishire ; Hine & Evans ; Ken

dall, jun. ; Lamb ; Paull ; Speakman & Charlesworth ; Truefitt ;

Walker ; and Walters. The Scotch ones are—Messrs. Baird ; Cousin ;

Gordon; Rochead; Shiells; A. &G. Thomson; and Walker.

The most striking designs in the volume undoubtedly come from

Scotland ; and we cannot but regret that the editor ofa book which hap

pens to furnish so good an opportunity of contrasting the peculiarities

of Scottish and English work should nave failed or neglected to obtain

more houses built by the foremost men of the most active school of Eng

lish architecture. It is true Mr. Ewan Christian is represented here, but

we look in vain for any example of Mr. Scott, Mr. Ferrey, Mr. Street,

Mr. Burges, Mr. E. W. Godwin, Mr. Somen Clarke, Mr. Blom-

field, Mr. Waterhouse, Mr. Norman Shaw, or Mr. Nesfield; and

we regret the absence of these names. Their best works would have

illustrated the real adaptability of Gothic to domestic works of

moderate size and pretensions, in a better manner than much of

the doubtful Gothic which the volume contains. And we are

English enough to wish that some South-country work had been in

troduced of as high a character as the fine and exquisitely wrought-

out designs of Messrs. A. & G. Thomson of Glasgow, who have-

shown again in the works they contribute to this volume, as

they have shown elsewhere in various ways, that it is not impossible

so to treat Greek architecture as to make it adapt itself to the rough

materials and keen climate of a Northern country without losing its

peculiar character and beauty.

Wo are permitted by the courtesy of the publishers to reproduce-

one of the plates (there are 80 in all), showing the plans and a per

spective view of one of Messrs. Thomson's buildings—a pair of semi

detached villas.

The plate we have selected givesa fair example of the executionof the

whole—pains-taking, distinct, well arranged on thepage (in itselfagreat

merit), but deficient inspirit, to an extent which is so far from setting off

the designs that the engraver in some caseshasbarely done themjustice.

The most spirited plates considered as engravings in the bookareNo. 63,

a villa by Messrs. Paull & Ayliffe ; Nos. 55 and 50, representing Mr.

Truefitt's own dwelling house at Holloway, the cheapness and com

pactness of which are not unknown to fame ; and No. 24, representing a

very original design for a park-wall and gates, by Messrs. Thomson.

A little more of what the French call chic, even in these plates, and &

good deal more of it in the remainder of the book, would have doubled

its popularity, and that not so much by unfairly concealing defects as-

by bringing out the real play of light and shade.

Apart from this tameness, the getting up of the volume does great

credit alike to the editor and the publishers. The explanations are

lucid, useful, and not too long, and the selection of drawings made in

those cases where all the plans or elevations of a house are not given

is judicious.

Such a work as this may often furnish a valuable series of pre

cedents to be looked over by gentlemen intending to build, and may

furnish the basis of their instructions to their architects. The houses

are not so given that it would be easy for an adventurous builder to

attempt to reproduce them from these engraved plans alone ; and for

such a purpose the authors of the designs (which ought to be duly-

registered) would, of course, not have lent their plans. As a series

of executed examples the work will often, no doubt, be serviceable to

architects ; and though here and there it may be cited in support of

things which but few approve at the present day, that blemish need not

seriously interfere with its present usefulness ; while, should another

edition be called for, a judicious and resolute use of the pruning knife-

might entirely remove it.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

DOUBLE VILLA AT LANQ8IDE. QLASOOW.

THIS building has been erected from the designs of Messrs. A. & G .

Thomson of Glasgow.

The clever mode in which extreme variety is procured by the

simple expedient, suggested in this instance by peculiarities in the site,

of reversing the plans of the two houses will catch the eye at once.

It is open to the objection that one or other house is likely to have in

appropriate aspects given to some of its rooms ; but it is none the less

highly ingenious. Some of the peculiarities of Scottish planning,

notably the downstairs bed-room and the upstairs drawing-room, and

the position of some of the conveniences, are illustrated on the plans.

The treatment is well adapted to free-stone, the material used,

and appropriate to the square windows in familiar use in England.

Special precautions have been taken to render the roofsecure notwith

standing its flatness, and we learn that the lining of the walls in

dining and drawing-room is almost entirely executed in wood, with a

good deal of decorative treatment.

The cost of this pair of villas is stated at a few shillings under

2,250/. The date of their erection, 1856-7. This building is here

illustrated by permission of Messrs. Blackie & Co.

ANCIENT METAL WORE.

THE examples of iron-work illustrated in the accompanying sheet

are principally from the county of Sussex. The corner of an old

chest shows some early metal work, binding the construction in a

very strong manner ; but, in spite of the precautions taken, it is now

decayed and broken to pieces. This, as well as the lock, railing head,

and chancel screen, are from Chichester Cathedral ; the latter is a

most curious instance of the use of stamped work, which the illustra

tion shows full-size. In this method of ornamentation, the ends of tho

scrolls have been divided, beaten thin, then stamped on both the

insides, and afterwards pressed together. How different this is from

the indiscriminate use that is now made of stamped work ! This

description of work is certainly no apology for the modern pressed

leafage. The leaves we now see are thin and brittle, being welded on

near the beginning of the leaf (clumsily enough usually), and their

designs are such that they look like stucco, or anything except stamped

leaves.

Lately; a new chancel screen has replaced the old one ; in many of

its parts it is a copy of the earlier one, and is a praiseworthy effort on

the part of a local tradesman. The contrast between this work and

the more ambitious metal standards near is very great, the ornate

elegance of the latter being quite out of keeping with an interior so-

grandly severe as Chichester Cathedral. B. J. T.
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THE ROOF OF THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL.

WE gave, in the ' Ahchitkct' for Juno 5, an illustration of the wrought-

iron roof which is being' erected over this building, and wo now

give those descriptive details of its construction which we were then un

avoidably obliged to omit.

The roof is domical and oval in plan, the major and minor axes inside

the walls being 219 feet 4 inches and 185 feet 4 inches respectively, the

oval being of such a form that it is a very near approximation to a true

ellipse.

The principle of the roof is composite, there being a wrought iron flanged

curb bedded on the top of the wall, and radiating curvod and braced prin

cipals connected together and stiffened by trussed purlins, and two minor

oval curbs at the crown of the roof connected together by diagonal bracing,

and leaving a clear oval opening in the centre of the roof of 23 feet by 18

feet.

The materials in the structure are so disposed that the curved principals

(acting as girders or trusses) are capable of carrying their own weight and

the structural framework of the roof, including purlins, roof and ceiling

rafters ; and the main wall curb is capable of taking the thrust induced in

the curved principals from the weight of the roof covering, ceiling, wind,

and snow, so that no portion of the structure under the greatest estimated

load would be strained to more than 6 tons per sectional inch. Tho strains

on the principals and the wall curb are apportioned by means of folding

wedge adjustments between the feet of tho principals and the curb : thus by

slackening or tightening the wedges the whole of the thrust can be brought

on the curb or on the curved ties of the principals ; but in every caso of

loading, the strains are communicated to tho ties of the principals or tho

curb by means of tho top flange of tho principals acting as an arch, which

is retained in the required position by means of the bracing and curved ties.

The illustration gave a general view of tho principals, curbs, and pur

lins ; the intermediate rafters, ceiling rafters, skylights, &c, not being

shown.

The main wall curb is of a mean breadth of about 4 feet, and built up of

a web plate -fg" thick, flange plates 8" wide by fa", connected to the web by

4 angle irons 3" x 3'' x J" thick.

The principals arc composed of built flanges of a T shape, composed of

2 plates 9" and 11" wide by T5a" thick, and 2 angle irons 3" x 3" x ; the

radiating struts are 4 angle irons, each 2^" x 2j" x i", slightly curved and

connected together by cast-iron distance pieces and bolts : the diagonals are

round rods of varying diameter, provided with screwed adjustment. At

the feet of the principals the flanges are connected together and fitted into

cast-iron shoes with curved bearings, which are provided with folding

wedge adjustments for apportioning the strains on the structure.

Tho purlins are composed of double angle iron flanges, channel iron

struts, and flat bar diagonal bracing.

Tho minor curbs, 2 feet 6 inches broad, formed of plates and angle irons,

are connected to the upper and lower flanges of the principals, and to each

other, by diagonal bar bracing ; and the strength and detail of this portion

of tho roof are such that any unequal loading on the roof caused by snow or

wind is transmitted generally, so as to preVent any distortion or disturbance

of the equilibrium of the structure as a whole.

The work throughout is connected together by riveting, has been

manufactured by the Fairbairn Engineering Company, and is being erected

by the contractors, Messrs. Lucas, under tho superintendence of Lieutenant-

Colonel Scott, R.E. ^

THE LAW AND SCIENCE OF ANCIENT LIGHTS.

Br Hokebsham Cox, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

(Continued from p. 305.)

Pabt I.

Section III.—The Degree of Obscuratioii for which Redress may be Obtained.

We come now to consider what degree of obscuration will entitle a plain

tiff to legal or equitable relief. In this respect Courts of Law and Equity

act on different principles, depending on the different kinds ef redress which

they respectively afford. A man may sue at law for damages on account of

the injury actually inflicted ; but if he seeks to prevent an apprehended

injury, or the continuance of ono already sustained, his usual course is to

file a bill in Chancery. In other words, Law will give him compensation

for tho past ; Equity will protect him for the future. Within tho last few

years the suits in Chancery respecting ancient lights have been numerous,

in consequence of the erection of modern lofty buildings in {London and

other cities. The Court of Chancery may grant either an injunction to

restrain the defendant from creating a threatened obstruction, or what is

called a mandatory injunction, commanding him to pull down the building

which causes the injury (Beadel v. Perry, 3 Law Rep. Eq. 465). The Court

of Chancery has also a jurisdiction to decree a compensation in money

instead of the mandatory injunction (Senior v. Pawson, 3 Law Rep.

Eq. 330).

It results from this difference of proceduro that the Common Law Courts

will give damages for an injury which would not be sufficient to justify an

injunction in Chancery. The legal rule is thus expressed in a case of

Hack v. Stacey (2 Car. & P. 466):—'In order to give a right of action and

sustain the issue, there must be a substantial privation of light sufficient to

render the occupation of tho house uncomfortable, and to prevent tho plain

tiff from carrying on his accustomed business on the premises as beneficially

as he had formerly done.' In the late case of Dent v. Auction Mart Co.,

Vice-Chancellor Wood observed, that ' with the single exception of reading

or for and, I apprehend that the above statement correctly lays down tie

doctrine in the manner in which it would now be supported in an action at

law.'

To entitle the plaintiff to an injunction, something more is requisito than

that amount of injury for which damages might be recovered at law. This

is laid down by Lord Westbury in Jackson v. the Duke of Newcastle (33

Law J. Ch. 698), where it is added that the injunction would be granted

' where the darkening of the ancient windows of a dwelling has materially

injured the comfort of those who dwell in it,' and with respoct to places of

trade or business, where the obstruction ' renders the buildings to a material

extent less suitable for the business.' The rule is expressed by Vice-Chan

cellor Kindersley almost in the same terms in Martin v. Headon, but is

inevitably vague. What is moant by ' material ' or ' substantial ' or ' serious ? '

The mere accumulation of such adjectives will not give them precision ;

and it is only by looking at tho circumstances of particular cases that we

can form any idea as to the meaning attached to them by the Court.

In Beadel v. Perry (3 Law Rep. Eq. 465) Vice-Chancellor Stuart referred to

a very distinct and definite rule, but unfortunately it is ono which cannot be

applied in the most critical cases. His Honour said :— ' The Metropolitan

Building Act is framed on the principle that the height of a building on the

opposite side of the street should not exceed the breadth of tho street.

That is, if the street be 40 feet wide, the height of the buildings on the

opposite side must not exceed 40 feet. I have had means of ascertaining

from one of the most eminent judges in the Common Law Courts that, as

a goneral proposition,' the Courts of Law are now disposed to take this

view. It has been clearly proved in this case that opposite to the plaintiff's

ancient lights the defendant has built a wall very much higher than the

distance between them and the wall, and to that extent the defendant must

in my opinion take his wall down. There must be a mandatory injunction

to that effect.'

This was in effect a decision that the plaintiff was entitled to preserve all

tho light which entered his windows above a plane inclined at an angle of 4 5

degrees to the horizon. But it does not appear whether the angle was to

be measured from the top or tho bottom of his windows. The difference

might be very material to the defendant, and involve the demolition of

several feet of his new wall. It appears by the statement of the case that

tho plaintiff's first floor windows were opposite an old wall of the defen

dant's which was somewhat higher, but permitted the light to enter even at

the tops of those windows at an angle of 40 degrees. The injury consisted

in building a now and higher wall.

In the recent case of Lanfranchi v. Mackenzie (4 Law Rep. Eq. 421),

Vice-Chancellor Malins seems to have decided that the title to relief must

depend upon the question whether there is a material abstraction of the

light required for ordinary purposes, and that the occupation of the plain

tiff's house for a business requiring an unusual amount of light will not

give him a special claim to an injunction. But the critical and difficult

cases are where, by reason of obstructions more ancient than that of which

the plaintiff complains, his right to light is much restricted, and the rule

respecting 45 degrees is consequently inapplicable. For instance, in the case

of Martin v. Headon (2 Law Rep. Eq. 425), not only the whole of ' sky-area '

below the angle of 45 degrees, but a great deal more, was already shut out

by pre-existing obstructions, for which the defendant was not responsible.

Tho effect of the new building, of which complaint was made, was to de

crease the already limited light by about 13 degrees measured horizontally,

and 8 or 9 degrees measured vertically. This, the Vice-Chancellor Kin

dersley observed, would be but a trifling diminution if the plaintiff's win

dows had been previously welllighted ; but when tho sky-area already avail

able was very limited, the diminution by even a few degrees became a

sorious matter. In this case it appears to have been proved that about one-

half the sky-area which had been previously open to the plaintiff was shut

out by the defendant's new building, and this was held to be an injury for

which the plaintiff was entitled to relief. Again, in Webb v. Hunt (briefly

reported in the ' Weekly Notes ' of 1866, p. 165), the same Vice-Chancellor

said ' he was of opinion that the effect of the new building was to deprive

the plaintiff's windows of nearly half the amount of light which they

enjoyed prior to its erection,' and decided in the plaintiff's favour.

These two cases supply something like a definite rule. It may be inferred

that where the plaintiff's light is already scanty, the abstraction of one-

half of it—and probably much less—will warrant tho interference of the

Court of Chancery.

Section IV.—Reflected Light and Direct Sunlight.

There remain only two other legal points to be considered as a founda

tion for the optical investigation. Tho first is, that the Court will not

regard offers on the part of the defendant to supply reflected light ; the

second, that the Court regards, not direct solar rays, but the averago

illuminating power of the sky. On the first point, it will be sufficient to

give an extract from the judgment in Yates v. Jack (1 Law Rep. Ch. Ap.

296). Thore the plaintiffs required light for the purpose of sampling

goods, and the defendant produced evidence to show that there would bo

ample light for the business carried on, and that the screening off the direct

rays of the sun would be a positive advantage. Referring to these witnesses,

the Lord Chancollor said:—' Some of them go so far as to say, that for the

purpose of sampling a strong direct light is not desirable, and that the

erection of the new building, by screening the sun's direct rays, will im

prove the quality of the light admitted to the plaintiffs' windows. The

evidence satisfies me that for some purposes of their trade it is necessary

at times to exclude the direct rays of the sun ; and that in what is called

sampling a subdued light may be better than direct sunlight. But this is

not the question. It is comparatively an easy thing to shade off a too

Sowerful glare of sunshine, but no adequate substitute can be found for a

oficient supply of daylight.' On the second point, the following passage

from Vice-Chancellor Wood's judgment in Dent v. Auction Mart Co. (2 Law

Rep. Eq. 238) will suffice :—' Then, lastly, there was the suggestion of

glazed tiles—often made and never listened to by the Court. A person who

wishes to preserve his light has no power to compel his neighbour to pre

serve the tiles, or a mirror, which might be better, or to keep them clean ;

nor has he covenants for these purposes that will run with the land, or

affect persons who take without notice.'

(To be continued.)

A firm in Oshkosh, Wisconsin (U. S.), has contracted to make l,000,00o

feet of wooden tubes, to lay down in that city for gas pipes. Thoy are

made of timber six inches square, bored in the same way as pump barrels.
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PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Copyright of Designs Bill.

In the Lords, on the 1 1th inst., Earl Stanhope presented the petition from

the President and Council of the Royal Institute of British Architects, de

siring Architecture to be included in the provisions of the Copyright of

Designs Bill, which wo give elsewhere, and moved that it bo referred to the

Committee on the Bill, which was agreed to.

The Preston Bail-way Station.

In the Commons, on the 10th, Mr. Hebmon asked the President of the

Board of Trade whether his attention had been called to the state of the

railway station at Preston, owing to deficient platform accommodation for

the traffic through that station ; and whether he would lay upon the table

the last report made by Colonel Yolland on the subject.

Mr. Bright believed that many would agree with him in saying that the

Preston station was one of the most inconvenient and disreputable in the

country, when the amount of traffic which passed through it was taken

into consideration. In 1866 Colonel Yolland made a report upon it, and

it was forwarded to the companies concerned, and also to the Mayor of

Preston ; but nothing had been done, because, although the London and

North-Western and the Lancashire and Yorkshire companies were anxious

to have a new station, they had not hitherto boen able to agree upon the

proportion of the. cost which each ought to bear. He was glad to hear from

his hon. friend the member for York, who was a director of the London

and North-WeBtern Railway, that a plan which had been suggested by the

London and North-Wostern Company was under the consideration of the Lan

cashire and Yorkshire Company, and that there was some reason to hope

that the two companies would be able to come to an agreement, and so

secure much better accommodation than had hitherto existed at Preston.

Ab the subject was being considered by the companies, and was likely to

be settled, perhaps the hon. member would not deem it necessary to print

the report ; but if he thought otherwise, there was no objection to produce

it

The New Law Courts.

Mr. Bentinck asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer whether the Royal

Commission for the Building of the New Courts of Justice had appointed

a committee to examine all the questions of measurement and cost ; and,

if so, whether tho Bill for acquiring the new site on the Thames Embank

ment would be delayed until the committee had reported ; and whether the

Honourable Society of Lincoln's Inn had renewed their offer made in 1860

to provide courts for the Equity Judges within the precincts of their Inn,

and upon'wbat terms.

Tho Chancellor of the Exchequer : It is true tho Royal Commission

have appointed a committee. I cannot state the exact terms of the refer

ence, but in substance it is that the committee shall inquire into tho

measurements of Mr. Street's plan, and also into those of the plan circulated

among the members of the House by the Incorporated Law Society, and so

severely called in question by Mr. Street. It is not necessary that tho

progress of any measure through Parliament should be delayed on account

of the appointment of that committee. I cannot say that the Society of

Lincoln's Inn has made a formal offer of the kind referred to ; but some

thing to that effect was statod by Lord Justice Selwyn to the commissioners

the other day, and no doubt he only said what he had a right to say. From

the statement of his lordship, it appeared that the Society were willing to

renew the proposal if they thought it was likely to be accepted.

South Kensington Museum.

In tho Commons, on the Hth instant, Mr. Dillwtn asked why tho report

of the committee appointed by the Science and Art Department to inquire

into the alleged deterioration of pictures belonging to the National Gallery

deposited at the South Kensington Museum had not yet been presented.

Mr. W. E. Forster said the report had been delayed in consequence of

experiments which scientific men had been engaged in making. He be

lieved, however, it would be presented before the close of the present

Session.

Statues in Palace Yard.

On the 15tb, Mr. Neville-Grexville asked the First Commissioner of

Works what had become of the statue of Sir Robert Peel, lately removed

from Palace Yard ; whether it was to be replaced ; if so, where ; and

whether there were other statues or works of art warehoused in Government

stores ; if so, what were his intentions respecting them.

Lord Elcho also asked the First Commissioner of Works whether

there was any truth in the report that the statue of the late Sir Robert

Peel, which was condemned as an eyesore and discredit to his memory by

the lato Parliament, was about to bo erected within a few feet of the spot

whereon it stood before it was removed by the vote of the House of

Commons.

Mr. Layard replied that the statuo of Sir Robert Peel was now in the

Government stores. (Laughter.) As regards its erection, he was waiting

a communication from the committee having charge of it. There were two

other statues, one of Brunei and the other of Stephenson, in the Govern

ment stores. When he came into office it was proposed that they should

be placed on either side of Canning, but beside the fact that it would be

somewhat inappropriate to place engineers in company with statesmen in

Palace Yard, he found that Canning's statue was 1 1 ft. high, Brunei's 8 ft.,

and Stephenson's 9 ft. (Laughter.) It had been proposed to place these

two statues on the Thames Embankment, certainly an appropriate site for

the statues of eminent engineers. He added that it had been proposed to

place Lord Palmerston's statue on the outside of the railing of Palace Yard ;

but in order to enable people to judge of the effect of it, he had ordered a

model of the statue and pedestal to bo placed there before the site was

positively determined on.

Municipal Government of the Metropolis.

On the 16th, Mr. C. Buxton moved tho second reading of his two

Bills for remodelling, on a comprehensive scale, the municipal government

of the metropolis, admitting, however, at the outset that, as tho Home

Secretary had promised to deal with the subject, ho did not propose to press

them. The plan, as he sketched it, involved the creation of a regular

municipal corporation— Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses, with all the

official machinery—in each of the metropolitan boroughs, and also of a

central corporation for the whole metropolis, elected by the ratepayers of

the metropolis, and consisting of 135 Common Councilmen, Aldermen,

and a Lord Mayor. The chief argument dwelt on by Mr. Buxton in sup

port of his measure was the anarchy of tho present system, of which he

drew a forcible picture. He was seconded by Mr. Moheison, but

Mr. C. Bkntincx moved the rejection of the Bill, though he admitted

that London was tho worst governed metropolis in the world. Mr. Buxton's

remedy was utterly useless, and even mischievous. It was deficient, too,

in all the requisites of municipal reform ; it was opposed to the opinion of

the proposed constituents, and it was a subject which the Government alone

could deal with.

Mr. Locke also opposed the Bill, and sketched a plan of his own by

which the whole of the metropolis would be brought within the scope of tho

City Corporation ; and after some remarks from Sir H. Hoare,

Mr. Bbt;ce admitted that the Government alone could satisfactorily deal

with tho question, but declined to give any pledge as to time, alleging that

they were already pledged for next Session to Irish land (not to mention the

possibility of the Irish Church Bill 'coming back), education, licences, and

local taxation, with local administration and sanitary reform behind. At

the same time he pointed out some considerations against this particular

form of remedy. For most of the functions of municipal administration a

central authoritywould be necessary in London, and there would be nothing

left for the local municipalities to do sufficient to justify their creation.

Concentration of authority in large districts and the adaptation of existing

powers he suggested as the leading principles of legislation, and he hoped,

when he took the question up, to have the assistance of the Corporation of

London.

Mr. Bitxton, after this, withdrew both the Bills.

LEGAL.

Court of Queen's Bench.—June 12.

(Sittings in Banco, before The Lord Chief Justice, and Justices

Blackburn, Meixok, and Hannen.)

EX PARTE WALKKEi, IN HE ORATES.

This was an application to amend a registry of copyright in pictures.

The application was under 5 and 6 Victoria, cap. 45, sec. 14, that if any

person shall deem himself aggrieved by any entry made under colour of the

Act in the book of registry, he may apply to a court to order it to be ex

punged or corrected. Tho 25 and 26 Victoria, cap. 68 (which incorporated

the former Act), provided for a registry of pictures, and under that Act

the applicant had been convicted of piracy of some pictures registered by

Mr. Graves, the well-known publisher of engravings. The entry related to

an oil painting, ' A Piper and a Pair of Nutcrackers,' and two pictures by

Millais, ' My First Sermon,' and ' My Second Sermon,' and three photo

graphs, entitled ' Waiting for the Verdict,' ' The Acquittal,' and * Finding

the Text.' The main defect alleged in the entries was, that whereas Mr.

Graves in each instance was an assignee, the assignor, or the party origi

nally interested , had not registered—that is, that neither the author nor any

subsequent owner or assignee until Mr. Graves himself had registered

The applicant having, however, been convicted upon the evidence of title

afforded by these entries, and being under imprisonment for his alleged

offence, now claimed to have the entries struck out, as not warranted

in law, nor sufficient to sustain the case against him. The court had at

first, on the supposed authority of the case of Chappell v. Purday, dismissed

the application, upon the ground that the Act did not apply, except as to

persons really interested in the copyright or the title, and not to mere

strangers ; but as upon another report of that case it appeared that it had

been misreported, the Court granted the rule, which now came on to be

argued.

The Court held that the entry of Mr. Graves's proprietorship was suffi

cient, and that there might be a copyright in a photograph from a picture,

though there was no copyright in the picture. As to any defect in the de

scription of the work, it might bo amended.—Rule discharged.

Seoond Court.—June 14.

(Before Mr. Justice Hannen and a Special Jury.)

beo. v. 1,0VIBOND.

Mr. Serjeant Parry and Mr. Metcalfe were counsel for the prosecution ;

and the Solicitor-General, Mr. F. White, and Mr. Poland for the de

fendant. '

This was an indictment instituted by tho Metropolitan Board of Works

against the defendant, a brewer, at Fulnam, for erecting a building called

the Tun-room, beyond the general lino of buildings in the Lillie Road,

North End, Fulham, contrary to the regulations of the Building Act.

Several legal points were adverted to and reserved for discussion here

after before the full Court, and the only question on which the opinion of

the jury was sought for by the defendant was whether in fact there was

any general line of buildings in the Lillie Road.

The jury had had a view of the locality, and found that there was no

general line of buildings in the Lillie Road.

A verdict for the prosecution was formally taken, subject to a case for

tho opinion of the Court, the finding of the jury to bo inserted in the

case.

Bolls' Court.- Juno 12.

(Before Master of the Rolls.)

MAZTBY 1'. WARE.

This was a light and air case. The plaintiff is the landlord of the Bird-

in-Hand public-house,'in High Street, Hampstead, for a term having eleven

years to run, and the defendant is a grocer and cheesemonger, and lives

next door. In June, 1868, tho defendant pulled down and began to rebuild

the outer wall of his promises, which abuts on a narrow passage between
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the plaintiff's and defendant's promises, into which tho plaintiff's tap-room

window looks, with the intention of rebuilding it of a greater height than

before. The effect of this, as tho plaintiff alleged, was to darken the tap

room and seriously interfere with his business. The gist of his complaint

was that many of his customers, who had been accustomed to be served in

tho tap-room, had refused to sit in it on account of it being sd darkened,

and insisted on being sorved in the parlour, tho effect of which was to drivo

away the better class of his customers who frequented tho parlour before.

When the wall was nearly completed the plaintiff filed his bill to compel

the defendant to take down the wall to its original height, and obtained an

order upon motion accordingly." In August, 1868, the defendant's motion

to dissolve this order was refused with costs, and tho cause now camo on

for hearing.

His Lordship, looking at the increased height of the wall, could not

doubt that the tap-room had been materially darkened. The grounds of

defence were that the plaintiff had acquiesced in tho erection of the wall,

and that his loss of light in one place had been compensated by gain in

another. Compensation was always set up in these cases, but it was no

real ground of defence ; and it could not be said that the plaintiff had

acquieseed in the wall being built, inasmuch as he had stood still after the

representations of the defendant that there would be compensation ; and

when he found at last that such representations were incorrect, it was not

too late for him to seek a remedy. Nor could it bo said that the suit -was a

frivolous one, inasmuch as the plaintiff had several years of his lease yet to

run. The plaintiff was entitled to a decree with costs, under which the de

fendant would bo compelled to reduce the wall to its original height. This

was dealing out hard measure to the defendant, as he had certainly acted

on the belief that the necessary consent had been oMained to the wall being

increased in height, and he should therefore suggest that tho plaintiff should

waive his strict right under the decree, and consent to his Lordship doing

what, in his opinion, the Court had not jurisdiction to do unless he con

sented—viz., leave it to his Lordship to settle what compensation should be

paid to the plaintiff by the defendant for the darkening of the tap-room,

and thus, by avoiding an irreparable injury to the defendant, restore the

good feeling which seemed until recently to have existed between the

parties.

Court of Common Fleas.—June 14.

(Sittings at Nisi Prius, before Mr. Justice Keating and Common Juries.)

AGElt V. FAI1AIH1:.

Mr. Powell, Q.C., -and Mr. Daly were for tho plaintiff; Mr. Day was for

the defendant.

The defendant was an architect, and tho plaintiff was a builder who had

contracted for the erection of an hotel at Lord's Cricket Ground, and this

action was brought to recover damages for Blanderous words uttered by

the defendant of and concerning the plaintiff in the way of his business.

Some differences seemed to have arisen between the plaintiff and the de

fendant, which culminated in the latter Baying, in effect, that the former

would soon be in the Bankruptcy Court, and imputing to him that he was

in insolvent circumstances.

Mr. Powell said that he only wished for a public withdrawal of a slander

which was totally without foundation.

This the defendant declined to give, on the ground that he had never

spoken the words complained of, and the trial dragged along through the

day without an atom of interest. In the end the jury found for the plaintiff,

—Damages, 40s. ; and the learned Judge refused to certify for costs.

SOCIETIES.

On Architecture Connected with. Structures of Civil Engineering.

A lecture on this subject, was delivered on the evening of the 10th inst.,

before the members of the Society for the Encouragement of the Fine

Arts, by Mr. Page, the late Acting-engineer of the Thames Tunnel, and

the engineer for the bridges of Chelsea and Westminster.

Mr. Page pointed out that the subject is one of great interest to all who

are jealous of the appearance of our public structures, especially the bridges

over the Thames in the metropolis, which vary so much in character, and

which number among them, between London Bridge and Wandsworth,

five railway bridges, which might have been of a more architectural

character than they appear to be. Mr. Page referred to kings and priests

as the architects of the earlier ages, and to the great utilitarian structures

of the Romans, especially tho aqueducts and bridges, describing the bridge

4 Alcantara,' builton the Tagus in the time of Trajan, a.d. 105, whose height

from the bed of the river is 285 feet, 80 feet higher than the Towers of West-

minster Abbey ; also the Aqueduct of Theodoric, the Gothic King of Italy,

at Spoleto, the height of which is variously stated from 82 metres, 269 feet,

to 1 30 metres, which latter, although given by Gauthier, is not confirmed.

Describing the architectural features of these works and the bridge of St.

Angelo at Home, built by Hadrian, and rapidly referring to the various

aqueducts, he then pointed out the mode of dealing with the architectural

features of the works of the civil engineer, according to the magnitude and

character of the design. Instituting a comparison between the delicate

Water Gate of Inigo Jones and tho grand structure of London Bridge, hn

pointed out that in the latter case, however beautiful was tho dentilled cor

nice and the parapet, yet that the noble arches and piers were so impres

sive that the architectural details were almost lost in the vastness and

majesty of the whole. Beferring then to Southwark and Waterloo bridges,

the works of those talented engineers, the Bennies, in terms of admiration, he

described the beautiful bridge over the Wear at Sunderland, constructed in

1796 ; the Menai Suspension Bridge, by the great engineer Telford ; and

in a striking comparison between his own design for Blackfriars Bridge (the

centre arch of which was drawn at 280 feet span) and the lighter structure

and Gothic design of that built at Westminster, he illustrated the different

architectural treatment of the two, so opposite to each other, and explained

the principles of that treatment.

In bridges of Gothic design he recommended the study of the mouldings

of various crypts, approved the simple mouldings of the style of Henry III ,

and, descending to the dato of the Tudor Arch, gave tho highest praise to

the wonderful coiling of the Chapel of Henry VII., stating that there hud

been no work executed before or after its date which could be compared

with it in science, boldness of construction, and artistic embellishment.

Finally, Mr. Page asserted that the progress and perfection of great de

signs were tho results of powerful and refiued minds gifted with scientific,

practical, and artistic knowledge, and that the operations of the mediocre

practitioners (however wealthy) must ever tend to lower the standard of

comparison, and to bring discredit on the age and country.

In speaking of the Lendal Bridge at York—a more ornamental bridge

than that of Westminster—ho mentioned the circumstance that the figure

of the angel supporting tho armorial bearings of tho United Kingdom at

tho crown of tho arch was taken from a royal princess, viz., tho Princess of

Wales, who, among her other titles, is the Angel of Lendal Bridge.

Sir Patrick Colquhoun, Dr. Davis, the explorer of Carthage, and other

gentlemen took part in the subsequent discussion, and the meeting separated

after votes of thanks to Sir George Bowyer, who occupied tho chair, and to

the author of the lecture.

DBBBS AND HOUSE DECOBATION.

Sin,—In this age the art of dress is almost entirely relegated to tailors

and milliners, who are, as a class, not remarkable— as how should they be?—

for high art notions ; and those who consider themselves tho wise and the

practical of the earth would have us believe that dress is an art below the

dignity of true man and woman, to say nothing of beings with immortal

souls.

But tho decoration of our houses is at present under the control of paper-

hangers and furnishers ; and if we are to have a revolution in the one case,

so must we in the other. If our rooms are to be decorated by artists, so

almost must those who are to inhabit them, and who form a very important

part of the furniture, be decorated, if not under the supervision, at least

under the inspiration of an artist.

Would it not be painful, most painful, to see tho modern monstrosities

of fashion moving about in rooms that in their smallest detail showed the

care of a true artist ?

So much may, I suppose, bo taken for granted. I shall find few dissen

tients to the theory—the difficulty lies in the practice ; but if your readers

will follow me, I will try and show how I think the desired effect might, to

a large extent, be obtained.

And I would not have it supposed that I am advocating a return to

mediaeval forms of dress—that, I hold, would be impracticable, and is false

to all my ideas of true art ; but there are even now many beautiful dresses in

use : indeed the present style of dress at its best approximates very closely to

a good style. Art and a love of art have, in the last twenty years, spread

far and wide, and there are few circles now that are not to some extent

acquainted with tho art questions that are being agitated. There are

few women, too, who have not a desire to make themselves look as well as

possible, not only from feelings of vanity, but far more, if I mistake not,

from an innate love of art. To woman, permission to strive at the beauti

ful in dress is conceded ; all that remains is to direct her desires in the

right way. The habit of copying fashions from Paris is, too, to a very

appreciable extent on the decrease, and happily so, for all the credit French

women deserve is that of dressing perfectly in a villainous style. Again,

tlinv can be no doubt that milliners and dressmakers do in their fashion

display an immense amount of ingenuity and invention, and also of

taste—misdirected it may be, but still of taste. Their course, to use a

new simile, is like that of a rider on a bieyele who has learnt bow to drive

his machine, but not how to guide it; his journeying will not be of the most

successful, though plenty of motive power is present What is wanted is

to convert this large army of inventors, ever on the search for something

new, and not utterly devoid of taste, into an army of artists ; the attempt

may seem Quixotic, but I do not think that it is so.

First of all, it must be clearly understood that the attempt is not to sub

vert and restore, but to select and develop. The popular notion of artistic

or mediaeval dress is of something very extraordinary and fantastic, and

this arises no doubt partly from the fact that the representations in most

treatises and pictures give rather the out-of-the-way and extreme forms of

dress than the ordinary costumes. It is as if a future historian of costume

were to represent the present generation in the toilettes of flower-shows,

picnics, or the seaside. What is first of all necessary is to correct this im

pression, and for this purpose illustrations should be provided of all those

more moderate costumes tliat may appear suitable for the present day. Wo

men have long got rid of tho cumbersome gowns and long cloaks, and will

not, I should think, be in a hurry to re-adopt them ; and^we shall hardly

wish our ladies to appear in the extraordinary head-dresses of old times,

picturesque as they may be, and much as may bo said for them.

To give an instance of the differences of costumes at (he same date : there

are shown in portraits of the time of Queen Elizabeth numerous most

charming dresses, though the popular idea of the dress of that time is

of the horrible farthingale and the exaggerated ruff. At the present day

ruffs of moderate dimensions seem to be coming in again, and very niie

they look. There is, too, a very nice muslin dress that may be not un-

frequently seen, somowhat similar to those introduced by Mr. Leslie into

his pictures ; and a dress similar to that most becoming one in which tho

Hon. Mr. Graves has painted several of his beauties in this year's Academy,

seems simultaneously to have made its appearance everywhere ; these are

instances of the desire to adopt really good dresses when an idea for their

development is acquired. I can speak from personal knowledge to numbers

of ladies who spend considerable time and trouble in the devising and

making of artistic dresses and accessories, and I have found nearly all

ladies most ready and eager to listen to any suggestions on tho subject.
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As a means of spreading a knowledge of good forms of dress, I would

suggest that the authorities at South Kensington, within whose province I

think such a thing would properly come, should form a collection of figures

showing the costumes of different dates ; not the curious costumes, but those

that are really beautiful and adapted to practical purposes. The collection

should be formed exclusively with a view to presenting patterns and sug

gestions to our ladies and our dressmakers. I think there would be few

more popular exhibitions, and I think few more useful. I should like to

say a few words on the importance of the subject.

We can have no chance for art among the body of the people until we

have overcome that slovenliness and carelessness that are so common. The

man or woman who takes no interest in his or her own appearance will

never take much interest in anybody or anything else's, while as soon as

people have learnt to dress themselves nicely and carefully they begin to

look for the same care in others, next to desire to see thoir rooms nice,

then their houses and public buildings.

' Who would do great things must begin with small,
And art begins at home or not at all.'

If we are to develope taste in great things, we must begin by developing

it in the small matters of cvery-day life that are always present to, and

always calling for some action of, the mind.

It is vain for artists to lament over the unpicturesqueness of modern

costumes, and indulge in bitter reproaches of the Philistinism of fashion.

' Noblesse oblige :' they who profess to lead art should take means to do so—

not sit down and weep. If artists would unite to issue a cheap work, contain

ing plates of different dresses of approved beauty adapted to modern times,

they would be doing an excellent service to their art, and one that would

not be unremunerative. I would also suggest that competent people, and

there arc surely plenty of such to be found, should doliver a series of lec

tures to milliners and dressmakers—nay, even to tailors. I do not think

there would bo any difficulty in drawing together large audiences, and it is

most certain that if we would improve our art we must improve our art

workmen. I commend this idea to Sir Francis Grant when he starts on

his new sphere of usefulness. E. N.

ART v. ABCITECTURE.

Sin,—The title of The Architect informs its readers that the publication

is intended to be ' a Journal of Art, Civil Engineering, and Building.' Will

you allow me to put a question as to the exact meaning of this announce

ment?

I am not about to ask you to give currency to a criticism on a criticism ;

nor have I any wish to say a single word that can be ungrateful to an able

contributor to your columns, who has both the courage to sign his opinions,

and the candour to admit that he looks at the arts of the painter and of the

sculptor exclusively from the standpoint of the architect.

But the prominence given in your pages to the criticism of Mr. Godwin

is such as to raise the question whether a journal which has attained such

rapid and well-deserved popularity as your own, aspires to become an

authority on questions of art, or limits its range to the single department

of architecture ? It has been my hope that you entertained the wider and

more catholic view.

The papors, however, to which I refer are the expression of the very

straitest sect of professional esprit de corps. No painter, no sculptor, no

man of taste who is not imbued with that spirit, can fail to take exception

to such expressions as 'if easel pictures are to be painted,' or to the state

ment that two of the noblest arts that are competent to human genius

' ought, rightfully, to have no existence apart from architecture.' To speak

of painting and of sculpture as mere subsidiary architectural decoration is

as unjust as it would be to speak of the architect as the mere builder of a

show room for the productions of pictorial or of plastic art. It is almost

equivalent to ranking the poet below the writer of specifications.

It is worse than idle for the sculptor, the painter, and the architect to

contend as to the respective dignity of their several arts. The Muses are

sisters. In any case where architecture is structurally combined with

either sculpture or painting, it will depend on the superiority of genius in

the individual artist, not on the relative dignity of the arts themselves, to

determine which element is' supreme, and which subsidiary; and that

artist will be likely to entertain the noblest appreciation of his own art

who is most ready to yield the honour due to his professional brothers.

For these reasons it is my hope that painting and sculpture may be

treated of in your columns according to their own canons, and dealt with

after their own merits. .It depends on your decision on this point whether

The Architect is to be considered as an Art Journal or as only a Building

Journal. No doubt a public is to be fonnd for either. But I think no one

can deny that to take the *ider range is also to occupy the nobler position.

It will be impossible for any journal which allows painting and sculpture

to be spoken of as mere decoration to occupy that position.

I write with candour, but also with real anxiety as to the choice on which

you may determine. There hare been articles in your pages which led

many of us to hopo that a great accession to the art education of the

country was to be expected from your labours ; but for this to be tho case

you must respect the just susceptibilities of the different branches of the

artistic corps—of those who handle the brush, as well as of

June 8, 1869. One who Handles the Chisel.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

8owerby Church.—Two windows of Norman character have been

opened out in the east end of the chancel in this church, and filled in with

painted glass from the studio of J. W. Knowles, of York. The subjects

represented are ' St. Peter and St. John healing the Cripple at the Beautiful
Gate of the Temple,' and ■ The Incredulity of St. Thomas.' Under each

window is a brass plate, on which are emblazoned the arms of the Buckle

family, and suitable inscriptions.

New Church at Easington Lane.—When the parish of iistton (San-

derland) was divided into two, a movement was at once commenced to pro

vide the funds required to erect a new church, the foundation stone of which

was laid a short while since at Easington Lane. The newly-formed parish

is termed ' Lyons Ecclesiastical District,' and comprises the villages of

Easington Lane, Lyons, and Elemore, with a population of from 3,600 to

4,000. The estimated cost of the church is nearly 2,600/. It will be in

the Early English style of architecture, and consist of nave, north and south

aisles, chancel, organ chamber, and vestry. The east end of the chancel

will be of a semi-octagonal form. The plans have been prepared by Mr.

Alfred Swan, architect, Newcastlo ; the contract for the mason work has

been let to Mr. Harrison, Houghton- le-Spring ; and for the joiner-work to-

Messrs. Rankin Brothers, Sunderland.

Bournemouth New Dispensary.—The opening of the new dispensary

buildings, situate in Madeira Vale, a short distance from Holy Trinity

Church, took place lately. The need of a commodious and suitable build

ing for the reception of patients suffering from accidents or from diseases

of a non-infectious character has long been felt, and the most active and

liberal measures have been taken by the friends of the institution to supply

this want. The new building was erected at a cost of about 1,000/.

A Handsome Building—comprising commodious lecture-room, reading-

room, library, a residence for the porter and his wife, a ladies' cloak room,

and other offices—has been provided for the benefit of the increasing popu

lation of Westbury-on-Trym, through the munificence of Mr. H. St. Vincent

Ames, of Cote House, Westbury. The cost of the structure, exclusive of

the land, was upwards of 2,000/.

Tewkesbury "Waterworks.—The first stone of the waterworks to be

constructed by the Cheltenham Water Company for the borough of Tewkes

bury was laid a few days since. The works appear to comprise two dis

tinct parts—the tanks, filters, pumping-engines, &c, in the meadow by the

river side, of which part of the walls and some of the earthwork have been

done ; and the water-tower on the eminence above, the foundation of which

has been laid in very substantial brickwork upon a thick bed of concrete.

The tower is intended to be ornamental as well as useful, and as it

will rise 40 feet above the hill on which it stands, will be an object of con

siderable altitude, sufficiently bo to give a pressure which will raise the

wator far above any building in Tewkesbury. It will bear a large cast-iron

cistern on the top of the walls, to be surmounted by an elegant light iron

palisade, to be reached by a spiral staircase in the centre ofthe tower.

The New Great Northern Railway Hotel at Leeds.

On and after 1st proximo visitors to Leeds will have the option of taking

up their quarters at the above new hotel, which is of the Romanesque

style of architecture, has four fronts, and occupies a site of 106 feet

by 95 feet. The drawings and specifications were supplied by Messrs.

M. E. Hadfield & Son of Sheffield. Among the arrangements are a covered

way or corridor which gives access to the hotel from the Wellington Street

station platform ; and a hydraulic hoist from the floor of the Wellington

Street entrance for passengers and luggage, which has access to each

corridor to the top of the structure. The building rests upon a simple

basement, which is indeed the plinth to the structure, and rises to a height

of 130 feet. It is lighted with deeply recessed square-headed windows mag

nificently mouldedand panelled, and at each corner are a numberof beautifully

carved figures which bear the Great Northern armorial badge?, and were exe

cuted by Theodore Phyffers of London. The principal entrance, which is in

Wellington Street, is of polished granite of two colours, with oak doors which

are studded with giltnails. The whole of the interior is in keeping. Thevisitor

on finding his way to the basement storey at once comes in contact with the

restaurant and the kitchen offices, under which are a number of spacious

cellars having direct access from the bar. The principal floor of the hotel is

approached from Wellington Street by a large staircase. The entrance hall,

which measures 23 feet by 28 feet, opens into a corridor 9 feet in width.

On the right hand is a commercial room 43 feet by 26 feet, whilst the bar is

placed nearly opposite. At the end of a nine-foet corridor are tho smoking

and billiard rooms, which occupy the north-east tower. Not far off is a

servants' staircase, which communicates with every floor in that part of the

building, and at the end of the corridor is a large coffee-room. The grand

staircase, close at hand, is in extent 20 feet by 26 feet, composed of

stone, and has an ornamental iron balustrade, in which is inserted the

monogram of the Company. The contractors are Messrs. Shaftoe & Barry,

of York. The tile pavements are by Maw, of Broseley, and the metal work

in the staircase, &c, by Messrs. Longdeu, of Sheffield.

Evelina Hospital for Biok Children.—On the 15th inst. a new

hospital, erected in the Southwark Bridge Road, for the reception of sick

children, was formally inaugurated. The institution has been established

by Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild, in memory of his wife, whose first

name constitutes its distinctive title. The space occupied by the hospital

is an irregular triangle. The facade of the building, which is a plain, un

ostentatious brick front, presents the aspect of the arc of a circle. In the

basement there are two kitchens, larders, storerooms, a linen room, servants-

hall, and cellars, with the domestic offices. A waiting-room, a clerk's

office, and rooms for surgeon, house surgeon, physician, dresser, and matron,

constitute the apartments on the ground floor, with the exception of the-

departments in which the operations of the institution as regards out

patients will be conducted. The principal wards on the first and second

floors are about 100 feet long, nearly 20 feet broad, and 14 feet high. On

each of these floors there are four other smaller wards, all of which have

been included in the general plan for specific objects. Servants' rooms

occupy tho greater part of the attic storey, and these are complemented by

a quarantine ward. In the front and back of each ward large windows,

each consisting of three movable divisions, afford a stream of light, which

can be modified as occasion requires, while the windows at the rear form

auxiliaries for ventilation. The corridors between the wards and the outer

walls will bo for the children's playground. Mr. Marsh Nelson is the

architect. Dr. Arthur Farre suggested the specifications and details, and

Messrs. J. Myers & Sons were entrusted with the building. The hospital ia

capable of accommodating 100 beds.
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ITEMS OF NEWS

from orrt

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHEBS.

Opening of the Architectural Museum.

The Council have decided to open the Museum with a public conver

sazione on Wednesday, July 21, and cards will be issued by the President

in due course.

The new premises built purposely for the reception of the magnificent

collection of casts, &c, are now complete, and the work of amnging the

collection is making rapid progress, under the superintendence of Mr.

Wallis, the new curator. The casts which have been so long dispersed in

various parts of the South Kensington Museum are now brought together

.again, and will be very shortly open for inspection and available for study.

As a natural consequence, we already hear that offers of valuablo additions

to the collection are reaching the Council.

The new buildings are very near the southern side of Dean's Yard,

Westminster, in Bowling Street. They are necessarily inexpensive in

character, but have been solidly built, and possoss excellent light. The

contractor was Mr. K. K. Roberts, and the subscribers are indebted to him

for the liberal terms on which he took the work. The honorary architects

were Mr. Ewan Christian and Mr. Joseph Clarke.

Sale of Architectural Drawings.

Messrs. Christie, Manson & Woods sold, on June Id, the interesting and

valuable drawings and sketches of the late James West, the well-known

designer and illuminator.

The following were the prices of the moro important of the architectural

sketches :—

A volume, containing 138 leaves of sketches, in Belgium, Ger

many, Switzerland, Italy, and France ; colours, Indian ink,

and pencil, 1839 £i 10 0

A volume, 213 sketches, Essex, Berks, Sussex, Shropshire,

Cheshire; half bound, russia, 1851 5 6 0

Another, 97 sketches, Sussex, Leicestershire, 1855; half bound,

morocco . . , . . . . . . .500

Another, with 195 sketches in North Wales, Essex, Sussex, the

Rhine, Leicestershire, Derbyshire, 1853 ; half bound, morocco 4 12 6

Another, with 77 sketches in Normandy, 1865; half bound,

morocco 950

Another, with 300 outlines and tracings ; coloured prints of

encaustic tiles 3 15 0

Another, with 600 tracings of Gothic ornaments, initial letters, &c. 3 10 0

Another, with 332 sketches and tracings of architectural decora

tions 800

Another, containing HO very careful drawings, mostly coloured,

of English mural decorations 46 4 0

A volume, with 130 leaves, of drawings, tracings, and engravings,

designs for borders, &c. 4 0 0

A Missal of fifteenth century, on vellum, with 18 miniatures,

illuminated borders, and capitals . . . . . . 30 0 0

llolmwood Common (Birket roster), water-colour drawing . 12 10 0

A Scrap Book, containing about 3,000 book-plates,, many by

Cruikshank 1116

There were some architectural and other books sold—as, Dallaway's

Discourses on Architecture, Humphrey's Art of Illuminating, Shaw's

Dresses and Decorations, Maitland's London, Christian's Skelton Church,

Yorkshire, Tymms and Wyatt's Art of Illuminating, &c. All these

works fetched a good price ; but the great interest and value of the sale

was in tho numerous bound volumes of Mr. West's own architectural and

other sketches, such as for their finished and varied character are rarely to

bo met with in an auction-room. There was also for sale a collection of

Oriental and other porcelain, old carved oak furniture, &c.

Fenny Wise and Found Foolish.

The eminent auctioneers Messrs. Church & Rickwood, of Woolwich, have

been appointed by the Guardians to prepare designs and superintend the

erection of the New Woolwich Workhouse. It is supposed that the build

ings, &c, will ultimately cost 40,000/. When will the guardians of the

public funds learn that the persons whose business it is to sell buildings

are not those to whom the erection of them can suitably be entrusted ?

The Kirkdale Cave. _

During the' recent visit of tho Rev. Canon Greenwell, of Durham, and

•other archaeologists to Yorkshire, it was determined that a scientific exa

mination of the Kirkdale Cave should be made, with a view of determining

if there was any trace of man having existed there contemporaneously with

the extinct mammalia, whose bones, along with many of existing species,

were found there in such numbers about half a century ago. The discovery

of human remains in caves of a like class in Devon and elsewhere gave to

the examination a peculiar interest. The floor of the cave is about 30 feet

above the river Bran, and the entrance at the great discovery of 1821 was

close to the stream ; but it is now at a considerable distance, owing to ex

tensive limestone quarrying, which has destroyed the best part of the cave

—has, in fact, entirely removed that part which yielded the great bone-flnd.

For several yards the cave is not larger than 2 feet high and 5 feet wide,

many places being smaller, which rendered its exploration necessary on

hands and knees—a matter of difficulty, considering that lights are neces-

>ary, and must be carried by each person. Eventually the cave opens to

an extensive chamber, from which ramifications extend which are im

practicable for examination by adults. Only in some two or three places

was there hope of finding any relics, and these are left over to a dry season

for excavation. The general opinion is, however, that no trace of primeval

man will be found, the remaining part of the cave being so ill-adapted for

habitation ; and that if any traces of man ever were in the cave, they have

disappeared with that portion, now destroyed, which yielded the bones

(split and marked) of the elephant, hippopotamus, tigor, hyena, &c, as

described by Professor Buckland.

Stained Glass at Berlin.

The stained glass for the cathedral at Aix-la-Chapelle, now exhibit

ing at Berlin, is only a part of the whole design. The window is 86 feet

high by 30 feet wide. To have exhibited the whole of this at one time

would have been impossible without considerable cost. The present first

instalment is only 16 feefhigh by the entire width (80 feet), and is the

lower portion of tho picture which is designed by Professor Teschner of

Berlin. The subject is the Virgin Mary as Intercessor. She is supported

on clouds surrounded by angels, whilst .below there is a group of persons,

partly allegorical, partly historical, representing amongst the latter class

the Emperor Sigismund and his Consort the Empress Barbara (both

crowned at Aix in 1414), Frederick I. of Hohenzollern and Elizabeth, and

other patrons and dignitaries whose histories are more or less associated

with Aix.

Point de Pyrenees.

In these days of isthmus-piercing a scheme is announced, not indeed for

the first time, of circumventing the guns of Gibraltar by cutting a ship

canal from the Bay of Biscay to the Mediterranean. The work is estimated

not to exceed the modest sum of 442 millions of francs, or seventeen and

two-thirds millions sterling, and to require six years for its execution.

The only question, indeed, is the economical one, as the Garonne is

navigable from Bordeaux to Toulouse, and the Canal du Midi connects

Toulouse with the Gulf of Lyons. But the extension of works necessary to

allow of the passage of ships would be considerable, as, indeed, is shown by

the estimate. It cannot be expected that the project should be hailed by

English shipowners with much enthusiasm. As a strategic measure it

would be a noble French work. The sum named is nearly three times that

asked for the St. Gothard Railway, namely 6,500,000/., which includes a

tunnel 9J miles in length.

The Saint Gothard Eailway.

' Hannibal transibat Alpes summa diligentia.'—Hannibal crossed the

Alps on the top of a Diligence.—Napoleon did the same on horseback, but

we of the second half of the nineteenth century look forward to reaching

the sunny South by far more rapid means. The Mont Cenis Tunnel is but

two-thirds completed, and already there is a second scheme for railway

communication between Switzerland and Italy, namely, the proposed Saint

Gothard line. It is supported by both Governments, and the Swiss

Central and North-Eastern Companies have promised their active support.

It is proposed to form one main and three branch lines; the main line

from Goldau in Switzerland to Chiasso on the Italian side of the'Alps, with

the following stations: Goldau, Fluelen, Biasca, Bellinzona,Lugano, Chiasso.

The total length of this main line will be 189 kilometres, or 117J English

miles, with an average gradient of 18.6 in every 1,000 feet. The branch lines

will have a single line of rails only, and will be laid—a. from Bellinzona to

Locarno ; b. from Goldau via St. Adrian to Zug ; and c. from Goldau via

Immensee and Kussnacht to Lucerne. The length of these three lines will

be 35£ miles, making a total of 153 miles. But the most formidable part

of the scheme is the tunnel ; and during the progress of this work, which,

according to the report of the engineer—-Signor Grattoni, one of the direct

ors of the Mont Cenis Railway—will occupy from eight and a half to nine

years, provisional steamboat communication will be provided on the Sea of

the Four Cantons, between Lucerne and Fluelcn ; as also on tho Lago

Maggiore, between Locarno and Arona. The length of this tunnel through

the St. Gothard is calculated at 1 4,900 metres, or 9 miles 450 yards, and

will be perfectly straight, beginning at the village of Goschenau (canton

Uri) and ending at Airolo on the other side. The gradient will be 21J feet

in 11,000 feet, or 1 in 518 nearly; the greatest air-shaft will be at Ander-

matt, 993 feet high ; and there will be no air-shaft at all for a distance of

seven miles. The time now occupied in travelling from Fluelen to Biasca

is twelve hours ; the now line when completed will reduce the journey to

less than four hours. The total cost is estimated at 156,000,000 francs, of

which 26,000,000 are for the construction of the tunnel. The financial cal

culations as to probability of fair returns for this outlay are based upon an

annual transit of 180,000 passengers and 270,000 tons of goods.

Aix-la-Chapelle.

A vexed question, which has puzzled our archaeologists here for the last

four years, has now been settled by the declaration that it was a stupid

hoax. In the course of some excavations made at the back of tho Chapel

of the Cross, which is a part of the ' Dom,' some old foundations were un

covered, in the dibris of which a stone was found which seemed to point to

this spot as the long-lost site of the tomb of the Emperor Charlemagne.

The inscription was :—' In hoc sepulchre tumulata sunt ossa Caroli Magni ; '

but the material and the characters seemed suspicious, and a commission

was appointed to enquire into its authenticity. It is now declared a for

gery, and it is a ' public secret ' that the foreman of the works buried the

stone where it was found. As he was no Latin scholar, he certainly had an

accomplice, and it is now generally believed to have been a hoax intended

to mystify a certain learned archaeologist of the city. Such foolish jokes

are reprehensible, to say the least. The cathedral here is undergoing a

very extensive restoration, and no small aid has come from tho Pope, who

has sent a large quantity of marble for facing the piers and walls, and re

laying the paving in the interior. The marble sent is from the almost

inexhaustible store lately discovered on the banks of the Tiber.

Cologne.

The south portal of the Cathedral of Cologne is now adorned with

statues executed by the cathedral sculptor, Christian Mohr. Of these there

are altogether 107, thirty -eight of which are as large as life, and stand on

carved supporting stones. Besides these figures there are eight groups in

relief, illustrating tho history of the Passion. The principal nave of the

cathedral has also been embellished with Btatues from the chisel of the

same artist.
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Now Market for Marazion (Cornwall).—Kecognising the awkward

ness of the site originally intended for this building, the Corporation of

Marazion has determined to pull down some houses in its neighbourhood,

and thus provide an open space for the new market.

It is proposed to erect a bridge over the Trent, at Gunthorpe, and step3

have already been taken to acquire the necessary funds.

Sontnsea Pier.—The present extension will cost upwards of 1 ,000Z.,

and consists of a platform (similar to that now in use), constructed on

8-inch iron piles, with joists 15 inches in depth, 4 feet apart, and 3-

inch planking laid over them. The extension will embrace an area of

1,300 square yards. New baths and assembly rooms are proposed, and

designs are in course of preparation.

A Monument, consisting of a block of polished granite, is to be erected

over the grave of Dr. Epps, in Kensal Green Cemetery.

New Lighthouse.—The foundation-stone of a new lighthouse has been

erected on Souter Point, a headland on the Durham coast, between the

Wear and Tyne. It is intended to prevent wrecks from occurring, if pos

sible, on Whitburn Steel, of which, there have been so many complaints

within recent years.

Zjlandrindod Wells.—Tho contract for building the new church has

been entrusted to Mr. Gough, of Bishop's Castle, and the works will be

commenced forthwith. The design comprises nave, north and south aislesi

chancel, organ-chamber, sacristy, tower and spire, and north and south

entrance porches, and has been prepared by Thomas Nicholson, Esq.,

F.I.B.A., of Hereford, the diocesan architect, under whose

the works will be

Discoveries at Fimber.—Sir Tatton Sykes is about to build a new

church at Fimber. For this purpose the old building—which possessed a

fine Norman doorway—has been razed, and upon the site the excavations

for the walls of the new structure have been made. In so doing it was

shown that the church just destroyed was not the original one, but that a

larger and earlier one had existed there—probably of Saxon date. Upon

the floor of this earlier church was a large accumulation of burnt matter,

impregnated to an extraordinary extent with lead—in some places the

molten lead having predominated in the debris. There is no record, but it

would seem that the first building had been destroyed by fire. A very in

teresting geological feature has also occurred. The foundations are

dug to the chalk, through the ' feather' edge of an outlier of the purple

or second post-glacial clay, which at this elevation of four hundred

feet has escaped the Wold denudation, and which same clay is one hundred

fect thick at Filey Brig. There is also a curious archaeological feature.

At the western end both churches have stood upon a British tumulus. At

a depth of fivo feet below the level of the late tower, two urns, a ' food

vessel,' and a ' drinking cup,' two feet apart, with a fine flint axe, a large

flake knife, and various chips of flint, with bones of the ox and hog, but no

human bon»s, were found. Running due south was a bench containing vast

quantities of animal bones, particularly the teeth of the ox. In the

tumulus were a bone pin, a very large tusk of the wild boar, and much

charcoal. The local antiquaries, Messrs. Mortimer and Fimber, have

added the relics to their valuable Wold collection.

The Prase of the 12th inst. states that Baron

his resignation, which has been definitively accepted.

has tendered

ANSWER.

Bock Asphalte for Hoadways.

Sin,—In reply to the letter of ' A Subscriber ' in your issue of the 12th

inst., enquiring as to tho process of laying down roadways, &c, as just

finished in Threadneedle Street, and expressing the opinion that it may

become very slippery after a short time, we have to state that the paving

in qnestion is composed of a pure Bock Asphalte, obtained from the mines

in Switzerland belonging to our Company. This Asphalte is unmixed with

anything else, but being baked in revolving cylinders, is reduced to a fine

powder, and in that state, while still hot, is laid on the street and com

pressed with iron rammers or rollers. Immediately on cooling it becomes

a solid rock, of the same consistency throughout, and of the appearance

now presented in the street which is finished.

Your correspondent need be under no apprehension as to its becoming

slippery. Owing to its elastic nature, horses have a firmer footing than on

granite, and the experience of from fifteen to twenty years in Paris shows

that fewer horses fall on roads prepared as this sample is, than on any other

kind. The data on which this fact was ascertained refer to all kinds of

weather and all possible varieties of traffic.

We shall be most happy to afford any one interested in improvements of

street pavements all information in our power.

Yours respectfully,

150, Leadenhall Street, London, Caxleotee & Amos.

June 16.

FINE ARTS' COPYRIGHT ACT.

Tho following is a copy of tho petition presented to the House of Lords

from the Boyal Institute of British Architects :—

TO THE BIGHT HONODHABLB THE LOBDS 3PIHITUAL AND TEMPORAL

OP THE UNITED KINGDOM IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED.

Tho humble Petition of the President and Council of the Royal Institute of

British Architects

Sheweth,—That architects are liable to considerable injury in the piracy

of their designs and inventions, and that other parties can and do copy and

appropriate to themselves such original ideas without any benefit or remu

neration to the authors.

That it is, therefore, desirable to afford protection to architects for the

copyright of their works, by including works of architectural art under the

definition of works of fine art in the Fine Arts' Copyright Consolidation

and Amendment Bill.

That such copyright should extend to their executed works or designs.

That tho copyright of an architect in any work executed, or in a work

proposed to be executed, should not pass to the employer except under

special agreement, but remain with the architect ; and that the design in

the drawings and specifications prepared for the purpose should still i

so far the property of the architect.

That copyright of architects' productions should extend to the same j

as to authors of other works of fine art.

Your petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray your Lordships, that in

the Bill introduced in your Lordships' House for consolidating and amend

ing the law of copyright in works of fine art, provision to the above effect

be made for the protection of architects in a manner similar to that for

authors and inventors.

And your petitioners will ever pray.

MEETINGS OP TECHNICAL AND LEARNED SOCIETIES.

TnE Architectural Association.—On June 25, at half-past 7 p.m., a paper on ' The-
Art Treatment of Iron ' will bo read by Mr. Lacy W. Bidgo, V.P., AR.I.B.A.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.—The Annual General Meeting of the
Society will bo held at the Whittington Club, on Wednesday next, June 23, at 8 P.sc

precisely.

of the Public
W. T. Thornton.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
India.—July.—Forty Appointments in the Engine

Works Department in India will shortly be open to pnbl
Secretary, Public Works Department.

Isle op Ely.—July 5.—A Resident Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances, Saperintendeut
of Highways, and Collector of the Rates for the District of the March Local Board of

Health. Mr. T. T. Elliott, Clerk, March, Isle of Ely.

Kendal.—Borough Treasurer to the Corporation of Kendal, Westmorland. Salary
50/. per annum. Mr. Thomas Harrison, Town Clerk, Kendal.

Perth.—AsAssistant or.Resident Engineer, to Superintend Works of Pipeage, Masonry,
and Pumping Machinery. A knowledge of the German language desirable. Salary, from

400/. to 6O0f. per annum. W. Lindley, Engineer-in-Chief, Pcsth.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Arris, France.—Architects are invited to send in designs for a Church to be erected
at Arras. The building is to bo 40 metres long, without the clock-tower, and 18 mitres
wide, and it is to have three aisles, three entrances, to be approached by a flight of
fh-0 steps, and to be surrounded entirely by railings 1} mitre high ; sub-basement of
Belgian stone. The plans are to include a general one of the entire bnilding, a fully-
detailed description, and a careful estimate, with such perspective views and details as
the artist may think fit to add to the former. The style of the building is required to
be 1 Decorated Roman of the last period 1 ; and the sum to be expended, including com
mission, is 80,000 franca (3,200/.). The authorities do not undertake to adopt the prize
plans, in which case the anthor of the best and second-best designs will receive 600 francs
and 300 francs respectively. It is added, that the columns are to be of hard Belgian
stone, and the rest of the building of Creil stone ; the vaultings are to be real, and not
in ceiling, or of wood with visible ties. Tho jury is composed of the Bishop of Arras,
the Moire, a Canon, two members of the Municipal Conncil, an Engineer, the Secretary-
General of the Museum, and the Vice-President of the Council of tho Prefecture. The

designs are to be sent by the end of July,

Belgium Academy of Arts and Sciences.—For best enquiry (essay) and report on
the period at which Architecture in the Low Countries became affected by Italian

influence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about 40/.

Bradford.—September 1.—Competitive Designs far the new Bradford Town Hall.
To the Architect whose design is selected, 6 per cent, commission and the execution of
the work ; 2nd boat, 200/. premium ; 3rd, 100/. Mr. W. T. McGowen, Town Clerk, Cor

poration Offices, Bradford.

Brussels, Belgium.—A competition is announced for the production of the best
Water Meter. Tho inventor of the instrument offering the greatest advantages is to
receive a reward of 200/.; the 2nd best, 120/.; and the 3rd, 80/. The Meters are
to bo sent in to the Secretaire de rAdministration Commnnalc, Hotel de Villc, Brnxclles,
before 12 o'clock on October 31 in the present year.

Constanttne, Algeria.—Three prizes, of the value of 3,000, 2,000, and 1 ,000 francs,
are offered for the best designs for a theatre to bo built at Constantino. Programmes
of conditions, accompanied by a sketch, may be obtained either at Constantino, at the
office of the Societe Gencralc Algerienne, No. 13 Rue Neuve-dcs-Capucines, Paris,

at the Prefectnre of Lyons, or the Mairies of Marseilles, Bordeaux, or Oran.

DoNCASTElt.—September 1.—The Bnilding Committee for proposed new Wesleyan

Chapel and Schools at Doncaster require Designs. The best to receive 50/. premium ;
second best, 25/. Mr. R. Wiltons, Sec., Magdalens, Doncastor.

Glamorgan.—July 1 .—Plans and Specifications for Restoration of Parish Church of
Llantrisant. Rev. J. Powell Jones, Llantrisant Vicarage, Pontypridd.

Leydkn Munich?altty invites Designs and Models from Sculptors of all countries for
a Statue of Boerhaave, in the costume of Professor of Leydcn University. September 1.

London.—June 26.—London and County Land and Bnilding Company (Limited).—
Plans of the best and most profitable way in which to arrange in building sites their
ground in Camomile Street, City. First premium, 75/. ; second, 60/. ; third, 25/. Mr.

R. B. Looker, 14 Clement's Lane, E.C.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, U. S.-^-Scptember 1.—For Designs, Specifications, and
Estimates for Now Public Buildings. First premium, 400/. ; second, 300/. ; third, 200/. ;
fourth, 100/. For particulars, to H. C. Pugh, Secretary of Board of Commissioners, S.W.,

corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets, Philadelphia.

Plymouth, Devon.—For Designs for New Guildhall, Law Courts. Public Offices, ic»
Premiums 100/., 75/., and 50/. July 14. Whiteford, Town Clerk, Plymouth.

Royal Academy of Arts—Burlington House. For the best Painting in Oil, or Model
and Design in Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, the Gold Medal and the Discourses
of Presidents Reynolds, West, Sic. ; and for the best Copies of Drawings, flic, the Silver

Saint Jean d'Anoely, France.—The authorities of St. Jean d'Angely have decided
on completing the Church commenced in the town by the Benedictines, but of which
tho works were stopped in 1789. Estimate 200,000 francs (8,000/.) ; the architect's hono
rarium to be equal to 4 per cent. The competition is confined to architects of Charente

and the four adjoining Departments.

SAUSBUHY.^Joly 1.—Salisbury Municipal Charities.—The Building Committee arc
desirous of receiving Designs for Rebuilding Almshouses, for six aged Married Couples,
and a Nurse or Matron. 10/. for the selected do-ign. Mr. T. Harding, Canal, Salisbury.

Vienna, Austria.—This Municipality require Designs, Plans, Estimates, Sic, for the
Erection of a Now Town Hall. Open to all Europe. For Partictuars, Austrian Consul-

Gencral, Paris.
Westbhomwich.—For Designs, Sic., for a complete School Establishment for accommo

dating 400 children. Premiums: 1st and best Design, Ml. ; 2nd, 30/. ; third, 20/. Mr.

H. Ward, Lombard Street,Westbromwlch.
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TO OUR READERS.

ITII the present number we reach the com

pletion of the first half-yearly volume of

The Architect. The Title-page and Index

belonging to it will be issued with our next

number, the first of our second volume.*

We feel it impossible to make this an

nouncement without at the same time

gratefully acknowledging in few words

the kind and generous support we have

experienced from the public, and the favourable reception which has

attended our efforts. Our subscribers, our many and able contri

butors, artists, and correspondents, are entitled to special recognition

for their valued co-operation and constancy.

It is not for us to pretend to judge how far we have succeeded

in redeeming the pledges we gave on commencing this undertaking.

In spite of some of the difficulties which beset every new work, we

cannot but think that the continued support we have received proves

that the public are satisfied with what has been done; and when we

glance over our work during the past half-year, we feel that it has

not been altogether unworthy of the approval which has been ac

corded it.

Our Illustrations have extended over a large variety of subjects, in

Architecture, Art, and Civil Engineering. These subjects have claimed

notice on account either of their importance, or their beauty as works

of art, or both ; and the execution of them, which we have made great

efforts to render excellent, appears to us, in the majority of cases, to

reflect very great credit upon the artists who have undertaken them.

To this branch of our work constant attention will continue to be paid ;

important illustrations of various kinds are now in hand, and the

standard reached is intended to be maintained.

The Literary portion of the Journal has been enriched by the con

tributions of many skilled writers. The signed articles, of which a

large number have appeared, bear names most of them too well

known to the public to need any commendation from us; and

have enabled us on several occasions to place before our readers tho

independent opinions of writers deserving great consideration, and

preferring to take upon themselves the entire responsibility of the

views they express. Our other original articles have touched upon

all the most salient topics of the day as they arose, and upon

many matters of permanent importance. We have given consider

able prominence to Public Works, and it is not without satisfaction

that we refer to the series of articles and illustrations which have

appeared in these columns relative to the Site for the New Law Courts

and the Thames Embankment generally—articles which, as we have

reason to know, have not been without effect on the public mind and

in important quarters.

The large field open before us, from Construction on the one hand

to High Art on tho other, cannot ever be exhausted ; but an effort has

been made to occupy it in various directions. Some of the art papers

contributed by Mr. Burges and others demand especial mention, as

indicating the class of writing on art which we hope from time to

time to secure. Our Reviews of Books have been numerous, and in

each case, it is hoped, full enough to do fair justice to the subjects

without exhausting the patience of the readers.

The series of original and picturesque descriptions of buildings,

public works, and other kindred subjects which we have commenced

imder the head of ' Our Rambler,' and our Letters from Abroad, have

included many papers which may, we hope, be of permanent value,

alike from their literary character and the importance of their topics.

On purely practical subjects the Series of papers on House Building,

and the papers on Contracts, with the correspondence they elicited ;

our articles on the Education of Architects, our Notes on Novelties

of Construction and Contrivance, and many detached papers, show

that attention has not been diverted from the wants of the practising

Architect, Engineer, Surveyor, and Builder; and this has been also

attested by the numerous letters on points of practical value which

have appeared in our Correspondence columns.

The intelligence we have given has included both general Home

* It should be remembered that the doable plates are not to be stitched In the middle.
They should either be pasted on to guards, or

news and much Continental information. The proceedings of Parlia

ment, and cases in the Courts of Law bearing on building matters,

have been fully reported ; and if we have given less full reports of

professional and technical Societies, it has been because we have

known that they are easily to be met with elsewhere, and have felt

that if we retain the Journal within its present compact and readable

limits of size, our readers will thank us more for supplying them

with original papers and intelligence.

The lists of Competitions and Contracts Open which we have been

able to furnish have been most extensive, and have included a very

large proportion of Continental Works, thus giving to energetic con

tractors and others who are willing to engage in Continental work

unusual facilities for ascertaining what is being done.

In the volume which is about to be commenced the same excellent

typography and illustrations of merit equal to those of the present

volume will be given; and as on our part no endeavour will be

spared to keep up and increase the efficiency of the Journal, we hope

that our readers will continue to find i

from the perusal of it.

A VOICE OF WARNING FROM FATHER THAMES.

I 1NMUSICAL and ill-omened growls are borne by the east wind

up the Thames. It is not the first time that we have heard

them. The ungenial temperature of the month is not the cause of

the phenomenon. On the contrary, if the]weather prophet of ' the

Times,' who has been so remorselessly demolished by the uncompliant

season, had been correct in his vaticinations, the ugly sounds might

have been more imperatively audible. As it is, however, the portents

of a storm have been sufficiently serious to induce the Home Secretary

to send our respected contributor, Mr. Rawlinson, to inquire into the

cause ef the disturbance.

We referred, in The Architect for March 13, to a flying and festive

visit paid by certain persons, whom the Metropolitan Board of Works

delighted to honour, to the Abbey Mills Pumping Station. It seemB

that more might have been learned by the visitors than they actually

were invited to admire. Pumping is good, and drainage is good, but

what becomes of the matter pumped and drained ? London is, for

the time at all events, relieved of a great source of evil. But the

ugly question turns up—Have we removed onr great midden heap

far enough from our street door P Have we dealt with the most im

portant question that can affect the habitability of the Metropolis in

a thoroughly efficient manner? Have we gained, with all our

enormous expenditure, more than a temporary respite from the great

mischief of neglected sewage ?

Our friends at Barking say that we have inflicted a nuisance on "the

portion of the Thames between Crossness and Barking Creek which is

not only pestilential to the vicinity, but which will, in course of time,

repoison the waters of Thames so far as the tidal flow reaches.

Without wishing to earn the character of alarmists, we must say

that it is not easy to exaggerate the importance of this question ; and

while definite scientific information may be expected from the re*

ports of the examining engineer, there are yet some facts, patent to

every one, which are enough to show that the matter is not one to be

neglected.

According to very moderate calculations, which win be disputed by

no student of the subject, the sewage matter which is the direct pro

duct of the human chemistry of London amounts to about one million

three hundred thousand tons per annum. This is without any allowance

for the sewage incidental to animal life. It takes no notice ofthe results

ofany detergent process—of refuse of any description—of soot, ofdust,

ofmud, of dilapidated and disintegrated stucco, mortar, or otherbuilding

materials, of soap suds, of kitchen impurities, or even of the rainfall

and artificial water supply. In a word, it is fecal matter alone and

undiluted. If we consider that a tenth of this matter is solid, we

shall most likely be within the mark ; so that when the sewage of

London is now, or will shortly be, all turned into the Thames, at

least a hundred and thirty thousand tons of concentrated solid poison

will have to be in some way dealt with by the stream within

the course of the year. That this matter is already in a highly

diluted state when it is mingled with, the tidal waters of the Thames

may, we should think, rather aggravate than diminish the evil. The

effect of rainfall and water supply will be to ensure a more thorong

incorporation of the objectionable matter with the water of th

Thames.

Poison, we have said, to this definite and large amount, is thus

constantly mingled with the Thames. It is only needful to add the
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remark, that our merchant navy is employed, as regards a consider

able amount of its tonnage, in importing from the Chincha Islands

chemical elements identical with those which are now forming black

and foetid mud in our great ocean highway. In accordance with the

wonderful economy of organic life, that which is death to the

members of the animal, is food for those of the vegetable kingdom.

That which causes cholera, fever, or other forms of pestilence, if

mingled, even in infinitesimal proportions, with the potable water of

our wells and springs, not . only becomes innocuous when filtered

through the soil, but forms the wealth of the industrious farmer, and

clothes the face of the country with verdure and with grain.

We have no intention of anticipating the statements or the recom

mendations of the Report. We wish only to bring before the attention

of our readers unquestionable facts. The statistics we have cited are

of the simplest description. They afford a sort of standpoint from

which to regard the inferior limit of the question ; but it is a stand

point much lower than that which would be assumed by any person

who would take the trouble to multiply the disagreeable results of

his own household economy by the number of households in London.

From the harsh logic of the facts there is no escape. Neither, it

seems to us, could a careful investigation of the subject have any

other results than the conviction that, sooner or later, a great source

of national wealth shall be applied to its proper and beneficent object,

instead of being suffered to pollute the Thames, and to prepare future

pestilence for some, if not for all, the inhabitants of the banks of the

river within the reach of the tidal flow.

It has been with pride, as well as with pleasure, that we have

called the attention of our readers, in the columns occupied by the

descriptions of ' Our Rambler,' to the noble promise of the Thames.

We have led them along the northern and southern quay walls, where

the white granite of the parapets sparkles in the sun, but where the

curved batter of the face of the wall between the high and the low

water level is coated with a greenish slime which is unwelcome on

such fresh masonry. We have spoken of the bridges which span the

flow, and of the noble hospital in which the art of healing is to be

raised into a beneficent apogee. We have, above all, striven to give

to the future Palace of Justice the advantage of a river-side site.

Each of these expressions of admiration or of hope, however, takes

one thing for granted. Thames is to be again a river—not a sewer.

Those who are accustomed to make use of the most ancient highway

from the City to Westminster are aware of the great improvement

which took place some time ago in the state of the stream. They

rejoiced to sniff, on the incoming tide, the veritable odour of the

brine. But they cannot think that 1869 sees much, if any, im

provement in this respect over 1868. The improvement was definite

and most welcome ; it is not progressive. A very much more pure

and limpid stream would now flow through London, if no diluted

sewage were borne up by the tide. And this is a matter in which,

where the course of improvement is arrested, that of deterioration

begins. We must repeat that there is no question concerning the

architectural beauty, the habitable salubrity, or the future eminence

of our great metropolis, that assumes more imposing dimensions, or

calls more urgently for solution, than that of the purity of the

Thames.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

The Solicitors.

A DEPUTATION, introduced by Lord Bury, M.P., from some of

the principal legal firms of the City and West End of London,

had an interview on Friday, the 18th instant, with the Chancellor of

the Exchequer (Mr. Layard, M.P., the First Commissioner of Works,

being present), to express their views in favour of the Thames Em

bankment as the site for the erection of the New Law Courts.

Lord Busy, in introducing the deputation, said the names of the

gentlemen composing it, who were of all shades of political opinion,

would show that.the present was no party movement, or representa

tion of party or personal interest. This deputation was called forth

by the feeling of a large number of members of the legal profession,

in reference to a deputation which had waited upon the Chancellor of

the Exchequer a few days previously, purporting to be introduced

under the auspices of the Law Institution and to represent the

solicitors of London, but which in truth did not represent either the

one or the other, but was convened by the Council of the Law Insti

tution without the sanction of the members of that society.—Mr.

Robert Baxter (Baxter, Rose, and Norton) concurred in Lord

Bury's remarks, and referred to a petition which had been laid before

Parliament in favour of the Thames Embankment site. This petition

was signed within a few days by upwards of 7,000 persons, of whom

over 500 were practising lawyers, and about 690 lawyers' clerks and

persons of that description, while 1,663 were gentlemen of note, among

whom might be named the Duke of Buccleuch, High Steward ofWest

minster, the Dean of Westminster, Sir John Lefevre, and others. He

supported the Thames Embankment site solelyon the ground that it was

the most convenient to the great mass of persons frequenting courts of

law.—Mr. Vallakce (Vallance and Vallance) said that, so far as his

firm were personally concerned, the Government plan would be most

injurious, as it would turn them out of their offices; but he con

sidered that in a question of this kind the public interests were para

mount, and that too much weight had been accorded the private

claims of individual members of the profession. No doubt, members

of both branches of the profession were in the habit of resorting to

the Chancery Courts at Lincoln's Inn, but they were no less in the

habit of resorting to the Courts at Westminster and the Bankruptcy

and other Courta in the City, and to these places also the general

public were called to a much larger extent than to Lincoln's Inn. In

the latter place the business was of a special and limited character,

and the practitioners represented a class only ; but it ought to be

observed that the public were to the lawyers in the proportion of

hundreds to units. To them the Thames Embankment site, from its

more commodious access, was very preferable, and he trusted that

their interests would be considered rather than the personal or

pecuniary interests of those who constituted the opposition.—Mr.

Freshfield said he also represented the firms of Dawes and Sons,

Cotterill and Sons, and Roy and Cartwright. He spoke in the interest

of the City solicitors, and considered that he represented them. To

these classes the access to the Carey Street site, along Ludgate Hill,

would be in the highest degree inconvenient. On the other hand,

the access along the Thames Embankment would be admirable.—

Mr. Ellis (Ellis and Ellis) said: Both the other Inns of Court

were in favour of the Thames Embankment site, and so were the bulk

of solicitors residing away from the precincts of Lincoln's Inn.—Mr.

S. B. Robertson stated that he also was authorised to represent

Mr. Boodle, who was unable to attend through illness, but had

addressed a letter to the Council of the Law Institution, denouncing

in strong terms their conduct in assuming to represent the general

body of that society. It should be observed that the Law Society

comprised not more than one-fifth of the solicitors on the roll, so that

even if the Council did represent their views, it would not count as

that of a majority of the profession.

Mr. Layard said that the Government, in selecting the most appro

priate site for the courts and offices of law, had been influenced mainly

by the consideration so well referred to by Mr. Dudley Baxter—

namely, to place them in a position to give most perfect fairness to

all interested persons, and the utmost possible degree of convenience

to the public at large. The Government had no preference for one

site over another ; they were influenced by no sesthetic considerations,

as had been ridiculously urged against them. Such considerations

were not altogether unimportant : but the primary questions upon

which their opinion had been formed were, first, the convenieuce of

access for all parties : secondly, the cost, which was by no means un

important. After these came the question of beauty of design, which,

was not to be overlooked. Now, in reference to the question of cost,

the Government had taken the very best opinions they could get from

the persons most qualified to give them, and they had come to the

conclusion that the construction of the courts and offices of law on

the Carey Street site would involve a cost of not less than

1,000,000/. in excess of that resulting from the adoption of

the Government site. In making this estimate he was admitting,

for the purpose of argument, that the cost of the buildings would be

the same, setting oil the alleged excess of expense for foundations

in Howard Street, which he thought would prove to be neces

sary, against the larger area on the Carey Street site, about which

there was no question. He would, however, put the cost of con

struction in each case at 1,000,000/. Again, in respect of site, he

would assume the cost to be about equal, setting the 900,000/. for the

Carey Street site against the 600,000/. for the Howard Street site,

but allowing the difference for assumed loss on resale, a loss which

he did not believe would actually be incurred. But the real con

sideration in reference to cost, was that of approaches. No one who

had looked at the Carey Street site would think that the public re

quirements would ever be satisfied by the existing state of the access.

It was surrounded by a low neighbourhood, with narrow streets,

through which the public would not long endure to have to pass. It

would inevitably result that, before long, an additional sum of500,000/.

at least would be needed to clear away approaches, if it were only to

get a suitable access for the Judges. But even this would not suffice

to place the site in a state that would satisfy the public wants, and he

believed that not less than two or three millions at least would have

to be absorbed in making the site suitable to the business transacted

upon it. At present the only access would be from the Strand, which

was now overcrowded, and would then be so completely blocked,

that a demand would be made for a new street along Carey Street, so

as to make that available for traffic. This, besides the increase of

expense, would have the effect of surrounding the Courts with the

noisiest thoroughfares in London, and that on two sides. On the

Embankment site the case was just the reverse. Excepting Essex

Street, no part of that site would be a thoroughfare for traffic.

The Embankment was not, in the nature of things, likely to be

a noisy thoroughfare, and Howard Street would not be used

for traffic at all; while the architect had so utilised the site as to

place the offices by Essex Street and the Courts of Justice far away
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in a most quiet situation—an advantage which practitioners in the

Courts would best realise. Then there was the consideration of ven

tilation at Carey Street This was necessarily bad on account of the

low surroundings, and for that reason could not be made good,

whereas on the Thames Embankment there would be the very best

supply of light and air that London could afford, and it would also be

surrounded by water and gardens and other objects of attraction,

which, it had been well remarked, were matters of importance in re

gard to the health and convenience of suitors at the Courts. On all

these grounds the Government were of opinion that they must not

give undue weight to the alleged convenience or inconvenience re

sulting to practitioners at Lincoln's Inn. The interest of the public

at large was paramount to this, and he was bound to say that, after

giving the subject his almost incessant attention for several months,

he had come to the conclusion that the Thames Embankment site

was incomparably the best. But there was another consideration

which, though it had been much used as an argument on the other

side, seemed to him strongly in favour of the Government plan. No

one could fail to notice the migration which had occurred within com

paratively few years on the part of the Judges and principal legal

practitioners from the old legal quarters in Bedford Square and there

abouts to the more immediate centres of their business. Now, the

Carey Street site was already cleared and ready for the reception of a

similar migration, and he did not doubt that the adoption of the

Thames Embankment site, coupled with the fact of this space being

left available for legal purposes, would facilitate a similar migration

in the direction of this quarter, which could not but be of much

benefit to the public at large.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer felt sure that all impartial

persons would approve the Government plan, notwithstanding the

great weight of influence which had been brought against it.

The deputation then withdrew.

THE /EDILESHIP OF LONDON.

LORD ELCHO'S Committee has presented its preliminary report without

one word upon the most important part of the subject submitted to it.

The Thames Embankment is a matter of less weight than the permanent

control of the Public Works of the Metropolis. The Society of Arts is

almost the only public body which has attempted to influence Parliament

in favour of a much-needed change in our practice in this respect. Amongst

a people of our social habits the most successful reforms are those which

consist in the timely supply of some pressing want, that at last appears

to be intolerable. Such is the case in the present instance.

The committee appointed by the Society of Arts to investigate the sub

ject report, in effect, that there was imminent danger of our losing the

advantage of one of the finest public works in Europe, from the simple fact

that there exists no machinery for its due protection. With reference to

the architectural character of the building that will crown the Thames

Embankment, there exists either no jurisdiction at all, or divided and

inconsistent jurisdiction. The rights of the officers of the Corporation of

the City of London march with those of the Board of Works somewhere

opposite to the Temple. Neither functionaries appear to have any authority

enabling them to repress the exercise ofthe great English privilege offreedom

of public bad taste. Whether a graceful and appropriate facade shall form

a noble frontage to the purified stream, or whether gas works, iron ware

houses, or portentous, heaven-defying, shareholder-scorning, waggon-headed

roofs, shall be allowed to dwarf every picturesque feature under the shadows

of their monstrous extinguishers, no one seems to have any right to inquire.

The Society of Arts, then, deserves the thanks of all men of taste for

bringing the subject prominently and practically forward before it is too

late.

We have had two great struggles already as to the ornamental utilisa

tion of the Thames Embankment. We have, we hope and believe, escaped

the erection, at a large cost, of a useless, hideous, and uncalled-for viaduct ;

but it has been a narrow escape, if, indeed, we are yet safe. Then, when

we asked for appropriate architecture to rise on a neighbouring portion of

this most noble site, we were offered a richauffe of an unbuilt palace—

Inigo Jones a la Lowe—in the economic adaptation of grandiose design

to unfit ends. Men who thought little, and cared less, for matters of taste,

have been forced to see that there is such a thing as an architectural ques

tion ; and the demand for the State appointment of some one who should bo

responsible for the disfigurement of London, comes now in due time, and

with irresistible force.

We are alone among civilised nations in our neglect of public decency

in architecture. In no great capital can rampant barbarism flourish as it

does with ourselves. How long would Leicester Square be allowed to dis

grace Paris ? We are no advocates for what has been neatly termed Havss-

manno-mania, but we question whether even the tyranny of the Prefect of

the Seine is not more endurable than the tyranny of the universal freedom

of bad taste.

We need not bo above enquiring as to the mode in which other civilised

nations act in similar cases. Everywhere out of England we find that

some sort of control is exercised, by the government of the country, to

prevent the disfigurement of the capital or the desecration of national

monuments. The destruction of Druidic remains, such as not unfrequently

occurs in England, would be as impossible in Continental countries as it

ought to be rendered in our own. The number of Ministers, or of principal

divisions of the business of government, is, under one cause or another,

almost identical in all nations of the first political rank, including the

United Kingdom. Nowhere does there exist such a person as a Minister

of Art or of Architecture. But nowhere, out of England, does there fail

to be a department of one of the principal ministers devoted to the control

or the culture of the arts. Differently distributed in different kingdoms, in

each Continental State one or more divisions or departments of some prin

cipal secretariat is thus allotted. In France, the tenth ministry includes

the two departments of the ' Maison de l'Empereur ' and of the ' Beaux-

Arts.' In Bavaria there is a ' direction centrale pour les Arts, les Sciences,

et l'lnstruction.' Generally speaking the subject of art superintendence

ranks as part of the attributes of the Minister of Public Instruction, an

officer whose increasingly important duties may be said, like so many

others, to be ' in commission ' in our own country.

The result of the Continental experience appears to us to point to a course

eminently suitable to the temper of our institutions. With us the chief

minister of each department, Secretary of State, or whatever we ^may call

him, is a political personage. He is liable to displacement from motives

entirely foreign to the question of his personal fitness for the duties of his

post. But government would become impracticable were this rule to apply

to the real execution of the details of business. We have, therefore, per

manent under-secretaries and heads of departments, who are vexed by no

adverse divisions, and who carry on the business of the nation ; under

general parliamentary check, no doubt, but affected by casual and fleeting

majorities.

The exigencies of art, therefore, in England are in harmony with those of

our political habits. The jEdile of London, or whatever name maybe given

to the new and much-needed officer, should not be a political character. He

will, when we are so fortunate as to get him, probably not be a Secretary of

State or a minister of the first rank. But, as the permanent head of a

department which requires to be consolidated rather than created, he will be

clothed with that power, and hedged in by that responsibility, that will be

come an officer invested with such important functions. The Council will

not bo an ad hoc gathering of amateurs. The new functionary should not be

obliged, on any new occasion, to summon academicians or artists to his

council, as country magistrates have to learn the law from their clerks. His

own character and standing must be such as to command respect. From the

heads of his divisional departments—if they be the right men in the right

places—hewill receive that full information, on matters of fact as woll as on

canons of taste, without which no one can satisfactorily act. No tittle of

the present public right to grumble, to criticise, and to complain, will be

invaded. But there will be a distinct focus on which all this public spirit,

now misdirected and wasted, will be taught to converge. Actual abomi

nations will be rendered, we fondly hope, impossible. Any .SSdile, for

example, who had sanctioned the erection of the Peel statue in Palace x'ard

(which has now been recast into a statue of Palmerston) would have been

unable to retain his position against the tempest of public ridicule. Every

assurance that our institutions demand, or will allow, could be given to the

nation that the power of such an officer would not bo abused. That some

such fountain, or centre, of administrative power, is a crying want, and that

we are in daily danger, so long as such an appointment is deferred, of

damage to the beauty, the convenience, and even the health of London,

cannot, we think, be candidly denied. The Society of Arts have taken a

practical step towards the settlement of this important question. We trust

our own humble but earnest remarks may find the same distinct echo within

the walls of Parliament that we have been gratified with observing on more

than one former occasion, even during the brief space during which we have

ventured to claim attention for views proper to The Abchttbct.

The text of the petition of the Society of Arts is as follows :—

' That your petitioners have lately appointed a Committee to report on the

best way of dealing with the Thames Embankment, so that the opportunity

may not be lost of making this noble site conducive to the embellishment

and improvement of the metropolis.

'That such Committee consists of tho following persons :—Lord Henry G.

Lennox, M.P. ; Lord De L'Isle and Dudley ; Bight Hon. W. Cowpor, M.P. ;

Lord Elcho, M.P. ; Baron Meyer de Rothschild ; the Hon. Auberon Her

bert ; A. B. Beresford Hope, Esq., M.P. ; William Boxall, Esq., R.A. ; Sir

William Bodkin, Assistant-Judge ; Hyde Clarke, Esq. ; A. Baillie Cochrane,

Esq. ; Henry Cole, Esq., C.B. ; Lieut.-Col. E. F. Bucane ; C. W. Dilko,

Esq., M.P. ; W. R. Drake, Esq., F.S.A. ; Lieut.-Col. Ewart, R.E. ; Edwin

W. Field, Esq. ; Alderman Sir T. Gabriel; W. H. Gregory, Esq., M.P. ;

Earl Grosvenor, M.P. ; C. F. Hayward, Esq. ; W. Haywood, Esq. ; John

Locke, Esq., M.P. ; Right Hon. Lord John Manners, M.P. ; J. E. Millais,

Esq., R.A. ; S. Redgrave, Esq. ; Lieut.-Col. Scott, R.E. ; G. E. Street, Esq.,

A.R.A. ; Seymour Teulon, Esq. ; Sir Charles Trevelyan, K.C.B. ; Richard

Westmacott, Esq., RA. ; Rev. Henry White; Joseph Whitworth, Esq.,

LL.D. ; Watkyn Williams, Esq., M.P.

'That, during the course of the proceedings of this Committee, it became

.their duty to inquire whether any and what controlling power over public

works in the metropolis of this country is vested in, or exercised by, any

public department.

' That it appears, from the proceedings of this Committee, that no such

effective controlling power exists, and that tho mode of dealing with the

Thames Embankment, upon which the improvement of London essentially

depends, has been left to the accident of the varying personal interests and

tastes of the different ownors of property on the Embankment.

' That, so far as any control whatever exists over the works of the Thames

Embankment, it is subject to the divided jurisdiction of the Corporation of

tho City on the east of the Temple, and the Metropolitan Board of Works

on tho west.

' That such control is entirely confined to tho conduct of works already

authorised to bo constructed, and is wholly ineffectual for securing the

proper appropriation of public sites for tho health, accommodation, and em

bellishment of the metropolis.

' That such Committee is strongly of opinion that it should form part of

the duty of a responsible Minister to exercise a controlling power, within

necessary limits, over all operations bearing upon public works in which

the convenience and embellishment of the metropolis are concerned.

' That your petitioners entirely agree in the opinion of their Committee,

and humbly pray your Honourable House to take such steps as may secure

such responsible control as to your Honourable House may seem fit.

' And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.'
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THE LAW AND SCIENCE OF ANCIENT LIGHTS.

By HoMEKSiLiii Cox, M.A., Barreter-at-Law.

(Continued from p. 319.)

Part II*

Optical Principles.

ACCORDING to the rules just laid down, Courts of Justice, in

estimating the injury to ancient lights, consider the obstruction—not

of direct solar rays, but of the general light of the sky. For the pur

poses of calculation it is ordinarily assumed that the sky is uniformly il

luminated ; and that hypothesis will be here adopted. It is obviously the

most convenient assumption ; it is also that which alone can be the basis

of^general rules. By supposing the illumination to be uniform, and ne

glecting the variations due to the position of the sun or clouds, we get a

fair avorage result. The general problem to be solved may therefore be

thus stated—assuming the sky to be a hemisphere equally illuminated in

..all parts, how much of its light will enter an aperture of given dimensions

and in a given situation ?

first, for the sake of simplicity, suppose that the aperture is a skylight

or opening in the horizontal roof of a building with no obstructions above

its own level. For a reason which will appear hereafter, wo will also

suppose that the opening is unglazcd. In this case every point of it may

be considered as the centre of an imaginary hemisphere of light of any

.arbitrary radius.

Next, consider the case of an unglazod aperture in a vertical wall erected

;on a horizontal plane—such a case as that of windows on the level of the

sea and directly facing it. In this instance each point of tho aperture may

be considered to be the centre, not of a hemisphere, but of a quarter of a

sphere of light. Let a, Fig. 1, be such a centre. It will obviously receivo

the light from a portion of the sky bounded by ced the vertical plane of

the wall, and bcd the horizontal plane.

FIG.I.

E

Section V.—Effect of Oblique Hays.

Wo have next to consider tho effect of the obliquity of all the rays except

those which are perpendicular to the plane of the aperture. We suppose all

parts of the sky to emit equally intense rays, but it is manifest that those

which are most direct have the most power. Those which are very oblique

produce very little effect.

It is essential to the investigation that this diminution of effect should be

measured accurately. At first we will suppose, for the sake of simplicity,

that the aperture is not a large window, but is of indefinitely small dimen

sions. In Fig. 2, abcd represents tho section of a vertical wall with a

A\ //•

8 / / r/c.s.

1 / /

//
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small aperture cb, and ebcx represents a beam of light composed of rays

• Addendum to Part /.—In the case of Maltby v. Ware, heard Juno 12, 18«9, the

defence -was that the plaintiff had acquiesced in the erection of the wall which obscured
his window*, and that his loss of light in one place was compensated by gain in another.
The Master of the Rolls said that this species of compensation, though commonly allepud
in such cases, was not a valid ground of defence, and he decreed that the wall should be
reduced to its original height. He suggested, however, that the plaintiff should waive
his strict right to the decree, and consent to a pecuniary compensation to be determined
by the court. His Lordship was of opinion that this course could not be taken without
the plaintiff's consent.

perpendicular to the plane of this aperture. The breadth of this beam is

cb ; but the breadth of a beam icbq inclined at an angle a b o or a c f

is not c b, but a less quantity, bji. By trigonometry, since be is perpen

dicular to c H,

ii u = u c sin. bch.

In other words, the breadth of the beam (and therefore its optical effect )

is diminished in proportion to ///. sine oj the angle at which the rays are

inclined to the aperture. When the angle is small, its sine is small, and

the optical effect is therefore insignificant. It will be easily seen from

this that the value of what is called ' sky-area ' rapidly diminishes as the

rays become more and more oblique, and that rays near the zenith pro

duce but little illumination of a vertical window.

(2b be continued.)

MEMORIAL TO FARADAY.

ON the 21st instant a public meeting was held in the theatre of the Royal

Institution, Albemarle Street, for the purpose of considering what

measures shall be taken for the promotion of a memorial to Professor

Faraday, whose voico was so often heard as a lecturer within those very

walls. The chair was taken by his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,

who in a few well-chosen words expressed the pleasure which it gave him,

both on public and on private grounds, to preside over such a meeting as

the present, and reminded his hearers that, although he whom they had

met together to commemorate had been dead for nearly two years, yet

nothing had been done by the public to perpetuate his memory.

The first resolution, 'That it is desirable that measures should be taken

to provide a public memorial to the late Professor Faraday,' was proposed

in a short speech by General Sabine, who said that thb Royal Society, over

which he had the honour to preside, felt a pride and a pleasure in reckoning

Michael Faraday as one of its members, and bore his testimony to the fact

that out of all its long list of Fellows none had contributed suci a valuable

collection of papers to the Philosophical Transactions.

This resolution was seconded by M. Ditmas, Senator, Member of the

Academy of France, and permanent Secretary of the French Institute.

He proceeded with eloquence and perspicuity to touch in detail upon some

of the scientific achievements of Faraday, and took occasion to observe that

his genius in its various applications of science to practical purposes was

distinguished by originality not less than by profundity, instancing his

condensation of gas into liquids, his manufacture of steel and of glass, his

magneto-electric currents, which encircle the world in the telegraph wires,

and his magneto-electric light, to be seen in the most important lighthouses

of England and of France. M. Dumas wound up his speech by expressing

in a tone of deep emotion his own personal regard for a man who was

singularly distinguished by his virtues in private life. There were many

present who sympathised with M. Dumas when he added that the world at

large had cause to lament tho loss of Faraday as one of the greatest philo

sophers who ever shed light upon it by tho force of genius, but that he

himself had still greater cause to lament in his death the loss of a friend.

Sir Henry Holland moved the second resolution :—' That the following

gentlemen be a committee to take the necessary measures for the pro

vision of the said public memorial in honour of Faraday:—General

Sabine, President of the Royal Society; Sir Henry Holland, President of

the Royal Institution; Sir Roderick Murchison, President of the Geo

graphical Society ; Dr. Williamson, President of the Chymieal Society ; Mr.

George Bentham, President of the Linneon Society ; Mr. T. H. Huxley,

President of the Geological Society ; Admiral Manners, President of the

Astronomical Society ; Dr. W. J. Hooker, President of the British Associa

tion ; the1, Right Hon. A. H. Layard, MP., Mr. J. Fergusson, Mr. Gassiot,

Dr. Tyndall, Mr. Grove, Dr. Frankland, Mr. De la Rue, and Dr. Benee Jones,

with power to add to their number.' Seconded by Sir Roderick Murchison.

Professor Owen moved the third resolution, to the effect ' that a subscrip

tion, not exceeding five guineas in amount from any one person, be made

for the provision of a public memorial to Faraday.' He prefaced this reso

lution by a few remarks, to the effect that the theatre in which they were

assembled was redolent of Faraday, and seemed haunted by his spirit.

Great and deep as was the learning which ho displayed as a lecturer, still

his profound and subtle generalisations were almost exceeded by that play

fulness of wit by which he raised the intelligence of his hearers without

lowering himself from the height of his professional dignity. Of his genius

they had heard already from M. Dumas ; but enough could scarcely be said

of his personal merits, his singular modesty, and that unconsciousness of

genius which is so often combined with genius of the highest order, as in

Wellington. Like him, Faraday sought no honours, and the reputation of the

philosopher, like that of the warrior, is reflected on his countrymen. Those,

therefore, who are devoted to science have a right to call upon not onlymen

of science, but Englishmen in general, to acknowledge and to pay the debt

which we owe to Faraday. Let us think what will be the feelings of a

future generation who will look back to him as we look back to Newton.

His discoveries of the grand secrets of nature, have added to our stores of

wealth and ministered to our comforts, and hereafter there will arise the

feeling that we have not dono so much as we ought for one who has done

much for us.—-Dr. Lyon Playfatb, M.P., seconded the resolution.

The three resolutions were severally put to the mooting by His Royal

Highness, and declared to be carried unanimously.

It is thought that the Faraday Memorial will very probably assume the

shape of a monument in St. Paul's Cathedral. The Chymieal Society have

already established in his honour a medal, to bo given annually to some

foreign savant distinguished in the science of chemistry, and this year it

has been conferred on M. Dumas.

Mr. Ernest Edwards, the inventor of the new mode of printing in carbon,

is at present producing fac-similes of Albert Durer's engravings and etchings

at the Burlington Fine Arts Club. The copies thus made are said to be

with difficulty distinguishable from the originals, and to be imperishable.
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ENGLAND IN 1669:

A RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF THE TRAVELS OF COSMO III-

{Concludedfrom page 304.)

And now, leaving science and scientific Jnen, we will return to Cheapside.

saw nothing remarkable in the Guildhall. Adjoining Clothworkers'

there was a beautiful garden to walk in. In tho Exchange there were

four spacious galleries, in which were many shops of Tarious kinds abound

ing with merchandise of every description, surpassing those in the New

Exchange. London Bridge was even then difficult to cross on account of the

number of carts that were pausing and repassing. On it were many large

buildings : some had been consumed in the fire, and those which had replaced

them were of smaller size, the upper portions being used as dwellings and

the lower as mercers' shops, all of which were abundantly supplied with

goods of various kinds. Returning by the river, on which it is said there

are ten thousand small boats to convey people up and down or to ferry

them across, we come to Westminster. The greatest ornament of the

Abbey is said to consist in its vast number of marblo pillars variously

arranged ; as for the architecture, it is in no way more remarkable than

other Gothic churches. The whole of the roof is vaulted ; that of thomiddle

aisle is the most open, but it has not more light than is necessary. West

minster Hall (over which old Null's brave head was fixed), on account of its

size, they inferred must havo been originally a church. It is described as

serving as a place for people to assemble who have business at the Law

Courts, and for the accommodation of many moveable shops which arc

placed around it. The Houso of Commons was without ornament and sur

rounded with benches. The House of Lords was entered from the former

by a door opposite the throne, and at a little distance from the door was a

wooden rail, to prevent the Commons advancing too far when they appeared

before the King. The walls were naked then, but during tho sitting of

Parliament it is said they were richly adorned with tapestry and painting.

And now we think we have glanced at all tho references in tho Travels to

' the memorials and the things of fame' that existed in London in 1669.

The generality of the inhabitants are said to be proud, arrogant, and uncivil

to foreigners, against whom, aad especially the French, they entertain a

great prejudice, treating such as come amongst them with contempt and in

sult. On the other hand, the French made fortunes in London, for, being

more attentive to business, they oan sell their manufactures at a lower prico

than the English, who would fain derive tho same profits as other artisans,

however little they work. As all things wont on regularly, there was no

want of anything in London. At every corner decent carriages were to be

found, which were taken by time, charging so much an hour, with some

thing extra for the first. The streets were lighted by night by large lan

terns of various forms, fixed with great regularity against the doors, and

boys were found everywhere to carry lighted torches. Some of tho inhabit

ants were obliged to go tho rounds and patrol the streets of their ward

armed with halberds; consequently the City conld be traversed and business

carried on freely and securely at all hours.

During his stay the Prince was invited by the King to the races at New

market, an institution we owo to Charles, and on his return ho visited

Cambridge and Oxford, as well as somo of the mansions that lay on his

way. After leaving London, he stopped at Epping at an inn, the landlady

of which was a relation of Cromwell's. He next visited Audley End or

Inn, tho celebrated seat of the Earl of Suffolk, and one of the finest houses

in England. It was designed by Janaen, and although there was not much

of the Italian style about it, it is easy to see that the travellers were im

pressed with its appearance. ' Descending into the valley below by an

easy acclivity, we came to a spacious avenue planted with elms of consider

able height, which terminated at the mansion. Tho entrance is into a

quadrangular court, whose sides aro surrounded by porticos of stone which,

extending with perfect regularity to the distance of several bowshots,

enclose a large meadow. Tho balustrado which runs round the court is

formed, on the one side, of tho letters which comprise the following words :—

" Sapientia est in consilio fortunam semper habere," and on the other with

those of the motto belonging to the arms of the Order of the Garter. The

interior of tho house consists of many apartments, well proportioned and

judiciously disposed, and of a well-lighted gallery ninety paces or more in

length, having a ceiling of stucco adorned with arabesque, and walls lined

with wainscot, which is the custom in all the houses of tho English nobility,

as a protection against the cold. The architecture of the palace, although

it was built only sixty years ago, is nevertheless not regular, but inclines

to the Gothic mixed with a little of tho Doric and Ionic. The materials

of which it is composed are brick, the ornaments of all kinds are splendid,

and entirely of stone, and the roof of lead. Upon the roof is a gallery, in

the midst of which rises a Bmall cupola containing a clock, the sound of

which proclaims to a great distance the magnificence of this vast fabric'

The country towards Newmarket was thought to be delightful in appear

ance, enjoying not only a salubrious air, but a rich'and fertile soil, so that

there was some reason for Suffolk being considered as the most fruitful and

agreeable of all the counties. It would not be in keeping with the method

we havo followed if We described the race, bnt it was a simple affair

enough, as only two horses ran. The land about Newmarket belonged to

Lord Arlington, who let it on a twenty-one years' leaso at six shillings an

acre, the rent payable half-yearly, and the tenant having full liberty to

employ the land for pasture, to plough it, or sublet it. From Newmnrket

the Prince travelled to Cambridge, stopping at Chippenham, *a villa,'

belonging to Sir John Russell, and which ' would bear comparison with any

country seat.' At Cambridge ho was received with much ceremony. There

was an oration in Latin delivered before him, but on account of the pro

nunciation he couldn't understand a word of it ; and it was the same after

wards in Oxford. He visited the buildings, and of King's College Chapel it

is said that although it was Gothic, yet it displayed the royal magnificence

of the Princo who erected it, in the nobleness of the decoration—a courtier-

likc way of considering architecture. The houses in the town were not

much admired, on account of their beauty or materials, the greater part

being of wood, with an outward facing of brick. From Cambridge, Cosmo

went to Northampton, where the bells rang out merrily, and being well

tuned they were agreeable, at least during the day ; but unfortunately the

ringing was continued during a great part of the night, to the interruption

of his Highness's sleep. The houses are said to be in a respectable style

of architecture, the greater part of them being built of earth and stone, a

good deal ornamented. On his way to Oxford the Prince stopped at Althorp,

which, as it is in the Italian style, receives no small praise. ' The whale

edifice is built regularly, both as to its exterior and interior, and is richly

ornamented with stone of a white colour, worked in the most eaquisite

manner, and which is dug from a quarry fourteen miles distant. If they

could take off a certain natural roughness from this stone, and give it a

polish, it would not be inferior to marble. The ascent from the ground-

floor to the noble storey above is by a spacious staircase of the wood of the

walnut tree stained, and constructed with great magnificence ; this staircase

dividing itself into two equal branches, leads to the grand saloon above, from

which is the passage into the chambers, all ofthem regularly disposed after the

Italian manner, to which country the Earl was indebted for a model of the

design, and it may be said to be the best planned and best arranged country

scat in the kingdom, for although there may be many which surpass it in size,

none are superior to it in symmetrical elegance.' With all respect for his

Highness's architect, there is not much in tho exterior of Althorp to warrant

this praise; but the contents can, beyond those in any house in the king

dom, make glad the heart of every lover of books or art ; and of them there

is no mention made except the vague description ' that all the apartments

are sumptuously furnished.' * The Prince loft Althorp in Lord Spencer's

coach-and-six for Braekley, where ho changed horses, and arrived at Oxford

at one in the morning. ' He who can be proof against the strong emotions

which the whole aspect and genius of Oxford tend to inspire,' says the

German Huber, * must bo dull, thoughtless, uneducated, or of very perverted

views. Others will bear us witness that even side by side with tho Eternal

Rome, tho Alma Mater of Oxford may be fitly named, as producing a deep,

a lasting, and a peculiar impression.' And it would seem that the Italians

were no exception to the proverbial influence of its sweetness, for the tone

of their criticism here seems to us to become entirely different. The

private houses aro said to bo built with more magnificence than

is usual in the kingdom, being for the most part of stone ; but

the public bnildings exhibit ' a singular magnificence.' Lincoln College is ' of

beautiful workmanship and exquisitely ornamented.' Exeter ' is in a very

respectable style,' and so on. Wren's theatre, as an Italian building, was

in any case certain of approval. On his way back to London the Prince

stopped at Billingsbere, then belonging to Colonel John Novil, and in

describing it we havo this notice of rooks : ' the rooks aro considered in

England as preserved birds, tho nobility priding themselves on seeing them

in the neighbourhood of their villas, and looking on them as fowls of good

omen, so that no one is permitted to kill them under severe penalties.' Cosmo

next visited Windsor (' a populous town in the county of Bercheria, called

by the English Berkshire '), than the castle of which he says the kings of

England have not a more delightful residence. And from Kingston he re

turned by the river to London. Of Hampton Court (where he had been

entertained with a deer hunt) it is said that ' it was commenced by Wolsey,

and- finished in the same Gothic stylo and with the same splendour of deco

ration ; and though tho more elegant orders of architecture are aot to be

found in it, so as to make it a regular structure according to the rules of

art, yet it is on the whole a beautiful object to the eye;' and when the

Prince expressed a similar opinion to Charles, ho politely returned, ' that

his Highness's affection for the things of this country made him regard

it with partiality, but that it could not be compared or put in competition

with those of Italy.' Having visited tho English navy, Chatham, and Sheer-

ness, Cosmo and his suite left London. On their way to Harwich they

stopped at Thorndon, Lord Petre's house, and here, while they were at

dinner, tho chimney took fire. When it is remembered how much hospi

tality was forced on Cosmo, it sounds unpleasantly to hear this ill report

following his last dinner in England:— ' Their tables, though distinguished

by abundance, are deficient in quality, and in that exquisitencss of relish

which renders the French dishes grateful to the palate. This is particu

larly the case with the pastry, which is grossly made, with a great quantity

of spices, and badly baked. There is also a great want of that neatness

and gentility which is practised in Italy, for on the English table there are

no forks nor vessels to supply water for the liands, which are washed in a

basin full of water, which serves for all the company ; or perhaps at the

conclusion of dinner they dip the napkin into tho beaker which is

set before each of the guests filled with water, and with this they

clean their teeth and wash their hands.' After leaving Thorndon

they passed through Hennington, near which Lord Petre, they were told,

held several estates as a fief of the Crown on condition of taking a leap in

the King's presence every Christmas Day, besides some other ridiculous

ceremonies, in acknowledgment of his tenure. Cosmo next visited, at New-

hall, General Monk, Duke of Albemarle, who was then very ill (he died the

following January) ; but he tried as well as he could to usher the Prince

into a room where there was refreshment prepared, ' which had more the

appearance of a parsimonious collation than of a handsomo dinner.' New-

hall is said to be a spacious and magnificent edifice, and although the archi

tecture is not in that perfect style of modern buildings, yet it is by no

means destitute of grandeur, owing to the size and elegance of the apart

ments. From Newhall the Prince travelled to Colchester, and thence to

Ipswich, which is said to possess many handsome buildings, and its appear

ance, with its spacious squares, is very noble. Tho last town the Prince came

to was Harwich, the houses in which are said to be mean and shabby ; and

on May 16 he embarked on board the vessel presented by the United

Provinces to the King on his restoration.

• All the county histories and topographies we have met with state that Althorp was
built in 1688. Baker, in his colossal History of Northamptonshire, says, more cautiously,

it was ' restored ' In 1688. From the above description we should say 1668.

A Fountain is to be erected in honour of John Gait, author of 'Sir

Andrew Wylie,' ' The Annals of the Parish,' and other well-known works.

They

Hall



WORKS IN HAND OR SHORTLY TO BE

EXECUTED IN FRANCE.

rE beautiful quaint old building of the Hotel de Cluny is in the

hands of the masons and sculptors, -who are repairing the pierced

gallery 'which crowns the walls of the building, and the ornamental

work of the dormer windows, which had in parts fallen into a very

insecure condition. All this sculptural work is of the end of the

fifteenth and the early years of the sixteenth century, and is remark

ably original and delicate in its execution.

The number of small animals introduced into the decoration,—dogs,

squirrels, rabbits, lion cubs, monkeys, lizards, and birds,—and the

grotesque gargoyles, are the delight of theflaneurs of Paris, who have

little taste for the beautiful lines and proportions of the building. We

have no doubt that the old ornamentation will be replaced with the

greatest possible care, but we recommend architects and students who

find themselves in Paris to jpay the old Hotel a visit before the rich

tint of time is removed off its face.

The Seine is about to be spanned by a grand new bridge, which

will connect the recently-formed Boulevard Saint-Germain with the

Place de la Bastille ; the line of the new boulevard will cross both

streams of the river at the point of the Isle St. Louis. The new

bridge will be longer than the old Pont-Neuf, and, like it, will have

the point of the island beneath it. This bridge will replace the old

wooden structure, as well as the suspension bridge of Constantine,

which now connect the island with the two shores.

A bridge is ordered to be constructed over the Yonne, near the

bamlet of Laroche, in the Commune of Saint Cydroine. The work

including the approaches will be heavy; a sum equal to 2,508/.,

in addition to a toll to be laid upon the bridge is devoted to the

undertaking, which will shortly be put up to public competition.

The following works have also Been declared by decree to be of

public utility, and will shortly be carried into execution by contract.

A landing quay and small side dock on the canal of Ille and Ranee

Saint Gregoire, Hle-et-Vilaine. The increasing of the water in the

canal of the Nivernais by means of a rigole from the river Aron ;

expense estimated roughly at about 20,000/. The rectification of the

canal of Haute-Deule and the construction of a new lock on the

same. The draining of the lake, or morass, known as the Flot de

Vingles, in the departments of the Pas de Calais and the Nord.

Instructions have also been given to the Algerian engineers to draw

up plans for the following improvements of the port and town ofBone :

A swing bridge at the entrance of the Bondjunah, to connect the

town and the south quay. Completion of the south quay. To dredge

out the basin to the depth of 23 feet so as to let in large vessels. To

reduce the width of the entrance of the outer harbour from 400 to 300

metres. To deepen the outer harbour over twenty acres, so as to

receive men of war. To establish graving basins and slips ; and,

lastly, by dredging or otherwise to reclaim a large tract of land

between Fort Cigogne and the Bavayaud jetty.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

the london orphan asylum. watford.

Hbxhy Dawsox, abchttect.

THIS building, of which we give a bird's-eye view, has been

designed to receive 000 children, of whom 400 will be boys and

200 girls ; and, as a glance at the illustration and the references at its

foot will show, all the separate departments required for such an in

stitution are included in the scheme.

The boys and girls occupy separate sides of the establishment,

and their play-grounds are separated, as the view indicates, by the

central mass of buildings. The boys are lodged in ' Houses ' adjoining

one another, but perfectly distinct; and each house is arranged to

receive 50 boys. These houses surround separate quadrangles for

senior and junior boys. In the centre of each quadrangle is the

School, with a covered play-ground under it. The instruction will be

given in class-rooms. The dormitories for the girls will also be

arranged to receive 50 in each, but they are not to be placed in

distinct houses like the boys.

The amount of cubic air space in each dormitory averages above

750 cubic feet per child.

The Dining Hall will have distinct entrances for the boys and girls,

and distinct communications at each end with the kitchen depart

ments in the basement It is to have an open hammer-beam roof.

The Chapel will be built simultaneously with the other buildings,

and its origin is one of the most interesting features of the whole

undertaking, for it is to be erected at the sole expense of a lady who

was formerly the head mistress in this very Institution, and was in

deed herself brought up from a child as one of its scholars. Instances

of good-will shown towards our various schools and other benevolent

establishments by those who have been aided by them in early life

are happily not rare ; but we do not remember to have heard of any

other case where circumstances had combined to render possible so

graceful and so munificent a gift as this.

It is not at the present moment intended to accommodate more

than 450 children—300 boys and 150 girls ; but all the administrative

and domestic buildings required for the full complement of children

will now be erected. It is also intended to suspend the erection of

the Infirmary until sufficient funds are obtained. In the meanwhile

it is proposed to appropriate one boys' house, and the top storey of

the Central Building, as temporary infirmaries for boys and girls

respectively. Even when the whole 600 are provided for, and the

Infirmary built, there will still remain the option of enlargement, as

the design has been specially arranged to admit of future extension.

An Artesian well has been sunk to a depth of 300 feet, and an

abundant supply of pure soft water has been obtained.

The buildings will be brick-built, the main walling being executed

in yellow bricks, with bands, arches, &c, of red brick, and dressings

of Box and Farleigh atone ; the roofs are to be slated, and the con

struction throughout simple, but substantial.

Their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales have

signified their intention of attending on July 12, to lay the foundation

stone of the new buildings.

NKW DOCKS AT QBXENOCK.

WE give this week a bird's-eye view of the proposed new Docks

at Greenock, designed by Mr. T. Claxton Fidler, C.E.

The Harbour Trustees invited designs for this work in competition,

and in their instructions to competitors, stated that they proposed to

construct docks capable of affording accommodation to vessels of from

3,000 to 4,000 tons, and to consist of a graving dock, the size of

which was to be 500 feet long on floor, capable of extension to 750

feet ; and 00 feet wide on top, with an entrance of 65 feet ; and to be

18 feet deep at top of blocks ; and either two wet docks or two tidal

harbours.

They required the docks to be so laid out that any parts could be

carried out in succession so as not to interfere with the traffic of any

portion which had already been executed ; and they were desirous

that the graving dock, which was most required, should be so placed

that its construction might be at once proceeded with, leaving the

remaining portion of the ground free and undisturbed to be let off for

temporary building purposes if they felt so disposed. It was of the

utmost importance that ample railway communication should be pro

vided between the docks and the Caledonian Railway close adjacent.

Sir John Rennie, in his admirable work upon ' Harbours,' in

speaking of Greenock says—

Originally Greenock consisted of merely a few cottages, tenanted by

fishermen and casual traders, scattered along the shore ; and in the period

between 1635 and 1639 it was a place of no importance. . . . The port

consists of an outer and an inner harbour. The outer harbour is formed

by the secure roadstead in front of the town, which may be considered to

be additionally protected by a bank or shoal about 9 miles in length,

running parallel to the shore at a distance of about 400 yards. The depth

of the channel between the bank and the town varies from 10 to 26 and

29 feet at low water, so that the roadstead presents ample accommodation

for vessels of almost any size at all times of the tide and in excellent hold

ing ground.

The site for the proposed docks is the ' Garvel Park,' situated to the

south-east of the present harbour, and projecting out rather pro

minently into the Clyde. It is situated exactly to the south of the

' Greenock Bank ' above referred to, and lies to the west of the ' Cockle

Bank.' A smaller bank appears to the north-east, and divides the

main channel into two parts. The formation of this ' patch ' and

the consequent narrowness of the channel offer very strong argu

ments against any entrance to the docks at the eastern part of the

estate, as the ebb-tide along this secondary channel would be con

stantly silting it up.

The Tidal Harbours Commission, in their Second Report in 1835,

stated ' that their Committee found that one of the most important

questions under their consideration was that relating to the additional

harbour accommodation, and the cost at which such a demand could

be supplied ; and they further believed it to be desirable that in deal

ing with any plan for the extension of the harbours, wet docks

should be included.' Mr. Rennie strongly advocated the construction

of wet docks, and the Committee found that the great arguments in

their favour were as follow :—

1. That the increasing trade of the port required additional accom

modation.

2. That the quality of the harbour accommodation was inferior fo

that which wet docks would afford.

3. That the construction of wet docks at Port Glasgow rendered it

necessary that Greenock should provide similar accommodation.

Strong arguments were offered against wet docks and in favour of

tidal harbours ; and at that time, when the tonnage of the largest

vessel was not more than 1,200 tons, the popular impression was

that the latter were most suited to the requirements of the trade, the

range of the tide being comparatively small. But it must be remem

bered that the tonnage of vessels that will require to use the docks is

from 3,000 to 4,000 tons, and it is of the utmost importance that

proper and secure accommodation should be provided, which csii

only be effected by wet docks.

We now proceed to give some extracts from Mr. Fidler's descriptive

Report which accompanied his design :—

The proposed works consist of a tidal basin with entrance from the deep-

water channel, a double graving dock with entrance from the tidal basin,

closed by a caisson, and an inner or wet dock connected with the tidal basin

by an entrance with a single pair of gates, and, if necessary, also by a lock,

as shown on the plan.

In order to secure the outer entrance from silt, it is placed as tar from tha
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convex bend, and as near the concave bend, of the current as possible, con

sistently with allowing a sufficient offset on the south side to prevent

entering vessels from interfering with those berthed along the South Quay.

The position of the outer entrance, while affording facilities for entrance

and departure at all times, is arranged especially with a view to vessels

entering a little before high water, and lies about in the direction that a

vessel must take when moving ahead at about 1$ knots, and being at the

same time drifted laterally by the flood tide.

Direct access to the graving dock and north quays is provided by a

swing bridge crossing the two entrances in one length, and centred

in the middle.

The basin covers five acres, and affords on the north side 200 yards

quay for discharging timber to timber stores, with a siding connected

with the Low Level Railway ; on the east side are the inner entrance,

landing slip and boat stairs ; and on the south side, 165 yards quay for

general purposes, with a siding also connected with the Low Level line,

and convenient road approach from Hamilton Street

To the north of the graving dock there is more space than would

probably be required for pumping engine, and repairing yard and

shedSj which may be thrown into the area of timber store, or may at

any time be utilised for the construction of a Morton slip as shown.

The inner dock, when completed, will cover 14$ acres. It is

partly divided at its widest part into two basins, west dock and east

dock, by a jetty 350 feet long from the South Quay, and 100 feet

wide, on which can be built warehouses with craneago for direct dis

charge, as shown.

Jetties afford the means of increasing the quay accommodation at

an economical rate, but they must be spaced sufficiently far apart to

allow free room for the manoeuvres of vessels, else their advantage

disappears, and sufficiently far apart to leave between them such a

length of main quay as to ensure that no large fraction of it should be

unavailable, else their economy disappears also.

The Dock Road runs parallel to Hamilton Street the whole length

of the ground.

The Low Level Railway falls from the Caledonian, runs along the

whole south side of the wet dock and tidal basin, while a branch is

carried round the north side to the graving dock and timber yard by

a High Level line, which crosses Hamilton Street to the coal sidings :

the coal traffic being kept entirely distinct on the north side.

The High Level embankment, 35 to 40 feet above H. W., will afford

material shelter to the shipping in the docks from north and east

winds.

The whole inner dock gives on the West, South, and East sides 900

yards of available quay length; on the North-West side 200 yards for

shipping coal ; and on the Nortb-East side 290 yards of quay, which

may either be used for general purposes or for extension of coal traffic,

both railways being in proximity.

The scheme fulfils simply the first condition laid down, that, namely,

of providing the greatest possible dock accommodation of all kinds

that the ground admits of ; the efficiency of any part is not, however,

dependent upon the execution of the whole, so that the several works

can be taken in hand from time to time when their execution may

have become desirable.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEEDINGS.

Clerks of the Royal Engineer Department.

In the Commons, on the 1 7th inst., on the order for going into committee

of supply on the Army Estimates,

Mr. M. Chambers called attention to the anomalous position of tho

clerks of works and clerks of the Royal Engineer department, and tho

denial of pensions to their widows, and moved, ' That in the opinion of

this House they are entitled to, or should be granted, the same rights and

privileges, according to their relative rank, as arc extonded to other non-

combatants in the military service.' The hon. gentleman made a long state

ment in support of his motion.

Captain Vivian admitted that his hon. friend had stated the case from

the point of view of those whoso claims he had advocated, but he should

remind him that in granting pensions and allowances it was necessary to

draw the line somewhere, and make a distinction between different classes

of officers. His hon. friend claimed to have the clerks of works and of the

Engineer department placed on the same footing as other non-combatants,

because they were exposed to the same casualties. But this was not so.

The officers of the commissariat department and of the store department

were, of necessity, obliged to deal with the army in the field, and exposed

themselves to the danger of being shot ; but the clerks of works had no

such duty imposed upon them, and were not subjected to the same dangers.

During the Crimean war there wero only two clerks of works in the East

at, all, and they were at Scutari, many miles away from any firing. Ho

could not concur that by the warrant of 1858 those clerks were placed in a

worse position ; most certainly such was not the intention of the framers of

it. If the House chose to sanction extra pensions and allowances, it must

be prepared for an increase in the estimates.

Mr. Maguibb supported the motion, and quoted the case of a Mr. Lacy,

a native of Cork, who had died from the effects of a sunstroke while en-

in the public service in Africa, as one justifying a pension to his

After some further conversation, the motion was by leave withdrawn.

Buckingham Palace Guard-Room.

Viscount Bcby moved an address for copy or extracts of correspondence

between the Board of Works, the Wur Office, and the Koyal Engineers'

Department of the Horse Guards, which has taken place on this subject

since August last. He contended that the place is most unhealthy, and

altogether unsuited for a barrack-room.

Mr. Layard had no objection to the production of the papers.

The motion was withdrawn.

The Ladies' Galleries.

Mr. H. Herbert asked whether there exists any reason why the gratings

in front of the Ladies' Galleries should not be removed ?

Mr. Latasd could not take on himself the very grave responsibility of

removing the gratings. The reason why they have not been removed is

that the general feeling of the House was against it. As regards the ac

commodation, he must confess that it was exceedingly bad, and, were it not

for those whom it contained, he should be disposed to call it a chamber of

horrors.

Mr. Hbbbkbt gave notice that he would call attention to the subject

on going into supply.

Byde Pier.

In the Lords, on the 21st inst., Sir J. Elphinstone asked tho First

Lord of the Admiralty if he would state the reasons which induced tho pre

sent Board of Admiralty to reverse the decision of their predecessors and

permit the extension of Byde Pier to the westward ; and whether the pro

posed extension was not the subject of inquiry by the late Board of Ad

miralty, and refused by them on the ground that it would interfere with the

navigation of that part of the Solent.

Mr. Childbbs.—There are two piers at Byde, the property of a joint-

stock company, and an application was made to the late Government to

allow a considerable extension of one of them to the west in order to enable

a ladies' bathing-place to be erected. This was strongly supported by the

local authority of Ryde, but opposed by the owners of lighters and coasters,

on the ground that it would interfere with their access in certain winds and

tides to a small landing-place between the two piers where coal and other

merchandise are landed. My predecessor refused the application. This

year the same application was made to the present Board, and as I found

much difference of opinion on the part of the officers I consulted, I took ad

vantage of a recent visit to the Solent to inspect the locality with Sir

Sydney Dacres and Sir Thomas Symonds ; and I decided to sanction a

modified plan, which, in their opinion, would not interfere with the naviga

tion. From a naval point of view there is no objection to either plan.

Lord H. Lennox asked whether the right hon. gentleman would have

any objection to lay on the table of the House copies of the opinions oi}

which the late Board of Admiralty had come to a decision on the question,

especially of the opinion of the Master Superintendent of Portsmouth Dock

yard and his gallant friend the Director of Works to the Admiralty, both of

whom had made a personal inspection of the site.

Mr. Chu-debs replied that his noble friend could, if he wished, have

access to the enormous volume of papers on the subject. He did not, how

ever, think it would be worth while to print the correspondence on a ques

tion which had been so fully considered by the Admiralty.

Ventilation of the House.

In the Commons, on the 21st inst., tho Earl of Albkmabi.e called

attention to tho defective ventilation of the House. Last week, during one

of the most brilliant debates on record, some of their lordships experienced

great discomfort—indeed, he might say as to the elderly portion of them,

some danger—from the intense cold rising through the floor. He would

suggest that at least a portion of the floor should be rendered airtight for

the benefit of members of the House, who, like himself, had arrived at the

age of threescore years and ten, leaving younger and hardier lords to adopt

such remedies as railway rugs and hot-water bottles, if they required them.

(A laugh.)

Earl Gbanvtlle hoped his younger friends would not be left altogether

in tho cold, if the noble earl's suggestion were adopted. On re-entering

the House one night last week after a very short absence, he complimented

the person who had the direction of it on the wonderful freshness of the air,

considering the enormous number of persons present, whereupon he was

informed that there was great difficulty in regulating the temperature of

both Houses, and that, as an instance of it, a remonstrance had just been

received from two of his colleagues on the Treasury Bench in another

House, one complaining that the heat was intolerable, and the other that the

cold was insufferable. (A laugh.) So much depended on individual tem-

porament that if by any arrangement one part of the House could be kept

cold and another warm, it would, no doubt, be very convenient.

The Earl of Albbmable remarked that the luxury of sitting on tho

lower benches, after having sat on the upper ones, was inconceivable to

those who had not experienced it.

The National Gallery.

On the motion of Viscount Habdinqe, an address to the Crown for a

copy of the report of the trustees on the requirements of a new National

Gallery was agreed to.

The New Law Courts.

On the 22nd, Mr. Gladstone, in reply to Colonel Wilson Patten, said the

Government proposed to appoint a Commission to hear evidence as to the

site of the new Law Courts, because it would not be in order to refer .the

Bill upon the subject to a Select Committee until it had been read a second

time. He accordingly proposed that the Bill be not further proceeded with

at present, and therefore it would not yet be necessary to ask any questions

respecting it of the Standing Orders Committee. If the Bill was postponed

for four weeks or some such time, that the Select Committee might have

time to report, the Standing Orders Committee could hold over its report

until that time.

Later in the evening, Mr. Gladstone, in moving the appointment of a

Select Committee to inquire into^the site and charges of the New Law

Courts, explained his reasons for pushing tho question into this new phaso.

Practically, there were now two new plans before the public—the Embank

ment and the new Carey Streot site—for the old Carey Street plan, in all

its extensive proportions, was now abandoned, or at least was reduced to

its original dimensions ; and admitting that Mr. Lowe's idea had not met
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with the universal acceptance expected for it, the Government thought the

fairest and most convenient mode of procedure would be to have a full

inquiry by a Committee. At this period of the Session the House could

not go at length into such a subject ; and, moreover, the Standing Orders

Committee objected to suspending the standing orders unless the House had

given a very decided approval of the scheme.

Sir Roundill Palmer assented very reluctantly to the Committee,

remarking on the delay, which cost the country 40,000/. a year in interest

on money already expended. Much would depend on the manner in which

"the inquiry was conducted, and he urged, therefore, the importance of con

stituting the Committeo impartially.

Mr. H. Palmer gave notice that ho would ask that the proposal of

Lincoln's Inn to provide Equity Courts be considered by the Committee ;

and Mr. Walter asked whether the plans of the architects would be referred

to the Committee, to which Mr. Gladstone replied that the designs would

not, but that the general plan of concentration, &c, would naturally be part

of the subject-matter for inquiry.

The Committeo was then agreed to without further discussion.

Suburban Commons.

Mr. Cowfer obtained leave to bring in a Bill to make provision for the

improvement, protection, and management of commons in the vicinity of

cities and towns in England. Its main object he explained to be to arrest

the impulse which was given by the machinery at the command of the

Enclosure Commissioners to the enclosure of those commons and waste

kinds which, being in the neighbourhood of towns, furnished places of

recreation and enjoyment for large numbers of people.

SOCIETIES.

Royal Institute of British Architects.

At the closing meeting of this Institute for the session 1868-69—W. Tite,

M.P., President, in the chair—Mr. J. P. Seddon, honorary secretary, an

nounced that the Eeport of the General Committee on Architectural

Education had been considered by the Council, who had passed the follow

ing Resolutions, based on certain propositions contained in the Report :—

' 1. That a text-book or pamphlet should be prepared pointing out where

and when (in addition to office instruction) courses of lectures, specially-

pertaining to the profession, can be attended, and giving a limited number

'of books in which the best information is to be had.'

' 2. That a certificate be granted to all who pass the voluntary architec

tural examination established by the Institute.'

' 3. That a preliminary examination be held at the Institute in elemen-

tary^subjects, open to all students who have been at least one year in an

architect's office, provided that it be not made compulsory on those who

come up for the voluntary architectural examination.'

' 4. That the Instituto should assist the Architectural Association to

carry out the drawing school which it was proposed by that Society to

establish this session.'

Mr. Seddon also announced that Professor T. H. Lewis and Mr. A.

Waterhouse had been requested to prepare the text-book referred to in

Resolution No. 1, which, when approved by the Council, would be submitted

to the members at a general meeting next session ; that a form of certificate

had been prepared, and would in future be given to those candidates who

pass the voluntary architectural examination ; that the preliminary exami

nation mentioned in Resolution No. 3 would be (with the approval of the

general body) henceforth established in connexion with the annual volun

tary architectural examination ; and that the Council were prepared to assist

the Architectural Association Drawing Class in accordance with Resolu

tion No. 4.

Mr. Seddon added that, in regard to the other suggestions mado in the

Report of the General Committee, the Council desired to retain under tho

control of the Institute the architectural examinations above mentioned, but

that they could not at present entertain the proposition that passing the

examination should be made a condition of future membership.

The following Papers were then Tead :—

'A Description of the Tomb of Vitalis (an ancient Roman architect), in

the Villa Volkonsky, at Rome ; and of Some Remains in Palestine.' By

Prof. Donaldson, P.P., Hon. Sec, E.C..

' On Abyssinian Church Architecture.' By W. Simpson, Esq.

Before the meeting adjourned the President announced that, in conse

quence of the engagements of many guests who had been invited on the 26th

inst., the Council had reluctantly found it necessary to postpone the dinner

which was to have taken place at the Crystal Palace on that day.

The conversazione will be held at the Rooms of the Institute on Thursday

the 1st of July.

Manchester Society of Architects.

ABSTRACT OP ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT TO THE LAST GENERAL MEETING.

' Following the routine of subjects named in the Report presented to

the Annual Meeting on June 22nd last, I may remark upon tho desired

consolidation of all clauses affecting buildings now in force in this city,

that no steps have yet been taken by the Corporation, so far as wc

know, to carry out this most desirable object. Its importance, however, is

so great, and its usefulness so obvious, that probably only the pressure

of other business has prevented its being attended to. For want of such

consolidation, all parties are apt to be misled—builders, architects, members

and officials of the Corporation alike ; and if the City Council desiro only

to secure safe and wholesome house-building, there can be nothing gained

by having a hazy atmosphere hanging round all the legislative enactments

which are expected to be observed.

' The Town Hall competition was a double one ; that is, a sketch compe

tition, open to all comers, followed by a limited competition among a certain

number selected from the first. This Society, by a vote all but unanimous,

condemned this method, and endeavoured to obtain an alteration in the in

tentions of the Committee, but without success. We also recommended

certain restrictions as to the number and size of drawings : these were

adopted with much satisfaction to competitors, and this useful result fol

lowed—that a sketch competition was shown to be amply sufficient to test

tho powers of Architects, and enable any qualified person to determine upon

that one who ought to have the preference, thereby avoiding the Utter waste

of time, energy, and Art enthusiasm which is the result of competitions as

usually conducted.

' But then, members of the profession must be loyal to the conditions and

towards their brethren. To this sketch competition were sent in some

drawings lined like the finest steel engravings, and some that had occupied

the spare time of many weeks to colour. Was this fair in a competition

intended to bo of sketch designs? Of course I do not advocate slovenly

drawing, but rather condemn a load of mechanical and draughtsman's work

taking the place of the more artistic touch of the master.

' One difficulty which wo foresaw, and which influenced us in deciding

against a double competition, was tho impossibility of keeping the sketch

designs unseen by those who were to engage in the second competition.

This was felt by the Town Hall Committee also, and they issued a circular

in which they said—" It has been determined that there shall be no public

exhibition of such designs, and that under no circumstances will such designs

be allowed to be seen by any competing Architect."

'You know what followed upon this most distinct and unqualified

engagement. So soon as the selection was made, each unsuccessful competitor

received a circular asking him to allow his drawings to be exhibited, and

there was a public exhibition of those whose authors did not forbid it.

Nearly all those Members of our Society who were so addressed at once

forbade their being exhibited, unless in company with the selected designs ;

this was, perhaps, too crucial a test of the wisdom of the selectors to be

agreed to, and our now useless drawings were immediately restored, and a

doubly-maimed exhibition opened to the public. Now observe the curious

result in any such case ;—no competitor has any assurance that his designs

were even seen by tho adjudicator. I do not for a moment insinuate that

such was the case in this competition. I am pointing out the inevitable

evils of such a system. My own opinion is, that the wholo of the designs

should be exhibited so soon as received, and before any selection has been

made. Let them stand the test of public criticism before any bias has been

given, and let every man have the benefit of an open fight. Will this insure

a fair adjudication ? No, by no means ; it did not in the case of the L*w

Courts in London ; and nothing will ; the whole system 16 rotten—root and

branch. But it will do one thing—it will make the injustice of the decision

so palpable that the victor will not gain his laurels, and the vanquished will

feel themselves to be, though injured, not humiliated.

'The Exhibition closed—drawings returned to obscurity—fresh instruc

tions went forth to the eight successful competitors, and then followed

weary months of utterly vain and unprofitable labour to produce a number

of pictures, many of them of great merit, but of no use to enable any man

to come to a decision as to the best and most suitable design—any com

petent man, I mean. (Does any one suppose that such drawings were made

for nny of the great works of the middle ages ?) Then came the tug of war,

and finally the exhibition of these, professedly the choicest of 140 designs.

Avoiding all question as to the final adoption of that design which is now

being translated into stone and brick, I cannot hesitate to say that designs-

wero there among the eight which no man of mature and impartial judg

ment would have selected as fit to be built ; arrangement of plans that weTe

entirely unsuitable, and external designs that were simply absurd as for the

purpose intended. If what I aver be impugned, I appeal to the selected

design itself ; and I say that, accepting it as the type of what was required

in plan and in architectural character, some of the remaining seven had not

the shadow of a pretence to be there.

' What shaE I say more ? I have endeavoured to show that this plan of

a double competition is to be condemned ; that the architect might have

been selected by the sketch competition ; that the fruitless labour Upon

eight elaborate sets of pictures might have been entirely avoided ; and I

may add that the cost of that labour (2,400/.) might have been in great

part saved, for one-tenth of that sum divided among ten competitors in the

first competition would have better remunerated them than the -2,400/. did

the eight in the second.'

Cork Cuvierian and Archsaological Society.

The last meeting of this society for the session 18G8-9 was lately held

in the Library of the Royal Cork Institution. Mr. T. R. Lane, President, in

the chair. The paper rmd was ' On the Prehistoric Remains around Lough

Gut,' by Professor Harkness, F.R.S. The author said the neighbour

hood of Lough Gur, in the county Limerick, is one of the localities

in Ireland which abound in prehistoric remains. It has furnished the

museums of the Royal Irish Academy, the British Museum, and the

Museum of the Society of Antiquaries, with many interesting relics, and

several of the collections of private individuals contain implements of vari

ous kinds, which have been derived therefrom. Lough Gur is about three

miles north of Bruff ; its name, according to Mr. John Fitzgerald, of Grange

Cottage, near its margin, is a corruption of Lough Argor, or the Lake of the

Stone Circles, a term expressing the character of some of the prehistoric

remains which arc so abundant on its shores. Of these circles three occur

near Grange Cottage, and one of these, which is composed of earth as

well as stone, is very perfect, owing to the careful preservation of Mr. Fitz

gerald. It is about 150 ft. in diameter, and, rising about 9 ft. above tho

ground which surrounds it, is 36 ft. wide at the base. Mr. Fitzgerald has

recently discovered the entrance into this circle, which is on tho E.N.E. side.

J This entrance consists of a passage about 2 ft. wide, lined on the sides with

stones, and in this respect corresponding with the interior portion of the

circle itself. The surface of the ground inclosed by this circle is consider

ably higher than that of the land outside the circle. The other two circles

near Grange Cottage are composed exclusively of blocks of stone. One of

these is imperfect, and has a diameter of 170 ft., and the other, which is

perfect, is 55 ft. wide. On the eastern side of Lough Gur is a hill called

Knockadoon, on which thero are also stones and earth circles. These, as

compared with those at Grange, are small in size, and have only a slight
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elevation. About half a mile north-east of Knockadoon other stone and

earth circles are seen. One of them is 155 ft. in diameter, and incloses

another circle about 50 ft. wide. A few yards south of the outer circle a

third occurs, 35 ft. in diameter, having the ground inclosed by it about 3 ft.

above the level of the surrounding surface. In this respect this circle has

considerable affinity to the large one near Grange Cottage. The neighbour

hood of Lough Gur affords other prehistoric remains besides circles. Three

cromlechs occur near its margins, one about a third of a mile from Holy

Cross, and the other two about three-quarters of a mile to the south thereof.

These cromlechs are locally known as giants' graves. Near Black Castle,

on the S.E. side of Lough Gur, a large stone circle is seen, composed of

flaggy limestone, the covering of which, to a considerable extent, remains.

This also is known as a giant's grave, and the purpose for which it was

originally designed was probably similar to that of the cromlechs, namely,

as a place of sepulture. A very fine monolith can also be seen on the west

side of Lough Gur. This is 12 ft. high by 7 ft. broad, and from 3 to 4 ft.

wide. It exhibits no traces of sculpturing, nor are there any artificial

markings upon it. Two hills which rise abovo the east and west side of

Lough Gur havo their summits covered with remains of ancient circular

forts, built of large stones, but without mortar. These are the remains of

structures similar to the Staigue fort, county Kerry, but they have here in

closed .greater areas than their Kerry representative. Lough Gur has also

yiolded remains which belong to a more recent prehistoric period than the

stone age. Bronze weapons of various kinds have come from it, and also

some copper celts. In form these latter approximate more nearly to the

stone celts than those of the succeeding bronze period ; and they serve to

connect the age of stone with that of bronze by implements of a ruder type,

only of a less complox nature than those of the later prehistoric epoch.

Boyal Geographical Society.

The Rev. F. W. Holland at a recent meeting of this Society gave an

account of the late explorations in the Peninsula of Sinai mado by officers

and men of the Royal Engineers. The principal task undertaken by the party

was the survey-of a district 1 5 miles square around Mount Sinai and Jebel

Serval, on the scale of 6 inches to the square mile. Mr. Holland having

explored the Peninsula on previous occasions, on foot, offered his aid as a

guide up to the month of February, when he was obliged to return to

England. The organisation of the expedition was all that could be wished.

It arrived at Suez on November 8, and, Arab attendants being prepared

beforehand, they were all en route for the Desert by the 11th. They kept

along the eastern shore of the Gulf of Suez, as far as Wady Ghurundel,

and then struck inland for Jebel Musa, which they reached after a march

of ten days. Tents were pitched at the foot of Aaron's Hill, all the Arabs

were dismissed, and the work of the survey was commenced. So rugged

was the country that it would have been hardly possible to carry the

instruments to the more elevated stations, had it not been that they were

aidod by several Arab ibex hunters. The peaks of Has Sufsafeh, forming

the northern portion of Mount Sinai, wero the central point of the survey ;

they rise precipitously from the plain to a height of 2,000 feet. In the

valleys around and on the slopes the remains of ancient cultivation and

reservoirs were continually met with, and great numbers of hermits' cells :

the whole country, though now a desert, must have formerly been a bloom

ing garden. The party moved to Jebel Serval on January 1. During the

survey Mr. Palmer and Mr. Holland copied more than 1,000 Sinaitic

inscriptions.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society.

At the last ordinary meeting of this Society held at their rooms, in the

Whittington Club,—the President, Mr. B. Haughton, in the chair—a paper

on ' Water Supply to Towns and Villages ' was read by Mr. George W. Usill

(Member of Council).

After tracing tho history of man throughout all ages, tho knowledge

he has possessed both of the importance and the use of water as a means

of existence, and the progress he has made in civilisation, from the earliest

days, when crouching down on hands and knees and drinking from some

running stream, until the presenttime when we find him constructing gigantic

works to supply whole districts with this most important element ; the

author investigated at considerable length the phenomenon of rain-fall, its

effect upon the earth, its amount, and the causes which produce greater

quantities in some districts than others ; he also expressed his opinion that

the arguments that had been offered by eminent authorities, to the effect

that a great many agents were at work to lessen the amount of rain-fall in

England and elsewhere, in the way of improved cultivation, clearing away

woods and forests, &c, were based upon good grounds. The author then

treated the questions of evaporation and absorption, and their effect upon

the collection of rain-fall for the supply of towns, &c, and exhibited in a

tabulated form the results of experiments that have been made during tho

past century and a half by the most eminent scientific men of the period to

determine the proportions of both evaporation and absorption, being of

opinion that as yet very little had been done to enable us to lay down

any fixed laws, as in every case so much depends upon the local

characteristics of the district; though there is no doubt that the amount of

evaporation from land surface is much less, whilst that from the surface of

water is much greater, than the rainfall over a like given area. After

glancing at the different works executed by our forefathers to supply

themselves with water, the author passed on to the consideration of the

various methods whereby towns and villages may bo supplied with water,

viz., from drainage or collecting areas, from rivers and streams, from

springs and from wells, briefly noticing the primitive mode of collecting

the rainfall from the roofs of houses, &c, as adopted by the ancient Jews

and other nations, and which, in fact, is in use at the present time in

many places in England and elsewhere which have not a supply of water.

With regard to drainage or collecting areas, the author stated that

mountainous districts were most favourable for works of this nature, as the

water falling upon the precipitous sides of valleys would have a natural

tendency to flow rapidly off the ground, and therefore might be intercepted

and conducted to impounding reservoirs ; whilst if the locality is of a flat

nature, the expense necessary to render it available for collecting and im

pounding the rainfall would be considerable, added to which, great doubts

might be expressed as to the quality of the water obtained. In hilly

districts the water rushes rapidly off the ground before it has time

to gather impurities, but if it falls upon flat ground it has greater facili

ties for taking up foreign matter. In every case the works should be

so designed, that the rain might be collected as near the place upon which

it falls as possible, as the greater distance it has to travel, the greater the

chances there are of its becoming contaminated. The author then proceeded

to consider the principles involved in a supply of water from rivers and

streams, stating that thero was no doubt that this was the most simple

method of obtaining water, as was shown by the fact that people havo

congregated on the banks of rivers throughout all ages, and that

if obtained close to the source it gave the purest water. But

this was not always either practicable or advisable, because, as a rule, the

source of a river at first is very small, its volume only increasing after

traversing some miles, and, therefore, to take a supply of some million

gallons per day from a point not far from the source would havo the effect

of depriving the stream of the natural tendency it has to preserve the

channel and maintain a proper depth for navigation. The author repu

diated tho idea that rivers of large volume were much affected by the

discharge of sewage, &c, into them, because they have the power of self-

purification to a very large extent, adding that in tho opinion of the most

eminent men of the day, the water of a river, having sewage turned into it

at a certain point, after travelling some few miles becomes entirely freo from

any impurities occasioned by its reception. At tho same time the author

did not for one moment advocate turning the sewage of whole districts into

rivers, and he hoped the day was close at hand when this would be entirely

prevented ; nor did he advocate the supply of water to a town from a river

if it were possible to procure it from a better source.

In consequence of the length of the paper it was deemed advisable to

divide it into two parts, and thus the latter portion will be read early in

the autumn session. A very interesting discussion upon the leading

topics treated in the paper followed, in which the members and visitors

took part. A vote of thanks was awarded the author.

On June 2, a new paper was read by Mr. Arthur Pain, C.E., on the prin

cipal building stones used in the metropolis. The author, after treating fully

on all the different sorts of stone as they came into use chronologically, and

illustrating his paper with a largo map showing the position and distance

of tho quarries from the great centre, also a table compiled from various

sources giving detailed information as to tho weights, description, chemical

analysis, prices, and other information of each sort of stone, drew the

attention of the Society to tho fact that nearly all tho principal buildings

in tho neighbourhood of the various quarries were in an excellent state of

preservation, while structures built out of the district and of the same kind

of stone were more or less in a state of rapid decay. This, he believed, was

owing to the architect, builder, and stonemason, in the first case, knowing

all about the stone, and being able to reject the bad, while in the second

instance they often knew nothing of its good or bad qualities, and the stone

was put in without proper selection. Ho mentioned as an instance of the

evil of non-selection the Houses of Parliament, the consequence of which was

we had a building fast crumbling to decay ; on the other hand, tho Geo

logical Museum, Jermyn Street, front built of the same stone, is in excellent

preservation, because it was carefully selected. Ho did not blame architects,

engineers, masters, and workmen for not knowing more about stone, liecauso

he knew the difficulty of obtaining information. In conclusion, ho con

sidered that the cause of technical education in that particular and impor

tant branch would be greatly advanced if the heads of the professions of

architect, civil engineer, and the trades connected therewith, would appoint

an architect, civil engineer, chemist, geologist, builder, and practical stono-

mason, and get the Government to make them Royal Commissioners, with

the usual powers, to report on all the principal quarries in the United

Kingdom, and collect specimens, such specimens and report to be placed in

the public museums in every large town throughout the country. Until

that was done he felt convinced that we should continue to build our public

and private structures of good aud bad stone mixed up together with the

same miserable results.

Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society.

The last annual meeting of this Society was held in the College Hall,

South Street, Exeter. The Ven. Archdeacon Freeman presided. The

Secretary read the annual report, which stated that the Transactions for

1867 and 1868 were now ready, and the committee believed that the books

would be found to be both very interesting and valuable. The effigifB on

the high tombs of South Devon, faithfully and most carefully drawn by

Mr. Rogers, formed a very beautiful series of illustrations, and a hope was

expressed that they would help to call forth a greater caro and regard for

the sculptures themselves than is now common. In many instances they

are at present utterly uncared for. During the past year many plans have

been reported on by the committee, and the grants made in the same period

were eight in number. Having comparatively but a small sum to dispose

of annually, the amount bestowed in such cases was not large, but the com

mittee believe these grants are esteemed more as being tokens of good will

and approval than for their money value. As the members of the Society

increase, and a more regular as well as a larger income is supplied, this

branch of the Society's work will doubtless increase too ; the committee

believing that in proportion as the real life of the church increased, so will

be the work of restoration, and rebuilding, and founding new churches, this

kind of work being one of the signs of renewed church life. A great

change has already been brought about, but a greater change is hoped for,

and it is through combined efforts like these that such change may be

helped onward and directed. Nor should it bo forgotten that another

reason for such combinations of Churchmen may be seen in associations of

an opposite and antagonistic character, when premiums for essays against

church music and painted glass windows are advertised. To imply that

the fine arts are not to bo sacrificed to holy uses, is to imply that there are

certain gifts and certain created tilings which are necessarily evil, or cer
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tainly will lead thereunto. The report continued : A point of great prac

tical importance has been forced into notice in the new church of St.

Michael, in this city. It is this : can any principle of acoustics be so

applied that when a church is completed, it shall be found to hare neither

too little resonance nor too much of it, and that distinctness shall be secured

which is really necessary in certain parts of the offices of the Church ? Is

there any principle, it may be asked, to guide us, or must we be wholly left

to personal experience, or to a kind of intuitive faculty which brings things

right without knowing the how or the why ? It seems to be an admitted

fact that a very great indistinctness is found in nearly all the services in the

church referred to, and that the echo occasionally is really painful. A short

pause at the end of a sentence brings back to the speaker word after word.

The choir of the church is usually a large one, and though all sing loudly,

the choir is not heard as it should be. Now why is this ? The church is

lofty, the congregation is wholly in the nave and in the broad transepts,

the priests and choir are placed in the chancel, eastward of the transept,

and on a level very considerably above that of the nave. The roofs are

plastered in panels formed by principals, purlins, and ridge piece. There

is not too little resonance, but there is either too much of it, or else the

return of the wave of sound interferes at a wrong time with the wave caused

by the action of the voice. Now is it not a mistake to suppose that our

pulpits and choir seats cannot well be placed too high ? Is it not a mistake

to think that to be well heard, wo may as easily be placed too much above

our congregations, as well as too close to them ? Sound ascends, and may

we not be easily so placed that the first wave of sound shall not reach the

ear before the echo wave interferes with it ? It is probable that the ground

plan of St. Michael—that of chancel, nave, transepts, and central tower—may

in some degree be the cause of the evil complained of, but it cannot be all

the cause, for it is stated that the Litany, said or sung at the Fald-stool, is

well heard, although the ease to the priest in speaking is seemingly less

than when he is in the choir or in the pulpit. Of the plans in aid of which

grants have been recently made, St. Wenn, near Bodmin, and St. Mary,

Tedburn, have been completed. The last-named church is within easy dis

tance, and would well repay a visit. The contrast between things as they

were, and as they are, in this case is very marked. The work of St. Mary's,

Lynfon, and in the Church of the'Holy Trinity at Barnstaple, has made much

progress. The unusually lofty and thin-looking tower of the last-named

placo has been much improved by the alteration which has been carried out.

The pinnacles and the battlements have been set several feet lower down. In

the church itself much has to be done, but when completed it will form one of

the most effective churches in point of arrangement in North Devon.—The

Treasurer then stated that there were a number of subscriptions duo for

1868, and that copies of the Transactions would be sent on receipt of the

subscriptions.—The Bev. G. W. B. Wills moved the adoption of the report,

which was seconded by the Rev. W. Gray, who stated that a similar diffi

culty to that referred to at St. Michael's had been experienced at the

Cathedral, and was obviated by laying down cocoa-nut matting.—Mr.

White said ho had never been in St. Michael's, but he thought it a mistake

in a building of that form to have a long-fluted open roof, even if it was

broken up by rafters. He had found great advantage in the use of a

wooden block pavement for the floor ; it was noiseless and firm. A bright

floor was apt to send the sound back. Two very important points were

the proportions of the building and the arrangement of the body of the

church.—The Chairman said the question was a very important one, and

our forefathers seem to have understood how to overcome the difficulty in

building large churches. Anyone going into St. Michael's could not fail to

be struck with the extraordinary amount of flat surface, with nothing to

break the sound, but those who built our cathedrals seemed to know that

fluted columns would have the desired effect.—-The report was adopted, as

was also the treasurer's report. The officers of the society were re-elected.

—Mr. White then read a long and interesting paper on the use of colour

and its abuse. He urged the employment in our churches and in our schools,

unions, and asylums, and other public buildings, of decorative chromatic

art. An appreciation of colour was innate in nearly every man, and even

the most indifferent felt the coldness and discomfort caused by its absence.

Colour, he said, was used in the middlo ages to such an extent that scarcely

any old parish church can be touched without some traces being found of

colour. Perhaps the first step to be taken to encourage the more general

uso ot colour was advancing the education of the large class of common

house painters and such as can lay but little claim to the higher branches

of art education, whilst they have to exercise some of the lower functions,

and frequently carry into effect designs and instructions which, without a

more thorough grounding in the art of colouration, as distinguished from

painting, thoy are able but imperfectly to enter into or understand.

The chief aim of all colouring of this nature should be repose, and if

brilliant colours were used, the more perfect must be the harmony, and the

more careful the gradations. Proper gradations of colours and shades were

of the greatest consequenco towards the avoidance of harsh and startling

effects. It was to a want of care in this respect that the prejudice against

colour was to be attributed. People preferred to be on the safe side to

risking failure in so important a matter.—The Chairman, while agreeing

with Mr. White as to the advantage of judicious colouring, said what tho

mind craved for in religion was reality ; and while he would have as much

marble in the church as possible, he thought parishes would object to

colouring, because it would generally be present in an unreal and meretri

cious form. He thought colouring was found not so much in churches of

the old English style, as in those of the debased Perpendicular. Mr. White

said of course ho should prefer richer materials for building, but all

countries wore not so rich as this in building stones. In all tho early

English churches which he had examined he had never failed to dis

cover traces of the original colour. Preb. Mackarness thought that when

colour was used, there must have been more local knowledge on the subject.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the meeting to a close.

The Society of Engineers.

The members ot the Society of Engineers selected for the first of their trips

in the present year to engineering works of note—the Limehouse Basin

Improvement Works. The improvements comprise a new ship entrance

lock having two compartments. The length of the outer lock is 120 ft., and

that of the inner one 230 ft., the width at the top being 60 ft. There are

three pairs of lock gates, which are made of wrought iron, the lower portion

of tho gates being watertight. A very fine iron swing bridge 129 ft. long

and 25 ft. wide carries a roadway across the lock near the river end. This

bridge, the gates of tho locks, the capstans, and the cranes are all worked

by hydraulic power, the machinery for which, together with the whole of the

ironwork, was supplied by Sir W. Armstrong & Co. Tho quay wall facing

the river is 220 ft. in length ; a timber jetty running out 54 ft. into the

rivor is to be constructed. From the Limehouse Basin, the party proceeded

to inspect the new extension works of the West India Docks ; Mr. Hawk-

shaw, engineer; and subsequently the engineering works of Messrs. West-

wood, Baillie, & Co., London Yard, Millwoll, where they found much to

interest them in some bridgework and screw piling for India. The mem

bers dined togethor in the evening at the Brunswick Hotel, BlackwaU.

South Midland Institute of Mining, Civil, and Mechanical

Engineers.

This new combination of mining, civil, and mechanical engineers, whose

head-quarters are at Wolverhampton, was inaugurated at the School of Art

there, on the 7th instant, by an address from the President, Mr. Henry

Beckett, F.G.S. The rules are, generally speaking, founded upon those of

the Northern Institute of Mining Engineers, and, like that Institute, seek

the co-operation of all engineers in all parts of the country who are in

terested in the objects. Those objects are defined to be to enable its mem

bers, comprising mining, civil, and mechanical engineers, and other persons

connected with or interested in mining, to meet together at fixed periods,

and to discuss the means for the ventilation of coal and other mines, the

winning and working of collieries and mines, the prevention of accidents,

and the advancement of the sciences of mining and engineering generally.

Papers are to be read, which, with the discussions upon them, are to be

printed, as transactions.

The President's address was a lengthy document. Among other things

he said :—When igneous rocks occurred in coal-fields, as marvellously de

veloped in South Staffordshire and Shropshire, their singularly intrusive

nature and ever-varying characteristics were especially deserving of study,

as well as their atmospheric action on the coals and associated strata. In

few other districts in the earth, porhaps, were those troublesome rocks more

interesting to men of science, though sadly deteriorating in their effects,

and fearfully expensive to sink through and otherwise traverse. Frequent

outbreaks were found throughout the coal-fields, but nono more re

markable than that explored and approaching exhaustion at Powk

Hill, on the Earl of Lichfield's estate, at Bentley, near Walsall,

which, until recently, was deserving of the most careful consideration,

not only from its singular vertical as well as radiating columnar

structure, but as associated with a tremendous cast and west cross-

fault which defined a most important change in the mineral con

stituency of our local coal-field. Great perplexity existed as to the period

of igneous intrusion, and whether one or more centres of eruption may have

existed in the South Staffordshire coal-field ; as also whether or not such

disturbance was contemporaneous with like intrusive action in the Shrop

shire, Forest of Wyre, and Warwickshire coal-fields. These difficulties would

probably be removed if tho members obtained accurate data connected

with these localities, showing the relative position of undoubted central

upheavings, the line base of the elongated horizontal expansions, and the

accordance of their upward ramifications combined with the reciprocal

peculiarities of the component rocks. Basaltic dykes were occasionally met

with, and should be narrowly watched, as well as the localities where the

metamorphic effects might appear to have been most powerful. In closing

this exciting subject he must tell them candidly that he did not anticipate

that any direct and unceasing igneous connection would be discovered be-

tween the four coal-fields alluded to, although the upheavings may have

been and probably were simultaneous. Ho believed tho outer faults in such

district would limit the extent of the igneous action connected therewith—

a fact observable near Essington, from which he induced the director of

the Government Geological Survey to publish a new edition of that portion

of the South Staffordshire coal-field, embracing also an analogous change

on the opposite side of the same coal-field originally coloured as Permian.

The address also dealt with the question of the ventilation of mines.

NEW BUILDINGS AND RESTORATIONS.

The New Charing Cross Theatre.—Few would recognise in the

little theatre in King William Street, Strand, opened to the public on the

1 9th inst., the site formerly occupied by the Polygraphic Hall, made famous

by Mr. Woodin. Littlo more than tho walls of tho original building are

loft standing. About the sizo of tho Strand, the new house, probably, has

not more seating accommodation than the Royalty, which may be accounted

for by tho absence of a gallery in the present case, the auditory consisting

of stalls, pit, dress circle, upper boxes, and private boxes. The seats are

covered in light blue leather, the box hangings and curtains ore of blue

satin damask with gold fringe, and tho proscenium drapery in the same

style, looped up with cords, sustained by female figures. The decoration

is generally white and gold, raised on a groundwork of a salmon-pink

colour, whilst the artistic portion and panelling, medallions, &c., are more

predominant than usual. The figure panels are tasteful, and owe their

origin to the brush of Mr. T. Ballard. An ornamontal dome of light per

forated tracery occupies the centre of the ceiling. The lighting of the

auditory is by a powerful sun-bumer suspended from the centre of the

dome. The act drop, representing ' The Mall ' in St. James's Park, in the

time of Charles II., has been painted by the well-known artist, Mr. J. 15.

Meadows. To Mr. C. N. Foster is due the constructive portion of the

work ; the carton pierre is by Messrs. White & Co. ; the design, decorations,

fittings, &c, by Mr. E. W. Bradwell ; Arthur Evers, Esq., architect, having

had the entire supervision of the whole works. The size of the theatre i»

about 30 feet from front to front of box rest ; the height from floor to ceil
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ing [about 40 feet ; and a proscenium opening of 20 feet. All the stair

cases, &c, are either in stone or concrete, and in case of fire ample accom

modation has been provided for speedy exit from every portion.

Aifreton.—The restoration of the parish church at Alfreton is very near

completion. All the seats are put in, and the interior is decorated. It is

expected to be ready for opening by July 20 next. It will be large enough

to seat 500 ; and is to have a new organ.

Opening of a New Baptist Chapel.—On June 15, a new Baptist

chapel, situate in Wellington Street, Stockton-on-Tees, was opened for

divine worship. The building has been in contemplation for some time,

and in November last was commenced. The plot of ground which the

premises occupy measures 69 ft. by 68 ft. The structure is of the Classical

order of architecture, and built principally of brick, with stone facings.

The chapel in the interior measures 60 ft. by 40 ft. ; and the school-room,

which is beneath the chapel and approached from the back of the building,

measures 40 ft. by 30 ft., and is 1 1 J ft. high. The pews are arranged with

two aisles, with accommodation for 350 persons. There is no gallery at

present, but the building is so constructed that one can be added at a future

time if needed. The architect is Mr. George Fletcher, and the contractor

Mr. John Craggs. The entire cost of the building will be about 1,650/.,

towards which about 1,1002. has already been raised.

Opening of the Grand Pump Boom Hotel, Bath.—Of the exterior

it will probably be sufficient to state that it is in harmony with the Stall

Street elevation of the Grand Pump Room and its colonnades. Entering the

hotel by a flight of steps, to be guarded by a pair of lions, and through the

large plate glass doors into the Hall, wo find the manager's room imme

diately on our left, the grand staircase in front, and passages leading to the

right and left. This hall is paved with encaustic tiles, some of which are

glazed, laid to pattern ; and is warmed by a double steam apparatus, which

serves also as tables. Taking the passage on the left, we have a private

drawing-room and the commercial room, with the communication to the

baths ; and the opening to the hydraulic lift. The lift will be sufficiently

spacious to accommodate a wheelchair, which, with its occupant, can then

be raised from the level of the baths to any floor of the hotel. Pursuing

the passage to the right, and passing the ladies' coffee room, we enter the

public coflee-room, the largest room in the building, occupying the whole of

the northorn wing, and which is 64 feet long and 21 feet wide, exclusive of

a recess 20 feet long by 14 feet wide. It has two fire-places, and is lighted

at night by four gaseliers of elegant design (by Wingfield), and the same

pattern is to be observed in the more important suites of rooms. Attached

to the coffee-room are well-fitted lavatories, and a washing-up room for

glasses, &c. The mantel-pieces of this, and of all the principal rooms

throughout the building, are of dove marble, relieved by red Devon, and

form the least attractive features of the interior. Under this apartment is

a. billiard room ; and adjoining are the needful conveniences, including a

closet heated by steam. Close at hand is a smoking room, having a coved

veiling with massive cornices—in which provision is made for ventilation—

and a cemented floor. Tho works have been executed under the direction

of Messrs. Wilson and Willcox, architects. The opening dinner took place

in the Coffee-room of the Hotel on June 16.

Be-opening of Pensford Church.—Tho parish church of Pensford,

Somerset, was re-opened a few days since. It has been rebuilt, on tho old

foundations, of local stone, with Bath freestone dressings, in the decorative

style of the fourteenth century. The church now possesses a very neat little

north porch. A series of arches divides the chancel and nave from the

south aisle, and one great peculiarity of the place is that it does not possess

what is known as a constructional chancel. The windows, which were

previously of a character quite opposite to the original design, have been

harmonised with that of the fourteenth century, in accordance with the

rest of the building. The roofs are of Bath stone, of the ' Somersetshire
•waggon head' or 'cradle form,' the timbers being exposed, while those of the

chancel are richly coloured and gilded. The chancel screen is composed

of low stone, surmounted by ornamental ironwork. The floor of the church

has been raised, and is now paved with tiles, the chancel floor being covered

with Maw's encaustic tiles.

ITEMS OF NEWS

FROM OUB

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS.

Irish Antiquities.

In that division of the South KonsiDgton Museum chiefly dedicated to

loans, has been lately exhibited a small but highly interesting group of

objects recently found by digging in a fort near Ardagb, on the property of

Earl Dunraven. As, owing to previous eugagements on the part of their

noble owner, their period of exhibition in London must be very limited, it

may be well to draw the attention of our readers to these objects, all of

great interest, and one at least of which may be fairly termed unique.

They are five in number, of which four are fliulce or brooches of the white

metal (chiefly composed of silver and lead) known under the designation

of white [bronze. Three of theso resemble in form the well-known Tara

brooch ; but even the best of the present specimens, though rich in interlaced

work and of unusual size, is in delicacy of workmanship far inferior to that

wondrous relic of past civilisation. The fourth fibula is of another type

common among Irish antiquities, being penannular, with ends formed by

the arbutus berry. Tho fifth object of this remarkable find deserves a more

detailed description, as well from its beauty as from its extreme rarity.

It is a two-handled goblet, possibly a chalice, although on this point au

thorities are at issue. The material is the white bronze above-mentioned ;

the form a simple and graceful segment of a sphere, with solid semicircular

handles. Both the lip and foot have been set with flat stones or amber,

and around the extornal rim is a ring of interlaced ornament with studs of

opaque enamel. Similar bosses of opaque enamels form part of the de

coration below each handle ; but it is noteworthy that all the enamels, though

appearing on a casual inspection to be ' cloisonne,' are not really so : that is

to say, they have not been applied to their respective doisons in a state of

fusion, but have been inserted when cold. This peculiarity, which was ob

servable in the jewellery of an Egyptian queen, found by M. Mariette at

Memphis, and shown in the International Exhibition of 1 862, must have added

greatly to the difficulty of workmanship, the mechanical accuracy of which

is truly marvellous. The interlaced work surrounding the neck'is also of

surprising sharpness ; and in fact the whole goblet is so incomprehensibly

new in appearance, that at first sight one could hardly accord belief to its

untampered antiquity, but that fortunately all doubt is set at rest by the

declaration of its noble owner that it has been merely cleaned, and does

not contain an atom of new work, except that one small piece of lead was

quite decayed and has been replaced. On the outside of the bowl are very

delicately engraved the names of the Twelve Apostles, in a peculiar rect

angular Gothic letter, similar to that used in the Book of Durrow ; and this

fact aids us in ascribing to the goblet the date believed to belong to the

book, viz., the seventh century. The conscientious care of the artist has

led him to complete even the under part of the base with filigree work and

a central crystal. Notwithstanding, however, the sacred character of some

of the accessories, it may be permitted to doubt whether this vessel were

actually a sacramental chalice. If it were so, its large size warrants us in

assuming that its use must have been anterior to the refusal of the cup to

the laity, while its numerous ornaments and consequent difficulty of puri

fication show a less scrupulous consumption of the sacred elements than

is now so strenuously insisted on by the Church of Rome. But we may

safely leave doctors to disagree on these Eesthetico-religious points, and

content ourselves with admiring the delicacy of taste and perfection of

workmanship which characterise this remarkable specimen of ancient

Irish art.

Trafalgar Square.

The designs of Mr. Sang, the architect, at the Admiralty Board of Works

for the proposed Army and Navy Memorials in Trafalgar Square, include

suggestions for the improvement of this area. Mr. Sang would make use

of the water supply of the existing fountains, and substitute two memorials,

the one in commemoration of the valiant deeds of the royal army, and the

other of the royal navy, of the Victorian period. The memorial consists of

two large square fountains of well-proportioned dimensions, the sides of the

basements of which are richly moulded and rest on a triple plinth, all of

Sicilian marble, enriched with panels, intended to receive the names of the

officers and men who fell or distinguished themselves at the various actions

in their country's service. Out of one fountain rises a grand massive block

of white marble, with four conspicuous high reliefs in antique bronze, repre

senting the deeds of valour of the British warriors. This colossal pedestal

is surmounted by a group of war trophies, and with its candelabra-shaped

base of exquisite design forms the footing and hold of a Venetian mast or

standard-pole, of a height and outline which leave tho occupants of San

Marco in point of grace and daring far behind. One of the most telling

of the suggestions in the treatment of the square is the necessity of remov

ing the dismal and squat dead granite walls and the substitution of terrace

balustrades, with a grand flight of steps open along the entire width of tho

northern side of the square, immediately facing the National Gallery.

Pictures Purchased for the National Gallery.

At the sale of the Koucheleff-Besborodko collection at the Paris Mart the

other day, a magnificent Ruysdael, known as ' The Sluice,' was purchased

for our National Gallery for the sum of 26,800 francs, or, with the addition

of the usual fees, about 1,1252., which is not considered by connoisseurs to

be more than it is worth.

It must also be noted that a Greuze, ' L'Ermite,' was purchased for the

Empress for the sum of 55,500 francs (2,220/. !) while a Murillo, a Rem

brandt, a Paul Veronese, and a magnificent Paul Potter were bought in at

sums ranging from 700/. to 1,980/.

At the sale of the collection of the late connoisseur the Marquis do

Maison, Greuze's ' Madeleine blonde ' was purchased for the National

Gallery for 49,000 francs, or, with the fees, 2,058/. It is certainly right to

have good examples of the French masters in our public gallery, but 2,000/.

seems to us a very long figure for a Greuze Madeleine. The same painter's

' Madeleine bruno ' fetched 33,000 francs ; the study of the head of the

' Madeleine blonde,' the relatively enormous sum of 9,999 francs ; and the

first sketch of the famous ' Crucho cassee ' 2,600 francs.

In the same collection was a famous work by Pater, 'Le Concert

Champetre,' which sold for 100,000 francs (4,000/.); a Watteau, ' La Toilette,'

purchased by the Marquis of Hertford for 13,000 francs ; and the portrait

of a Lady, by Sir Joshua Reynolds, which fetched 4,050 francs (162/.).

The Carey Street Site.

It is understood that overtures having been made to the Chancel

lor of the Exchequer for the purchase of the seven acres of land

known as ' the Carey Street site ' of the now Courts of Law, the

negotiations have been suspended until the Bill for the acquisition of the

new ground in Howard Street has been sanctioned by Parliament. The

London and North-Western Railway Company are, we believe, not indis

posed to treat for tho site as a great central terminus to communicate with

the Metropolitan District system.

New South Wales.

Our Sydney advices of April 25 state that nothing has yet been deter

mined with reference to the design for a statue to ( 'aptain Cook, to be

erected in Hyde Park, Sydney ; but siuco the colonyjlacks sculptors, it is

probable that the commission will find its way to England or to Rome.—

Tho keystone of the central arch of the new Post Office has also been laid,

with great demonstrations of rejoicing.

Building at "Walsall.

We hear that a considerable number of residences will, under the auspices

of the Lichfield Building Society, be shortly erected on the Walsall Road.

The demand there at present for houses in the neighbourhood gives great

hope that it will prove a profitable speculation.
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The Tower Subway has now passed the nearest approach to the bed

of the river, the top of the tunnel being 23 feet below the bed, and the

engineer, Mr. Peter W. Barlow, jnn., reports that at the present rate of

progress the tunnel will reach high water mark on the Surrey side in ten

weeks. The ground, 1t is said, is so dry that the New River Company's

water laid on the works has to be taken from the shafts for the cement

used in the tunnel. Air is supplied to the men by a steam engine at the

shafts. Communication between tho men at the face of the works and the

top of the shafts is effected by an electric telegraph laid down for that

purpose.

Proposed "Workmen's Exhibition of 1870.—It is intended to hold

this exhibition in the Agricultural Hall, Islington, in June next year. It

is suggested also that local exhibitions be first held in each district, and

that, to turn the event to,the utmost possible advantage, the profits of

such local exhibitions be set aside as a fund for the establishment or for the

support of Schools of Art and Design, or for Night Classes for the teaching

of those sciences which are connected with tho various industries, and form

the necessary groundwork of technical education. In addition to the ordi

nary purposes of other exhibitions, it is proposed that this should serve as

far as possible the purpose of promoting technical education. In those

manufactures in which division of labour prevails, workmen will be invited

to exhibit specimens of that particular branch of work in which they are

severally engaged. In the absence of those means which Continental

artisans possess of improving themselves in their peculiar crafts, this plan

of stimulating the productive capabilities of English workmen may, it is

hoped, prove successful.

Bestoration of Doulting Church.—This ancient edifice, near Shepton

Mallet, is about to be restored to its original beauty. It was built about

600 years ago, on the site of a former church, begun in 960, at the instiga

tion of St. JJunstan, who visited Doulting in that year and persuaded the

people to replace the old wooden church by one of stone, to be dedicated to

St. Aldhelm, bishop of Sherborne, abbot of Malmesbury, and first bishop of

Salisbury, who died where Doulting church now stands. The total cost of

the work will be about 4,000/., and will occupy about two years. In the

mean time divine service will be held in the school-room. Major Paget, M.P.,

gives 1.000A, and the Bev. J. S. H. Horner, the patron of the living, gives a

similar sum.

At the last meeting of the West Ham Local Board of Health it was

resolved that the footpaths in Bridge Road and Windmill Lane bo paved

with blue and red bricks, by way of experiment.

A large gymnasium for the use of the troops is being erected at the

Huts Encampment, Pembroke Dock. The cost is expected to be about

1,000/.

Court of Common Council.—At the meeting of the Court of Common

Council on June 17, tho Lord Mayor presiding, the chairman of the City

Lands Committee (Mr. H. A. Isaacs) brought up certain reports in reference

to the purchase of property unfit for human occupation, and the erection of

improved dwellings for the working-classes on the site. The subject was

referred to this committee for consideration at the time of the last outbreak

of cholera. The committee reported that as in the meantime the Artisans'

Dwelling Act had been passed to meet this very evil, and as the Commis

sioners of Sewers had been appointed to carry out that Act, they considered

the reference to them ought to be now discharged. Mr. J. T. Bedford

strongly opposed this course, and thought the committee, considering the

magnitude of the evil, had not risen to the occasion. Some discussion took

place, but eventually the reference to the committee was discharged.

Metropolitan Association for Improving the Dwellings of the

Industrial Classes.—The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the shareholders

ol this association was hold on the 17th inst. ; Lord C. Hamilton, M.P., in

the chair. The Chairman, in moving the adoption of tho report, took a

retrospect of the history of the association during the past twenty-six years.

They were told, at the outset, that it would not prove a success ; but at the

present time they had no less than 3,500 occupants of their tenements.

The chairman likewise congratulated the society on the altered state of

things from the timo when they were compelled to spend 1,800/. on a

charter, which was so much waste money, to the present time, when Govern

ment was advancing them money on easy terms. Their thanks were dne

to the Marquis of Westminster, who had not only encouraged building ope

rations on his estate, but had also lent them money on favourable terms.

That they had not been successful with regard to their tenements for single

men was not their fault ; and in future they would invest their capital en

tirely in family lodging-houses. His lordship concluded by drawing a very

favourable picture of the future prospects of the association.

Opening of Southwark Park.—Southwark is a fortunate borough.

It has for its representatives tho First Commissioner of Works and Mr.

J ohn Locke, while tho chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works has

always been particularly connected with that part of London. All three

took a part in the opening ceremony of Saturday, the 19th inst. The sanc

tion of Parliament was obtained for this undertaking in 1864 by means of

an Act which provided for the purchase of about 62 acres of land in the

parish of St. Mary, Rotherhithe. The Bill empowered the Metropolitan

Board of Works to form and maintain a park, and also to sell or lease such

portions of the land as they might not require for the purposes of a park.

The land acquired by the Board under that Act is situate near the Spa Road

railway station, and between Paradise Row, Rotherhithe, the Deptford

Lower Road, and Rotherhithe New Road. It consists of about 60 acres, of

which some sixteen are reserved for building sites. Tho rest has boon laid

out as a park. The cost of the freehold of the land was about 911/. per

acre ; the purchase of freehold and leasehold interests involved an expendi

ture of 68,398/. ; the expense of entrance lodges, gates, enclosure railings,

formation of roads, drainage, and planting amounted to 20,710/. ; pro

fessional and other charges and wages to 5,330/. ; the inevitable ' in

cidentals ' to 722/. 19s. 2d—making a total of 95,162/. and some odd

shillings and pence. Mr. Vulliamy is the superintending architect. To

such a neighbourhood as that lying between Rotherhithe and Deptford the

place must prove a great boon.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT.
India.—July.—Forty Appointments in the Engineer Establishment of the Public

Works Department In India will shortly bo open to public competition. W. T. Thornton,
Secretary, Public Works Department.

Isle or Ely.—July 5.—A Resident Surveyor, Inspector of Nuisances, Superintendent
of Highways, and Collector of the Rates for the District of the March Local Board of
Health. Mr. T. T. Elliott, Clerk, March, Isle of Ely.

KexDAL.—Borough Treasurer to the Corporation, of Kendal, Westmorland. Salary
50/. per annum. Mr. Thomas Harrison, Town Clerk,' Kendal.

Perth.—As Assistant or Resident Engineer, to Superintend Works of Plpeage, Masonry,
and Pumping Machinery. A knowledge of the German language desirable. Salary, from
400/. to 600/. per annum. W. Lindley, Engineer-in-Chief, Peeth.

Cockeraiquth.—July 10.—From and after August 1 next, Surveyor and Inspector of
Nuisances and Lodging Houses for the district of Cockermouth, at a salary of 50/. per
annum. Mr. John Fearon, Clerk to the Board, Local Board Office, Cockermouth.

Wtllestex.—Sewer Authority.—June 29.—Inspector of Nuisances. Salary 40/. per
annum. Mr. W. A. Tookei, Vestry Clerk, Edgware.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Arras, France.—Architects are invited to send in designs for a Church to be erected
at Arras. The building is to be 40 metres long, without the clock-tower, and 18 mitres
wide, and it is to have three aisles, three entrances, to be approached by a flight of
five Bteps, and to be surrounded entirely by railings iA metre high ; sub-basement of
Belgian stone. The plans are to inclnde a general one of the entire building, a folly-
detailed description, and a careful estimate, with such perspective views and details as
the artist may think fit to add to the former. The style of the building Is required to
be ' Decorated Roman of the last period ' ; and the sum to be expended, including com
mission, is 80,000 francs (3,200/.). The authorities do not undertake to adopt the prize
plans, in which case the author of the best and second-bestdesigns will receive 600 francs
and 800 francs respectively. It Is added, that the columns are to be of hard Belgian
stone, and the rest of the building of Creil Btone : the vaultings are to be real, and not
in ceiling, or of wood with visible ties. The jury is composed of the Bishop of Arras,
the Maire, a Canon, two member* of the Municipal Council, an Engineer, the Secretary-
General of the Museum, and the Vice-President of the Council of the Prefecture. The

designs are to be sent by the end of July.

Belgium Acadkmy of Arts and Sciences.—For best enquiry (essay) and report on
the period at which Architecture in the Low Countries became affected by Italian

influence. Premium, 1,000 francs, about 40/.

Bradford.—September 1 . —Competitive Designs far the new Bradford Town HaU.
To tho Architect whose design is selected, 5 per cent, commission and the execution of
the work ; 2nd best, 200/. premium ; 3rd, 100/. Mr. W. T. McOowen, Town Clerk, Cor

poration Offices, Bradford.

Brussels, Belgium.—A competition is announced for the production of the best
Water Meter. The inventor of the instrument offering the greatest advantages is to
receive a reward of 200/.; the 2nd best, 120/.; and the 3rd, 80/. The Meters are
to be sent in to the Secretaire de rAdministration Communalc, Hotel de YlUe, Bruxelles,

before 12 o'clock on October 31 in the present year.

Constaxtixe, Algesja.—Three prizes, of the value of 3,000, 2,000, and 1 ,000 francs,
are offered for the best designs for a theatre to be built at Constantino. Programmes
of conditions, accompanied by a sketch, may be obtained either at Constontine, at the
office of the Society Generate Algerienne, No. 13 Rue Neuve-des-Capucines, Paris,

at the Prefecture of Lyons, or the Mairics of Marseilles, Bordeaux, or Oram.

ConroRAnoN of Manchkmtril—June 28.—For Designs and Tenders for the Internal
Decoration of the Huune Town HaU. Joseph Heron, Town Clerk, Hulme Town Hall.

DoKCASTER.—September 1.—The Building Committee for proposed new Wealeyaa
Chapel and Schools at Doncaster require Designs. The best to receive 00/. premium ;

second best, 25/. Mr. R. Wiltons, Sec., Magdalens, Doncaster.

G la mow; ax.—July 1.—Plans and Specifications for Restoration of Parish Church of

Llantrisant. Rev. J. Powell Jones, Llantrisaut Vicarage, Pontypridd,

Leyden MuKicirALiTY invites Designs and Models from Sculptors of all countries for
a Statue of Boerhaavc, in the costume of Professor of Lcyden University. September 1.

London.—June 26.—London and County Land and Building Company (Limited).—
Plana of the best and most profitable way In which to arrange in building sites tfaeir
ground in Camomile Street, City. First premium, 75/. ; second, 60/. ; third, 2W. Mr.

U. B. Looker, u Clement's Lane, E.O.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, TJ. S-—September 1.—For Designs, Specifications, and

Estimates for New Public Buildings. First premium, 400/. ; second, 300/. ; third, 200/. ;
fourth, 100/. For particulars, to H. C. Pugh, Secretary of Board of Commissioners, S.W.,

corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets, Philadelphia.

Royal Academy of Arts.—Burlington House. For the best Painting in Oil, or Model
and Design in Fainting, Sculpture, and Architecture, the Gold Medal and the Discourses
of Presidents Reynolds, West, Ate ; and for the best Copies of Drawings, &c., the Silver

Medals, &c.
Saint Jeav d'Anoely, France. The authorities of St. Jean d'Angely have decided

on completing the Church commenced In the town by the Benedictines, but of which
the works were stopped in 1789. Estimate 200,000 francs (8,000/.) ; the architect's hono
rarium to be equal to 4 per cent. The competition is confined to architects of Charcnte

and the four adjoining Departments.

Salisbury.—July 1.—Salisbury Municipal Charities.—The Building Committee are
desirous of receiving Designs for Rebuilding Almshouses, for six aged Married Couples,
and a Nurse or Matron. 10/. for the selected design. Mr. T. Harding, Canal, Salisbury.

Vienna, Austria.—This Municipality require Designs, Plans, Estimates, &c-, for the
Erection of a New Town Hall. Open to all Europe, For Particulars, Austrian Consul-

General, Paris.

Toulouse, Fraxce.—The Consistory of the Reformed Church of Toulouse invites
architects to send in Designs for a Protestant Temple to be built in that town. The
plot measures about 950 square metres. The church is to contain from 800 to 900 scats,
Four places to be contained in the square of 1 m. 30 c. (51$ inches). Attached to the
Church is to be a Consistory, Library, and Porter's House. The drawings required
are :—A General Plan, and Elevations of the Facades, Longitudinal and Transverse
Sections on the scale of 0-01, a fuU Description of the Plan, and detailed Estimates of
the Work. The total cost of the edifice, including Joiners', Iron, and, all other work,
so as to render the church fit to receive its furniture, is not to exceed the sum of
1 50,000 francs (6,000/.) The Plans are to be Bent in to the President^ the Consistory of
Toulouse before July 31, who will also give all desired particulars. The architect whose
plana are placed first by the judges will be entrusted with the erection of the building,

and receive, by way of honorarium, 5 per cent, on the total expenditure, up to
150,000 francs. If the amount exceeds that sum, the architect will have no commission
on the excess. The author of the second-best plan to receive 1,200 francs ; and of the

third, SOU francs.
Lille, France.—The Society of Arte, Science, and Agriculture, at Lille, invites

architects to send in Plans for an Edifice to bo erected in that town, for the double pur
pose of exhibitions and publicfetes. The plot of ground traced out measuresfrom 177 to
179 metres in length, by 87 to 89 metres in breadth. One of the rooms is required to be
of sufficient size to contain 3,000 persons at a ball or other party, and another is to be
capable of seating 1,500 people. The candidates are left at complete liberty with respect
to the style and arrangement of the building, but the cost is not mnch to exceed the
sum of 60,000/. The drawings required arc two Plans, two Sections, and the Lateral
Faoade, to the scale of 0*005, and a finished view of the Main Facade, with a Descriptive
Note ; but the candidates may add what other drawings they please. The prize is
1 ,000 francs. A certain number of plans are to be selected and exhibited for twenty
days. There are no conditions mentioned relative to the Construction of the Building,
and, in fact, no reference made to a practical result. The drawings ^and documents are
to be sent to the Secretary of the Society, at the Hotel de ViUe, by October 15 at

latest.
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